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NEGRO ACTS DOMINATE VAUDE
Actor Residuals Hit $19,000,000

‘RACE’ IHEATflES TV Getting Cheesecake-Conscious

^
: Hollywood, Aug. 4;
Residuals to actors from telefilm programs since
their inception.
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Collections passed over the
hump to
$10,260,252.97 with U.
the.June
!
Hollywood,
Aug.
4.
residuals, which hit an alltime monthly high of $499,211.25! By
Sex, all but eradicated from tele¬
By JOE COHEN
way of comparison, May collections totaled $315,879.
Safe to Look Healthy
vision by the western, seems at
The- Negro vauders are getting !
Figures do not include xesidual payments. for tv' commercials,
last to be making a comeback.
When Cary Grant visited
a prime batch of names this, year
which: are paid directly to the actors,, nor payments to. thesps
As production plans for the new
Cleveland recently on behalf
and look forward to one of . the
for post-’48 features released to television.
season shape; up, more and more
of
Metro’s
“North
By
North¬
best seasons in years. The pros¬
producers are creating running
west,"
he
took
note
of
the
perity that seems destined for the
parts for the gals, whether In the
great suntan sported by Frank
Negro houses also seems to be
western, adventure or mystery
Murphy,
Loew’s
Theatres
carrying over to the more general¬
field.
Moreover, they’re pinpoint¬
zone manager.
ized situations inasmuch • as the
ing
the “gals for sex’s sake" angle,
Said
Murphy:
“In
the
past
RKO circuit has slated one show
or
as
one western producer fig¬
when- a theatreman displayed
. in its Cincinnati house, and the
ured it, “We’ll put her in low-cut
a suntan, it was thought he
Riviera, Detroit, has booked Pearl
dungarees."
was neglecting his. business.
Bailey for one week on a reserved
Now that we operate drive-ins,
List of femmes with set leads
seat basis..
Atlantic City, A.ug. 4. +■
in the new lineup Is impressive.
j The Negro vaude house, to all _ it’s okay."
Frank Sinatra drew an estimated
There’s
Arlene Howell, the ex; intents and purposes, is the only “
Precocious Critic
10,000 into the. 500 Club as he
Miss U.S.A., with a lead in “Bour¬
vaudeville left in the U. S. outside i
played 18 shows in an eight-day
bon
Street
Beal" at Warners,
Judy Teichmann, 17-year-old
of New York where the Radio City
appearance; which ended Saturday
while the studio’s two other , new
daughter of playwright How¬
Music. Hall, a presentation house. '
(1). Club’s gross, based on admis¬
entries,
in
the
hour field also stress
ard Teichmann, is vacationing
and the Roxy, currently on a
sion, dining and drink take, was
gals, Dorothy Provine has a run¬
in Europe this summer with a
name act policy, are the only regu¬
estimated at more than $130,000.
ning
costar
role
in “The Alaskans"
student group. While in Paris,
lar theatres- with stageshows. The
. Based on a straight $5 admission
while Connie Stevens dittoes ia
she and the others attended a
Apollo, for. most weeks of the
fee, which all paid before entering'
“Hawaiian
Eye."
performance of the celebrated
year, is the only non-Broadway
Vermillion Room, where singer
nudey show, “Folies Bergere."
theatre in the U. S. . with a variety | “Gypsy" is. earning what’s be-j Among the westerns. Anna Lisa
performed, a minimum $50,000 was
In a letter to her parents she
show. At intervals, it is joined by i lieved to be the largest weekly ; gets a bigger slice of the pie
racked from this source. Policy of
commented, “You never sawr so
the Howard, Washington and the | operating profit in Broadway legit; this year in “Black Saddle.” The
straight $7 minimum which, in this
many, flat-chested women in
Tivoli and Regal ..Theatres,. Chi-;history. The Ethel Merman-starrer ' “Johnr.y Ringo" series will have
Instance, didn’t mean too much, was
your life.’'
cago.
j is: clearing nearly $23,000 a. week : not one. but two love interests.
asked. Most checks run over this ;
This list is soon to be joined by • on its steady sellout gross of $82,-i; Karen Sharpe opposite Don Durfor an estimated $8 average! Thus;
the Fenway, Boston, which will be i 900, also believed to be a record ; ante and young Joan Harding ditmore than $80,000 more went into
usjng both Negro and ofay head- ■ take for a regular-run Main Stem toes with Mark Goddard. Judl
the tills, pushing returns well past;
liners starting in October. ...
(production.
:.Meredith has a running role as
the $130,000 figure —, probably 1
The Negro houses have been ' Assuming that capacity attend- Earl Holliman’s vis-a-vis in “Hotel
closer to $150,000.
:
' able to survive with live policies j ance will continue, the David Mer-; de Paroe,” another of the new
Vermillion Room was set up to
more readily than the paleface ] rick-Leland Hayward presentation westerns.
•eat 650 for Sinatra. It was a sell¬
outlets because of their ability to j should recover its production cost
Topper among the westerns is
out with ropes up all week. Many
. use disk names with greater fre- during its 21st week in New York,
(Continued on page 52)
demanding seats never made it.
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than
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next
Oct.
5-10.
That’s
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London, Aug. 4.
Based on 18 shows, .11,700 could
■ parts, While only a few rock ’n’ ; operating income alone and repreValue of tv set sales in Britain ron names have been able to nab 'sehts an unusually fast
have been cared for, and it is. be'pr rnp A'par 5 first siv rrmntnc ic ■
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lieved more were. 500 Club also
’ any kind of boxoffice in other situ- ] since the musical, also
had special guests, writers, etc., estimated
be double the J958
(Continued on page 66)
top-budgeted productions in BroadD*
who were in on cuffo basic
t figure for the some period. Over
way history, was capitalized at
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r° bjt* 1.000,000 sets, were made, which is
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(Continued on page 78)
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(music) and Stephen Sondheim
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sales tax.
tlyrics) adaptation of the Gypsy ;
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lllSK JOCKeyS jurying
Some manufacturers are. mow
Rose
Lee
bookj
“Gypsy:
A
Memoir,"
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anticipating that the total of sets
Avas $435,981. However, a $19,525. Bngl.tte Ba.rd?It.J?^eri5hen Zet*
operating profit on a sixrweek i ?,” a^in?„ln1
s *at„e bour
Philadelphia tryout run and a ^°*Tie 4 slot. Exact date of sliow. $2,500 music royalty reduced the I lnfTT?®?n 1 been decided
’ cost of opening the presentation in {
s cei?sors reportedly used
Framingham. Mass., Aug. 4. I-the year’s end the number of sets
Framingham,
J New York to $413,957. That’s shown f11 thf. sHrS*cal skill of Dr. Osier,
Radio and tv need a shakeup— licensed will be over 10,000,000.
several
i
in
a
June
27
accounting,
which
t0
eliminate
severa* striptease
disk jocks are serving as substi- ‘ a figure, suggesting that if . the
scenes from “Please, Mr. Balzac."
uymiuuta
-fl._nnn ^• pa?ing
I- ° I also tUVCIi.
II1C show’s
MIUW S first
covers., the
lute parents—-the public is allow- i Purchasing graph continues
to
: Resultant job is looked upon as a
show the., same-■■■angle of increase an estimated. $5,o00,000 in. time
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lavish CBS political spread during
gery in view of the fact that it
^^i^Lato^^dn m.ink Pomt bysomo time in. 1961.
the 1960 Presidential conventions.
A_ t1* .1
doesn’t interfere with story line.'
positions” in the communications
Bankioller bought coverage of UTBy illuyCUU Up flDDu
Continuity Acceptance* . at 30
may need to be supplanted,* a Cath- 11TA..1 J
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Rock also
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both the Democratic convention
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flagj
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tion’s
beginning
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July
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Los.
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AXC
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a workshop session of the Eastern n
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the film in a late ho
hour adult
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Republican
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period and. above all, to exercise
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here last week.
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; good judgment in, on-the-air and
convention show on July. 10 and
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Rev. John J. Grant, associate edKiif’ if c TlinlflnilAhf
Menominee, W
is., Aug.
4.
newspaper
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The'
PilS
'rffidSl
PUl
11
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I/ipiUIlIdUt
ISSUt;
the
Nov.
8
election
return
coverage
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^nominee
ms
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newspaper
promotibm
itor of The Pilot, official newspaDUl 11 ^ 1,1FIUI,,<lUt
It cost Eugene McWilliams, opef-j French flicker relates *«“?
st
new problem kaS
cropped up |-»11 on GBS-TV.
»f *
per of the Catholic Diocese of Bos- . A .new
has crop
ton, lashed out at disk jocks: as not m connection-/with implementation
Westmghouse, which underwrote Bvers Carnival Shows $250 for LI 'in °an
only serving as substitute parents, of the Soviet-Amcrican film agrees 1 video coverage of the conventions l
on an intbm?cated 'francs SalesISSe^
2'tv
but also clergymen and spiritual ment. This time it’s the question of in ’52 and ’56, will be carrying the Sn ,vho leaned on the stale * alTxvilffrv *a
5^V
advisers to youth. TV record show editing.,
(key political show on both CBS aid ripped the^few Sterns of ^ rtooneVin i 1 e
jocks came m for their lamps too.
It isn’t something the major ; Radio and CBS:TV.
parel left on McWilliams’ exotic total sponsorfhip baMs rather than ■
^ssai1bd for companies ares eager to talk about
Sunday afternoon (July 11) pre-j dancer wife. Candy,, after she fin-, break it up into participations,
assuming the role of psychologist, since they re concerned with the j convention coverage by CBS-TV j ished her striptease performance.
WNBQ-TV NBC’s o&o In Chihistonan sociologist and religious Russian reaction. However, it’s a will be a half-hour long. In addiThe incident occurred at the lo- cago, also ha? “Please Mr Balzac"
^eHfling k S VleW!ls mtel‘ ‘fa? tbat1 several of the Yanks dis- tion, Westinghouse will be bank-] cal Dunn County Fair. The McWil-j on the agenda and inallprobnbii.• because they are tnbs feel that, in order for the So- rolling nine other half-hours be-{liams show with its six girls, in-' Ity will follow' suggestions laid
Infantile."
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Softened Script m Abortion Theme;
Pros and Cons Follow 'Blue Denim’

Chevalier Solo $102,000
For 2 Weeks at Dallas

' Dallas, Aug. 4. '
■./ "An Evening With Maurice- Che¬
valier” topped, itself , at the State
Fair Musicals last week- The oneman show, Which hit a $46,500 sea¬
The. •■tactful” handling of the4son high the : previous stanza,
abortion theme in 20th-Fox.’s “Blue |
spared to $55,500 in the closing
DREAM-CAST
'VEEP
$
ME'
Dehim." and the "happy ending” f
frame of its fortnight stand at the
t\ pe of solution provided by the |.
4,126-seat Music Hall. The take
Edith Sommer - Philip Dunne| Mrs. Barkley Favors Loy or Dirahe fqr the two weeks was $102,000.
Ys. Tracy or Peck
screenplay, riled several of the 1
‘•High Button' Shoes,” is current
with Bob Crosby, Jams. Paige and
X. Y. critics last week. It also I
Washington, Aug. 4.
Lou .Nelson.
dramatized Hollywood’s problem |
In handling social problems While j| Mrs. Alben Barkley, widow of
trying not to step on sensitive toes. j| the late Vice President, has Myrna
The picture, starring Carol Lyn- ij Loy or Irene Dunne in mind to
ley and Brandon de Wilde, is based H play herself If she succeeds in
on the James Leo Herlihy-William* selling film rights to her book,
Noble play and tel’s of a teenage || ‘T Married the Veep,” she con¬
romance that ends in tragedy when fided to Washington Star , column¬
the girl gets pregnant. A subsidi-, ist Betty Beale.
ary t lie me is the lack, of communi-.! "But,” Jane Barkley added, "my
cation between the youngsters andj, friends tell me after seeing ‘It
Happened to Jane’ that Doris Day
their parents.
Whereas, in the legiter, the girl would be perfect playing me.”
goes through with the abortion, in i She likes Spencer Tracy or
the film thereTs a last-minute "res-:' Gregory Peck for. her husband, she
By DICK RICHARDS
cue” and the two youthful princi-; I told newshen Beale. And. she said,
London, Aug. 4.
pals—age 15 and 16—go off to get; ; she has rejected one company’s
Charles Russell and Lance Ham¬
married.
j ‘ offer Jor Hollywood rights, con¬
ilton, two young Londoners who
Impression in N. Y. is that the ; sidering the terms unacceptable.
quit Britain for the vaster oppor¬
new sweet ending was manufac¬
tunities of; N. Y.s bright lights, ;
tured to take the sting out of it j
return
annually to stage ‘‘The
for Roman Catholics. Although •
j
Night
of. 100 Stars,” glamorous1'
20th bought a stage play about an i
'
benefit
in
aid of the Actors Or-<
abortion, it knew from the start
, phanage.
This year’s midnight
that it couldn't do it justice since;
'
shindig
at
the
Palladium July 23
the Production Code specifically
;
hit
a
new.
high in profits and;
prohibits explicit treatment. Says;
the Code:
. Levine-McHugh Music Inc. has : sparkle. The Orphanage’s’ bank
The subject of abortion shall r been formed as a subsidiary of balance will be upped by around
be discouraged, shall never be
Embassy Pictures for the purpose ■ $40,000 from the proceeds of the
more than suggested, and / • of creating and promoting musical Palladium show and the: preem of
when referred to shall be con- I properties to go hand in hand ."The Nun’s Story,” held at War¬
with Embassy’s theatrical feature ner Theatre earlier In the evening.
demned.”
As usual,* America came through
Scripter. Dunne said last week lineup/ Jimmy McHugh, yeteran
that, while Catholic objections had song writer, is president of the with some valuable contributions
to
the glittering midnight • revue
outfit
and
Joseph
E.
Levine,
head
been considered, the film’s ending
was formulated "under no pressure of Boston-founded Embassy, is with Bob Hope, Paul Robeson and
Eddie
Fisher doing solo acts, the j
treasurer.
at all” and simply because if
seemed dramatically most valid.
Other officers are Pete Rugolo. •' Peters.. Sisters ; chipping in with j
Max
Bygraves
to sirig—of. ail mim- :
Yet, even While the story was Coast composer-conductor, musical
director and v.p.. and Bill Doll. bers1-‘Thank. Heaven for Little ■!
> Continued on page 78*
Girls,”
and.
Elizabeth
Taylor, Au-. >
Embassy v.p., a v.p. of the music
drey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer, join-/
enterprise,
'
Ing
the
throng
of
stars
who were ‘
McHugh and Rugolo currently
are coloring the music track for introduced from the stage and then s
sat
at.
tables
on
the
..stage
during i
Embassy's forthcoming ‘‘Jack the
Ripper.” According to Doll, this the second-half floorshowi
Hope. was in tremendous. form ’
Gwen Yerdon, star of "Red¬ will be recorded in a special
head.” finally got to see the musi¬ stereo process and scored so that with a wisecracking act geared to ;
cal last week. Having twisted her theatres so equipped can put to a song called ‘‘Lazy” and dovetailankle just before the matinee last use their new surround sound .ing with his recent mlich.-publi¬
Saturday sl>, she limped before systems.
cized doctor’s orders to slow down
the curtain and informed the au¬
A soundtrack L. P. album and his professional pace; "I’m relax¬
dience that- she could not go on, numerous singles will be made ing so much now that PerPy Como
but that stand-by Allyn McLerie prior to the picture’s, release, looks , as if he’s got St. Vitus
v.a« to play the performance.
! states Doll.
/Dance,” cracked Hope,
"I’m sorry for the accident,” ;
j Fisher sang two or three ditties
she explained, "but at least this ;
; in conventional style while Robe- j
will give me my first chance to
S son rightly earned a big hand with
see the show. I hope you’ll all stay j
his Songs. A major yock hit. was:
and see it with me.” Then she i
Buffalo, Aug. 4. • scored by Beatrice; Lillie; with a j
hobbled around into the auditori-1 Chautauqua Institution’s pops,
(Continued on page 78)
• j
um and occupied a chair placed in concert series at Chautauqua drew
the aisle for her. During the in- 9,500. persons last week for the
termission. the dancer-singer was largest opening crowd in its his¬
besieged for autographs. There tory, The 65-member Chautauqua
were few requests for refunds,- symphony orchestra is being con¬
either at the matinee or that eve¬
ning's performance, which the • ducted this year by "Walter Hendl
star also missed.
I . now in his seventh season.
Miss Yerdon’s wire to the cast, ’ The group will present pops
posted on the backstage bulletin Wednesdays through Aug. 26 with j. By LEONARD L. LEVINSON
board Monday *3\ congratulated symphonic . programs . Tuesdays,
them. "I always felt ‘Redhead’ , Saturdays and Sundays. In addi¬ • Lewisohn S t a d iu m Concerts,
was a wonderful show.” it con- • tion there will be opera programs bugged by seven rained-oui dates,
eluded, "now I know it.” The star 1 twice a week and choral arid dra¬ wound up worst "season ■= in. past
returned for Monday night’s per ¬ matic presentations Thursd ay decade. Saturday (1), but closed
j with a strong. Beethoven Festival
formance.
F •'i evenings through August. ’
[Week. topped by/ a near-capactiy
; < 19,500) Rodgers & Hammerstein
finale.
•; Mischa Elman; who looks like
a benevolent Eric Von Stroheim
now, opened the fest Monday <27)
/ with the Beethoven Violin Coni certo.in D major. The famous, and
] often-criticized, schmaltzy tone of
Subscription Order Form
i his middle years was absent, re¬
placed by a melodic line, crystal
j
( Continued on page 78)
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Amateurs Dullish

Vienna, Aug. 4.
So-called "American delega¬
tion” gave what amounted to
an amateur show, .at the 1,400-.
seat Ronacher Theatre here in
connection with the World
Y outh
Congress.
Audienceplainly expected - more. There;
was no. jazz and no orchestra,;
Whole performance was prac¬
tically unrehearsed. .
Mady Siihon of New York
City Was in charge of a chorus
of 45, There Were solo num¬
bers by Jerry Silverman, a
folksinger of Manhattan and
Laird .. Marshall of Madison,
Wisconsin on the piano.
Others performing were vio¬
linist Barrett Smith of Detroit,
pianist Leona Lesikin of Los
Angeles. Robert E. Hoed of.
N.Y. executed some dances.

By EMIL W. MAAS
Vienna, Aug. 4.
The 322 American "individualists” at the seventh "world festival
of youth and students for peace and friendship” provided a silly
sideshow here during the past week. They were severely criticized .by both friend and foe and held up their country to ridicule.
The fest, which ends today (Tues.V has witnessed. some interest¬
ing cultural activities, including a Paul Robeson, concert on the
Heroes’ Square in front of the former Royal Court; with youth of
participating nations parading along the wide Ringstrasse. The week
has seenlittle violence, though anti-Communist Austrian youth went
all out in clearly labelling the festival for what it was;
The Youth-Cenire of Vienna opened information offices along the .
streets leading to the fair grounds, and distributed anti-Communist
propaganda. /Big placards lobbying for. pro and anti-Communist fac¬
tions went up all over the city. There was no lack of lively discus¬
sions arid disagreements. .
The Vienna press on the whole ignored the Communist affair. The
. only paper whivh covered was the "Volks Sturime” (People’s Voice),
official organ of the Reds. Result: No stories or pictures on such
details as the unfolded flags of the participants at the official open¬
ing (because the; Austrian government objected, to the flag of the;
Algerian independents), no quotes freim official welcoming speeches,:
.etc: -.
' :
Eventually, the press mellowed and did print, stories. One paper, ,
the Neue Press outfit, came out with a new publication, "Wiener
Nachrichten” (Vienna News) which was unique in its make-up .in’
that it -stressed strict neutrality in covering aspects of both the.
pros and the antis.
According to Jean Garcias of France, prez of the' preparatory
commission of this Commie-sponsored gathering, "there is no such
thing as an American delegation.”- The, Americans were originally
split into three groups—one /parading, one sitting on the grand-,
stands and. the rest remaining in their quarters. Eventually; they.-;
split further.
Some suddenly discovered that the rally was. Communist-influ-F
enced. Kenneth Dove of Appleton, Minn., now of 'Yale, stated that
the Yale Chorus would not appear at the big American show at the
Ronacher cafe because of Communist infiltration. Whereas; the of¬
ficial fest committee held press conferences daily; the tLS. groups
convened in small cafes in the Prater/ amusement park, arguing
about their position.
Reporters on several occasions pointed out. to the Yanks that every .
oije of them knew full well in advance that the; festival was more
or less following the party line. At one point, 100, official member¬
ship cards, for the UlS. delegation mysteriously disappeared. The.
next; day, he said that anti-Red pamphlets had turned up in the beds
of other delegations.

Into Church-Okayed Debs’ Talent Test
By GLENDON ALL VINE
America’s ..most fabulous Cin-.
derella story./ the Atlantic City
beauty contest, which every Sep¬
tember transforms a young nobody,
into an international celebrity, is
now on the production assembly
Albuquerque, Aug. 4,
line flowing smoothly. into Satur¬
The Taos, N;M., Fiesta opened 10 day the twelfth when the .stream¬
days ago with the redman aiming lined 1959 model, with inside and
his tomahawk right where he can outside upholstering, will be dis¬
hurt the dratted paleface the most gorged, As . some 80-million Amer¬
—in the pocketbookF
icans face up to their tv. in num¬
Taos Pueblo Indians, incensed be¬ bers topped only by the Academy
cause some Taos merchants have i Awards out of . Hollywood, 54
backed a bypass. highway east of j "debutantes” will give their taithe city across Indian land, sked- j ented. all in this most public of
ded both morning and afternoon , coming out parties.
dances at the pueblo to draw I A triumph of. grass-roots pre¬
crowds away from the Tabs Fiesta testing, of city,, county and state
Saturday, and Sunday.
! sampling; a cocktail of exact proBut the palefaces of New Mexi¬ ■; portions of commerce, tourism,
co’s art colony community wouldn’t education, community relations
fight back.
a
! and chaperoned: sex, this well-oiled
Jennie Wells Vincent, chairman ; talent contest is now purring like,
of the fiesta committee and a not¬ a kittenish Rolls-Royce,
ed folk singer, said she .Welcomed j . Nymphs from the outlying tini(Continued on page 78 )
\
(Continued on page 78)

Pueblo Indians at War
With Taos Fiesta; Seed
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Producers aren't taking sufficient advantage of "objective’* opin¬
ions and views available to them via the New York homedffiee,
Richard Einfeld, now on his own in production, opined last week,.
. “We should listen more to the advertising-publicity department!.
. In the east/’ Einfeld said. And he summed up the producer men: tality on the Coast. “Nobody there listens to anybody.’’

Tax Angles; Glen Alden Corp.
Gives a This-Is-How Demo
Merger of List .Industries and
Glen Alden Corp. already has; pro:
vided a fancy payoff; The surviv¬
ing company, bearing the Alden
name, this week disclosed sixmonth- earnings to June 30 of
$8,321,P00 before depreciation, de¬
letion and amortization of $2,140,240. And it’s all* tax free/
Tax angle has been behind the
fieavy Wall/ Street interest in
Alden. right along: It came about
via losses sustained by. Alden
when on its own as a coal-mining
operation. Said red ink meant tax
benefits in the amount of $9,000,000 for List (RKO Theatres, et
al.) upon the merger.
More diversification / by top man
Albert A. List is anticipated, .fur¬
ther
strengthening
the
Alden
stock in big board trading.
The six-month earnings were
equal to $1.11 /per share based on
5,566,034. shares Outstanding,. Ii>
eluded in. the profit is a net gain
of $2,500,285 on the sale of prop¬
erties. These were not identified
but it’s known that List has a
policy of selling theatres which are
uneconomic;
Either, that or the sale and lease¬
back
of
theatres
as
a
deal
recently consumated; Confirming
last week’s- Variety story, the
RKO chain announced sale of five
houses in the New York area to
a group headed bv Milton Kestenberg. Part of. the deal has the five
theatres—A1 bee. Flushing,. Madi¬
son, Ford ham and 86th Street—
continuing to be managed and op¬
erated by RKO under a 20-year
lease,-

Story Check® Out
A. downtown
.Manhattan
financial writer found a recent
Variety story hard to believe..
It was the one in which. Roy
Disney .was quoted as saying
he thought the price of Disney ,
stock on the New/York Stock
Exchange
was . priced
un¬
realistically high when it was
selling /way up ip the 50’s.
The writer .called Disney on
the Coast and was given con¬
firmation of the story, along
with Disney’s comment that

.“maybe l talk too much ”
.

The Disney shares since fell
to a low for the : year of
$39.62*2 per., Roy Disney, had
said he thought the right price.
would be in the mid-40’s.

Advances Losses;
As the financial affairs: at War¬
ners have taken on a new/ pros¬

perous look, a . key factor behind
the mightily improved position is
the company’s, come-out on ad¬
vances . to independent, outside
producers; A year ago pt this time
WB entered /on its books a loss
of $2,500,000 via tieUps with the
indies. This was bank money, guar¬
anteed by WB, which just couldn’t
be recouped out of the Inadequate
rentals. "Old Man and the Sea”
was among the more prominent in
the loss category, •
At the present day WB has no
loss at all on advances to the in¬
dies, according to this week’s fi¬
nancial report from the .company.
While many a Hollywood pro¬ The advances have been recouped
ducer is moaning about the rock¬ and obviously there’s been, a profit
eting costs of talent, Hal Wallis to boot.
• A'', for the next financial state¬
has some important names, lassoed
ment from. WB. there’s an inter¬
at bargain-basement prices.
In making “Career” for release esting inside-trade angle. It’s that
by Paramount this year, Wallis the company’s release of Joseph
has Dean Martin and .Anthony Levine’s Import, “Hercules/’ is
Franciosa each tied to a $35,000 proving a handsome profit-maker,
contract, has Shirley Maclaine for despite the- critical clobbering It
$17,500 and Carolyn Jones hemmed received in . many sections of the
in for an undisclosed but appar¬ press. The steam-roller campaign
is getting the credit. /■'•
ently similar small amount.
Commitments, of course, were
entered some time ago—before any
UNKNOWN FOR LeROY
of the aforementioned achieved
top-money stature.
No: Stars Available—'‘Ring Horse*
Stars Script

In Foresight

JOHN WAYNE’S ‘ALAMO'
Hollywood, Aug. 4,'
Frankie Avalon, the rock ’n’ roll
singer, drew his second starring
picture, namely Batjac’s “The Al¬
amo” for United. Artists release.
He put off two months of per¬
sonal bookings for costarririg with
John Wayne and /Richard Widmark.

AB-PTV25c jDiwy
American
Broadcasting - Para¬
mount Theatres this week declared
the regular dividends of 25c per
share on each of the company’s
outstanding common and preferred
stock issues.
Both payable Sept. 15 to stock¬
holders of record on Aug. 21/

Hollywood, Aiig. 4.
Mervyn LeRoy/ who last week
bought Thomas Duncan’s latest
novel, -‘Ring Horse,” will start
picture with an unknown, since
good names “are all tied up,” ac¬
cording to producer-director. Any¬
way, he adds, “my big star is the
.story,”
LeRoy, currently prepping “Wake
Me When It’s Over” for 20th-Fox
release, has made no commitments
for “Horse,” which may or may
not be included in his 20th deal.
Arrangement with Buddy Adler
calls for at least: three films for
20th during the. next six years.
In addition to 20th pact, LeRoy
has three films remaining under
his current contract with Warner
Bros;, where his “The FBI Story”
is awaiting release.
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By GENE ARNEEL
Film industry is going off in all
directions with financial maneu¬
' Jack L. Warner, president of
vers of a type almost ...completely
Warners, left New York over the
foreign to the traditionalists of the
Exploit Eavesdroppers
weekend for London and a series
business.
The entire pattern . of
Aides of Otto Preminger,
of meetings with execs of Associ¬
corporate thinking on the New
even while on vacation, do not
ated British lectures Corp. WB is
York end. has changed in the past
lose an opportunity to get in
a substantial stockholder of the
few jrears as Wall Street and other
. plugs: for “Anatomy of a Mur¬
British outfit.
der,” made for Columbia re¬
investors took oii a more powerful
Warner’s trek abroad—he’s to be
lease under the Carlyle Pro¬
voice in company affairs, and as
joined in London by Benjamin
ductions banner.
certain top-drawer veteran film
Kalm.enson, WB exec v.p.—comes
.
Carlyle
v.p.
George
Schae¬
executives took cognizance of the
on the heels of unconfirmed re¬
fer, cruising in his hoat With
fact that not to yield to the neces¬
ports heard both in London and
N.Y. rep Nat Rudick off
sities of the latter-day picture
Wall
Street that WB is about to
Martha’s Vineyard, put in a
trade economy could result in so
ship-to-shore call to N;Y. to
unload its Interests in . Associated
many beefing stockholders and,
get. the
latest . "Anatomy”
British.
0
consequently, disharmonious oper¬
grosses. Knowing that the call
Sitting in with Warner and Kalations.
could be heard by all radiomenson will be Sir Philip W’arter,
equipped boats in the vicinity,
Here are some of the more re¬
chairman of AEPC; C. J. Latta,
Schaefer insisted that his N.Y.
cent fiscal shufflings, all designed
managing director; Jack Goodlatte,
source repeat the full title of
to enhance what were originally
director, and Arthur Abeles, WB’s
the picture With each theatre
theatrical: business enterprises:
Continental manager and manag¬
gross.
,(1>. Glen Alden Corp., whose
ing director In the United King¬
holdings include RKO Theatres,
dom.
which in turn was one of the “big
There’s still no confirmation of
five” national theatre circuits, had
an impending sfbek sale but the
six-month earnings of $8,321,709
rumors
have
strengthened and
and none of this need go to tax
seem to go hand in hand with the
considerations. The “modem day”
top-echelon
conferences
in the
business world capers
of top
British capital this veek. Sellout
banana. Albert A: List, via his
price
heard
in
Wall
Street
is $15,mergers Of RKO and numerous
000.000. Further anticipation in
other endeavors, resulted in the
;
some
quarters
is
that
the
stock
tax advantages. But the unhappy
■ divestiture will be a preliminary to
consequence so far as -many old
j a WB stock tender.
hands in the business are.Concerned
Hollywood, Aug. 4:
is that the RKO chain, being so
!
Following London, Warner and
’ Columbia Pictures , is cutting ; Kalmenson will tour company oftucked , in with other businesses,
overhead
costs
of
independent
pro¬
has lost considerable individual
/ fices in France, Belgium, Holland,
ducers affiliated with the studio i WTest Germany and Italy. There’s a
identity,
from 25% to 22*2%. The 2*2% sav¬ j chance they might extend the tour
(2) . In a six-month report; Walt
ing, ‘according to
Samuel
J. j to include the WB South Africa
Disney Productions disclosed film
Briskin, veepee In charge of the
rentals of $8,493.092—a tidy sum I Gower lots operations, was brought ! headquarters in Johannesburg^
for an indie producer.
But this ] about because of general rise in
was only one-third of Disney’s i production costs,
total gross business. Other sources, |. Briskin stated that the cut is
mainly television, and including j retroactive to July 1, and will
Disneyland,
publications,
news¬ i apply to features now in producpaper comics, licensing of cartoon . tion which started prior to July 1
characters, music, records* etc., ‘date./
provided two-thirds.
Studio topper also revealed pro¬
ducer contracts would be amended
: WB’s Earnings
accordingly: and that new rate is
(3) . Warners is at hand With based on present. overhead costs
whammo operational, 'earnings of and production schedule for cur¬
$7,249,000 for nine months, Com¬ rent fiscal year/ Col/will also take
pared with a loss of $2,500,000 and over other charges heretofore not
Victor M. Carter, Wegt Coast
theses earnings exclude a net of : absorbed by the studio. This will banker and real estate operator,
$6,500,000 dri sale of Coast real apply for films shot abroad as well shelled out close to $7,000,000 in
estate. WB doesn’t come out: and as those lerised iri Hollywood.
buying out Herbert J. Yates’ vot¬
state It specifically, but the edu¬
“It is our policy,” said Briskin, ing control in Republic. This was
cated guess in the business is that “to have greatest percentage of disclosed following a Rep board
television activity accounted for dollar reflected on theatre screen. meeting in New York last week
the remarkable rise. And now . WB In the . past 12 months, we have at which Yates severed all connec¬
apparently is angling to sell , off its moved slowly and cautiously to ef¬ tions with the. company.
interests in Associated British Pic¬ fect sayings throughout our opera¬
It was less than a month previ¬
tures Corp. (reportedly at a price tion that would enhance the qual¬ ous to this meeting that Carter
of $15,000,000). This would mean ity of the entertainment we are took over the presidency and
another shift away from the pic¬ offering today to world markets.” Yates was named board chairman.
ture industry and severance of a
Latter title, regarded as honorary,
long-time prized possession.
has now been relinquished by
Yates and assumed by Carter. In
(4) . Operational income at Stan¬
Carter’s case the designation. In¬
ley Warner is 78% from the In¬
stead of being honorary, means in
ternational Latex subsidiary and
effect
he’s the one-man boss—at
22% from theatres, .Thus, another,
Burt Sloane has been named
• least to the extent that any one
of the “big five” has. taken a back publicity
manager
for United
j individual can run a company.
seat. ,
Artists. He takes over immediately.
New members elected to the
(5) . Paramount while undertak¬ Sloane had been assistant publicity
ing a more ambitious theatrical manager. He steps into the shoes hoard last week are Sidney M.
Davis,
N.Y. attorney, and Patrick
production program, is eyeing of Morton Nathanson, who’s been,
ways and/ means of diversifying upped to become director Of inter¬ J. Frawley Jr., president of Ever-r
sharp Inc. They replace Rep vet*
outside show business. ""Lowe's. national advertising and publicity.
Albert Lind and Theodore Black.
Theatres is doing the same.
Shuffle arranged by - Roger H.
Lewis, UA y;p. in charge of ad-pub
Diversify, Ye All
and exploitation, sees Val Coleman
The aforementioned are but a succeeding Sloane as assistant pub¬
few of instances where the picture licity manager. Coleman joined UA
business is playing footsie with the. in 1956 as a feature writer and has
“outside” business world. And scripted documentaries.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
considering the way Hollywood:
Sloane started in the business in
Four members of Republic Pic-,
theatrical people have moved in on 1950 with Paramount Pictures. In
television it appears that the ac¬ 1953/ he moved to UA as trade tures organization have turned in
tual business of making and ex¬ press contact, a. job he held until resignations to Victor M. 'Carter,
hibiting theatrical features is near 1958 when he became assistant prexy and chairman of board. Car¬
ter accepted the resignations with¬
to rating only “branch office” publicity manager*
out revealing their replacements,
status in the newly-shaping corpo¬
if
any.
rate scheme of things.
LIONEL ROGOSIN'S CO.
Four include Douglas T. Yates,
Stockholders and. the hard-head¬
director of company and general
ed business men at the film com¬ Just Back From Making Apartheid manager of Consolidated Film La¬
Film In So. Africa
panies in Gotham aren’t complain¬
boratories in Fort Lee, N.J. and
ing naturally. Their objective is
New York; Walter L. Titus, sales¬
/Documentary producer Lionel
to make money, regardless of
man for Consolidated labs in New
source. The malcontents are the Rogosin, known for his film “On York; Richard G. Yates, eastern
old timers who would: like to see the Bowe:ry,” has organized Lionel sales manager of Hollywood Tele¬
the picture, business continuing as Rogosin Films, a limited partner¬ vision Service Inc.; Rudy Ralston,
ship; to produce a : feature film
a separate and prosperous entity—
tentatively titled “Anne Domini producer at Republic studios in
and not. required to look to tv, oil,
Hollywood.
1959.”
coal, ladies' undergarments and so
Carter last week took over as
Rogosin recently returned from
on as a cushion to soften the blow South Africa where he shot a pic¬ chairman of Republic board siic(Continued on page 15)
ture on the apartheid situation.
iceeding Herbert J. Yates.

Brisldn at Col

About Overhead

Vic Carter Takes
Both Top Posts
In. Republic Pix

MAKE BURT SLOANE
UA PUBLICITY CHIEF

FOUR GET SLUFFO AS
CARTER RULES REPUBLIC
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CAREER MURDER BY
do Govt. After Prolonged Delay;
Good lill ’62, It Helps Production

maps rassing N, “hyFrHIFT,

Til
Nils Asther, former matinee .idol
--, : '■ ■who. in his heyday during the late
”
' .
;'
'
♦
Rome, July 28.
.
twenties and during the , thirties
ir
if ,,
|fHA
r
New Film Aid legislation, valid
ure in. Columbia’s corporate struc¬
lim Cnintrpr Hik RnaJ
would appear in as many as five or
through Dec. 31, 1961, has been
ture as. a result of the death of
V1!*1. VtfliUgCI
IUMIU
six pictures during a single year,
Hollywood Aue 4
1 approved here by the Council of
Hollywood; Aug. 4! . feels he’s being “haunted” by the
Screen Gems’ prexy Ralph Cohn
^
J Ministers, presided over by Italian
James R. Grainger, prexy of In- press.
Is his brother Robert Cohn, a Col
eHX„PlS“S Prime Minister Antonio signi. Th.
,
,.
..
‘
I ter .Continent Releasing Qrganiza- |
He is one of a fairlv laree erOuolfill” Producer when he headed avnt t
u
production executive on the Coast. ltion,isonatw0week swingthrough0f yesteryear film
stars who " Hallmark Productions,- has joined ^e]a
bh h J
Robert Cohn is the last of the east and Middle West td sfet up Whether thev like it or not are MPC Film Distributing Co. as. ad, * *y
three sons of the late Jack Cohn, bookings of uDcomirie hroduct i h th ^ ^ v 1
v w ; exDloitation director
; able industry worry.
It arrived
Expected to emerge as.a key fig--* .

•,

1,1

*
■ •_- ■ ■

Kroger JmDD to Mlt

f ormer executive veepee. brother
of late prexy Harry Cohn and cofounder of the company. Another
»on, Joseph Curtis, died several
years ago at the age of 32.
,vea? ago at the af of 32. ^ __
- xi.
^
Its anticipated that Robert Cohn
will serve as spokesman for. 1Ms
his

| startLn| Mth Benedict Bogeaus’ I wh?chT^^
Establishment of ad-exploitation
*.jet Over the Atlantic:” '
: ISS” hhd trisd?tLm Scordine *'dePL mar^ MPC’s first move in
Bogeaus’“The Gold Bug,” based:
this direction in firm’s overall exly The press, its files bulging writh ; Pailsl6n plans,
■
uvciaA1 •
on Edgar Allah Poe classicalso is ^
clippings
concerning, these per-,*'
per- paubiuu r
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owning 42,04/ snares of Col stock.
.In addition 13.8/8 snares stood of
• record in his name and others, as.
executors ^>f t.je w dl of Jack Cohn.
Ralph. Cohn, also had a one-third
. remainder lp.tei est in a trust which :
owns 1,844 snares and a contingent
interi m a trust winch owns 51;-.
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130
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the same time,
time,: William ShelShel¬
family. He is sc’ncdulcd
I tori., formerly Times Films’ sales ber^ a chance to prep new’ film
With Col: officials later this wriek; I.U- .S. Film Accord which lapsed mas card.”
[Jast month.
might be final^ . Onlv
nnlv ‘Silent’
. Meanwhile, it riopears that Ralph.|;as^:mo;
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Hollywood, Aug. 4.
producer and recently named a : mittanees oyer the preserit $3,000.- had begun to feel that they’d dam- 'v*s. aissolved,
•
Sol Lesser Productions has filed
\\p. of the parent company, may . 000 annually for all the compa- aSed his career.
|
NTA Pictures, like Its parent suit against Loew’s Inc. for $1,925,emerge as Uhe top figure in.v the nies. Yanks feel that better eco- :
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■^\ industrial films. He’s,
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View’ that. Hollywood today gar-^h^fode resum^pg^urtlier^tali^d this-' ^ate;,I^have .very^^od ^c^nec- j^hution.first
Ties its quest for technical perfec- ■ V^nr

?tar "hetber tbe; : jng work on a script which Alec

tion too far was voiced in N. Y. i Sgfe gfe^in

o “me Of thc'S Gu‘d"asa has ** ^'W One

last week ^i«chafd :Einfeld;
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The indie . producer, w ho . has ;
Last year’s Insistence by Flaud fFOm oeoole who’d be interested to
cpmpleted_
?ted “The
-The Oregon Trail
Trail” as .on giving out 40 of the Yarik visas have me in a nlav
plav
the first
,(w,v-***•'
. . . ..
st film under his own bam, as merit licenses for companies..
,(„v•***-'
ner, .opined that the drive for ab-having helped
helped. French
Freiirh distrib
di«frih and
anH ;
, --This
reputation ..v;hicn.-.tne
ab- .having
Thl? • reputation
which the
solute perfection has golteii in the : production: is. expected to be dis?Te ff ts er^tlf3 fOT,m?,
,
bUagtlS at;“ntin“ad i*>is war,
LaSt yeat’s
W
lattempt.led to- a, truce With the
fa^ota^
. When I ook at the rushes at t French kicking in some extras and
1 tiv .I a7Jiinteftsied in what
the end of the day, and I notice.^ some. leftovers from the defunct
r d(Jc-n ^hat I vlan to do and
a tiny little thing wrong; with the. j KKO and. Republic to make up [for
li^i'^^ct^Ire^nthebackground of a scene, I don’t go i those licenses lost by some majors !
{
% a si^nt has been
and reshoot the whole works, it’s ' at the expenses of others who got
Jtar’>
'
nus-veen
silly,”.he said. “After all, the audi-j the “merit”, visas from the CDC...
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Two films involved^are “Taman

NTA Pictures has been broadening And The Lost Safari
scope and has picked up, foreign , !iaialfgsedF1

which Met«hl.
Metro had

: tion will be enlarged and efforts seven-year distribution rights on
| will be .made to obtain
obtain'American
American each, worldwide,
indie product as well.
Lesser Productions complained
that Metro’s feature,
feature. “Tarzan,
“Tarzan. The
Th*
since National Theatres took tliat
over NT 4 the theatrical distribu Ape ^Ian»” wil1 feature an actor
S^aSMof^N^teSl^hcr than Gordon Scott (viz.
been somewhat limited. Under a Dfn>’ Mjnf£\as *he leadl«g charj ruling of the antitrust division of fcter a"d _that lts premature rethe Dept, of Justice, NTA Pictures, !ease V11 daraaee receipts on the
■ in territories where National Thea; t^.pnpr films,
tres maintain houses, must first
‘Tarzan, The Ape Man” Is only
offer its films to the opposition at one of Tarzan” series owned by
reasonable rentals. The offers of Metro’ a11 otbers being part of the

Present Yank deminds are thdse
.n’]3itKe oPPds>tiott need not be sub- Ta<?a“ 5“ka®e *•*“» orisinally
done—will be looking at the actors. Set forth bv MPA a hcpw- Frip tlQn Swedish and Bntish: accent,' sfantial
. controlled by Lesser and consigned
: not *at the distant background. So Johnston on his recent trio herri I
imP°r^d to Holly\vood from j
exoected that the tieun with ! hy him to Lesser Productions when
we shot. a\ set .where, -.'in'-the•; back,
recent trip heie.Europe in 192.7 and contftmed mak- !
I^exp^ed ttat. the .faeup with } that company was sold to the
a bulb’s blown out. AVho cares?
mg films .there and in Britain ; ^a^al
: Weintraub-Hayutin Interests.
“It’s the same with lighting, and
'LES AMANTS'
..
AMANTS* BOOKINGS
a lot of other little details.” Ein_—.
.. i.J*.,--S,. picture was. . Sorriell_. and
.“-windjammer ” which was Junctl°n to halt release of Metrofeld-deferred to directors who Due In Chi, b.c! and Balto Ahead
under a special agreement made Tarza” film’ and iu separate
overshoot,, repeating scenes endOf Gotham
^gWjnoi
: with the antitrust divis^m^
'
; af;on f°r damages claimed that
division.
lessly to^correct the smallest im_____
Lover
(1928>,
Wild^ Orcliid§
......, ; ■ ■
; Metro
unfairly
discriminated
perfections; “Some directors aren't
rhira?n Ahp 4
| , wrih Garbo in l929),“The Bitter !
; against the two Lesser Tarzan pix.
neaily sure of vvhat they w’ant, so : 7
\
1
: .
Tea; df
General
Yen”
(1933), ■ mtm IV hX TV KM PAR This
..
Matter action asked $637,500
they shoot 15 different angles and t Zenith-Iritdrnational plans to. re-; “Storm at Day Break’’ (1933), etc. I JIlElsCL-LLiin lCAm run damages on U. S. distribution and
later pick out the .best ones in the ‘ ?ease the French “Les Amants” . He was originally brought over by
9 . $1,237,500 in other countries.
editing. Other directors know what (The Lovers) in Chicago, Washing- Vriited Artists,, later was under
'LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
they want and shoot that way, tbo. ton ,and Baltimore in Sentemher contract to MGM (“T Quit there beHollywood, Aug.
Aug. 4.
4.
cause 1
I dbuldn’l
couldn’t stand
stand making
making
lionywooa,
j
JACK HALEY JR. RESUMES
Perspnally, I think a director wdrkn.a^^^
those 'pretty
'pretty boy’
boy’ films
films in
in uniform,
uniform,{: Sam. Spiegel and British dir.ee-..;.,.
ing .on a short schedule does bet-l par;s Theatre in Ortnher
, those
ter work than the man. who has all
"s. +ueaice in uctoDer.
._
-l:any
more”)
and,
during
the
war
any more”) and,: during the vvar : tor David Lean will , make “Law - Picks Up Show Business Career
the time in the world. And, un- , J0™ G°"d ls.handbng the pic- ; and up to 1943, appeared for Para- renbe of Arabia ” bioDic of mvs-’
With Wolper
fortunately, there, is just no relathis territory .but States no ,i mount.:\ During that period he • f .
_ _T ’ '
... _r * ,
—;tionship between costs and qual- Chi situation has been set for it so ■. starred in: the successful “Man in ' steri°so T. E, Lawrence, of TV orld •
Hollywood Aug* 4
ity.”
far. A print won’t be submitted to [ Half Moon Street” (1944),
j War I connection, as first of two :
jaCk Haley Jr., who donned civ; Einfeld said the need in the i
^en,sors for at least another:;
After the war, stories began to ; productions they’ll produce on a . vies .two weeks ago after a stretch
business was for “fresh money” to two or three weeks.
appear to the effect that Asther, ’ partnership basis . for. Columbia ; wi.tb LT. S. Air Force, will be assofinarice production. His reasoning
“Les Amants” has the distinction who had been a top earner in i
rf; iT>
r., _
-t,.
_tni ‘-ciate producer on David L. Wolis that this sort , of backing would of being the first. French film to Hollywood,, -.was down-and-out and, (f1CLUre- reiedse. aecurm pit is
• per's upcoming spec, “Race for
be amenable to experimentation he exhibited on the Champs Ely- at one point, had to work as -a J uhset,
'Space.”
and a more imaginative approach ..sees with English subtiUss for the ' delivery clerk at $1 an hour ini. Duo previously were associated
Haley also w;ill handle sam#
to film making. The producer, also benefit of Yank and British tour- Los Angeles, A recent story in the on “Bridge on the River Kwai,” (chore oh eight hour-long public
plugged for greater opportunties ists who might otherwise miss the N,Y. Post by reporter Gene Smith, also for Columbia release, which. affairs specials for regional sponfor young, creative talent.unexpiirgated version back home, j :
(Continued on page 10)
[ won an Academy Oscar jackpot.
\ sorshijj which W’olper is prepping.
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with most horror films, there is
considerable.room for amusement;
and its presence here just adds one
more tingle.,
Ron.

| are a lew occasions when “The
The Tinkler
| Mouse That Roared" gets over-,
Good gimmicks . used . well
j smart and then some of its witty
Mickey Rooney playing a bru¬ jj sallies, gimmicks, arid gags may
within horror framework.
tal, crooked labor boss in a
The Boy and tho Bridge
well go over the heads of tiie pa¬
hardhitting melo; stout returns
Hollywood, July 23.
(BRITISH)
Columbia release of a William Castle
indicated.
trons. But. on
the .whole
it.", has
7 "
*.
. . ,
.
! production. Stars Vincent Price; . with;
i keot its slight amusing idea DUD- Judith Evelyn; also, Darryl. Hickman.;
Offbeat and prolonged film
Hollywood. July
.
.
..v • .
t.
• ••
Patricia. Cutts. Pamela Lincoln. Philip1
bring happily in the .realms of (’oolidge. Producer-director, William Cas-:
vs\ ,•* ic’eas-c of Hod Dcff production:
with some pleasant touches of
a!;efce>
Rooney, Ste\e Cochran,
\TrtiicA’’Screenplay, Robb White; camera,;
originality but unlikely to
straightforward comedy. • .Mouse
Wilfrid M. Cline:, editor, Chester W.
Poren; costars Mel To; me
make much of a stir outside of .
“
'
'fer:.
music.
Von
Dexter..
Previewed!
^
has. Wisely, been geared to . only ; Sch^fe^
Academy Theatre, July .23,.’59. Runarty houses.
IV ...\< ith.. ik naid Dairy, i.awv. gs minutes, thus avoiding any flag- :mng time.. 80. MINS.
London. July 28.
The Big Operator
(C’SCOPE)

Sarrender—Bell!
War programmer based on
fact, technically good, dramatic
cally poor,'but interesting be*
cause of authentic Philippinef
background.

30

Hollywood, July 22.

Allied. Artists release of an Edmund
Goldman production.. Stars Keith . Andes.
Susan Cabot; Paraluman, Nestor De Villa,.
Producer. Edmund Goldman; director. •
John Barnwell. . Screenplay,. Barnwell,
based bn .‘’Blackburns
Headhunters,
book by Philip; Harkins; camera, Miguel
_ WUlimr
, >m ChapfiC---•• •-•'Vincent Pricei
nW HproV «'POod^U-. P/Columbia
release of a Xanadu (Kevin Aecioh; editor; Hugo Grimaldi; music.
enri :v, Robtrt Smith. Allen Ki’.km. gmg nF
of pace. Here s a good hu
Mrs. mggmsjuuun
production
Higgins
... Judith tveivn
Evelyn mcC1oi-->
.iroduction.
Stars
Ian
MacLaine,
,
.. L;i Cosmo map story by Paul
Francisco Buepcamino Jr.; art: direction,
mored,
witty
pie
which,
with.Peter
pa^d
Morfis.
Dsrryi
Hickman
iS&ff
Sk*
nond.
Directed
by
Kevin
Me'.
,.Ci- (,■. nw'iu. W;,t;er H. Castle: mus-o.\
Richard Abelar'do.
Previewed at the
v.rp^tncia -Cutt?
jjCreenpl^ <
: \:c*\.
u:: e.Lro'r. Ben lew:1'. Prfv Sellers as its star, should make a Isabel (bapin .......
studio, July 21, ’59. Running time: 85
:
; j
\ 2s*.' .".A Ktinsws time. 9J:
MINS.
lively b.o. prospect throughout the Quie H>figlnS-Phlhp C 0olid0e , T>nn Ware: editor. Jack Slade: camera. i
Donald
D.
Blackburn
, Keith Andes
Mickey Rooney
....----------2..‘Sasah Cabot
l -i'^c; *'-e.nEr'^n. . .. Steve’CoChr.Tn; L\K. U.S. audiences,- if prepared,,tO' ••
**The Tinglcr” stamps producerColumbfa Triya'te 'Theatre, London, uiun-j Delia
Pilar
. - -..... - .. -.
. .. ' Paraluman
V ?v£e
'3a,"ie 'vjl t!‘S iJUgh both with and at themselves William. Castle as!an imaginative; i Shi^Do^-!^..,;:. ian MacLaine ! Major. Bulao -.Nestor De ViUa
\v«-tivi 7.. _
r„> Da t:!t
as well as at other major .and . often ingenious showman. ' The ' Pat Doyle -. —.....v., Liam Redmond j
<; it 1'-d<r. .. .
j.-m .Bccku^■'j-jjjnor powers' will also find it film abounds in. hokum, camou- : Tu^uoat S^illper
James Hayter |
Based on the. real-life adventure

1

. "" j^uAvogot chit, satisfying, entertainment. It’s
a comedy U1 the old Ealiilg tradl..-liKvmS? Hon.
Bdh'
The
The yarn
varn concerns
concerns the Grand
)uohy 'of
'of ... Grand,
Grand Fenwick,
Fenwick, the
Duchy
the

of a U.S. Army lieutOriant who. orgariized Filipino headhunters, into
a guerrilla outfit during, the Jap¬
anese occupation, “S-urrcndei*—;•
Hell!’’ despite, an inept, screen¬
Leo g* rdch woild's smallest country, which re-. grossers.
.
.
. . Publican's W'ife ... —;... Chili BbticHier . play, is; an interesting war pro¬
.up.ior-ftsi*s,»tM(».«n..t!i6.-«»ort... • .'rnn«ier»'-is' Cb*<ii!s'su=-;■"viiSwMS' grammer because c f its subject and
,'Jcev F<>tr.v.h C: a IOCiU Wine to the L.b. '>/<-“ Qessive horror film arid; his first Tourist
.....Wini/rede Kingston the fact that it was flurried ehlire’y
11 i: i rt t n
c.r.:pjy.’Hi California-.bottles-a cheaper, infer- since'moving, his independent unit:
' :
: JiW H«»ert on location in the Philippines.
Jack Stewart
Viclo Musso
ior imitation Grand Fenwick .is; bn fr0ni Allied: Artists: to Cblumbia. 1
' "
' "''
. There; are some exploitable ad
.verge.of going broke. So the Prime Both in. tricks, and. story, it’s supossibilities in a number of scenes:
lovely Filipino actress Paraluman
washing down muscular Keith
Andes in a shovver stall; Paraluriian
C'riritir.u'.r-g Mickey Rooney's ex;
’ lvindnrts ' The majoP: 'gimmick,• •.labeled'. business• on ..his .own- account. He is in. various stages of disheyelirient
t urc:or.'_~ i-ito hardboiled character^e/nnorcinanCial ^
: “Perc.epto,” is .comprised of, a ser- • producer, director, and helped in ! as > result of brushes With the
yu-wvuo... i..\yvj.tvi
•
...
: ies of war surplus vibrating rhbtbrs,; scrioting of “The Boy and the! Japanese' conquerors; realistic bat¬
i'n.tion — previously
exposed ...
in iiom uie winneis,
The Last Mile” and “Baby Face! But the invasion of
.by an attached .to the .undersides of the Bridge.” The pic,-w-hich is j.noffiTj tle scenes; headhunters; Andes and
Nelson” — the Albert Zugsmitli- army of 20 men with mail rinitoiTns theatre. Seats and set off at at the : cial British entry: for the Venice Susan Cabot in a hayloft, and the
‘ “tingling” KFilm Fest, also got the Royal nod like.
customers.: at its charity preem. It would be ; Preoccupied With these scenes:
ill be used i pleasant, but scarcely true, to say. the script rambles, from episode to
extensively i that the film.lives up.to its advance episode, loosely tracing Lt. Donald
spread through- J drum-beating. It may serve in arty D. . Blackburn’s (portrayed by
how many seats j houses, but misfires on several Andes) flight from the Japanese, .
get it.” And ; cylinders. And. it is evident. that ’ his. reluctant acceptance .of 'the.
-.....— T.-v---w.
- • •
- . . . -. - , ,
.
... c .vvfe— *ri-cheek filmed j McCiory has not yet obtained the ■ leadership of erviliari resistance in
the Fifth Amendment, he makes;,a its inventor and his daughter-; plus prplog, tells the audience that not; experience, to put over such a slim, a mountain ••village,'-his strategic
single slip when he denies know- the military commander of
x. i everyone is susceptible to. the; offbeat film.
retreat to headhunter .territory in
frg one of his henchmen. Bulk of .and several cops. Grand •Fbmvic'k. ..vtmgiirig’*' forces, thus leaving ..an ' . Story, is based on ah Afnerican the interior, his capture of certain
the fa: t-paced story unfoldment is lias won the^Ayar. It nowr Decomes “0ut'> for fewer fnotors than seats.. yarn and was set around the , Filipino provinces: and his eventual
built around his trying to button tne target of the attentions of all.) -pertepto.. its^.-ls
Gate bridge of San Fran- ! assistance in- Geri. MacArthur’s inup two union members whom he the big powers and Americahas to ,
jpych because of the '‘tingle" ■ cisco. It now.has been switched to; vasionMt also sketches a brief ro¬
mance with Miss Cabot and a iriore
extended one with Miss Paraluriian.
.cek direction, opens on,shoe%r .
^ "■
4^^ 'oup^^^n^hirririg i,<Se ai!d !farrested after- a: brawl; misThe . principals do. well enough .
note: a man is thrown into a ce> dollar loan irom me AmeiiLdn s6ynd.tracfc h e a rtbea t s and [ takenly believes that he is on a within the limits of the script.
Which is . shot With ; cliches, unin¬
spired speeches, silly dialog and
two-diiriehsional characterizations;
e g., the Japanese are hissing cari¬
“—: - . "r-v* ■—rT-—r>r
^
txica., urniguig ine min xu a naxt
^ ..muj
- - _
,
by tnqk lensing. He is the; Grand aiid th#» hnn» liphf? nn at whffh ; 91 mimites. .
catures which audiences' haven’t,
rr'n° re^r^fbleeaCroTVmRomSvs ‘ Duchess Gloriana^ the Prime Mm-; ppint star. Vincent Price^calms the : The? first: 45 minutes ..(during : believed in several years.
Sovvnf-lfafter^^l-Jtte/kidnaos CoCh- l?ter, a.nd als0 th^. haSe?sT1S^? audience via a side, speaker and , which the youngster has not a sin-; The saving grace is that execu¬
r- r'?fdn^ahoSa^^^Unreehn^
wh?
'.thelt
'two; hasty: gentlemen rush, down ! gle word to say) is largely devoted : tive producers Paul. Schriebman .
Unlfits^ by coSai§ mating
saisle with, stretcher in hand to j to establishing the- bridge and its and Newton P. Jacobs and producer .
Edmund Goldman have succeeded
suspense, with no 1 ” ’
in getting a lot of production value
labor racket tactics:
on the_screen: there are numerous ■
Mel Torrne. is set ;
Filipino street . scenes, interiors,
dm?ee; toutaT^untshirent6*1
■ n* necessary formie inm^lo pliy.. JdSX'w«h,'th^U!S»le
Corfaijy^ad^who f jungle scenes arid vistas of land¬
Romiev^^eomes^ through in r^al-- al!
\enacted in theiksy sitadtiflns.
i makes his film debut.’Young Jan i scapes beautifully photographed in
lstic fai’ition. capturing the mood :;mla A *C, 7 s ® a, y 7 ,
. ' i . ‘'Tingler'- was written by Castle's
a ra‘: high key by Filipino cinematog¬
required for such a character, and !
Seberg is pretty, but m^e^! ass0Ciate, Robb White, . and the ; ^rkable debut and: is both amus- rapher Miguel Accion;. there are
Coohran makes his work cojttnt- little..impact, as the heroino:
screeriplay is adeptly''' -constructed l'{®S'ahd;-occasionally mqvuig -as the ... large...numbers of Filipino extras;
strongly as the aroused unionist. • there -isi useful work from William to Iet the'gimmicks, sneak in Uri- • ^oy forwftom the. bridge develops-- headhunter backgrounds are exotic
Mamie Van Doren, as Cochran’s ; Hartnell, David Kossoff, as the -obfrusivelv.:: '-Mbst- .'effective' '-is. '-a 5- a •Sfrs0n^lt*u'*i<rf
Dpt, as ; and interesting and there’s a touch
v.iie, lands excellent distaff infer-: scientist; Leo McKern, as Grand hairrajsing sequence in which a-i w^f,h ^Pst child.actors, audience^ of spectacle as a result of,.' using
est. and Jay North is okay as their i Fenwicks leader of the
mX of ;blood 'blares but -ini
co.nsclous of the technical these elements.
young sprout. Torme also socks position; and Macdonald Parke, as , all its rich sanguinary color amid i wheels gomg^ round, N evertheless ; Francisco Buencaminp. Jr.’s score
over his role of one of the men a pompous American general.^^ the remaining black/arid whites ! jWf MacLaine s performance is a is sometirnes inappropriate (violins'.
Rooney is out to get, and Ray Din- Among tne highlight scenes are the when things are on the move — ! fine tribute to the. jjatience of di-, during staff conferences) and:
ton is properly irienaeing as 'the arrival of t:he^ token army in de-: gimmicked or otherwise^-White’s^^ rector McCIory and it’s a pity that sometimes just right (oboes and
goon whom Robney refuses to ack- serted. N.Y, and the abduction of
Jne7dir^ ^ he has. let technique get in the way;v weird flutes backgrounding a head¬
nowledse. In brief roles, ilim '■ the hostages. The sight of the com- tion <^
of human emotion. Of .the other; hunter festival). It’s funny td hear
Backus: Jackie Coogan and Law- pletely deserted city is an , awe0‘-beebme eSIssivilv Performers, ’ Liam Redmond . does ! headhunters = apparently sirigihg
- stand
'
' out.
"
some one
one ana-owes
and owes cousiuerauiy
considerably to
: a •wo.rKmanince..
workmanlike jod..
job -as
as • xnc
the Kia
kid’ss * “Fight or Die;” song by Constantrerrce Dobkin
f:
some
,iu ••talkv” and until • ihii'' wiirf'-tnn • i-a'
Film is given top backing ini all Jack -Arnold’s direction, and re- - ^eilts bS^
^n^re Sr father and James Hayter. Geoffrey, cio de:Guzriian and: Charles Martin,
technical departments, including markable artwork and lensing.
! one obvious Vontrivance
; Keen, Arthur Lowe. and. Bill Shine as if they weire the Vale glee . Club.
But editor . Hugo Grimaldi’s fre¬
V.’ulter H. Castle's camera v;jo:*k.; Other moments that supply .
,,
'
,, Y ' '.also have their.moments;
quent use of lap dissolves, taste¬
fully inserted, enhances the film,.
Most pleasant surprise is that the .
film; although made almost entirely
in the Philippines,- is! completely
up to HollyWood technical stand¬
Glen.
wumi Jiuzducui
.«
■
i_- -l ■
■ »«““} cucua. xvui au sutL-ebb- ards;
Whit.
; iwhile Sellers is continuously seawjnch ^Tl is Malcolm Arnold’s music
sick) and an hilarious chase scene
*5® i which leans to ;the celestial-choir
Bobbikinsi
The 3(oase That Roared with, the Q-bomb liable to explode >
: mood and ^ often highly obtrusive,
(BRITISH-’SCOPE)
anytime.
. i tlk
handlmg of j McCIory is likely to become a con(BRITISH-COLOR)
[ Witty credit titlcs^designed by
lhe : PICT,
figMT? In^British - ^fllms
li
Max Bygraves, Shirley. Jonea
Lively spoof with Peter Sellers ;i Mauris
Maurice Biiider
Binder Which'seklheTilm
Which sei the film I, ! ^nd though this effort misfires it
and an appealing moppet in a
playing three roles. This gobd- \ aff on the right satirical note with I tl Cas^Ie assembled a good Cast for f is an honorable attempt at getting
coriiedy with songs which has
humored satire on world po- | a neat spoof on the Columbia^tiiese sort of doings. Price appears • away froin routine fare.
Rich;
to struggle to keep ticking..
litics and diplomacy should
trademark and in-the-mood music :.
nan5’
^
provide ready business from . bv Edwin Astley both help Walter f?!ind
S J1®t “aIIy bad after all,
Le Frle
London, July 28. .
roost audiences.
jj
| Shenson’s Open Road production ;
lefyust
20th-Fox . (Oscar Brpdney) production
(The (Coin)
the right, loopholes in his actions
Rich.
apd release. Stars Max Bygraves, Shirley :
no end.
(FRENCH)
and personality. Judith Evelyn is
Jones. Directed by Robert- Day. Screen*.
London, July )28.
j»lay, Oscar Brbdney; camera, Geoffrey
Paris, July 28.
excellent as the deaf- riiute, speak¬
Columbia release of an Open j: Road 7
{Walter Sher.son) production Stars ! Peter :
%Tnited Artists release of -GIL-IAL 'pro¬ FaitbfuU; editor, Rainh Kamplen; Stanley
ing
with her hands
and her
eyes,
Asi Era Pancho Villa
Hawkes; music. Philip Green; At- Rialto, • duction. Stars
Fellers. Jean Seberg, William Hartnell. -,
;_J
-^.t
1
-J —’ i auction,
oiars Raymond
naymona Rouleau,^Eleonora
nouieau. tieonor;
-London.
Running time, 90 MINS.
ana
fine
performances
alsoare
Rossl-Draga,
Jeah-Claude
Pascal;
featureiDirected by Jack Arnold. Screenplay, i
(This Was Pancho Villa)
Barnaby .
Max Bygraves
Rotter MacDougall, Stanley Mann,1 from i
turned in by Darryl Hickman -as ‘ noger Hanin. Paseale Roberta: Directed Benjamin
Betty Barnaby
...; Shirley Jones.
(MEXICAN—COLOR)
novel by Leonard Wibberle.v: camera. ;
Bobbikins
'... .....:..
Face's
assistant
and
.Patricia
Cults
j
S&genta^^^^
Guy
— Steven StockerJohn Wtlcox; editor, Raymond Poulton: :
VieXXCU City, July
t>Uiv ^O.
.
j
.
.
. -.—
laucL, I. UH C, L<tuiei<f,
Mexico
28. i
Lydia
.
..
Billie
Whitelaw .
mu^ic, Edwin Astley. At Odeon. Marble
4 Rodrimiec Productions release Stars ' aS "18- Wandering .Wife. Pamela I Roger FelloUs; editor. Fanchette Matin.
Valerie.
-....'... ..
Barbara Shelley.
A’-vh. Londcn, July 13. Running time, Pedro Armendariz,
_ Carlos
_ Lopez Mocte- Lincoln, as _
_
Miss . Cults*
: yOunger'
^a”S‘
Dr. Phillips
Colin . Gordon

I>:i TrV"‘.'q * . .'. .7 7. Ch;;rk»s Ch nl;n Jiv

fiaged as science, and it' has been Br^geaAtasteTeer.Geo”freyCKeen
gimmicked to insure exploitation, '* Market Porter.'
Jack MacGowrr.n ;
Overall, it's a-/highly-enter.taiih.mg" IrTd^M^h'anics 7 • ** Bill Slline,-.A'rth_.
~ *oyal—no '
properly.
Lowe. Jocelyn Brit.toh
properly. If
If sold.
sold. Columbia
Columbia release
release . .
-- might
year's surprise
might be
be one
one of
of the
the.yeaCs
surprise
:cioi4nd^?t£SS4?s'
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znma. Maria Elena Maraues. Written and -.cic^r- ie . «
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1 1

Williams

^Raymonj Rmileau

Luke...

. Charles TingweR

. Lionel.Jeffries
' WtontK . alia, 'feeling. . P h i li p .j EMki., .
.. Eleonora Rossi-Pt-aao’ Gregory Mason .
oe f!;6i.rlfnend...
.
.. Pascale Roberts _Jason Crandall.Charles Carson
: CnnliAd*
Coolidge, as
the mute’s , husband,! Bob !€.n,
.... Rupert Davies
Roger Hanin Jock Fleming.
Nurse. ,........ 1. ..
.. .......Noel.Hoqd
i often; seems unfittingly; cold, a .
......;... ... . . David. LodgeHargreave .
quality that, at film’s' end, turns! The influence of “Rififi” is still ,! .ToTinson....... Murray Kash;
, out to be the rfjght one.
' apparent in this pic. This brie is ; LeFairge _ v:Arnold Diamond
Stebbins ...
...... Charles Lloyd-Pack ;
_ ; about
i . The technical side of_ “Tingler”
how a_ couple of gangs ;j Rogers
...
. Bill Nagy
is quite .well done, ftiost pSrtiCr - fight" .oveV^some'bnait diamonds^ ! Cavendish .......... . . .7 Trevor : Reid
Admiral:.. .. .-- ' John Welsh..
ularly Vop...Dexter’s , musical score. Film . is - too moralistic, and its j! Naval
Petty Officer.. . - .Michael Ripper .
. Photography by Wilfrid M. Cline, | familiar plot, and; lagging action !. .Sailor Joe
.. .... Ronald Fraser
_
.7- John Downing
. actdirection by Philp. Bennett,! and charactefizatipris. slant this : Sailor Jones
editing, by - Chester W. Schaeffer primarily for the home market.
Movis iviiuers Carlos ‘Lcriez Mpctezum'a-'as'liiV'-first' and sound by Harry Mills are | A young!man, with a demanding I Despite its. coy title, the stellar,
Te’i-.-^cre Operator
1?
Ar:,h; w.,i'.r
n
n ; r-*: l^utenaht.; Colonel Fierro. Maria • first-fate^Only the. creature i'tselt: girl, gets dragged into this fight i duo of Max Bygraves and'Shirley
Biir ri'iv.vrds Llenea Marques flickers, weakly in appears improperly molded, look- Ibnly to be saved by. the love of an- ! Jones, plus the emotional havoc
Army <’• pi;
_
|:; *
female role. Strictly run-of-the- ing unimaginatively more like an ' other girl and the gang’s destnic- ! which an appealing moppet invari¬
Scrccn satire can be a« r;Kv as nitii' prograiri'far^.iji- color!- '• - v;: extended lobster than the embodi-! tion bf each other,.Acting, direction ably creates among feriirrie - audi. (Continued on page!20)
« fcanana-.^kin cn a sidewalk.! There i
Eiiiil.
I ment pf. fear. But, ,as is the case and .technical are. par.:.
Mosk. - I;
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.
_....... Timr>thv Bateson
Tobbley
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Monty jl.rndis
This, is vet another Pancho
Pedro
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Hamid Kra«*et'
Renter
Len McK,-rn Villa film blog With this one tendF vr Annoar.e* r
.Colin Gordon ing to whitewash, the Centaur of
S-: ppet
VS. Se<-reti!iy if Deft »Xa<''4u4ri5! wriris. -ibe North as a simple, noble man
OTT-.^a
.
George; Mar«o; at ht-afl although brusque and vioMr:i:r;.n
I:,i'halSSv -lent, in his reactions.,
Ci Tie*, tnr
( -»v;rd ('rptain
. . Stuart'S m'-rc
Pedro Armendariz is at home .in
C > - rd ?d Of! iter
*‘ KtB^ly:!!“v this one, but laurels really go to
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. Trv Kupcinet in his Chicago SunrTimes “Kup’s Column”: "This Is
how Variety, the show biz bible; probably will headline the Vice Pres¬
ident Nixon-Nikita Khrushchev exchange, according to Sam Tunick: ■ Attempt to establish at least a
‘Dick. Nsk Don’t Click—Dick Slick, Nik. Sick'!:’
degree of reciprocity in the inter¬
Patricia Bernstein is to marry tv director Bill Morton in London on national dubbing field is being
4
TelePrompter Corp. appears to
Aug. 18. She’s the daughter of Cecil Bernstein, managing director of made by the Screen Actors Guild,
Granada TV Network, and has been a secretary in Variety’s . London the American Federation of Radio SHIFTING LOEW^ CIRCUITMEN ! have the supplementary rights, in¬
cluding closed circuit television,
bureau for the past four years. There’ll be a reception at the Savoy & TV Actors and Titra Dubbing
following the ceremony;; ‘
.? .
Go., largest of the dub outfits in Shubouf To Columbus-Croft To : radio and films, sewed up to the
heavyweight
championship
reLoew prexy Jce Vogel back but his wife. Bobbie! stayed on another*
i match between Ingemar Johansson
sXg. AFTBA and Titra reps!
//
Jndianapolis•
week in Monte Carlo. Loew Theatres board chairman Lep Friedman
'
...
. • , ,
T , . • and Floyd Patterson “if” the fight
have been to Washington to see ‘
and wife. Ruth planning a. Baden-Baden holiday.
Managerial shifts made by John takes place in September and “if”
Seri. Wayne
about me
the snsit- M nrnhv
wayne Morse aooui
p
v
t oew»fi Tnp-;
The-; Ti
*■?
1A
pypp
v.n nf
nf T.npii'’s
n
_•
- _A
,
Bern e Kreisler, prez of International Film Associates, leaves for 5>en.
IhuteiuflmiutMer : aIl,Prefnt "n‘racts ar* vall,d- .
Paris and Madrid Aug. 14 to roll a tv series'in Spain: It’s a. French- uation,: which has France, Italy :
1 •
!'Z° * *a„re ex‘remel>' «*•
Spanish coproduction. Project keeps, him from attending the Moscow. and Spain free to do any dubbing . lJcw s 'IndlMaDOUs
S^?heaSe, ^^mSu"h
fUmfest as a guest of the Soviets . .. . AmericoAboaf,'Universal's for¬ they want for export to the U,S.
while the respective governments ; vh_ . hG .
succeed Walter prom”tlon,1S wrapped up m such
eign topper, leaves Sunday <9> for Rome . . . First Todd-AO show in forbid
the importation of pictures S“"fer
Walter a we tet „f confusion, charges and
As'a \vili be seen next week (11) when “South Pacific” premieres at dubbed in the States or elsewhere, j Kesslpr> “f811"1® Incu'wbept.
(countercharges that nobody seems
the Cathay Cinema in Singapore
20th-Fox’s foreign billings dur¬ America iias .-iio barriers againstf ^ previously revealed, lyessler j sure as to .<4whofs who” or 4<what’s
ing the pact month have been down . . . The N.Y. censor wants cuts in the imDbrtation of dubbed films ! wilt take, over the reins of Loews-what in the intricate structure of
“Les Amdnts.” Picture will be the subject: of talks in Albany this week from abroad:
j Warfield. San Francisco, from Wil-jthe boxing business that, has been
between the Regents and Louis M. Pesce, the censor
J, Jay Frank¬
“There are more films dubbed !liam Elder? who becomes. Loew’s j further complicated by the scramer has left for the Pula, Yugoslavia, film fest.
into EngUsh in Paris today than in i northeastern d i v i s i an manager j ble for the lucrative electronic
Respecting recent inside item about husband-Wife clown teams, sev¬ New York,” David Horne, v.p.. and | with headquarters in Boston. Ken ; transmission rights,
eral more are called to Variety’s . attention by Tony Conway, the cir¬ general manager of Titra stated: CroiE^ presently assistant manager; In a surprise move last week
cus buff. To wi.;: Dime and Connie Wilson, Roy and Joy Thomas, Har¬ last week. “We want
‘shocked” fight promoter Bill
wint the same con¬
con- ®£ Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo, will, that ..—ry and Peggy Baker, June and Geoff Dewsbury. Short and Peggy Syl¬ sideration. If we want to dub an move to Tndianapolis.
Rosensohri, Irving B. Kahn, presi¬
vester. Sy I ve3ters. may be seen currently in the Allied Artists feature, American film into Italian or
dent of TelePrompter, was elected
“The Big Circus” St the Roxy.-””
to the board of Rosensohn Enter¬
French in N.Y., we should be able
Maclean’s mag of Canada reports,the reductio ad absurdum of U.S.
prises, Inc., the corporate promo¬
do so. Arid, if necessary, the
entertainment tax. A woman from Alberta lost her husband while vis¬ to
tion company. Kahn was placed on
reciprocity should, be forced. on
iting a small, city in Washington State, and buried hiin there. The mor¬ these countries. We definitely ipse
the board by Vincent J. Villela,
tician’s bill included $15 for the soloist, plus $2,50 entertainment tax.
an attorney who owns two-thirds
lot of business by not being al¬
Metro has scheduled William Wyler, Charlton Heston, Haya Harareet, lowed to do .dubbing jobs in
of RosCnsohn’s company. Hereto¬
and Martha Scott for tours in. advance of the opening of “Ben-Hur.” j French, Italian or Spanish.”
fore Villela had remained a silent
. . “Forbidden Paradise,” a nudist film from Germany being released
!
partner
and took no aetive part in
Morse Reacts
in the U.S. by Cqlorama Features, tallied a big $5,400 ih the first three
• the promotion of the initial JoSenator Morse told the group
days of its Broadway run at the Globe Theatre ... Joseph Julian, actor. hansson-Patterson fight.
playwright. is back from Europe.. His play "The Giirimick” closed down that the matter seemed to him
The action irked Rosensohn, a
for recasting after a 10-week British hinterland tour. A. German pro¬ “quite important” and that he had
former executive of TelePrompter,
duction in Munich is/scheduled for next season. In. Paris, Julian priK contacted the chairman of the Sen¬
because
he had been at odds with
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
vided. the English . voice for Jean Gabin in the dubbed versions of “Gris- ate Finance Committee “particu¬
his former boss over being shut
by” and “The Possessors”.. William Elder, newly-appointed division larly with reference to. any action ofB2M?Fox'sha„Sew^ Saining £rom"Partoipattog taThe"’^
manager for Loew’s northeastern theatres; started with circuit in 1029 that, the Committee may take upon
“"‘“f (radio-film righfs to the first fight.
in New Haven as an usher . ; . New innovation for film showings in Senate Resolution #126.’’ Resolu^“feas'on* to Se”1!"
Singapore is advance hardticket bookings for. "This Is Cineramai” at tion has to do With; the scoring of j fhre“e years: He either will reton
,
( to private dramatic teaching and
^dhf?\”a^n toth“areh‘5
the Shaw’s Sky. Cinema ..i Columbia y.p. Paul Lazarus Jr. to Wash¬ films,abroad:
Although
the
cost
of
dubbing
j
establish
_ah.
acting
school
or
ac-|"
n
Gus D'Lnato,
ington. to confer with American. Legion' officials on :William Goetz’s
"They Came to Cordura”. . . Carl Foreman plan ed to> Athens and Cy¬ abroad: .is considerably lower than cept another position of like na- PatPerson’s manager and Patterl
it
is
in
the
U
S.,
Horne
neverthe-!
ture.
1t
prus from London for meetings with Alexander Mackendrick, who will
direct Foreman’s “The, Guns of Nayarone.”. ■. Metro moves into the less felt that the quality of dubbing : Bard remains at 20th for another: SahnE au^in/fsted thtt the sPame
eiven TelePromnte?
Roxy with Mario Lanza’s, latest; film. “For the First Time” Follows in the States now is "infiniteiy su-, six weeks before departing West-; S.,?s
the run of Allied Artists’ "The Big Circus.”. .. . Cary Grant, returned perinr” to that being done abroad.! wood lot, and it's understood no■;:2“h£e*®r* .five“t
",eJs!S,ed for the ^rietaal
to the Coast after winding up a. tour bn behalf of “North By North¬ In fact, Horne pointed out, Titra . replacement.ffom outside the stu-!
has re-dubbed a number of pic-( diowlil be made. New talent pro- : I'®bf ass‘snea 10r me or,elnal
west.”
. ;. .
- '
’. ;
”•• ••.■
uninvited Guests
. Mike Kaplan, back from publicity work, 18 months abroad, doing a tures . that ;originally had been : gram works out of the casting de- g •*.
_nn.
four-week barnstorming tour from N Y. to L A, in behalf of Stanley dubbed abroad. “The refinement • partment; and, according to pres- j vn1p1fl
Donen’s “Once More With Feeling” (Col). Author Harry Kurnitz due of technique and. the availability lent plans, classes will continue. ference ■ Monday (3) summoned bv
of
talent
has
begun
to
pay
off
in
j
Bard
said
his
exit
primarily
is^^
for
,
which
vS
and
back from Paris also in mid-August to. essay. interviews, etc. Film
superior .quality here” the Titra | economie «ason^ Exjfimning Stu-.|ahn at?eAded although they were
stars Yul Biyritier . and Kay Kendall.
. Charlton Ogburn Jr.’s novel, “The Marauders,” has been designated exec said.
Dubbing orders have increased
While Lent exec hL no
Book-dMhe-Mbnth Club alternate selection for August. Milton: Sperl¬
if. com- i! SaLme*
become disenchS
disenchanted 2Sh
w’lth Kosend
Rosening is to produce !the filmization for Warners ,. Jane Fonda, actress to such an extent that Titra is ex¬
^
! sohn’s handling of the initial Jodaughter of Henry Fonda, is on the' covers of Vogue” Glamour, Es¬ panding. It has just finished a
J!
figllt and that
quire, Ladies Home Journal, McCall’s and Harper’s Bazaar—fancy go¬ third studio, spending $65,000 on
had sou8ht ®ut. Kah" *® 8ai“
it. Horne opined that, eventually. ^i^SdSffile^i*!®
ing for a newcomer:
the advantage of his experience,
the
cost
of
European
dubbing!
of
good,
actors
and
actresses
who
Reported by Alex Shniderman, partner in the S & S Operating Co.,
particularly with reference ^o the
which runs the 63d St. Drive-in Theatre. Kansas City: after attending would go up due to .the unavaila-}simpiy weren’t good-looking tv and other ancilliary rights.
(Continued on page 10)
enough to get contracts!1
a trade screening of “Anatoiriy of a Murder,” his 11-year-old • daughter,
Rosensohn, who earlier had
Alana, asked “Daddy, how. did you like ‘Monotony of a Murder.’ ”
stated that he would control the
Hip Von Ronkel scripts “The Bullfighter” co-production by Jerry
supplementary rights to the re¬
Lewis Productions and Paramount’s York Pictures/ to roll next Jan^
match, said he found his position
uary under direction of Norman Taurog . . . Robert Wright will re¬
untenable since “he didn’t want
create his Broadway role in Warner Bros.’ “Tall Story”. . . Elia Kazan Milder Weather Ups Biz; ‘Murder’ in First, ‘Story’
(Continued on page 10)
assigned Paul Osborne to write screenplay of “Time and Tide,” for
20th-Fox release . • . Fred MacMurray. paged by British producer
2d, ‘Hole’ 3d, ‘North’ 4th, ‘Circus’ 5th
Sydney Box for star role in “The Day of the Triffids” scripted by
Several key cities covered by' ruririer-up pix.
Philip Yordan, who will be associated in production.
Variety aTe: getting a break at the j
“Blue Denim” (20thV one of the
Groucho Marx’s personal memoir, “Groucho and Me,” which Ber-r wiekets via the arrival of cooler ’ bigger new entries,, looks smash in
hard Geis. Associates \vill bring out next month, will have this dedi¬ weather. And even in the keys N. Y. at the Victoria bpening week. I
cation: “For what it’s worth this book is gratefully dedicated to these still bothered by torrid blasts, “Beat Generation” (M-G) ranges '
six. masters without whose Wise and witty words my life would have . strong screen fare. is keeping the friom fair to slow in first week out. |
__ „
_ .
.
been even duller: Robert Benchlcy, George S. Kaufman, Ring Lard- exhibitors happy. An. amazing “Holiday For Lovers” (20thl. so-so
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
ner, S. J. Perelman, James Thurber; E. B. White”. ... Geis Associates nunJoer of b.o: hitV now are avail¬ in Toronto, shapes okay in N. Y.t Establishment o£ picket lines
is a new setup in which Marx, along with Art Linklettef, doodson &
and fair in Philiy.
- arbfTd ®®atrea sb®'®'nf
Todman and others, are associated in a capital-gains type of book pub¬ able to the bigger first-runs^ .•
■•Private's Affair" <20th>, due In : fapl Jones„ *? o££?red by Local 4r,
“Anatomy of a Murder” (Coll,
lishing. Random House distributes. Linkletter also will have his next
Musicians,
second last week, is new chsimp. IL: Y. shortly, is/ riled brisk this ^”®S,c,a"
pew work published via Geis,
in „ K.C. and fair in Cincy.
f
A.FL„^‘Im <;ounclI>
t
John Huston’s pact with Universal has been expanded to a two-pic¬ “Nun’s Story” (WB); long high in round
“Mummy”
(Ul
looms
good
in
^
**■ ?"*
ratings
and
first
last
round,
is
fin"Mummy”
(U)
looms^
,
.
at-uuem
OI
reaerai
law
rpninnng
ture deal, In addition to Kipling’s “The Man Who Would Be King” Hus¬
•
actment of Federal law requiring
ton will produce “Freud,” the life story of the head-shririker ;•Cary
Graht in from the Coast 1 . . Phil Gerard, Universal’s eastern publicity
manager, and producer Robert Arthur back from Washington where
they conferred with Navy on “Operation-Petticoat!.”;.; Herman M. Levy, "-Norfh- by VNorthwest'I IM
Theatre: Owners of America’s general counsel, back from a month in
i ^ver“ (Kin.s. iooks-ius./ in B^i-, ”^TranchitelIa. prexy Local
Europe . . Michael Dante set. for 20th-Fox’s “7 Thieves!”. . ! Oscar Honiolka, currently vacationing in Europe with his: wife. Joan Tetzel, will ing fifth. It was fourth last week. ^a!?nan^.-,
. . . 47, initiated move on grounds
make several appearances on the BBC-TV network before returning to “Last Train From Gun Hill” (Par) rin^rfln!f?9npk^Vl0f0AS fnlu
> 4‘JoncSa’' 'vhile Purporting to show
the u s.;
..
'
is moving up to sixth position from ?nni?
{TT/| events Of American history, was
Ltuus. / Uhis Earth Is Mine
; completely produced by Samuel
U.S. State Dept; has selected Malvin Wald’s “The Boy Who Owned an last week’s eighth spot.;.
Elephant” as an American entry for the Venice Film Festival in the . “South Seas Adventure” (Cine¬
in”gOmfba°nj»rIi^
gand Bronston in sPain* used foreign
short subjects category.
^ h gt
and I technicians. (Pic recently played
rama) is winding up seventh, same
7TVT rv c«r.ir ^ two week, stand at Egyptian, Holivas a week ago:; “Porgy and Bess” h
hmA^k ^yirGl i
^ock 1J: wood, but has still to gojnto gen(Col),
just
getting
started
and
now
Illinois^ Allied Picks :
Omahaj looks slow m L.A. and: erai release )
in four key cities, is showing
Providence.-. “Tarzaifs , Greatest | Musicians; in further objecting to
Kirsch, Meyers, Banowitz
enough to get eighth money.
Hollywood. Aug. 4.
Adventure (Par>, .good ln Minne-, “jones>" point out film was scored
, Chicago, Aug. 4.
“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par) is apolis, looks nice m Detroit and ; -^y jjr^niusicians when so many
Anthony Muto, who previously
Jack Kirsch has been re-elected ! was 20th-Fox Washington rep and winding up ninth. “Five Pennies”
ixpri
u ■ ! American tunesters need work.
to , another three^year term . as • D.C; 'editor of Fox Movietonews (Par); will finish 10th. “Diary of , Windjapinier .»
(NTD
shapes . Tranchitella stressed even though
prexy of Illinois Allied.
-j before being brought to Hollywood Anne Frank” (20th) is capturing
^°rtla.nd-••;-‘-‘Imitation
; AFM’s. rival'- Musicians Guild of
Annual meet of the exhib organ- j as a company producer, will head Uth spot while “Room' At Top” Life (U) long a^champ on weekly Ameriea is collective bargaining
ization picked Sam !C. Meyers as j up research dept, for 20th. Post (Cont) rounds out the Top 12.
and monthly lists, looks okay m. agent in mrfjor film studios here
veep and Ben Banowitz! as secre- ! covers both theatrical and tv films.
“Gigi” . (M-G); “Darby O’Gill” Louisville:
land may have drawn “Jones” astary-treasurer, both for one year,
He produced “A Nice Little Bank (BV), “Middle of Night’’ (Col) and . (Complete Boxoffice'Reports on , signments, members at least would
plus .15 directors, also, for one year. I That Should Be Robbed” last year. “South Pacific” (Magna) are .. the Pages 8-9-lfi;)
(have been American musicians.
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Fat $10,000 In
LA Bright; ‘Hercules’ Boff $45,000, Hurder’
Balto;‘Hole’ Hefty 7G,
‘Story’ Tall 6G, 5th
Hilk’-Beat’ Fair 11G, Torgy’ Wow
.
23 ‘North’ Sock 23G, ‘Story’ 14G

yfc

VcJnegdayf Angus! $, 1959

20G, ‘Circus 18G, ‘North’ Brisk 14G

Baltimore, Aug. 4
Holdovers are in the lead here
Detroit, Aug. 4.
currently with results from fair. to.
Another fine week is in prospect
good. Best of the pack are “Anat¬
for downtown deluxers despite the
omy of a Murder,” fine in second
fact there are only two newcomers.
at Stanley; “Hole In the Head,71
Los Angeles, Aug. 4. • -ffast in third at the Town; “Nun’s
‘Tarzan’s : Greatest Adventure’*
Estimated Total Gross
Story” nice in fifth at the: New
First-run biz is being sparked \
looks fairly big at the Fox.
This Week ... . . . . $558,300
and
“Darby
O’Gill
and
the'Little
this session by two multiple bookf j
“Don’t Give Up Ship” shapes
(Based on 22 theatres)
People,” mild in second at the
ings which are displaying strength, j
great in second sailing at the Michi¬
Last Year
-- .$552,800
Hipp. Longrun champ is still
gan. “Big Circus” is smash in sec¬
particularly “Hercules,” which isj Estimated Total Gross
“Room, at the Top,” now in 14th
: {Based , on 22 theatres)
ond round at Palms. ‘Tive Pennies**
steady week at the Playhouse. “I,
aiming for $250,000 in 19 ozoners j This Week ....... v-$2*487.800
looms rich at Madison in second.
Mobster” is fair in first at the Lit¬
i Based on 21 cities and 229
and hardtops. It is smash S45.000
“Anatomy: of a Murder” is rated .
tle and same for. ‘‘Three Strange
In three first-runs in L. A. The: theatres, chiefly first runs, interrific in fifth session at the
Loves,” also initial week, at the
cludinq N. Y.J
United
Artists. “North by North¬
other is the combo of “Angry j • Last Year ..
Five West- ...
$2,454,400
west” looks boffo in fourth week
Hills'* and “Beat Generation,” with j
Estimates for.This Week
(Based, on 21 cities and 229
at the Adams. “South Seas. Adven¬
fair $11,000 in two first-runs but i theatres.)
. Century (R-F) (3,200; 50-$l.25)—
ture” is pushing to a wow figure,
; “Room 43” . (Indie) (2d wki., Fair
rated s rong $83.(300 in 17 drive-iris ‘ in 44th week at Music Hall.
;
$6,000
after
$6,500
opener/
:
and regular houses.
!
Estimates for This Week
|. Cinema (Schwaber) (460; -90Mort holdovers also are strong,
Philadelphia. Aug., 4. I Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; $1.25$1.501—“Lady Chatterley’s Lover”
“Anatomy of a Murder” is the , $1.49 >—“Tarzan’s Greatest Adven¬
with “Porgy and Bess” showing in¬
(Kings'' (4th. wk). Upped to good
big news here currently, and is ture;” (Par) and “Man Who Could
$4,000, after $3,600. in third.
teresting strength, being, socko
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90- heading for a Sensational initial Cheat Death” (Par'. Big $17,000.
$23,500 in third Carthay frame,
_ for
— Lovers’*.
$1.50) — “Three Strange Loves” week at the Randolph.. “Hole in i Last week, ‘Holiday
ahead oi second week. “Nun's
(Janus). Mild $2,500. Last' .week; Head” still is. big in third round at, (20th> and “Here Come Jets” (20thy
“Tides of Passion” (Janus), $2,000. Goldman. “Return of the Fly” . $12,0001
Story” looms strong $14,000 in |
Hippodrome: (R-F> (2.300; 50- paired with “Alligator People^
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; .
Kansas City. Aug. .4.
s:xth stanza at Hollywood Parja- ‘
Lighter week on tap. with but $1.25)—‘Darby O'Gill” (By) (2d proving a big surprise at the Fox
mount.
}■ few’ newcomers, and. holdovers . wk).; Oke $6,000. after $10,000 in with handsome returns -in sight. $1,25-$1.49)—“Don’t Give Up Ship”
(Par) and “Undersea Girl” (AA)
Most
other
houses
were
off
this
“North By Northwest” looms fading.
Only big newcomer, first.
^
j-j. (2d wk). Great $20,000! Last week.
Gill did
wow $23,000 or near in second “Shake Hands with the Devil,” | Little (R-F). (300; 50-$1.25)—“I,- stanza; although Darby. ORoom
at’ $23.500,..
JCgvptian week. “Anatomy of Mur¬ looks mild opening at the Mis- , Mobster” (20 th V Poor $1,200. Last; weU at \iking. Also
0^tiH is big in fifth round at = : Palms (UD) <2.296; $i:25-$1.49)—
der” shapes hep $15,000 or slight ly sourL. . Commonwealth has first Week/ “World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G*,! the Studio.
j “Big Circus”. 1A A.) (2d wk). Swell
ever in iiiih Warner Beverly ses¬ runs “Date with Death” and “Hide- $2!O0O.
: Estimates for This Week
! $17,500. Last week, $22,500/ /
Mayfair (R>F) <900; 50-S1.25)—
sion. •'Room at Top” still is mighty ous Sun Demon” in two drive-ins
Estimates for T^his W eek
., . Madison (UD) <1.900; $1.25^$1.40).
.
for
modest
returns.
“Five
.Pen.“Last
Train
From
Gun
Hill”
(Par)
in 12th round at Fine Arts.
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-S1.80)— —“Five Pennies” (Par) (2d wk).
j nies” at Paramount, is only fair but | (2d wk». Oke, $5,000 after $7,000
“Say One For Me” (20th) (5th wk). Rich $19,000. Last. week, $22,000.
Estimates for This Week
; “Hole in Head” in third week at ; opener.
Okay $5,500. Xast week, $6,500-_^ ; Broadway-CagitoL. ‘UD) (3,500;
Midland shapes nice; Weather: New (R-Fl (1.600: 50-$1.25V
Boyd . (SW - Cinerama)
(1.430;
woodWDwT^ernPa^ABPT^F\viu-SW~ GUrrently is about..hottest•'of year:/ “Nun’s Story” (WB) <5th wk). Nice 1.
!■ $1.10-$2.60>—“South.
Seas Adven- $ 1.25-$l:49)-L‘Th e Tingler”. dndie).
$6,000 after same for fourth.
Estimates for This Week
<3.300; 75*6; 2.344; 90-S1.50- Utut-e” .Cinerama' (24th wki. Sturdy^^
Playhouse
(Schwaber)
(460;
90Capri (Durwoodr '628; SL50;
S8 000. Last week, $7,500.
-. Four. Skulls Jonathan Dr«ke .UA)
‘•Hereules” 'WB; and “Island iof
at Top” (Cont)
ir
/xt
4i, Vo
oka nn
on^ and
“Invisible Invaders (LA),v fair
Lost Women” »WB*. Smash S45,- , S2.25; $2.50) — “South Pacific” $1.50)—^“Room
Fox
(National)
(2,250;
fiQ-$l.80);
5Q nftn
• 14th wk). Good $3,700 after $4,000. Last week. Downtown Para- i 'Magna) (19th wk). 'Steady $5,500. .500
—“Return of Fly” (20th) and “Alii- **£7/
- a .
^
V, oc .
in
previous
frame.
mount with Hawaii, “Around LCreS-k*
•-•
-'
Adams
(Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- (Common !”''Staley VR^F) :«2?806; 56-$1.25)— ! gator Reople” (20th). Big $13,01)0
World” *UA* «6th wk‘, $12,900.
$1.50)
■—
“North
by ...Northwest.”
om°5?fn
.
"Ariafomv
of-Murder”
)UA)
(2d'
Last
week.
“Horse
Soldiers
(LA),
,
.
.
,
^..nnn
Hollywood. “Some Like It Hot”
andS0-':maeous
iIid’otts "kl'’losing $10,000 : after
• LA . “Hangman” *Par* 2d wk*. with thDea"h”
Death”
(PI) ana
and
ueatn. Tpn
opeiler
/ • $15,000 |' '5th.wki.
Goldman$8,000.
(Goldman) (1.000; 99. i-2^w^k,SlSkbo6S|“,h;'
Lust Aveek, $lo,000.
$5,800. Wiitern with Orpheum. Sun Demon” (Pr>, first-runs, with
Town (R-F) (1.125;. 50-$i.25V— ! $1.49)—“Hole In Head” (UA) '3d : United Artists (UA) (-1,667; $1.25“Ask Any Gill” (M-G) <l$t gen. “Woman Obesessed” '20th', sec¬
1-5.0)—Anatomy.^of a , Murder’
ond-run. Modest $8,000. Last w eek/ “Hole in Head” (UA) (3d \vk>. Fast ; \vk). W°w $24,000. Last week, $(Col)
release; : reissues1, S10.300.
i
(5th wki. Terrific $19,000.
$7,000 after $9,000 in second.
| $28,000.
State, New Fox <UATC-FWC’ ^‘DiailLHigk Schopl Bride” -iAI>
| Mid-town (Goldman) (1.200; Last week, $19,200.
<2.404; 765; 90-S1.50' — “An«rv and Ghpst Dragstnp Hollow ’ <AI
•
$1.10-$2)
—
.‘‘John
Paul
Jones”
Music
Hall (SWT-Cinerama)' 1,208;
Hills” M-G- and “Beat Genera- 'PIus "Hangman” (Pars $13,000,
(WB) (2d wk). Mild $7,000. Last $1.44-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 90-$1.25).
lion”
Fair S 11.000. Last
week,
$8,500.
ture”.
(Cinerama)
(44th w;k). Sen-.
week. State with El Rey. Loyola. —”Love Is Profession” 'Kings)
Randolph (Goldman). <2,250; 94-• sational $19,400.. Last week, . $18,“South Pacific” '20th) '5th \vk'. >7th wk). Oke $1,400. Last week.
$1.86)—“Anatomy
Of
a
Murder”;
800.
$16,000. New Fox. “Earth Is Mirie” SI.500.
(Col). Giant $32,000. Last week:; Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux)
<l' . “Pork Chop Hill” *UA» 'repeat*
Isis, Fairway (Fox Midwest) rt,“Nun's Story” (WB) '5th. wk), il.000; $1.49-$1.65)—“Middle of
(2d wk*. $2,700.
,
. 360; 700; 75-90)—“Rebel Set” (AAV
$9,000.
* Night”.(Col) (3d wk*. Steady $7,000.
Hillstreet, Hawaii, Uptown >Met-; and “Speed Crazy” <AA>. Fair
Stanley <SW) (2.900; 99-$1.801—• Last week, same.
/
ropolitan-G&S-FW:Cs *2,752; 1.106; ’ S6.500. Last week, subsequents.
: Omaha, Aug. . 4.
For Lovers” < 20th); Slug- j
'
-—^---——r
1.715: 9Q-S1.50* —“Reform School 1 Midland <Loew:' (3.500; 90-S1.25)
Thanks to a pair of strong new “Holiday
gish
$12,000.
Last
week,
“Count
'AJ' aSd “Hragstrip Girl” j—“Hole in Head” 'UA) '3d wk), ’. entries., biz continues big, at the
cAI . Mild $7,000 or close. Last Pleasing $7,000 or near. Last week, : downtown first-runs this week, Blessings” (M-GV (2d wk), $7,000/
Stanton (WB) (1,483; 99-S1.40)—
week. Hnlstreei, “H-Man” 'Col1, $9,000.
. j “Ask Any Girl,” given topnotch
LiV-°nAanr-?ater V
‘2d :'VkV| Missouri (RKO) (2;585; 75-SI—^'’.promotion, is sock at the State “Last Train From Gun Hill” iPar)
SJ.oOO. Uptown with Los Angeles, ' “Shake Hands with the Devil” (UA) i while “Hole in Head” is big at the (2d wk). Okay $13,000. Last week.
Ins, “Sleeping Beauty” _»BV» jUst i an(j ‘.‘invisible Invaders” 'UA). f Omaha. Both seem certain to hold. $18,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 94-$1.80)
—“Room At Top” <Cont) '5th wk).
Washington, Aug. 4.
Dandy $6,500. Last week.: $7,500.
No excitement here this round
Trans-LUx (T-L) (500: 99-$1.80)
,plrl
holdo
veils,
some now fading,
Copper.
~ -^lddlGnGf Night ^ Col* (4th w k .; monopolize the mainstem picture.
i^ t^'^ co^nn23'000 °r cIose' ‘ S4.00Q in 5 days. Last week, $7.500.
Estimates for This Week
Good $5,300. Last \yeek, $/.000.
* Among the openers, “Have Rocket,
f""' .0.
:
Plaza, Granada (Fox Midwest'
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1:50: , Viking (Sley) (1,006; 75-$1.80)—: Will Travel” coupled with Legend
B
t1'900’ 1‘217’ 75-SD—“Private’s AfE-o, 90-S1.50)— Sleeping Beauty ; .fair” (20thl (2d wk) Bright $7 000 $2:20) — “South Pacific” (Magna) j “Darby O’Gill” (BV:> (3d wk). Hep j of Tom Dooley” shapes nice at
~
$8,666. Last week, $8,500. .
Columbia, ‘‘Mummy” and “Curse
nn0Cent1:<U/! Last week, $7 000 at Plaza only. | ‘41st wk). Rated nice $?;000. Last
(,a v.a-. Good $8,500.
. Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) ; week, $7,500.
.
World (Pathe) i499; 90-$1.49>— ! of Undead", are making things
Orpheum 'Metropolitan) '2.213;‘ .-750; 65-90)—“Ballet Romeo and . Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l) “Lady Chatterly’s Lover dndie); look up at the Town. “Anatomy of
fi°-$L50'—“Ask Any Girl” «M-G» I Juliet” (Indie). Medium $1,500. • —“Hole in Head” (UA). Handy (2d wk). Fast $6,500. Last week, f Murder” is still the! brightest holdover in fourth TransXux
week.
^
,
ana’Mating Game fM-G> :2d Wk*.! Last week, “Forbidden Fruit” tin- - $9,000 or near/ .Last week, “Big $8,000.
“Nun’s Story” also stays boff in
Slight $3,000.
|
: die), $1,000.
d ,
j Circus” (AA) (2d wk), $4,500.
two houses. “South Seas Adven¬
Pantages, Downtown 'RKO-SW'
Roxy (Durwood) (800; $l-$l-50)
Orpheum (Tristates) (2.877; 75ture” at Warner figures to pick up
<2.815: 1.757: 90-S1.75) — “)Last —=“Say One For Me” (20th* <6th.j $l)—!This Earth Is Mine” (U). (2d
a little in 32d stanza under im¬
Train from Gun Hill” 'Pan l and! wk'. Nice $4,500. Last week, } wk). Shapes: good $6,500. Last
petus of windup period:/
“Man Who Could Cheat Deiath”! $5,500.
(
. week,
- > •-*
$9,500.
(Par- *3d wk*. Slim $7,300. Last
Uptown (Fox Midwest) <2,043;
State* (Cooper) (743; $1)—“Ask
Estimates for This. Week
week, S10.60Q.
. 75-$l)—“Big Circus.” < A A) (3d wk) Any Girl” (M-G). Smash $7,500 or
Portland, Ore., Aug.. 4.
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW)
Carthav FWC* tl.138; $1 75- ’ Steady $5,000 or close. Last week/ close. Last week, “Watusi” (M-G),
Main stem is loaded with strong (1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.25) —. “Nun’s
$4,500.
$3.50—“Porgv and Bess” 'Coll *3d r Including Granada, $9,000.
new product but excessive heat Story” (WB) (2d wk). Great $27,v.k 1. Boffo $23,500. Last week, )---near 100 degrees is hurting all 000. Last week, $32,000.
$22,400.
around. “Anatomy of a Murder”
Capitol (Loew) (3.426; 90-$1.49)
shapes socko at the Fox but “Big
Fox Wilshire <FWC) (2,296-; 90-.
Circus’* is barely fine at Orpheum. —“Last Train from Gun Hill”
$1.50)—“Five Pennies” (Par> ; (5th
(Par).
Opened Saturday. Last
And“Darby O’Gill and Little Peo¬
wk(. Good $5,200. Last week,
$5,400,
' :
ple” is just good at Paramount. week, “Say One for Me” (20th) (3d
wk), okay $10,000.
“Windjammer”
still
Is
sturdy
in
Warner Beverly (SW) <1,612; $2Columbia (Loewi (904; 90-$1.25)
13th session
the Hollywood,
$2.40* — “Anatomy of Murder”
—“Have Rocket, Will T; el” (Col)
^ (Col) (5th wk). Hep $15,000 [or a
Estimates for This Week
and “Legend of Tom Dcvley” (Col).
bit over. Last week, $12,600.1
Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Broadway
(Parker)
(1,890;
$1wk). Still great at $9,000. Last
Looks sock $12,000 or near. -• Last
$1.50)—“Beat Generation” (M-G) week, “Day of Outlaw” (UA) (2d
Hollywood Paramount (Elect*
WTith holdovers still holding up week, $10,000. '
(1.468; $1.40-$2.40»—“Nun’s Story” Well, fresh entries are conspicuous
Lyric (Par) (1,000; $1-$1.45)— and “Angry Hills” (M-G): Slow wk), $6,000.
(WB)-(Bth wk*. Strong $14,000 or by their absence. However, the “Nun’s Story” (WB) (5th Wk).. Big $5,000. Last week, “Bend of River”
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.49)
(U) and “World In His Arms” (U)
close. Last week, $14,300.
lone important newcomer, “Hole in $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
—“Horse Solders” (UA) (6th wk).
Four Star <UATC> (868; 96-S2)— Head,” stacks up wow at Acadamy.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- (reissues), $4,300.
$8,000, holds. Last week,
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.49) $Tidy
“Middle of Night” (Col) «6th:wk). It’s the sixth prosperous stanza for $l)-r-“Five Pennies” (Par) (2d wk).
— “Anatomy of Murder” (Col). 11,000. “
Thin $2,300. Last week,'$2,200.
hard-ticket “South Seas Adven- Slow $6,000. Last week,! $9,000.
MacArthur
(K-B) (900; $1.10)—
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)— Sock $11,000 .or over: Last week,
Chinese (FWC) (1.408; $2-$2.40) ture” at Century, the fifth for an“Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure” “H-Man” (Col) and “Woman Eater” “Room at Top” (Cont) (4th wk).
—“Darby O’Gill” (BV) <6tlL wk). °tker „b°^.ofjlce
Still
big
at
$4,000.
Last week,
Mild $3,000. Last week, $8,200.
Story. Third round of “North .By (Par) and. “Man Who Could Cheat (Col), $5,800.
FI
Rpt
t nvnia
nrwpi 1 (oo-i. Northwest” still is great. “Big. Cir- Death” (Par). Good $5*000. Last
Hollywood (Evergreen) (1,200; $4,800.
Ontario (K-B) (1.240; 90-$1.49)^week, “HrMan” (Col), and “Woman $1.49-$1.75)—“Windjammer” (NT)
1.298:
Second
SUttweel’
(13th wk). Sturdy $6,000. Last “Five Pennies” (Par) (4th wk).
(20th; *1150*2?'
>6th wk). Good $10,000.
in
second State
week. b™g rtUd Eater” (Col), $4,800.
Gopd $6,000. Last week, $7,000.
State (Par) (2,200; ; 90^$1)—“Big week, $6,200.
Fox Beverly (FWC* d,150: $1.49Estimates for This Week
wk). Has been a
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.25)—
$2- — “Hole in Head” (UA) (7th
Academy (Mann) (947; $1-$1.25) Circus” (AA) (2dhere.
Mild $6,000. $1.49) — “Big Circus” (AA) and “This Earth is Mine” (20th) (3d
wk). Sock $14,500. Last Sweek, —“Hole in Head” (UA). Praises disappointment,
Last week, $7,50.0.
.
.
“King
of
Wild.
Stallions”
(AA).
Wk).
Okay $9,000/ Last week,
$9,700.
galore for this one. Wow. $11,000.
Suburban World (Maim) (800; Fine $7,000 or a bit over. Last $13,000.
Fine Arts .FWC. ,631:. 90i$1.50)
85)—“Auntie Marne” (WB) (3d week, “Diary of Anne Frank”
Plaza
(T-L) (276; 90-$1.49)—
—-Room at Top” iConti (12th wki. * BV) ,2d
*4.000.
run). Solid $2,000. Last week, (20th) (2d wk), $6,200.
“Love is My Profession” (Kings)
Wow $8,000. Last week, $7,300.
[ Century (SW-Cinerania) (1,150; ‘Room , at Top” (Cont) (2d wk), $2,Paramount (Port-Par) (3„400; $1- (iOth wk). Oke $1,900 in 5 days.
$1.50)—“Darby O’Gill” (BV) and Last week, $2,500.
Warner Hollywood (SW-CiiieAdv-en7 700 in 9 days.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$l:25)— “Sabu” (AA). Good $8,000 or near.
rasnai. «1.389; $1.20-S2.651—‘‘South ! J.^e^ClVeraJna ,6ttioSn; Great
Town (Indie) (600; 9Q-$L25)—
Seas Adventure” ' C i n .e r a m a 1. i $23,000. Last w-eek, $24,000.
“Love Ts Profession” (King's) (6th Last; week. “Last Train From Gun
Started 45th week Sunday «2r after . Gopher (Berger; (1,000; $1)—j wki. Virile $4,000, Last week,; Hill” (Par) and “Young Captives” “The Mummy” (U) and “Cyrse of
(Continued on page 10)
(Par) (2d wk), $5,100.
big $19,700 last week.
| “North By Northwest” (M-G) (3d 1 $5,000.

‘Hole Smooth 7G,
K.C.: ‘Circus 5G

My; Tty 13G

‘Racket’-'Dooley’ Fancy
12G, D.C.; ‘Story’ Sock
$27,000;‘Earth’SG, 3d

m

‘MURDER’ BANG# llG
IN PORT.; ‘CIRCUS’7G

Mpls. Stout; ‘Hole’ Sockeroo $11,000;

PSRIEff
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New Pix Bolster B way; Denim Sock
Hotsy 14G,‘Story’12G i|& Tr^
‘Hole Great
51G, 3d,‘Murder Wham $52,400,5th

‘Murder’ Boffl4G,

Newie, Socko $36,000r ‘Murder
.
Chicago, Aug: 4.
. Solid Iongruns Continue to pump
vigor into downtown biz, with
pleasant (but not hot) weather ex¬
pected helping trade this round.
Top newcomer is State-Lake's ‘‘Big
Circus," at a smash $36,000.
Roosevelt’s ‘‘Last Train from
Gun Hill" shapes good in third arid
windup stanza. “Diary of * Anne
Frank” looks .hotsy oh continuousrun at Surf in third. “Anatomy of
a Murder" is pulling socko fourth
frame coin at the Woods.
“North by Northwest" rated
smash in Uriited Artists fifth week,
“Nun’s Story" is bright in fifth at
the Chicago. “Hole in Head" looks
torrid in . Oriental seventh frame,
Carnegie’s ‘‘‘Room at Top’’ is hep
in fourth stanza..
.. “Five Pennies" is rated fine in
fifth Esquire round while Garrick’s
•'Darby O’Gill” is taking good coin
for same session. The 13th (wind¬
up) week of “A1 Capone” looks fine
at Todd’s Cinestage. “Gigi" is socko
again in 23d frame at the Loop.
On hard ticket. Me Vickers’ sec¬
ond week of “Porgy and Bess” is
Shaping terrific while 45th frame
of Palace7 “South Seas Adventure’’
was great again.
“Hercules” first week in 85 Chi
and outlying houses is heading for
wham biz at around $900,000.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) (485; $1.50)—:
“Room at Top” (Conti (4th wk)?
Hep $5,700. Last week, $4,900.
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 90-$1.80)
— “Nun’s Story" <WB>. (5th wk).
Trim $25;0Q0. Last week, $33,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) <1,350;
$t.25-$ 1.80)—“Five Pennies" (Par)
(5th wk>. Nice $10,500. Last week,

$12,000.

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)-^.“Darby O’GiH" (BV) (5th wk). Okay
$9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.80i—
“Gigi" (M-G* 123d wk). Sock $1L000. Last week, $12,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,305; $1,80$3.50) — “Porgy and Bess" (Col>
(2d wk). Excellent $28,500. Preem
week was $31,500 for 11 shows.
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90) r-■
“Born Reckless" (WB) and “Danserous Youth" (WB). Fine $5,000.
Last week, (“Young Land" (Colland
“Juke Box' Rhythm Racket” .(CoP,
$4,900.
Oriental (indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80>
—“Hole in Head" (UA) (7th wk>.
Stout $22,500, Last week,; $25,000:
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434;
(Continued on page 10)

‘Affair’ Fairish $6,000,
Cincy; ‘Murder’ Mighty
25G, ‘Horse’ 8G in 2d
Cincinnati, Aug. 4:
Cincy film biz is racking up an¬
other midsummer bonanza current¬
ly on strong holdovers and extend¬
ed-runs. “Anatomy of a Murder"
in second week of simultaneous
showings at Keith’s arid Twin
Drive-In retains front rank with
socko pace. “Hercules” looms good
In third round at Palace. “Nun’s
Story" continues swell in fifth
downtown week. “Horse Soldiers"
looks okay in second week at
Albee. Only new bill currently is
“Private’s Affair,” f a 1 r 1 s h at
Wiethe’s suburban Valley. Hard
ticket “South Seas Adventure” is
in line for third straight advance
in 40th week at Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25j—
“Horse Soldiers" (UA) (2d wk).
Gkay $8,000 after $12,500 bow.
Capitol (SW - Cinerama) (1,376;
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (40th wk). Hotsy
$20,000 being helped by extra
shows. Last week, $19,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.50)—
“Nun’s Story” (WB) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Swell $7,000. Last week, $8,500.
Holds for sixth downtown week.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$l,25)—
“Anatomy of Murder" (Col) (2d
wk). Great $12,000 trailing $15,000
preem. Holds.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$l,25)—
“Hercules" (WB) (3d wk). Good
$8,500, Stays on. Last week, $12,000.
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (1,600 cars;
00-$1.25) — “Anatomy of Murder"
(Col) (2d wk). Still tall at $13,000.
Last week. $16,000.
.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50)
—“Private’s Affair” (20th>; Fairish
$6,000 or near. Last w’eek, “Five
Pennies" (Par) (4th wk); $5,200.

■"—"■ /,

■

;,■/

—

‘Hercules’ Stout 18G,
St. Loo;‘North’ 17G, 2d
St. Louis, Aug. 4.
Plenty of strength is being dis¬
played this week by lone new pic,
“Hercules," looming big at the
Fox. “Hole in Head” in third week
at Orpheum shapes great. “North
by Northwest" looks wow in second
week at Loew’s while “Anatomy of
Murder” is big in second at the
St. Louis.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo Art. (Grace) (700; 90$1.25)—“Orders to Kill" (Indie).
Okay $3,000. Last: week,. “Forbid¬
den Fruit" (Indie) (2d wk>, $2,000.
Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 60-90) —
“Hercules" (WB). Big.$18,000. Last
week, “Don’t Give Up Ship" (Par)
arid “Hangman" (Par) (2d, wk),
$14,000..
Loew’s (Loew) (3,600; 60-90) —
“North by Northwest" (M-G) ,(2d
wk). Wow $17,000 or near. Last
week, $20,000:
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)—“Hole in Head" (UA) (3d wk): Big
$13,000. Last week, $15,000.
: Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 50$1.75) — “Sleeping Beauty" (BV)
(8th wk). Good $7,000. Last week,
$7,500.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800;. 60-90)
—“Anatomy of-a Murder" (Col)
(2d wk). Big $17,000. Last Week,
$20,000,
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90)
— “Gigi" (M-G): (16th wk), good
$2,500. Last week, $2,600.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 4
First-run biz here - continues to
shape big despite the continuing
steel strike. Newcomer “Big Cir¬
cus” is leading the city: by a har¬
row margin at the Stanley with a
hefty take. “Anatomy of a Mur¬
der” at the Harris'still is smash in
second. “Hole in Head" at the Penn
looks big. “Nuri’so Story” at the
Warner still is sock in fifth, “Mid¬
dle of Night" is boffo at the Squir¬
rel Hill.
Estimates for This Week .
Fulton (Shea) (1.635; 85-$1.50)—
“Holiday For Lovers” (20th) (2d
wk). Sad $3,500. Last week, $4i000.
: Harris (Harris) (2,100; $1-$1.50)
—“Anatomy of a Murder” (Col).
Still smash $14,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)—
“Hole in Head" (UA) (3d wk). Boff
$14,000. Last Week, $16;000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (824; $1.25)—
“Middle of Night" (Col). Sock $4,800. Last week, “Love Is My Pro¬
fession" (Kings), $1,950.
Stanley (SW) (3,700; 85-$1.50)—
“Big Circus” (AA). Hefty $15,000
or near. Last week, “Last Train
from Gun Hill" (Par), $7,000.
' Warner (SW) (1,500; $i-$1.5Q)-^“Nun’s :Story" (WB) (5th wk): Still
great at $12,000 after $14,000 in
fourth stanza. Will stay on until
Aug. 11 when it must come out for
“Five Pennies” (Par).

AU1UUIU, AUg.

‘North’ Pacing Frisco,
Great 23G; ‘Ship’ Socko
21G, Train’ Fancy 18G
San Francisco, Aug. 4.
.. First-runs continue potent here
this stanza, with some new product
helping over-all total. '‘North, by
Northwest" is getting top coin
among new entrants with a great
take at the Warfield while “Don’t
Give Up Ship” is just a step be¬
hind with a socko . total at Golden
Gate. “Last Train From Gun Hill”
is rated dandy in opening week at
Paramount.
.
“Hole in Head" shapes smash In
second stanza at the United Artists.
“Porgy and Bess” is pushing ahead
of first week to land a big take at
Coronet. “Nun’s Story" continues
excellent in fifth round at SL
Francis.
Estimates for This Week
G olden Gate (RKO) (2.859;
$1.25) —. “Don’t Give Up Ship”
(Par) and “Hangrrian" (Par): Socko
$21,000 or a bit over. Last week,
“Five Pennies” (Par) and “Floods
0| Fear" (U) (2d wk), $11,000.
Fox (FWO (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Diary Of Anne Frank” (20th) (2d
wk). Okay $11,500 after $15,000
opening week.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
(Continued on page 10)

M’ Giant $18,000,
Denver; ‘Murder’ 15G
Denver, Aug. 4,
Top grosser this stanza is the
Orpheum with “North By North¬
west,” and smash week. Also great
and likely to set a record is “Anat¬
omy of a Murder,” at the Denver.
Both will hold. “South Pacific” and
“Hole in Head" are doing will as
holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,324; 90-$1.80)—
“South Pacific" (20th) (7th wk).
Okay $3,500. Last week, $4,500.
Centre (Fox) (l,270r$l-$1.45) —
“Diary of Anne Frank" (20th) (2d
wk). Big $10,000. Last week,
$14,000.
Denham (Indie) (1,584; 75-$1.25)
— “Last Train From Gun Hill”
(Par) (3d wk). Fair $5,500. Last
week, $7,500.
Denver. (Fox) (2,432; 75-$l,25)—
“Anatomy of a Murder" (Col),
Socko $15,000. Last week, “Nun’s
Story" (WB), (3d wk), $10,000,
Orpheum (RKO) (2,690; 75-$D—
“North By Northwest" (M-G). Great
$18,000 or near. Last week, “Darby
O’Gill" (BV) (2d wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 75$1.25)—“Hole in Head" (UA1 (3d
wkl Sma^h $10,500. Last week,
$14,000.

Of current newcomers “Tarzan’s
Greatest Adventure”, is rated hefty
in 10-house tieup. “Holiday for
Lovers" is only so-so at the Rank
Carlton. “Pork Chop Hill" and
“The 39 Steps” are lusty in second
stanzas. “This Earth Is Mine.” in
fourth frame, and “Room at Top"
in 10th stanza are in like category.
“Diary of Anne Frank" is still very
good in seventh frame at the Holly¬
wood.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25)
—“Holiday for.Lovers" (20th), So¬
so $10,000. Last -week, “The Egyp¬
tian" (20th) and “David and Bathsheba" (20th) (reissues), $9,000.
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
Kirigswayy .Midtown, Oakwood,
Odeon, Prince of Wales, Scarbor¬
ough, State (Taylor) (1,338; 1,059;
995; £97; 1,089; 1,393; 752; 1,200;
684; 694; 50-75)—“Tarzan’s Great¬
est Adventure" (Par) and “The
Hangman": (Par). Hefty $35,000.
Last week, “Hercules" (WB) (2d
wk), in four houses with 9,901
seating capacity, $17,000.
Eglinton,' Palace, Runnymede,
University (FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385* 1,556; 50-$D—“Don’t Give Up
Ship" (Par) (2d wk). NSG $11,000.
Last week, $19,000.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1,25)
^-“Diary of . Anne Frank” (20th)
(7th wk). Still very good at $8,500.
Last week, $10,500.
Hyland (Rank) (1.037; $1)—“39
Steps” (Rank) (2d wk>. Hefty $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25>
‘— “Five Pennies” (Par) (5th wk).
Tapering to oke $7,000. Last week,
$9,000.
Internatiorial (Taylor) (657; $1)—.
“Gigi" (M-G) (53d wk). Steady $3,500. Last week, same. *
. Loew’s (Loew) (2,075; 75-$1.25)—
“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) (2d wk).
Fine $9,500. Last week, $13,500.
Tivoli (FP7 (995; $1.75-$2.40)—
“South Pacific" (Magna) (56th wk).
Final week sees great upsurge to
$10,500. Last week, $9,500.
Towne (Taylor) (695: 75-$1.25)—
“Room at-Top” (Cont) (10th wk).
Strong $6,500. Lastweek, $7,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 75-$1.2o)
—“This Earth Is Mine” (U) (4th
wk). Continuing hefty at $8,000.
Last week, $9,500.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come. '
* The. parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax,, v

Relief from long stretch of torrid
weather over the past weekend and
some new product will help ’bolster
business at Broadway deluxers this
session. Actually the cooler weath¬
Buffalo, Aug. 4.
er arrived too late Saturday night
Film trade Is simmering here to help trade, but many Broadway
currently, with bulk of strength first-runs anyway enjoyed one of
coming from holdovers. A major their biggest Saturday night biz In
newcoiner, “Don’t Give Up. Ship," soriie time,
looks socko at Paramount. But
“Blue Denim” looks to hit a
“Beat Generation" looms only mild socko $39,500 opening stanza at
at the Buffalo. “Nun’s Story,” the Victoria. “Last Train From
“Anatomy of a Murder” and “Hole Gun Hill," the other big newie,
in; Head" shapes very satisfactory shapes only okay $37,000 for first
on h.o.
round at the Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
Despite being in seventh (final)
Buffalo (Loew) (3.500; 70-$l)— week,
Story" plus stage“Beat Generation" (M-G) and “Big show Is“Nun’s
for good $132,000
Operator" (M-G>.. Mild $&,000. Last at the heading
Music
Hall. “North by
week, “Day of Outlaw” (UA) and Northwest" and new
stageshow re¬
“Riot Juvenile Prison" (UA), ditto. places tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Big
Center: (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$l>— Circus" and stageshow is heading
“Nun’s Story” (WB) (4th wkV. Big for good $54,000 in current (3d)
$7,500. Last week, $9,000.
stanza at the Roxy.
Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$1.25)
“Holiday For Lovers” looks to
—r‘Anatomy of a Murder" (Col)
(4th wk). Great $10*000. Last week, hold with okay $23,000 In second
week at the Paramount. “Porgy
$10,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-$D— and Bess” held at capacity $37,000
“Big Circus” (AA) and “Rawhide in fourth roimd at the Warner.
Trail" (AA) (2d wk). Fine $8,500.
“Hole in Head” finished its third
session at the State with a great
Last week, $13,000.
Paramount .(AB-PT) (3,000; 70- $51000. “Anatomy of a Murder**
$1)—“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par) looks like smash $35,000 in present
and “Gimsmoke In Tucson" (Par). (5th) stanza at the Criterion and is
Socko $17,000. Last week, “Last heading for boff $17,400 at Plaza
Train from Gun Hill" (Par) and where day-dating.
“Hidden Horiiicide" (Indie), $9,800.
“Horse Soldiers” looks to hold
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$1.25)— at nice $20,800 in sixth round at
“Hole in Head" (UA) (2d wk). the Astor. “Diary of Anne Frank"
Smash $8,000 or near. Last week, wound 20th week at the Palace
$10,000.
with fancy $14,800. “Middle of
■ Cinema (Martina) <450; 70-$l)— Night" was solid $11,500 in seventh
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover” (Indie). session at the Forum arid $7,700
Lively $3,500. Last Week, “This at the. Trans-Lux 52d Street where
Earth Is Mine" (U) (3d wk*, $2,000. day-dating.
“The Fisherman” oj>ens at the
Rivoli today (Wed.) on uppedscale, reserved - seat engagement
after “John Paul Jones" dipped to
very thin takings in fifth to sev¬
enth weeks.
Estimates for This Week
’
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
Louisville, Aug. 4.
:Main stem pix biz is lively this “Horse Soldiers” (UA) (6th wk).
week. Couple, of big new ones. Current week winding tomorrow
“Big Circus” at Rialto and “Nun's (Thurs,) is heading for nice $20,Story” at the Mary Anderson, are 800. Fifth was $24,000. Stays.
sure shots for bumper grosses.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
“Story" looks to be held down only —“Last Train From Gun Hill"
by the house capacity and length (Pari (2d wk). First session fin¬
of the film. “Anatomy of a Mur¬ ished last night (Tues.) was okay
der" is okay at the United Artists $37,000. In ahead, “Five Pennies"
despite being in fourth round.
(Par) (6th wk-6 days), $16,000.
Estimates for This Wriek
Criterion 4Moss) (1,671; 90-$2.40)
V Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; —“Anatomy of a Murder" (Col)
60-90) — “Love - Is Profession" .(5th wk). This round ending today
(Kings) (6th wk). Moderate $4,000 (Wed.) looks like smash $35,000.
on final week after fifth week’s Fourth was $39,500. Stays.
$4,400.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2> —
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 75$1.25) — “Imitation of Life" (U) “Diary of Anne Frank" (20th) (21st
(14th wk). Still okay at $4,000 on wk). The 20th stanza finished last
marathon run after 13th- week’s night (Tues.) held at big $14,800.
The 19th week, $15,000.
$5,000.
Forum (Moss)’ (813; 90-$1.80) —•
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
75-$l) — “Nun's; Story" (WB). “Middle of Night" (Col) (8th wk).
Opened big and had to turn away Seventh frame ended last night
some 1,200 Saturday (1) night be¬ (Tues.) was solid $11,500. Sixth
cause of . lengthy pic and small was $12,000. Stays on with “Look
capacity. . Wow $13,006 or some Back in Anger" (WB) due in next,
better. Last week, “Verboten" hut date not set.
(Col) arid “Face of Fugitive" (Col),
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1$4,500.' $2)—“Holiday For Lovers" (Par)
Rialto (Fourth Ave.). (3,000; 60- (2d wk). Initial holdover session
90) —• “Big Circus" (AA). Fancy ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Sleep¬ like okay $23,000. First week, $32,ing Beauty" (BV), first local show¬ 000. Stays until middle of August.
ing at regular scale, $6,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 75$L25) — “Anatomy of a Murder" fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Nun’s
(Col) (4th. wk). Slackening to okay Story” (WB) with stageshow (7th$7,000 after three week’s $8,500, final wk). This session ending to¬
day (Wed.) looks like good $132,over hopes.
000. Sixth week, $136,000, mighty
fine for a sixth week in the sum¬
mer. “North by Northwest" (M-G)
with new stageshow opens tomor¬
row (Thurs.).
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
Proyideuce, Aug. 4.
—“The Fisherman” (BV). Opens
“Last Train From Gun Hill" at today (Wed.). Last week, “John
RKO Albee is the only new pic in Paul Jones" (WB) (7th wk), doivn
town and shapes nicely. Big coin, to thin $4,500 at 90-$1.25 scale.
however, is going to the State, with “Fisherman” is in on reserved-seat
“Hole m Head” ip second week. policy, with three matinees weekly.
Majestic is also happy with third
Roxy (Indie) <5,705; 90-$2.50) *—
round of Nun’s Story."
“Big Circus" (AA) and stageshow
Estimates for This Week
(3d wk). This week ending tomor¬
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)— row (Thurs.) is heading for good
“Last Train From Gun Hill" (Par) $54,000. Second week, $62,000, over
and “Lost Missile” (UA), Good $7,- hopes.
500. Last week, “Darby O’Gill"
State (Loew’) (1,900; 90-$2) —
(BV) and “King Wild Stallions"
“Hole in Head" (UA) (4th wk).
(AA) (2d wk), $6,600.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— Third session finished last night
“Nun's Story" (WB) (3d wk). Oke (Tues.) was great $51,000. Second
was $63,000.
$5;000. Second week, $7,000. ,
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50State (Loew) (3^00; 65-80)—
“Hole In Head" (UA) (2d wk): Sock $2)—“Blue Denim" (20th). Initial
$12,000 shapes. First was $16,000. round ending today (Wed.) looks .to
Strand (National Realty) (2 200; hit smash $39,500. Last week, “10
65-80) — “Ask Any Girl" (M-G) Seconds To Hell" (UA) (2d wk‘,
“Gun Fight at Dodge City" (UA) $7,000.
Warner (SW Cinerama) (1,461;
(2d wk)K Slow $3,000. First was
(Continued on page 10)
$4,000.

‘Ship’ Smash $17,000,
Buff; ‘Murder’ 10G, 4th

‘Story’ Sockeroo $13,000,
L’ville; 'Circus’ Bangap
12G,‘Murder’7G, 4th

m,

TRAIN' POTENT
PROV.; ‘HOLE5 BIG 12G

f
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PICTURE GROSSES
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Boston Aug. :-4. f—/ — — ••
r-~- :—“—Heat continues to keep the Hub ...
RRO AHW A V
sweltering, with temperatures in :
iJfxvArxi/tv-tv i
;
the SO’s daily for a second week. '
‘Continued from page 9)
-Shake Hands With Devil/' b ggosi $i.50-$3.75‘
“Porgy arid Bess”
of newcomers, is rated sock at col) ,6th \yk). The fifth week coriOrpheum. “Have Rocket. ^ - WiU chided Saturday 11» was capacity
Travel" shapes fast at the Pi^rirn. ' $37.000. The fourth stanza was. the
"Scapegoat'’ very good in t sec- same,
ond round at the Saxon. “Anatomy :
First-Run Arties
of Murder" is very big in fourth j . Baronet ‘Reade> f430; $t.25-$2»
week at the Gary. "Last Train —"Grand Illusion” '(Conti ( reissue!
From Gun Hill" looms smash at 6th .wk.). This session ending toMemorial in second round. “Nun’s morrow (Thurs.) looks like lively
Story" is still fine in sixth webk at 57,000. Fifth was $7,500. Continues,
the Metropolitan.
j;
j Fine Arts (Davis) <468; 90-$1.80>
Estimates for This Week
■ —“Room At Top” (Cont) (19th wk>.
4ster *B&Q) ‘1381; Si 25-SI .50) The 18th round ended Sunday t2i
—"Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par>: *5tfa Imid at great $13,800.: the 17th
wk>. Oke $5,000. Last week, $6,000. v. eek. $14,300.
“Porgy and Bess” ICoI) pr.eems :■ Beekman (R&B). (590; $1.20Wednesdav *5). and on regularj $1.75) — “Wild
Strawberries”
bard-ticket run Thursday <6».i
1 (Janus) /7th wk). The sixth frame
Beacon Hill (Sack) ‘678; $1-$L50) ended Sunday ^(21 was. rousing $10,—“Love Is My Profession” (Kings); 500. Fifth, $11,000..
(5th wk). Good $4,000. Last Week, i Normandie (T-L) (592;. $1.25*5 000
$1.80)—“Darby O’Gill” <BV) >6th
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (J 354- wk>* Fifth round finished last night
$1^$2 BS^Souto S™as Advln: £««:>
oKayJMOO. Ffturth,
ture” (Cinerama* H7th wk). ;Slick ? $^W)0-q Tailor s Maid (T-L) opens
$12 000 Last week, ditto.
Auto. i».
Capri (Sack) .1^150; 90-$li50>- i..^ufif Ml

- ;r"/X^W9i
EXPORT ASSN. TIGHTENS
COMMITTEE CHORES 9t'i> A doty Hecau&uf feb WaAneM

..The. Motion Picture Export Assn,
is relying more and more on its
committees to take .the. load off
the foreign managers board.
, Development has. been , gradual,
blit is; logical in the light, of com¬
plaints that too many routine ques¬
tions have/been taken, before the
board, requiring sometimes hours
of wrangling, reference back; to
•the hqmeoffice, etc/ Result of this
has been that, the' MPEA rarely
could .get the top bbys into one.
roorrt together.
Association now tends to slot
specific problems to specific com¬
mittees, whether theyi be legal,
taxes : or anything else.
On the
very top, MPEA prez Eric John¬
ston now. has the presidents com¬
mittee working, though it’s had
only few meetings till now/ This
committee not only will set policy,
but is in a position, to make .deci¬
sions involving the investment of
large slims' Spyros P, Skouras,
prez of 20ih-Fox, was the driving
force behind its establishment.
. The, foreign managers like this
arrangement. In the past, several
of them have complained of hav¬
ing to spend too much time at the
Association dealing with compara¬
tively unimportant matters. Now,
the questions on their agenda usu¬
ally are of a nature that requires
a top level decision. MPEA that
tiiis. will result in “weightier” at¬
tendance in the future.

™°dlr(1
1 '*>•
stanza ending^todai
i3Annk ' P ky ?4,5Q0- Last * k' 'Wed.) looks like $5,000 for eight
$5.^uu.
r days. Second, regular week was.
Exeter (Indie) <1,376; 75-$l;25)—'$5,800. “Scapegoat” (M-G) opens*
"Wild Strawberries” (Indie) (2d ■ tomorrow (ThursA .
i
wk». First week ended Saturday U)
Paris ,pathe Cinema) (568; . 90-\
was lively $7,500.
$1.80>—‘The Possessors'” (Lopert)}
. Continued from page 7
Gary (Sack) (1240; 90-$1.50)— (3d-final wk). Second frame ended;
‘Anatomy of Murder’ (Col) (4th Sunday (2) was okay $5,800. Sec-i anybody to choose** his bed ; part¬
v.k). Torrid $14,000. Last Iweek, • ond, $8 500. “Mian Upstairs” (Indie)! ners.” Therefore, he added, he had
$16,000.
comes in Aug. 10.
offered to sell his share of the
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90^1.25' . Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2i—. company to Yillela for $75,000 or
—“Room at Top” (Conti (12th wk). “Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) (5th r to buy out liiis partner’s share for
Good $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
wk). This session winding up today j $150,000/ yillela, he said, had un¬
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-S1.10) 1
! til noon Monday. to make a deci¬
.•'•T act Tram
Train From
Frnm Gun
Him - Hill
Hill” :: The
fourth.
Continues in- sion.
—“Latt
,
, . $19,500.
,
(Par* and “Here Come Jets” '20th) ae£ a* lilIS„g0a„;
A Gift—Maybe
(2d wk'- Great $15,000 or near.
Sutton 'R&B) • 561; 95-$L80W;
Gigi” (M-G) (40th wk1 The 39th ; Since he had not heard ; from
Last week. $17,000.
round completed Saturday. il'i'was yillela. Rosensohn said he decided
Metropolitan (NET) (4.357; 70- great $15,300. The 38lh week, to resign as president and director
$110^_“Xun’s Storv” (WB) «'6th $16,000.
of Rosensohn Enterprises and dis¬
v.k*. Slick $9,000. Last week; $11,Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) <540; $1-.; associate himself completely .from
000.
i,
$1.50) — “Middle of Night", <Col)t the promotion. Although he had a
Paramount (NET) (2.357;
a aw’ 70-a ‘sth wk).. The seventh session ' personal contract with Johansson,
$1.10)—“Big Circus”
AA* and, ended last night (TuesJ was solid he revealed that he had assigned
“Seven Guns to Mesa” dndie) (2d $7,700. Sixth week, $8,500/
the pact to the corporation;. He
wk). Good $8,500. Last week; $12,Mayfair (Indie) >1.386; $1-$1.50) said he had put up his shafes for
000.
1 ■Enchanted Mirror” (Indie) (3d sale, and if he couldn't sell -them,
Pilgrim <ATC5 <1,000: 60-$j.l0>— wk) with “Great Is My Country” he would give them away.
“Have Rocket, Will Travel” (Col) tindie) brought hack: yesterday
Rosensohn intimated that al¬
and “Hey Boy. Hey Girl”; <Col*.; ifues.) after having played at though he will not be connected
Hotsy $12,000. Last week. “Mum- house originally for two w.eeks. with the rematch he’ll be back in.
my” (C> and “Curse of Undead” The second week of. “Mirror” the picture., strongly should Jo¬
(U). $10,500.
j;
dipped to fair $11,000 after $17,000 hansson defend his title success¬
Saxon 'Sack) (1.100; $1.25^$1.50i opener,
fully;:
—“Scapegoat” (M-G) *2d wk). j
-——-———.
Meanwhile, Milt oh Fenster, a
Smash $15 000. Last week, $17,000. j
puirAPh
spokesman for; Theatre Network
Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 73-$1.25>*
tHiVAbU
Television, a rival to TelePrompter
—“Josette of New Orleans'’ ' In- i
< Continued from page 9)
in the closed-circuit business, said
die) and “Jungle Goddess,” (In- ‘
liis. Company considered the pres¬
d e). Hotsy $4,200. Last! w eek, $1.25-$3.40)—“South Seas Adven¬ ent • arrangement “shrouded in
ture”
.'Cinerama)
(45th
Wk).
Ex¬
“Witch" 'Indie) (rerun) and
mystery”; . and- therefore " would
“French Girl’s Club” (Indie), $3- cellent $24,000. Last week, $23,000; ■ make a ‘‘separate and substantial”
Roosevelt (B&K* ' 1.400; 9.0-$1.80) offer to either johanssoii or . Ro300.
j
Orpheum ‘Loew» <2,900;, 90- — “Last Train from Gun Hill” sensbhn for the closed-tv rights.
(3dwk). Good S14fi00i Last
$1.50'—“Shake Hands W’ith Devii” 'Par)
TelePrompter, however, appar¬
week. $18,000.
“Holiday for
<UA) and “Ride Lonesome'* (Col ^Lovers”
*29th) starts tomorrow ently' feels that it is . strongly en¬
Sock $24.000.: Last week, -“Horse •.Wed.V.
trenched. Kahn stated' that he has
Soldiers” *UA» '5th wk), $7,500.
(B&K) . (2.400; SO¬ begun to line up seats and the
Staff (Loews *3,600: 90rSl.50i — RT State^ake
.80'—“Big Circus” (A A k So^ko logistics for the closed-circuit ar¬
“Hole In Head” ^UA‘» '5th wk). S36.000. Last week,- “Horse Sol¬ rangements for the fight.
Nice $9,000. Last week. gllJOOO.
diers" *UAs (5th wk), $11,500.
The turn of events appears to
Surf (H&E B.a.laban) 1685; SI.50) have placed Kahn closer to realiz¬
— “Diaiy of Anne Frank” (20th) ing his ambition of becoming elec¬
SAN FRANCISCO
':-;d wek/ Fancy $8,700 on con¬ tronic . bankroUer for . champion¬
tinuous run. Last week, SO,500.
•‘Continued from page |9)
ship fights. He sees: his company
Todd’s: Cinestage «Todd) (1,036;
— “North. By Northwest" (M-G/ 90-31.80)—"A1 Capone" (AA) (13th- as operating similarly to a major
motion picture company. TeleNic,?7.700:M.ast WCc!c. Prompter. as Kahn sees ft, would
assemble, the. package, consisting of
P-Ta^t0^rJin£rFrnm4r'.?n‘SHuf * *V United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- a boxing match, by making offers
,Las^
S1-8n> — “North by Northwest”
to the fighters and then designat¬
(W3>. *Dandy d$ijM)0(LOIiasi °\^k,.
Stout >26-000; ing a promotor to put on the
Sdile(1.200; 90- fight.. Or it would finance, a. pro*odndnn 1
d
C°l)'. '**? vkV$l/0) — “Anatomy of a Murder”. motor. who presents a satisfactory
St. Francis (Par) <1,400; $1.25s<?cko-.^28i0OO._ Last package. For thb: financing, of
$1.50)—“Nun’s Story” >WB) '(-♦h
Qn
*nr_- course, TelePrompter .would re¬
ceive . the supplementary electronic
wk). Excellent $9,000 after, $11-000
^
for fourth stanza
i
f ove Is Profession ’ (Kings) (3d rights. ;:
10 Orpheum (SW-Cinerama)i . 1.456; • ^CSep $4,800. Last week, $5,900,
$1.75-$2.65)-—“South Seas 1 Adven~
ture” (C’nerama) *36th wk). Fine
xir a cuimptam
$16,500. Last week. $18,000.
!
WA^HIlHU i ON
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.151;
<Continued from page 8)
■ Continued from page 7
$1.25-S1.50)—“Hole In Head” (UA) ' u
TTV • ■ •
f ■ -V.
(2d wk). Smash $15,000. Last week, the Undead (U). Fine $4,500. Last bility of a steady supply, of talent.
$20 000.
j
; week. “Flesh and Woman” . (Ellis) He said that/if current restrictions
Stagedoor (A-R) >440; $1.25-$3)—* and “Bride Too Beautiful” (Ellis), on; the importation of. dubbed films
Were lifted in Italy and France,
“Gigi” <M-G) '56th wk). Solid $7,-: $5,000.
200. La-t week, $7,000.
P
! Trans-Lux <T-L) >600; Sl-$2)— theFe’d be no reason why such
Presidio (Ha^dy - Parsons) (77^: i “Anatomy of Murder” (Col) (4th dubbing could not be done: in New
$1.25-$ 1.50)—“Diarv Of Bad Girl” wk). Boff $15,000. Last weeki York. Italian and French voices
(Indie). Okay $3,000. Last week,/ $16,500.
are available, he noted.
Uptown (SW1 (1,100; 90-$I.25)—
“Go^d Rush” (Lopert) (5th wkh j
In France, Italy, Spain and Ger¬
$3,000.
■ j'
‘ “Big Circus” (AA) <5th wkK . Fair many, virtually all. American.. im¬
Vogue 'S. F. Theatre*?) <364; $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Wryner . (SW-Cinerama) . <1,308; ports are dubbed in local plants.
$1.°5)—“He Who Must Die” (Indie)
(9th wk). Splendid $2,7Q0 after $1.20-$2.75)—-“South Seas Adven¬ Restriction oii the importation of
$2,400 last week.
. i
ture'’ (Cinerama) (32d wk>. Sturdy already dubbed pictures* ii dtie to
a desire to keep the local dubbing
Coronet ‘United California) $12,500. Last week., $12,000.
<1,250; $2.75-$3^0) — “Porgy and
Playhouse <T-L> <458; $l-$i;8(F— industries alive. The German TeguBess” (Col) <2d wk). Pushing to big “Middle of- Night” (Col) <5tb wk). lations are not as tight is tliosg
$23,000. Last week, $20,000.
of France; Italy and Spaih. * :
Nice $4,000. Last week, $$,500.

v

Irving Kahn

Warner . Bros, this week - confirmed what Wall Street; and many
in the trade for long had been an¬
ticipating: The company has come
through, with one of the most ro¬
bust financial recoveries among
producer - distributors in r e c e n t
years/.'
At the same tijme the WB com¬
mon issue on the New York Stock
Exchange shot up to a newr high of
$48, making; it the.: richest. priceper-share stock of straight picture
business common secui'ities listed.
For the nine months ended May
30 WB had a net profit of $13,749.000, including a net of $6,500,000
on sale of its ranch property in the
San, Fernando Valley, Calif.
For the . corresponding period
last year the corporation, had a net
loss of $2,684,000 after a special
provision of $2,500,000 for . esti¬
mated loss on advances to . inde¬
pendent producers;
The net for the new period is
equal to $8.67 per share, of Which
$4.10 per s h are represents the
profit on the ranch sale, on the
1,585,196 shares of common stock
outstanding.
Film rentals including television, |
sales, etc. jumped from $48,038,000 1

:

in the first nine months of .1958 to
$62,084,000 the first three quarters
of the current year. There w;as no
breakdown but it’s apparent that
WB’s successful tv operations. ac*
counted; largely for the upbeat
Last May. saw the repayment of
an outstanding baiik loan of

$2,000,000.

.

Net. current assets as of May 30
were $42,496;000, including $21,.
45L000 in cash: and Governnient
securities. Net current assets a
year previous were $33,043,000, in*
eluding $10^972,000 in cash.
Regarded as pafticularly inlpres..
sive is the disclosure that :gross in*
come, excluding the ranch money,
increased almost by, $14,500,000,
wherCas operating and general ex¬
penses remained about; the same
and the amortization of film costs,
participations and o t h e: r / costs
jumped only, a little more than
$2,000,000, The amortization and
participations were carried at $41,.
913,000 at the end of the new pe.
riod, compared with $39,836,000 »
year ago. bperating and general
expenses fell off a tiny; hit, from
$13,338,000 last year to $13,333,000
now.
://
All in all. a rosy picture,

Murder By Hearsay
SS Continued from page 5

sssi

covering an oid-timer. reunion at 1
Gold Medal Studios in the Bronx,
recalled that item and had Asther
quipping: “It was $1.10, if you
don't mind!” .
“I never spoke to that fellow
‘First American-made all-purpose
from the newspaper,” the actor
maintained/ “I may : have .said | projector, capable bf projecting
hello to him, but wfe never dis- • 35m and 70m film, has been devel*
cussed this.’’.(Smith later insisted ! oped by the Century Projector
that Asther had said exactly that: Corp. and units are now being
and that he had a witness to prove/ shipped to theatres in various sec?
tions of the country. The projec¬
Not ‘Hungry*
.: /',: |
tor/which meets all U. S: stand“It doesn’t matter how' much I
.
assure people that I’m not going^j ards. lists at $16,080 per unity hut
hungry, . that reputation follows special prices .can be obtained for
me anyway ” Asther said. “I have bulk orders;
ThertS be%om«l^gf
Larry Dav.e, CenOne magazine told its readers that tu^ Frex^ the unit -is, the most
I w as so broke, I Was peddling j expensive op' the market today;,
insurance to people who had writ-; Without commenting on the qualten me fan mail years ago. An-j
other story, said I had tried to buy |
Catalina Island to present it to that it’s. impossible, employing
Garbo. Still another article re¬ American union labor, to meet the
lated that I was offered a job in prices of the cheaper foreign
Hollywood, hut that the producer equipment. . However; the Century
had to give nie an advance to
cover my fare. Then I’m sup¬ unit, known as Model JJ 70 .35n3v.
posed to have thrown a huge fare¬ is said to be easier to. instaji iand.
well party and frittered away all operate. Moreover/ it was pointed
the money. I’d been given.”
out the American equipment fol¬
“All this Is utter nonsense. But lows “the time-proven design” of
people belieye it. Potential em¬ having the projector mechanism,
ployers believe it. : I’m being optical sound reproducer, magnetic
painted as a bum, and nobody tape sound/producer/ and upper
wants to hire a bum. I don’t see and- lower magazines ' in separate
where I; have deserved this sort units. Moreover, it’s, stressed that
of treatment. Louis; Sobol’s col¬ the Century model is the only pro¬
umn once carried an item to the jector that permits utilization of
effect that, being in need of money, standard- arc lamps, bases, etc.
I was to appear as an m e. for a without the necessity of costly
modifications. ; The . design, it’s
female impersonator. .
: ‘‘I called : Sobol and told him stated/ further allows for complete
this w:as quite untrue; When I interchangeability with all existing
asked who gave him this informa¬ standard projection /and sound sys¬
tion, he snapped it wTas none of tems and thereby reduces installa¬
my business. I suggested he. run a tion time and expense to a mini;
retraction and he replied he was mum. The . unit is also said to Be
too busy since he was going on so designed that it is prepared for
vacation. Weeks later he did run almost any foreseeable expansion
something about my calling him for the present 70m and 35m film .
and complaining that I wasn’t only dimension? as well as other pres¬
an actor in silent films, but had ent refinements.
appeared in talkies, too.”
According to Frank Cahill, Cen¬
Asther said the stories about his tury sales manager, one-third of
the
Initial: productioh is already
having to take lowly jobs to make
a living started w-hen he was help¬ committed. Several .units are being
manufactured
each \yeek.
ing out a friend. on the Coast.
“He was trying to get a ]new voting ' Theatres currently
equipped
machine adopted and II offered to with combined 35m-70m units; ap¬
help. One day, ive were to load proximately 60 in the U,, S., are
some . things on a truck and the. using foreign units including the
helper wasn’t around, so I put on f one developed by Phillips of Hoi
a leather, jacket and. we did the land in: association with the late
work. Out of nowhere, a flash¬ Mike Todd. The Phillips units
bulb popped. The next day, my were manufactured for use in the
picture was on the frontpages with showing of “Ok 1 a h oma” and
that headline: ‘Former Movie Star ‘'Around the World in 80 Days,”
Works on Truck;’ How dpi you the first, two films in Todd-A9defend yourself against this sort Other foreign makes operating in
of thing?” .
some U. S. theatres are tlie ItalianAsther said he was constantly, made Ciiiemanica and the Germanembarassed by f riends saying that made Bauer.
he looked comparatively well, “It’s
Century, One of the; leading U. S.
because . : they’ve-' TeaA '/. thesd/ ihanufactorers of theatre projec$tcttieaT” he said. “Ib.e^re just* not tion and souml,equipment, has spetrije/ I am Interested: in "'many daHzed in developing special film
: things; birf.J am still'air actor and projector . Including those for
^ YistaVisios. T(
TechniraFam not ai;all eager'to; b> treated Oin^c»na^
MS * telicJ*: 'v '
-n'T: /• fWa, and" CineMH-acle. '
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lion of Film, TV Workers Votes For
Better Co-Op Between Pix and Tele
London, July 28. A
The .film industry may make a.
Translation V.
bid for the control of Britain’s
Taipan, Formosa,; Aug. 4.
third tv channel, as and whem
Warner
,Bros.’ “Rio Bravo”
A recommendation to set up a
carries a' title in Chinese
committee ■ that would investigate
which, translated, spells out in
the possibility thereof has gone
English:
* “To Butcher a Dragon With
back to the councils of the bodies
Guts’’
forming the Committee of the
Five Trade Associations, namely
the British Film Producers Assn.,
Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Assn.,
Kinematograph Renters Society,
Association of Specialized Film
Producers and the Federation of
British: Film Makers.
Eventual, allocation of the third
. Honolulu,. Aug. 4.
Japanese films more and more
channel has been: the subject of
some public discussion in the last;Ure invading first-runs here, With
, ■ •Ao«torinor1
several circuits
and indie
houses
few
months, the debate centering :pIaVing
the irtported
product
oii whether it should come under | Conso,idated.s Toyo Showing
the control of BBC, the commer-> “The 47 Loyal Rohin” in Toeicial tv operators or someone un- j Scope and the same circuit’s Kapaconnected with either. Whether j hulu is showing “A Flower Never
a film industry bid would satisfy j
^ ToeiScope. •
those batUing for . the
remains to he seen.
. ! Raven Kid from Tenryu” at the
The Five Trade Associations . Kokusai; the Toho-Warner Bros,
-committee,'Which made the appro?. dualer, “Gigantis” and “Teenagers
priate recommendation last week, from Outer Space,” which is day. has decided 'to seek a more formal and-dating the Royal circuit’s King,'
constitution to set itself up as the palace and Waialae Drive-in.
recognized foruni of industry dis•——-—cussion. Hitherto it has met u>

Japan s Films In

S^inS^^Sr British Prod. Holds Own ,
mg"bmdfrum no* ^it win 1,"™
la Number'.’of Pix Over

a chairman and secretary ap?
iro P
p*i
Aff
pointed on an annual basis.
.
SoJ fOreigll riffllS Ull
Subject to member-association
London, July 28: .
approval, the . first chairman and
fititish production is holding its
secretary ^w°uld_be Lord Arch
own, -quantity-wise, * according to
ba!d, of the FBFMj. and
. figures just issued by the Board of

MSars8(rented e*hibs and
:
producers.
producers.
year, while iii April-june. the fig- j
ure was 26 as against 23!
DJiLL ITIline fAlinnl
'
At the same time, the number of
foreign feature pix registered
CiuJr* fill Ratal
showed a substantial drop, to 73 in
d€6KS vUl ItttlC LCVj
th§ first quarter of the year while
r
at
D!® the 1958 Jan.-Marcli total was 110.
The April-June total of foreign
London, July 28.
features did not vary much, being
The Cinematograph Filins Conn- 100 i.rcomparison with 98.
ell has asked the Board of ¥rarde:
-Tolal pf all films registered oyer
• •
.. ,
• r»nceihiiifv nf in 3,000 fee tin lengthunderlines the
to consider the possibility of in- constant |alk about a product

British rums
Films VUUUUI
Council
prilisn

Seeks Cut Rate Levy

f Or WOtt-jtanflarfl rix

]

traducing a special reduped rate of shortage: 233 in Jan.-June, ’59,
Production Fund levy from cine- comparing with 268 in the corre-'
i-standard films I sponding
spending 1958 period.
mas showing non-standard
recap on
(those in Todd-AO and like process- _.; A^through-the-years
A^ thr
es. Exhibition of such pix now British |films of feature-length reg¬
istered is: 144 in 1954, 122 in 1955,
goes levy-free, inasmuch as they HO in. ^1956,. 129 in 1957 and 124
aren’t i covered by: the Quota Act in 1858:
under which the levy scheme bper. ates.
ViAnn*
The Films Council, in Its:
its annual Yicnna
"1C1111' to. Hold Film
report surveying the year ended
Fest (One Week) in I960
consid¬
last March 31, says that it’s considViprina Tiite
ered further the application
Film ■,Fe^iv„T
applicaUon of the
i
Jwtuw
Quota to pix of the Todd-AO varie- in
A
found.
^
Anoher headache toatS^come to
Council’s attention is the position
of extended-runs. It. has recom¬
mended that in the new -Quota Act
provision should he made to allow
exhibs showing films on extendedruns to average their quota over a
period of two years. ‘
•
. ,,
Other major points made in the

nounced that during the regular
festival weeks, one week; will be
more or less devoted to films:
The city will invite one nation j!
each year to display its output, j
Iianr
"“.‘i ,1*. a ,, j'fnc 1, ll!’10'
mat.suggested this additional Vien-,
na festival feature.

report, include an expression of .: Durinf ls ■ y®ar s festivals, pro“alarm and dismay” that the Chan- ^rams at local houses hardly Jiad
cellor of the Exchequer didn’t abol-. ! any preems . worthwhile ; attending
ish the admissions tax in his last' and !here was nb foreign tourist
budget. As a result, says the Coun- catenng.
cil, many more cinemas will un::
; . . ■ ■ •■ .•.■.
idoubtedly close and the home mar^ nt
V ni
n t
ket for British pix continue to conJ DlOOgCS xlll§ Fin3y
tract.
•••• •.
■
. ■
Three-way cross-pronnotion has
f>een arranged by Columbia and
iSS S twoits subsidiaries, Screen
ISrnn«nn
to
Gem and Colpix/Records, to exexemption .from Quota to 135, pi0it “Have Rocket, Will Travel,”
while 500 theatres playing double- first fijll-length feature starring the
feature programs were: also, given Three Stooges
relief on suoporting - program
In addition to the. feature, the
Quota, the Council declares “it tie-in involves the tv package of
may shortly be necessary, to make Three Stooges shorts and the
an extensive review of the grant Stooges’ Golpix recording of the
Of Quota relief.’* ,
title song from the film.

k
f
Rome, July 28.
The Fifth Assembly of the Un¬
By HAZEL GUILD
Inbal (Israel) Encore
ion of Film & Television Workers,
Frankfurt. July 28.
Los Angeles, Aug. 4.
made up of trade unions. In the
While the film trade press here
Sol Hurok is again bringing
has been complaining lately about
Inbal, the Bance Theatre of . six countries of the European
“too many German films” crowding
Common Market, wound up here
Israel, to the U.S. on tour and
the market for playdates, the prob¬
will open org’s Coast junket
this week with a recommendation
lem apparently isn’t in the number
at the Ritz Theatre on Oct. 28.
that the governments of member
of pix themselves, but in their
Some 14 performances are
<ECM) countries reduce their di¬
themes. And one answer to the . skedded.
•*'■
rect and indirect taxes on the film
dwindling film attendance may be
to allow this sector to properly
iu an analysis of what type of pro-,
meet the growing competition
ductions succeed. . In an. effort to
from the more leniently taxed
build up the boxoffice, the German
field of television.
producers are turning to remakes
The conference, which also
—and the American might profit
unanimously voted that the Euro¬
by a look at what the German filmpean Union of Television and Film
goers like.
Workers join the International
With 133 German lingo films re¬
Confederation of Free Workers
leased last year, far too many were
-MeUe.
city,
July
28,
Unions,
bussed four main toj^
of similar themes, charges an edi¬
torial :in a leading German news- - A mumhUou rf Hollywood ac- J«. muta„g suggestions and move,
paper,. “Das Bild.” For instance, tivity in Mexico is slated for the ;uu eacn- #
half a dozen, were concerned with balance of ;this year. Three firms * Coiicernlug the future of film acthe last World War in Russia— are currently in various stages i 5ivlty Wlt • toe boundaries of the
.including '"Auferstehefung". (ResIQMn?,0“ ^?rket ”atlons. «» Conurrectibn), "Petersburger Nachte” °f,
f
£h U ° ,®£ !?rcss m“ve<1 that a triangular con(Nights In Petersburg), “Polikus- Film Production Workers and the j ference be called to unite repy uf
chka” and “Wolgaschiffer” (Ships ' Film Bureau to comply with pre-,toe governments, the producers
on the Volga); . :
production requisites.
j a”d the workers unions involved.
Also, a series of comedies dealt
Luis Sanchez Tello, union head iishinff
of ^stab7
Ushina a.
°f
*st*bI
with war as a background, “Piefke ! and technical adviser to Holly-; for rit. *
. secretariat
der Schrecken der Kompanie” | W00d outfits making pictures down j {£.
^ “ ■'vould
/Plnllrn. DrnKlmn nf fhn rnmnent^ I v—i
_u
T
_4^ niSCUSSeO.
(Piefke, Problem of the Cqmpany), here, said
that Robert Lippert,
• .
, .
“Das Maedchen Mit den Katzehau- yul Brynrier and 20th-Fox are' vvim l eSard to relations between
geh” (The Girl with the Cat’s planning to make pictures here. | ?Ims and teIe ^ Congress moved
Eyes) and “Blitzmadels an die
ln the case nf Linnert who has *J?r * clofer cooperation between
Front” (Blife Girls on the Front!% ‘"fS.Aelds, ntggesting among
The folk-theme, long a favorite Sten deal"ith 3ems SotoSayer othef auoes what tv officials give
in Germany, seems to have run .
th —n,.,, Yul Brvnncr wants
preferences to him
its course The new 1959-60 release (t6
production and! {hat^JftSal Sohlspecialists*
caiendar has no more titles .such20th.Foxhas asked for fuU details jSf
>>e: resolved
2? i,?Iy >?frlln|, <3<>®aa
hn preliminaries for shooting i
committees from the
Tyrol”
Tyrol” or
pr “Once
“Once More
More To
To see
see My
My pi ^ Mexico
two sectors.
•
^
Home land.”:
land.” Crime films are doing ..' '
. ■ .■
It was also suggested that *
very well In Germany, with two !
“European collective working conEdgar
Wallace .films being
being made
made by
by D *i!«L C.LjL. nkfnhc
Edgar Wallace-films
‘ !racV’ be studied on » six-country
German producers and several DnuSD LXlIlDS, I/ISITIdS
level to seek a harmonization of
other “krimis4screduled.
“Fran¬
“krimis”
“Franj. . .
p
L CL
salaries and social legislation
kenstein,” “Dracula” and “Maca¬
“Maca|df01&S td uF2D jUftfC
among industry workers in the six
bre” continue as pet topics with the
. , T
D
/ countries. At toe conclusion, Leon
German
youth of
German youth
of today,
today, and
and half
half
Ql AfflOlSfl Tai Reliei I Mathofwas voted president of toe
a dozen horror films are in producproduc¬
union, with Italy’s A C Rocrhl
tion
tiou in German studios.
.
.
London, July 28.
acUng as veepee and jiilien Jeneer
Trend
Towards
Musicals
Burning
issue
hm.
between
dis-,as
SKretan,
u e yenger
Trend Towards Musicals
....
.. tributors and exhibitors, at the.
Light comedies with pretty giris moment is just how much claim |
-are inexpensive and continue to the former have on the $56 a week <V M
|•
t n
. Af
beatjiroduction costs; so they’re on a(JmiSsioris tax relief granted by I'Oflllg LlOflS DCSl Of
tap for next year. There s * Teal tke government in its Finance Bill.
1A T
p
n
flood^ of German musicals This The joint committee of the Cineit) lOD frOSSeTS Fftr
trend to musicals follows the tre- matograph Exhibitors Assn, and
- •
mendously growing interest of toe Kinematograph Renters Society alGreece 10 f V Aktt RiV
German audience in pop records. ready has had one two-hour disU1CCW5> 1Vl5 HISU Wg
It .is a surprising change for. this QUSSi0n on the subject and is due
Athens, July 28.
„„
land where American musicals to resume next week..
‘Young
Young Lions” (20th-Fox) heads
bcxotlceer y pr0Ved fl°PS at the
Though the CEA tried lnltiully I
fccxotoce..
.
. thp first meeting to hold that i Greece during the season of 1958Radmf Luxemburg, most impor- "“J ^ fitted to hang oh tbj 59,'playing to 148,418 persons on
tant station an Europe for song”u*
lts fir^-™n here in five theatres
plugging and most-listened-to by
iJne withstand the KRS con ~the Rex- Pantheon, Atticon,
European icLUiu
jjuivtica..
record Jans,
fans, »
is going
6uiu5 into
uu« .pnH n , j:.tr i,,..- tfpfp
1 I^sia
wssia and
ana HelUnis.
neiunis.
^ a« having regard to i Jhe Russian fihn and prize wlniv/r 'the terms of their own contracts
at Jhe Cannes Film Fest,
Rh£nrH
■with the producers.
The KRS j Whea
Seagulls Are Passmg”
Record.Festival), The Tom Doole* : wasn’t ready at first to a«ree to was second best at b.o. Others
any .con«ssfonh for'any exhibitor:
“T a Pninma” thpmpc
rrr»n un and insisted on a slice of the net j
The Vikings (UA), “Ten
ii^ torpl
p ? receipts including the rebate, but1 Commandments (Par) “Bridge on
^TibJ+S uP^hhrig pictares.
during the get-together it agreed ' Rlver Kwai '<Col) and “Znn of
Sfmtol l formula for 'further Sixth Happiness” <20th).
email
In spite
spite of
of the
the hard
hard competition
comnetition
that started five vears a«o Pro aiding the hard-pressed . small
In
tfiat startea me years. aeo. i'rp houses
; b> local films, larger in number
ducers^^ add color and widescreens,... • “7 •
= lately American nmrlimtmna
and juice ud the productions with
Situation at the moment is that stili-leading the race at the wick
leading stars, :* ■ tlie CEA is trying to evolve such a
Hfaft theJ dom i^tte

Plan 3 Yank Pix
In Mex This Year

S

Greece; ‘10 CV Also Big

•..> Kemakes a New Togo.
&Umee«hgT"k " is ‘for i <*««*
atoce “f
Last year’s schedule saw a flock fhi rSitets"^^gen?ral^^claim for a pictures
in the past seao£>si!?°)?rt1'emrdte^V induding ^Va-tcuf'of the concession cake, this F«'„ch5folWed
nete,” “Der Letzte Mann” . (The. has been covered bv agreement
followed with 51 and too
l^st-Manl "Der Kueier des Zaren” j that film hire shalhremain a mat-iSiSSS? 2ed
IThe Courrer of the Czars). “Peter i.tar f6r individual negotiaiion: >
”ot hicluding

_ench

Voss. Who,cStole. MilUons),. “Das) commtttee is continuing in exist- such aa Columbia, Metro, etc.
indische Grabmal
(The Indian - ence to prepare a campaign press- !
QrayestonOi, snd several from the j j^g f^j. tdtal abolition of admis- i nn_
PpIa,. t>*
start of the talking pic era, x‘Maed-! 5ions tax in next year’s Budget,
10 MaKe ^°l°r FlC On
chen in. Uniform” (Girls in Uni- _——- -V.. . ..-—
OliPPn’c fthann Vieif
form), “Liebeleii” “Die Drei von
^Ueen S Ixnana VlSlt
der Tanksteile,” (Three from Serv- talked about remaking “Blue r
London, July 28.
ice Station), “Der Kongress Tanzt” Angel.” Now its being done with
Associated British-Pathe and
(Congress Dances) and “Maedchen- Curd Juergens and May Britt hr the Ghana Information Services
jahre einer Koeriigin” (Girlhood of *ke Emil Jannings and Marlene are to get together to produce a
a Queen).
Dietrich roles, with Edward Dy-; color documentary film dealing
Borrowed from the Third Reich mytrk directing.
j with the background to, and toe
came remakes of “Geierwal ly,”
Other German remakes now un-' actual visit of the Queen to
“Der Postmaster,” “Der Muster- derway include. the ‘ silent pic,! Ghana in November.
Edward
gatte” . (The Ideal. Bridegroom). “Faust,” with O. W. Fischer as the Ward,, writer, and Terry Bishop,
•‘Kitty und die Wfeltkonfereiiz" lead and “Eirte Nacht in Monte I director, already have left for
(Kitty and the World. Conference) Carlo”. (A Night in Monte Carlo),! Ghana for a preliminary look at
and “Wenii wjr alle Engel waren” with Eddie Constantine in the Hans j the scene and to start preparing
(If We Were All Angels). Folk Albers rote* Marion Michael in the j the script.
films, military comedies, love. Anna. 'Steen Part; and Warner) Donald Carter will produce, eustories and gangster films were all . Jacob directing. Vicki Baum’s; pervised by Terry Ashwood, proremade.
“Grand Hotel” with a lengthy star j duction boss of the A.B.P., and tht
For five years,; the Germans 1 cast also is due for a remake job.} Ghana government.
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Daff Argues Need For Global Film
Organization Including States
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Cocteau Lands Friends
Helping on Next Film
Paris, July 28.
Jean Cocteau, 70, poet - play¬
wright-painter - iiovelist-picmaker,
is ready to start his first film in
six years, "La Testament D\ Orphee” (The Will of Orpheus). In
an open letter, Cocteau thanked
all the pix people who had helped
him get started in what may be
his.last pic.
Most producers refused his idea
for a personalized, abstract produc¬
tion which, will mirror his thoughts
and life. However, many film
stars offered to play bit parts
gratis and a young filmmaker,
Francois Truffaut, handed over,
his Film Aid money to Cocteau as
a tribute to an old master. Coc¬
teau will start liis vehicle next
month and Yul Brynner and Jean
Marais will play bit parts. along
with many French stars.

Hollywood, Aug. 4. ;
Alfred E. Daff, former Universal
AND NOW—EXISTAVISION
Kelly-Rainier Short
executive vice president, declared
Set
for
London
Aug.
5
India
Technician Claims 3-D Pro¬
here last week on his return from
cess Needing No Special Specs
. London, July 28.
a world-wide tour that the time is
"Invitation to Monte Carlo,” the
now ripe for the formation of an
New Delhi, July 28.
international organization com¬ 46-minute film in which Grace
Latest entrant in the bid to
posed of film industry leaders of Kelly and Prince Rainier appear,
all countries for. the purpose: of opens at the Empire; this week in make cinematic effects, approxim¬
exchanging ideas and supporting support of “The Scapegoat.” The ate-} as closely -as possible optically
each other from discriminatory Empire is the Metro, showcase to *the real thing is Indian film
taxes, which in some countries which has shown all Grace Kelly's technician M. H. Mirza. : He’s
evoled a process. called Existavitake Up to 45rc of the exhibitors Hollywood pix.
sipn which is claimed to give im¬
gross.
This decision follows a long dis¬ ages on the screen a 3-D naturalDaff 'who said he'll be ready to pute between Evan Lloyd of vision effect Without the need for
discuss his own future plans in Richmond Films, who inspired, viewing through special spectacles.
about four months after comple¬ produced and directed the film at
Mirza is being backed by Mahesh
tion of a year's “vacation”.!. noted the invitation of Prince Rainier, Kaul, whose outfit, Ariupam Chitra,
that when the European govern¬ and Andreas Schuller, his German plans use of Existavision in future
ments were financially troubled backer, over the rights of the, film. film productions. .'
it was not tactful to push for Lloyd and Schullerhow. jointly
Meanwhile, subj ect to govern¬
relief. He stated, however, that own “Invitation,” which Ben Henry mental okay, an Indian unveiling
these economies are now healthy. of. Hillcrest Productions. Will dis¬ of Cinerama is promised in Cal¬
Previously. Daff asserted, it was tribute. A circuit deal is now' be¬ cutta, with installations in this
thought that Americans shouldn't ing negotiated.
capital and Bombay to follow. In
interfere in other governments’
contracts inked last month with the
domestic affairs, but he noted that
Stanley WarnerTCinerama Gorp.,
an international. organization, not
Indian producer Bishu Sen ac¬
based in the U.S. but led to a cer¬
quired rights to presentation of the
tain extent fey Americans, could
giantrscreen, triple^projection pro¬
accomplish this. Paradoxically, he
cess throughout this country.
pointed out, the growing health of
■For the Asia .market. Cinerama ..... Showmen figure that Yul Bryriforeign rations has decreased the
already shows./in Japan, and is set her may have "saved” almost $2,dependence on the U.S. for finan¬
for eariy opening in Singapore. . V: 000,000, more or less tax-free,, by
cial aid and. has resulted in [a
taking up official residence in
decrease
in
anti - Americanism
Switzerland where income taxes
abroad. “Nobody likes a rich rela¬
are light and are predicated only
tive” he observed.
i '
on 5% of the annual cental of
one’s residence. Some Swiss can¬
Simultaneously, he continued,
Putting stress on the need for
tons, In need of income, sometimes
American pix are facing stiffer
lower it to 4^: Brynners $600,000
competition from product of other quality in exports, Japan’s motion
from "Solomon and Sheba” (UA)
countries. “American pictures ate picture industry is asking the
judged by a higher standard be¬ Japanese Government to allocate
Buenos Aires, July 28.. arid $500,000 form "Once More
cause of our reputation for per¬ foreign exchange to permit it to
This time of year sees Argen¬ With Feeling” (Col), both shot
fectionism. It’s one of the rea¬ purchase technical equioment tine students enjoying a two-week abroad, are sample of minimumsons we don’t do too well at film abroad, primarily in the United : respite, from school, and exhibitors taxed income. Of his two 20th-Fox
festivals.” The bright side of this States.
: adjust their programs accordingly pictures, “Sound and Fury” was
new health in foreign product is
One of the supporting arguments ■ to give the vacationers good holi- shot in the U.S. but "Anastasia”
that it might end the artificial bar¬ is that the Tokyo Government has : day fare. Thus, Metro this week was filmed abroad.
William Hold.en is moving his
riers against American film prod¬ allocated monies for the local tv : released “Tom Thumb” at the
uct. such as restrictions on im¬ service to purchase foreign fea¬ : Metro showcase with a July 4 residence to Switzerland, suppos¬
ports, difficulties in the remittance tures, without which it cannot • preem for the American Commii- edly With the same objective. Cary
cf currency, which will be prob¬ survive. Thus, say the film people, • nity youngsters. “Trapp Family in Grant’s official. residence is. Eng¬
ably eliminated in the next tjyo it's only fair and square to give j America” .is another pic rated for land and he’s U S:-taxed only on
or three years, he noted.
the film biz a helping hand. also. ; for. the..juveniles,-day-dating' at the films, produced in America.
Producers like Sam Spiegel, Dar
European -exhibitors, he stated,
This was reported in N:Y. . last Lococo Circuit’s / opera, ideal and
do not object to America’s big week by Kiyoshi Takamura, man¬ premier. “High Noou ‘ has been ryl F. Zanuck and Carl Foreman,
or course, have official foreign
picture policy and would be happy aging director of Shochiku, one of ;■ reissued at the Callao. . /
if only, 100 of these are. made Japan's leading film setups. Pro¬ • “Gulliver” at the Florida* "A . residences, both for business and
each year, but they’re distressed cedure is for. a ease-by-case appli¬ ■ Night to Remember” (Rank) at the (residence.
that between a quarter and a half cation. The Ministry of Interna¬ ; Monumental and “Cinerama Holi¬ ’ ' The “residence,” for convenience,
of these blockbusters don’t per¬ tional Trade and Industry then day ” at the Casino, are all afford- such as Gene Kelly undertook
form in the category for which goes to the Motion Picture Assn, . mg relief to tired parents with, years ago on an 18-month basis is
now valid only up to a $25,000 ceil¬
they are intended. The large rea¬ of Japan to be advised on whether j moppets, on their hands.
son for this, he said, is that these the expenditure is absolutely I “Bridge on River Kyvai” (Col.) is ing. This Was based on a privilege
pictures are not being made with necessary’.
' , now in its 14th week at the Broad- extended oil companies anxious to
the new audience in mind. “The
Most of the equipment the ! way.- while “10 Commandments”; attract American workers to go tp
new audience can be a bonanza/ if Japanese studios need can be j (Par) has run 9 weeks at the Me¬ Saudi-Arabia. When the topflight
the productions are designed' to manufactured in Japan, Takamura lt tropolitah. . “South Pacific” at the Hollywood salaries sought to take
suit them,” be declared. An ex¬ said. What is needed is: sound }Luxor has played, seven rounds, advantage of this exemption td oil
ample of such a production, he equipment. It's mostly b eing • which shows that high: admissions the Government placed a 25G; ceil¬
ing on such moves.
are no deterrent. •
said, is “Room , at the Top,” which bought in. the States.
! German “Die Beine Von Dostrikes the intellectual because of
Takamura said that, as an in¬ : lores” (Goldberg) has disproved all
its intelligent handling., but also dustry,
Chile’s Legit Season
the Japanese weren’t doing
appeals to the working -class be¬ \ ery much about television, which ’■ theories that local audiences don’t
Sees 8 Houses Open
cause it is written in terms they is coming along and is being of¬ • like musicals, and has held four
;
weeks
at
the
Ocean.appreciate and understand. “I saw ficially encouraged by the Govern¬
.
Santiago. July 28. .
Winter legit season has teed off
no evidence of individual or con¬ ment. Thus the industry is handi¬
big in this Chilean capital,. With
centrated effort to acquire this capped in fighting .it. At any rate,
eight houses • offering Chilean: and
audience.” he said.
at this point, the impact, of tv on
foreign dramatic works: !
Re tv. Daff observed that the full the Japanese, theatres isn’t yet
“El caverno mas Largo” (The
impact will hit Australia in about serious, Takamura felt.
Deepest Cave) is at the Antonio
one vear and it's expected that
London, July 28:
Varas;
"Juegos Silericiosos” (Silent
another 100 theatres will close
British exhibitors have decided, Games) by Gabriele Roepke is
there if something drastic doesn’t
for the time being, hot to, ask the playing at the Camilp Henriquez;
happen. There are . now several
Board of Trade to consider rais¬ and “Los crimenes de M: Dubois”
houses which are only open one,
ing the exemption . limit foi* con¬ (The Crimes of Monsieur Dubois),
two or three nights a week. The
tributions to the Production Fund by Gerardo Larrin, is at the Petit
sale of feature backlogs to Aussie [
levy to cover- houses making $700 Rex.
Rome, July 28.
tv is apt to meet with severe re¬
The Italian Senate has finally net a week instead of those mak¬
"La Soga” (The Cord), by Pat¬
sistance, including possible boy¬ ; approved the law forming a new ing $420 as-at. present,:.-.
rick Hamilton, has opened at the
cott of companies which sell to tv, • Ministry for Tourism and Enter¬
The resolve not to go ahead Was Talia; "Las tres alcobas” (The
Daff noted. In Sweden, he added,
tainment, which, now becomes a based on the theory that any in¬
•erious consideration is. being /■fact. Law .setting up the the min¬ crease in the exemption, limit Three Alcoves) is at the SATCH
with the Martin-Sahatini Spanish
given to building drive-ins for
istry had first been approved by would presumably mean an; in¬ stock company; and Alejandro j
the first time to combat the sum¬ the Seriate some ago, but an creased levy for those cinemas re¬
mer slump, despite the fact that ; amendment by : the House forced maining . liable, sorhething 'not re¬ Casoria’s “La casa de los siete balcones” (The House With Seven
the summer there is short. > In
garded as wise in these days of Balconies) is playing the Moneda,
Europe generally, exhibitors are reconsideration by the senior body, economic, .difficulty..
;
which
has
now
okayed
the
longwith
the Araerico Vargas-Pury
becoming air conditioning con¬
Durante stock . group. “Respectful;
scious. he noted. He considers ; discussed innovation.
Umberto
Tupini,
one-time
mayor
Prostitute”
by Jean Paul Sartre is
150
Students
Learn
this a strong point since air con¬ of Rome and a senator, is the new
at the. Atelier while Jorge Queditioning in the homes is prac¬
About Japan Fix Biz vedo’s "Un Hombre' en La Casa”
Minister
for
Tourism
and
Entertically unknown in Europe. |
: tainment. which Will be housed in
Paris, July: 28.
(A Man . in the House), is at the
: a new building in Via Della FerraA group of 150 university stu¬ Maru.
i tella. Previously, all entertainment dents from West Germany, Eng¬
French Plan to Rush
matters were under the aegis of land, Denmark, Finland, France,
Way-Ahead Ballyhoo
Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Out Nymphet Picture the State Undersecjretariat for En¬ Holland, Morocco, Norway and
Sweden
recently
went
to
the
Gertertainment.
The
unusual long-time-in-ad¬
Paris, July 28.
irian town. of Kiel : to hear some vance publicity gimmick for "BenStanley Kubrick, who is to!film
leading film historians and . crix Hur,” ah art exhibit consisting of
Vladimir Nobokov’s . controversial
discourse in the standing qf the a number of pre - production
hook. “Lolita” about the loves of
Japanese film industry today.
sketches used in the filming of the
a middleaged man and a 12-yearParamount Pictures has pur¬
Pundits first unloaded facts on picture’s scenes, is on view at the
nymphet, may he beaten to;: the chased an additional 4,200 shares Japan and its film setup like the M-G-M exchange here. The pic¬
punch on this type of subject by of its own common stock on the statistics that 1,150,000,000 attend ture isn’t expected to he seen here
the French.
!
open market as the compariy con¬ the cinema every year at more than until next February.
Bernard Chesnais has announced tinues With its capitalization reduc^ 7,000 regular film houses. Also
Exhibit has received newspaper
an imminent start of a pic called, tion program.
_ that Japan makes about 500 pix per attention and . is drawing good
"Lcs Nymphettes,” about trouble¬
New acquisitions bring to 175.600 ' year and has garnered about 60 crowds. From here, of course, it
some young girls. Henry Zaphira- the total of shares which Par holds • awards at the top film fests in the goes to other M-G-M exchanges
throughout the country.
in its treasury.
last eight years.
tos is to produce.

Japan Looks For

In Switzerland

Gear From O.S.

British Exhibs Won’t Ask
Higher Levy Exemptions

j

Italo Senate
New Show Biz Ministry

Par Pics Buys Par Pics

By GORDON IRVING
Glasgow, July 28.
Plans to give. Scot hotels a, "new
deal” in liquor, licensing laws are
likely to. lead to a bigger tourist
invasion. Entertainment facilities
are certain to be extended as a
result. Hotel trade, will be hypoed
as. current; outmoded restrictions,
are removed.
Present laws limit , the sale arid
supply of drink on /Sundays as well
as week-day licensing hours;. For
years there has been . a clamor. for
a major overhaul of the Scot licens¬
ing, system. La ws; have remained
practically the : same for over 55
years. A bid to introduce reforms
in 1929 elided in deadlock. .
Sunday drink laws in Scotland
have been the main target of criti¬
cism in recent years.. They have
been .attacked primarily because pt
the "bona Hde traveler” concession..
which has led to coachloads of
Sunday drinkers invading village
hotels. Another . anomaly is the
widely differing closing h<Kir :• for
consumption of alcoholic ^liquor.
This varies from city to. city. ■:
Late revelry also goes minus
wines arid spirits unless at private
functions. It’s normally. impossible
to imbibe, even with a meal, be¬
yond llr30 p.m. This hits at cabaret
and;nitery trade which is extremely
restricted as a result.
If laws are relaxed and altered,
a useful injection may be given to
the very limited hightclub field
here, resulting in riiore dates for
performers beyond the' native
vaude, tv, radio and legit confines.
It has often been suggested that
hotels in the Scot Highlands should
offer tourists and vacationists latenight entertainment, headed by
native comedians, singers, dancers
and pipers. Units could tour the
hotel circuit providirig genuine
Scot fodder of major. appeal to
visitors. . V
Any forthcoming easing of liquor
laws will be certain to help the
show biz situation, here. It should
also eliminate, headaches for vaude
house managers: who have, to regu¬
late -timing of their shows accord¬
ing to closing of the bars, The first
segment of secopd-house perform¬
ances is frequently rushed through
at breakrieck pace, or pruned con¬
siderably, in order, that patrons
will have time, to order up their
interval drinks before the licensing
hours call a halt.

3d Bid to Reviye Scot
Rep Theatre a Floppo
Kilrnarnock, Scotland, July 28.
A third bid to revive, the reper¬
tory theatre in this Scot market
town has flopped. The town coun- .
cil has been Informed by Kilmar¬
nock Theatre Trust, which. man¬
aged the town’s civic theatre, the
Palace, it is wiridirig. up affairs.
Theatre was re-opened in 1951
after r e c orist.ru c t i o n costing
$90,000.
The Trust. In the last season,
made a real attempt! to revive
legit fodder after raising $16,000
among theatregoers. The 650-seater, which has served the. area for
over three decades, was never
once filled to capacity this year.:

London, July 28.
. Films made for television will in future be eligible for British Film
Academy Awards. But not all pix.
They have to fall into the "docu¬
mentary and specialized films”
category;
.
The Society of Film and Tele¬
vision Arts Ltd. is currently cir¬
cularizing producers, distributors
and sponsors idvising them that
there’ll be four awards, in future.
The Short Film Award, covering
shorts produced primarily for cine¬
ma distribution. The. Specialized
Film Award (films, of any length
produced primarily for non-thea¬
trical distribution), The Animated
Film Award (pix of any»length
produced for cinema or non-thea¬
trical distribution and consisting
mainly of animated cartoons or.
puppet work) and The’ Robert Fla¬
herty Award, devoted to feature
films which are documentary in
content.
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Only 2 Songs, Quits Show
- London, July 28.
Patricia. Bredin, singing star
of a. newr revue, “One To An¬
other,” at the Lyric, Hammer¬
Switch of Repertory — Callas, Tebaldi Due For
smith, ankled the show after
only one performance. She
Official and Private Operas
-•f . .
London, July 28.
explained she had a charice of
I Tile British film industry delea film job and was also dissat¬
|
gation
to
the
Moscow
Film Fest
isfied with her material.
pans. Aug. 4
I New French Film Museum
. “I only had two ..numbers *>f
Paris, July 28. i opening Aug. 3, has put in a reA. M. Julien, new head of the
.• .
.
. T . OQ
. .
. .j.
’
Jy
. Pans. July 28; .. . my own to. sing,” stated. the
France will attend the Moscow quest for two meetings with Rus. state-subsidized Pans Opera and- As .,he promised; at' the last
disgruntled. Miss. Bredin.:
Film Fest officially. It opens sians responsible for booking and
Opera-Comique, who recently re- Cannes Film Festival, Culture
linquished his post as head 'and Minister Andre Malraux is taking,
• distribulion- Move is * measure of
creator of the successful Theatre of ; time out to insure the French Film
first film, “La Seritence,” of Jean; the importance Britain is placing
■
' _
, ,
Museum iCinematheque: Francaiset
Valere, as the official French 1 on the opportunities offered by the
Nations, has revealed the plans lor- o£.ftii backing and.fiUhelal ald to
entry. A strong French .pic per- soviet show' to get a more substannext season. He intends tightening niake the museum one of the best
sonality contingent will also make = ■
. enmafi0«nn
the administration and workings of in the World. It will also be in
Soviet trek
'' ^ footriold m some 69,000 .cine*
the two houses .so as to eliminate charge of special, film clubs'which
“Sentence” is about a group of bias or small halls in that country,
redtape. He also is switching cer- will soon be opened all: over
resistance heroes awaiting execu-; One of the big problems to be
tain repertory from the more Inn- France.
tiori during the occupation M ; tackled at the get-togethers is the
•.. "
Rome, July 28.
ited Comique to the more opulent^he thinking Ms that a quality
•Key city first-run figures for
difficulty of getting money
Opera, or vice versa, depending-on ' aiidience will eventually call for
their nature. Hq also .intends long-1.. quaijty pix
June indicate, a droj) in Yank, film invites. They are Alain Resnais’' out of the USSR. In the words of
er runs, instead of alteration, so as
: •'
= '•••
'
take and a consequent rise in per¬ “Hiroshima: Mon Amour,” shown Arthur Watkins, head of the Britto allow,a hit to grow in pull and
centages by other countries during out of competition at. the Cannes ish Film Pr<,duccrs Assn., this will
boxoffice. '
•;/ . • '■
^..i
;be ..items one_ tw and thrae 0n
the period, when compared to Fiim- Fest,
Julien. will aiso arrange for top.
caise filming of The Marriage o .
agen(ja *> Also to be discussed
totals for June last year. In June
foreign troupes and. visiting alien
Figaro.’
I obviously will be the kind of pic¬
of this year, American product on
stars at the Opera. Maria Callas is.
tures that Russians like and. the
already pencilled in for next sea-,
the Italian first-run market (15
possibility of producing more of
son as wpli as Renata . Tebaldi,
keys) . grossed some $844,500 as
same in' Britain.
There will also be a modern ten¬
against better than $1,500,000 take
British distribs have been re¬
dency in the Opera Ballet with
for June of 1958. At the same
sponding reasonably well, consid¬
Gene Kelly and Roland Petit to do
time,. the Yank percentage slice
ering the comparatively short time
some entries.
dropped from 80,529a to 57.319c.
they’ve had to prepare for the fest,
The privately operated Theatre .
.
..
,.
At the same time, Italian and
to the Russians’ offer to make
Des Champs Elysees has; also, set ..
: Mexico City, July 28.
Franco-Italian pix benefited from
available eight preview’ theatres for
operas with Callas and Tebaldi ! .LM°st_ of the big . film biz strike reported Yank weakness by raising
the screening of pix other than
next season as well as a full con- ! threat faded'here with the signing their takes. LOcal-mades took in
. the official entry, “A Cry Frorii
cert, operatic and dance .season. ! ? JWtTOft: ®* thj .•****»$» SI<?e some $150,000 in June, of this year
: The Streets,” which will be shown
Hispano terp troupe of Antonio . m
.»
for a 10,309c cut of the market, up
j in a 1.200-seater Inside the
Molina wHl opeiv Champs season,j ^hibitipn and .production.portions from last year’s 3,13^; while fig¬
Sydney, July 28. [Kremlin.
uring in Franco-ltalian brings this
Also dueare Antonio. Pilar LopCz; !
b*
The rapid upbeat.in foreign pix j In addition to “Room At Top,”
Luisillio., Zambra. and Indian
Cia,"CCS of unlon Peace
gross: to $181,500 and a 12.369c biz in the keyers here is causing *
figs been subtitled in Russlice,.
-.
amazement among cinema opera-; gian for such a “trade-showing,”
• Also on the. rise: . Gerinan pic- , tors playing to dwindling patron- . there’u be “The Tommy Steele
French ballet. under jean Robin'{
tures,; from 3^ of the riiarket in l age with run-of-the-mill product, i story» and three 0f the half-hour
arid Andre Coffrant, is also in.
with the Union of Film ,Industry 1958 to', a whopping 12.779o this I .. This key city shortly will have , “Scotland Yard” series distributed
prospect.
Workers; Section 1, granting a. June. French films dropped their four houses devoted to. foreign; here by Anglo-Amalgamated. The
21fo boost. This affects 130 dis¬ drawing power slightly since last fihns with the takeover of the | Associated British group, which
tributor workers. Further Peliculas year, while pix from Spain and World by the Dawson-Sellick inter-“ is sending a substantial personnel
Nacionales has agreed; to create other nationalities likewise went, ests from Virgona group and the: force to Moscow, is also choosing
five new jobs within its offices and under 1958 figures. Single other introduction: of a four-a-day policy, i a pic or pictures for similar prealso make staggered additions - in e x c e p t i o n was Britain, which D-S operates the Savoy here, and viewing.
topped last year’s 5.61% with also a Melbourne . house. Combo • jfeariy 40 British reps are now
] 18 departments. -.
Honolulu July 28. ; -| Capitulation of Peliculas Mexi- 8.82% for June, 1959..
is in_.the happy position 01! import-; skedded to travel to Moscow be¬
ing ^its owmproduct in addition to; tween Aug 3 and 1? including
TW'O pictures of near blockbuster canos means there will be no shutproportions are sparking the; first- = down of -cinemas here; even; if
hookups with otner major foreign; Thorold Dickinson, head of the
run situations-here. ^ Consolidated ; American distribs persist in being
importers. _
^ _
- . ■ United Nations film section in
circuits Waikiki, .stretched j\l| “stubborn,” according to union
Greater Union Theatres has two | N y wh„.s member of the iury.
Capone (AA» into three profitable j leader Pedro Elizalde.
foreign houses here, _with. Merto : Biggest contingent will come from
Weeks, with initial week gross not.;
Mexican films will be permitted
also operating a foreigner in toe, ABpc whjch wiu host , party 0B
far below the house record.
: to go1 to film houses: Peliculas
Kmg s Cross zone. Melbourne has
c
Ghjcago,; Aug, 4.
three
foreign pix theatres, with; .
*,
•
.
,
,
Drive-Lbs of both Consolidated Nacionals is reported to have more,
Litigated In Kansas and New
and Royal circuits plus Royal’s J than enough product on hand to York State for five years, the Swed¬ independents running to one each \ . Another underlining to the aliri
Adelaide
and
Perth.
!
ready
evident
emphasis
which
Britdowntown King Theatre have day-; service all houses. The union has
- Huge influx of foreign migrants i Ysh producers are placing on Mosdated “Horse Soldiers” (UA) for! said all along that it has no quar- ish “Monika” has won the right to
two weeks with, biz,, especially at/ rel with exhibitors,
play unmolested in both states. Cen¬ here is the reputed reason, for the ; cow came when BFPA president
upswing in the foreign-language.! Watkins called a conference of nathe temporarily-teamed rival j
- —i——.
sors had objected to a sleeping bag biz.
Independent suburban show’- ! tional and trade press reps to elabdrive-ins, described as “sensation- *
scene and one showing a nude from men, who once regarded the for-r orate on plans. Questioned on tha
al.” Previous top grosser of the ’
the rear. Essanjay Films, Chi, dis¬ eign-made pic as boxoffice poison,' adequacy of the representation by
season was “Pork Chop Hill’
tributes.
are now dating the product in J artists, Watkins said he was happy
(UAL
Pic has been twice banned here, those zones where the migrant ABPC was sending such a large
but opened Friday (31; at the Star- population has increased and se-: party and that scars such as LauRome/ July 28.
lite Drive-ill outside of town, with curing good trade. The. top star rrence Olivier, Sir Alec Guinness
The Italian Senate finance com¬ Essanjay planning legal action with all types. here is Brigitte J and Vivien Leigh had been apmittee has approved an admission against: the Chi censors.. Detroit Bardot.:
.
I proached, but that prior commitGerman producers have been : ments forbade their accepting,
tax reduction law, proposed some has also rejected, though there
too
it
has
played
suburban
ozoners.
putting
out
feelers
for
several}
Biggest thesp name so far set lit
.
Mexico City. July 28. - time back by Gabriele Semeraro,
months seeking a regular distribu-. this year’s contingent is Richard
While Tennessee Williams’ film - and. since then often delayed de¬
tidri
output
via
German
commer‘
Todd,
who goes as a guest of honor
version “The Rose Tattoo” got the spite strong pressure by local ex-r
cial Interests. The Russians; now1 invited by the Moscow fest
official blessings of the Depart- ' hibitor and other industry sectors.
that
Australia
has
resumed
dipauthorities.
ment of Public Entertainments..
Long-awaited relief runs frrim
lomatic relations with the Soviet, I
-:— -here under.:“for adults only” clas¬ a7 66,66% cut on lowest ticket
are also keen to secure an outlet. 1
sification, . the same office is not prices to a 25% drop in -admission
Foreign clubs here have landed | MtX DUCKS MOSCOW FEST
Sydney, July 28.
so sure about authorizing a Mexi¬ levies on top-bracketed entrants,
heavy coin with 16m language pix, j
__
can translation for the stage.
The Greater Union Theatres’
for an estimated total saving of
Apart from a good floW' of Ital-:
_ _ __
. t
Script of play is now in hands some $9:000,000.
circuit, under the guidance of the ian-made pix, several Greek pix; Gov’t Hill Send No Official
of chief of the Entertainments of-s :. While it is still too early to hear financial leader Norman Rydge, have been steered around special | Delegation To Russo Film Show
fice and it is. learned that Ms blue comments from, interested indus¬
1 turned in a nifty profit of $500,000 localities.
pencil 'is extremely active. As. a try circles,, Government Under¬
Mexico City, July 28.
matter of fact, it is touch and go . secretary. for Entertainment Dom¬ i for the year ended last Dec. 31.
While denying any political
as to whether Entertainments will enico Magri pointed out that the ! Annual report was just released,
motives for shunning the.Moscow.
sanction presentation of play here; ‘ Semeraro law, with subsequent j Some $140,000 Was set aside to
even in., a thoroughly scrubbed modifications, was principally de¬ ; meet any further tele opposition....
Film Festival, the Mexican govern¬
version.
,j signed to aid first arid subsequent- j Rydge, who has guided the loop’s
ment has announced there will be
run houses, these haying the larg¬ destiny for over 20 years, has alLondon,
Aug.
4.
[
no
official delegation to this event.
est turnover and . feeling the I ways maintained that the film biz
COMMON MARKET UP AGAIN crisis the most. However, the so- | would win out oyer all other op- fe^fntoe^oSr™“]“ is that R.SS1. „ toa far
called “minor exhib” sector, would j position via modern showmanship. ance Corp., and riiore particularly : away and that the goverriment canParliamentary Group To Huddle also proportionately be aided by Mainstay of GUT is Columbia, with ! a subsequent editorial in The
aff°rd expensive plane fares
At Venice Fest On Setup
the new. legislation.;
. •:
and ‘ added expenses of an official
the Rank product next, plus an .! Times suggesting that the time had 1 ^
occasional Universal pic, - and j come to call a halt to the NFFC's junket. But it’s reported that Mexi¬
Rome. July 28.
Paramount in. certain: situations. j activities, have been bringing pro- co is “embarrassed” at the invite
The Parliamentary Group for
GUT is a 50-50 partner with Rank . tests in print from film-makers and is diplomatically sidestepping
Cinematography, made up of 59.
any political complications by stay¬
here: •
I here.
deputies of various countries par¬
Rome, July 28.
1 Two letters, one from indie pro- ing away.
ticipating in the permanent Euro¬
A training school for young iiliri
Other “private citizens” who are
j ducer Herbert Wiicox and the
pean Parliamentary Assembly, will actors, said to be the only commer¬
j other signed on behalf of British ; going on to Moscow include prohold its next meeting during this cial one in this country (Experi¬ Cromwell in Sweden,
Lion Films Ltd. by Roy Boulting, j ducer Sergio Kogan, who made
fall's Venice Film Festival.
mental Film . School here has an
To Prep ‘Morals’ Pie . John Boulting, Frank Launder and j “Our Hungry Days,” which repTo be discussed are the integra¬ acting course) has been started
v Stackholm, July 28.
tion of the. film industries in the here by Vides Film’s Franco Cris- . Director John Cromwell is due: j'Sidney Gilliat; held that produc- • resents Mexico at the fest; direc¬
tion was commercially sound and | tor Rogelio Gonzalez and actress
six countries participating in the taldi. .-.
here along with scriptwriter Johri
European Common Market via the
School will be based on the Hess around Aug. 1 for final prep¬ ; that more 'government, help, not! Rosita Quintana. The Film Bureau
transformation of the current bi¬ theory and experience of the N;Y. arations before starting to film “A j less, ought to be given in the * disclaims that this trio acts in any
shape of abolition of the admis- I official capacity.
lateral co-prodUctiori agreements Actors Studio,' and will have a
of Morals” (Fortress Pro¬ • sions. tax, :
j Federico Heuer, head of the
between member natibns into“six- basically practical slant-young¬ Matter
duction).
| ; Wilcox slammed the suggestion Film Bank, politely declined his
nation co-productive efforts.- Dep¬ sters. will be trained for actual pic
The American-abroad subject in. the report that extravagant star • invite because of the press of curuties will also meet with film in¬ work in Vides productions. School¬
dustry reps from all nations con¬ ing ; is free following acceptance will have Robert Webber in the and technician salaries were at : rent industry problems. The Mexivened for the Venice event.
after stiff tests, and all will be lead. He will be ; supported by jfault, pointing out that a star can jean Assn, of Film Producers, NaGroup is headed by Italian Sena¬ signed by the company: School Swedish, actresses Maj-Britt Nils¬ ! only be paid in relation to his or j tional Assn, of Actors (ANDA) and
tor Enrico Carbonii with Enrico Will he called “LO Studio” arid son and Eva Dahlbeck and Danish i her b;o. draw. Other indies also ! the Film Bureau, all also receiving
Shooting j have joined in the letter writing : Russian invites, did nothing about
Giannelli acting as general secre¬ will be helmed by : actor-director actor Mogens Wieth.
| will start Sept. 1.
tary.
Alessandro Fersen.
1 to the dailies.
[forming an accredited delegation.

France at Moscow Fest

in

Perkuig Up In

'HORSE,' ‘CAPONE’ NEW
HONOLULU B.O. HUS

SWEDISH ‘MONIKA’ IN
BOTH N.Y. AND KANSAS

Mex Okays Tattoo’ Pic
But Legiter Doubtful

in Yr.

British Prods. Rap Nat’l
Film Rnance’s Report

Italo Pix Actors’ School

X
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Amusement Stock Quotations
Week Ended Tues. (4)

Buys in 225,028 From E. J. Noble Estate
For $4,634,014

N. Y. Stock Exchange
1959
High Low
23%
30%
88%
48%
24%
21%
59%
97%
9%:
2934
37
17%
5^L
36ar
15134
71
11%
14%
40%
33%
43%
32%
29%
84
48
136%

18%
20%
6U4
35
17
17%
39%
75
6%.
13%
2734
10%
97s
44
21
96%
43%
8%
13%
18
24%
36
243 s
27
72
2434
92%

♦Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low
ABC Vending. 48
22% • 22%
Am Br-Par Th. 590.
29%
307 s
87 ; . 8214 Ampex . . . . . . 199
CBS
133
%5%
467s22%
Col Pix
187
23% •
20
20%
Decca.
93
40%
Disney
86 ; 4334
Eastman Kdk 245
97
9414
6% ..
7%
EMI . .
.. 569
Glen Alderi.:.2053
29
2514
31%
Loew’s Inc.:. .160
31
Loew’s Thea. 162
15%
157s
1238
Nat. Thea,; . . 503
1334
Paramount .. 25
..,47% -' • 46^2
26%
Philco ...... 318'
2834
Polaroid .... 115 ,147
139 . '
RCA
...... 384
64%
677 s
Republic
68
; 1014..
97 s..
Bep., pfd. ...
4
147s .14% •
Stanley War. 606
4'0% ■; ' '37% .
Storer ...... *20
31
303b
3714
393^
20th-Fox
159
31%
United Artists 138
303s
27%
27
Univ., Pix . .
7
73%
77
Univ., pfd. . .tl30
Warner Bros. 127
47%: •
4614
120%
116%
Zenith ... 281

Net
Change
Tues,
forwk.
Close
22% ; -h %
29%
:— %
84%
—2
457 s .
22%
%
20%
r— %
41
~v25$
96 •
: 71$
27.14
-fl%,:
31%
: I514 • ; — % '
13%
:+m
46%
■— %
26%
—1%
+.614 ..
14614
6474
10
1434
—..%
37%
— u
30,3s*
3834
+1%
3034
w27%:
78%
+ %
47
•• -^T-% '
116%
• —2% - .

American Stock Exchange
4%.
4%
5%
' • 5:'["
37s Allied Artists 44
12%
7% Buckeye Corp. T8
81.4
8%
8%
45^
7
214 Cinerama Inc. 218
5%
4% •
19
.18%
297s 15% Desilu Prods. 62.
18i 4 •
7% : : 7%:.
DuMont ' Lab. 124 ' 7%
6
9%
6%:.
6%
9% : 6
63s
Ftimways. ... 19.
2%
2%
3
2%
1% Guild Films . 236
97a
, 97s
10V4
7% Nat’l Telefilm 26
.10%.
6% . ''Bis ■' •
5% Sklatron ..... 59 ■;, 6%
1034
'..■738 ..
7%
: 7%.
9%
6% Technicolor , 110
4% ;. .4%
7%
4% Tele. Indus .. 26
19
22% 9
Teleprompter 15 -• 20%
191.4 •
11% . .n?8
7.
Trans-Lux
15 ••: ? 12-%
147 a
Over-lKe-Counter Securities
Bid
American Corp. _........
17 s
■ Cinerama Prod. • •......... *.,. .......... . 2%
Kin; Bros.
---1 %
Magna Theatre
................. . . 2
Metropolitan Broadcasting ..... . ; V... 17%
Scranton Corp. :...............—.. . . 2
Sterling Television .........-^....... I7 s
U. A. Theatres .. ..•
9

— 14
-+ 14
-— .34
__ 3a -^ %;
4^ 14: ;
— %
—1

—

34

Ask
2%
234
•

1%
23s

17%

%

42%
9v2

—i
. .

+ %

* Week Ended Monday (3).
t Actual Volume.
(Courtesy of, Merrill: Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)

| Amusement Stock Buys, Sells f
-

;

"

'

x,

^

cjc

' - ^

■ "
Washington, Aug. 4.
Sizable deals In Columbia Pictures, Decca and.Loew*s Theatre stocks
were among major transactions reported in latest Securities & Ex¬
change Commission, summary for June 11-JuIy.10. period. \
Tisch Buy-In of Loewis
Tisch Hotels. Inc. amassed 89,700 more Shares of LoeW’s Theatres to
tip its common holdings to 340,100. Universal Pictures continued piling
up Decca common with' another 28,900-share, acquisition for a total of
,•229,500/.
^
Fico and Columbia.
: In Columbia Pictures, Fico Corp. bought 20,000 additional common
shares, and Samuel J. Briskin, 2,000. This gives Fico a 117.430 total,
gnd Briskin, 2,050. Schwartz & Frohlieh got rid of its entire lot Of
2,042 shares. Other transactions:
Allied Artists:—Roger W. Hurlock purchased 500 common shares, to
add to the 17,600 he already had, and Albert Zugsmith acquired an¬
other 3,000 for a total of 93,800.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres:— Chester Gersten
bought 500 shares to double his holdings.
Filmways Inc.—William Cowan bought his first 500 shares; Richard.
B. Sage dropped 400, leaving him with 8,8.40, and A1 Simon added 500
shares for a total of 1,000.
Loew’s: Inc.—George Killion acquired 500 common shares,- giving
him an even 10,000. This was in May but unreported by SEC at that
time.
.
-../ •;
••
Motion. Picture Investors Inc.—Byron Spencer disposed of all 575
shares, while his Spencer Investment Co. picked up 288, its first com¬
mon stock holdings.
National Telefilm Associates:—Previously unreported January, Feb¬
ruary and March deals involved acquisition by Jonny Graff of 3,300
common shares, and his disposal of 1,0.Q0, giving him a final total of
4,600. . '■'./■
" “
National Theatres; Inc;:—Gerald Cantor bought 2,400 more common
shares, hiking his holdings to 102,400. Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co. added
3,100 for a 18,100. total; Burt. Kleiner increased his ownership to 15,000 shares by buying another 3,000.
. V'
Paramount Pictures Corp.:-^-Ge6rge Weltner bought 200 shares to
give him 445 in all.
Radio Corp. of America:—John Q. Cannon got 400 for a total of 858;
George W. Chane,; 400 additional for a 418 total; Robert A* Seidel,
4,000 more, hiking his ownership to 4,500, and Theodore A. Smith,
2,000 more for a 2,743 total. David Sarnoff sold $17,200 in 3%?*> con¬
vertible debentures.
. Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.:^-James A. Van Fleet increased
his holdings to 500 common shares by getting hold Of an additional 200.
United Artists:—Leon Goldberg bought his first LOO common shares..
Universal Pictures Co.:—Nate J. Blumberg, John J. O’Connor and j
Budd Rogers bought in with 100 shares aDiece.

■ An independent distributor of
feature films to television, finding
resistance in certain tv markets to
product other than that from ma¬
jor company libraries, is utilizing
theatrical distribution as a wedge
to break into these video territpries. Armed writh a package of
some 40 films made after 1948, the
majority , consisting of films pro¬
duced after 1955, Bernard- Schu¬
bert Inc;; is offering these pix to
theatres ini . the territories that
have turned them down for tv ex¬
posure, '
Schubert's package consists
mainly of British and AngloAmerican co-productions. The pix
were picked ■ up from various
sources, including British Lion of
Great Britain. Most of the films
have , either not been released the¬
atrically iii the li. S. oi* have had
< only limited. engagements: They
consist 6f such films, for example,
as ‘‘Never. Take No for an Answer/’
based on a Paul Gallico story; '“Vi¬
olent Stranger,” starring Zachary
Scott; “Josephine and the Men,'"
and “The. Secret Men,” starring
Marshall Thompson. Many of the
pix, especially the Anglo-American
cc/productions, star American Per¬
formers.
Showing 'Em, Two Ways
Schubert feels that if#he can ob¬
tain theatrical dates. in the tv mar¬
kets . which have nixed the pic¬
tures, he can build up interest in
the: properties among video buy¬
ers, “if the picture plays locally
iii a theatre.” he declared, “I feel
I can strengthen my hand in sell¬
ing to. tv.”
Schubert’s organization, with 16
salesman on the road, has already
succeeded in placing theatrical
dates ip some eight markets. Schu¬
bert uses the same salesmen that
peddle his films to tv and there¬
fore his no added expense for the
theatrical sales. Similarly,, he pre¬
pares a pressbook for the tv sales
and is able to adapt the same pro¬
motional material for the theatri¬
cal field. He limits his print orders
to the number of theatre dates
that are obtained. Usually, -the pix
that play theatres are not shown
on tv for at least 90 days. In some
cases, the time between the theat¬
rical date and the tv exposure may
be as. long as 12 months. On a few.
occasions, deals are made simul¬
taneously with theatres and tv star
tions. However, delivery. of the
pix to the tv outlets is staggered
to give the theatre the advantage.
Schubert is realistic about the
potential of the theatrical market.
He does not envision a bonanza
in film rentals, but feels if he
can get a gross of $30,000 to $40.000 a picture, he’s doing well.
Combining this income with what
he hopes to obtain from television,
he believes, if he’s lucky, he can
get a combined income of $100,000
a picture from theatres and tv.
Sam Gang; Schubert's foreign
sales chief, is seeking Similar deals
abroad;.

f

La Reine—En Franca ise

. American Broadcasting - Par amount Theatres, aiming to com¬
pletely eliminate its preferred
stock issue in a capitalization
shrinkage program, has purchased
225,028 shares of the 5% issue held
by the estate of Edward J. Noble
and 15,700 shares held by the Ed¬
ward John Noble Foundation. In
buying out the Noble interests ABPT paid a total of $4,634,014.
Noble, who died last year, was
an AB-PT director, and chairman
of the corporation’s finance com¬
mittee, which posts he took over
upon the merger of the ABC net¬
work with Par Theatres. He re¬
ceived the . AB-PT stock in ex¬
change for. his holdings in ABC.
' AB-PT paid at the rate of $19.25
j per share for the Noble preferred.
I At the . same time the company
f placed a bid on the New York
United Artists' first international j s*0(* Exchange to buy in any or
1 all of the remaining 78,531 shares
promotional and sales conference,! n(jw outstanding at the same peraiming to strengthen and unify the j share price.
company’s worldwide approach to
addition to simplifying the
film merchandising, got under'way capital structure, AB-PT obviously
. XTV- • .. .
- v ^ , ..
wants to do away with dividend
ip N.Y. yesterday (Tues/. Confabs, { requirements. The 5?© issue pays
broken dowrn into, a series of work j $1 per year,
sessions, will last through Aug. 10.
Powwow sees UA’s publicity men
from Paris, London, arid Frankfurt
huddling with the domestic and
foreign brass in an intensive effort
to iiammer out a plan of operation
that will do justice to the Inter¬
national concept of merchandisirig
which UA now envisions for its
product.
Program is being supervised by
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Mort Nathanson, newlj'-appointed
A battle began to unfold over
director of international advertis.
.
...
.
the weekend around film rights to
ing and publicity: He s functioning Sherwood Anderson’s “Winesburg,
under Roger H. Lewis, v.p. in: Ohio.” Brought into the open by
charge of ad-pub and exploitation. ] an announcement from the Mirisch
Arnold^-Vicker, C& v.^ in!¥d. acJ“ir?d screen
v
.■ j rights to the stories, the impending
ebarg^- of foreign -pperations; -WiH
pitted producer Jerry Wald.
Hcmeman; sales v.p., and ,who a year ag0 revealed his own
.M«. E,-. Youngstem./UA. v.p., willipi^s to fiIm “Winesburg” and
3nd outlrne'playwright Christopher Sergei,
thoughte looking to the^accomplish- wil0 penned the recent legit verraent of global integration both of Si0n of/the Anderson work.
rales and merchandising poheies/ Sergei acquired rights to
Sessions wdl be devoted also to a : “Winesburg” from original auinodus operandi on the integration • thor’s widow and, following his
?f f11, of. VA s activities, from films : own stage adaptation, entered talks
to television, music and records.
with Wald anent filmization of the
“One facet of the conferences : property. “We have a letter conconceras itself with exploring the; firming a deal,” Wald said over
special needs That exist abroad,”, the weekend, declaring lie intends
Lewis said. “We want to find out! suing Sergei to make him deliver
what these needs are and how we : the property. In response, Sergei
can best meet them. It works the ; claimed Wald “overstated the
other way 'round, too.. There are case,” explaining negotiations were
certain things which bur foreign carried on for a year but that
branches can contribute, by, way of I there was never any confirmation
ideas. But, basically, it is ah effort! of a deal.
—
to see what materials and tech-! “We-were never paid a penny,"
niques can be developed and are | Sergei said, “and when we finally
applicable bn given pictures inter-1 got a contract to sign, we took it
nationally. This wrefve never done • to the motion picture negotiator
before.”
j for The Authors’ League, and he
Lewis added tha't. In his experi- 'had t3? objections to it.” Play_ice, what’s a . good practice in ■ 'ynght s attorneys asked Wald’s
the U.S.: often works equally well attorneys for some relief in pact’s
iii attracting audiences abroad, and ' Provisions, and, according to Serhe noted that, increasingly—as infSel- they received the following
the. case of “Solomon and Sheba” : niessage from Wald s lawyer, Ger—films may be opening abroad be- ’
.I<ipsI^i After discussing the
fore they bow in the States.
' matter ^with my client, I am autv,
thorized to inform you that if your
t^a cIients desire to continue negotiameetings are Charles Smadja, LA • tions- they should find m%ther
v.p. and one of the partners; Giu- ; purchaser with ^om to neg^.
Continued from: page
in the. event that the theatricals ho Ascarelll, UA s European pub- ate.” Wald acknowledged yesteri^1
that such a letter was sent but
lose; out in fiscal impact.
; that more correspondence followed
Particularly riling to the “pio¬ fiSlan+Vt0r^^UngStei^Ki-K+rl fSclief' and that a subsequent letter was
neers” is the prominence which tv
and
Sergel agree“e t0 aI1 his
is getting inf press coverage (much ttutaper. Moe Rothman, recently; Wald explained Ws dealings for
of it realtistic) of Hollywood's in from Paris and novy^ a home- “Winesburg” were with the Wilmodern times ; occupation. A re¬ office exec, is participating as are Iiam Morris Agency wWch> at ,he
cent; Associated Press, dispatch Maurice _.Sega.l,
s Coast, rep, time, represented Sergei. ‘‘When
from the Coast, as. printed in the Louis Lober;. v.p, of. the foreign dehad agreed on all points and
New York World-Telegram & Sun,, partmept mth N.Y, headquarters, then : found that Sergei changed
- agents (to Ashley-Steineri. we bewas headed. “Films for TV Now. James . R. Velde, sales v.p., etc.
Supporting Studios.” This indeed
W’hat UA is trying to do via find- came suspicious and found a deal
was a- blow to the diehard filmite ing the “common denominator” in • was being negotiated with the
whose body and soul for so many international. film merchandising Mirischs through Ashley-Steiner.”;
years had drawn sustenance from isn’t new, but it/s never been, Sergei declared he switched from
pictures for theatres. And one tackled before with such determi- William Morris to Ashley-Steiner
might ■ shudder in contemplating nation or on such a scope. Other because the former agency could
what, say, the late Louis B. Mayer companies have tried it, usually on ‘ find ho alternatives to signing with
might think about this kind of sit¬ specific pictures, only and never as . Wald despite adaptor’s feeling
uation.
a coordinated effort.
[“the contract was a bad one.”

New Life-Lines

Ottawa, Aug. 4.
French-language version of
-National Film Board’s 30-min¬
ute. documentary, in color, of
the current Royal visit, “Royal
River,” will be “Uh Fleuve
Souverain.”
Except for commentary and
titles, both versions will be
Identical.

Adaptor, Wald
Hassle on Screen
^Winesburg, Ohio9
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With the establishment of affiliates in Maryland and Mississippi
recently, . Theatre Owners of America now boasts that mort^than
60% of U.S. theatreowners are members of the organization. Ac¬
cording to prexy George. G. Kerasotes, the exhibitor organization
experienced its greatest growth in recent history in the fiscal
period which ended last June 30.
. .
.
Dues payments in the fiscal year were said to have been 22%
ahead of the 1957-58 . stanza. Kerasotes indicated that. With 28
; state and regional units, TOA now has more dues paying mem*
bers than ever before in its- 12-year history;
TOA has been active recently in recruiting small theatres, in
small towns, and as a result of the campaign, it's said that the
small .theatre members outnumber the larger companies on TOA’g
roster..
■
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Twin Cities An Amusement Cornucopia
Yet ‘Right9 Pictures Still Make It Big

By ROBERT REES
St. Paul, Aug. 4.
Twin Cities’ exhibitors find
themselves confronted with a rec¬
Chicago, Aiig. 4.
ordbreaking amount of' summer
healthy Minnesota boxoffice. so
Mayor Richard J. Daley Is mak¬
counter-attractions along with vari¬
far this summer is the state’s
ing a filmed .pitch, to Chicagoans
upped personal income, it’s be¬
ous other increasing handicaps,
for support of the Pan-American
ing pointed out by Frank
making their going more difficult
Games to be played here in Au¬
gust; ; Three-minute short, kicking . Mantzke, North Central Allied
than ever, it’s pointed out by Frank
president, ; ..
off . Friday (31) on downtown
Mantzke, North Central Allied
It has been 8% higher than
screens, . superimposes the chief
president, who believes the situa*
for the corresponding period a
exec over shots; of earlier Pan-Am
year ago, according to ManttiOn is worse for them than thea¬
contests.
zke’s figures.
treowners in most other areas.
Briefie, paid for by the local
For
example,
he
says
It
picture industry, was. made by FilAt the same time, however,
jumped this May from $524.mack. ;.
Mantzke says he’s encouraged by
; 700,000‘the corresponding 1958
New : York... less in a film; campaign Was imme¬
the
fact that, in the face -of such a
month to $566,500,000,: proyid-.
diately denied by the unit publi¬
Editor; Variety:
ing that , much additional en¬
condition, outstanding pictures,. al¬
Knickerbocker News (Albany) re¬ cist.
tertainment purchasing power.
. They. left shortly after, again re¬
most without exception, still seem
porter William Ingram (in Variety,
The . increase in neighboring
fusing the offer to have closer, non¬
able to come through respectably,
North Dakota and South Da-.
July 15) heatedly protests his in¬ flash photos supplied to them:
kota is 3.2% and 4.8%, respec- . if not better than that, at the
ability. to gather, hews recently, in.
As they left, several; members
. lively, the Mantzke compila- ... twins’ boxoffice.
Milton, N. Y., on the filming , of of the crew, including assistant ditions show.
Mantzke. doesn’t even mention
"The Fugitive Kind/’ His accur¬ i ector Charles Maguire, aproacbed
acy. in reporting the events that.oc¬ ; the unit publicist to find out what
television; soaring living costs,
Stepping; up its: foreign, produc¬
curred. rai£e sdine: questions about Ingram had been up to. They said
higher taxes and rising consumer
auto and other installment pay¬
his qualifications as a reporter:. ‘ they had run across him., recently tion activities, Metro has. closed
ment requirements which, of
First, as to his erroneous quota¬ on the Hudson, location of “Odds | deals to produce nine pictures
course, bedeveil theatreowners
tion of the unit publicist that “.all Against Tomorrow” and had found j abroad
med primarily if or ...the
throughout the nation.
the papers in the area’’-already-had him to be a disrupting, dismaying GontinenLai market. Four pictures
( . But he Relieves the Minneapolis
been given “the brush”: virtually reporter and .something of a
will be nSade in England, three in
land St Paul exhibitors, also sadevery newspaper in the. area—-in¬ troublemaker.
Apparently they, were right. / ; Germany and two in Spain, . V
I died with daylight saving time in
cluding
the
Newburgh
News,.
Jerry
.
Ludwig,
Walt Disney Productions had a. i a. northerly region for the third
Poughkeepsie New Yorker and MilThe .agreementsv made With Eu¬
(Unit man. for /.;•
.
successive summer, deserve spe¬
ton-Marlboro paper—had ryh exr
net
profit
pf
$2,366,497,
or
$1.50
ropean producers and directors,
“The Fugitive kind;”)
cial sympathy and consideration
tensive text and photo coverage
were : closed ./ recently following | per share, for the nine months “because they’re undoubtedly ‘up
of our filming a week before we
fi;ri“,n^e“ucUonSchM ^
week.) ended July 4 This con,- against’ more competition for the
got- the first. knock from Knicker¬
bocker.'
.
Sol C. Siegel and the European j
with earnings of $2,900,094 public time and entertainment
film-makers. Siegel, \vho just re- j op $1.89 per. share, for the corre- dollar than ever before.” In this
In addition, we had. made , ef-1
respect, he is certain, they’re worse
turned from - a three-week trip ; spending period last year*
forts, to. attract; newsmen, from
off than theatreowners in most
greater distances; Visitors had inabroad, met. i^paris, with-. Loey’s j Howeveri While .the; njne month other metropolitan centers and, he
prexy Joseph R. Aogel, Loew s In-j.
. ,
. ■
.
. . chided. repre~entatives of Variety.
; ternational v.p.Maurice Silver-., Period was off, the third quarter says, “if they still can hold their
(Fred Hift>, The. New York Times
own, at least, it speaks well for
(Richard Nason), Time .i Sere'll Hiil-1
Stanley Kramer’S “On the Beach •’ stein; and regional director for ■ of 1959 brought, increased profit, exhibition’s vitality.”
man) and Coronet tMark Nichqls'. J will definitely have its global Europe David Lewis to. complete j amounting to. 93.c per share,. com?
For example, the big local AquaOf alloiir visitors only Ingraip/'has premiere in at. least. 22 key cities, the plans; ..for the foreign produc-.; pared with 83c for the third quartennial, annual seven-day summer
,
- ■ „ „__ ■
.. complained so far as. we know.
j and. capitals on Dec. .17.. The' only ' t-ion-programs.
i rrur,
ter„:of 19o8,
president
Roy O. Dis- mardi gras, starts this week. As
- , .V
.
.Let’s go back to the beginning: countries still in -question are Po¬ 3. The pix to be made.-in England •
usual, . it includes daylight and
j will be filmed at Metro’s London , ne> repo.iea. .
. •. .
...First contact with the Knicker- land- and Russia.
starlight parades with elaborate
bocker News was .a morning phone J
While- actual theatres hiaveteen studios and will be- filnied during (^ $n3|W ..floats 'and
id beautiful girls, etc.; the
call on the next' to-last, day of a set in some of the 22 cities, in the. next six months. All the pic•■pe"Qrt0 .
10-riav “Anna
FnlliA” huge
hri^e \vawa“Aqua
tures
to
be
made
abroad
are 363,155. representing : a gam of ^ aa>
Aqua Follies,”
romes, na,e \\a
three-week location. The Albany others .the. situations have yet to
Sahried9for^eSaS by Sb in-1 $5,031,023 over Mast year; Disney) tw.show; a big Minneapolis Starcity desk had seen -"a Sunday -New be picked; For. instance. . there’iT be
the^^rigin khd mss£ said film, rentals accouiitcd for ;Tnbune newspapers' indoor*
York Times story tit was now Tues¬ a New York opening.. but nothing
MV
Jde P°SS1 ss4.057.4?1 of the Increase: with .iPag«nt and many other events.
day) and: was sending a reporter is definite yet re the theatre in-,
-.-The Ti.-U- the Bank-of Enaland the Fenta!s^^?rom "SJeeping Beauty” j
Concerts ln Baseball Park
v”
and .photographer down immedi¬ volved. ;
of . Ensiana
at>out half of the in- ■ Recently the first of four “LnPoland .and Russia- are the .'only Was Robbed, to be produced by, cr?ase ^^5 cartoon feature is j der fhe Stars” programs at the
ately to cover: The unit publicist
told the ..city desk .ihat filming tWo countries in the . Soviet orbit, Jules Buck, has been set as the first
nbw expected to recover its costs ' baseball stadium, with Andre
Would be at night and virtually w h e r e United Artists plans to ; of the four British projects to start
and show a small profit, Disney j Kostelanetz conducting the Mmneall members'.of the company would preem.its release.
| at the London studios. On the spot stated
japolis Symphony orchestra, drew
-Where;
in’some]
houses,
“Beach”
' supervisor of the European probe /Unavailable until -then as they
6.0C0 people.
Television income was off $668,- .
had all worked Until dawn that will .open and: continue to. run, in • ductions . will be . Larry Bachman,
•others
it'll
preem
on
a.
.pneqight
day.- But-rt was t.oo late to inter¬
Who abihed. jiotro recently as pro- j. 268 while Disneyland Park was up . mlh sL^on h Concerts admis/irn
cept
the ;. reporter-ph otogtapher. stand only. -That’s because,? iii the duction representative lor Europe. SMBO/TO
Other/ enterpvtses,
ev^ TueX?&ht ttaouihcountries concerned, it’s .a bad Baebman conferred with Siegel in ] such as character merchandising, I
““flay mgt« through
' team.''- 1
v
season for releasing major pictures. London where/the former head- ,—lions .rnustc, andAt, nightfall, - when shooting be¬
'■Warsaw and Mpscow dates .Won’t
gained $181,014.
_i Mississippi Biver . Showhoat presgan on the crowded .Main Street be: set. until a print of the [Stanl ey quarters:
of Milton, we^:saw . Reporter in- .Warner picture is ..available for
' entations, summer band concerts
gram arid Photographer Paley for screeningr both. locally; and at the
at Lake Harriet, a public park,
Monday and Tuesday nights; also
the first time. They were .already State Dept.
. unhappy at having spent the day
free to the public, and jazz con¬
certs at. the local Walker Art Gal¬
in the area.
Mexico’s Rubio Ready
lery center.
The. upcoming s e t u p involved
. Joanne Woodward and . Marlon
To Shoot iTrotsI<>r, PDul,t^Sh<mmansiiipj<rfiA*tein|iU.to^^apitfilbe On
Brando. Because of the physical
Mexico City, July,. 28. ,
Racial Bias and Slirilljur Social Themes
Uiatter, an Equity organization; the
compactness of the setup, there;
Mexican producer Olallo -Rubio
jEdyth Bush Little theatre, and
Was room for. only working crew is ready to shoot “The Death of
! Civic Theatre St. Paul’s six weeks.
near the - camera. Furthermore, as Trotsky,”; film based , on the as¬
Hollywood, . In its eagerness to j:Trail” for 20th release (it opens of summer stock. There are, too,
Paley intended to shoot with flash, sassination. of the Russian political
we had to ask him to at least move exile of about two decades ago] cash in on controversy lias over-'in Portland Aug. 12), Einfeld’s next summer skating shows-concerts
'-the neeative^irideoendent
^ will; be “False Echo>” a three nights ^ a week in the St.
back to the police lines a short This will be a controversial theme
stressed the pegame, maepe ent yarn ab0Ut labor-management re-, Paul Auditorium, a civic project.
distance away. We also offered, to since script -\yill include scenes
producer
Richard
Einfeld
suggestlations
in the Harlan County dis-1 The local park board sponsors
with
personalities
still
alive
such
have the unit photographer—who
. was.-shooting with existing light—/ as David Alfaro Siqueiros, as \vell. ed; in N. Y. last week. He added trict of Kentucky. Film will be J baseball, tennis, horseshoe, siiufthat,
in
doing
this,
the
industry
shot
on
location in Harlan and, j fleboard and other programs in
as
the
deceased
Diego
Riveria;
and
film anything they needed, under
supervision of Reporter Ingram, top Mexican politicians of the era. had failed 10 ^.meet its social re¬ according to Einfeld, .will deal‘the many city parks; The numerRubio
says
that
his;
special
treat¬
sponsibilities.
“honestly”
with the various issues I ous nearby lakes lure thousands
and to forward the film to Albany.
Einfeld, son of 20th-Fox ad-pub involved. “We’ve been promised i of fishermen all through the sumThey didn’t like that idea;. Ingram ment, will not offend any living
persons;
•
y.p.
Charles
Einfeld.
said
he
him-[
cooperationfrom all sides/’ the mer weeks, the same as every
said that he would gather hi^ in¬
formation, and
Paley said he’d ' Producer Wants Jack Palance in self, .would be quite willing. to producer reported. "Of course, we ! summer—something that in most
the
.
role
of
Jacques
Mornard,
the
tackle
controversial
themes,
“but
I
won’t
show
strikes
and bloody vio-! centers exhibitors don’t have as
shoot from further back;
assassin, and is carrying on long-: would- never capitalize on negative lence just; to get some action on ; opposition, however. There also
Miss Woodward was preparing distance negotiations; with the ac¬ probleihs to make an. extra buck. the screen. I want a true picture.” j are the many municipal and privfor tjhe scene in which she had to tor. Shooting will be entirely in I; wouldn’t make horror pictures, . Einfeld acknowledged that few ate golf clubs and occasional naimagine, she sees Braiido dying .Mexico.
or films on juvenile delinquency pictures on labor-management re- ■ tional golf tournaments that arc
off-Camera. To Ingram’s prac¬
or. any other theriie that spotlights lations/ have been made in. the ! not uncommon elsewhere,
ticed; eye,. as stated in. bis letter, it
the minority, or;hits the majority.” past, and that one of the reasons] For the first time this summer.
looked simply as if she was “wan¬
The way Einfeld sees it, Holly¬ for this was the problem of making there are, too, two night clubs
dering around, drinking coffee.”
wood has a definite responsibility, a film that would do justice to bringing In name floor performers.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Anyway, she interrupted her prep¬
Screen Directors. Guild, which particularly /considering its tre¬ both sides. Einfeld has no release Two ballrooms also are bringing
arations to talk WitR him. The unit earlier in year nominated four fea¬ mendous influence. At the. s£me deal yet on “False. Echo.”
in name bands and performers.
publicist explained that; the time tures for Directorial Achievement time, it can meet this responsibil¬
Having turned out “Oregon
the Minneapolis Americais
w;ould be limited: the interview in 1959, has nominated an addition¬ ity most effectively by stressing Trail” for $750,000, Einfeld And
Association baseball club is in first
lasted several minutes, ending al six for its annual award, to be the positive.- “I don’t agree with stressed, the need . for films with place in its league and rated as,
When Iingram ran out of such presented early next year.
piettires like /Gentlemen’s Agree¬ lower budgets and “pseudo” name perhaps, the nation’s finest minor
questions as "do you think you'llFeatures and their directors in¬ ment’ or. ‘Pinky,’ ” he said. “I don’t stars... “You don’t have to spend league team. This week there’s be¬
come back and live around here clude "Compulsion” (20th-Fox)> di¬ think audiences can identify with $2,000,000 or $4,000,000 to make a ing played here the American As¬
sometime?”
good picture,” he said. “It’s the sociation’s all-star baseball game.
rected by Richard Fleischer/ as¬ that sort of treatment.
Ingram’s later quote in the let* sistant,, Ben Kadish; “Diary of , “I’m much more in favor of the story that really counts. That and
And, adding to exhibitors* woes,
ter describing his Albany paper as Aime Frank” (20th), Gebrge Ste¬ ‘soft sell.’ Show the positive. Show ingenuity. There should no longer the Lifetime video station WTCN“not worth a row of snap-beans” is vens, David Hall; “A Hole in the the fact that there are Negro cow¬ be that reliance oh the old tech¬ TV, with its $1,500,000 library of
accurate by the way. But it was at¬ Head” (Sincap-UA), Frank Capra, boys in the west, don’t make an niques.. Preparation; thorough ad¬ Paramount and other features that
tributed to the. wrong person: pub¬ Art Black-Jack Berne; ‘/The Horse issue,of it,-.and the point will he vance preparation, is the key. I have been released to tv, is break¬
licist Jerry Ludwig didn’t say it; Soldiers” (Mirisch-UA), John. Ford, far more effective. Prejudice can’t think only the independents today ing out intermittently with “Mov¬
Reporter Ingram <Ud, ib a feeble ] Wingate Smith; “The Nun's Story” be changed over night and particu¬ deal intelligently with the ques¬ ies Spectacular”- weeks, heavily
baiting attempt at building his Fed?] (WB), Fred Zinnemann. Charles larly not by highlighting the nega¬ tion of costs. The majors generally advertised and exploited and com¬
eral case. The intimation that a Hansen; “Some Like It Hot” (Ash* tive angle “
spend too much for what they get prising many good oldies with star*
break in any publication is worth¬ ton-UA), Billy Wilder, Sam Nelson.,
Having completed “The Oregon out of it/'
i who still are tops today.

Mayor on Theatre Screens Make More, They Spend
Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
To Plug Pari-Am Games
A factor in the generally
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“NORTH BY NORTHWEST”
SWEEPS THE
NATION!
HOTTER than "Cat Qn Hot Tin Roof" in Salt Lake City —
TOPPING ''High Society” in Memphis40% AHEAD of "Don’t Go Near Water” in Houston —
BEATING New Year’s biz of "Some Came Running" in St Louis —
CLOSE TO RECORD-BREAKING "Cat On Hot Tin Roof" which played in
a bigger house in Los Angeles —
SENSATIONAL in its 3rd week in DetroitSMASHING New Year’s totals of "Running” in Des Moines —
ENJOYING same terrific biz in Milwaukee —
FABULOUS in its 4th week, as it was in its 3rd and 2nd weeks in
Chicago where its 1st week broke all M-G-M records —
OUTGROSSING "Don’t Go Near Water” in Minneapolis TOPPING the tops in Oklahoma City —
CLEANING UP even in small towns like Mankato, Minn, where it’s getting
sky-high "High Society" grosses —

THE SUMMER’S
NUMBER ONE
BLOCKBUSTER!

PICTURES
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Steelworkers Present
Card* Get Boxoffiee Cut
.... Harrisburg, Aug. 4.
William Castle’s New Tercepto’ Gimmick—Message
If you. can’t lick ’em—join ’em.
Readies Patrons From Below
That’s the motto of Bern Bispeck,

»

City of San Francisco May Buy Fox
For Convention Use-tf Prke Right

San Francisco, Aug. 4.
manager of the Senate Theatre
Effort of Fox-West Coast chain
here; who decided to setup his
to sell the 30-year-old, 4,650-seat
About 20% at the viewers see¬
own crash program to fight the
Fox Theatre to the municipality as
effects of the steel strike, Which
ing William Castle’s, latest chillera supplementary convention cen¬
has literally crippled a good por¬
diiler, “The Tingler,” will experi¬
tre
seemed to have collapsed last
tion of the spending public in this
weekend after FWC execs tho¬
ence a tingling sensation in their
steel-heavy area:
roughly
confused City Hall over
* seats while witnessing a - particuAs the strike continued at an
San Francisco, Aug.. 4.
the asking price.
. larly scary scene on the screen.
The industry's business building impasse, Bispeck this week broke
Samuel Goldwynrs $2,250,000
The nine-story building was
This will be accomplished via the program, while it didn’t pan out quarter-page ads in the local dai¬ . antitrust suit agalnst 20th-Fox and
built by William Fox in 1929 for
installation of special motors" on. along the lines originally en¬ lies bearing the following:
“Special Notice To Steel Work¬ National Theatnes Was assigned $5,000,000 and is still the largest
visioned,
haSn’t
been
a
loss
alto¬
last week to Federal Judge George film theatre west of Chicago.
the bottom of every , tenth seat in
gether,. Roger Lewis, -United = Art¬ ers. Present your Steel Worker’s
each theatre in which the picture ists v.p. in charge of' advertising, Union Card at our boxoffice for B. Harris, who will hear arguments
Theatre is situated directly in
on both sides of nine-yeariold case b’.ck
of municipally owned and op¬
is shown.
publicity and. exploitation, asserted special reduced . rate during the after reading more than 8,000
erated
Civic Auditorium, which
Steel
Strike.
Includes
the
family
Castle has dubbed the gimmick in N. Y. last week,
pages. of transcript from former seats about 8,000 persons, is focal
too!”
Lewis said, the energy put into
Percepto. The fact that every
trial.
point
for
Frisco conventions, but
Result—the
Frank
Sinatra
starJudge Louis E. Goodman, presid¬
. patron will not have the tingling planning the BB effort hadn’t been rer, “A Hole In The Head”
ing in Ninth Federal Circuit, made which soon must be rehabilitated.
.sensation is provided for in a pro- wasted if for no other reason thjan opened to SRO houses, with the the assignment. Judge Edward P.
Late last week Mayor Georg*
that it opened up Valuable chan¬
log. Castle is seen on the screen nels of personal contact and creat¬ entire week!
Murphy Who presided at . 1957 Christopher said a Frisco real es¬
before the. start of the film and ed a pattern for cooperation on
trikl, died seven months ago. with¬ tate ^man had offered the Fox to
the "city property director for
out giving a. verdict.
he explains in effect that only several active levels.
Judge Goodman also assigned $800,000. The property director,
He pointed out that, . since the
certain people are capable of ex¬
the $7,000,000 Embassy Theatre an¬ Philip L. Rezos, thought this was a
periencing the tingling sensation. BB days, the Motion Picture Assm’s
titrust suit to Judge Lloyd H. Bur¬ very good price, because the prop¬
The film, Castle’s third horror ad-pub directors committee had
ke, who will hold a full jury triaL erty is assessed at $990,000, and
become a good deal more active
Lee Dibble and Dan McLean, own¬ market value in California is gen¬
entry, marks his reunion with and effective and that the prepara¬
ers of downtown-Frisco Embassy, erally at least double the assessed
Columbia. In his two previous tions for the campaign had stiinare suing all majors, claiming they value.
films* both released, by. Allied 1 ulated a lot of useful and creative
were deprived of first and second
Christopher, however, believed
Artists, Castle employed the gim¬ thinking among industry execs.
runs in 1938-50 period. Suit was the $800,000 offer 'very odd, be¬
Lewis didn’t go alcrng with those
mick of the insurance policy for
filed in 1950 and Judge Murphy cause only a fortnight before FWC
conducted this trial in mid-1958, President John B. Bertero had writ¬
. “Macabre’* and Emergo, consisting who feel - that, once again, the
curve of rising summer business
The eastern publicists local had not delivered a verdict when ten the mayor and offered the city
of a skeleton emerging from the has hilled the industry into com¬
he
died.
the Fox for $1,150,000 with its pro¬
area of the screen; for “House on placency re the need to promote affiliated- with the International
Embassy owners, sought and were jection equipment, ©r $1,125,000
Haunted Hill.” “Macabre” grossed greater attendance. “The meetings Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬
granted
permission
for
jury
deci¬
without
the equipment.
$1,200,000 and ‘’House’* tallied between the companies and the.! ployees, previously known as Pub¬
A check with FWC*s Frisco law¬
$2<500,000. Both were low budget American Congress of Exhibitors licists Local 872, has changed its sion in the retrial.
Judge
Murphy
had
heard
both
name to The Publicists Assn, East,
yer, Edward Keil, eventually dis¬
entries, which depended mainly pn
reflect the realization bn the part Local 872. to. conform with the cases without jury.
the exploitation gimmicks.
closed the $800,000 price was mis¬
of all concerned to do something
taken—Keil said an FWC exec, un¬
The negative cost of “The Tin¬ about the state of business,’* Lewis nomenclature employed by its sis¬
ter
Ideal
id
Hollywood,
Local
818.
identified,
got the Fox mixed up
gler” has been, set at $400,000* hut opined. He also noted regional ef¬
Eastern unit, has worked out a
with a proposed sale of FWC prop¬
with the addition of the gimmicks forts via forums! and clinics to
deal
With
the
Coast
counterpart
so
erty in Oakland, on the eastern
and the exploitation, the overall; . boost attendance and stimulate
that its members, under certain
shore of the Frisco Bay. Keif
cost will hit a $1,000,000. The I interest. '
conditions, may work on . the Coast
wouldn’t say what the Oakland
tingling gimmicks, little motors
Brandon
Films’
“Season
of
Japa¬
employed to cool 6ft radar on air- |. Records made originally for use without paying an additional initia¬ nese Films,” involving the pres¬ property was.
planes, represent an outlay "of I in the BB drive are now being sold tion fee.
The mayor cooled off on th*
In another action, the eastern entation of eight Japanese pictures deal in a hurry.
$250,000, Manufacturing cost of f. to and used by exhibitors in yariin a New York showcase on. limit¬
Though the city could make good
each unit, consisting of 100 motors, ous parts of the country. However, bally union voted a wage scale for ed, runs, wUl get under way in
a number of Lewis’ colleagues feel publicists handling hard-ticket October, Thomas J. Brandon, prez use of the theatre now and the
runs to $1,000. !
films-T$243.55 per- week in New
According to Castle; Columbia; that there still exists a need for York City and $288, which includes of the company, said in N.Y, this property is included in the city’s
longrange Civic Center develop¬
which is releasing the film, hasn’t long-range planning for the late $15 per diem expense, for out of week.
as yet determined how exhibitors fall days when the b.o. could again town. Union also voted that no
Decision to go ahead was made ment plans, the mayor said he
diminish,
and
that
nothing
is
be¬
didn’t see where the city could
will be charged for the installa¬
member be permitted to hold two in the wake of the visit here last
tion of the tingling gimmicks. It ing done^-again—to anticipate jobs. simultaneously, whether or week of Kiyoshi Takamura, manag¬ find $1,150,000.
such
an
emergency.
He was encouraged by one fact,
may be part of the rental cost or,
not these jobs come , under the ing director of Japan’s Shochiku however: the current asking price
similar to Emergo, the kits may
jurisdiction of Local 872 in the Go., one of the four major Tokyo is $550,000 lower than FWC had
be sold outright to theatres.
entertainment field. Union further outfits which Brandon has signed asked for the Fox twa years ago.
Because of the many gimmicks
ruled that any. member of the un¬ for the project. One Japanese in¬ One peculiarity of FWC lowering
. Involved in “The Tingler,” special
ion handling mere than; one hard dependent also is providing fea¬ its asking price on the triangular
instructions have been prepared
ticket or .more than one special tures.
Companies represented inJ the block so far is that this particular
for projectionists^ Special cue
exploitation picture must employ
Hartford, Aug. 4.
area of Frisco has recently enjoyed
marks have been printed on the
“or cause to be. employed” a mem¬ Season” will be Shochiku, Toho, a real estate boom. Bank of Amer¬
In
the
process
of
organization
Is
film to indicate the various
ber of the union for each addi¬ Mikkatsu, Shintoho and. the indie. ica is building a block-square rec¬
l
new
film-making
firm
to
be
During
his
recent
visit
to
Japan,
switching operations. The same
tional picture. In addition, it’s
cues axe also employed in the I headquartered here. Tagged East-- stated that any member Who main¬ Brandon contracted for 20 features ords center almost across the
switching of the theatre lights ; ern Pictures Corp., the outfit plans tains a publicity office and who from which the first eight have street from the Fox and a number
I as its first feature a biopic based handles more than one picture for been chosen for the presentation of other construction projects, in¬
“on” and “off.”
The installation of the tingling J on. the life of ex-featherweight more than: one company simultane¬ in what amounts to a combination cluding a big motel, are getting
mechanisms takes .about .four j boxing champion, Willie Pep, a ously must employ an associate of film festival and film week. Big under way. FWC has Jong had a
publicist who is a member of the difference from past Japanese ef¬ plan to build a smaller (1,200-seatX
hours and will be done under the j localite.
forts in- the States will be that theatre further down Frisco’s main
Two Hartford natives—Paul De- union.
supervision of- Castle’s technical.
both public and. critics will be ad¬ stem. Market st., near other first^SSS^filton^e
aAlsol^^ ittlccio
andh Dan
MaselH-^re.-oxapeciahsthlilton.
apeciausi.
iuuuw mce. AAsoasso-^^.^
eanmh" the
venture which thev
mitted. Each picture will run for runs, but this plan has never com*
dated withr Castle in developing J
i^e venture wmcn tney.
DEFY
DAYLIGHT
SAYING
two
weeks. If it’s a hit, Brandon to fruition. .
the horror gimmicks was Donna J I10.?6
the ground hit OcMinneapolis, Aug. 4.
will bring it back to the same or
Hollaway
> ,
j tober. Currently. they^are in the
There were free barbecued ham¬ other theatres. .
;
>n_ ( process of raising $100,000 with
Test engagements fcff ^the fiRn i ^hj^ to get activities underway, burgers and soft drinks, a Dixie¬
Following the N.Y. rim, Bran¬
are set for Detroit Beaton, Balti-: Both men are identified with tele- land band and a television per¬ don will stage his “Season” in
more and _
! vision \ programs directing at sonality at the opening of the other cities. Dates fori 24 keys al¬
iWHCT here, once owned by CBS. Twin Cities area’s new and. 14th ready have been worked out to
kicks off the test runs.
Duo plan location shooting in outdoor theatre, the. Maple Leaf. follow the N.Y. October opening.
It’s only the third ozoner to be
Opening film will be Shochiku’s
the Hartford area with interiors to
be filmed either in New York City launched in the territory in the "The Human Condition,” story of
Detroit, Aug. 4.
CHRISTMAS-W-AUOUST
or the coast. Pep will serve! as past three years, or sinee daylight conflicts, within a young man at
saving time came into being, and me
the time
nine of
oi Japan’s
japans invasion of
01 , A del^etJleighli0I*ood hous*
technical
adviser
of
the
film.
Un¬
K.C Repeats Stunt For Poor
,snfS4 the,
Wff
derstood that script is nearing its one of this trio’s construction had China. Ifs h picture with a large
Kids—Bill Kelly As Santa
Goklwyn s Porgy
final stages. Writing credits under been started before DST was an- j cast. Yarn is based on a series of
ticipated.
.
Japanese
novels.
V”
•
wraps meantime,
j
Selection of the Mercury The¬
Kansas City, Aug*. 4.
atre, owned by Dick and Eugene
Motion Picture Assn, of Greater . Maselli will serve. as producer
and Detuccio as director. No dis¬
|
Sloan,
was made, according to a
Kansas City staged its third an¬ tribution deal yet.
j Goldwyh representative* because
nual Christmas-in-August promo¬
; the producer considered it the best
tion for underprivileged at the Up¬
equipped and having the best loca! tion for a long-run hardticket entown Theatre today (Aug. 4). As in
House Dark a Year Relighted With Storekeepers’ ■. gagement.
previous events, the project treats
! Theatre has a large parking lot
about 2,000 youngsters in a free
Aid—‘Public Sees Too Many Cowboys on TV
and a restaurant on its premises.
Mexico City, July 28.
ihovie and favors, including trans¬
Pic bows at the Mercury either
The Cimex board of directors
portation from the various institu¬
Mohall, Nil)., Aug. 4.
Baby,” (Paramount) which; of Sept. 30 or Oct. 7.
has finally appointed a new presi¬
tions to the theatre by bus.
dent, Salvador Amelio. Post of
Ernest Nelson postponed for course, never has been seen here
The 1959 film was Disney’s “Dar¬ auditor in the recent shakeup
and which got the Grand off to a Zanuck Plans 10 ’Scopers
by b’Giii ahd the Little People.” within the official distributorship three days the reopening of this flying start.
Santa this year Was impersonated is still vacant. Amelio, who has town’s long shuttered Grand Thea¬
The Grand’s reopening after For 20th-Fox in One Year
by William Kelly, Universal branch been a Peliculas Mexicanas assists tre, the only showhouse here, be¬ more than a year of darkness has
Production of 10 Cinemascope
manager. Committee includes Ed ant manager for the last few years, cause the only sort of fare avail¬ been made possible by the town’s pictures during 1959-60 is planned
. Hartman, Ab Sherr, Arthur Cole, faces a tough job. A thorough re¬ able for the scheduled preem date merchants who said it. hurt their by Darryl F. Zanuck Productions
Martin Stone, Fred Souttar and L. organization of Cimex designed td were Westerns.
business and the community gen¬ for release through 20th-Fox.
Nelson explained to the public erally to be without a showhouse.
strengthen the distributorship so
J. Kimbriel.
According to Zanuck, the films
Frank Thomas; MPA president, that, it can develop new foreign he wishes to have his theatre show They agreed to cooperate with Nel- ; will be shot in the U.S- and abroad,
the
local
public
“something
else
markets
is
a
must.
Recently,
this
son
to
try,
to
make
the
theatre
a
i
depending
on locale requirements.
said cooperation, from firms in the
from what they’re getting in pro¬ success,.
; Zanuck’s last 20th release, “Roots
film industry and associated lines program has begged down..
!
Apart
from
everything
else,:
fusion
on
television—Westerns”
For
one
thing
the
merchants
will
_
of
Heaven,”
was photographed in
was unstinting, ’paying for the
buses and. ail djrtaRs of the project Amelio will have to refute mbnop^ especially, and he didn’t want to sponsor free theatre nights every j Africa. Since quitting as 20th prooly
charges
hurled
at
Cimex
in
the
start
off
“on
*the
wrong
foot
and
Wednesday,
paying
Nelson
for
j
dUction
boss,
Zanuck has produced
outright.
U.S:, settle the dispute with’ the counter to what’ll be the theatre's tickets but distributing them free | “Island in the Sun,” “The Sun Also
Event annually brings the mo^ Levy &. Horne: distributorship and policy.” ;
to patrons.
[Rises,” “Compulsion” and “Roots.**
ttoq;-picture industry some of its totally reorganize the American
He decided to wait for an old
Before reopening, the Grand was ; Only “Island” has turned out to b*
finest public notice.
i subsids.
i Jerry Lewis picture, “Rock-a-Bye rie-built throughout.
I a big grosser.

Draws a New Judge

Roger Lewis’ Viewpoint

Fancier Titles

Brandon’s Gty-Hop|oiig
‘Japanese Season’

HARTFORD VIDEO PAIR
PLOT BOXER’S BKMJ

Parking Lot Cafe Are
Infloeatia] n Dating
Of ‘Porgy’ in Det

Amelia Heads Cimex;
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-'.flisgg son la brought up by the Mongol
king. After a 14-year truce, the son
is sent out to fight his father in t
titanic struggle. But a ring brings
recognition and the defeat of the
Continued from pas* I ssBssssssss Mongol.
i
. .
vi
Film has impressive settings and
Bobbikins
I
commandments” which are a blue battie scenes plus some songs
ences. should steer “Bobbikins” to, print of what he must look for,apd worked into this naive folk drama,
a healthy b.o. reception in family avoid, in hit search for n bride. He Technical and special effects are
houses. Whether it will do much to becomes involved with various exemplary as is the color. With all
advance Bygraves’ promising film comely young women and there are the pontificating ciit out, it could
career, however, is open to grave a number^ of complications which make a sbrt of okay sci-fi entry
doubt
result in Jus beingchased by the abroad.
Mask.
Pic is based'on- a.featherweight-•?ollcc»«;^^^','^?^1-/r’j®.|<fr^Fv
•/:■7.
Worry llPP well and toolately
too lately dealt
dealt, with
\vith
wheeze which the makers
makers [worry
The Idiot
with the tenacity of a terrier at! Jd Scotland in the film. The 39
(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
grips with a favorite bone. The j oteps.
77
Paris, July 28.
likeable personalities of Bygraves! Without being a natural comeMosfUm production and release, with
and Miss Jones and the irresistible; dian, Travers has a likeable perbaby-stuff of young Steven Stocker ; sonality and helps to carry the pic screen^a^ pJS'e^
help to relieve the banal screen-' to a pleasant conclusion. He is Dostoyevsky; camera (Sovcoior), v. Pavplay and dialog of Oscar Brodney.; helped mightily by Launder’s direcVs ^minPBobbikins is the 14-month-old i tion and by Arthur Ibbetson’s lens- prince Mychkine.... You Iakovlev
son of Bvgraves aiid Miss Jones. ) ing of the Scottish scenery. There Nastessia ................ y. Borisova
Pop comes back from the navy to i are also a number of attractive' - RoSogiiie*:77;7 / i/71/ Parithom* Ako •
resume a show biz career*, but! young women on hand, notably Agiae
..
R: Maximova
when-things go wrong and family i Fiona Clyne, Bernadette O’Farrell,
t .
r——7 .7 7' ,.,7
life is disrupted, the babe decides: Patricia Bredin and Annette CrosFilm is part one of a two-part film
to take a hand. He develops a| habit | bie. George Cole and Gordon Jack- based on the Dostoyevsky novel,
of talking, but only to his father,; son put in excellent work as two of Now that .Dostoyevsky is off the
which, considering, some of the ’ the cops tailing Travers and Jack Soviet index, the Russians denote
dialog, is rather considerate of; Lambert. Eric Woqdburn and Alex they have-not lost their flair for
him. Since Bygraves can’t convince ; Mackenzie fit in admirably as some; depicting his world where people
other people that Bobbikins is | of the islanders who' set the young reflect their; souls in everyday acloquacious he lands on a psychia- j man off on his romantic trail.
tivity. This penchant for . Slavic
trisfs couch.
I:
| The screenplay by Launder and introspective . ravings and dramaButy Bobbikins’ completely un- { Geoffrey Williams is a deft job but tics -will make, this more difficult
explained talent, is turned to good ■ tends to move rather Teisurelv and for general situations^ abroad, hut
use when he and his father meet' nredictably
Rich
its fine adapting, acung and the
this,
and become friendly with the;
' .- ;
'7.- ■‘
Dostoyevsky name could make this
a good arty entry for some off¬
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Bob.
•
^
^
bikins passes on informations from
In Vaso Be Whisky
shore spots;
the Chancellor and as a result By-} ;
(A Glass of Whiskey)
. This details the arrival of the
impoverished
Prince
graves becomes a hefty tycoon in
(SPANISH)
epileptic,
the stock market. r>ut young BobLocarno, July 28.
Mychkine in old St. Petersberg
PeterSberg in
m
bikins realizes that money and
Mundial Film release of pefsa-este 1860, where his visit with relatives
success is spoiling dad and break-, fSSS
^eashes^all ^
ing up the happy home. So he : Maruja Bustos, Jorge Rigaud. Directed by; dramas. It . details ms -strange,.
double-crosses him with a/ false j
■-sacrificial love for the hardheaded,
tip. Bygraves loses all his cash and • Emiiio Rodriguez. At Locarno Viim Ftst! wronged'. Nastassja.
ends up again in show biz, ihappyI Running time, to mins.
Color is uneven and even garwith his wife.
j:
1
toUtaue
There is nothing much j to be Laura.....—........ Yelena Camarina tion. Acting properly captures the
done with this rigamarole except inspector ............. ... Jorge Rigaud feverish feelings of these obsessed
to admire the patience with [which
~
...
.. f people. Its heightened dramatic
director Robert Day and denser
Th^ is a. heavy morality, tale line makes this seem theatrical at
Geoffrev Faithfull have captured pounding home the fact, that self-1times. Technical credits; aside
some cute, expressions from; Baby j ifs^and immorality d«? ^pay. from the unbalanced 'color, are
Bobbikins. Adult dialog emerging It is too academic and sacrifices'
- .:
from the youngster . is at first
77 . ■ 7-7.
"
amusing but soon palls. Bygraves’s ■
deDOte a nice^film ^.ense beI7Ambiiieuse
L’Ambilieqse
relaxed, personality is a great help
£ ^eme to slan? i? fofw£- [
(The Ambitious One)
and Miss Jones is a comely stooge, j g1™5
houles abroad H
(FRENCH-COLOR)
Of the supporting players, Colin ;
off
Locarno, July 28;
Gordon, as the psychiatrist; Lionel !
P^ ?
5
Silver Films
Films release
release of
of Chrysaor-Sud
Chrysaor-Sud
JpffriM as a shadv stocktiroker ! v'orn6n and leads to a suicide of Paafiquek-Atel-Sflver • Films -produetton.
rS-aSS* r-JlcL « L rhSw one. and his comeuppance at the Stars Andrea Parisy, Edmond O'Brien,
Charles Carson, as the Chancellor
of a boxer who loved the Richard Basehart; features Nicole Berger,
of the Exchequer: and Barbara J13.? - a
D?xer
the^^ ,Nigei LoveU. Jean Marchat. Denise Verw « lTfriPc- flacW afi-1 latter- Action IS passable. Director nac. Directed by Yves. AUcgret. ScreenShelley, as Jeffries flashj. girl . juii0 Coll has a godd sense of com- play. Rene Whejeier^from novel. Manfriend, have the most opportunity
• I
„ ganese of. F; Pontluer; camera (Eastof infnsina come life into the sine-1 ??.S1 «
l°r g,e-rnS m tellmg Siancolor). Carl Kayser; editor. Albert
t„LSme i hlts. But he has failed to get life Jurgensen,. At Locarno Film Fest. Runularlv uninspired proceedings.
! into the characters If is technical- nihg time.
mins.
There are four sones - “Funnv <
.cnarac£®rs.
15 lecnmcai- Dominique
............. Andrea Parisy

Metro Must Remove Credit Line
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[Parks Service

Calls Itself

Double-X’ed]

Washington, Aug- 4.
U.S. Interior Dept, has formally accused Metro of violating an
agreement with the National Park Service in filming “North By
Northwest" and demanded the studio cut out Park Service credit
line.
Credit line elimination is a problem. It’s superimposed over ini¬
tial action of Alfred Hitchcock thriller. Many prints have been
shipped, v.
: Acting-Secretary of Interior/Elmer F. Bennett wrote both Metro
prexy Joseph R. Vogel and MPAA prez Eric Johnston:
To Vogel, he said: “Because of the experience, in this instance,
future picture permit applications in the National. Park Service
areas Will receive closer scrutiny than heretofore.”
To Johnston, he said: “The experience gained in . this instance
will lead in the future to closer restrictions in such permits.”
Bennett left lio room.for negotiation, telling Vogel:
. . the
mo-pie's credit line involving the. (Interior) Department and Park
Service must be removed."

Hitchy Melodramatics
Take D.C. by Surprise;
Metro Drops Park Tag

Cinetarium Demo

Rather than engage in a running
battle with the Dept, of Interior,
Metro has agreed td: eliminate the
credit line for the National Park
Service in Alfred Hitchcock’s
“North By Northwest.”
Controversy stemmed from the
Dept, of Interior's displeasures
over the. film’s climax which was
filmed in Hollywood and which
shows Cary Grant and Eva; Marie
Saint being chased by two villians
between the stone faces of four
U.S. presidents at the Mount Rushmore National Memorial in South
Dakota.
The department said it had re¬
ceived complaints of “desecra¬
tion” of the memorial/ Moreover,
it was Stated* that the original
agreement with Metro provided
that no scenes of violence would,
be filmed near the. sculpture
heads.
Parts of the film had . been shot
at location at Mount Rushmore.
However, the Dept, of Inferior
charged that the climax scene had
been ‘‘faked.”

Chicago, Aug. 4..
William Rebane & Associates,
holding North American rights to
Cinetarium, have been staging
daily demonstrations of the circu¬
lar projection process here the
past couple, of weeks in an effort/
to lure financing to get the/inno¬
vation started commercially iii this
country:. Gandering the cinema-in-the-rourid process,: have .been
prompters outside the: trade as
well as reps from Walt Disney,
Warners, 2Qth-Fox, Universal and
other Hollywood producers.
Rebane, an ex-vidfilm salesman,
picked up U. S;; Canada and Mexi¬
co rights several years ago from
Adalbert Baltes, German inventor
of the 360-degree system which
utilizes but one film, orte camera/
and one .projector. By contrast,
the Russian Circular process, - art-.
nounced recently by: the minister
of culture; requires 22 cameras and
like number of projectors, making
the cost prohibitive for a private
prompter:
/Cinetarium envisages aluminum,
globe-like theatres, though regula¬
tion, hardtops and . legit houses
could be converted. Cost of th«
Hollywood, Aug, 4.
David Weisbart handed: producer latter, however, would come to al¬
Claire -....;............ • Nicole Berger
,,
j ,
^
j
t n j ; cAuiuuduuu.
wise
n
on 20ttnFox’ “The Live most that of a specified installa¬
Andre -:... -...
..... r • ■ Nigel LoveU reins
authored by Bygraves and a ballad : Umi(ed entry for any undue off- 1 tlncle Albert ,
Wire,” Garson Kanin legiterwhich tion, roughly $500,000. Maximum
Aunt Edwige
Denise Vernac
"World Of Dreams” by Wilson^- shore interest.
^
Mike Todd produced in 1950 .
capacity of about 1,200 would be
Stone. Bygraves and Miss ; Jones
Warner Bros. . granted Carroll
There is secondary marquee ap¬ Baker a release from her. contract. enable if 70m film is used; Instal-.
put these over more than adequ¬
ately and one or two of i- them
3fessienrs les Itonds , peal for the U.S. in this via the 7 . VVally Brown into “The Best lations will have swivel chairs, hut.
process precludes balconies (a
names of- Richard Basehart and of Everything” at 20th-Fox .
should be clicks in the pop I'music
Be Cnir
Edmond O’Brien, However, this Spring Byington added, to Metro’s blow to romance?). Process' of¬
world “Bobbikins” needs fair more
(The Bureaucrats) .
fers six-^track stereo sound, with
tale
of
ruthless
ambition
is
some¬
wit and punch to oe a more-than“Please Don’t Eat the Daisies” ...
(FRENCH)
what plodding, making it primarily Fred Gebhards, partnered .with ; speakers in the floor skjp-seat
average film but the performers
Paris* July . 28.
should be more than enough to at¬ ; Discifilm release of Cinelor production, for dual snots in the U.S/
Barbara Hutton’s Lance Reventlow style;
tract the patrons.
tfich. j Stars Noel-N’oel, Pjerre Brasseur; features / An ambitious girl pushes her in an indie- setup,;purchased rights,
Rebane’s group hopes to have a
to Arthur C. Clarke novel, “The permanent Chi instairation within
G^ilo; Micheline Dax. Philippe MClay! !
^
Directed
by
Henri- ' Diainant-Berger. ring.to dollblGCTOSS tnG)r*t)QSS Oil a Deep Range,” unfolding in 21st a year, (construction has already
The Bridal Path
Screenplay. Diamant-Berger based on play , nhosphate mine in Tahiti.
SHe.
begun on theatres, in Hamburg and
(BRITISH—COLOR) i
by Georges. Courtelijne; camera, Andre
iri
^nfrmrriii* dp- Century below the sea ... Robert J
Germaim editor, Francine Diot. At Tri- j g^ves in tO ^tfie LOSS amorOUS ae
Arthur added “Come. September” i Paris), and meantime is planning
omphe, Paris. Running time. -95 mins.
• signs while her husband takes over
Comedy of a Scot in search of
to his U producer slate, Which: the first Cinetarium production,
•• : PierrevvSterSOirie mine deeds that the boss has already •; includes. “The /' Spiral probably a travelog dealing: with
a wife; fair measure of yocks
Lahrier ....;V.V.V/;/.V.V ‘ Jean° p^ret j permitted
to elapse. . Following Road,” “The Great Imposter*”
but a rather parochial job.
! Curator ......;...... . /. .’irichei serrauittheir: climb to riches, the husband “The Wine of Youth*” “A I Gather¬ great cities of the : world. Pic’f
producer-will be Jerry Leighton,
falls for
London. July 28. ' Saeby
Gaby .......7... , .... MicKeHnfpS
Micheline Dax.iIrails
ior ..another
.an.otner girl, and ultimate
ubumun: ing of Eagles,” “Backlash.”
announcer for Chi indie radio sta¬
———j
' .
-British Lion release of Franl; Launder----—:j tragedy:
tragedy.
_ . : ^ .
Sidney
Giiiiat production,
stars Bill;‘
Turn-of-centurv stage farce is !: Yves
Yves .Allegret’s
Allegret’s direction is
Is list- "^ Albert J. Cohen, returning to his tion WAAF, Also associated with
Turn-of-century
own indie production, will do “The Rebarte, as executive, veepee, is
. done.
Big Men,” drama of World War II, show: biz publicist Jack Lyons/ .
Geoffrey wuians, from novel by Nigel concerns doings in a Civii Service ; Basehart, .as the weak .■nusband,
as initialer , . . Jack Oakie returns
System perfected by BalteB (af¬
to Paramount after many years
Davie. At Leicester square Theatre. Run- derstandmg dry. Cast of. top eomT [typed roles, while. Andrea parisy absence for Perlberg-Seaton’s “The ter 11 years of experimenting and
refining) does away with need for
M,NSnmiTraverc : edians - cannot .overcome - the' stilted, is incapable of giving animation to
Rat Race” . . . George Sidney Cast
F1n!?yM.tE .an .7.7.V.V.V Alex MaTkenJI. direction.
Hence, this emerges the^ complicated character of the Barbara Nichols and Joi Lansing camera panning.. Special lens at¬
Archie
..
Eric wbodburn .primarily, a local item on its ver- ruthless, -character.
Also she is for roles of the Coogle Sisters iii tachments capture all from a sta¬
An?u«f
:: badly .'.y-X"
Ienjed ,-i.making
her . less
Aneiic .7.7 7.77777.7.*/' JacKjbhJTSae
John Rae i.hiage
i.ola e and
nUO antique
antique jokes.
JUKeS.
“—° 7
.
“Who Was That Lady?” in which tionary position in order to put
Murdo
Murdo 7'*77777.7.777'Roddv;
... Roddv McMillan : Cast is in character, but below ' than the desirable type she; is m- Tony Curtis, Dean Martin and the viewer “in” the action.
...pprriart/tti°fVFarr?u ‘ Par technical work and an obvious terpreting.
Color is par while Janet Leigh costar for Columbia
Margaret
'. pSi° BrStl! quickie liudget-militate against -it »«hm«al. values -are,
Some. Pictures release .77:. Silvana ManIsobei ......
. Diiys Laye for any export chances.
Mosk.
added appeal is the. on-the-spot
Sarah ...
Joan Fitzpatrick .
_.
Tahiti Sensing. ‘There-'ls some;AuST gano steps into the Gina Lollobtigida (Star role in Dino De LauBarmaid* '.'.7.*.*'“ V*.7.7/.7. £an°?B«!hhmtralian money in. this pie and also
Good-Looking W aitress Annette
II\
a 3lOUrOII10lZ
an English Version W'hich COUld Tentiis’ “Jovanka and the Others,”
nette [ Crosbie
Crbsbie
Ilya
Mouroinolz
starring Van Heflin, Vera Miles,
Bank cierkes^.7/.77.7.V.^aLyh^aitKing
:a??ndantKine
(RUSSIAN—COLOR-SCOPE)
: be used for supporting fare in Barbara Bel Geddes, Steve Forrest.
Robert Taylor Isn’t making it
Sergeant Bruce_7 .. .
George Cole
Paris.
Paris; July 28. ; America.
Mdski
/., Fay McKenzie into Jack Webb's this time as a Broadway name; the
'rdon ! Jackson
Mosfilm production ..and
and release. W'ith
Constable Alec
Gordon.!Jackson
W^ith
—i-i—^-:—:——.—
“—-3Q——” for. Warner Bros, release. vet star’s newest picture is open¬
In«ipector
........... Robert James
J-.mes Boris Andireiev, A. Abrikossov,
AbrikossDv, N. Ved•
Tciry
Scott
viedeva,
N.
Vychkova;
Directed
by.
A.
Constable Donald -...
Teiry
N’.
DvoJiio/ivo rHilrl Pmlro
Miriam Hopkins bowed out of ing this week as part of a double
uncart Macrae Ptuchko; Screenplay, V. Kotochnev; cam-.
cam- ,
Sergeant
..
........ Duncan:
f TOQUCcrS llUllu X lC'KS
Constable.Jameson
lameson Clark era (Sovcoror), A. Renkov.-.B.
Renkov.- .B. Travkine; .
.
title role on William Faris* indie, bill at the Paramount Theatre in
W’inter editor,
Neal ..__ Vincent! Winter
E. Svi'detele. At Studio De :
'“Hollywood Aug. 4.
“Ma
Barker and Her Killer Brood,” Brooklyn. Paramount’s “The Hang¬
Elizabeth CampbeU , L’Etoile, Paris. Running timei 95 MINS.
!!h ji
—
; Ilya ..Boris Ahdreiev I . Firsf-gdarter : hbrninktiousUfor and is replaced by Lurene Tuttle man/’. in . Which Taylor appears
Hint team
fparti' again
aoain .Vlndimir.- . ..77--- ^
A. Abn^sov/Screen
Abrikossov t.
.
.
.
.
Independent Motion . Picture with Tina Louise and Fess Parker,
The Launder-GiHiat
Producers
Guild’s
Award
,liai learn again Prineess
N; Vediedevaj.
has used their contract star. Bill. Vassm’sa 7.7.77777/7 .-7. -‘n; vychkova ’f°r: best produced, feature picture Producers Assn, wiil, produce bior is being teamed with Danny Kaye’s
•pic based on Casimir Pulaski, “Five Pennies/’ which premiered
of. 1959 include the following:
Travers, in the sort of film in which 1
' ' -7- ' ■'
j of..1.959
Frank.” pro- heroic Polish general/ who fought on Broadway.
he made his name; “Geordie/’But
Though this pic deals with anV ! . “TDiarv
“Diary , nf.
of Anne . /Frank,”
this time, though there’s l a fair old -Russki legend, it is a chest- •; duced by George. Stevens, 20th- with Colonials during U.S. Revo¬
/Hangman.” directed by Michael
ameunt of- fun in “Bridal/Path,”. beating theme of saving Russia Fox; “Rio/Bravo,” Howard Hawks, lutionary War ... Metro thespacted Curtiz, is Taylor’s first picture
the joke wears * a shade thin. It from any invaders. But; aside, from ; Warner Bros.; “Imitation of Life,” John Considine, 22-year-old'son of. since ending his long-time contract
will provide a useful booking, in this oft-stated aspect, it ;has'.some :\r0s"S • HunterV'-Universal; “Shaggy early film producer John Considine at Metro. It comes at a time when
Sr., and Carmen Pantages . .. . indie.
family houses but. as with' “Geor- stunning special, effects and a
n Wralt Disney Bueiia Vista
the distributors more , and more.
,0 hav<“ K-v^eatest . simph-city that couW make this an . £vara wlii b’e made at SPG’s an- Joseph Kaufman negotiating with are teeing off features beyond the
fucoess m its home »ca Scotland, okay action enU>- abroad
.
^ t,anduet early tei960. Award Craig Hill, costar of “Whirlybirds/’ Gotham showcase area; as a means
for three pix, iirst to be - “The
SSt Russia
S
living on P'a77.s.h-v:-;&
a remote island. -§S?I'...”
The . tury when
is threatened by;: also. Wiirbe made7t that time for Young. Life” . . . Jim Davis takes of ducking the expense entailed in
Mar»<I elders decide that there must an invading Mongol army, It-is H?e§J Produced tv^ show^, .but unlike over top role in. “Noose for a Gun¬ first-run showings. Jeip*y Lewis'
be r.o more consanguinity—the saved by a massive giant who can ; feature films, which will be nom- man/’ Premium production for “Don’t Give Up the Ship” similarly
marr-age of first cousins—sp Trav- uproot trees, slay three-he:adedi 1bateqr,quartc,rlyJ. entries;^for video United Artists release ; . / Hank. was detoured to neighborhood ex¬
era is sent to the mainland ltd. find dragons, etc. However; his wTife is j recognition'-: will be nominated oil Searle will script “The Saga, of posure without any Times Sqiiare
I Pappy Gunn.” for Warner Bros.
residence, ;
a U’ife/He reaches Oban with “ten captured by the Mongols and his J an annual basis.

J

Briefs From The Lots

..

5

■

Robert Taylor Indie
/ Opens in Brooklyn

P’Kfagf't
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THE ALL-TIME CHILLER

-Dorothy KiigaHen

at the boxoffice
all over the country,

%£

.

A%

ttre in Bnston ad'»
ntthGUUV •« man. ^

*«*
w,ri^
’
^^*^Kmac«L,ceuiw^
rx
has box office magic
iPj

Book it now thru U-l

VARIETY

Needelman to Denver

TOAs Herman Levy Urges Censor
Boards to Throw in Towel in Wake
Of High Court's ‘Chatterley Decision
‘ In the light of the U.S. Supreme <1
Court decision reversing the N.Y.
State ban on “Lady Chatterley’s
Lover,” the remaining state and
municipal censor boards “should
cease their operations immedi¬
ately,” Herman M. Levy, general
counsel for Theatre Owners of
America, told the TOA member¬
ship last week.
In a special “digest** devoted to
the ruling. Levy opined that the
censors were hanging on for personal and selfish reasons.
“In view of the fact that there
are so few censorship groups operating officially, and in view of
the decisions adverse to the principles of censorship these last few

‘Diary*

Needs No

Wednesday, August 5, 1959

Denver; Aug. 4.
Jules Needelman, formerly a
salesman in the Columbia Los
Angeles exchange, has been named
branch manager of the company's
Denver office. He succeeds R. C.
Hill who will, stay on in an ad¬
visory capacity.
Needelman joined Col in 1939.
He became a traveling auditor in
1947 and became a salesman in
L. A. in 1950.

Mate?

Hollywood Production Pulse
Geddes,
Jeanne
Moreau,
Richard
Basehart, Steve Forrest,. Carla Gra..vina, Harry Guardino, Alex Nicol .
(Started July 20)

ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year.....,... 4
This Date, Last Year ...... 12:

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year ...
... 21
This Date, Last Year.. ....15

AMERICAN INTL

Albany, Aug. 4.
Showmen here are debating .
whether it’d be wise to put
“The Diary of Anne Frank” oh
a double-feature bill.
One school of thought holds
that the kind of audience that
will come to see “Diary” won’t
ne interested in
m aa■ “balancing”
vDaiaucuis
be
picture. Another maintains
that a double bill, pairing a
different type of film with
“Diary” could only be for the
test.
best,
“Diary” has now gone into
a regular-run policy and its
running time has been* cut.

Starts, This Year ......... 8
This Date, Last Year ...... 15

"THE" BEST OF EVERYTHING"
.(Company of Artists Prods.)
(Shooting in: N.Y.)
■ Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Jean Negulesco
:.
Louis Joiirdan, Hope Lange, Stephen :
Boyd, Suzy Parker, Diane Baker,':
Brian Aherne, Pat Crest,- Martha
Hyer, Robert Evans. Sue' Carsoin. Don¬
ald
Herron,
June
Blair, ' Rachel.
Stevens. Alena Murray; Julie Payne,
A1 Austin, Brett Halsey. Buck Class
. .
and starring Joaji Crawford
(Started May 11)
"A JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THI
■
EARTH" Prod.—Charles Brackett
Dir.—Henry Levin . Pat Boone, James Mason, Arlene Dahl,
Diane Baker..' Robert Adler, Peter
Ronson, Thayer David :.
(Started June 19) . . '
"BELOVED INFIDEL"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Henry King .
Gregory Peck, Deborah. KerT, . Eddie
Albert, Phil Ober, John Sutton, Her¬
bert Rudley,. Karen Booth, Tom Green*
way. Buck Class
(Started July 13)
"HOUND DOG MAN*
(Co. of Artists Prod.)
Prod.—Jerry W’ald
. Dir.—Don Siegel
Stuart Whitman,- Carol Lynley, Arthur
O’ConneU, Fabian, Dodie Stevens..
. Betty Field. Jane Darwell,. Rachel
. . Stephens, L. Q. Jones, Edgar Bucha¬
nan, Dennis Holmes, Royal Dano,
Virginia Gregg, Claude Akins, Hope:
Summers
(Started July 27>
"THE ROOKIE"
CAPD
Prod,—Tommy Noonan
Dir.—George O’Hanlon
Tommy Noonan,. Pete Marshall, Julie
Newmar, Jerry Lester .
(Started Aug. 3)
"CAN-CAN"
(Jack Cummings Prod.)
Prod.—Jack Cummings
Dir..—Walter Lang
Frank. Sinatra, Shirley McLaine. Maurice
Chevalier; Lois Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
(Started Aug. 3)
"SEVEN THIEVES"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Sydney Boehni
D>r.—Henry Hathaway .
Edward G.' Robincon. May Britt, Rod
Steiger, Eli Wallach ■ ;
- (Started. Aug. 3) •

COLUMBIA
__
DIlC
iw

Starts, This Year....... .19
This Date, Last Year .. .. .14

•■ _ .
UldncricV
vuumviivj
Bnetni, »
A
hf

“OUR MAN IN HAVANA"
(Kingmead Prods.)
tSbootina in London)
- Prod. Carol Reed
Dlr.-^Carol Reed
_
Alec Guinness, Burl . Ives, Maureen
Lover’Mvas
■ O’Hara; Ernie' Kovacs, .-Ralph Richard¬
son,
Noel
.
Coward,
Jo
Morrow, Greofficial newspaper of the Catholic
goire Aslan
years, the conclusion, while harsh,
ArdhdLcese n^BostL^fn^an edi¬
(Started April 13)
ts inescapable that the remaining
t
-Arcnaiocese or Boston, m an em"THE FRANZ LISZT STORY"
censorship agencies insist on oper.
; " m
tor^l entitled. Controversy, Sat-. (Goetz Pictures
Prod.—William Goetz
ating either because of‘featherbed- lff/V T)'
A^ T
urdajr (25) which pointed out: We
Dir.—George Cukor ..
Dick Bogarde, Capucine, Patricia Morisdn.
ding* jobs involved, or because the NIK C KM I III I
sh?ul4 re™.ember ^owe7er'.
Genevieve .Page, Martita Hunt, Lou
personnel in the groups believes iflU O Ulg V|l IW
not eve^thmg legally permissible
Jacobi, Marcel Dalio, Lyndon Brook,
sincerely, although misguidecUy,
^
•
is by tfcat token morally acceptable
Ivan Desny
(Started May 11)
that people can, and should, be
f|
f
Iff
T•
Even if a book of this kind cannot
LAST SUMMER"
saved from evil by the tastes of
KOW fftl* |f|P|11|lnK be rePr«*se3 by law without of- "SUDDENLY
(Sam Spiegel Prods.) •
that personnel. The censorship
llttff IVI lllvlll|mi« fending.civil rights, it can still be . (Shooting in London)
Prod.—Sam
Spiegel ;
groups represent an anachronism
..
: prevented from a mass, circulation,
Dir.—Joseph Mankiewicz
.
4.
in the American field of liberty,”
Memphis, Aug. 4by the protests, of an alert public.”
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift,
Katherine
Hepburn*
Mercedes McCamLevy opined.
|
Memphis* all-femme c e n s o:
or.
The editorial, stated: “Lady
bridge, Albert Dekker, Patricia Marmont, Gary Raymond, Maria Britneva,
He urged “all segments of the board has banned as too brutal Chatterley’s Lover’? continues to be
Joan. Young.
Industry” to “ward off censorship ]
(Started May 25)
attacks to the end that. the few I
"THE MOUNTAIN ROAD"
Mickey Roone>.
Pic was is. not hurting^either the sales of (Goetz Pictures, Inc.)
. •
remaining uic*iid,Lua
Acuidiuiiig
die-hards will
win ii/ui
fold ; up
up starring
.......
. .
Prod.—William Goetz
their tents and leave. It is time Skedded to open (15) at the down- the book nor the popularity of the • Dir.—Daniel
Mann
. '
. • : .
James Stewart, Lisa Lu, Glenn Corbett,
for the industry to refuse to be town Loew’s Palace when the cen- film. All the same, the matter is
Henry (Harry). Morgan, Frank Silvera,
frightened and inhibited by threats, sor gals (three) pronounced their [ a.. serious one and it deserves the
James Best. Rudy Bond, Mike Kellin,’
Eddie FirCston; Alan Baxter; Frank
thoughtfiil attention *of the public
Ample Laws
Maxwell, Bill. Quinn
as wellas the courts.”
(Started June 9)
Levy added that there were
Lou Ingram, Memphis MGM as^£,aJLlI-!.Sn^‘Thp
iitorarv
Further
quote:
“The
literary.
"GULLIVER’S TRAVELS"
ample laws on the books to protect braneh chief, told newsmen that .
a
(UI-Morningside World Wide S,A.)
the public from the showing! of Mrs. B. F. Edwards, acting chair- ?T1tcs\nETfX
(Shooting in Spain)
Prod.^Charles Schneer
ponographic, obscene or immoral man of the board said that the pic inclined to
to take quite lightly the
D|r.—Jack Sher
, ■ .■
offensive material
material in
the book
book and
and
films. And he expressed the hope . dealing with labor racketeers was offensive
in the
Kecwin Mathews, Jo Morrow* June
to emphasize
emphasize rather
rather ihe
the daring
daring htlit' Thorbiirni Sheri Alberoni. Basil Sidthat the time was not too distant “too terrible and inimical to pub- h>
: ney, Lee Patterson, Martin Benson,
when the Supreme Court would ; lie welfare. . The MGM local boss
“,
v. .
:,1
r~. V Alec Maingo. Waveney Lee. Peter Bull.
Gregoire Aslan* Dandy Nichols. Noel
free the film biz from all prior j was willing to snip severalof the
^ giymg the^a kmd of
Purcell, Richard Goolden, Martin Ben¬
restraint.
; scenes for the censoring board, hut classical quality. This judgment
son, Alec Mango
surely is not unanimous hut it is
(Started July 13)
The “Chatterley” decision estate ; no dice.
impressive enough to be given a "THE GENE KRUPA STORY"
Iished the right of the screensto ; Mrs. Edwards told Variety that hparjnff- The exaggerated claims (Philip A. Waxm?n Piets.)
Prod.—Philip Waxman
advocate ideas, in this instance | she probably would look at the
Dir.—Don Weis
Sal Mineo. Susan Kohner. James Dar¬
even it did not pass on the consti- ; film again with her censor cohorts we set feide as being a good’deal
ren, Shelly Manne, Red Nichols, Anita
tutionality of the entire censorship ! and “see what has been cut out.*’
as being
g00d • eal
. be
lessset
an aslde
interest
in freea expression
O’Day; • Susan Oli V er, Bobby Troup,
Yvonne Craig.. Celia Lovsky, John
a°rFediraICIiudfp * The Pic has been pencilled-in to than the opportunity to rake in a
Bleifer,'Buddy Lester
(Started July 13)
SSS&t
rather,g.dd-sized:prpfi(,:
"WHO WAS THAT LADY"
(Ansai-k-Sidney Prods.)
M^er'^^th^amelr/^n?
from ^owiSown Jlmphis
' . ': ' •
' .“
Prod.—Norman Krasna
ANN CRAFT AS EXEC
EXEC SECY
^
ANN
Dir.—George Sidney
out of his way to establish Chi¬
Tony Curtis, Dead Martin. Janet Leigh,
capo’s basic
basic right
right to
to censor
censor ‘■ im¬
im- Memphis-banned pics.
_
\
• .
James
Whitmore,
John . T McIntire.
cago’s
' Indiana TOA Unit Replaces Ken
Larry. Keating, Larry. Storeh, Simon
moral or obscene pictures prior to
Oakland, Mike Lane, Barbara Nichols.
Prickeit
Jo Lansing, Marion Javits, - William
release.
• NeweU, Peter Thompson
Lawyers specializing in film icen. (Started July 13)
::
_
• Indianapolis, Aug. 4

AA
MGs'BigOp’Too

'.The

,ita

cfive.

'i.

IF DIALOG CUTS MADE,
CHI OKAYS THIRD SEX’

"THE FUGITIVE tCINO^’
(Jurow-Shepherd Prod, for -'U_A.)'.
(ShooUng in N.Y.)
Prods.—Martin Jurow, Richard Shep¬
herd
Assoc: Prod,—George Justin
Dir.r—Sidney Luniet
Marion Brando. Anna Magnanl, Joanne
■Woodward. Maureen. Stapleton, Vic-’
tor Jory .
(Started Jone 22) »
/
"A TERRIBLE BEAUTY"
(Cine-World Prod, for UA Release).
(Shooting in. Dublin. Ireland)
Prod.—Raymond Stross
Dir.—Tay Granett
Robert Mitchum- Dan O’Herlihy, Anne
Heywood. Cyril Cusack
•
(Started July 13) » . ■

.

Commercial Assaulf
Assault on Sunday Grows
j Gmunercial
Massachusetts Gift Shops, Supermarkets Defy
Sabbath Laws—Theatres Are Special

Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
Boston, Aug. 4.
ance of Yarmouth gendarmes. A
Circuit owner Ted Mann; con¬
Massachusetts’ blue laws are be¬ week previous - all: closed for the
tinues to expand his exhibition op¬
ing
defied
in
different
parts
of
the
first
time this summer.
erations. He’s just made a man¬
In Great Barrington, the police
agement deal for the local 1,000- state. So far film houses, operating
!
under
Sunday
licenses,
have
been
chief ordered all gifteries and gro¬
seat de luxe neighborhood Edina, 1
with Martin Stein, its owner, who left out of dispute but film inter¬ cery markets to close up.
is retiring completely from ex¬ ests are watching with some alarm. •. To ops of many businesses which
Gift shop owners on the Cape, have not only been keeping open
hibition.
where the 300-year old Sunday on Sunday, but frequently remain
This gives Mann three Minne¬ laws were enforced earlier this open until 1 and 2 a.m. Mondays,
apolis neighborhood theatres summer, are defying ahd are being. the warnings of police have
along with his two loop firstrun. hit with summonses. For the first brought consterntation.
theatres and ah interest in a large time in many years police began
Selectment in some towns,
Twin Cities’ area drive-in circuit enforcing the Sunday blue laws in among. them Great Barrington,
He also operates four St. Paul-loop Brockton, Mass, with their drive have gone on record favoring lib¬
firstrun theatres, double the num¬ aimed principally at indie super¬ eralization, of the Suhday: laws. |
ber of any other one interest, and markets which have been doing V
Film houses operate under spe¬
other outdoor theatres. Two of the land office biz on Sundays in the cial Sunday licenses issued by the
St Paul quartet were acquired the past.
Dept, of Public Safety. With the
past year.
In Yarmouth on Cape Cod, scene sudden spotlight of enforcing Blue
Two years ago Mann took over of numerous revolts against Blue. Laws’, on other bizthe situation
Stein’s other de luxe neighborhood Laws, three of six gift shop own¬ could develop into one of com¬
house, the Westgate.
’ ji
1 ers reopened Sunday (26) in defir parison.
1

WALT DISNEY

I

Starts, This Year......... 4
This Date, Last Yetir........ 5
"POLLYANNA"
(Shooting in Napa Valley)
Prod.—Walt Disney
Dir.—David Swift
«
Jane Wyman, Richard Egan, Karl Mal¬
den, Nancy Olson, Adolph Meniou,
Donald. Crisp, Agnes Moorehead, Hayley Mills, Kevin Corcoran, Rita Shaw,
James Drury, Co Platt,. Anne Swymour, Janie Egan, Mary Grace Canfield
(Started July 30)

METRO
Starts, This Year ....... .12
This Date, Last Year.... . 75

Starts, This Year..
..... 8
This Date, Last Year..... .10
"SAVAGE INNOCENTS"
(Magic Filins)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Maleno Malenotti
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
Anthony Quinn, Yoko Tanl
(Started June 1)
"LPL ABNER"
Prod.—Norman Panama
Dir.—Melvin. Frank
Peter Palmer, Stubby Kaye, Stella
Stevens, Julie Newmar. Leslie Par¬
rish, Howard St. John; Bern Hoffman.
Billie Hayes, Joe E. Marks, Robert
Strauss
(Started June 8)
"A BREATH OF SCANDAL" .
(Ponti-Girosi Prods.)
(Shooting in Vienna)
Prods.—Carlo Ponti, Marcello Girosl
. Dir.—Michael Curtiz ■
Sophia Loren, Maurice Chevalier, John
■Gavin,^to^ela Lansbury, Isabel Jeans;

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year......... 5
this Date, Last Year
4

"SPARTACUS"
(Bryna Prods.)
Prod.—Edward Lewis
Dir.—Anthony Mann
.:
Kirk Douglas. Laurence Olivieri Tony
Curtis, Jean Simmons, Charlea. Laugh¬
ton, Peter Ustinov, John Gavin, John
Dali, Nina Foch, John Ireland. Charles
McGraw. Joanna Barnes, Harold J.
Stone
(Started Jan: 27)
"THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM
AND EVE"
(Zugsmith Doff Prod.)
Prods.—Albert Zugsmith, Red Doff
Dirs.—Albert Zugsmith. Mickey Rooney
Mickey Rooney, Mamie Van Doren.
Martin Milner, Fay Spain, Cecil Kellaway, Tuesday Weld. .■BUjanou Bardot, Paul Anka, Mel Tonne
(Started July 6)
!

"THE GAZEBO"
Prod.—Lawrence Wetnjjarten
Dir.—George Marshall
i
Glenn Ford, Debbie . Reynolds, Carl
Reiner,. Mabel Albertson. Jack Kirk¬
wood, Doro Merande. John MCGiver,
Martin Landau, Robert ' Eleanstein,
Bert Freed '■
(Started July 20) _ . T
_

PARAMOUNT

UNITED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year.......; .17
This Date,. Last Year.:... .79

"

sorship hold little hope that the
Report that Allied Theatre Own¬
present Supreme Court will go aU
ers of Indiana would cease to func¬
out and strike down prior restraint
tion as an: exhibitor organization
Chicago,
Aug.
4.
altogether. They see each contested
was categorically defied by Rich¬
German-made “The Third. Sex” ard T. Lochry, president of Allied
case going up to the Court l and
being judged on its merits, with j has been okayed by the Chi cen-: unit.
the justices in. effect becoming! the sors, but provided certain dialog
The report; according, to Lochry,
arbiters of whether or not a given deletions are madp
Fsqaniav apparently stemmed from the. news
film qualifies under the terms im,. trihllfnr' j
that Ken Prickett, who has been
moral or obscene.
[■
Fllms’ distributor, is mulling serving as executive secretary for
Levy’s bulletin, less analytical whether to hold Out (via the the Indiana and Ohio: Allied units,
than opionated, said the censors courts, of course) for total clear- would in the future serve as fulltime secretary,
the. Ohio oreanishould “cease their ODeratinns
operations; im- ance,
secretary of the
organimediately. They should stop trying.
Pic was made by . the Veit Har- zation.
through various and devious uncon- lan of “Jew Suess” ill-fame, but. , Lochry revealed that Mrs. Ann
stitutional moves, to impose their he’s not to realize a nickel from Graft, who has been office mansubjective tastes on the peoples Of -American distribution. “Third Sex” ager of the Indiana office for the
their states and cities.” The TOA was originally bought for the U.S. past 10.years, will assume the fullcounsel didn’t explain why, in the by Ilya Lopert, who sold it for time job of executive secretary Of
light of the High Court’s obvious $85,000 to Dave Dietz.
the Hoosier unit.
reluctance to do away with censor- —-—-,-~,v .—~~ -—
;
ship, the censors should abandon ~ '
# - ^

TED MANN TO OPERATE
EDINA, STEIN RETIRES

'

I

WARNERBROS.
Starts, This Var* - * . . . .. . 7
This Date, Last Year...... 9

"CAPTAIN BUFFALO"
;
Prods.—Pat Ford, Willi* Goldbeck
Dir.—John Ford
Jeffrey
Hunter,
Constance Towers,
Billie Burke, Willi* Bouchey. Carlton
Young
. (Started July 16)
"ICE PALACE"
(Shooting in Alaska)
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir,—Vincent Sherman.
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan; Carolyn
Jones, Martha Hyer, Jim Backus,
Diane McBain, Ray Danton
. (Started Ang. 3)

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year,.;.. . . 78
This Date, Last Year s.
. .17

(Mark VII for Warner*) ♦
Prod.—Jack Webb
Dir.—Jack Webb
Jack Webb, William .Conrad., David
Nelson. Whitney- Blake; Nancy Valen¬
tine, James Bell. Joe Flynn; Lom>.
Lorimer. Dick Whlttinghill
(Started July 27)
(Started June 8)
"THE GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI"
"JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS"
(Edward L. Alperson Prod, fa* 20th Fox)
(Dino De Laurentis Prod.)
Prod.-r-Edward L, Alperson
(Shooting in Rome) \
Dir.—Bryon HaskinsProd.—Dino De Laurentiis
Mark. Stevens, Joanne Dru, Robert
Dir.—Martin Ritt
Strauss, Asher Daivn'
Van Heflin, Vera Miles, Barbara Bel.
(Started Aug. 3>
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“DIARY” DOES IT!
[-EVEN IN SHEBOYGAN]

“THE
DIARY
OF
A
HIGH
SCHOOL
BRIDE”

MILWAUKEE-ALHAMBRA
"BIGGEST BUSINESS OF 1959-HOLDING 2nd WEEK"

KANSAS CITY-

CREST and RIVERSIDE

"RECORD GROSS FOR THE SEASON
—GREAT $15,000.00"—Variety.

BALTIMORE- EDMONDSON

and BEN6IES

"BEST BUSINESS THIS YEAR-WE CROCKED 'EM"

WITCHITA-

WITCHITA

"TOP GROSS WITCHITA THEATRE
PAST 6 MONTHS-HOLDS OVER"

RACINE- RIALTO
"TOPS ANY PREVIOUS GROSSES"

MOLINE-

MEMRI-DRIVE-IN

"TURNED AWAY 400 CARS.
FILLED THEATRE TWICE OPENING SUNDAY"

SHEBOYGAN- rex
"BIGGEST A.I.P. GROSS TO DATE-THE AUDIENCE LOVED IT"

"GHOST
OF
DRAGSTRIP
HOLLOW

LAUGH ALL
THE WAY TO
THE BANK

S4

Pft&IEff

PICTURES
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July’s Golden Dozen

Twasi
‘Nun,’ ‘Soldiers/

.

I. “Nun’s Story” (WB).
“Horse Soldiers” , (tjA).
3. “Earth Is Mine” (U).
4. “Anatomy Murder” (Col).
5. “Hole in Head” tUA).
6. “Say One For Me” (20th).
7. “Hercules” (WB)
.; 3. “Five Pennies” (Par).
; 9. “South Seas” (Cxama).
10. “Don’t Give Ship” (Par),
11. “Room At. Top”. (Cont).
12. “Big Circus” (AA).
2.

Odessa, Del.
Editor,

Variety:

The letter published in Variety, July 15, from Scott Cain of the U.
of South Carolina is at once so amusing and so annoying that I feel
tempted to open my mouth, too. Hope I. don’t stick my foot quite so
far in.'
.
looms as having nice possibilities
By MIKE WEAR
The writer states that the reason for the financial failure of several
Variety's
regular weekly
at. the wickets among the newies.
motion pictures is “incorrect billing” and that, if bllings. on; these mo¬
“Porgy and Bess” (Col) continues
boxoffice reports are summa¬
tion pictures were properly made, financial success rather than fail- .
to point up its big potential, |
rized'each month, retrospect
ure would result. He names as failures “The Wayward Bus,” “Tem¬
preems in Chi, L. A. and Frisco ;
tircly. Based on an average of
pest,” “The Naked Maja,” “The Vintage,” “The World, the Flesh, and
being
great
while
it
continues
ca24 key situations, the source
the Devil,” and “No Name on the Bullet.” I submit that incorrect bill¬
parity'at N. Y.. Warner.
!
data constitute an adequate
ing has nothing whatever to do with the failure of these films. They
sampling of current releases ■ • “South Pacific” iMagnaV now
failed simply because they are bad films, poorly -written, poorly di¬
hut are not, of course, fully
being released in some spots by
rected,
and poorly acted.
^definitive.'* An index of "rela¬
20th-Fox. was runner-up on three;
Cain also believes that “Ten North Frederick” was a failure because
tive grossing strength in the
different weeks, but. obviously has ;
Gary
Cooper
did hot receive solo billing. Has he forgotten, that .Coo¬
U. S~ - Canada market', this
finished up on its hig, upped-scale '
per’s rname alone was above the title, “Friendly Persuasion?” Although
monthly reprise docs not pre¬
playdates. “Legend of Tom Dooley”
the.
writer’s
measuring-stick
of correct billing was used rigidly here,
tend to express total rentals:
<Col> was torrid on its preem in
no one who reads Variety would call this, motion picture a financial
Detroit. “Scapegoat” >M-G) Was
success.,
•.
Not often has the month of July! great on its initial showing in
Albany, Aug; 4,.
Rather than go into lengthy discourse on the apparent fallacies of
seen so many strong grossing pic¬ Boston,
The 1960 session of the N.Y. of what seems to me a highly questionable solution to a film's financial
tures in release as this year. And
“Imitation of Life” <U), high on
seldom has the national boxoffice lists in previous months, was stout State legislature will- make efforts failure, I will mention a few motion pictures which, despite sometimes
grossly “incorrect billing,” are considerable successes.
as sampled by the Variety report to big on several playdates last
to strengthen the hand of the New
1. Lana Turner and John Gavin in “Imitation of Life” (The writer
cities held up in such big style. month. “Mummy,” from the same j York censor. James A. Fitzpatrick
did not consider Anthony Franciosa a star; but isn’t he much rhort
In fact, the past month will go into
widely khown than John Gavin?)
S’S^tede0(,1Pn:ltSQPen'
of
Plattsburgh,.
.
counsel
to
the
the records as one of the biggest mg
in Boston.
\. .
_ . . ■
months in many recent years.
2. W’illiara Holden, Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins in “The. Bridge on:
••H-Man” ; (Col\ comparatively J”“t. Legislative, Committee -on,
Some idea of how big the grosses new, was good to hep on several} Offensive . and Obscene Material,
the River .Kwai” (Jack Hawkins is. known* but he hardly is the
were in July is indicated by the
equal of Holden and Guinness in .renown. Shouldn’t he have been
fact that the first six ranking pix j engagements. “Love Is My Profes- j predicted last week,
billed, still using the writer’s: measuring-stick, beside Sessue. Hayashowed"a t'otal gross of _better''than ; sion” (Kings) added considerable i
Group, whose • area * Includes
kawa beneath the title?”
$5,300,000.
; additional coin on playdates last | films, tv and radio, sponsored two
3. “Peyton Place” starring Lana Turner, Hope Lange, Diane Varsi
Boxoffice champ for July wasi.!
tightening the cehsorship law'
and on and on (Not one actor in this long tist of stars has the sta¬
L""' Stop"
Rtorv »WR>.
dramatist.
- •• (BV),
— long
*••-*- on the i in 1958. Both measures passed, but;
ture or fame of Miss Turner).
“Nuns’
tWB). This dramatic
j jng. —
Beauty”
high
but
p:o showed. inore than S1.730 OOtt „ ®s. wa/ln a ]ike scategory, its ’ were then vetoed by the then
4.. “Around the World in 80 Days” starring David Niven, Cantinflas,
total gross.in key cities covered by | dates ranging from big t0 mUd, Governor Averell Harriman. Comf
Robert Newton, Shirley: MacLaine (At the' time this film was re*
VsRiEir. It v as m first place three; ^ ^ managing to finish as a runner- niittee drafted four measures for
leased, only David Niven could be called a star as the \ writer
times in weekly ratings and never j p fll
two different weeks,
speaks
of a star).
presentation at. the last session,
dipped below second place. Horse; t
_
.,- .
The writer further states that “if a film has only one star, only one
Soldiers” tUA>, also a new entrant ! . Mystenans . JM-G
finished two dealing with censorship of
I point again to the list
for the month, wound up second,0-n®."e^k
Youpg film content and advertising, one person can correctly be listed as a star,”
and actually finished first onej Philadelphians MWB) was a run- providing, for the licensing, of above. “Anatomy of a Murder” has only one star. “Peyton Place” had
theatres arid the fourth calling for only one star. “The Great Man” had only one star. Even “All. About
; ner-up pic another round.
classification. None were pressed Eve” had only one star. Yet each film billed at least four actors as
“This Earth Is Mine” fU) fin- j
for final passage;
stars, and each film; has been successful. .
lshed third, and figured among the ! »| m- , c
It
j m*
It seems to me that the writer fell into error when he first equated
Fitzpatrick said assumption. of
top 10 pix every week in July. Pic j HO 13StC I Of fUtrQ ilX,
responsibility by the film industry ; his personal preference for ah actor with stardom. If Mel Ferrer, as
g oss total was nearly $750,000. A r
#
the
writer states, is a “star,” then surely Anthony Franciosa is. If Ed
would make .further action and;
close
was “A
“Anatomy «f
of *
galrNco fourth
rnnrrVi unc
OF tilt
agitation unnecessary. . However, ] Wynnjs a “star,” then surely Harry Belafonte is. If Audie Murphy is
Murder” «Cq1j although out on re¬
a
“star,”
then surely Van Heflin is.
he noted, “I have seen little evir
lease only three weeks during the
’The Pajama Game” had two stars (or will there be an argument
dence of a desire to seriously
month. Obviously, it will be heard
that
John
Baitt is not a star in his field?); only one was . billed;, result,
exercise this responsibility in con¬
from further.
Hollywood, Aug. 4,
boxoffice smash, “The Seventh Voyage of Sinbad” had no stars; yet
“Hole In Head” *UA) wound up
American International Pictures nection with the elimination of the a
three
were
billed; result, so successful that a sequel already is being
fifth although it also likely , will b£ has switched original, roadshow obviously ; offensive,” > he com¬
heard from considerably more in j policy planned for “Sign of the ! mented. Fitzpatrick; former chair¬ filmed. Quoting the writer again, “an actor is not made a star by a
producer’s
decision
to list the actor as a star.” A star, to be a star,
the future. This, is because it fig- j GJadiator.” color spectacle starring' man.of the. committee,- is a Papal
ured m week.y ratings only two i Anjta Ekberg, to saturation book- Knight, haying been honored for must be “known to literally millions of people all over the world.”
Explain
then
the
case
of “The Long, Hot Summer.^ Only one star; .
weeks inasmuch as just getting out ;ings in deference to .ekhibs' re- his; services; in the field of. promot¬ yet five were billed, and the one star at the bottom of the list; result,
ing decency.
into first-runs late m July.
;
critical and financial success. If incorrect billing is directly related- to
“Say One For Me” '20th) cap-1q *
■ ;
a film’s financial failure, how did any of these films manage to make
tured sixth place with close to I Policy switch is result of a na-.
so much money?
$700,000 feross. Bing Crosby stai^4 tional siruv-ey made by Leon P.
What should be the final, and may perhaps be the most telling, com¬
rer climbed as high as fourth one . Blmder, general sales manager,
ment on the matter of “incorrect billing” has already been given by
week and figured in ratings four [which revealed exhibit sentiment
Variety- itself. Three of the articles which appeared on the same page
different sessions. “Hercules” (WB)'.on roadshows overrode firm's
as. the letter to which I have been referring contain direct or indirect ,
wound up seventh although fairly ' planned advance admission^ engagecomment on the subjects of stars -and billing. Louis C. Maudes, Jr.
high in ratings two different. ments. Consensus of exhib opinion,
stanzas.
. j; : according to prexy Janies H.
-The Soviets have decided to
“Five Pennies” (Pari finished Nicholson and exec v.p. Samuel Z.
eighth although slightly higher on ; Arkoff,. was -that public resentment bring' back they- “Great Is My
a couple of weekly surveys. Total1 against roadshow technique and Country” to the Mayfair Theatre,
gross was considerably under its ; pricing affected b.o. take, with re- N. Y., and to offer a double bill for
nearest competitors. “South Seas! sentment continuing against the • the. last -week of their KinopanoMinneapolis, Aug. 4.
Adventure” ■ Cinerama) wound up exhib long after upped-scale
Minnesota Amusement Co,
• rama widescreen presentation at
ninth. It was fifth in June.
showing.
Windup of the affairs p£ the de¬
. . ..
| that house. Double feature started (United Paramount circuit), this
“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Pari cap- \
To tee off saturation bookings m ,, ,
0;:
.
territory’s largest theatre chain,
tured 10th position, never getting : key
areas, film’s print order has! Monday <3> and continues to Aug. enjoyed its best July since .1954 funct Film Classics is expected
shortly following an order of N. Y:
higher than sixth place in weekly
Sgs.m“RoomU1APtlaTop" "S'
350 First. 10 when the entire run ends. Price boxoffice-wise
and its first-half Supreme Court Justice Charles A. ,
finished 11th as against sixth place J0” ar!“ ,0'be Wanketedwvill be at opening was ?2;50, since curbed 1959 operations were on a par with Loreto directing all creditors of
those
of
the
corresponding
1958 the onetime distribution company
in June. "Big Circus" lAAi rounds :L'A-ai1is“?ther“to'S1.50.: .
to show cause on Aug. 13 why. as¬
out the Top 12 ^. M G>
Fhe second, film -on the biil is period which were “very good.”
“Ask Ahv Girl”
xUU,k.x
,
This is according to: Charles signee Stanley L. Gluck shouldn’t,
“The. Enchanted Mirror.” Both pic¬
in June; “Darby O’Gill” fBV),' each region is 100sirtjul playdates tures are essentially a Sovcolor Winchell, presidenrigeneral man¬ settle and compromise a number of
“Middle of Night” (Col), just get- •m hardtop's and ozoners.
view of. Russia, her: people and her ager, who, at the same time, es¬ claims. ■
ting around; “Diary of: Anne ] Possibility of a. single roadshow; technical accomplishments.
Founded by ; the. late Joseph
timates that, except for Minnesota
Frank” <20th), ninth in June; and • engagement still is being considTheire’ll be no Kinopanorama daylight saving time;. “results Bernhard, Film Classics went into
“Gigi” >M-G», which was 11th in ; ered for a Manhattan art house
would have been at least 20% bankruptcy some nine years ago.
shows
elsewhere
in
the
.
country.
the preceding month, were the ( which would play day-date with
Irving Kaufman was assignee for
better”.
runner-up pictures. All of these other houses but would continue The Mayfair presentation, said to
Winchell, of course, largely benefit of creditors until his death
films grossed around $20Q.Q0Q or film on an extended run hereafter. have cost the Russians $500,000 via credits the 1959 "steady flow of in 1958 when Gluck was .appointed
construction and installation costs,
less, and in some instances just
is staged ixi conjunction with the high average product. quality”, for his successor. At present, the show
missed getting into the Top 12
Soviet. Cultural and Scientific Ex¬ the favorable “and very encourag¬ cause order disclosed, $81,669 re¬
category.
ing” showing of this Paramount mains in Gluck’s hands.
hibit at the Coliseum. .
“Last Train From Gun Hill”
Among steps that creditors, are
theatre chain.
(Par», which showed strong possi¬
“It’s apparent that the efforts of asked to approve at the Aug. 13
bilities in two weekly ratings, was
E. L. Hyman, AB-PT vice presi¬ hearing are settlement of a $96,303 AMUSEMENTS
'LEGALIZED*
not included because just getting
dent, have born substantial fruits claim of the Scott Family Trust, for
Minneapolis, Aug. 4.
out into distribution to any extent. .
......
It is one of the potentially big new j This is probably one of the few Not Technically Unlawful In Ohio because there never has been such $750, payment of $10,062 in fees to
. Anymore
: •/* an orderly release of topnotch pic¬ the law firm of Koenig &; Bacbner, :
b.o. grossers. “North by North- j territories where Danny Kaye pic
tures,” says Winchell. “And all in¬ and sale of some 40 metal filing ,
west” 'M-Gi shapes as a standout tures usually don’t do too well
dustry branches are the gainers.” cabinets to Charles S. Nathan Inc.
Columbus, Aug. 4.
new entrant, rising to fifth place
, .
Winchell feels that Hollywood is for $560.
.Gov. Michael V. DiSalle has
the final week of the month, with i and where he’s not considered
signed into law a revised Sunday “doing itself proud” in turning out
more than $100,000 total gross ; taP film marquee name.
what
he considers “more boxoffice
observance
statute*
enacted
by
the
from four spots.
Which may help to explain why .
“Holiday For Lovers” (20th), the RKO Orpheum, w’here “The current Legislature , so that state pictures so far this year than at Perrjr Nathan to Ad Sho^
any
other
time in industry history.”
parks,
places
of
entertainment,
fine in N. Y„ and good in Detroit
Quits National Screen
Five Pennies” is showing, gave travel, facilities, and fairs could
Pittsburgh, Aug. 4:
operate
on
Sunday
without
being
equal newspaper ad billing at the
Perry Nathan, a veteran of 20
second week’s start to Louis Arm¬ technically illegal. Purchases of Milt Lewis Talent Scouting
years
with
National
Screen SerV-?
fishing
equipment.
and
other
,
sup¬
strong, who also appears in the
Now for Columbia Studio ice, has: resigned from the com¬
plies at state parks on Sundays are
picture starring Danny.
pany to take an account executive.
.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
also legalized by the bill. .However,
Armstrong’s name was. in the : other forms .of Sunday business
Vet talent exec Milt Lewis position with the Harry Kodinsky .
same large type as Kaye’s in the operatipns have to'be in the nature joined Columbia Pictures Studios advertising office here. . •
r-JUDIO CITY MUSIC HALL—,
Rocktfetfer Ctnttr • Ci 6*4600
ads. At the ads’ top the two were of ‘‘necessity or charity” in order as a talent scout- in Maxwell Ari
Nathan was with the,New York
CARY EVA MARIE JAMES ! j connected by a quote from Minne- to be legally open on Sunday. .
office for four years and came here
now’s department.
I apolis Suhday Tribune’s critic Bob
For 20 years associated: with 16 years ago as ' branch . manager.
fiRANT SAINT MASON
Attempt in the 'Senate to liberal[ Murphy’s review stating that the ize. the: law for mercantile: opera¬ Paramount and later Desilu, he He has been replaced by Irving
in ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
i
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST” ; [ pair “do some of the niftiest musi- tors was yoted dowh. Sunday oper¬ had been propping a tv series Marcus who came here from the
An M-6-M Pictur* in VislaVision • Techmco!cr<t
I cal sequences sound-tracked in ation of. neighborhood groceries tabbed “Curtain Time.” Plans for Cleveland office where he worked,
M4 CAU MtW STACt SPtCTAOI "CTMMtJt FtSTiYAl'
l many years.”
as, a salesman.
project have been postponed.
and delicatessens is still. out. .

' ^lgll
Gladiator
Goes Saturation Instead

Exhib in

C. WINCHELL REPORTS Nine-Year Bankruptcy Of
JULY VERY AGREEABLE Bernhard’s Film Classics
Seen Nearing Close-Out

BILL LOUIS ARMSTRONG
CO-EQUAL WITH KAYE

New York Theatre

Wednesday, August S, 1959
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Denis and Terry Sanders
introduce
George Hamilton
in their new film

arid punishment usa
Denis and Terry Sanders (the brothers famed for their
Academy Award winning film/ A Time Out of War) have
directed and produced a brilliant recreation of the
violence and passion of Dostoievski's great novel for
today. Variety says George Hamilton makes one of the
most impressive film bows of a juvenile in years.
U

A study of sin and its expiation/ with flashes of fire and
torment— \V«i/er, Nf Times

A stunningly photographed

picture/ with depths rarely found in films of this genre! A a
—Knight, Saturday Review
Starring Mary Murphy, Frank Silvera, Marion Seldes
and John Harding, Written by Walter Newman, Asso¬
ciate Producer, Jacqueline Donnet, Music by Herschel

eerman/

Burke Gilbert, Released threugh Allied Artists,
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Pfi&IETY

D.C. Slot to McCormick

Time Could Cost Web $28,0001
Annually in 3-

Stephen McCormick,.. formerly
director of mews. for Mutual
Broadcasting, , has been named
director of Washington, i D.C.
operations, replacing Robert F.
Hurleight, now prez of the radio
i web.
i At the same time, Herbert J.
| Cutting, formerly; director of ad¬
ministrative services. and person| nel relations, becomes director of
sales services and affidavits. He’s
* been with Mutual since July ’47,

‘But, Oflie, You SaidHollywood, Aug. 4.
Litigation threat against ABC-TV by Erwin Wasey-Ruthrauff,
Rvan agency on behalf of Carnation Milk products dissolved re¬
cently after the network acceded to agency demands that certain
provisions of a pre-arranged deal be fulfilled.
Matter, was so close to a court fight that a . letter of legal intent
had been served by the attdrneys for EW-RR. Involved in the dis-.
pute was the consideration, of $750,000 applying to certain condi¬
tions of a contract cancellation after 26 weeks, in which penalties
were to be imposed..
The agency contended that ABC-TV topper Oliver Treyz re¬
scinded on .the original agreement. Agency had bought for Car¬
nation one-half of “Sugarfoot” and a participation in the -‘Un¬
touchables,” two hour-long ABC .film stanzas. . .
Agency claimed Treyz abrogated his original deal when it was
reported that the network threatened to cancel sponsorship unless
EW-RR lived up to the terms of the purported contract. ; The
agency merely replied with a letter of intent to sue.

Washington, Aug. 4. 4
As expected. the proposal to
Shooting the Offshoots
lop a half-hour from option time
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
chew the heaviest fire Monday *3'}
Makeup of Four Star’s pror
at deadline for comments on Fed-; gramming roster for fall is a
c-ral Communications Commission’s j study in genealogy,. relating:;
proposed new tv option time rules. |i mostly to “Zane Grey Thea¬
tre.” Out of nine series slated.'.
NBC. CBS and ABC joined, in
for production, three are
forecasting dire results.if network
“children” and two “grand¬
: Atlanta.- Aug; .4.
optica tine is reduced.from three
children” of Zane Grey. An¬
WSB-TV, AM&FM;; whose home..
to twc-and-a-half hours. They also
other “child” is in syndication.
“White Columns,” a replica of a
“Zane Grey” begat “Rifle¬
voiced objections to the proposal
man,” “Johnny Ririgo,” “Black j stately antebellum mansion, stands
which vcutid bar straddle pro¬
Saddle”
and
“Trackdown,”
on hallowed i8Sl-C3 battleground,
grams from having effect of ex¬
latter in. syndication. Grand¬
tending option time. CBS *aid'it
resounded with Rebel yells on the NBC Femme Engineer’s Romance With Editing Aide
children are “Wanted—Dead
may cost that web $28,000,000.
95th anniversary of the Battle of
or Alive,” which came out of
Blossoms Into Marriage
Atlanta. Occasion, as, the Confed¬
NBC declared that the reduc¬
“Trackdown,” and “Tales of
eracy came briefly to life once
tion in option time would reduce
the
Plainsman,”
which
origi•
more, was broadcasting oyer WSB
ability of networks to compete
mated as a pilot on “Rifleman.”
Love ; does bloom amid the.
with other advertising media “to
Radio of two special programs pre¬
philology of electronics, radio and
the disadvantage of the entire j —
pared for. historic. event.
tv. There is romance, indeed, in
television industry and the public j“So Well: Remembered” fea¬
the complex world, of amplitude,
interest it serves.” Web called the 1
tured Wilbur. Kurtz, Atlantan who
straddle program proposal “ill- J[
served as advisor to David O. Selz- . Garry Moore is. returning to modulation, intermediate frequen¬
conceived” and “unweildy for
mick in filmization of Margaret radio after eight-and-one-half years, cy and micro-microfara d. .
Louise. Dickinson, the., first (and
licensees, networks and the com¬
Mitchell’s “Gone With the Wind.” and in making the return via CBS
mission.” N'BC did not oppose|
Kurtz is one of the foremost au¬ Radio, he’s getting a longtime only remaining) woman; engiheer
FCC’s plan for lengthening period}!
thorities on Atlanta history. The wish, one that almost. caused him in the. NBC Radio Network, was
of notice a network must give an J
j 55-minute radiocast also featured to quit CBS-TV recently—Moore is married to Bill Malcolm,- super¬
visor of NBC Radio Network Pro¬
applicant for exercise of option
; the voices of widows of Confeder¬ going to do his own writing.
but said the proposal allowing sta¬
Moore, to be sponsored in part gram Operations Friday (24) in
ate veterans and descendants of
Port Chester, N. Y. Tape, it ap¬
tion to reject programs previously
by
Niagara
Therapy
Manufactur¬
i the soldiers in grey who recalled
accepted could lead to abuse.
! eyewitness stories of the hot fightr ing, will take the daily 10:30-10:40 pears, helped shape the love af¬
fair.
!;■ ;
.. '
CBS said the cumulative effect
a.m.
slot
on
CBS.
It’s
the
same
day
CBS president Frank Stanton'inS that took place with Gen.
of the FCC’s proposals “may well
Miss Dickinson joined NBC as
William i’ecumseh Sherman over¬ Arthur Godfrey returns to the
be so to weaken or impair the has convinced corporate veepee whelmed (by sheer fOrCe of su¬ radio Web. Moore’s will be a talk an engineer in 1942. During World
enforceability and value to the net¬ Lawrence W. Lowman to stay on perior numbers) the valiant South¬ show between him and his regular War II, a total of 10 femmengiworks of their affiliation contracts indefinitely. Six months ago Low- erners tinder Gen. John B. Hood. sidekick Durwood Kirby.
neers were employed by the fadid.
as to render them virtually worth- man, considered one of the top Music of-the. period and the read¬
New ayem program will probably web, but she’s the only one still
less.”
ing of excerpts from letters writ-. shorten5 “Funny Side Up,” a Rob¬ with it.
five
men
in
the
CBS
Inc.
sphere,
CBS stressed that exact conse¬
Her acquaintance with Malcolm
ten by; soldiers at the front also ! ert Q. Lewis paneler which begins
quences are impossible to predict, ; announced that he was going to were heard on; the broadcast.
in late August in the 10:30-11 slot ripened, she said, because* “we
but ventures that the option time | retire at the end of 1959, when
edited
a lot of tape together over,
“So Well Remembered” was the j
reduction might lose the web up he became 60 years old.
the years.” Malcolm joined NBC
4 latest studio produced Program in
to S28.000.000 in annual revenues!
in
1944
as a page, was an announc¬
But Lowmah, after a series of; WSB-Radio’s award-winning “Wit- ,
With such a loss, the web said.it!,., . . ..
er for five years, associate director
ness’ series. Segment was written ;
might well have to curtail public j j intensive meetings initiated by and produced by staffers Tommy
for NBC Radio and. a director for
service programming. It did not;j Stanton, decided to cancel his Thompson and Carolyn Clark.
WRCA before stepping into his
offer any objections to the require- j original plan. ..' The web prexy
present job.
Second battle anniversary pro¬
ment for more advance notice of j “simply made it too attractive” for gram was a 30vminute free verse
There are times when. women
network
exercise
of
option. Lowman to retire, it was disclosed narration of the story of the Battle
engineers are most necessary as,
Neither did it oppose giving affil-!; by a higher-up in the CBS orbit of Atlanta, written- and produced
for example; when Miss Dickinsbn
iates broader rights to reject net-. The day he relented, deciding to by Jim Robinson, another WSB
participated in a “Monitor” show
work programs, although some! stay on for the foreseeable future, staffer..
with Mimi Benzoll. Miss Dickinson.
possibility of abuse was seen.
I; Lowman was handed additional
Operated a portable tape recorder
ABC said option time reduction!: duties. Hehasalwaysbeehresponwhile “Monitor” reporter Helen
Washington, Aug: 4.
would be “particularly harmful” to| sible for the mechanics of . CBS’
Hall quizzed Miss Benzell at Eliza¬
National Labor Relations Board beth Arden’s Fifth Avenue salon
its competitive position “because! vast personnel-labor operation, and
has ruled IATSE has no right to while the diva was taking a bubble
of the continuing tv artificial scare- he has continually been involved
force CBS to hire its members for bath. '
ity of comparable tv facilities in' in top management policy-making
.
:
lighting work on remote telecasts:
many major markets” on straddle: and administration. A few years
Miss Dickinson is the. only wom¬
Democratic national chairman
Case arose from IATSE picket¬ an engineer employed, on any web
programs. ABC took the same line ago, howqy^r, it was decided to
as CBS—that they should be con-1 remove as one of his direct respon- Paul Butler is in N, ,Y. today (5) ing of a New York dock February, outlet in this area. : CBS Radio
sidered as entriely outside Option sibilities A1 Bryant’s office serv- to add one more ad agency pitch to 1958, which forced CBS to cancel had. Gladys Bunim serving as .a
time.
, ices staff, but the moment he gave the baker’s; half dozen already con¬ a telecast from the liner United broadcast engineer from 1945 to
ABC and CBS television affil- his consent to stay on last week, sidered in the 1960 presidential States. Web had assigned the light¬ 1949.
ing to the rival IBEW.
fates supported the networks stand Stanton moved the department race. •
CBS-TV, this week : grudgingly
NLRB _held that nothing in its indicated, it had no intention of
against option time reduction, but back under Lowman’s immediate ; Guild, Bascom, Bonfigli, Sah
; Francisco-based ad shop, is yet to contract with CBS entitled IATSE hiring a woman engineer for its.
endorsed the straddle program supervision.
propositi 'provided option time is'
Job of convincing done by . Stan- he listened to -mainljr because of to the work and therefore it had “Woman” specials. It figured a
not cut back*. Both groups gen- ton has its dramatic overtones/’ time-buying veep Reggie Schuebel, no right to force assignment to its man engineer could do as well
erally backed the other FCC pro-; First of all, Lowman came into the I who four years ago joined Nor- members. The union was given 10 fiddling around the dials, of the
posals giving them broader power, company in the late ’20s, alongside : man, Craig & Kiiramel to speci- days to report back oh whether it feminine-shaped specials.
to turn down network fare.
CBS overall chief tain William S. ’ finally work, on"the Dem, account.. will refrain from such. tactics in
the future.
Station Representatives Assn.: pafey. Paley, who was in Europe
NLRB stressed that its decision
endorsed all the proposed rule- at the time Lowman changed his
should in no way be regarded as
changes except the . option timt^ mind, reportedly did not know that
reduction, but ^even here, the his longtime sidekick had reversed
“assigning” the work in question to
Washington! Aug. A.
Assn, would be “happy to accept”: ; jjjs decision of six months ago.
Just in case any Senator missed the IBEW. The two unions have
the FCC s judgment i£ latter felt
One of the factors probably coh- reading about it at the time, recent long been at jurisdictional loggerthe reduction would serve the pub- tributing to the timing of Stan- Federal Communications Commis¬ heads over lighting work at re¬
lie interest.
ton’s concerted effort to keep him sion hearings in which Firestone, mote telecasts.
on was the fact that Lowman, officials related what happened in
Schlitz renewed for another 26
longtime close friend and asso¬ NBC and ABC silencing of “Voice
weeks of “Markham,” the Ray
ciate of the commentator’s, was of Firestone” were rehashed at
Milland-frented: telefilm
series,
instrumental in re-cementing rela¬ length by Sen. Mike Monroney:
thus solving part of CBS-TV’s wor¬
tions between Edward R. Murrow (D-Okla.) in a Senate speech:
ries about the . 10:30-11 p!m. Sat¬
Concluded M o n ro h ey: “The
and the CBS high echelon.
urday time next season.
Only a few days after it was'more detailed story of the.
lilt Ull fill UCL I indicated that Murrow would be Firestone saga. in television adds
Program, half - sponsored by;
r w“ VVM
. dong heavy duty at CBS, after he materially to my. conviction that
Schlitz, was on the shaky list until
. Washington, Aug. 4.
there is a tv audience in this coun¬
now.
It’s had a relatively brief
Federal Communications Com¬
Washington. Aug. 4. !
„from ,Ws yfa^sn® ®b; try for quality programs that ad_ T
. _
...
_
f batical, it was learned, as well that -.uj
im iiuoui, i/iugiama. n«n ou- mission has renewed licenses of run for Schlitz this summer, but
Federal Communications Com- stantpn had made his successful! vertisers of quality products need} KLTV, Tyler, Tex., and KNOE- the new 26-week bind , on the
mission has ordered oral argument bid to keep Lowman on.
i'-to reach, not withstanding ratings.” TV, New Orleans, but warned both sponsor will carry the stanza well
Oct. 1 on protests by Philco Corp.: ' ' •^■ to tell both sides of the pay-tv into next spring.
story.
Meantime, CBS-TV says it's only
against renewal of NBC’s licenses
In letters to the outlets, FCC three alternate, half-hours from
for WRCV and WRCV-TV in Phil¬
said it had received complaints SRO in 1959-1960. Besides the
adelphia.
alleging unfair treatment of the other half of “Markham,” web has
issue and reminded them of the half of “Dennis the Menace” and
Philco won the right to protest
requirements for impartial- presen¬ “Space” to sell.
the renewals in a precedent-setting
Cognizant that tv critics don’t care to stay up too late to catch
Supreme Court decision earlier s a preem, unless it’s a Greta Garbo live debut, WRCA-TV’s pro¬
tation of controversial issues in
the Commission’s Editorializing
this year which held that despite
grammers plan to stage an almost round-the-clock, series of pirer.
fact Philco i.-n’t engaged in broad; ; view parties for Dr. Joyce Brothers’ new after midnight show,
Report.
Meanwhile, another station was
easting FCC should have heard its ! “Consult Dr. Brothers,” dealing, in adult, fashion, with problems!
Former, assistant. general man¬
chided for showing kinescope sum¬
promts. Philco claimed that RCA t of love, marriage and sex.
maries of the. Senate’s Kohler ager, sales, of WOR-TV, N. Y„
h:>. a competitive advantage in ad!- t
Critics will be invited.to gander at least two 15-minute episodes
hearings Without, saying they were indie, William P. Dix Jr., has been
g its electronics products
of the “Consult Dr. Brothers” program in a midtown hostelry on
furnished by National Assn. Of named assistant manager of WGRa- result of its ownership of NBC. |
Monday, Aug. lO. They’il be asked to come to any one of a series
Manufacturers. Latest of a long TV* & AM, Buffalo, and director
FCC said that the October oral • of performances: breakfast show at 10 am. with toast and coffee;,
number of FCC letters going to of sales for both outlets,
F.r umens will be on the questionis
noon time show with buffet lunch; tea time show with tea and crum¬
stations which used the kinnies . Dix left the N. Yw. station in Oc¬
pets; cocktail time show; with tea and cocktails; dinner shoAV with
c-i whether Philco protests, jf prov¬
went to KRTK, Houston, (major tober of 1958 to become . assistant
en. turns-h grounds for setting
roast beef, and the big champagne show.at 1 a.m; wdieh .the detuai
stockholder is Houston Chronicle) manager of WGR-TV. Before com¬
r.'ide the licen-e renewals and the
telecast is set; Both Max Buck, manager, of WRCA-TV, and Bill
Which was granted license renewal ing to N. Y:, he. was safes manager
.scope of a further evidentiary hear¬
Davidson, NBC veep, figure this may be one way of solving the
at the same time.
for WT.AM, Cleveland.
problem of getting reviews of the taped after-midriight premieres.
ing, if this is required.

Battle of Atlanta Relived
By WSB <m 95th Anni;

son

Two Can Tape as Cheap as One

Garry Moore Back To
Radio, Sponsor V All

‘Cease and Desist’

>, BASC0M JOINS
OEMS BILLINGS QUEST

Mouroney’s Tlayback’

Stations Get Renewals
But Chided on Pay-TV

Philco-NBC Philly
on OcL 1

Round-the-Clock Previews

Wm. Dix to Buffalo

Wednesday, August 5, 1959

NBC execs were plenty burned last week and threw up their.
hands in despair when Rackets Committee counsel Bob Kennedy
did an about-face and bjasted the network for not perihitting a
playback of the tape of his guesting on the Jack Paar show. Prior
to that Kennedy .was solidly in. NBC’s corner; had publicly ex¬
pressed his gratitude to the web for catapulting him into national i
prominence with a three-show exposure (Paar, “Meet the Press,”
“Today”) in carrying, oh his anti-James Hoffa crusade:
Because of Hoffals threatened reprisals and the network’s belief
that “enough is enough of a good thing,’’ NBC counsel voted down,
the suggestion for a repeat of the;. Paar episode, with Kennedy's
subsequent published comment; “NBC is so. scared, they have
turned tail:’' .
As one high network exec put it: “It’s: a classic example of the
old bromide: ‘What have you done- for me lately’?’’
.
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Arms With Threats to Cancel Out

By GEORGE ROSEN
.. Something new and interesting
in the way of experimentation is
- The three television networks
on the tv. horizon for the new fall,
are at war with A. C. Nielsen Co.
season, thanks to a promotion con¬
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV
cept evolved by Ken Bilby; NBChave put the research firm on no¬
TV’s exec veepee in charge of
tice that they’ll cancel the rating
advertising - promotion - public re¬
service if some serious changes in
lations.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
attitudes, as' well as technique
It was Bilby, it’s recalled. Who
NBC-TV has signed Chico Marx aren’t affected soon. Nielsen serv¬
■ two seasons ago got the jump on \ to a three-year contract calling for ice is the industry’s most generally
' the rival networks by launching an fiye guest shots yearly. Next day accepted audience yardstick.
i ambitious ondhe-air promotion Giimmo Marx, biz manager for the
Notification of cancellation is a
'. campaign on the new season’s pro- acting family, had to decline a
formality, in that the webs are
j gramming several months in ad- similar deal from CBS-TV.
dickering, a new contract with Niel¬
I vance. By September starting date
Regular working member of fam¬
j the sought-for identity and impact ily, Groucho, is being sought by sen and, by previous contract stip¬
had : been established With, a re¬ Henry Jaffe to do an hour version ulation, must give the research
company a year’s notice befo:*e
sultant payoff that carried through j of »The Mikado” - for his AT&T pulling out. But it is significant to
United Press International and>' . .
——-'—-—•- for practically the entire seasom series of musical specials.
note
that none of them, in recent
Now Bilby is embarking pn an
.
Associated Press both lost their i
years; at any rate, previously felt
entirely new promotional plan, in
tv-radio columnists this week. In j
the
need
to put Nielsen on notice.
utilizing the network’s own facili¬
. general, it's been a: big. week for-j
.
rDC_TV riRflK DITV ties which, if successful could play
Crux of . the matter is, that Niel¬
alterations and. defections among !.
IDJ-lf URVUO DU I an important role in tv’s attempt
sen wants to up the annual price
of the tv rating service. And, as
entertainment journalists, with- CBS-tV has sold Remington to achieve, greater respectability
the networks see it, Nielsen wants
various other moves affecting the ^and on half of the Ringling Bros, and mold a finer image of itself.
_T
. ,
,
T
, •
• Barnum & Bailey circuscast set for In short Bilby, coincident with
the increase for a diminished serv¬
Newsweek and Time Inc. shops ! next i)ec; 10
ice, which in particular,. would ap¬
the launching of the ’59-’60 sea¬
Charles Mercer has decided to! Deal by Remington has been son; will concentrate exclusively
pear to hurt ABC-TV the most, al¬
though the other webs would have
ankle Ap where for four years; hanging fire for the last several on giving national recognition to
their
share of resultant problems
the
network’s
long
list,
of
behindhe’s done a regular. tv column for ; -a- s‘
waf firmed up over the
as well.
the-camera creative talent. All of
the wire service. Cynthia Lowery;. the web ln the 7:30-8:30 p.m. slot. the network’s promos—and there
Nielsen proposed a 4% increase
replaces him. And his co-number.j
..-^—;• ■ .■' y.
will be a full barrage of them,
The boys.. Who make with the on the gross charge to each of the
at UPI, Bill Ewald.. is leaving his
every half-hour of the day and abacus; graphs, charts and decimal webs. Increase would be made in
night—will be designed for one j points at 30 Rock have been com- two 2% stages. But the networks
four-year job at' that .press serv- j
piirpose: to build the writers, pro- j puting figures dealing with NBC- have argued that a. 4% gross in¬
ice to take up ;new duties at News¬
ducers and . directors into nation- ; TV’s !. fail:. programming structure crease is, technically, an 8% in¬
week, Evald is shifting to motion
ally prominent: figures / and give ; and what they’ve come up with is crease. Because, as Nielsen ar¬
; pictures to fill a gap made by one ,
them the same recognition aiid i sufficient to produce a broad grin ranges its fees, ABC, CBS and
prominence as the stars or the! even on the map of the most NBC each receive maximum disof the regulars at the weekly news ;
properties. There will be no at-! humorless; controller in the RCA count of nearly 50% on the gross
mag, who was shifted recently to >
; price, thereby any increase of 49a
tempt to slight the stars, but! Building..
the Coast office.
!
rather to equate the star with the ■ . One gathered from the upbeat i of gross would naturally be douMeantime: in an unrelated move,
creative . components behind the ] talk at the press conference staged bled w’hen it came to an actual
radio-tv chief for Newsweek,
show, in short, NBC is determined ; by, NBC-TV yesterday (Tues.) at cash transaction.
Besides this, Nielsen proposed,
Marvin. Barrett, is taking a nine- .
.. . . , . . ■ t . ...
- . .
. to make a Robert Alan Aurthur or, the Park Lane Hotel that the
month leave . of absence to write a ' Angered by the implication that a John Frankenheimer as popular!
i when dickers began recently, to
book about the entertainment in- J he was, being “obstreperous” about as a Steve Alleri.V
^
^
dustry, He was retained bv Viking .' releasing grand jury minutes on
This will be the first major at- j Walter D " slit exec vppd ftf I ^eeUy repo.rts the number of sta“
; carrying each tv program,
:
a”d I the videa. quizzes to Congressional tempt made by tv to give its crea- j NBC-TV made it-evidpnt that the
l S5S8'w’$ i'll investigators,
General. Sessions tors something, more than mbney/ Web had’a 1009o increase in SDe-'Jhis 4<program stati.on basis” or
turns ■ to ]\6usw6GiCf. dux, .in tile ixt” v \ Turin-a
-*t\ CAVk«*PAi
J cials
promoted position of associate .en- |
S?h^ proper acclaim that had. previously < portedly the previous . industry might tend to prejudice the atti¬
tertainment editor. Ewald. as it j
revised hipaself
ta been denied .them,., perhaps those
high;. 509© new nighttime schedule tude of tv advertisers, et al., toward
is understood, will not be involved j1?,!!
wy ^e^ldJd *° who haive defected from . the with. 12 hew- hours in tlie weekly programs on short station lineups.
ABC-TV has a number of pro¬
in any of Barretts present chores.1
° nn
V i ^ouse Sub901?V medium to toil in vineyards where
At Time mag. One ofthe writers; mittee on Legislative Oversight they, too, were glamorized, will 24-hdur total; 250 hours of color grams on short lineups, simply
programming (30% increased in
in the new show biz section de-; the. controversial findings of the now be willing to return.
because
it doesn’t yet have the
the fourth quarter of this year, an
fected recently. There is some! Jury as; quickly as jhey xould be
number of station affiliates each
Bilby has already started .“pro¬
: doubt that a new man will be j copied and forwarded to Wash- duction” on his promos, w-hich will average of 18 hours a week; total of the other networks has. Without
investment by advertisers of $57,- a constant reminder by Nielsen
taken on to fill the vacancy! in~i ibgton/
.
•; .
be channelled into three separate
.stead, reshuffling of the . existing j .On; Mopday (3), Schweitzer indi-. areas! There will be the one- 000,000 in specials, a new record that a stanza is on a short lineup,
staff will probably be effected. ! cate.d that he would probably wait minute, promotions for full net¬ and a 128% increase over last it therefore could be construed
However due to a four-month ! until mid-September before mak- work exposure; and two supple¬ season’s $25,000,000, the previous that poor quality rather than a
high.
limited number of stations is re¬
sabbatical by one of the others on ing a decision on whether to dis¬ mentary promos for the affiliate
Significant, too. was the. revela¬ sponsible for lowr Nielsen average
the. staff, the Time inters are close the minutes, to. the. D.C.. in¬ stations, one 20-second set and a
momentarily, a bit short-handed. vestigators. He Was first going to 10-second series for nighttime tion that time and talent for NBC- audience ratings.
TV’s entire sports schedule adds
Nielsen charges ABC-TV a grosi
As for Mercer, who before en¬ try to establish just how secret the use,
tering radio-tv . was an AP news Washington solons intended to.
All the promos .will tell of the up to the tidy sum of $36,000,000.
(Continued on page 56)
keep
the
grand
jury
findings;
and
writer, he’s , going to devote all
men who are creating the proper: Of this total, $32,000;000 has been
now. APhis time to writing books, prin¬ whether, the minutes should ever ties for NBG next season, among soId > ,sP°”f.r„s
cipally novels. Mercer, in fact, has be made, public by anyone involved others Budd Schulberg, Georg? Prox,mately4o0 hours ofsportsSchaefer.
Alex
March,
Din casts-are scheduled, a iy« jump,
. a Literary Guild, selection appear¬ in the matter.
Schweitzer disclosed that he has Schary, David Shaw, S: Lee Pos- °™r:
year’s; record high,
ing next February. It’s, his fifth
fuUscale fiction Work, and, in a already, set court stenographers to gostin, Jess Oppenheimer. Bud). On the planning board are at
Yorkin.
Robert
Sauflek,
Archibald
j
'aast
.40
news specials including
thinking-man’s filter type switch work duplicating the minutes by
for a tv columnist, it’s a novel typewriter, urging them to work Maeteish, Robert Graff. Robert I« prime time specials. Twenty of
based on the American Revolution. speedily. The Judge, who has in Alan Aurthur,: Mildred Freed Al-: S' spe“ais 2'1!1 be pr“d"?e<i ,?y
Additionally,
the past few days been forced into berg, Delbert Mann, John Frank- j NBC_ Pub-affairs.
WCBS-TV, the CBS-TV owned
the center of . controversy because enheimerj Reginald Rose, jack the NBC Opera Co., will offer four
of the .surrounding legafistics, es¬ Smight, Robert Stevens, Alex operas and there’ll be a 100% in¬ & operated station, has cancelled
crease
in
pubaffairs
and
educa¬
Arbitron, and consequently leaves
timated that .the job would still Segal.. Roger Hirson, etc.
take six weeks to complete, before
And because the concept Is de¬ tional programming., including a the instantaneous method of tv
Washington could get its mitts on signed. as something beneficial for 60-minute presentation of “Con¬ audience measurement, started by
the voluminous notes,
the entire industry,;. NBC doesn’t tinental Classroom” oh a Monday- American Research Bureau, with¬
Schweitzer noted, “a clear-show¬ covet any “we thought of It first” through-Friday basis, with the new out a . single network key in N.Y.
WRCA-TV, the NBC c&o, preing that the committee seeks the ambitions. It hopes'CBS falls in} Phbmistry course in.eolor. It was
line with
With the same promotional; also
that ■ ’Bonanza."
, „ , indicated ,.
.
... the
.
viously dropped the service, instiinspection of the minutes to facili¬ line
“Woman!-’ has arrived. First tate the holding of its own hear¬ campaign.
full-hour weekly series will be;tuted a year ago this coming Sepfilmed in color.
^
m -I tember. And WABC-TV. the ABCthree of the CBS-TV daytime spe¬ ings and the making of its own
David Levy veep of NBC-TV j TV flag, never bought it. Deprivacials to bear this monicker next independent findings with a view
programs and^ talent, said that 17 ■ tlon of the big three in the metrov
(Cphtihued
on
page
54)
season have been sold.
shqw-s, halL the weekly evening ■ poiitan area is a tough blow, since
Network has been sweating out a
schedule w^ll preem this fall. In . t]le only city in which ARB delivwhat NBC-TV regards as a typicai; ers a regular local Arbitron is
sponsorship on this Lou CowanThe date, the sponsors and the week this October, days, nights, ! N:Y. It has a multi-market sur¬
Frank Stanton baby,-: and Dow
time have been firmed for the re¬
(Continued oh page 56)
vey based on six or seven other
Chemical, for Saran Wrap division,
turn of Arthur Godfrey to CBS-TV.
markets, none of which also de¬
came through by; buying half of
Sam Zelman is' slated to move ! The previously ailing No. 1 money¬
livers
a local instantaneous report,
the first three hourlong stgnzas east from Hollywood to become a !
ARB is on the diary method of re¬
that CBS has slated. They’ll be pri special assistant to CBS’ news [ maker at the network will do the
search
reporting throughout most
first of four specials between 10
Sept. 17, Nov. 9 and Dec. 6.
chief John Day. Zelman, who w’as i
of the country, including Chicago,
Now that Dow is in the house, head of pews for KNXT, the web’s ' and 11 p.m. on Sept. 16:
where the firm threw in the Arbi¬
His last appearance on the air
Hollywood, Aug. 4. .
web figures it’s a short road to SRO tv o&o in L.A. and boss of the
The Four Crosby s — Bing’s tron sponge sometime back.
on the first three shows. However. web’s Coast new's operation, will was in April, when he left off his.
WCBS-TV said it cancelled, ef¬
CBS plans to schedule more of work exclusively for the time being many CBS chores for a cancer op¬ sprouts-^w-ho opened at the Sa¬ fective Aug. 31 (almost a year to
them for next season, from the on convention and election coverr eration. His medics since have hara, Las Vegas, last week, have the day from the time it bought
been
inked
to
guestar
on
Bob
said
he’s
doing
well.
way things appeared last week.
age.
the service), because it was reg¬
Hope’s initial tv spec in fall.
CBS-TV. produced the first of
Sponsoring the initial oneshot
In effect, appointment of Zel¬
Combo are skedded to do a ularly proved that Arbitron was
these “Woman!”, specials last May. man fills job left by Elmer Lower, Will be Benrus, Sara Lee. Kitchens Stint
at the El Morocco, Montreal, delivering a low'er-sets-in-use count
It had no sponsor, but it did get a who recently sighed on with rival and Hoover Vacuum Cleaners. Trio starting Sept. 17, then take off on than either the previous ARB diary
very high Nielsen—by pre-dark NBC to head the Washington of bankroilers accounts for a full- an eight-week sw'ing through . method or the concurrent local
Standards/
bureau.
up status on the stanza.
‘Nielsen audimeter technique.
Europe.

NBC-TV PACTS CHICO;
DICKER GROUCHO SPEC

Jobs; Barrett s Leave; Time Defection

The Press to Sing

Arbhron Without
N.Y. Network Key

Zelman East for CBS
As John Day’s Asst.

Godfrey’s 3 Sponsors
On CBS-TV Sept Special

4 Crosbys to Guest
On Bob Hope Special
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TV-FILMS

WB Warns: lay Off Roy Heins’
As TV

,
;
'
I
1
, ...... I

PERMA-LIFT BUYS
FASHION SPECIAL
Chicago, Aug. 4.
Perma-Lift brassieres has purchased , a special: 60-minute film of
the Paris coutours for. three matkets, New York,i Lbs Angeles and
Chicago: Show will be . beamed
Sept, 1, which is the official press
release date for the fall fashion

Hollywood. Aug. 4. f.Warner Bros, last week took the
unusual step of notifying scores of
Hollywood telefilm producers to
,A . mT
keep “hands off’ of Roy Huggins,
the studio's former “Maverick”
Hollywood, Aug, 4:
N.Y.; KTTV, L.A.; and WBBM-TV.
producer now in the midst of a con¬
tractual hassle with thelot.
America's, space operations will CM:
*
film, a first-timer for tv, and is
Amid reports that other compare brought to the home screen via 7^shootihg. the* commercials’ for the.
n:es were making offeis to Hug-; a ne,v teleseries tabbed “The.‘ sponsor. CBS Pilms is offering, the
Sr^hrconSlni Sa?^i!Tdwers of Canaveral." Produced by- .ft?* *r syndication m other marVets.
effort to hire him away would re-: Herschensohn Motion Picture Pro¬
suit in legal action by Warners.! dactions, full cooperation of the
Meanwhile. Huggins is on laxoff : Defense Dept., Air. Force. and Naat the studio for refusing to return .
A.
..
_
,
to television production there ex-;, tional Aeronautics & Space Admm-cent under his own terms.
istration is reported.
IIuggins ac knowledged that there1
Program v.ill be launched with
have been offers but asserted he; “Project Score,” story of. the Atlas
h not taking any cf them seriously.; missile that orbitted the earth raof now. he’wants no part of tele! dioing
President
Eisenhower’s\ ision—“it's ro place for a com-: Christmas message, followed by
puKive perfecMonist' like myself.": “Shoot the Moon” and “The First .
he declared. He said he’s getting! Days of Canaveral.” Eight scripts;
list f:r«t holiday in some time as a; will be finished before start of pro-;
„
•
... .,.
result of the lavoff and intends toh diiction in Florida during next four
. , Hollywood, Aug.. 4.
enjoy it.
. months.
; . KTLA is > anking off repeat airHassle started when Huggins^; Series, according to company ings of two of its taped series with
who developed “Cheyenne." “Mavr; proxy Bruce Herschensohn will be a charge that the American .Fed7* ■ a-*
e-ick” and “77 Sunset Strip” for tactual and documentary but not
Radio ArtWarners and v.es producing “Mav- oi a newsreel nature. Topper Has. fratM>? of Television
alreadv
spent
some
months
at
ists’
schedule,
of
residual.payments
crick.” tame dov.n with pneumonia
‘ isr unfair and uneconomic. Show's
l;:«t winter. He decided he wanted Canaveral
: r'
I affected,.' both in summer- repeats,
out of tv prcduction. and Warners
[are “Youth Court” and “Municagreed to set him up as a producer
i ipal Court.” both of Which will be
t ? low-hue’--, et features. First on the
replaced by film stanzas next. week.
s'ate was his c-vn screenplay. “Thtj
The AFTRA rerun fees, more¬
Srvage Streets.” which was to have •
over,
are seriously affecting the
rolled a couple cf weeks ago withj
progress
of the tape syndication
Efrem Zimbalirt Jr. starred.
field, in the view of KTLA v.p;When Zhr.bal^t's “77 Sunsetgeneral
manager
Jim Schulke, and
Strip” cc-'tar, Roger Smith, sufi-1
in the. end may seriously hurt, the
fired a head injury and was hos;-.!
A
new
production
outfit
known
live
actors’
chances.
in the tape
rita'iired. Warners had to pull Zinll--1
halist out-cf.the feature and con- as Heritage Productions: Inc. is field; Pointing to the Paramountcentrate him in “Sunset” u n t ill going a -two-ply route in the mak- • JJ*’*1*} 1-hdie s; (nvh situation,- with
- — return, thus
nnctnnmntT
^
n
. the station producing tape shows
Srnitl;
nitelv ^’ti- ing
telefilm. Company has
, for sjyrtdxcati0ri. Scliulke stated that
"cets” indefinitely.
d:o t-'cn "ked IPrg^ns to work ih read>’ finished making $210,000-, he; may be forced to produce fewer
tv until the pic .could be dene. He worth of kid cartoons called “Bobo tape series than he first anticipated
refused, t \eept under his own the Hobo.” and in the next several; bec.ausb °*
economics of the
terms involving less-than-fuiltiirie Keeks will ,.unch jnfo fuiispale.'
covers eight

Ui. TO ASSIST ON
CANAVERAL SERIES

O’Seas Prices on Telepix
Here is a market-by-market rundown of average prices secured
for half-hour telefilm properties in the world market The prices,
for the most part, are for one run. The average figures for indi¬
vidual markets are by no means absolute. For example, England
pays about $2,800 per episode based on the average skeiri, but for
a few certain shows the price could go up to $5,000. Better prices,
too, are secured, in the .Commonwealth Nations for Anglo-Ameri¬
can co-productions. As in Britain, there may be a similar range in
the quoted average prices in a number of other listed markets.
Factors such as quality, competition, sets in use, etc., help: to gov¬
ern prices. But as to the average price, this is hpw the foreign market shapes up:
AVERAGE
PRICE
PER
EPISODE
COMMONWEALTH NATIONS
England
........ .> .$ 2,800
Canada ..,...... ............... ..,...,.... .:... 2,500
1,000
Australia ........-»■.. . .;... . .. ....
25
Bermuda
.> ...;....; . -;. . :....... .. - *; .

purdhascd. are WCBS,

*““0 P
‘ Production of
* Warner* and Huggins both series of sports shows, tentatively 320r<- of minimuni, tothe actor,
agreed that under his written pact,, titled “Live Like A Champion.”
;<^arfes ,3*®,
*he lot has a right to take him oh , Headed by Skip Steloff, Heritage rhoMt* 75*^ ffor‘th^ seeomf add
S
A1** finished, through the facUMjea |0^ for jhird fourth , and Vifth:
mc-nt setting him up in feature pro- of Lance Productions in Holly- j Sixth is; 107c .of scale, seventh and
duction. the studio. had forfeited wood; 78 five-minute “Bobo” car-j eight 5^ each. His maihi. objection
that right. Meanwhile. "Maverick” toons. They have vet to be edited, f is,to.the75<^c bite- on first and secrolling under another producer, which Steloff figures will be done ofid reruns.
Cole* Trspnell
shortlv. There are 26 original t He estimates that payments on
.“Bobo” pix, which were made by [“Youth Court”, and ^Municipal
Lorraine Lester, who did the origi-; Court”, have.been,running as much
'nal script, story and music, but 1 as 50C? of the original budget of
! thev are. not being included in they each show,: and that hey can ailfresh batch of 78. If anything,: good film programming, lor the
they'll he sold only as additional; summer months for less than the
properties, in many cases.-‘ on . a cost of a tape repeats Moreover,
rerun basis. Miss Lester sold Ste- that 75°^. bite has been adopted by
the musicians for-tape repeats, and
jeff the rights.
“Champion.” live-action produc¬ may set an industry pattern. Even
Chicago, Aug. 4:
tion, will have;'it is reported, foot¬ granting, said Schulke, that film
Walter Schwimmer Inc. picked baller Kyle Rote as an emcee. prices are presently depressed, the
up 50 new markets for “Cham- Four half-hours have already been: pattern being set by the AFTRA
, - tj
o
filmed and are in the can. Shooting scale may make tape repeats perpions/up Bowling via a regional took piace in N. Y, Rote will inr -manently more expensive than
buy by Munsingwear, -assuring • 'terview '-'a.'.number of big name film.
Consequences in the tape syndi¬
the fiun series its largest station Spqrts guests, perhaps as many^^ as
lineup in five years of syndication, three or four, on each of-the 39 cation market are even more seriShow has 162 stations at the-pjist .'.-shows.f Continued on page 54).
for the corning season, and „ -———■ ■
Schwimmer’^ organization is be-iar-!
■■■' '
iiig down to boost the total to 200, VITTf •
*
Major regional advertisers, for
the series, in addition to Munsihg- !
wear, are Genesee Brewing Co..
Carlings Beer. Pearl Brewing, find
iBrunswiek-Balke-Collender. Gene¬
see and Carlings will both be sppnsorfng the show for the fifth year.
Screen Directors International | sition to the move due, largely,: to
New series of 26 will be l an
elimination tournament, the win- Guild is expected to join ranks the difficulty in breaking tradition

$6,325
SPANISH-SPEAKING LATIN AMERICA*
... $ 550
375
Puerto Rico. .....: .7 ..:.. - •...... -...... ...
375
Venezuela ... -. -,.•>.., - - •
200
Cuba .......;. ..
... -.
....
60
El Salvador ......— .......
175
Colombia ■;........... . ............:..;...
150
Argentina ...-. .. .. .: -...•- ........ ....
60
Peru
.. ...
.
-60
Guatemala
. . . ..
35
Costa Rica
..
- -........ .
35
Nicaragua .. ......,. .. .. ..., -.... -,
....
45
35
Uruguay

718

Total for Spanish-Speaking market ......... . .... .$ 2,873
Brazil
.....
1.000
,.$3,873
Total for Latin America
......... ..

-

CONTINENTAL EUROPE
France ... .; ...... ... $
.....
. iFrench Canada)
-... .7 ..., ... .
Luxembourg -*..\ ........ ...... ....
Belgium: .............;. ....
Switzerland ........-. ...;....... ......
Italy ,...:.......... ...---. . . ... ....
•'•West Germany ... . .... ...
......... ,... ...7
Austria .............
............ .
Denmark . ..... ;v..;. ....
Sweden __..... ......... ...-.... «•....... .. .
Finland .. .7 ---. . . ..........;. ............. .
Netherlands .......................
...... ...
... Spain ;
..... • • •. -7—- - ---.... • • > -

800
1,500
175
200

290
.300
1.000
100

145
200

55
7 200

MIDDLE EAST
..........;-------------

Iran. .. . . .. ....
Saudi Arabia ...... .... ...
Iraq ;;... .1----........
Lebanon . ......,:... ..................

;;•$.

.

90

50

$ 5,105

-

'.90
45 v
70
100

$

305

FAR EAST

50 More Markets

Japan .......
.....
Philippines ...---Hong Kong ...... .7
Thailand , . . . . ; , .
.

.

Total

..

.:

. .

.,7 .:.

300
100

50

........ .-.

.v,

-.7

.. . .

.

70

$

520

;$16,128

Reeves-RCA EyoItc
New Method of Editing
TV Tape Electronically

Reeves Sound Studios and RCA
have jointly announced a ;new
method of electronically editing
video tape which allows the mixing,
of sounds and scenes—and even
35m film sequences if necessary—
with switches (fades, dissolves.;etc.)
timed , down to a millionth of a
second...
Reeves plans to have by early
winter full facilities for the elec¬
tronic editing in the firm’s N. Y.
ne^of ^vhith^viil''receive TsiolsOO ’with Screen Directors Guild of and to personal. differences, SAG
ner or wn.tn win receive a ^iu.luu Arnprw anf» thP PadinTpTpvi- and AFTPA HavP bepn hard-hit. studios. Equipment will include
prize and a trophy. Past five [se¬ i America and the Radio & Televi- [ and AFTRA -have.’ been hard-hit- eight RCA tele tape recorders (two
sion
Directors
Guild.
This.;
final
ting
rivals
in
many
litigations
durries have matched top keglers of
ing the last eight years of televi¬ for color), twb monochrome and
Hjev^nd bu« not in a^U^ination ffig
sion. Little of this traditional op¬ [ one color live: cameras, one mono¬
!i
j first labor group in television to position marks the history of di¬ chrome and one color film chain
facilitate total merger;
rectors, although there- has been with 16 and 35m projectors and
slide projectors, three electronic
I Last week, SDG, with some 1.155 some..
members, and RTDG, which lists
New directors union, besides editing, or mixing rooms and a
1889 rank-and-iilers, announced a basing in Hollywood, will solidify master control room. Early: esti¬
! plan for the amalgamation of the jurisdiction over all directors, as¬ mate of the cost for the installa¬
Los Angeles. Aug. 4. -two. Plan, being put before rank- sistant directors and stage, man¬ tion is $1,500,000. An RCA offi¬
That stalwart private eye, Han-- and filers, would put. headquarters agers performing in film, radio, cial said the company will start
nibal Cobb, who detected regularly‘ of the Directors Guild of America, tape and live tv. Org will have two delivering tape recorders in Au¬
in Look mag’s Photo Crime series as it will be known, in Hollywood. regional ' boards, of directors, one gust. One unit is currently in op¬
for more than 20 : years, wilL be Hollywood is where the large SDG on the Coast and the other in N. Y. eration at Charlotte; N. C., NBCtelevised via a new series of five- unit is now based.
Members of. the boards will: be NBC-TV affiliate WBTV. .Mono¬
minute mystery films produced by
Strongest selling point of the elected by the iank-and-file in chrome units . will sell for about
Video International Productions proposed merger, which , has been their respective regions. A na- $50,000* color recorders for $65,000.
Essentially, the new Reeves tape
Inc., newly-formed by Harry Maiz- | talked of for a longtime, is that it • tionaT board, sitting in Hollywood
lish, owner of KRHM-FM, Li; A.,:. would eliminate inter-union strife j will be cornprised of ihembers of studios will allow the editing of
taped tele programs and commer¬
and KPAL, Palm Springs, and vet !.over video tape jurisdiction,
the two; regional boards.
film producer Sol Dolgin.
j Screen Actors Guild , and the
Plans call for Frank; Capra, SDG cials with much the same flexibil¬
James Craig will portray i title ; American Federation of Television president, to become pfexy of the ity of motion picture film. For this
guild,
role of Cobb and program icalls ' &. Radio Artists, wTith the same merged
_
_ . . with Mike Kane, reason, $he company said, .motion
for 266 segs. Physical production j goal in mind, are also working bn IRTDQ topper, listed as exec vee- picture production techniques can
will be under supervision bf | Bob : a: merger, but more $lowljr, be-| pee, Capra and Kane were instru- be applied to video tape for the
first time.
Stabler's Fxlmaster Productions. ‘ cause there are still signs of oppo-1 mental in planning the merger.

Hannibal Cobb As
5-Min. Mysteriosos

,$ 2,155

♦Add Price Paid for 13 Repeats of 39 episodes.
or 331::'c : • •

CBS Television Network Produc¬
tion Sales, the arm of CBS Inc, re-,
sponsible for making and selling
video tape commercials, is cur¬
rently involved in a five:city push
to increase interest In the . web’*
facilities.
Competing Ogainst rival 1JBC
and the amassed forces of the in¬
die blurb producers, CBS has al¬
ready held tape demonstrations In
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
And, In an effort to. cover all the '
major markets where ad agencies
are located, Newell (Newt) Schwinn,
director of the Production Sales
division, plans early this month to
send units to Chicago and Detroit.
Idea of roadshowing the CBS tapes
is a cleat sign that the network
figures a big buck can be had out
of vidtape blurb-making. CBS has
also been having agency, demon¬
strations in N. Y. for the last. 60
days on a once-weekly basis. .
Richman to ABC Films
Herbert. Richman; formerly in¬
ternational and domestic traffic
manager for Screen... Gezns, has
joined ABC Films as international
booker.
Appointment is part of firm’s ex¬
pansion in foreign trades areas.

mziEfr
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TAPED TALK BUMPS FEATURES
Screen Gems Envisions $40,000,000
Gross (or ’59-’60 With Production
At Alltime Peak; Eye Vidtape Field

Food Clients Into Ziv No. 1 Spot
Supermarket chains and, food manufacturers have increased:
their- bankrolling of Ziv syndicated shows fourfold, in the last
: three years, according to a study by the firm.
Buys by food companies, the study shows, represent 23% of
.Ziv’s total sales to more than 3,000 advertisers in some 350 mar¬
kets.
■"/.
Food products also have been gaining more rapidly in sponsor¬
ships in recent months. Ziv’s overall sales increase a year ago was
46%, but gain in food industry sponsors was about 70%.
Heading the list of super chain Ziv clients are Kroger with the
new “Lock-Up” Skeins for midwest and Texas outlets, irt addition
to regional sponsorship of “Sea. Hunt,” and American Stores for
subdivision Acme Stores Corp., with buys in Pennsylvania, Mary?land and Washington, D.C.
Runnerup to foods in Ziv syndication are breweries with 21%.
of total sales. Tobacco firms are third with 16%. Big boost in lat¬
ter category was American Tobacco’s 11-city buy for “this Man
Dawson.”
; ...

:

All the talk that 1960 will be the
year vidfeo tape programming
breaks through in syndication
*
By BOB CHANDLER
seems borne out by what happened
this, week at National Telefilm
Hollyw-ood, Aug. 4.
Associates. '
'
Screen Gems will approach or
After nearly a full year of total¬
surpass the $40,000,000 gross inly frustrated attempts to get tv
1 come mark in the coming year,
stations to buy its video tape stan¬
Irving Briskin, Columbia Pictures
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
zas, NT A suddenly gained ino¬
Coleen Gray wdll portray Marion v.p. in charge of the subsidiary’s.
mentum. Distrib came up all at
{w'est
coast activities, predicts. The
once with eight major tape tv Miller, former FBI undercover ' gross will repuesent an alltime
deals in a like number of tv mar-: agent, in “Underground, U.S.A.,” [high for the company; take for
upcoming teleseries produced by
kels.
Actress was \ the year ending June 30 reached
Of the seven, outlets, two of Rox Productions.
inked
to a five-year contract for j nearly $38,000,000.
them each bought four of the NTA
Some $19,000,000 of the total of
series, which has been changed
stanzas.
But almost as important as the from its original tab, “The Marion $40,000,000 will be represented by
income
from newr production,
sales .themselves is the program¬ Miller Story.”
ming, pattern which is evolving
Lew Landers will produce and Briskin estimated. These comprise
seven
network
series, at least three
for use of the four programs, the direct skein, for w-hich pilot has
newr syndicated series; and a mini¬
Alexander King, Henry’ Morgan, just been completed.
mum
of
two
cartoon
series out of
Mike. Wallace and “One Night
H-B Enterprises. Balance will come
Stand-- properties. Stations which
from network reruns, such as “RIn
bought them have decided to use
Tin Tin,” “Circus Boy,” “Shirley
the taped personalities after the
Temple’s Storybook’’ and “Tales
‘ nightly newscast and as the last
of the Texas Rangers.” from syn¬
[items before sign-off.
dicated rerun sales and from fea¬
% N. Y. indie WPIX has sold its i This strongly suggests that, as
ture film sales from the Columbia
second hour documentary, “The ; anticipated, tv outlets are inand Universal libraries to televi¬
j
trigued
by
tape
as
a
substitute
for
Cold War-Berlin Crisis,^ to 12 sta¬ i feature films. Not only does this
sion.
tions of the French Canadian netr
Screen Gems plans for the lat,
apply
to
talk
shows;
which
have
work. Special has now been sold
I ter part of next season and the
; come to be considered a rather
to 64 stations.
' early form of video tape program¬
j 1960-61 season w’ill extend beyond
WPIX production team, headed ming, but to "repeats of network
j the company’s present half-hour
by producers Walter Engels and ! dramatics that have been pre-?
Since the death of Ralph M. j film production, Briskin said. ComWilliam L. Copper Jr., has com¬ , served on tape for ultimate syn- Cohn Saturday (1), the halls of : pany is planning to enter the vidpleted three in the station’s series j dicated use.
;
i tape, production field, is in the
of telementaries. “Russian Revo¬ : This 11:15 p.m.-to-signoff pat- Screen Gems have been rife with i process of building a special delution” was the initialer. and “Se¬ : tern was adopted by WTAR, Nor- speculation on what’s going to hap-? j partment to produce spectaculars
cret Life of Adolf Hitler,” the j folk, one of the two stations buy¬ pen to the^vidpix arm of Columbia and is developing several hourlong
third effort, has been sold in 13 ing all four NTA properties. IUt
Pictures. A final decision will have series.
markets.
cidentatly, until nowT NTA couldn’t to come soon from Col topper Abe
Company feels tape is assuming
get its taped shows into more than
more importance and Screen Gems
its own owned & operated outlets, Schneider, who closed the picture must move into the field. No
WNTA-TV, N Y., and KSMPrTV, company offices early on Monday immediate plans are set becauss
Minneapolis (latter sold two weeks (3) because of the Cohn funeral in of the union problems surrounding
N. Y; (see- obituary).
ago to 20th Fox).
tape jurisdiction, but Briskin is
KTNT. Seattle, which also . There are those among the Co¬ confident these will resolve them¬
bought four shows from NTA has lumbia top cpmmarid who feel that selves in the near future. At that
not defined how they will be uti¬ Cohn’s: death will simply acceler¬ time, he anticipates that Columbia
lized. But NTA reports that the ate the: assimilation of Screen will purchase and insalf tape
station will probably follow* .the Gems into. the parent firm-. Over equipment cn the motion picture
same pattern as the Norfolk outlet. the past few months, small signs lot. Briskin said Screen Gems is
WIIC. Pittsburgh, bought the of assimilation have taken place— considering three or four proper¬
Henry Morgan stanza for Use on as one Col exec put it, “to stop the ties as tape vehicles; he feels tape
For the past three years, Ziv Saturdays after the closing news. tail from* wagging the dog.” Irving syndication, in terms of higherWTVT, Tampa, bought the nightly
has been pushing co-sponsorship Mike Wallace tapes and intends Briskin, for instance, once a vice- budgeted shows than have here¬
president under the .SG banner, tofore been available, is still at
deals in the sale of syndicated film. Using them at 11:25 p.m., after its was made a Columbia veepee, least a year off, but tape shows for
Dirive was climaxed during the late news Strip.
though he w'as still left in charge network use arc already' practical,
first half of 1959, when the telepix
One? downbeat aspect of the Im¬ of telefilm production for SG.
‘Specials’ Division
house ; closed approximately 400 mediate NTA Sales situation is that
In the field of spectaculars. Bris¬
Besides talent and production
such pacts representing a gross the aforementioned stations, not
kin is already at work creating a
having
been
formally
assimilated,
especially involved In. the use. of
time-talent of $11,000,000.
.
Col also took over supreme com¬ department which W'ill dD nothing
Ziv says that there has been a features at the moment, will main¬ mand of SG promotion and pub- j else but develop the network spe¬
62% increase (since 1956) in the ly be eliminating twro-half . hour licity. Also, the purehass of the cials. initially, they are planned
syndicated
telefilm
skeins
to
make
.
making of such telefilm marriages,
Time Inc. tv-radlo stations in. Salt as film shows, though later Screen
“Lock-Up” was sold to American way for syndicated tapes. But, in Lake City was made, by Columbia Gems might enter the live produc¬
Tobacco recently on a 60-market these cases, this self competition Pictures proper, not SG.
j tion field. As for hourlong series,
alternate-week spread. ; American by NTA film with NTA; tape is not
this would be the first time Screen
Still in charge of SG sales Is SG Gems has developed 60-minute
Tobacco was joined in Chicago by too serious because many of the
were reruns, meaning that veepee John Mitchell. For the first
Phillips 65 Oil, by Qrtlieb Beet in films
properties—last spring, it planned
they
w^on’t
be
cutting
into
first-run
^
working days after Cohn’s death, “The Fat Man” as a haU-hour but
Philadelphia,; by: E. W. Edwards de¬
telepic airings.
v
partment store in Syracuse, and by : NTA also made three sales in Coi prexy Schneider gave no indi¬ subsequently* made a 60-minute
Old Monastery Wine in New major markets for the Bishop cation of his plans for new’ man¬ pilot at ABC’s request.
Haven, Cig house got a whole host Sheen series.. Craftsmen Insurance' agement of the subsidiary. ,
As for development of new’ prop¬
erties, at this point Screen Gems
of other corsponsors from the rank ; and
Albany Carpet
Cleaners
is considering some 20 shows,
of banks, supermarkets and dairies, bought it for Boston, KTTV took it
: Apart from such alternate-week in L, A.; and WEWS bought it in
(Continued on page 56 •
arrangements, Ziv says it wrapped Cleveland. And KCRA, Sacramen¬
up the kind of sales deals whereby to, took Alex King and “One Night
two advertisers on seasonal basis, Stand,” a series of rotating guest
with one taking it six months a programs. The KCRA deal w-as the 4 Hal James, head of national
year (on a 52-week deal) and the last, of the eight closed in the past •Sales for Independent Television
.Corp., is quitting his vidfilm job
other bankroller taking it the re¬ week by NTA.
reportedly to assume a high-rank¬
maining time. This kind of deal
ing radio-tv post with the Leo Bur¬
presumably involved intricate ar-„
ned ad agency.
rangements for splitting Up the use
James defection from the Jack
of reruns. •
Wrather-British. ATV outfit was
Schlitz Brewery bought the first
. Big , problem . Ziv has... had to
prompted because of the dearth of regional for “Trackdown,” the offface is finding non-competitive
network deals for ITC properties network half-hour telefilm skein
Under
its
new
international
set!
clients for the syndicated telepix.
this spring. It is said James took being distributed by CBS Films.
On the other hand, Ziv says that up, ABC Films has made sales in- the switch upon himself; over at¬ It’s the first time in the sponsor’s
co-sponsorships in the recent past volving 545 half-hours to sOven ,tempts by ITC prexy Walter King¬ history that it ever signed for a
foreign countries during the last '
have occurred ■ between related month.
sley to retain him.
network rerun as part of its own
products such as dairies and bak¬
Meantime, it is understood that syndicated lineup.
Countries include, the United
eries, auto, dealers and finance Kingdom, Switzerland, Finland, jCharles Goit, who was already in
Buy was for Chicago. Milwau¬
companies, supermarkets and trad¬ Australia, Japan, Mexico and Pu- *the national sales area at ITC, kee, Midland; Mich., Denver, Pen¬
ing stamp dealers and beverage! erto Rico. Sales involve ABC’s ^will replace James.
sacola and Kansas.City. CBS Film
and potato chip manufacturers.
also sold the show to three sta¬
“Wyatt Earp,” “Three Musket¬
tions, KMSP-TV. Minneapolis-St.
eers,” “Adventures of Ozzie. and
Paul; WLIWI-TV, Indianapolis,
Harriet,” “People’s Choice,” “Wire
Dunkelmbn's Own Shop
Service,” “John Kieran’s Kaleido¬
and WRBG-TV, Schenectady.
Joseph Dunkelman has quit as scope,” “26 Men,” and “Sheena, .
Hollyw’ood, Aug. 4. .
CBS Films reports that on five
president and director of Telepix Queen of the Jungle."
Burt Nodella leaves ABC-TV, other series, most of them well
Movies, Canada, and as veep and
Sales to Finland and Switzerland >Where he has headed program de¬ along in the syndicated rerun mil!,
director of Screen Gems. Ltd.
mark firm’s entry into those coun- }velopment, to join Screen Gems as it grossed nearly $1,500,000 in the
Dunkleman is quitting these for¬ tries. Deals also are underway. saide to Irving Briskin, veepee in past, four to five weeks. Shou's are
eign SG posts in order to open his with Brisbane. Perth and Adalaide, ccharge of production.
“U. S. Patrol ” "Rendezvous,” “Col.
own production company, Trans Australian markets: due to preem
He will be assigned to duties of FlaCk,” “Air; Power”- and “Navy
in the fall;
*'''
v''
lFred Briskin, now producing.
Video Productions.
Log.”

‘Underground, U.S.A.’
For Rox Productions

Landau Plan Would Permit Outfits
Washington, Aug. 4.
FCC. received a formal proposal
yesterday (Mon.) to limit the
amount, of tv network option time
to two-and-one-half hours in each
of the morning, afternoon and eve¬
ning option time segments. Ely A.
Landau, chairman of National Tele¬
film Associates, which has a net¬
work of its own; (oh film! that
hasn’t been fairing very well in
the face of the regular tv. web
competition for time, suggested
the revolutionary departure . from
practice.
If the FCC adopts the plan, it
will open up 90 minutes a day to
outfits such as NT A, 30 minutes of
It ih prime time.
Landau’s specific proposals were:
(1) Option time be continued at
the present level bf - three houre
per broadcast day segment; but
(2) that no tv statiori be allowed
to option more than two-andra-half
of these three hours to any one
program source. And (3) that no tv
station be. permitted to option
time to any one program source
in such an amount that the total
of time optioned to that same
source in the same market. would
exceed tWo-and-a-haif hours.
Landau said, after placing his
proposal before the • Commission
here, that it was “common knowl¬
edge that program sources other
than the networks themselves do
not, in actual practice, have access
to prime time.”
“It is our hope and belief that
by embracing the practical modify
cations ;• we have proposed the
Commission will usher in a new
era of unprecedented and healthy
competition,” Landau concluded';
FCC originally announced its in¬
tention ot revising existing option
time regulations on April 23, 1959.
Under that proposed rule, option
time would be. reduced by a half^y
hour, as in Landau’s proposal, but
no FCC has been made to date
which would.. include option time
to program sources other, than the
existing three networks.
Sullivan & Cromwell, a N.Y. law
firm, prepared Landau’s recom¬
mendations to the FCC.

Vidpixers, NAB
Washington* Aug. 4.
A liaison group of six television
. film production and distribution
firms has been set up to exchange
ideas with the Film Committee of
National Assn, of Broadcasters.
Arrangement is designed to
: facilitate discussions of such com¬
mon problems as film contracts,
Servicing and shipping, NAB con¬
vention arrangements and relation¬
ship between broadcasters and pro¬
ducer-distributors.
The firms making up the liaison
group, all associate NAB members,
; are; Independent Television Corp.,
CBS Films, MGM-TV; Screen
Gems; California National Produc¬
tions and Ziv Television Programs.
They were chosen in a poll con. ducted by mail among all film
producers and distributors who are
NAB associate members.
J

French Canadian Network
Buys WPIX ‘Berlin Crisis’

MayS^eedUpSG,
Col Assimilation

$11,000,111‘Take’
As Ziv Pushes

Hal James Exits ITC
For Burnett Agency

ABC FILMS STEPS UP
’
OVERSEAS ACTIVITY,

Nodella to SG

ScUitz’s Regional
Tracfcdown’ Deal

SO

^353EIT

May 1,1914 • Aug.: 1, 1959

Officers and Employees of
Columbia Pictures Corporation
and
Screen Gems, InQ,
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TV’S SCRAMBLE FOR GUESTS
PRICES OP III

TV’s Hot Team: levy-Gardner-Laven

dpeLikesGoldenson‘NabeHouse’
TV

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Just a year ago, a young theatrical film,
film production team was
QIC
A
^A
just getting their feet wet in television;
Today,
the team is the hothot¬
television.
test thing in Hollywood, with a total,
total of three network packages
| flUllllU I L VLIl
'
*
under their belt for falL
.
II Y1
/t
f
I
fll
Team is Jules Levy, Arthur Gardner .apd
who,
apd Arnold Laven, who.
The demand for headliners for
|fl/»| QTIVV l*APC
KHT lAlT
AKI
M|AWC
partnered with Four Star, will be producing “Robert Taylor’s De¬
De- , a
a multitude of specials due in the
IllVVfWII Uvvv
IVI
fllrV lulvuv
»* •n'.iflc
*_h i__j __t_**
tectives,”
“Tales n(
of the- Plainsman” and “The Rifleman,” which :
fall has caused an acceleration of
+ In the belief that ABC-TV will
started it all. Levy-Gardner-Laven will account for fully a third
buying acts for the weekly variety
he the No. 1 network by the 1959of Four Star’s record total, of nine series, yet have been in the
shows on television. The competi¬
Arbitron’s
Top
10
1960 season,' McCann - Erickson,
medium for only a year, which is some sort of record.
.
tion has become keener not only
“Rifleman” began as a pilot on “Zane ‘Grey Theatre,” first tv efwhich claims it will bill more in
for the attraction, but for the run(Week .July 27-Aug. 2)
nighttime
network programming
. fort for the trio, which had been in medium-budget feature producof-the-mill act as well. Ed Sullivan,
77 Sunset Strip
ABC 21.5
than any of its major agency rivals,
' tion for United Artists^ As a series, it was an immediate hit, zoom¬
for example, has signed a batch of
Gunsmoke
CBS
20.0
is
throwing
40% of its after-dark
ing into the Top 10 on its second outing last fall. “Plainsman”:was
acts, Garry Moore is also inter¬
CBS 19,0
What’s My Line
budget into the Leonard H. Gold*
originally aired as a “Rifleman” segment, during the winter. .
ested in pacting a few. and has
.
Loretta
Young
NBC
17.8
enson-Oliver
Treyz programmati®
. Taylor stanza was formatted by the trio, arid Taylor went for
given Alan King a contract for
Have. Gun
CBS 17.5
orbit. Besides a boost to ABC-TV*
the show on the. basis of foririat and production schedule, which
six guesters at $7,500 each.
Desilu
Playhouse
CBS
17,3
McCann lauds hour action-adven¬
permitted hint plenty free time for feature assignments and leir
. This is forcing other shows such
Alcoa Theatre
NBC 16.8
ture stanzas, of which, incidentally,
sure. If was cinched by Dick; Powell, a close friend of the star’s
as the Perry Como arid Dinah
Alfred Hitchcock
CBS 16.3
ABC is a forerunner.
and prexy of Four Star.
Shore layouts to keep on the look¬
U.S. Steel Hour
CBS 16.3
With a three-show work load, Levy-Gardner-Laven are begin¬
NBC-TV and CBS-TV will split
out for names whom they can sign
I’ve Got Secret
ning to expand their staff. They’ve added Arthur H. Mandel, who
the remaining fiO^o fairly evenly
for a string . of dates. . This prac¬
: was with them in pix and who more recently was with McCannnext
season.
tice, admittedly, has been forcing
Erickson here, as an exec of. their various, companies. Production
the price of guest shots upward,
C. Terence Clyne, who ride*
companies, incidentally, ate named after English locales—-Sussex
and at the same time has dimin¬
herd on video buys for McCann
and Hastings are the two thus far set up, former for “Rifleman,” . ished the supply of talent that will
and manages an armful of other
latter for the Taylor show.
be floating around with no con¬
toplevel
administrative
respon¬
tract in sight.
j
sibilities, figures Goldenson, proxy
of American Broadcasting-Para¬
A curious situation Is taking
mount Theatres, is operating ABCplace. Talent that hitherto would
TV much after the manner of a
grab at any guester, are holding
;
group
of nabe motion picture
off and will sigjn. only for one
j theatres. As Clyne puts it, Goldshow on the basis that there will
j
enson
is
getting the best available
> be a shortage developing within
1 programming at the m-ost reasonj the season and their value will
Les Midgley’s special CBS-TV ‘ able price. McCann, consequently.
i zoom,
Apparently, the variety shows news unit is fairly bursting* with * is banking on safe cost-pe^LQOO
What tv evidently needs, in addi-4* ■
■ :>. ■'—' ; . ...-——
tion to a good nickel fee tv operai •
t
1
are buying up whatever they feel assignments for the upcoming sea-! Jeturn via its yaiious ABC*TV
tion, is a clearing agency to
UlfldO Ill lSntCl
they can use. Per usual, Sullivan: son. His small group has been • Duys'
straighten out conflicting specials
^
;
has copped the longest list includ- given nine, possibly 10, news one-*
In many additional instances
on rival webs. Something, for exv «
Te* Aviv, Aug. 4.
ing Teresa Brewer for six shots, shots to do, many by year’s end.
: next season, McCann is riding with
ample, like the League of N.Y.
Shore, on a three-day pri- Others he bss pacted include the.
Of particular note at this point! hourlong
entries—elsewhere
ai
Theafres which , theatrical pro-; Vate .visit-to Israel with her hus- :. Barry Sisters; Jean Carroll, Dick is the fact Midgley’s group, of net- ! well as ABC-TV. Agency’s clients,
ducers call sufficiently ahead of band George Montgomery; and i Roman, Betty Johnson;: Julius La w:ork origin and under the aegis of! according to Cljoie, are basically
time to check that rid other preems daughter Melissa, accompanied by • Rosa, Frankie Lairie, Johnnie Ray, the network’s topper, John Day, is- - committed to. participations* or in
are on the agenda the night they two teenage boy friends, said; her Corbett Monica, Ginger Rogers (a being considered to produce a lo- ; other words,, network spot anplan to open.
j visit was inspired by Leon Uris’ onetimer probably in January or cal news series of maybe two pronouncements.
Bobby
Darrin
and ^e^_or even
stanzas fwr j
cl3ne said that while McCann
"There’s a sort of gentleman’s best-sellmg “Exodus” but found • February),
agreement not to conflict," George *srael.ka1v:an mw^onderful than Frankie Avalon. '
to*?* N^11 ^
vdtima •*
Schaefer, who's set to produce and ^es<T1bcd in the book .
I
One of the factors that will work iS-um'
'
P“'W
■
nighttime business next season—
direct some six 90-minute specials
She visited Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, ! in favor of Sullivan’s, ability to
Dl.
^
^
. ,
with somewhere near $60,000,000
on the “Hallmark Hall of Fame” • and Galilee and shopped in Tel garner headliners lies in trie fact
?CQpe’Ml<?g}ey s : in nighttime billings to be laid
over NBC-TV this fall, observed<• Aviv for an Israeli dre’ss needed that he’ll be switching sporisors. the ?ichard M CiXxnn%' °ut—J. Walter Thompson, Ted
this week. “So, why can’t there be ; for a special U S- tv show this fall, For the first time in many years,
on?OTthe
Y^th
Bates
BBDO’ “ that order'
a vague check point in tv in order j. The party’s visit was sponsored by he’ll be without the Unboln-Mer- tival ah^eYoii tta^o^ PaSf£ i wiu
the Nos-*•3 and 4 ageM,ea’
to avoid specials back-to-back: on the Israel Bonds Organization and cury bankroll. Colgate-Palmolive Trust Islands (Deseed for Seotem i eac^ spending between $50,000,000
the air?”
j Miss Shore is guest of the Israeli is replacing. Thus the performers her to doveSl with thef Unfw iSl ’ and $60,000,000 in 1950-’0O prim®
who have been closely identified tions report on the U.S. stewardslottings,
Schaefer, v.ho’s come up against v9overnmen^
with the Chewy Show, Buick, snip of these Micronesian Islands).
Only two ad agencies, actually,
this problem on several Occasions]
A- ,••
Ford, Chrysler, as well as some Midgley also has one pending on are going ahead to any marked depreviously, feels it is a positive »•
of their fairly regular guests, will the current steel strike, and yet | gree with specials next season, and
shariie that some 20,000,000 people jA|lvl A
lnA n Mo lAV
thus become proper game for the another-—on Brasilia, the new in- one is McCann, which means that
are frequently torn between catch- '{f|||P'- UJC. S ITId 101
Sullivan display. This factor will terior capital being built by BraziL while ABC is getting the major
ing two outstanding shows at the *
“1V* w fuwJyi
alleviate a shortage of headliners
Not by any means through. Mid- share of McCann’s money. It i»
same time. He contends that ^ is ,'fmr j\
i
•
lia 1
distinctly bad public relations on ; I If l/nnlrAinnA1 U.J. i for
■miSullivan.
, , , xx,
,
gley’s unit will probably also work NBC and CBS, which are the ones
The calibre, of talent that has on the four year-end CBS-TV with trie specials (or as Clyne call*
the part of the networks to slot
I f f dCKoylllg IjllL |
their specials in this fashion; not
w
t)
* ; been made available for multiple wrapups: “Big News of ’59,” “Years them, “insertions”),
j guest deals, this season, Is
is gener- of Crisis, No. .11,” “Tomorrow!
“Tomorrow
B&B’s 26.5 Average
only is it bad, he charges, it is
m
•
ally -ot
riot of the toprated class. U.S.A.” (a sliow
show on American tech-j
techBehind the top four agencies
downright crazy to place these
I AVnffAlim Vau.Aa :^
; Most in that category are holding nological progress), and “Where’
“Where are Renton & Bowles and Young
riii4>
ih.i 4-L __in 1..X.J TTTa
IT*.
ft
!
out iu. hopes that they will .bead W* Stand, No. 3;”
j g*lwSSS. to tte
O&wSI
at least ope of the multitude of
Because of the crush of work nighttime network billings class,
A creative production outfit re¬
specials. Thus even the scrubs Will facing Midgley, CBS-News took ; And B&B, with no insertions on
etlcr“Uvet^“f“
cently sprouted in the tv field with
lift considers poor planning on the <*ntly
(Continued on page 56)
one of his regular directors, Av j
mm
(Continued on
;
Weston, and gave Weston the net-j
(Continued
on page
page 52)
5Z)
part of Web programmers. He said the curious corporate title of Nine,

iTlIPTIklP ("TUrn Ma|1|1C OtKDITQIIill

AflTtllAfl f
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Crowded TV Sked
%Le$Mk^ey,
Networks Local

TV Neds Clearing House to Avoid
Conflicts on Shows, Sez Schaefer
P1IlaA

Nine, he. s Major

Series
Sc^Sn^f^^ ‘Levittown’
Leviuown oenes

hft never minded playing opposite jnt
Inc..

:

show but to be stacked against another big special just didn’t make
sense. “Why people should have
to decide between two big specials,” is something I’ll never be
able to fathom,” he muttered.
Schaefer, who recently organfeed his own producing firm. Com(Continued on page 52 )

British Com! ITA
London, Aug; 4.
By paying over a sum of
$1,005,000, the Independent Teler*
vision Authority has now cleared
the whole of its outstanding debt
of $1,584,000 to the Exchequer.
When srit up in 1954; ITA was en¬
abled to borrow $5,600,000 during
Its first years of life to enable it
to build stations and provide work¬
ing capital.
The final repayment was actual¬
ly handed over , last Thursday'(30)
oa the fifth anniversary of the
passing of the Television Act, arid
five years earlier than it was diie.
la addition to paying back the
capital borrowed.
ITA has also
diyvied up $246,000 interost to the
Postmaster General during 1954-;
59.

It should
should be
be made
made clear
clear at
at
It

*******

T CUCD HAV TDIM
JLCTEA mAI lima

. work’s second and only other spe-!
cial news unit. Weston, who will1
set up on a basis somewhat similar

-v «<*■* LEVER MAY TRIM
Greek muses
“MR. LUCKY’ COIN
wonders. Tt

the outset that Nine, Inc. doesn’t

stand for the nine Greek muses,
nor the nine day wonders. It
merely stands for three knowlknowl¬
edgeable individuals, Tom Naud,
Dick Feldfhan and Jerry
jerry Seelen,,
Seelen,.
the corporate officers, aided and
abetted
outside tv
abetted by
by six
six outside
tv experts
experts
such as
as ohoreographers,
ohoreographers, designers,
etc., who are
are available on call. This
adds up to nine, it is plain to see.
Naud is prexy; Feldman, veep,
and Seelen, 'secretary-treasurer.
They gave up good paying regular
jobs in the writing-directing-producing field in order (0 create
their own program building shop
with an eye to selling to top spon¬
sors, agencies and webs. The hoys
feel they have considerable in
common inasmuch as they had a
.yearts successful stint as a weekly
production team on the Pat Boone
show during the 1957-58 season.
The glowing reception . accorded
the Boone show during a; season
that saw the guillotining of some
nirie similar musical-vadriety pro¬
ductions, Whipped up the. boys to
form their own production com¬
pany.
One of their hottest present rmdertakings is a series of half-hour
situation comedies written by Ger¬
ald Green in collaboration with
Seelen. The series will be t tagged
“The Man Who Came toV Levit¬
town” ; arid concerns itself with
corhriiunity rather than home life.
(Continued on page 50)

,

may decide to drop
■ ■ *P9n«ws*“P- of Mr.
Lucky,’ the stanza hemg inserted
early next fall on CBS-TV. as replacement for “Brenner.” Tentative decision to cut back, to alternate weeks on the Saturday halfhour cmne last week as the soap
bankroller completed a last-minute review of its fall tv budget
For a while, it appeared as though
Lever . might eliminate its part
sponsorship of the hourlong “Rawhide” on the saine network. Instead, however, participation in the
stanza was renewed during the
budget examination.
-—■—^—
m l ior TIf fl i r
W€u. ABl-JV S0t i Or
•
nSCAHMnfla
AUUiaBeraiie rany
. After three months of not being
able to pin down the program, or,
for that matter, to get a sponsor
frir the time, ABC-TV finally came
UP with both this week for the
Wednesday 8-8:30 p m. time. Mogen
David Winery plans moving “Masquerade Party” into the slot.
At one point Gale Storm was to
have taken a p.m. that night. At
another, it was slated for “Dick
Clark’s World of Talent ” which
has since been moved into Sunday, 10:30 p.m. period, with P.
Lorrillard as half-sponsor.
^eve^

to hanfle^’one of the “CBS Re-1

«.

m

4

V
lit

Candid Camera’In
*D
All Forms, Shapes
Afl

^Thf (^wd^eWorid,”Pfi^po0rt
A VI
CL
on the effect of the “population
rMmiS .VHHlK
explosion.”
ITU 1 VI IUOj UIh1|IUI
Network i*s also mnllim? annthpr
Allen A.
sho^whette? tois fS^ to wSto^
-*****
^ Funt
Funt this
this week
week said
said
or^not ™not^^d“SntrSd-iofthe there was a resur«ence of interest
Bell & Howell-B F. Goodrich co- in his “Candid Camera” present*sponsored prime time six-show buy, ^i1
tv and radio,
which comes under “CBS Reports:"
Xn additmn to signing a 29-week
It’ll be one called “600,000,000 deal to produce a “Candid Camera”
Miles an Hour,” regarding man’s * segment for each^ Garry Moor®
attempt to move into spacer
show on CBS-TV, Funt reported
Bill Grief will probably replace hew. sales of old “Candid Camera”
Weston as the director of the busy fiIms on seven domestic station*
Midgley unit. Besides Grief, Mid- and with additional deals pmiding
gley has as writer John Shamok, in Canada and Australia,
as research-reporter Jane Bartels, I Harry Goodman, who distriband the unit also calls for a pro- i uted the “(Uandid Microphone” raduction assistant and business! dio show, has broken down th®
manager, plus the various camera-1 entire library into five minut®
men and technician who are signed: shows of which there are 250 and
on as needed. Weston’s unit will reportedly selling well across the
differ, chiefly in that he’ll act as country
both his own producer and direc-; On the industrial front, Funt has
-^°r* To he hired are writer, re- used the “Candid Camera” techsearcher and a fflm supervisor.
nique for Dejur arid America®
“
““ :
'
Horiie Magazine. - Upcoming is a
ill* i j n
>n/t «*nr
second film for the Saturday EvelUValrY T0r ABC-TV
ning Post.
x.
^
Funt also is dickering with
.. The Rivalry tte NOTman Cor- Crest^ paperback publishing outwin *egl^er which had a brief run fit to ^
}xx>k about th®
«« Broadway* has been acqumed by lifc ^
^
ABC-TV for.a spec. Rs a drama- jcamera” aun and these Is reportNation of the Lincoln-Douglas de-J^
^ a feature fength
'
1 film with a story based an the misPlan is to sell the show for a : adventures of a professional eavesone-nighter on Lincoln’s Birthday, i dropper.
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Though the nation s most exciting political events
are at least a full year away, the Westinghouse

WESTINGHOUSE
MAKES SURE OF
A “THIRD TERM"

Electric Corporation has announced its decision
to sponsor for the third time the national political
conventions as well as the Presidential Election *
over the CBS Television Network.
This early decision clearly reflects the conviction
on the part of Westinghouse that the CBS News
coverage of the conventions will again attract, just
as it did in 1956, the largest average audiences
of any television network for the duration of the
conventions and the Election. It is equally a clear

rnmmm

fi
i

demonstration of confidence based on a decade of

They can be sure this coverage will again earn

CBS REPORTS (sponsored by Bell & Howell

experience with the CBS Television Network where

for them the respect and gratitude of a nationwide

Company and B. F. Goodrich Company) which

next Monday night Westinghouse will present its

audience and — as Westinghouse stated in 1956 —

500th weekly hour-long dramatic broadcast.

“contribute substantially to our over-all objectives.”

will begin this Fall, and WOMAN! (sponsored
*:
in part by Dow Chemical Company).

They can be sure that in CBS News they will

Today when the public’s need for information

have at their service the most experienced, expert

Is especially urgent, America’s leading advertisers

Like Westinghouse, they, too, can be sure they
have working for them not only the most widely

and enterprising team of political reporters and

are increasingly placing their confidence in the

acclaimed news organization in television, but

analysts in broadcasting.

values of CBS News presentations—in such notable

also the network that for the fifth consecutive

series as THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (sponsored

year provides the largest average audiences of

to the American people by providing them with

by Prudential Insurance Company of America),

any single advertising medium in the world.

complete and authoritative coverage of the single

CONQUEST (sponsored by Monsanto Chemical

most important political process of a democracy.

Company), the new, exciting documentary series

They can be sure they will render a vital service

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
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Variety

RADIO-TELEVISION

A1 HoDenders TVIn-a-NutsheD:
Use; 40% Abuse

WRCV-m Booming Biz

Philadelphia, Aug. 4.
Station WRCV-TV reports it
I reached a record high in national
I spot and local sales for the first
j six months of 1959.
The NBC station had a 32ro ln- IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
: crease in sales in the first six
Patti Tossy, formerly production assistant with NBC Radio, has
months of this year over 1958, Ray¬
mond W. Welpott, v.p. and general joined staff of Robert Alan Aurthur’s “Sunday Showcase” at NBC-TV
. . . Roger Englander, producer-director, signed by Henry Jaffe Enter¬
manager, reported,
prises for series of 12 musical programs for second season of Bell Tele¬
' hower during past presidential ;
By BILL GREELEY
j In addition. Welpott said, the phone Hour on NBC-TV in fall. On CBS, Englander begins third sea¬
. elections.
Alfred L. Hollander,. newlV;
! first six months of 1959 topped the son as producer-director of Philharmonic Young Peoples Concerts with
_ exec veepee
__
„
SWITCHES:' Clark L. Wilson, a same periodlast year. April showed Leonard Bernstein . . . Dick Goodman, member of Tom Brophy’s staff
elected
and tele chief!-;
tain at Grey Advertising, figures Ph.D.t joins BBDO as veep in a 42cj, increase to register the big- at NYU Office of Radio-TV, currently in Japan observing methods used
that with advertisers currently, t.y ;• charge of research. He s been with ;
gain and May set a record for teaching English language. He’s also delivering talks on NYUis about 60^ effective use arid With a Coast personnel and mar-:
highest dollar billing in WCBS-TV “Sunrise Semester” accomplishments . . . ABC-TV prez
I! ■ kctine research firm he founded in. • • • ■
Oliver Treyz off on five-week trip to the Orient next week . . . Bob
|i
The reasons for the misuse, he 1948.
Engelke resigns Aug. 31 as manager of ABC-TV’s sales development
Seldcn B. Carter, formerly w ith1
says, are threefold:
j|
dept, to join Ted Bates agency as media supervisor.
Bob Weitman, CBS-TV program development veep, back in town
1. Not enough attention to prej- the Nestle Co., joins Lambert & •
St
as -R actant account!
after fortnight of biz on Coast . . . Charles Steinberg, same web s press
info
striper, back after upstate vacation . . . Jay Eliasberg, of CBS2. Not enough concern witjh exec*
.
compatibility of product and show.
NEW BIZ: Florida packers ofy
TV research, to Cape Cod for respite . . . Lloyd Nolan signed for an
upcoming “Father Knows Best” appearance . . . Assistant director
3. Integration of
commercial frozen orange concentrate appoint |
Jimmy DiGangi becomes production supervisor on “Brenner,” series
message with' show has not gone Benton & Bowles to handle; a $3,- :
which Lever dropped but CBS plans to continue producing by midnearly far enough. .
300,000 three-month national ad ;
For commercial testing, his owjri campaign beginning in September. '
August
Marshall Jamison signed to handle actual production for
Leland Hayward’s CBS-TV “Fabulous Fifties,” the ,90-minutfe General
agency has a network of phone Agency also handles the Florida !
checkers in major markets around, bitrus Coramission.
Electric special next. Jan. 17-. :. . June Havoc and critic. Arthur Knight
into “Last Word” Sunday (16) v,:. David J. Herzbrun named director
the country v.'ho survey viewers : Menneri tube shave creams and
of station pronoo services for CBS Radio Spot Sales . . . Russ Raycrofi
following Grey - sponsored -prd- men’s talcums-'to Warwick. & Leg- ! .
Chicago, Aug. 4.
joining GAC-TV as general exec .. , . Mutual commentator Cedric Foster
'SeS Ier^and Date-line Stick deodcant! : indie stationWGN-TV will dress on. a one-month tour.of the middle east arid western Europe and his
Grey„. iup ifswnimeup of Vidaims and MBS new's shows are being handled by Charles Warren of Washington..
interviewers for pre-test of blurb*
Candygrams to. Chicago office, conventional localers with sprigs 0.C. staff.
Young & Rubicam, Firm’s yeep ; of. spQrtSv culture ; and tint; Last,
Milt Rich has resigned-as publicity .chief of W.CBS Radio to ditto for
and Tunoff »d general manager ris- Walter .^k the iVibune • station com
Aaron & Zousmer’s new-formatted <tape and live) “Person-to Person”
W5«v new commercials
Zniiafe Nelson,Mnpnnt/vn
former p.r.
programs with
xr v. director of tracked with Pete De Mef to carry on CBS-TV .
Mort Green, head of the Revlon tele show’s, at the
26 videb tape reprises 6f this suminerted. Questioning as regards R^eh-MeCimton, Nv V
j mer’s baseball games and in addi* Beverly Hills Hotel to sign talent for thq 20 Revlon specials for next
retention and effectiveness of the '
season
.
Eileen
Paul pinch-hit.ting for WRCA-T.V’s;.'.‘Hi Mom” cook¬
• ■
* .
[ tion has made arrangements =. to
pitch is done 24 hours later. TK'e j
•
M6I1C16S
carry' play-by-play, films and tapes ing expert Josie McCarthy, who is vacationing in Florida . . .WRCA
device also supplies information |
Radio
publicity
manager
John O’Keefe Off on two-week vacation .
• '
• • . •of all Nqtre Dame and; North west-.
on program tastes, but the data Is ;■
Chicago, Aug. 4.
ern U; grid games, both at hoiie Betty White and Dagmar take the panel seats formerly filled by Audrey
considered of secondary value.
Meadows
arid.
Faye
Emerson
on . “Masquerade Party” oyer NBC-TV
Revised organizational alignment
away. less, than 24 hours after
As'fcr point two, Hollender cites ..SSSKS S' ^ away’ ^ T1IT h<mrs'tomorrow (Thurso „ . . Charles Taylor how appearing in “The Brighter
one,-advertiser who sponsored a at Keedham, Louis, &. BrOibv gives the games are played,
! Day.”.
WRCA-TV producer T6ny Alatis cowboying it for two weeks
highrated show for three years. James G. Commos the ne“itle nf ; The ND film will go in on Sun- at his brother’s ranch in. Norfolk, Neb. ,::: Mort Lubow. WRCA Radio
viceprez in
i . charge of t The program was consistently in viceprez
JVdav-afterririnriri'.-anrifhp-.-’NTT
day afternoons, and the
NU foot- account exec, vacationing in Mexico :'.. Frank Blair of NBC-TV’s “Tothe'too ten, but sales results were gramming. with A’.p Jo^_ ^“^ ball contests , will be . slotted Satur- day” and NBC.Radio’s "It’s-Network.vTiirie”; on the Coast this week
relatively
nil.
The
advertiser Keck assisting. JamevL.asham be- day5 at 1Q
hour's after
to do a film for American Motors . . . Al Capstaff, veep of NBC Radio
ignored the age profile of the cornea., veep..m charge-pfe^ 41,. the games end... Latter will replace
Network- Programs; back at his. desk after two., w'.eeks in Moscow
audience, which was- Strictly in the services, new post to which _ the the syndicated . '‘Divorce Court”'
where he supervised “Monitor”'coverage of. the American, exposition
upper brackets,While the product heads of copy, ait and
and will be pitted head-on against
Irvin Graham, left for the Coast Friday (31 • to be the soie writer
being pitched was almost excliisively used by young women. J

eonmiexities of ^levisioh
he growS^ dS

for ih/iaf inf Sert" oTJarfo? ^‘fo^^tio^Wnew
bvr snravc in the middle of 'a and program concepts”, is.given as
!
the reason for the creation of
Ard lie
“Too manv sho4 Cominos’ new post.
todav^* are merely spot ‘carriers
John Rundall, ex North Adver-

inter-;-.TVv.,Baseball,;.’; on the upcoming NBC-TV special starring Cyd Charisse. Ralph Levy
hfr-Cubai^.League pmes ^tape,; has already been inked as director.
.•
W
;
k t

?

: Ben AIeMnder ;emc,eS -Qoeon For A i)a5- during weak of Aug. 17
: and Jack Smith does likewise week of Aug. 24 while Jack Bailey vkca. . - 1 tions , , . Sylvia De Van.appears at Cincinnati Summer Playhouse week
about of Aug, 10 whth Joe E. Brown in “Father of (he Bride,” . , Mort Dean,
Trib'-outlet''has pur¬ i nWs editor of Herald Tribune Radio Network, spent his Cuban vaca-

’
-P
•
.
- !
Growing .more^ serious
- ..Growing

hues. too. the.
chased ;::its third colori chain to-’tiori teamed up with Daniel James of Radio Press. Internatioriai coverPeters and Clarence Derwent
:-TV series. “House on: High
tWo
w.. ... . ,
.. .
i
w,..-..otreei . . . junn r. lynue, uiexy ui. xytai 1 Educational TV-Radib Center,
f
h-nadeact mpri aninn?
Cmctarium Adveriising Column. Music From Chicago:” Station has;; heads two-day meeting 'today and tomorrow.! of Center’s programming
tnn manaieiJTent tSSSf:- a klbd ot motion piyture billboard, announced the cultural programs | staff, at Motel on Mountain, Suffem. N.Y.
George Mendoza, tv rirorvhorc v-rinia ho ■Rohort Pnrptnan
fPun(^i ls
''^1
prigina'ing from the grand | ducer turned author, makes guest appearance on Bea Kalmus WMGM
nf nimn and TodWppIp of Benton ^ tlie,?d ti-ade^ at Lnited Film & ballroom of Sheraton Towers,, a i after-midnight show Saturday (8>; His ne\v book, “And Amedeo Asked,
Sf RnSSc
r-rev tonneh Recording Studios. ;
,- hint that the station may be giy-j How Does One Become a Man?” is slated for Sept.16 publication un-;
*
U an evidi
Marshall L. Kissel upped to mar- ing up. its theatre, pn -Michigan! der George Braziller imprint. ,
^ve^.
d
i Director Charles N. ; Hill completed taping, of Part It of “The Sand
tion of a trend that must comp. keting director at Cunningham & This
is natural ™
in view
of WGX— ^
^
:! Pile” due on: CBS.TV “Look UD &c Live’' Sunday <9i. mil s production:
With otTc or more of major aid Walsh.::
Maxon Inc. plucked North Am- .^fSfPrvfrt. t ■nme- ,roJ?
pies-1 Qf Tennessee Williams’ “Orpheus Descending” starring John:Raymondt budgets now going to tv, he says.
etta at Mt. Kiseo strawhat drew slick notices . . . Arthur Weingarten,
top management must know the erican Van Lines, formerly handled -^t^id^of-^
medium thoroughly—“must know by The Biddle Co. of Bloomington,.
;.si(ie;_or tne enj _ scripter-producer of FM radio' showsi has formed FM Productions, Ltd.
Production
company will originate and syndicate taped shows for FM
how to integrate tv into the total Mil.
‘ >I0St^' foT t^TCl^ - l?
marketing picture.”
j.
Al Bonk. Elmer A. Bla.sco. John yiJVd J> ^rmed. l!P' V}Lk tkf.1^ount class stations coast to coast.
Sam Lutz, personal manager of Lawrence Welk; lunchepned the
560,000,000 Billings
Kirby Roche and John P. Walker ally
'the^i
ABC-TV press dept, at the Friars Club, yesterday (Tues.).-, prior . to
Hollender. who's been with Grly.
R^he- Eichard
planing out to the Coast., . . Jqhn Pepiatt arid John Aylesworth signed
foe six and a half years, has seem &
. Woodv . Herman
brch,
Sarah
his agency’s tv billings grow from
William D. Watson promoted to Vaughan and the. Cozy .Cole . Sex¬ by Morris office to a writing deal with CBC . V . Marvin Marx set as
head writer for “Goldie” series . . . Bert Berman, CBS-TV director of
less than 5rc of the total to 50rr. exec veepee of EWR&R.
tet set for April 3.. .
program development,, back from Coast biz trip .
. “20th Century”
Total billings since 1953 have gone
Norman. Craig & Kummel mov- . . r,.
Ywt,
producer Burton Benjamin also back from Coast after quickie film
^00Sr°‘°00 *° ‘'""I1
°£Trade B,dg:ar0Und Fritz'R^ner^whOgenerallysh^ins assignrtient . . . George Kleinsinger, Ulysses Kay, Paul Creston each
Since the first of this year. Grey
George P. Johnston, ex-Compton, : {n^J}Sra?re®Ax^--othert iri composing original scores for “20th Century” CBS-TV stanza . . . Mike
has been red hot in the new biz joined Klau-Van; Pietersom-Bunil2d>wwaitir Dann, CBS-TV N. Y. program striper, on three-weeker to East Hampr
department, adding about $10,000- lap agency in Milwaukee.
„
ijr-oj vvaj!ew«tei!i"H»nf ton, L.I. > . . Murray Benson, CBS Films licensing director, off to Hol¬
000 in new- clients and products.
Airs. Eicine Nofden of Campbell-: Sh S
k S lywood on vacation . . . Barry Thompson into cast of “Helen Trent”
. . . Virginia Payne, the new AFTRA prexy, celebrates 26th year as “Ma
They include Ward Baking's Tip Mithun elected chairman vt
Perkins” on Monday ilO* . . . NTA Telestudios named Alfred Mairkim
Top bread; Hudson Pulp & Paper; chapter of Electrical Women's •
veepee in charge of operations . . . Russ Ray croft joined GAC-TV as
Catalina siim suits; McCall’s mafe- Round Table.
- general exec.
azine; Benrus watches; Palm Beach .
-.
, r»„u
r' n?
clothes; and several newMennenj .
_
; .
!
t3^

g°^ i^stvvo ”**•Proeter f •;

London Agencies

^c^ow%?r uS S tNDonHOLLYWOOD
Blauhut of the Parkson

Hollender attributes the growth
Plans are already being ex- chorus of. 40 voices,
mainlv to the agency's emergence amined for the seventh Interna-,
Pops and light opera installin package goods <75rc of the cji- tional Advertising Film . Festival, ; ments will be conducted by Arthur
ents are tv users'):
to be held in Cannes from. June 6 Fiedler. Andre Kostelanetz, HowIn his new job, Hollender will '.through 10, 1960> Biggest decision : ard'■Barlow- and WGNSmusic^ direcsupervise tv. marketing service's, made so far is to create two juries, Uor Robert Trendler. Deems Tayproduction. finance and branch one to judge tv commercials and : lor has been signed as host for the
office operations. The agency has the other cinema dittos. Also, so- entire series, which tentatively is
one other executive veep. Herbert cial functions will be limited to.’ slotted at 7 p.iri. Sundays. (CST)
D. Strauss, who will now head up an opening night welcome and. a ; directly, opposite . the “Sunday
client contact and creative serv- post-prize presentations dinrier and Showcase” specs on NBCTV.
ices. Agency prez is Arthur C- dance. To be further examined in •
Fatt. Lawrence Valenstein is board September, when the Joint Festf- _ __M|
_
chairman.
val Committee meets next, are the [,pnprai jf||||c fjnpc
For Psych in Ads
questions of colored- tv commer- UCHCKU H1I1I5 UVC5
^ x
„
,*
cials and a ; possible limitation on
Benton & Bowles has renewed the number of entries per comits research fellowship fund I at.. petitor. The appointments now j
Minneapolis;: Aug. 4«.
Rutgers Univ for another year.
Purnose is for research in the aD- ^pP^°ved ^nd confirmed of Peter j A
here was the nationplication of psychology to advertisinoePendent
of v'Vidc closed circuit televising of the
ing and marketing. Fund provides ^" \d a«encv circles in London are ^General.Mills annual meetinghere,
for two senior student fellowships. curidntiv debating whether peak
For the c-c network Televising
Duffy to Eisenhower
hour on tv is always
**'
Ben Duffy, former prez and nbw for all products. Question’s come ;.meeting, at. General Mills main ofvice chairman of the board, BBDO, into the limelight with the skeddedJcf-. here to^umerous other stockSunday <2> handed the U. S. Chal- rise of peak^time rates and a simuL :.h°ldeis gatherings ai ranged by
lenge Trophy to President Eisen-. taneous general cut in off-peak ; the company throughput the land,
hower at the Ridgefield horse prices. Trend looks possible,, ac- | It was picked up for the televisahow. Duffy and the president are cordingly, towards a greater use! ing by the remote equipment of
old friends through the agency of spots . outside the 7:3G-10:30 j tVCCO-TVr the CBS. affiliate staman’s close association with Eisrin- p.m. or thereabouts period.
J tipn here.

The Closed-Circuit Way

agency here to $et up a Co'ast office.
Will have four shows going for them .
Teh years ago Ted Lloyd deejayed on a local radio station but: got nowhere fast. So he moved to De¬
troit and changed his name to “Sagebrush Shorty.” Presto, lie’s hotter
than a Las Vegas noon arid came back to his old stamping ground in
class for a visit.
His air-conditioned: Chrysler Imperial: Was also
equipped for his three prize poodles
It would be a stroke of irony
if Jack M. Warner’s new tv setup gets the order for A T. & T’s science
series. He and Ayer’s Jim Hanna discussed the project last week. War¬
ners has been making the science specials, with two more to come.
Young Warner and his dad, j, L.t are on the outs . . ; If the deal is
smoothed out, David Rose, will score arid direct the music, for “Death
Valley Days.”. Pacific Borax wants to update the old western to meet
the competition of the high rated oaters . . . Carnation will pull the
plug on CBS-TV’s day timer, “The Verdict IS Yours,” come September
. . . Dori Fedderson teed up* for the sixth season of “The Millionaire”
with practically ’the same crew . , . Ralph Levy and CBS-TV are now
completely divorced . . . Now’ they’re, going to make a western of Cin¬
derella. For Hubbell Robinson|s Frird series of 39 specials; James Stew¬
art will play “Cindy’s Fella,’! which is described as. “a western adapta¬
tion of the fairy tale,”

IN CHICAGO .
Rolland Reichert, operations manager of. WNBQ, upped to night
manager of the local NBC shop ... Deems Taylor won’t base here for
WGN-TV’s fail specs, “Great Music. From Chicago.” but w-ill:plane in
every week for the shows . . ; Larry Wolters-marking his 30th anni as
radio-tv critic for the Trib this year . .> WAAF deeiay Jerry Leighton
conducting demonstrations of Cinetarium, globe-screen; motion pic-r
ture process, at United Film and Recording Studios. He’s to be pro(Coritiriued on page .54)
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Foreign TV Reviews
1 of Wales, London, and had to
SUMMERSONG
With Dennis Lotis, Bobby Thomp- struggle gallantly to bridge the
son, Ronnie Carroll, Stella Clare, gap.
Alistair McHarg, Sheila Faulk-; Forsyth was a distinct success
ner, Louie Ramsay, Gary Mar- j himself. As always, his almost
shall, Ronald Reay, Bill Harvey,! overwhelming friendliness commuSheila Paton, Valerie Drew, Pau- | nicated itself to the theatre audiline Innes, Denny Bettis, Denis; ence in waves. In addition, Forsyth
Martin, June Marlow, Ed Deve- j showed greater versatility than
reux, Norrie Paramor and Con-i was5 possible in his Palladium stint,
cert Orch. Michael Sammes j But material that earns yocks and
Singers, others
j mitts from an indulgent bunch of
Producers: Joan Kemp - Welch, holidaymakers is not necessarily
Lloyd Williams
[ geared to nationwide television
Directors: Graham Watts, Alan1 entertainment. N amount of proMorris, Eavmond Joss, Geoff j duction-value.am, there was plenty,
Rimmer, Michael Styles, Gra- (could disguise the sad fact that
hame Turner, Ere Croall, Jim- j this was a naive, below-par show
mie Sutter-and, Bill Perry
j depending far too much on For60 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
! syth’s personal popularity for its
As^ociated-Rediffusion, from Lon-( effect:
. , ,
w
...uinfc ! As well as linking the items in
Associated - Rediffpsiom ''hicn the exuberant, ‘T-wanna-be-liked”
promoted the notion of -this hookup { manner to which tv audiences are
°f llVe ,s;PirenceTflpfTV- An g\ia •' now " weU accustomed, , he pulled
sourc?s bf T\re -JTfs ^r.Augl a ioft some song and dance, stooged
Associated^ Tel.e^i1i(?51’.
! amiably with his.pals and-appeared
TV. Scottish. TV and ?outh?rp T\ jjn. a coupie 0f mildly amusing
as well as its-ov. n,
P?* ,l1
! skits., He also introduced one sin°n werr^
inrT gula*’Iy iriane spot, called/‘Have A*
^ wSthf^ i
which'.' typified, commercial
■ shootm, ^
ff«rent
. J tv’s passion for giving things away
nipthSllmr v-re ban* ' for nt> S°od reason. A young couple
excelk.nt ■ muut
* *».: Were- lured on to the stage, asked

°"pn r
Th? nroeram to-j'*?me personal questions such as,
pa™J v-th f vvn 5mffarg S
f‘What’s your name?” and ; two
th“ wav i mihutes later walked off the richer
tr ^yi by ;5140: This was the reward, for
for mans eol nbo ^ti J ®
. ! answering the .jackpot question,
But, and i+s a big ^but, the maT y.hich was “What would you do
-ferial served up after all the wjth $140’”
thought and skill was banal in the
Gary' Miller effectively sang a
extreme, consisting almost exclu-. trio of numbers of which “The
siyely of sonj? and dance to^pre- street Where You Live” most
recorded words and music. And the trckled the audience’s fancy, but
v;rt“^ . of.:so!iie sequence!j. .were thi other second lead, Audrey
a most entire!. "egaUved by the jeans was not in good form. Nor-;
ehoire o
**■*••• cheerful comediennes Hiss
as, for mstnCw. stuffJ eans on this occasion Went limply

heTnrtffto^—Sfsio ■'“£** Tony and kull Derrick
HSSSas?016loca,te
of ^the upconnng items.
,
Chorus work and terping were
Associated-Rediffusion f PJ.0^% brisk. Iii short,; there was plenty
walked off ■ wnh . the Individual Gf talent on view but . the whole
honors for its initial contribution,. show*, while probably a wow in its
shot m Piccadilly Circus of all iocai haunt, hardly measured up
places without any apparent inter- to the standard required. of 60
ference ,from inquisitive crpwds minutes in a top slot Albert
Dennis -Lotis; . wasLocke's direction was reasonably
here, as he was ln^the closing polished.
Rich. *
scena t— also provided by A-R —
staged on the Embankment and THE BRIGHTER RFV
aboard a craft on .the +Thames ™^Mavis Ascbtf
ABC-TV came uo with the most
Wend^Petere Tonv*Sws^r '
Imaginative contribution; superimSJiPwfJSf mwser
posin* the dancing figures of Stella
*by“» M^Ster
SnT .nachSil *1™ ind^triai
TrleVisioAihat'v^ rS>^ible for
41,_
tl*e picf,’,*ec‘”u0 Wnrnhefnr
Worcester Rnapnn
Beacon
shots, with Louie Ramsay and Gary
S
^
Tyne Tees. TV offered some poor
patter and mediocre song from
Bobbv Thomoson oh a Newcastle
tJuaySMe; Anglia TV (not yet oU
the air as an onerating entity)
’ provided a well-staged dance by
Sheila Faulkner and JRonald Reay
from a beach at Winterton, though
why it had to choose a stretch of
soft sand is hard to tell; A-R also
handled some conventional stunt
work bv the motorcycle display
Warn of the Armv MT School from
Borden Hambshire; Scottish TV
went aU the wav to a salmon leap
at Gartness for baBads by Alistair
McHarg and
Sheila Paton; add
Sbiithern TV gave a. glimpse of
the New Forest and !ts ^ponies as
props for non numbers by Ronnie
Cairoll and Valerie Drew on horse■£r' '
i.
u •j
Dancers wh®_pl^?? S ^
London, sequences with, will and
precisipn "er» Paiilme Innes
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| INSIDE STORY
i VERTICAL FRONTIER
I PGA GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
; With Ralph Storey, Gregory With Dr. Theodore Klumpp, Maj. | With John Derr, Jim McKay, Jim ‘
i “Pappy” Boyington
I Gen. Dan C. Ogle, Col. John* Paul I McArthur
I Producers: Bill Burch, Joe Landis
Stapp; Matthew Warren, nar- ; Producer: Judson Bailey
' 25 Mins., Wed.. 5:30 p.m.
rator
Directors: Frank Chirkinian, Peter
KRCA-TV, Hollywood
Producer: Robert J. Enders
Molnar
i As an experiment to get a public Writer: Henry Enders
60 Mins., Sat. (1), 5:30 p.m.. 90
! rpartinn tn a nilot NBG-TV in- 30 Mins., Sun. (2), 1:30 p.m.
Mins., Sun. (2), 5 p.m.
reaction to a pilot nbl iV in j NBC_TV fr<)m New York
HAMM BREWERY, MIDAS MUF: serted this interview type program
Soace'edicine far more interpLER. CO-OP
I in Lee Giroux’s hour show. As I
p
’
CBS-TV, from Minneapolis
; with picture previews, cards were csting than any Buck Rogers video.
(Campbell-Mithun, Bozell &
\ passed out to the studio audience presentation extant, was the subJacobs)
and home viewers were also asked ject 0f a probing documentary on
CBS-TV and the various sponto write in their reaction. That it TvrDrvjvir cQndav (2) It wras la- sors for. the “PGA Golf Championmet with a favorable response can J»BC TV Sunday_ U). It was »a |shlp.. were fortunate in having so
only' be presumed an$ in passing belled Vertical Frontier and was exciting a match last weekend and
this reviewing stand it came off produced by the U.S. Air Force in vrere even more fortunate in havwith strong potential.
cooperation with Winthrop Labs, irig so excellent a verbal and techThe show has a good asset in the jt proved a significant presentation hiral crew:,
moderator and interrogator Ralph
problems''facingIt rarely happens, butthe susStorey, who it will be recalled was Q1 ine “lynaa promems lacing pense was held in this pro golf
emcee of thp ill-starred “$64,000 space explorers.
championship, from the MinneChallenge,” which, like others of
Appearing in the film, reportedly apolis Golf Club, right up to the
lts
^,lv.oHUg^ ithe first joint effort between pri- last-minute of the Sunday portion
scandal touched ., off by 'Dotto,. .
.
•
,,
.. -r^
i of the televised event Besides tlie
Shows of this character, and it vate industry* and. the Air. Force to. piay_by_piay itself, it had considerwill be likened to “Person to Per- fashion a factual account on space able human interest: slight. 43son’* and “This Is Yoiir Life,” must niediqine, w;ere Dr., Theodore G. year-old Jerry . Barber, Who never
depend for its impact on the sub- Klumnb Drexv of WinthroD Labs really had taken a major golf
ject matter, as in this case, a pppumatch in his life, was leading the
lar figure—Gregory “Pappy” Boy- apd chairman of the Medical Serv- pigtimers throughout most of all
ington,. flyiiig ace of the last world ices Task Force of the Hoover four days, right up to the 16th
War and whose book, “Baa Baa. commission on Organization of the hole on Sunday (2). Viewers were
best sellers/ h/ proved^wflUng Executive^ B^nclv of the Governand personable subject despite ment; Maj. Gen. Dan C. Ogle, forthat the Old coals of his drinking mer surgeon general of. the U.S.
days , were raked over.
Air Force, and Col. John Paul
The .premise of this series, if Gfann nf
' Aprnm^iMl Tah
sold, is to single out personalities wrieht Air Develooment Cenfer
who overcame problems to gain
Air Development Center,
the heights of success or as in this ; Film repealed the work involved
episode, the respect of his family in solving space^ medicine problems
and friends after a drinking binge .at Wright Field; School of Aviathat lasted nearly 20 years. He has tion Medicine at Randolph Air
been on. the. Wagon for the past Force Base, Tex.; Holloman Air
four years although both he and Base, N. M.; Elgin Air Force Bases;
his wife dislike the word “wagon.” Fla., and other military establishAs with “P to P" Storey was ments in the country. Some reasked into the house to continue markable film showing the growth
the story of “Pappy’s” regenera- of oxygen equipment from the days
tion, was shown the paintings by of the flying jenniess to the presMrs. B and then to the swimming ent supersonic jets was of a compool for further episodes of his polling nature as was the footage
fight against demon rum When of the first flight into space of sevasked to show his medals “Pappy” oral monkeys some seven years
begged off With the remark, “the aS°> I°ng before the USSR had atway they dished out medals nau- tempted such projects. This sciseates me.” Why d;d he write the efitific accomplishment involved
book? He talked about writing it--the shooting of two monkeys into
to so many drinking friends that space, some 36 miles away, with
he "owed it to the people at the the animals parachuting safely to
bar stools.”
earth.
Boyington^ wife told of their
Tingling, too, were, flashes of
separations in the attempt to cure American air force pereonnel sufhim of the “disease” but finally fering from oxygen starvation at
decided he would have to do it higher altitudes. Nor could one be
himself. He said he still pours unmoved by the daring experimdrinks for his friends but that he ments showing the effects of wind

f^^chance of Ss^ffetime t^grab
the big money. He lost on his very
last putt, by one stroke, to Bob
Rdsburg.
Camerawork, on the closeups
and the long shots was fine. Only
thing, though, it always seems kind
j 0f odd following a long drive in
golf via television, because it’s
virtually: impossible to see a long
ball in flight. This is the limitation
of a 21-ineh screen, however, not
the limitation of the CBS-TV technicians.
Mike work by John Derr and
Jim McKay was also tops. They
kept un a lucid, consistent play-byplay through both Saturday and
Sunday, the days CBS-TV joined
the event. Jim McArthur, owner of
the third voice, was in top form
most of the time too, but he let
down awfully on the last few holes,
when the playing got tight; it was
simply a case of talking too much,
and interfering with the drama
that needed no explanation by that
time.
.Directorial work was clean. Despite
^om one hole to another, in order
jJJ®-:
for eaCh of the final

V^^| h3S E°^^ m°rC craviDg for ?^fnuierTn^!n f0?C€d t0 bail °Ut
CBS-W sold 55 markets in the
aiacoho .
■
v’rnnHpr" hart
midwest and west to Hamm BrewStorey seemed a httle unsure of
Vertical Frontier ,
had its ery. ^ was a half-sponsorship on
himself and at times there were preem showmg. -in- Washington
davs 0f tv. JJidas Muffler
awkward lapses. With a few under some months ^o before ^ force bout,ht balf of the national lineuo
sho.uld. pr°Ye l“s.t
on Sunday. Whatever wasn't sold
skilled at interviewing his subjects ested^m^space^medicuil^ It is, Piu> to Hamm or Midas was released to
as on the quizzer, which didn't re- gently being shown at all air force stations
co-operative sale,
quire moving around with a long bases here and abroad and in
^ H
cable. Show was recorded by Mo- schools, civic and business estab■_
bile Video Tape in half a day at a lishments.
cost of around 61,700. Kine would
It is an excellent pubrelations SUNDAY SPECIAL
have cost $5,000. Bill Burch and move on the part of the pharma- ‘Chamber Music in Washington Sq.
Joe Landis produced. Next week’s ceutical. house because it is devoid With Collegium fifusicum. Chamber
subject is Ernie Ford, which would of any sales pitch, its major obv* -Brass Ensemble, Fritz Rikke,
indicate that NBC, which holds an jective being to explain what’s
Maurice Perese, others; Roger
option on the series, will go ahead ahead in space travel. This it
Bowman, host
with it for either network or sny- achieves, in engrossing style.
Producer: Eleanor Riger
Uger
dication sale.
Helm.
Rans.
Director: Jack Sumroy
.
55 Mins., Sun.; 9:38 am.
;' + ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦■♦>'♦ + » »f »M »♦ »♦♦♦»»»♦♦»»♦♦♦»»♦♦■»♦»WRCA-TV, N.Y.
■ a'
rri ,
« iV
^
1
Early risers among Iqnghairs

AMoeiated-Redifftisioh from Lon■ -.®OU.
One of a summer spate of quiz
8aaaes- “The * Brighter Sex’* pits ,
man against a-woman tn a general
knowledge contest. Speedy of reacL?n is .one^of the competitor quai'jf^f
helps the spore^ along—
first to .press a buner gets the
ehanee to answer—while there s a
viewer-participation spot in the I
I
-f Washington Square Chamber Music
shape of a challenge to identify ♦ ♦♦
4»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦“♦ »♦ a#4♦ ♦♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦!♦ ♦♦
Concerts rewarding entertainment.
ne\ys items.
T „
i '
•
, .
{Presented by the Public Service
If s as passable as many other
Jack Paar Show
Joycq before he stepped to the department of WRCA-TV, N.Y., on
fuch programs,, though compere
Jack Paar . and his gang have plate. At least the publicity says its “Sunday Special,” this sabbath
Harry Towb is not too at ease and been on the air for NBC-TV onlv
a tryout with the Yankees session featured the Chamber Brass
consequently a mite too eager to
’can^be'^id
toe* script Ensemble and the CoUegium Mustmake with the mot: Show is pre-. .twb; yeacs but they celebrated the
sented by arrangement with Maur- second anniversary of the latenight they gave him but to be both
Both the Brass Ensemble, dlice Winnick.
Erm.
casual-a-thon in soup .’n’ fish and honest and charitable he needs rected by Maurice Peress, and the
; ■. ;v..i .>■,
low-cut gowns acting as thoiieh
experience and should be Collegium Musicum, conducted by
SHADOW OF HEROES
S frtW°maio?drSSt
qU,te reaay. °f
““VW
With Peggy Ashcroft; Noel Will- Uon. Well, it probably is; Program
n,a?0/
Bach, Hindemitli and other
man Alan Webbi Eric Porter, makes considerable coin for the .
was Jack Wdbb’s Idea that Chamber music composers with
& Miller, ] network, making it wSth NBC- h.ere is
both a threat to the cowboy verve and distinction. While the
Raymond Adamson, Norman Mit- TV’s while to1 suffer the nan pc anrt stars and the revival of an old works may have been serious, host
chell, Ann Tirard, Roger Snow- irow? ^ithoSt Sc^c
too tradition of the west-the singing Roger Bowman managed to bring
don, Bartlett Mullins, Ray Smith, much ^of 'a nether storrrf
P '
waddy. What was run through the about a relaxed, informal atmosMain, Ulian Moobrey. ■ ■
i.
^ r*
. Projector under , the Stripe (tooth- phere while interviewing his guests.
NBC prez Robert. Sarnoff sent paste) auspices was the . pilot of
Rikke WTyly told Bowman that
a congratulatory telegram to what Webb hoped would put Mark] although interest in chamber music
P«ar«.& ^°’’ and ^o round things ;VH back , on the Nielsen track. It is broadening he feels that he has
throughout
were Norrie Paramor
p^rydurpr* Micnaei.
Mir.hs^l RaiTv
off, the gang was all there, indulg- didn’t come off with any degree of no chance of attracting the rock
Gnnntfrt
anrl ThP rroaueer.
uarry
mg in sometime funny, sometime promise, which is not to say that ’n’ roll set. Mrs. Courtney CampMichael Sammes Singers. Erm.
90 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
unfunny nostalgia; “Do you re- the singing cowboy belongs in bell, chairman of the music cornmember ; . .? ’ Paar was heard to limbo. The ballad he was to die by mittee of the Washington Square
BBC-TV, from London
BRUCE FORSYTH SUMMER
.
Powerful though Robert Ardrey-s say, or “What was that time . . .’’’ either Wasn’t in his key or he Assn., traced the history of the free
SHOW
dramatic chronicle of events in Dodie Goodman was on hand, lacked: the thespic equipage to; Washington Square concerts. She
With Gary Miller, Audiey Jeans,! Hungary between 1944 and 1956 greeted with a kiss by her enemy make it sound pretty. Astride his' estimated that from four to eight
Paul & Peta Page, Tony & Pau- [ may. be, it has: weaknesses . that and friend Paar. Hermione Gingold pinto he plucked his geetar and let j thousand people attend the four,
line Derrick, Billy PetcH Dane-J lessen its . overall: impact.. And was there looking prettier, as Paar his trigger finger hang limp. But Monday night events in August
Withal, this preview obviouslv "
..... ers, Harbld Collins* Orch, others rthese were emphasized on the acknowledged, than shers . ever when a right purty girl <Fay Spain)
■ Director; Albert Locke
^ small screen, where the camera been. All of the regulars were on hove into view he knew what to ] Will stir interest in the seventh
60 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
-eye for instance: overstressed the hand, including helpful anchor do. His hoss didn’t like it when lie - year of the concerts and produce
GHb
Associated Television Networki
melodrama of: Communist Party Hugh Downs. Everybody kissed, gave her a coupla loud smackers: goodwill for WRCA-TV.
!
__
from London
- member characterization and ham- entered in on . the strains of “He’s and merely turned his head.
Bruce • Forsyth, not so. long ago mered home a couple of apparent a Jolly Good Fellow” and “Happy
This Joyce 'bOy was not one to CHECK IT WITH CHAMBERS
a struggling seaside pier comic, has inconsistencies. It emerged as odd, Birthday.” They are a handsome get riled up. Once he strapped on; Director: George Brewer
rocketed to fame after a long spell for example,- that Comrades Gero crew, a humorous bunch, set off his shootin’ irons bodies started 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
as emcee of the “Sunday Night At and Rakosi. should have shown strangely but effectively by the falling. One of his shots ricocheted i PARTICIPATING
The Palladium”: shovvs. 'This-sum- their true villainous faces to Kadar occasionally awkward, sentimental off a marble headstone in a ceme-1 KTTV, Los Angeles
mbr he is back at the seaside, but \vithin 20 seconds of meeting him, vand competitive emcee.
Art., tery and caught the culprit right] In “Check It With Chambers,”
tlie situation’s different. He’s the but that it Was four years before
——r.
.
between the eyes. Since the script; another potentially monotonous
star of his own show at Weymouth, the patriot Rajk was aware of plot- Stripe . Playhouse (Johnny Guitar) °Ply called for him to be a kissin’ j variation on how to burden a gifted
a south coast resort. On Sunday tir.g and perfidy. And the lack of
One ballplayer (Chuck Connors) cowboy, he spurned Miss Spain’s. ]• mind with familiar “television con(26) he brought a pocket version any frequent reference to the Hun- made the grade in television but entreaties to stay on to improve ] test” trivia is rescued by the charm
o£.his entertainment to the Prince
(Continued on.page .52)
there were two strikes on William
(Continued on page 46)
)
(Continued on page 46)
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FIRST CAME NBCin public familiarity, in
“Not including

generaLjjreference

your family, what do

and in general esteem for
doing “the best job/’

you consider the three
What television

In the various areas of

things you have in

FIRST CAME

network do people know

network service examined

your home?1’ That

THE TELEVISION SET-

best and like best? That

by the study, NBC was:

question was put to a

named by 38.8" of the

question was posed to

First In News • First In

national cross-section

respondents—closely

another national

Entertainment ■ First In

of Americans by

followed by The

cross-section by The

Serving the Public Interest

Refrigerator (36.9*0

Psychological Corporation

First In Informational

an independent

and The Stove (36.3*0.

again as part of a

Programming • First In

research organization.

Behind them came

continuing independent

The Washer and/or

survey of American

most important

R. H. Bruskin Associates,

“Bringing Advertising to
Viewers That Is

Drier (28.10 and The

Helpful in Choosing

Bed (12.80.

Products and Services ”

Jp
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These surveys
were made without
direction or suggestions
by any broadcaster,*
The results of both
speak eloquently for
themselves—the one
for television, the
other for the totality
of television service
offered by America's
first network.

family...

TV-FILMS
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ARB FEATURE CHART

weekly feature. chart, "based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, covers two markets. Each week the 10 top rated features, for the tv;o markets .
will be Itsted.
Ij
Factors which, would assist distributors, agencies, stations, and. advertisers in
determining ihe effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart, r Listed below, is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release-year, original production, company and the present ,
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should.be. paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Variety’s

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience-mdy reflect dominance in that
time period; In the cities where stations. sell theit f eature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account,
ilie duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed, features
for. the. particularly fated theatrical filmed ;show are as accurate. as could be
ascertained*

PORTLAND
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS
I. “JOHNNY GUITAR"—
Joan Crawford, Sterling
Havden, Mercedes McCambridge;
Republic; 1954; Hollywood Tele. Serv.

STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTV,

TIME SLOT
Showtime On 6
Sat. June 6
10:00-12:00 p.m.
KOIN-TV

RUN
1st Run

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 1959

HIGH
22.5

LOW
96

SHARE
45.4 .

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
Sea Hunt
..1... .KGW ... ......16.5
.KGW
. ......11.5
Special Agent 7.....
Channel 8 Playhouse—
“Dragon Seed” (1st Run) ... .KGW .. .

12.3

1.4.8

4.3

51:5

Wrestling .. ..:.. .KOIN ... .15.2
Jack Paar Show...........- , KGW .... ___5.7
Showtime On 6—
2.9
"Kiss of Death” '(Repeat).. KOIN

RATING
13 9

2. “LUSTY MEN’’—
Susan Hayward, Robert
Mitchum, Arthur Kennedy;
RKO; 1952; Showcase

1st Run Major Studio Preview
Fri. June 5
,10:15-12:45 p.m.
• KPTV-TV

1. “DESTINATION MOON”—
TTarner Anderson,
John Archer;
United Artists; 1950; Lucky 7

1st Run

Sunday Theatre
Sun. June 7
9:00-11:00 p.m.
KPTV-TV

10.8.

12.9

5.7

27.0

.KOIN
Richard Diamond.
What’s My Line ...:..::...:.. . KOIN
. Sunday News Special.......... .KOIN
Showtime On 6-—
“Daisy Kenyon”. (Repeat)... KOIN

... _; ,20.1
... ..... . 29.7
... ......16.3

4. “I WONDER WHOSE KISSING
HER NOW”—
June Haver,
Mark Stevens;
Dream; 1947; NTA

1st Run

Sunday Matinee
Sun. June 7 •
2:30-4:30 p.m.
KPTV-TV

7.0

8.1

7.2

72.4

. KOIN
World We Live In...
Community Workshop.... .KGW
World Report..... \ KGW
Viewpoint
__ KGW
Face the Nation.. 1... .KOIN

.. ...... 0 5
...
0.5
. ..
.. ...... 1.4
. ... ...... 4.3

5. “DAISY KENYON”—
Joan Crawford, Dana
Andrews, Henry Fonda;
Fox; 1947; NTA

Repeat

Showtime On 6
■Sun.' June 7
10:15-12:00 p.m.
KOIN-TV

7:2

8:0

5.7

39.3

Sunday Theatre—
“Destination Moon”
10.1
KPTV ..
‘(1st Run)-------Academy Theatre... v.:. . KPTV . ... ...... 414

«. “DRAGON SEED”—
Katherine Hepburn,
Walter Huston;
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV

1st Run

Channel 8 Playhouse
Sat. June 6
11:00-1:45 p.m.
KGW-TV

• 7.1

8:1

5.7

41.5

Showtime On 6—•
“Johnny Guitar” (1st Run)
“Ginger” (1st Run). . KOIN /... ...... 6.5

Repeat

Showtime On 6
Tues. June 2
10:30-12:45 p.m.
KOIN-TV

6.5

12.4

43

52.4

Jack Paar Show.... . ..... .KGW ..; ...... 6.3
Academy Mystery Theatre—
“99 River Street” (1st Run). . KPTV
.. 3.0

1st Run

Nightmare
Thurs. June. 4
10:45-12:30 p.m.
. kptv-tv

6.4

6.7

5.7

44.8

Jack Paar Show.. ... .KGW
Showtime On 6—“When
You're In Love” • (1st Run). .KOIN

1st Run

Big: Western
Sat. June 6
11:00-12:45 p.m.
KPTV-TV

.5.5

7. “SAN ANTONIO”—
Errol Flynn,
Alexis Smith;
United Artists; 1945; UAA
t. “INVADERS FROM MARS’—
Arthur Franz,
Helene Carter;
Dream; 1953; NTA
9. “RAGE AT DAWN”—
Randolph Scott, Forrest
Tucker, Mala Powers;
RKO; 1955; Showcase
14* “WOMAN OF ROME”—
Gina Lollobrigida,
Daniel Gelin;
' Flamingo; 1955

1st Run •Academy: Art Theatre
Mon. June 1
10:45-12:30 p.m.
KPTV-TV

5.0

6.7

% 6.7

OMAHA.
L “BOMBARDIER”—
Pat O’Brien, Randolph
Scott, Robert Ryan;
RKO; 1943; C&C Films
2. “WHISPERING SMITH”—
Alan Ladd,
Brenda Marshall;
Paramount; 1949; MCA

8.8

3.8

25.0

60.5 .

. . . .. 7.8

,v .v.;;. 7:5
. . : . . . 3.0

Showtime On 6—
“Johnny Guitar” (1st Run)
“Ginger” (1st Run). ...._ . KOIN .

8i5

Jack Paar Show......... V_ KGW
Showtime On 6—“Paris Express” (Repeat)... .KOIN . ..

STATIONS : KMTV, WOW. KETV.

7.0
1.7

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 1959

1st Run

Movie Masterpiece
Fri. June 5
9:30-11:45 p.m.
KETV-TV

17^0

20.2

6.0

40.7

Person to Person. V.......... . WOW . .. .....19.0
Weather; News; News; Sports. . WOW V.. .. .;:iK3
KMTV ..

1st Rim

Movie Masterpiece
Thurs. June 4
9:30-11:30 p.m.
KETV-TV

15.3 ’

19.4

12.9

37.1

Masquerade Party , .V..___ KMTV . .
Weather; News; News; Sports. KMTV ... .....215
Jack Paar Show.. ..
.KMTV ... .....11.9

Movie Masterpiece
Sat. June 6
9:30-11:30 p.m.
KETV-TV

13.9

19.4

9.1

37.1

Highway Patrol ....... ■ , r .... WOW . . . . . . . . 26^2
Saturday Dateline----..... .wow_ ...21.8
Whirlybirds ................. wow .... .....15.5
Academy Theatre .!.....,.... .wow .... ..... 7.2

Movie Masterpiece
Wed. June 3 9:30-11:00 p m.
KETV-TV:

13.0

14.7

11.9

28.0

Death Valley Days_______; KMTV ..
Weather; News; News; Sports. KMTV . . . .....228
Jack Paar Show...
.KMTV .: .,.,,..16^

Movie Masterpiece
Tues. June 2
9:30-11:45 p.m.
KETV-TV

12.1

13.9

6.0

28.5

Garry Mopre;., . :wow. ..... .30.0
Weather; News; News; Sports, .KMTV
.... .23.8
Jack Paar Show.. ./•........ .KMTV .. .. .;.a20

l. “ROAD TO ZANZIBAR”—
Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby, Dorothy Lamour;
Paramount; 1941; MCA
4. “THE SET-UP”—
Robert Ryan,
Audrey Totter;
RKO; 1949; C&C Films

1st Run

2. “AMBUSH”—

Repeat

.

Lloyd Nolan,
Gladys Swarthout;
Paramount; 1939; MCA
4. “SAN FRANCISCO”—
Clark. Gable, Spencer
Tracy, Jeanette MacDonald;
MGM; 1935; MGM-TV

1st Run

Academy Theatre
Sun. June 7
10:15-12:30 p.m.
WOW-TV

11.3

15.5

0.0

46.8

Bonus Bowling.......
.KMTV ... ......12.2
Late Movie—“Careful*
Soft Shoulders” (Repeat)... KETV .. ..... . 2.1

7. “CONN. YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR’S COURT”Bing Crosby, Rhonda
Fleming, William Bendix;
Paramount; 1949; MCA

1st Run

Best of Hollywood
Sun. June 7
2:30-4:30 p.m.
KETV-TV

10.7...

11.1

10.3

60:5

National Golf Tournament.. ... .KAITV ......... 6.1
Air Force Story..
......, .WOW__ .... 2.0'
Film Story.,.,.:..,...,..... KMTV ...
1.4

9. “SAIGON”—
Alan Ladd,
Veronica Lake;
Paramount; 1948; MCA

1st Run

Movie Masterpiece
Sun. June 7
9:30-11:30 p.m.
KETV-TV

10.0

15.9

7.5

24.7

What’s My Line.__......
WOW ... .. ...33.7
News .
.....24.0
Academy Theatre— .
“San Francisco” (1st Rim).. . WOW , .; ......13.4

f. “KING KONG”—
Bruce Cabot,
Robert Armstrong;
1933; C&C Films

Repeat

90

11.1

6.3

47.0

Major League Baseball. ^..... .WOW .. ...... 8.8
Major League Baseball ....:.. .KMTV . . .
. 40
Western ......_____..... .KMTV ..
2.1
Roy Rogers Feature-^—“The
Man From Oklahoma”
(Repeat) .
_____
.2.4
.WOW ...

8.4

15.9

5.2

34.2

Jack Paar Show .......;..... KMTV
......:il.8
Late Movie—
“Ambush? (1st Run). ... .. . KETV .. ... .. 1.5

“TALL IN THE SADDLE”—
John Wayne,
Ella Raines;
1944; C&C Films
1*. “THE BRIDE GOES WILD”—
June Ally son.
Van Johnson; .
MGM; 1947; MGM-TV

Repeat

/V
\/ Saturday
Matinee
Sat. June 7
I
1:00-4:30 p.m.
1 KETV-TV
//

:wow

■
1st. Run

AcademyTheatre
Tues. June 2
10:15-12:45 p.m.
WOW-TV

•'

p&smFjh
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in Britain
(Week Ending July 26)
Homes Viewing
wuu sj
Wagon Train (AR/AT V/GRANADAV ,......... ... >..:.. 4923
Bernard Delf ont’s Sunday Show. (ATV)
. 4393 .
Variety Show (GRANADA)
...!......;.... • ..... 3863
Crime Sheet (ARV •
- • • • •• • • • ■ .i...
:., .... .3863
Conservative Party Political Broadcast (BBC-ITV) ,.;.. 3711
Television Playhouse (AR) ,
,... 3711
Concentration '(Tues.) (GRANADA)
:...
3560
Armchair;Theatre (ABC> .
. ..
:••'.
3408
'•Concentration (Wed.) (GRANADA) ....;.
J....... V. 3408- ;
This Week (AR>
.....:.. :...• •..
3257

on
Would Up Fees on Facility Rentals |
To Give ITA Bigger Profit Share
. London, Aug. 4. Annoyance and mystification are
the dominant emotions with >vhich
Britain’s main commercial tv webs
have met the Committee on Public
Accounts’ criticisms of the existing
rentals they pay to the Independ¬
ent Television Authority for broad¬
casting facilities and the proposal
that, in future contracts, the ITA
should rent the facilities to the
highest bidder. The Committee,
one of the most influential bodies
in the. Parliamentary system, has
Just, presented its report as a
White Paper.
Anfioyance has been forthcom¬
ing in response to a section stating
that the Committee regards it as
•‘unfortunate*’
that
opportunity
wasn’t taken, in drawing up con¬
tracts with the existing tv com¬
panies, for more frequent review
of rentals and that experience has
shown these companies could un¬
doubtedly afford to pay higher
fees.
Broadly speaking; the tv con¬
cerns' view is that commercial
television
wouldn’t
ever
have
. started in Britain had they not
demanded the financial assurance
of a contract running until 1964
and insisted on keeping . all the
profits that might be made. Had
there instead been provision for a
substantial upgrading of rentals—
provision was indeed made for
slight rises—no one would have
been prepared to take the gamble.
The mystification is roused fol¬
lowing, the Committee's sugge~ ion
that “future contracts should take
’ full account of capacity to pay,”
meaning that when new deals are
struck in 1964 tenders should be
invited. Questions that arise are,
on what
basis
would
anyone
tender, and in the event of one of
the existing companies failing to
make a sufficiently high bid, what
would happen to its studios, offices,
staff et al, built up over the years?;
. Another view is that, by being
forced to divvy up a substantial
sum in order to get a contract, a
company might have to provide
Cheaper shows and so lower pro¬
gram standards in order to com¬
pensate.
The ..Committee of Public Ac-:
counts was clearly impressed, in
drawing up its report, by the profits
>. being made by commercial tv ven¬
tures—around $56,000,000 annual-*
ly, before tax—and the, feeling that
the ITA ought to have a bigger
share. But ITA’s answer is that,
nothing in the Television Act, 1954,
required it to seek from program
contractors terms which would be
calculated to provide, excess, rev¬
enue for payment into the Ex¬
chequer. -It says it has an income
about three times greater than
revenue, expenditures, and that the
surplus on revenue account is run¬
ning at around $4,000,000-$5,500,, which fits it to be regarded as
“a prosperous public; corporation:’’
It isn’t easy to forecast what im¬
mediate effect the Committee’s re-,
port will have, if any, but it will
doubtless furnish fresh ammuni¬
tion to critics of commercial tv.
Including some members of Par¬
liament; Additionally, it may have
some . impact on arrangements
' made by existing companies when
providing programs to those new
outfits, that will take over three
areas where services are planned
—Devon and Cornwall and two
Scottish regions. Hitherto, it has
been a common practice, fostered
by the ITA, to let such newcomers
have networked shows at less than
half cost, but it may be considered
tactically advantageous how to in¬
crease such charges.

000

j"-.--

r-v-

STILL A ‘BRENNER’
IN CBS-TV FUTURE
In order to build up its program
inventory in the event of any mid¬
season cancellations, CBS-TV has
decided definitely to reenter pro¬
duction on “Brenner,’- the. halfhour Which is going to be can¬
celled after Sept. 12 by. sponsor
Lever Bros.
Web, knowing from the start
that Lever was nervous about the
N. Y. cop telefilm, half-hour in the
SatUrday-at-9 slot, wasn’t too sure
whether it’d continue beyond the
first 15 stanzas* last of which will
be exposed on Sept. 12 for Lever.
But it decided, late last week to;
continue production of at least 13
more. “Brenner” films, because j
ratings have grown since its startlast June 6.(In point of fact, web
disagreed strongly with Lever
about the cancellation.)
Production resumes in N. Y.
Aug. 17,
,

Canadas Indie TV
‘Home-Made’ Edict
Toronto, Aug. 4.
Two announcements of the board
of the Canadian Broadcasting .Corp.
have Toronto’s prospective Owners ’
of private tv stations perturbed.
One is the ruling of the CBC that
Canadian private stations must
henceforth broadcast a minimum
of 55% of made-in-Canada pro¬
grams.; that the granting of the
only channel in the Toronto area
will not be issued by the CBC until
the middle of 1960, an eventuality
that was expected much sooner of
of the newly-elected board of gov¬
ernors. "
Close on the heels of his $31,500.00.0 purchase of the Kemsley
chain, of British newspapers, Roy
Thomson, in Toronto this week on
a visit, is the latest entry for bid¬
ding on a Toronto independent tv
station. Other bidders who have
filed their applications are Famous
Players (Canadian)already in the
tv picture in Kitchener, Ontario,
and Quebec City, plus thei.il sched¬
uled pay-as-you-see- experiment in
a Toronto suburb this Fall; Stand¬
ard Radio Ltd. which operates
CFRB, Toronto, largest independ¬
ent radio Station in Canada; Jack
Kent Cooke* CKEY, Toronto; Fos¬
ter Hewitt, CKFH, Toronto; and
Joel Aldred, Chevy announcer and
head of Fifeshire Motion Pictures
Ltd.
...
|
Theirs Is a varied reaction to the j
55% Canadian figure proposed as
the minimum schedule by the CBC
to new licensees. “It seems to me
a. rather stiff percentage,” says
Roy Thomson, who. owns a, chain
of radio stations in Canada and is i
owner of Scotland’s tv network.
‘T have been unable thoroughly to
examine the proposed CBC require-,
riient but I hope to on my return j
to the Office after- a bout wuth lum¬
bago. We will give it consideration ]
but I dont know what the ramifi¬
cations would be. I hope the 55%
includes British (kinescoped) pro¬
grams.”
“We’ll have to study the CBC
(Continued on page 56)
|

f

NYU-RCA Team in New
Project to Better TV
Techniques for Teaching
.— NYU in cooperation with RCA
is building a Center for instruc¬
tional Television. The object is to
develop and spread the most ef¬
fective techniques for tv teaching
in American schools.
Project, which starts in Septem-.
ber, . will get under way with ap¬
proximately $100,000 in funds and
tv equipment from RCA.. Head¬
quarters . will be in the South
Building at. NYU’s “Washington
Square Center:”
CIT will be designed for teach¬
ers, producer-directors, evaluators,
administrators and others con¬
cerned with;, tv as a teaching
tool. Center ’ will be ; administered
by the School of Education and
Communication Arts Group. Nine¬
teen educations and authorities on
tv will serve on the Center’s Ad¬
visory Committee. Center’s own
director and staff have hot yet
been appointed.

Record Bop
San Jose, Cal., Aug. 4.
. Frank Darien, who deejays a
“record hop” show on KTVTJ,
decided last week he’d liven
things UP for televiewers, by
having two quick-draw artists
on. the show.
Two blank-cartridge gun¬
men, members of the Almaden
Gunslingers Club, came on
stage, one from each side.
Darien stood between them.
The. gunslingers drew and
fired.
Darien was treated at O’Con¬
nor
Hospital
for
painful
powder burns on* an arm.

Washington, Aug. 4.
NBC has run into trouble trying
to get out of UHF with $1,044,000,
but minus one radio property.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission has directed a hearing
(without setting a date for it yet)
on proposed NBC sale of WNBC-TV
(channel 30) and WKNB radio,
both New Britain, Conn., to a new
corporation known as Connecticut
Television, Inc., for $1,044,000.
Hearing had been requested by
Hampden-Hampshire. Corp., licen¬
see of WHYN-TV, a Springfield,
Mass., UHF. WHYN-TV had two
complaints, and FCC directed that
the hearing would cover both.. .
One was that the Roger L. Put¬
nam group, which owns a com¬
peting Springfield, Mass., UHF tv
property, plus two other UHF tv
stations in Massachusetts,
and
which owns one-thir<A interest in
the new corporation seeking to ac¬
quire the New Britain station,
would obtain “a monopolistic grasp
on television facilities in Western
Massachusetts and the Connecti¬
cut River Valley.”
The other was that grade A con¬
tours of WWLP-TV, the Putnam
group’s Springfield outlet, and
WNBC-TV at New Britain overlap.
Connecticut Television, Inc., has
denied an actual overlap exists,
filing engineering reports
and
maps to back up the claim.
Besides
WWLP-TV,
Putnam’s
Springfield Television Broadcast¬
ing. Corp. owns WWOR-TV, Worces¬
ter, Mass., and WRLP-TV, Green¬
field, Mass., the latter generally a
WWLP-TV satellite. Also, Springfield has translator stations at
Pittsfield and Athol, Mass., and
Claremont and Lebanon, N.H.
Two-thirds of. Connecticut Tele¬
vision (besides one-third held by
Springfield Television) is owned
by Plains Television Corp. of Chi¬
cago, licensee, of WICS-TV, Springfield, Ill., and WCHU-TV, Cham¬
paign,. Ill,
Sale of WNBC-TV would take
NBC out of UHF. The web closed
Toledo—George Kapel has been its Buffalo UHF more than a year
named, general Sales manager of ago. CBS has previously. disposed
WTOL-TV, Toledo. He was previ¬ I of its two UHF properties, in Mill waukee and Hartford, Conn.
ously with KXTV, Sacramento.

Dr. John E. Ivey Jr., exec veep
of NYU, and John L. Burns, prexy
of RCA, made the announcement
of the upcoming CIT. Teachertraining phase of the program will
consist of a Workshop in TV teach¬
ing for graduate schools,; under¬
graduates who have teaching, expe¬
rience, practicing teachers and ad¬
ministrators who have, been recom¬
mended by: their school systems.
Prof. Harvey Zorbaugh, exec
officer of NYU’s Communication
Arts Group, and the Workshop
would have two sections, one deal¬
ing with studio teaching and the
other with classroom utilization
of
tv
presentations.
Students
meeting admission requirements
will get degree credit for. complet¬
ing the Workshop and can be ap¬
plied toward a master’s or doctor’s
degree in instructional tv at the
School. There will be apprentice
opportunities for. those completing
the workshop in school systems
using tv instruction. The Hagers¬
town, Md., setup: will serve as one.
such outlet for apprentices.
Staff at the Center will be avail¬
able, to school administrators for
consultation on use of tv instruc¬
tion and Center’s research findings
will be made available in publica¬
tions and films.
Advisory
Committee
Includes
Charles A. Siepmann, chairman of
dept, of communications in educa¬
tion, Communication Arts Group,
NYU; T. A. Smith, exec veep for
industrial electronics, RCA; James
Macandrew, exec director, N. Y.
State Regents Education TV Proj¬
ect;' Warren A. Kraetzer, veep for
promotion and development, Na¬
tional Educational TV-Radio Cen¬
ter; Thomas J. Brophy, director of
Office of Radio-TV NYU; Richard
J. Goggin.. chairman of dept, of tv,
films and radio; Communication
Arts Group, NYU, arid other edu-t
cational leaders and school tv ex¬
perts. '

London, Aug. 4.
The rapid growth of the television rental business in Britain has
been graphically illustrated here during the past week by reports
from three, companies of varying sizes. The largest outfit, Rediffu¬
sion Ltd., cafne up with a group trading profit of just over $13,and the pronouncement that subscribers to wired tv more
than doubled in the year ending March 31. Telefusion, relatively
modest concern, doubled its group net profits. And Home Telerent¬
als, also a comparatively minor league entry, experienced a 55%
rise in income in the first four months, of this year.
The Rediffusion profit, over $700,000 better than last year, Is a
record.
Board chairman J; Spencer Wills reports that the vision
input service in Montreal—only plaice where the Rediffusion serv¬
ice operates on the. North American continent—doubled the num¬
ber of subscribers in the past 12 months. The company has sub¬
mitted applications in Jamaica and Trinidad for. tv franchises and
plans to start its tv broadcasting service in the Western Region of
Nigeria this fall, following up with a sound radio service in the
New Year. Sound transmissions in Liberia, operated by a sub-,
sidiary on which Government arid Rediffusion reps will sit as
directors, are skedded. to begin towards the end of this year.
Rediffusion also operates in Hong. Kong, Kuala Lumpur* Penang,
Singapore, Nigeria, Jamaica, British Guiana arid Ceylon.

000,000

By LES CARPENTER

Washington, Aug. 4.
With a tough bill, House Com¬
merce Committee Chairman Oren
Harris
(D-Ark.)
got two-fisted
about the spectrum space imbro¬
glio. But in a situation heavy with
irony, the broadcasting industry
thinks it. was toe one taking the
right to the chin.
Harris’ purpose in introducing
his bill was to force a reallocation
of frequencies to make more tele¬
vision channels available for pub¬
lic use. But broadcasters foresee
the opposite result. In this ver¬
sion of “The Lady or the Tiger,”
the industry pictures itself look¬
ing into, toe jaws of the beast,
Harris’ intentions notwithstanding.
Broadcasting reps here confide
they, are “stunned” with the Harris
Bill, think it would make the U.S.
President a. “dictator” over spec¬
trum and fear it opens the door
for the Government to gobble up
more frequencies.
Harris, of course, doesn’t agree.
If he did, he wouldn’t have in¬
troduced the measure. But this
problem—and disagreement—can
be worked upon when the . bill
undergoes hearings.
Harris is
hoping his House Communications
Subcommittee can hold them be¬
fore the end of the session. There
is some doubt about the timing
because Harris is one of the Capi¬
tol’s busiest men these days, and
everything would have to be put
aside if he launches (through his
House Legislative Oversight Sub¬
committee) a thorough probe of
quiz, show scandals (see separate
story).
... One private beef of broadcast¬
ing reps here is that they were
not consulted on major provisions
of the Harris Bill until after the
Arkansan dropped it into the
House hopper. There had been a
general discussion of the need for
legislation to force action on divid¬
ing Government and non-Goverhment spectrum a week before with
Harris and officials of NBC, CBS,
National Assn, of Broadcasters and
Maximum
Service
Telecasters.
Specifics weren’t talked out. Next
meeting was several hours after
Introduction of the bill.

Hits at “Rum around”

In proposing the bill, Harris ex¬
pressed disgust with two-year-old
runaround he’s received from the
White House and the military (the
Pentagon is toe major Govern¬
ment spectrum user) in an effort
to reach some kind of agreement
on legislation which would end
prolonged federal dilly-dallying on
spectrum, Harris wants some in¬
dependent
assessment
of
who
needs what (and who is entitled to
what) frequencies, as between tho
Government and non-Government
users.
Trouble is, the remedy he sug¬
gested in the Harris Bill doesn’t
put the assessment in “independ¬
ent” hands, in the view of broad¬
casters, but places It where the
Government interest will outweigh
that of non-Government.
Major provisions of Harris’ bill
are:
—Authorizes creation of a super¬
agency, the three-member Fre¬
quency Allocation Board, which
would have power to reallocate
frequencies between Government
and non-Government. (Electronic
Industries
Assn,
recommended
such a super-agency last June.)
—No
court
review
of
the
Board’s decisions is provided, but
the President, when he finds
“national security” or “foreign
relations” considerations Involved,
can set aside,. reverse, change the
effective date of a reallocation or
“take whatever action he deems
necessary and appropriate” on
any of the Board’s decisions.
(This is one of the broadcasting
Industry’s two major objections to
the bill. Spokesmen say this makes
the President too powerful. Yet,
some lawyers claim the President
now has the right in “national
security” or “foreign relations”
situations to take any amount of
spectrum away from non-Govern¬
ment users. FCC Chairman John C.
I DoerfSr has publicly expressed the
opinidn he thinks the President
now* has that power. Other attor¬
neys, however, claim he doesn’t
have it. The issue has never been
before a court. One thing is true:
whether the President can or
can’t grab spectrum now, he could
J
(Continued ori page 46)
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ARB SYNDICATION CHART

Variety’* weekly tabulation, 'based on ratings furnished by . American Research
■Bureau, hiqhlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
in devi1' of the too ten syndicated shows in the sam&pariicular market. This week ten
different markets' are covered
-ii
V' In"the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
C'-erage share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, competitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true, rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from, media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to: syndicators will find;; the- charts valuable,
Over the course of a. year, ARB will tabulate a mi\iimum of 150 markets. The, resuits of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating performanee- of the: top ten network shows on the local leoeV the Variety-ARB charts are
designed, to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv -market in the U.S.

CLEVELAND
RK.

STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WJW.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1. Summer On Ice (Mon. 10:00-11:00}... KYW:

2. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30' /. /.. WEWS
3.
4.
5.
b.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gunsmoke iSat. 10:00-10:30)..., J■... .WJW
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00'/... . WJW
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30) L-WJW
The Rifleman 'Tues. 9:00-9:30)..],.... WTEWS
Peter Gunn -Mon. 9:00-9:30' ....... .KYW
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00'..WJW
Loretta Young 'Sun. 10:00-10:30' --KYW
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00' ......WJW
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10. .WJW
Alcoa Theatre (Mon. 9:30-10:001. j.... .KYW

AV. 1
RTG. jRK.
39.3
38.8
36.2
28.2
28.1
28.1
27.1
26,5
26:5
25.3
24.1
23,5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7..
8.
9.
10.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TLWE
STA.
DISTRIB,
U.S. Marshal (Fri. 10:30), ..!!. .... .WEWS-. . ;NTA
Death Valley Days (Sat. .10:30), . . ... WJW... . tr.$. Borax
:
Dial 999 (Tues. 10:30)....... . . 1.. 1... .WEWS.. 1 .Ziv
Bold Venture (Sat. 10:30)....’!. .... .KYW.
: Ziv
Cannonball (Wed. 10:30),.., 1\ . .... . KYW... . IT C .
Special Agent 7 (Sat. 10:30>!!. .... .WEWS.. ..MCA
Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00»......... >. /... . WJW:,.. . 1 Ziv
Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 5:00).. -.. -... ..;..KYW... .. UAA
N.Y. Confidential (Tues. 8:00'..! .....wjw..; .. ITC
Waterfront (Thurs. 16:00).. .7..!..-•!,-WEWS.! . .MCA

CEDER RAPIDS-WATERLOO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:36).; ....
Gunsmoke <Sat. 9:00-9:30'..........
Ann Sothern -Mon. 8:30-9:00'.......
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00). ... .
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30'.:...
What's My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00)...
The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30).: . . ..
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)..._
Summer On Ice (Mon. 9:00-10:00)...
10. Beal McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00):... .

.WMT
wtvtt

40.9
4CL3

.WMT
.KCRG
.WMT
.KCRG
.WMT
.KWWL
.KCRG

359
35.2
33.9
32.8
31.8
30.8
29.8

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30' ..W’DEF
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WDEF
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30>.i .... .WTTVC
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30). .WRGP
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10)..... WDEF
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30)..... WTVC
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WTVC
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)_WDEF
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon, 8:30-9:00). WRGP
Zane Grey Theatre (Thurs. 9:00-9:30). WDEF
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 9:30-10:00' ___WRGP

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30'_l..WKRG
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9' .WKRG
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30'.
___ W’KRG
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00'.. .W’KRG
Wanted—-Dead or Alive (Sat. 7:30-8). .WKRG
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30):..... .WALA
Lux Playhouse (Fri. 8:30-9:00)1...... WKRG
G.Ec Theatre (Sun. 8:00-8:30'/..WKRG
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7:30-8:00)..!.._WKRG
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00'..W'KRG

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).^...WTAR
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30)___W'AVY
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WTAR
Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30).!_.WTAR
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)... 1....... WAVY
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)..
--WAVY
Wanted—Dead or Alive (Sat. 8:30-9). .WTAR
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. .WTAR
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)..... WTAR
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)._.WTAR

56-3
1.
46.3
2.
43.3
3.
40 7
4.
37.7
37.4
5.
36.9
6.
35.4
7.
34.0
8!
34.0
9.
31.7 10.

Huckleberry Hound (Thurs! 7:00).. .WDEF!, . Screen Gems
Man Without A Gun (Sat. 10:30) ... .WDEF,. ..NTA
U S. Marshal (Wed. 7:00)..;,.. :!. . .
WRGP.. ..NTA
State Trooper (Mon. 7:30)........
.WRGP.. ..MCA
San Francisco Beat (Tues. 7:00)..
WRGP.. ..CBS
Highway Patrol (Tues. 7:30)... . ... /WDEF. ; .. Ziv
Life of Riley (Fri, 7:00);......
.WRGP.. ..NBC
Sky King (Sat. 7:00) .! .
. :, .!
.WDEF.. .. Nabisco
Border Patrol (Thurs: 7:30) .
.WDEF.. ..CBS
How To Marry Millionaire (Mon. 7>! ! WDEF.. ..NTA

.

.

.

Person to Person...... ..WJW
..KYW
Bold Venture
Garry Moore
. .WJW
Death Valley Days.... : WJW
U.S. Steel Hour.. / . .wjw;
Death Valley Days»... ..Wjw
Soldiers of Fortune... . KYW
American Bandstand .. . .WEWS
Cheyenne . ------- ..WEWS
..WJW
Playhouse 90 1....

67.7
76.3
49.3
60.4
41.7
54.7
515
48.1
48.9
22.6
55.2

23.9
19.4
18.6
17.7
16.6
15.5
15.1
14.9
14.2
13.4

65.3
51.2
58.5
38.7
52.0
33.8
51.5
54.0
29.5
47.2.

1.
59.3
2.
57.4
3.
51.0
4.
46.8
5.
6.
45.4
7.
42.5
7.
40.5 ;8-,
38.8
9.
38.5
38.3 10.

Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:00) : ! .;... .. W’KRG . . ..MCA
Whirlybirds (Sat. 9:30).. .......... ... WKRG.. ..CBS
Colonel Flack 'Tues. 8:00).../.... •.. WKRG!. ..CBS
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 8:00)..... ...wala;. .. Ziv
State Trooper (Thurs. 9:00)....... ...WALA/. ;.MCA.
Border . Patrol (Fri. 7:30)......... ...WKRG,. . .CBS
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 7:00)_
...WALA/. ..Screen Gems
U.S. Marshal. (Thurs. 8:00) ....— , ,., WKRG ... . .NTA
Amos & Andy (Mon.-Fri. 5:30':.
.
... WALA.. ..CBS
Woody W'oodpecker (Mon. 6:00)... ...WALA.. ..Kellogg

38.5
36.9
31.2
30.2
30.0
26.3
24.9
24.9
24.7
23.9

Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 9:30)...

23.7

;. W’KRG.. .•NTA

1. U.S; Marshal (Sat. 10:30):... ..
47.0
43.4
39.6

.; WTAR,. ., NTA

27.2

2. Rescue 8 (Wed. 8:00» .______!. .; W’TAR .. .. Screen Gems 25.3
3. Bold Venture 'Mon. 8:30),_...... . .WTAR.. . ; Ziv
4. Sea Hunt fWed. 7.30).. . . W’TAR.. .Ziv
5. Popeye (Mon. 6:00)..... ......,.. /» ..WAVY.; .;UAA

38.9
37.9
37.7
07 n j1
u/.U

6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
3o.2 I 10.

Highway Patrol .•(Mon! 7:00'.... =;*. :
Flight, (Mori. 8:30)...... . .__!. .
Mike Hammer (Fri.. 8:30'.!...,
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:00)
Cannonball (Thurs. . 7:00)!.
Woody Woodpecker (Mori. 5:00)...

.:wavy. .
.. WAVY. .
:.wtar. .
..WAVY..
..WAVY..
. . WAVY,.

.. Ziv •
. CNP
, MCA
. .Screen Gems
.ITC
.. Kellogg

24.3
21.7
19.1
16.8
16.4
16.4
16.0
15.5
14.8

Bold Venture (Sat. 10:30).......... .WHEC...
Rescue,8 (Sat. 11:00'/.............. WROC...
Mike Hammer (Sun. 10:30) .WHEC.. .
Three Stooges (Sun. 1:00).•!.......; . .WROC.!.
U.S. Marshal (Sun. 8:30)........ .! . WROC...
Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30)............... ..WVET...
Huckleberry Hound (Fri! 6:00)....... WVET: ..
Woody Woodpecker (Mori. 6:00).. . . /. WVET....
Popeye (Thurs.. 6!tiO)....;. . . WVET...
Popeye (Sat. 12:30) ...! ...
WVET...
Flight (Thurs.. 10:30).! .!:...!....... WROC...

Ziv
.Screen Gems
MCA
. Screen Gems
, -NTA
Ziv !
Screen Gems
Kellogg
UAA
UAA
CNP

27.5
20.0
17.9
16.5
16.5
16.3
15 8
15.3
14.4
13.3
12.6 .
12.6

15.4
25.7
17:2
23:5
17.2
43
98
22.1
28 7

6.8
6.2
15.5
8,0
20^;
8.9
11.4
15.2
12:1
40.9
8.4

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14. 1959.
Special Agent 7... /.
D.A.’s Man .. ^......
Mackenzie’s Raiders
Name That Tune. . , .
Woody. Woodpecker .
Sugarfoot ,.... !....
Bozo the Clown.....
Wrestling
Leave It To Beaver..
Boots & Saddles .! ..

....WRGP
./..WRGP
....WDEF
. . . . WDEF
.../WDEF
...WTVC
....WDEF
.!. . WRGP
.!. .WTVC
....WRGP

9.3
15.1
■8.0
24.8
11.7
20^9
10.8
65
25.7
10.8

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.
.WALA
.WALA
.WALA
.WKRG
WKRG
.WALA
.WKRG
.WALA
WKRG

88
18 0
27.8
24.9
22.7
19.0
20.0
30.2
9.2

: WKRG
WALA

24.7
25.4

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.

j News; Weather; Sports
) Early Late Show., ..
WAVY
4.9
57.4 Music for Suirimer Night. WAVY
1 *8.7
50.4 Flight
.WAVY
16.4
52.8 Music for Summer Night. WAVY , 10.6
75.5 ( MGM Matinee Movie..
I Sports .. ; ........,. .WTAR
6.7
68.0 Big Story --....... .WTAR
7,1
34.0 Bold Venture ... ....... .WTAR
24.3
37.8 Walt Disney Presents... WAVY
23.5
74.4 MGM Matinee Movie... WTAR
5.8
68.0 Hometown Hbedown .
/WTAR
5.8
68.2 MGM Matinee Movie. . .; WTAR
6.4

oo.u
74.01
49.8 ]
71.2 I
35.0
63.9
61.3
58.6 j
58.8 I
74.6;
37.8]

STATIONS: KUTV, WTVT, KSL

33.9 I 1.
KUTV.. ..Ziv
31,6 j! 2. Flight (Mon. 9:00). .1!. . , /. . .
.
KSL-;.. ..CNP
29.9 13.: Death Valley Days (Sat 9:30)....
KSL j .. .. ..U.S. Borax
29.8 S 4. - Man Without A Gun (Sun, 7:30)..
KUTV.. ..NTA
29.4 ! 4. This Is Alice (Thurs. 8:30).....
KUTV.. ... NTA ■
26.5 ] ■ 5; Highway Patrol (Tues. 8:30). 1. . .
KSL.. !. . .Ziv
6. U.S. Marshal ( Wed: 8:30) ....,....
26.2
.KUTV..
NTA
26.2 i r7- Harbor Command i Fri. 9:30) ..;. ..
. KSL ; .
.. Ziv
24.2 j I-.8.
KUTV.. ..NTA
23.1 i 9/ WoodyWoodpecker (Tues.. 5:00)1'.
... KUTV.. .. Kellogg
_;io. Sky King (Tues. 8:00). . . .: .1....,! ../KUTV.. .; Nabisco
22.8 ItlO. Whirlybirds (Thurs:. 8:00)..... 1.: .1 KTVT.. ...CBS
(Continued on page 46).

22.8

29.9
25.3
24.5
19.5
18.3 ,
15.4
14.7
14.7
14.3
14.1
13.5

22.9

74.5

STATIONS: WROC, WVET, WHEC.
43.6 i> I.
39.8 • 2.
•37.5;! 3.
37.1 it 4.
35.1 i! 5.
33.2 ;! 6.
33.2
32.8
31,7
30.5
29.9 i 10.

..KWWL *
, .KCRG
..KCRG
..KWWL
..WMT. • •
. .KWWL
..KWWL
..KWWL
..KWWL
..WMT
. WMT

^9.7 Welk’s Dancing Party. .
67.2 D.A.’s Man ./.......,
52.4 The Californians -54.8 U.S. Marshal .........
56.4 Playhouse 90 ..... ....
57.4 Walt Disney Presents .
55:5 December Bride :.,...
45.2i Highway Patrol ......
72.9 Mickey Mouse Club...
47.7 ( Home. Edition---:CBS News
47.8 “M” Squad

STATIONS: WTAR, WAVY, WVEC.

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 1959.

D.A.’s Man
Lucky Star Theatre..
Deadline for Action..
Deadline ............
Person to Person.. ....
Deadline
...........
Deadline
...........
Deadline
...........
Deadline
...........:
Danny Thomas ..,..
Lassie .......
.....

STATIONS: WKRG* WALA,

SALT LAKE Cl I Y-OEDEN-PROVO
Perry Mason iSat. 8:30-9:30).
KSL
Maverick *Sun. 8:30-9:30* ! .
• KUTV
77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 8:00-9:00* ....
KUTV
The Rifleman 'Tues. 8:00-8:30> .
.KUTV
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 8:00-9:00* .
KSL
Rea! McCoys 'Thurs. 7:30-8:00* . . .
KUTV
Wagon Train 'Wed. 7:30-8:30' ..
KTVT
We k’s Dancing Party (Sat. 7:00-8:00 KUTV
8 Gunsmoke <Sat. 8:00-8:30' .’!
.KSL
9. Price. Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00*
KTVT
10 Alcoa Presents (Tues. 9:00^9:30)...
KUTV
10 Naked City ITues. 8:30-9:00).KUTV

9.5

41.1
39.2
36.4
3511
25.8
25.7
61.8
44.1
23.2
18.1

STATIONS: WRGP. WTVC, WDEF.

ROCHESTER
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ........WHEC
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat.; 9:30-10). WHEC
3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)..._..WHEC
4. Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:00). .WVET
5. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WVET
6. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .WHEC
6. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).......WROC
7. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)1 ........WHEC
8. G.E. Theatre (Sun, 9:00-9:30' .......WHEC
*). Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00) ....; .WHEC
10. Richard Diamond (Sun. 10:00-10:30'. .WHEC

9,7

Special Agent 7 (Sat. 9:30).;.. .!.....wmt;,. . MCA
27,7
Mike Hammer (Sat.. 10:00) . .V .
26.4
. MCA
Highway Patrol (Sun. -9:00)...
. Ziv.
250
Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:00). .,.... __..WMT! .. .. Ziv
23.9
Rescue 8 (Fri. 9:30) .. .. . ......KCRG.. . Screen Gems 20.7
N.Y. Confidential (Sun. 10:00) . .... v.; .WMT... .ITC
20.3
U.S. Marshal (Tues. 10:00)..: .
. NTA
20.3
Rendezvous (Mon. 10:00) .... --WMT... . CBS
20.0
CNP
WMT...
Flight (Fri. 10:00)..,, .:. . ....
17.8
13B
9. State Trooper (Mon. 8:00) /. i. ..._KWWL! . . MCA
13 2
10- Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:00)-... .......KCRG/.. ; . CBS

NORFOLK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
‘ 7.
8.
9.
10.

1119
11.3
10.5
9.8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.

MOBILE
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

21.2
17.2
16.8
15.4

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
STA.;
sh; PROGRAM

STATIONS: WMT, KWWL, KCRG.

CHATTANOOGA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 1959.

54.7
37.4
40.7
53,2
34.9
30.8
31.0
43.6
32.7
47.5
51.4
29.1

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.
Pat Boone ......!/..;.; WROC
Wrestling
.WHEC
What’s My Line ..,...... WROC
Sun. Premiere Feature: .WVET
Ed Sullivan .......,..!.. WHEC
Buckskin . !••. .WROC
Playhouse 5
...... WROC
Playhouse 5 .......... .WROC
Playhouse 5; Interview •• WROC
Wrestling-Buffalo
. .WROC
Playhouse 90 .!.
!: . .WHEC

12.4
8.5
24.7
7.9
34.0
87
9.3
.1014
1010
4;8
22.2

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.
Summer Chevy Show..
Cameo Theatre !
__
To Marry A Millionaire.
Suspicion . /;.........
Playhouse 90 !........
Naked City ... /....
.
Price Is Right., .;......
Kennecott Theatre .....
Death Valley Days...,.
Utah 'Bandstarid _____
Playhouse of Mystery..
Zorro
........,....

.KTVT
.KTVT
. KUTV.
.KTVT
.KSL
.KUTV
.KTVT
.KUTV
KSL
.KTVT
.KSL
.KUTV

12.0
18.9
14.4
9.3
I9J
22B
23.1
15.3
17.9
7;0
8.4
18.6
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TV Press Agents Huffin' and Puffin'
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House Action On

= By JO RANSON ;
With several hundred specials press chief, who preferred not to j In some respects, as saturated
and a superabundance of nev/ be identified, wryly observed•’ that | with procedural pageantry as, say,
program series slated for fall air¬ he might purchase gavels and cop- j a foreign ministers’ conference at
ing on the webs, a scurrying army, ies of Roberts’ Rules, of Order as j Geneva or the morning when the
Washington, Aug. 4.
. : Washington, Aug. 4.
of frenzied press agents, above, standard department equipment, I Justices of the Supreme Court
U. S. House’s turn on wateredFederal Communications Com-. and beyond those'belonging to the plus rumor-sensitive Geiger coun- i hand down their momentous decidown “equal time” reform may
mission has flatly opposed Senator networks,; will, be .stentoring at ters. During the 1959-60 season, sions.
Estes Kefauyer’s proposal to sad¬ city room doors and editorial sanc¬ he said, his department would ’ nri ., “These days The Meeting Is come within a week, it appeared
dle it with the- job of umpiring tums ' of mags in an effort do doubt find Itself involved’in ev- [ usually called by an indie praise today (Tues.).
sportscasting agreements. Latter, wangle space for their buliwhip-1 erything from parliamentary pro- • agent to impress his client/’ an ob-.
Senate has passed by a Voice
said Commission, involve matters; lashing clients.e'edure to what one of his; associ- j server at one of these meetings vote a Sec. 315 rewrite which ex¬
out of its league—K)r,.: in the FCC’s
In. some . instances, . it will take [ ales describes as “the plumbing; said this week. “One of the big empts newscasts, news Interviews,
' Own governmenptese,. “outside the on. the aspects of a Pehn Relay end of the business”—trying to ’ things is to get the sponsor to at- news documentaries and on-thearea of our’ expertise.”
, race, the only difference being that: prevent leakage of premature or . tend the meeting. Because of the spot news coverage with instruc¬
. FCC stated its opposition in a ; the press, agents will be running inaccurate info from various out- j staggering number of man-hours tions in the bill that on such
letter to Kefauver’s Anti-Monopoly • around madly finally .winding Up side sources.
! spent sparring at The Meeting, it is shows “all sides of public conSubcommittee ,w h i c h held four | in each other’s ., dandruff hair. AI . The network press . head noted usually , true that the publicity troverles shall be given as fair an
days of hearings on rival bills ex¬ ; pretty sight it won’t be, accord- - that press agentry’s nine-platoon campaign has already been decided opportunity to be heard as is prac¬
This language,
empting certain professional sports ; mg to some network press chiefs,! system. wasn’t planned,
“It just and split among the various press tically possible.”
practices from antitrust laws.
• l{who have to contend with a be- j growed that way,” he said. Nets . agents at individual confabs long added by the Senate at the request
Under Kefauver’s bill, agree¬ J wildering assortment of outside j with their complete staffs of p.r, ; before The Meeting takes place, of Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.),
ments restricting major league, -pir. interested in their own phases: specialists, are geared to handle ; So a routine of set speeches is is apparently intended to give the
| every phase of publicity he main-j.made, and time which the network Federal Communications Commis¬
broadcasts in minor league areas . of the same program.
would be exempt only If approved, . There will be shows this fall, j tained and the consensus is that; guys could spend more profitably sion a more specifically defined
as “reasonably necessary” by FCC. ! as there have been in. the past,! they do the job well. But one .ofj turning out publicity releases is check on such programs at sta¬
tion license renewal time through
FCC Said this task would require I with as many as six oir eight dif-.i the biggest headaches,. iL appears, I given over to the ritual. The big
| question, is whether, despite the the “public Interest” consideration.
*an appraisal of economic and com¬ ■ fCrent publicity battalions hurling ! is the matter of leaks.
Rep.
Oren
Harris
iD-Ark.),
“With deals cooking like mad j leaks
.|?ad to occasional
petitive factors against a frame¬ the flack-ack in divers directions. I
work of legal doctrines with which The webs, in. numerous instances, along Madison Avenue this sum- ! fc0<?£s' the .dailies actually benefit House Commerce Committee chair-:.
.
’
. ..
. ..
i b m the long-run from this hydra- man, who will be in charge of
we have no day-to-day working
“equal time” legislation in the
, familiarity.” It suggested that KeHouse plans to go before the House
; fauver look around for •‘some other
Rules
Committee Wednesday <5)
agents',”
the
press
chief
observed.
f
.
tribunal” more savvy about such
Problem of outside press agents or Thursday (6) to obtain clear¬
j will be added the p.r. outfit rep- "The hazards: not necessarily, in !
things.
chronological
order,
are
The
Meet-!
«
network
specks,
etc.,
!
resenting,
the
ad
agency
on
the
ac
ance
for
the House to consider it.
In view of FCC’s stand. Kefauver
House bill is similar to Senateappears certain to revamp the < count as well as the p.r: bunch for ine and The Leak Usually the!ls. v.ie*'ed with considerable equapassed
version,
although different
the
sponsor
himself
and
still
an_
, countdown on the press agents be-1
of orpcfh*
broadcast provision when his sub¬ ,
words make it up. Major differ¬
hill
1J
committee gets together in the .; other publicity organization: sitting , gins with The Leak. This Is one way ,
ence
is
Senate
bill
releases news
j
in
for
the
program
packager.
Anj
it
happens:
A
contract
is
about
to
be
w™niauiivV
«rith™ihe
near future to thrash out a bill.
documentaries from Sec. 315, while
Subcommittee m e m b e r s are ' other: cook mixing into the pub-! signed, for a new web show. The ,5fh*?1}. ■ S?
House
bill
doesn’t.
mildly optimistic that the impasse licity broth, on occasion, Avill;be^ P*.manis alerte^hut im^is; coSfuIfon but Awdl-tait and coSenate bill had at first exempt
which blocked sports antitrust leg the press agent, for a guest star cautioned not to release anything ordinated effort in which we all
fslation last year. can be sur¬ as well as. space grabbers for. lesser until, the deal is firm—and with participate,” Eiges said. “General¬ panel shows, but this freedom was
mounted, at least to the extent of lights on tqe show not to mention the best of intentions there is ly the agency and sponsor press stricken when Senate adopted an
reporting a bill to the full Judici¬ an indie tub thumper or two for often a slip twixt handshake and people handle specialize media and amendment offered by Sen. Clair
ary. Committee. Last summer, the the director. The only one, it ap¬ signed contract So the network sponsor interests in stunts and Engle (D-Calif.), who argued the
bill should be confined only to re¬
subcommittee, after extensive hear¬ pears, who. won’t engage a press press man keeps his liD? buttoned promotions.
The packager press
ings, tabled a House-passed meas¬ agent will be the guy in charge dutifully and then reads all about rep gives us quick information on versing the Lar Daly decision per¬
of
the
crawl,
credits.
the:
upcoming
show:
in
the
news¬
taining
to newscasts alone.
ure, thus thwarting. Senate, action
All this; network press, depart¬ paper, where it is printed , a cou¬ casting, production and direction,
in that Congress.
titles, story lines and in delivering
ments
feel,
adds
up
to
reductio
ad
ple
of
mornings
later
Network
Competing With' Kefauver’s bill
stars for interviews.
Ort many
is one co-sponsored by Sens^ Thom¬ absurdum et impossible of how gent knows it is still iffy, ;but it shows, stars have their own in¬
as Hennings <D-Md), Kenneth to go nuts in Mimeograph Row. doesn’t read that way,”
dividual press agents and they are
Keating (R-N.Y.) and Everett Dirk- Once upon a time the aforemen¬
As if network press departments j most helpful in explaining the
sen (R-Ill.). This grants broader an¬ tioned lineup was the exception; don’t have their hands full with j needs and functions of the press
Washington, Aug. 4.
titrust exemption, and allows agree¬ today it is. the rule with press outside press agents
on
both j department and in getting us the
Two new rules have been issued
ments which would black out broad¬ agents
i .getting
......into each
... . other’s
.
coasts, they also have to. contend ! cooperation we need for coverage
way m
In establishing
editorial con-;
con- with the loquacious exec berthed ! as well as doing a personal pub- by Federal Communications Com¬
establishing editorial
casts of major league games in an way
area 75 miles around a minor tacts, picture planting, column ; in another department of the net-jlieity job on the packager and his mission to tighten up procedures
for equal time requests. One would
league town on the day it’s hosting breaking, etc. It is asserted by work. Some execs, it is asserted,: organization.” '
require candidates to file requests .
a game. Club own ers generally some web publicity offices that in¬ like to make like press agents
Eiges said he has had numerous
agents
don’t give
a hoot themselves and this doesn’t make planning meetings on the NBC spe¬ for equal time within a week of the
. press
^
prefer this measure to Kefauver’s; die
broadcast
on which it’s based. The
about
timing
the
release
of
info
j
the
relationship
with
the
outside
. The Subcommittee heard views
cials and the various responsibilother would place the burden of
of broadcasters last year and- did to the press. Indie press agents, boys any simpler,
ites have, already been assigned
proof that a candidate is legally
they,
say,
are
bent
primarily
on
Not
just
to
prevent
leaks,
but.
not recall them for last week’s
and buttoned down. In all but a
snaring
clippings
rather
than 'rather to work out who says what few isolated. instances, Eiges said qualified on the candidate himself.
.. sessions.
Heretofore,
there’s
been no
However, Nat tonal Assn, of building an audience for the pro-j when and how;, the practice grew he’s run into nothing but first-rate
Broadcasters prexy Harold E Fol¬ gram while the network press de- up a few seasons, ago of getting all cooperation from outside public¬ time limit, and FCC has had to
check
on
whether
a
candidate
hat
partments
are
concerned
largely
{
press
agents
involved
in
a
show
toists:..
lows wrote a. letter vigorously op¬
This essenOn the basis of. past experience, been certified under state laws. :
posing the blackout provision in with the overall publicity effort j gether beforehand.
rather
than
the
.
individual
show
!
tially
sensible,
idea
lias
now
been
Eiges says “the more the merrier”
the Keating bill. Fellows warned
transformed, however, into si tribal as far as assistance from outside
this Would mean an end to network as an entity.
A New Tack
One; seasoned, savvy network I ritual called The Meeting. It is, press agents.
telecasts of major league baseball
Washington, Aiig. .4
(which aren’t carried in m a j or
A Congressman wanting an easy
league.cities).
way to answer his mail petitioned
. The 75-mile restriction, said Fel¬
Jack Paar a la Lar Daly.
Chicago, Aug. 4.
lows, would reduce the potential
Rep. Merwin Coad (D-Iowa) said
ABC-owned WBKB, at the
audience for major league telecasts
his secretaries can’t answer all
suggestion
of
Warner
Bros.,
from 77,000,000 to 33,000,000, there¬
the heavy volume of letters pour¬
will attempt to make a “show”
by making sponsorship unattrac- j
ing into his office since an appeal
of Edd (Kookie) Byrnes arrival
tive. Of 183 tv stations now carry¬
was made on Paar’s tv show for
in the Windy City on Aug. 21.
ing major league games, according
'people to write their Congressmen
Byrnes
is
coming
in
to
par¬
to Fellow's, 90 would have to drop
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Washington, Aug. 4.
. their views on new labor legislaticipate in Chicago. Tribune’s
the programs altogether; 58 could
Tom Tully has received a $50,-.
WIP Broadcasting, Inc., owner of; lation. Appeal had been made by
annual Music Festival.
show them half the time, and only 000 cash settlement from CBS^TV
Mutual-affiliated Philadelphia ra- ; a Paar guest, Robert Kennedy, SenStation will have a. remote
35 would be unaffected.
j as a result of the contractual has¬
dio station,, has applied to the Fed-i ate
Labor Rackets
Committee
crew at the airport at 10:30
The NAB prexy had nothing sle that saw him bowing out of the
eral Communications Commission | counsel.
a.hi. to pick up Byrnes’ arrival,' :
good to say about Xefauver’s new houriong. “The Lineup” Series
Wilm^television
Since his staff is unable to reand
for
a
week
in
advance
it
broadcast proposal either. “We be¬ arid dissolving a new. five-year pact
2- e?.mpany n.ow owns spond to the letters. Goad said.
will. run “Go Out arid See
lieve that the present govern¬ with the network. Settlement also
on>y.$e °.ne rodio property.
.! pPaar shouId give hln) ’..equal time”.
Kookie at the Airport” spots.
WIP, of which Benedict Gimbel
mental framework is adequate” for negated his 259o ‘interest.-in the
to answer orally.
. It’s expected some 50,000 peo¬
(department store family) is prez
supervising sportscast agreements new. series, but did hot affect his
and Bob Hope is a minor stock-ple will be at the airfield to
under the antitrust laws, he told ownership in perpetuity of 25Co
holder, became fourth applicant
New Hampshire Hassle
see Byrnes* plane come in.
the subcommittee.
of the r original half-hour show.
for Wilmington channel. It had
Manchester, N. H„ Aug. 4.
Veteran actor stated he’s re¬
been turned back to FCC last year
Legal action has been threatceived. five series offers since crowd.” He said he wras told that
by Storer Broadcasting Co. when *
wmttR
^ Si
bowing out of “Lineup,” but will a survey had been taken for CBS Storer bought a Milwaukee tv ■ ePed _aSamst WMLR-TV, in -his
forego television for. a time, pre¬ which indicated that unless “Line-i property and was forced to forfeit I c.lty» ^or |^s refusal to give equal
ferring to do stage and picture I-up” Were revamped to lay the em-; one station under the multiple- ^me
state senators who oproles. He’s currently involved . in ■ phasis on a couple of young stars ! ownership rule.
j posed Gov. Wesley Powell’s bill to
Hollywood, Aug: 4.
discussions on two Broadway prop¬ like “Kookie” in “77 Sunsri Strip.” j
Other applicants are Rollins i drop some state agencies and creNBC-TV has' tapped Barry Shear erties, orie in which he’d costar the show “Would fall on its face:” broadcasting Co., owner of seven i ate a new Department of Comto produce arid direct its Sept. 2 opposite
Melvin.. Douglas,
the TuIIy points out it did prettv well! rariio stations and two tv stations; merce.
closed-circuit “preview” show of other with Ralph Bellamy follow¬ for five years, and moreover, if the.i 'Perisacola, Fla * and Plattsburg,!
One of the senators, Edward J.
the fall season. Stanza, in, color, ing the latter’s “Sunrise at Cam- network would worry a little’ more i
> a Brorip of- Philadelphia edu- j Bennett. Bristol weekly riewspaper
will be telecast to all affiliates that pobellb” run. Meanwhile, he flies about story quality and less about j catdr^ whd. >va.nt J°,.oper^{.e it as • publisher, made the threat after
date, but will be taped in advance to Redding this week for a sum¬ being imitative, it would have a i
SnL*1,0! pierre
Eaton,
spokesman
for
j^business
uuimess as ivieuopuman
rnnaaei- WMUR_TVf denied free telecast
Metropolitan Phil^el-|
this month in Burbank arid New mer stock engagement in the lead i«t
lot fewer problems on the show,vphia Ra(jio-Television Corp.); and
York.
in “Death of a. Salesman.”
privileges to the bloc of senators
| a partnership of Egmont SonderFirst segment went before thri
Tully said he decided to pull out
who wanted to reply to an address
iIIm (California, Tennessee and
cameras last week,: with Gene of the series when he learned, after Yvnnnp rip ftorln Tntn
Iionne oe tano lnio ^ [Illinois radio properties), Richard by Governor Powell over the sta¬
Kelly pitching his Pontiac specials. making five, of the new 60-minute
tion.
!
Goodman,
(in
with
Sonderlirig
on
Shear did the Gotham end of the segments, that he’d in effect be re-,
“Governor Powell’s appearance,”
some radio stations), George T.
preview last year. He just wound duced to featured billing iri the
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Henreich (former owner of a Fort Eaton declared, “was the second in
up chores as technical advisor to series, not even appearing in some
Yvonne de Carlo will take over
Smith,- Ark., AM) and Mason A. a series of public service broad¬
Metro on “The: Gazebo,” Debbie segments at all.
His contract role of Scheherazade in new tv Loundy.
casts which the station sponsors.
Reynolds-Glenn Ford starrer there. called for alternate week (with. series, “Arabian Nights,” which
Governor Powell will appear on
Warner Anderson) star billing on Francis D. Lyon launches under
the station each Monday evening
.
TOLEDO--George
Kapel.
form¬
his Leo Productions banner in
hereafter
at 9 o’clock. We are not
Bonham, Tex. — Jim Lightfoot the series, and consequently, he
erly general sales manager of
has been named program director charged CBS. with breaching the early September.
KXTV,
Sacramento,
has
been going to give equal time to the 12
First 13 half-hour scripts have named general sales manager of senators in this particular instance
of WAXY, Louisville, Ky., it was contract.
Star blasted the "sheeplike” already been completed by L. M. WTOL-TV, Toledo, to succeed because we are not legally re¬
announced by James Lee, general
manager.
actions of . the “Madison Aye. Corcoran.
quired to do so.”
Buskin B. Stone, resigned.

Same as Senates

Cookin' With Kookie

J

Barry Shear Tapped For
NBC-TV ‘Preview’ Show

-Arabian Nights' Series

PfatiEfr

Wednesday, August 5, 1959

MORE THAN MEETS TH E EYE ! A new d^pth study of major proportions*
has put New York viewing audiences under the microscope ... to determine hpw they
“feel” about the television stations they watch, and whether these feelings influence their
attitude and response to advertisers’ commercials.
You’ve always known channel 2 has New York’s biggest audiences. Now, the study
reveals its audiences are also the most responsive. Six hundred New Yorkers were asked
25 searching questions in a series of projective tests. In sum, the answers show that

Wednesday, August 3, 1959

PSrieTy

New Yorkers have far more trust and confidence in channel 2-and in the products ad¬
vertised on channel 21 The study notes that viewers look to WCBS-TV in “expectation
of more respected and more reliable brands and product information.”
Obviously, there's more to 2 than meets the eye. If you’re marketing a product or
service in the nation’s number one market, get yourself a copy of the findings of this
eye-opening new depth study, by writing or calling New York's number one television
station: CBS Owned channel 2, represented byCBSTelevision Spot Sales WCBS-TV
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entation with William R. Ander¬
son as associate producer and Dan
Gingold, director. Budget on the
Show . is .$5,000: Author of book on
each show gets his transportation
paid to and from the coast and
actors in the dramatizations get
scale but are glad to accept the
Problem of meeting the needs of : out the day was both inevitable
assignments because they consider
“Fi rst Meeting” top drawer pres-4 stations which desire more back¬ and desirable, “There is a limited
|ig
and a redeeming credit In ground and more “reporting In number of good stories in a day
depth” of their radio wire service and few editors would want AP to
their bio listings.
coverage . from. the Associated delete them after a couple of hours
‘For The Proletariat’
Press will be examined when, the merely to get fresher but less im¬
Walker, who was iri Gotham AP Radio-TV News Editors Assn,
portant material into the sum¬
recently. renewing contacts with
meets in N. Y. next month.
mary,” Powell said.
“By and
publishers., literary agents,, au¬
This is one of the several prob¬ large, the rewriting is done quite
thors, said he : jwasn’t after “the
lems that will be studied at the skillfully, so that one does not get
habitual book buyers and readers” conclave hut AP execs concerned the impression of hearing the
blit strictly aiming his 30:mi’nute with the broadcast news Wire are same thing all day long.”
show at the proletariat who pre¬ upbeat that subscribers will be
viously hadn’t been struck with satisfied with ultimate results.
the virus of book buying because, “Something may have to be sacri¬
as he ; put it, “they’d never been ficed if there is to be more “re¬
accosted
in
an honest,, lively porting in depth,’ ” an AP spokes¬
fashion.”
man said this wer iy :‘but there’s
It’s Walker’s contention that, the no doubt that good will come of
typical video viewer doesn’t cot¬ the meeting.”'
ton to the lecture-type of presen¬
Meanwhile, there's been an in¬
tation. “Why should he?” he said. crease of “in depth” coverage on
“But if we give him a show—who the broadcast news wire. John
knows, maybe ultimately we’ll win Aspinwall, AP Radio-TV news edi¬
him over to reading books.”
tor; pointed out this week that the
: Evidently “First Meeting” is five-minute summaries do contain
London, Aug. 4.
meeting with the approval of view- additional bracketed details on the
Aiming to jump in on Canada's
esr judging by recent Arbitron day’s top stories, which news edi¬
tor
can
or
cannot
use,
depending
decision to allow independent com¬
ratings. on the show. over. WGBS-.
TV. On the May 31 program, for on their specific newsroom poli¬ mercial tv stations to operate, a
example, it had a 2,3 against a 1.8 cies. -.■■
new
company called Atlantic Trade
Aspinwall observed there’ll al¬
for “Cinema 59”. on WRCA-TV
and . ,9 for WABC-TV’s ‘‘Movie ways be a certain number of "rip Associates Ltd. has been launched
Matinee.” it scored a real block¬ and read” stations but more and in Britain to enable export firms to
buster, on June 14 when "Walker more outlets are becoming news sponsor, collectively and individuturned up with Leon Ur.is, author conscious and for their benefit AP
of “Exodus,” the No' f best'seiler! has upped its “in depth” coverage. j aly’ Peaktime live shows that will
on the current fiction list plus a!A-t least one or more times a day - be aired across the Dominion,
dramatization of the book with j stations are getting up to 700 word j
ATA .elaims that 15 big firms
Ben Cooper playing Don Landau;! ^ depth’’ accounts to supplement are initially interested, and the
David Armstrong as Ari Ben Can-j the five-minute roundups.
It 1S ■ n1.n - + * t half Virmr- ennie
•
nan; Jenna McMahon as Karenj important to remember that new-P*3^ 1S to take half-hour spots for
and .Vladimir Sokoloff as Akiva. ; summaries on the radio wire are these on a cooperative basis—with
On . this occasion, “First Meeting” -i basically a digest.” Aspinwall said. • three firms sponsoring each of
‘ ‘ for
‘
‘ "What we’re^iying to do is strike j the sh<)ws that will go out nigh,iy
obtained a 5.3 against a 3.8
, i,,
.
the. national golf tournament on a happy medium.
At last year’s end, radio and. tv M°ndfy through Friday.,
WRCA-TV aiid 2.9 for,.“Movie
station associate membership, in!
Atlantic Trade Associates Ltd.
Matiiiee” over WABC-TV.Walker also has done “The Ugly the AP totalled 1.878 compared ’will be run on a non-profitmaking

AP$ Radio-TV Assn. Faces Up To
‘Reporttag in Depth’ Problems

.Mexico City, Aug, 4.
The often threatened embargo against excessive commercials
extomrig the virtues of alcoholic beverages is now going into ef¬
fect. Department of Health monitors are now keeping tabs on pro¬
grams sponsored by liquor and brewery interests, marking up a
score of the “exaggerations” in commercials by announcers, mod¬
els, and commercial skits,
Assstant Secretary of Health Miguel A. Bustamante has been
preoccupied for some time by the upward leaping alcoholism sta- : \
tistics in Mexico, It- has gotten so bad, he said, that many times .
Mexican families .spend hiore on cbnsumptioii of . alcoholic liquors
than on foodstuffs. •
Apart from, this, the administration has looked askance at pro¬
grams themselves (questionable double-entendre comedy, scant¬
ily ciad girls, suggestive dances, burlesque blackout routines, etc.) .
as “inciting the public to incline to vice” as well as to drink.
A special congressional Radio and Television Commission has
been studying the entire matter of. policing of radio arid televir- sion networks fdrsome time. Now, according to Assistant Secr.e-r
tary Bustamante (and he. is voicing the administration attitude\ it
is high time to reduce exaggerated liquor, and beer advertising, to
a minimum..
New revision of law's regulating radio and tv would “prohibit
the diffusion of songs: and programs which, are. outspoken apolo¬
gies forcr^^
which, per se, contribute to the grow ing, wave .
of crime, and homicides in Mexico/’
If suggestion is approved and passed as law this will be a
death knell to the hundreds of rarichero ditties, here which eulo¬
gize killers, drunks and general no-goods. '

Eyes Dominion TV,
Collects Sponsors

Allen, Paar, Sullivan, Garroway As
Top 4 Pied Pipers on Book Sales

A common belief ameng intellec¬ strong ; on' pushing humor books
tual snobs is that the video view¬ while Boone could quickly zoom
ers has a book and you couldn’t sales on juveniles and teenage
sell him aiiother one ' unless it titles. As. for Garroway. his sweep
happened to be filled With green was far.- reaching, taking in . all
stamps.
Books, according to the categories including- juvenile titles,
cockeyed notion of some stuffy, humor and both significant nonstiff-shirted longhairs, s h o u I d : fiction and: meritorious fiction, /.
never be. peddled, on the crass I
Such, .was not the case however
cat.hode-ray channels.
for the selling of books before tv
But a small revolution is never¬ arrived on Hie scene;, according to
theless taking place in book circles. some observers. Radio never had
There
is
considerable
pother as many effective pitchmen for the
among booksellers .that tv is in¬ product of hook, publishers with
deed capable of. selling books, no¬ the possible exception of. the late American” the William L. Lederer
tably at. the hands of such Nielsen- Alexander Woollcott, who was per¬ and Eugene L. Burdick fiction best
enriched personalities as Steve Al¬ haps the broadcasting industry’s seller.
len. Ed Sullivan, jack Paar and principal fugleman in behalf of
CBS-TV o&a outlet program¬
Dave Garroway. •
books when he did a" series of Sun¬ mers, considerably buoyed, by the
An in-depth survey of bookstore day night verbal essays over CBS reception accorded “First Meet¬
opinion anent publishers’ promo¬ Radio.
ing*1 indicated that if the program
tional'activities recently conducted
Booksellers today are also ap¬ continued. to. maintain its present
by Sonia Levinthal, veep of the plauding a : recently
introduced pace and popularity toward mak¬
Publishers Adclub, chairmairi of its. bobkshow with considerable bite ing viewers more literate it would
special projects committee and and controversy on the CBS-TV most likely, achieve Wider distri¬
pubrelations chief of McGraw-Hill owhed-andToperated outlets. It is bution oil. the web after its initial
revealed that the. above-mentioned “First Meeting,: a package created, 13-week run on an exchange basis.
Commercial sponsorship of book
video personalities w-ere,. Without written and produced by Turnley.
question, . the pre-eminentPied Walker, author-actor.-critic for Sun¬ shows appears likely for both ABC
Pipers when it came to sending day. afternopn transmission. There Radio and the FM Concert Net¬
“Authors and
people into bookshops in search of appears to be a healthy interest work this fall.
a video-touted volume. Paar, Sul¬ among Gotham book publishers in Books” will preem on the Concert
livan, Allen and. Garroway .were WCBS-TV airing of this program. Network Sept: 15 under co-sponsor¬
ship of Houghton Mifflin* Little
mentioned by more than 100 book¬
■
Great Bally
BrovyU & Co. and Beacon Press.
sellers as largely responsible for
Publishers are reportedly- eager “Authors and Books” .■■will run in
upping the sale of books. Next on
to find out when their books will prime time every. Tuesday at 8:30
the list of . contemporary book
be on tb. help publicize and pro-, p.m. over WNCN, N.Y.; WHCN,
boosters were Art Linkletter and
mote the event every way they can.: Hartford;
WXCN,
Providence;
Pat Boone, both of \yhom also
Interest in the show probably WBCN, Boston, and an affiliate,
happen to be on the best-seller
stems from the shocking fact that WMTW, Portland, Maine.
Half
list as the result of their pwh adnot since Martin Stone’s. “Author hour program will feature authors
inission into belles lettres.
Meets the Critics’* has there been of books of aforementioned pub¬
Other figures on the broadcast- an endorsable book review pro¬ lishing houses ini interviews with
\ing scene Who definitely;contribute gram in the metropolitan area. William Lacey, professor of. liter¬
'to the sale of books when they, There is some talk; too, that “First ature and drama at Boston Con¬
happen to single out an author or Meeting” may lead to a sponsored servatory of Music.
interview the writer are Garry series of book reviews on WCBSABC Radio deal is with Grosset
Moore, Edward R. Murrow, Bennet T.V and other of the web’s p&o & Dunlap to plug juvenile books
on
the “Don McNeill Breakfast
Cerf and Arthur Godfrey, accord¬ outlets.
Web also indicated; this
ing to Miss .Levinthal’s. survey. .
week that because .of the warm re¬ Club” starting Oct. 10. Theory is
that
women make up majority of.
The tenor of the booksellers? re¬ ception accorded the three pubafbuyers of kiddie literature these
plies,: in the main, was that “the fairs shows that are. currently being
days. '
by
three
CBS-TV
response to both Dave Garroway exchahged
and Jack Paar is usually immedi-: owned • stations, there probably
,ate and heavy.” Booksellers urged would be mofe of this . exchange
publishers to notify them as soon plan not only among CBS o&o’s
as.: possible when an author was ■ but also in other network plans, j
What hr a Ic e s “First Meeting”
going to -appear on the Garroway
and Paar shows or when the. book i such an arresting literary show for
;E(l\vin Moss "Williams and Guy
was going to be plugged.
In ‘ most viewers is .that it blends an
X. Witz have been elected to the
either case, customers began bang¬ articulate critic (Walker, in this
board of Broadcast Editorial Re¬
ing on booksellers’ doors the next instance) plus an author of a re¬
ports Inc.
morning asking for the title, such cently-published major book and i
Williams was formerly veep and
apparently being the . persuasive prdfessiorial actors in dramatiza¬
general business manager of UP
power of certain personalities on tions of segments from the book.
and is currently consultant to the
the video lanes. ..
One of Walker’s biggest headaches,
Freedom of Information Commit-,
is . getting okays; from copyright I
Chief Beneficiaries
tee. Witz is president of the MarcTv, booksellers insist, was large¬ owners and purchasers of film X Studios.
ly responsible for catapulting into rights, in some instances, to do
A. Maxwell Hage, chairman arid
best seller ranks such books as , portions of the book in dramatic prexy of BER, said the. organiza¬
Alexander King’s “Mine Enemy ! fqrhi, but thus far he's managed to tion,
which
provides
editorial
Grows Older” and Jack Douglas- : land; some first-rate titles for. his ! opinion material to broadcasters,
“My Brother Was An Only Child” video shows": From .10 to 12 min¬ would furnish its subscribers with
because of plugging. on the. Paar. utes of the show usually go into taped material starting in the fall.
show;
“Brotherhood
of
Evil,” : the dramatization, . .
Other members of the. BER
thanks to Allen’s sendoffs; “The i - Walker aims at the big stuff on board are William F. Brooks, forFBI Story” and “The Tumult" and \ the bestseller lists and lie’s built riier NBC news exec, and Raymond
the Shouting” which got rousing up ah enviable list of contacts in. C. Connell, N.Y. attorney.; and for¬
notices oii the Sullivan programs publishing arid showbiz circles as mer FBI special agent.
and Lowell Thomas’ encomiums a, result of hi$ co-nioderating a pre¬
for “Cripple Creek Days.”
vious literary series, on KNXT, Los
Booksellers also observed that Angeles. He \vas on that show : Houston^-Fred Nahas has been
Sullivan was particularly effective, “Cayalcade of Books” for two signed by KPRC-TV. here to tele¬
cast “Sunday at. the Shamrock” tv
in rushing potential buyers to years. It also grabbed, off a Pea¬
opus for the fail.; The series, will
bookstalls in search of specific body Award, during that time, for start in mid-Septeriiber. Nahas; in¬
/ terviews .celebrities visiting the
sports books; on the other hand, its literary worthiness.
Godfrey
and
Linkletter
were
“First Meeting” is a KNXT pres- I Shamrock Hilton.

B’cast Editorial Reports
Elects Williams, Witz

J

c?.os® °JL 1p57- ?t
marked the first time that radio
membership exceeded newspaper
membership which totalled 1,763
publications.
Aspinwall. said members of the
APRTA have been getting more
and more representation in AP
matters and that for the first time
in its history, a representative of
APRTA was invited to attend a
meeting of the whole board of di¬
rectors of Associated Press,. Cur¬
rent. prexy of APRTA is Daniel W.
Kops, who’s also prez of WAVZ,
New Haven, and WTRY, Troy.
Election of new officers is now
under way and winners will be
announced shortly.
Majority of
APRTA members feel that. AP is

j basis, acting solely as a servicing
i
. v. *
. ..
■
iand 1,a,son orgamration.
Direc-'
, tors are Sir John Baker, chairman,
i S.A.F. Dickson, G. Alex Thorne
; and Roy Ward Dickson.
Latter,
who’s had plenty experience in
Canada, is currently a director
handling programs for TWW Ltd.,
the network serving South W'ales
and the West of England. He’d han¬
dle presentation of the coopera¬
tive shows, first of which should
be ‘on the air by the end of i960
inasmuch as applications for sta-.
tions under the new Canadian rul¬
ing are due in Sept. 15 and it’s ex¬
pected that licenses will be handed
( out next spring.
j
ATA claims that the cost to each

anxious to. cooperate with subscrib-| sponsor per week, thanks to the
ing stations arid doing its utmost: get-together nature of the project,
to improve the
expanded five |.would be less than that of a single
minute
summaries.
This
and > 30-second commercial tv spot in
other^moves on the part of AP, it the London area. In fact it’s esis said, reflect-AP s cqntmumg ef-, iimated that each sponsor would
forts to: keep its radio news wire get jjjg one shared nightly show at a
abreast of current trends m the, a cost of $2,150 per over 39 Weeks,
industry
...
,
.Firms interested .will be offered
Several members of APRTA three-year contracts with an annuhave, taken
y, ^ issue with recent re-. al cancellation clause and an op™?ks-vt.ha?
was imperious and tion to renew for a further three
inflexible in dealings with radio-tv vears
subscribers. Tom Powell, news di- , *
rector of WDAU-TV and WGBI, :
Scranton, and chairman of the
news committee of APRTA, said
the charge was completely unfair.
He said that AP has adopted- vir¬
tually every charge recommended
by the new’S committee and on its
own initiative has instituted major
innovations at making the wire
more useful to subscribers.
Harrisburg, Aug. 4.
Powell said that the 1957 wire
Educational tv took a long count
study committee surveyed,
the na , here this week, when a program
.......
.
tional membership on “in depth” | calling for regularily scheduled
ireatriient and found that more | language instruction telecasts Was
than two-thirds of . the stations fa-j discarded due to a lack of the nevored complete elimination of the cessary funds.
detailed
15-minute
summaries^
Blow was an especially biUer"
“The assertion that-stations are not
one for the educators, who bad
getting coriiprehensive or interpre¬
spent two* years working on the
tive coverage is not a true bill,”
project, which would have called
Powell said; “Some angle of the
for. daily half-hour lessons to be
day’s big news irivariably is devel¬
beamed to high school classrooms
oped in a special ‘in depth’ report
in
Central
Pennsylvania,
and
added to the wire this year. Inter¬
would have augmented the lan¬
pretation also. is provided in a
guage courses with a series of
daily 15-minute script which has
special instructional shows based
been a wire fixture for sometime,”
Powell said that unquestioriably on other higher education subjects
there were some stations seeking as the school year progressed.
Despite the fact that much of
more copy “but. the fact is that
most stations prefer the surface the material to be used in the
series
would have been donated,
treatment.” Looking at the prob¬
lem in the light, the APRTA news including special films which were
made
available
through the local
committee concluded last ^year
that AP had arrived at a rather newspapers, the educators stated
happy compromise, Powell ‘‘ said, that there were not sufficient
adding that it was obvious that funds available to pay a teacher,
the radio, wire couldn’t be tailored which would have cost about
expressly to meet the require¬ about $5,000, plus the time charges
for the various stations which
ments of one group or another.'
Powell thought the “rehashing” would have been hooked into-the
of the. news in summaries through- special network which was planned.

Educl TV Gets
Penna. Setback
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mum FAST COAST TO COAST!
BOUGHT BY:

AMERICAN TOBACCO

IN BUFFALO, BEAUMONT, ST. LOUIS,
PEORIA AND SEVEN OTHER MARKETS

HOOD DAIRY PRODUCTS

exclusively throughout
CONNECTICUT, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT,
RHODE ISLAND AND MAINE

WIEDEMANN BREWING CO.

in Cincinnati, dayton,

COLUMBUS, OHIO AND INDIANAPOLIS

DOW BREWING IN WATERTOWN AND
ANHEUSER-BUSCH IN ST. LOUIS

BUFFALO

• WSM-TV- NASHVILLE • WSJV-TV- SOUTH BEND-ELKHART
• KFYR-TV— BISMARK
• WDSU-TV- NEW ORLEANS
•KGNC-TV-WICHITA FALLS

• WTVP-TV— DECATUR, ILL
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Rise of Specials Poses Manifold
Problems for Agency TV Buyers
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field; Nine Inc.’s partner in this
specific undertaking is Konstantin
Kalzer, film . man.
The trio’s also peddling what it
consider a fresh variant of the tal¬
ent contest idea. It is called “The
American Beauty” and is a weekly
I
video contest based on talent,
charm and beauty for professional
actresses. Show. calls for several
actresses to appear weekly oppo¬
site major guest stars and has op¬
portunities
for
merchandising
angles, according to the producers.
William Morris Agency is offer¬
ing another Nine> Inc. package to
potential clients. Show is slugged
“Hole in One Golf” and is de¬
signed as a series of six sports
spectaculars each offering $65,000
in prizes to viewers, etc.: “Hole in
One Golf” would also feature 20
top golf pros.
Highspot of. the
show is the approach shot and tv it
seems can cover this shot perfect¬
; ly from the hackswing to the. cli¬
j max.
Participating in the; pro¬
grams would be such top golfers
as Sam Snead, Doug Ford, Tommy
Bolt and Jackie Burke,
“You Never Cain TelT’ is another
show in the Nine, Inc.*shop, It is
a sort of “Strike It Rich” on wheels
in which a mobile videod tape set¬
up- is employed to visit the homes
of different Americans every day.
Guests for the program will be
chosen by letters of admiration
from friends, relatives, etc. .

A look at the fall network ground. Agency, one of the holdschedules is making a lot of agency outs for inside production and
men nervous, especially those who really close supervision, produces
have a big bundle of client money two daily half-hour soap operas,
and for fall is producing, in asso¬
in the half hours.
The frantic planning of 200 spe¬ ciation with indies, the Danny
cials and the scheduling of 30- ; Thomas and Ann Sothern Shows,
plu» nighttime hour shows fore¬ “Rifleman,’- “Zane Grey Theatre,”
cast new problems. What will the and the new’ Betty Hutton show;
number of preemptions do to fre¬ “The Detectives," with Robert
quency pitches? What will the Taylor as host and participant in
star-loaded big shows do to rating i a few segments, and “Witchita
consistency? What will the hours, Town.”
with slick Hollywood production
credits and time for character and
plot development, do to ratings
generally? What will fractional
buys mean to agencies that like
Continued from page 31 ■ ' —
close supervision and agency-of-^
| Green and Seelen recently finished
record status?
There may well be some, hard j Scripting the series and it is now
the casting stage ready for a fall
accounting soon after the fall sea¬
son
is underway.
Right now ; frllot venture. Nine, Inc. is con¬
agencies l’ke J. Walter Thompson fident of financial backing for the
and BBDO would seem to have . shooting of this property. Green
the top hand. With big and small : is in partnership with Nine, Inc.
ticket clients, they have been able . on “Man Who Came to Levittown.”
to plunge into r • 'rials and at tlm
Green, who authored the best
same time stiex with the. half-: ; seller, “The Last Angry Man,”
hour breadwinner.
Ted Bates,;, : bought by Columbia Pictures, also
heavy in packaged goods. Is con¬ has a new novel, “The Lotus Eat¬
fidently swinging partly to hour; ers” coming out next month. In
shows.
| [ collaboration with Nine, Inc, he’s
Benton & Bowles, on the other I also presently working on the outhand, has bought no specials ta ; line of a tv series called“When In
date and is hanging the hopes of ! Rome,” dealing with the tribula¬
General Foods and Procter
tions of a writer and his family in
Gamble (about two-thirds of the overseas surroundings.
It’s been
Washington, Aug: 4.
agency’s tv billing* on the half?
described as a “Father Knows
Federal Communicatiohs Com-,
hour formula.
Best” theme built- around a. writ¬ mission, in accord 'with Court of
Oliver Barbour, who quietly
er’s domestic problems:
! Appeals remand, has formally re¬
slid into the top programming
“The Others” is another project I opened the Orlando, Fla , Channel
post at B&B in the flurry' that sur¬
9 influence case.
rounded Tommy McDermott’s exit; under the Nine, Inc. banner. Out-'
may find the chair a little warm. j fit has just finished the pilot of this . Remand was based on allegations
For the time, however, he is j series at 20th Century-Fox in made before the House Legislative;
eyeing the plans for 200 specials | Gotham and it. is reportedly a hor- Oversight Subcommittee last year
w ith reservations and asking: How | ror supernatural—a kind of com- that influence was wielded on be¬
many are set, how many options j mercial ‘ Camera Three” in tech? half of WLOF, the winning appli¬
Award was protested by
will be picked up, how many are {nique and performance much in cant.
really special, and when will the I the spirit of the old “Lights Out” WORZ Inc., parent company of
and
“Inner . Sanctum” , spirit WKIS, ivbose bid for. the ’outlet
schedules be sated?
Barbour’s
department,
which Heading “The Others*’ is Sydney was denied.
for the time plans no major Gross, an English deejay who
No date Was set for the rehear¬
changes, consists of six active iv worked for WINS at one time do¬ ing.
FCG said i all parties con¬
producers on the Coast and eight ling midnight readings of ghost cerned may take part on request
in N.Y., all with show biz back¬ 1 stories. “The Others” is described. by Aug. 10.

I

Nine, Inc.

Reopen Orlando Case

OJU.ANDO—DAYTONA BEACH
•
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

TV Webs 9% Ahead

as a natural for the syndication

JAYARK ACQUIRES
FEATURE BUNDLE

STATIONS: WESH, WDBO, WLOF. SURVEY DATES: MAY S-l 4, 195?

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA;
DISTRIB.

AT.
RTG.
54.6
48.4
44.4
42.7

,
.
.
,

5. To Toll The Truth (Tues. 8:30-9:00)... WDBO

41.9

. Jeft’* Collie (Thurs. 7:30).... i.....-. .WDBO..

6. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WDBO
7. Ann Sothera (Mon. 9:30-10:00).......WDBO
8. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)-.....WDBO
9. December Bride (Thurs. 8:00-8:30) a . WDBO
10. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9

39.5
39.3

.
.
.
.
.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)..*. .WDBO
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00)..WDBO
Have Gnu, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).WDBO
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)......WDBO

35.7

34.9

(France's 2d TV

. Television networks grossed .
the grand sum of $309,380,932
for the first six months of
1959. Take represents ah in¬
crease of 9.3% over the like
1958 period.
It wasn’t;a bad June, either, ,
Paris, Aug: 4
since that first hotspell month
. Christian Chavanon, head of. the
accounted alone for $48,472.governmental Radiodiffusion-Tele¬
139“ among ABC-TV, NBC-TV
vision Frantaise, controlling video
■j and . CBS-TV. Figures were
and radio, officially stated this
released by the Television
week that the second tele channel
Bureau of Advertising.
would be working by Jan. '60, It
ABC’s half-year gross was
will beam 20 hours per week, only
$61,422,516.
CBS
took
in
in the evening, to the regular
$132,537,670, and NBC hit
web’s 50 hours.
$115,420,746.
Chavanon reiterated there would
be no advertising, but he said, that
the second unit would vie with tire
first for listeners by giving the
same type of programs. However,
the two webs would never have the
Jayark Films, less than a year same kind of show on at the same
time. He also said that sets now in
old, is branching out into feature
operation would be able to pick up
.film distribution with a recently the . new .beamings.' via a. simpleacquired package of 40 theatrical converter addition.
pix.
|
Chavanon also assured set own¬
.Bundle includes seven United ers that aU of France will be cov¬
Artist’s features, six from RKO, ered by tv transmissions by *62, at
which time more money will be
seven for 20th, three, from Repub¬
able to be poured into the pro¬
lic, and one from. MGM.
Titles grams. for the two channels;- "He
include an early Audrey Hepburn admitted - that ;the new web will
starrer,
“Monte
Carlo
Baby”; only service the Peris area for
some years, but that by .’63 could
“Faee to Face” with James Mason
be received all over France.
and . Robert Preston; “Wetback”
Pierre Sabbagh, who will head
with Lloyd Bridges; “The Mag¬ the new channel; went on record
nificent Matador” with Anthony as naming it a definite competitive,
Quinn and Maureen O’Hara*:“San setup and it will not have a cultur¬
al format only as has been stated
Francisco Story” with Joel. Mcheretofore.
Entertainment will
Crea and Yvonne deCarlo; “Cash also be stressed as welt as culture
oh Delivery” with Shelley Winters, via the state subsidized theatres.
The RTF will also soon get a
and “The Girl and .the Palio” with
Diana Dors and Vittorio Gassman. (new statute which will make the
personnel
workers for a nationa¬
Most of the package represents
lized industry rather than a civil
post '22 releases.
service unit. This will make it pos¬
Jayark Films salesmen are in
sible to snare top talents since big¬
N. Y. this week for* series of con¬ ger wages could be paid without
fabs with general sales veep Har¬ affecting wage ceilings "of, other
vey Victor.
Firm’s “Bozo the -civil workers.
Clown” cartoon series is now in
Though Chavanon stressed that
more than 90 markets.
there will be no commercial as¬
Jayark also has in production pects on tv, private sources feel
two half-hour series, “Trapped,” that oh a “competitive” status some
mystery suspense, and “Birth¬ private orgs might get orders for
right,” plotted around adoption special programs.. Yank vidpie
with cooperation of the Los An¬ packagers are also wratching de¬
geles Bureau of Adoption. :
velopments

Resene t (Mon. 8:00),........
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00). . . . ..;
Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30) . ..
Whirlybirds (Fxl, 8:30)....»..

AT.
RTG.

• Screen Genu
.ZiV
.Ziv
.CBS

30.0
29.4
2710
26.0

AV.I
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.
.52.1
50.3
65.1
49.8
50.5
32.3
35.5
33.7
30.9
30.6

U.S. Marshal (Wed, 8:30)............WDBO..
Cannonball (Thurs. 8:30)......
..WDBO..
Bold Venture (Tues. 8:00).........WDBO..
New York Confidential (Tues. JM) * • • WESH..
Border Patrol (Tues. 7:30)....WDBO..

Restless Gutt .;........ .WESH
Pat Boone .............WLOF
D.A.'s Man ............ .WESH
(Why Berlin U.........WESH
( Walt Disney Presents ..WLOF
Flight . . . .........;... .WESH
Price Is Right ..........WESH
Real McCoys ...........WLOF
Sugarfoot ..............WLOF
Sugarfoot ............. ...WLOF
Dragnet ...........; ...WESH

Here’s dramatic proof of Dominance! WDBO-TV has ALL the top tea
network shows; and nine of the top ten syndicated shows. Convincing
proof that WDBO-TV does the standout selling, job in Central Florida.
Rightly WDBO-TV programs command audiences of 70,000 and more TV
homes and regularly reach virtually all the 25&006 TV homes in this farabove-average market,

WDBO-TV

CH ERRY

BROADCASTIN O

CBS• TV

•

COM PANY

CHANNEL 6

Orlando, Fla.
Represented by

BLAIlVt TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
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that made him famous and it Is a-source of some wonder that he is

7:
a

Foreign TV Reviews

'

.

Schaefer on TV Conflicts

^55S5 Continued from page 35
-- -V
people, to explain why the lie, with the “hero1'
5

garian
being forced
Russian masters should so juggle to
assume dictatorship
powers
\.ith the fates of the native leaders.; after helping to overthrow the dieadded an impression of conven- • tator and, at the fadeout, uncontional b’ack villainy pitted against j sciously facing a precise dupiicashining integrity for pure villainy's 1 tion of events but with himself
sake.
|
i now as the assassinated-to-be. ,
It can't be denied, though, tliat j
xhis puppef 6f fate is The Colevents .s-a urgently^ recorded, onel (Anton Diffring), who betrays
reake a terrible document and that; the dictator. The General (Richard
Arares s gene; al treatment; mclud- | \yarner) one year after revolution
ing his device of anarrator who {.has failed to bring rule by thepeospeaks for him and occasionally f ple
gut on finding that the rey>ins ui the action, is effective. | VoIutionary committee hands over
1 he production did him proud and f The General to the mob instead of
so aid the acting, with Peggy Ash-.;giving him safe, passage to the
ci oft. making her first TV appear- ; border, The Colonel must needs
ance for several years, as Juba | perpetuate martial law.
And he
R«Jk 'vim earnest, telling sincerity fik* the. feel of powen
Last
and with hric Poitor and Alan tisc^ne hpc
ian officer
bas him
him taking
taking on
on dh.
officer
Vebb conn..g over strongly as j iAnthony Newlands) as aide, unF.ajk and bis betrayer, Kadar. aware that the latter intends to
Ainon many otner nne contripu- wjpe out the new dictator to bring,
«rnnn1
yes. rule, by the people.
m te.le?:^c'earlv^^than Martin MRle?
Newlands performed as narrator
- h-su-^ested ah?nt ofmadness as well as one of the protagonists
—that constant showbizte^deney and was.competent,. Warner scored
P>1 make° spv^hrilier tvpes of ?hl’ as The General. thotigh.requirod tQ.
i. nm, spy tnrmer types or jne
a sbade more rational and reRussians._Emj.
strained
one imaSlhes
a yi'.diebliailUfU. than
UldU uuc
iiungiiico a
«
*
~
tator to be. Most of the weight
A HOUSE OF HIS OWN
. !;
fell on Anton Diffring, who was exWith Donald Pleasence* Doris No- cellent in the period of plotting but
lan, John Arnatt, Sean Sallivan, did not manage the transition into
Alan
Gifford,
Sudd
Knapp, autocrat quite Convincingly enough:
George Paitercon, Lome Cosset- In minor parts, the contribution
ts, Michael Balfour, Robert Ghi- of Gerard Heinz stood out. Erni.
saySt David de Keyser, Robert
- --———
Hendeison, Jane.t Brandes, Mac- TuW vunTtv qftow
donald Parke, Larry Cross, Rowhi?e“ Don Adams,^^
land Brand, John Flexman. •
Sth Olay
Roger Ray, The
Proi*cer: Sidney Newman
Texas Boys Choir, Page
Director: Philip Saville
■
j
Bray,
The Five
Five Rbbertis,
Rbbertis, Angela
Angela
Bray, The
c-nier;
«'n5 in
an“el
and Fred Roby, The Carals,
w*
Peter Knight Orch.
Tens^and mov^ie and makine Director: Eric Fawcett
ar ironic romSentafv on Dersbnal 60 mins.. Wed., 9 pan.
freedom, Loring D. MandS’s Ural

tl5

i Continued from page 31 ;
tei' was the weakest item in the
_
;
show. Written by Peter. Myers, pass Productions Inc., is no>v al-I dmary under sUch circumstances/*
usually: a slick scribe, it -was a most, fully established In new he thought; He was sorry .that. CBS
naive, predictable entry about a Gotham quarters. His staff in- [ wasn’t as keen as NBC on color
thwarted elopement. •
eludes Robert Harturig. associate tv because it definitely enhanced
Miss Hawes opened with a brisk producer and director of Hallmark I the presentation of drama;
scene based on “The Trolley Song” Hall of Fame; Edward F. Sullivan,
c.flIj}rt nrftd.rpfmn faCiiiHoo f™
which was not quite up to her usual veep in charge of negotiations with Gotham still present a consider a hla
superb standard. Thereafter she webs and clients; Sybil Trubin, Drobipm Sth«:P'«dd
P^Sv »t
was in great form, particularly In exec assistant to Schaefer and
iSnn <rv>»?«
a delightful duet, “Scarlet Rib- talent
8' •problem . m
LaiciiL consultant,
LUtisutLdtu, and
diiu Gordon
uuiuuii R.
IV.
__#
bons/’ .with zither-girl Shirley Abi- Wynne Jr., production coordina- the mam, he added, was not
not one of
cair, , duets, “Friendship’ and tor and story Editor.
editor.
i12® but maintenance. • TLJL'T,;
.If *N. Y. •
_
had the CoasFs
‘'Hometown,’* ivith Howes, and with
Pact
With NRC-TV
Coast s facilities, . few
pact With NBL-TY
w-ould want
a couple of solos, “Once. In A
T
, Y
• people
People would
want to
to work
work out
out
While’’ and “In The Still Of The t In addition to produciiig-directproducing-direct- there,"
there,", he said.
-Night." Miss Abicair, a refreshing, InS
Nor Is Schaefer too happy
ing .the upcoming Hallmark color
jjor
hippy about
relaxed performer, had two stand-..•productions, Schaeferhas a pact fjjg word^“special” but in his opinthe w#r(1 “special” but in ^ opinout songs, “I Ain’t Gonna Grieve with; NBC-TV to do two or three ion fttea bSfeVanSeUatWe-than
" 'Jb‘
r.d the
.I. Web.
°5kthlh«
ion it Is
a better
appellative-than.
an ...amusing
folk other
other
sDecials for
for
the ' sav
_.
,
_. bv
. !
No. More” ariH
arid an
amusing .folk
specials
the web,
the
“snectacular’?
constructed
song about a chivalrous, man- nature of which is still up in the Is 5^’
p --—
’
n . .9 . ■ ^
eating shark who refused to devour air. However, forthcoming Hall- a former NBC programming don.
women and children.. The massive
Hattie Jacques was a tower of
strength in the comedy stakes,both
m song and switch. The show s
framework at the.end had IVIiss
Howos,emceeing,a,1937 Scr^
Newsreel shots of that y'ear led
deftly Into
kill.u blackout
uiavauuv sketches'and
oaciuicj -bhu
songs,-mainlv. from musicomedies
and pix of 193.7, One ingenious
notion was a; 60-seconds medley in
which the title lines of 19 songs
were woven to form a complete
lyric, Vyhich made sense.
Tester made good use of Jack
Parnell’s orch, the Malcolm Goddard Dancers and. the Barny Gilbraith Singers t° weld together a
cheerful show.of melody and mirth,

mark shows are shaping up with
“Winterset” scheduled for Oct. 26.
Both Hartung and Schaefer will
do the adaptation of the late Maxwell Anderson^s
Anderson’s play, hut casting
ha$n.t .b6en AnaK2ed.
■ ■
■
,
.
. _
Schaefer
is .also prepping
preppuig
; tS new
■■
.
,
i, . a
version of Ibsen s
A Dolls
House” with Julie Harris in the
lead. Jam^s Costigan wnll do tne
adaptation basing it on the onginal Norwegian drama -which is
considerably different from the
English versions frequently seen
0n the American stage. The Hallmark Dec. 13 Christmas show will
be more expanded than last year’s
and ; it could conceivably be an
’ admixture of showbiz specialities
more successful
mor&
successful than’the
than the mirth.
mirth.
or an original script by Paiil Tripp,
•.
Ri".h,
.
* ..
but no final decision has been
'
' M”.1 .=* made. There’s an open date m
Ai
■
February and this may be filled
with a musical. The Hallmark
, April show
* jepgtrt
matte tale abort a parole board’s ..J®.? star.b/,b‘1?mf:l,Jh0^n^?Hit == cortinaed
from page 1■“Cradle Song” which the sponsor
Continued from
;
emerge as such in this:
=
.
this.—
dt4 about four years ago. Both
review
of a lifer’s case camp up as , -''dnt
roirtVi+fAmvarH
arrai/
nf
flrtSt »
r» .
t..a M.CiAKKoh
j “Zane . Grey Theatre,” the only Judith Anderson and Siobhan Meone of the year’s best in ABC=TV’s stra^htforward
array.
. . ___
.
««
i Aithnr in nmflfram.nnQUli

TV
TV
Cheesecake
' * V"®*5"6®"

Clyne
SS—.. Continued from page 31
tap whatsoever for next season and

. -n.

1

• .

.

wuth no insertions on the record
for last season, ranks (by McCann’s
ww ’ tallies) as the ’ 'aeehfev- • ■with ’
^
...■
■ ■ ■'■
kne Des^ average program rating
for its shows. BScB hit a 26.5 aver¬
?^. nWith McCann and Y&R sharmg 24 and Bates and BBDO getting 23 averages. ,
.Again according to Clyne, and
perhaps as an indictment of publie tastes, the InserUons, specials.
or whatever one chooses to call
tv's grand spectacles, don’t average
as good an. audience return as
the top eight one-hour regularly
scheduled tv programs. ,
But tastes-apart. McCann, hi a

spefial studjr for Hs dients, made

this month
stated emphatically
a ..
that the one-hour regulars, mostly

oi tne creaus,
*
:**'■*•'
-;
!-iiKe- last yearr, Joan urawiora, uon or A^raaie aoug,
i
MpPanw*.
«»
Pivotal character is Vincent Geil,
Jencho - c ‘ g Greer Garsbn and Claudette Gol- . Already In the can for May 2 0f ^Te^evrsion” Tether dpointf out
whos served 36 years for killings
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th^l ^
ways speaks of it as “almqst as
good as live.” Xftpe, he observed.
Is never quite. the same as live be-’
cause ‘-yon get a. growing excite¬
ment like in the theatre where the
performance takes on the dimen¬
sions1 of coloF-r-and this is some¬
thing you- seldom get on tape.”
Compass Productions Inc., he
said. Will attempt to move in all
directions, seeking Broadway plays
and .musicals and film stories as
Well. He predicted that the up¬
coming season would be the i>est‘
year tv has had in drama andHfiat
the only thing which might hurt* It
would be . a superabundance N of
specials.
"The specials might become or-
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(well ahead of the No. 3 network)
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.Source: National Nielsen Report, I July, 1959, Average Share of Audience Per Minute, Sun.-Sat., 7:30-10:30 P.M., all commercially sponsored programs. *Since three-network competition
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RADIO-TELE VISION

TV-Radio Production Centres
Continued from page. 34
dut-iion manager of the first film;, if and when . . . Russ Stebbins shift¬
ing from local sales manager of WNBQ to NBC radio sales under
George Diefenderfer . . . WBKB lost its NAB Code Seal as a result
of the Preparation H hemorrhoid blurbs it continues to carry; mean¬
while. WON-TV is sporting its seal more proudly than ever . . . Char¬
lotte C. Tucker is the new director of station relations for Keystone
Broadcasting System. She’s former time buyer for Earle Ludgin &
Co. . . . Chuck Rill will, moderate the debates on WBKB this Saturday
iti* over last weekend’s b.uilfight spec . . . Dave Hull, emcee of WNBQ’S
“Chicago Bandstand.” appearing with Dorothy Malone and Jacques
Bergerac in “Once More, With;. Feeling” at Edge water Beach Play¬
house . . . WNBQ video taped one of Jack Eigen’s radio outings last
week for audition purposes . . .:NBC veep Lloyd Yoder in New York
this week for conferences . . . James Warner, account exec for WREE,
won a recording content sponsored bv WJJD.

r.\ LOXDOX . .
With its program tryout season here. ABC-TV aired the first of two
episodes of a college comedy sliow called “Mortarboard” Sunday (2)*
will follow on Aug. 16 with the first of two experimental ‘’Marriage
Bureau” yarns . . . Associated Television skeds an Ampex of Bishop
Sheen of N.Y. for its “About Religion” program Aug; 16, prepared
when the bishop looked in on London en route to the Vatican, in June
. . . David Attenborough, compiler of animal features for BBCrTV,
heads for South Sea Islands next month to collect material for a skein
on the Melanesian peoples . . . Associated-Rediffuson does a feature on
Liberia and “flags of convenience” Thursday week (13) . . . AlexBrown
takes over admag liaison in Glasgow for Scottish TV when Ronald S.
Coltart shifts to London as senior account exec Aug. 24 . . . Comedian
Stan Stennett stars in “The Black And White Minstrel Show/’ 16-weeks
show for BBC-TV starting Septi, 10.

!
'
.

beginning Wednesday (5) . . . Thomas Henry Martin, WEEI account¬
ant, Wed Florence Sullivan . . . Wally O’Hara* Morgan Baker, Louis A.
Webster, WEEI vacationing . . . Harold E. Fellows, prexv,. chairman.
NAB, addressed final dinner Mng. Development Seminar, Harvard
Business School ’ . . Fran Corcoran, community relations dir., WBZTV, back from Cape ..Cod vacash
. ’Betty Phelan* WHDH-TV traffic
mgr., in England on : vacash
. . WBZ-TV program dir. Herb Caban
and missus, back from two week European vacash . . . Chet Dowling,
Wr JAR-TV film dir., back from two weeks in Hollywood.

JY MINNEAPOLIS

‘North of’53’As
, Vancouver., B.C., Aug. 4..
Parry Films Ltd,, producers of
documentary films and commer¬

j
Phil Hoffman*. Life-Time’s WTCN-TV vice president-general mariag- cials for the past 15 years, .is now
jer, explains that the reason that the 20th-Fox non-network station undertaking its first .half-hour tele¬
• KMSP-T V here is getting four, weekly one-half hour ABC network film series, “North of ’53.” Series
: show series, starting next fall,;is because WTCN-TV, the ABC affiliate has already been set for airing, on
commercial tv in England and on
| here, can’t work (the four, whibh are on station, option time;. into its,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
night schedule; Shows in question are the panel programs “Keep Talkwith Parry dickering .for a U. S.
, Ing” and “Take a^Good Look” and “Black Saddle” and “Man With a
distribution deal:
Camera”: . . FGC has approved assignment of local radio station WISK
Don Megowan;.Hollywood actor,
to Robert M. Purcell of Los Angeles, providing he disposes of his in¬
has been set for; the lead, eostarterest in. another Twin Cities’ station, KEVE, which he’ll do.
The
ring with Britisher. Archie Duncan;
WISK seller. is the Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., which is selling
Tom Gries has been imported from
'for a reported $635,000 after.a brief ownership .. . . Three local radio
Hollywood to direct the pilot seg-.
: stations, WCCO, WLOL and non-commercial U. of Minnesota’s KUOM.
ment, which rolls, this, week at
set to broadcast, jail nine of U. of Minnesota’s football games next fall,
Parry Studios here and on location
1 play by play,.sponsors already having been inked . . . Sixth annual
; Twin Cities’ American Federation of Television and . Radio Artists in .White Horse, in the far north.
;
.
|
;

awards to local stations’ staffers adjudged best in their particular
broadcasting lines included a special commendation for WCCO-TV’s
George R:ce for his 10 p.ni, news programs’ editorials . . . Bob Van Roo,
formerly, with WRIX, Milwaukee, appointed WTCN-TV and radio pro¬
motion director, succeeding George Lord who was elevated to a- new
SSS Continued trom p^ge 27 —^8
• merchandise , director post
tovvard the reporting and recom¬

TV Quiz Probe

|/A; ST. LOllS .

mending to Congress possible cor¬

KMOX Radio, has instituted a new “Hawk Hilites” show featuring rective legislation or administra¬
Coach Easy Ed Macauley of the ex-world champs of basketball, the St. tive. measures which may be need¬
Louis Hawks. Every . Saturday afternoon Macauley brings the profes¬
ed ill the public interest.”
sional basketball, news up to date and interviews a top guest star
WBZ hosted press at Dinty; Moore luncheon for “Murphy,” new
In Writing his order to release
KTVI is now operating from its new 1,049-feet tower: and new trans¬
disk jock being billed with no first name . . . WNAC-TV pubaffairs.
mitter building, housing the station's 100,000-watt visual, 5Q,000-watt the material to D.C., the Judge fur¬
dept, preems “Operation Life Saver,” rescue breathing, Saturday (8)
ther
Stated: “The motion is granted
aural transmitter . .",' Anheuser-Busch, through D’Arcy Advertising.
9:25-9:30 a.m. . . . Carl deSuzej; WBZ radio personality, touring Rus-;
: has signed for a second year’s sponsorship for Budweiser Beer of the and an. order, will be entered oil
sia with son . . . WBZ-TV given permish to film series of five lectures
notice
to the District Attorney re¬
■ NTA-Desilu series, “U,$.. ;MaTshal/’: .. . William D. Fisher nanied St.
on contemporary American civilization by. five profs at Brandeis U.
: Louis radio and. tv program director for Gardner Advertising ... . Lo- quiring all stenographers who par¬
. . . “Big Brother” Bob Emery* WBZ-TV moppet host, taking his
ticipated
in the taking of testimony
. cal chapter of American. Women in Radio and Television elected these
charges on exploration trips via films . . . Betty Adams, .WBZ-TV’s
new officers: President, Eleanor Werner, radio-tv director of Hirsch. to furnish a transcript to the
“Today At Home” show, interviewing Eleanor Roberts, Traveler tv
movant
and
further requiring the
vTamm. Ullmaii; vice president, Alice Koch, promotional director of
critic, Liberace and Van Clibuni . . . WBZ radio preeming weekly ser¬ ; KMOX Radio; secretary-treasurer, Mary Marsh, promotion assistant of District Attorney to supply coun¬
ies of disk programs, “WBZ Hits the Line,” Wednesdays, 7:30-8 p.m.*
sel
for
the
irtovant.”
; KSD Radio ;•. » Jacqueline Will© prbmoted to tv time buyer at. Sam
If Harris still wants the testi¬
i Krupnick ad agency/
. :
”
mony piecemeal, the. Judge said
he’d send it along bit by bit, but
he doubted that the committee felt
Continued from page 28
i
Lou Gordon, WXYZ reporter-at-large on “Detroit Confidential,” has the: matter that urgent. ,
ous, Schulke states. Production of ; been named by. Gov. Williams as a Michigan Industrial Ambassador,
tape series directly for syndication ; one of 170 civic leaders selected to help bring biz to Michigan ...
< Ralph Hansen, program director of KYW-TV, Cleveland, is WJBK-TV’s
will be stymied to a large extent
• new program -director .. . . WJR received three first place awards in the
because of the-rerun bite/ since ■ news, farm and sports categories in the annual Michigan Associated
for one thing, the Screen Actors j Press Broadcasters competition . . , Tom Clay, WJBK disk jockey, off
Walter Patterson takes over as new
Guild residual schedule, calls for to Hollywood for screen test .
far smaller- payments under a slid¬ | executive veepee of Knorr. radio stations this week at WKMH heading scale much easier to handle. j quarters in Dearborn . . . WCHB will host kids up to 12 years of age,
DAN DAILEY
For another, one of the advantages ‘.who bring their: own lunch, at a picnic with station furnishing prizes
W«. don’t know whero : you . are, .but; wt da
of tape is that with below-the-line and entertainment . . . Fajie Elizabeth vacationing from WWJ mike
knaw WHAT you ara: you’ra a bright and:
costs far less than in film, more with Pierre Paulin and Shelby Newhouse filling in for her . . . Brian
anthuslattie man . pa»»«»iin» tha drive. and
craativanoss ta head up the Program Depart¬
and better casts can be used, tak¬ . Kelly, Who plays a detective in “21 Beacon Street” new NBC entry,
ment of a majer TV otatian. located In thaing up a. far greater percentage of is a son of former Michigan Gov. Harry F. Kelly who now is a justice
East, in one of the . nation’s top ten markets:
the budget. Yet the heftiness of of the Michigan Supreme Court,

IN BOSTON . . .
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. .

few

ARE YOU
THE MAN?

FOUR
JUST

THE

for

the rerun bite would negate this
advantage.
Similarly, in syndication of reTele-Broadcasters, Inc., which owns KALI, Pasadena. KUDL, Kansas
run-off-network tape shows, many City, and.WPOP, Hartford, has filed FCC application to buy KOFY, in
such series would actually be kept : suburban San Mateo, from intercontinental Broadcasting Corp. Inter- ;
off the market because the rerun ; continental bought station only last year . . . Rumors that Pacific Tel
fees would require too much re¬ ; & Tel is about all set to handle Skiatron’s toll-tv setup keep popping
coupment and shows would be , up . , . A beatnik tried to take a poke at tv cameraman John Stolaroff
priced beyond their worth, Schulke [at Hall of Justice V., New account exec at KTVU is Norman Taylor, exfeels. Net result is to hurt the de¬ I KOVR, Stockton . ; . Dick Clark’s telecast from Frisco’s. Fisherman’s
velopment of tape syndication, [ Wharf: was cancelled—Glark needs the time in Hollywood for his feathereby hurting actors’, opportuni¬ j ture .film . .. Craig Harrison of KCBS off to Hawaii for ll days ... Comties as well. More immediately, he I edienne Phyllis Diller. subbing for Don Shenvood at KTVU during Sherstates, some 200 or so actors who ; wood’s vacation . . . KQED moved its signon back a half-hour ... Bill
did the “Youth Court” and “Munic¬ [ Weaver, ex-KCBSer fresh; up from KNX, moved into the 6-9 a:m. KSAY
ipal Court” segments through all ■j slot, with Benny Strong moving to. a midday spot.
of last season won’t be getting re¬
sidual checks this summer.
Schulke added that KTL A, which
has geared itself for a schedule j
Jim Price left KRNY, Kearney, to join KBON here as a d. J. , . . Robcalling for some 75% of. its pro¬ ; ert Froemming named local sales manager for WOW-TV here . v . Dave
gramming to be live, may-have to I Hamer resigned from KETV here to join John K. Williams in the radio-,
change that proportion. Since the j tv promotion field at Ben Lindhelmer’s racetracks in. Chicago . . . Bill
cost of tape repeats is so great, he : Dunn quit WOW’s promotion department to hook on with the KMTV
stated, it’s not likely the station ■ news department . . ;. Lyle DeiMoss giving tips for outdoor chefs on
can amortize live production as j “Lyle’s Patio ” Thursdays at 6:30 p m. on WOW-TV ... KMTV set to
previously planned and may have telecast Nebraska’s first North-South Shrine Bowl football game from
' to use a greater proportion of film. Omaha Muny. Stadium Aug. 22;
Just the inability to amortize the
backlog of physical vidtape, which
• Schulke presently estimates at
$65,000 ($294.per hour of tape, or . Jack Kelly returned to Storer Broadcasting as national sales manager
; $5,800 worth of tape tied up for ' of WJW-TV from his post as general sales manager of WINS, New York
i 39 half-hours)/through repeat tele¬ !>•.. . Newest commercial radio station here, WNOB-tFM, having technical
casts is a discouraging factor in an ' difficulties described by station spokesman, "We’ve got the power .but
expansion of tape . production,. he we can’t control it!”.. : . Tali Paul Dean quit WJW radio. His slot on the
air filled by program director Bob Martin, billed as “The Robin/’ Other
stated. ’
WJW radio changes include Bruce MacDonald in as news director. Tom
Carson; now. sports director. Dave Bringham o^KYW and Jim Martin
formerly of WGAR join the news staff .. . WDOK general manager.Fred
: Wolf and engineer Ken. Hamann off to Europe for hi-fi fair in Hanover
Rome,. Aug. 4.
j... WERE celebrating 10-year anniversary.. ..Wayne Mack, WDOK disk
The Italian Supreme Court has
: jockey to star in new tv series of local production over WEWS, which
been asked to decide whether or
will be a nightly stint, tentatively titled “Cleveland Tonight.”
not the control of Italian air and
I telewaves, granted to RAl-TV via
‘ a special agreement With the gov; ernment, is constitutional, and j
WCAU and WCAU-TV will cover the Tommy Barlett Water Show on
; whether a private company is em¬ the Schuykill. The radio station will cover both days. Aug. 15 and 16
powered to set up a second Italian The second day of. the regatta will be telecast . . . Alan Stone, WFIL
video network in competition with newscaster will present hourlong report on his trip to Alaska over Chan¬
; RAI-TV outlet.
nel 6 Aug. 12: Harold Hodgeman did the camera work . . . Marian Anr
Case was brought against the derson has okayed, four interviews at Station WHYY-TV. They will be
Italian Postal. Ministry and RAI- ! for the “Heritage” series of the National Education. Television , and RaTV by Tempo-TV,. a company j dio Center . . . Florence Hanford, star of WRCV-TV’s “Television Kitch¬
backed by Rome’s II Tempo, a daily en” received a 200-pound birthday cake to mark the show’s 500th teleowned by Renato Angiolillo, which ! cast . . . Guest, disk jockey will fill in for Dick Clark when the WFILintended and presumably still; in-, . TV star takes a month’s vacation beginning Aug. 10". ; . Tommy Roberts,
tends to enter the tv field in this WIP broadcaster, is doing color on three Monmouth Park races for NBCI TV
- -.v:/;,
•'
•
country.

f/Y SAN FRANCISCO

i/\ OMAHA . .

j IN CLEVELAND .

Hlght new. yeu might be In tha TV da. partmant of. an. ad agoney: you might be the
Program Manager af a TV. station (tha kiiid Which really does a programming, lob. and :
doesn’t lust ride the net) .or-.you might be
Working for she of the networks, or far a
packager In Hdilywaod sr New York.
In any case, you have plenty'-af .experience.
In programming and production^ much af lt
at the local station- level. You know hew te
. handle a staff, deal with and develop -talent,
and you're at hams both In live and film
programming; above ail, you’re genuinely
•trastivo. •
If you’re '- the.' persan • we’ra. looking far,
there's .a fine futura far. you. In ovary Way.
Write us aih Informal latter that ean- get
aerosi the kind af man Veil are: tha way you.
think ..about yourself and television.

Address to:
BOX Y-153, VARIETY
154 West 46th St*
New York 36

Representation
Exwcutlv* calling on ndvcrtisihg ag«ncies .all. over country will: consider
reprosanting additional properties or
gervlces.ln television* radlo, polnt-ofsale or allied lines. .Successful con¬
tacts over tan ytar. period with load¬
ing agencies In all major cities. Box
V-l65 VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St., N Y.

Who Controls Telewaves?

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

CHECK YOUR MARKET
(p)
TODAY!
^

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Aye. • N.Y. 22- PLaza 5-2109

BROOKS
COSTIME?

1 3 Well Mtl SI.', N.Y.C.-Tal.PL 7-3100

FINE HOME IN
BEAUTIFUL SETTINO
In Gardiner, N. Y. 2 Acrsa—10 roams, beauti¬
fully furnished, fireplace, 3 baths, oil. heat,
wall cabinet, knotty pine . kltehan, garage,
carport plus other Improvements. Ideal for
swimnfhig pool. $36,00. Cali Maspeth, N. Y.' Davenport 6-3914i
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l^RIETY

Speaking of unbreakable records . . . ABC-TV's
American Bandstand has the MOST! MOST audience in
Philadelphia for over five years on Triangle's WFIL-TV,
the originating station—MOST audience of any daytime
TV show in America.
Now going full steam ahead into its third fabulous year
on 133 stations from coast-to-coast. ;
Happy Second Anniversary/Dick!

Sources: ARB, Philadelphia, Feb. 1954-June 1959
Trendex, July 1959
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Inside SluflF—Radio-TV

dicated shows yearly.
Briskin also clarified his own
new status as a Columbia v.p. and
A couple of CBS-TV newsmen Russell Jones and web carheramaii
( that of the “integration” of Screen
; Gems 'with the parent studio. As Mario Biasetti have had their problems in Cubai

Pair was roughed up last week, according to the netvvork, by ..Castro
•
.
,
to himself, he said that when he
GALEX DRAKE SHOW
[with .each answer and with the j sqI^ Briskin Production to Screen bodyguards as they attempted to take pictures rif the “campesinos;”
Producer-Director: Drake
i; ^ -passing of time*. ..By playing
j Geiris, he-entered into an employ-^ Castro’s peasant followers. CBS says they were “bullied and physi¬
^ins*«
^®j15 21 Jn.; |^a pveaw ay games in the course of an ment
contract
with
Columbia . cally escorted” from the area.
Mms.. Mon.-Fn., 2:1» p.m.
: hour-and-45-mmutes, the
most ^ h „•.*» call'-noon - him' at times
Jones, CBS News’ one-and-only Pulitzer Prize winner, is an old hand
PARTICIPATING
j WCBS can. ever dispense in one !
at face-the-consequerices reporting: 10 years ago he was forced to leave
WOR Radio, X. Y.
! night is $150. That’s not much, in
& ^Wh'atTM<5t
Czechoslovakia
when, as a UP writer, he was threatened with jail. In
Roee.iity Ga«en Drake, the Viet- • light of what WCBS considers are the.Columbia lot put 'Vhich at.-least
eran protector of housewives on the stakes. But instead of gaining .f°r now'^ puls him
charge of 1956 he was the only U.S. correspondent In Hungary ..for rnore than a
month.
And
Biasetti
was the camerman who personally accepted the
WCBS, X. Y.. switched to the; any significant audience, the sta- Screen Gents, here. .. You might
cross-town rival. WOR. And re-f tion is likely to lose more of what call me the Columbia v.p. in surrender last month of two-score Nicarauguan rebels. .
gardiess of whether he's appearing, it still has. *A combination of poor charge of television/’, he said. As
on WCBS as the head of the ■ disks and excessive gab isn’t the to why he joined the parent comA 30-minute film depicting.television’s impact on an ^irierican city
*"Housew ives Protective League”; most impressive .way of offsetting pany. itself rather thari becoming (Binghamton, N.Y., is used) will become available this month’ to Na¬
or on \YOR as just plain Galen; the problems that; beset nighttime an officer of the subsidia^, there tional Assn, of Broadcasters members for rental or purchase.
Drake, he’s the same, folksy, corny, radio.
were some stock involvements; he
Film is called “In Focus,” and Was prepared to dramatize how tv
often entertaining talker.
v
Platter spinner and question- cnid
thp nre<?ti@p at- “enriches the lives of the people of the city by providing. entertain¬
Armed with a flange for telling asker Ed Joyce was/ studied; but tached - to the studio^ vicepresi- ment, information and community service,” according t& NAB.
evert the most
inconsequential then who wouldn’t be? It’s awfully Apnrv? '
stuaio • vicepresi
Included are excerpts of a few tv programs, which, together with
yarn or passing along the emptiest hard, it would seem, finding and ° A ‘*4_
platitude, Drake somehow makes keeping the proper tone for giving
^ ..0 ,integrahom Briskin personalities taking part in film give it an all-star cast, including. Chet
Huntley,
Aldous Huxlejr, Indian Prime. Minister Nehru, Thomas E.
them seem fresh and, invariably. aw*y money just because someone. P,oints out thatthere are few actual
interesting. -Nasality ard all land answered a prettv uninteresting changes.. In the, area of casting, Dewey, Chester Bowles. Richard Carlson, Edward R. Murrow, Judith
it seems as if, he cultivates this question.
'
Art..
the Screen; Gems casting depart- Evelyn, Waiter Cronkite and others.
United Press-Movietone produced, film for NAB, with Donald H.
sueech imped’ment for its fdlksi‘
- ment remains intact, but meets
ness-, Drake .is an audience draw. —
■ ■ ■
■ -. ==? regularly with the studio casting Martin, former NAB public relations director, supervising, '
On the WOR show heard he
.
_
■
■■
«■
unit in an . exchange of ideas and
didn't sav a 'Yor|cilrea‘,y,
11311303 Illul6 TY
problems. In production, there has
A grant of $30,110 from the Louis 'W. arid Maud Hill Family Fouriretaining.
retaining. But that
that thought
thought didn't
dicta t J _
■./
been an increase in operating effi- dation may lead to the ereation of. a regional educational television
occur to this quarter until several === Continued from page 39
j ^c3^‘^si^er^hedu]K‘‘a^^ Vail j network for the/Upper Midwest, taking in the states ;of Iowa. Minne¬
proposal and make up our minds,” j sheets, for example, but Screen ; sota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin; Area now
T -r
S Gems still has its own, production has five tv stations devoted to education, with four VHF and 12 UHf*
fld J- J. Fitzgihbons president ,UiTit ^ithin the studio. production ■ channels reserved for educational telecasting: Steps for establishing
Famous Players (Canadian); and department..- Legal likewise has 1 such a network are currently being studied by National Assn, of Ed¬
according to Thornton Cran. presi-; been, integrated, but “you can’t ; ucational Broadcasters.
.
. * .
' ■ - ■
"
■ ■ ■■
^
;
dent CFRB, Toronto-“W'e are very ‘ really, integrate ja'Vyers; each one :
:rn’
,~f:n1.r-rnntina
Mikes -to:‘draw up his own do'cu-j
m“chln *?vor °f promoting and de- me,nU.. pMWicit£ has teen inte.!
veloping Canadian talent and local;grated..butthe Screen. Gems unit j
programs but we feel that; with is actually being- expanded as a === Continued
Cootinuea from
.rom page
paSe 27
2,
Ad RateS Going Up
London, Aug. 4.
radio^the aii^us^WCBS^Ac^ntlv responsible operations, this can be result,-.
. .,
;■
/
minimum, of
minimum
of $150,000.tper
$150,000, per annum.'
annum,
.a country wide increase in most
inaugurated aVightly money give*- better achieved without-too strin-' .
''in>:^oesfn-f
.,
scry-, a(j rates on British commercial teleSince the price of the rating scrynbetweeh.T t,-le hours of 0:15. gent CBC regulations, the applica- stofv~ departments Televisio^ and ice is based largely upon a net¬
ana 10 p.m. Not only is the idea tion of which mi«ht tend to cause
depa*tment;S'
ar\d ice is based largely upon a net- \fision looks a strong possibility for
unsuitable to the CBS flagship.
mitont tend tp cause m0tlQn picture story requirements wo.k's
work s revenue, the richerricher webs next..year.'^^It’ialready a fact, anyregardless of how anxious; it is to
rnr are worlds apart, Briskin stated, pay more. NBC-TV is
is. charged;
charged apap¬ way, that.several of the. webs have
sound like an independent radio ,
P°^hted out that the CBC and they don't have the same
proximatelv
$210,000
and
CBS, the
the announced revised,prices; for soma
proximately
$210,000
and
CBS,
station, but it's one whose applica- hoard of governors '' 0ldd ,hQld heeds or problems. Consequehtly,
, 1.segments , in and around this fall,
tion can be questioned generally, meetings in November to hear rep- vvhile there Will be some, coopera- :. best off evidently.,
evidently,- pays around i
ABC-TV, eovering the Midlands
It seems that WCBS is overindulg- resenta-tiyes seeking licenses^on the tion between the two, he doesn't $225,000 per annum. These basic
j ard North at Weekends, is adding
Ing its instinct for self-preservation now-proposed regulations and that expect actual integration; One new
do. not include such; “special” j an overall. 10^ to its rates from
in presenting “Three Guesses.’’
“doubtless there will be a. number policy will be initiated in this fees do
ad- ] ^ePt* ^6-Dec. 31 and state's that “a
Program, when heard last week, of views express! 1 to them at that area, however.. will be the en- report elements as the Nielsen -ad¬
....
u-'i. •
furtner announcement, will be made
combined records (.of far less than time arid they may or may not courageiheht' of motion picture vance
hich, in
vance ratings.
ratings, W
which,
in CBS’s
CBS s case
case [ skortly
respect of rates tor ne*t
perfect choice) with the presenta- modify the final regulations.'’
writers at. the studio to develop ,
alone, comes to. roughly another , year.” . Granada. TV Network ii
tion of small amounts of cash to.
Joe Aldred charged that the tel-evision ideas arid nrnfiprl-ipc
SI.000 monthly. There are other j upping peak-time prices from Sept,
SI,000
“C
.Wf never- promoted a
special fees, too. With, discounts 1 28 but making reductions in some
$11,000 a month ! other slots:
CBS pays around $11,000
three euesses (amount diminishes h
renea on
progiams ioi idea or script; but they will then :
tnree guesses (amount aimmisnes much of its schedule. He said: receive a percentage rif ownership or $132,000 net. a year. Proportion¬
ately, the srime discounts, hold a*
i
, “Until I know about the. proposed in the propertv if it-s successful.
NBC and ABC.
•:
regulations, J will take them with
If Nielsen doesn’t change. iturvi i Aiun'C
a grain of salt.” He claimed that
. ... ■ , .
. - . ... ■ . —^4
course during the negotiations, th 2
1 'VL-umimw
;
a 55^0 Canadian content in pro-,
AinA ISA 19A Ifl Jl
Experience and Capital
: isiry 1 HFADLIMER
gramming could be “very embar-} jlHL
03- GO MGalGV
i webs evidently intend holding up
;1NV’ 1
‘‘ rasing” to CBC-TV arid that, apart
"
'
■ w
- the . fact . that, with the same
Available
from talks, news and symphony ■■■ ■ . contmued from page. 27
, , amount of money they no\v pour
Top commercial programriiing,
■? programs, the CBC is largely a vveCkdays and weekends, programs annually into Nielseri’s pocket,
production
arid
merchandising man
“record operation.” He would like ;.ori
^
■ .: they could build up the competing
(12 yoarf experience), currently
to-know what the: terra --canadiaft "^ be',clas^fied » follows: sports, American Research . Bureau. It’s
heeding
audio,
research
project for
character’ means.
seven , hours per week, and . share true
that ARB’s instantaneous
mafor film corporation; seeks op¬
The CBC has also stipulated that of total, 7.8^.;.; news information, • measurement service, Arbitron, is
portunity
as
key
.music
and pro¬
the 55^ of Canadian programs five and one-quarter. 5.9^; educa- not fairing especially well at the
gram director wiHi possibiity of
must be presented during a two- tionaT, five and one^half,. 6,2^;1 moment, possibly because all the
substantial investment.
. hour period between 8 arid 11 p.m... ' children’s, two, 2.2<~c; suspense technical bugs have not been
Wants solid affiliation with bonar
and that this 55^ be produced in drama, two, 2.2^: miscellaneous, 1 elimininated from the Arbitron
fide am/fm operation (station or
Canada: Mandatory , is the CBC three and one-half. 3.9^; general • process. But the technical prob¬
group
ownership) seeking 'identifi¬
lems
seem
small
to
observers
when
stipulation; that present - private drama; seven and one-half, SAC'C;
cation' through imaginative format.
stations get the approval of the CBC panel, eight. 9.0rc; musical var- compared with the increased prob¬
ability
that
the
chief
failing
of
Wide
national
credits arid proven
j for all imposed hookups of Ameri-. iety, two and one-quarter,. 2;59c; commercial knowhow. .
‘ can networks,
situation comedy, one and one-i Arbitron is not/technical but that
it
has
riot
achieved
national
ac¬
.
Situation
must
have good growth
j
There are 14 applicants for the half, T.7?c\ specials, four and one-.potential. \
•Toronto tv license, according to Dr, half, 5 0Cr.; action-adventure, two ceptance. A deliberate push from
ABC,
CBS
and
NBC
would
give
it
BOX V-t 67, VARIETY
[Andrew Stewart, chairman of the and one-half. 2>8cr;. discussion,
154 W. 46th St.. New York 36
I CBC board of broadcast governors. . thirteen and threerquartersi 15.4^-;^ that push.
• ——— •• •
M audience participation.; ten arid
;
; one-half,
general variety,
i
Qavaan
I three, 8.4rc; quiz, five; 5.6ro. It ,
OCreell
tis pointed out that of the 8914 j
:
-CoMUmid from paw 29 :-- llours
”‘eb Programlnmg, ;72?4 ii— Continued front page 31
hours (81.5^1 will be live or taped,
iriany of which will be. eliminated. 1612 hours (18.5^) on film.
.
■ be commanding higher salaries and i
i
before the pilot stage. Briskiri is
Among .the. specials in the; be able to get more work...
hopper will be ‘ in-depth studies
However, rnariy In the talent ’
already iiwplementing his policy of on taxes divorce An,eHcan. 6nter-[
agencies are deploring the rush !
\ ear-i ound policy filming, as op- prise overseas, jazz, Spain, foreign, j
posed to concentrating ihem be-V several programs!on: Latin Amer- ' to sign, anybody that suddenly be¬
tween November and January. '. ica-' as well as. documentaries = con- f comes available. They feel that
Screen Gems has just completed. eerhed with the. 1960 prirriaries,1 the pre-season rush, by now,
. one riew pilot, with dubbing and , national conventions and elections j should be an old story. Somehow
scoring scheduled for next Week, and another David Brinkley over-'
Flow of pilots will be maintained seas “essay” much in. the manner [ they feel that there will always
over the rest of the summer and of.. his recent “Our Man in the be enough acts to go around. With
Oen U.S Jmpo;te.->.-VAN WUNCHING* CO.. INC.
fall.
• Mediterranean.. *'■
so much loot throwm at performers,
t
New York, Chicago, Bcverty Hifls, Miami
The alltime
production high .. Still other subjects to be aired who do not warrant that kind of
: . breaks down this way: for network by NB'G are Louisiana politics', the salary, the headache of selling
' showing, studio1 is .filming “Dennis .Phi-lly: mayoralty election,. British them to more budget minded en-;
. the Menace,” “The. Man fromelections arid overseas aid to coun- tries becomes more difficult. But
; Blackha\vk.” “Tightrope.’’ “Alcoa- tries on the borders of the USSR; their main concern lies in the j Luxurious Ocean-front home'In'exclu¬
sive, upper;; Belle Harbor—10 rms.
’Goodyear Theatre.”. “The Donna. Furthermore, NBC News will pre- fact that the buyer frequently has
■ Reed Show,” “Father Knows Best” sent documentaries dealing with to pay riff many contracts . either ; plus servants ^ quartars—very private,
1. st
and the new houriong golf show , school problems. Vice President through inability to play them, or: many, unusual featuras; steam bath.
Salt . water' bath, sun deck,' solarium,
for NBC-TV. For Syndication it is ! Richard Nixon’s account of his because the buyers' feel that they
; filming “Manhunt,” “Rescue 8” j recent trip to Moscow-, two hour- do. not fit the show. There, is 1 2 car electronic garage, wood-burning.
BrokCanSultan»
fireplace etc.—All brick, oil Heat'
and
“Stakeout.”
latter
iri
the
east,
'
long
shows
on
African
nationalism
scarcely, a variety show that hasn’t;
RAflO
On the cartoon front, H-B is mak-. i and other . news-appraising wrap- paid off quite, a few performers ; Only 35 min,, to Mid-town Manhattan:
Sacrifice @ $65,000. Call NEptun* *•
ing for Screen Gem^ “Huckle-.1 VPs.
..
because of the difference between j 2717! or NEpturie 4-8314.
be. ry Hound” and “Ruff & Reddy.”
>
^ ' '■ 1 ■—— . :v
the performer’s promise arid his •
: . |
Philadelphia—All 10 Notre Dame delivery.
f
lf f
fbotball games and the severi home • One of the reasons that payoffs :
.itseh foi the sjndication market,. games of th6 U: of Penrisylvania have to take place is the develop- i
Fine home. In beautiful «ttinp. A-l jonlm.
; Brothers January,
a new west- will be telecast, by Station. WFIL- orient of sudden names, generally
; ern, will go into, production soon TV on. Sunday afternoon football through a hot-selling disk. The i 2,150 sq,. ft . en lit. floor, Expantieir attic.
t.000 m; ft. finished basement, jnajiogany
j for a Februar>- air date, to be fol- douhleheaders beginning Sept. 2l. variety show topper can always
50 EAST $8 STREET
bar. Radiant heat in oeilini. basement fleor
j lowed in all likelLhopd in April by . They will be tape and film versions make rooin for ,these. at least on j
and 2; ear. aarase. I00°.« air cend.itiened.
Hew Ydrk, H. Y*
’ a new. Bert Leonard syndicate^ of .the previous day’s, games: Notre a onetime basis even .if they have
Lake' in ' front yard landscaped. $65,000:
: series, “Three-Man Submarine,” Dame airings w’ill include just the to buy out another turn to accom-: ter.ms. ball TUrner 8-7100.
Eldorado 5-0405
. It's Screen Gems’ intention to.pro- action arid take an hour to air. modate the sudden hits.
j
tVkin®3
t‘ukin'a'

01

ra ^
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Art

--:
THREE
THREE GUESSES
GUESSES
tiI
i;
With Ed Joyce
Director: John Chanin _
105 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., Srl5
8rl5 pim.
xi:m.
ParUcipadns
.
t
Participating
WCBS Radio, X.Y.
j_.
To get back a little of .that pis-

Nielsen

1 Britis^cr?T r •

NOT REACHING
YOOR AUDIENCE?

HOLLAND’S

U6mS

Scramble Far Guests !

Heinekens

HOLLAND BEER

[

FOR SAXE

M°'W

“ni tinandal

t

it
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C&W: SINCERE, SIMPLE, SOCKO
Marek Views Price-Cut as Spur

Monophonic, Stereophonic, Profitonic,
Or MGM s 'Big SeDin the Bahamas

. A price-cut of the pop singles to*——— —: ... —r-—V.'
/--:/ .- .

■

V v

•--1—-

■/,

' '-—♦

By HERM SCHOENFELD

stimulate sales may be a factpr in
m
.r i
in i
AQ
By MIKE GROSS.
M It M l
Mprr f ilk I Pc tn $4 08
By MIKE GROSS
M^U MnflliVc RIiiA Nnfp
Nassau, Bahamas, Aug. 4.
. hypoing that phase of the record
lllCrC
The country music move-in on
lw2ttl
iVkU
lncrc LUIS
\tUl9 LT 5 10
IU ^4.70
tJPi.JO
The
Wldll lTIdlUlB
A DIUC ilUlC
MGM Records pitched up a hardthe pop field will hold up because
Asbury Park
business, in the opinion of George
Chicago, Aug. 4.
Par has a new jazz dis* sell deal and an extensive program
R Marek; v p and g m. of RCA
In stride with the industry’s the songs are just basic variations pensing spot, The Blue Note, oper-,of new packaged product at
Victor. Above and beyond that he general
Seneral price rollback,
rollback. Mercury of old folk
foJk themes. That’s
Thars the
Uie ated by Matt
Mat Mattlin. He’s spe-1 three-day convention of its 32 disSunday matinee tributors here last week. Geared
, .
, i,...
• ••• ,•..
i' Records has lopped the tag on its opinion of Don Law, Columbia cializing in added
a<
feels that the business needs some ; stereo jazz and pop albums from Records* director of country & concerts, 4-7.
i to a “monophonic to stereophonic
1 western artists
. & repertoire for . Combo includes
exciting new personality, such as j $5.95 to $4.98.
'western
artists..&
inc
himself at the jto Pr°fitonic slogan, the conclave
BelaFonte, Presley, Johnny Mathis j
Label’s “Living Presence” das-1 nearly 15 years.
piano, Lou Mecca at guitar, Don j represented the diskery s strongest
and one or two others, to help i sic series remains at $5:98.
taderella for bull fiddle and
and' Mar- “d for dealer Penetration made to
„
Vho,
bo.™
Grf,f Cinderella
churn the traffic in the music |
’
•!-—— _.
Britain, says hets like .tbe hill- ty vWeiss
in sax and flute.
flute,
Weiss on
*9 MGM Records
billy music he records-^ American .
.
.
■ •~ .
stores. It is true, also, that; the I.
prexy Arnold Maxm, who keynoted
in its; present form but Anglogrowth of the LP album business1 »;
F
Ik"' 1>
f/1 *
the meeting.
has been a factor in reducing voi-; ! I |A|1 i Qlipl C |«P|
Saxon in its roots- He explained |f|/l
ft
>
.
I)
f
jp
i.
Diskery’s deal was aimed at .
ume sales: of the pop singles, and ; IJkUII JuullVl O Uvl
that most of the country music AIKI
lei
rQY
I ACtQ
ACk
JIIT C
C I
solving two problems at the dealer
clicks stem froiii old Elizabethan flUvl
ill
u
l/UulH
the advent-of stereo, as “the
I1M/ 1 CU O VUOIU
level: (1), how to get rid of obso¬
melodies. As examples, he cited
chlorjphyll of the business,’' is still ,
f ■ ’k *1 ■ "FJ.
lete inventory; and (2), how to re“On Top Of Old Smoky,” “Red
« h«\ jy
; f vt | |\ !
another added value./ .
; ||||A f tip KO
| ODD
£ FT ID -stock in depth for the upcoming
River Valley,” “Sweet Betsy From
AjbK
KaCCAT
. If there is going to be a cut in ..
”llU: tllv. IM*
HAvK llACC
Al lift
lift K
ll ij fall-Christmas seasofc. MGM’s plan
Pike” and the current pop click,
JTlIXlm Utfvv
pop singles as a means to increase
.•
• :
MJXfOtJ 111
VI UIaIi!
wxmll j gives both the distribs and dealers
“The Battle of New Orleans,”
Aug. 4.
volume patronage from the. kids
'
Nassau, Bahamas, Au
i a chance to liquidate dead merMGM
Records:
is
making
its
big
Lwhich
he
recorded
for.
Col
with
!.
who might regard the 98c price
The recording business’ artists j chandise in ratio to their purchase
as too steep, then Marek wonders move onto the chain store racks Johnny-Horton^and,which bow h^ ' & Te-toire scene stirred again of new albums,
if it shouldn’t be nearer a 59c.••via a stepped-up program for its passed the 2,000,000 sales marie,
^
The hep for dealer^ i«; that thev
. price than the discussed 70c or 75c, Lion label LPs which sell for $1.98. ” ’The Battle mf New Orlemis,’ ” i J?st week with, the moveover • of {win tePa|Ie to get a 20% return
which is merely a return to a for* In addition to expanding its cata- he said, ‘can be traced pack tp_an : Don Costa to United Artists Rec- prjviiege on au MGM package purmer standard.
“However, that, log, the Lion series has tailored its old English tune>( called “The j ords f^am the ABC-Paramount j chases, except for the low-priced
would mean twice as many young- distrib prices for a stronger stand- Eighth of January.’*, label. Costa will teke over as head > Lion label. Under this 20%, they
sters would have to be counted on ! ihg with the rackjobbers who servoi of UAR’s a&r department
Law attributes the success oi^
__l_x
will be
b#» entitled
PntitlPd to
tn return
rptnm all
all LPs,
T.P«
when i will
for the hits in order, to maintiaunlice the disk displays in the chain country music in the pop areas to
^ iunm
current pact with
£ $2 4? each wKieh is the ^
the
profit standards.
eacn song’s
song s sincerity and
ana siinwilh ABC-Para* of
going
tlie profit
stores and supermarkets.
each
spn- t .ms
“That would have • its virtues,
Pepping up the MGM distribs at plicity .“Each^ tune,^^he points mount expires in September.
deaier price for a standard-price
of course/’says Marek, “on a two- the Nassau convention, Harold
ttas
neat ana a sapry,
No replacement for "Costa at album. In addition, MGM distribs
fold basis. One, it would create Draysonj Lion’s sales chief, point- wnetner _ it ne _ numorous
e
ABC-Paramount has been set yet: are giving dealers a deferred billtwice as; much store traffic from ed out that the low-priced LP 4Bartl€ of New Oriels or saa iiKc There’s been talk, however* that ing plan under which their final
the would-be buyers and, secondly, field was now grossing over $65,- Waterloo.
.
f1®®
i
l Sid Feller, who operated ABC-[ payments will be due Dee. 10.
the result would be an extended 000,000 annually, or about 20% of
^ss8 i*>ar’s a&r division with Costa when 1 MGM, in turn, has given its dis(Continued on page 62)
the label was launched several tribs a comparable deal under
potential market for anything and the total business. The MGM disyears ago and subsequently left which the latter gets a 20% return
; everything pertaining to recorded I tribs were urged to get on the
to freelance, would return to his privilege on their MGM purchases,
niusic. This extend^ to monaural I racks in order to get their share
and- stereophonic ^albums, /plus j of the business. MGM’s new price
a&r post.
It’s understood that MGM has
other music merchandise from i for. distribs,: at 87c. per LP, is deIn addition to his a&r chores at made a deal with a foreign operatransistors to tv sets.” ;
. I signed to permit sales to rackjobUAR, Costa will perform as a re- tor to sell all returned merchandise
cording artist: He’ll be assisted overseas.,
: However, the virtue of; retaining bers at prices that beat the comin the a&r division by Jack Lewis,
MGM presented an across-thethe 98c price is that the margin. petitive labels.
A warning was
the former a&a topper, and Tom. board album line, including a new
of profit, when a Belafonte or Pres- j sounded by MGM execs to its dis/ Pittsburgh, Aug, 4.
Wilson.
sWies of de luxe multi-platter packley single clicks for a smash is • tribs that if the latter did not do
Saying “I wouldn’t\|0von
even go on |
such, says Marek, as to make posBefore coming to ABC-Pat four [ ages under a new moniker,, the
pos-!’ a satisfactory job in selling the'
the . Sa^nf ^
sible^^ “experimentation with^^ other ,, rackjobbersv
MGM would^;be
forced
■1C~_ ,ar>
free-< MGM Academy Series.
First „
sets
iatajuuwip, luvjjijL
wumu. uc iuilcu
ot.tinn wttp nffipiats years
years ago,
ago, Costa had
iiau been
uccu a
a..
article •./ioalc/fm*.
tn sell-them
spit-.thpm directly
irfirprtiv from
frnm the
thp fac-.
fair*
Ciiburn gavestationVVliuotticia^
gave station W IIC officials | lan(,e arrangen
a_ra’t.^r
I m
in this Category will be “The Balartists,
deals for ntKar.-hrinnprtips.
other properUes, j: to
ehj}ur°
and generally bolster- the economy • tory.-.^ ’■
.
and the RCA ^Victor Promotion
. . '
|lad of Baby Doe,” the Douglas
of each company.”
]
Dr^ysdn noted that MGM has ^nl
■■
^
Moore-John Latouche opera; and
built the Lion label inside of one
Hon
1 feenale rIrv
“Wfr and Peace,” the Sergei Proyear to a catalog of 88 packages. °,n Suc ~ clock: J1??’
-eenage
Af XT kofiev opera, which was recorded

Matt Mattlio’s Blue Note

a

bull

Pitt Teenage Audience
On Ciiburn: ‘Who He?’
But Pianist. Succumbs

”

Deutch Sales Mgr.

Cadence’s Archie Bleyer
George Shtiaring,
M,U TV
as Bally
BaBv
Shearing.^ Robert Q. Lewis;
Lewis,
Makes
TV
Film
manes
it Rim
rum as
wj; G“fg“
bui
For Cbordettes New Disk various Hoifjwod
STfvacna^tstoesa"dgotb?ck
lot -of vacant stares:

Z5&3S&23^

<C°“ °nPagC62)

sional department, is currently
Visual promotion is becoming an
“
.■ .. ■
.
But with the perspiring execs !
stiU^leadiSg!^CHbOTtfSa!”'th/lm“d.Ni9*7
Important key to the disk business.
Bernstein to Roulette
still
pleading, Ciiburn saw . the im- ji
That s the opinion pF Archie BleyDave Bernstein has joined Rou-1 possibility of . the situation /and ; ^.3^0 s ,.-“gar -Ll^,S-’ *
^
A
er, Cadence Records prexy who’s lette Records* promotion depart- finally went on and bantered with-^el£p di^ery is distributmg fo_
J>0$| AluSl llCW AWdFQ*
backing bis idea with an indepen- .merit. HeTl .be New York . deejay ; the kids . for a few minutes to i ciettone Kecoras.
Tion r* n u
• c
■
. dently made tv filmi tied: in with representative working under Saul agreeable results.
He told, them
: Memo Records is headeid by Bill
lOln MllSlC uCQcirHt©
his^new Chordettes* ^coupling of Star, national; promotion^^manager.! rock and^ roll dances compared toLasley,. president* and Art John,
9■ .
.
“No Wheels” and “A Girl’s Work
Bernstein fills the post vacated I the “shake-outs” they had down | son, veepee. Label now has 34 disFirst mailings of nomination p?I. Is Never Done:”
i recently by Moe Schulman. .
> home
1 tributors lined up.
lois for the 1959 awards of the Nahome in
in Kilgore,
Kilgore, Texas.
Texas.
^
^■
n tional Academy of Recording Art*
Cadence shelled out approx--;-.
-^
■;
- .
, Z
■
'' ' •
■'
& Sciences went out Monday .3)

iNARAS Ballots in Mail;
KftK,

VARIETY

JO Best SeUers on Coin Machines,

the disks. On
No AVheels,
the *>
femmes srfi assisted by Jeff Kron ■ ■
1. LONELY BOY (8) ..,v___
and Jackie Ertel-whb have talking . .1.
vv;.-----parts on the platter.. On “A Girl’s
Work Is Never Done,” Bleyer himself comes on for a brief “at home”

;; :
..
-v

2. BATTLE OF NEW
' ■ ■. ..w-■.
3. MY HEART.
HEART IS
3*
IS. AN

—i
a.
**

..........

Paul
A.nkd.....
PaulAnka......
....ABC-Par
..ABC-Par *►

(11). \Johnny
.1 Johnny Horton.. ...
.Columbia
ORLEANS (ll).
.. ..Columbia
^
;■■■ ,,. T
OPEN BOOK (4) ... .................
.. .:.i............ Carl Dobkins
Dohkins Jr.. ....
....-Decca
Decca

StonewallJackson..
Stonewall
Jackson.. ...Columbia
.Columbia y
V.
..Mercury ,,
./
__......:............... ;, Sammy Turner ........ Big Top y
The film is being made available , * \ .6.
6- LAVENDER BLUE (3) './
__..............
cuffo to tv stations and the posr a
OF
lovf (2) .........
Efcis
Presleu.,.. w. . . . . . .Victor
Victor ‘‘ ’
A Bifi
BIG HUNK
HUNK OF
OF LOVE
LOVE
Elvis ±>resley-Presley
sibility of a showcasing in theatres - 7. A
BIG
HUNK
U) .........
pirns
- ......
ctor : ►
,/.Fabian
:,.,.. ..
is also being looked into. Cadence
8. TIGER (4) ,/...
Fabian...,.,
.Chancellor ;;
9. PERSONALITY
PERSONALITY (12)
(12) .....
................
Lloyd
.ABC-Par [[
and .hhcS.v!.8hC3t^riotUniy,™ b? / *•
Lloyd Price..........
Price,..........riBC-Par
./
Connie Francis
Francis......
....MGM
ing lined UD by label’s local dis- “ 10. LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR (7) ../.....
Connie
...... MGM\.

shot. (Miss Ertel, incidentally, is
Bleyer’s stepdaughter via his wife
Janet, one of the Chordettes:)

tributors
'
-r,i
"u,:

'
.X.

*!

5. WHAT;
A DIFFERENCE
DIFFERENCE A
A BAY
DAY MAKES:
(1) ............
......../... ..
..
5.
WHAT A
MAKES (1)

^
•-*

y Bleyer doesn t believe that there <*
Isv
^or .tiie
piz. Its impossible for disks riot /,
to. sell im this high economy if the. talent and material .are there,” he ’;
pointed out. Bleyer, however, feels .,
that since records, unlike a loaf of
bread, fill no consumer need, it’s <1
up to . the . disk manufacturer to v .
make the public want the. record.
Another, unusual'.aspect of promotion on the Chordettes’ disk.is
that each side is being pushed as

4. WATERLOO (7) ..>___
_____............
/...
... .
........../............

r>* , ,T, . .
,
Dinah
Dinah Washington...

aaSiSSsrS.

trast to 28 for the ’58 awards,
Record cornDdnie? are allowed to
nomina^e up
jo/b of their ’59

product in each of the categories.
Members
may nominate fivm
entries in each category. Only ac*
tive members, those who are in
certain creative categories of the
business, can vote beyond the
initial nominating round. These incjwde recording artists, musicians,
singers, conductors, songwriters,
arrangers, engineer mixers, artists

S
documentarists. Membership dues.
^ a^e $15 annually or $100 for life.
;'
J
!: membership.
NARAS
is
now
IjCCOIlCl IjFOUI)
,
laimching a drive for new members in both its east and west
WHAT I’D
SAY........................
_
Ray Charles
Charles..
...
Atlantic f coast chapters.’
I'D SAY
... .Atlantic
---v^I
NARAS has arranged this year
{
Carl
Mann
..%’ ..
....Phillips
MOlfA:
LISA
.....;..:...............
/.
.
\
Zarl
MarZ?
•
.
t for its membership to buy the
MONA
..
|(Conway
Conway Tvntty ...........
.. ... .MGM
MGM «► nominated albums for $1 and
JUST A LITTLE TOO MUCH .........._;
......... _;
.Ricky
.....
..Ii
. Ricky Nelson
Nelson, __
...... ..Imperial
. . Imperial ^singles for 50c. Several companies
mttvc npmn pnin
k
:
r
have already subscribed to the
40 MILES
MILES OF
OF BAD
BAD ROAD
ROAD ................
.......»
........
........ Jamie y plan and other diskeries have inDuane Eddy.Jamie
Eddy..
.....» ..
40
..; v;
v.. -- Dupne

Second Group

‘; HALF BREED ........
. . . • - • -......________.
......... ..Marvin
...
MGM
.. ......MGM
-. • • • • ...
• • * • • ^ * *..... -................
: ■ Marvin Rainwater .......
•° I
HAVE EYES
EYES FOR
FOR YOU
YOli
Tvin^r,n^-P
’ .
«>
I ONLY
ONLY HAVE
^, Flamingos
...... .....End
;;/Y<?U
Flamingos....
.
End +
SWEETER' THAN YOU
Ricky Nelson
.......
.. SWEETER
Nelson...
... .. . .Imperial
Imperial

dicated that they will follow suit.
Among the new categories this
year is one for best new artist.
defined as a performer who first

a separate single. Special dee jay ;; CIAO CIAO BAMBINA ...
^ rre^ords1,after Sept- L
..................:
i........... . Jackie Nooiiez
Nogiiez............. Jamie t
copies have been made with “No / ►
V/v/....yacia# mguez......jam.e
1958. Rock V roll receives a
......:.Jerry
Keller.:
...
Wheels” on both sides of one plat- * . ..HERE.
HERE COMES SUMMER ..................
Jerry Keller
. i.
.Kapp y separate category of its own this
ter and “A Girl’s Work Is i^Iever
Done” on both sides of another

Atlantic. > ye^ 35 ^ f°Ikr ?uUS1C‘
^
mi
....
Drifters................Atlantic
...... /.. ..i .Atlantic
ureters
^
Presentation ^ the awards will
in, ^parentheses
weeks song Jias
has been in.
in
parentheses indicate number of weeks
in the top 10)
± cSi^ov 29 ^noiSnrs
W

^ 'THERE
.:.
THERE GOES MY BABY /..., ./..
.■v./..
*- .

platter. .The regular commercial J
disk,; however, will couple both A
tnnpc
. • .•
* tf tt f

(Figures
(Figures
11

f »,» t

ciai nov._zsi sponsors of inc snow
4 will be Watchmakers of Switzer♦♦♦♦»♦»♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦» ♦>♦♦♦ »♦ »»» # fland.
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Satchmo-Dukes’ AF Disks

Election Opsetting MGA on Coast
Hollywood, Aug. 4,
. National Labor Relations Board
is faced with a decision on whether
the American ; Federation of Mu¬
sicians, AFL-CIO, which has filed
•with Government agency ., for an
election to ‘ certify ...union as the
collective bargaining rep for foot¬
ers in. major studios, is within its
grounds in filiiig this petition.
Move, by the AFM is latest in its
cold: war. with
the • Musicians
Guild of America, which last July
was certified by the NLRB as bar• gaining agent in this category, af¬
ter. winning an election over the
AFM, for a new contract sighed
with majors last Sept. 3. Under'
. the latest NLRB decision, there .is
a bar to any- new representation
election for at least two. years.
New AFM petition, filed only a
few hours after anniversary of the
original NLRB certification of the
Guild;.; contended that Under the
GuHd. contract an employer may
pay dues for a (musician to the
MG A Inc. without tooter actually,
joining Guild.
The Federal law,
it Was pointed out, prohibits this
type of payment by an employer to
a uhion on behalf of his employee.
Although Guild’s pact with the
majors still has more than one
year to run, AFM. maintained that
this contract could not serve as a
bar to the election because it “does
not conform to union security, iim. Rations’’ asprovided in . the Na¬
tional Labor Relations Act.
Another reason union has made
pitch to the NLRB for a new bar¬

Louis Armstrong mid the Dukes
of Dixieland are teaming up on
disks |or Audio Fidelity. The re¬
cording sessions, under the direc¬
tion of AF prexy Sidney Frey, will
wind up in Chicago today (WCd.)
after a Monday (3) start.

gaining election, according to un¬
ion, is that it feels that the ma¬
The album is scheduled for win¬
jority of musicians working in the ter release.
major lots are loyal to the Feder¬
ation and would cast ballots in fa¬
vor, of the AFM.
. Commenting' on AFM’s petition.
to the NLRB, AFM prexy Herman
D. Kenin in N. Y. stated: “The
election will settle, -by democratic
processes,, the problems created
by the Musicians Guild of America
Roulette Records is swinging into
in its sweetheart contract with the
a fall program with 'an expansion
major, studios which have been a
move that includes new headquar¬
threat-to all musicians everywhere.
ters and the launching of its;first
There is no question how the mu¬
classical line..
,:
sicians. will decide—all they seek
is the opportunity to cast their . The classical division will be
i
known
as
Forum
Records.
All the
ballot. This solution will produce,
a united family of musicians again Forum albums have been recorded.
;.The
Forum
raonaurals
will
be sold
and end the bickering, disharmony
and trouble-making created by, a "at a suggested list price of $1.98
with
the
stereo
going
at
$2.98.
dual union.”
On the ti.q. level, the .diskery Is
Cecil Read, who heads rival
MG A, termed AFM’s action in fil¬ plamiing a move from its current
ing its petition: as “premature,” 10th Ave. base to Broadway arid
and stressed the new two-year 50th St. where it has bought the
comer building. According, to Mor¬
NLRB ruling.
.
ris Levy, prez, Roulette’s new home
will contain its own engineering
department and recording facili¬
ties. . .
At its recent third annual dis¬
tributors meeting, held in New
Chicago, Aug. 4.
Combination of the Kingston Trio York, Roulette laid put its Augustand Gerry Milligan Quartet set September program under the ban¬
a new attendance mark for the al ner of “New Horizons in Sound and
fresco Ravinia Festival 10 days Sales” and is . directly aimed at
building up the newly forijied Rouago when, 14,142 showed up.
I
Previous high, also set by a pops | lette Dealers Record Club.; The
!
plan
works as the first bonus for
program, was in 1956 when Louis
■ Armstrong lured 12,585.
I
(Continued on page 62)

Roulette’s New Quarters
In N.Y., 1st Longhair Line
And Aug.-SepL Releases

Kingston Trio* Mulligan
Set Ravinia Fest Mark

Fred Astaire Steps to Kapp; Victor
Gets Della Reese; Other Artists Deals
-

TOPS PACTS KATE
FOR THREE ALBUMS

Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Kate Smith has been signed by
Carl Dosbay to record three al¬
bums for' his Tops Records. Two
of -the LPs have already been
waxed, arid the third, a Christmas
package, will be cut this week.
Miss Smith throughout the years
has recorded for several major
labels, last of which was for RCA
Victor last year. Her LPs will be
saturated in Tops regular outlets 1 RCA Victor: Della Reese
Della Reese will now record for
(supermarkets, etc.) as well as re- !
RCA Victor. Singer, who had been
tair stores for the price of $1.49.
under the Jubilee banner, will
work
exclusively
under
Hugo
(Peretti) & Luigi (Creatore), indie
producers for the Victor label.
Hugo & Luigi are readying Miss
Reese’s first release for the end of
Memphis, Aug. 4.
August or early September. She’ll
Joe Kallaher, skipper of plush
record her first album in mid¬
Hotel
Peabodys
Skyway
and autumn.
; Plantation Roof,, has lined up an
array of bands for the next three
Columbia: Sandra Church
months with heavy emphasis on the
Sandra Church, who’s currently
coming college grid season.
^
appearing in the title role of the
I
Teddy Phillips is currently sit- Broadway legit click, “Gypsy,” has
I ting down with Chuck Foster inked been inked to the Columbia label.
from Aug. 11 through Sept: 5, fol¬ Her first time on disks was in the
lowed by Paul Neighbors and his original cast album of “Gypsy,"
crew Sept. 7. Russ Carlyle moves also recorded by Columbia.
in for two weeks on Sept. 21, with
Pam Gamer, who recently exited
Don Glasser skedded for Oct. 5 Coral after a year, has also joined
opening and Teddy Phillips for an Columbia. Mitch Miller, pop a&r
ericore on. Oct. 19 for another two- dept, head who inked chirp, will
supervise all her disk sessions to
1 week stand.
start after she winds her current
two-week stand at Lake Tahoe,
Nev.

Memph Peabody Pacts
Orchs for Grid Span

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS
v-

Fred Astaire will get back into
the recording groove via Kapp Re; cords. Dave Kapp, diskery’s topper,
will leave for the Coast this week
to set up recording sessions for
Astaire’s first album under the
Kapp banner,
Kapp’s plans for the set include
: backing Astaire with a big orch
I and chorus. He’ll cut mostly tunes
i associated with Astaire’s longtime
[career in show biz. Kapp also is
[ eyeing the package for a tie-in
with Astaire’s upcoming tv special
. slated for the first week in Novem¬
ber. A single disk release may also
I be used for the tv tie.

Roulette: Don Rondo
Don Rondo will make his debut
as a Roulette artist in September.
Singer had previously etched for
the Jubilee label. Joe Reisman,
! Roulette’s artists & repertoire
chief, will cut Rondo for the singles
and album fields.

pWRIETr — —

Survey of retail album best
sellers, based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
.ratings for-this week and last;
til
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National^
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This Last
wk. wk.
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KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
’
'
" " ■: •
At Large <T 1199) .....-7;
JOHNNY MATHIS. (Columbia) More Great Hits, (CL 1344L : . .
. v...
2

UAR: The Axidentals
The Axidentals are the latest ad¬
ditions to the United Artists Re¬
cords roster. Their first album will
be released in the fall and will in¬
clude material from their standard
repertoire as well as originals
written by members of the group.
The group, comprising three men
and a girl, have appeared at New
York’s
Copacabana and Blue
Angel.

■ MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) /
Exotica, Vol. I (LRP 3034).....__...

; •'•' .SHELLY.BERMAN (Verve) •
' :
; •
4.6:. Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003)...
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
5 : 4
Peter Gunn (LPM 1956). ........... V .... v ,:,v' 4
MARTIN. DENNY (Liberty)
6
.; -Quiet Village (LRP 3122)................. .. ...
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
7-7
More Peter Gunn (LPM 2040)...
.,
..
8

5

8A

12
'

»B

8

9C i4
12

11

13

10

14 \
15

9

Columbia: Lambert, Hendricks
& Ross
The jazz vocal combo of Dave
Lambert, Jon Hendricks & Annie
Ross has been tapped by Columbia
Records. Group has been released
on wax in the past year by World
Pacific, Roulette and ABC-Para¬
mount.

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
•'•••"'•
Soundtrack (LOG T933) t . ■. ..;...............:.
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry i (T 1107):..
PREVIN/ROSE . (MGM)
Songs for Young Lovers (E 3716V..

......,

,.

PORGY & BESS (Columbia)
Soundtrack (OL 5410) . . .VI.:........: .........
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 36410._ .. ......
.v..v.
5
BELAFONTE/HORNE (Victor)
Porgy & Bess (LOP 1507), . .... •. i:...
3
' 77 . SUNSET STRIP (WB)
.
TV Soundtrack (W 1289)- . * i :....:...:... .
^GYPSY (Columbia)
Original Cast (BL 5420)..:...;...........

16A 16

ARMSTRONG & FITZGERALD (Verve)
Porgy & Bess (MG 4001) .....

16B 20

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi)
Taboo (E 806).........k....;..
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
More Fabfilous 50’s (KL 1130) . . * .....

1
.:

.....,

.v

-

..

FRANK SINATRA (CapitdD
Come Dance With Me (W 1069) .... ........

ff

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) .
Look to Your Heart (W 1160) . .....,

.

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT (Victor)
Victory at Sea, Vol, 1 (LM 2335),
MITCH MILLER (Columbia) .
Folk Song With Mitch (GL 1316).
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996):..... - .:..

MANTOVANI (London) .
.
Film Encores, Vol. I <LL 1700)......10
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Tenderly (DLP 3180)..

.

v...:.....

20th-Fox: Johnny Bond
Johnny Bond, country & western
artist, has joined the 20th-Fox
roster. Bond, who previously recorded under the Columbia banner, will bow on 20th with “The
Long Tall Shadow” and “Gold
Rush.” He’s currently appearing in
the syndicated tv’er “Ranch Party"
and has his own tv show, “Town
Hall Party” out of Los Angeles’
KTTV.

..

10

..

...

Urania: Pageants, Kirk
The Pageants, a new five-man
pop combo, and crooner Paul Kirk
have joined the Urania label. Both
are recording, singles this week.
The Pageants will bow with “Vic¬
kie Lee” and “Saturday Romance"
[ while Kirk debuts with “Long
Ago” and “Ready Little Steady.”
Roulette: Marie Fredericks
Marc Fredericks has been signed
, to a term pact with Roulette Re¬
cords. His first album is sched¬
uled for release in October. Fred¬
ericks is under personal manage¬
ment to Sidney Mills.
%
Felsted: Danny Staton
Danny Staton, singer from Mon¬
treal, has been set for the Felsted
label by Dick Blase, diskery’*
manager. He’ll make his bow in
late August.
Pickwick: Uraalina, Cameos
Cy Leslie, prexy of Pickwick
Sales, merchandising arm for the
Design, Stereo Spectrum, Cricket
and Off-Broadway labels, inked
Ursalina, a teenage pianist, and the
Cameos, a five-man vocal group.
Their first records are due this
week.
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PAUL ANKA
LLOYD PRICE
ANNETTE
DUANE EDDY
LA YERN BAKER
THE COASTERS
THE DRIFTERS
THE SKYLINERS I BOBBY RYDELL
PHIL PHILLIPS
ARNOLD DOVER, HI. C.
AND THE LLOYD PRICE ORCHESTRA
OPENING
DATE

moAV

FOR AVAILABLE DATES:
Write, wire or phone

TIM GALE OR IRVIN FELD
GAC-SUPER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

PRODUCED. BY t

DICK CLARK AND IRVIN FELD
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY:

New York 19, N. Y.

640 Fifth Avenue
Circle 7-7543

PRODUCTIONS,

jiisic;

P'finiE’rt

Mex'Music Union
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
j:-

'Jukebox Monster
Mexico City, July 28.
Mothers of the Mexican Musi¬
cians t r.ion. meeting, in extraordi¬
nary s.^-sion in Nuevo Laredo last
week, have sent an official protest
to the federal government here,
asking for an “official regulation
of jukeboxes” in centres of popu¬
lation all aV.ng the border. Con-,
tention i< that the “sirifonolas” as
they are known in Mexico, are dis¬
placing musicians bv at least 50%
in cantinrs, night clubs and other
en'ertainmcnt centres.
The Nuevo Laredo convention,
attended by 27 section? of the
union, included only musicians;
from the states of Sonora, Chihua- ;
hua. Nuevo
Leon, Tamaulipas, :
Sinaloa, Durango. Zcatecas and San
Luis Potosi.

VARIETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
19 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
National
Rating
This Lasl
■ wk. wk.

1

1

.2-

2

3

3

O
3
(■S'
>*.
3?
*3'
0
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Artist, Label, Title
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
Lonely Boy -..:...
CARL DOBK1NS, JR. (Decca).
My Heart Is An Open Book ...
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
Battle of New Orleans ..
. .

21
22A

Sings

SOMEBODY
ELSE IS
TAKING
MY PLACE
K-12815

RECORDS
WORLD'S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC
FOLK MUSIC
FOLKWAYS

NEW

HIGH FIDELITY RELEASES
EVERY MONTH.
Wr!?» toe a c-.-uipIela cttllog of 409 ''
IongpJ*y BacorJ Albany it: ETHNIC,
AMERICAN.
INTERXATIONAI,. ;
JAZZ,
SCIENCE.
INSTRCCTIQN'AL, I
< IIIDREJf. LITERATURE.
FOLKWAYS RECORDS A SERVICE CORP.
H7 Waat 40tk St.. N. Y. C. 38. N. Y.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

+■
*
■K
*
*

*
*

..

22B

..

22C

..

22D ...

DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)
What a Difference a Day Makes .

MEGATRONS (Acousticon)
Velvet Waters ..
PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury)
Sea of Love....
SKYLINERS (Calico)
This I SwearELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
My Wish Came True.....
JERRY KELLER (Kapp)
Here Comes Summer...

Roulette
Continued from page 59
those dealers who have joined the
club and is a new incentive to those
dealers who join within the next
two months. Dlskery is offering all
current dealer members and those
joining a 10% cash rebate on their
album purchases for September.
The dealers' LP purchases include
product from Roulette as well as
its subsid divisions, Tico, CoStar,
Roost and the new Forum line.
To qualify for the 10% cash
rebate, the dealer member sends in
a recap of his total album pur¬
chases for the month along with
copies of his invoices to the Rou¬
lette distributor. The distrib veri¬
fies the summary of purchases the
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dealer has made-by signing a sales
certificate to this effect.'The distrib
sends Roulette. this signed certifi¬
cate and Roulette sends the dealer
direct his 10% cash rebate. New
qlub members will , still receive
their initial bonus offer of a shot
at the Roulette catalog at $1.40 for'
monaural LPs and $1.90 for stereo
in addition to the 10% cash rebate
incentive.
•
The seven LPs in Roulette’s Au¬
gust release featrue Tyree Glenn,
Turk Murphy, Ronnie Hawlcins, Hal
McIntyre otc*, Jimmie Rodgers,
J()e Reism;m ancl the Count Basie

change program :pn 33 Of its all time a date. If a chorus of singers is
bestselling LPs. This, will run for used, the cost is usually doubled.
the balance of the year. Promo¬ Another factor that keeps costs
tional and merchandising aids for down, Law explains, is that ar¬
the program involve heavy con¬ rangements are never made up
sumer ad spreads, special catalogs, for the session. The musicians on
direct mail sheets, window stream¬ the date usually have never, heard
ers, album display easels and a con¬ the song before they. get to the
test for distrib salesmen and deal¬ recording studio, but they learn it
in between 20 and 30 minutes.
ers, top prize being a foreign, car.
This gives the session a feeling of
spontaneity that comes over on
the disk.

orch. Tico has an album by The
Trio Los Bandidos, and Roost has
sets by the Eddie Bonnemere Trio
and the Johnny Smith Trio. All the
packages will be available in
monaural and stereo. The Forum
line Will . be launched with nine
packages for August.

to
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10
4
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)
According 'to musicians, they = ! 5
There Goes My Baby...
5
want a federal law enacted which i
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
will permit jukeboxes to function ,
4
Big Hunk of Love......
6
only to 10 p.m. in areas where the :
STONEWALL
JACKSON (Columbia)
unemployment problem is acute. {
6
Waterloo .. ... . ...
7
This would “oblige” owners of ■
night clubs, etc., to use live music.!
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
8
Lipstick on Your Collar. . .
8
According to Francisco Montes,, j
press secretary of the union, who ;
FABIAN (Chancellor)
. -v •
personally will plead the cause of ;
12
Tiger ...
9
musicians before authorities, there J
SAMMY TURNER (Big Top)
are “other measures” in reserve if ; 10
.7
the government fails them. He re- :
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
fused to amplify just what meas- •
Personality '.
.
...
.
11A
19
ures to combat the inroads of the :
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
“mechanical
musical
monsters” ;
What I’d Say..-.
.
.
.,. .1... . ..
have been approved by the assem- ; ilB 16
bly. But he said they will be “effec- t\
FALCONS (Unart)
live” and will go into force if fed- ’ 11C 10B Yoirte So Fine ..:. ...* * *
era! ears fail to heed the plea of ■
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
distressed musicians.
Just a Little Too Much....
14
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
Bigtop: Ellen Van Valen
40 Miles of Bad Road...
13
15
Thrush Ellen Van Valen has
NINA SIMONE (Bethlehem) :
Joined the Bigtop label. First, sides
are “I Wish I Didn’t Love You So” i 16
15
Porgy
-- - -!-• • * - - - --7- - and “I Really Don’t Want to Know”;
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Sweeter Than You... •.:...,.
17 A
9
MYSTICS (Laurie;
Hushabye ..—
17B
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
19 A 18
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Small World ............ . . . . . . . . . . .
19B 20

The1

6

O

Detroit—(Harper Music)

&
o

Hollywood-

62

“Slow and Easy” with Jaye P. Mor¬
gan; “David Rose Plays David
Rose”; “Joni Swings Sweet.” with
Jdni James; “Supersonic Guitars”
with Billy Mure; ‘Xet’s Start All
Over Again” with Clyde McPhatter; “For Young. Lovers” with Tom¬
my Edwards; “My Thanks To You”
with Connie Francis; “This Is Jim¬
my Newinan”; “Harry James & His
Swingin’ Band,” Snd “I’m In - The
Mood For Strings” with Ray Ellis.
The Metrojazz label has one set by
the Mitchells with Andre Pevlh
whilethe Cub label is offering one
by the Impalas and another by the
Big Banjo Band under Bob Domenick. All will, be available in mon¬
aural and stereo.
As an additional dealer., incen¬
tive, MGM is offering a i00% ex¬

G&W

’ Continued from page 57
do

with

spreading

country

music. “The. northern, boys went
the second World War had a lot
south and were exposed to it,” he
said, “and the southern boys went
north and brought it with them.”
The sincerity, angle, he points
out, is an important factor in the
success of country music. Tin Pan
Alley writers, he added, haven’t
grown up with country music,
therefore they don’t feel it and
can’t write it.. It has to he authen¬
tic country to be successful in the
hillbilly or country market. “If
you try to record or write for both
the country and pop fields, you
fall right into the middle with a
dud,’* he said.
■+
Law, who lives in Westport,
Conn., does most of his recording
in Nashville and Dallas, to be close
to the source of the talent and the
material.
The country & western division,
says Law, is probably the most
profitable for the record company
because of the comparatively low
cost of the disk production. An
average c&w recording session can
be carried off for about $450 since
there are only five or six men on

A 195? SAN REMO
MUSIC FESTIVAL PRIZE WINNER

CIAO, CIAO
BAMBINA
(Chiow. Chiow, Bambecno)

LEO FEiST. INC.

fG. Jot Oft /tipping mrM.
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‘On Location9 Lure
Nassau, Bahamas, Aug. 4.
V
Putting disk distributors into ..
the right frame of mind to fill
their sales quotas is now not
; Continued from page 58 ;
only a matter of dollars and
cents but of locale as well. ' Miss Lee and Shearing help add “Birth Of The Blues” and “One
to the breezy inforr ality of the ■ For My Baby” give an idea of the
For the past couple of years,
package.
; mood he’s in.
the major disk labels have
Herb . Ge Her & All Stars: |
Pete Rugolo Orch: “The Musio
been staging their conventions .
“Gypsy” (Atco). The Jule Styrie- ; From Richard Diamond” iMerat various scenic spots, from
Stephen Sondheim score fits into \ cury). Henry Mancini started some¬
Miami Beach to Las Vegas, at
the jazz groove, especially the way thing with “Peter Gunn” and Pete
a steadily growing expense to
Herb Geller sets it up. -There’s Rugolo cquld continue to carry the
match the general growth'. of
humor, inventiveness and an ap¬ ball with his music for the “Rich¬
the disk industry. :
preciative savvy of the material ard "Diamond” tv scries. The Ru¬
Now MGM Records has set
that goes into his work that gives golo themes are varied arid stimu¬
the set its appeal. Rounded up for lating and they hold up without
the precedent of holding its
the date, were Billy Taylor (piano), the benefit of the tv screen crutch.
distrib powwow outside ; the
Thad Jones (trumpet), Elvin Jones
country when it picked up a
Buddy
Cole:
“Powerhouse”
(drums) and Scott LeFaro (bass). (Warner Bros.); There’s something
three-day tab for its 32 whole¬
Geller’s sax leads the way but he about the organ sound that’s vig¬
salers at the British Colonial
gives his hoys plenty of time to orous and vibrating. And when
Hotel in Nassau, Bahamas;
speak their piece. Barbara Long Buddy Cole gets at it “Power¬
Apparently, the setting of.
Creates some interesting effects house” is no misnomer. The sound
palm trees swaying in the tropi¬
with her vocals on “Everything’s is big and strong but he doesn’t
cal breezes, to the rhythms of
Coining Up Roses,” “Together” give up taste for power. “The Lady
calypso and the tinkle of iced
and “Small World.”
Is A Tramp,” “I’m Beginning To
drinks : had an appropriately,
The Newport Youth Band: See The Light ” “Will You Still Be
warm reception. After the first ; (Coral). For a bunch of highschool Mine,” “Riding High” and “Geor¬
day of the meet* MGM wrote
kids, the Newport Youth Band gia On My Mind” show that the
over $1,000,000 of business de¬
knows how to blow up a modern organ, jazz and Cole are in perfect
spite the fact that not ell the
jazz sound that’s interesting and harmony.
exciting. Under the direction of
distribs were as yet canvassed.
Dick Jacobs Orch: “The Broad¬
Marshall Brown, the orch gives way Song Book, Vol, 1” (Coral).
“Next year, it could be Paris,”
new shape to “Let’s Fall In Love,” Here’s one for the showtune crowd.
cracked MGM prexy Arnold .
“Come Rain or Come Shine,” For his first “Showgoer’s Almanac”
: Maxin.
“Pennies From Heaven” and a Dick Jacobs has taken medleys
flock of newies that may get to from “George White’s Scandals of
mean something after repeat play. 1931,” “The Cat and The Fiddle,”
Earl Grant: “Nothin’ But The “Music In The Air,” “Roberta ”
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Capitol Records has appointed Blues” (Decca). There’s a lot of “Babes In Arms.” “The Boys From
Brown Meggs to the newly-created talent wrapped ujp in Earl Grant Syracues,1” “Oklahoma!” “Carou¬
who doubles as singer-instrumen¬ sel,” “South Pacific,” “The King
post of staff assistant for public
talist (piano, and organ). For this and I,” “Can-Can” and “Flower
relations.
package he confines his styling to Drum Song” and put them to¬
Meggs; who will work under Wil¬
the blues mood but it never be¬ gether with a bounce and an en¬
liam B. Tallent, national merchan¬ comes too much of a good thing joyment that smack of Shubert
dising administrator, joined Cap because he brings a definitive ap¬ Alley. Interspersed among the
last September as merchandising proach to each effort. “Blues In handsome instrumentals are some
program producer.
The Night,” “St. Louis Blues,” attractive vocals by Stuart Foster.

Album Reviews

/ New York

\

his Frisco club, On the Levee, dur¬
ing his . absence . . . Ray Charles

Leonard Feather acting as New jheaded ait r&b show in Oakland
York liaison for the'jazz film which "JAuditorium . .. Cal Tjader’s ex¬
Joachim-Ernst Berendt, German pected
]
to bring Paul Horn from
jazz authority, is preparing under LOs
1
Angeles and Jose (Chombo)
the auspices of the State Dept, for Silva
<
from N.Y. during his BlackGerman tv , . . Seeco Records has ]haw run . . . Wally Rose took over
arranged a joint promotion with ,1the piano at the Red- Raven . .. .
Dairy Service Corp. using the Jose ]Lou Gottlieb’s new trio. The LimeMelts “Tonight” LP as a premium 1liters^ went into the lowercase hun¬
for the sale of Dairy Sweet, Dairy ,gry i.
Grove and Sealtest Frdzen Orange
Juice . . . Terri Stevens, Felsted
disker, guests on Dick Clark's
Hollywood
ABC-TV show Aug. 13 . . . Crooner
RCA’s Eddy Arnold in town for
Frank Simone now being managed ,week to tape a “Chevy Show” with
by Sid Ascher - . . Sylvia Syms jRoy Rogers and to plug his latest
opened at the Living Room Mon- ..disk, “Tennessee Stud,” prior to
day*(3).
.. '
' ' 5returning to Nashville . ; . Glen
Huey P. Smith & His Clowns !Hall Records, an eastern label,
touring the West Indies this month 1taped Jack Carson’s opening show
.
i Octave Music is issuing a ;at: the. Mapes Hotel in Reno last
sample cut of Johnny Mathis’ ver- 1week . . . George Jay has given up
sion of “Misty” by Erroll Garner. ]his ties with Era but will continue
Flip side will be Gairner’s own ver- ]prompting with the diskery’s for¬
sion with orchestra. The Mathis :mer sister company, Dore . . .
slice is culled from his new Colum? ■]Kingston Trio took off on a month’s
fcla album.
1vacash to Hawaii . . . RCA Victor
Harold Friedman Associates has. - 'Coast chief Bob Yorke in Gotham
been. retained by Top Rank Rec- ;for a week on biz , . . Richard
ords and Hornet Records for na- 'Conte is taking vocal lessons with
tional diok jockey promotion . . : :a possible disk pact in mind.
Della Reese opens at the Regal
Theatre, Chicago, Friday (7) ,,
Pittsburgh
Monty Babson into the new Broad¬
way Lounge, Newark, for . two
Dayton Selby Trio into Hurri¬
weeks beginning Saturday (8) , : . 1cane Bar . . . Vivian Green set for
Ramona Toney is the new vocalist 1Tender Trap in new cocktailery’s
With the Warren Covington orch . first attempt at the 20% charge . ..
. . . Anita Bryant and Jack Scott !Musicians now at the New Arena
signed for Dick Clark’s Hollywood lounge , are Howdy Baum, Ronnie
Bowl show Aug. 30.
Sarazeri,
Chuck
Maurice
and
Chico Hamilton Quintet re¬ Mickey Greco.
corded for Sesac’s program service .
...Duke Ellington at Kutsher’s,
Monticello, for a concert Aug, 24
. . Kai Winding Septet follows
current Sutherland Hotel, Chicago,
engagement with a week at the
Rooster Tail, Detroit, beginning
Aug. 10 . . .. Gene Krupa Quartet
goes Into Baker’s Keyboard
Lounge, Detroit, for a week be¬
ginning Aug. 24 . . . Stan Richardson named general manager of:
Viscount Records, a subsid of
Robert Howard Production s.
Champ Butler’s “Oh, Looka There
Ain’t She Pretty” and “This Can’t
Be Love” is Viscount’s first release
> Eddy Manson scheduled for
concerts In London and Paris ...
Irving Gross, concert pianist, re¬
turned to the Cafe Grinzing yester¬
day (Tiies.) ... George Shearing
guest solos with the Honolulu
Symph Friday (7) . . . Joe Koldy,
Roulette’s exec veepee vacationing
In Hawaii.

Meggs P.R. Aide at Cap

Producers,

attention

San Francisco
Meyer Neft opened his new
Frisco nitery, Moulin Rouge, with
a bill consisting of Kitty Cole
Quartet, Lee Arnoux, Carol King,
Tommy Cosine Trio, Fran O’Brien
and Maynard Meyer orch . * *
Frisco native Johnny Mathis
booked for Sept. 10 through 13 at
California State Fair in Sacra¬
mento, along with Connie Francis
and Everly Bros. . . . Negotiations
underway to bring Count Basie’s
band into Longshoremen’s Hall
four days this month . v . Going to
Europe with Kid. Ory’s all-star
band In September probably will
be Henry <Red) Allen, Alton Redd
And Edmond Hall—Ory will close

JIMMY

BOWEN

WALKIN’
ON AIR
MUSrC

Performers of
special ■material

who are looking for a talented

NEW SONGWRITING TEAM
TOP MUSIC BY A NATIONALLY KNOWN
'NAME" COMPOSER - CONDUCTOR - ARRANGER
MATCHED With WINNING LYRICS I

Roulette Records

TAMOUS

Night Club Owners,

Deshon copies

CORPORATION

PACE-SETTERS
FROM MPHC

are ready to be

write today,.
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BOX V-161, VARIETY
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST A

NEW YORK CITY
Rockettes
ROXY
Sallie Blair
Mata A Hari
Will Jordan
ICobt. Boucher Ore

MUSIC HAUL It
Lottie Brunn
DuquaLnes
Joan Dexter
C<kps de Ballet
E. raise Ore.

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli
Jimmy Wheeler
Bassl & June
Quaino & Partner
Danny Dean
Gerry Dreyer
Panlaqui Twins
Lloyd Lindroth
Barton & Stuchb’r’y
Johnny Marco
Gordon Wilcock
Ins Rhodes
Rosalie Woods
SYDNEY.
Tivoli
Will Mahoney
Rudy Horn
Cibson Girls

I Gordon 8c Colville
( Allen Bros. & June
* Amazing Margoes
Anny Berryer
Edit Juhasz
Frank Wilson
Lor’a’ne BransgroV#
AUCKLAND
New Zealand
St. James
Sabrina
Andrea Dancers
S 8c M Harrison
Billy Baxter
Elia & Bob Carley
Mistin Juniors
Crocker 8c Clark
David Sterle
i Jackie Monnier

Tino Rodriguez
Carllsse A Raymond
Manteca
■
tfodino Singers
"Dahcins Waters"
i Hotel Riviera
Del Ray
Enrique Herrera

Gladys Robau
Marla Remola
Motile* Cartel!
Caribe Q
p. Guerrero Ore
Troplcana
Celia Crux
Riveroa

LOS ANGELES
f ii
Band Box
I Billy Gray
: Bat Ya
Mickey Katz
Jackie Lee Cochron
■j.
Ban Blue's
Barbara Heller
Frankie Rapp
Diane Left!
Mildred Law
,
Sammy Wolf.
Dick Bemie
Richard Cannon .
Ivan Lane Ore
i
Cloister
, Bobby Darin
i Terry Gibbs 5
Cocoanut Grova
-‘Pearl Bailey Rev”
Freddy Martin .Ore
r
Crescendo
Frances Faye
i'
OInb's
; Ruth Gillis

Jack. Elton.:
Steve La Fever
interlude
Bobby Short
Moulin Rous*
Sophie Tucker .
Ted Lewis
Donn Arden’s "Big
•Ben Beat”
Dick Stabile Ore
Slate Bros.
Dave Gardner
Trudy Stabile
Joe. Castro. Trio
. Statler Hotel
Larry Ellis Ice Rev
Gloria Nord
George Zak
Cavanaughs .
Skinnay Ennis Ore
Ye Little Club
Linda Lawson
Joe Felix
Roger. Nichols .

! Lynnette Rae.
[ Max Russell
: Jessie Robins
Desert inn
Ernie Andrews
BRISTOL
McGuire Sisters
Edi Domingo
[
Hippodrome
Dave BarryLittle Red A Marcy
; Ruby Murray
Art Johnson
..
Layne
i Antrh 8c Janetta
Donn Arden Dncrs
Riviere
Norman Evans
iCarlton Hayes Ore
Red Skelton
i Iris Sadler
Dunes
Peggy Taylor
. Tommy Fields
: “Minsky’s Arabian ' Double Daters
Overbury & Suzette
Nights”
Lionel Hampton Qrc
■ Jeanne 8c Jon
Jack Carson
Ray Sinatra Ore
> FINSBURY PARK
Ben Beri
Dorothy Dor ben Dcs
1
Empire
: Rowena Rollins
Sahara
i Hilda Baker
.
> Victor Julian A
Crosby Brothers
! De Vere Deba
Dogs
Ashtons • • • .
• Robert Earl
Tommy Roberts
Don Rickies
{ Dorothy Reid
Evelyn Freenian
Johnny ‘Scat” Davis,
; Winters. 8c Fielding Gillian Grey
Saharem Dancers
; Koba 8c Kales
Boh Vegas
Louis Basil Ore
■ Wallabies
Allen Conroy
Sands
MORECAMBE
Marya Linero
Johnny Mathis
Winter Gardena
Cee Davidson Ore f Joey Bishop
Al Read
El Cortez
rtei
Harry Nofal
• Lane '8c Truz2l
! Dubonnet Trio
rrio
Evelyn Dutton
Penny Nichols
Eddie Bushi
Roy Palmer
i Les Marcellis
Vorsatiles
.
C'opa Girls
< Laycock & Bee
El Rancho> Vegas
Vega*
Antonio Morelli Ore
Frank Cook
| ; Joe E. Lewis
w-s ■ ■ '
Shownoat
Mitchell Singers.
“La Nue E\e”
■ Sons of Pioneers
NEWCASTLE
Janine Caire
re
Hank Morton
Empire
! Christine Fraser
•'raser
Johnny Cash
Tony Brent
Dii-fc Rue Ore
Merle Travis
! F.lve Angels
..
i
' Flamingo
ngo
Silver slipper
’ Murray A Maidia
; Jan Murray- .
Hank Henry
: Peter Quinton
■ Gloria DeHaven
laven
Sally Rand
Al Koran
j Don Kirk
Sparky Kay e
. ftoss & Ho wit t.
Leigh Ann Austin
Appletons
. Maxims
/
tes
Dick WestonJimmy Ryder
j 1 Jack Catiicart
DietricJ
art Ora
Peggy Dietrick
,
SOUTHSEA
f
Fremont Hofei
.Toni A Harrv 1Wham
King'*
! Joe King & Zaniacs j Red Marshall
Lita Roza
* Make Believes
1 Danny Jacobs
Reg Varney
Joe Sanie 4
Geo. Rr dman Ore
Hairy Worth
I Larry Gordon
Newt or. Bms.
Stafdusf
R- -Ml-.nos III :S
: Judy Kenny
i
Golden Nugget
Lido De Paris
Elrne * Pc lelph
“Ca C’est L’AmoUr”
1 Gilbert
! Iiirrv Ranch
G 11. Ei!i :t
D:.k Francis
Lee 8c Faye May'.Happy Jesters
Ke'tv K :v
\r.n Downes
nard
1 Audrey Cooper
Pat I.omhcrt
. Don Hill
Sons of -Gold’n Wst j Tony Pastor
S:”!s.Vior.:;i Sk»larc Tommy Allan 3
Hacienda
!:
la
Kim Sis
Four Tunes
Thunderblrd
Johnnv Olenin
n
‘'Ecstacy on Ice”
Shirlev Scottt
I.eny Eyersorig
Nevzda Club
Hub -■
Al Jahns Ore
Vid.« Musso
..Troplcana
Tcminv Nu ’ez
!P7
Carpi ('banning
Johnny Adcmuno
nur.a
Chiquita A Johnson
Cathy Ryan
Gali Gall
Sophie Parker
^
er %
Joy “Miss Nevada”
i Al DePaulis 4
Blaine
Sparklers
ShePky Greene
.
? Vincent Lopez Ore
New Frontier
ritler
Three Suns .
Hotel St. Regis r
“Holiday in Japan
Japan”
,
Norman
Brown fi
V:c D.vkenscn .
Rny Bari Ore. ■
. Beatrice Kay¬y
Herman
Kaye'
Oro
Blue Angel
: Milt Shaw Ore
Ge.-r<e Mat-cn
Latin Quarter :
MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
I*..-r-a Track
Viv Della C'hiesa
Americana
Rormle Schell
-'ack Durant
Nina Ramon 3 Budd A T:\-_-.is
Alcottys
i:
! Luis Varona Ore
Keefe Brassella
Bon Sclr
Marquis A Family;
Duke Jenkins. Ore.
i Betty Madigan
: Dick Curry.
•
Fontainbleau
I Jo Lombardi Ore i. Lee Martin Ore
Biltmore Terrac*
.Four. Aces
;B Hirlowe Ore
Tropical Nights .
Thiee Flames
Frank . Fontaine
Living Room
I.eonela Gonzalez • : Murray Schlamm
Jimmie Daniels
i'Svhia Sims
; Raquel. & Rolando
Chateau Macirid
Sacasas Ore
’ .Tuque's Kajal
■ Wattuscs Trio
Pone Lara
! Pupi Campo Rev
Jack Keiiy
Cujrteto Triana
Natale-. Fields .3
i
International > | Maya Frey're
; I.os Romeros
Ralph Font Ore
. Ice Show
Lucerne.
Panchito Ore
: Los Guaracheros
Havana Mafdl Gras ,
f Vic Charles
Cancii Cor: ez
Miriam Balmori
Diosa CosteRo'
McKenna Line
Copaccbana
Sirelda
Roberto A Alicia { Mike Durso Ore i
Leonard Dawson
Milos Velarde .
.
; Palmieri Ore
Ore
Don Casino
?' Viennese Lantern
Carillon
Pepe
L Monica Boyar
j .
P.iul Shelley Ore
■Blanco
Anita Darien
. j
Frans Marti Ore
I Fausto Curbelo- Ore Ernest Schoen Ore
Den
!
Montmartre .
Village Barn !;
; Ken Nelsen
Jack Douglas
[ Lillian Roth
Larry McMahan
Jet’s Southern
i Ted Kiviu
; Smith A Dale :
Ellen Kampman
Upstairs Room
j Cindy Fuller
Freddie Calo Ore
; Marty Savat
Jacques Donnet Ore
Murray Franklin's
Rose Murphy
r Zeb Carver
Ruth Wallis
Slam Stt-w.iri
Kay Carol
Belle Carrol!
: Clover Club
Frankie Hy
No. 1 F fth Ava.
' Eddie Smut
Wally
Vernon
Gina
Wilson' '
The Troctpers
Ernie- Blank Orel,
Tinker Bell
Linda. Bishop
Robert Downey
Village Gate j:
Roy Se.dley
Harcld Fc;i\«:;e
..Guy Marks
Brock Peters
h
Hotel Astor
Cuban Village
Paul Gray •
Coachmen .
j:
Ei!:i:e I.ar.e Ore
Rama A Banda
Murray Franklin
Village Vanguard
Hofei Re-'^.-elt
Eddie Bernard
Tany A Leon
. Nina Simone
[
Patsy's Pldc# •
Ler.nv Hcr*n.:n
Alvaro A Aurora
Irwin Corey
j'
Hotel Taft
Patsy Abbott
Ada .Diaz
1 Kenny Burrell 3 I1
Marge Sherwin
Berto A. Olga
Jose Aponte
Billy Shepard
Jiidv Jourdan :
Deauville
Roney Plaza
I vie McDonnell
Blue Anqel
• Ken Harris Oro |
Might;. Panther
: -Bells Are Ringing’ Loma Duke
Drake
Princess Abil-.a
Henny Youngman
Polynesian Revue •
• Jimmy Blade Ore
The Rancher
Fran Warren
Christian I.cmont
Gate of Horrz
i H. Levine Ore
Tune Toppers.
Al Lopez Ore
Leon Bibb
j;
Wally Futch
Roger McCall
I
Diplomat
Ran A Nama
Blue Note
1 Don Elliot Combo
Candido
Del' Close
j;'
D. Ellington Ore
Dennis Paul. Ore.
I
Eden Roc
London Hous«
Cloister Inn
. Curt Harmon 3
Jackie Heller
Oscar Peterson j!
Lonnie Sattin
Eddie Higgins . j:
Gary Morton
Larry Novak
•
Joe Parnello -•:>>
Mister Kelly'*
Joe Sullivan ;
Backstage
Conrad Hilton
• Larry Adler
j:
Stan Arnold
Muggsy Spanier
"Frosty Frills”
. Betty Bennett !;
Rene Joubert •
Helga Neff
i Marty Rubinstein 3
Hungry. "l|
Blackhawk
Farra A Carter
Marx A FfigoMiles Davis 6
Lime Lighters
Ben Gee A Bcrnie
Palmer Hous*
M A K Welch
Canterbury
Harris
‘ -Vels-an -Eddy
Marilyn Child Geo. Alexander
Jack Kodell
■ Gale Sherwood i;
Benny Strong Ore
Jazz Workshop
Eddie Ash
' Lucille A Eddi
Easy Street
Red Garland 3
Manuel Del Toro
i
Roberts
j;
Marty Marsaia
Benny. Jolson 5
Inez A Gordon
i Ben Arden Oro
Moulin. Rouge
Wally Rose Ore
Fack's
Kitty Cole
Vagabonds
Tommy Conine
Lee Arnoux.
Ann Hathaway
HOel c-jpn
- Imperlo de. Triana
Carol King. .
Murray Roman
Raquel Mata
Ada Zanetti ; . ji
Fran O’Brien
- Fairmont Hotel
kianoio iu rente
. Victor Alvarez Maynard Meyer Ore
George Gobel
Rivieras
; J. Moreno- Ore
On the Levee.
E. Herkschor Ore
Hotel Hilton
‘ Fajardo Ore
'•
Kid Ory Ore
Gay 90's
.
Miguel Herrero
Hotel National
Purple Onion.
Diamond Lil
Carmellta Vazquez
Phyllis Diller
..Carlos Argentine
Shaton Apel
El Martin '
Rudy Fanerti iSmothers Bros.
.
Bee A Ray Gorman
Mario Alvarez
Faxa Q
Cruz
Luna
Dick Keegan Ore
Cecilia Padro
Pimyollos
Freddy Parie
Hangover
Armonicos
Kary Russ!
Fred SmiUz
Earl Hines
ASTON
Hippodrome
Piddock 8c Penny
Annette 8c Noel
Colin Robins
Bob Hatch
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome
Tessie O’Shea
Flack 8c Lamar
David Hughes
Francois & Zandra
Hal Monty
Dug Russmar
BLACKPOOL
Opera House
Jewel 8c Warriss
JiU Day
Larry Griswold
Peiro Bros.
Najarros
Bert 8c Ilonka
Palace
Roy Castle
Marion Ryan
>
Peter Hninh
J
5 Dallas Bc»>s /
Baker & Doui/js
Giilian Morarf
Bureau.!! & 'M::nl
Biartv W:!':.e
Biitv Farv
Dickie Pride
Winter Garden
Chrriie C!?cs?e:
M:rk» deYotk Co.
S Gherzis
Ward 3
Marian Mil-er
Eric Grier
BRIGHTON
Hipiodrom*

LAS VEGAS
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LavernOc
Bill Clifford Ore..
More Landis Ore .

tit club
Szoriy*
Oscar Cartier .

New Acts

RENO
- Golden
Freddie Bell
Ink Spots
.
Jonl Wilson'
Harreh's. Clubi
Esther Williams .
Debra Hay vs!
Deedy & Bill
Noel .Boggs . Celebrities;.'
Ross. A Lana .
Arthur . Ellen
Harold's Club.
Eddie Peabody . -‘
Helen Bofca . . .
Jodimars

Holiday
Hoosler Hot Shots
Gaylords
Encores;
. H. Stevens .
v: - ■ Map#*
LUi St. Cyr
Dick'Shawn
Skylets
Jack Melnick Or*
Riverside
Kean St Parker
- Riverside Starlets
Le Juntas
.
Ed Fitzpatrick . Ore J

BROOKS & HALLER

TOMMY CONINE TRIO

Comedy
Dances
20 Mins,
25 Mins.
Gatineau Club, Ottawa
Moulin Rouge, San Francisco
Steve Brooks and Joe Haller
Tommy Conine, a superb tap and
proved very funrty to the audience softshoe dancer,;is the bulwark of
when caught and apparently they this act, but he gets important help
could do no wrong. Some of their, from a long-legged, good-looking
gags had ringsiders rocking and. blonde and a ditto redheadi Ardeen
drew plently palmpounding.
Knight and Bea Blum respectively. .
However they should dispense . Three come on with a fast tap
with a couple' of tasteless home number, follow with a slower bit
bits, a grotesque Chinese caricature and Conine sings a trifle; in a
and a joke about a Jewish admiral wispy voice reminiscent of Fred
who cries, “Don’t give up the. ship Astaire/ Conine does a couple of
—sell it!’V No need to .^ligionize ;^0io numbers, outstanding one be-,
Band, of Royal Scots
the funnier original. ( Don t^ sell ing to “I Got Rhythm,” and trio
Greys & Variety
the old homestead, mother—burn wind up with a very fast number.
(Empire, Glasgow)
g-?V t^ng\) ®ut thJeres veI7
Whole act is beautuully reGlasgow, July 31.
little blue material, and none is hearsed and worked out and gets
■Moss Empires presentation of
. .
. Au i,, ^ excellent audience reception, with
the Band of the Royal Scots Greys, j.ne£2®d>...
jI
They effectively switch the dead Gonine’s pleasant, low-keyed per■with regimental pipers. Highland . horse in bathtub joke, then uso sortality projecting nicely over footDancers, (48) (conductor, Douglas : it as a recurring gag. After first iiahts
.
Stef
*
■
: .:■■
•
Turner.). Fran Dowie & Candy.: time Haller slips dovrn to a table,
Kane; Andrew Macphersoft Sing-\! sits back and applauds,* shouting,
guys are terrific! Bring on KITTY COLE QUARTET
ers f 16 >, Manetii Twins (2) , De /“Those
;
Vere’s Debs (14 ^, Bobby Dowds : the broads!’- Another time/he says Songs
Orch. Opened at .Empire, Glas- \: to a large lady at ringside, “Didn’t 24 Mins,
j I fight you once in Cleveland?” Moulin Bouge, San Francisco
gou\ July 27,..'59: ,80c. top, '=■..■
.
They never risk that one unless
' Kitty .Cole, blonde vocalist with,
I.the audience is eating out their Tommy Dorsey band some years
. At least itTs offbeat, even though.
hands.
y ago, is making a comeback, with
it’s bringing bagpipes and tartan ,
•
Fake celebrity Intros (“An out- three male singers in quartet, whicii. .
back to its jumping-Gff ground in 1
. standing dealer on plumbing sup- : gets nice reception at this ne.\v .
Scotland: .This is tasteful;,brightly-.;
plies—known as Honest Car the Friscb .nightspot.;
hued, and well-lit show, with the ;/Used, John Dealer); screwball ad
Group opens with . ‘‘From This
actual 48-strong band instruments, •\libs (to a ringsider: “What the hell Moment On,” .then does “Foggy
vocalists, bagpipes, dancers* et, al.. are you drinking-^onions?”); a : Day in London Town,” “Funny Valof the. three-centuries-old Royal sheaf of impressions of multi- j entine,” “Bon Jour,!h “Fare Thee
Scots Greys, crack Auld Lang Syne /national Olympic contestants; and *; Well,” “Home in. Pasadena/’" a speregirrient, in from. Germany’ for a ,a good deal of audience participa-/; cialty tango ("Newfangled Tango”)
limited U;K. tour prior to. opening ifmn r- even to getting it bravely j and, finally, “April in- Paris.”
.
in military tattoo at Edinburgh in- ^singing ‘Til See You In My
Quartet seems to improve as It
terriationat Festival.
j Dreams while the comics run wild warms-'up and works well together*
- Result is good musical entertain¬ .—add UP to an act that can be producing generally, good sound,
ment. though more
movement [ stretched (they ye done 40 minutes) though careful listener can detect
.would benefit -the layout. The]! or condensed for all but the most some harshness. Biggest defect
bandsmen, in red and tartan tunics, I! sophisticated rooms. They re okay seems td be tendency to phrase
with traditionally-garbed bagpipers jI for tv. too.
Card.
everything the same way! whether
.who enter from auditorium, give !
. : r————*
song’s a ballad or a funny specialty.
out on'; drums, xylophone, trom¬ FRANSISKA
Miss Cole,-who has attained a
bone, and on the 88. all under ex¬ Songs
rather matronly figure, shows she's!
pert baton of Douglas Turner, resi- 40 Mins..
still a dandy. pops singer in. her
. dent conductor for. the Army unit. Chase Hotel, St. Louis
.sole work on “Funny Vnlentine.’*
Six male dancers from the. soldiersFransiska ‘that’s all, just Frari-. Quartet seems to have definite posdance a Highland Fling, four. c:hor-';: siska i, six/feet of singing charm sibilities arid selection' of. material
■•ines aid the. repertpire y^ith 'a Span- ;.. from Holland, wiio’s new. to the' is impeccable.
Stef.
isli terpiiig item, .and Lance Cor- •': stateside saloon circuit, is apt to be I.'.
—^—. -----poral ; Geoff Whitfield,, younger ;;. aii.’ound.' for quite a. spell, in all .the;, i\UKE FEi)DERSQV' '
brjother of .U.K. disk, singer David better': spots
if.
ope;ning-night. sOBtrs '
Whitfield, renders, popular tunes - plaudits at thq Chase Hotel's Star-} 7Q Mins
suc,h as-“W'e’ll Keep a Welcome” v light Roof are any criterion. Roof-;
LittlV Club, Beverly Hills
with.hesitant and nervous style, de-i;. top diners and tipplers found her i
Mike Fedderson’s pro bow: as a
•<p;te. a^et of '.strong vocal pipes.:j a real Dutch treat all the Way. singer, at Marshall Ed&on’s. Ye
The final effect would doubtless, froni her_ curtain-raising French; Little Club came oil fairly well
be more striking on an outdoor chant to her stroljlng mike tom- , considering tlie 20-year-old is takspace, v. ith; lot'^a room for mover foolery with ‘ba.dheadcd row!’
; ing his first siep upTiie ladder and
ment. In an indoor auditorium the
Fransiska is particularly adept in does it without the assist/.of a
use of stereophonic .sound eguip-l/ that latter category.. She has a guitar
''
ment plus moving cinema screen roguish way. about her-and a gift of j
The' youthful baritone will find
backgrounds for song illustration gab that make her chitchat arid : this playdate. a: good spot. to. launch .
would aid- the general - effect, as sideplay with ringside males down-; his projected show biz career, since
also would casting of a strong Scot] right delightful. And* let’s lace it,1 patrons of this little room are tolerwarbler with marquee name, and for a tall girl, well-eridowed in all-ant toward newcomers. While Fedsporting the -kilt -bravely.' Local departments
of
her.
personal [ derson’s miking pii night caught.
familiarity' with the kilts,, bagpipes architecture, she’s cute as a button: :24> came.. across somewhat, awkand .marching..men, plus an exces¬ As the., fellow says, there’s some- j:\vardly! his vocalizing had enough
sive use hereabouts in stage lineups . thing about those .. Continental; tones to show promise: In fact,
of p se u do-ta r ta n-a n d-bag pi p essuff,! girls. And Fransiska is no excep-: with. enough Work, to bring about,
also dims the overall result.
tion—she throws sparks all over the. confidence needed, to. hold ia
The Andrew Macpherson Singers the room.
i crowd, this boy could develop into
are d spirited -and vivacious mixed
Her song parade, 40 minutes or / the bigtime/ He has the. appeargi oup of-: I o, brightly hued in- ward-'.... so, puts the. accent on, ballads!’^nnee (resembles Michael^^ Rennie)^
robe aihd /giving out merri’y. .in sung in both French and English, ] stands tall, arid keeps crowd interAmerican and Scot tunes. Despite With-a fine, mood rendition of “The : este.d via, a varied repertoire of.
being an Auld Lang Syne group, Party’s Over” thrown in for good j faves.
Kafa.
they tend more to U.S;' tunes, and measure. And on. opening; night!
'
wind, dramatically with vocal in-. you could have heard a bobbypin f~
'
~^
terpre.tatibri of '‘Oklahoma!” An¬ drop during any moment of any.; .
Hauca Rmnnitf
drew . Macpherson, himself a . Scot one of them. Supper club habitues ,
llUUoC ltCVlClT
singer; .batons the. group from, orch elsewhere ought to be. hearing '
v ' v'
'
.. ■.Pit. ' . . ■ .
'
more from this lass any day now.
• . ....
■ " 1
'■■!-. ■
'
Fran. Dowie & Gandy Kane, w’.k,:
..
Bob,
Metropolo*
Glasgow
Metropolo,
Glasgow7
Canadian duo/ touch on tv-western1
. Glasgow,. Aug/
Aug. 4.
topicalities for some rapid give- 'RTtth \V4TIvFr ■
Jack Short presentation,
of “The
Jack.Short
presentation,of
"The
and-take in comedy: cross-gabbing, Sones
Revets," with Ma Logan
Logan Reveis,,,
and make good use of comedy busi¬ 30 Mins
(.May
Dalziel),
Tommy.
Hood,
ness such as sparklers and guns Le Cabaret. Toronto
.
.Hood,-Frank Harvey, Joe
Long, Doreen
and - falling ' cattie. Dowie himself .:
Euth . Walker is a blond. «-ell- 1™*
Joe ^ong.
Dovem ,
get.s outfronters with him for .some slacked and sexy Songstress; who
man-r'talk about femmes, all highly isvi.br'eajcing -in a new; act at the ; AJax Tno, J. P. Masterston Orch.
amusing and yock-rousing, 'until, he - posh Le Cabaret! iriost intimate
/: - !
• ,
,
does the prelim ..announcement for: and expensive riiterv in the city, 1
This Is. homely vaude fodder, Royal Scot Greys.. Dowie & Kane She/is also the first Canadian/ aiming at nothing sophisticated,
are '.transatlantic import wh'o’ve; singer to be engaged here since its ;
largely to the approval, of .those
justified their--ty* potential in U.K.. licensing some three ybars ago. } wbo want their fun. lusty. and nabut still have to be snapped up for. WTearing an: expensive .-.white- lace j'tive,' their song sentimental, and
this end by. an alert, heimer. ..
. - gown, tight and slinky, the ward- ..patriotic, their dancing in preciThe .Manetti Twins .are male, robe is a buildup to a real s.a. voice,! sion style. Most of the yock-raising
comedy
knockabouters . offering Personality thrush is trying out a f is "centered-., round Ma Logan,
routine. bumps and. bifiing in bal- - song-stdry repertoire, arranged by .oiberwise May. Dalziel, vet singerancing and acrobatic comedy. The j Maurey Kaye. Toronto-born! she comedienne, and sister of .Ella T ofour De Vere Debs open both-.seg-! has sung in U.S. spots/ She opens gari. As mama of the Logan Family,ments^starting the post-interval bit; with a. bouncy, “When I’m With <>f local vaude (it has produced
with some cute Highland dancing, You, Baby,” “I Love to Love” (in leading Scot comedian Jimmy LoT
Bobby Dowds, and: resident orch French and English), a slow tempo ,gan). she is held in sentimental re¬
showback for the vaude section of switch to “I-ve Got a Man” and spect hereabouts by a vast followlayout,finales with “I Enjoy Being a mg. Jack Short; head of the family.
/ On this showcasing, a band such Girl*” Miss Walker’s blue : lyrics, helms this vaude
wide-eyed
“innocent” playing to .good summer attend?
as the Royal Scots. Greys lobms; done... in
with most potential for bigger! style, are particularly evident jn ances;despite, a heatwave and holi/ .
stages than this one, and would !be : her second vivacious set of “Wei- day diversions. .
useful addition for fairs and tattobs i come Home; Baby” and her “Fern- ' Ma Logan, with that rumbustious
laugh which coiild well be her gimwhere color and;movement can-be^'-i: inity,” both indigo items.
The shapely Miss Walker fin/- mick. is ^een in kitchen comedy
seen. to advantage. -It’s authentic ]
ratlxer than flamboyantly pseudo- j ishes with a medley of oldies, in- sketches with Tommy Hood, a
sympathetic
type,
and
Scottish. Pity/is, for this particular t eluding “Who?” “You Beautiful toothy;
booking! that it's too. much like | Doll,” “You Do Something To Me” Frank Han'ey, a lanky, quick-movr
carrying the proverbial coals to! arid “You Made Me Love You.” inS humorist. Another amusing
Newcastle; although Scot outfront- ] She encores with “It’s Tough to be type is contrasted in slow-talking
ers have a fondness for things na- j a Platinum Blond”' to strong re- Joe Long, and. the coiriedy combo /
tiye and patriotic. : •
Cord. . j turns*
McStay..
(Continued on page 71)
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Postpone License Dept. Vs. Shaw Agcy.
Court Test on 'Employment’ in N.Y.

P^RiEfr

65

Sinatra at $100 Feed
For Mrs. FDR Center
Denver, Aug. 4.
Frank Sinatra will be guest star
at the $100-a-plaf e Patron’s Dinner
of the American Medical Center
Aug. 16 in the Silver Glade room
of the Cosmopolitan Hotel. Prof
ceeds will go toward construction
of the $1,500,000 Eleanor Roosevelt
Institute for Cancer Research at
the medical center.

A. postponement was .. granted
yesterday .(Tues.) In. the case of
the N. Y. City License Commis¬
sioner ys. the Shaw Artists Agency.
Atlantic City, Aug. 4.
This is regarded as a test case to
Cotton Club, midtown sepia spot
determine whether talent agencies
Other guests will include Sen.
Come under the purview of the em¬ which brought in Pearl Bailey and
Stuart Symington of Missouri, Rep.
ployment agency provisions of the
her revue to open its season the James Roosevelt of . Calif., and
"N.Y. State General Business Law.
’ first week in.: July, quickly dis- Elliott Rooseveltj Colorado rancher.
;Hearing was slated in- a Magis¬
I carded big name bookings when The Roosevelt brothers will repre¬
trate’s Court..
}’ initial shows failed to be profitable. sent their mother.
The Shaw Agency- was selected
by the License Commissioner to be ! . Policy of Barney , and Herbie
the guinea pig in the matter. As Paloff, a father and son team, for
far as could be learned, this office : the season was to book names for
was the only percentery-. cited in ■ a week, with Cab Callo\vay follow^
the present drive by the commis¬ i ing Miss Bailey revue in club’s air-,
sioner. However, ahout a dozen conditioned back room which seats
model agencies had been told to some 500. Bistro, had $2 admission,
: $5 . minimum policy. '■
appear,
The present drive against agen¬
Club halted advertising with exit
cies is said to have been sparked of Calloway.
The appearance of Sophie
to some degree by the status of
i Tucker and Ted Lewis at the rethe . .Conover Model Agency, which
'cent 40th anniversary celebration
has been charged with failure to
of the team of Victor Moore &
jiay off models after having col¬
; William Gaxton at Teddy’s Restau¬
lected ..for their services.
rant, N. Y., has already resulted in
. The Artists . Representatives.
one tandem date, for this pair and.
Assn., .organization of talent reps.
may bring about more dual stands:
‘ is ..seeking to get the License Dept,
for
these vet vaude and niterv per¬
i to recognize that' talent agencies
formers. They were one ,of the
do not come under the category
major
hits of that evening when
.of employment agencies• generally.
• they did “Me & My Shadow” with
If placed in that category, the
j
Miss
Tucker
taking the part of
date-diggers would be limited to. a
I the shadow. .
maximum charge of: 5rc of. an

As Mitery Team

I
artist’s salary. for the first 10 j. •
.. Denver, Aug. 4.
weeks.
The agencies haye long I .. Harry Belafonte’s one-man show !
j
. contended that, because of the
. played to the season’s record audiunique services performed on be¬
half of the performers, they do 1 ence; 12.500, including, standees
not function merely as an employ-; i and aisle-squatters, at Red Rocks I
ment agency, but work toward ad¬ v Theatre , last Friday evening. (31 V I
•
vancing and building a career.
I :. Seats • are not reserved at the
A meeting last week of the 10;000^seat . mountainside . amphi- •
boa d of governors of'ARA in New . theatre, so;it was first come, firJt
York took the stance to fights it seated. The audience began arriv¬ ;
out along lines previously, plotted. ing in the late afternoon, lugging
They contend that' if they acceded box suppers and: picnic , baskets,
to the dictum of the commissioner and two hours, before concert time
and took out licenses, they would ; traffic was bumper to bumper on
admit they are in the .employment ; the winding mountain roads lead¬
agency category. No ARA member ing. to the. huge parking areas.
has. applied for a city. license.
; Three , days before .playdate, im-

VAUDEVILLE

The duo are now at the Moulin
Rouge, Hollywood, and plans' are
being made to have them in other
specialized cafe situations. * Both
the William Morris Agency, Miss
Tucker’s handlers, and the Music
Corp. of America, booking Lewis
and his : entourage,; feel that the j
separation of offices is no bar to :
the teaming of this,duo in niteries ;
that cm stand the. heavy .financial1
tap necessary for booking this pair.

Of Coin to'Club/ Status of Counsel
The AGVA Welfare Trust Fund
is slated to meet today (Wed.) for
further discussions on demands by
trustees representing . the Amer¬

: Regal’* 44G Record
;

Chicago, Aug. 4.

Regal Theatre, independent
southside; sepia,
showcase,.
thinks It has a winning form¬
ula now with top jazz attrac¬
tions.. Stageshow for week
ended
last
Thursday
(30)
helped pull a boff $44,000 to
notch. a record gross for the
;2.8p0-seater>.' Lineup included
Dakota; Staton * Miles Davis
Quintet, Jimmy Smith Trip,
Sonny Stitt orch, Nipsy Rus¬
sell, and Leon Thomas.

ican Guild of Variety Artists to
divert monies held by the fund to
the AGVA Country Club & Recrea¬
tion Center. ™

.:

c

-House has set Della Reese
and A1 Hibbler for week start¬
ing Friday 17), with Dinah
Washington and Dizzy Gillespie, fronting his new’ 14-piece
Unit, for the following stanza.

To Joe E. in Fall
As Sub for Yanks

I
■
;
Apparently the New’ York boni- i
faces are the first to give up the |
idea that New York Yankees will :
1
be in the World Series. It seems to
be an extremely unhappy, and also
an expensive, decision to make,
The C op a Cab an a seemingly' has
relinquished the hope that there
will be beaueoup biz during the

Trustees representing manage¬
ment have been of the opinion that
it would be unwise to dissipate the
assets of the fund for any such
purpose at this time, especially in
view of the doubtful legality of the
status of the AGVA Foundation
Inc., which runs the recreation
center, to operate a home for the
aged and indigent in the variety
field, which was the original pur¬
pose of the home.
Ai the same time, the confab is
expected to further discuss the
AGVA trustees’ demand that the
present counsel for the Trust
Fund, Jonas ' Silverstone & Mort
Rosenthal, be discharged in favor
of having AGVA attorney Harold
Berg move into that post. The
present attorneys have long op¬
posed any change in the charter
which would jpermit diversion of
the Trust Fund for such a purpose.
Welfare Trust Fund chairman
George A. Hamid, who has prey*
iously stated that he opposes any
change in counsel, has reiterated
that there is no reason to change
attorneys, but says that continued
discussion of that matter, as well
as others, can be held.
The change of attorneys, as well
as diversion of funds other than
for purposes stated in the charter
of the Welfare Trust Fund, has
always been opposed by the man¬
agement trustees and sometimes by
AGVA trustees. AGVA’s national
board, at the behest of the union’s
administrative secretary jack-,
Bright, dismissed AGVA prexy
Penny Singleton and former first
veepee Rajah Raboid from their
posts as trustees, partly because of
refusal to go along with plans to
shift counsel controls to Berg,

October . season when the N.Y.
Yankees arid/or one. of the other
teams which used; to inhabit New I
TaiPhf; WlHr Rav KllinPV S /York would fill the' town. with :
ldiClll W1UI l\ay lUUliCjf a ! spenders from all over the world, !
’ pressario Joseph Leher announced
Rnval Homoiion Rnwnnf and pack the cafes. To aeqomme- .
iWJGl llaWdUdU DUWUUl; ffate these spenders, Copacabana
that the house was sold out and
urged those. without tickets .to
Honolulu, Aug.: 4.
; operator Jules Podell would in-.
1. avoid the trip, and disappointment, ■ Raw Kinney, Hawaiiari entertain- [ variably get Joe E. Lewis to head- '
i but that did not discourage several. er with 40 years’ experience both ! Ime. and Lewis would pull-in the ;
: thousand persons who. had to be here.and on the mainland, has're- •.! sports world.um
y r
l n, •
turned away. .
/
signed as entertainment director of ?.
This year, Podell,. anticipating lUIHUl S IT6I1C0 ulTlOpCry
the; Royal Hawaiian Hotel, a po- ; the loss of the series and that extra
k*
J
Sydney, July 28.
I
S5l,000 in Tw’o Stands ■
sitio'n he’s held since 1956.
j biz, has decided that he will need
Tibor. Rudas, who headlined with j.-'..Seattle, Aug. 4.
Singer-composer emcee was a additional, lures to make up the
a dancing troupe over, the Tivoli !
Harry Belafonte. set up hefty’biz member of Harry- Owens’ troupe .difference. Dunng^Lewis’ sixweek
■vatide-revue loop some time ago on his Seattle and Vancouver, B.C.,
which operied the swanky Waikiki {?oc*e^ has hired Gloria De I
and then remained. here to form appearances. Sunday-Monday (26r
Haven to come in during the last
Milan, Aug. 4.
.his own dancing school, has made 27) at the Orpheurii (2,600), scaled ; resort in 1927,
three weeks of the Lewis engageAfter
continuous
fights
and
. a. pact with loop toppers for leas¬ to $6,50, the gross was. $27,000. In ! ' Intimates of ;the veteran per- merit, figuring that will hypo the j closedown threats from the local
ing of the Tivoli, at Sydney and Vancouver at the huge Forum (6.- ! former say he isn’t “happy” about bill for those who come to see ccnsors, Milan.s onIy perraancnt
Melbourne, for. a . span of 16. 000', on Wednesday >29’, scaled to ; leaving the^oyal Hawaiian, but; a
tte rSI censoTSweeks each, year for three years: i $4,75; standees and the fact that spokesman for the Sheraton-owuieii j The first three weeks of the Lewis show* featuring striptease has shut
jaf. 'which starts
.tarts Sent.
in. will
will down for the summer but will be
Deal calls for Rudas to take oyer the top price' was tacked on nearly • hotel said ,. the
.... Ti,departure
...... as
, :“his
,,
s date,
Sept. 10,
the house staffs for the term si'g- , nil .the seatsj the take was a record .o’.yn idea,:
Its mweated that s have Cathy Carr in the second spot. reopening in early September.
■ liatured . ..and . to 'pay the theatre $24,000. This is largest gross ever Kinney s recent illness, outside ac- r _
The show, which made a clamor¬
■•.ti'vlties: and double duties as show <• For the further discomfort of the
rental plus a percentage of the at the Forum. “ . ;
headliner and entertainment di. 1 homfaces .and: other N.T:. amuse- ous debut on April 17 of this year
take.
•
Tour was handled by. Northwest
reCtor: were "quite a: load for r,.?n1trePre”™is’ -1* ^ doesn’l: at the 150-seat Teatro alia MasInitial bid.will be with “Oriental. Releasing, .
him ’’
■
j seem likely that N.Y. will-have the chera, has been grinding out- 16
Cavalcade,’’ commencing at'. Tivoli.
go periunuauces
performances weekly with
prices
■ fofivo tvmmh of
i! second
c',uim ■ Johansson-Patterson
w
.•'Melbourne, Aug. 18. Rudas is im¬
either, which might have eompen- - ranging from $4 top down to $2.50.
porting Far Eastern. acts and will
the Monarclv Room f oorshow re- sated somewhat for the loss'of the .
The }mT3resarios Politi Ortolan!
portedly
has
been
working,
under
a
?
,,
ine
impresarios,
roiin.uuoiani,
also produce the show and do bis
tw’o-week: reriewaT contract, with’.)'••• • --T __■_■
I
^av® ^®en importing most
Yowft stint-. ■'
*•'of their acts from Paris cxeluSberaiton free
to
either
renewr or 1
Tivoli.. toppers figure that the
i • rl * if.
, sively through Aubert and have
deal will save them pleniy on tal¬ t. .Operator Ben Maksik of the ; cancel , the Hawaiian; entei’tairi-. 11*11
turned this former “jinx” theatre
ent. importation and 'overhead, thus . Town 8z Country Club, Brooklyn. /ment.
_ ■
#
.* ■
into a small goldmine, with only
. leaving the wav clear for the bal¬
Manageineri.t source said the ho• is going in for a unit policy which i
ance of each year, to bid for the
' tel wants to develop an expanded
best:talent available on the over¬ worked well -for - him during the entertainment policy, perhaps
Chicago, Aug. 4.
The censors put their foot down
seas
market, . Gordon
Cooper, last season. He i? planning, to open l. bringing-mainland, n a m e. talent'
Hildegarde comes here from the on complete nudes but allow the
loop’s general manager, is present¬ Sept, 1,1 with “Havana Caravan” i.into the big. room on a “working
l
'for
two
weeks..
will,
follow
with
just-opened
Hotel-Casino
Aruba-.
show
to continue with the essenly; abroad on talent buys.
. vacation” basis. .
I Larry Steele’s “Smart Affairs” and
covered by the smaHest
, M«?nwhile .the other, Units in Caribbean.-where she was the in- “a,ls
‘will reinstall -the "Jewel Box
stars.
• Revue” , starting Jan. 1 for an in- the Sheratoh : Waikiki, hotels— 'augural attraction in that NetherTop billing went to Rita Cadillac,.
, definite run. The; unit of femme. Moana-SurfRider and P r i n cess ' lands West Indies oil-rich island.
Carole Rvva and Rita Renoir in
‘ impersonators had a long and suc- Kainlani-are ,being_ left :to work . xhe hiteri: of the hostpl is called
.' Melbourne. Aug,. 4:
sexy exhibitions. With fill-in acts
Danny: Kaye *has extended his . e.essful stand at the spot last sea- : out. their own individual; entertain- •
the Klompen Klub—“klompen” is including Les Milson and Les
,
son:
.
.
•
••;..
\
[ ment policies,
•
|
Melbourne . season to six w eeks,
wooden-shoe in Dutch, The Aruba ; Batix.
^Iaksik, however, despite the. I
now’ closes August 15. He said his !
But the - Royal Hawaiian’s big l
The management intends to im¬
LT. S, commitments allow’ him. to ' fact that, he has been doing' well j Monarch Room, which potentially makes the sedond, class hotel in
.with units, is. still interested in ; could . emerge . as a top-grossing the NWI—^at Curacao there is a port some U.S, acts next season
remain for an extra tw’o weeks.
and negotiations are now going on
•
getting.,
narhes.
if
they
can
be
Kaye said he would have liked
Airways - operated
prestige operation, has been lag¬ Pan-American
through Aubert of Paris.
to. extend his Australian, tour . to { .bought advantageously. ;
Hotel. . Chanteuse
ging behind soriie. of the competi¬ International
; include other cities besides Sydney
tive; >p p t s in Waikiki; Matson does a one-womari show at the
and Melbouriie, but. previous : ar¬
Navigation. Co., former owner of Drury Lane opening next Mon¬
rangements, did not permit this.
the four hotels, was aware of this day (10).
but presumably reluctant, to rem¬
On the occasion of the Dutch
Bob Feinberg has been named to
i. ^
= Honolulu, Aug.. 4.; ; edy it. The Sheraton chain, as new. island’s hoopla the. local Amigoe head the publicity department of
Vallee, Late, Pinkslipped
I
Barbara Rickies is the new pub- owners, has other ideas.
di Curacao (Dagblad voor de Ned- the William Morris Agency. He’ll
Rudy Vallee \vas caucelled out
: Sheraton plans to build a 600 to erlandse Antillen) printed its en¬ start in that post in the fall follow¬
Of the Acra Manor Hotel in the i licist. for the Sheraton hotels in 1,000-room hotel adjacent to the
tire special edition in English. Be¬ ing coriipletion of work on the
She- formerly ‘ handled
: Catskills at Cairo, N. Y., after Waikiki.
Royal Hawaiian. : It plans both a sides Hildegarde, Who also offici¬ summer circuit. Feinberg. a mem¬
completing three, nights of a orie- public relation^ for the ocean plush formal dining room and a ated at the formal ribbon-cuttirig
ber of the Assn, of Theatrical
week engagement. ;•
; “ “ liner Leilani in its valiant but snack shop on the Royal’s grounds, ceremonies to. the new Hotel Aru¬
Pressagents & Managers, will with
According to ■ operator. Frank jinxed effort to compete with the and a new restaurant arid two new: ba, maestro Eddie Chavez, who has
this affiliation be able to handle
Fede, Vallee on Thursday (30) re¬ Matson liners in Califorriia-Ha- cocktail lounges in the SurfRider the band there, composed an “of¬
legit and "concert tours of Morris
ported for work at nearly midnight waii passenger service:
portion of the pooled Moana-Surf- ficial” song for the island titled artists as well as regular house
when he was slated to start at. • Shri succeeds Dorothy Mahoney, Rider operation. And, as an¬ “Aruba Breezes.” Morris Lapidus, publicity chores.
10:30 p.m. Acra regarded this as former social director at the Prin¬ nounced, it’s closing the penthouse who has designed some of the most
Feinberg succeeds Bemie Brill: sufficient ground for cancellatipu. cess. Kaiulani Hotel who Was riitery at the Princess Kaiulani luxurious Miami Beach hotels, did stem who moves into the com¬
The. performer had been commute irioved into; the p.r. post by Shera¬ Hotel and will relocate a nitery this one. Carl Wolff, with a U.S. mercial tv dept. Danny Bernstein
ing daily from a summer home ton following resignation of Jeri some\vhere. else
on the
P.K. hotel background, is. the manager. is acting department head until
hear New York City 85 miles away. Bostwick.
grounds.
Local capital' built it.
Feinberg moves in.

Tibor Rudas Signs Pact

See
Stress on
Mainlander
_ i i
,

Bills Spread Over 3 Yrs.

Takes Hiatus Until Sept.;
American Acts in View

Maksik’s T&C Returning
To Production Shows

Hlldegarde m Lni Alter !
Preennag Hotel m Aruba:;“niea<$|.Mo.publid,y payo,,t “

! Barbara Rickies New P.A.
j For Sheraton in Waikiki

Bob Feinberg WMA P.A.

PfistiEfr
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B’w:y May Get Encore on Minsky
Label With Riviera as New Base

Wednesday, August 5, 1959

Pact Prime Names For
H’wood Bowl Jazz Fest

Percenters Rush for Square Fare
As Summer Fodder for Nitenes

Hollywood, Aug. 4., •
Los Angeles will hold its first
annual Jazz Festival at the Holly-

mav return to being divulged. However, it’s said
®0"1 0ct: ?"?• Th.e.growth
With summer doldrums now an
Re.
i that
a iuuuci
former hotel
owner m
in iiur
Flor- and, influence of mz via
television
established
fact at most of the
Broadway
U4
uuuwaj scene.
otvuv.
iliac a
uuLCl u>vuct
.
,
,
--~
Deal is now in the works to lease I ida as well as a former operator of ;
b^L3g" .metropolitan cafes, the agencies
>.• ■ Riviera to a syndicate which several N. Y. cafes are involved,
i cording to Hal tederman, cootdt. are hopeful of trying to get nitery
to operate the nUery as a !
Apparently none of the Minsky ;
ot the^ event and. Willtam owners to change formats for the
hurley spot with Minsky layouts, family will be part of the setup.; ®'*'?rns’ general manager .of t
season. In New York, for example.
A^botis-h nothing is definitely set However, it is known that Harold i Bo^.- ..
,
. ,,
PeJcenteries would like to get
,Jt.'its understood that a deal is Minsky - now producing shows at i „S..the Pfttern pf the Jhef cafememto buy-entertainment

In the summer resorts, they would
like to see the appeal aimed at
youngsters.

i-

p-ans

sriMS

-^

T.

i--1^

In most cases, though, the idea
of the percenters is to try to give
the record singers some prim®
showcasing and to get operators to
think along different lines when
buying talent. The date-diggers are
faced with the necessity of trying

eal to the Squares'

fi;;S-3^eUpnede^riaor.Change
-C°“•..orch MOSS EMPIRES’ MERGER
-Th? P—■SrSMfc (TALK WITH STOLL ‘DEAD’

a

h:-!b-grade peel parlor.
The prospective lessees

thd Minsky tag
'ihe lease on the featuring Joe
Williams.
Sarah
aren’t
Vaughan, George Shearing QuinMinsky label is still in effect.
;
The- Bto was thd Arcadia ! tet Ahmad Jwmal Trio, Cal1 Tjader
for manf
many years uS
until It:
it ■ Sextet
Sex ^t and Modern J^ISuartet.
Jaaz^Quartet.
Ballroom fir
- J — i Basie s crew
crew will
will play
play both
both nights.
nights, j,
was ieased
leased {0
to L0U
Lou -Walters,
Walters, now\|Basies
now’

Aim
Marlene for Buenos Hires
Aires
Marlpnp for Rnpnnn

mariene lOl DucIlOS

to get a change of offerings in the
niteries. For example, they think
that some of the names developed
on disks are now ready for prime

London, Aug. 4.
Negotiations for a merger be-

The
Opera
Theatre.
Buenos
Buenos producing at the Tropicana, Las j
"
! tween Moss Empires and Stoll
he itinabout
Aires, has keen
added to
to the
the
waiters poured about•
aDout ; wr
"Vegas.
Walters
..
Theatres Corp. have fizzled out
keen added
itin- Vegas.
erarv
erary of Marlene Dietrich during SJSO.OOO into the spot and oper- lorOMO DUSmeSSmen
and are now ended. Moss Empires’
,.
*
> A
x
.
* ,
.
.
4
. ated it briefly as the Cafe de Paris.
,T.
m
* . o
f
.
iier South
south American tour.
Shelt
went into
lnto bankruptcy to the tune [; Ill
TrV f(j
tO XaVA
Save USt
directors stato that they are not
her
She.
j{ Went
111 Try
Last
/
prepared to consider any modifica^
starts at that house Aug. 13 for j; of about $500,000. Nitery was later :,
_
*’
. >.
four days.
hj; taken over bv
by Bill Miller, now op- ['
(if
fit I^KfiS
I olrpc ShrtWnnatS
Of (Jf
ShoWDOcltS tion in the terms recommended
Miss
VI Ul. L&tiGb
JllUNUUdlb
Miss Dietrich
Dietrich has
has played
played a
a brief
brief }■ erating
erating the
the New
New Frontier,
Frontier, Las
Las
_
when the proposed amalgamation
Toronto, Aug.
4.
encasement at the Copacabana, j; Vegas, who was stymied by inabiliToronto,
Ac
final attempt
attempt to
to sa
save the i was ke*n£ negotiated.
Rio de Janeiro, followed with the. tty to get a liquor license in his
In a final
! Cayuga, last of the showboats on
Resolutions
to
approve
the
Teatro Rocori, Sao Paulo, which ;; name.
name,
-——:the Great Lakes, plan of a Toronto merger scheme were defeated at
started yesterday <Tues.\ and will |.!
IIP
riinADFAkT Dlivrnc 'syndicate of sentimental business- meetings last month. Following
play B. A. before returning to the ; If
O
U.u*t JtUAUrtAW p(l l r.K\ men is to change its registry to the announcement, J. D. Bailey,
States.
, U.u*i
Anmnmmi nnAiirn n \r Montreal in order to obtain a bar chief accountant of Moss Empires,
fiF TAI FNT FRllWri N Y
license from the Quebec Liquor resigned from the post which he
Ul lnLtlilll VliVII1/ ll.i. Coramission: The Cayuga, which took over on Jan. 1.
RAYR0MAINE
New York is starting to get busy' has operated between Toronto and
Moss Empires announced an unwith the visits of talent buyers. Niagara Falls, Ont.; for. the last changed 7dividend for 1959.
Harry_ Mufson, operator of the 52 years, was refused a license by
“Delightfully,
Eden Roc, Miami Beaeh, is in town, the Ontario Liquor Commission —----Different“
as is Larry Tisch, of the family last summer, with no reason given.
NAtfrA AaIc
NOW
owning the Americana Hotel in the ,
Immediate plan is to resume the
llUglll MC15
APPEARING
same city. Leslie Grade, a partner Cayuga’s twice-daily trips across. .
■ _; continued
Continued from
from oaee
page l1 ==
in the British percentery of Lew Lake Ontario between Toronto and j " ' "■
& Leslie Grade, was also In N. Y. Niagara Falls during the height j ations, the various theatres such
! last week, and flew out Saturday; 0f the tourist season and then ] as the Apollo can come up with
!‘1>.
: winter in Montreal instead of I local disk jockeys and get a fairly
I prosperous bill with an assortment
Also planing back to Europe: Toronto.
after
a
stand
of
about
10
days
was
i
The Cayuga, built In Toronto In } of singers and instrumentalists.
PARIS
{Felix Marouani (Tavel &\ the 1907 and acquired by Canada
The B.O. Is Boffola
Thanks to
; Parisian percenter.
Steamship Lines, is a two-deck vesNeero artists have been
JEAN BAUCHET
Cf ntifI!iin/nt0t1^StU-dy sel 305 feet long and capable of doing rather well in the Negro
I avail abilities for the fall and win- carrying 1,400 passengers com-. vauders Miss Bailey, Eartha Kitt
ter seasons.
fortahly, though the ship has been and Sammy Davis Jr. have been
|
---:-s—*
forced to carry 1,800 on statutory among those hitting such hpuses
fnlncf^c I V -fn Ploia
holidays.
and have been doing highly flatterUClvolC o Lt*!, IU"I luLit
-—r-——ing business. For example, in last
Celeste
Holm
has
been
signed:
i
.
i
i
*
D
D
11
season’s booking of Miss Bailey
i
signed Linkletter’*S Port.
L.inKietter
r ort. Pull
rUIi
at the Apollo, N. Y., business was
for a four-weeker at the Persian !'
Room of the Plaza Hotel,
Hotel. N. Y.,;
Portland, Ore., Aug. 4.
so much better the second week
starting . Oct. 19. Although acts'
Art Linkletter and his “House than the first that Miss Bailey felt
generally open at the spot on Wed-‘ Party” program drew 23,880, at she would be hitting some wild
nesdays, Miss Holm will start on a 50c, at the Oregon Centennial Ex- overage figures had she been there
NOW PLAYING
Monday because of inability to get position Arena, during the last for a longer time. As a result, her
out of the tail end of a date at the'five afternoons (27-31). Linkletter booking at the Apollo this year
Tropicana, Las Vegas.
.
; put on a one-rhour warmup prior will be for four weeks starting
Edie Adams, who opens the room to taping the. actual show * which Oct. 16.
CRYSTAL BAY
: on Sept, 16, will play an extra four j was released a day later.
Miss Bailey, thus far. Is booked
' days from Wednesday to Saturday There was an additional $1 for the Riviera, Detroit, Aug. 28
LAKE TAHOE, NEV.
| f to fill In the booking void.
i charge at the main gate.
for a week during which eight
- shows will be performed on a
hard-ticket basis. She follows with
the RKO, Cincy, Oct. 8 and the
Apollo afterward. Miss Kitt, cur- «
rent at the Tivoli, Chicago, follows
with the Howard, Washington, for
13 flays and thence to the Apollo,
Aug. 28. Sammy . Davis Jr., head¬
ing the Will Mastin Trio, moves
to the Apollo Oct. 9.
The theatres are working on
other Negro stars of dimension to
play various vauders.
The top Negro names have been
consistently under pressure by
various Negro groups to give the
hometown folks a chance to view
them at pop prices and in their
own bailiwick. That was the origi¬
nal
pressure that had been brought
Thanks to JACK ENTRATTER
to hear on Negro headliners. How¬
ever, since then, the lures have ■
discovered that they can do Very
well financially in these houses on
a percentage basis. In several in¬
stances, they have exceeded their
own nitery salaries,. Of course,
three or more shows daily are in¬
volved, but in the long run, the
extra coin has compensated for
the extra work.
j |

: $350,000

| 1 OrOfltO PUSmeSSIWeil

)

showcasing. They would like to
get some of the top cafes to bring
in the singers who have made a
reputation on records. .
In New York, the agencies vrant
to get some square acts in during
the hot months on the theory that
N.Y. is still a vacation town for
some well-heeled spenders fron
the provinces. The ideal combina¬
tion, especially in the summer, say
the agencies, is a sharp mixture
of square and hep talent. An oper¬
ator could break even, at least,
should he be able to get the right
turns at a time when the Tegular*
are at the summer spots.

andCLAfRE

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL (
for oil Theatricals

Negro Acts

MOULIN
ROUGE

j

NICK
LUCAS

Celeste’s LV.-to-PIaza

and His Troubadors

"W* Service the Stars"

Big Temporary Special o> All
9S Gag Files for $15, Plus S1.0Q Postage
Foreign: 51,50 ea., 33 for *40
• 3 Parody Books, Per Sir. ... *10 a
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $55 •
• Minstrel Budget ... *25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
53 per Copy
No C.OJJ's ...-- "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., H.Y.C., It CO 5-13U
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
I (Let a Real Professional Train You)

HARBERS
Saturday, Aeqsst Bth

Television Spectacular

BAL TABARIN

HELD OVER!
SANDS HOTEL
LAS VEGAS

j

BOBBY CARLE
AND THE BLENDAIRES

Rome, Italy

and DALE
"THE COMEDIAN"
The Only Real Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAO SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATE5T
Now in Its lOtth Issue, containing
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff,-monologs,
parodies,
double gags, bits.
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and im¬
personations, political. Interruptions.
Thoughts
of
the
Day,
Humorous
Views of the Nows, etc. $20 yearly.
Introductory Offer: Last 12 Issues *15
Single Issues $3
Foreign: $30 Yr.—Single Issues *4
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St„ New York If

NITERIES PAVORITE
OPERATIC GROUP

METROPOLITAN
QUARTET
1427 Munsey
NEW YORK

Bldg , Balto 2 Md
PHONE. TO- 2-2090

RCA-VIctor Records Exelasivofy

fauom

DECCA RECORDS
Thanks
JOE SULLY
Associated Booking
Corp.

Personal Management: ROCKY MARCIANO
Contact:

FRED PETTY AGENCY
80 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

The Amazing Stars of "WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND"

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Currently 3rd Week

THE EMFIRE ROOM
PALMER HOUSE, Chicago, III.
Thanks to Merrlel Abbott

.

Mgt. M.C.A.

FINISH THEIR BIGGEST
THE HOTEL

SAHARA LAS VEGAS, SALUTES

Tl-AlUGA
ED • VIC • GENE * JOE
IN THE HISTORY OF
THE SAHARA
THE ONLY ACT TO COMPLETE
5 ENGAGEMENTS IN 18 MONTHS
THEREFORE THE HOTEL SAHARA
SALUTES THE 4 AMES BROTHERS.
TALK ABOUT BREAKING RECORDS,
ON EACH OF THESE 5
APPEARANCES THEY HAVE

I

BROKEN THEIR OWN RECORD!

I

'
HOTEL SAHARA

Teujt

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT: BILL FICKS

5
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PfitelETY
Hollywood

f a frame starting Monday (10' .. . .
New York
f
j Ardrey Sisters to Adolphus “Hotel,
Jacques loti. a new comer at the j Dallas,
Dec.
17 for two
,
IH -,-nuhcn . . . Rita Grable, vuio j (jretchen Wyler booked by Eddys.’,
v mmi up at the \\mis Show Clut), (:Kansas city, Sept. 4 . . . Chico
IL-Moi;. >a>s sues retiring *ro:n { Holiday into Cork Club, Dallas,
C ; v t,;:'
r£a!;r£ singer J^rry Oct. 5 for six days . . . Jerry MuVale... Dave Friedman started at i;rad.s Harmonicats, with Chuck
t;-t' L ,ysn
Pdlsouign. Mon- h Cabot’s orch, kick off a seven-week
. . Sam Cook, is oound [ Texas and Dixie tour Qct 12.
i v the Apollo Theatre 'tart ins
Seat. 25.
Helene & Howard are down for
Kansas City
the Roxy starting Aug- 14 . .7 May¬
French songstress Lilo follows
nard Ferguson starts this week oh
I:S loth return date at Birdiand her stand. at Eddys' with an ap. . . Sophie Tucker is slated for a ; pearance in Detroit Aug. 12 with
Sahara, Las ^egas, engagement in.,
Ford Show, later in August
Fonruarv . * . Andrews Sisters go ..
,
v .
... .,■ ■ . .,
into the 500, Atlantic City, Aug. 22 begins a two-week stand at the
. . . Shoreham Hotel, Washington, Blue Room. New Orleans . . , Frank
w' ich w ound up with Bettv Madi- Tracy office has set Ray McKingan, opened yesterday (Tues.) V.ita ley’s Glenn Miller orch for n oneHenny Youngman and lias Monique nighter at the Carriage Club Aug.
Van Vooren inked for Sept. 1 . . . i 20. Same office is bringing m Cell
Cab Calloway booked for a string:; Block 7 . to play for the .annual
ot Catskill Mt. dates starting Aug. August celebration in nearby Bel14 to Labor Day . . . Sylvia Syms*: ton. Mo. .
, Sammy Tucker and
started at the Living Room Mon- Marilyn Mae orch are s^t at the
dav 3* . . . Joe Glaser, head of
JnTf’ wkJav°kob°T
A^ociatcd Booking Corp.. on a: through. Labor day.^. J^sHard,
quickie visit to his Chi branch . .
orcb_°P^ned the new^Mirior
James Nichols, of the May Johnson i Lakeview CountrwClub a* a speotfice, Montreal, reported to tlig : Lakeview I2ountr;M-lubf. aU spe
f?^nerai Hospital there for; Reed orch back on bandstand at
v.Tr <n
|Eddys’ following a mass two-week
vacation . . . Jan McArt east fori tv
guest appearances, following her
Chicago
week’s stand in “New Moon’* at
Lenny Bruce returns to Mister Starlight Theatre. Earl Wrlghtson
Kelly's for his second stint there from the same show west for con¬
Sept. 21 for four weeks . . . Hilton certs in the Hollywood Bowl . . .
Hotel’s new ice show opens Aug. 13 Next on the floor at Eddys’ will be
. . . Prof. Irwin Corey headlines r the Kirby Stone Four, opening
at Freddie’s Cafe, Minneapolis, for ;Aug. 7 for two weeks.

MAGIC VIOLINS
(from ARGENTINA)

i

Rene Touzet orch ho ds oyer at
the Monaco Club in Lido .Beach;
L.L, until-Sept. 8 . . . Warner Bros.
Records’ .Laura Lane is holding
down a; Jimmie Maddin’s Sundow n
C’iuh. ... Dance team of Cabot &
Dresden join the bill headed by
Tommy Sands which opens at
Cocoanut
Grove. Aug.. 12
.
George Shearing Quintet returns
to the Crescendo Aug. 13* Comic
Lennie Bruce holds oyer . . . Art &:
Dotty Todd and. trio continue to
hold over , ih Casino Room of the
Hotel. Ambassador 7 .. . George
Burns: has .been repacted for another four -weeks at Hotel Sahara, i
Las Vegas, next June; Crosby Bros,
hold over, two weeks at the Sahara.
They were originally set for 24
days.
.'. -

Detroit

Dallftt

SANDS HOTEL, las ms
DUNES HOTEL,
us ms
•
Opening Tomorrow (Aug. 6)
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Mystery and Laughs Galore
Direction: MILES INGALLS. New York

tivities, and in the presence of the .William Zeekendorfs Sr. and Jr.
A tent has been erected to serve as a dining room for a buffet dinner
which was. menued by Claude C. Philippe, who will. be in charge of
the new inn. Yesterday ITues.) the start of the destruction of Toots
Shots’; the final building on the site, was televised on. the; “Today”
show'. The iron wreckers’ ball was painted as a. baseball, and Shor .him¬
self was at the controls at the time, the first blow was struck that tore
down his former eatery.

The Grossinger Hotel, Ferndale, N.Y7; Is starting a: porgram of ex¬
ploiting the inn via deejay programs. Two. platterrpilots, Gene Kaye,
WAEB, Allentown, Pa., and Stan Richards, WILD, Boston,, will,spend
a week each at the hotel taping interviews with guests and celebs for
Atlantic City
Three Stooges into Steel Pier, broadcast later. Each deejay will; do six shows, and afterward, others!
in
cities from where a sizable segment of the Grossinger clientsl is
vaudeville (9-15» with The Virtues,
Bob Holiday, Dolinoff & The Raye based, will be invited to have shows emanate from there.
Sisters. Gene Krupa Trio and
Larry Elliot orch in Aug. 9 through
Aug. 13 and Buddy Morrow orbh ii«r
Omitted in Sue Evans’ caption ad in Variety last week was the fact
Aug. 14 for a week . .,7 Jackie! _ that she headlined in a two-\veek engagement at the Elmwood. Casino,
Wilson (booked into new Coliseum! Windsor, Ontario.
Aug. 8 .with Sil Austin orch .... .j
Billy Marshall plus Joy Lynn, RayJ
Snead,
Elsie
Von
and
Bobby J
Tom Kirby, of the Pat Casey office forwards a squib from the Cam¬
Knowles band are Topsy Hideaway ( bridge (England) Independent Press & Chronicle anent theatre! manager
attractions , . . The . Dynatones plus j J. Gordon Bostock’s invention of a screw propeller \vhich can be fitted
Don Palmer & His Jet at the Clock [ to any size boat, “resulting in ;amazingt increase, in speed and a startling
. 7. Alva & Frank added to Pad-1
cut in fuel consumption.” Bostock now manages the Regal Cinema, in
dock-lineup .. .. . Strong Bros, with
St. Ives, HuntSi England, owned by his family.
Doric e Inge, Norma . Wallace,;
In the heyday of bigtime vaudeville Gordon & Claude Bostock had a
Nancy Kelly; Ned. Walsh and jack i
Verna orch . at. Hialeah , . . Ed j “sixth floor” Keith-Albee booking franchise. For many years they man¬
Buckley at Sandpiper Club . . . Lee! aged Laurel & Hardy whom they originally brought ever from England;
Kane headlined at President’s' produced many vaude flash acts, among them Bostock’s Riding SchoolL
Round the World Room . v
Ada Brother Claude Bostock now. resides on the Coast.,.
Cavallo, Boh Kasha Trio and Verna
Incidentally, says Kirby, his-boss, Pat Casey, one of the powers iri.
Lee in boardwalk lounge of Shel¬
yesteryear’s bigtime vaudeville, is now 86, “full of vigor as ever,” resid¬
burne.
ing in Springfield, Mass., where he has local realty and other business in¬
terests. He comes to New York every fornight or so; Casey still main¬
Pittsburgh
tains an office in New York’s Central Park South.
Sammy Davis Jr. opened to big¬
gest advance reservation list : in
Town House history while Three
Stooges in their third week at the
Holiday House are breaking the
gross attendance record they, set
last December! All this, and a steel ;
strike; too . , Still ho iiitery activ- |
fty downtown .with . Copa closed !
for good and New Arena readying i
900-seafer. for fall opening . 7 . :
Dorn an Bros, flew in from Ankara '
for Jack Paar stint. •
' \

Sammy Davis Jr. headlines Elm-,
wood Casino show , .. Coinedienne
Dory Sinclair at Roostertail. .....
Falcon Lounge joins growing swing :
hereabouts to strippers ... . Dinah
Washington into Flame Show Bar ;
... Singer Gloria Dee at Brass Rail ..
. . Songstress Cathy Johnson i
stays at Knife & Fork Club .7.1
Don Pablo orch at Thunderbird
.. 7The Playmates continue at Top
Hat in Windsor.

istar

Every phase of the construction of the new' Zeck.endorf Hotel, NY.,
is being plotted, as though it Avere the ultimate in civic events. Today
iWcdJ the formal groundbreaking takes place With city officials in at¬
tendance as well as a 20-piece Meyer Davis band to heighten the fes¬

Statler-Hilton Hotel, with Paul ;
Mazursky opening two frames Aug. i
6, has dated Marty Allen & Steve [
Rossi for Sept. 17-30; Tony Ben¬
nett for Oct7 1-14 and Marguerite ;
Piazza, Oct. 15-28 . . . Judy Scott .
returns in December for her third j
date in Adolphus Hotel’s Century j
Room . . . Diumy Marshall, singing i
88er at La Cabanq, also bought a ;
piece of the privatery.,. . . Sylvia
Phillips, canary, into Fitzgerald’s ,
Restaurant as first attraction . . .. j
Singer Lisg Carroll opened Mon¬
day (3). at Club 3525 for a fort- I
night’s run . , . Johnny Bachemin, |
heading his own. ipiniature produc- i
tion at the Colony Club, will team |
with Breck;Wall, producer of the j
“Bottoms Up!” revue across the |
Street at Adolphus Century Room. }
Bachemin will headline Wall’s:
show, early next year in a 25-min- i
.ute stint . ; . J. David Nichols has ;
set Andrews Sisters, Professor j
Backwards, Harry Blackstone Jr. !
and Les Elgart’s band for two shows !
Aug. 28 in. Houston’s Music Hall i
and two shows Aug. 31 at State !
Fair Music Hall/with other acts to1,
be added. Local show Is sponsored ;
by Civil Air Patrol , 77 Longhorn .
Ranch has. a rock V roll package j
Aug: 10, with Clyde McPhatter, Bo ■
Diddley, The Crests, Chubby Deck- ;
er and Paul Williams band . : . Ted
Stanford, vocalist on Ted Weems
band’s Wynne album, “Heartaches
In Hi-Fi,” to. New . York to; etch an
album of solos for. Wynne . . 7
Juan Alvarado, singing guitarist,
switched, from the Flamboyen cof¬
fee, house to the new Spindletop
privatery.: . . A1 Dupre, 88ing bari¬
tone, featured at new 20th Century
Club, another membership spot. 7.
Dick & Carol Smith set for six
weeks at the 90th Floor, Intime
privatery, Avhiie performing . own¬
ers. Dick & Kiz Harp are vacation¬
ing , „ . George MossPs dixieland
Chain Gang back to the midt.own
Orleans Room for indefinite stay
7 , . Dick . Chase & Bud Mitchell
open Aug. 10 for a week at Glen
Park Casiiio. Buffalo.

THE COMPASS
PLAYERS
Score

m

PfiktETr Review..
Crystal Palace

St. Louis, July 21.
Compass Players . (4);
admission.
David Shepherd, the guid¬
ing light behind the original
Compass Players in Chicago,
is losing no ground at all with
his current group, now play¬
ing the avant-garde Crystal
Palace, saloon-theatre
here.
Discerning St. Louisans have
taken to previous Compass
units at the Crystal Palace
like Frenchmen to vintage.
Avines, and the habit is ob¬
viously snowballing, as the
Palace cash register will bear
Witness any evening of the
week. The Compass has been
consistently
drawing
near-,
capacity attendance, even on
Mondays
and
Tuesdays—a
neat trick if you ever saw one
in summery St. Louis..,
^
Four
Immensely talented
sprites — Alan Arkin, Anne
Meara, Nancy Ponder and
Jerry Stiller—make , up the
group under the producingdirectihg guidance of Shep¬
herd, of Avhom a theatrical
buff once said, “If David is
their Shepherd, they shall, not
want.”

September:
December:

Among ’em, the four pro¬
tagonists have a bottomless
bag of tricks and are as com¬
fortably at home with improvisatibnal. slots pulled out
of thin air froni impromptu
suggestions by patrons as.they
are with their penetrating,
rehearsed looks at the con-!
temporary scene.
: Among the. latter shenani¬
gans, there are some, highhilarity moments well calcu¬
lated to make, a sunshine boy
out of the most devout char¬
ter member of the sourpuss
Cult.
Especially memorable
in this convulsive category
are a wonderfully obstreper¬
ous family .finally, tamed down,
by tranquilizers and a string
of. satires on old movies, in¬
cluding a classic bit which
kids the toreador pants off the
Veddy, veddv serious business
of bullfigbting,: The Compass people wall be
on band all summer and will
be keeping a canny; eye on
repeat business with a con¬
stantly; changing, kaleidoscope
of material. And, of course,
they already have a head
start. in that department' with
their improvisations based on
audience suggestions, which
are naturally different, every
session.
Bob.

HUNGRY i, San Francisco
CLOISTERS; Hollywood

Booked Exclusively by IRVIN ARTHUR
853 7th Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
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VOTE FOR

JOEY ADAMS
of A. G. V. A.
American Guild of Variety Artists

WE, THE COMMITTEE OF
F 3
300
Urge All Members of the American Guild of Vdriety^Artists
TO VOTE FOR JOEY ADAMS
For President of A.G.V.A.

BECAUSE He Has Pledged to Carry Out His Platform
THE JOEY ADAMS PLATFORM

"Joey Adams it Hi*
best on* for the
presidency because
of hit knowledge of
show business. Some
are
the
people's
choice, he Is the ac¬
tor's choice because
of hit. background
and know-how of oM
the aspects of our
Industry, tie knows
the trials and tribu*
lotions of the work¬
ing performer.
He
hat gone through all
ef it himself in every
phase and he knows
what w* need and
how to go about
getting things don*
for us."
(Signed)

MILTON BERLE

AS SOON AS I AM ELECTED I WILL WORK
T.
2.
"■
3.

A pension plan for variety artists.
AGVA TV Auditions of the Air to show our
talent- •
I will go to government organizations, with
the executives of AGVA and campaign for
hundreds of hospital shows to be regularly
produced and paid for by government agen¬
cies as they now do for other shows.
4. Paid auditions at leading nightclubs all over
the country (like the old-time Leon & Eddie's).
5. With fellow executives as a committee, I- will
go to scores of industries, like General Mo¬
tors and Pepsi-Cola and ask them to appro¬
priate budgets to pay for hospital shows and
children's shows.
: ~

Return of vaudeville in some movie chains.
I have already approached heads of both
chains and they are ready to meet with us.
Shows in supermarkets. I will appoint com¬
mittees to visit supermarkets and negotiate
for week-end shows to spur their business.
Its worth 5c a head to have people come with
their children who will see shows, while the
parents shop.
;
We will have a permanent committee to see
every Congressman to demand lowering the
28% niteclub tax which is strangling business
and depriving the government itself of rev-

I will send a committee to the Lincoln Square
Project to demand we get representation and
appropriations, just as the music and the bal¬
let fields are now represented with budgets
and their own theatre there.
I will join! a committee and go to Washington
to demand that it sends out Variety units
abroad, just as it now does with music, ballet,
etc. Artists are the best good-will ambassa¬
dors. AGVA is full of them, our ambassadors
can make the peoples of the world laugh and
like us^this is the best kind of negotiation for
peace and prosperity. I will work for these
new kind of appointments for our AGVA
members.

STATEMENTS FROM SOME MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE OF 3001
living. He does not need a salary. He’s in
to the. welfare of the actor without being in
GEORGIE PRICE
solid with all the newspapermen and can go
an official capacity. It’s time that actors rec¬
f‘As. former president of AGVA arid Na¬
to them with our problems to get their aid.
ognized his worth by making him president
tional Board, member, I believe Joey Adams
of the union and thus showing our regard
will make a great president. I'm proud to
“With. Cindy working with him it helps
and
feeling
for
the
man
as
well
as
the
actor,
support him.
His humanitarian efforts in
him be an even belter president: She'g been
the past are commendable anti I'm sure lie'll . He is Our representative between the actors’,
in showbusiness herself, she's a writer and
wants arid the officials who are being paid by
use them now to help his own fellow per¬
working with him is a great asset to get our
formers.”
the actors,”
work done.
SOPHIE TUCKER
CHARLIE DALE (Smith & Dale)
Everybody, loves Joey. So do I. He's a
“Joey has worked in all phases of our busi¬
“. . . good. He will make the best presi¬
fine boy and he’ll do a fine job.”
ness. He's been in the Borscht circuit and in
dent AGVA ever had,”
the big-time and he understands the actor's
SAMMY DAVIS, JR.
“A vote for Joey Adams will bring the type
MARTHA RATE AND NICK CONDOS
^.problems. He's proven that he will go out of
of recognition, dignity and: stability that our
“Joey would be great as president! He Is
his way to do what’s right foe- the actors. He
profession so. sorely needs, so I am voting
showhusinessj himself. He struggled up by; has patience, he will listen to whatever prob¬
lems come up and go to work on them.
himself, he knows everyone in the business.
for the man and the! issues he stands for.’’ '
There’s nothing phony about Joey.
Both
PHIL FOSTER
He's ah honest guy, he's a good administra¬
Nick and I are goipg to work for him^”
I feel that Joey has contributed so much
tor and he makes better than a damn good

COMMITTEE OF 300 FOR THE ELECTION OF JOEY ADAMS
George Price
Robert Alda
Mdxie Rosenbloom
Joey Bishop
Lew Parker
Sid Gould
Hal March
Milt Ross
Leo: Fold
Bea Kalinas
- Laya Raki
Timmie Rogers
Morey Amsterdam
Jackie Clarke
Sid DeMay

Sally Moore
Jerry. Morgan
Dolores Wilson
Robert Merrill
.
Loe Wills, Jr.
Al Kelly
Martha Raya
Nick Condos
Sammy Davis, Jr.
Don Tasneii
Dagmdr
Phil Foster
Gene Baylos
Benny Fields:

Beverly Jean
Sophie Tucker
Betty George
Paul Hartman
Betty Kean
Jane Kean
Polly Bergen
Lilo
Artie Dan .
Jackie Kannon
Andrews Sisters
Johnnie Ray
Julius La Rosa
Alan Dale

Baddy Walker
Lew Nelson
Tommy Edwards
Alan Gate .
Myron Cohen
Jack Durant
Tony Foster .
Tony Bennett
Morey Amsterdam
Irving Kupcihet
Lee Mortimer
Frank Farreli
Jim. O’Connor
Bernle Allen

Regina DeFoire
Paul Bruun
Gil Rone and Stars,
Harry Mendoza.
Crosby Sisters
Red Buttons
Charlie Dale
Jack Malon
Will Waston
Paul Duke
Ice Shew International Jan. Bart
Bob Melvin
. Irving Jacobson
Mae Schoenfeld
Milt Mess
Mickey Freeman
fids Sheva
Jackie Phillips
Jo Ann Florio o
Al Bernie
Michel Rosenberg
Jackie Wakefield
Beulah Bryant
Billy Wells
Sheila Barrett
end the Four Fays
Think-a-Drink Hoffman

Rob*rtatPeters
Seymour Rexzeit
Enzio Frelani
Augie and Margo
Jackie Heller
Cy Reeves
Christine Jorgenson
Pat Rooney
Darvas and Julio George de Witt
The DeMarcos
Bobby Byron
Lew Black
Stpn Irwin
Eddie Schaefer ' Mrs. Rajah Raboid
Jan Murray
Joe E. Ross
Jack Eiqen
Mitsiko Morlgol
Monique Van Vooren
Greta Tkysseu
Bdrtion Brp*.
Step Bros.
3 Wiles
Linda Hopkins
Sessue Hayakawa Jackie Miles

(TpIS COMMITTEE IS STILL IN FORMATION)

Larry Best
The Wanderers
Alan and Rossi
Alan Drake
Leon Fields
Aratattd Marion
Tina Marie
Buddy Hackett
Alan Gale
Mao Robbins
Norman and D;ean
Lee Berman
Leslie Bros.
Hal Fisher
Leo Rivet

Pfi&IETY
NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
!;
El Rancho, Las Vegas
duce themselves while singing
('s^paealNUUU
V*
Las Vegas, July 29..
Other numbers include
Jules Podell presentation tcith •*Hello.,?
“Mack The Knife,” “Blues in the
Joe E.; Lewis, ‘'.La Nue Eve,"
Ricky Lane & Veh'eL Rose Marie, Night.” a spiritual-folk medley: of Jahine Cairo, Cliristme Fraser,.
Tony Franco. Doug Coudy. Line “Noah.” “The Fox” and “Joshua,” Dick Rice Orch (.11); presented bjj
(8’, Paul Shelley & Frank Marti “We Thought About the Act" Beldon Katiemdh; $4 minimum.
Qrcks: $5.50 minimum.
(Which features a smooth bit of
terping), and “This Was a Lovely
Turf follower. Joe E. Lewis is.
Jules podell’s s urn in e r t i m e; Way to Spend an Evening.” Solo, teamed in the Opera House here
policy is somewhat of a laboratory, Lindsay does “In a Little Spanish with a handsome bunch of fillies
test to determine future head-1 Town,” Phillip “You Are Too. Beau¬ from France—and the. show is a
liners. With this bill, the Copa- tiful” Dennis “Old Man River”
v* —
and winner by /several lengths. ‘'The
cabana seems to have two perforro-| j Gary “Baltimore Oriole.” The elder Parisian half of the bill, “La Nue
ers who can be transposed to the- Gary, sparkplug of the team, per- Eve,” is a neat balancer for Lewis,;
prime time. Ricky Lane and b^ ; formed like a vet at the opening whose, classic comedy comes across
dialect spieling dummy, Velvel, to-. si10W despite the fact that he de- better than ever. He’s blanketed;
get her with Rose Marie, constitute ; veloped a serious nosebleed half- with yocks for his parodies which
a heavily entertaining bill, onen = Way through the act. To sum up: include “70 Sek Hormones” and a.
that’s loaded" with comedy.
: • The Crosby quartet is a power- dandy newie called “How Do You;
It's been an axiom with the oldr< ; house for any nitefy or theatre,
Handicap A Dame?” He tells about
time bookers that a given card can | xhe Ashtons (6) balance the bill, his cocktail filter invention which,
never have too much comedy. lit \ and draw brisk fitting for their takes out all the harmful ingredi¬
most cases, it’s been so, but with. fasj. and furjous demos of tumbling, ents from, a drink “like ice and!
only two performers on a bill, a . opening production number con- water.” and somehow manages to
bit of competition is automatically ! cocted by Shaw-Hitchcock is a flap- consistently top. his own gags.' As
set up, and comparisons are mevit-- per_era version of the Cinderella usual; 88er Austin Mack, is his
able.
| story, and is notable in . that it potent ally.
“Les
Girls dem Paris”—14
dancers
The only debatable aspect of thi^ j introduces a redhaired looker ,
, . -—
.
. ..
bill is the routining. Either^act i named Mary Doyle who should be and four mannikins—present three
could open. As it now stands. Rose | investigated by producers seeking ; excei}en^ fast-stepping produetion
Marie is the opener. This former j star material. The top-talented
child star has long W»<toPgg| teqwr
JdthS
the Baby in front of her handle!
She is a Singer and comedienne ol SSft and from <2athy ^Stuart ™ n! re°.tw'qrk is done with notable protaste and maturity. She relies pri¬ vocals. The Stan Irwin production Cismn.
Jariine Caire. a blonde looker,
marily on special material and is in for four frames.
Duke;
wins brisk, mitting for her Frenchy
there are stretches of comedy
songology—she’s
a performer with
monolog when she scores e^r
great/ potential! Christine Fraser,
Riversides Reno
fectively. The mixture of gab and
a
callipygian
exotic,
does an excit¬
song and a unique brand of drunk (
Reno. July 31,
stories makes her particularly ef-j Betty Kean & Lew: Parker, Fly- ing strip. Showr, set for five weeks,
backed by the Dick Rice
fective here, and she’s a hit in no j ing DePaulsU6), Starlets (8), Ed--1 is capably
’
Duke.
uncertain terms.
, die Fitzpatrick Orch (10); $2 min¬
Lane is one of the hot ventrilo¬ imum.
Americana* Miami B.
quists around today. His brash arid
Miami Beach, Aug. L
impudent dummy,
'a f- With only their - television ex
Keefe Brasselle (with Al Foster),
Yiddish accent, is a
“
: posure to give locals any idea of
tion. Besides being an expert tech- th<?- Kean ^ Parker talent, the Betty Madigdh, Lee Martin Orch;
nician. Lane is able to give m 0pening night turnout was not a $3.50-$6.50 minimum.
woodcarving an ^Prefsion of ^be- : ^ smash but . auditors got a
lnganadlibber.It s a OTiooth.able sampling of what can well make
A familiar, and a new face on
and very funn> job that he does tllg du0 fop contenders on the the cafe circuit here tote up a
on this floor.
__! saloon circuit. The two (Mr. and breezy, tune-packed package in trie
A 1941 New Ac. review on RicIi-,
in real life) work. through, a j current, Bal Masque show. - that
ard Lane, who _was caugnt at me ^ high-key routine in this debut at i never lets up. throughput a bright
Roxy, indicated no
j the Riverside that includes bothJ 80-minute session,
stated that the turn lacked novelty;; fhe topical stuff an(j sketches that ( Keefe Brasselle is making his
70
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been doing for years; Joshing, sing¬
ing, hoofing and trading jibes.
She’s the energetic type, the true
trouper, while Lessy complements
her talents With his floppy move¬
ments and popcorn juggling. It’s
one act that could never split up
and each go their own Way! The
saloonatics would never condone a
break, they are so closely tied.
Their comedy turn—it could be
called the Comic. & The Chorus
Girl—is a riot of fun
ance agaipst Gray's usual humoro^eforiices to arsonous tenden-

EairmoHl9 San Fraueiset
San Francisco; July 29;
George Gobel, Carla Alberghettl,
Leslie Sheldon,- Krnie Heckscher
Orch (11) ; $2.50 covet.
George Gobel’s. low-keyed com-.
edy knocks out capacity crowd/in
his Frisco nitery debut at the Fair¬
mont’s big Venetian Room. \
Gobel comes on and for 30 minabie fashion—audieuce

roars

at

As for+Gray he’s the same little j §^nd^'Sjerially! abmSt^ a
mime with a fund of. stories, that ! mythical show biz act entitled
get their strongest impetus from j ..Lafe Tate and Pig.” Material is
liis tiling, with occasional lapses*: wonderful—for Gobel—and he also
into Trodish dialect that requires manages to work in his old, trade¬
explaining to am uninitiated, ring-, Iliai|k
WU1US up
uv this
mark 1>1UMC8.
phrases. He winds
sider. None works any harder _ or . part 0£ act by NOT singing most of
gets more yocks (what some of the; .01d jrish Mother of Mine,” antv comics would give for such bois- other bit which rates a huge laugh,
tenngl). At the opener, vras a
...
,•
, ,
table of teenagers and that toned j , Carla Alber^hetti, whom . Gobel
down his othenvise raucous excur- describes as a protegee,’ comes
sions into more indelicate subjects.! °*-****■
beautiful.-white, gown
His manner of dehvery gets him : ?bd does three numbers. This strjklaughs. no matter what:
j mg brunet soprano specializes m
t i
“
.
u. . ! opera—one of her numbers .was
JacK Hilliard, a boomm0 ban- j Mimi’s Song from “La Boheme’’—•
tone, works well as a straight and j and slie winds u with “I Could,
uncorks pipes that thunder through ; Have Danced A11 Night,” gets a
the room. His.voice would reach ; very big hand. She sings well and
every corner of the Shrine, aud but j opjy possible criticism is that she
withal the fine quality of a light needn’t have used mike; since her
opera singer, from which he de¬ voice is big enough to fill even a
toured to the saloon circuit. Gray large room like the Venetian!
winds up things with a takeoff enGobel returns for some, tom¬
masse of the Russian ballet craze, foolery’ With Leslie Sheldon, a
a holdover from past perform¬ tall,, stacked blonde whom he de¬
ances: Bob Bailey’s trio sounds off scribes as his “guitar bringerwith instruments to keep the mood buter;” He sings, straight, “Soon
hot and jazzy.
Helm.
I’ll Wed. My Love,” . kids. Ernib
Heckscher’s good band a bit and
winds up fi4-minute act doing a
Fountainhead,
funny duet with Miss Alberghetti
New Hope
on “You Are. My SunshineJ’ This,
New^ Hope* Pa.; July 31.
show figures to keep, Venetian
Alan Dale, Sid Gould, Bonnie ‘ Room packed through final night*
Stef,.:
Marie, Johnny Crawford, Mickey Aug: 19;.
Rodgers Combo (5 >; $5 minimum.

Slate Bros.* L. A.
In this rock ’n' roll era of off key
. Los AngeleSj July 28.
vocalists, it’s a pleasure to see a
Dave Gardner) Bob . Netckirk,
pro like Alan Dale work at a mike.
Sathhe used™ talk English, but he ji„ iizointt™* the^aithus!ashiI>thhSpef- \Here Is a performer with taste and . The Players (4>; $1 coder..
onri nrnsnpritv simultaiie- ’ hand that leaves tables w’onderrag, j
i^t. omce ne lacxs wnai can oe
novelty and prosperity simuu4xw .
,
nnirklv «;pt th> mre I labelled a “big ’ voice, his canny
ously. It’s solidly entertaining here,
SDOo^ of buxom Italian - stagers and writers have, taken the
£« ^
5lr |&a tSd°a “U^”i“:!W«»t;for rhythmic Raines’ tmd
rPdt of the show is a carfv-! from “My Fair Lady.” The two | triple-tempoed lyncs^the filmster
Vb? non- Coudv line with i conimand heaviest endorsement f*ms fo^possess m abundance and
J-f,; Livinsston costumes and > with an interpretation of^^ hubby! tailored fom an act that.for sheer
5® Tonv & d“helAi! taking wife to. a plush saloon lor
Foster b Keefe Brasselle^
and ^
P^r
Eejtet*.
makes for good surrounding pro-1 constantly complaining as
such tailored material that , con¬
—
-a--—T—
1-;—— 51
boozes.
duction. Hie showbacking is cuptains the personal touch from intro
Duo also rates with impresh of ditty through a sock piece, with
ablv done by Paul Shelley and
Frank Marti provides the Latin the Bickersons, a couple at home clever lyrics to match.
in bed with the male shoring and
dance tunes.
Joser
After tossing off a' ballad for
the distaffer gabbing; and a take¬ Change of pace, he hits peak re¬
off on a “Person to Person” inter¬ turns with his carbons of Durante,
Sahara* Las- Vegas
view.;
Jolson and, -of .course. Cantor; he
Las Vegas, July 28.
Opening are the Flying DePauls,
Crosby Bros. <4>, The Ashtons six gals .in a circus-paced tumbling- winds, into a begoff. Warmth - and
(6 , Mary Doyle, Dale Babcock, aero offering that rates constant goodidoks appeal to . the femmes
Cathy Stuart, Saharem Dancers, attention. The sextet is practiced and sets well with males via a
cheerful, want-tp-please attitude.
Louis Basil Orch (13); produced^ on
______
numerous, and varied_
sold__
turns.
by Stan Irwin; choreography by * and Work together for pyramiding What gab .he inserts is handled
smoothly and. indicates more of
Shaw-Hit chcock: costumes by Lloyd', ^d other group routines. Bracket- same on the humorous
numorous vein
vein coma
could
j, minimum.

!/
all-new Moro-Landis productions.
solid nitery stint and a bet for.
-^—
!;
I Eddie Fitzpatrick provides the video variety.
Even if the Crosby Bros. Rad music for the entire production
Betty Madigari precedes, and sets1
another name, their new act would l and customer dancing. Current bill a fast pace for Brasselle to follow.
Long.
have to be recorded as a definite runs through Aug. 12.
The Elizabeth Taylorish looker is
click—strictly a bigtime block¬
a fave in this territory and scores
buster attraction from all angles.
!;
again with her bouncy beats, adpoit
Galinean* Ottawa
True, the Crosby name helps,; be¬
balladings
as
Ottawa,
July
3l.
\
ltc. . , ~ and all-outs such
.
T „
cause a lot of the very funny dialog
‘Saints.. Gome
Jack Carter, Dorothy. Kramer.-Samts..
Come Marching In
is centered around the fact that
Dancers
<4)
with
Roger
Palmer
J
the boys don't mind kidding, them¬
,
> bas the visual, appeal that-marks
selves and their relationship with
Thomas °TCh| the vaudeo candidates who can
Dad. t “That’s the most applause (8 ,^$2 adm.ssion.
. | belt a. pop or special with any of
we’ve heard since we told the old
man we were leaving home.”)!,The
Temperatures andFiunuditr both | Lee Martin and his crew Back
name will also come in handy in ranged aroundthe 90 mark when; Partly .with At Foster a plus at
during curiosity seekers, some of i*S.C5jer I"*.e ^ Pttawa^rea | the 88 and as batoneer for Bras,
whom undoubtedly were in1; the debut 130! at the Gatineau Glub,.j sejie :. whose act * he has: masterCongo Room opening night when but more than. 800' Persons^col-, minded and helped write and ar.,)ue.cn(i of week are BUIy
1,354 persons showed up for the iected to g,ve him a sweltering But;r
hrtf-mirTintf reception.
ropantmn
Rticinocc is
1C _ ■ . . • . «
^
• —
- -two shows, breaking the hptel’s big-mitting
Busiriess
Daniels and Ricky. Dunn. . Lary.
expected to build from opener to
record for a preem.
Otherwise, the act can certainly reach the club’s .1,000-capacity
Band Bojc, H’wood
stand on its own merits. Each of over the weekend, and hold high to
Hollywood,. July 29.
the Bing boys—Gary, Phillip, Den¬ Carter’s closer (5).
nis and Lindsay—has inherited the
Although this is’ Carter’s first . Patti Moore, BeK ; Lessy, Billy
r__Grtiy,
Jack'
Hilliard,; Bob Bailey
paternal talents, arid each has a local booking, he had plenty, ad¬
warm personality different ifrom vance exposure , via television,! Combo (3); $3. minimum. V.
the others which blends into a. chiefly the Ed Sullivan Show,!
highly entertaining quartet, p.
which helped draw ; business. In-. They .haven’t changed much,
Wisely, the Crosby’s have se-| serting some chant and terpl | neither has their material, after
lected some of the topnotch pros in comic’s stint draws constant mitts' periodic visits the past: eight years
the biz to help them mold the act. and laughs. He brings a lot of new at this. Fairfax fun factory, but if
Nick Castle, responsible for the material here, but even W.k. stuff [ the nightowls. had a choice they’d
brilliant staging and directing, did benefits from bis expert handling.! still pick Patti .Moore and Ben
an outstanding job of helriling? He could do no wrong; tablesitters 11 'ssy, with; a hearty assist from
With Castle cracking the whip, the even applauded gags they didn’t j t^ie proprietor, Billy Gray. It's a
boys emerge as dandy dancers,, get. and hauled him back for more 1 fast two-week booking for them
weaving movement, pacing! and after he had worked more than 60 j before they depart for the east for
timing just right for the entire minutes in oppressive heat which,! nitery work and a tv pilot. Gray,
turn. The lighting is -imaginative,- incidentally, ha made the most of; however, isn’t going anywhere, so
adding to the overall effectiveness in ad lib.
! he’ll be on. view.twice nightly with
of the song & dance skits [punc¬
Same bill brings, the Dorothy;.his dialectic monolog that has a
tuated with pater. Special! nods Kramer Dancers, with Roger Pal-. way of breaking up people, mostly
should go to Bill Thompson, who mer. for a 30-day booking. Unit is the siriart crowd that frequents this
cleffod the hip vocal arrangements, on twice each show with modem [ hospice of howlarity. and to Jack Brooks and [Harry and Afro-Cuban routines. Barry f Hang out the; names of this trio
Crane, writers of the act. Maestro Dale, held over as emcee, gets to and along, about 9 the line starts
Dick Stabile is a strong asset as chant solo in four tunes. Russ forming, to. be followed by a longer
he masterfully batons the : song- Thomas house band showbacks and ] queue toward midnight. It’s strictly
ologv, fronting the Louis Basil orch plays for dancing and Kay Denison for laughs, the. kind that rock- the
chirps and 88s in the lounge. .
risibilities and /keep the bar busy.'
<13'.’
;;
As a fast opener, the boys [intro-1
Gprm. iMoore and . Lessy do what .they’ve

He can Sing casually and pleas-!
antly on tunes like “It Must Be j
True” and:“Come Rain or Shine” !
oi he can belt on liis “Laugh Clown.;
Laugh” which, he segues into i
Laugh”;
"Pagliacci.” He even does a semijazz singer bit on “Lulu’s Back in
Town.”
Dale scores on accurate Impreshes of Vaughn Monroe: . Don
Cornell, Tony ' Martin, Jimmy
Durante, Billy Eckstine, Dean Mar¬
tin and Frankie Laine. He sings
amazingly like each of these* art*
ists But overaccents their, unique

-Newkirk, whose voice Is solid in
register..and acceptable.
as Ji.climbs toward falsetto, .comes
on big and stays that wa>v belting
?,uch_.beim5le_
^ as_ Birth.-ofthe Blues,” “I Get a Kick Out of
You,” “Granada.”; and “J Can’t
Give You Anything. Biit Love,”
backed imaginatively by the Play¬
ers.
His stage personality, however,
appears to be a creation of pure
technique which effectively exudes
great, self-confidence: but which
also suggests conceit: He grins

and Larne s exuberance.
. J should seem spontaneous. In this
In comic Sid Gould, making his ease they appear calculated for efsecond appearance at the Foun-1 feet, thereby destroying, their eftainhead this summer,^ Dale found . fectiveness:
a man he could do some clowning j The young actor-singer; despite
with,
[these, criticisms, looks like a
Gould . Is a whimsical man and : coiner.. He. has looks arid a voice
his. humor is easy to. take. A cold : with . lots of power! As is, he’s
midnight : crowd greeted him on /entertaining, but if he can. develop
Friday <31) and he had to pull out! a more, natural delivery he can go
his familiar; garne of playing names all: the way. to the top.
Dave G ard n er, iconoclastic
of old time filrri stars with the audir
erice. This w;armed them up and comic, will, hold over for one week
they really got with, him when he as headliner; To ask an. Iconoclast
sang his song about things and to alter, his material would be to
persons named Morris — from destroy his value, but it’s un¬
Morris Singer (the Foutainhead fortunate; that Gardner’s wit ap-:
owner) to the Morris chair and pears to support racial bigptxy.
His. burlesque of supposed Negro
Morris Plan!
Bonnie Marie is a young; dark- j .folkways would . be more .in the
haired, \ dark-eyed hoofer who 1C0^<?°tradition., if he pre¬
knows her way around a dance! sented it to a Negro audience,
. Glen;
floor. Johnny Crawford is emcee!-.should he dare.
and the Mickey Rodgers cortlbo,
getting a better sound each week,,
Cork Club* Houston
backs the acts and plays for danc¬
Houston, July 27. .
ing.
. Bitt.
Maureen Cannon, Mel Aroin
Qrch (5 ) ; no cover or minimum. ]
Little Nugget* Omaha
Maureen Cannon parlays' her
Otnaha, Aug. 1,
Bob ■ Darch; no cover or; mini¬ good; versatile voice j. a personality
as
winning as a royal' flush With
mum. ■■
an effervescent style, to cake in top .
returns
in her second club date in
Biggest nitery hit to play Oniaha
in several semesters is “Ragtime” Houston, A.:- polished performer.
Bob Darch arid his honkytonk Miss Cannori. plays best to , an In¬
piano, fitting m excellently with timate aud,. which she has here: ..
Operiing with “Shine On .Your
the oldtime; atmosphere of the
Sheraton - Foritenelle’s .elaborate Shoes,” femme moves easily
new Little Nugget room. Complete through varied repertoire of “If I
with gaudy vest, sleeve protectors, Could Be With You,”; “Don’t Take
crimson armbands, strawhat and Your Love From Me/’ “Sister..
cuspidor,- Darch bangs away, at his Kate,” “Till- There Was You,” spe¬
88er, which has signs and drawings cial material, of “I Belong To Glas¬
painted all over it
gow,” “Oh . Johnny,” and closing
While Darch. isn’t a particularly “Bill Bailey.” . She does some cruis¬
outstanding piatiist, his gimmicks ing among the tables, which comes
more than make up for ariy short¬ of better then most, as her,seem¬
comings. One second he’s offering ingly good humor is infectious.
free snuff! to the ladies and the Style runs frorii the,slowdown Used
next is giving a five-minute, de¬ in “Sister Kate” through the Scot¬
scription of how a certain song was tish. accent—backed by tarn, scarf
composed, where it was printed, and cane props—of “I Belong To
'etc;Glasgow,”'the balled style of “Till
Darch’s gags are chiefly norny* There Was You” to the foot-stamp¬
but the customers don’t mind. His ing begoff; . ..
Mel Arvin orch, a very good
music is strictly from the 18901915 period and if he repeats dur¬ small combo, has fine touch.. With
ing his four-hour stretch, it’s usu¬ thrush’s arrangements, and makes
ally . bis favorite, yFlicker Red custohier terping a pltftsure.
i
. Skip.
Rag.” Bie excellent^
. .Trump.
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debut, gets good reaction with his I
( loisler, I'hi
Latin Quarter, X,' Y.!
Chateau Madrid, -N. Y. make the grade or! eitjher score.
subtle standup comedy. Satirical j
Chicago Julv *>8
Pepe Lara, Cuarteto Triana, An¬ His comedy is embarrassing and
(FOLLOWUP)
tricks are. slow and belong in
gel Mancheno, Juan Mejia, Ramon his
The
Donn
Arden
marathon
pro¬
the “talented amateur” category.
jects as Gcimanj rebuilding her. p»n,p?ift Trjn.
+,.v. j
Echduz, Ralph Font &" Panchito
0> 91 COl-e7‘ tu()^‘^
Lottie Turner is a shapely red¬ duction at the E. M. Loew-Eddle, 1 war machine, bullfighting, and the.
Qrctis; $5-$6 minimum.
head who does a record act, a la Risraan nitery is . being given a way thesame joke is told in differmighty
boost
,
by
the
engagement
ent languages. Hastings is a clever;
•
“
~
Betty. Boop, to give M a y.n ar d
Angel Lopez has one of the best Meyer's little orch required AFM of Vivienne Della Chiesa, who performer who would be a strong1
ke offered nothing more, than
preemed July 30. While she' made asset to any bill, ard he probably
rpbust and enticing baritone,
bills iii some time at. ,his Latin rest period!
her N. Y. cafe debut much earlier
bea major leaguer before too Lonnie Satim wou.d still have
emporium. It’s & packaged show !. Emcee Eddie Troy is a throw- this year at the Waldorf-Astoria,, Will
long. .
/ample cabaret .credentials, V,h;:t
back to baggyparits burlesque who
headed by singer Pepe Lari; who is supposed to tell; a few jokes her curtrent date is her: initital Broad¬
Al. Jahns and Ins .orch expertly i really cements the stint with eushas. surrounded himself with some tween acts arid keep show, moving way night club appearance. And weave the notes for the Martv tomers, however, are the dramatics
with impressive sineerprime dancers and instrumeptalr. along. He. does exactly. the oppo- She scores here as readily, as she [ Hicks production, which is in foV bf
Duke. : ity- And for another thing, they
He delays show terribly and, did at the hotel- Miss Della Chfesa : eight frames.
ists, and provides an excellent: and ;j site.
,
__
!give him. an identity the iraporeven, worse, is an inept storyteller. held the dinner crowd, always a
exciting, blend of entertaining. .
■ v- ^
-w
—
Uance of which too many singers
I . Show, which- runs through Aug.. tough one, with, rapt attention!
Tidelands, Houston
fail to grasp.
Lara is a former member of Los . 9, has to be tightened greatly and through her well-chosen 35-minute
Houston, July 28. j Sattin tips the tone of his turn
Chavales . de Esparia (The Kids : owners should consider hiring a /repertoire.
Earl. Grant & Trio, Jewel Brown,! from the outset, piping “With a
from Spain) who have; played the single W:k. name to get top billing j Wearing a red slipper- satin.cape,
prime' spots in the area for a num¬ <all billing is, now equal) and to this highly attractive operatic j Don Cannon Orch (6); no cover Song in My Heart” from the floor
j for immediate attention that sussinger captivates her audience, ■ or minimum.
Stef.
ber of years. Having gone, into serve as show’s focus..
• . ~
i tains. He treats some standards,
from the outset. Miss Chiesa still j
business for himself, he has
is using “Non, Dimenticar” (Don’t ! Indefatigable Earl (One More ?‘hen ;ncSrks 1''is..AtTh®spt^aininf
gathered together a, flock of enter¬
Arpeggio.; X.. Y.
Forget - Me) as her oriening—and Time) . Grant has as great a musical. {SLn
tainers; ’this not only serves to
^
^'.e.r ^ai.k
create a self-contained revue but . Bernard Peiffer Trio, Vic Dick- with the . usual effectiveness.. As act as there is in the country for j
functions as a showcase which re¬ kenson. Quartet, Lucille Howard; ever, she. has the poise and charm buffs who like their tunes swingy.!
prises his former environment to $3.50 minimum.... weekdays, : $4.50. to immediately catch her auditors’ And he $hows surprising adeptness j
frnm
d
^
a certain extent,
weekends.
' ; attention.: As one wag expressed it at the softer stuff in an unusual
(These are his standbys, of course.
^“the “Don’t Forget Me”, tee.off dual hiiifncr hpre
Lara is a pleasant singer
seeiris superfluous so well does.she
Grant
plays
an
early
show
at
the
!
f”dt
^
possessed , of looks, romantic Latin
Although. Bernard Peiffer and
.
Trans-World Cluh in Houston’s
50l^ei„frners^L_,for him) tunes
; garb, but seemingly Weighted down Vic Dickenson are not new to the grip a: night club crowd.”
The faster “Guaghone”;! song dowmtown- Montagu Hotel, then ^
......4
with the. responsibility of making Gotham! jazz scene, the Arpeggio
follows,
and
then
Miss
Chiesa
takes
gabd in a new venture. Once he I is. With New York currently on a off her cape to reveal a gorgeous , WseSTidclanhdS Club’for’
1
fu™^r
^^st Ume around Some
gets this enterprise humming, the l jazz upbeat, the Arpeggio looks
&
mI.’ AJS "£the niaterial soems to be iraying,
effect on his pipes will be notice¬ j like a going concern right from the lame gown. “You and The Night
^
aroet,¥ri5 ^ and overall the.turn is more fragand the Music” proves a terrific
able* He lacks the ease of his for¬ ; outset. ..
-Imented and lurching now. Some
further establishing how much
mer association. Nonetheless, there [ Main thing going for the room hit/
wS'h uld
his fa? Sags wow ’em, but he
home Miss Chiesa is with any
is still a lot to commend him. He I is its setup. It’s decored with. chic at
h8rlcs back to that pose a bit too
handles a romantic Spanish tune, j pnd plenty of room at the bar or type of song.
Newkirk, who booked the show for often. Still very much in his favor,
“Magic.
Is
the
.Moonlicht”
Is
an¬
houses.
1 though, is a strong ad lib ability,
and several-in. English with finesse jin the. dining area to allow!, for
favorite here. Miss Chiesa the respecUve ^osmian
and ..delicacy and some even with ! comfortable tippling, eating and other
shares the that talent almost compensating
explains, that before going on her
a degree of robustness! He will get I listening. Designed by Rudi Ben- current night club tour she was spotlight with Maurice Simon, on for the dull spots at show caught,
Sometimes Morton’s ideas are
along in single harness.
I schi his first Cafe job, the room is told she should have ?t least one sax. and Bill Norris, on -drums.
Of his surrounding talent, there .' airy and! pleasing and a far cry classical number in her lineup. Both have a couple of solos, and j more clever than their execution,
jgre some outstanding. moments. ! from the layout of the cellar cribs With this she . introes What she Simons impressions of Rpse!e.g„ the bits on voices that don’t
Llis Cuarteto Triana, who delve in- i usually associated with a jazz pres- ! termed the classic Of all time, and Murphy and Louis Armstrong are‘ fit their occupations, and famous
*
*
, .
, [paintings talking back to their
*rto flamenco as well as classical ! entatiori. Spot is Owned by Willie ! then subtly segues into “St. Louis
Iberian terps', display skill and ! Shore, Michael Macario arid Irving i Blues” , for a real surprise. She ♦Title of master musician, in-j creators. His beatnik poetry to
fire. The, two couples comprisihg i Beck who’ve put as much stress on jdoes this with the verve of a blues ciden tally, is for real, for Grant {jazz reading is too much like the
holds a masters degree in music mccoy instead of wildly spoofing,
this turn are good at the ensemble { the menu as the music. In all it Vsiriger. .!
•;
work, provide an integrated and [adds up to one of the most com- •j,!- A highlight is “Scarlet Ribbons.” .from USC. Yet his flair for a tune; and it met with too much silence.
entertaining series, of dances which ; fortable spots in town to: dig the which sh° uses to bring in a med- Was not learned in any institution. I Funster is attractive and has a glib
are well costumed and performed. beat
.
•; lew of “Affair To Remember” and Sitting at an organ. Grant on oc- style, but some freshening is in¬
Their topper is the Jota Aragonesa. ;/ Bernard Peiffer once again dem- '“Around the Worid.” This intro¬ vasion swings—there’s a good! dicated.
a picturesque country dance, and ; oristrates that he’s a slick keyboard duces Drbhablv the h;«hest note word—to a piano and alternates | Joe Parneiio Trio, switched from
La Gitana, performed with the ; performer. ..Working with Dick ' reached in hef recital. “Goodbye to between the two, adding excellent ■ the defunct Black Orchid,’ showvocals to most of the tunes, the backs ably. Della Reese and Ray
others in the troupe.
[ Scott (drums) arid Ernie FurtardO •Rome” offers nice contrast as she exceptions being • a cpuple of Hastings are due iri Aug. 18.
Another exciting effort is by ( (bass), Peiffer establishes a neat ' sings, first in Engbsh, then Italian/ strictly instrumental numbers.
Pit.
Angel Mancheno, a lither tefper . sound that’s easy to take. He works ; The signoff piece is “Anema Core,”
Grant opens both sho,ws with
-—who works with ; skill and vigor. ; through a familiar, book that even j which rincs in an Italian medley:— “Olfl Man River,” and when the
n
.1 Taharin Tnfino
Bal
Tabaria.
Taboo
•
“Dicitencpllo
Vuie”
>nd
“Non
DiThere are some wild:moments. He ' those who aren’t too familiar with
laud response is particularly heayv
11111 1 ?
captures the fire and ardor of. the jazz interpolations can understand. [ meriticer.” last-ramed' bemg a ref ! for a number, he turns to his
Lake Tahoe. ^ujy
July 28.
, r „L^k<L-T“i[oe‘
of “Don’t Forget Me.”
flamenco and hits an applause
! musicians and says, “One more
Nick Lucas & His Troubadors
Troitbadcrs (3)
Sharing the podium with Peiffer j• prise
Robert KroU takes a- bow as her time;” runnirg through another! Viith Carla Lucerne; Ted Boyer,
•jackpot in two, brief efforts. The . is the Vic Dickenson 'Quartet. With:
musical backing is topped by Ra¬ j the maetSro on trombone, combo is i arranger and Conductor ris .does Jo chorus or two. Other tunes per- Novehtes 13); no cover or mini-.
mon Eehauz, conducting the Ralph : made up of Gene Smith (drums), ’Lombardi (his. skilled crew was formed in both shows are “When mtim.
Font band, and Juan Mejia plays a Vinnie Burke (bass) arid Lou Car- augmented bv several musicians) The Saints,” . “Volare,” “Kansas
t
-7
strong guitar to accompany several j ter (piano). The. boys, all top in- vfor the superb backing given her. City Here I Come,” “Fascination”
Nostalgia, hypnosis, and novelty
numbers.!• The relief m.iisic is by ! strumeritalists, whip up a musical ‘Miss Chiesa drew surh an ovation and “Birth of the Blues.” Tideland balance this second show of the
!
at
the
cloce
that
she
finally
nuietly.
Panchito, and the Latin/, dancers [ storm in unison, and stir up. excite¬
performance of the latter number summer tourist season at the Bai
seemingly get their money’s worth. ment when they’re off on solo ;.bowed off to permit the show to is a story in itself. There was no Tabarin’s terraced dining room,
| go on.
j licks. Combo has a musical flair j . /Otherwise, this LQ show is. much time for rehearsal for the opening, And the entertainment lineup se1 and delivers enough musical imag- i the same as the last one with the so Grant called Don Cannon and lected by director Tom Gerun (with
I ination to hold tabler interest:
exception of Gene De Troy and the his trumpet to the floor to fill in Shecky Greene headlining the
Moulin Roug<v Son the ‘‘Birth” bit. The result, opening, show) for the full season
; ^ San Francisco. July 29.. I At. the keyboard during the ear- ! Marques Family of trained mon- strictly off the cuff; was what jazz ! indicates better than so-so biz at
}
lier
cocktail
horir
is
Lucille
How!
keys..
This turn has been around
. Carol King, Kitty Cole Quartet, I ard who demonstrates that she
years and, clicking as. bi^ as: was intended to' he, and hrought: this leading club on the north end
Lee ArnoUx, Tommy Coniite Trio, | knows her way around pop starid- for
! of the lake.
ever, even down to the motbrbiire the top'ovation for this club.
: Frail OrBrien,. DOttie Turner, Edr. : aids arid show-tunes..
Jewel Brown; added to the Tide- I For most of his turn, Nick Lucas
Gros.
climax. Alcetty with his remark¬
die. Troy, Maynard Meyer. Orch
able platter twirling and balaric'J*g lands bill: for an all-sepia show, is: follows a theme suggested by his
(4); $1 admission.
act is still here, as is Jack Durant. a yoUng song stylist with a future, j opener; “Seems Like Old Times.”
HarraSr s, Lake Talioc
Latter likely will be around at this A Houston girl and a discovery of} And auditors’ reactions (with the
This Is a new nightspot; seating
spot for: some ’ time to come. Per Grant’s, Miss Brown has a Harlem t palming evident as soon as a title
. Lake "Tahoe, J!uly 28.
around 175, arid. its. two-hour show
usual, he is. cleaning, up, mainly stylei although most of her pro ] is recognized) assure the vet showsubstantiates the fact that a. club :Kay. Starr, Stanley Boys CD; with his routine of gags and quips. polish, was gained in: clubs on the • nian he’s making the right selecsimply can’t, book a number of acts, Mulcays: (2)Steiner Bros. (3), He still clicks with that backslan¬ Coast. She sings with a true feel- {lions, and most are identified with
and open its doors. That is, a show, Leighton,Noble Orch (10); $2 min¬ ting routine and checks in With ing for a tune, and has a body that} his name. The Lucas chords still
has to be planned, built carefully imum. .:
just enough singing to enhance his detracts not a hit from her presen- j respond with the distinctive tones
and rehearsed to - some extent, at
tation. She joins Grant during part i and his stylizing is unchanged. And
turn.
least.
| To hang the name of Kay Starr
; his guitar is stili his constant
Lombardi plays the. show with of his turn for .torrid terping.
Bits of this show are well-re! ; on any marquee in the Repo-Lake effortless skill while Buddy HarGrant adds a bass from the companion. His energy and purity
ceived: other parts bomb horribly. j Tahoe area assures/, better than 10we orch provides dance relief. . house band at each place, with Ned of tone belie his age.
Overall; the pace, is! slow, which is ! just good b.o.—and in this reprise
Backing Lucas are the TroubaWear.. Harrington, who fills for pianistpartially attributable to the fact j she. effortlessly proves she’s lost
organist Glen Pigott between dor5 (Mel Obsen on drums, Jce
that;owners Meyer Neft and Dave | none of the lure that, keeps the
: Traris-Wbrld show's, sitting in on Burns on string bass, and Clark
Rapken are trying to operate on a j rope up for. both shows each night: Thnnderbirtl. Las Vegas 1 the early performance there. At Keen on piano) wTith Carla Lucerne
continuous policy; : Unfortunately; • Arid. Miss Starr’s is a name that
Tidelands, Don Cannon’s Keith i handling the vocals on three titles
Las,Vegas. July .30.
they don’t have.or can’t afford the draws both locals and tourist with
“Ecstacy On Ice:- Leny Evetr Robinson joins the show with his ’ each show. The Troubadors all
talent, necessary for this kind of that extra buck that can be left at song; Ray Hastings, George Arnold, bass. Both do fine jobs w’ith the ’ show talent in backing Lucas, and
policy.';■ "
the tables. ;
•
. / Alice Farrar, Jimmy Carter,: Bill Grant beat.
Skip, j Miss Lucerne (with the group for
Carol King is a sinuous, sexy !; Miss Starr lias changed her rou¬ Carey; Donna Cook. Phil Richards.
| the Bal Tabarin engagement only)
brunet who dances.. She comes on tine only a bit from the last time! Ice Cubeties (8), Exotics (9), AX —-—--—---— , makes for good listening and lookin a S p a n i s h Costume; later around, and auditors’ encouraged
h .
n
■
ing- She is French-Swiss and leans
Johns
Orch
(13)
;
producer
by
Mar-;
switches, to a gold lame gown and ment indicates she needs only one
NOlISfi K6VI6W
on a heavy accent to put across her
winds up in what can best be de¬ or two new titles each time to pre¬ ty Hicks; stayed by George Arnold;
Dietrich-type styling. Miss Lucerne
$3
minimum.
scribed as a sort of African native’s vent doing a carbon. For the. rest
; Continued from pace 44 ;
has the sav\y and looks to hold
costume. She writhes and wriggles of her turn it’s, her big hits that
■ '^'
the vocal spot with any of the
Ice shows in the desert seem to
to a variety Of music^this is one tablets give the heaviest palming/
Meiropole, Glasgow
better small groups playing class
cut removed from a strip act—and such as “Wheel Of Fortune ” “Side have a special fascination, and this : is coiripleted by Jack E. Raymond, supper clubs,
gets a fair hand: The main .attrib¬ By Side” arid “What Can I Tell My one," called “Ecstacy On Ice/’ has i a slick English foil. The laughter
Ted Boyer, making his bow in
utes of her dancing are ajri eye¬ Heart.” She . is ably backed in the an extra boxoffice gimmick—skat¬ dept, doesn’t aim high, either, but the Reno-Tahoe area, makes hyppopping bust arid hips*
vocal department by the. smooth ing nudes. Three production ice it brings useful palming from most nosis look no more difficult than
Spectaculars,
beautifully
staged
by
The Kitty Cole Quartet does a . harmonics of. the: Stanley Boys.
outfrqnters, a goodly cross-section making with a steady monolog of
:
mildly pleasant turn .singing a
The Mulcays, a mixed harmonica Geiwrge vArnold, sandwich chirner of average Glasgow working-class “sleep deeply” chatter. Subjects
number of standards and 'Special¬ team (Mr. rind Mrs. in real life), Leny Eversong . arid comic Ray people,
called (the ones who don’t respond
ties and it improves as Miss Cole show talent with a repertoire in¬ Hastings into a show that comes
In the song dept. Buddy Logan almost immediately to his talents
and her three male companions cluding“Caravan’- and “Zing Went across with sound theatrical effect. (yet another member of the vaude are returned to the audience) are
Skaters
.Alice
Farrar
.and
Jiriiroy
warm up. They get generous ap¬ The Strings of My Heart.” With
family) garners palining for his guided through a series of routines
Carter stand out as a graceful warbling
plause. (See New Acts.)
the Mulcays the appeal is both team,
of pop tunes. The Ajax designed to provoke yocks, such
and singer-skaters Donna
. Lee Arnoux is a stacked brunet- visual and vocal.
Trio
are., femme! harmonists who as reacting to suggestions they are
Cook and. Bill Carey ate highly
looker in a silver-grey sheath who
The Steiner. Bros:, age 13 to 17, effective in each of several places have yet to come on apace in pre- cold, hot, thirsty, or are dancers
tries hard to belt sprigs — “Sing on this playback in the Renoappear iri the show. Arnold senting their act, Billie Wyner has or singers. And the post-hypnotic
You ’Sinners,”-. “Black Coffee,” “A : Tahoe , area show they’ve done, they
is involved in a helter- the popular touch with her piano- suggestions, with subjects reacting
Good Man Is Hard' to Find,” much rehearsal, albeit the, last trip himself
skelter
of . leaps and SDins with strumming for aud participation in after being returned to the tables,
“Hello, My Baby,” “I Wish I Could offered precision routines in the partner hit
offer a hard-to-believe proof of the
.Phil. Richards that gets community tunes.
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate.” On terp departrrierit that were near, gasps and
Doreen & Sylvia Stevens aid iri Boyer hypnotic ability. He pull? off
yocks.
. last number she shimmies, a little. flawless. The lads have a refresh¬
the accordion slotting. Keeping up his part with heavy competition
Leny
Eversong,
billed
as
“extra
But she doesn’t sing very well, arid ing look for the nitery set,;arid added.” sings her six songs away the family tradition, Grace Ross from the noises of slot machines
audience knows it.:
their, choreog is top league. .The from the chilly stage—in fact, the (in private life, Mrs. Jimmy Logan) and players at the dice tables,
Tommy Conihe Trio, a fine male three have great potential and returid Brazilian songstress per¬ supports with the young femme
The Novelites’ contribution is a
tap dancer and two?long-legged with expert .handling .should have forms frofn the entire of the pr- role in scenas. At show caught, an zanyr raucous bit of comedy and
girl assistants;, offer best act of the no! trouble in holding dates in only chestra pit. Her big voice stirringly Irish ceilidh band offered all the music that’s heavy on the prop
show and rate a hefty ovation from the class rooms.
offers “Granada,” “Tenderly,” . “La sentimental blarqey and melody of routines and sometimes goes too
customers. (Reviewed tinder New , Entire show is under the critical Ciilribachero,” “I Cried: For Yoti,” ‘Quid Gireland. J. F. Masterten- far with the indigo lines.'Trio
Acts,! .- •
. ..'• V:-•
baton of Leighton Nqbte. Show “I Can’t Give You Anything But batons die. house orciv with Jack works hard, the timing is good,
•Bhort megglitg the entire layout; ih tmt. the material could be more
Fran ,03ri€h is hilled as “a runs through Aug. H with Liberate Love”, 'jrud “Jezebel:” ,
; eomedy magician” and. doesn’t, scheduled to follow.
Long,'
Long.
Ray Hastings, making his Vegas for duration’of summer. Gord. 1 selective.
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Variety

LECimUTl

The Pra^on Slaver I; f niece, one of whom schemes to
Cuiid Hail presentation of Ronald Raw-1 electrocute her and inherit the
con Production of three-act (seven scenes): fortuned The beer-driiiking auntie
ti’med Ru»h RR?SS>n-'- tS?M '““wuuLm' i manages to survive voltage, but she
RHmanf nghUn? Dan Butf.‘ Featured conveniently dies, after disinheriOrson Bean. Kathleen Maguire. Walter ting the homicidal nephew in her
Matthau. Georaie Kaye. Siri. George Turner. John Griggs. Harry Holcombe. Beutah
..
..
•
'
. •
...
Garrick, Ram Winslow. Vince O’Brien, :
Catherine Payne does a creaitPortha_ Duckworth. Luke_ Halpin.^Opened

a|jle

j0b

a5

theeCCeritClC, beneVO-

pecially effective in: the scene
when told of the death of his wife
and children. Henderson Forsythe
is a dignified Binquo, and Michael
Wager a stalwart Malcolm. Betty
Miller fine as. Lady. Macduff. Eda
Reiss Merin, Mary Perrine and Pa¬
tricia O’Grady are vivid as three
witches.
The costumes are colorful and
the : battle scenes. . are big and
broad. The snag with this “Mac¬
beth” . is that. there’s too much
going on [offstage, and not enough
audible on. •
Guy. .

Wednesday, August 5* 1959

One of the most colorful summer shows In Europe today Is a pro¬
duction of Freidrich Schiller’s five-act drama "Wilheljn Tell” at Altdorf, Switzerland, Festspielhaus, right on the spot of the Swiss nation¬
al hero's legendary deeds. It’s played by the village inhabitants, fill
amateurs, many of whom are descendants of Old Wilhelm himself.
This, plus patriotic pride mingled with sheer enthusiasm for ‘‘actingcauses them to volunteer gratis for the performance of the, by a loiig
shot, most popular of all classical dramas in Switzerland.
Tell is played by an innkeeper, Gessler (the villian) by an attorney, .
other roles by a veterinarian, a butcher, a barber, a dentist, a printer,
shopgirls; . housewives, teachers, bank clerks, architects; merchants,
shopowners, pupils, tradesmen, et al. it’s staged, however by5 a pro,
Ervyin Kohlund.
:

’ I lent aunt, guzzling her beer from
the Can and making the most: of her
tew good comedy lines. June PrudV
Homme, a veteran at the local
( radio and All
strawhat, is also saddled with alNew Hope, Pa., July 31. ;
most impossible dialog and a barely
Mike Ellis production. of three-act (five
Legit has lost a promotional outlet viith last week’s discontinuance e£
existent ingenue role, butalsoinan- scenes* comedy' by Sumner Arthur Long.
Direction,
Henry .Denker; setting, W’. Kenneth fianghart’s two-hour disk jockey-nevvs bulletinTinteryiew radio
ages to! come over acceptably..
Broderick Hacked; lighting, Al Wagner.
7
As the detective. Jay Lanin is Stars Loring Smith. Una Merkel, Dick.Van series Monday^Friday afternoons on WEAF, -New' York. Although the
believable in the romantic scenes Dyke; features. Salty Kemp, James Aren- showr has been on the air several years and sponsorship was. sold put/
%vith the ingenue, but appears al- ton. Helena Keith. Opened July 47, '59. it was replaced by several short disk-spinner stanzas.
at . the Bucks County Playhouse,. New
most embarrassed as he is called Hope;. Pa,; $*.50
; Banghart, a onetime actor, former summer theatre producer and fre¬
This Robert Asherman comedy upon to give orders to the police
quent legit investor;. gave extensive coverage to the Broadway theatre,
.Television and film scripter not only presenting following-day comment.tm the openings, and a sum¬
is a pleasant enough piece for a and other characters,. John Eames
warm summer evening in the overacts the role of -the would-be Sumner Arthur Long has written mary of the reviews in the New York dailies, but interviewing stage per¬
.
_ in
...
.
some funny lines for his new coni- I sonalities and reporting theatrical new;s highlights.. He continues his sev¬
country,
but has _„
little chance
the* colder atmosphere of Broad- and Carolyn Miller, as the would-be 1 edy, ‘‘Cradle and All;” but has i eral regular news programs on television and radio; but will no longer
wiv Th^ author has written heat killer, displays moments of talent. I failed to supply even a semblance be able to devote special time to legit coverage.
bits' of*' dialog and action, and. Charles Leslie plays a bumbling of a plot.
i
adaDt-'d others equally effective.; nephew as well as can be expected
The strawhat crowd at the Bucks ;
The Drury Lane Theatre, year 'round stock operation in Chicago, Is
but the oiav fails to make its points under the circumstances, and Don County Playhouse : laughed long
cirnnlv bv not sticking to it That’s Douglas and Elena . Rafael are and loud at the antics of •veterans dabbling in merchandising techniques as boxoffice stimulants. Th®
theatre
recently effected a tie-in with a domestic vineyard in connec¬
Indicated in thl cast 6f 14 char-' lost..in other, parts...
| Una Merkel and Loring Smith arid j
acters of which at least three bon-1.; WllJlam Push’s direction keeps j tv comic Dick Van Dyke, the latter.! tion with the presentation of "Champagne Complex,” with Peggy King,
starring:
Beverage Was: poured free and freely for the first-niters.
trihnte onlv brief comedy spots the play moving and nas brought making his. stage debut; /Upon reirre’evant to the centiil actiotf
f out the few bright spots. The light-1 flection, however, -the playgoers I During Denise Darcel’s engagement in "Remains to be Seen,” start¬
irrelevant to the cential acuoj.
; mg i*also excellent, especially in must have wondered what they ing next week,; the Worth perfumery will merchandise Je Revienv
The s>or> concerns, an easy-go-.; tllc sceneS played in a shadow / laughed at
J first-niters getting free flasksf. Drury Larie has found that its tie-ins
ing Madison Ave. talent agent and- effect .
x
j The birdlike Miss Merkel plays pay off particularly in trade journal coverage outside of show business.
his effic.encj-minded wife. He
The Totem Pole Playhouse IsbmiffdleaeedhOusewifewhodisw-ants his home to be a refuge from 5ealltifUiiy situated on a wooded covers she- is about to become a
business, while she has introduced hillside in Caledonia State Park,; mother for the second time This
office-like routine to the homB and on Route 30 about halfway between j causes chaos in the household
has turned her organizing efforts Gettysburg and Chanibersburg. \ since the first “child” is a 26-yearto the office.
|.
ihe audience is not only, local, but [ 0{d married woman. When the latbecause the company lacks inajor
Realizing that their marnag^ has: comes from nationwide visitors to •ter learns the news, she looks, at
Canasta de Moos
boxoffice names, attendance has
me to mean little to either , of the nearby Gettysburg battlefields; her portly, gray-haired father and:
(Parcel, of Children)
them, she suggests a plarined and museums.
Norm.
been sparse arid the financial fate
cries. "Father; how could you?”
Mexico City. July 14.
divorce—something they can work
t—^—
of the enterprise seems dubious.
Later, she moans, "Howv will I
Laurie plays the title role in
and save for over a period of time. I
3Iaebeth
introduce the baby, to my friends?”
The husband breaks his legjat ai
. ’
. Boston, July 3i. . Smith plays the father broadly. ■; ria. Stars Emperatri7 Carhajal. Erancisco ; “Lear” at evening performances,.
Raul Earell, Libertad Ongay. ; with Alden faking the role
at
party, and while he convalesces,! Cambridge Drama FesUval presentation Miss. Merkel is beli
believable as; the Jambrina.
Opened July. 2, *59. at Ariel Theatre.
matinees. . When the company
is entertaining Mexico City; 9G6 top.
I
moves on to Adelaide, the guest
,, wuhv...^ —— -. ,13 mini., uucLLiuuf jwiiiiveiu. uccur, . u^ luv. uunu^vuuvu sori-in 1 aw and j
and antagonizing clients but ob-* David Hays; artistic supervision. Michael SallyKemp is pretty as the daugh-J
“Canasta de Ninos” ("Parcel of star will also portray Shylock in
taining the contract that wilLmake g^er^:sc^siobh^wfe
ter. James Arentoti plays t.he doc- Children”) is a bedroom farce cen¬ "Merchant” and "B o 11 o m in .
the d.vorce financially possible. Georgy Mathews. Henderson Forsythe. tor who breaks the new:s to mother. tering around a jet-age stork that Dream” (the roles have previously:
Then she^ decides ^he warns to go
^aM:H^eno
o.^oid ^ho presents its bundles of joy to un¬ been alternated by Alden and.
back to being a wife, with no m- at the Metropolitan Boston Arts Center . wants, her customers to have cefer- willing ladies. It’s a light and O’Shaughnessy) arid Autolycus ia
terest in the office.
i Theatre, Boston:
top. „
.
■ ences:
frothy .play,, whose chief function "Winter’s Tale.”
Alderi. besides directing arid
The Madison Ave*. non-conform-; 1 ches
* Re«s ..ienn^Mary o^Grkdv ; Henry Denker has done aslwell i§ to present risque scenes,. un¬
1st is played engagingly by Orson Captain ....
Jim Bay as could be expected in directing a dressed actresses and double-en-. alternating as Shylock and Bottom,
i has also beeri playing Leontes in
Bean, who has developed -the- act.
which, never gets rolling. W, tendre.
The first-night audience got . "Tale.” Other notable perform-?
of looking bewildered into an art ponaibain
John.Karlen .Broderick HacketCs setting of »•
wiUiam_Myers : middle-class New England home is laughs out of the proverbial bed¬ ances given by Elaine Montgomerie
involving a whole catalog of body
room scenes and dialog, but by the ; as Portia in "Merchant,” Helena in
J^G^e
Bitt.
and facial movements. Kathleen Macbeth . ...
•. Jason
Robards Jr. attractive.:
Henderson Forsythe
third act the pace began to pall, j "Dream” and Hermione in "Tale”;
Maguire is attractive and j: com- t ganquo - ^
and repetition of the same innuen¬ Jessica Noad ias Paulina in "Tale”
petent as the wife, but neither part Messenger ..............
Miller Lide
dos a little tiring. Also, a moralistic/ and Goneril in "Lear”; John Craig
is rievelooed to the point of' audi- Fieance :...... Ralph wmiams
finale, with “advice” to parents and ! as Launcelot Gobbo in "Merch¬
ence infentiticatior.
1.v
so-called wayward j-outh. perhaps 1 ant"; Barry Lovett as Puck ia
WaTtpr
Matthau
clicks as a Old Man ..
........ . Barry Macollum
intended to divert censorship, is a : “Dream”; Edward Brayshaw as
ba“ artitt whU0 .has fouttd hiS «--««« : Conrad ^oa. Jac^g;,.
let-dow?n.
! Edgar in “Lear,” and Anthony
heaven in suburbia. Georgie Kaye servant
—:—.LouisNetfri
Verona Sommer Onera
Julian Driprez* direction is a. Bazell as Gloucester in the sam® ,
gets laughs. With his hok^-up; ApnarlUon, ...
7 Verona, July 24.
little rambing. but otherwise ac- j tragedy.
burlesque
mterpretation
Of
a
Forsythe. Ralph Williams
An outstanding feature of th®
screwball family doctor, which is Lady Macduff ..........:... Betty Miner ; Summer npera season held an¬ ceptable, and the Vicente Echevernually since 1913 (apart from a few ria scenery, featuring a huge mirror • productions has. been the colorful,
nevertheless unrelated to the story.; Macduff’s Daughter'.'/-';.*: Pamela Parkins war years) at Verdna’s Ancient Ro¬ iri living room setting, is an effec¬ stylish costumes of Alistair
George Turner is effective; as the Doctor . .
_...... Barry Macollum man Areria opened its 37th with tive touch, but a pair of injudicialRoberts, but the scenery is norid®^ .
hero’s father, a much-married man Gentlewoman ......... Mary Hayworth
“La F oTz a del pestino” by ly placed spotlights are reflected script, .
Stan.
of the world who is still sensitive Caithness" ..Carl
Jacobs
back in the eyes of the audience.
r
reu
inuj-c,
,
Giuseppe
Verdi
in
.
front
of
a
15,enough to fahae
mistake the sarva^t
r«d Majjr_
Emperatriz Carbajal, a well. Tony KrabVt-V Miller Lide j 000, audience (top Capacity 28,000)
young couple are on the verge ot, others: Fred* Amsworth,
Ephraim
Allan,
f
including
manv
TJ
S
*“**■ *’"**”*“'
’; " *'
"
tourists. ste eked actress, is in her element
making. Siri. a iong-Iegged, well-: e,ior b^cU-. 4tDa«dtrinm».Jtari.St
«« ohnv-c criticism bauer, Michael V. D. MacDonald, Carlyle | MagnUlCipni spectacle IS one .07 as femme lead, and gives a sym¬
London, Aug. 4performance, despite a
torjOwd Dlonae, is aD.c”e
Maw, Fred Movers, Jennifer Merin. Jackie ; the leading objects Of the Arena pathetic
as the artists sex-rigged .house- Michaels. WUliam Noble. Robert. Rich-! hf h l
iMf to fanfflcv and
Jack Hawkins, who has been, in
pnpqt Beulah Garrick months and mond. Thomas simeo, Victor Scherie.; yvnicn ipaasitseii to iantasy ana tendency to overact. Fiancisco films
since
1951/
returns to the
Jambrina,
the
male
lead
actually
gue^„,
a Rriti^h <rpn- Hu?h Smith. Judee Springer. BrianSt. imagination by the producer in this
muL
iggs comically as a British sec Pierre. ^ . Toomey, Gus Weihngs. !• stupendous natural setting, and carries the play, Raul Farell is theatre next spring as star of Peter
retarj*.
Roger W hitney.
•
I Carlo Maestrint in charge of the especially good as a playboy, and Bridge’s' production of “Lizard On
Rain Winslow' Is an attractive
Rock” by John Hall.
As the second , of the three | staging - certainly gave Ihe audi- Libertad Ongay is competent in a The
and believable "other wloman”
Alec Guinness is to portray Lawrsmall supporting role. Others in
___
and Luke Halpin
is a likable, well- Shakesneare revivals at the 1,800-! |n<-e their money s w-orth with a cast include comparative newcomer rence of Arabia in a new play by
sooken voungster Harry ttolcPmbe seat Metropolitan Boston Arts frill scale battle scene m act three
Chavira, and Alarta Trirence Battigan.
Ind John G?fggs give well-etched Center Theatre on the Charles ■ includmg 101 cannqns^blasting away Aracelia
Robert Helpmann will direct th®
Olvera.
Emil.
Dort’-avals of Madison Avd. stal- River. "Macbeth” plays like a-film at Ihe invading army, and. mrfhe
forthcoiriing London edition of
war s ^ and Scottie MacGregor,: versioii with broad panoraroic de^ other . crowd scenes
which a
“Marriage-Go-Round.” w'hich will
j• f. Williamson's
vfnee O’Brieri and DorthaT Diick-; vices, actors rushing up and down [ total of ^more than _ 2.000 extras
costar John Clements and Kay
worth carrv ^rixiliary roles' effect-: the aisles and deliveringlmes from j were used, to great effect.
Shakespeare (o.
Hammond;
u-p’v
'
i
; remote points around the tent, j Conductor AntomnoVotto milked
Jack Minster has acquired th#
Melbourne, July 28.
Ruth
direction is deft carefully timed sword play, clank-; magnificent sound from the 180
J. C. Williamson repertory company British legit rights of "The Darling
^ nimble ^ven^^ rling I to the ing of arms, struggles and byplay : piece orchestra arid Gialio Bertpla, | presenting Shakespeare’s “The Merchant Buds Of May,” the H. E. Bates5
ofVenice/’
“A
Midsummer
Night’s
phallpn ™b of moving -11 people at the corners, and under the drop the chorus master, should be given Dream/’ “The Winter's’Tale” and "King novel. recently seen in England aa
Srn t admail sSee during fa cSrik- ’the three-quarter stage.
[ the fullest praise for the perfection Lear/' Staging. John Aided; assistant, a Metro film, "The Mating Game.”
Rees; decor, Alistair Roberts.
tail partv William Ritman has deThere's no soundtrack, however,: of /the massive choir, particularly WUliam
Opened June 14, *59, at the Comedy Thea¬
tre, Melbourne.
Interiors, a
s

EJwini Kipp
- • • Kathleen Maguire
Tom Kipp
- ' Luke0IHalpin •
Jetry K.up
.
7.7 ‘' waiter Matthau :
May Bernard Molly Symonds -. - • ... Scottie MacGregor;
Ber:am:n K;pr>
Beulah GarncK
Audrey Wall-Smith. ' 7.
.... Harry Holcombe
AI Bvron
Ginnv McKav - ..
Bert S\ mortds
isin
Cleopatra
. ;;;;;...... .
Frank McKay ....
E-hcl McKay ...... ... Dorth^Ducjwnrth
Sim Cavendish -. •
"7_,:
’
:

London Notes

\ strain to hear and see. In addition./ imposing Leonora and has some
I Jason Robards Jr„ is underplaying fine vocal moments in the more
Divide by Two
[ the title role, while Siobhan Me- ? lyric sections of the opera but her
Harrisburg, July 24- : kenna drops her voice to a whis- i Voice was far too light to give ef’0'aCI __/(romofi/xeifiibHnne TKo
■ si«fnes>^ome(^nieR«irarrta ?y jRoblrt
oer’at the erid of her speeches; and feet :'to'^the dramaticrsituatipris^The
me. Direction, wiiUam Putch; setting they fail t6 carry.
. [same can be said of tenor Carlo
and design, Francis Benke; stage man¬
ager.
William JFalkner:
rauener: lecnmcai
Jose Quintero has done an am-[3ergOnzi who also Simg >'ith illager. William
technical anu
and
lighting. Roger Titus. Opened July 20. *59, bitious Staging job, usmg all the«tellegence and style huf sounded
at.Totem Pole playhouse. Caledonia state reaches 0f 'the three-quarter arena: more like Radolfo. than Alvaro in
Park, Pa.; $2.25 top.
'
... Catherine Payne stage with its high spreading plat^! top range. Vocally. Aldo Protti as
•Victoria Griselle
Erelyn
Carolyn MUier forms
and long staircases., and; Don Carlos was - the .-most--suitable:
Cath’een Griselle
* Junecharies L?sHe ‘ moving the action out into the / for such a large auditorium but his
Peter C-riseile ..
"7.V.. jay Lanin audience.. The action is howe\rer,'| lack of expression and one colour
Valentine
Nicki Griselie ..
"
' DoWnD?S2ifI slow', and the production runs/sound resulted in .a drill impeiLt. Driscoll .....
Roy clPo overlvlong.
Isonatiori that even vocal volume
Policeman . ....
Peggy ...— Elena Rafael
Regards is more of a sorry figure i could not make up for.
than a forceful, cruel tyrant,. and j Local: basso Ivo Vinco, who can
Robert Lane, a Hollywood scrip¬ he is most effective in scenes of, do no wTong in home town Verona,
ter, has his second legit; play in lament.
_ . fright_
__ and
_
__
self-recrimina-; ___
g0t cheers __^
for every ^__
phrase in his
"Divide by Two.” and theiresult is tion. Miss McKenna is a properly j very well sung Padre Guardiano.
3 miss.
mice • The
Thft two
twn not
nn/T diabolical Lady
T ailv Mae-tw_•_
__a
act nrecontalinn
presentation ’‘ mMicious ynd
Mac-., Franco. Veritrigiia as.Calatrava
and
takes about an. hour and a half to beth, spitting malevolent fury with Renato Capecchi as Fra Melitone
play, and, w’ith some sharp scissor; Tong r^d hair flow'ing on her shoul-: were tops in their secondary -roles.
work, plus plenty of rewrite, could ders. She is thoroughly helieVable
conceivably be made into a one-: as the fatally destructive arid
hour television entry. But Broad- fiendish nueen, and scores a dra- : *‘He:rr Biedermann and the Ar¬
w ay is not indicated.
!
matic triumph in the sleepwalk sonists,” by Swiss playwright Max
Frisch, has been adapted by. MorThe trite tale involves a1*wealthy, scene,
extravert Westport spinster of 65
Roy Poole gi^es a standout per- decai Gorelik for, production In
whor dotes on two nephews and a ’ formance as Macduff, arid Is . es- English-speaking countries.

Company; John. Laurie, John Alden,
Peter O’Sbaughnessy, Elaine Montgomerie,
Loehard BuUen, Jessica Noad, Mavis Tur¬
ner. Anthony BazelL John Unicomb, Mal¬
colm Billings, Edward Brayahaw, Michatel
Laurence, Terry McDermott. Fernande
Glyn. Janne Coghlan, Su Israel, John
Frawley, Barry Lovett. Phillip Ross, John
Cousins, William Austin John Craig, Roy
Drury, Kenneth. Lawrence.

J. C. Williamson; Ltd., the leadfrig Australian legit management,
has formed; its. own permanent
.touring company to present a
repertory of Shakespeare and
.ultimately other classics. It operied
here with Scot actor John Laurie
as guest star. Peter O’Shaughriessy,
v/ho opened as a leading player with
the troupe, has since withdrawn.
The engagement at the Comedy
Theatre here has included preseritatiorts of "The Merchant. of
Venice,” ‘^ Midsummer Night’s
Dream,” "The Winter's Tale” and
as the final entry of the . present
repertoire, "King Lear/’ Although
director John Alden has made .re¬
latively, few cuts in the Shakes¬
peare texts; the . poetry of the
Bard’s dramas has been generally
missing in performance. Perhaps
because winter weather has dis¬
couraged theatregoing, but also

Much AdOf Lunt-Fontariqe'(9-17-59X
Gangs All Hare, Ambassador (10-1-59L.
Happy Town, 54th St. (10-6-59).
Moonbirds, Cort (10-7-59).
Cherl, MorbBco (10-6-39).
Drop of a Hat, Golden (10-6-59).
Golden Fleecing, Miller’s (10^14-39).
Heartbreak House,. National (10-18-59).
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (10-19-59).
Warm Peninsula,. Hayes (10-20-59).
Taka Me Along, Shubert (10-2259).
Girls Against Boys, Alvin (10-27-59).
Highest Tree,. Longacre (11-4-59).
Tenth Man, Booth (U-5-59).
Sound Music, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12-59).
Only in Amorica, Cort (11-19-59).
. Fiorello, Broadhurst (11-23-59).
5 Finger, Mttsic Box (12-2-59). .
Silent Night, Morosco (12-3-59).
Saratoga, Winter Garden (12-7-59).
L’Hurluberlu, ANTA . (12-8-59).
rt-^^bVe CharM*. Lyceum (12-16-59).
Pink JSngle, Plymouth . (1-11-60).
„ci-r_...iihr,.>3vnvS>i. (1-21-60).

(Aug. 3-16 >
Gazebo (Tom EweU. Jan Sterling)—
Central City (Colo.) Opera House (3:15).
Music Man (2d Co.)—Shubert. Chi (3-15).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evans.
Diane Todd)—Opera House. S.F. (3-8)j
Aud„ Portland (11-15).
Oklahoma
(Coast
Co.)—Curran,. S.F.
(3-15).
Say;, Darling (Coast Co.) CLisa Kirk.
Orson Bean, Johnny Desmond)—Biltmore.
L.A. (11-13)/ ' ’
Wost Side Story—Philharmonlo Aud.,
L.A. (3-15). •

■Psssniff.
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TS

’Sodom and Gomorrah’ At
UGLA-Sponsored Artie
. Los Angeles, Aug; 4. .
"Sodom and Gomorrah,” . by
j Greek poet Nikos Kazantzakis, will
t I be U.S.-preemed Aug. 19-23 at
' UCLA’s Schoenberg Theatre, with
... ;— -;-———f NBC and its record company afSacramento, Cal. 4a cast headed by Eugenie Leonto- ■
± n
a
i.
n
[filiate, RCA Victor, have put up
vich, Ziva Rodann, Lome Greene; m
Editor, Variety;
relit
Gonstniction
Lrew
75of the $400,000 capitalization
As a subscriber to Variety for Portable Chairs; Moppets Abraham Sofaer and Eduardo CianSlirtw-Psirtv
Guests
th< of
upcoming
Broadway
proseveral years and an avid reader
riellL
as onow rariy uuesis.1011
duction
-Saratoga.The netW0rk
Verboten
at
Robin
Hood
of its pages, I have often won¬
. The .drama,, translated by Kimon
Boston, Aug. 4. ! and diskery have each invested
Philadelphia,
Aug.
4.
dered why .. you do not include
The actors applauded the con- $150,000 in the musical. The $100,Fairmount. Park : officials have Friar, will be produced by George
a page or two of information on
imposed, a three-point "code of be¬ Edwards and directed by James S. struction workers last July 23 at , 000 balance of the capital has been
college theatre.
Elliott
under
their
Greece
Today
the
Boston Arts Center Theatre. ; guaranteed by Mort Mitosky, atI think it is well to know that havior” on music lovers attending Productions banner. The- project is
AbOut 500 workers, who had com-jtorney and NBC-RCA consultant,
Vam?** Gonimuniiy »«£* \
W* *
Hood;
pleted the showient against a who was responsible for the financgrowing fantastically: in this coun- Pejl.the «trs famous-outdoor am-^LA-^arKed artie legit! deadline two weeks before, were ; ing deal. .
try. Since World. War II there has phitheatre.. . . :
! nroiect
1
backers are in for a 40
been considerable .growth in eol- I&mer Bernstein is composing an Twelfth Night, starring Sioblian ! cutThe
of the profits, with the managelege theatre, and, it is. interesting ; at the Dell s Mp.nday night con- orisiriax score for Dlav.
McKenna and Zachaiy Scott Ar- mellt getting the otber 60r^ ECA
to. note, many professional peo-1 cert which feattired. Metropoliiari j
~
* '■
pie have: found good incomes from [ Opera star, Jan . Peer.ce.
■
^ th*y
‘
return for its stake, gets the
ed by the actors, partied after the - orl inal cast albu.m right
wf,ile.
their • involvmertt in '• educational i Inspector. Edward J. Connor told
show.
"—
- return
■
-- investment.
theatre.
. ;the; audience that, under-the new
NBC, in
for
its
..Miss
McKehna^presented
a
new
has
an
option
oa
e'mpl^:
. It seems to me. that trade rec- j rules no one will .be permitted to
by the ca.t ment cf the show’s co-producers,
ognition of the college dramatic [ carry chairs into the Dell, no child
and the Cambridge Drama Festival Robert Fryer an(1Morton Da Cost
programs is necessary today. -The ; under 12 will be permitted to atstaff
to
CornmissiQiier
John E. lhe latter al??0 being the adapto;
money involved is comparable, I • tend the evening concerts, and no
Maloney , of the Metropolitan Dis- and stager of the musical version
believe,, to the amount expended ! one will be permitted, to sit in the
tnct
Commission,
which
built
the of Edna Ferbef-S novel> “Saratoga
on Broadway.. and. colleges more ; aisles, during the performance.
',
behalf of
strawhatter,
liie . Trunk.”
and more are . interested in new, J .Connor, said that Dell patrons ' . . ..
London, Aug. .4
workers,..
unusual plays which offer stimu- j who carry chairs into- the concerts j The London County Council. is
! It’s figured the network would
lating and challenging fare to ’. often deprive other spectators of considering a . project for a
I use Da Costa in a directorial ca¬
their audiences.
! a. place.
I theatre near Leicester Square, in
pacity and Fryer in a producer
If it is acceptable that college t .;
..
the West End. The house. would
i status. Fryer was previously reptheatre is important to the indus- j
j be a 500-seater, on the ground
; resented on television as co-protry today, then I think we. should ‘
floor of a. five-floor building, com¬
‘ ducer with Joseph Fields of the
turn to avproblem that has; been j
, CBS.-TV presentation of “Wonder¬
prising apartments, .offices and a
bothering me for some time. On j.
; top-floor restaurant. Behind the
ful Town” last November. The tele
several occasions recently I have !
rights to “Saratoga” are not tied
scheme is . Atlas Securities, of
tried to obtain the rights to plays
^
, ,,,,
. up by the deal with NBC, but the
which Alfred Esdaile. . owner of
just finished on Broadway. I sought;
Backers of Music. Man have netWOrk is nevertheless figured to
the Royal Court Theatre, is chair-.
the rights, to “Diary Of Anne •'
. .• . ‘'man; ' '
'[
'''
?if^edtfirt£ahin
237 V *hufs accordfar ^ . acqi,ire
be in anthem
advantageous position to
their $300,000 investment,
Frank”
Pacific” last
- , ,tand ■■‘‘South
.
, ,
+u ! A. bus-and-truck tour is planned ..;The theatre, which might"also ing to a July 4 accounting. As of ; „
V1)P'
. „. ,
year;
and
jwas
by^the
^
‘*once
a
The be used
~
\
^ turned
,
V,.
■ down
iV
j
•
viivt Upon
y
a Mattress,’V
4UUUIV.OO. • .-****-.
UdlAl for
1UJ, films,
111111^, would
VVVUiAl probably
piUUdUJV.
that
date,
the
profit
earned
by
the
.®-tb
have .he
companies controlling tne produc- ; DI:ojected road hike, will be under, be called the Prince Charles and two-company operation
totaled
?
^ht
*
consultation
in production
lion rights. In the case of. Diary i the auspices of the.National Phoe^ its estimated cost is around $700- $1,507,902 and of that amount, fnf operating expenses
connected
I, was. informed tnat a-tpuring com-J nji Theatre, the newly-formed tour- 000. A start on the project could
^
pany had been staricd, so .J^ could (}_.g branch of the Phoenix.Theatre, be made in about two months if $1,420,800 had been divided equal- ^Jv hnSLJ*™*
between the'management and np,„
r,e
ihe.fip!,ay/
N. Y„ where the musieai [is cur- -the LCC gives .its okay. London ly
the hackers
.
.network and diskery as their conSouth Pacific because t
j rently in its 13th week.
.
has recently acquired two more
It’s figured that during the four '
^teosH'nStrC\ deS
had just openea. .
■
| The contemplated tour was dis- • theatres, the Mermaid and the re-:
ti+v8 ^BC‘RCA ^eal
, bi°'vv d . lsnt nece^.atiiy tiie • ciosed by the “Mattress” manage- built Queens, plus the Columbia* a weeks since.the audit, income from
the Broadway production of the ;
^
function of
[^eatre. to ; ment in a recent letter to the ^
musical
arid
the
Chicago-berthed
;
p^°d^}J®p®faT^e^?ead’
ln v-hl.ch
produce, recent, Broadvvay hits a
duction’s -backers;..'. An audit,, re- ..
■■ ---touring
edition
has
hiked
the
prof;
vested
S7?ftnn
d
disker>'
each
in*
tirne; it is good, ^however,^ ^ . fle€ting 2n operating profit of $11,-' mr
|
■ ■ , n‘
it. figure about $70,000. The take, ; Vef.;cd 5/5’000IS
^cal: 927 for
weeks, ending last. NeW illY6Sil]ieilt GlOUp
although healthy^, is lower than _s^rat°8a^ with-music by Harschedule which 3”cIudes classicju j june 28 : accompanied .the tetter.
r
usiiar for a four-week period and old Arlen and lyrics, by Johnny
piays and^plays of an ay ant-garde Thfi. inc6me-. f or ,June .represented
reflects the effect on both compaJs scheduled to begin an
nature. Sho\\s ^demed^ to i .t l aim0st complete recovery of the
hies of the traditional July slump out-of-town tryout Oct. 26 in Fhilare Rashomom and ^Jbe A ii^it
$12 332 dropped by the show the
for legit.
: adelphia, with the Broadway openeven though --they. .. w’ould Doth.1, previous.
__
month . on its fir^t - three
“Music Man,” written by Mere- .
scheduled for Dec. 7 at th«
make excellent additions to any weeks and
six preview' perform-1. Theatre . Securities-. Syndicate,
theatre prograrn.
; ances^'"at the off-Broadway theatre. : Inc. capitalized at SSOOROO, has. dith Willson, with Franklyn Lacey’: inter Garden Theatre.
collaborating on", the story, is a;
[
—-~
•
on fhP' nart o^Droducers I ‘:Fhe deficit on- ihe SIOO.OOO ven- been organized in New York as
i n i m i •
a
attitude on the^ pa“ :0^
- ture was therefore reduced to $87,- a new. theatrical investment firm. Kermit Bloomgarden production: wx
t ^ ^ 5 'q72 3s of the June 28 accounting. ; The operation,- headed, by Sher^ The Broadway company, with
Robert
Preston
in
the
lead
role,
is
.
J 2esfft bT ^anno? be?ieve that i That’s exclusive: of $11,800 in urn i man S. Krellberg, intends backing
i
NPnkiik Sac-' distributabie bonds and deposits, shows in the U.S. and abroad and currently in its 86th week at the
a play presented in Keoku^c ^ac . A slowdown in b.o. activity at the purchasing interests in -going legit Majestic Theatre, N. Y, The tour¬
{Continued on page /a)
Phoenix during July, the tradition- ; projects. through capital gains ing edition, with Forrest Tucker
heading the cast, is now in its 26th
. al lull for most New’ York shows, deals..
Boston, Aug. 4.
: is figured to have resulted in an ' Krellberg, who’s been active in week ’’at the Shubert Theatre.
operating loss for'the month and ?rfhovv business for about 3p years, Chicago.
Nobel and Pulitzer Prize novelist
consequently a raise in the deficit. ! i?' already partnered wjith John
Pearl Buck’s several failures as a
The June 28 audit, incidentally, ] Shubert in. the, British production
.; playwright haven't doused her enalso reflected an increase in the |
“A Raisin in the Sun,” which
WIWTCD CTnrir UAIICr thusiasm for the stage. She is curHavimf lie Ton
weekly theatre rental from $900 to ; °Pen«d last .night (Tues.) at the
Tbe musica]: VTitten by lAdelphi. Theatre, London. ,:
TTllllCIi JlUbK nUujll;Tently at work on a new drama to
Washington, Aug. .4
.: Douglas Crawford is negotiating be produced on Broadway in the Jay Thompson, Marshall Barer and •
tw
Those, sons and daughters (edu¬
to obtain the Curran Theatre, San fall of 1960. She also has a new
cationally speaking! of* Rev. Gil¬
Francisco, for a season of winter novel in the works.
*
bert V. Hartke's Catholic Univ. duced by T. Edward Hambleton &
stock; If the deal W’orks out, he ! The authoress was here last
drama department who run trie Norris Houghton, cp-managihg di¬
intends presenting a series 6f mu- ;week to see a performance of “The
unique strawhat Olney Theatre rectors of the Phoehix, in partner-,
sicals at the house from mid-Janu- ’ Fourposter,” Jan de Hartog’s two¬
. London, Aug. 4;
are a happy flock this season. shin with set-costume designers
A new British musical, with gang ary through the end of March, character comedy,-with actor-direeTheir theatre^ in the Maryland William and Jean Eckart.
..: vvaffare in the Soho section of The Curran, the local showcase tor Tad Danielewski and his wife,
London as its theme, js skedded for the Frisco Civic Light Opera Sylvia Daneel. at the 300-seat Boscountryside between Washington
to open Sept. 10 at a theatre to he summer season, is the key local ; ton Summer Playhouse. The show
. and'Baitiiriore set ari all-time high
set. The show, titled “The Crooked spot for legit tourers in the regu- , was presented by Stratton Produc¬
and the first three plays have won
Mile;” with book by Petef Wilde- er season. .
opening month gross with $30,000.
jtions, of which Mrs. Buck and the
unanimous favorable reviews. It’s
. Crawford is now irivolved in stock : Danielewskis are partners,
an Equity operation.
operations
at
the
Memorial,
Hall,
;
Her new play, a comedy-drama
.'.. Los Arigelesi Aiigi 4: | Players .Ventures. Ltd., which
“Death of a Salesman ” with the
George Boroff, who. operates the j presented “The Boy Friend,” is Dayton, and the Shubert Theatre, is as yet untitled, but it will be
seasbri’s first visiting star, Myron Circle Theatre .here; plans two [producing, arid is now lining up a Cincinnati;
j done on Broadway by Stratton
McCormick, is current. “Say Dar¬ Broadway productions- this season. \ cast of 40, headed by Elisabeth
Productions, with Danielewski di¬
ling” and “Royal Gambit” opened
One is the Bertolt Brecht-Lion. Welch, Millicent Martin, John
recting. The novelist-playwright
the 10-week season, with each pro¬ Feuchtw^anger “Simone,” - which Uprisen and Jack McGowran. Estihas not revealed what the subject
duction runnirig a fortnight. Com¬ Beri Hecht is adapting and Harry mged cost of the show is $112 000.
matter of the new work will be,
ing are “Rashomon” fusing on a Homer is to direct.
.
;
u The.^scomby Petm* Greenwell is
nor disclosed details of the new
loan-out basis all the Broadway
The other-is a comedy by Sam- being published by Kassner Associnovel on which she’s working.
production wigs, props, etc.) and uel Birnkraut, “A Whisper in ^ ,-PuWishjrs- Ltd vg^man,
Dallas, Aug. 4. j Mrs. Buck" plans to leave for EuVar'*
.agmg director, Cyril Shane, has
“Power and the Glory.”
Alton
AVilkes,
producer-director
|
rope
in September to sit in on
uoas
J^ar.
1
also
tied
up
deals
to
handle
the
Subscriptions this season total
music for “Fine Fettle,”- dhe to open of the < Lakes . Region Playhouse, j scheduled London and Berlin pro$14,000 {buyers get five seats for
Laconia, New Hampshire, will be , ductions of “A Desert Incident/*
at
the
Palace
Aug.
6
with
Benny
$10, ban use them in any combina¬
Hill starred, and “The Quiz Kid,” general manager this season of iher drama which was a seven-pertion—all for the same play, brie
being readied for early September the Margo Jones Theatre, Dallas, jformance failure on Broadway last
for each play, etc.), more than
launching with Jimmy Thompson, He succeeds Aaron Frankel, who spring.
double the $6,000 of 1957.
and Diana Decker topping the bill. resigned last spring.
Ramsey
In that connection the authoress
Ottawa, Aug. 4.
Olney Theatre, which has a huge
The arrival of “Crooked Mile” Burch previously had the post.
says, “The play was centered "on
William Freedman, co-producer
tree picturesquely gfowing through
will give the West End two musi¬
Wilkes will be co-producer on my interest in science and nuclear
it, is one of the three enterprises of “Salad Days” at the Barbizbri- cals about modern city gang war¬
of Players, Inc., the hy-invitation- Plaza Theatre, N; Y, last season, fare, the current hit, “West Side Broadway next winter of a new physics. I had worked on it
orily association of Hartke’s CU is presenting a local edition of “Two Story” being a song and dance drama, “The Deadly Game,-’ by [long time, but I see now that it
graduates^ The. group also oper¬ for the Seesaw”‘at the Crest The¬ drama based, on the “Romeo arid Friedrich Durrenmatt, author of [failed as a drama because I preates St. Michael’s Playhouse (on atre, Toronto, for three weeks be¬ Juliet” story in terms of New York “The Visit.” There Is a possibility ! supposed a complex knowledge on
that “Game” may be tested in Dal- I the part of the critics. 1 was too
the St. Michael’s College campus) ginning last night (Mori.). George juvenile 'gangs.
will direct,. with Toby
las prior to Broadway. Wilkes will 1 close to my material,
in Winooski, Vt., a rionTEquity McGowan
Robins and John Scott as the cast
be granted a leave from the local I “I’ve always been interested in
company, and a 10-year-old tour- of tWO.:..'
Martha Raye for ‘Bells,’
theatre to present the play in New ! the theatre. Before World War II
. ing company on the road nine
Tfie touring company of the
Sub
for
Anne
Jeffreys
York.
[i wrote a play called ‘Flight Into
months.
William Gibson comedy- drama
Framingham, Mass., 'Aug. 4.
The local theatre season will j China,’ which was optioned but
Players, Inc., president Robert played Toronto last season.
_
Martha Raye will star in. “Bells open Oct. 6 with Bill Butler as the i never produced.” Another stage
Brennan Moore directed both “Say,
Darling,” with Leo Brady, Willi
Mayor Robert F. Wagner last; A™ Hinging” at the'Carousei Mu, first guest director. He will stage = work by Mrs. Buck, “The First
Burke arid. Robert Comforti in top Friday (31) preWnted the Amer. ?ic .Tent Theatre here for two the Ford Foundation grant play. Wife,” was given an off-Broadway
“The Physician for Fools,” bv Ken- ] presentation in English by the Chiroles, and “Royal Gambit,” with ican Academy of Dramatic Arts I weeks opening Sept. 7. •
Philip Bosco heading the. cast. with a citation from the City Of i She replaces Anne Jeffreys (Mrs. neth Cameron. The ensuing pro-} nese Theatre at the Barbizon
James D. Waring staged -“Death New York in honor} of the Acad-; Robert Sterling!, who is due for duction of ‘’Game” and then “A , Plaza, N. Y., during the winter of
Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
j 1945-46..
emy’s 75th anniversary year. ;
J maternily ih the fall.
of a Saiesiiiari.”

Put Up Entire 1400,090 for ‘Saratoga’

‘Music Man’Nets

For U.S., Foreign Deals

Tearl DOCK WOrKlDg UD
New Drama for B way;
Too Close to ‘Incident’

Hartke’s Catholic Univ.
Clan at Olney
nayiog its. top reason .$1 200^

SEEKS SI. CURRAN AS

NEW: BRITISH MUSICAL
ABOUT GANG WARFARE

AIMS ‘SIMONE/
‘GPR’S EAR- FOR

Alton Wilkes: Gen. Mgr.
Of Margo Jones, Dallas

Schedule Local ’Seesaw’
For 3 Weeks m Toronto
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CASTING NEWS
T}e cr-aUabie roles will be repeated weekly: until filled, and addi¬
tives to tie list trill be made only When information is si cured from
Tsspawble. parties: The intention: is to service pet formers with leads
prodded bi t::e managements of Vie shows .■involved rather than to
nr a lengthy list of blind items.-This' 'information is published with¬
out charge.
!
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes prod‘..e':o\s Gniiouncrd. for later this-season, bid, for which, the' manager
v 'Ms. as yet, aren't holding ope.ilcasting calls.: Pa rentheticdi: designa¬
tion s are as foiloivs; <C> Comedy} (D> Drama, {MC) Musical Comedy,
\MD- Musical Draini, iR» Revue, iR-'p» Repertory, \DR) Dramatic
Reading.

!:

P&RIETY

Wednesday, August 5* 1959

53d St., N.
JU 2-8134); Avail- j Frank Bafon (2083 W. 8th St Hiwckley (99 Seventh Ave* Sable.parts for Negro dancer-singer- ! Brooklyn 23, N.Y.).
N. Y.).' •
. ■ ' .
actors, good looking, young; also
——“Dream Play” (D). Producer. Iza
small feature parts. Phone pro-,
Itkin (AL 4-3089). ,
'
FUTURE SHOWS
ducer for appointment.
“Great God Brown” (D). Produc¬
“Saturday Night” <MCE ProducBROADWAY
er, T. Edward Hambleton/ (Phoe¬
T . ,
“Andersonville Trial” (D). Pro- nix Theatre,
- 189
--- . Second Ave.,
Joseph Kipness.; ducers, William Darrid (137 W.1 N-Ar.; OR 4-7160X .
femme, lead. 20$,; 48th St.. N. Y.>. Eleanore Saiden-“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
femme, mid- . berg & Daniel Hollywood..
j Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
Joan Bloridell, i “At the Dfod of aHat”/R) Pro; ‘(no Production office set).;
f
, . saracasin; male, H>;-'ducer • Alexander H rnhf,n (in w ! “Orpheus Descending” (D). Pro. . - . faced, innocent, however is s-,h
£ n*o// Cohen 140 w* j ducer. Stella Holt, (325 W. 87th
impudent and fresh; male. Tony
™
t, ^
! St.. N. Y.).
Perkins Type: male, prissy. secrela- Ho ®*"e F^kln,' * w»nh0dHC,S
"Vincent" *). Producers, Amnol lype;. male,. 25. assured, com-, ”S \\y^h St!‘: OX 7-9620).
j$“ Selr'1"* * •Frc-d SammUt
fortable personality,'married; male,
Chjeri”
(CO).
Producers,
Playshould be able to. play piano, sing:
.n •
v;-.
and: dance-; male, 19-23. party-ptoriSf1
^1?'
motet, and manager, male 20, law* P .^I7300'
Lewis. ^
student, glib; male, 25-30, abput R;' pllt?ff_r m££iL#FD-',iio’?fI0dc-0e*K'
feet .tall; balding, married into ;
ARClmtsC il2/0 Sixth
.money,
character,
Brooklynite;; Aye.; Cl 7-5152).
- . .
~
„ . .— -—————
male, aggressive loan shark; male, I r^r?) piovf. r'frTH^e1Sr-n!i New York State Opera Society.
large, physically,, not- too brile, :
plajo'f C°• /4°
! General-manager, Carl Yost (SU
Pira'» id ;
i-Aujo1. ctanuaiu opera repertoire..
Alexan- j! Scheduled,
and 's.n-g-;- male, agent•’ o'f .elegant '^Ar« ^“producer.. ctX^
for this season: “Carapariments, Male parts must .sing;,
m 44tn St.,-.CH j.meh,”' .’ ‘•Ai'da.”'. Phone general-,
and dance. Submit photo and.re- 4r«yvp
,r.- manager for appointment.; . . ..
sume by mail: ; Send to producers. ! Pr
^ j.
“Sound of Music” (MDE Produc-' Daihol.S.Ao l\vCt'uVh
3'TT1)6? i sS' i f
ers. Rodgers & Hammerstein, in P
2ml’ J1'
partnership with Leland Hayward ■
? rlD‘.u P nd-9 w' I1 Richard
-- - #
Halliav
Casting dfir^ct®^ Garmen - Capalbo, l 1d2 W. U,
&;
May ^. L«sun0
n Hal
iiaiuaj.
ui -d
54^ gt.f JU: 2-15961.
rector. Eddie Blum, c 'o producers,
' “Five Finger Exercise” (DE { Copacabana, N. Y. Auditions for
438 JMadison Ave.. N.Y'
fp^t lived !1 Producers, Playwrights tt;Co. &
mezzo, soprano, ou,
-- Fred-1
~*~r. ) male ahd femme singers Aug. 6,
50, ior
for reaiurea
featured
role. Mail photo and resume, to 1 pVCo n^nfS°n
Filth Ave., j from 3 p.m.-5 p.tn.;, showgir s re¬
casting, director.-All nihpi* "nartc.l - . _-<OUU .
.
.I miirincr
quiring 1no dancing. experience,t»vro„ Jh affo„tc n_i
olhfF p5rts :| “Flowering Cherry” (DE Pro- Aug. 11. from 3 p.m.-5:30 p.m.; be¬
“Tagste of Hbiiey”' (D). Producer, J
P^oducers Theati'e (165 W. tween 5’4” and 5*8” in bare feet
David Merrick, (246,W? 44tlr St.,
'^11 Here” (D> Prbdu All auditions at the club. :
N.Y.E casting, director, Michael
Shurtleff. Available part:
11343
Vegvo. tall handsome, to play .role
p-,^v (DE Pro‘Golden J Fleecing”
of sailor. Send photo and resume

rcctor, Tony Rivers (154 W. 54th
St.. N.Y.'.. Seeking male and femme
leads, early 20s, lyric baritone and
soprano. Japanese: to portray the
Imperial prince and his commoner
BROADWAY
wife. Mail photo and resume to
“Caligula" iD^. Producers. cas mg director. " '. •
.
.
Chandler Cowles & David J. Cb“Goodbye Charlie” (CE Pro¬
gan. 3J W. odth St., Casting direc- ducer. Leland Hayward, (655 Maditor. Rober-; Livingston. Accept- son Ave.': casting director, David
ing photo and resume from femmes,; Gray. Available part for man, 50,
35-4 ). sexy: male 28-29, good [ Hollywood producer type, slight
ph.^.iiue; male. 45-50, Lee J. Cobb - mid-European accent,, energetic,
type. .Mail to producers.
; handsome. Mail photo and resume
“Caplains and the. Kings” «D). L) ea:ting director.
Producer. David March; director,1 “Goodwill
Ambassador”
(C>r
Joh.i Ccivtad '200 W. 57th Si , Producers, American' Playwrights
N.Y. . Available parts, one femme : Guild. <5 E. 76th St., N.Y./TR 9and 11 male, as follows: Girl Fiji-, 8507) & George Brandt. Available
day type. mid-30’s: Navy officer. part:>: ingenue, 19-25, and several
36: other 10 roles are top Navy: English character men, 50-60,.
bra.-N. Mnil photo and resume to : Mail photo and resume to produ- play may be purchased in book-1. ^iiiier
_
Adams & Leigh Associates, . 7
t ; ‘ director.
t ; csH. or phone for appointment.
Stores),:
“Goodbye Charlie” (CE_ Pro-, West 46th St., N. Y. Assistant
“Edge of the Jungle” iD>. Pro-’ “GreenwiHow’- (MC). Producers,
ducer,
Leland
Hayward
(6oo
Madl_
,
Merle
Brown, accepting photo and
ducer. Jules Field; director, John: Robert Willey & Frank ProducOFF-BROADWAY
son Ave.; TE 8-5100).
1 resume of children for tv comHale »e a Cricket Theatre. 162 I tions. Inc.. <157 W, 57th St., N.Y.j.
Grass Is Greener” (Ce, Produc- !.mercials. Mail to above address.
-“Big -Knife” (DEV Producers,
Second Ave.. N. Y.>. Cast of Negro { Available parts: femme, 16-17, yili -n > ?
53d St”
Dela McCarthy Assoc., 515 Madar.d v hite. Casting through agents ! lage. type, pretty, shy, strong sing- John Cestafe, Peter Bogdanovich tf’ ^ rn
p
I ghn Ave. Casting, Cohn D Arcy.
on v
'i; ' ing voice, emotionally intense, but , (211 W. 53d St.. N:Y.r. .JU 6-7532) ■
iK S (1i? w
i ^brhl5 Photo and resume for con“Fiorello” tMCP r o d u c e rjs, • inarticulate: male, 19, farmer, j & Carles Salgado; director, Bogda-:
Bogdaj *•
O.' E.
Robert Griffith & Harold S. Prince,! moody, stubborn but with sense Of novichiAvailable-1:•partis;- middle- .! du^sf,Robert
FCI Productions. Inc. Casting
Eouiiv call male singers Aug. IT; humor, robust singer; elderly char- a°ed Ne^ro butler-valet »entle i St;;„9I J-7*1!1 JJd ^IaurJLce ,Ev ansdirecto^ ^ Norris 66 . Fifth
Etjuiiv femme singers Aug. 18; aeter woman, lively., vigorous ^olesome; attracUve Hollywood
open taU men singers Aug. 19; ■sharped tongue, must do. some starlet; 21-23, naive, discontented; rwb%a£e^udd % ®°nrf. S har> 127 Ave., N: Y. Cast, ipamly through
small
eood-naxSt”..C^5'^70/
_
{agencies, but maintains, file for
femme sincers Aug. 20. AM audi-- dancing, sing well; boy, 12. happy, pjriprlv doctor
‘Hostage IDE Producers. Leon- • -industrial:and commercials. Send.
turns r.v 12 noon at the Winter | friendly, good dancer. Mail photo tiirArf* Contact or visit offh'P Au^
10
1^^
?ield
fAT
9-4717)
^
J^in
Photo and resume by rnail only;,:
Garden Theatre. 1634 Broadwavy! and resume to producers.
available ^ar^ram^tisitsP Play Serv- „ ^
I Grey Advertising, 43Q Park Ave.
N. Y. Equity call for dancers Sept..
“Gypsy” <MD>. Producers.
. ... David
_ ,
f'a vbv B - ^ramausts
^r:V ; “I Belong To Zozo” (C. Pro- Casting. Jim Kaye: Submit photo
1
malt. 10 am.; femme. 3 p.m.;, Merrick. <246 W. 44th St., N.Y.) & :
Ttpi^ht*’ (ni Prndncpr^^ | ducer, Mark Kroll (157 W. 57th St., j and resume by mail oniy.. - /
one:: i-a-ls for dancers Sept, i 2,! Leland Hayward;-casting 'director
^-S
‘ N-Y-: CI 7-4.490>.
i Hartford Management. Inc., 18
smee t me sc hedule as for Equity. Michael Shurtleff. A cc.;i
.
. _
9?!
I “Irma La Douce” (MC) Produc- > E. 48th St.; casting director,. MarFinal cMis Sept. 3. Audition thea- photos ahd resumes from teenage
teenase .-Cimber. Theatie East 211 L. 60th | er. David Merrick. (246 W. 44th ! snail MigStz, Interviews by: .a^
tr-e to be indicated -later.
i . and child actor-singerrdancers, for $t • N-Yj;.. ^E^;2-9220; • A\ ailable-;- gt^. nc;Y,;-LO-3-083,0).
pointment, but only on basis of
“Flower Drum Song” (MCE Pro- replacements and understudies,
^ :
i d s^^names
“Jolly’s Progress” (D>. Produ- photo and: resume. Mail to casting
due,: . Ricnard Rodgers. Osc-ar Mail to casting director.
with ciass.caL background: male, 'cer) Theatre Guild (27 W. 57th, St J director. .
Hamri.trstein 2d & Joseph Fields. - “Happy Town” (MCE Produc- 40-o0, well-built-, ieadmg^man type;
go 5-617Q).
. j, Kastor. Hilton; Chesley^ Clifford
I\i : e and femme daneers-singejrs- ers. B & M Productions; director, male 40-o0, Cbaractgr, tall, heavy . . “Kinderspiel” (D).
Producer, & Atherton ad agepey, 570:Lexingactors of Oriental appearance for Allan A. Buckhantz; choreographer, sct;, f
blonde ^atti-active; Elaine Perry (137 W.. 48th St., f ton Ave. Casting, Richard king.;
tiu* contemplated English company. Lee Scott: production assistant, male
2o, dark/well-built.
r- —
--~
0 ■
.1U,:
, e
,=Scripts
v^:N.
Y./JU
6-6295 e
Mail photo and- resume*
Mali photo and resume to Eddie Jeanette Kamins; musical director, available at - Samuel French ahd = -La Bonne Soupe” (O . ProduMax Richard . Agency,
1778
Blum, c o Rodgers & Hammerstp’in, • Samuel Krachmalnick. Parts aVail- Dramatists Play Service, or at Pdbr 1 ce^ David Merrick (246 \WV 44th Broadway, N. Y. Robert Richard' :
433 Madison Ave.
ji'
able:, two boys,. 13. tall, skinny, lie Library.
Casting . through • gt • LO 3-0830).
seeking attractive femme juggler,
“Free.& Easy” AID*. Producer, regular guys; two femmes, sniall,. agents only.. Also seeking two pro- i “Last Days of Lincoln” '(D). for t.v. commercial. Apply in. per¬
Stanley Chase, 139 vW- 44th St., to appear aged.6. Mali photo'and duction assistants.
Contact, pro- producer, Alexander H: Cohen, son. Bring photo and resume..
N.Y : director. Robert Breen: cast- : resume' to Happy Town Company, ducer. . -.
. .
j (40 -W. 55th St., N.Y.; Cl 6-0594).
; “Camera Three,” educational,
ing contact. Cliff Stevens, PL; 7- 140 W. 58th St., NlY., Suite 7D^ .
“Confederates” (D). Producers, : “Leaven of Malice” (Ci. Pro- drama, CBS; producer, John Mc7590. All negro cast. Phone for jap- ; “Juniper and the Pagans” . (C). Gray Delmay & Paul E Dayis, ■ ducers. Theatre Guild (27. W. 57th Giffeft, Submit photo and resume
pointment. or mail photo and res-i Producer, David Merrick; director, (PL, 3-25/5E Seeking character . st., N.Y., CO 5-6170' in association for consideration. Nat Greenblatt
ume to producer, requesting iap- i Robert Lewis <161 E. 80th St,, N.Y. men; 40r55. Auditions by appoint- i with Don Herbert,
(524; W; 57th . St..
j “Lovely Night” (DE Producer,
pointment. Pre-U.S. tour to open ! 21 >. . Accepting-photo, and resume ment only. Phpne producers.
“Lamp Uiito My. Feet,” religious
Nov. 11 at The Hague, Nether-} of Mexican types of all ages. Mail ^ “Hunger That -^Crosses the;Sol Hurok, (730 Fifth Ave;, N. Y;: drama; CBS; produceT. Don Kellerlands.
!. I to director.
Bridge Between” (CD). Producers, ci 5-0500).
man; director, James; Mac Allen.
“Mighty* Man Is He” (CE Pro- Submit photo and resume for con¬
“Girls Against th.e Boys” (R). i “Long and the Short and the Dramarena Productions (in associa- 1
Producer. Albert Selden. Ojien : Tall” <D\ Producer, David Mer- tion 'with Klaus YVerner*; director.! ducers, Diana Green & Edward sideration. PaUla Hindlin (524 W.;
call for dancers today, 10 a.m. at rick, (246 W. 44th St., N.Y".); cast- David Sawn,,174 W: ,89th St;, N. Y.1 joy (1619 .Broadway, CO 5-8569). 57th St.).
Alvin Theatre. 250 W. 52d St., N.Y-. ; ing director, Michael Shurtleff. Parts Available (air male): 18, | “Midnight Sun” (DE Producers,. “Look Up . & /Live,” religious-?,
“Girl from Oiitslde” (MDe Pro- Available part for Japanese actor, gawky country boy; 53, hardbitten, Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St.; dramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
ducer. George Cayley; casting di-; around r30, family man.
Mail mine-worker, 25 military, hand¬ OX 7-9620> & Joseph Hayes..
Kuney; casting; Marc Merson, 524
■
■ 11 ; photo and resume to casting direc- some, esthetic, intense;. 25, blonde,
“Miracle Worker” .(DE Produ^ W. 57th St. Casting from files*
rugged, authoritative; 40, former cer, Fred Coe c/o Triad Produc¬ Mail photo and resume,
j or.
‘‘Theatre for a Story.” CBS-TV*
! “Midnight Siin” (D), Producers, English professor; 27., cocky, bel¬ tions (1501 Broadway; CH 4-6852).
Erskihe & Joseph Hayes ligerent, red-headed, short; 22, ’ Mother Courage” (MD', pro¬ producer, Robert Herridge. Mail
™ FOREST FESTIVAL “ Howard
(56 W. 45th St., N.Y-:)/ Available, muscular New Yorker; . 30, .quiet, ducers, Leigh Connell, Theodore photo and resume to producer, at
parts: two men, late 20’s;, two lonely photographer; 26, southern, Mann & Jose Quintero, (c/o Circle 524 W. 57th. St., N. Y. (Room 222).
Now Thru Augusf 9
women, mid 20"s; femme, 80; Negro cook, girl-crazy, lazy; about 30, j in the Square, 5 Sheridan Square,
“The Verdict Is Yours,” unre¬
~ ; CH
—-N.Y
3-5646 E
femme, 50-60. Mail photo and short, intelligent, alert. Mail photo ~
hearsed courtroom dramas: CBS;
m
-la
and resume to director. Plan, late
“Much Ado About Nothing” (CE producer/ Eugene Burr; director,
resume to production office.
Producer, Producers Theatre (165 Byron Paul; casting contact, Nat ■
“Moqnbirds” (CE Producers, Leo fall opening. I
Ker? & George Justin (440 E. 79th
Greenblatt, CBS, .524 W. 57th St..
“Leave It To . Jane” (MC). Pro¬ W. 46th St;; PL 7-5100'.
“New Faces of 1959” (R). Pro¬ (do: hot phone), No open casting;
St., N.Y.-mailing address only). ducers* Joseph . Beruh & Peter
Auditioning . y o u t h f u I ducer, Leonard Sillman (17 E: 79th all done from files/. Submit.photo
Available parts: two 'detectives, Kent.
RESTAURANT
and resume for Consideration.
.Comedians; college co^ed, 19; two male and femme: j singer's with St.; TR 9-1380).
“Odd Man In” (CE. Producers,
women, 24-26, excentrlc, beautiful. legitimate voice, every Thursday
£ S3’JRHSfS R£XD£2V5IfS
Mail photo and resume to produc¬ from 6-7 pirn/, for replacements. Theatrical Interest Plan, Inc.. (200
ers at above address.
Auditions at the Sheridan Square W. 57th- St., N. Y ; PL .7-7242) &
Since mi
“Mother Courage” (MD). Pro¬ Playhouse, Seventh / Ave:. .and Henry Sherek.
. “Only In America” (DE Pro¬
Fourth St., N.Y./
ducers.
Lee
Patou
&
Robert
WelLG-IiS EAST 14th STREET
ber, 152 W. 42d St. (Room 1004),
“Summer of the 17th Doll” (CD). ducer,: Herman Shumlin ill E. 48th
GR-7-4S60
N.YY Parts Available: femme, 25, Producer, Sidney Bernstein. Avail¬ St; PL 3-7566).
“Pink Jungle” fDE Producer,
mute, fragile physically but strong able parts: ..short, stocky man/ 40,
emotionally, childlike . but not outdoor type; big, outdoor type, Paul Gregory (234 W. 44th St.; LO
4-5071;
Coast office, 930 N. La
childish, peasant, unconvention¬ man;.24; woman; 22 Ail parts must
ally attractive; male, 45, large, have Australian accent. Mail photo Cienega Blvd.,. Hollywood 46).
“Saratoga” (MC E
Producers,
powerful, sensuous, dark, humor¬ and. resume to producer, c/o
ous. must sing acceptably; male, Players Theatre, 115 McDoiigel St., Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa
45-50; tall, gaunt, lecherous,. Sense N. Yr.. Script available at Samuel (234 W, 44th St., N.Y., LA 4-9054).
“Scatterbrain” (“L’Hurluberlu”)
of humor; male, early 20’s, strong French, N. Yv . .
'
peasant type, impetuous, . must
“Three Sisters” (D). Producer, Kerniit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad¬
SPECIALIZING IN SCENERY LUM¬
way,
N. Y.; JU 2-1690 E
move well and sing acceptably; David Ross (c/o Fourth St. Thea¬
BER FOR THE THEATRICAL TRADE
“Silent Night, Lonely Night”
male, late teens,! peasant, fragile,, tre, 83 E..4th St., N. Y.): Available
Distributors of X. D. Fireproof
Lumber end Plywood
i
light complexion, must move well parts: two. men, 30/Mail photo and (D). Producer, Playwrights Co.,
■an West 18th Street, New York
and sing well; femme, 25-30, at¬ resume, to producer at the theatre. (745 Fifth Ave.; PL 3-7500).
WA 9-6088
“Tenth Man” (D). Producers,
tractive, sexy eommediene, sings; Script available at Samuel French,
Saint Subber (200 W. 57th St.; JU
Cl«e8 Baturdayt Ourfni July And Aagutt.
male, 40, athletic, trim, bullish N. Y.
•'
5
6-1890) & Arthur Cantor.
and powerful; two femmes, 50-60,
“Trial of Jesus” (D). Producer,
peasant women;
male;
short,
FOR SALE
FOR SALB OR RENT
Warner LeRoy (21 E. 63d St.,
crude; extras, officers and soldiers,
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
N. Y.)/: '
! ' •' . /
all types. Singers need not be
THEATRICAL TRUNKS (2) OshBROADWAY
850 SEAT THEATRE
“U.S.A.” (D)‘. Producers, Robert
trained, but should have strong
“Take Me Along” (formerly;
kosh “High-Boy Chiefs” — Cfothei
Brooklyn
voices and good sense of rhythm. “Connecticut Summer”) (MC). Pro¬ Weiner & Nick Spanos, (SU 7hong without folding. Terrific buy.
COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
Mail photo and resume to pro¬ ducer, David Merrick (246 W. :44th 1914).
Stage and dressing rooms—2 floors
Excellent Condition. Original icost
ducers.
Suitable—Off B'way. plays or Stock Co.
St., N.Y!; LO 3-0830).
OFF-BROAD WAY
over $800. TE 8-8678.
. Subway station at property
“OP Man Satan” (MDE Pro¬
OFF-BROAD WAY
“Come Chare My. House” (D),
Call Cl 6-2824 or LA 4-4100 .
ducer, Donald Hey wood, (211 W.
‘Hasty . Heart” / tD). Producer, Producers, Richard Karp & Gayle

.A11

MAXWELL
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3 Bard Revivals $40,600
At Stratford Fest, Conn.
The road’s lineup of only , four
musicals piled up hefty business
, again last week..
“Gazebo,” costarring Tom Ewell
and Jan Sterling, joined the tour¬
ing.list last Saturday ill in' Central
City, Colo.
Estimates for Last Week
. .Parenthetic designations for butr
of-town shows are the same, as for
Broadway], except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates rood show.
•Also, prices on touring shows in-,
■elude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any,, but as on Broadway
:
grosses are net; i.e., Exclusive oftaxes. Engagements are for single .;
!
week unless .otherwise noted.
;
CHICAGO
Music Man, Shubert < MC<RS)
(25tli wk) ($5.50-56.60; 2,1.00; $71,458). .'Over $57,200.
Previous
Week, $58,800. .
...

‘EpitaplTNSG $14,900;
ParkPlayhoase, Phila.
. Philadelphia. Aug. 4.
“Epitaph forGeorge Dillon,”
with Ben Gazzara and Meg Mundy,
grossed a modest $14,900 last week
at the. Playhouse in the. Park here.
The previous Week’s' : take was
$22,300 for. “Glass Menagerie,”
costarring Eli .Wallach, Jo ' Van
Fleet and Anne Jackson <Mrs.. \Yah
lach). •;
;
In for: a •. return . stand this week
is “View' From the Bridge,” starring Luther. Adler.;, :

Rus^e Music-Terp Co.:
350G in 5, fi’wood Bowl;
N.Y.CitrBallet$77^10

LOS ANGELES
Westr Side Story. Philharmonic
Aud (MD-RS) (3d wk) ($5.75-$6.50;
2,670; $79,800). ./Almost $77,300
Hollywood, Aug, 4, :.
with Civic. Light Opera subscrip¬ ,
The Russian Music & Dance
tion. Previous Week, $77,200 with j Festival Co. lopped $350,00(1 gross
subscription.
last week in live performances.
! through la.st Sunday night: (2) 'at
SAN FRANCISCO
I the Hollywood Bowl. The troupe
My Fair L dy. Opera House . has been extended for two more
(MC-RS) (3d wk). <$5.75-S6.50; 3,- ] performances,, next Sunday-Mcn550; . $120,900)
(Michael Evans, ! day (9-10).
:
• Diane Todd). Almost $108,000 with ■{:/' The N.Y. City Ballet racked, up
Civic Light Opera subscription. ) $77,600 in its opening week at the
Previous week, $112,000. with, sub¬ ; Creep Theatre, and is expected to
scription.
...
j get $7.6,500 on the current, holdY Oklahoma, Cufran /MC-RS) (2d j over.'
wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 1,758; $59,000)
(Helen
Gallagher,
Bobby Van,
Get $129,659 in 7, Chi
Jules Munshin). About $51,500
Chicago, Aug. 4. ...
.with Civic Light Opera -subscrip¬
The Russian Music & Dance Fes¬
tion. Previous week, $50,100 with tival notched a great $129,659 for
subscription..
seven performances ended July 26
at the 3,600-seat OperaY House:
Capacity for the stand was $132,000 at a $9.90 top.
Harry. Zelzer, who- presented the:
troupe here, said it outgrossed all
his previous attractions for a com¬
Westport, .Conn.'Aug. 4.
parable number of performances.
The Westport . Country Play¬
house registered .its biggest take
of the season last week with; a $17,900 ‘ gross for “Nina,” starring
Shirley Booth: The take, at the 755seater the previous frame was
$17,400 for “Red Letter Day,”
Stockholm, July, 28.
starring
Gloria . Swanson.
The
The
play,
“Domareri”
(“The
house is scaled to $4.85 Saturday
Judge”) by Vilhelm Mobefg, one of
night arid $4.40 weeknights. ,
the most' sensational plays: in re¬
"Glass, Menagerie,” costarring
cent yejajrs, will be filmed by San-:
Jo Van Fleet, Eli Wallach arid
drews; The: playwright: is person¬
Anne Jackson, is current. ally responsible for trie screenplay,
his first one since he wrote “Rid I
natt” (Ride. Tonight) in 1943. Alf
Sjoeberg will direct the film.. .
.(Figures denote opening dates) .
“Domaren” is locailed in a
fantasy - country caleld: Idyllia,
NEW YORK
Bov Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25-58).
which everybody who saw' the play
. Connection, Living. Theatre (7-15-59). '
translated as being Sweden. It
Enemy of the People, Actors (2-4-59).
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan.Sq. (5-25-59). tells the story of the artist ChrisMany Loves,: Living Th’tre:(Re.p) (1-13-59).
Mark Twain Tonight, 41st St. (4-6 591; ter Langtori, who happens to be
persona non. grata in the eyes of
closes Sept. 6,
Our Town, Circle , in Square (3-23-59). some official people. The result is
Share Lettuce, Village Gate (7-28-59).
thari upon order by a judge, he is
Shaw Festival, Provincet.own (5-26-59).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55).
taken to ari asylum .as insane. Then
Waltz of the. Toreadors, Cricket. (4-6-59).
trie judge, manipulates himself in¬
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Shakuntala, St. Marks. (9-9-59)..
to the job as trustee of Lahgton’s
. Three Sisters, Fourth, St. (9-22-59).
millions. It is : perhaps. drily a
Simone, Gate •. (9-23-59)..
Confederates, Marquee <9^28r59).
strange coincidence that shortly be¬
Vincent, Cricket (9-30-59)..
fore this play Was written, one of
Great God Brown> Phoeiiix d0-5-59'
Burning Bright, Th’tre East (10-12-59). the. most
sensational trials (in,
Summer 17th Poll, Players (10.13-59).
which an artist and a judge fig¬
ured) ever held iri. Sweden followed
LOS ANGELES Y "
the play’s plot with extreme care,
. Barber Of Seville, LeGrand (7-21-59).
■ Billy Barne» Revue, Las Palmas (10-13-58).
“Domaren” has been played in
'*• Cold: Wind, Players. King (6-8-58). .
almost every legit house in S\yeden
Immorallst, Horseshoe. (7-17-59):
: Letter, Centre (6-20-59).
as well as in the other northern
Look Back In Anger, Gallery (6-24-59).
countries and Germany.
Palm Tret, Stage Society (7-24-59). .,

In Tfiiia,’ Westport, Cmd.

SET MOBERG‘JUDGE’
AS SWEDISH OFFERING

Off-Broadway Shows

.Tall Story, Omnibus'(7-29-59).
Tender Trap, Valley (6-5-59).
Who That Lady, Civic (4-13-59).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, Valley (8-7-59).

London Shows
.(Figures denote opening dates)
Blue.Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
Caught Napping, Piccadilly (5-22-59).
Clown Jewels, Vic. Palace (3-5-59).
Complaisant Lover, Globe (6-18-59).
. Farewell, Farewell, Garrick (6-5-59).
Five Finger: Exercise, Comedv (7-16-58).
Foot's Paradise, Apollo (4-1-59).
French Mistress, Princes (6-4-59); trans¬
ferred Monday (3) from the Adelphi.
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
Hostage, Wyndham’s (€-11-59).
Irma La. Douce, Lyric (7:17-58). .
Land of Smiles, Coliseum (7-9-59).
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-6-59).
Look After Lulu, Royal Ct, (7-29 59).
Mousetrap,. Ambassadors (11-25-52).'.
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58). .
Once More With Feeling, New (7-9-59).
Pleasure His Co;. Haymarket (4-23-59).
Prodigal Wife, Winter Card. (5-28-59).
Ring of Truth, Savoy CM6-59).
Roar Like a Dove; Phoenix 'P-25-57).
Roots, Duke of York's (7-30-59). .
Rope Dancers,.Arts (7-9-59).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
S’mnle Spyman, Wnjtehall (3-19-53).
Taste of Honey, Criterion (2-10,59).
.'Unexpected Guest, Duchess. (8-12-58).
West Side Storv, Meiesty’s (12-12-53).
CLOSED
Marigold, Saville (5-27-59).
Ages of Man, Queens (7-8-59).
SCHEDULED OPEN'NGS
Raisin in the Sun; Adelphi (8-4-59).
Hamlet, Queen’s (8-4-59).
Sound of Murder, Aldivy^h (8-5-59>. •
Fine Fettle, Palace. (8-P-59).
-Aspern Papers,. Queen’s (8-12-59)..

to Coast
On Film Directing Stint
Boston, Aug. 4.
Broadway director Jpse Quintero,
W’ho staged the Cambridge Drama
Festival production of “Macbeth”
which opened Ijist Thursday (30)
at the new Boston Arts Center
Theatre; planed Friday (31) to Hoi-,
lywood to complete contract: nego¬
tiations for his debut as a film di¬
rector. .
.Quintero is skedded to handle
three pictures, the first of which
will be a remake of “Stage Door”’

Stock Items
Television
performer
Jeanne
Baird makes her legit debut this
week in “Say, Darling” at the
South Shore Music. Circus, Coriasset,‘ Mass.
Actress Joanne Barry, who op¬
erated the Myrtie Beach (S. C.)
Playhouse the last three years, will
appear Aug. 1.8-27 in “Streetcar
Named Desire” : at the . Gateway.
Playhouse, Soriiers. Point, N. J.

Stratford, Conn;, Aug. .4. .
The American Shakespeare Fes¬
tival pulled a nifty $40,600 last
week for three, performances of
“All’s Well That Ends. Well,” three
performances
of
“Borneo
ana
Juliet” and: two performances of
“Merry Wives of Windsor.’’.
The take at .the Festival Theatre
the previous week at the regular
$5.75 top . was $40,800 on. the same ;
performance breakdown:
"
!

Body Bally for ‘Susan’
Pulls Big $7,500 Gross

THusr 65G, "Redhead9 48G, IB/ 21G,
‘Majority’ $45,200, ‘Pleasure’ $19,
► Broadway continued generally
' downbeat last week, although busi: ness improved for a few shows.
s “Flower Drum
Song”
climbed
My. back to virtual capacity, while
,,
; “Gypsy,” “My Fair Lady” and
Sacandaga, N.Y., Aug. 4.
’“Raisin in the Sun” held, at their
BetsyCalmer and Kurt Kasznar}
.rSVj P^ce*
....
,
continued their mop-up stock tour f,, Bnly Barnes Revue joined the
in “Once More, with Feeling,” with ; Main Stem lyieupi ans week in a

P/%** FiiHnn I onnetAr a cliek gr0§s of $18,500 test- week
m rUliOIl, LSuGSolCr: at the Sacandaga Summer Theatre, i
t areaPa Au<* A
The costars are appearing in the !
Fiil^n^^eatre-h^e^Viied'' Harry .Kurnitz comedy thfs week j
upTthe heftiesJgross of its imtial i at
: Falmouth Playhouse,. Co-j
season with a$7,500 take last week ’ onsmessett, Mass., and play next,
for “Susan Slept Here.” ; Joy Haf- : week at the^akes Region Playmon and Jav Warre l headed, the’ hP.nse, Gilioid-Lacoma, N.H.
1
cast, with the -management goinj'
iii. for heavy. exploitation of 'the : fDAITfllA COO QOQ fill,
physical attributes of the 19-year- vlltUU vilfV/
j vllij

j ANOTHER NEW RECORD

appeared on Broadway in “Make a
Million.
■
Grosses for the previous produc¬
tions at the 900-seater were as low
as: $1,500 for “Tender Trap,” which:
played, at a $1.50 for all eight per¬
formances. Warren took, over the
lead role in that show when Keefe
Brasserie withdrew from the as¬
signment during rehearsals.
“Bells Are. Ringing,” with,.June
Erickson and Tom Avera, grossed.
$4,400 as the initial offering at the
Sav, Darling” . followed .
house.
with a $1,800 take, “Trap”, was
next and the Pat O’Brien, in “The )
Loud YRed Patrick,” which nabbed !
$3,700.
Constance Carpenter in :
“Auntie Mame,
which preceded;
“Susan,” grossed $3,000. The reg¬
ular scale at the theatre is $1.40$2.90. -

Chicago, Aug. 4.
Groucho Marx again broke the
house record last week at the Edgewater Beach Playhouse, with a
gross of $22,939 for the holdover
of “Time For Elizabeth.” Previous
high for the l;000-seat silo was
S21,562, established by Marx in the
first week of the show,
v The comedian also holds the boxoffice record at the Edgewater for
a two week engagemerit with $44,501 for the fortnight’s run of “Elizabeth.”
-——Damone-Waltz’ $50,000,
v
’
’

Starlight, Kansas City

v”'1!0^t^aS°n^!jle.lTG^'£r0adV,Ijy
T^e,ftre "andj LAa.,?lu^G
Tante resumed at ti»e Royale
Theatre after * four-week layoff.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C '.Comedy), D (Drama) t
CD (Comedy-Drama), R <Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy i, MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama <, O (Opera), OP <Op¬
eretta).
.
‘
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
lumber of performances through
last Saturday, top prices <where
two prices „
are given,
;^
- .the
, higher
,is
i for Friday-Saturday nights and the
; lower for weeknights/, number of
, seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
(MD) (15th wk; 116 p) i$8.35-$9.40;
1,427; $67,500) (Andy Griffith, Do¬
lores Gray). Over- $45,600. Previous
week, $49,100.
Flower Drum Song, St. James
<MD) (35th wk; 280 p) ($8.05-1,615;
$63,752). Over $63,400. Previous
week, $62,000.
*
Gypsy, Broadway (MC) (11th wk;

Kansas City, Aug. 4.
\
foo'n^
“Great Waltz,” with Vic Damone, :
Ao1.°^ier1
grossed a good $50,000 last week'
Lp)
‘Manic ‘ as the seventh production Of the . If®*9®’ 1,19aL; $46>745> (Christopher
AJ V outdoor season of musicals in the !
Ba|«,
da/nrs
Swope
Park olcuiirui
Starlight Theatre ii g31^!*
f21’90®
with -I,
twofers.
. .owuue
rdiA.
- .
z
7
• ' corning N Y , Aug. 4 ■ •: here. Unfavorable weather Thurs-i; Previous
week. $16,700 w’lth
with two?revious week,
ith Constarice ; day and Friday (30-31) nights cut fle^r . ..
^
■'
“Auntie Mame,” with
Carpenter, grossed a rousing $7“,-; into trie take. The previous week’s j /
Wo?
Doming Sum- ’ gross was $45,000 for “New Moon.”
1.453,
900 last week.at the Corning
Moon.’ ;! nnrt.
vv <$6.90,
^ ’ $53,- v
■tier Theatre.
*C,>
i
Gordon Ind Sheila McRae began i
§e.r*5:;ud<»
The previous week’s take was a two-week run at the 7,600-seater i
Pievious
Bells Are week’ ^47’G
$5,600 for “Diary-of Aririe. Frank.” Hast night \(Mori.) in
s Arei
Music Man, Majestic (85th wk;
(Ringing.” ..
“Li’! Abner”, is current
; 676 p) ($8.05; 1,626, $71,000). AI*
i most
$65,000.
Previous
week,
j $60,900.
{
My Fair Lady, Hellinger, (MC)
(177th wk; 1,411 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
! $69,500) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
Maxine Keith has taken over as i collaboration with British produc- i Charles). Nearly $70,200. Previout
pressagent for the Bucks County : er-director Tyrone Guthrie/who’s, weeek, same.
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., succeed-; a likely candidate to stage the ■ _ Pleasure of His Company, Music
ing Ned Armstrong, who resigned i play.
;
P(. f$6.90;
the job. when Michael Ellis, pro-1
Frederick Dvonch has beeh^ J;1®1’...$38J)C0) jCyril Ritchard,
Charlie.
ducer of the spot, cancelled, a | signed as musical director foi* “The i 5Cornelia Otis Skinner,
scheduled
tw’o-week. tryout
of; Sound of Music.”
R/lgf^s> Walter Abel).
Almost
^mstror^’s^YHntermission.”;
Edward Shelton has replaced |?1
slfn wSmi
Filling the fortmght vacancy re- • Bernard Pollock as backstage stage
Qn-PnfiT*
suiting from the cancellation wall manager for
“Sweet Bird
of :
J
-i- , v-r* , ’
?»*
be, another tiyout, “The Lautrec | Youtk” Pollock left the show to ! oS' p/evious^ pek^
$41 ’
Print,” by Paul Murray and Mateo stage manage the Fashion Industry r bedhead 46th St5*(MDi <2nfh
Lettimich,.: starring Vicki Cum¬
mings, Murray Mathesori. and Lee Ihtbitt to *»" Na‘i0na, !'v“l9|api
Bergere, opening next Moriday ® abger9-oimed.enne'Hone, San-!
„

•

n

9

Coniiie Carpenter
Fast $7,900, Cornmg, N.Y,

UO).

0ver

'

f^^*JlLaWe^L°^?^ -mSUnee and eventag Smame
Robert Combs has Joined the lnst >eason “m "She Shalf Have:
beQau'MofTSned
resident company at the Guthsville i Music.” is currently playing mght: ankle ^ Allvn ATrT pi
SS
Playhouse, Alleiitown, Pa. .Y
[club dates in Europe.
. T Prerfous^week S49YM
Robert Downing will be produc- I
The^Giris Against1
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck <D)
tion stage pianager for. “Cheri”
Against G23st wk; 167 p» '$6.9G; 1^80; $47,Sid Rarnitf will do.the orchestra-1Y Hal Holbrook’s one-man show, 9®^
(Paul Newman, Geraldine
tions for “Girls Against the Boys.” j “Mark Twain Tonight,” will be re-;
SSSSL Bla.ck!?ec^ c2,ver
.Peggy Mondo has returned to corded
tomorrow
afternoon:$33,200.^ Previous week,_$«4,5C0.
The Music Man,” after six weeks; (Thurs.)
iiura./ by
u* Columbia
vuiuuiu,* Records.
xvcuuzus.
i wSf®.£r<S.C
i?P>
Charles Friedman, who’s been 1-^1^h ‘$6-90, /80; $32,absence due to illness.
°v^r
William Dorsey Blake, Frisco active as a television director in•
$8,000
with
twofers.
Previous
week,
..
publicist, has secured the rights to recent years, is planning , on re$9,000.
dramatize Carlos Baker’s novel, “A suming activity as . a legit stager.
World of Suzie Wong, Broadhurst
An Italian production of “Kiss
Friend iri .Power ” for Broadway
production. Samuel French agent Me, Kate” is scheduled to preem (D) (42d wk; 335 p) ($6.90; 1,214;
Saturday. (8J in Trieste, Italy, at $47,400). Nearly $25,900 with two¬
the script,
Barbara Baroe is appearing In the outdoor theatre next to the San fers. Previous ween, $26,200 with
twofers.
“Oh Men, Oil Women” this week Giusto Castle. The musical, under
Miscellaneous
in support of: Betty Ann Grove at the title, “Baciami, Caterina,”. will
Once Upon A Mattress, Phoenix
John. Cameron’s Theatre, Allen¬ run eight performances and then go
(MD)
(12th
wk; 96 p> ($4.60; 1.150;
into
general
release
for
all
of
Italy,
town, Pa.
Claire Teitel, former publicist $29,382). Under $17,000. Previous
Jean Rosenthal will do the light¬
ing. and Cecil Beaton the sets for for the North Jersey Playhouse, week, $18,000.
Fort Lee, N. J.. and Merwin Orner,
“Saratoga.’’
RESUMING THIS WEEK
Gwen . Vefdon. has signed an ex¬ former co-producer at the same
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
tension through Jurie 30, 1960, as spot, have formed a new' Tenafly
(N. J;) agency,
,
. Claire Teitel Asso- (R) ($8.05; 1,050; $44,500) ^Robert
star of “Redhead.”
Philip Lang will do the orches¬ dates, for the handling: of public- l Dhery). Resumed last Monday <3)
trations arid. Larry Rosenthal will ity, advertising and theatre parties. ‘ after a four-week lavoff.
1C- ballet and. incidental
uil.iucuia,,.- Kermit. Bloomgarden and Ray |
OPENING THIS WEEK
supply _M
the
music for David Merrick’s produc- ■ Stark have postponed their pro-?
Billy Barnes Revne, Golden *R)
tipn of “Connecticut Summer.”
| jected.Broadway production of the ] ($4.85; 800; $22,000). Opened last
Jerry Arlen has been set as mu-j
.^rs.
Arris Goes to night <Tues.) in a moveover from
sical conductor for “Saratoga.”
Paris, which had beeni scheduled; the.^off-Broadway York Theatre,
Lloyd Burlingame, who designedYl1?u0P,en next Dec. ^ at the Alvin where it played 64 performances
the sets for: the current-off-Broad-i/Theatre. N-Y.
'with the b.o. scaled to the same
way revival of “Leave Ife to Jane,” j _ The Theatre Guild is planning a top ss the Golden. The lowesthas received a Fulbfight^Scholar*
production tms season priced ticket at the Broadway
..
~
i
-— T-’
*
is $2.C0, less than
d at the York. The
— ...
.
...
... ,
- ---wed as an ofi’-Broadsigner at the La Scala Opera var in the play, wmch will he wav presentation in the June 24,
House. ,
: : directed by A^ex .Segal, with scon- '59 issue of Variety.
The Theatre Guild in association . erv.J,.y. peter Larkin.
%
-with Don Herbert is planning a_ Primp Lanier is planning a
George Key Hill signed to direct
Broadway production of Robertson Broadway . production o*..
Judg- the musical “Greenwiliovv.” and
Malice.” - ment at Nuremberg, wnieh
Davies’ novel. “Leaven of Malice.’
wmeh Abby Jack Cole, will do tlie chorcog(Continued cn pa;ige 78)
irnphy.
which the' author is adapting in I

LITERATI

Vednesday* August 5, 1959
{ souvenir-hunters could
i them; or, in fact, mayliaps.that was ?!

Literati

i
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j;' SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK ^

fntentitmf^lThiJ^was’tHie^o/'the
I chocolates in the pianoforte-shaped' iy*J
Uv/V/IY
; candy boxes, adorned with Van!; ♦
* .
D i?
I e
n
'<►
himself in a contradictory position ! Cliburn’s likeness; many of ;thej ♦ »»♦»»♦♦♦♦♦»»♦♦» J>y rrank DCUlly ♦♦♦++♦♦♦+4+♦>
Whiteman, Dempsey, Et al.
.
a
Paul Whiteman is working with■' since they are tied to Judson oh a : press, at the N.Y. preview, without. .
.
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Stephen Longstreet on his memoirs, royalty - per - copy basis. (Presum¬ , interference, leaned over and samThe image industries seen) to be on a long bender of revivalism.: Al
“Mr. Music*, U.S.A.” for Simon & ably it’s about V 2-2c per copy; pled the bonbons although.desisting
Schuster which already has sched-. understood also that a $5,000 ad¬ from taking the Chocolate boxes Capone of Chicago, Dutch Schultz of New. Jersey and F,.-Scott Fitzgerald of St. Paul. Minn., are at present away but front in the race to
uled “The Jack Dempsey Story,” vance figured in the deal with • themselves'.
. --—i1
■ squeeze some extra, bucks out of. the recently dead pastthe one®
by the ex-heavyweight champ, as Judsonk Understood. Harrison is I •
told by. Eob Considine. for Novem- pitching for a 1.000.000 distribu¬ ! . '
. Dial’s New Setup
tumultuous ’20s.
But nobody has tapped the richest ore-body of them all. I refer, of
ber.
| tion of liis first New York Con¬ . Richard W. ■ Baron is the hew
fidential.
•.,■■;
Leonard Bernstein’s “The Joy ofr ; He will follow it up with U.S.A. ■ president and publisher of Dial1 course, to Aiiriee Elizabeth Kennedy Semple McPherson. There: have
Music." based on his seven scripts f Confidential, and eventually break Press Inc., following the death last; been a fpw books published on this sex-appealing preacher, but the
from the Omnibus video show^1 it down into several regional and •.’.'April tif 'founder-'George Joel, and ,1 most exciting, laughable and liveliest of themvall has recently come
Stephen Beckers “Comic Art In territorial Confidentials. Inciden¬ Janies H.. Silberman is v.p. and i .off the Viking presses, under the authorship of Lately Thomas, a. name
America"; Al Capp’s ‘’25 Years of tally, U. S. Confidential, their sec-, editor-in-chief, He was formerly; new* to me among the literati.
Li’I Abner"; “The Cole Porter ond book, was the only one that . p.r.. director. Louis Auerbach is I He claims most of his material came from a mountain of Aimee’s
Song Book.” with foreword by Moss figured in an infringement suit. sales veepee; Fay Bastien* tresis-; press notices as well, as 3.600 pages of legal transcripts running to 900,Hart; a Scientific American am Chicago Confidential and Washing¬ = ur.er; Freda Joel, .widow of George . 000words. A sideshow—the Judge Hardy impeachment trial—piled up
tliology edited by Martin Gardner;: ton Confidential were Lait-Morti- Joel, secretary. .The p.a. for Dial 350,000 more..
“The Saturday Review Executive' mer’s No. 2 and No. 3 books.
now is Susan Deere.
! .Sister Aimee did tw;o personal histories herself arid a third; compiled
Diary”; “The Saturday Review i Mortimer, on his own, licensed
Baron and Joel w ere longtime posthumously, was called “The Story/of My Life.” Also Nancy Barr
Gallery" edited by Jerome Beatty : Eddie Small’s tw*o pix. “N. Y. Con¬ partners in. Dial Press.
j Mavity knocked off one 28 years ago called “Sister Aimee.” But this
Jr.; Kay Thompsort’s “Eloise In fidential” t\VB> 'and “Chicago Con¬ ;
montage of Lately Thomas, ./called. “The. Vanishing Evangelist,” is a
Moscow"; “Film: An Anthology," fidential” (UA release!. His current 1
. Chi American’s Press Move
j $5 item and transcends all others in melodramatic interest. It makes
edited by Daniel Talbot; a picture- tv “Confidential” (Lee Tracy) se¬ , Chicago. American,, afternoon . the kidnapping affair a must for pictures. It. has more surprises,, thrills,
and-text book, “Observations/’ by ries is also independent of the gazette purchased by the-Chicago and switches than a first ride in a roller coaster.
photographer Richard Avedon with . books.
* Tnbune m October 19o6, last week .
So What Did Happen?
commentary:- by Truman Capote,;
,pl^du(!ti0n °^TS 2
Ail those who remember the affair may think they know* what hapare other S&S show biz and literati!
Moss Hart’s Book Bally
Peneii after the adorable and evangelical . Aimee stepped into the Paitems due this fall.
r j Moss Hart’s autobiography.
f°r « swita at Ocean .Park beach on the afternoon of May ia,
:. I “Act I,” which Random House will '
,S
wrii 1926- was presumed to have drowned and showed up a month later on
publish next month,.has some $(30.Really ‘Confidential’
,a,.ailP™g s!<e had been.dtidnapped,
Lee Mortimer and the estate of, 000 in byproduct income from a ; Ihc.. vacates tL smaiibuildmr ad- ““•¥«•«* sida '°f Doui>tas'
Jack Lait. late editor of the N. Y. • McCall’s chapter, a Life mag ex¬ joining Tribune Tower, the Amer- and bad escaped her captors by cutting the ropes, which bound her
Daily Mirror and collaborator with : cerpt, and a Reader’s Digest Book ican. will move ill bag-and-baggage ’ band and foot; with the roughed edges of an opened tin can. and had
Mortimer, who is a regular Mirror Club condensation V In addition, Ed with the parent company. WGN, • wandered 20 niiles through sand and cactus w ithout water and \v>thcolumnist-, are in a paradoxical Sullivan plans doing a show built another. Trib. property, will riiove : out a scratch. Instead of hunting down her alleged, kidnappers the
’ into new (facilities on Chicago’s : P°nce spent the next mbnth trying to jail her instead. These, coppers
position as regards Bob Harrison’s around the playwright.
.
‘ ; believed that while alleged kidnappers were: demanding ; a $500,000
just published 5Qc quarterly. New
Hart’s personal enthusiasm for northwest side.; . .
York Confidential. Both had long the book “makes, him a publisher’s ■ Meanwhile, the competing Chi-[ ransom, Aimee spent most of the time instead in a bungalow: at Cairtaken a dim view of Harrison's delight.” says RH prexy Bennett .cago Sun-Times announced that its [ mel, .300 miles , north of L.A:. with Kenneth G. Ormiston, a balding
original Confidential which, after Cerf, because of his willingness to afternoon sheet, the Daily News. :.and lame radio operator who had formerly worked the dials of Aimee’s
costly litigation for libel plus other cooperate on all stunts. The mem¬ would; share its pressroom wheh i Angelus Temple Tadio station. But Thomas points out. that it was never .
skirmisher with the law* on denial oir takes Hart up to his first. Broad¬ S-T’s new $6,000,000 expansion ;.proved she had not been kidnapped or that she; had spent so much as
of distribution because of alleged way click with “Once In A Life¬ program is conipleted. Field Enter- ah hour in.Va lovenest with, the undivorced Ormiston.
libel and or obscenity, was sold time.”
! prises Inc... which owns the two
Eight persons died trying to solve the mystery. One. was a deep sea
about a yrar ago to Hy Stiermah.
| papers, is in the process of de-r ; (j|ver. who was ordered to drag the depths for her body. Another was .
While Stierman is still publish- j
vetoping a^Pressroom that can. turn a blind lawyer named. R. A. McKinley, a cousin of the 25th Pre.z of
Underwriting RH Stock
lng Confidential as a monthly, coni- ’ Understood that Charles Alien & ■ ^
th^K5R«,0c° n^'tSP^ro ^be U.S.A. Indictments and arrests flew: around like moths ail summer
siderablv toned-down from tlie Co, will underwrite the public
«'»ter. Keen thv; D.A., Asa Keyes, had to be. exmaverick style of Harrison, the financing of part of the Random ' rnk proiec is exn^ted t^ be anfl in‘» the
latter is back in action via his House stock, which will probably completed in the spring of'f961. :i;™sed. during. Aimee's .preliminary hearing .which ran -six weeksy (o’
defend himself m a criminal action in another court. . .
Judson Publications Inc. Latter embrace the block of shares which j
ruiTTUif
I Keyes ipronounced. Aimee said. fo rlTyme with “lies.”! tried to have.
was a front for Harrison, who re¬ partners Bennett Cerf and Donald j
• , .^.
_
the-grand jury indict Aimee and her mother for perpetrating a hoax
mained anonymous, in the negoti¬ S. Klopfer bought in from a third
,
Bsra
Saizer
Coast
ed
of
Sevenon
kidnapping thing, but this failed when one of the jurors, a
ations for acquisition of magazine partner, Robert Haas, now* de¬
S
flushed one of the exhibits, a grocery slip-from the Carmei :
rights to the Lait-Mortimer “Con¬ ceased.
fidential" books. There were four
nfIFw
t!mpP^TnrbThV bungalow, presumably in Aimee’s handwriting, down . the. toilet of the.:
Thus, RH would join McGraw- : J?
of them in collaboration. Morti¬ Hill. Prentice-Hall, Allyri & Bacon. tfrong Rainr to Vniam:, .In Th*iiW room. The presiding judge^^ wasVsd incensed hi tired the'whole
mer. >nlo. latm* did “Confidential Henry Holt Co.. World and others
Around The W’orld” for Putnam a? publicly held (at least in part' Yolk ofnc/of Tirnef-Rffed s/ccecd'- ^ Subsequently the D.A. caused the arreit of Aimee and her mother,
and hi? “Women Confidential” lis companies. At one time both Holt cd as Chicago bureau chief bv Mur- Mts. Minnie Kennedy, without indictment, there being no grand jury
due under the Messner imprint
ray Gart. °
|'due to Judge Keetch’s dismissal of same) on charges that the gals
late this year or early next because . and World were interested in buy¬
Betty (“The Egg and I”V MacDon- ' were “corrupting public morals, obstructing just'ce .and in a corispiraiout both Cerf and Klopfer and
of a recent illness which set him ing
merging
Random
House.
}
aid
is
calling,
her
autobiography;
C-V to manufacture evidence.” A Mrs. Lorraine -Wiseman, who said .it:.
back.
|: ;
[“Who; Me?” which Lippincott will was her. twin sister who spent those days and nights With Ormiston
Meantime Harrison’s New York
publish this fall.
/■
[
at Carmel, was arrested too.
Objectionable
to
Moscow
Confidential, a 50c quarterly, has.
Paperback edition of the Milton
The Vanishing Ormy /
The Russians’ removal of certain
made its appearance. It’s in the
Berle
arid
John
Roeburt
novel,
I
There was a subpoena out for Ormiston too. He’s the wienie that
Soviet-critical
books
at
the
Ameri-.
same garish style of his former
maga?ine. It heralds the fact that can Exhibition in Moscow, which “Earthquake” (Random . House', provides the chase. During the chase he went under the names of H.
Lie “new7, uncensored, unafraid” is concurrent with the Soviet Ex¬ J win be published, by Crest.in spring C. Cornell, Ralph Stringer, Frank Gibson, George Mclritire. ;Dr. Mer- ..
- 'j
ton, James Wallace, Fred Linninger arid K. Cfiadstbrie. but he .was not
contents are “based on the best hibition at New York’s Coliseum, of ^Q. • _
Mrs. Alice. Prescott Goodwin, apprehended until the gaudy show was-about■'■over. In fact, he wa:
seller by Jack Lait. and Lee Mor¬ warrants this reprise of an excerpt
from, the Variety story reviewing novelist who wrote
billed as “the answer to nobody's prayer” but he sure gave the. plot
timer.”
“Kindred.” “Off the Highway” and en«5nprKp
The YoL 1. No. I credits, via the USSR fair, captioned, “Red ■*'T atratoP *» H W in Pain Alto Cal
'•■■a'^u^rit'.i'orvilon
i The Wiseman dame was also clinked: She was exposed as a checkJudson Publications Inc., states Square at Columbus Circle/’
“Press? In the USSR there are;
kiter who bad spent, some time in a mental, institution. The issue as
that it is published “pursuant l.to
arrangements made with the Es¬ 23 national daily newspapers off tabbed their new^noveFbn espion- to whether she or Aimee. spent some time in the Carmel bungalow.
tate of Jack Lait and Lee Mofti-, which Pravda’s 5,600,000 circula¬: : age 'S Mororico “Tiger On My with Prb)iston, then billing himself -as George Mclntire. while Aimee
mer. Lee Mortimer did not prepare tion is the largest There are 516l: Back ” to be brought out by Ddu- • was sriPp°sed to be fighting, off kidnappers in Mexico, rested on the
this revised edition and therefore national newspapers published inl bleday early next year in hardback. 1 shape of their legs. All witnesses said. Ainree’s w'ere “thick/’ Her authe E^ate of Jack Lait and Lee their local language; there are5
Harriet Segrrian, formerly health burn hair was too, but this was seemingly, no source of embarrassMortimer are in no way respon-: 4,325 small town sheets in various
: /
..
.
sible for its contents. Copyright languages; there are 75 languagess and beauty editor for True Story : ment- ,
1
Womans
Group of Macfadden Pub-!
Nice Laigs, Eh
1948 by Crown Publishers Inc. in the USSR which publish in 104
. lications. joined Seventeen mag in i Mme. ’Wiseman’s legs, displayed in court, were slender enough to
(Assigned to Lee Mortimer and different lingos.”
Estate of Jack Lait>. new and re¬
In the Coliseum are shown sam¬.’.the- same capacity. She succeeds, satisfy even Vic Tanney. She, h w*ever, had turned state’s evidence
vised 1959 edition copyrighted by ples of all these, along with many; Mrs, Elaine Biidd who’s, retiring to. and confessed she had been a stand-in for Aimee and had been paid,
. though not too handsomely, by Mama. Kennedy, for. her contribution
Jiid.^on Publications Inc.”
of their book publications. Some in1 private life. •
Since Harrison’s deal for the Ac¬ elaborate illustrated editions, forr. t Jim Haughton,. TV Guide, pub- to the hoax. Her testimony shifted almost, daily, thereby ruining the
/ • '.
quisition of these rights calls for all to see and handle. In fact, the; licity ..manager, is author of an prosecution’s case. :
* royalty to Lait-Mortimer. the somewhat careless exposure thereoff article on Danny Murtaugh, skip-.; Though the preliminary hearing drew .capacity audiences, these
surviving half of the team, despite: inspired an observation, made pri¬- Per of the Pittsburgh Pirates, ' in were as nothing compared to -the thousands Who jammed, the Angelus
his general tiff with Harrison, finds; vately at the time, that Yankc |be^ August issue r of . Extension Temple each night to hear Aimee recap the day’s, doings, in court., To;.
^ ..Maggzme, national. C a th o 11 c (this audience was added at least , a million listeners nigiitlv over the
; monthly.
’ ;■•
radio. '
: *
• Vrnie v'awpvi?^JiVnranf hFaLn v I There did not seem to be any way to stop Aimee ..from turning duo
’ process into Gilbert & Sullivan’s “TriaTBy Jury” and it beegme quite
masazmes engaged ^ to Willird eVMen.t. after a few days that no court,, short of Old Bailey, could conFiske Lochridaf of thp Air Force svict her'of so much as a traffic violation. She had a battery of four
with an Aug * 29 wedding sched-; laW-yers who handled the matinee, performances in court but the night
uled .
;
I show;s were all Aimee’s.
$2.95 each, now at
Sequel to ‘The Story of the j
Even Cops Get Clinked In This One
your bookstore.
Trapp Family $ingers/’. which! A deputy D. A. named Joseph. W. Ryan and his uncle, a chief: of
RANDOM HOUSE
Rodgers & Hammerstein ’are musi-: dicks, named Herman Cline, were assigned to the case and though
calizing for Mary Martin, is,called friendly at first to Aimee, they didn’t believe the kidnap.pitch and the
"A Family On Wheels/’ by Maria : longer the case went bn the less .they believed it; Ryan got yanked off
August Trapp; with Ruth T. Mur- ■ the case for being more resolute in his doubts than the D. A., and
dock. Lippincott will publish in j Cline even got arrested himself before the files were closed on the
September. ' .
.;,
j fantastic fiasco.
John Carter, 62; managing editor
There was another evangelist in town, the Reyerend Bob Shuler. He .
of the Lancaster (Pa.) New Era, l didn’t believe Aimee ever drew an honest breath. He pounced on her,
dn6d
27 following, a ierigthy j the press and the legal arm for giving her anything but a, one-way
“jbfss. He was city editor pf the j pass to San Quentin for. adultery, that, incredible, as it may seem. bePhiladeiphia Press before moving - ing a felony, in California. But his. audiences, compared to Aimee’s:
to Lancaster In 1923 where he was: were as small as Bronco Billy Anderson’s compared to Matt Dillon’s.
inn a lira lorraini
WnoH
at e,r w nda^n^eWS‘
The cops finally caught up with Ormiston in Chicago but he eluded
■ ■■■
Mil HANSRKRRY
joined the I^ew Era m .1928. _ ^ I them arid surrendered in L.A. where bail was quickly arranged. This
-months after he was first wanted. By then the D. A. didn't
lication this 'faU is titled '"Men’ 1know his clbow from
elbow in the case and asked the court to disMains and Alligators” Another miss the charges against everybody, on the obvious ground that it
Times staffer John Briggs who would be impossible to get a conviction. The court acceded arid Aimee
^was: formerly editor: 0f Th! Ktude 1 PrompHy feinted on receivmg^he news, ^ y r
:■
'
and music editor Of the
Post,
left on a country-wide Vindication Tour and. a month later Mrs.
has written “The. Collector’s Tchai- Kenneth G. Ormiston arrived from Australia. On St. Valentine’s day
kovsky and The Five,”. also for (quelle irony!) in 1927 she was granted an unccintested divorce on the
Lippincott, arid still another con- grounds of desertibn. For all the publicity invblving Mrs. McPherson
PN
Pill
SPIOILGASS
tributor to the same d^ily, jazz re- and Mrs. Wiseman, no “other woman” w'as named in the divorce cornviewer John S, Wilson, will have plaint.
“The Collector’s jazz: Modern”
Aimee died in an odor of sanctity, proving that a repi: however acurider the same firm’s imprint.
quired, tends to become sanctified if held on to long enough.

RANDOM HOUSE,
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f’Olympia" troupe In from Vienna
up location shots for conteriiplated
and busy on Interiors here. Miss
film on. Miami Beach. Fontaine¬
Loren cancelled plans to fly to
bleau
will
be
h.q.
and
iriost-used
.(COVent Garden 0135-6-7)
Sam Marx left for Europe.
Lily Pons wings it to Cannes, her
King, Vidor was guest of honor Sicily for a personal there in order
William Goetz home from Ger¬
. birthplace,; for month visit with her j setting for plot concerning roman¬
riot
to delay the pic.
c
tic
.
adventures
of
four
TWA
stewr
many.
at
a
Dorchester
lunch
tossed
by
family.
!
In-arid-out-of-Rome:
Susan
Hay¬
Paulette Goddard to London for
.United Artists’ toppers.,
Mitch Woodbury, columnist for. ardesses.
Jo Ann Hill has started a cab¬ ward,. Leslie Caron, Peter Hall to tv commitments.
the Toledo Blade, in for a week’s. . George Hoover, ex-Florida State
Theatres topper, bought the Wil.-. aret, .stint at Colony Restaurant. Taormina, Sicily;. Edward DmyJeannie Carson arrived from
look at the shows.
trick; Edmund Purdom, Daniel Ge- three months in London.
liams ..chain of 11 him houses in It’s her first time here.
; . Songsmith Mitchell Parish to! north.
and Georgia. He’ll
Helen Gibson celebrated her
;W.; J. Dukes, former assistant lin, Jacques Bar, Chelo Alonso to
Europe with his family Sept. 9 on : operateFlorida
from Miarrii tinder corpo¬ secretary and registrar of Moss' Paris; Sol Siegel; Dawn Addams; 44th year as a film actress.
the SS Queen Elizabeth.
> rate label
of Interstate Theatres,
Xavier Cugat, Abbe Lane.
Joseph E. Levine and Bill Doll
Ed Seay, Hotel Plaza publicist; with Nat Williams Jr. as district Empires, upped to secretary.
here for “Hercules" opening.
: James and Michael Carreras,
doing the Vieniia-Rome-London • manager. .
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus on Cape
Hammer Films’ chiefs, due in New
tourist bit this week, by air.
Cod holiday prior to Europe trek.
York Aug. 9 for business confabs.
. Harry Saranoff, vet fiddle player
Elspeth March to] London for
Paul Adorian, managing director
and sexton, of the Friars Club, is
By Hans Hoehn
of Associated Rediffusion, appoint¬
star in “Darling Buds of May” at
candidate for reelectiori to Demo¬
(760264)
Saville Theatre.
ed chairman of George Humphries
cratic County Committee.
'By Guy Livingston
!> The Eisenstein classic, “Potem¬
Sheldon Davis & Associates with
& Co.
•
...
Hal .Wallis; film financier Serge
/342 Little Bldg.; DE 8-7560)
Among those in town are Rich- kin/’ currently at Atelier am Zoo. Bleeden, Morhaim & Switzer Inc.,
Semenenko and Celebrity Service's
Clara
Ward
Singers
booked
for
merged
publicity firms.
.
Pola
Negri
enacts
in
CCC’s
forth¬
yard
Adler,
attorney
Martin
Gang,
Earl Blackwell sailed for Europe
Joanne Dru left for Majorca for
i tv producer R. S. Finkel and Vin¬ coming “Mistress of the World,”
last week on the SS. United States*; Jordan Hall concert Oct. 10. . .
Van
Cliburn
in
for
music
crix
jn-r
,
femme
lead
in Edward Alperson’s
the
role
of
a
paralyzed
agent.
cent
Price.
Don Cossack Chorus -Inc. .has j
Gottfried Reinhardt’ gave ~up his | “Girl in the Red Bikini.”
The Condor Club, one of Soho’s
been authorized to conduct, an j terviews and press, rounds on RCA
top riiteries, bought for .$28,000- by function of a production chief at | Richard Burton and Robert Ryan
entertainment, business .in New ! proniosh tour.
York. Melvin Katske is a director ; Pearl Buck in for “Four Poster,” Tommy Yeardye and his partner, CCC. Will only direct pix for this to Petersburg, Alaska, for start of
WB’s “Ice Palace.”
company.
which she. is coproducing, at Boston Peter Davis; .
and filing attorney. ...
Paul Robeson opened , an Inter¬
Tobe Davis,. syndicated fashion 1 Kevin Corcoran to receive $600
Max . Asnas, ; bohiface i of The; Summer Theatre. /
under court-approved con¬
Stage, left for ;.Holly wood’ accom- ' Bernadine Lovell on the . 88 . at national Festival of University expert, will be here until Aug. 2, weekly
with Disney.
panied by 100 lbs; of pastrami arid • Dick Richard’s Black Arigus while Theatre at Bristol, at which 14 enroute back from the Moscow tract
Ken Annakin off to British West
countries are represented.
Festival..
salami to give his Coast friends a I Helen Manning vacations. Associated - British Pathe pre¬
West Germany’s entry at the Indies te prep start of Walt Dis¬
whiff of New York.
;.i Sam Vine :brings his hypno act
William Zeckendbrf making the / from long stay at Reef, Revere, to sented Wimbledon tennis champ, i forthcoming Fifth International ney's “Swiss Family Robinson.”
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Porgy and
ground-breaking ceremonies this Hi-Way Casino for four-week book¬ Maria Bueno, with a copy of the Festival of the Humorous Films at Bess”
received “A-2” rating by The
Pathe newsreel showing the high¬ Bordighera is Europa’s “Felix
..
(Wed;) noon for the new Zecken-. ing. 7
Tidings, L.A. Catholic newspaper.
Krull.”
doff Hotel on 6th Aye., and 51-52 ' . ’Lloyd Bridges and Jake LaMotta lights of her victory.
Alan
C. Macauley succeeds Ken
Four
carriages,
used
in
the
1953
in
"Guys.
arid
Dolls”
at
Carousel
Most
screened
pix
in
16
German
St. a social event, by invitation.
as prexy of Motion Picture
Theatrical attorney Julian T; • tunetent, Framingham, through Coronation, carried film stars in a key: cities were “Night Before Jones
& Television Credit Manager*
‘‘Sleeping
Princess”
procession
to
Aug.
15.
Preem,”
“Inferno,”
“Tiger
Of
Esch•Abeles and his wife. Rose, were on ;
! Assn.
that Queen Elizabeth sailing last' Erroll Garner opens at Denny the Astoria for the preem of Dis- napur,” ‘.‘Indian Tomb,” “Freddy,
Paul Lyday transferred from
the. Guitar and the Sea” (all Ger¬
week that experienced the accident; Mulcahy’s Salisbury Beach;Frolics riev’s latest cartoon:
Variety
Club
of
Great
Britain
man) and “Master of Jungle” (Bel¬ Fox Intermountain Theatres, Den¬
with the SS American Hunter in Sunday (9) for week. Frankie Ava¬
ver, to L. A. to edit National Thea¬
will provide $14,00Q a year towards gian documentary).
lon follows. .
lower N. Y: bay.
tres’ publication. Showman.
Ruby Fob's Deri Inc;, West. 52d 1 Oscar Doob' in for press, confabs maintaining a unit which is being
Albert G. Ruben and Robert H.
St, chbwmeinery w.k. to the 4how ' an “Beli-Hyr” skedded to open at founded for research’on the causes
Williams partnered in new insur¬
of
cancers
peculiar
to
children.
Ben
Sack’s.
Saxon
deluxer
around
biz bunch, filed an arrangement!
ance
firm to meet needs of enter¬
petition under Chapter 11 of the7 Thanksgiving.
tainment industry.
t
By Forrest Duke
Bankruptcy Act listing $144,928 in*? . First Boston Jazz Festival set for
Ginger
Rogers back from Ore¬
Fenway Park, Aug.. 21-23 by Shera¬
L
(DUdley 4-4660)
I gon ranch to gab with Paul Gre¬
liabilities and $9,600 assets.
Ed (and Pegeen) Fitzgerald, re-; ton Hotel Corp. and George Weiri,
Joy Blaine, who was “Miss gory anent her appearance in
By
Gene
Moskowitz
ceritly moved to Central Park j Hub jazz entrepreneur.
Nevada” in the contest, back on “Pink Jungle.”
(66 Are. Breteuil; SUF. 5920) her
West,; was aware of some of the; “Porgy and. Bess” has its New
job as Tropicaria showgirl.
j Rosalind Russell copped the
dodges, the wouldbe muggers em- j England preem -at Dan Finn’s Astor 7 Benny Goodirian slated for Octo¬
Hank Henry back as Silver. Slip¬ 1959 Neiman-Marcus Award for
ploy when ‘‘begging” for .i handout ‘ Theatre Thursday (6). for benefit ber jazz concerts here. ;
per top banana after appearing! best-dressed woman of stage .and
N.
K
Baptist
Hospital
League
sold
Singer
Annie
Cordy;
to
Germany
and. averted what he felt was a
screen.
to star in a film, “Blondes Alwrays with. Betty Hutton in her new
. potential mugging by . ominously out;
Paul Rosen ankled business af¬
W'iri,” which Werner Klinger wUl filmed tv series. •
swinging the. heavy dog-chain he
fairs
dept, at CBS-TV to join Mac#
Lou Walters scouted the finals Neufeld
direct.
' now carries when airing the family
and Sherwin Bash in new
Singer-cleffer Serge Gainsbourg of the “Miss Universe?’ contest at i personal management firm.
pooch.
Long
Beach
with
the
idea
of
sign¬
turning actor for the Brigitte BarAmerican : Ambassador to Italy
James D. Zellerbach tried to make
Actor Mark Richman is heading dot pic, “Do You Want to Dance ing of the lookers for the Tropihimself understood with a break¬ for. Hollywood where he will do a With Me?” and composer for cana.
Francois Truffaut’s second pic,
Mr, and Airs. A. V. Meiyappen
fast order for eggs at the Spoleto [ tele series with June Allyson.
and R. M. Bagai of India vacation¬
Music. Festival; drew a picture Of I McGuire Sisters will star at Phil¬ “Jules Et Jim.”
(Delaware 7-4984)
Mexican pic star Maria Felix in ing at the Riviera. Meiyappen is a
an egg. for the non-English speak- | adelphia’s annual Hero Scholar¬
Sessue Hayakawa starring in
irig -Italian waiter, who immedi¬ ship Fund Thrill Show. in Munici¬ to visit her husband arid vacation film producer, and Bagai handles “Rashomon” at Tenthouse Theatre.
after windirig the Mexican-French film news from that country.
ately registered understanding ;— pal Stadium.
Betty Furness here last week to
Philadelphia’s Variety Club, Tent coproduction/ “Fever. Mounts in
and cairie back with a chicken,
“Holiday In Japan,” which Bill film Westirighouse commercials in
13, Will hold, its anriiial golf tourney Sao Paulo,” in . Mexico opposite Miller imported for the New Fron¬ suburban homes.
sandwich!
\ Johnny Carson emceed the 30th and diriner-dance at Green Valley Gerard Philipe,
Dorothy Malone and Jacques
tier from Tokyo, is the Strip’s big¬
Yves Ciampi to direct a German- gest
r
. anniversary show of the Westches- Country-Club Sept. 18.
hit since the Stardust Lido de Bergerac at Edgewater Beach Play¬
V ter Country Club Saturday night
Bert Lahr in town to recreate Japariese coproduction in Japan to Paris show preemed about, a year house In “Once More, With Feel¬
star
his
wife,
Keiko
Kishi.
Pic
(1), which iricluded the Marteili his original Broadway role in
ing.”
ago.
Trio, Dolores Perry and The Brandywine Music Circus’ presen¬ deals with a German spy who
Playboy Jazz Festival starts Fri¬
Red Skelton, held over for an
Goofers. Rockefeller Center prexy- tation of “Du Barry Was a Lady." worked for the Russians in Japan additional
day (7) at Chicago Stadium, preem
three
weeks
at
the
during
World
War
2.
St. John Terrell, Lambertville
showman Gus Eyssell is on the
being
a benefit for Chicago Urban
Anthony Quinn bought out WiL Riviera where he’s doing terrific League.
club's board qf: governors. Travel Music Circus impresario, who has a
has sold his script, “The King
agent Bill Eiigazy contributed a 14- lot of firsts in the tent business, liam Dieterle’s share of a French biz,
Balaban
& Katz, as a hospitality
Brays,”
to
Desilu
for
a
Playhouse
day SS Homeric passage (for two) will try a. new one this week when book, “Man of Blood,” which he tele show. Skelton will star.
gesture, will be giving free theatre .
intends to star in, produce and
as the grand prize of the door he offers professional wrestling.
passes to athletes in the upcoming
direct
here
next
year.
It
is
about
A dance pavillion with a capacity
raffle.
Pan Am Games.
. . Tex McCrary’s public relations for 1.000 teenage dancers wall be a: Spanish general .who fled Spain
Producer Irwin Allen mad#
firm opened Coast office in Beverly; erected at Golf Park, miniature after the revolution.
opening of “Big Circus” at StateAnother film .version of the
Hills: Knox Manning, former NBC golf course, , above Willow Grove. Gogol
Lake- last weekend the liveliest
novel,
“Taras
Bulba,”
being
By
Erie
Gorrick
.
. news coirimentator, recently reV Philadelphia area disk'jockeys Will pfepped here as a Frerich-Italian
ballyhoo for a pic here in months.
(Film House, Sydney)
signed as special assistant to the emcee the record hops. .
Opening of Dunes Drive-In in
co-production starring Folco Lulli.
Local outfit is seeking money to East Gary, Ind., over weekend
Assistant Secretary: of Commerce
Harold Hecht, of Hecht-Hill-Lan- produce a pic titled, “Stop 24.”
for, 'International Affairs in. Wash-.
brings
total of ozoners booked by
castefi is purportedly also prepar¬
. ington, to take charge of client
ing a pic based on this tale about : “This is Cinerama” looks like S. B. Griever in this area to eight.
hitting
one
year
on
three-a-day
at
services emanating from the new
the last of the fighting Cossacks.
By Emil W. Maass
division of the McCriary organiza¬
. Playwright Claude Magnier will Hoyts Plaza/Sydney.
(Grosse Sckiffgasse 1 A;
tion; At the outset, the office will
Sabrina; is due for nightclub
have : his. first play, on Broadway
Tel: 356156)
dates coast to coast before going to
. direct Century City, the 88-build¬
Clark Gable . vacationing ; till next season, “Mr. Masure,” With Hollywood
around next October.
ing, 260-acre, $500,000,000 Webb & Aug.
By Maxwell Sweeney
Anri
Sheridan
starring;
his
second
1 in St. Gilgen, on lake. of
Lee Gordon will bring back
Knapp; development project on the same name.
(Dublin 684506)
“Oscar” in Loridon, with Robert
site of the former 20th. Century•Sammy Davis Jr. for a repeat run
London
Old Vic Co. nixed pro¬
Morley
starring,
and
his
third
will
Vie nn a Symphonic Orchestra
over his Stadium loop next Novem¬ posed fall visit here.
Fox studio property adjacent to elected
Hans Riemer, City Coun- open here next season. Latter is ber.
7
Beverly Hills.
“Flowering Cherry" production
called “Blaise.” He also is set to
cellor, as its president.
“10 Coirimandments’’ (Par) pull¬
Eduard Hoesch, chief of Dohau direct a film version of “Masure,” ing top trade in New Zealand and by Stanley rfisley put back for fall
presentation at Olympia, Dublin.
Film Co., awarded Golden. Medal
looks to repeat smash Aussie sue*
Brendan Smith to stage closedof Honor for his productions.
cess.
circuit tv shows for upcoming Ra¬
Brcgeriz
Festivals;
already
select¬
By Lary Solloway
Errol Heath, prexy Independent dio and TV Show in Dublin.
ed
play
for
1960
season.
It
is
“Tree
Film. Distributors, planning the ! Belfast banned “Shake Hands
(1755 Calais Dr; UNion 5-5389)
. By Robert F. Hawkins
Agent Art Gordon, who pack¬ of Perception” by Frank Zwill- : (Stampii
iiriportatiori of more Japanese- with Devil” (UA) on police com¬
Estera; Tel. 675906).
aged the. click Cubano . revue at inger.
made pix this year.
missioner’s rating of “unsuitable."
Alida Valli to Paris after loca-:
Donau Film shobting “When
- the Biltmore Terrace, getting bids
“Roar Like a Dove” is a majof
“Never Steal Anything Small"
Beils .Sound” with Vienna Singing tion work on “Arsene Lupin” in click at the Royal, Sydney, with
for showing in L. A.
(WB) rated “objectionable” by Na¬
Capa City , reported on auction Boys, directed by Edward . Von Florence.
John Mac.Calium and Googie tional Film Institute reviewing
BorSody.
Abbe
Lane
and
Xavier
Cugat
. block, with. Maj. Riddle and Harold
Withers, for J. C. Williainson Ltd. panel.
Albert Quendler cultural film booked into Monte Carlo’s. Sport¬
Minsky of the Dunes, Las. Vegas,
Garnet Carroll, indie legit opera¬
Anne Heywood in from London
productions won first prize ($1,000) ing D’Ete, then do . British tele tor, has won Aussie rights to “The
interested in acquisition.
to join cast of “A Terrible Beauty,"
stint
Aug.
6.
of
.governriient
coin
for
his
picture.
Montmartre inaugurated name
Music Man” and will produce the now lensing for Raymond Stross at
Silvana Mangano latest victim show hero early next year with
Weekend shows policy with; George “Austria.”
Ardmore Studios.
Stephanus Film Co. (Catholic of hair-shearing needs of “Yovanka top U,S- talerit.
; die Witt;. Smith and Dale teeing Off:
Irish Actors Equity warned all
outfit) finishing cultural, on Em¬ and the Others” Martin Ritt pic for
Robert Helpman is returning members not to accept tele engage¬
Joey. Adams also is a pactee.
peror
Maxiliam
.
I.,
directed
by
DeLaurentiis
under
way.;
here.
'
here to produce an intimate revue ments, experimental or otherwise,
Fontainebleau booked Billy
Peppino DeFilippo heads large at the Philip Street theatre,
Barnes eight-person intiine revue Stephan von Szots.
consulting organization.
AIpbach European Forum (Aug. cast of stars via title role in Tita- Sydney. He’ll take the show back without
(now at Las Palmas Theater in
Irish Arts Council has asked the
• L. A.) for run beginning: Oct; 1, for 21-Sept. 9) will also have artistic rius’ “Ferdinand, King of Naples,” to London later.
television commission and Irish
program, as scenic presentation of \vhich Gianni Franciolini directs
Looks rather certain that “My government to abandon project for
its La Ronde,
' - Fair Lady" will run at Her Majes¬ commercial ly in Ireland “for cul¬
Keefe Brasselle, current at Frank Martin's: “Le Vin Herbe.” soon. .
Schoenbrunn
film
company
“Geisha Boy" (Par) repping the ty’s, Melbourne, until next Easter tural reasons.”
Americana’s bal Masque, setting
up a teaming idea with wife Arlene working on screen script of “Phile¬ U.S. at ;the current Bordighera under the J. C. Williamson banner.' National Film Institute review¬
(ex-DeMarco Sisters) for an Ed mon and Baukis” by Leopold Ahl- Festival of Film Comedies, with Musical is the greatest hit in local ing panel rated 12 out cf 31 pic¬
sen. Annie Rosar and Carl Wery “Too Many Crooks” the British show biz history.
Sullivan: show appearance. ,
tures screened last month as
entry. '
Memory of late- Ben Kelly are to star.''
Lee Gordon, topper of the [“adults only” fare; balance were
Director Robert Rossen vaca¬
Christoper Lee skied in. from Stadium loop, arid Gordon Cooper, -okayed for “general audiences.”
(brother of Al Kelly), honored by.
city council, which dedicated a tioned a few days in the capital. London for role in “Hard Times Tivoli circuit’s chief, currently in 1 Indian terper Ramp Gopal, who
bronze plaque to him in tribute to His “Cordura” for . Columbia slated for Vampires,” which Maxima Film the U.S., bidding for American ; ended ‘'Ballet Trio’’ tour here with
is shooting here after locations on name acts that should do well Down Alexis Rassine and Marina Svet¬
his founding (and directing) of here for. late September.
Innsbruck City Theatre Will give Italo Riviera. .
variety shows there.
Under this winter.
lova, teaming again with Rassin#
Discoveryland, new airiusemerit festival1 weeks diiring . month of
Fraternity Brothers reported
■Continued pressure will be ap¬ for torn* of Africa and Middle East.
park announced for North Miami August, with Oscar Werrier, of signed for “Juke Box,” musical plied to the government for per¬ 1 Cecil Beaton’s “Landscape with
item which ACI Productions of mission to open cinemas on the Figures’* may be unwrapped in
location, being built7 for 1960 by In¬ Burg Theatre, in charge.
ternational .Recreation Co:, which is : Paula Wessely’s film, “Imperfect Rome is packaging along with num¬ Sabbath here. Independent exhibi- Dublin as top piece of Interna¬
currently building similar project Matrimony,” will have its preem at ber of Italo singing stars.
! tors aver that a Sunday. greenlight tional Theatre Festival. Donald
in Bronx, N. Y.
Moscow Film Fest. Pic was finished
Sophia Loren, John Gavin, is essential to keep them out of Wolfitt is named as star with
Jerry Wald has aide here.setting 10 days before.
Michael Curtiz.- and others of the red.
! Douglas Seale producing.
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tease. Equally yock-raislng was
the spectacle of Herrriione Baddeley as Nanette giving with “Tea
for Two” in front of a male chorus
Continued from pag* TS'sssaB
consisting of such as Richard
; Continued from :paf« 2
Greene, Michael Denison, John ramento, or Joliet would elimin¬
Gregson and Terence Morgan.
ate audiences to the same play on
verse may litter Long Beach on 10 to midnight by CBS and in
Finale of first half was emceed Broadway. People would still b*
the Pacific with stardust, seaweed addition for the first time this
or tar, but not at Atlantic City. year, the boardwalk paradise of
by Robert Morley and introduced iriter^ted in seeing the original
Here no archbishop withholds the all the beauties, on floats 'will be
eight’ different. dance numbers, production with the personalities
sacraments because [ field repre¬ televised from 8 to 8:30 Tuesday,
with such unexpected combos as appearing iri it. The fact that a
j Bosley Crowther, the N Y. Times Joari Greenwood and Anton Doliri play opens in a town just before
sentatives have anticipated the Sept. 7.
[•
critic,
in
his
review
of
“Blue
Denmore obvious snafus. Miss "New I
!
spoofing
the tango, Laurence Har- the. movie of the play opens.will
10G for Learning
Mexico, chosen after' eight state¬ ! For Miss America there will be [ ini” said Dunne and producer j vey and Margaret Leightqn in a not cut attendance at. the movie.
wide contests, will arrive chapei*- a $10,900 scholarship, arid a quar¬ Charles Brackett had “taken, a 'frenetic Charleston, the distin¬ It may, in fact, increase attend¬
oned in Atlantic City with no ob¬ ter ~£ a million dollars in scholar¬ | tough, realistic little play with a guished thesps John Gielgud and ance. . :
The moyies make a great mis¬
jections from the Most Reverend. ships will be awarded to runners-up tragic problem iri it and have tried Edith Evans waltzing and Michael
Edwin V. Byrne, Archbishop of ( under the [direction of Dr. Theo- to .trim it and cram it into the Redgrave and Peggy Ashcroft .kid¬ take in stopping rights to plays.
The movie, “South Pacific,” might
New Mexico, because the Junior : dore Distler,. executive director of : mold of a Hollywood family pic¬ ding the life out of the polka.,
have been more successful finari-:.
Chamber of Commerce . has con¬ ; the Association of American Col-, ture, with the. problem never per¬
Re Cole and the Palladium or¬
formed to his statement of ecclesi¬ leges. Funds for the Miss America mitted! , to assume such logic or chestra did a standout job and the cially had people seen. produc¬
tions of it the past year and a
astical principles:
[
Scholarship. Foundation have been credibility that it cannot be re¬ stage management and production half..
It would be better if a play
“The Catholic Church u ill :\.m provided by the five exclusive ad¬ solved with a conveniently ‘happy were both splendid considering the
were allowed to be presented re¬
ending.’
”
He
added
that
the
Hjeme
■
not oppose Bathihp Suit. P.evertising underwriters qf the
theatre staff had. only an hour to gardless. of whether a movie was
had . been “exploited in a shame-1 strike the. scenery after, the eve¬
rieic Contests if the review is
pageant:
. ;
just coming out.
held in private, allowing only
1) Joseph Bancroft & Co., maker fully clumsy arid artificial way.”
ning’s Palladium show and set up
These suggestions are riot made
tie fan^lies of th?\contestants
The Herald-Tribune’s Paul Beck- for the midnight matinee.
of Everglaze Fabrics.
in an effort to hurt anyone’s pockand the judges of the con(2) Pepsi-Cola, which has. con¬ ley asked: “Did the adriiittedly
etbook.
It merely seems to me
testants to he present.
tributed more than $150,008 In stark, nature of; the theme frighten
that a new approach to the rights
‘ The Catholic Church will
everybody awray in reality?” The
scholarships.
of
securing
plays Is - needed. One
oppose if any pictures of the
N:Y. Daily Mirror (Justin Gilbert)
<3> Oldsmobile.
of the grossest examples of hold¬
cojitestants in bathing suits
said the ending Was “a lot more
<4* Philco.
ing
on
to
rights
is the type of con¬
Continued from page ,2';^s
are published i?iii the daily
15 > Toni (which beauty has the syrupy” than necessary, but vjas
trol of “Threepenny Opera.” Thii
papers.”.
. |; . ...
“obviously done to counterbalance
; Toni?) .
v
the
dances
as
adding
“colorful
and
show
would
be
ideal for any col¬
From Farmingdalej: New Mexico; ’ Proctor & . Gamble, which the weightier issues involved,”
interesting activities to the events lege and, surely the sinall theatre
the host chapter of the Junior j planned a hard-sell for detergents
While the Code prevented the
of
the
community.’*'
Her
feelings
in
New
York
where
the play, is
Chamber of Commejrce has noti¬ fin super-markets, was disqualified film: from following the. play in
were seconded by Charles. Barba, presented could not be affected by
fied all concerned:
i by the committee; Miss America, that the abortion couldn’t be per¬ president of the Chamber of Com¬ educational institutions doing it,
“We. must say that we can find no soap-seller she. ['■./'
formed, it would not have in any
: Gerard A. Larson v
nothing that can be construed as ! How thoroughly the countryside Way dictated marriage as a final merce.
(Assistant Professor of
Taos Indian Pueblo Governor
immoral, immodest for degrading 1 has been scoured for* beauty this solution.
Speech Arts, .
Cristino
Mirabel,
who
had
been
in the manner in which the Miss S year is indicated by 2,500 contests
“Blue Denim*’ demonstrates Hol¬
:
Sacramento
State College)
New' Mexico or Miss America 1 in 50 states. As against 42" con- lywood’s great difficulty in coping: skedded to join New Mexico Gov¬
( As a trade paper. Variety covers
pageants have been conducted. : tests in the huge state of Texas with adult themes while appealing ernor John Burroughs ini leading
the
trade;
that
is,
the professional
However, due to pressures'by in¬ ; there were 62—a new high for all quite consciously to an audience the fiesta parade, declined to pfrtheatre. That is not a reflection on
dividuals and religious groups ... . ‘ states—in North Carolina, which which, to a very large extent, does ticipate.
college
or
the
various
other kinds
there will be no public swim suit j finally selected Miss Randolph not consist of adults. It also reMirabel arranged the dances at
competition in the Miss. America i County, Judith Lynn Klippel. In fleets what by now appears to have 9 and 11:30 a.m. each day of the of non-professional theatre, which
are
extensively
^:
covered
in various
pageant, nor will there be swim Oklahoma statewide contests were become an almost subconscious re¬ fiesta and the Santiago and Santa
theatrical periodicals, several of
suit pictures released to local j conducted by the First Christian flex, i,e. the desire to ‘ placate Ana corn dances each afternoon.
which
are
college-puhlishedL^-Ed
.)
newspapers."
j
Church of Oklahoma City.! .
groups before they even start pres¬
He said the dances were set to
Statewide such censorship may j Of the recent Miss Americas suring:''
protest
“the
lack
of
consideration
be enforceable, but it is not' clear ; probably the 1945 winner, Bess
of the Indian people by the Taos
how* hundreds of jphotographers ! Myerson, has gone farthest in show
Council and a segment of the
and a free press can yield to such business, but two of the girls who
town’s businessmen who have pro¬
conformity on the [boardwalk in w ere voted Miss Congeniality. by
^ Continued from page 75 ssssa ■
posed
an east side road bypass.” .
September.
: their peers have done well. KathLong Silk Stockings
No photographs of the com Marin is expanding from . his own
' leeri Crowley, a 1949 stenographer
' Continued from page 1
Back in 1921, when the first Miss for Better Built Doors in Gre'eri
dances are permitted but the pub¬ television drama,, presented last
America paraded In long silk ‘ Bank, N. J., went on to the: Ameri¬ two Saturday nights and two week¬ lic can snap the morning terping, April on “Playhouse 90.”
stockings and a demure bathing can Academy of Dramatic Arts and days. He was backed by Red Norvo if permission is obtained from
•The projected Broadway produc¬
dress, considerable f international . developed such proficiency that i5» cqmic. Pat. Henry, Bill Miller, Mirabel.
tion by the Theatre. Guild and ..
discussion developed about the she is now’ In big demand in Holly- his accompanist, and a house line.
Other events at. the three-day Dore Schary of “The Unsinkable
propriety of such public undress : wood television.
Mrs. Brown,” the. Meredith : WillAppearance is a new record for
Sandra f Jean
by the flower of American woman¬ . Simpson, who exported her con- club. : Sinatra holding old one annual fiesta included a fasnion $on-Richard Morris musical, has
hood. For the five years between | geniality from Barre, Vermont, in which he set during a three-day show, garden club tour, crowning been postponed until the fall- of
of a fiesta queen, calf roping, street I960.
1927 and 193£ the seaside; resort ! 1956, did cartooning so well that appearance;iri August of 1956.
abandoned these beauty contests Walt Disney engaged her, and
Bon ifa ce
Paul
“Skinny” dances and the El Baile de los . An off-Broadway production of
and watched its female bathers ■ Pepsi-Cola hired her away from- D’Amato at the end of business Conquistadores (the official fiesta Vina Delmar’s “The Confederates ”
based on a segment of her book,
abandon stockings and publicly the Burbank studios. Now honey¬ early Sunday morning did what he ball).
Taos Is the famed New Mexico “Beloved,” . is planned for offexpose bare knees and thighs.
mooning in Europe with Dr.. Wal¬ usually , does when he gets an act
Convinced that under impecca¬ ter Frankel of Billings, Mont., she which swamps the place. The Ver¬ art colony peopled by painters, Broadway production Sept. 28, [
ble non-commercial [civic sponsor¬ ;■ will return to Atlantic City in million Room part of the big club poets, artists, writers, art . collec¬ probably at the Theatre Marquee,
by her son, Gray Delmar (who will
ship thighs , and torsos could be j September to judge the current was shuttered, to be reopened this tors, plus Indians and cowboys.
also direct), and Paul E. Davis.
translated into tourism, a group of [ talent crop. ,
Saturday /8) when Milton Berle
: Elaine Perry is planning n
citizens engaged Lenore S. Slaugh¬ ! The end-product, of all . this comes in for a week.
B r o a d w a y production of John
ter to run the contests and keep ; beauty machinery is, of course, to
Popularity of singer v as proved
Briard Harding’s “Kinderspeil,”
them clean. This year she cele¬ \ hiring new September spending, to throughout week as long lines
which Is to be tested at Boston
brates her 25th anniversary of this I Atlantic [ City. This mission has gathered before. the club nightly ^=3 Continued from page lss (Mass.) U.
;
considerable accomplishment. Ac¬ : been so well accomplished that El- to see him. They even crowded the
Leonard Sillman sailed from
cording to Robert Nesbitt, presi¬ f wood Kirkman, vice president of lobby of . his hotel, the Claridge, Viet pictures to click In the States; New
York for London last July
dent of the Miss America Pageant [ the. Boardwalk National Bank and awaiting a sight of him. Details of some editing will be necessary.
25 to seek a director for his
and one of the 24 unpaid directors | a trustee of pageant funds,. esti- police were on -hand at all times
The Russians tend: to adopt a projected Broadway production of
of this non-profit civic enterprise, ! mates that an extra $15,000,000 to curb the curious.' . ... •
leisurely pace with plenty of dialog, “La Seconde.” , .
she has done an exceptional job of ! will be spent in Atlantic City by
The 500 got nationwide publicity and some of that can be overcome
Edmund Beloin and Henry Garavoiding trouble and enforcing [ visitors the week after Labor Day. as top columiysts hopped on the via 'judicious editing. Under the Son, who . co-authored. “In Any
good taste while ! annually dis¬ In Ocean City, where the bank Sinatra story, with Philly writers film deal, no cuts can be made Language;” presented on Broad¬
covering new’ talent;
has a branch, Labor Day is check¬ in to devote their entire column without approval of the party that way in 1952, by George Abbott,
A former president of the local out day for the summer vacation-: either reviewing or commenting on sells the picture. The Americans have approached him about the
Rotary Club; Nesbitt; has an almost ers. In Atlantic City August visit¬ appearance. Television and radio fear that, if they ask for deletion possibility of a musical version of
evangelical attitude toward the ors stay on and new arrivals, by announcers also had their innings. of footage, the Soviets will then the comedy. [
Misses America, past, present, and the thousands will. come to do . Uncle Sam arid the City of At¬ “retaliate” by asking cuts: in the
Jean Rosenthal will design the
prospective, and regards them With their personal judging. Ada Tay¬ lantic City were also Interested. Hollywood features which they lighting for “Take Me Along,”, the
the same fatherly concern devoted lor, director of sales at the Hotel City took a straight 3% for its have bought.
new title for. “Connecticut Sum¬
to his own 20-year-old daughter. Claridge, where the annual Miss luxury tax while Government got
mer.”
The Soviets have purchased ten
As -head of the New Jersey Bell America ball is held, says that the its nice 20% via cabaret tax.
“David arid Jonathan,” by Nor¬
American films. The Americans
Telephone Co, at Margate, he is tallest hotel on the boardwalk is
Sinatra iri 1950 appeared on have bought seven Russian fea¬ man . Beim, is planned for off?
Broadway production next year by
doing, in his. spare time, a national always, capacity during the pageant Steel Pier for a tworday weekend
tures. A draft agreement covering United Productions, with William
public relations job Which reflects week.
with 41,900 paying, admission as some of the basic provisions in the
credit to the A.T.&T., having flown
For the folks back home, watch¬ he put on 13 shows in the Music deal is now in the hands of the Vorenberg as director.
A permanent boxoffice has been
weekends to most of the states as ing the Auditorium judging on ,tv, Hall—nine on Saturday and four
opened at the Hebrew Actors’ Un¬
a trouble-shooter. [Each year he producer Buzby is Careful to as¬ on Sunday, This established a new U.S. lawyers..
Problem
is
going
to
be
to
conr
ion
headquarters in New York to
selects the judges, [and getting to sure this largest of all audiences high which was broken last year
be a judge is like being tapped for that their American dream of Cin¬ by Ricky Nelson on a Labor Day vince the Soviets that the editing accommodate organizations seeking
to
purchase
tickets and theatre
is
being
done
in
their,
interest
so
Skull and Bones; frou don’t call derella is as pure and wholesome dateJ
as to make the films more accept¬ parties to the upcoming. Yiddishhim, he calls you. SO far this year as the venerable folktale by
language
production
of “A Devil’s
able
to
U.S.
audiences.
Once
Mos¬
the following judges have accepted Grimm, said that they can still
cow gets the idea that the Ameri¬ Game” at the Educational Alliance
invitations: Mitch Miller (music), believe in good fairies; This year
Playhouse.
cans
have
smelled
“propaganda,”
Charlie Weaver (tv)|Norman. Rock¬ he has chosen “Dreamland” as
An off-Broadway revival of
and are cutting for that purpose,
well urt>, Pauline [ Trigqre (fash¬ the pageant theme, and the mood
there’s no telling what they may “Burning Bright” is planned for
ions) and Assistant!:Secretary Ber¬ music will feature “1 Saw A Dream
Continued from page 2
an
Oct, 12 opening at Theatre East
demand to snip the Hollyw'ood pic¬
tha Adkins <We thg people out of Walking.”
by Robert M. Cayallo, with Matt
wordless impersonation of a slight¬ tures, company execs say.
Washington).
[
Clmber directing.
Along with other judges to be
ly tipsy woman dining alone. The
Michael Dewell has been named
selected, they will} breakfast pro¬
general manager of the National
Crazy Gang as debutantes disap¬
gressively with allj 54 contestants
Phoenix
Theatre, the newly-formed
pointed at not being presented at
and eliminate all but the most tal¬
touring branch of the Phoenix
Theatre,
N. Y. Dewell, who was
ented ten. from which Miss Amer¬ zsssz Continued from page 2 immmmi the Palace, Alicia Markova and vo¬
Continued from page 2
calist . Tommy Steele were among
instrumental in setting up NPT, is
ica will be selected “with beauty
of face and figure less important still in script form, some already the home entries who hit the bell clear and crystal clean. His com¬ also a member of the organization’s
mand of the score and his commu¬ board , of directors.
than talent, and pulchritude con¬ voiced: their concern on two[ in their various ways.
Fernando Lamas will direct and
sidered only as an attribute to cul¬ grounds: (1) That marriage at the : But. the chief ^attraction of. this nication to the admiring ear earned
■end
would
rob
the
whole
issue
of
annual
event
Is.
to
see
favorite
ture, poise, personality and Intelli¬
him a bountiful series of bows. Jo¬ star in “Once More With Feeling”
\ illegitimacy and proposed abortion performers, letting their hair, down sef Krips, the Vienna Beethoven- at the La Jolla (Gal). Playhouse,
gence.”
-i; •
■
The producer, as usual, will be ’ of its severity, arid (2) that it iri offbeat activities* Thus, meister, led the S t a d i u in ork opening a two-week stand next
(10). He recently appeared
George Buzby of the Hotel Dennis, : seemed like an unsound and unin¬ Laurence Olivier - as Archie Rice through the four-night cycle with Monday
iri the Harry Kurriitz comedy at the
who took. over from his father; telligent. solution to the; problem. in “The Entertainer” singing a skill, savvy and bounce/
Huntington Hartford Theatre, Hol¬
A Catholic priest last week said bawdy vaude [ ditty, with such dis¬
Kirk Browning will direct, Glenn
This year, jet planes have added lywood.
Osser of ABC will be musical di¬ that, if he were approached by. a tinguished: “showgirls” as Coral a new pitch to the background
Mrs. Martin Beck is due. back
rector and Bert Parks master of young girl finding herself in such Browne, Celia Jjohrison, Phyllis sounds, but the old echo is still the last week in August from a
ceremonies. There will be a two- a predicairient, he would never. Calvert, Kay Hammond and Hilde- present, giving you a peak note holiday trip/to Denver and Sari
hour telecast of the judging from ; suggest marriage. “It wopld be garde Neff dqing a hokey strip- and a repeat.for the one low price. Francisco. .

How Atlantic City Turned Shape^SHow

: wrong on both: human and re¬
ligious grounds,” he emphasized.
His solution: Don’t get married.
Have: the child, and! then either
place it In a foundling home, or
else keep it at home and enlist
the aid of the. parents in bringing
if up. After a few years, when
[both parties reach a more respon! sible age, marriage would still be |
! possible,
•
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OBITUARIES

79
broadcaster in <h* *20s Edelson
branched Into advertising. With
his brother Dave, wh6 is credited
with originating ;the man-on-thestreet interview, he founded Com¬
mercial Broadcasters Advertising
Agency in Chi.
Michael Edelson retired twoyears ago, and Dave continues to
head the agency.
Wife and another brother also
survive.

MARRIAGES
Mrs. Jean Schwartz to Harold
Strauss, Los Angeles, recently.
She’s widow of the songwriter.
. >*ggy. Kerr to Roy Evans, Santa
Barbara; July 26. Bride is a former
TWA hostess- he’s Fox West Coast
Theatres’ L.a. firstrun district
manager,
Jean McHardy to Clifford Birchall, Dundee, Scotland, July 18.
He’s organist at ABC Capitol Thea¬
tre, Dundee.
Agnes Mooney to Rennie McOwan, Stirling, Scotland, Aug. 1,
He’s sub-editor on TV Guide, Edin¬
burgh.
j
Rosalind Knight to Michael El-J
liott, London, July 25. Bride is
the actress-daughter of actor Es¬
mond Knight; he's a tv producer.
Janet Moss to Charles Hales,
London, July 25. Bride is an
actress*
Mrs. Claire S. Degener to Ster¬
ling Lord, Arlington, Va., July 30.
Bride heads dramatic department
of Curtis Brown Ltd.; he owns the
New York literary agency bearing
his name and is associate professor
in graduate school of journalism at
Columbia U.
Roberta Huby to Jack Melford,
London, July 29. Both are thesps.
Barbara Blakely to Mason Alan
Dinehart, Santa Ana, Cal., July 30.
He’s an actor.
Lois Claire Kuhn to Eliot N.
Jameson, Jamesburg, N. J., re¬
cently. He’s studio engineering su¬
pervisor for WENH-TV at U. of
New Hampshire.
Nola Luxford to Glen Dolberg,
Aug’ 1, Reno. Bride, a native of
New Zealand, is a New York fash¬
ion commentator;, groom is vicepresident in charge, of station rela¬
tions of Broadcast Music Inc.

‘Gypsy’ Earnings
Continued front page 1

weeks at the Broadway Theatre,
RALPH M. COHN
the 1930s, he had been a member
N.Y.
of
ASCAP
since
1922,
Among
his
Ralph M. Cohn, who was head
As of the audit, the backers had
of Screen Gems since its founding song toppers were “I’ll Always Be
been repaid $70,000, representing
by Columbia Pictures 10 years and in Love With You,”. “Cecilia” and
two months ago, died Saturday (1) “My Sunny Tennessee.” He also
the 20% overcall. Unrecouped costs
morning at his home in Pound wrote comedy material for A1 Joltotaled $326,521 and the balance
Ridge, N. Y. He was buried Mon¬ son, Parkyarkarkus and other , top¬
DONOVAN ANDREE
available. Was $23,479. The deficit
. .
day at Mount Carmel cemetery in flight entertainers.
Donovan Andree, 57, Ceylonese
His wife and sister survive.
Queens, after a eulogy by Judge
on the tuner, as of the end of its
impresario, died July 4 in Colombo.
Ferdinand Pecora.
■
Operator of night clubs and carn¬
11th week on Broadway last Satur¬
WILLIAM
C.
GITTINGER
ivals,
he
fostered
local
talent
—
Cohn, was was 45, began Screen
day (1>, is figured to have been
William C. Gittinger, 62, retired especially in western music and
Gems for Columbia, joining the
reduced to about $212,000.
telefilm subsidiary as general man¬ veepee of CBS and a major figure Occidental-type entertainment:
ager. That year, 1949* the com¬ for many years in the promotion of
The management and backers of
He imported numerous Amer¬
pany, now one of the leaders in radio as an ad medium* died at his ican performers and stage shows
the production are in for an equal
telefilm production, began with summer home; Southold, L.I. (26). as well as pop and longhair orches¬
share of 80% of the profits, with
three employees, including Cohn.
Gittinger in 1950 stepped out of tras to Ceylon. One of his biggest
15% going to Robert F. Six, Miss
By 1951, with 14 staffers on pay¬ his job as veep in. charge of CBS successes was a presentation of
Merman’s husband, and 5% to
roll, SG sold its first half-hour film Radio Network Sales to become the Symphony of the Air..
Jerome Robbins, stager and chore¬
programs. It made seven episodes veep and assistant to Frank Stam
His wife survives.
ographer of the musical. Six gets
for Du Pont’s “Cavalcade of Amer- ton, preXy of CBS. He retired , in
the 15% for agreeing “to assist
. ica” series.
1955 but - continued on as con¬
EDWARD C. HORSTMAN
in securing financing for the pro¬
Within the next few': months, sultant.
x Edward. C.. Horstman, 51, busi¬
duction” and Robbins’ 5% share
He first came to CBS Radio in ness manager of WQED, educa¬
Cohn sold Ford Motor the idea of
is in return for his investing
a half-hour dramatic anthology 1934 after jobs as ad manager of tional tv station in Pittsburgh*
$1,000
in the venture.
called “Ford Theater,” which then Vacuum Oil Co,, with the Joseph drowned near there July 30. He
Both Six and Robbins are to get
ran five years on NBC-TV.
Richards Co, ad agency and as ad came to WQED in 1953 from Chi¬
their cut of the profits prior to the
Late in 1952, Cohn was named and sales development- manager of cago, where he was engineer and
distribution to the management and
vicepresident and general manager Tide Water; Associated Oil Co. A general manager with the .Ameri¬
backers. Robbins’ deal also calls
SG, and six years later president first in radio was his linking of can Broadcasting Co. He was one of
for him to get back his $1,000 in¬
of SG and vicepresident of the Tide Water with the Antarctic Ex¬ the two original engineers stationed
pedition of Admiral Byrd in 1928. With NBC in Chicago.
parent Columbia Pictures.
vestment immediately after the
regular backers are repaid their
- The late SG topper’s father was Gittinger worked out the deal for
Surviving are his wife and son.
investment in full. The ddal with
Jack Cohn, executive vicepresident exclusive use of Tide Water lubri¬
Six is figured to be a roundabout
and co-foUhder of Col. The son at¬ cants for. the Byrd expedition.
CARROLL HOULGATE
He was born in Newark, N.J., and
tended Cornell U. and then spent
way of cutting Miss Merman in on
Carroll “Deke” Houlgate, 54.
18 months in the N. Y. legit thea- graduated from NYU. He main¬ spoils authority and for many
the profits. The star is also under¬
tained a residence in Springfield,
stood to be getting a 6% cut of
years football forecaster for Daily
N.J. .'
the gross.
Survived by widow, two daugh¬ Variety,, died after a long illness
at SaWtelle Veterans Hospital,
The rental deal for the 1,900-seat
ters arid a son,
Sawtelle, Cal., July 31.’
Shubert is regarded as extremely
His record for picking winners
ln Loving Memory
favorable for the musical, with the
M. B. BILIMORIA
for DV readers was the best of
house getting 30% of. the first
BIRTHS
Manchersha Burjorji Bilimoria, any of the daily newspapers’ foot¬
60, president for the past 15 years ball writers.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Caras, son. $40,000 gross and 10% of the bal¬
of the Indian Motion Picture Dis¬
Flushing, N. Y., July 20. Father is ance. That gives the theatre nearly
Wife and son survive.
tributors Assn, and former prez of
a Columbia homeoffice’ publicist. $16,300 on capacity business. The
the Film Federation of India, died
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Borlek, son, boxoffice scale at the house is also
MAURICE O’BRIEN
July 6 in Bombay, He was a
Chicago, J uly 27. Mother (Barbara unusually steep, with the evening
Maurice O’Brien, 50, actor and Moro) is an actress; father’s an tab weekends going as high as
pioneer in Indian film biz, which
August 6, 1954
producer,
died
July
27
in
Dublin
he served for 37 years.
actor...
$9.40.
He started in the trade by dis¬ after a loiig illness. Born in Ireland,
Mr, and Mrs. Mel Gordon, daugh¬
Robbins, who got a $5,000 fee as
tributing imported pix and selling he started acting in England but ter, Hollywood, July 23. Father director, had four assistants while
propjector carbons. Then he went returned to Dublin to play and is v.p. of Gordon Music Co. '
the
show was in production and
produce
with
Longford
Productions
on to the. production side with his
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Engelke,
partnership: in the firm of Wadia and other companies. As an actor daughter. New York, July 25. two more during the first two
Movietone. In partnership with B. he was outstanding in classical Father, is ABC-TV’s sales develop¬ weeks of the tryout. The number
of assistants gradually decreased
tre as stage manager, and producer. D. Bharucha (now prez of the Cine¬ comedy roles.
ment manager.
Afterwards, he went to the Coast, matograph Exhibitors Assn, of In¬
He was unmarried.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Hallin, until eliminated during the fifth
serving as assistant producer for dia),- he became an exhib, and
daughter, Chicago, July 29. Mother week of the musical’s New York
two years. By 1936, he was ad¬ owned a chain of theatres in the
is the daughter of Tony Marshall, run. The production costs, as de¬
MAUDE COURTNEY
vanced in Columbia to full pro¬ later ’30s,
i
Maude Courtney, 79, American radio-tv and film producer who tailed in the accounting, also re¬
duction status.
Later he focussed his efforts on musical comedy and vaude actress, heads The Marshall Organization. flect a $15,032 payment to Jo Miel: After the war, he partnered with film financing and distribution.
26, in Gerrards Cross,
Mr. and Mrs. George Abramson, ziner. That amount represented
Mary Pickford and Charles. Rogers . With the founding of Indian Over- j died July She
came to Britain in son. New York, July 26. Father is $8,000 for set designing, $4,200 for
to. form Triangle Productions, an seas Film Distributors Ltd,, he! England.
lighting and $2,832 for drafting.
with
MGM Records.
1902
and
introduced
thie
hit
song,
iridie releasing via United Artists. pushed the sale of Indian pix in
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Campo Raoul Pene du Bois got a $5,000
“The Honeysuckle and the Bee.”
It was this company which in 1949 export markets.
(Gerry
Mathews),
son,
Los
Angeles.
Surviving
are
her
husband,
actor
fee
for designing the costumes.
became the basis for Screen Gems.
His main business interest was
July 29. Parents are thesps.
Two of Merrick’s regular back¬
Cohn’s uncle, the - other co- in the firms of M. B. Bilimoria & Finlay Currie, and a daughter.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
P.
McKenna,
founder of Col, was Harry Cohn. Son, Bombay; Bilimoria & Chhoters, Max Brown and Byron Gold¬
son, Dublin, July. 21. Father is an man, were each responsible for in¬
ART ALLREAD JR;
Both Jack and Harry . Cohn died ubhai, Delhi; Bilimoria & Lalji,
Art Allread Jr., 40, manager of Abbey actor.
two years ago. .
vestments of $63,000 in the musical.
Calcutta; and Distributors Com¬
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donovan
Andree,
Surviving are his wife, the for¬ bine, Bombay. At his death he was the Marina Theatre, San Francisco,
A number of others connected with
mer Doris Huffman;, a daughter a director of the National Storage J died July 26 in that city. He had daughter, Colombo, Ceylon, July 4. the production are also among the
Jan, by a previous marriage, who and Vasant Insurance companies, worked 12 years; for the Hardy cir¬ Father, a.Ceylonese showman* died, backers. They include composer
the same day.
is now a student at UCLA; his as well ; as several film . industry cuit in Northern California.
Mr. and Mrs. Ace Diamond, Styne, $36,000; co-producers Mer¬
mother; Mrs. Jeannette Lesser concerns,
Wife,-son and two. .daughters
daughter, Santa Monica, CaL July rick and Hayward, $35,000 each;
Cohn, and a brother Rober^Cohn.
His son N. M. Bilimoria, his sole survive.
28. Father is former news editor librettist . Laurents, $21,000, and
partner in M. B. Bilimoria & Son,
at KACE, Riverside, Cal.
lyricist Sondheim, $7,000.
JEAN BENOIT-LEVY
survives.
:
CHARLES CONKLIN ..
Also in the lineup of investors
Jean Benoit-LeUy,, 71, vet pro¬
-Charles (Heinie) Conklin, 79, vet
ducer of features and documen¬
are Morton Mitosky, attorney and
actor, died July 30 in Hollywood.
DR. RUSSELL VARIAN
taries with social overtones, died
NBC
consultant, $14,000; Hilda
Dr. Russell Vartan, 61, physicist An actor since 1900, he entered si¬
in Paris Monday (3).
Kook, wife ’of Century Lighting
lent pictures in the teens and was
Benoit-Levy specialized in “films who played a key part in develop¬ associated
head
Edward
F. Kook, $7,000; Ted
with
comedies
for
most,
—Continued from page 1 —^25
. of life” and particularly : enjoyed ing the Klystron tube and founder
Ritter, of the legit investment-proworking with children. His “Ma- of a multi-million-dollar Palo Alto, of his career. .
tween the end of the conventions; ductlbn firm. Theatrical Interests
A
son
and
daughter
survive.
ternelle” a feature made in 1933 CaL, electronics, firm, died July 28
and the November election.
Plan, $7,000; Meyer Davis, band¬
.and shot in the poor quarter of as result of a heart attack aboard a
Ron Niekerson, 46, publicity offi- j With a week’s intermission be¬ leader and orchestra contractor,
cruise ship near Juneau, Alaska.
Dr. Varian, a native of Washing¬ cial with Canadian Broadcasting j tween the end of the Demo con¬ $3,500; Ned da Harrigan Logan,
in. Remcmbranc*
ton,- D.C., earned bis physics de^ Corp., former staffer with British ; clave and: the beginning of the |wife of producer-director Joshua
gree at Stanford U. in 1925, re¬ United Press (now UPI) in Ottawa,! Republican’s, CBS and the other Logan, $3,500; Jack Schlissel, gen¬
BARRETT H. CLARK
turned there in 1934 to do the re¬ died recently in Ottawa. His wife; webs won’t have the same problem eral manager for Merrick, $1,750;
August 5, 1953 :
of rushing that occured in 1956, talent agent -.Martin Baum, $1,750,
search out of which the Klystron survives.
when , the camera crews and com¬ and Joshua Logan, $1,750.
tube, heart of wartime, radar and
HU Staff at
UHF TV transmission* was born.
mentators were rushed from the
Milagriios
Gorge,
81,
retired
Also, company manager Vine®
Dramatist*, May Servica
He held more than 100 electronics opera singer, died July 19 in Elda, Chicago Demo powwow to the McKnight, $1,750; Leonore (Mrs.
and applied physics patents and in Spain. Daughter of composer Ra¬ “back-to-back** Republican con¬ David) Merrick, $1,750; actor Robin
Craven, $875, and pressagents
Paris, rates as . a cinema classic. the early 1940’s founded Varian mon Gorge, she was a celebrated clave in Frisco.
Sig Mickelson, vicepresident and Frank Goodman and Lee Solters,
He made his first picture, “Pas¬ Associates with his brother* Sigurd, coloratura;
teur,”. in 1922 and his last one, also a physicist.
general manager of CBS news, and $875 each. The investments repre¬
in addition to his brother, his
“Ballet Choice,” in 1956.
Max Brod, 79, celebrated Vien¬ his staff have been working on con¬ sent the contributions exclusive of
.The French producer, recipient wife, two sons and a daughter sur¬ nese comedian, died July 28 in vention preparations singe; late in overcall.
of the French Legion of Honor in vive.
Vienna. He trouped for years in 1958. Mickelson will direct the
1951, was Professor of Visual Edu¬
such top operetta houses as Thea¬ Westinghouse shows and under
cation at the: Ecole Libre des
MARIE LAZONE
tre an der Wien and. Carl Theatre. him will be John Day, network
Hautes Etudes in Paris and the
Mrs. -Marie LaZone, 77, former
director of news. Paul Levitan,
New School for Social Research in stock company operator, died in
Charlie Chaphant 65, radio and
New York between 1941 and 1946, Jacksonville, Fla., July 1. Mrs. La¬ music hall comedian, died July 28 director of special events, will act 25555 Continned from yage 1
^
He also lectured frequently in Zone, with her husband Elmer in St. Leonards-on-Sea, England. as exec producer.
Walter Cronldte again will ap¬ eluding his wife, the star, was one
other colleges.
LaZone, owned and managed the He was a member of the former
pear as “anchor man” for televi¬ of the midway attractions.
. In. 1946 he was appointed direc¬ “Original Williams Stock Compa¬
tor of the Film and Visual Infor¬ nies/’ which toured theatres in the team of Clapham & Dwyer.
sion and Robert Trout for radio.
mation Division of the United Na- south for many years. Mrs. LaZone
The news-gathering Ad news¬ ! James Score, 36, a truck driver
Costa Pereira, 47, Portuguese analyzing staff Will include Edward who perpetrated the deed, was
tions Re returned to France in was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
r ■
becoming a delegate general Tom Williams Sr., who came to the. legit actor, died of a heart attack R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Charles among those attending the 10:30
to the International Films and TV U.S. from. England, where they July 21 in Lisbon. His wife and son Collingwood, Douglas Edwards,
p.m. performance. Mrs. McWilliams
Council of UNESCO. While with were connected with dramatic and survive.
Allan Jackson, Larry LeSueur,
the UN he produced ,19 films. vaudevilleRon Cochran, Ned Calmer, Dallas was left naked by his action.
companies. .
Benoit-Levy also wrote a series of
Wife,
72,
of
Frank
Hill,
ex-secre¬
McWilliams took after Score and
Townsend, Wells Church, George
Surviving are her husband and
books on motion pictures.
two sisters, one of whom, Katie tary of the Kinamatograph Renters’ Herman, Paul Niven,
Daniel hit him several times with the axe,
Keene, was for many years a mem¬ Society, di^ July 23 in London. Schorr, Charles Von Fremd, Rich¬ causing injuries that sent the lat¬
„
HERMAN RUBY
ter to the hospital but didn’t hurt
ber of the Vaude act, Keene &
Herman Ruby, 68, get so:
Barrett (BUU6) Willoughby, 59, ard Hpttdet, Harry Reasoned him seriously.*
Williams.
writer who once headed Wan
whose novel, “Spawn of the Charles Kuralt, Alexander Kend¬
Mrs. McWilliams said her hus¬
rick,
Blair
Clark,
Tom
Costigan,
Br°s. Vitagraph Short Subje
North,’* was .film produced, died
MICHAEL F. EDELSON
Stuart Novins, Lowell Thomas, band beat Score only to protect
Pr^HoLon dept, died at his B
July 29 in Berkeley, Cal.
Whitman Basso, Bernard Eismann, her, but be was found guilty of
erly Hills, CaL, home July 30 af
Michael F. Edelson, 68, pioneer
"ring bedridden for the past
of radio advertising in Chicago,
Allan Webb, 52, actor and singer, Bill Downs, Robert Pierpoint, aggravated battery and fined the
. years..
• ••••'
died July 27 in Cedar Rapids, la. died July 23 in London. Survived Howard K. Smith, Neil Strawser, $250. Scot® was fined for drunk¬
Brought by WB to the Coast
After several years as a freelance by his wife, novelist Stella Gibbons, and Russell Jones.
enness.

PAUL SMALL

Weslingiioise’s

Cany Giriycie
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Intros 'Diary/ Makes Sales Pitch
Spyros P. SkdurSj president of
20th-Fox, introduced the showing
of “The Diary of Anne Frank” at
the airconditidned Kremlin Thea¬
tre in . Moscow on Aug. ' S. Along
with Mrs. Skouras and Nicholas
Napoli, head of Artkino, the Soviet
film agency in the U.S., Skouras;
constituted the American film rep¬
resentation at the fest.
The 20th top exec insisted on
addressing the audience though
the Russians protested that none
of the delegations, would hold;
speeches. His talk lasted about 15
minutes, according to. private ad¬
vices received in N.Y; Skouras
Said he represented the President
of the U.S. at the American Ex¬
hibition in Moscow and he thanked
Nikita S.; Khrushchev for arrang¬
ing the film festival. .
Skouras also held that, if the'
Soviets’ bought . 20tli films, this
would benefit their seven-year
plan. The . remark was greeted
With laughter rather than applause
by the audience consisting of
(Continued on page 79)

Ballet-Bait Khrushchev?
Ballet. huffs in Manhattan
.are asking this question about .
the September visit of Soviet
Chief of State Nikita Khrush- ;
chev:
'
“Will the State Dept go be¬
yond factories, atomic displays
and model housing develop¬
ments and show the Russian
and his party some American
ballet?”:.:
.
.V.
Best chance for Krusehchev'
Would be with the N. Y. City
Ballef which will be opening
Its lith -season on 55th St.
during the premier’s visit..

For Ford Preem?

Angels Shut Out of'Good Hungs’;
Producers, Stars Financing Selves
— ■
-—-———-—♦
By HOBE MORRISON
Television seems to have solved
Sunrise at Monticello
°+n
basi<
.advance pros.the
problem
of
overexposed;
comics. "When the curtain goes up
on the ’59-’60 season there just
won’t", be any. left. With the lone
urrtoWrofehof1FrSnteD
exception of Red Skelton, not a
Roosevelt in the -Su^rile At
g?* ”«««*«« by the Virtually
single comedian will be exposed to
a weekly, tv show. And only two of
Campobello” iegiter. Bellamy
?nni>^fienie<i. num?eF of P.r0“'fBovv gets a crack at playing
•£*
aat »re bein* P«'ately
them—Jack Benny and. George
Thomas Jefferson in “Divided.. hnancea.
■
Gobel—are left who are even ven¬
„
thf
^boxoffice
turing into biweekly programming. . .We Stand,” first of the six
“Our . American
Heritage”
candidates not available to regular
All the others will be playing it
stanzas
to
be
produced
by
backers
are
S<2md
of
Hunting,*
the nowr-and-then way with 60-min¬
- Mildred Freed Alberg for
the ^ Rodgers - Hammerstein and
ute specials.
NBC-TV
and
sponsored
by
Lindsay-Crouse
musical
to star
. This,. 6f . course, is a turn of
Equitable Life.
Mary Martin; ‘Saratoga,” the Harevents that was long considered
It
goes
on
Sunday,
Oct.
18,
old
Arlen-Johnny
Mercer-Morton
inevitable; Some comics discovered
with Alex Segal directing,
Ha Costa musical version of Edna
the harmful effects of weekly tv ex¬
Morton Wishengrad Is The
Berber’s
bestseller,
"Saratoga
posure three, four and even , five
writer.
Trunk,” to star Howard Keel and
years ago, when they started to go
Carol
Lawrence;
“Only
in
Amenthe . once-in-a-while route. Still
M
j ca,” the Jerome Lawrence-Robert
others wouldn’t* even countenance ~
VaA
UiIaimt
Taw
eLee
dramatization
of
Harry
the medium for a display of their
Golden’s bestseller, and “The
comedic talents without an; estal>
IHIVIJ
I«A
;
Gang’s
All
Here,”
another
Lawlashed
“format.”
That’s
wrhy
_w ¥
. A . i reiice-Lee collaboration, to star
Groucho Marx, with his quiz gim¬
mick, and. Danny Thomfs, with his
situation comedy formula, can, pass
new
llUlTAtU IV
William Inge play; “Goodbye
muster as weekly entries. Even
Washington
Angr
n
Charlie”
by
George
Axelrod,
to
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz are
Washington, Aug. 11.
_
g
’ <
star Lauren Bacall and Sydney
V;, (Continued on page 52)
Prospects are good for House ; Chaplin, and reportedly “The Pink
passage of a bill slicing the cabaret Jungle,” by Leslie Stevens, to star
tax ffrom
20 ta
to 10<^*
10%. Rep.
Rep. Airoe
Aime J.
j. ii Ginger
Ginger Ro|
Rogers and Agnes Moore|\ I« I IT
VI
■ Vtaxrom 20
Forarid iD-R.L),
iD-R.1.-),’ its author, said;head*
said '^ead*
PAIICh lf C KlICC
Forand
,
Sound of
Jl yllOll I u< IIUuv
today (Tues.) that he will consult
consult;■
o Music ” which is budgoppor-i; eted for $400,000,
Is being preHouse leadership “at
“at first oppor?
II
J
IV
tunity” about a parliamentary de-isented
de- j sen^ed by Leland Hayward and
vice to hasten action on the meas- j|
(Continued
on page 75)
nmuinc msmiarc
lyice
(Cont
IVIWUO^ IvlCUlllvl u
ure
~
lire as soon as the present
preset labor iI
—--—-*reform, debate Is over.
j || if
1
Bill has received approval of j twruOlfl
D!Bill
Ho^se
Ways
and
Means
Com1
the Hodse
1„_.
tMA.I
: illdU UllUlt UiL mittee. Forand wanted outright
ATpe uHeFlOCK Ap]Xftl
cabaret tax repeal but said the cut
‘
*11
nmprifs .vmr
cabaret
I
D
By GEORGES ANON
was held to 10% to soften opposiID
lH K
AUSSlcM ID MOSCOW
Paris, Aug. 11.
tion.
Hartford, Aug. 11.
tlQ^„ i
^
'
The very warm reception handForand steered a similar bill
This
is one first the Russians
Russian!
This Is
is.
ed to Vice President. Nixon in Po- through the House in 1957, but it can’t claim
lpnd last week, as opposed To the was pigeonholed by the Senate
“Sherlocli Holmes”—the central
land
“Sherlock

jfiC
WllCrV Tax
12X
See Nitery

Halved to 10%

If Music Corp. of America can
pull it off, it’ll be'the major coup
of the tv season. At any rate, the
MCA. hierarchy has- Virtually as1sured Hubbell Robinson Jr., exec■utiye producer on the upcoming
• Ford specials on NBC-TV, that it
; would deliver two of. its. topshelf
Catholics in some quarters are clients—Marilyn Monroe and Marsteaming over a picture produced Ton Brando—for the big 90-minute
by a Protestant group dealing with • Ford, getaway show in October.
the church-state issue. Film proves I| This is the “Wonderful World of
the K.K.K. pholosophy, headlines 1 Entertainment” showcase designed
The Tablet,; Brooklyn diocesan l as a cavalcade of show biz. Jess .
weekly.
| Oppenheimer is producing with
: Russell Bl Shaw, reporter writing i D.ore Schary as production con¬
for* a syndicate of Catholic -papers, j sultant,. .
said he saw the film, which is titled
“Captured,” at .a ; preview and
claims its “message is fear and dis¬
trust of the Catholic Church.” Its
•tory, her statee? concerns how the
Catholics are trying. to “capture”
the public schools.
. ,
Confidence was expressed this
‘‘Captured” was produced by ah
lot of editorial writers, but was-no
^bf^m^ih^leadiM^nure iS°Sh5
outfit called Protestants and Other week by a highly-placed film com¬
Americans United Tor Separation pany. official that the American
of Church and State, It’s: primarily Legion will not introduce resolu¬
designed for showing; in audiT tions at its forthcoming annual anxious to make th.e world under^
| |Tro>lnBer^n!S1“ au^ority roa
toriums,: church halls, etc.
; hot national convention condemning
theatrically.
' .'Jj the film industry for allegedly al¬
The “horror movie” fas branded i lowing the re-infiltration of Com¬ Moscow orbit. American plays, - in Greece, Helea Hayes will star voiving
the famous detective
by The. Tablet)’ tells of a young munists or Communist sympathiz¬ American; films, American books in a short film to be photographed
.
Protestant couple who take up resi¬ ers. .
American tourists get n big- in Manhattan by producer Nathan : and^Mcts’to^reue'hia M^ on
His opinion is based on behind- and
dence. in a new town Where the
ger play, in Poland than in any Kroll
It will be ^‘An Actor’s »na
.
ar*ue n}s case on
public school has somewhat be¬ the-scenes efforts on the part of other country back of the mythi- Wortd” and toho^ the priz^cop- ‘ ^ug* 17V,Hetls ^presenting Adrian
come staffed by Catholic nuns, ac¬ the industry to do something about cai curtain. ,It goes even further pirig - predecessor short made by Sg” Do?!?’ creatofof “Sh^riock
cording to Shaw. School buses pick the. situation, kicked off by the than dhat—people walking down jeron witM Martha Graham, “A hE, ”
™ rtli
.
lip their Child and others ah hour California unit of the veteran's* or¬ the street in Warsaw talking Rus- .nancpr\ Wnrift”
'
; Holmes, in an attempt to wm a
before classes so they may attend ganization, .. before the Legion’s sian are frowned at or looked at
■•,.
. _ -i ■*'
. _^T . ,.
judgment of 2,000,000 rubles
The film executive, with fear and suspicion. But the .'National Educational T\; is the ^ <about $500,000) under Russia’s
class or else “stand out In The conclave.
cold,”
.
whose company is indirectly in¬ sound of the English language al- ausP?ces thlsR time- Earlier pro-| “unjllst enrichment” law’,
duction was financed bythe Pitts-} Last fall Berman filed suit for
’Further, their child is taught volved in the Legion’s new most always draws a smile.
that the parents are. not really mar-. charges, emphasized that the in¬
Now don’t get this wrong; Povideo educational station the claim which was heard by a
ried because the wedding was not dustry—“in its own ponderous land is a Communist country and WQED. John White of latter sta- low^r court in Moscow and disperformed by a Catholic priest, ire-; way”—is making progress in as¬ the great majority of its citizens tlon 15 n°w Wlth
missed. He has been permitted to
ports Shaw.
Shooting script, director and ‘ appeal the decision in the Supremo
suring the Legion that the charges are, or seem to be* satisfied with
He added in his account that are not true.
Communism as a system of govern- technical implementation for the ? Court in Moscow’. He has notified
pamphlets were distributed to the
The exec added that .the indus¬ ment. It is Russia as the father- new short, wdiich will probably \ the court of his intent to argue his
Audience at the screening vitriol- try thought it was preferable to mother of all that the Poles re- carry a $40,000 budget, awaits claim later this month,
ically blasting the Catholic Church work out its differences with the sent. In. Moscow, when Nixon met Miss Hayes’ return to States. Rem-; Berman, in his suit. Is not chalfor allegedly trying to take oyer Legion privately rather than air Khrushchev, it was a strictly poll- brandt Films (William Snyder) lenging Russia's right to publish
theschool system as its very own. the controversy in public.
(Continued on page 79)
[distributes the Kroll short*.
[
(Continued on page 79)

Protestants’ Film Riles
Catholics; Hits Schools
Staffed by Sisters

—AISfl AnOW Ill7 the

WILL AMERICAN LEGION
FOREGO FILM SLUR?

of! Hartford Lawyer Will
„_.
Arpe ‘Sherlock’ Appeal
In Russian in Moscow

HELEN HAYES WILL STAR;
IN ‘AN ACTOR’S WORLD’

MISCELLANY
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jKRIETY

100G Annually |
Propaganda Films at Moscow Fest; Serling’s
In 3-Year GBS-TV Pact ^
Yanks Notable by Their Absence
But Not Industry’s Own Choice

SbeMiUe:

Man Behind tke Myth

By THOMAS M. PRYOR
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
. Rod Serling arid CBS-TV have |
agreed on terms of a new; threes I .To separate Cecil B. DeMille, ’ employer in: addition to . impres- .
year deal which will guarantee the the man, from the legendary Hol¬ • sions and experiences related by
writer $100,000 annually; Deal, 1 ly wood figure, created ;and sus¬ ; other associates and friends. On®
providing for Serling’s. exclusive • tained by his own works and con¬ • suspects, indeed, that underneath
television services, is with both j. duct as well as by some four dec¬ j.’it. all Koury had a healthy respect
. Serling. as an individual and with ades of. carefully designed publici¬ [for DeMille, a respect that riiby.
There is one rule of internation-'
his Cayuga Prductioris. currently j ty, must have presented a. stagger¬ j .have faltered at times when he saw
al film festivals which Russia ob¬
producing “Twilight Zone” for the ; ing challenge to Phil A. Koury, ! DeMille with his masque down,,
} but never w;as. dissipated entirely,
author of “Yes, Mr, DeMille.”
viously Is not keeping at its Mos¬
network: :
cow fest, currently in full swing.
For the author himself came un-. ' . it is worth noting that the first .,
Cayuga will develop pilots for.
Under that rule, propaganda pic¬
the network, in which it will share '<der the fabulous director-produc¬ draft of the book was completed
tures are not to be shown. Yet.
ownership with CBS, and Serling ■er’s magnetic spell for seven years, shortly before DeMille died last
Washington, Aug. 11.
Hungary’s entry at the Moscow ;
himself will deliver at least one •during which time he (Koury) also January; : that as recently as last
competition, which started Aug.„3 j; Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.) “Playhouse 90” script a year to !helped to expand the.DeMillenium. May DeMille’s lawyer, NeiL S. Mc¬
and runs to Aug. 17. is “Yester¬ yiesterday •Mon.) called the atten¬ CBS, devoting himself otherwise .to Yet, it is evident froin a reading Carthy, strongly- objected to tho.
day,” a film “about the events of tion of Congress to Jule Styne’s “Twilight Zone” and the new Cayu- .of this lively book:—liberally salt¬ • book in. a letter to the publishers,
1956 in Hungary, about the strug¬ 25th anni in show business. .
ga properties. His previous one- ied with irony and humor that is G. P. Putnam’s Sons: It is indeed
gle against counter-revolutionar- ! The Congressman, FDR’s eldest year deal \yith the wei) expires this J.:sometimes
biting but never, ma¬ ■ unfortunate that DeMille did not
its in a small town.”
|son, inserted a tribute to Styne . in .•month..
licious—that Koury was not hyprio- 1 liye long enough to render judgTo go with it. the Hungarians are . the Congressional Record, detailing
1 ment on this account of his stewtized completely.
showing a short featuring the revo¬ | the high points of his career and
The sum total of the author’s .; ardshi.p, for he most likely would
lutionary’ placards of the 1919 So¬ ’ observing:
impressions appear to represent a . riot have let it pass without some
viet Republic in Hungary. In f “Currently at the peak of his
although ; the .
judicious balancing of DeMille’s : acid / comment,
Cannes last May the Hungarians ■' career, Jule Styne maintains the
private and public personalities; chances are good that he would
entered “Anna.” a picture about Aame enthusiastic attitude toward
j have recognized that he got a fair
Koury’s
319
page
portrait
of
one:
of
the mistreatment of a maid in a show business he had during his
the last of the original Hollywood .; shake.
middleelass Hungarian family after | struggling years. Success has not
(Donald Hayne, DeMille’s former
giants (N. Y. Times critic Bosley . j
World War I. End of that picture i dimmed his ardor nor his talent,
CrOwther’s biography of Louis B. • associate, collaborated on the direcsaw the servant knifing her nag¬ i The world will have many more
idr:producer’s
autobiography which
ging and cruel employers to death. songs, music and shows from this
Minneapolis, Aug. 11. .'.•'!Mayer is due out later this year) is
According to the Soviet press
Matinee t rad e comeback is a inot strictly a one-sided personal ob¬ !■Prentice-Hall will publish Nov. Q
handouts, international participa¬ man, truly one of the greats of all. source, of considerable gratification :servation. Koury makes effective 1 Hayne returned to the Coast this
tion at Moscow is unprecedented. ; time in show business.”
to local exhibition. The afternoon use as well of anecdote picked up week after huddling with P-H edi¬
Total of 42 countries is represent¬
trade is by far. the best in many .in conversation with his one time tors on final plans for the book’s '
j publication. Hayne completed. the'
ed, 38 of them officially. The U.S.
years arid represents, a. substantial,! ■
last portion of the autobiography .
has “Diary of Anne Frank,” which
upturn from what was a very low
[ shortly after DeMille's .death:)
was unspooled there last week but
level, according to loop theatres
out-of-competition. Not a single
here. •
•
,
, *" !
! Except for a slip here and there
American film personality is pres¬
. as to dates! such as referring to
.. Charles W.i n c h e 11, Minnesota :
ent in Moscow, whether it be a star
[ Joseph M. Schenck as the. 20th
Amusement. .Co. (United Para-'
or an executive from the business
‘ Century-Fox board chairman at a
mount) president-general manager,;
end. The State Dept, has assigned
tiirie previous to . the merger of the
says that matinee business has
a man from the U.S. Embassy in
i been pretty gobd all over the cir' old Fox . .Film Corporation andMoscow to represent it.
• Twentieth Century, Koury’s chron¬
: cuit, too. He regards it ■. as part! of
« The deliberate failture to make
ology rings accurate. He provides
, an “overall pattern” —a gradual
anything but the most perfunctory
an especially interesting summary,
| general boxoffice rise as the ill efshowing at the Moscow fest is not ! By LEONARD L. LEVINSON ] fects from television lessen and
/larded with behind - the - scene
• Continued on page 79 >
Preston Sturges, who died sud-: : theatre returnees become increas- ' Despite all the nectar of flowers • maneuverings, of DeMille’s famous
(Continued on page 78)
denly of a heart attack in his ingly numerous./
surrounding the recent Richard | .
Hotel Algonquin iN.Y.) room, was I What’s encouraging, too, is that Nixon’s visit to the-USSR, Musco¬
-stricken while writing , his auto¬ > the. improving matinee business. vite diplomats are apparently still
biography’, which he had titled ;.represents the return of more va- carrying a chip on their broad
“The Events Leading Up to My ! cationing school children, teem: shoulders against certain Ameri¬
Death.” This was a typically l agers, housewives and elderly re- can broadcasters and. in particular,
; Sturges-esque title and. he ex¬. l tired people to theatres, in quest of one web.
plained in the introduction that. i entertainment, a steady weaning
Boston. Aug. 11.
■ away of more folks from daytime : Paul Niven. CBS correspondent,
The “public image” of the
; television watching, in Winchell’S .who got his visa at the last minute
San Francisco, Aug, II.
Catholic Church in the U.S. has
Macabre Title
to cover Nixon’s journey through
opinion'.
“suffered gravely” because of cer¬ |
Russia, sought to' have his stay in ' Frisco, one of the few reiriaining
Playwright-scenarist Preston.
tain misconceptions concerning its | Sturges had just signed with
four-newspaper cities in the counMoscow
extended,
if
not
perma¬
WAIKIKI'S NEW BEACHBOY
views on censorship, Msgr. Fran¬ | Henry Holt & Co. for his
nently, at least on a temporary ! try, became a three-daily city yescis J. Lally. editor of The Pilot, | memoirs, receiving a .sizeable
! basis. But bigwigs at the Ministry J terday «10) when Scripps-Howard
official newspaper of the Catholic jj advance, but it is .only about , David Niven Twins Into Surfboard, ; of Information said “nyet” with arid Hearst merged their afternoon
Outrigger Carioe Enthusiast
Archdiocese of Boston, declares. In
.emphasis, and Niven was obliged papers in a. 50-50 deal.
completed. Since it’s, a
Writing in “Ave Maria.” nation- !l! saga .of
to pack his bag and leave with the .' Rumors had. been rampant late
a
type
which
called
on
. Honolulu, Aug, 4.
al weekly magazine, pulbi«?hed at!
:!
his
memory,
rather
than
literIntroducing Waikiki's newest! Nixon party. It was CBS’ hope that /last week, but no confirmation was
Notre Dame in Indiana, Lally com-: ' ary files, only a collaborator
Niven could stay on and reestab¬ . forthcoming until the last edition
.
beachboy:
David
Niven.
Sounds
like
mented on the recent U.S. Supreme;
intimately a s s o c i a t e d with
a press ageiiCs. stunt, but actor lish the web’s headquarters but : of Scripps-How’ard's News and!
Court decision permitting show*-1
Sturges would be able to. comNiven , has turned into an all-out this notion. was evidently blasted ! Hearst-s Call Bulletin Saturday (8).
ings of the French film version of
i.;
plete
it.
surfboard arid outrigger canoe en¬ when the Soviets nixed the idea. ‘ In identical front page boxes, the
“Lady* Chatterley’s Lover.” He'
The dramatist delighted in
Meanwhile, CBS indicated it had papers said.:
thusiast. Vacationist has been work¬
thought too many Catholic com-!
telling
intimates
the
-title:
“A great new afternoon newspa¬
ing—for free—-for “Steamboat,” another request in with Russian
mentators are attacking the courts!
or the lawmakers as if to say that! J. “The Ei'ents Leading Up To ‘ the internationally-known beach Ambassador Menshikov in Wash¬ per for San Francisco arid the Bay
My Death'*
captain of the Outrigger Canoe ington to help CBS reopen its Mos¬ ■ area will be born Monday, August
they should judge legislation ini
;; Club and helped guide tourists via !» cow office. The USSR’s resent¬ j 10. It will be a consolidation of the.
terms of the minutest applications!
of the moral law.
while he did not mean it as an •30 outrigger trips pn a single dkv. ment at CBS stems from the lat¬ ; Call Bulletin and: the. News—to be
“This has not been the official immediate forecast and “a recent ' Niven beached himself long ter's production of "The Plot to known as The . San Franciseo News, Call. Bulletin.”
Catholic attitude in the US.,” he! ■ examination led the doctor to pre¬ ; enough to reeall to an interviewer, Kill Stalin” on “Playhouse 90.”
wrote.
i, dict I would live another 20 years,” i an incident which occurred when v ABC-TV, which had aroused the !■ The box said editoi’iai policy
“It must be made clear that'! nonetheless he had already lived i.he was co-starring with Gloria . ire of the Russians as a result of would be that of Scripps-Howard,
Catholics expect only official legal | a rich, busy life and felt that he’d . Swanson. in; “Nina” on Broadway, i its handling of the recent Khrush- ; under direction of the News’; edicensorship within narrow’ bound-!: had the best of the bargain with | “Miss Swanson had a clause in chev-Nixon debate, was reassrired ; tor, Charles H. Schneider. It said
aries, but beyond this a citizen’s; the rest of the world right then. j her contract allowing her to de- : by officials, both American as well Lee Ettelson, \v;ho had been the
responsibility still remains to raised
He had dictated well over 400 j sign and wear her own clothes in j
(Continued pn page 78) :
(Continued on page 52)
the level of expression and enter¬ pages and was up to the 29th year the play. Opening night, when she •
swooped into my arms, I squeezed
tainment within the community.” ! ‘
(Cohtinued on page 78)
her too tight. Some whalebone.
poppediout of her costume arid up
i my nose. She didn’t know What was j
j going on but the audience was. ,
[ hysterical.' . '
^
j
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Lo, The B’way P.A.
j
By TOM, WEATHERLY
j Don’t be fooled, by his jaunty look
[ As he swaggers into Skrdi’s; .
; He’s really a harrassed, hunted
j
schpook,
And he needs those two Bacardis.
His producer beefs'all thru the day,
. The backers squawk at night;
Arid of course the star of every
' Play

Is always in the Yighf.
So there we have the Broadwky
. flack,
High, ho, and fiddle-de-diddle;
Like an ancient martyr, on the :
rack —- !
.
Vi
He’s always in the middle.
j
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SELF-DECEPTION IN DIVERSITY
New Madrid Studio U.S. Film BisiriM Now Decide Europe f||J| INDUSTfiY
For led Richmond
Needs Summer Airconditioning ]j][j||||] IDENTITY
. Hollywood, Aug;; 11. | / Noting the seasonal . summer
Constructionof a $2,500,000 film j lull in European theatres, some
studio in Madrid—for features arid | U. S. film industry executives, are
television—is planned by Ted ! wondering whether ways couldn’t
. Richmond, as the result of his:ex¬ ! be found to introduce aircoriditionperience in filming "Solomon and j ing on the Contirient.
Sheba.’’ JThe new plant would in¬ IThey feel that, if European
• houses were to offer cool cornfort
crease filming space in Madrid by i during the hot. season, business
SO'r. over existing facilities and might take a decided upswung and
is designed to step up U-. S, pic- patrons could be lured away from
beaches and coffeehouses to attend
ture-making in Spain.
theatres.
Diversity of backgrounds avail¬ [ Those familiar with the Euroable in Spain, for, exteriors;, plus ] pean scene say the obstacles to the
the general cooperativeriess. pf thfe introductiori of aircoriditioning
Spanish government, plus the reten¬ there are formidable. ;For one.
tive cheapness of. costs, make this
: couhtry the most attractive in the
world today for all kinds of film¬
ing, says. Richmond.
He. maintains that costs are. oriehaif what they are .in (Great Brit. aim and for spine things, about
one-tenth what they are in Holly¬
While Victor Carter, new boss
wood. He’s .no. advocate of “run¬
away” production, Richmond em¬ at Republic; is reticent anent
phasizes, but with both feature and ; plans, there’s a possibility . he
tv .films ntfw aimed at world mar¬ I eventually will move ther'comkets it makes sound sense to think
j Pany’s main office from New York
in terms of world production.
; to the Coast, where he personally
Richmond already has architec¬
tural drawings for his Madrid stu¬ . headquarters; Further; several vetjeran
execs of the company will be:
dio, which will cover 160 acres.
He envisages four large sound : pinkslipped.
stages plus two smaller tv sound ; Lots of guesswork continues con-?
stages, each equipped with of¬ corning Rep’s return to theatrical
fices, dressing rooms, etc;, at¬ production: One insider points out
tached.. In addition he plans, a • that a loss of almost $5,000,000
back, lot of standing sets, some¬ . was sustained in liquidatirig this
branch of the business a couple,oL
thing not now available in Spain.
years ago and this would tend to
discourage any further theatrical
pix activity.; But still, no decisions
as yet.

the equipment is very expensive.
For. another, European exhibitors
are. even less eager than their
American colleagues to invest in
renovation and modernization.
But there are a couple of realis¬
tic obstacles, too. Electric circuits
in Europe for the most part can’t
support . added equipment, arid
houses might have to install their
own generators. A lot of theatres
are built solidly: of brick and mor¬
tar and the belated addition of airconditioning would be doubly ex¬
pensive.
Then, too, in many
places prices are frozen, and the
theatres would have no way of re¬
couping via the ^.ublic.

There are theatres in Europe,
particularly in England, that use a
simplified air-cooling system, uti¬
lizing blowers.
Several U. S. execs have begun
to wonder whether there wouldn’t
‘-.be wisdom in. undertaking the ex¬
pense of air-conditioning given key
houses with which they . do steady
business by way of bolstering the
boxoffice. But here, again, the
question of expenses and recoup¬
ment: enters, and also business in
most places is still good enough so
deprive both exhibitors. and dis¬
tributors of the incentive for pro¬
viding a coof haven for their pa¬
trons.

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Motion picture business, which
once rated its own formidable and
glamorous classification among ma¬
jor industries, is threatened with
a loss of much of its identity. It
also faces the grim prospect of los¬
ing its long-held leadership as pur¬
veyor of paid entertainment.
Evidence of this transformation
is cropping up daily. In the latest
issue of Merrill. Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith’s quarterly “Se¬
curity and Industry Survey,” which
for years has included a section
headed “Motion Pictures,” the
movies have been incorporated
into a new division titled “Recre¬
ation,” which also includes bowl¬
ing, boating, photography, TV, etc.
In Hollywood, the very heart of
motion picture production, the
brokerage office of E. F. Hutton
8c Co. gives Television a separate
panel on its blackboard, while Mo¬
+ Having just, suffered through a
tion Pictures now are scattered
(costly! shortage of top product for among the miscellaneous Indus¬
Wise to Diversify
the summer months, the 20th-Fox trial stocks. And in a recent Stand¬
Arnold Bernhard &’ Co. is
homeoffice is currently showing ard & Poor's ’“The Outlook” pub¬
giving the. attaboy endorse¬
concern for the fall and winter lication, film companies were
ment to the large film and . months, though the company’s re- placed in a “Leisure Time Benetheatre corporations. This Wall j lease schedule is fAirly well set. j ficiaries” category along with manStreet outfit, which puts out.
: ufacturers of bowling equipment,
the Value Line investment ad¬ I What puzzles the 20th people in . cameras, do-it-yourself kits — and,
visory publication,, states that ; the east is the slowness with which ? no kidding, paper cups I
[projects
appear
to
materialize
at
the picture busiriess companies
the studio, where only Jerry Wald ; This is quite a comedown for a
are pursuing a wise course .in
is. engaged in a burst of. activity. i business selling perhaps 45,000,000
diverSifyirig.
Since no love is lost between Wald ; tickets every week though scramBernhard notes that various
and the. 20th brass at this mo¬ j ble of many film companies to di. show business enterprises are
ment,
the question is asked: What • versify into other fields, is bringselling off nqh-earning prop¬
do we do if and wheri Wald quits j ing about a new Wall Street attierties and putting the proceeds
..the lot?. ■. •
| tude toward the industry’—and it
to use in cutting down on their
It isn’t clear whether Wald is ; may not be all to the good,
capitalizatibns. or investing in
continuing with 20th. or whether j One Wall Street faction with
'other businesses. This means a .
he’s , just working out his con¬ j heavy investments in the pictures
smaller but more econornical
tract with the studio. In any case, { has become so concerned with the
showbiz structure in addition
if it weren’t for Wald, 20th’s pro¬ j diversification trend—fearing some
to prospects of profits from
duction wheels would he grinding ; companies may diversify right out
the unrelated activities.
exceedingly slowly; at this point, j of show business—and so far apWashington. Aug. 11.
j Three of the five .major produc- j prehensive over the emphasis on
Back from Venice where lie was
!
tions
currently before the cameras ; tv production, where profit possi;
Proposal
that
exhibitors
take
a:
the- U.S. delegate for second sucI at 20th are Wald projects—“The ; bilities are far smaller than in the¬
• cessive year: at the film.festival for \ more direct stand \in advertising *l
•
Best
of
Everything.” “Beloved In- atrical films, that it has marshalled
:
censorship
matters
was
advanced
documentaries, short films and fea¬
! fidel” and “Hound Dog Man.”
ture films for . children, Don ; but given little attention by the
a mass of evidence with a possible
;
ad-pub
;
heads
of
the
major
film
Baruch, Defense Dept, motion pic! . What the homeoffice would like view of swinging movie leaders
. tures chief.. again expresses disap¬ v companies. Roger H. . Lewis, adto know is: Where are the rest pf : back into balance. Highlights of this
•:. 20th’s prbdubers? “We’ve got a lot [data are presented herewith.
pointment at “too few” . U.S. en¬ pub v;p. of United Artists, at a
: New York meeting last week rectries.
I of them, both staff men and out- !
The Seat of the Trouble
: side producers who make films
‘T can’t. help but feel the in¬ ■ pmrnended that theatremen fight
for. us,” said one man. “Nobody | The chief nemesis—video—now
dustry. let lis down,” said Baruch,, ; back at the blue-pencilers. His
I
is
having
a big impact in a way
seems to be able to find out What
nephew of; Bernard Barueh/'We. reasoning was that showmen are
they do. It’s been quite a long that nobody predicted. After many
had understood that Torn Thumb,’ I right on the spot locally arid could
j
hours
of
sitting
in front of a tv
,
Washington,
Aug.
11.
time since men like Sam Engel
*7lh Voyage of Sinbad’ and- ‘The l be the iriost effective.
i screen, people feel the need to get
Senate Finance Committee has
Hunt’ w#uld be entered, but they 1 , Lewis’ counterparts at . other approved legislation to bar state . and 4JVlervyri LeRoy have come up out and go—not to a theatre for
I companies declined to take action, taxation of incomes of out-of-state with* a film.”
weren’t.”
; more sit-down entertainment but
There, may be an improvement r to some other form of recreation
Baruch, also disappointed with J so far- as a formal resolution is firriis whose chief , activity is solicit¬
since 20th last week let it be (where they can stretch their legs,
Yank participation last year, said j concerned, for. the. reason, as sev¬ ing and accepting orders.
eral
expressed
it,
that
the
exhibitor
known
that
Darryl
F.
Zanuck
will
he “can’t, understand” why the in¬
Iget the kinks out of their joints
The bill is designed to counter
dustry won’t take more of a part. frequently is in a sensitive posi¬ Supreme Court decisions earlier make ten pictures for 20th release and expand their chests. Thus they
in 1959-60. Inclilded in that list, have turned with, increasing en¬
tion, and often it would be better
for him. to reinain aloof from local this year which seemingly gave the however, are films that have been thusiasm to stand-up and participa¬
: disputes anent “delicate” censor¬ greenlight for states to tax a wide in the works for some time. Re¬ tion amusements.
array of companies in interstate port is that ; 20th is investing $30,ship.
U.S. bbwling alleys — shrewdly
commerce, including film distribr 000,000 in the new Zanuck slate.
utors.and radio-tv networks.
He hasn’t contributed a film since promoted via tv—now claim a cli¬
entele
of nearly 25,000,000—double
“Roots
of
.
Heaven,”
which
has
CROP NEWS-Irs B.O.
Senate Finance Chairman Harry
Memphis, Aug. 11.
F. Byrd (D-Va.) described the turned into one of 20th’s most the 1953 figure. Boating enthusi¬
asts spent a record $482,000,000 on
/•'Memphis’- all woman censor Showmen Watch Corn and Soy¬ measure as a stopgap move until painful losers.
pleasure craft last year, insati¬
board, which nixed the showing of
beans, as Cash Omen
Congress has more time to study
It’s understood that 20th either
MGM’s “The Big Operator,” put on
the problem. A special House Ju¬ is negotiating,. or already has able photography bugs, who al¬
ready own about 44,000,000 cam¬
a “new face,” and greenlighted the
diciary
Subcommittee
is
expected
signed
a
deal,
for
Frank
Sinatra’s
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
eras, keep buying more at the rat#
feature after another screening—•
What has been giving every indi¬ to hold hearings this Fall on the company to produce a number of of over 5,000,000 a year. Photobut not until several cuts were
subject.
films for 20th release. Presumably, graphic sales in 1958, despite the
made. Louis Ingram, MGM. brartch cation of a splendid boxoffice out¬
the actor-singer will star in all or recession, jumped 89o to a $2,120,manager, was given the “go ahead” look for this territory is now jeop¬
most of them. Meanwhile, 20th is 000,000 high—nearly twice the to¬
sign by Mrs. B. F. Edwards, chairs ardized and showmen feel may
betting, heavily on “The Blue tal U.S. gross of the movie business
man. The board had kibashed/the have to be revised because the fate
j Angel,” which stars Mai Britt andj —and will set another new record
film in first instance because it of its top-ranking cash crops, corn
; is a remake of the old Marlene ; this year. The amounts being spent
“was too terrible and inimical to arid soybeans, is hanging In the
, Dietrich-Emil Jannings hit.
I on golfing, skiing, hi-fi band in¬
balance.
the public welfare.’’. \ ;
Hollywood* Aug. 11.
struments, house-trailers for vaca¬
This is due to the fact that re¬
Release is now skedded to open
Screen and television rights to
tion touring, health clubs, base¬
at either the downtowri; Loew’s cent drouth and heat have been “Taos,” novel by Irwin R. Blacker,
ment workshops, private sw’imming
hitting them hard in the present :have been optioned by Jack M.
Palace or Loew’s State Theatre,
pools
and other participation recre¬
critical pollinating and ear-form¬ Warner Productions Inc. It will be
Nantucket, Mass., Aug. 11.
ing stage when tremehdous quan- ■the compariy’s second indie film
Dore Schary, 53, film and legit ation also have skyrocketed, all
drawing
customers and coin away
tities of soil moisture are essential. and the first since Warner depart¬ producer, was under observation
They only can be saved by gen- ied the studio the first of the year. at Nantucket Cottage Hospital from the movies. People are hun¬
grier
than
ever for entertainment
Erwin Lesser, sales chief, for erous and widespread rains soon.
The story, located around Taos Saturday (8) for an intestinal ail¬
spending more on it, but they
Lopert Films, has resigned. He’d
Other crops, such as wheat, also ■arid Santa Fe, (N; M., concerns the ment. He was stricken Friday (7) and
can
take
only
so much of it sitting
been with the Lopert . outfit for are being hurt and the effect is to ithen-successful revolt of the Pueb¬ aboard his yacht. “Blythe Spirit,”
close to two years, i.e. since before put somewhat of a.damper on the 'Jlo Indians against the Spanish in which was tied up at Steamboat down.
That’s
where
the films have been
United Artists took over the com¬ considerable degree; of exhibitor 1680.;
Wharf.
losing out—and ultimately it couid
pany.
optimism that has been prevailing
He was given emergency treat¬ boomerang on tv itself. As a cor¬
Warner,; son of Warner Bros,
Lesser has gone on a Mexican because of product strength and jprexy Jack L. Warner, made “The ment by a medico and then trans¬
holiday arid isn’t expected back be¬ healthy grosses in the face of such ]Mari Who Cheated Himself,n a fea¬ ferred by ambulance to the hospi¬ roborative sidelight, whereas cir¬
cuses, w’hich also are a sit-down
fore several weeks.
an adverse influence as daylight \ture which 20th-Fox released in tal.
show, have lost ground even more
saving time.
]1950. During 15 years with: War¬
Later Df. Wylie L. Collins said than the screen, the carnivals with
This is mainly an agriculural sec- iner Bros., yoUrig Warner variously Schary suffered a virus infection, their waik-around midways keep
AI Calder, new field staffer for
Columbia Pictures, back from tion and the welfare of the boxof-v 1headed the short subjects, com¬ but was much improved Sunday setting new attendance records.
Buffalo area oh behalf of “Middle fice depends in considerable part imercial and industrial, and televi¬ (9) arid would be released from
Despite the encouraging tv acof the Night.”
on farming’s well-being.
; ssion: departments.
Nantucket Cottage Hospital.
(Contirtued on page 20)
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Coast; Any Rim-Making
Doped as Improbable

Home Office of 20th Uneasy About
Tempo of Output at Its Studio

Don Baruch: ‘U.S. Poorly
Represented ur Shorts
At Venice Preliminary’ EXHIBS TOO NEUTRAL
|
ABOUT CENSORSHIP

FedMeasmreTa
Curb Tax-Eager
StateBodies

CUTSWINffiMPHlSto^
FOR ‘BIG OPERATOR’

WARNER FILS READIES
BLACKER’S TAOS’TALE

Dore Schary OK

Lesser Exits Lopert
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Have Traveled, Plan To Stay In Orbit;
United Artists Fully Internationalized
By FRED HIFT

.

, tributor was backing its global
program with product in depth,
: offering more than 40 pictures value^ at about $65,000,000. Lewis
noted that the intercontinental
c0pference will refine and adapt
(promotion materials and campaigns
jaking in all media, from radio,
television,, music and records; to
presst>o0ks, field kits and photo
. layouts.
.

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Still Strong; ‘North’ New Champion, ‘Murder’*
2d, ‘Hole’ 3d, ‘Circus’ 4th, ‘Porgy’ 5th
Rainy," wet Weekends in several “Middle of Night" (Coll and “Gigi"
key cities' covered by Variety, are (M^G) are the. runner-up. films jh
producing a nice hypo: for biz cur¬ about, that order. Last-named is
rently. Much cooler thdri season¬ getting handsome coin considering
able weather Is helping generally; its playing only"five big key cities.:.
"Private’s Affair” (20th),. just,
Of course, the continued flow of
big b.O. product also is a plus fac¬ getting started around this week,
is
somewhat Spotty but okay in
tor. "■
' /
“North by Northwest" (M-G), Minneapolis, hot in Omaha and
smash
in Boston, “Beat Genera¬
boosted by a batch of fresh book¬
ings, is soaring to No. 1; spot. A tion”. (M-G) is rated fine in Wash- ;
ington.
“Scapegoat"
(M-G
V looks
record opening
round ai
at the
1CLU1U
UpClUHg 1UU11U
U1C huge
liugc I -w, , .
• ■ .
m..
• • .
v - • A *
J
N, Y. Music Hall naturally is help- | *°c^}n Boston, wham m L. A. and
ing vastly. -Anatomy ol a Murder” heading for .» Mr high
.Coll, champ last.week; is winding I
?.£ Tom Dooley tCpl),
up second, more than $85,000 be- i good, m Indianapolis, shapes slow
hind
the
flrst-niace
'-North”
in
ac-!
!n:
Balto.
“Big
;Fisherman”.: iBV);
hind the first-place “North” in ac¬
tual gross coim
• ...
... | also new, is rated solid on N! Y.
pfeem.
“Tingler”
iCol) looms
•"Hole in Head” lUA) is finishing
third, same spot as a week ago. | smash in Detroit; “Sleeping Beau¬
ty”
(BV',
neat
in
St,
Louis,
is mild
“Big Circus” (A A) will capture
fourth place by dint of sortie new in: Indianapolis.
“Holiday
:
For
Lovers’’
.
J 20th\ :
pl'aydates. “Porgy and Bess” (Col) comparatively new/is brisk in
Chi
is winding up fifth.
and good in Boston, but mild to
"Nun’s Story” (WB), second last slow in. three other keys; “Modern
.round and long high on the list, is Times” (LopertV big iri . Chi, is
ending up in sixth place. “Her¬ light, in K. C.
cules” (WB) will be seventh while
“Horse Soldiers” . (UA) . shapes
’"South Seas A'dventure” (Cine¬ smart in N. Y. at the Astor, "Say
rama) is copping eighth .position. One For Me” . (20th) looks .big . in
. "Five Pennies” (Par) is taking Lr. A. and Toronto:
“The Mummy” (UV looms fast in
ninth money. “Last Train From
Gun Hill/’ also from Paramount, is Pitt.. “Imitation of Life,” frorn
capturing 10 th place. “Darby same company, is okay, on 15thO’Gill” (BV) will be 11th, while final week of record run in Louis¬
“Room At Top” iCont) founds out ville.
the Top 12 list,
“Windjammer” (NT) looks stout. -.
“South Pacific” (Magna),. now in Portland “Earth Is Aline” lU)
being released in regular print by shapes slick in Toronto.
20th-Fox in a number of keys; \ (Complete Boxoffice Reports on
“Diary. > of Anne. Frank” .. (20th), Pages8-9-10; j

United
“global
Seward Benjamin, V.P.
- Artists'
,
. .
,
promotional conference, seeking to
. Seward I. Benjamin, secre¬
hammer out an international aptary of United Arfftt^ has
proaeh to film merciiar.dismg, got
been elected a vice-president .
under way in N.Y. Monday uu,;
of the company, prexy Arthur
With various ot the company s
B. Krini reported this week in
foreign representatives in attend• N. Y. /
auce, the powwow will last throUe,n
Benjamin . joined . UA -In
Friday -1U.
'
•
,
March, . 195i, shortly after the
At a press luncheon Monday.
present
management team
president Arthur B. Krim stressed
took over: A graduate of the
that L A’s thinking in the future ;
U;. of Georgia and Fordharn .
would be determinedly interna- ^
School of Law, Benjamin is a
t’onal. “In the past we have been
member of the. law firm of
thinking primarily in terms of our ,
■
Phillips,
Nizer,. Benjamin,
32 domestic exchanges.” he said. ‘
Krini and Ballon,
“Now we are going to put this in-(
.
He’s.
t
hey
o u n ger'b r o t h er.of
dustrv concept behind us. In view j /;
. Robert S: Benjamin, UA. chair-.
oi the emphasis on big pictures, (. j;
man.
.
He’ll
continue in his/
we shall be thinking not of 32 ex- j Motion picture stocks, as a.
changes but of 150. This is the group, had a gain of 4.69d in July, . present capacity as UA secre¬
tary,.
•
;/
\
real significance of our meeting as compared with June, in trading
here.”
. value on. the New York Stock ExKrim said the new UA approach change, this came after a drop of
had been underscored via the ap- 2.6% in June as compared with
pointment of Morton Nathanson/May. June had brought the first
as coordinator of international ad- decline in-the month-to-month
vertising-publicity.
Noting
that comparisonsVin more than a year,
both “Solomon and Sheba* and j Contrfbutifg to the upsurge in
“On the Beach” would receive in- juiv were Warners; which went up
ternational premieres, Krim said: $4 per share; 20th-Fox, up $2.25,
“This is being done because, durLoew’s Inc;, up $2.121a,
lug the past 10 years, there has : ,Broadcasting issues went up
been a tremendous broadening of 2tnr'c. American .Broadcasting-Paritie base in international commu- • amount Theatres, Which is listed
Roxy Theatre,
ideations. A tremendous value can *
the-broadcasting'division; was- a., New
T T York’s
r-r-_.
___ long-^
now be had through international\ inajor factor, having posted a gain time firstrun outlet for ;20th-Fox,
advertising and promotion, we df $3.121^.
•; has booked :a Paramount picture
want to take the fullest advantage i; Radio-television manufacturing : for the firsttime in its history.,
of the one-world idea.”
j was off 89c in July, compared \vitb; Feature is! “That Kind of Woman,”
That 4in’t No Glove
‘ the June prices. Biggest dip in this ; with Tab Hunter, Sophia. Loren
Max E. Younestein, UA v.p., reby Admiral.a«l Qeorge Sanders:;
:
■ , j
calling that the company recently >'mcn >\as °n 4 2 A| In a move reflecting a new kind j j
had elevated a number of its ex-:;i .
—
. . "
“
• of keen competition amoug; the big j
ecutives to vice presidencies, said
|j
p
.1 Gotham houses for product, -the
[Roxy engaged in;a .bidding situathe company was throwing
; tion for the Par production with.
t/e gauntlet to the rest of The im \
= the Capitol; which of late, has been
clustry.
“We are determined to !
p ..
.. . 0
nabbing a considerable number of
service our producers so there is
no doubt we’re the best in the
releases. Roxy
world.” he said. “If the others
«am to
-.w «k«5
want
drag their feet, \jl
or chase , Myron D; Karlin, Italian sales/ -‘Woman”: is to oi>en Sept; 4,
u<. that's ail right with us, We'li ■ chieftain for United Artists, and a meaning the important Labbr Day
still be ahead of them.”
j. veteran overseas filmi exec, steps . weekend playing time:
. .. \
Young>tein said UA during the out of the business into bowling : This about completes the changepast ei"ht years had more than and billiards when he. becomes r over of . so-called automatic booktripled its manpower. “That's how president of Brunswick-Balke-Cal- ings on Broadway: In past years
____
we
have hacked up our _
record." lender International, a newly Par product Went to the Par Theahe declared. “How do you get thecreated post,. Heretofore the Chi- - tre usually; 20th . to the Roxy, Warbest team? By getting manpower, cago manufacturer handled its . ner pictures to the Warner Theasupplying it with the money to doj, export business as part of the iri- ' tre (formerly the Strand) and so
the job and by not second-guess- tegrated sales department but with oh
ing them. I can promise you. we’ll bowling and billiards, particularly
No\v, everything is up for. grabs,
be the best promotion outfit in;: .since the perfection of the automa1•' ■■■
this business.”
|: tic pinball machines, spreading
i;: globally Karlin is taking over as
Norman
Panama
to Eng.
Not Also Rut All-Vital
.
,
j - head of that sales organization.
Norman 'Panama left New Y6rk

Of Brunswick-Balke Co.;
Seckler UA Successor

Arnold Picker, v.p. m charge of;
fn-Pirtn histrihi.tinn Tnahp a tinorf ! t

fn

talk
which^he^^sai^thl foreSn1
Itmion
ve^^VcottS^ th2^'
“vVin^er hrother”htrdeatment
nS)i
r^ivin^^heCimhe*! ^of th^older;
brmSI
be

now we

me^ured

and I thank
sen ed

vou

fw

S

for

new

it ”
U’

-e

Brunswick has a farfhrv in Fno
nas a i^ctprj in Eng-

^ c6mp^rT^

I*

v "
for. England over the weekend for

f ^ge

n°T’ P?ans onein Japan, does > pre-production work on "A Child
.bu*mess Wlth Army instal- , Is. Waiting,” .which he's, to co-proGermany and elsewhere, ; duce with Melvin Frank for release
Seckler.who wassupervisor by Paramount.
,

the F?r ®ast‘ ^ succeed. Kar-.

Adaptation

^il| m’ Tm^ into the UA- oi^niza- ; play

1‘

is

to

of. the

star

Abby

Mann

Ingrid . Bergman;

ob1"! tl0n- ^ovv
KiafHR.is staying on. Afann, now in London, is doing the
0b; until the. end of the year
screenplay:
;
• • •

Opening session of the interna;
tional confab heard Sunday execs J

Big UA Bally Due
Big promotional outlay to
back up United Artists’ globally-aimed campaigns was de¬
tailed
In
N.Y,
yesterday
(Tues.) by Roger H; Lewis,
UA V.p. in charge of advertis¬
ing, publicity and exploitation,
at the second day of the com¬
pany’s international merchan¬
dising confab. According to
Lewis, it’s the first time that
a film company has budgeted
promotional coin on a world¬
wide basis.
Yesterday’s work session
was devoted to a discussion of
launching and handling plans
for “On the Beach,” the Stan. ley Kramer production. To¬
day (Wed.), “Solomon and[
Sheba”, is on the agenda.
“Our plan is to find; out the
. specific needs and require¬
ments. of. individual markets
and then to fill these needs-,
for maximum ticket-selling
impact,” Lewis said: ‘

address the group. Here from Eu- '
rope are Charles J. Smadja. one j
of the UA partners: Giulio Asca-/

r<. Hi.

European

publicity

London; Karl SchefUor,
manager for Germai v,
Pole,

publicity

topper

in

topper; 1

publicity ;
and Joe [

Europe to U. S.
-

UA, City Share Cost-Drop Inclusion of Sidestreef
Bijou Legiter in Renovation

Britain, j

The> heard from Picker, William ,

In a change of plans, United Art-( the Bedch.’

the Stanley Kramer

of UA’s effort to unify and merge ! Astor Theatre and. the Bijou^^ on ’ Se booM hy UA
Urn
Internationa1 ^approac^ Latjr ;
In-^ victoria in. this setup/ii uncertain.

Alartin Goodman
Sol Lerner
Fulton Lewis Jr.
David A. Lipton
. Richard Aly.ers
Richard Pack
Richard Skinner
June Taylor
Alichael Todd . Jr. .

L. A. to N. Y.

Preston Ames
Robert Cohn
stead, a complete renovating job
One UA-executive last week said
: will be done on the Astor alone, the Astor would be turned into
William Dozier
Margaret Ettingqr
: It’ll run to $8001000, the cost to he beautiful bandbox,” and he added
1 shared 50-50 by UA and City In- that the intentioh was to . turn the
Frank M. Folsom
vesting.
William McGairy
house into the most impressively
Vincente Alinnelli
Seating capacity of the Astor i moddrn showcase extant;: The
James Simons
will be cut to. 1001 seats from the [ screen will be among the largest
present 1100 and the new wide on. Broadway and will be.virtually
N. Y. to L. Ai
Picker,
in
his
remarks^ • screen will measure 50 ft.; by 27 ft. wall-to-’vvall. The Astor . will bo
Peter Arnell
noted that forc'gn Ttvem<es\
i The third balcony will be elim- capable Of showing 70m. films.
Jacqueline
Arnell
| inated and the mezzanine , section
had increased si;c-ioid sicee1
Renotvation of the house follows
Giulio Ascarelli
1951, rising frvm $5.000,00(j( ; will be extended.
a modernization trend, on Broad¬
.
Chuck
Connors
to $32,000,000 last year: For/ |
Plan is to make the Astor into way, coupled with a tendency to
Martin S. Davis
eign grosses for the first half
j the most modern and up-to-date cut down on seating capacity. This
Albert B. Gins
of 1959 are 20G 'ahead.of lust I showcase on Broadway, serving as was done earlier this year at
Monroe Giasberg
lfear:
V
i
: the prime outlet for . UA pictures Loew’s State.:.
Cary Grant
“It is idea” that the .film Indus-. in what many consider the most deOnly other, showcases owned, or
Cecile Gray
tiy of today has grown into a sirable location on the mainstem, partially: owned, by . UA are the
Ronald
House
global enterprise,” Picker said, if not in the world. Going hand in Plaza Theatre, east side artie in
Don Josephson
“We no longer have a strictly 'do-j hand with the renovation job,- N. Y,, and the United Artists Thea¬
Bert
Kamerman
mestie’ and a strictly ‘foreign’ film • which will be very - complete. UA tre in San Francisco, in which UA
Norma Macmillan
market in the old tradition. The is taking a new ten-year lease on has a 25% interest and which is
Jrving Mansfield
operated by Sherill Corwin. No
big pictures of today are conceived . the house.
Joseph H. Moskowitz
and prepared for global audi-.j Theatre is due to close during further theatre . acquisitions/ are
.
Henry
Rogers
_
planned
by
the
company;
“We’ve
enoes. It is only logical to carry [ the first or second week in OctoJoyce Selznick
through the marketing on I the j her. when “Devil’s Disciple” corn- no intention of going into the thea¬
Maurice
R.
Silverstein
tre
business,”
commented
a
UA
same worldwide scale.”
IJ
j pletes its run there. It’ll reopen
Joe Wolhandler
Youngstein said produeer-dis- ( on Dec. 17 with the preem of “On exec.

meets will be broken down in
work sessions to determine the
most effective ways of coordinatIng domestic and foreign efforts
on given pictures.
AUmday afternoon, the entire
group saw a screening of Stanley
Kramer’s “On the Beach.”

Walt Disney Productions has de¬
clined over $30,000,000 in trading.
price on the New -York Stock Ex¬
change dyer the . past sevefal
months. It's more. evidence of a
fickle Wall-Street-—fickle so far as
show, business entities are con¬
cerned.
Until a; relatively recent period,
Disney had been the darling of the;
investors. The price per share had
gone up to $59.50.- And in the past
week it fell to $39.20, representing
a new low for the year; The $59.50
was a high.
Curiously, Disney’s third quarter
of the current year was a good ond
on. a comparison basis. Earnings
went up to 93c per share, against
83c.
. '■ ■■
■ ;.•/
Reasons for the fall in trading
price: “Sleeping Beauty” will just
about break even or show a tiny
profit; instead of. being . the big
money-niaker that had flfeen antieipated; television earnings are off
slightly; the. stock , had been too
highly priced, having risen on the
false, anticipation of extra payoffs
to stockholders.

Astruc-Marquand Team;
Sagan Script Collab
Alexandre Astruc, a French di¬
rector, arid Christian Marquand,
French star, have formed Bassano
Film to produce “The Cut and the
Knife,” yarn written jointly by
Astruc arid FranCoise Sagan; It’ll
. j roll in Paris in November with
; I Alarquarid starring. Fernme lead
; is-being sought. , .
| . Story, as outlined iri N. Y; last
^ week by Astruc and Marquand, in-.
| volves the problem of a woman
| who, having battled for equal rights
[ with men, and having obtained!
; them, finds she doesn’t know what
■ to do with them and yearns for
. her subordinate position.
Astruc said. he's. looking for 'a
; new girl. “Casting is difficult bei cause she has to be. about .27: We
. [. are hoping to find a. French; Claire :
j Bloom/’-

U- S. to Europe
Americo Aboaf
Nate Cummirigs
Joseph Fields
Bill Glover
David Golding .
Canada Humphrey
Jerome Baity
George. Margolin
Florence Sriiwartz /
Charles Smadja
Lee Swanson .
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‘SUMMIT’ BAROMETER READING
(Evening Unspoplings)

Myers: TOA Bigger Braggarts Than
j Soviet’; See Exhib Orgs in New Feud

;./. Venice.. Aug. 11. ; ....
Aug. 23: “The Boy and the Bridge” (Britainv
24':. “V Tvoyh Rukali Jizn” i The Life' in Your Hands? (USSR)
~--—-“r--—-——+ Exhibitor unity, marked in re25: “La Nuit des Espions” (The Night of the Spies'' (France) .
By HY HOLLINGER
Alberta-Financed Film/ !cent years by informal affiance of
26: “Pdciag” .'Night Train) 'Poland) ..
. Despite the outward manifests- ;
27.: “Esterina” (Italy)
••.//;•/.
i .Edmohton. Aug. II.
| convenience between Allied States
. tions of harmony and friendliness j
28:. “Hunde Wollt Ilir. Ewig :Leben”. ■
Latest , “biggest Canadian.; - Assn, and Theatre Owners of
(Dogs, Must You Live Forever) iGermanv) ■
at the Initial “summit” meeting j
feature-film
.
production
to
; America, appears to be on the
(closed) between the American.
29:::MSonad.ia” (Sonata) (Spain' /."'
/! ;.
30: “II Generale della Rovere” (Italy)
Congress of Exhibitors and r<?pre- : .date” is now being cast here, -verge of being torn asunder with
Tiger
Productions
of
this
oilj
the outbreak of a major feud be¬
31: “Alniatlan Evek” 'Sleepless Years) (Hungary)
sentatives • of ;• the Motion; Picture ; nch city has a full-color bushtween the two leading exhibitor
■ Sept.. 1: “Enjo.”. 'The Flame of . Torment' ( Japan ) ':' Assrt.; of America, it was author!- ;;
pilot
adventure;
skedded
to
trade
The newschism,
2: “A Double.Tour” .'France' .
: tafively learned that the,exhibitor / roU at Jasper, Canadiarr'Na- ! sajd associations.
to have . been brewing for
3.- “Anatomy of a Murder”. (U.S.A/).
• spokesmen were, somewhat taken /
.
tiprial
Railways
resort
South
;
some
time
following
several years
4:. “Ansiktet” 'The Face) (Sweden).
: aback by- two developments at the ;
here. . .
.
j of cooperative efforts “for the good
. 5: “La Grande Guerra”. (The Great War) (Italy) ;
! session.
One exhibitor .leader i of Producer
is
Larry
Matenski,
!
Qf
the
industry
as
a
whole,”
came
6: OUT OF COMPETITION:. “Some Like it Hot” (U.S.A.V
characterized the statements/ is- / Edmonton-born, but /with14
0lJt i;ito the open when TOA or. sued after the meeting by MPAA ; •years /experience m Holly^ • gariized a unit in Maryland, a slate
/topper Eric Johnston and C: of ;E.
wood. Executive producer - is ' that had long been considered Al! chairman S. ; H. Fabian as :“tran- ;. H. L. Reed of Calgary. Film
Mied territorv
’/quilizers.”
is based on novel “Kirby’s
,,,/"
\\
. _
.
Gandei;:’ bv John Patrick Gil- !, A»bou?h he charge of proseThe 'major, disappointments re¬
volved around the film companies" j. , lese of Edmonton,, and Tiger ;W»”* “Allied terr.tory se he
to discuss the subject of : has plans, for five more if this ;>*•** flym*. the. Wo exhibit**
Trade Body Still May Sic Uncle Sam’s Sleuths on refusal
- gimip- ha\e tiaditionaily been at
<1) post-1948 films to tv and (2j / one clicks. Financing is mainly
odds particularly as to the methtrade
practices
involving film ren¬ •' from here:, arid Calgary.
Picture Industry Practices Per ‘White Paper’
' ' ' . ■ - • t . ■ ■ ods theatremen should employ m
tals. As a matter of fact: If-was, '■ '
,
■. : •
\ :.■
achieving their aims. Allied has
Fabian wjio expressed surprise at •
1
. ■ . 1\*
i been quick to call for Government
Allied States Assn, has . not Mervyn LeRoy Cavalcade the meeting that the topic . of .
|he?p.in settling disputes with the
post-’48 films was not on the agenabandoned its plans to seek a
■'■/ Hollywood. Aug. 11..
niliucvlliviup
I/IK
j’filnicompanies. TOA has long been
. da: .. Johnston, it’s reported, der .
. Government: investigation of induS1
: A one-month presentation of
.opposed “to calling in the cops.”
dared that no agreement had been
try practices based on the charges
the films of Mervyn LeRoy will
117-J.L. lirL:I - f-i-l
- Moreover, there has been a basic
reached to discuss the Subject.
made In' iis “white♦ paper ” The .. be offered by the California
With
• difference, in Allied’s point of
This turn of events seemed' some-'
exhibitor organization is c.oriti/nii-'
Museuin of • Science and lnr
VTllIl VT11V1V l4lvl
view, in the membership of both
i.
what
strange.sirice
it
Was.
Fabian
l
. ing its efforts despite: the action, of
dustry arid the. California. Mit- .;
organizations! Allied considers it• the- Senate Judiciary Committee in
'scum. : Foundation,
starting : and :Johnston who had established
I__
lh“ spokesman of the small,
the agenda. Explanation given the ;
.seemingly nixing such a probe on
.Saturday. (15), , .
independent
or the
so-called
exhibitor representatives as to w;hy [
the ground that the: charges are
' Program, starting with : a
: *
A Vm v “have-nots.” It considers TOA the
•
the
topic
of
posK48
films—and
their
j
similar to those investigated bv the
preview and reception Friday
■
_
:v
I
,
.,
..
representative
of
the
large
circuits
Senate. Snmll Business's Committee
; (14). evening, is entitled “A . ; eventual selloff—was not included ■ Film stocks were among the vie- Gr the “haves” of exhibition. TOA
that there
there had been
been disagree\yas that
disagree-!1
ac the nublic invesment on ^
f exniDiuon. iua
■ two years ago!
.
Cavalcade of; Motion, picture ! was
ment. among the film companies :
\GW York Stock Exchange took dls.pi:l.tes - th<:
latter contention,
Entertainment:. 30. Years of
Allied believes that the Judiciary
cn -the siihiect and that enme nf -♦
■
'/ll.OCK.-fxcnange tooK pointing to the large number of
on tne suDject ana tnat some pi Jts worst drubbing in four years «man theatres in its ranks
Film Making hy Mervvn Le¬
Committee left the door open when
the
firms
had
been
advisea
by
nn
MAridav.
uni
Show
hnsir.e^
• .
meaires „
m its ranks.
tne.
firms
naa
Deep
aavisea
oy
'
on
Monday
(101.
Show
business.
Roy.”
;/•
it stated that it would not undertake,
their attorneys that a violatipri- of cecurities—11 companies are. here-i
. .
a hearing “unless arid until evi¬
the antitrust laws .might ..be fn given as representative—lost ■
, e,h *° organizations, which
dence of . a different nature. is
if-it
charged ifit were discussed: .
about $40,000,000 in trading value ",ent
separate ways for decforthcoming,” Allied is presently
. Trade Practices :
: in this single day.
' '
ades. jomed forces a few year*
engaged in assembling tin? new.
I The subject ot
ot trade practices
Vi^
„«• ag0 in an aPPeal to the Governevidence.
and film rentals was introduced
^nhn^ni nf ment via the Senate Small BusiAllied had been hopeful that the
during -the discussion of ways and
neSS Committee* An agreement
“summit” irieet-ing between the
means to help small theatres. At ^^0asp^s^
"’as reached whereby TOA would
American Congress of Exhibitors
. this point, Abe Montague, Colum'■Jom
Alliedln lngoing
goingto tothe
the'Gov: J0m Allied
Govand the Motion Picture Assn, of
/ bia’s executive v.p,,
v.p., stated that he wr
Allied would support
^ ernmert if A1Iied
America would bring, about results
would not discuss trade practices . a?fbisb?d thL rlnutaHon ^ not t I°A- ln nuesting the antitrust
that would make a Government
or film rentals in the same, rbom un enhanced following the' maior : dlvlsl.on ,of the DePtJustice to
probe unnecessary. Because of the
with the other distributors. He said
! pfrm,‘ tl,e f“™erlj, affiliated theimpending meeting , betweeri the
P»The total number .of films, pro- he was taking this stand oh the Se -aHoh-s Se eeoSomfeould'atre^ *° pr?duce films
“heads of state” of exhibition and
distribution. Allied had been lax I duced . in France during, the first advice of his eonipanyts attorney., ^ aa4rsely affected by a drop in I a^‘ve ngh,s £or lheir °"n ,he‘
The
^summit”
meeting
recon-,
mlitary.
spending,
which
is
now:
....
.
_
i
half
of
.1959
dropped
from
66
in
in pursuing its “white papier”, cam¬
on Aug. 25 when various j partlv anticipated because the 1 .
^ne organization of th®
paign'However. when the MPA A? | 1958 to 58 this year, while copro- venes
committees report on the four top- United States and the Soviet! Amerman Congress of Exhibitors,
1
udetions
within
that
total
went
up
. ACE meeting w:as . delayed time
j ics that w ere on the agreed agenda ' Union are playing a game of diplo-! although some Allied leaders
after time. Allied called a special ■/sharply:
more product, (2) aid to small : matic footsie.
emerged as staunch supporters of
board meeting to consider ACE I Report from the statistical sec¬ —<D
theatres, 13) advertising, and: (4)
Secondly, there was a feeling Jbe new gr°up, it was obvious that
and to step up its- “white, paper” tion of the Centre National de la
research.
It
is
generally
believed
among
miny
downtown
-pundits
!
1 empor^y truce between TOA
j
Cinem
atograp
h
le
in
Paris
shows
campaign.. '
/ that, of the ,58 pictures produced that this sessiohi .will be. the most 1 that the market, having'gone up; and Allied was becoming strained,
.. Allied leaders believe that this j between January and June; 1959, crucial in the history of the Amer-j and Up. for long, was due for a A humber of Allied veterans beaction was instrumental in bring¬ 23/ were iOOfo- French /and 35 ican Congress of Exhibitprs. There “correctioii decline.”
Jieyed that the Congress of Exhibi¬
ing about the July 31 “summit”- I. were
- coproductions. Last year, of ts a hard core::of exhibitors who be-Whatever the reason, these were ■ iops }vould attempt to usurp the
meeting. Allied w ants .rio more de¬ ) 66 pictures made in the six lieve that there is no sense in con- ’ the results so far as Hollywood andvfu”?*l°ns
long-established
lays in reaching decisions. It is -as¬ j months period, 39 were completely tinuing the talks if such vital quesT1 its ;heighBors” were concerned: • es;bibitor
organizations.
They
sembling -its evidence for the Gov¬ i French and 27 were jcpproductiqns. t;ons as television getting pbst-48 , Stanley-Warrier dropped 3*8 per .especially felt that the C. of E.t
ernment, but apparently will with¬ f By far. the largest number of co¬ films and trade practices are not/share, for the biggest fall for this °ased on its representation, would
hold the presentation until after productions involved France and considered. The reports from the : company in memory.
attempt to place Allied in a \veak,
the second “summit” meeting on :. Italy. There were 14 French-Ital- committees are therefore consid-; . Others w’ere off in these de- secondary role,
Aug- 25,
American
BroadcastingIn a bulletin issued from Wash! ian. coproductions and li films list- ered the key to the continuation of / grees:
The scheduling of the meeting . ed as Ital.o-French pix/ Two. films • the “summit” meetings.
; Paramount Theatres 25s. Columbia ington by Abram F. Myers, AIon that date, a weehor two be¬ invo.ved France. Italy and Ger¬
Committees at Work
' l14. Disney
Glen Alden l5a, Bed’s board chairman, TOA was
fore Congress adjourns, has led many, and Franee, Italy and Spain, .; The subcommittee on more Loew’s -Inc. l. Loew’s Theatres ^. .charged with making “extravagant
some Alliedites to believe that it and three paired German; and product, made up of Paramount : National Theatres, as. Paramount claims” about its accomplishments
was deliberate to stall the “white French interests.
; prexy Barney Balaban and. Colum- 1^8, 20th-Fox IV2* and Warners! for theatremen. “We are all fapaper” campaign. How'evetv Allied
; bia prexy /Abe Schneider, for ; 1^8.
^ miliar with the boasting of Khrushis willing to believe that it "just
j MPAA: Fabian, Soi A. Schvyartz, j It all added up to a rarity for chev and his Kremlin buddies—
happened” and is anxiously await¬
Sidney M/ Maricley arid William i show /business. It’s been about 30 ■ how* Russians invented the teleing the outcome. of the second C.
! Forman, for C. of E/ met yester-t/years ago siric.e all issues fell off' phone, the airplane, etc.,” Myers
of E.-MPAA session before*decid*
! day (Tucs.). The/ committee to aid / so uniformly on one day.
/notes. “But experienced exhibiing on its next move.
; small
theatres/, consisting
of . Importaritly, this is no reflection tors who have noted industrv deUnited Artists/ .topper Arthur hf the strerigth of the entertain- velopments through the years will
Krirn. UA board chairman Robert merit. world. Instead, it mirrors; agree that when it comes to bragSan Antonio, Aug. 11. . Benjarriin, and. Montague, for i the trend so far as the entire eoun-! ging and making extiv ,aganf
A development company: has. MPAA:. Horace Adams, . George i try’s economy Is concerned—and claims, the Russians have been
Kerasotes, Irving Dollinger, Max again, as pertaining to this one surpassed by TOA.”
been formed for. the purpose of A. Cohen, and Albert M. Pickus, day’s speculation.
Issue of Cretlit
Rome, Aug. 11., j creating a multi-million dollar rec- for Congress, is scheduled to meet
-—-—— .
Myers follows with a point by
. A . reported plan to liquidate • reatibn arid, shopping center on a on Aug. 20.
i?
rL * M
J
, point listing of TOA’s alleged
Italy’s • largest circuit' of film j 3.0-acre tract here.; W. W. Van¬ . The advertising committee meets rfSBCO i/mlS IflRUQURDQ
j boasts and indicates that it was
houses, the/ government - owmed
today (Wed). This group Is made
n
, . .
, -- .
T
■ Allied and not TOA which or;siE. C. I. group; has brought strong s' E)erHeck revealed the project. He up of Loew’s prexy Joseph R; Vo- j IjPIllPQ Antl-IRnk nKK III
naII>' initiated many of the efforts,
protests,from a group - of labor arid ; 1$ : a local engineer . and. home gel and John O’Connor, for MPAA:' .
“
'
He raps TOA for its toll-tv policy.
workers’ unions headed by FIALS- I builder;’ .
Cohen,. Emanuel Frisch/ HarryYaiii*
for
efforts to revise the eonGroup sees in . ar.y. indiscriminate: i. • The facilities to be erected will Mandel. Harry Goldberg, and Er- . ../* ^ i/pil .Ull ivlll VII aVCo sent decrees, for its so-caljed orsellout a potential threat to Italo. ; be strictly • frontier, western; style nest Emeiiing, for C. of E.
-/: /Christian Marquand, star of a. derlv release program, for misrepproduction/,to its labor force, and l and, will. be named Frontier - Junc¬
■ /.^ ./' ;—:French/picture involving the rate resentation of its group insurance
“unjustified alienation” of an im¬ tion, . U.S.A. . • .
. T
.. ■ ,
angle in the U.S., denied in N.Y./nlan, and for claiming an ear in
portant State property.:,
.Jj Reproductions . of old West will. Jr. Fowler^Mitchell
r 0Wl6r-MllCheII Link
last week that the film W'as in the Washington when its office is in
The / labor group, which, has,, be built on thb shopping .mall.
Fovder Tale
Tak
or ae*.
^
countered with a proposal that the' 1 Horsb drawn stage coaches, will be :/ To Film Sr. Fowler
Hollywood/Aug. 11.
equally • state-owned. 1.R.1: Organi- ][used to deliver the patrbri from
zation . take over ;E.G.I.. 'as it re- ■ the parking lot to. the stores. The
Gone FOwier.
Jr. and ^omas
Thomas ‘“Tho/.film is -J-Irai Cracker Sur ^ ^
Fow^r^ani
cefitiy did the, Ciriccitta. Studios. ; stage rcoaches ivill also be, lised for Mitchell have formed Devlen: Pro- Vos Tombes”: (I’ll Spit On Your ^ ylp .\riierican Congress of re¬
also suggested that sale of the" -rides. ■
■ ;■ ./'
ductions to film Gene FowIer Sr.’s Graves) 'and it’s based on a novel hibito’-s* TO\ said&one At?:ed
large theatre chain could also lead:; An. area/is to be set .aside for a “The Last Fire Horse.” //• -/
. by Boris/yian avIio depicted condi- loader,’keeps campaigning forgone
to an even greater , cartelization of !; movie lot, with shoqt-em-upi/ props
Bptlv ' Fowlers will write, the tions m the v.S.. though he d never united exhibitor organization and
.Italo circuits than that .currently [to
j
permit the shoot ing . of cowboy screenplay: 'with- Junior directing . been there. Picture contains nian\ rp.akos it seem that it is that united
prevailing, ' '
' • ..... |I operas,
. "
gnd Mitchell starring.
, t ..
(Continued on page 10)
’organization.

Allied as Lurking Summit Ghost

ttmiKPmPnrQ llin

VVnnlP List
LKl
With Whole
111 Peace
f P3PP Fears'
rP3l\
In

Pans, Half-Year:
23 Franco Films,

Unions Protest Plan To
Sell Ace Italo Circuit

Old West Motif Shopping
Center Dreams of Films
Shot on Its Back Lot

FILM REVIEWS
Pillou Talk
(C SCOPE; COLOR; SONGS)
Sock b.o. comedy from V.

!

h
j: The Devirs Diseiple

The Ba t

[star cast tn wobbly scripting
of Shaw comedy.

An unroysterious mystery. Exr'.ploitation should--be heavy, as ;
is .film,
-

Hollywood, Aug. 7.
i:i’,
’ /eUvse «: As'v.m pauliii ti. i
•«. Kuk Hudson. Deris I)..>- cost;-;]
v Ro!;;:..;'. rt-.c’.Ti.; Kittct
Pi i ~i. t

Wednesday, August 12, 1959
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jhtited

Festival Filni Reviews
(a) SAN SEBASTIAN

;nto Olivier. Produced by ILtiold Hecht. :-screenplay.- Wlibur. based on.:a play by
Salt o a la Gloria
>iiei *etl ■ b> Ou> Hanulton
Si reenpla>, : ^jary Roberts .Rinehart .and Avery- Hop- .
Joan Dighton. and Roland kibbec; based ?. woo$; camera. Joseph Biroc: art director,
(Leap to Fame)
oil George Bernard Shaw s play; camera, DaVj«i. Milton: editor. William Austin:
(SPANISH)
J;<tk Hildyard: editor. Alan Osbistion: mu- music, Louis Forbes. Previewed at the1
San Sebastian, Aug. 4.
• :v. Richard Rodney Bennett. -Previewed . stud!d, ••'Aiig.'.- 3,- ’'59. - •Rvnnih-g".itime, 80
the Academy Awards ..The-.tre, Aug. 3v Ml NS.
C. B. Films release of Aspa Films .proVincent'. Price due tion . (Mardid). .Stars Alfredo Marsilnp. Running time, 82 MINS.
; Dr. Malcolm Wells
Vincent.Price
Anthony Anderson ...
Burt Lancaster .Cornelia Van Gorder ....
... Agues
Allies Moorehead
Moor.ehead lach, Asuncion. Sancho; . co-stars Jose
... .. Gavin
Gavin Gordon ji Marco Davo, Mario Morales, Isabel de
Richard Dudgeon .......
..Kirk Douglas Lt. Anderson
:... John Suttpn
Suttpn.l! Ponies jand Mercedes Munoz Sampedro.
General Burgovne.Laurence Olivier : Warner ..... ,.
Lenita Lane Directed by-Leon KJimovsky. Screenplay,.
Judith Anderson _.. Jeanette Scott . Lizzie Aleii
1:'. -1 .■■■■■Lenita
..... Elaine Edwards ( Vicente Escriva arid Pombo Angulor cam¬
Mrs. Dudgeon ......... Eva LeGallienrie ; Dale Bailey
.
:...
Darla Hood ■: era, Godofredo. Pacheco;, music, Isidro,
Major-Swindon
........ Harry Andrews j Judy Hollender
..John
Bryant•• Maiztegui. At Teatro Victoria. Eugenia.
I.pwver Hawkins .1..,.
Basil Sydney i Mark Fleming
...v,..-.
..
John Bryant
H.avev. Stephens
British Sergeant ..
....'. George Rose | Carter Fleming,..;.... I. H-rvev
Stephens >; San Sebastian Film. Festival. Running
.Mike Steele j1 tune. 94 MINS.
(Tinstdpher -Dudgeon
Neil McCallum 1 .Jack Bailey ..
.........Steele
.. ■..R.iia
Rev. Maindeck Parshbtter Mervyn. Johns .Mrs. Patterson
- Ri?a.. Royce
Rojce j|
Robert B.
B, W
W’illiajns
IViiliam ...
.. David Horne : Detective ..;
..
• • Robert
ilhajns j
Legit actor Adolfo Marsillach1:
F.i.vte
..
Jenny Jones ; -r1Won best peifformance laurels in
'
■.
. i
The mystery that made a. classic y
the. i’ole of Dr. Ramon y Cajah
j “The Devil's Disciple” by George but ofMary Roberts Rinehart’s ;

i

Arthur E Arl-ni;; music. Fran-t Do\ <:
editor. M;i:t;; C.'nmh Pievicwed at t4i
Westwood V:;2;.-4C The. rre. Aufi. 7.
Running time. 10S MINS.

T.-nv Waite: s
Marie
.
Harrv
.
Fierot
.
Mrs. Walters
.
Nur>-e Resirok
I)r. Maxwell
.
Mr. Conrad
.
Eileen
.
Yvette
.
Tilda
.
Mr. Waiters ...-.
Mr. Gr;h::n
Entertainer
Fat Girl
..
Hotel Clerk
. . .
Mrss Dickenson
Jonathan’s ■Secretary

......
.Nick Adams
.lulia Meade
. Allen Jenkins
;.
Varcel Dalio
_
Lee Patrick
Mr> McCarty
.
Alex Gerry
.. .. 1 lav den Koike
_
Valerie Allen
: Jacqueline Beer
Arlen Stuart
Don Beddne
• Rohert B. Williams
' Perrv Blackwell
.Muriel Landers
Will ram Schallert
Karen Norris
Lots K; >man

(b) PULA

kapron 1

f dies and the son . returns, to his
pueblo.
Below grade in all departments.
Interesting only as a partial socialogical document of modern-day
Caracas.
Werb.
Zamach
(Partisan Mission)
(POLISH)

San Sebastian, Aug. 4.
' Film Polsky production. (Warsaw); With
Bozena Kurowaka, Grazyna Staniszewska,
Zbigniew CynkUtis, Roinari KlosowskL
Andrzej: Kostenko, Tadeusz Lomnicki,
Andrzej May, Stanislaw Mikulsky. Di» ;
rected by. Jerzy Passendorfer. Screenplay,
Jerzy Stawinski; camera, Jerzy Lipipari;
music, Adam. "Walacinski. At. San Sebas¬
tian Film' Fest. Running time, 83 MINS.

Nobel prize winner, for research iri
nerve cells, Adtor breathes life into
a role w eighted down by an essen¬
Dramatic tension in this, highlythose unfamiliar with the stage j an(j released by Allied Artists. ! tially narrative script in Which the .
drairiatic values of scientific dis¬ praised festival entry is . touched
original. The final third of the pic- ^Flight of “The' Bat” is apt to be [
covery are missing.
off almost in the opening frime;
t ure is superb Shawmanship. but
J*
. In tracing the life span of Ramon and maintains tingling suspense to
.. ...•, definition, both of character and
Universal lias a sock boxofficecomedy in “PilloW Talk." It is a the major portion preceding it is. incident The film unspools in non-; y Cajal, from early childhood to the end. .
Setting is occupied Warsaw,
sleekly sophisticated production,, fumbling and unsatisfactory. Con- ; descript touches, leaving the view- { the white-bearded, savant’s late ac¬
that deals chiefly with s-e-x. Al¬ ‘ sidering the stature of those as-! er to cafe only little, about the [ claim, authors capture him color¬ where a student resistance. group
At
victims and, for that matter, about fully as a mischievously imagina¬ executes the hated SS General
though broad, it is tastefully;'
handled, and Ross Hunter, who sociated in the making of the the identity of the ■ Bat himself, j tive moppet. As a carefer arid re^ Kutschfer. In three main move-',
medic, little of transcenden¬ mfents,. the mission is' carefully
produced with Martin Melche'r, has United Artists release, its finished
Writer - director Crane Wilbur . search
screen interest emerges from prepared, the attack is successfully
given it a production dripping .with State is doubly disappointing. .
updated Miss Rinehart's story; tal
his
rapports
with W'ife, children staged and the German manhunt in
the trappings of glamor. The prem¬
That all is not lost may be, ioriginally titled. ."The Circular
launched. A very brief epilogue
ise is dubious, but an attractive credited almost entirely to Laur- j Staircase,” hefore dramatized in and microscope.
Budgeted
modestly,
this primar¬ shows the survivors in action again.
cast, headed by Rock Hudson and fence Olivier. Although his role is ] association with Avery Hopwoodk |
Accent is on youth. Passendorfer,
Doris Day. give the good lines the relatively minof, once he gets on-i but despite this vehicle still j.' ily. features a distinguished cast.
strength to overcome this de¬ screen for good. Olivier takes creaks.
; Direction and -technical Credits: are in his second film chore, plus a
Werb.
over. His character, that of Gen“The Bat” is. a one-clawed, no- fair.
young cast make this an airtight,
ficiency. It plays.
The film follow's the current feral “Gentleman Johnny” Burg- face gent who goes around ripping
uriembroidered celluloid yarn with
pace and impact. Lensing, editing
trend in romantic comedies of he-; oyne. ifia witty, mocking figure and jugular vein's. His prey isn’t only
800 JLegnas Pop El
ing about as broad as the traffic t jmouthpiece for Shaw’s wicked blood, however, and he has more
and music all contribute. Werb.
Amazonas
allows these days. The principals : sshafts into convention and history, than a passing interest in $L000,(800 Leagues on Amazon)
seem to spend considerable time in ; ;in this case the American Revolu- 000 worth of bank" securities which I
Sam
(MEXICAN—COLORS
bed or talking about what goes on : ; tion. Olivier certainly gets most, of he thinks.are hidden in a haiintedr 1
(Alone)
MEXISCOPE)
In bed. but the beds they occupy the good lines. But few players type house considerately stocked
(YUGOSLAV)
San Sebastian, Aug. 4;
are always occupied singly. There’s !; could equal his bland under-play- with assorted females. Main thread ! Pelimex release of ProducCiones Corsa
San Sebastian, Aug -4.
ing. his sunny urbanity in the face hf the story revolves around the S.A. production. Stars Carlos' Lopez Moemore talk than action natch.
Avala Film (Belgrade) production. Stars
unmasking of the Bat; a feat that tezuma, Rafael Bertrand, Elvira Quintana;: Nikola Simic, Milan. Puzic. Pavle Vujiaic,
Hunter has used the split screen of British Military atrocities.
Maria Duval, Beatriz Augixre, Raul Farell, RadmUa Radovanovic, Severjn -Bijelie.
to give this action added emphasis. ; ; The. other two stars, Burt Lao- could have been, but. isn’t sus, Enrique Aguilar. Directed by Emilio Written and directed.by Vladimir Pqgacic ■
Gomez Muriel. Adapted from Jules Verne from Mihailo Renovcevic's novel of sama
. .
- and uses it in one sequence for a. caster and Kirk Douglas, fare less penseful.
Julio Alejandro; -screenplay by Jaime name. Camera, Aleksandar Sekulovic;
split-screen bathtub effect that is ■well. Lancaster is Anthony Adder- . As.-.in ■ nearly every other film v by
Salvador, - Emilio Gomez Muriel: camera.
Bojan Adamic. At San Sebastian:
•1” the^ past two years, Jack Draper. At San Sebastian Film Fest. music.
both interesting and amusing; The son, the peace-spouting person hes
Film Fest. Running time, 94 MINS,.
^c® casts enough, furtive Running time, .104 -MINS.
talk and action take place on the • who eventually becomes a fiery I
to^Tegjster as the. ghoul
happy hunting ground where boy- ; rebel. Douglas is Dick Dudgeon,
A small band of partisans, guards
chases-girl and the reverse? — or, jiself-prodaSed a shameless^ cow-- when, indeed he isn’t. Tins time, : Gomez Muriel’s treatment of Trig the retreat of main guerrilla,
vice versa — but nothing really : ardly scoundrel, who in turn tlis-|
tZl Jules Verne’s straight adventure troops, are cut off in the /desolate
happens.
j| plays the truest Christian attitudes.
Jin?
Jnlc story is a blend of vaudeville, gas¬ Sutjeska Gorges. Sense of isola¬
light thesping and an urideft touch
The plot (slight) of the amusing : These paradoxes are the basis for
“
*
Moorehead co-stars as. a successful: of the infantile; Juan Garral, a tc- tion and exhausted supplies : *de^
screenplay by Stanley Shapiro and rXnfwrhnmhr
moralize the weak and taix th*
Maurice Richlin. from a story by 1,1a Tim.tf mystery writer and. if Somewhat: spectaclev landowner and family fibre of the detachment’s leaders,
S™t
fff„'2?5Sf!ovfer.acW:'is at least interesting. | man with a turbulent, buried past
Clarence Greene and Russell
left
with no choice but a break¬
Elaine
Edwards,
as
the
wife
of
art
_ j
simile £iuw<uuh«
uic whc ,.ui an , is harried by an unscrupulous adRouse, is based on the notion that \
accused .embezzler, is the best
Best :o£
of venturer on a long, journey down through a ga i n st overwhelming
a telephone shortage puts Miss ^
German
armed might.
Brv™»mrtni
T ™ the
east;
with Gordon.
compe- the Amazon into facing trial for an
Day and Hudson on a party line.jj Brynaprod
and ‘ HeetdHifl
Hedit-Hill-Lan,
tent supporting
work (rom
Gavin
Stoiy is related with unremorseThis idea may seem somewhat;; caster production] their hearts John Sutton. Lenita Lane. Darla' unsolved 26-year old murder. ^ ful realism. Psychological choice
Death
of
the.
rash
stranger
leads
to
“dated”’ in most inflated localities,;; were obviously m the effort. But Hood, John Bryant, Harvey Stebetween resistance • and despair
Garral’s acquital.
but the Shapiro-Bichlin handling something went wrong
■
pbens. Mike Steele. Riza Royce ! Opening jungle sequence, scores. ends implacably, in death but
is as bright and up-to-date as a:- Shaw’s play, as adapted for the and Robert B. Williams,
After that the tuneful rancheros “Sam” makes the point that there
magenta-colored telephone,
screen by John Dightpn and EoMost effective in the fright de¬ break the spell and it’s low “Show is a way to die as there is to live.
conclusion.
land Kibbee, as the ironic^ Irish- partment is “The Bat” theme, a Boat” spectacle with kiddie epi¬
Cast, setting and low-key lightIt helps that two established’ man s. version -of how the British, wierd set of notes played on the
iqg .are all very effective. Radmila
stars of first boxoff ice rank are bumbling and fumbling, lost the electric guitar by Alvino Rey sodes interspersed and tediously Radovanovic,' as the enceinte
assembled.
Werb.
cast somewhat against type. Play- ; American colonies. The reason, David Milton’s art direction makes
partisan, is lovely but her . role as
ing under Michael Gordon’s per- • says Shaw; is that due to the long the film look a trifle niore expenwritten is superfluous and slows a
eeptive direction and fine timing,,: British .weekend, someone at the sive than it likely is. and. other
La Petite
vivid war tale, otherwise neat!v-di¬
both respond. Hudson, usually the<: War Office forgot to notify Lord technical credits tare stock.
(Little One)
rected.
Werb.
lovable, overgrown boy, is here a ; North to join forces with General
Ron.;
(BULGARIA—COLOR)
sophisticated man about town., Miss? j Burgoyne and pinch off the Colon—:-—;
San Sebastian, Aug. 4]
Par mi les Hecombres
Bulgarian State Films production and
Day discards her casual hair-styled j ials. It’s .an amusing notion and
: Ghost of
a( Brags trip
(Shadows of the Past)
release TSofia). Stars Margarita Uieva;
t*nosi
jwragsinp
displays a brace of smart Jean1 when this resolution comes it |ets
Ariani Yavashev, -Ivan Dimov, Stefan
(EGYPTIAN)
Ubiiow
Hallow ,:-■:
Louis gowns, and delivers crisply.,; the response it deserves.
Gudoular 6v, Georgi Kajoyanchev. Emil
San Sebastian,/ Aug. 4.
Grecov, Lilyana nocheva. Directed by
There are some really good j It’s the build-up that is lacking
... •
-V
Nikolai Korabov. Screenplay by Lyuben . Orient Film Co. release of Ezz El Din
rpgram
mer
songs, smartly integrated. The title* in something, something that could
Inane juve
juye p
progra
mmer
Zulfikar
production
(Cairo); Stars Fatem
Stanev; camera, Konstantin Yanakiev;
with: “Diary of a High.
tune and a novelty, “Roly Poly,’' be at fault in the writing or the
music. Parashkev Hadjiey. At San Sebas¬ Hamama. Emad ' Hamdy, Safia Sarwat.
booked with
tian Film -Fest. Running time, 91 MINS. . Salh Zulfikar; co-stars Hussein -Riad. Ra^
seem like certain hits. Another . editing or the direction. Character.
School Bride”; tunes may help
hia Khaled. Samiha Ayoub, Fouad El “Mo-sell it.
good one is “Possess Me,’’ which r motivation arid mood are never set ] .'■sell.
handess. Salah Nazmi. Directed bv Ezzel.Directing his’ first film, Nikolai dm Zulficar. Screenplay. Yousself El Sebair
Hollywood," Aug. 4.
■
Hollywood,
Miss Day sings behind the screen : early in the film so response to
American. International release of a Loui Korabov crowds the. screen with camera, Wahid Farid;, music, Andro
irftntj anA hiirrenr ic
American.International
while registering quite a different tho
me irony ana numor is lemauve RusoH production; stars Jodjr Fair, Mar- unrelated situations to burden the Ryder. At San Sebastian Film Fest. Rimriing time, 140 MINS..
attitude on-screen. There is a good and unsure. The film is exception- tin Braddock, Russ Bender; with Leon
deal of this sort of cinema trickery al'y short for. a major effort, 82 Tyler, .Hjine DuPonU Henry AlcCann., central story of a high school
rpp,5+I.ATir .Samta Pelkey. Dorolhv Neuman, Kirby senior in rebellion against Dadin. “Pillow Talk.’’ There are thfe • minutes. TlUS
What commences as a gay roman¬
would not, in itself. Smith, Jean Tatym,. Jack G;nP* Nancy knows-best
restraint after she de¬ tic: cbiriedy In a modern Cairo uni¬
split screens, as noted; spoken be lamentable. But the time used. Anderson. Beverly. Scott. Bill St. Johnrmt alvL-avc Amninujzfl fnr fh#» Ju<Jy ■ Howard, Tom Ivq, Paul Blaisdell, buts in love.
thoughts by the main characters?, » n0t
versity setting, swings abruptly in¬
empl0yeQ t0r tne George Dockstader, Marvin Almars. RoseMaiden’s
firm
stand
contami¬
to. an interminable flashback
and even introduction of back¬ Sharpest effect.
S m^ry Johnston. Marilyn. Moe. Directed bv.
Directors were changed in mid- i WiBiam Hole Mr-; screenplay, Lou Rusoff; nates her submissive brothers who introducing a new set of characters
ground music orchestration for a
__ .iniL
” cainera, Gil Warrenton; songs by Nick stage a. mass walkout, on the overlaugh. It all registers strongly. The : filming on
. The Devil S Disciple, Veiiet, Jimmie Maddin, Charlotte Braser, domineering parent. Film afteri de¬ arid an entirely different film.
songs are by Buddy Pepper and and there seems in the finished Bruce Johnston and Judv: Harriet: music;
Marriage between a young col¬
from this ample pattern. lege prof and co-ed fiancee is held
tn hn a- riivicirm nf «rfvlp
Ronald Stein;, editors, Frank Keller and tours
Inez James, Joe Lubin and I. J).; nrnftiiot
proauct to
oe a aiyisipn Of Style. Ted
Sampson: art direction. Dan Haller.
Roth, and Elsa Doran and Soil Guy Hamilton IS the director Previewed at. SHhlev-Warner Buildm«J Transition from girl to young up for two hours. of screen! time
woman is expressively performed
Lake. They are all good.
j: credited. He must bear th.e blame
^°®nlv'Ii?^ood' Jul>''59ft and lensed. Cast and technical i while a parental melodramatically
Tony Randall and Thelma Ritter for the uncertain mood and pace. Si""?.*.’:.’:v.
; romantic menage is slowly . anaf*!-- ’
Jody Fair !
ai’e also top-lined in the cast and ‘ There are several '• -'scenes were Stan-•:.- ;• *:..-:..;;. -Martin •tBfr.ddojek.’] credits are good; Color is feeble.
lyzed to deterriiine whether the
Werb. ' Ii young
they deliver with authority, cos; •; timing is almost audibly off, just sSnzo
couple are pre-announced
'
•• ^eon^ylet '
tributing a hefty proportion of the a beat, but enough to blunt the Rhodo;.-Eiaine. Dunont"]
! brother and sister. In the lengthy
rain Adoleseeiite
.^ve
HehTy ^Canp.'
laughs. Nick Adams. Mary Mc¬ Shavian edge.
| recap, a brilliant author is torn beCarty. Alex Gerry, Arlen Stuart.
.! tween the attraction for a beauti¬
Janette Scott, plays Lancaster’s Anastasia
Dorothv nKS^
(Adolescence, of Cain)
Marcel Dalio and Lee Patrick like¬ wife, but does not show herself Wesi^y. .................. . Kirby smith
ful Egyptian maid and an invalid
(VENEZUELA)
wise rack up amusing values. well. Most of her scenes are annoyr Tony *’”• V:J-jackTGing
wife. Tempest of dialogue ultim¬
Sari Sebastian, Aug. 4.
A Hilario Gonzalez' production. Stars ately clears, up doubts and marital
Karen Norris shows an unusual ingly Shrill. Eva LeGallierinfe "is Nita .'.V":V.V.V.V. .'." Nancy. Anderson
... Beybriy Scott Carlota Ureta, Milagros del Valle. Edgar obstacles to a new generation: re¬
flair for comedy in a brief, but Im¬ wasted as Douglas’ mother, left Hazef
Jimenez; co-stars Orangel Uejfin, Enrique
portant scene. In her key scene, with only a few lines and. no rec- Sandra'
judv Howard Alzugaray, Rafael Bricer.o, Pedro Hurtado. moved;
Written and directed by Roman Chalbaud:
singer Perry Blackwell is a stand¬
Safia Sarwat’s earl y ■ co-ed
Camera, Rainiro Vega; music, Eduardo
out.
!j
who occupy prominent roles ^d
-Ge6r«
I Serrano. At San Seb-stian Film Fest. Run¬ coriiedy performance pleases in
Frank DeVoI’s bouncy score is who occasionally score include. Leftn .
...... .... . .
Marvin Almars i ning time, 120 MINS.
this below-par entry.
Werb.
an important asset. Since back¬ Harry Andrews^asil.Sydney, Da- j
: -r Ro*ema-ivv
; N'»s D'.ui.ie .. ..... .
Clarity is hot the strong point oi
grounds play an important part jin vid Horae and Jenny Jones. ■
Sinrt V Sedle
“Pillow Talk." art directors Alex¬
There are sporadic laughs in the] ; “Ghost of Dragstrip -Honow’Msi this long; unusually slow-paced of¬
(Death in the Saddle)
ander Golitzen and Richard H. eaily part of. the film, and hgavy : a .juvenile programmer whose'-onlv! fering from Venezuela. Out of
Riedel, with set decoration by and sustained laughter in the final utility, is to fill time and maronefe >■ young Writer-director Chalbaud’s . (CZECHOSLOVAKIA-COLOR)
■
San Sebastian, Aug. 4.
Russell A. Gausman and Ruby R. third or so. But despite the in-1 Snace next to “Diary of a. High, travail comes the admonition _^Ceskoslovenksy. Film p r o d u c t i o n
Levitt. - have had a field day. tensity of playing by both Lan-! School Bride ”
! against tearing up rdots in the soil, (Prague), Stars Rudolf Jelinek, Jana Kasanova; co-stars R. Lukavsby, E. Dubsky,
Editing, by Milton Carruth. and. caster and Douglas, the film as a i Producer Lou Rusoff, who also ; for life in the big city.
J. Sovak. Directed by Jindrich Polak from
sound by Leslie 1. Carey and whole does not jell-: At this late ] receives scripter. credit collected! A widow; on the far side of mid¬ original story and screenplay by Jiri .Cirkl
Robert Pritchard, are first-rifte . date, it is likely to ra*se :ome ques- ! a mishmash of hotrods, ghosts, par- dle-age; makes thismistake to give and Jindrich Polak. Camera. Ludvik Milic.
• a} r^n Sehastian Filin Fest. Running time.
Arthur Arling’s. Eastman color tions about what all the shooting, rots, monsters and rock-and-^on : her son the opportunities only a
camera, work highlights the mood, was about, back there in 1777. .and tied them flimsily together] metropolis offers. Sequence after
whether romance or comedy. The
sequence depicts the seamy, dis¬
Jack Hildyard’s camera work is :.w'fh threads of plot.
■;:
Effect of Hollywood westerns bn
print shown for review* was a work up to his customary, excellence, ]. The idea was apparently to make solute squalid existence in their Czech stud farm jockeys is given
print so ait color had not been and • Richard. Rodney .Bennett’s - a comedv, judging from' the S'ily hilltop, shack slum : overlooking a farce treatinent during half of
brought into balance, but the fin¬ musical score is bright. Settings j dudog. The ga^. which is also the I Caracas. There is no redeeriiing this film; but ririd-way in pic direc¬
ished portions were. excep'ionally seem to be a little sophisticated for j plot. is th^: a hotrod club iesfes its j note until the mother, who . goes tor Jindrich Polak changes style to
fine.
F(.-r:e.
18th Century America.
Paire. J
(Continued on page 18)
.1Iberserk sexually and aicoholieally,
(Continued on Dake 19)
Bernard

Shaw is better than this

film : vercinn
film
\ersion

wnnld
would

inHinate
indicate

to
to

“The Ba.t’” in tfie

1920’s has been j

all hut muffled, in this sluggish film
Yersion produ&ed bv C. J. Tevlin,
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UNIT PUBLICISTS RISE T SHINE
BLOCKBUSTER EMIR««s’ Cinerama Goal: “Plot’
Week Ended Tues. (11):
IV. Y. Stock Exchange

Features Turned Out 2-a-Year;
Five to Date Grossed $90-Mil

/ Net ■
Change ■ An important but Tittle knowm '
•Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tiires.
for wk. development of the blockbuster j
in 100s
High
Low Close.
2034
22i
2
..—174
2014
231A 18? it ABC Vending. t44
era has been the upgrading of the!
.The greenlight was flashed last
—214 . unit publicist, particularly the men
30
. 271-4
- 257 s
307s 2012 Am Br-Par Th 317
week for Cinerama Inc., heretofore
79
—534
: 88i4 6114 Airipex ...v.; 359 ■ 863 4 : 7334
who work on pictures filmed
exclusively a licensing and engi¬
44 . . —178
48 . ' 43i2
CBS
175
./48?.i 35
abroad.. Previously, the film com-: Importers Group Starts
neering firm, to embark on a pro¬
24’•> . i t
22? A'
2114 , .2114 Col Pix
48
pany assigned “stringers” or local.;, .'/. Full program of activities is
7ft,. people to, handle the complicated ■ due to start after Aug. 22
duction and distribution program.
19
• 20“ s
19U.
21 U: 17i A Decca .. ..... 131
By an overwhelming majority, the
—3
59i z 39r, a Disney .. .. / 17 • 4012
3734
38
job. The result usually was a batch | when the newly-formed Inde¬
stockholders of the company, at
95 .
97?:/.. 75 . Eastman Kdk 387
85.14 ; 903ft ' /-55ft
of material w hich was of little val- J pendent- Film Importers &
678
•7i.ft.,
67s .
■ — Vi ' ■ ' yie in the eventual selling of the i Distributors of America Inc.
a special meeting held Thursday
/.• 335
914 -6’2 EMI
2614 : —17 ft ■ picture arid many times homeoffice ! elects a three-man executive
■27.3r •
24“ 8
*6> at the offices of Reeves Sound29?4 13’- a Glen Alden . 808
•
:5.S’
craft Corp., w'hich owns 17% of
3U2 ■ 29H •: 3014
Group will be
37
27-U Loew’s Inc. . ; 144
arid Coast staffers had to prepare j committee.
1434
— 74 -. . aew promotional aids after the pic-j chosen, from among the .19
I414
1514
Cinerama Inc., approved various
1714 .1012 Loew’s Thea. 130123ft
1234
— 5h
IS? 4
management-proposed resolutions
1314
97s Nat. Thea.:. . 239
ture was completed.
■ .[ members of the board of di¬
4212 ■. 44
Paramoiint .. 177
. 46?.ft
50“ A 44
—2i4'
which
will result In the company’s
rectors.
With each picture today costing •
:267ft .
—7 s
2534
23
Philco •'/.. - >731
36?4 .21
receiving up to $12,000,000 in
Trio will . appoint seven
many millions, the film companies
—11 .. apparently have come to the reali-1 committees to be active in the
132 .
237 . 146
13514
•151?4 9574 Polaroid
backing from the Prudential In¬
64
— 7A . zatipn that American specialists. ] following, areas: Membership,
6014
71
43ift RCA
738
64? 4
surance Co. and Robin Interna¬
934
10
978
. — H
117 s / 8i 2 Republic • . /. 74
tional Corp.
with ari intirriate knowledge of the j censorship, public relations
147 ft 131.2 Rep., pfd.
— 74 ■ U.S. market are required to. pro-.! and publicity, legislation arid
. 1414
6
1414
14? 4
As envisioned by Hazard Reeves,
33? A
353ft
—Vs • vide the detailed and complicated i taxes, trade practices, foreign
Stanley War.?291
38’- 4
.4012 IS
president of the company. Cine¬
303 ft
17
30?4
30? A :
3312 2412 Storer .
material that is required in the ■ affairs and festivals;
rama Inc. plans to produce two
—1
37
3734
39
20th-F0x
: 205
4312 3-:>
current competitive market. . The .
story-line films annually utilizing
29
32i'4 / 24? s United Artists 107
285ft
—134 / policy now is to send American
3012
top creative talent and perform¬
2634
— 3ft
2634
29“a 27
Univ., Pix .
1
2 6? 4
publicists abroad with; pictures
ers, and hopes to operate between
77i 2
7514
84
72
—l7ft • shooting in foreign countries. The
■Univ.; pfd. ..t±30
7514
40 to 100 Cinerama theatres
4S7ft .. —118
45
4714
48
24?4 Warner Bros. 117
extent to which the unit publicist:
world wide. The company will
1163 ft
10774 , -t-9?8
9714
.1277
136?4 9212 Zenith
has increased in prestige is noted
also, license other, producers orby the fact that the film cdmpa- j
companies
who wish to make
American Stock Exchange
nies, ; which heretofore ignored j
Cinerama pix.
•
4*8
4“ ft
— 1ft
.5? a
3”s Allied Artists 31
. 45A
them, are holding press confer- J
In
reviewing
the complicated
— 74 ■ ences for them and are sending I
1
1014
1074
11?4
8i 2 Ail’d Art., pfd.
10.1 2
history of the three-strip process.
Hollywood, Aug. II.
I2i 2
71.^ Buckeye Corp. 17'
814
—1 :
714
.714
them on the road to exploit the; Paramount has signed Dick Pat¬ Reeves told the shareholders that
434.
434
— .14
’ 7'
2V 4 Cinerama: Inc. 284
' 51 4
pictures on which they worked.
the five pictures produced in the
297 A 1513 Desilii Prods. +42 - 18?A .1712
1714
.Columbia, for example, exposed terson as managing director *of medium had grossed more than
.— 3.12
7 .
, 758
65ft
97 s
6
DuMont Lab. 223
Mike Kaplan, who handled “Once :. Paramount British to replace Larry $90,000,090 over a five-year period.
6i
4
—^
1
8.
Filmways
.
.22
■
614
6i2
.9?4
e •
More With Feeling” in Paris and : Bachman, Who has assumed sim¬ In reply to a stockholder’s query.
3
1*4 Guild Films 332
■ 2ift
; 27^ ’.
2U
+ 1B.
Bob Yeager, who is handling “The : ilar post with Metro in London.
Reeves, taking a “wild guess.” sa;d
934
.9“ h
934
^ 74
IO.I4 - 7?8 Nat’l Telefilm 103
Erariz Liszt Story” in Vienna to ; Patterson, head of the William this gross would have meant “con¬
558:. =
57a •: — 74 ' the press last week. Not tod long..
61 4
10?4 /5?.>: Skiatrori. / .. . 108
Morris Agency’s literary depart¬ servatively” an $18,000,000 profit
634
678
97ft
6?4 Technicolor . 125
.71-4.
— 1'4
ago Metro did something similar! ment in BevHills for the past year for Cinerama Inc. if the company
:4?ft
. 7“ft
4?8- Tele Indus. . 45
414
—■ 1-4 ' with Morgan Hudgins, who worked
■ 4?4and a half, takes up his new duties had not been encumbered by ties
. on ‘Ben-Hur” in Rome.
Teleprompter .16
183ft
22iiv 9
1674 ■ —234
: 1674 .
in London Sept, 2.
with Stanley Warner Corp. and
• 113ft.
ll?s
.14“ 3 : .7
— 5ft
Trans-Lux
6 . 1134
. At one time, the unit publicist’s- As head of Paramount’s London Cinerama Productions Corp.
job was completed -when the pic¬ office. Patterson will keep studip.
Reisini’s Point
Over-the-counter Securities
ture. finished shooting. Now, it’s, aware of . all new properties, and
Nicolas Reisini, board chair¬
Ask •
Bid
realized, that the unit irian has the . talent in England and parts of the man of Cinerama Inc, and whose
American Corp. ........ ..
17» ■ ’ 2.14.'
most thorough knowledge of the
Cinerama Prod. • /.....
+ 74 • production and that his. services' European continent which he also Robin International Corp. has cer¬
2? 2 " 2"ft;
will supervise. His primary task tain foreign exhibition rights to
l3ft
;. 1? s
King Bros.
can be utilized between the period
... 17 ft
214
■— !ft ... Of completion and release. Kaplan. . Will be to help make Paramount a the films controlled by Stanley
Magna Theatre
. ......;...
top competitor for novels, plays, Warner, pointed out that the six
1714
Metropolitan Broadcasting .... ..... .. .17ift
for example, started out over the original. stories, actors, directors foreign theatres he operates had
—1
3
. . 1
Scranton Corp. .. .. . ...
weekend on a four-week 16-city
2
—, 14 :■ tour on behalf of “Once More With and producers for use in Para-, grossed $12,990,236, after amuse¬
.. 134
Sterling Television . /./ .....
mount productions filmed both ment taxes, from 1954 until Julv,
93
ft
-. 9
. V. A, Theatres . ■. ..:........... ...
Feelirig.” He’ll visit newspaper edi-7 abroad and in Hollywood. Exec ad¬ 1959.
tors in each city armed with a kit ditionally will co-ordinate produc¬
Noting that Cinerama has a tre¬
* Week. Ended Monday <10).
Of material.. If the local editor has/
tion of Paramount pix filmed in mendous potential other than *n
f Actual Volume.
any ideas for special stories. Kap¬ England.
presenting
travelogs. Reeves de¬
t Ex-dividend.
.
lan is prepared to write them on ;
clared that the company is now
(Courtesy of. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)
the spot. If the editor requires spe:
evaluating
a
number of production
cial art, Kaplan, knowing what ma- .
deals and would be able to an¬
terial was prepared for the filrii,
nounce these arrangements short¬
can quickly arrange to meet the
ly. He also told the shareholders
editor’s needs.
,i
that* the company would make
Another aspect of the upgrading ■
four-wall deals for’ theatres or
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
of. the unit man is his assignment-;
With 50 writers working bn pic¬ make deals with theatres on
to the picture long before actual; tures in preparation, before the “terms that are economically logi¬
Paramount Tollvisibn Testing Aims at 6,000 Home shooting begins. Kaplan started on : cameras or in post-production cal.”
“Once More” 14. weeks. before the stages; Metro is operating at a
Approval Given
Hookups Via Telephone
cameras rolled. As a result, he was five-year peak in scripting assignSpecifically, the stockholders au¬
able to contact the l!ondori and 1 merits. Of the total, 31 writers thorized the company to create
Continental press and make ar-: are working on productions riow liens in favor of the Prudential In¬
Famous Players Canadian; par¬
rangements for newsmen to visit being readied for filming during surance Co. in connection with the
tially owned by. Paramount, has
the locatiqn during the actual pro- ] the rest of 1959 and I960.
loan, the liens being first ones
closed a deal with Bell Telephone : Steve Broidy, president of Allied duction. This resulted in big space ' /Writers assigned are:
prior to rights of the stockholders;
: Artists, has been named “pioneer
of Canada to use the latter’s facil¬ of the year” by the. Motion Picture throughout Europe.
James Lee, “The Adventures of to create two wholly-owned subsid¬
iaries
for the new operation, and
For
“Suddenly,
Last
Summer,”
Huckleberry
Finn”;
Valentine
ities in wiring approximately 6.000 :• Pioneers, per Ned Depinet, presiSam Spiegel’s production nqw.film-; Davies. “Bachelor in Paradise"; to increase the capitalization of
Toronto homes for home toll tele¬ | dent. • '
irig in London, unit inan HaroldJ Betty Comden and Adolph Green, the corporation from $35,000 con¬
vision. The system, of course, is ! , He’ll be saluted at the Waldorf¬ Salemspn. toured the U.S. in ad¬ “Bells Are Ringing”; Charles sisting of 3.500,000 shares of com¬
vance getting a line from editors r Kaufman, “Bridge To the Sun”; mon stock to $60,000 consisting of
International Telemeter, owned en¬ -Astoria, N. Y. on Nov. 21.
on the type of material they; Charles Schnee, “Butterfield 8”; 6,000,000 shares, one cent par
tirely by Par. ••
wanted while the picture was in. Don Mankiewicz, “Chautauqua”; value.
Get-together' with / the ‘phone
production: Halsey Rains, Who ac- j Arnold. Schulman, “Cimarron”;
The stockholders also approved
company means a major step to¬
companied “Our Man In Havana” : Martin Berkeley- “County Fair”; stock options to purchase 50.000
ward the actual introduction of
to Cuba and is now in London for' George Wells, “The Elsie Janis shares at $4.73 per share for cer¬
Telemeter above the border. FPC
the interior shooting, Will also re/ Story”; Robert Thom, “Ever For tain key executives. Elected to
execs have pencilled in a Jan. I
main with the pic after, it is fin- i Each . Other’’; Robert Ardrey, the hoard of directors Wrere Reeves,
starting date for actual operations.
ished. •'
j “Four Norsemen of the Apo¬ Wentworth D. Fling, L. Byron
However, sources at Par in New.
. The unit man’s job no longer re¬ calypse.” .
Cherry, John H. Hartley, Reisini.
York think it might not come for
General Aniline & Film Corp. quires hirn to file batches of daily
Additionally,
Edmund . Hart- Bernard Goodman, and Marshall
two to three, months beyond that
A:
Jacobs.
copy,
much
of
W
h
i
c
h
has
been
i had earnings of $3,545,000, or
rnann. “Frogs of Spring”; Ranald
time. • •
found to be useless. He does, how-.
In discussing the potential of
In any event FPC is moving, I $4.44 per share, for the first, six ever, prepare special stories, MacDougaii, “Go Naked in the
however slowly,; with the new adap¬ i months of this year. It’s a gain of geared for certain publications and World”; Karl Tunberg, “I Thank Cinerama, Reeves voiced disap¬
tation of tv and its experience 91% over last year’s profit of $1,- markets. Moreover, he serves as ( a Fool”; Sidney Michaels, “Key pointment with SW’s handling of
Witness”; Robert Anderson, <?£ady the operation. He felt that SlYs
doubtless will have a major effect 849;000 or $3.32 per share.
Sales were listed at $76,724,000 a sort of overall pub-ad manager on • L”; Burt Styler and A1 Lewin, failure to produce more pictures
on the shape of show business to
for the new period, against $6.7,- the production. He is occupied With ; “One False Step”; John Bradford, to support the smaller population
come.
obtaining the right stills, arranging j “The. P-X Girl”; Robert. Smith, centers had hurt- the economic
If all works out. all right, it’s fig¬ 965,000 for the first half of last tieiips, thinking up promotional; “Platinum High School.”
structure of the medium. Reisini
ured, the 6i000 homes can provide year.
material,
handling the visiting:
Also, assigned are Fred Gipson, indicated that SW had originally
Corporation,
operated
under
a small profit operation for FPC—
press, conceiving advertising an¬ “Recollection Creek”; Alfred-Bren- underestimated the value of'the
U.
S.
Government
control,
is
up
or,, at least, break-even income; As
gles, maintaining good relations ner and Charles Calitri, “The ■ foreign market. In order to obthe a udience expands so will the for grabs/ Indications still point with the local population, etc.
Secret Classroom”; Ben Maddowr, j tain the foreign rights, he noted,
to the acquisition of the Ansco
margin of profit.
“Spinster”; Robert Thom, “The ‘ he had to give SW a $500,000 guar¬
photographic division by Para¬
mount.
Nathan Milco Enterprises Inc.' Subterraneans”; Lewis Meltzer, antee that he would open three
Film Enterprises Inc, has been
has been authorized to conduct a- “This Rebel Generation”; Fred theatres in six months. Actually,
authorized to conduct a motion
Carol Dooglas, “Miss Texas” in motion picture and television busi- j Gipson, “The Travels of Jamie he wras able to open the houses
pictures business. iii New York,; the recent Miss Universe contest, ness in New York.. Directors are:; McPheeters”; . George
Wells, in three months. When SW saw
• With capital stock of 200 shares, at in which she was first runner-up, Nathan Milco plus Attorneys Don- 1 “Where The Boys Are”; Millard the success of. the foreign opera¬
no par value. Milton Brachfeld is | signed by Columbia Pictures. She aid E. Wilkes and Floryence E. ' Kaufman, “A Voice at the Back tion, Reisini added, the theatre
a. director and filing attorney.
was previously Carelgean Douglas. Kerinedy.
"• Door.”
(Continued on page 10)
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Wednegday, August 12, 1959

LA. Rosy; ‘Circus Bright $30,000,
‘Scapegoat' Wham 11G, ‘For Me Fat ‘North’ 12c, ‘Hole’ ioc Rolf 16G,‘Hercules' Big 14G, Hole’ 7G
22G, ‘Hercules 18G, ‘North’ 19G, 3d

Louis: Aug. 11.
7
~
7
.
St. Louis,
Taking the spotlight this frame
f.
Kansas City, Aug. II.
here is the Ambassador; which re¬
Hefty lineup of new big films is.
opened last Friday (7) after being
drawing socko money generally
shuttered several months, with
here this round “Darby O’Gill and
“South Pacific.’* It looks great, in
Little People” is great at Uptown.
Los Angeles, Aug. 11. -*■view of previous long run at Pag“Hercules” at Paramount shapes
Estimated Total Gross
Local first-runs continue rosy
; eant.
socko. “Anatomy of a Murder” at
this week, being sparked by a cou¬
[ Continuing mighty on . holdover
This Week ,........: $584,500
Roxy looks wow.
“Middle of:
ple of new saturation bookings and
are “Hercules;” in second stanza
(Based on 21 theatres)
Night” at the Plaza is rated fancy.
healthv strength by. most holdovers
at the Fox, “North by Northwest"
Last Year ... ,. ry.., $538,700
“Diary
of
Anne
Frank”
at the Mis¬
“Big Circus” is pacing multipleEstimated Total Gross
in third at Loew’s. “Anatomy of a
(Based on 22 theatres)
souri is fairly sturdy,' All are hold¬
runs with a hefty take in three i This Week .. . . $2,775,400
Murder,” also in third at the St.
ing.
“Hole
in
Head”
at
Midland is
theatres. Sleeper of week is “The !.
Louis arid “Hole in Head” in
i Based cm 23 cities and 238
brisk in fourth week. Weather was.
Scapegoat.” soaring towards boffo . theatres; chiefly first runs, in¬
fourth session at Orpheum. “Sleep¬
particularly hot early in week,-but
$11,000 or over at bandbox Fouring
Beauty”
is
heat
in
ninth,
week.
cluding N. Y.)
! was more temperate over for the
Star.
i Last Year .... .. $2,575,900
Estimates for This Week .
weekend.
Ambassador (Arthur) (2.970; 90‘Say One for Me,” in first gen- j;
i Based on 23 cities and 246
1
Estimates for This Week
$1.25) — “South Pacific” (20th):
eral release, is booked for 18
Great $15,000.. Last week, shut¬
houses in this area. It will hit a £ theatres.)
Capri (Durwood) (628; $L50r
tered. “Pacific” 'preyiousry had a
peiky $22,000 or close in four first- ■
$2.25-:$2.50) .— “South ; Pacific”
long Tun at Pageant. .
runs here. “Hercules,” in second j'
(Magna) (20th wk). Steady .$6,000...
■ Apollo Art .(Grace) (700; 90week of a mass booking, has sagged
; Last week, $6,500.
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
^
-V; _
$1.25) ^ “Girls of Night” (Indie)
to about half opening round’s | j
■
Riverside
(COmmonMany strong holdovers and fa- • Crest, (n(1]fivers,1*e
and "Raising Riot” (indie). Okay
strength but still good at $18,000
vorable theatre-going weatherhad wealth) (900 cars ea;_90ci—Cur$3,000.
Last:
week,
“Orders
to
Kill”
in two houses here.
i
(Indie),'$3,200. ' ;
; midtown first-runs here jumping
suDruns.,pT
•j ■
Holdovers and hard-tickets arc j;
: Fox . < Arthur). (5,000; 60-90) ^I over the weekend for a very strong ^^ate: w itn_ueatn fr
paced by “Porgy and Bess”, and ]
: “Hercules” (WTB) (2d wk). Great session. “Five Pennies” is the top :
P^njori t PD, first runs
“South Seas Adventure,” both i
i $20,000. Last week, $25,000.
j newcomer with a big take at the with Woman Obsessed (20th) 2d
heading for nearly capacity. “North j
| . Loew’s iLoew) 0,600; 60-90)—! Arcadia. “Day of Outlaw” is rated . run), modest. $7,500.
Washington, Aug. 11
by Northwest” is great $19,000 in ! Boff standout
on robust main-. “North by Northwest” <M-G) (3d only fair at the Fox opening round. ; Kimo (Dickinson) (504;- 90-$1.25)
[cV- Smash $12,006. Last week, I “Hole in Head” shapes standout > —“Love Is Profession” (Kings)
third Egyptian •
I -stem here-this' round is “North, by j wk).
7,000.'
great fourth session. (8 th Wk). Oke $1,200: Last week,
t.
1UIgiailL
1,UUU, ■
UUIUV.CI, with 61
of .
rISIS?6 m fllth ■Northwest,'' allaying
shaping for
giant' $17,000,
, '
V
■ j holdover,
week at Warner Beverij.
j opener at Palace. Other initialers !
OrtoheumiLbew)
drtoheum (Loew) .(I.90Q:.
(I.90Q:.60-90)—!
60-96)—! at Goldman. “Anatomy of;
of : a MurMyr- same.
Estimates for This Week
also look strong; “Darby O/Gill” ■ “Holle
Idle in Head” . tUA)
<UA) (4th wk). j der” is rated sensational in second
Isis> Fairway (Fox-Midwest) UDowntown Paramount, Hollywood and Little People” is heading for xGiant $10J)00 or near; Last week, i Stanza
Train 360, 70o; 75-90—Currently suV.
stanza at Randolphs. “Last
"Last vTram
(ABPT-FWC-SW) (3.300: 756; 90- a lofty figure at Keith’s. “Nun’s. $12,000.
[ From Gun
Gun Hill” looks1
looks brisk
brisk- m
in ryns Last Week, “Rebel Se.t” .(A.A)
Pagreant ^Arthur)
(1\00Q;. 5050-* third round at Stantpn; . ■
‘'Speed Crazy*1
iAAV ■ so-so
$1.50) — “Hercules” <WB) and iStory” remains tall in third frame; Pageant
(Arthur) (1,000;
and . “Speed
Crazy” iAA),
<BV)
Estimates for This Week
$5;500
“Island of Lost Women” <WB) <2d at two houses. “Anatomy of Mur- $1.75) — “Sleeping Beauty” (BV)
$5:500..'
wk«. Good $18,000. Last week, $46,- I der” at Trans-LuX shows little (9th wk). Neat $7,000 or near. Last
Acadia (S&S) (536;: 99-31.80)— i Midland (Loew*) (3.500; 90-$l:25)
-800.
slack in fifth,week.
week, $7,500.
„
o /r
• , “Five Pennies” (Par).. Big $16,000. —“Hole, in Head” <UAJ
<UAJ': (4th
‘4th wk).
State, New Fox tUATC-FWC' :
Estimates for This Week
; • St;.
St. Louis (Arthur
(Arthur... (3,800;
(3;806; 60-90) Last week ‘*Sav One for Me” Bright $7,000. Last week; S8.500.
Sfif.500.
(2.404: 765; 90-S1.50* — “Angry
Amha„_Hor
,cw\ 1 ““Anatomy
—“Anatomy of Murder” . (Col) (3d | (20th) <5th wk),'$5,500,
Missouri (RKO)
iRKO) (2.585:
(2.585; 75-$lW
75-$lW,
Hills” M-G* and “Beat Genera$13’000* .Last
Last week, $17,wk). BiS
Big $13,000.
Bo d ,SW-Cinerama) (1,430; . "Diary of Anne Jrank” . .20 th).
tion” (M-G) (2d wk>. Drab $6,000
000.
900. .
■■■•■;.. ; , ■
: <i in
fiOi—“Smith Seas Adveri- • Sturdy $9,500; holds:
Last week,
“Shake Hands With Devil” <UA)
or near. Last week, $10,300.
oJ over L^st week^25000 $19’°°°: ^dy Oak (Arthur) (760;
Los Angeles. Iris. Uptown, Loy- or over. i,ast week, $2o.000.
—“Gigi” (M-G) (17th wk); St
and “Invisible
>UA),
$7,700: Iiast week. $8,000.
: and^
Inv1S.b!e Invaders”
Invaders
.UA).
ola :FWC) ‘2 017* 825; 1,715; 1.298;
Capitol (LoewV (3.426; 90^$IA9V. at $2.30.0, Last week, $2,5Q0.
$5,000.
—r——;-^•
. FoX (National) <2,250; 90-$1.80) ^ Paramount
(IIP) ((1
900* 75-SI)
on.ct
_“cfav dnp fcr Me” (20th) —‘‘Last. Train From Gun . Hill”
W.—r--•
: — --.•
Paramount (UP)
1.900;
75-$l)—.
“Hercules” (WB). Great $14,000
(1st gen. release) and “Miracle of L^o^nn2^ wk>* Good $11>0°6 after <||
/*
. V Of)
Hills” <20th». Perky $22,000 or near. 818,000 opener.
nlAVTll 1
arid best in weeks. Holds. Last
Last week. Uptown with Hillstreet,
Columbia (LoeW) <904; 90-$L25) ! liUl ill \1I V|II LjU
week, “Five Pennies” *Par) '2d
(20th), $13,000. ^
wk). $4,500 in 5 days.
Hawaii, “Reform School Girl” < AI) —"Have Rocket, Will Travel” (Col) j
«\ /T
/f 1
f
I
! Goldman (Goldman)_ (1,000; 99piaza
Plaza (Fox Midwest) (1.900:
d.900: 75and “Dragstrip Girl” 'AI», $6,700. and "Legend of Tom Dooley” (Cob j
1\
f ’
$L49)—“Hole Tn Head” < UA.) (4th S1i_“MiddIe of . Night’^ . . <Col>.
Last week. L.A. with Iris. “Sleep- '2d wk). Mild $6,000. Last week, :
Kllfl OlA I flO
wk). Great $22,000. -.Last week, Fancy .$8,000: stays. Last week#^
ing Beauty” (BV> and “Wild and $11,000.
i
UUliulU LCd
$24,000.
“Private’s Affair” (20th) (2d wk),
Innocent” «U) (2d wk), $8,800, Last
Keith’s (RKO) • 1,850; 90-$l.49)—
week, Loyola. “South Pacific” “Darby O’Gill” <BV). Tail $15,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; .$5,000. :
Buffalo, Aug. 11.
(20th» (6th wk-5 days), $6,600,
.
Last week, “Horse Soldiers’’ (UA * First-i*uri; trade is spotty currents .■$i.l0-$i.80) *—• 4 John Paul Jones i’.; Rockhill (Little . .Art-. TJicatrcs)
Hillstreet (Metropolitan) (2.752; <6th wk), $8,000.
i ly ■ with some of holdovers- not so (WB) (3d' wk). Dull $5,500.. Last-- (750; 65-90)—7“Modern Times”-(In- -.
90-$1.50> — “10 Commandments”
MacArthur (K-B) (900* $1 10)— ■ s^ong. “North Dy North west”, is week, $7,000.^^^^^^^
• die). Light $1,000 Last week “Bal(Par). Fairish $3,300.
Up the Creek” (Rank). Nifty: leader of new entrants. with smash
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 94- let of Romeo and Juliet (Indie),
Downtown, Hawaii !S\V-G&SV $5,000. Last week, “Room at Tod” itakings^-at the Buffalo. “Hole in ;.$1.80) — “Anatomy of Murder” ; $1^00.
.
.
v
^
Roxy (Durwood) (850; $1t$1.50)-t(Continued on page 10)
(Cont) (4th wk) $4 000 on sub-run I-Head”
1 Head” still is big in fourth round (Col) (2d wk). Sensational $30,000,
$30,000. '. Roxy
$lr$1.50)—of Murder’
Murder” (CoD.
(Col). Sock
Sock
while “Don’t Give Up 1 Last week, $32,000.
Ontario <K BViT 240- oh-40^)— 1jat
at the Teck while
: “Anatomy
Anatomy of
$12,000;
holding.
Last
Sveek,
“Say
“Five* Pennies” ^Pa?) ^tli^wk) ;: Ship” is sturdy in second
second at Para- j Stanley (SW) <2.900; 99-$1.80)—
99-$1.80)—;
One n^or
for Me
Me” (20th)
wk'.
Strong $5800week $5200^amount Tp fifth round;.. “Anatomy .“Holiday for Lovers” (20th> (2d . g.nJ.
(20th) »6th
‘6th wk',
airong $d,uuu. i.abt weex, $b,200.
of a Murder” is satisfactory at' wk) Slow $7 500 Last week $12 - i 55.560. .
. Palace 'Loew( (2.390; 90-$1.25)—? Century
! Juv- ■*’ DUU‘
■
■ ® * * ■ ’ ) Uptown (Fox Midwest) <2,043;
“North By_^ Northwest”^
j
Estimates for This Week
i^Stahton (SW) (1 483* '99-$ 1.40)_ 75-$l)—“Darby O’Gill” (BV). Great
$16,000; stays on. Last Week, “Big
NoJ?ta0:t"'HUr'^r) Circus” (AA) (3d wk h $4,500.
?10-000' Vast
Baltimore. Aug. 11. f Plaza <T-L) <276; 90-$L49)—, “Beat Generation” (M-G), and “Big
Qd tr am
Rainy
weekend weather
is Lady Chatterley s Lover” (Kings). Operator” (M-GV-$8,200.
| Studro (Goldberg) (483, 94-$l.80)
blamed for slower boxoffice tak- Boff $9,000. Last week. “Love Is i Center (ABPT) (3,000; 70-$l) _ ■ — RooraAatA^°PT (ConU tbth Avk).
av iBah.gup
Bangup $6,000. Last week, ,$6,500,
$6,500.
T
' .
tr*
J n • i
ings, and absence of standout new Profession” (Kings) tlOth wk),; “Nun’s Story” (WB) (5th wk) Gkav
product won’t help. Still in the- $3,200.
i $7,000. Last week, $9.000;
^
^m0;;-wstMx
^99^1*?Pu
lead is “Anatomy of a Murder,”
Town (Indie) <600; 70-95)—t Century (UATC) (2,750; 70-$1.25) ~7\ ^rdlf °-r 1
151
nice in third week at the Town. “Beat Generation” <M-G). Fine:—“Anatomy of Murder” <Col) <5th
55,200. Last week,
$5k3‘oosteady
“Hole in Head” is okay in fourth; $5;000 Last week, “Mummy” <U) ‘ wk), Satisfactory. $8,500 or close. 55^.0.
0/
fC1 ,
attorn
Viking rSley)T
fSIey) (l,Q00,
(1,000; 75-$1.80)—
75-$i:80)—
Toronto, Aug. 11,
at the Town while “Room at Top : ; and “Curse of Undead” <U), $5,200. i Last week, $10:000.
. Vikmg
“Cry Tough
Tough”^UA).
(UA). Weak^
Weak $4
$4,000.
still is good in 15th session at the ; Trans-Lux <T-L> (600; $l-$2)—! Lafayette (Basil) (3,006; 60-$l)-- Tc7
000. t With “Hole, in Head” arid “Nun's
Anatomy of Murder” <Col) (5th! “Big. Circus” (AAV and “Rawhide
.SleeJo nnnarby ° GUl (BV> . Story” doing tumaway nightly biz
to lead the newcomers, other big
New films include “Son of Robin;' wk). Sock $14,000. Last week. Trail” (AA) (3d wk) OK $6 000 (3d wk), $8,000.
‘499;
99-$1.49)- new entry is “Say.
Hood” slow at Hipp; “Five Pen-:. $15,500.
Last week, $7,500.
V ’ , w World
--■-v.- (Pathe)
7
T
^ One for Me,”
Dies.” rated warm at the New and ; Uptown . (SW).. (1.100;" 65-$il—Paramount (AB-PT) <3000* 70- ' Lady Chatterley s Lover (IndieV fancy at ImpenaL . A Private’s Af“Legend of Tom Dooley,” slow at | “Diary of Anne Frank” (20th>. Fair $1)—“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par).' ^A500;,
T •.
• fair” is rated fair. Lusty oil 10Century. “Lady Chatterley’s: $4,500 in first popular-price run; 1 and “Giinsmoke'in Tucson^ (Pat) ; (3d
s-^ck 54,500. Last week,. house combo is “The Big Circus,’*
Lover” is slowing down , in fifth) Last week, “Big Circus” <AA) «5th • (2d wk). Sturdy $11 000
Last :
.
" . ' ' —^“
. . plus “The Royal River,” a threer ;
round at Cinema where reception) wk), $4,000.
[week $17,000
i > a 1
; reeler in color, which deals with :
hasn’t measured up to hopes.
! j Warner (SW-Cinerarria) ‘1,308;. [ Teck (Loew) (1 200* 70-SI 25)_i HeTCUleS SOCKO oDvx,:
i Queen Elizabeth’s arid President
Estimates for This Week
$1.20-$2.75)—“South Seas Adven-'; <lHole In Head”)UA) (4th wk). Big [ . Dpnvpr-^
2d^ Blsegh0wer’s official opening , of
Century »R-F>
«R-F> <3,200;
(3.200; 50-$1.25)—
50-$12d)^i; ture” (Cinerama) (33d wk). Nice $7,000. Last week $8 500
S I - -^CnVer,- INOriu lOlx, fUfthe St. Lawrence Seaway.
?13’000* Last week. $12,500. .
/ Cmema
Cinema 'Martina):
(Martina) <450; 70-$l)—
70-$l)—
,, Denver, Aug.
-11. •' —
“The 39 Steps”
..
is still in
- third
-- *‘^fl Vnnt
Rnri
OHO : i
/»r» r \ (ac&j <?*■» ai om
_j ■
i. ^
30 toot Brice (Pnli
‘Lou Baa
$3.uuu:i|
Playhouse (T-T
) (458; $1-$1.80)— .'n-r
j“Lady
Chatterlev‘s
“Hercules” shapes standout herestanza and “This
This Earth is Mine” m
“Lady
Chatteriev’s
Lover” tlndie).
here , A>a?za,and
in
Llst
Room 43 ,Indie) (2d | “Middle of Night” (Col) <6th wk). J (2d wk). Fine $2,600. Last week- this round> with a whoDriing take ! W.frarae ia rated swell. Still
wk', $6,000.
nn 'Good $4,000. Last week, $4,200. - 1 $3,200. ***-?*»:■■
'" ’ t^s^ound wijn a^wnopping xaxe showing no. change at wickets is
Cinema ‘ Schwaber) (460; 90?----—;—-——-—„—
at Paramount..
Five Pennies”
: “Room
Room at the Top.”
■■ ■ '
:_at
Paramount. “Five
Pennies [“Room
Tod.?’
Top.’’ wow in
in; 11th
$1.50’—“Lady Chatterley’s Lover’*;
_ A
m
’•■■ ■
•
also is strong at Denham on
on. first '- stanza at 695-seat Towne.
Estimates for This Week
frame. “Anatomy of a Murder”
looms lusty in second Denver ses-! Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-S1.25)
sion while “North by Northwest” • -“Holiday- for Lovers” (20th) (2d

Key City Grosses

‘Pennies’ Hep 16G,
PhiDy; Hole’ 226

North'Whopping

f\\
‘North’Great 20G,

Rain Bops Balto Biz
i strong $l,8ooe l;
But "Pennies Big 11G;
‘Murder’ 126,‘Hole’ 6G

M ‘Story’Giant 17G In
a> Trans-tta TL) <5oo
Toronto; Circus Brisk
fth i
?5,200' Xast "'eck65G m 10; Hole 23G

$^0?'-

&£<T:

a.»h<">t8

a£,er North
Miffhtv 118
MOvParinff
North’ M^hty
$18,000
Pacii^ fiiirv
Cincy;
Ui
Train’ OK 9fi
lKfi 41^^
41M
96, ‘So
‘So. JCdo
Seas’ 18G,
41st

Hippodrome <R-F» 2.300: 50-i
$1 2d — “Son of Rohm Hood” |
(20th». Okav $8 000. Last week; •
“Darby O’Gill -BV» <2d wk). $6,000

11 aill

U1V Vll^ UVi
10\]<
I
f«r ThU Week
, Kingsway, Midtown, Oakwood. Od^
7
Estimates for This Week
’ eon. Prince of Wales, Scarboro
Cincinnati, Aug 11
' $18 000 after last
^Vorin I Aladdin (Fox) (1,324) (90-$i:80)—^ : State (Taylor) (1.338* 1 059* 995*
Film biz remain^ sturdy^here*at' for a near oeak of ?un
‘‘South Pacific” (20th) (8th wk). i 697- 1.089; 1,393;- 752* 1 200* 684*
this Stage
of r»n: with extra j Good $3,600. Last week, $3,500. | 694; ■ 50-75)i“Big
Thud Sex
tIndie». Sock.$6,000
^
^ (RKO) (i 4fln- 6n_*i env\ \I r-nfi-o
57m ($1-$1.45)—45i_^ j Great
nnn. T acf «
“Third
Sex” Jlndie*.
Sock. $6 0O0J. }[ Nofthw«><dNorthwest,”” -«Tianfn0
shaping boff at *uL-t
the
Grand
Centre ;Fnv>
(Fox) m
(1,270)
Great Sfis
$65;000;,La$t
week, “Tarzan’s
W Jones” (WBL Good !
Adventure” (Par) $39,000.
$f ?nn"eek’
I* Mobster
'-20thj(,j flagship Albee,. is the first-run :topKSSmSS i “Nun’s Story” <WB) (n^o.) (Sd!u wk)j!
^’*1*} $8,000. Last week, “Diary Anne I Eglinton, Palace, Runnymede!
B
!
Sturdy
$6,500
finale
of
seven-week
!
Mayfair ?R-F) '900; 50-S1.25)—j
hill at the Pal a pp Inamc nirav i
va acven-v
7Wnnrf Fran^” (20th), $10,000.
| University (FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385;
“Last Train From Gun Hill” <Par) str^ng Ll^
downtown run: Last week, $7,
7’OOUjJ Denham (Indie) (1,584) <75-$1.25) ! l o56» 50-$l)—“A Private’s Affair"
(3d wk». Mild $3,300 after *R non ri_I.?®i^over5 ar„?: Nun s story,
Keith’s
rrrinn-

“Don’t
?d l $H,000 or close. Last week, “Last Fair $11,000.
$11,000 Last week: “Don't
S Gun Hill” (Par, <3ff ■**>, $%%£> Sh.p
,Par); ,2d u*.,
it, ^iz,/uu, ana $5200
$10,000.
day-date ^‘‘jwe?k at, ’ Be^
Denwr (Fox
(Fox) (2,432) ($75.$1.25)
<$75-$1.25)
’
! 600* 90-$l 25)— — “Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) 000
Last
Gun Hill” (Par).
Lu5ty $14>000* Kast week, Frank” (20th) (7th wk) $7f)06.
Estimates for This Week
iFairly . okay $9,000'^ranting^
$lo,UUU. .
Hyland (Rank)
0, warrantine a ^15*000*f4?>uuu*
I
(Rank) (1
ft 037n^7- $1V—.“5Q
90-$1:50)—! holdover. Last week, “Hercules” „ Orpheum
Drpheum ., (RKO) (2,690) ($1- Steps” (RankM3d wk) ■ Big $8,00(h North by Northwest” (M-G). Boff j (WB) (3d wk), $7,500
$1^5)
By Northwest” Last week, $8,500.
$1-25) — “North By.
; ■
:
$18,000 Stays on. Last week.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50) <M-G)
4-G) (2d wk). . Big $13,000 or |. Imperial (FP) (3.343* $1-$1 25)—
Horse Soldiers” <UA) (2d wk), :—^“Private’s Affair” (20th) (2d wk). near.
jar. Last week, $17,500.
“Say One for Me” (20th). Fancy
$8,000
' | Mild
$4“500: f^rweek.
ParaJoni
$K6°° at 90-$1.25
90^1 25^ scale.
,
Mnd'.^OO;
Last week, ’-It
“It Smarted
Started
Paramount
Parsunonnt (Indie) (2.100) (90- 518,000. Last week, “Five Pennies”
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) ‘1,876; | With a Kiss” (.MrG) follows; House $1.25)
— “
$1.25) —“Hercules”
(WB). Wow (Par) (5th Wk), $7,000.
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adveri-I resumes hard-ticket policy Oct 1 $35
000 Last
La« week, “Hole in Head”
$35,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $ 1 )—
ture” (Cinerama) (41 st wk). Strong 1 with “Porgy and Bess’’ (Col).
. * (UA)
(3d
v
(UA) (3d wk),
$10,500.
(Continued on page 10)

nIw <R-F) <1 600* 50-S125) -I- we+ek* and “Anatomy of Murder,”
*nve Pennies” .Par,.5

^%Xello0^ttS St°r3|’
(15th wk). Good $3,600 after $3,700 j
ir. Hth frame.
M
Stanley <R-F> (2.800: 50-S1.25<—
Anatomy of Murder’V'UAi <3d
wk . Rousing $i2,000 atter $10,000 i
!n
second frame.
,Dw?"!?‘-iok,
Rn
oc,
;:
Town (R-F) (1.125: 5Q-$1.25> —
v °!e*ev^e^ A1 ‘4th wk»..
Neat $6,000 after $7,000 in third,
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PICTURE GROSSES
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DET. MAINTAINS BOFF B.O.
1 j|jj|£’ TliELEIfr Weekend Ram B way Bonanza; ‘North'
Times Fancy 11G, ‘Circus’ Loud24G, ^MifRDEfl’ ACES ^ecord 21Wt ‘Fisherman’ Okay 25G,
Guinness Stout 21G, Denim’ Hot 37G
‘Nwft’ I7G,#, Murder
in 5

“Holb in Head’’ at the Michigan
and “The Tingler” at Broadway- •
Capitol are doing well to lead
Break In the hot weather last stageshow. Initial stanza ending toChicago, Aug. 11.
....
.-——, ■ .' .
downtowners to another great Saturday 18). with rain starting day (Wed.) looks sensational $210,Flashy holdovers are mainly re- <TT , , TT
W* Ann
week. “Hole” is rated especially early enough on that prize box- Q00, new opening week record
sponsible for the continuing the X10I6 Mefty «plo,U(lO,
bright first-tun hue this session,
-‘ktArv* inn 9d sock. “Room 43" looks hot at Fox, office day to keep thousands in here. Holding, naturally.’ Ahead,
despite weekend competition from
1j Ylllc, olOry lUli, Lu. but “John Paul Jones” shapes slow town, plus some new product will “Nun’s Story” (WB> with stagemake for . a brighter picture at show (7th wk), $132,000. The $210,a parade and an outdoor art fair
^■^^^..■;.;•Lciuisyiile;.
Aug. 11:
at the . Palms.
/Lquisviile;. Aug
that’s been well publicized.
Extremely hot spell through
“South Seas Adventure” contin- Broadway deluxers this ^stanza. 000 figure for “North” also is the
publicised. Roosetl
velt’s “Holiday for Lovers” preem which town has suffered for some-, ues to do sensational biz m 45th Numerous first-runs are holding best non-holiday week mark at
shapes hefty at $22;000. Reissued time, was broken over the week- week at Music Hall. “Anatomy of neariyeven with last week or actu- Hall. Four other pictures have to'p“Modern Times" expects fairly end, and biz at first runs spurted, a Murder” stays great in sixth ses- ally topping last round’s biz. Cool ped the $210,000 figure but all
good $11,000 at Todd’s C.inestage “Hole In Head” at United Artists sion at the United. Artists.
weather Sunday and Monday, of were for holiday weeks, most of
on initial round.
is socko as is h,o. of “Nun’s Story”
“Five Pennies” remains smash ?°“rse* was a plus factor as was the them for year-end holiday sessions.
■' “Big Circus” is rated hep in at the JMary;-Anderson... Diary of | iri third at the Madison. “North by
Rivoli <UAT)
(UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50
$1.25-$3.50)
State-Lake second session . . while Anne Frank looms nice at the. j Northwest” shapes solid in fifth . ■ ■ wppk
—“Big
—.“Big Fisherman” (BV) (2d wkj
wk).
“Anatomy of a Murder” looms boff Brown. The Kentucky currently week
of bvS“Nor&
wueit at
at the
me Adams.
Auams. “Middle
iviiacne .01
hv “North ^
hv MnrthwwP nine hpw J?irsc ween epded
enaea last night
mgni <Tues.
iJLUes.l
in fifth Woods stanza.
.
winding up a 15.week run -with Night” is okay in fourth at TransrjihKrim
Qkayfour*
Trans"
suge^how
at
the
Music
Hall.
Pk
™
solid
S2^00’
but
considerably
Sixth week of “North by North- “Imitation of Life,” a record for Lux
Krim.
L
looks to hit $210,000, easijy beating below capacity.
west” is-''Wham at the Uniited.'.Art-house.
Estimates for This Week ....
Fox-Mich) ^
OOO^ ^l
25 Previous opening week highs and ^ Roxy (Indie) 0,705; 00-$2.50) —
ists: “Nun’s'Story” shapes trim in
Estimates for This Week
(Fox-Mich)
$1.25c 1 Fox
aoV “RnnAT
ai•• (5,000;;• a\51
representing 'the best non-holiday Big Circus” (AA) and stageshow
ditto. sesh at the Chicago. “Diary
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1200- $l-49l— ‘Room 43” (Indie) . and "-figure atThe Hall. Only the run- (4th-final wk). This week winding
of Anne Frank.” continuous at the 60 9O)—“Diary of Anne Frank” “Girt
With
Itch” (Indie). Hotsy ning time is holding it from a big- up tomorrow' (Thurs.) looks to hit
«?fl n1nnW
t t Jfh
Surf, is rated fast in fourth round. (20th) Likely nice $7 000 Last ^iS.OOO.
$18,000.
Last week, “Tarzan’s
Tarzans ge^take.
good $59,000 or better than third
Ca.ri?e2Ksu“B00m|nt Top” looks week/“Love Is Profession” (Kings) greatest Adventure’” (Par) jind
“Big Fisherman”which started week’s $58,000. “Eor First Time”
great m fifth lap. “Five Pennies (6th wk> $4 000
Man Could Cheat
Death” (Part,
«iiannoCOllld
9I-eat Peath
(PaD. j out like it might be capacity on <M-G) and new stageshow opens
looms nice in sixth Esquire week, .
$14,000.
nofrAnv M-nnn
“Darby O’Gill” is rated good for i
(,Switowr (900, 75- ^ Michigan fTTrvU^
(United Detroit)
(4,000; first round at the Rivoli, is not up Friday (14 >.
Sl^-Sl^J) ■ —-..-a
—
4dHole
Head0”
with $25,000,
but solid.
State (Loew) (1,900; 90-$2) —
Orientals I. r....u
^
— “‘‘A
Hole In
In
Head” to
same • Garrickterm.
uarncK • term, unenxais
■ ■'7:- U-25-$L49)
nuie
m neau
fhr hopes
rAcArvprf
. upped-scale:
imnori-^iA
*»n i “Ho!e
(UA)
^nd
'“Pipr
S
.
Havant’^liA)
for
-reserved-seat,
enin Head” (UA; (5th wk).
“Hole
in
Head”
shapes
brisk^
in-'!'wwdup
-pf
record^«m
,UA)
and,
“Pier
5,.
Havana”
(UA)J. tQr^served
seat, upped
scaie en
“Hole in Head” shapes brisk in!
WinduP ■
J«.Un (UA) and “Pier 5, . Havana” <UA).
gagement:
i Fourth session ended last night
eighth .frame:. “Gigi” continues;
54’500 after Terrific $28,000. Last week, “Don’t. --^Ime^benim”
is
headinn
for
“Blue
Denim”
is
heading
for
(
(Tues.)
was sockeroo $55,000, and
solid in 24th week at the Loop.
| ^ >veek s ^’00°*
Give Up Ship” (Par) and “Under- I smash S3?OdO
icond
$37,000 in
in From^im
second Victoria
than third w eek’s $51,000.
Of the hard-ticket. pix,. “Porgy | Mary .Anderson (People’s) Cl,- sea Girl” (AA) '2d wk), $20,000. j week.
‘|?a7cf
ffill” j better
“Last ^ra^n
Train From
Gun Hill”
Will be here for some time at curand Bess” is sock in. third lap at -..000; 75-$l)—“Nun’s Story” (WB)
Palms (UD) (2,296; $1.25-$1.491— looks fair
$31,000 in second session ! rent pace.
McVickers, and “South Seas Ad- I (2d wk). Great $10,000 after first .“John Paul JOnes” (WB) and “Siir' Victoria (City Inv.) (1.003; 50Venture” is splendid in 46th round ' week’s $14,500, over.expectations. Tender. Hill” (AA). Slow $10,000.
at Palace.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 60- Last wreek, “Big Circus” (AA) (2d
Estimates for This Week
190)—“Big Circiis” (AA) (2d. wk). ■wk,*'.fl6,50Q?- ^ .
is heading smash $37,000. First,
Cameeie (Telem’t) (485- tl W0) ! Mild $6,500 after opening week’s —^ve<'Pe(
Madison (LD)
(1,900;
.$1.25-$L49)
n2ies•,
1’Mpa^fIl1d^wi?),
"Anatomy ol a Murder" looks to $39,000. Continues.
“Rnn^n
$12,500,
over hopes.
FiVe Pennies’?
(3d wk).
ixooni' At Top. . (Cont) (5tn ^k).1i T
• f
*
?
acf(Par)
-wpolr
5on • week
Great S15P000
Last
wSk
si 6?nn
hit smash
75 'I Grpat
Great
$15,000. TLast
week, ‘ $16,500.
at the$37,000 in current (6th)
Warner (SW Cinerama) (1,461:
Sockerob $4,700, Last week, $5,700.
United^ Artists t(UA); (3,000^ 75-1: '•l£££a2?&2&
-jSSiSSiSSca
oi^l *<UD>
west,■ at the Criterion nr ahead of $1.50-$3.75)
Broadway-Capitol
(UD) , (3,500; . Sffh
— “Porgy and Bess’5
Chicago iB&K) (3,900; 90-$l!80) $1.25)—“Hole In.Head” (UA). Sock!
tS*'S
, fifth, and. socko $17,500 day-dating ; fh
abit better
,W*h’ SS*,h
weeksmash
"IT
—“Nun’s Story” (WB) (6th wk). $13,000 or over. Last wee k, t atd ‘‘Face of Fire” 5A) Second • aLthci arty Plaza or just
’ “Horse
’ I.I eluded
) was
mcui pfev
previous round.
Solqnn Saturday
... - ..(8-Fine. $23,000. Last week, $25,000:
“Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) (4th Ave“k beffins todav
> Fi?5 1 than
diers” is heading for big $20,500 1
<?*,ltte4r tkaB Mtf 'veek>
Esquire (H&E BalabanT (1,350; wk'/$7.;000,.
. ' .
^k sofk $25500
in seventh Astor Week, and ahead : 5.32.000. Looks to Stay onfoi some
-• ' •Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25
$1.25- of sixth.
time in viewf
viewr of advance and SepSep¬
■
]j time-m
• Nice 59,700. Last w:eek,
.
, Q
.
$1.50) -—
—; “North by
Northwest”
uy Northwest’
i\orinwesi.
huni„ in ryAajt,
„n ifc tember prospects.
First-Run Arties
90 Si 25
vfPaUuu. .
ennkn
nnn
nnrv ho+for fhoTT
(T19 AAA
or 1 ''‘L^v.
United Artiste i TT a i x i 6fi7- <cro^ I socko $55,000 or $4,000 better than j Baronet (Reade) (430; $1^5-$2)
$1Z,UU0, Beauty rair Ob, $l5r_“^fftomy^a?d Bessr climbed -“Grand Illusion” (Cont) (reissiel
Zvk
i \ n
i s An a l i (C01) (6th wk)r°GMat Aonn iSt ahead of preceding week to get a (7th wk).
Present frame ending
^fflnrder RllfiffiFed 10G 2d l week same , • G €at 5pl^000- Last smash $33,500 in sixth week at the tomorrow' (Thurs.) looks like big
same.
( Warner.
i $7,200.
Sixth. $7,000.
$7,000. Stays.
Stays.
$7,200. Sixth,
$11,700. Last week. $11,000.
. . 1UUI UC1
" ' ;IMIggCU 1VU, .iiUMusic Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1
ivi’
“Holiday for Lovers” looks to| Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80>
McVickers (JL&S) <1,3Q5; $1.80Indianapolis, Aug. 11.
208; $1.44-$2.65rme up- V(.nturfe*» (rinpramfl)
ldIlu miId
muu $20>000
^u.uuu in third-final
uiu
$3.50)—“Porgy and Bess” (Cdl) (3d l Business is generally on the
ma? (4=§h
Iland
—“Room At Top” (Cont) (20th wk).
wkV. Solid $28,000. Last week $28,-‘ beat at first-runs here this
' stanza: Sensational SI9 200
rtv■
rountl. at the Paramount, with The 19th round finished Sunday
no
tv*
rpund
T19’20®’
Lai,t
■
^ week'
weeK' “Private’s Affair” opening Friday <9) was great $14,200, to top the
500,
/
( “North by Northwest” looks boffo dftto
(Tran« t iV
nvi n
(14/ “Middle of Night” is p
pushing 18th week’s $13,800.
Trans-Lux Krim (Tran®
G4»..
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)
] at Loewis
Lpew’s to lead city.
“Si
» ahead of previous session to get
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20“Rape of Malaya” (Rank) and j . “Anatomy
of. a Murder”.is.smash 000;
$1.49-$1.65) —
‘‘AliaftfeMur?f^SItias!l
000; $1.49-$1.65)
— “Middle
“Middle
*]Pma
i^nSpffhth°frWk)
!
a
nice
$13,000
on
eighth
frame
at j $1.75) — “Wild
Strawberries”
“Beasts Marseilles” (Rahk). Good Tin second Keith’s week. “Legend Night” (Col) (4th wk) Steady
$6,500. Last week “Born Reckless” i of Tom Dooley” . looms only good 000. Last week $7yic
000 steady $6,- the Forum and a big $7,700 at j (Janus) (8th wk). Seventh stanza
IXJVm
V...a» I at
of fhb
"Clooninrf Beauty”
Boont,,'’
’’ w‘
Trans-Lux 52d Street, where day- completed Sunday (9) was big $10,(WB) and “Dangerous . Youth*?
the TnHiono
Indiana. . “Sleeping
dating, same as seventh.
00. Sixth, $10,500.
: (WB/ $4,800.
.
at Circle is fair on return date.
“Big Circus” w’ith stageshow
Normandie (M-L) <592; $1.25QrientM (Indie) (3,40Q; 90-$1.80)
Estimates for This Week
Iooks to hit a good $59,000 in $1.80)—“Darby OGill” (BV) (7th
F7n?<9n nnnHreocr iiik’ i?9h*rXk>'
Circle (CockrilLDoIle) (2,800; 70fourth-final stanza at the Roxy or a wk). Sixth session completed Mon¬
^
^
90)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Fair
bit ahead of third week. “For First day (10) pushed to hep $6,300.
tiwSifl, S^cC^eracma) A(i^34; $8,000. Last week,“Big Circus”
Time” and new stageshow' opens Fifth, $5,700. House has switched
$l,25-$3.40)— South Seas Adven- (A a) (2d wk) $6 000
Friday (14). “Diary of Anne Frank” its next booking, and will bring in
ture” (Cinerama) (46th-wk/ Fahey
o
vn om
was fine $16,000 in 21st week at “Devil’s Disciple” <UA> on Aug. 20.
$23,000. Last week, $24,000,
Indmna (C-D) (3 200 70-90)—
fill,
UnU;.
nU.J
r„:u
ifcn.
ne
nm
the Palace,
ahead
of preceding
Guild (Guild (450;
$1.25-$1.80>—
Roosevelt (-B&K) (1,400; 90- ^eMid of Tom Dooley^ (Col) and
Minneapolis; Aug. IT. . round.
“Scapegoat” (M-G). First week
$1,80) — “Holiday for Lovers”
There’s, plenty of new fare, in“Room at Top"
Top” hit smash $14,Si
T0“^m
wZ-J; ending today (Wed.) looks to hit
(Continued on page 10)

&!Big

"S* <B&K) (85o;

(2<l;

- Indpls. Up; North Sock
;.^)(|S0w0ko’ s"'ell?12'030 Last
$12,000,‘Beaoty’Fair 8G,
Harder’ RuffcedlOG. 2d
i».odo. i^st

‘Murder’Wham $22,000,
Mpls.;‘Affair’ Big 11G,
‘North’ Lusty 8G, 4th

- - ' ■
$/1*
) V\
AW
I |irP||e Ranmin
Vll vllo UdllHUU vU
r
. ‘II l.»

01

*1

Keith’s (CD) <1,300; 90-$l:25)— opening rLn^.at
also looks to better its (
“Anatomy of a Murder”. (Col). Seas Adventure ” in its seventh
dl?S week s fake to land a big
: Socko ^10'000* Last week' $13,500. week, StiU is smash at Century'.
th^Baronet1”Cnt ■l7thI sess-0n at i
'! Lpew’s (Loew) (2,427; 90-$1.25)—I
90-$L25)—
Two other important newcomers,
EsHmates for This Week
by North\vest”
j,• “North by
Northwest” (M-G). Boff ! “A Private’s; Affair” and “John : As^r^hw In V TlM? T^2)—i
. $12,000. Last w'eek, “Hole in lBsul Jones,” seem fairly . well
hPPTpfi
VV
riorse
wk;.
,/efki»/Hn0le
in heeled. Fourth week of “North By “Horae ooiaiers
soiaiera" (uai
(UA. (Yin
Wth/k).]
J Head” (UA) (2d wk),
$6,500.
Northwest” innir6
Present week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like smart $20,500!
“Hole in ‘thfi LS(Thurs.)
$20,500
20,000 for sixth session.)
0 . _
stanza. also
alsnSc
after $
$20,000
session.
stanza,
is still hefty w'inner.'
Stays.
f
.
San Francisco, Aug. 11.
providence, Aug. 11. „
Estimates for This Week
Heavy; rains Sunday (9) cancelled
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50> ] -f.ir?<t:ruil biz is Potent currently.,
Academy
(Mann)
(947;
$l-$i.25)
out the usually scheduled treks to
r-“Last Train From Gun Hill” j "?th Anatomy of a Murder” top— “Hole in Head” (UA) t2d wk). (Par) (3d-final wk). Second round
the seashore and other resort
wdb a S|ant tahe
Tall $8,000. Last week, $10,000. ended
to give first-run cinemas an |
wras. fair:a!- tke ^t» Francis.
North by
areas to_
,
Omaha, Aug. 1L
Century^^ (SW-Cineramarfi
drid^d last night iTues.) was
Ooener was
was $37,000.
, Northwest shapes smash m sec¬
unexpectexi shot ip the. arm.. State j Only new entry at the downtown ! $1.75-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven- $31,000. .Opener
$37,000.
Warfield
yiitciiuu uuuaj,
; ond
—.
TT
. round
,,
, wdiile
- “Don’t
—
°f
lnuH.ead I5 ; first-runs this week, “Private’s Af-i ture”, (Cinerama (7th wk> Smash
Criterion
(Moss) u,uiii
(1,672; su-ipi.iu'
90-!
UP ,Ship
looks neat at
still the leader with smash takings. f fair” Orpheum looms big. Second ! $23,000 Last week $24 000
—“Anatomy of a Murder” (Col)
((66th
d°}n.g jery nicely with stanzas - of “Hole in Head” at. the I
GopherfBeS;er) (lOOO^Sl)
th wk/
wk/ This
This session
session winding
winding toto- : Oo^oeo Gate, also second. Hole in
day IWecL)
(WecL) is
ro^pd dandy m third
^ £?W\fin. fl^f
•]V?aJ.e.s’ 1- Omaha and “Ask Any Girl” at the hNorUrby ^^we^; m^Gr (4th daY
is heading
heading for
for great
great ■ H€ad
week's i rouBd at United Artists. “Gigi”
tie
.The Nun
s Story
\vk-) One
Dnp of
nf . theatre’s
fho^V best box- $37,000 or ahparl
ahead of fifth w
tic s “The^
Nun’s
Story” is.
is oke in | state are both softenine
softening although \i wk).
; continues big in 57th session at
?Urv-^hlLe
Last Train From “Hole” still is okay. Remarkable '.office"bets- & ySrl Lively $8fi00*1 $35,000.'$tays indef.
i Stagedoor while “Porgy and Bess”
Gun Hill” shapes fair in,second at hard-ticket “South Pacific” re- Xast^weU'^lO.OpO ^lvel>
■ Palace (RKO) xi,&
“Diary Of Anne Fran,
Frank”
'20th“<22d ' appearS to be settling down to a
■“w .
mains hangup in 42d Session at the
Lyric (Par) (1.00*0;
“?iar^Pf
1
(1.000; 85-$l) — “A I|; wk>.
The
21st
week
ended
last;
ipe ^onsrun at Coinet.
Cooper,
AU^ffII?RKO)^0f9 9nrf*
_ Co°PerPrivate’s Affair” (20
20th».
tht Great ''-k
vT£G
2?St>
night
(Tucs.)
was trim SI 6.000 or;
_ Estimates forThisWeck
Estimates for
for This
This Week
Week
“Last Train From Gun Hill” (Par)
^ Estimates
(Continued on page 10
10))
clos^
close Smpar^wfff
compared with $14,500 of: Golden Gate'RKO1 (2.859; $1.25)
and “Lost Missile” (UA) (2d wk). - Cooper (Cooper) (708; $L50$1.50^
20th week
— Don t Give Lp Ship” Par) arid
$2.20)—“South Pacific”- (Magna)
Fair $4,500. First was below ex- -?2;20)~1‘,So“th,
(Magna>
V . .
.
M .
j Forum (Moss) <813;
(813; 90-$1.80i —; l^a^inan’\ ,?aiV <2d 'ykK Neat
<42d :wk).
wk). Socko $7,200 or close:
pectations at $6,000.
. (42d
Estimates Are Net
“Middle of Night” (Col:
<C
t9th \vk>. i $13.°°0. Last week $21,500.
Last week, $7,000.
Majestic (SW) (2.200; 65-80) — Hast
'
Eighth session ended
endei last night ]
: S1-25-S1.50?—Film
gross;
estimates
as
re¬
“Niin’s Story” (WB) \<4th wk).
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75. Fl1™ - I=T0SS. 1isVIBlltetsh as r - : (Tues)
C
(Tues.) was big : $13
$13,000.
or. ahead • ~ RetlJrn
Fly
'kOtlii and
ported herewith
$1)—-“Hole in Head” (UA).
(UA) (2d wk)v
wk).
Happy enough $4,000- Third,! $5,- $.l)V‘Hole
ported
herewith from
from the
the vari¬
van.
ifTeventff^Peek’s
of seventh week’s $11
$11,000..
People
<20th). Okay
ous
key
cities,
are
net;
i.el,
000
Okay $6,000 after $10,000 bow.
i.e:,
Paramount
Paramount (AB-PT
(AB-PT> (3,665; $1-i I16’0,0;!* ,^ast, y^ek: “D?ary Anne
without usual
usual tax,
tax. DistribDistrib-,
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) — . Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75- ‘ without
$2)—“Holiday
$2^“Holiday For Li
Lovers” (20th) |Frailk /r^tn) (2d wk) $11,500.
utors share
round winding <;
^I'Locwl '2,6o6; 9(J-$1.2o)
“Hole In Head’' (UA) (3d Wk). $$1)—
1) — “Private’s Affair” (20th),
(20th).
u,tor?
share on
on net
ne^ take,
take*. when
wh?n
(3d-final wk). This ro
playing percentage, hence the
Sockeroo $10,000 or near. Second Hotsy $9,000. Last week.
up tomorrow (Thurs.> is heading ; ~ North By Northwest <M-G) (2d
estimated figures ate net in¬
Earth Is Mine” (U). (2d wk), $6,for mild $20,000. Second was $23,- *
rt?ma$19.000. Last week,
come. '
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 500.
000, .“Private’s Affair” (20th> j $23,000.
The parenthetic admission
65-80)V“Big Circus”
opens Friday,(14).
I Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$I 2m
State (Cooper) (743; $1)—“Ask
prices, however, as indicated.
1,000. Last week, /‘Ask Any Any Girl” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $4,.
Radio' City Music Hall (Rocke- i ~<tLast
From Gun Hill”
Girl” (M-G) and “Gun Fight Dodge 509 or: near after opening week’s - include the U. S. amusement
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“North j<Par) and “Inland Lost Women
City'* (UA) (2d wk), $4,000, ^
| $6,300,
tax.
I-by,-,-.Northwest”,. (M-G) and new !
(Continued on page 10)

‘Murder Huge 24G,
Frisco;‘Ship’13G

Prov* ‘Hole’ 10G

i AFFAIR* HOT $9*000,
OMAHA; ‘HOLE’ 6G, 2D
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PICTURE j GROSSES

?orgy’ Potent $21,11)0, Hub; levant’
Hot 22G, Affair’

PfiklETY

Wednesday, August 12, 1959

Seattle Slow
‘Murder’ Okay $7,000

.. Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Seattle, Aug. 11.
Record earnings of $65,000,000 is anticipated for members of
Seafair Week'is at its height the
Screen Actors Guild this year. Figure is based on an estimate on
Gold' Cup last Sunday drawing
information furnished by various employers in the production' of
thousands; to. Seattle. But it means
Boston, Augi; 11.
♦—:---:— ----—
little to the film boxoffice. One
theatrical pictures, tv films and filmed tv commercials.
Belief from torrid weather and
nAiioiiT/i iirn
house, the Music Hall is closed
A check with the SAG confirmed the accuracy of the estimate.
infusion of new4 entries are helping j
from lack of product. “Big Circus,”
A Guild spokesman added that the substantial increase in actors*
hypo biz at wickets here cdrrently. j 11 vu411 .UVUtflilU
lone newcomer, shapes fair at
earnings—the
previous high mark of $40-000,000 plus was record¬
Opening round of hard -^ticket
Paramount. “Nun's 'Story" in
ed in 1946—reflects benefits won Under the residual payments for
“Porgy and Bess’' looms wow at j
fourth stanza at Blue Mouse is
reruns
of
entertainment
film arid, the commercials use clauses of .
Astor. Double booking of “Isle of
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
okay as is “Anatomy of Murder”
the union’s contract. ;
Levant” at Ben Sack's Beacon Hill j Far and away the top._in.
third week at the Fifth Avenue.
grosser
A
breakdown
of
the
1959
earnings total show’s that feature film ,
and Capri is rated smash. “Darby this stanza is “North by North- j “Hole in . Head” is rated good in
employment still rates as a principal source of income. These earn¬
O'Gill and Little People" isjbig at west,” boffo at the Penn. Other : foii.rlh.
ings
are
projected
at
$32,000,000
on the basis of picture? produced
the Met. “Private’s Affair" is Slick newcomer also doing well is “The'}..
Estimates for. This. Week
to date and commitments that will carry through December. . .
Blue Mouse
Moose (Hamrick)
(Hamrick) <73!
<739; 90fJr ^overs’^moks "trood a^Par?- Mummy” at the Fulton. “Anatomy] Blue
Earnings
for
actors
performing
in entertainment films made for
...v
'
(4th
nmunt?
1
■ g
■
of a Murder” at Harris issmashm I $1.50 W“Nun;s_Stpry” < WB)
lv are expected to reach a minimum of $22,000,000. Included in
wk). Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,Most holdovers are strong, with third round. “Nun’s Story” at the 200
this
figure
are
residual
payments
which it is estimated will be
.
'•;'••••
“Hole in Head” socko in sixth Warner looks okay in sixth week.
more than $3,000,000.
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) vl,week at State. “Shake Hands With i “Middie of the Night” still hotsy 870;
Indicative
of
the
lucrative,
and
expanding
field of employment ,
90-$1.50)--“H-Man”
(Col)
and
bevil”" V- bi^ at the Orpheum in
secon<* session at the Squirrel
in tv film commercials is that actors’ income, together with addL
“Woman Hater” (Col), <2d wk).
“Scapesoat” looms great WlU*
second. “Scapegoat”
tional
use
payments,
is
projected
at
$11,000,000
for 1959.
Slow
$3;500
.or
near:
First
week,
Estimates for This Week
at Saxon in third. “AnatonnAof
; ;
Murder” is holding smash at Gary I Fulton .< Shea) <1.635; 85-$1.50)— $8,300. .
Fifth.
Avenue
(Fox-Evergreen)
in fifth.
“Mummy” «Ut Hefty $7,000: Last
“Room at Top” finished bright week. “Holiday for Lovers” i.20th), <2,500; 9Q-$L50) — ■ “Anatomy of
Murder”; (Col) (3d wk). Okay $7,at Kenmore in 13th round. “Wild $4,000.
0.00 or better. Last week, $8:200.
Strawberries” is nice at Exeter in
Harris' (Harris)\ <2.100; $l-$i.50)
Miisic Box (Hamrick) (850; 90second.
; Continued from page 5 ;
. —“Anatomy of a Murder? <CqD. $1.50)—“Hole in Head” (UA) (4th
Estimates for This Week
‘3d wki. Smash $14,000. Last week,.
Uo°d$4,500. Last week, $5,- ; brutal scenes and has one sequence ! est” resistance pictures on the
Astor (B&Q) <1,381; $1.75-S3.30> ’ $15.000;‘
” «Col).
-“Porgy andJ "
Boss"
.Coll. j Looks j, ^per,n <UATC) (3.300; $1-$1.50W | Orpheum (Hamrick) 12,600; 90- |ffl which • colored butler: serves]
^Xded“o(
rive Un Sw- ,p2S “^o«h by Northwest" <M-G>. Bolt i $1.50)—“Day of Outlaw" (UA) and tea to whites in a community near ,
“
"?hk;..tP??nnnT*,US™ P;! Par) $25,000. Last week. “Hole in Head" | “Pier 5. Havana" JUAh Dull $5,000: the Canadian border. They sip it I *
■ Period, they maintained.
lolh wk), $3 000 in 3 days, j
, ,UA( -m H.k,_ $14,200. Could havd I Last we.efc “Beat Generation” ! frhm
.....
_____
. 1
Beacon Hill (SackV (678; $1-: held but for locked booking of i (M-G) and “Step . Down to Terror” j T™ uSj
cups " hlle sitting m .
$1.50.)—“Isle of Levant”. Dlndie). :-North.” :
the shade of palm --*
trees. Plot has a ‘
/ (Uv, $4,800..
Hotsy $12,000 or near. Last] week, j. Squirrel Hill (SW) <824; $1.25)—
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) < 3,- lightskinned Negro escaping with
“Love Is Profession” tKings) '5th . “Middle
of Night” < Col). (2d wk): 107; 90-$1.50)—“Big Circus” (AA) his white girl from the South to-.:
Continued from page 7 ;
wk», $3,000.
and:
“Brown Boys in Money” (AA).
, ^
Hotsy $3,100. Last week, $4,800.
Fair $7,000; Last week, “Don’t; wards Canada. In the end they’,re . chain suddenly began to make
Boston (SW-Cinerarna) ;< 1.354;
$1.25-$2.65)—"South
$2.65)—"South Seas AdvenS1’ GiVe .Up: Ship” ri Par)/arid “King j Shot down.
foreign deals on its own.
— - wk).
- pi_&>i_rcus <AA) <2<a\\Kh oood Wild stallions” (Part
“
ture1" < Cinerama) <lSth
Good
(Par) (3h
(3d irt
w’k), $5,Marquand and French director,
.
Break-Even
$7,800. Last week, $14,600.
$13,000. Last week, $12,000.
1 600.
;
■ 'V.:
■'
! Alexander Astruc Were in Man-' Reeves indicated that Cinerama
Capri (Sack) <1,150: 90-$1.50)—
arner <SW) <1.500; ^$1-$1.50)—
“Isle
1 /Sc AMppI PC
! hattan on their way back to Paris Inc. hoped, to operate at the breaksle of Levant” (Indie), iTorrid
Nun.s Stray -j(WB|(6th. wk— 5
a aaa
T .i
•_ «
.i
ilavcl niro-v Cfl
Dnnninc’’
$10,000.*
Lari*" weekT*"
“Modern
;: <*ays>.
Okay $8,500. “TTirft
“Five Pennies'
LU3
; from a French film weelc in Brazil, even point this year, particularly
Times” 'Lopert) (reissue) <3d wk), ‘Par) due in today. Last week,
Continued from page 8)
1 Both insistPrt fhar «ru'-ftwit-'
1 since its royalty share of Cine$3,500.
$11.500.
| (l.’i
Rock” ifndie) arid “Teen Age ^ nicture,1“It^^ pertain Iv* wavnnf'fan of the^-fewer installations:
Exeter <Indie) (1.376; 75-$l.25)—’
'-V
—“'
“Wild Strawberries” (Indie) <3d ’
r,l4l/sA r,0
| Jeekd?3d)InDiwriS^^^^^
Pan-! attack on the United States,” said
> giving the background of.
wki. Second week ended Saturday 1
! (ages’ “Last Train From Gun Hill” ; Marquand. “Essentially the. story. . Cinerama “to ^avoid confusion,”
(8) was slick $5,500. Last week,
(Continued from page 9>
■; (Par) and “Mari Could Cheat' was tr«e of the South. The fact5 «eeves disclosed that the; original
$7,000.
iCb.,
0.n ftnr1cn
“Last Trairi from Gun Hill” <Par).. Death” (Par), $7,100.
that it lacks accuracy in detail is development started in 1946 with
“4natiw^Of} MnrdSr”90^rlifvUTh ' '3dwk<. $18,000.
Egyptian (UATCI (1.392; $1:25- not important at all.”
the invention of the late Fred
wkV Cm,d
Tao? uwt ' State-Lake <B&K) (2,400; 90- $2)—“North By Northwest” (M-G) ] Astruc noted that a great manv WalIer* The initial bankrolled, a;
$13 000
,0°°- ^ V
k’ $1.80)-“Big Circus” fAAM2d wk>. :'3d wk).. Grent $19,000: or close. 1 0f the Hollywood
’Woup-’-frdin' Time Inc. and “a
Kenmore (Indie) <700; 90-S1.25) llep S24.000. Last week. $35,000. - Last \veek, $2^,400.
.
with Europe^and European locale? R?ckefellei' group,” pulled out.
—“Room at Top” iConti < 13th wk- . Surf dl&E Balaban) (685; S1.50).
’ InT? were, “quite ridiculously wrong.”:"ben,the established motion picfinal). Bright $6,000. Last week,' —"Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) oAoAl PQn c^
added Marquand, VI don’t lure companies showed little in-.
$5,000. Could have stayed
but '4l!i wk*. Dandy $7,200.
..
----Lastweek.
7“^*?
G iwbi mind it. It’s rather charming.”
terest. in the' medium” Reeves

NORTH ROUSING 25G
INPUT;‘MURDER'14G

Marquand’s Bias Denial

Reeves Hopes

aa .

=. Pr.vale.f
Affam <20th'.
,.;20.fcL
and
“Son
of Rob^h.ood”
Perky
$16,000. Lr^t week, “La^t Train
From Gun Hill” 'Par) and “Here
Come Jeic‘" ;V0t)>> <*H wt- ;<:q,rno
Metrooolitan <NET> <4357; 70$1.10-—Darby O'Gill" 'BV. Okc
$18,000. Last week. “Nun’s Storv”
(WBi (fith
000.
Paramour* A’FT) ’2.357; 70$1 10> — “Holiday for Lovers”
(20th) ard “Miraele of L Hills”
tooth;, rood S1A000. Last. week.

and.

we. toound

iWB.

__

-A1 Capone" <AA) (13th %vk). $7.-,$3.5o,“Porgy and Bee a" .Coll Woman"

5(jq

.wk>. Fancy ,$23,000 or close,

...

said.

Cinerama IriC; was formed

Sihee then heV d'one der lhe condition that $1,000,000

several...films,- including ':-”Saiubn

were given the fate

United Artists <B&K) (1.700; 90- Lari week. S23.400.
Jamais”
and:—opposite
Maria
Todd arid Lowell Thomas^
SI-801 — "North by Northwest”
Warner Beverly <SWV (1.612: S2- Schell—“Une Vie,” which was d.i- who operated as the Thomas-Todd
(M-G) ‘6th wk1. Wow $27,000. Last $2.40i — “Anatrimv of Murder”
rected
by
Astruc.
He
also
apCprpThis company’s, name was
week. $26,000. .
. <CoP /nth wk). Fine $15,7.00. Last peared in “Island at the End. of hrier changed
to Cinerama ProducWoods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- week. S15.800.
SI .80»—“Anatomy of a Murder"
Hollywood Paramount (Elect) the World.” which has been ac=- Imns Corp. After the first picquired
for
the
U.S.
ture;
“This;
Is.
Cinerama.” CineLoD *3th wk"-'.. Hotsy $27,000. Last -IA68: $1.40tS2:40»—“Nun’s Storv
week. $28,000.
WB) -7th wk): Sturdy $12,000.
Reminded of tile reaction . , rama Productions ran into finan0
c’al
difficulties
arid signed over
AVorld (Teitel) <606: 90^51.50)—
Americans in Paris wlio’d seen
to S.anlvv Wayner. which
“Love is My Profession” (Kings)
isth
wk
.
Trim
$3,800.
Last
weeK,
“The. Scapegoat” <MrG>..Sensation- anti-U S possibly inspired bv the^^ gaV?.
e°mpany. 50^ of the
“B:s C;rci»‘” c.\a« and !“Seven
al . $11,000 or better. Lari week..
^ . profits after: production and other
$4,800.
Cun<? to Mesa" 'Indie! 2d v.k1.
•^iddio of Xight" ,C0,V '61h Wki.:
$8 000.
-ouu. . ••;..: • •.
,
. nrnnaCTanHa in Fronnh
‘-t-v Justice gave. SW. the okav to proPilgrim * \TC> <1.000; 60-$1.10 —
MINNEAPOLIS
“Call o<‘
Tnd5e» arid “It’s
^ru« that, .after the War. much of - duc.^ and exhibit :Cinerama pix ex, ■
Wo^f’erful World” iTnciie'. Oke ■
(Continued from page 9»
•im'StJbo. Last weeK. S35>0h. ^ ' ‘he French industry
JJWA
$8 000. I,as* v Apir. “Hav^ I'Ro' ket $11,000. La>t week. “Nun’s Story” . El Rey <FAVC) (861: $< 50::$2V— nist,” the director noted, “How^ :ilVS f'”Za ,las .since. expired and
"Will Tvr;ve!” ‘ToU and *“Hev Bov, •W3< -5th wk . $6,500 at $1-$1.45 “South Pacific” (20th) <7th wk). ever,’ even then, they could.' not.,50'T^'0pe^atf^«®fi. *•' J??0*6**
Hov Girl” 'Cel'-. ?0 500. !:'
ci'cale.
Good $5 000. Last week. $5200.
-make a single Communist film.
it* ref?rei?c^
Sav-n
il.'rtO- ST *>S5-S1.S0»
RKO Orpheum (RKO) <2.800;
B-verly .fFWC) (1:150:; $1.49- The public: .lust didn’t want if. And 1°
3 -5ntr?;T }n t?e
— “Seaoer,o''t” i\I-Gi <3d wk>. $1.25-SL50;—“Anatomy of Murder": $2)Fox
r— “Foie” in Head'
...__
„
(g^ e^en now, the ‘new wave’ of vourig ^eev.es:
•'-'I was frankly, disGreat $13,000. La*-! \vp«k. PI5.000.: ?Col). Magnificent $22,000 at ad- ,wkK Bie:$8:00b. Lari week $9 400 directors doesn’t follow any propa- appointed^ with the turn, of events. •
Tran«-T-r\ 'LL; (730- 75-51.25)] vanced admission. ; Last week*/ :. F;ne Art^. (RWG) <631; °0-$i,50) ] eanda'iH Red
- .
*’-••• T^rTiy«,
have- moved
hne”"'Thev ^do^movV
should have
—“Paris ''’ice Squad” (Tftdie' and ‘ •Five Pennies" (Par) (2d wkn ^-“Bdon) at Too" icbnt)ViSth wk). £ L diSS and thev are f-w«h dynamic'^speed.
in new directions,
are ..
speed.
They opened
“White S'-’ven” <Irdie) (reruns). $8,500 at 85-$l scale.
Wham
S8.000. Last 'veek:_ditto,
week, ditto.
dueetions. arid
and they
they Brit
are
. dynamic
.but they
Wham
S8,p00;_Last
!
consrious'^Torial^
i
^eatres,
made
iessri than
Good $4 200. I.as*’ week. “Josette
RKO Pari (RKO)d.800; 75-90)— i . .Warner HollyWoed (SW-Cine
_L.
one - P<ctwre
Picture aa year.
vear. I
I repeatedly
rePeatedlv
to distrust this. ■ ?”e
New Orleans” (Indie) and “Jungle “Face of Fugitive” (Col) and “Ban- . mma) (I 389; $1.2b-$2.65)L^“South'-• there is no reason
Gc^de-s” (Tndi'''. PASO0.
_.
......._
‘'Actually,ihey are young men.;Su'Son'lr^1” ^ ^ the
dil
of Zhore” .___
<CoI). Fair $4,000. Seas
Adventure” (_
C i n e ram a ).
Omheiim 'T new) »9.9Q9* 90- Last week, “Tarzan’s Greatest Ad- Smarted : 46th . week. Sunday (9) They seem to be much more in-j p
Vs.. ”••'
..
-.
terested in love stories than in; beeves also stated that Cinefij?1
1 venture”(Par) and “Man Who [ after nifty $20,000
last .week:
social problems.”
IriC. s . attempt to launch a
,Co111 Could Cheat Death” (Par), $5,000./
ilnncn ' B:g S14 C0°- Last week, i state (Par) <2.200; 85-$l)--“John
At the same time, Astruc said: It
SAN FRANCISCO
I would be foolish to think that the
hy 1??!ncl.al
(Continued fi‘oin
9)
! French are making provocatively,
“^25^^, ?
“Hole in Head” <UA) <6th wk).!« |q0
-d
■’
<WB)
(2d
wk).
Okay
$10,500.
Last
sexy
films
with
their
eye
on
the
1i,
-J
b
'
d 1
th
snnS? socfc s10-000- La?t ^eek,
suburban World. (Marin) (800;
Americari market. : “That’s nori-1 St^ley cha,n’
>ij,uuu.
.
! 85)—“Compulsion” (20th) (3d run). week, $18,000.
I Big $3,000. Last week, “Auntie . ,SL Francis (Par) (1.400; $1.25- j sense ” he held. “These new diree-! .. As an indication of the support
Murder” j tors, of whom I’m one of the old¬ that the stockholders are giving
NEW YORK
(M^Sd^ann? SoO^ I5l25) 1:1
^ Glint ,$24.800.^asT^St, est, don’t even think of the U.S. the company’s new program.
'Contins^ed from naee 9)
“Love Is Profession” (Kingsley) j nnn1” S story .
<5th wk), $9,- They’re much too. concerned with Reeve noted that 75% of the
filming a story that thev want to ! st°ck, represented in person or by
ESS
Wft
Good ^q0- Laat week.1 iQrpIleUBi tsWfCinerama): 11.456; make. Louis Malle couldn’t find: Pr0xy» had; been placed in the
here. This beats the old mark field S6.QOO.
| $ 1.75-$2,65)-—4‘South Seas Adveri- anyone to produce .'Les Amants/ ' hands of the management.
by “A Queen Is Crowned’’ (Indie) ;
J ture”: ((Cinerama) (37th wk). Big
which ran only 55 minutes.
!
He desperately wanted to make It!
*; $18 000. Last week, $16,500;
Paris 'Pathe Cinema) ($68: 90- \
TORONTO
p j,. /'.: Afe
; United. Artists (No. Coast) (1.151; arid so he did, mostly with his own !
$1.80) — “Man Upstairs” (Kings-j
money. Most producers • wouldn’t | • LJave bolding U ScilS
(Continued
from
page
8)
’
$1.25-SI^0)—“Hole
In
Head”
<UA)
Union). Opened Monday -<10». In t
touch
it!”
r
David
Golding,
executive aide in
ahead. “The Possessor’s” iLoperti ? “Oigf’ 'M-G) (54th wk).'''Goo'd.-ISri.'-Sd' wki/b^dy $12,000. Last week,
Both Astruc arid Marquand liked . charge of publicity for Otto Prem(3d wk). mild $5,000
; 000. Last week, same::
i $15 000.
the
new
film
aid
setup
iri
France
inger,
leaves
today
(Wed.) for Lon¬
Plaza iLooert) (525; $1.50-$2)—! Loew’s (Loew) (2,075; 75-$1.25)— ^-Stagedoor (A-R) (440:, $1,25^
Anatomv of a Murder” (Col) duh . “Hole in Head” (UA). Smash $23,- i $3.00)—“Gigi”
(M-G) <57th wk). under which quality films are to don to work with Columbia, which,
wk). Th;s week ending: todav i 000. Last week, “Pork Chop Hill” Big $7,500. Last week. $7,200.
be . supported arid subsidized. is releasing the film; on the Euro¬
Presidio. (Hardy-Parsons) <774; “Though the government is in it. pean openings of “Anatomy of a.
(Wed.) is heading for great|$17,500. i'.UA) <2d wk), $9,500.
Fifth. $17,400
i:
. Tivoli <FP) (995; $1.75-52.40)— $1.25-$i.5Q)—“Diary Of Bad Girl” I’m not afraid of either national ist Murder.”'Sutton <RA:B) <561: 95-IS1.80)—; "South Pacific” (Magna) (57th wk). (Iridic) <2d wk). Oke $2,800. Last or propaganda aspects because of
From London, Golding will meet
“Giei” <M-Gi (41 st wk). JThe 40th j Great $11,500. Last week, $10,500, week, $3,000. .
this,” Astruc. said. “Our directors
.Vogue (S. F.. Theatres) <364; have far too much to do to go in Preminger at the Venice Film Fes¬
week finished. Saturday N8) was } Towne ‘Taylor) (695; 75-$1^25)—tival
where .“Anatomy” is the Offi¬
smash $15 900, ahead of 39th i “Room at Top” (Corit) (11th wk). $1.25)—‘‘He WTho Must Die” (In¬ for this sort of thing.” : cial U.S. entry. Golding will then
week’s $15,300.
I
i Still wow at $6,500. Last week, die) (10th wk): Gbod $2,100. Last
The
two
Frenchmen
said
it
w;as
return
to London where, he wiil
week,
$2;700.
Trans-Lux 52d St. ‘T-L)| 540: $1-1 ditto.
$1.50) — “Middle of Night” (Col)
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 75-$1.25) ; Coronet (United California) d,- true few French films, telling the headquarter pritil “Anatomy” dales
<9th wkl Eighth session finished —“This: Earth is Mine” «U) (5th 250; $2.75-$3:50) — “Porgy and true story of France under the begirt early . in October- He’ll re¬
last night <Tues.) was big $7,700 wk). Swell $7,500. Last week, Bess” (Col) (3d wk). Fine $22,000. occupation, had been made^ but: main in. Europe from *six to eight .
or same as the seventh week.
they noted a new cycle of “hon- wefeks.
$8,000.
Last week, $23,000.
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NO END TO WAR IN YUGO FILMS
Mexico! ^Jose Kohn w UFA Feud | JjjQ [| £[[0

W-Day TVuee Set in Mexico Film

German Studio Completes ‘Ship of the Dead- Despite
Author Who Yells Theft!1 and ‘Nazi!’
By HANS HOEHN

Mexico City, Aug. 11.
A 10-day truce in the Mexican

Tyeoon Cops Cash Prize film industry labor dispute has

An international row is in the. Aussies in Drive To
Pula, Aug. .ll.
London, Aug. 4.
making, involving the filming of the
Get Chevalier Tour ■ Most notable aspect of the July
Here’s a switch. Billy ButB. Travens novel,. “Ship of the
Sydney, Aug! 4.
lin, millionaire seaside camp
25-Aug. 5 (Sixth annual) .Yugo¬
Dead” originally started as a per-.
J. C. Williamson Ltd,, key legit slavian Film Festival here at Pula
tycoon who gives away money
ntan-Mexicah. coproduction. Now
at' the drop of a hat, has just
the German partner (UFA) and the operators here, and Harry Wren, is the fact that it teems with “parr
independent
vaude-revue operator,
been on the receiving end him¬
Mexican (Jose - KohnV have split
tisan”
stories
features
that
deal
self. He was awarded $280 as
and UFA is completing the pro¬ 1 are. currently bidding for an Ausa runner-up in . the recent
duction at its Berlin studios even [ sie tour of MaUrice Chevalier to-: with the heroic fight of Tito’s Red
as. Kohn is firing legal salvos to |. wards, the. end of the year. Under- underground army at the time of . Daily Mail London-Paris air
keep the. German producers from • stood that . both have kicked the the German occupation. Nearly, . race.
Butliri has tossed the coin
finishing the. film and/or from re¬ ante to a^top figure to win the half of the films being shown
French star’s signature!
intp the Heart Fund, of Gt.
leasing it;.
Britain’s. Variety Club.
Story is told in a. recent issue of ’ Williamson recently cleaned up here these days center on such or
the West German weekly, Der • with •'*Danny. Kaye in this Down similar themes. Light entertainSpiegel. Tt starts when UFA and. ■Under territory- and .currently is 'ment is distinctly secondary.
, . ., .
.•
Kohn made their deal to film the ■on the looksee for other toppers, I
Traven yarn on a 1,500,000 DM J with Wren also keen to get on this' The fact lhat Tltola”d 3 fi-m in"
•
gravy
train;
1
dustry
still
turns
out
so
many
($350,000) budget. Traven, who
;.
. ! bloodshed features had.led here to
uses a pseudomyn and whose real J .
identity is unknown, is the author,
some considerably heated debates,
of such novels as “Treasure of the
mainly on the part of foreigners
Sierra Madre” and “Rebellion of
and in particular the German
the Hanged/’ Kohn bought' the
journalists covering Pula. It’s felt
film rights from an intermediary,
Cork, Aug, 4.
i.e. Traven’s rep, in Mexico City
that these, films hardly contribute
French, German and Italian profor $35,000, having been given to
to understanding between--, the ducers are again to take the plunge
Understand that- Traven .will no
longer consent to having Hollywood ! Robert Schnitzer,. general man- . German and. Yugoslavian people. jat, Cork’s international Film Fesfilm any of his stories. ( At, press :jagdl! pf the CifitufaLl^ehamge ad- ■ Other foreigners were . beginning ■ tival; rated as a Class II festival

Cork Fest Draws

time Tues, (11 )■ Variety heard
German Court had ruled: for Kohn.
—Ed,):

been agreed to by all parties, this
extending to all sections of the
Union of Film Production Workers
seeking pay increases and fringe
benefits. A similar extension has
also been granted in collective
j work contract negotiations involv¬
ing five nafce houses here.
However, whatever the outcome
of the local dispute, Jose Rodri¬
guez Granada told Variety that
this would have no effect >whatever
as far as Hollywood Mexican pro¬
duction plans are concerned. A re¬
vised schedule of fees,, passed by
the union last year, covers activity
of foreign producers in Mexico,
Granada said. There is no inten¬
tion to revise these schedules
* either now', during the period of
grace, or after it. Even if a strike
call should be issued there will
; be no interference w*th American
j production, he said. Further, after
j the labor issue is resolved, the
3tat^s 3U0 as ^ **
con"
! main in^orcT061^11^ 'WU SWI ***
! Contract taiks between nroduc-

: supported) will .be a guest of the Yugoslavian public is keen on this features) bj the International Film and the union on the other, are
•
: Producers Assn. They ye been continuing in an atmosphere of
. From the very beginning, Kohn • Soviet Ministry of Culture. He/diet.
“friendliness” according to com¬
/ for- theslast two years, muniques issued by both sides. It
and UFA boss. Arno Hauke, didn’t 1 flies to Moscow Aug- lOaccomi-; '. Yugoslavian film industry’ • reps”’ if*
see eye:tp-eye. It was finally agreed ; pawed by his stage-video director- araue°-“hit ‘‘Seas^lMs'orebv no Germany .taking the top document- appears that an understanding will
that German star. Horst Buchholz ■wtfe. Marcella .Cisney.,
- . .,/SB
be reached, without the need to
w as to play the lead. .Traven’s rep
Srhnilzer will
hit Moscow. lhem ••<,mi-Fascist."
And they , National days for unwrapping
6 t0 extreme measures
approved the script with its addi¬ : Leningrad.: and^Eiev. simultaneous- ais0 come along with this . argu-.^ ‘he
: Mato pomts aMssuflre”hl 20%
My
with
N,
Y.
PhiUrarmonic,
which
menf.
'Reason
whv
so
many
oaralready.
have
been
agreed
with
di,
* ll.MiJLV
tional material, i.e. a belly dancer
in a North African cafe and a ; ^ur is subsidized by State, Miss tisan features have been .turiU* •
da^ ‘ sections pf the union
casual French girl. Then UFA in¬ ‘Cisney staged upcoming new play put again this season relates to.™1 be.prov^d^ for other counstudio^Vorkem for- examnle *
formed Kohn that it couldn’t meet
Whisper To Me” opening next the 40th anniversary of the Com- trl.eS
show the co-operative
t 20% hike and management
Buchhoiz’s demands,, which includ¬ :week at White Barn, Westport, i mijnist Party in /Yugoslavia. A/ SP.»nt. in timej.^S. and'. Britain ,^s offered only
management
ed seript approval and choice of Conn. :
. number, of. thesepartisan films of- ' hav ^ tended to be aloof m recent
See 15% Pay Hike For Actors
costars. Kohn insisted and UFA ^A^?M-h-a7 hee-rt c.loieii ^°, *h*: fer gdod quality, mainly-with re-;. The National Assn, of Actors,
- gave in.
Soviet Ministry since'the Bolshoi gard to camerawork and acting,:
Festival is to be extended by . which represents all talent is not
Thereafter the .Germans had which"Robert Dowling.arranged for less though concerning the story -one day this year, running from ! .
d about star members who
trouble finding the “Ship, of the ANTA to .“co-sponspr” with Sol development.
Often, too much/ Sept. 23 to 30. Breen says that it ; generally re^ve Lr above union
Dead,” but finally picked one up Hurok. It is believed Schnitzer is /rings untrue or run-of-the-mill i is almost certain that entries will mimimums But for all other olav
in. Spain where the exteriors were seeking, other Soviet bookings ;fon-. vvUh>. cliche: character portrayals ! he far greater than last year when ers the association wants a VeneSl
shot, A replica was constructed at U. S. ..during his present trip.
I and repetitious story “twists.” Ex- 25 countries sent entries for docu- jqc- boo^t It has been offered
the Berlin studio. Then Hauke, ac¬
Trip coincides , with but is not port chances of such product are, menlary, educational and cartoon 10r' with"the comnromise like v
cording to Der Spiegel, told Kohn connected with the Moscow Film doubtful. Mast Yugoslavian par-. classes Which net “Finbars"’—sta- t £
d 15r'P ^chniri^
lie was 100.000 DM ($25,000) short Festival. :..
.tisah ta^s are- heavy on brutality
St* ^ ; and manSTworte^divf^SB
in his contribution. . Quote Kolin:
and violence.
•
; want a 30% increase, and'Will hart
“One can’t talk with Hauke. This
Pula Festival, shapes anew* as
w hile featuie pix are _ non-com-| to settle for about half of thfs,
is theft/’ Quote Hauke: “We have
essentially,
a
national
affair, /P^Rlve> h trophy is awarded to the t with some concessions in fringe
treated Kohn quite properly, lie
sprinkled over by foreign press-:player whose ..perfqimance
Is : benefits.
could have seen our cost sheets any
men and some film buyers foreign! deemed most^notable in the fea- ; while the Director’s Section has
time. But w hen die started shouting
V
IIa
!
The
Yugoslavs
have
been
flirting
tu.res_
screened.
International
jury
I made peace with the union for an
‘theft’ and. that we’re all Nazis, I
7n TlSlt iK Houses with the idea to make Pula an “in- ‘ls not_complete but already named ! undisclosed wage increase, likely
told him to get out. ’ ,
' London, Aug. 11.
•
•
'■
‘ the
he idea
; are; Hilmar Hoffman__(Germany!, around 15%. scrintwri^ Snd
'
ternational”
fnsUval
but
idea:'
Earlier, Hauke and the UFA had
Nearly 49% of rthe S2 59n^hnn nnn was dropped in view of the fact; Bert Haanstra (Holland) and Bjorn ; adaptors are standing firm in their
cancelled their contract with Kohn
that there :are. already too ' many, Rasmussen -(Denmark, vvith the re- • demands for a 25,000 pesos minland had forbidden him or his reps
to come on the set, A German jI their, pockets to spend as they like ' international, events and the change : ™_auimg u'° to be Illsh and Eng' mum ($2,000) for an original
i
goes
on
entertainment
goods^-pop.
compete with them-would Iiej W;*
^
x screen story and 35,000 pesos
court has just ruled that Kohn is I
'
.. j Five Japanese films,are due for i$2,800) for adaptations. Producers
to be admitted to the set and that j disks. .phonographs, romantic ma^T impossible;/..
;a7Jnes
and
fiction
paperbacks;
vis-i
Pula
festival
deserv’es
one
com-!?reeping.1^
a
Pres^ntatl®b
bf
A want to generalize the minimum
he must have access to all - the
. material filmed to date, .
- /: its . to cinemas and ; dance halls! ‘ pliinent as a unique event. It’s ;"^ca.de! ® ^ tbe dapa?e.s,f ;9m.e®aI*;- ^fm’ both at the $2,000 level. Musi3'-J? bf . a lnfbPte,
! cians, too. want a general 20%
From Mexico City, Traven’s rep ; This is One of the facts in a paner perhaps the most Jaeautifui festi-1
cabled UFA. that he yas “forced presented by London Press Ex- val place the world has. Tills». W1“l ^aIlbn . actor-producer ' hike with producers offering only
*4- .atogjriMa*;,:
has to do with .the.:v|g«P0- ^
intradattog some : iq%.
by .the situation”, to cancel film
With the labor issue involving
rights for “Ship - of the: Dead.” 4n
Gf all teen-agers, defined as un-. 2,000-year old Roman Arena which
bls ° 71 Plctuiesall elements of the film industry,
Berlin, UFA stuck to its guns, in- married people aged 15 to. 24, over: supplies the fascinating site for \
there was a general shut down of
sisted that the picture would be re¬ 60% visit film theatres at least' this colorful event. An average of: m . A • 1 • i> J
production activity last week, with *
leased as per schedule. Quote . or>ce a week, the figure for/those; two full-length films plus several •' 1h6X yQlCK16 XF0flUC€rS
no pictures shooting. Clasa Films
Kohn: “Maybe so, but then Hauke /going once or twice a month being ( shorts are screened here .each eve-/
Mundiales, wanting to get its am¬
will have a picture which lie will . 27%: The figures compare with ! ning. Performances register SRO
bitious “Macario” production rollnot be able to show- outside his 13% arid 10% for the remainder of i biz. Number of . viewers amounts
ling, tentatively offered the union
projection rooms.”
the adult population.
' to 12,000 each night. . Pula could
.a deal where it would make retro-The survey shows that two-thirds ! be a Number One Yugoslavian
Mexico City, Aug. 4. j active payment to workers on work
of teen-agers live in homes having! tourist attraction if this sea town
television set. But these teen-! wasn’t so inconveniently located
There is consternation in the ’ co^ira^» ®n.9e this is signed.
flgers are comparatively abstemious j and if there were some modern' ranks of. the film! industry as yet ^ On the*other side of the labor
I in their viewing: of all those with i hotels. Hotel Riviera, the best, /another “tradition” goes by the *ront, the five cinemas scheduled
multi-channel sets, 67% watch ! belongs to yesteryear and with: boards,
overwhelmed
by the.to bave the red and black strike
London, Aug! 4.
Preem of United Artists* Super- commercial shows, for five or more ,.many inconveniences of accommo- : “gringo”: influence. Quickie pro- ;^ag draped across their doors, also
nights.a:
week,
but
the
comparative
!
dations
:
and
service.
?
ducers,
always
astute
and
ready to ;
a stay, in general, manageTechnirama-70 “Solomon & Sheba” figure for their elders looking in
.
-*■ agrees
--—
Yugoslavia earns -praise for its !; turn
a * quick peso, are abandoning;
to a 21% wage boost,
has been skedded for the Astoria as frequently is 80%.
a
-u
,
........
.short
subjects,
mainly
the
eari
the
traditional
Mexican
Charro:
Pjlt
dc^s
not take kindly to the
Oct. 27 and will benefit The Chest.
Another breakdown detailing } t
for which %in particular ' (cowboy) epics for carbon copies !ldea
creatmg new jobs nor to
And.'Heart Assn. . This was . an¬
:an expansion
^"nlizagreb-Film is responsible. Some ‘ of Hollvwnnd
Hollywood stern's.
westerns.
If*
expansion of
of annual
annual holidavs
holidays
nounced at a luncheon following out-of-home acfayities over seven;
apart from »orlt and shop-thjs out#t,s c~?00ns ate ab.: There ate two schools of thought *“r *“r„kers’ ov.ert™e tor forking
the. preem of Disnej/s- “Sleeping days,ping, shows that 65% went to the
Beauty” at that theatre; .:
cinema* 7% to a theatre or concert solutely world-class and it's do • about this new fanglcd innovation on nqlidays and other matters,
Shindig at the Dorchest€i*; Hotel and 26% went to a dance, '
wonder that foreign interest in; of the wordy short on action, long;
Was in honor of director. King
, on bragging and singing “ranchero” \Tpw TjmnHpr nilliat
In a general commentary on the those items is really big. :
Vidor, and was hosted by U.A. findings, the report says that the
-w
One if not the best feature pic Ifi ms; In these pix; about all the j
British topper. Montague (“Monty”) market is a working-class one, and shown here these days was “Vlak! charro. hero did was to change
Pic With Scot Locale
Morton. Apart from national and since postwar British society has Bez Voznog Reda” (Train Without i from one silver-braided costume to
Edinburgh, Aug. 4.
trade film crix and scribes,, the had little experience in providing a Time-Table),
Jadran
another,
ope ■ big , sombrero
-— , a
—-— — prodtic-:
—
•. v. ■
■.
,
. for yet
- . ;
“
i-icniuntx
ut uuuai.
uuu, ui
A
new
Launder 8c
Gilliat film,
to
l
_ l_j ■
__l j _ j ■ ei Kirftfnr Ann enH emu f/ir fhn ndi.
main guests, were top UA brass for prosperous workiQg-class teen¬ x:
tion, which
already
commanded/a
bigger One,_ .and sing for the edi- ] be lensed in Scotland early in
from the U. S. These included agers. the latter have depended considerable
erable attention at the re-j ficationofhisheroine andthebad-11960, will be a whodunit Called
vice-prexies William Heineman and very heavily on the U.S. in shaping cent Cannes
Cannes festival. Film stands i men. It all wound up as a great, j “Chain Reaction.” It will be loRoger Lewis, Seymour Poe and consumption standards and habits. a good chance to sled into foreign ! boring songfest with principals,! Caled at an atom-power station on
chief drumbeater Mortoii Nathan^‘For various reasons,” adds the markets. . It probably will do so. T chorus, extras and even the horses i a Scottish loch
son.
In all, about 1,000 people, includ- ‘ joining in the “finale.” The anti-} Frank Launder and Sidney Gil¬
commentary, “it is difficult for the
Pleasant soical touch was the middle-aged British manufacturer ihg domestic filmites and foreign¬ charro, contingent hails with glee liat, British producing team, al¬
presentation by King Vidor to ail to adopt the styles and language ers as well as the pressmen; have, the entry into the Mexican pix ready have used the West High¬
newspapermen of a golden, medal¬ and appeals .of American. manufac¬ come to Pula. . Festival's own arena of the rootin', tootin’ (Mexi¬ lands of Scotland as backgrounds
lion inscribed with each indi¬ turers concerned with the teen-age budget amounts: to 12,000,000 cali style) western hero. And there •for “Wee Geordie” and “The
vidual’s name.
market,”
Dinar (about $40,000).
(Continued on page 12)
Bridal Path ”

49% of Brit. Teen-Age
Coin Goes to Show Big

Charro Pix
For U.S.-Type Westerns

’Solomon’ London Proem
Set for Next October

I\TEB\AT10XAL

American artists who are just
starting . wall benefit from this.
Maybe the Opera companies them¬
selves Will benefit from it, too.
I certainly hope so. I hope that
. >ve will create a healthier and
j more honest .musical picture.’’

Rise Stevens Hits Hidden Bonuses’
London Aug. 4;

your offer in the first place.

'VARIETY'S1 LONDON OFFICE

Variety

She

I St. Martin's Plica, Trafalgar. Square

[French Govt. Outlines Plans For

The Word From San Francisco

’

San Francisco, Aug. 11.-

. Paris, Aug 4.

Andre Malraux’s Ministry of
Before leaving here for Russia, is looking forward to singing opera
Washing out of contracted ap¬
| Culture, . seeking far, - reaching
u here she will sing in several • on the West Coast, but only, if you pearances this fall of Rise Stevens,
initial
the
clause
inserted
by
tis.
cities. Rise Stevens gave her side :
Met mezzo-soprano; with the. San
changes in the state theatre setup
Walter Surot'y ”
of dispute with the San Francisco
Francisco Opera was explained to
and film-aid here, is now going in
Semantics
Opera which resulted in the can-1
: the press here as due to a demand
Mexico City, Aug. 4.
for extensive reforms in the tour-.
collation of her dates to sing there
“As you can see/’ Miss Stevens by the singer, that she be paid
Iron man Cardenas, ex-Mexican
this fall in new productions ! of ; continued, “there never was any ■ $100 more than any other, artist. president who put through the so- istic setup in France. It is hoped .
“Carmen”’ and “Oifeo ed Euri- question of wanting more than any : Local opera would assure , her only ; called agrarian reform program that eventually the old adage of
dice." Said the prima-donna. ;;
one else. On July 1, my husband • that hers would be. the' highest fee : in the Republic, is to be immortal¬ .'“the customer is alwriys right”
“Last winter Kurt Herbert Ad¬ received in Rome the following for a mezzo.
'
ized in a special- production deal¬ will apply to French Tourism.
ler. the general manager of the cable from Miller: ‘Thanks your i
Revelation: by the opera board ing with his achievement for
France, still one of the No’ 1
San Francisco Opera, approached letter. Rise is being featured in J chairman, Robert Watt Miller, that, Mexican farmers.
me again, this time offering me ; two new productions at our top !. Met tenor Mario Del Monaco t . Still active in politics’ General: tourist attractions, especially for
Yanks,,
has steadily : been: losing
new productions. It was an offer fee.’
At this point my husband would get [more than Miss Stevens! Cardenas has given his. okay to
which interested me artistically and I were thoroughly confused, ! and that he . was ’/worth a great j project, with jpicture to be based ground. because of high prices,
and I accepted even though tjtiis for once again the Sart Francisco ■ d&at-:liiore.-than she” .at the box-.; on the, book, “When Cardenas fairly unruly treatment of visitors, ;
meant that I could not join the Opera was admitting that $1,750— j office was symptomatic of the feel-; Gave Us The Earth,” Producing: and a general slack in improve¬
Metropolitan Opera as early Pas was the top fee. When then their - ing Which the situation developed. ( unit to be Clasa Films Mundiales ments in these matters arid hotel
planned and w ould have to give ;up reluctance to guarantee this in the !
Miller also told -the press that • and Armando Drive Alba, director, space to keep up with needs. Tour¬
some New York appearances, since contract? My husband cabled Mil¬ /“Mezzos never draw as well; as.' said he’ll not spare any expenses ism reins have been put in the
hands of Jean-Sairiteny, the Com¬
these conflicted with three appear- ler • back:
‘Must . have
clause sopranos.” This, opinion infuriated ; in making
this a true-to-life missioner of Tourism.
ances with the San Francisco Op¬ initialed.’ It was at this point / Rise Stevens and. her .husband- \ documentary.
Sairitehy recently ailed his pro¬
era in Los Angeles,
!
when all negotiations ceased. The '■ manager, Walter Surovy. in Lon- j
posed reforms, stressing his aim.
“San Francisco announced jmy I company
eventually announced ; don readying, for. concerts in..
of
modernizing the French 'tour¬
appearances with them -—this Pin; that I would not be singing w:ith • Russia.: Surovy was quoted by.
ism setup. At the same time, he:
March—without a formal contract the company because of failure to /oceanic phone as saying he has
would
not lose the. tremendous
having been signed. • The contract ‘t reconcile certain differences re¬ I authorized his New. York attorney,
pull France still has for world: tra¬
was sent to me much later for Sig- \ garding
contractual provisions,’ ' Harold Stern,’ to sue the San Franvelers
today.
A National Tourism
nature. It stated that I would Re¬ The news of the .announcement ' cisco Opera for libel but Miller
Fund will come from government
ceive per performance $1.750—-as reached me the day of my arrival dismissed this as a publicity-seek¬
and
private
coffers
to •encourage,.
ing gesture.
...
agreed upon, but did hot stipulate here in London.
i investments in big scale reforms
Opera board: chairman Is also,
that this was their top-fee. At this ,
Paris, Aug. 4.
“It has, of course, become obvi i
and
building
which
may not pay
point my husband. Walter Sudoyy, ous to me now that the San. Fran¬ chairman of Pacific Lighting Corp.
Quite a number of film distrib¬ off in the immediate . future.
who is also my personal manager cisco Opera never intended to live He professes to be unperturbed, by
utors
and
exhibitors
here,
and
reps
Hotel
construction
will be given
a<ked that the following clause j be up to its original agreement. • the libel threat.
of Y"ank majors also feel that the I first priority*. Resort hotels : would
Inserted into the contract.”
j;
Frankly, I first became suspicious,
be
especially
watched
Since many
old bromide about, the summer
The Trouble Clause
of a so-called top fee being a very
| are only pafitime affairs and thus
Miss Stevens showed a copyf of arbitrary affair last Spring, when
months being downbeat periods allowed to run down- All tourism
that clause 'which also has been one of my colleagues, a brilliant
for film-going is not necessarily so will get equal treatment from the;,
given out by. the San Francisco . singer, told me that she also had
any more. They opine that the. re¬ government, both mass, and deluxe
Opera Company to the press; in signed with the San Francisco
lease
of mediocre fare and revivals, types. Another important angle,
San Francisco'. The clause reads Opera Company at their top-fee
will be an attempt to make, Paris
of secondary interest are what cut mpre enticing at the height of the
as follows: “It is understood that. and mentioned that fee to $1,500,
the above compensation ^l.TSO1 : I said nothing to her. After all,
summer attendance more than the tourist season in July and August.
being paid to Rise Stevens is the that was not my province.
heat, lack of air conditioning . in This is when about 2.000BOO Pari¬
maximum compensation being paid .
Hits ‘Side-Deals’
sians take their vacations and
theatres here and vacations.
to anv art'st for the season! of.;
most things are shut down in
“At
a
later
point
I
learned
that
soRight now the three French France. It thus makes “Paris least
1959.
In the event that at any
called side-deals exist with many
time during the 1959 season any
prize-winners: of the Cannes Film inviting when it Should be more
■ Buenos Aires, Aug. 4.
foreign
artists
and
rumor
has
it
that
compensation is paid to any arlist
Continuous rains here this win-: Fest (“Orfeu Negro,” “Hiroshima exciting. An attempt will be made
one artist not long ago received train excess of that paid to Rise
vel-expenses-for-twq from Europe ter have not hurt the- cinema box- Mon Amour” and “The 400 Blows") to stagger vacations to keep Paris
Stevens, the San Francisco Opera
more active as well as keeping'.
Assn, agrees to give Miss Steyiens to the United States and back not office, with exceptionally long are racking up solid biz. The also- I more show biz ■ spots open. for the
a sum equal to such excess, prius only from one American, company runs the rule with almost, all, pix !- rans, however, are finding it tough tourist trade,
*
but from three, without ever re¬
going. Hence, it is felt that certain ■ More restaurants will also be
$100”
!
in Buenos Aires. In the country ;

To Make; Film Honoring
Ex-Mexican President

Paris Show Biz
Big This Summer

PixBizinArg.;
j

Miss Stevens explained furtqer: turning home to • his country but
certainly did not ask to be paid going straight from one opera
more than anv other artist, as jhas : company to the other. I would
been printed erroneously else¬ call this a very happy tax-dodge.
where I only demanded to be paid I have also heard, although I can¬
as much as any other top artist— not prove it. that several foreign
something which the San Francis¬ artists receive living-expenses in
co Opera Co. had . used all alpng the form of ‘rehearsal reimburse¬
as a lure to have me sing there. . ment.’ I would like to ask: is
“In later stories Robert Watt there, a difference if a foreign art¬
Miller, chairman of the company, ist must pay hotel expenses in San
lias quoted ac saying that I wanted Francisco or if a New: York artist'
$100 more than any other artist. must pay such expenses? Hardlv;
*
All I can say is that neither! he I would think.
“As has been reported in the
nor any of his legal advisers pan
have understood the clause very press; I instructed my lawyer to
well. I wou’d call this a penalty prepare legal proceedings against
clause;—the S100—to be paid to the San Francisco Opera for libel
and damages to mv. career; once
me only in the event that the San
Miller begsn his insulting remarks
Francisco Opera did not live; up
against me. One of the causes for
to its pledge—only if it would be
this suit is Miller’s statement:
discovered that some other artist
‘She is a mezzo. Mezzos never
was receiving more than I.
draw as Well as sopranos.’ In the
“My
husband
was,
of
first place this statement is stupid.
course, thinking of certain
It is like saying that a blonde
side-deals
which
seem
to
movie’ star can never, be as popular
have become common practice
as a brunette. Miller is also con¬
with some opera companies. ;I
tradicting; himself. . He finally ad¬
will talk about these side-dears
mitted that Mario del Monaco was
at a later point.
receiving more money than I. the
“San Francisco refused to initial
same. $1,750 as I plus sundry ex¬
this clause. Finally Adler called
pense .reimbursements, but he did
rr.y husband and told him that
not mention a single soprano. I
something to the effect I was re¬ can. only assume that he did not
ceiving the highest fee of Sany consider .his sopranos as important
mezzo-soprano or contralto y.ho as Mario or me. He is,, of course,
has ever appeared with the San wrong in this, since several of his
Francisco Opera Company.
Con- • sopranos are top names and bril¬
sequently my husband wrote i:an- liant artists. And yet, that is how
other letter.” This is quoted ver¬ I must interpret his statement.
batim—addressed to Adler, dated Last but not least Miller’s state¬
New York, June 28. 1959:
ment about mezzos does not hold
“Dear Kurt:
water, since I do hold the box1:
I enjoyed our conversation yes¬ office attendance record with sev¬
terday over the telephone and I , eral
companies,: including the
was quite amazed at your state¬ Metropolitan; Francis Robinson of
ment that Rise Stevens . receives the; Metropolitan . has written,
the highest fee of any mezzo-so¬ about this in one of. his published
prano or contralto who has river articles.
appeared with the San Francisco
“I do agree with Mr; Miller oh
Opera. The situation today is that one point: Mario del Monaco is
Rise is among the three most suc¬ worth more than he is being paid,
cessful singers of our time.: If I consider Mario mot only a very
you wish to put her in the cate¬ dear friend but also a formidable
gory of voice range, you can best artist, By the same token, I be¬
do it by saying, there are tenors, lieve that other artists should be
there are sopranos, and there is paid more too, and that includes
Rise Stevens. I expect any opera • me. The solution to this is hot
company today to pay her the • petty side-deals. Let’s stop beating
highest fee possible, 1 didn’t; ask : about
the . bush.
Let's make
for any specific fee. I simply said matters official!
I did not take
—no other artist should receive : this stand for reasons of publicity,
more money per performance. This as has been hinted in one . San
includes expense reimbursements. Francisco quarter, but for a prin¬
Nobody in the world can accuse ciple. Sacrificing more than $20,Rise of being mercenary, other¬ 000 for a stunt is. hardly my dish
wise she would not have accepted ,. of tea nor is it logical* But maybe
“I

strong pix are w;orth opening at
towns, impassable roads have; present to cash in on the demand kept open, as well as a greater cul-,
tural planning setup for these
caused a drop in boxoffice returns,; for good film fare. It is also months. A bright Paris . Season is
as up-country farmers are unable; thought a fine pic can gain more being mulled for July-August 1960 !
this way and not run the risk of to give visitors a taste of Paris and
to get. into town.
j
the big-scale coftipetition as* the its:, pleasures as they are. during
. . distributors dread the Municipal season begins,
the. regular season. There will also;
Censors’ occasionally unreasonable | Yanks, have done some summer be an attempt to cut down on some
fiats on some pictures, classifying ! scoring at. the Wickets with such of the many extra taxes plaguing
pix ; as
“Friendly Persuasion”
them as. not’ for under 14 or 18. j <M-G) and “Quiet American” ‘UA>, economy-minded tourists. .According to . Sainteny, there
This municipal; censor classification ■ but do not seem disposed to un¬
will also be steps to open new rem a k e s a big . difference at the cork any really big guns at present. sort areas, A: streamlining of many
wickets;' ..•••
j Legit, also traditionally dead! at outmoded. touristic things wiil althis time; still has three hardy the¬
A. large new
Of the expensive blockbusters, j atres opening new shows, though so be Attempted.
“Bridge on River Kwai” V Col) , is ! they all happen to be revivals. The building to house all tourism fa! eeis is also being studied. It is to
about to close at the Broadway, af-; Theatre De Poche has a potent be housed in Paris.
ter more than . nine, weeks; ‘TO program of two -August Strind¬ | Show biz people, are watching
Commandments” looks like a steady . berg plays, “The. Strongest” and all this with interest. because it ;
“The Creditors” which make for ■ could mean more work for artists
holdover for some time to come at fine, theatre.
: during the tourist season as well
the Metropolitan. “South Pacific” j Theatre Montparnasse-Gaite has as more attendance at boites, rer
* 20th) is still drawing .well at the an old Alexandre D u m a s opus, yues, music halls and cinemas if
“Angele.”
Theatre
Des
Arts
came
j more arid happier visitors are-lured
Luxor, after 10 weeks. Demand for ,
up with an old milieu piece on
ducats for the “Holidays in. Cine¬ Montmarte, “Jesus Le Caille” of info France and Paris for longer
rama” at the Casino was so great ; Francis Carco. It is about a joy stays. . ..
during the scholastic recess, that' girl and her panderer. It is. uneven
additional performances were add-: theatre but an exploitable tour¬
; ed.-^at; lower admissions. “Inn of . istic affair via its candid look at
Sixth Happiness” (20th) at the' one part of life in Paris.
Gran . Rex and Capitol has runj
Continued from, pa^e 11
BoiteS are naturally trying for
three weeks and may:continue.
the visitors who want to^ live by
European p rod u c t continues I night, as well as the revue shows are the long-faced ones who mourn .
commercially, successful. “I Sqliti! like the Folies-Bergere, Casino. De the. “death’.’ of a romantic era. for
Ignoti” ilnterriacionalj did mnej Paris, Olympia and Concert May.oJ. fisticuffs and gun slinging./ In the
weeks at the Astor before going j Andre, MalraUx, Minister of Cul¬ charro productions, this Was always
to 18 babe situations. “Moglie Peri-" ture, recently stated that he Would secondary to the singing and love
colese” <Ocean) at the Ambassa-; henceforth create special cultural making. • •;
.Prototype of the new face for
dor has held7 five weeks. Difa’s - activities in the. summer to have
“Les Tricheiirs” has run . three ; more attractions for tourists dur¬ the Mexican charro, is “Silver Bul¬
let
in the Accursed Village,” From
weeks day-date at Grand Splendid.! ing the usually slow summer show
this, it can be seen that if they
arid Suipaeha: .
: .
biz months.
have
changed the acting stylg, they
Of the Germari films. “The Trapp I
have not got around to the titles
Family iri America” shapes stand¬
as
yet..
Hero of this Mexican oater
out while the German musical,
is Julio Aldamaj replete with Texas,
“Die Beine ..yon? Doldres” (Gold¬
istyle
sombrero,
;a beard, tin star
berg) has -run five weeks at the
and two guns, slung low. Rosa de
Ocean, “A Night to, Remember”
Castilla
is
the
leading
lady and is
. Mexico City,. Aug. 11.
(Rank) held : two . .weeks at the
Daniel Music Assri., reveals that dressed in crinoline and not the
Monumental,
traditional
regional
costumes
of the:
The . Soviets “Dom : V. A, Koto- j the Metropolitan Opera House
romjia Vivou” (The House I Live ! “Auditions”- Will be -held for the rancherd epics.
This
Mexican
epic
of
..
the
Far
In) has. held for two weeks at the j first time in Mexico during Sep-,
Libertadori
j tember. Association will coordin¬ West is directed by Miguel M. Del¬
gado,
whose
accent
is
on
the
bang¬
ate the auditions, weeding out ap¬
plicants for finale probably in the ing of pistols, fist fights, the chase
Lystad MG Norway Mgr. !■ National Auditorium.
and the “bad guy’’getting it in the
Harald Lystad has been appoint¬ . With the first breaking; of the end.. Ahd not one song.
This pic is to be wrapped up in.
ed Metro’s manager in Norway. by traditional restriction of auditions
Morton A. Spring, president of to the United States, the Associa¬ two weeks, at a cost of 700,000
pesos
($56,000), a bargain-rate
Loew’s international Corp.
tion said that an “earnest effort”
Lystad succeeds Sverre Dulin will be made to iffsure high call-: oater, if; there ever Was: one. Grew
is
wondering
how the public will
who died recently. Lystad joined bre of contestants so that the Met¬
i Metro in 'Oslo in 1957 as . a bobker ropolitan Opera; will extend the take to it all, but the betting is
auditions
to
Mexico
on
an
annual,
that
these
new
Mexican oaters are
and was made sales manager that
in the bag.
[same year. ' .
basis.

Mex Quickies

MET ‘ADDITIONS’ SET
FOR MEXICAN FIRST

'VA*li?Y'S> LONDON OFFICI
St.. Martin'* Place, Trafalgar Squat*

PAriet?

Politics in Two Chinas HitPix
The Red Continental Chinese and the Nationalist government on
Taiwan island are playing the “what’s one man’s meat is another ,
iinah’s poison” game. And; for once, 20th-Fox is hoping the pattern
Will continue.
Some time ago, Taiwan decided to change traditional ways. Sub- ■
titles on films were to be run from left Jo fight, as in the west.
Then Red China announced it was doinglfikewise; whereupbri Tai¬
wan switched right back again.
: Now, due to Red Chinese protests, Indonesia has banned “inn
. of the Sixth Happiness ” So has Taiwan. 20th is hoping that Tai¬
wan will change its mind:
^

INTERNATIONAL

is

Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Puerto Rico,
Talent Groups Help Chi Go ‘Cultural9

Chicago, Aug. 11.
Culture will hava it in spades
here all through August with the
Men Hit 19 Latin Republics Festival of Americas, prelude to
For State Dept.
the upcoming Fan Am Games and
first cultural venture of its kind
Washington, Aug. 11.
in Chicago. It opened quietly over
National Symphony Orchestra
Kingston Aug. 4.;
DAVID BANKS LOSES JOB
returned home here today (Tues.) the weekend, with dinner for civic
Regal Theatre, new luxurious after: completing the longest tour VIPs and a chamber concert fol¬
completely air-conditioned cinema ever planned, under the President’s
Sir Tom O’Brien Denies Biasseating 1,700 and built at a cost of Special International Program for lowing at the Art Institute.
Job Became Unheeded?
A dispersed program of drama,
£ 250,000 (sterling) has opened
Cultural Presentations.
here at Cross Roads, with what
folk ballet, opera, symphonic,
London, Aug. 4.
During 12 weeks, the 99 musi¬
the
management
proclaims
“the
David Banks, one of the organ¬
cians toured 19 countries in Cen¬ chamber and folk music, and the
izers of the National- Assn, of widest Todd-AO screen in the tral and South America, flying other fine arts, it is by design a
Theatre and Kirie Employees, and; World,” measuring 70 ft. 9 inches more than 17,000 miles. Orchestra gesture to further the understand¬
secretary of the showman^ branch wide by 40 ft. high.
played 68 concerts, eight more than
of the union has been fired. Banks . House Is owned by Amalgamated planned when they left Washing¬ ing between the countries of the
is alleged to have told his col¬ Cinemas Ltd., newly formed Ja¬ ton b^ plane May 20. Extras were Western Hemisphere; and although
Rome, Aug, 4.
leagues that his dismissal: was maican company, and was designed
the U. S. and Canada are being
The costume spectacle, always a1 forced by Sir Tom O’Brien, gen¬ 4._i mu __:
!■ -Thpv
They were walpnmoH
welcomed Jirvmo
home hv
by a represented in the Games (being
staple Italian film industry com¬ eral secretary of NATKE: But tect. The film' cliosen for the in¬ band provided by Sam Jack. Kauff¬ played in the U. S. for the first
modity evef Since earliest silent O’Brien denies the charge. “I re¬ augural was Rodgers &. Hammer- man, president of the D.G: local
time) the cultural spotlight will
days, is in for probably its sharpest sisted. the executive committee’s stein’s “South Pacific” (20th) which 161,
American Federation
of be mainly on cations south of the
'‘revival” this year. Sudden spurt decision, but in the course of our is scheduled to run Six weeks, after Musicians*
In activity in this sector is mainly re-examination of our organization which the theatre will release films
border.
ascribed to some excellent /home- policy Banks became redundant,” from Warner Bros., Metro-GoldMexican Ballet
wyn-Mayer, 20th Gentury-Fox. and
territory. and foreign business' but says O’Brien,
Many of the programs will he
West End backstage workers are Allied Artists.
even more to reportedly profitable
free to the public, chiefly those
Karl McDonald, vice president
sales to U.S. distribs of. several considering protesting to O’Brien,
presented in neighborhood parks,
such vehicles made In Italy during and Independent Television work¬ of Warner Bros. Pictures flew in
ers held an emergency meeting to from New York to attend the open¬
1958. .//';•
the Grant Park Bandshell or at.
ing. Ceremony which was per¬
.Undoubtedly influential in local demand Banks’ reinstatement.
various museums at libraries. Not
formed by Hon. G. C Gunter, Gus¬
production programs/has been the
free is the Opera de Camara of
tos of St. Andrew.
impact of ’Hercules” in the U.S.
Argentina, appearing at Orchestra
Joseph Levine also has bought a
Cables of congratulations were
Hall Aug. 28 to Sept. 1; the Modern
second . “Hercules” pic arid. is: re¬
received from Richard Rodgers
Ballet of Mexico, performing at
portedly interested in the third,
and Oscar Hammerstein, Norton
the Opera House the week of Aug.
•‘Hercules Against Clods;” .planned
Ritchie of Allied Artists, George
24; the Puerto Rican Theatra
for I960, production by Pietro FranBylRAD.BECK
Skouras, president of Magna Pic¬
Group doing “Los Solos Truncos”
cisci, who made the first two, .
tures and many others.
in
Spanish at Goodman Theatre: or
Caracas, Aug. 4.
This Yank importer also picked
the Shaw Society’s week of , “one
Jamaica Military Band present¬
During the first six months of man shows,” Aug. 25-Sept. 4, with
up “Aphrodite, Goddess of Love”
ed a . programme of songs froiri 1959.
Caracas releases theatres
While American-International re¬
“South Pacific” as well as popular, registered a 34% increase in busi¬ Ruth Ford, Zachary Scott, Hans
cently grabbed “Sign of Rome.”
calypsos.
Conried and Vincent Price.
ness over the same period last year
which stars Anita Ekberg, and
Miss Ford and Scott Will perform
An air-conditioned cocktail;, which, of course, was the period of
“Terror of Barbarians,” which has
Pula, Aug. 11.
Steve (“Hercules”) Reeves and
Yugoslavian film reps feel that lounge and restaurant are among the revolution. This despite exhibit tandem in readings from the plays
and
poetry of Garcia Lorca and e.e.
the
many
amenities
of
the
Regal,
tors: and distributors adhering to
Chelo Alonso in the leads.
Yank writer William Saroyan, ex¬
Among other low and medium- aggerated to the U-S. press the which enjoys a commanding loca¬ the Venezuela government-inspired cummings. Conried will read one
o£
Shaw’s
most overlooked plays,
tion
overlooking
the
Cross
Roads:
“voluntary” top admission, price of
budgeted spectacles (usually, blend¬ * reasons why he could not get .to-$1.50, even for the blockbusters “Dear Dorothy,” and Price will'
ing such ingredients as color,, wide¬ : gether -with them on a film proj- area.
give
readings
from Whistler, Whit¬
Dudley
MacMillan
of
the
State
(only exception was Cinerama’s
screen bigness, sex, foreign and/or ect,...
exotic stars, and sometimes a re¬ j Saroyan was given, a big wel- Theatre hailed its “costly, beauti¬ “South Sea Adventure’’ which, due man, and (Tennessee) Williams.
Shaw
Society
programs are being
ful
and
luxurious”
new
rival
in
a
to high costs of installation, was
ligious or pseudo-religious theme) ; come for hfs books, plays and films
made in Italy during 1958 were; |are well known and respected, complimentary display ad, adding permitted to charge $1.80 and held at the Bal Tabarin of the
Sherman
Hotel,
admissions scaling
“we
share
this
confidence
.
.
.
we
$2.40). Increase is due in part to
“Sword and the Cross,” with i There were talks of a film project
Yvonne DeCarlo; “Revolt of the and Sarbyaq decided to script and believe fervently in-the future of general excellence of product from $1 to $3.
the
film
industry
in
Jamaica
and
28 Drama Performances
hypoed by two European film fes¬
Gladiators,” with Georges Marchal; direct a film for Avala Films here.
“Herod the Great,” with Edmund However.the company reps asked in the whole brilliant future of the tivals and the fact that there is
In all there Will be 28 drama
more money in circulation this performances in five separate the¬
Purdom and Sylvia Lopez, and for a script for it has to be passed island itself.”
year. Also, middle-class audiences atres in the Festival. Spanish ver¬
“Jerusalem Liberated.”
by a central committee before it
are apparently abandoning the sion of “Los Solos Truncos” at
. Latest starrer, but ort a higher can be made.
neighborhood houses which, if any¬ Goodman will have a $1 admis¬
budget and with a. larger cast, is , Saroyan only had a few scenes
thing, have dropped in their sion; the English version, “House
Lux - Gallone’s “C a r t h a g e in ; Jotted down and this sort of in¬
grosses* for the comfort of the on Cristo Street,” will be free, the
Flames,” TecbnicolorTechnirama dividual approach to filmmaking
deluxe firstrunners whose splash difference being that the former is
affair featuring Jose; Suarez, Anne .was not acceptable and the project
release
policy manages to cover performed by an imported group
was
called
off.
This
is
Yugoslav
Heywood, Pierre Brasseur and Dan¬
almost all sectors of the city.
side of the matter.
iel Gelin.
while the latter is done by Chi’s
Community Theatre Inc. Amateur
Others are due soon. Pietro Fran*
, B.o. champ for this period was ;_
cisci, who Was in the U.S. .for ad¬
1 Columbia’s Cantinflas starrer) group is donating its work without
Rome, Aug, 4.
vance on “Hercules,” will make the
New* nf the admiicinn tW puF« > "Sube >r Baja” (Up and Down), remuneration from either the city
aforementioned, third item in that,
voted by the ItalianHouseof Par- I Grosses on this
almost doubled or the Pan American committee
aeries, and is also prepping “Archi¬
liament (must now beUS^scusse^i I
runnerup Cinerama “South and is also doing a second play,
medes,” in a similar vein. Ottavio
and^ratifieTat
Itsnextsfntember
Sea
Adven^e”
which
was fol- “The Cage in the Tree,” by Chilean
Rome, Aug. 4.:
Poggi’s Liber.Films h$s Victor Ma¬
lowed by the locally made “Yo y i author Luis A. Heiremans, at TheaA. proposal for new film legisla¬ Ssiof hv thl ?pnS) Sh«
ture for the upcoming “Hannibal,” tion in this country, containing sev¬ received with a sigh of relief by
Mol^ <M* and the Gakl i tre-on-the-Lake in Lincoln Park.
a Supercinescope and; color produc¬ eral potential booby traps for for¬ the Italian film industry. It has and the French “Les Amants.”
j
Completing the drama events
tion.
.. ...
Top 10 American grossers. after ’ will he a production of ’‘Wizard of
eign films, has been entered in the been fighting for years to get such
Glomer Film's Enzo Merolle also j Italian Chamber by a .group, of relief okayed.
Cinerama, were “Cat on a Hot Tin • Oz” by Harand Camp of the Theamay trek to Yugoslavia for loca¬ ; communist and. socialist deputies.
Roof” (MGM), “Vikings” (UA),! tre Arts for the moppets of Latin
Despite some disappointment “Irin of Sixth Happiness”. (20th),? American participants in the
tions on his announced “The Sara¬ I Among the various suggestions
cens” < Technicolor-Technirama), ; for the. oft-drastic changes in the that the cuts were less drastic than “Gigi” (MGM)* “Vertigo” (Par), i Games. It’ll be presented at De
Standard Productions’ Emmimmo ; current structure, of the Italian in¬ desired and that a further (IGE) “Dracula” (U), ’‘Big Country” j Paul Center Theatre on Wedaes. Salvi has a “David, and Goliath” in dustry are the following: a 90% tax levy remained untouched, the (UA>, “indiscreet” (WB), “I Want, day (12), performed in English but
local exhib sector expressed its To Live’’ (UA), and “Compulsion” with a Spanish narration.
the books, for this summer. ■ .
tax rebate to all films (feature
Other announced projects in- length and shorts) spoken in their general satisfaction arid hope that (20th). .
Chicago Symphony Orch is kick¬
. elude “The Assyrian” (Fa f p e)., original language, with or without the Senate would finalize the cut
ing in with free public concerts at
with G. W. Chili directing; “Rome , subtitles in another language; the when it reconvenes. Speaking for
Grant Park, conducted by Brazilian
ANICA,
Eitel
Monaco
likewise
wel¬
and Rape of the Sabines” fCID), “regulation” of production of, or
maestro Eleazor Carvalho Aug. 19to be shot in Ferraniacolor and [shooting of scenes for, foreign comed the cut; which had long been
„ .; 23. Soloists will be Jorge Bolet,
Dyaliscope; “Road of the Giants,” films within the borders .of the fought for by ANICA as well in.
IT
Q
PIY
JM
5ANTIA/]ft
the
Cuban pianist, and Aldo Pari. in Eastmancolor, and “Woman of Italian republic; the constitution the Interests of the industry as a
U.O. I 1A 111 dAlI 1 IflUU j sot, cellist from Brazil. Composer
Pharaos,” both announced by Mario of a special committee to supervise whole. Monaco felt that the ad¬
;
Santiago,
Aug;
4.
j
Alexander
Tcherepnin, who resides
Sicilianp of* CIMA International; both the importation and the ex¬ mission drop would bring “tangible
Longruns are taking over in the
Chicago, has offered a composi“The Conqueror of the Orient” port of all films, under the aegis advantages” to other industry sec¬ cinemas of this Chilean capital, ition for world preem during the
(TABOS Film). Docuniento Film of-the Ministry for Foreign Com¬ tors as well.
Record holder, is the Argentine! festival. 'Hymphonic Prayer for
plans at least three such items merce.
entry* “El Truneo Entre las Hojas” ■ Beace.”
iiext year: “Salammbo,” “Thou- . . Other clauses of the project deal
(Thunder Among the Leaves), now ! The Chi Symph concerts, as well
and One Nights;’’ and “Sapho, mainly with such Internal matters
in 28th stanza at the Ritz, Second ; as those by Fine Arts String QuarPriestess of Lesbo.’’
as the constitution of a fund for the
place draw between “Las Piernas j tet (at Museum . of Science and
development of the Italian film.
de ; Dolores” (Die Beine von Industry) and Chicago Chamber
Mrs. Heyward Attends
The suggestion of a 90% tax rebate
Dolores) (Star), and “La Ultima'; Orch (at Art Institute) will accent
Lisbon* Aug. 4.
for all films Shown in their-orig¬
Noche del Titanic” (A Night to! the music of contemporary Latin
Hub Opening of ‘Porgy’ inal
: Four years after the foundation Remember) (Rank), in their eighth j America.
language' (i.e: not dubbed) is
Boston, AUg. 11.
naturally designed to place prac¬ was laid, the new Ritz Hotel has week at the King and Bandera,
Slated to tour neighborhood
Sam Goldwyn’s “Porgy and Bess” tically all foreign films (with the been partially opened here. All of respectively.'
/
parks from Aug. 12 to 18 are such
preemed for the trade Wednesday exception of certain co-produced, the 300 rooms won’t be; opened
“fieroica” (Lautaro), German import groups as the Mexican
(5) and played to a sold out bene¬ items) in an unfavorable tax posi¬ until later in the fall. This will film dedicated to depicting Bee¬ Tiplca Orchestra, with singers and
fit for N. E. Baptist Hospital Thurs¬ tion, knowing . • that, subtitling, be the largest and most luxurious thoven’s life, is ringing up seven dancers; Mexican Folk Art En¬
day (6) , opening for public on hard much less original-language screen?* hotel in Portugal.
weeks at the Nilo wrhile “Sissl semble; and Ballet de San Juan of
ticket Friday (7).
ing, is practically unknown in this . It might have been constructed Emperatriz” (Die Junge Kaiserin) Puerto Rico.
The Astor broke in its new Todd- country, where a foreign film must and managed by the Hiltons, but (Filmunion) has racked up fk’fi
Ravinia Park, longhair al fresco
AO installation f or the film; Among be dubbed to have any chance of no agreement could be reached stanzas at the Lido.
concert hall on the north shore,
guests at the benefit preem was success.
with the Portuguese government.
“Hoyoyo, Repartidor” (Le Tri- has booked Mexican maestro Carlos
Dorothy Heyward, widow of; DuThe other (above) restrictive The government didn’t want the porteur) (Leofilms) movedrinto its
Bose Heyward, and daughter, Jen¬ clauses contained in the leftwing place called the “Lisbon Hilton.” third session at the Pacifico, as did Chavez for an all Latin American
program during the Festival, and
nifer.
proposal speak for themselves. Now it is . the Lisbon Ritz since “Ensename a Querer” (Teacher’s the Chi Tribune’s annual ChicagoMrs. Heyward came here from Many of these suggestions, inciden¬ managed by the; Belgian company Pet) (Par): at the Astor. “La Man¬
the MacDowell Colony at Peter- tally, were aired- recently in Milan which owns the Ritz arid the Pal¬ sion Secreta” (House on Haunted land Music Fair on Aug. 22 will
devote part of its show to Latino
boro, N:H:, where she met her late at an assembly of the Italian Assn;; ace In Madrid arid Various other Hill) (AA) was held over a second
music in recognition. mi the Pan
husband who wrote “Porgy.”
of Film Authors.
hotels in Europe.
frame at tha Real.
I Am events.
NATIONAL SYMPH BACK

;; Airconditioned 199
Bar, Cafe Included

Seen This Year

Cinerama At B.O.;
Caracas Up 34%

y

Likes Tax Cuts

HALO REDS SPONSOR
TRICKY FILM RILL

‘PET/ ‘HOUSE’ PACING

Portugal’s Most Deluxe
Hotel Partly Opened
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Clip this advance service ad out of this book today. Keep
it in vour active file. Refer to it constantly, it’s not too soon
to begin planning your 32-step campaign now/

JERRY WALD’S production of THE BEST OF EVERYTHING is alert to the demands

of today’s maritet-fresh, bright entertamiRent with meaning to today’s world subject matter which touches the lives, the hearts, and the minds of our generafion

SUZY ( Ten North Frederick") ?
PARKER is in
i
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING :
Wmf

DIANE {Diary ofiAnne Frank")
BAKER is in
THEBEST DFIVERYIHINIi
y

REASOOb. ; BRIAN XMy fair Lady)
M

I AHERNE is in THE BEST
iOFEVERYTWHG

ROBERT ( The Sun Also Rises)
EVANS is in
i
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
[ ^

REASON NO.

9

l iil.f g f I j 3

LOUIS

2jBp]iKJr]

[iilllwi111'!

REASON NO.
REASON NO.
10

JOAN

The brilliant
younff actor
from the
Broadway stage.

{Academy AwardWJnningy

REASON NO.

CRAWFORD
Is in
THEBESTOF
EVERYTHING

14

SAMMY CAHN and ALFRED NEWMAM
are writing the title song for
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

REASONm ; BjLt {Peyton p/ace)
I
1 m
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
features inquiring reporter
series in virtually every
important periodical, specially,
written for each publication,
asking perserrafities in cast
to respond to question "What is

S is the cinematographer of
I THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

NOWS TOO GOOD FOR YOU
.AND THERE'S NOTHING BETTERTHAN
Reason*

19-32
follow ti

THE BEST

lAfUETY

IK li!
Tnl
llfil

IjJK

SIB

Hill WHlJftlHlMI KTHCikM UVMim

IV jl nr# i
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SRjKEn

1

HB

SIS

IN N0
REASON NO.

OUTSTANDING NEWSPAPER AD CAMPAIGN
including hand-tailored special copy to run
off the movie page on pages land 3, women's
pages, sports pages, book, pages

SOUNDTRACK
ALBUM

Mi DA
up
1
||»|| imj

REASON NO.

POCKET BOOKS

will publish
the paperback edition of
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING in a first printing of
five million copies

e

REASON NO.

NBC MONITOR has taped all the stars of THE
BEST OF EVERYTHING and is now airing seg¬

ments one at a time all Summer long-for 3 months before release

YOU DESERVE
the best of
everything

REASON NO.

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING will open with a
fil mf
unique 7 minute prologue showing many aspects
of Manhattan accompanied by a full symphonic score. This will be
a motion picture "Symphony of a Big City"
REASON NO.

REASON NO.

SERIALIZATION
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
has all of the sensational
elements of a big city

PEYTON PLAGE

of Rona Jaffe's THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING will be syndicated nation
ally in important newspaper outlets
in hundreds of cities and towns

REASON NO.

FREE INTERVIEW RECORD with the stars
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING containing

of

separate Interview with each player will be available from 20th
for local radio stations
REASON NO.

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING will

show the hew

m New York-the ultra modern aspects of the world's
most dazzling city—In beautiful Color by De Luxe and CinemaScope

No expense or effort will be spared! THE BEST
mm* mm OF everything will indeed be
GIVENWE MOST AND THE BEST OF EVERYTHING/
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Chi, Blurb-Filming Center, Dreams
Of Shooting Economy-Style Features

At 3 a.rru on Aug. 3 the New York CBS-TV outlet signed off a
-t
By JACK PITMAN
193i vintage Paramount film, “Along Came Youth/' with the ob^
servation, “Never before on tv—and maybe never again,” perhaps
Chicago, Aug. 11.
establishing a “first” for a video station in unwittingly admitting
Chicago is starting to make
it showed a blooper.
noises like a feature film produc¬
It might be hard to figure but Alton Cook in the World-Telegram &
tion centre—and it’s already pal¬
Sun.says of Rowland Y. Lee’s “The Big Fisherman”.; “Boxoffice appeal
,
[FOR
ADDED
INTER-NEGATIVES]
pitating
local talent thirsting for
lias been considered secondary.” Lee was financed completely by Walt
Several, of the U.S. companies feel that the Soviets should pay
Disney.
almost any activity.
for one of the two inter-negatives they’re asking the Yank outfits
William J. Heineman, UA v.p. in charge- Of distribution/ is taking his
Theatremau Charles Teitel was
to send to. Moscow on each of the 10 American, pictures the Rus¬
three sons to Montana next month, to go elk hunting . . . Lopert Filins’
sians have bought.
the first to declare plans for a
new exploitation package: “Rape of Malaya” (formerly the Rank film
Question of how to handle this problem is up to each individual
Chi-shot production, and now he’s
“A Town Called Alice") and “Beast of Marseilles.”. . . 20th-Fox prez,
outfit. Under th-? basic agreement, the Americans agreed to furnish
followed by ex-commercial film
Spyros P. Skouras, has left Russia and spent the weekend in Warsaw
pre-print materic'l. The Soviets came back with a. request for two
. . . .. Astor and Normandie Theatres day dating ‘Devii’s Disciple’’ start¬
producer Herschel Lewis (& Mar¬
inter-negatives on each picture. It’s not an issue on anything but
ing Aug, 20. The Normandie won the picture on a bid.
the color films. The Russians haven’t explained why they need two
tin). Latter is casting a feature
•. Mo Rothman, shifted from UA’s Continental supervision, to homecopies of each.
aimed at the juvenile market, with
office executive post, and just returned to U.S, after long residence in
The companies are, of course, willing to make one inter-negalensing to start Aug. 24 at the
Paris, takes off again .Aug. 23 on five-week South American supervi¬
tive, but most of them feel they shouldn’t be asked for two. If the
Fred Niles commercial film shop
sory sales swing. ...... The honeymooning Nate Cummings (former Jo¬
Russians want double they can have it, but they should pay for
anne Ruth Toor; they were married Sunday, Aug: 9, at the Hotel Pla¬
one of the copies, the companies feel.
"
on the west side.
za): will tour Italy, France* Russia and England before taking up resi¬
. The Russians have purchased' 10 Hollywood films. The Americans
Just when Teitel’s venture will
dence in Chicago and Palm Beach where the Loew’s Inc. board mem¬
have taken seven Soviet features. The price, identical for both
get off the ground appears moot
ber (he is also hoard .chairman of Consolidated Foods Corp.) main¬
sides, is $67,000 for widescreen films and $60,000 for standard size
at the moment, since a completed
tains homes.
releases.
scenario still isn’t available.
Christina Crawford*, daughter of Joan Crawford, will make her film
Both he and Lewis say they’ll
debut in “Dusk to Dark,” an original screenplay by Rudy MairtinellL
cast from the local talent pool as
Pic will be filmed this fall in N Y: by Glomar Productions, an indie
much as possible, and since the
outfit . ..... B. G* Kranze, y.p. of Stanley Warner Cinerama, off to South:
Windy City is a major producer of
America to represent the company at the Cinerama preem in Sao
tele-blurbs and industrial pix,
Paulo, Brazil. He’ll also onceover the Cinerama operation in Buenos
there’s no shortage here of Screen
Aires and will visit Chile, Peru and Venezuela where Cinerama deals
Actors Guild members. Lewis,
are pending
Maurice “Red” Silversteini, v.p. of Loew’s Interna¬
whose pic will come out under his
tional, to the Coast for a week of conference with/production chief
Mid-Continent Films banner, proriiSol C. Selgel on the production plans for pictures to be made by Metro
♦ ' As chairman of the company ises a slate of two or three features
in England* Spain and Germany for release in the country of origin.
pub-ad directors corinriittee of the annually if the first one develops
DOFF-ROONEY PROJECTS
Universal’s pUb-ad v.p. David A/Ltpton returned from Europe and
Motion Picture Assn, of America, into a boxoffice success. That it
stopped over in Gotham before Coasting . . . Robert Cohn, Columbia
Huddles
On
With
Metro
And
Charles
F. Simoneili is hailing the stands a good chance is likely from
studio exec, in N.Y. for several days of conferences with; prexy Abe
its modest $250,000 budget, what¬
Columbia for 1960 ;
Schneider on studio activities. Cohn, last surviving son of Jack Cohn,
efforts of Cary Grant in promoting ever its artistic merit. Deal has
is also expected to discuss his family’s stock position in the company
the motion picture industry during been worked out for Irwin Josephs’
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
. , . Metro pub-ad yeepiee Howard Stricklin? in from the Coast for
his tour on behalf of Metro’s Essanjay Films tv release for Midhonieoffice confabs. He arrived Monday (10) whem eastern publicity
Red Doff meets With Metro and
Continent.
manager:Dan Terrell returned from vacation / ;Vincente Minnelli,; out the. 1960 program of Fryman “North By. Northwest.”
Firm’s initial effort was scripted
accompanied by art director Preston Ames and assistant director Wil¬ Columbia execs tliis week to map
Citing an interview, as recorded
liam McGarry, in Goijiam on a pre-production siiiVeys for* Metrd’s Enterprises, indie film unit In by Allen M. Widem in The Hart¬ by Robert Abel, ex-20th-Fox* and
writer
of the current sci-fi pic,
film Version of “The Bells Are Ringing.”* , . Americo Abeaf, tfniveir- which ;heV partnered with. Mickey ford 'Times, Simoneili declared:. “I
“Giant Behemoth” for Allied Art¬
sai’s foreign general manager, off to Europe;. , ; Albert Zugsihith pro¬ Rooney. '
feel
that
when
an
important
star
ists.
Gordon
Weisenbora, a Niles
duced Uiiiversal’s “Written on the Wind” and not Ross ■ Hunter (di¬
To be discussed will be a fourrector) as erroneously indicated in-Variety.recently .
Arthur Krim feature .slate which will include of our industry like Grant takes lot staffer, will direct. Pic has 18
speaking
parts,
and while Lewis
and Robert Beniamin# president and aboard chairman respectively^ are three l»ix to star Rooney, and at upon himself this type of mission
so closely linked in the .pperations of United Artists that, a Motion Pie- this point .there’s no indication as of talking about, the future of our hopes to fill them with locals, he’s
not
ruling
out
the
possibility he
ture Assn, of America handout bad Krim listed as Benjamin Kxiih . ... to whether the program will be
Charles B. Mossi. president of B. S, Moss Theatres, on the Coast to divided.between studios or filmed; industry, he really succeeds in gett ■ may
- have
... to import a name
„ or. tw o
j ting a message right to the public | from ei*her the Coast or Broadway.
look pver new product for his Broadway, showcases-^the Criterion-and. for one.
Forum . v i Michael Mackay, film editor of Newsweek since 1957,: shifts tj . One of the properties involved ; and he should be commended by ; Lewis says his prime reason for
with his family next week to the mag’s -Los Angeles bureau to cover in the Fryman schedule is “Teth- | the industry press.
‘ undertaking production here is one
Hollywood, iy, pix and general . entertainment. ‘
ers End,”, mystery novel by Mar-1, Grant’s coriiments which aroused { ?f
pointtng out that a maHalsey Raines reporting from London: Sir Carol Reed will Interpo¬ gery AUingham, which will be ; simonelli’s enthusiasm Included:13or factor in Chicago s success as
late 10-day Salzburg holiday before resuming at Shepperton studios filmed in London.
^ . j “To my way of thinking the mo- a commercial-industrial film cen¬
to edit “Our Man In Havana”. . . Sir Alec Guinness will have minor’
Fryman’s next project is Plati- J tion. picture won’t be outdistanced tre has been the one of economy,
surgery, then go to States for a Dick Powell film. Noel Coward will be nuin High School/’ the last of j by existing leisure-tiine competi- enabling the town to compete with
in Switzerland a rhonth. Ernie Kovacs scatters to Hollywood where he’s three co-productions with Albert 4 tion—and I mean specifically such Hollywood’s and New York’s ex¬
due for Kim Novak’s “Strangers .When. W.e Meet” at Columbia. She Zugsmith, which rolls next; month {newcomers as television and the tensive facilities.
Ralph Richardson is back with the London legiter, “The Complainant at Metro. Doff just finished pro-^Lke—for the simple reason that
While conditions are generally
Lover” which will move to Broadway in midwinter.. . . Jo Morrdw ducing “The-Private Lives . of | thei;e is nothing, absolutely noth- favorable for production here, pro¬
went from the “Havana” film to Spain Where Charles Schneer is shoot-* Adam and^FIve,
ducers
haven’t always found the
co-production i ing,: that can outrankr the motion
Ing “Gulliver’s Travels.” Reed will have a soundtrack by a Cuban orch¬ with Zugsmith, for
Uni-. picture theatre in terms of:enter-. town’s officialdom as cooperative
* release by . TT’"
estra now in London,, i- Meanwhile Raines,.the far-wandering Amer¬ versal-InternationaL
as
they
might: wish. In the past.
tainment for enjoyment’s sake.
ican publicist, has a brief assignment in Ireland for United Artists in
.ul a even crews shooting pictures for
In the immediate future ahead, ,vari
federal agencies and deconnection with Robert Mitchum’S “A Terrible Beauty/’: .
Starting Sept. 1, Toe! News of Japan, on association with the. Asahl
hf
complained of minimal
TV News, will, provide Japanese theatres with a free. newsreel. It’s
!or no ‘official hospitality. And a
a promotion gimmick, arid: the. other Japanese Teels, are up^in-arms
mnrS i
w’''I current case in point is, the cold. . ; . Yal; Coleman is the new assistant publicity manager at United Ar¬
Mri Znro
! shoulder that greets location shootand, more importantly, the emerg- ;• „ for vrc-TV’s
Sanad” setists.: .
'■ '
'•
••
■
London, Aug. 4. j
Erlangeri’s college newspaper in Germany polled its student body
British Lion Films Ltd. grriup ■
’ contrast to the glad-handing on
on one of those “worst actors” polls and the choices were about 50-50 showed a loss of $429,250 last year, j lnt, spectatois.
“By this T mean the presence of /the Coast given to such teleshows
between German and Anglo-.U.S. selections, as follows: Romy Schnei¬ eoriipared with $994,000 in the year
der, Diana Dors,/Jayne Mansfield, Conny (Germany’s teenage starlet), ended March 31, .1958, after mak¬ rilation pictures not unlike Cine- \ as “Dragnet” and “The Lineup.”
Toni Sailer, Peter Kraus, Elvis Presley. ..
ing . .provision. . of $428,000 for ^ma/nd^Todd-AO: jherejn the | A11 the same, Lewis doesn’t anfeels ..himself
or ..herself
difficulty lti
in this
, .4
■ ■ . *j ticipate
uvipaic too
tw muchi
HiutiituiuituuY
iius
Joseph S. Hummel recuping at Divonne-les-Bains, a French spa in losses on films. The accounts of spectator ,4
Ains. until the end of this month and thetice to Mallorca, where the Shepperton Studios Ltd. weren’t very much, pgrt .irf the action on respect. Barring any serious trouconsolidated:
this
cc
upany.
showed
former Continental sales chieftain for Warner Bros, arid his^ wife, Le¬
I",ve5e?- the^' ^2 Me, he hopes to have his initialer
Viewing area will be: tremendous^ j wrapped up hy late October, with
a loss of $66,400.
ona, have built a house which is just nearing completion.
In his statement to stockholders, improved over easting elements. * reIease planned for sometime bePhil Gerard, Universal’s eastern publicity manager, to Europe to
the motion picture fore the year is out.
join..Mrs, (Lillian) Gerard, managing director of N.Y/s. Paris Theatre chairman Douglas Collins of Brit¬ Axchitecturally,
theatre
of the future will he un¬
....
. . . .' Joseline Kubitschek, president of Brazil, will attend the premiere ish Lion refers to operating econo- rivaled
mies effected. He declared that if riyaIed in
m any
any entertainment;
of Cinerama at the Comodore Theatre in Sap Paulo on: Aug. 14 . .
* RFRCFR NH PC TO
Karl E. Fasick, in charge of pub-advertising for Loew’s Boston Thea¬ current. productions prove on; Phase*
tres, is resigning on Sept. I- to engage in publie relations in the Bos¬ balance to be profitable, it may be! “And when we come down to t wL»IiUL«n^ lilbul IU
ATUTDITCC AUIA III717T
ton area. Lou Brown, for the; past 19 years pub-ad director of Loew’s- possible to avoid further, losses in •: the over^vital ingredient of story !
\( content, .1 don’t believe we’ve;
nl/UflLiJu UillU mLbi
Poli New England Theatres, will succeed to the Boston post and will future.
rnntinu^ fn
ennarvica . the:
tba promotion,
TLPnmnfinn of'the
nf
-.TLoew’s-Poli
nain’c'Dnli'.Thao^m*
the bottom; -yet. There. <j
Cincinnati, Aug u,
11
continue
to supervise
Theatres : .... >,4 Inj- his
. T capacity of Shepperton | scratched
.
.v.ti.uu.iatt,
Famous Players circuit of Canada has snared, exclusive “Ben-Hur” en- i
••
.C.°Urns ; is;greater accent on script:quality,; T
prominent Allied States
gagements for Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.
. . 1J5.®'!
leaders
are
emerging
from
retire!
repair and modernization program.1 necessary* thinking —of looking |®fdfrfsoca^e emerging from retirePaul Massie, star of Anthony Asquith’s “Orders to Kill,” on visit to ”
- - -‘
Ponfi^PP in th, ^ men (as spokesmen to appearand
; Ottawa, home burg, with his actress/bride Anne MacP&erson. His fath¬ He cited that Shepperton has been! ahead with confidence in the rue¬ spea’. at the Allied Ohio Valley
fully occupied since early June, i dium—is very much with us,”
er is a clergyman. Massie has been in two other British films, not yet
meeting here Sept. 15-16, Rube
released tins side: “Libel” with Olivia de Hari)land and “Sapphire.”
I Sher, chairman of the joint conOn return to England
next month he’ll, play Romeo on stage
.„
-__
u„0v in Lon
__
Allan Poe’s “The Gold Bug” gets a production start Sept. '21 • vention. revealed here this week.
don. Neither lie nor the Juliet nor the director, he says, have ever done 1
Benedict Bogeaus . . . Irving Pincus planning a theatrical feature ; Bennie Berepr of North rvotrat
Shakespeare;
Shakespeare: before.
| Of tv’s “The Real McCoy’s with Walter Brennan reenacting his video Allied^^and^SStimrflY an AllSS
Hug, Fregonese will direct:.Samuel Brohsten’a “Don Quixote” ■
and^’charles NU« of
Joari Staley, who finished a role in Universal’s “Spartacus,” carrie
east to test for one of the leads in “Pretty Boy Floyd/? which Derb
•ill be
turned
from
Loder is producing , . . Joan Selznick, Colnrnbia’s eastern talent execu¬
conventions in
tive, to the Coast for two weeks . . , Maria' Callas might inake her film, don: planning
return to .
on
the
reducing
craze-.
-—
.
.
.
Jerry
Bresler
will
take
“Gidget”
to
Hawaii
•
af,f{Vp
debut in a npnTsinging role aS a Greek partisan in Carl Foreman’s “The
participation in exhibitor
after he completes the Dick Clark starrer, “Because They’re Young." * - •
Guns of Navarone,” which Columbia will release.
. . /‘False Echo,” drama of the coal mines, will location in Harlan affairs, Sher said, is based on their
conviction that present industry
“Kitty, I Hardly Knew You,” \vas authored by oldtinte show busi¬ County, Ky. '
•'
ness press agent and script writer Edward McSorley. It’s his second
Jennifer West; young player under contract to. producer Jeiry Wald conditions “are so bad that the fu¬
novel and via Doubleday. Writer’s son is Lars McSorley* publicity chief at 20th-Fox, is appearing as Anne in the production of “Diary of Anne ture of the. independent motion pic¬
of Allied Artists in the east. .
Frank’.’ at the Southbury (Corin.) Playhouse . , . Teri Schwartz, nine- ture exhibitor is in grave danger.”
Sidney Carroll set to write 4he screenplay of Robert Rossfcn’s new year-old daughter of Fred Schwartz, prez of Distributors Corp. of ! Sher
also disclosed that Ted
.
film for. United Artists—“The Hustler.”, . , Metro has set 31 nation¬ America, won first place in an AAU: swim meet at Lake Placid. She got ]; Lewis will be the featured enterwide previews-to kick off “It Started With a Kiss/^ Debbie Reriiolds- a gold medal for beating out the rest; of her cage group in the 50-yard
a* the Beverly Hills Coun¬
Glenn Ford starrer, as its first major attraction for thO 1959-60 fiscal race ... A flotilla of Royal Navy ships will, visit key U.S. ports in con- try Club
^ for the convention night
year beginning Sept. 1. Sales chief Jack Byrne has already set exclu¬ rieetion with the American openings of 20th-Fox’s “Sink the Bismarck.” party.
sive Labor Day engagements in 123 situations.
Sailing up the St. Lawrence Seaway, the ships will become the first
The Allied Ohio Valley indoor
Bryna wound up six months of shooting on “Spartacus,” the $9,- foreign naval fleet vessels to anchor at Chicago, Detroit, Duluth and theatre convention is being jointly
000,000 spectacle ... Tiger Productions of Canada imported 15 Hol¬ Cleveland . . . Frank Capra and Mrs. Capra leave for Brazil Aug. 18 sponsored by the West Virginia,
lywood technicians for “Kirby’s Gander” to be shot in Alberta
*•. to address film confabs in Rio and Sao Paulo,
Indiana and Kentucky Allied units.

British lion’s $429^50
Loss Below Previous Yr,
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The Miraele of the Hills
(ihoKl of Drags! rtf*
(C’SCOPE)
Hollow
garage .and moves into' a haunted !
Inspirational western for Bible
house: tne haunt turns out to be¬
an actor left over from monster^ Belt market.
pictures. Tnere’s. also a feud wit he
Hollywood. Aug. 4.
a rival club and - some nominal;;
20th-Fox release of. Associated Proromances.
. . .
j"I ducers
production. Stars Rex Reason. Nan
The adolcccent
--- - market
- at which Leslie. Betty Loti Gerson. Feature's Theona
_
aimed will charge it off; Bryant. Charles Amt,- Jay. North. June
the
him'
..
" ...f-.n ;*...*,«♦«• Hut fVia
Vincent, Paul Wexler, Ken Mayer, Kelton

as an ‘-LLlt inanitv. but the ju\es
f;ajWJ0d> Claire Carleton. Tom Daly.
Will probably Cllg some Of the mUy Tracy Stratford. Gil :Smith. ' Lj Stanford.'
cu>‘i1
which are unsub-r Jolley, Gene. Roth, Gene. (ollins, Cecil

^rtSf^pIa^VAnKli
International
Records:
“Charge.”!
Tvi’ri * “fiei'nnftmn »»;.
nm.n.
U e r ono.m 0 . jj,
Tongue
Tieci
and
He S
My;,
•hich are
are catchy
patfhv!
Guv.” some of which

Paul Landres; screenplay, Charles Hoffman: editor, Betty Steinberg:..camera;
Flovti Crosby; music. Paul Sawtell. Bert
Shelter; art- director, .Lyle. ft.. Wheeler.
John Mansbridge.:Previewed at the studio,
July 29. ’59. Running time, 73 MINS.
and liave the right beat
■
ScdttMaeauie^
~
Rex. Reason
........ Theona Bryant
In this case It S Virtually imposT: Alison Wingate
___ __
Jay Norlh
sible to assess individual actors! Davey Leonard
__v" Gilbert Smith
since the script is so poor and the- i^urie i.eonnrd . Tracy Stratford
. Gene Roth
directing so perfunctory. The edit-* sheriff Crane . .; J.
I. Stanford Jolley
ing is choppy and abrupt 'but. it*#
Gene Collins
unlikely that this is the editors^ «eth Jones .7."
Kelton Garwood
.......
Paul Wexler
responsibility. Otherwise the tech-p! Sam Jones
....... Kenneth Mayer
nieal side is satisfactory. Whoever
Leonard'* .:,. June Vincent
Pat O’Hara
got some of the props together' Lucky
Tom. Daly
(e.g.. the Thinking Hotrod) prob-i*
Cecil Elliott
Charles Amt
....... Claire Carleton
■Sally
....... .
Nan Leslie
j - Joanne Tashman
... . Betty Lou Gerson
Kate Peacock.
Thai Kind of Woman I■ Harry.-.-...
. Vincent Townsend Jr.

Sophia Loren and Tab Hunter \ “The Miracle of the Hills*’ is a
in Big City romance. Only > budget inspirational western made
j with the “Bible Belt” primarily;
mild b.o. indicated.
• -; | in mind. However. iCs good enough
Hollywood. Aug. 6.

j; ■ not only to do well in that, market
blit also to fill programs in more

Paramount release of a Carlo Pont!Marcello Girosi production. Stars Sophia
Loren and Tab Hunter; co-stars Jack
Warden. Barbara Nichols. Keenan Wynn, .
George Sanders.
Directed by Sidney
Lumet.
Screenplay, Walter Bernstein, ,
based on a story by Robert Lowry: cam-J
era, Boris Kaufman;
editor;
Howard i
Smith: music, Damele Amfitheatrof. Pre- *
viewed at the Fox Wilshire Theatre Aug.
6. ’59. Running time. 92 MINS.
KaySophia Loren
Red
• • xTa^
IKelly.
Barbara
N'fchoii
Jane .
Harry Corw:
Keenan * Wynh
The Man
George Sanders:

cnr.i1:t.ti„a*Ari
afirmc
Sophisticated Situations.

Rex Reason portrays a nigged
Episcopal minister who takes over
a rtm rfmvn naricli in » irpctpm
a run-uOWn pap.isn in. a western
mining town during the 1880?. A
former prostitute 'limned by Betty
Lou Gerson* has inherited the
town’s only means of livelihood,
an anthracite coal mine. and. motivated by verigeance. has become
the town’s malevolent despot.
- xhe preacher alternately fights?.
. , ' , i . for improvements and defends the
Despite several brilliant touches; mjne owner against a mob. Ulti“That Kind of Woman” is not sat- mately. she has a change of heart
isfactorv film drama. The Carld when three lovable children, whom:
Ponti-Marcello Girosi production her vengeance has indirectly or_„ .
._,,
,
phaned, are trapped in a mine
**?»! !° >‘lde aIon.S.the.
flood. The "miracle- is the chilonly inirequehtly slicing into what dren’s rescue w lien an earthquake
could be an interesting relation- unjams a safety door w hich closes,
ship between an idealistic voung causing the water to subside.
_.
Thenumeroussideplotsande.plman and another man a nnstress: fodes r„ciude the minister's lo"e
It has Sophia Loren and Tab interest with a nice dancenail girl.
Hunter for marquee bait, but, in* warmly portrayed by. Xan Leslie;
all. the Paramount pic’s salable ele- the-death of the children’s w idowed
ments are questionable.
i
mother, played with stark realism
,
■ _ *
.
; bv June Vincent: reformation, of
Dneetor Sidney Lumet is re- the town drunk -Charles Arnt= and
f°r
th*. n‘)?e:: of the town bullies -KeUon Garworthv snadmgs m That Kind of wood. Paul Wexler and Gene Col2? i‘in- £ and hls direction of mdi- Tins, all of whom do well.;
» v? Cnves ~ Particularly
Miss Gerson, a vet trouper, turns
fboa!.d ® k tv’ Tv.°nk«b0UDd ^r?1?’vr. in her customarily strong characAuv?’r f
?ern4Luin f terizatipn and numerous bit playLowTvP!SitafnCa iff?b;i- ?obert ers are given chances to .shine in
well
+g
.imaginatively conceived roles. Reavokinr vjIupc
tb®u«’bt-P1'(?' son’s
natural
portrayal
comes
SdS WAt' True

acrof-5

Char,eS. HQff-

makipg'’°nS
^
‘Hunter is a voung ^3) n-tr» ’ bn?ht diaIog aITd the morality, play
trooner about to* sro
neatness to which, the screenplay
S5^wS-fdI*Ab'otldS is ta,ed is modified by Hoftein's
takin^ him for a last visft
intelligent and gutsy character conmeet? Sophia Lorem^aS «o,ic
Theoaa Bryan, does well
female heing kept bv a wealthy aSrlbe 1ilecen i T
j
.
New Yorker. He falls‘in love with K P^ctor Paul Landres. assisted
her. and. despite her attempts to b>’ cinematographer Floyd Crosby,
dismiss him, he stavs around long bas , Pr0Vlded some nice extra
enough to win her‘love. The ultf \°uches , ' e.g. . a grave ■ digger
mate conflict pits the luxurv of her buma^el> pauses until the belife as a mistress, against the love reaved. is out of view) which are
she would enjov with Hunter uncommon in pictures of this
While her decision to forsake budget; leveL Producer. Richard
riches and go with Hunter seenis Lyons makes Tull .use^.°-f the facilitoo pat, there would have been no ties of the 20th-F.ox lot to pack a
story—only an episode—had she
of production value onto the
remained.
;
screen, helped by first-rate art diMiss Loren is quite good esce
rection by Lyle R. Wheeler, and
cially in her more sensitive scenes John Mansbridge. It’s w elded tobut Hunter does little more than' Rether neatly by editor. . Betty
gazingly look hurt. Highlight of Steinberg.
Glen.
the picture undisputedlv is Jack!
---Warden. As a scheming G.T., whose
Yellowstone Kellv
battle wounds crop up at propitious
(COLOR)
intervals, he is responsible for the
film’s most amusing moments and,!
Television names in a wellfor that matter.. its best drama!!
made western melier add up
Barbara Nichols plays what could l
to good prospects.
be termed a second-team mistress, s
“a good
to
m time
uxne that
mar no one wants to.
marry.” and
^..
and her feelings
create |!a :
Hollywood, Aug. 7.
Warner Bros., production and. release.
sympathetic
ithetie
portrayal.
Keenan
Wynn is fine and suitably cold as Stars j;15"1 Walker. Edd Byrnes. John
Ar,- »_ J.A ,-- : ■ ■
coAcl
Russell; features Ray Dantoru Andra-

Maas: Smart For
U.S. in Japan To
Use Foreign Pix

Chuck ...
Chris Robinson
....... Wendy Wilde
Gina ..
Louise Arthur
Mrs. Lewis .
......
Barney Biro.
Mr. Lewis ..
Richard Gering
Richie ......
- Peggy Miller
Patty ......
Dancer . .....
...... .Elvira Corona
Okay fantasy spoof, for family
.......: Clark Alan
Guitarist ...
..'..... Joan Connors
Madge ......
and children’s market starring
Tony .......
........ . Al Laurie
the late .Lou Costello*
Beatnik ;..,.,
...... Glenn Hughes
Dodie .rake.
Beatnik ... . .
........ Lili Rosson :
, Lydia ..
.-■■■. HolUxyood, Aug. 6. !: ! Verna ......
, . . Luree Niihplson ;
Columbia . Pictures release of a D.R.BJ •Jerry
... Loretta Nicholson
production; Stars Lou Costello; co-stars ' Edie
Laura
Nicholson. j
_
Dorothy Provine. - Gale
Gordon;
with ! Policemen..John Hart, John Garrett, [
Jimmy. Conlin, Robert. Burton, Lenny •
.
- Don Hix
Kent. Charles Lane, Will WrighL' Ruth Truck Driver : ....... Larry Shuttleworth ;
Perrotr: Producer. Lewis J..: Rachmil. Wife- of Truck river-. . . .Gloria Victor j
Director. Sidney Miller; screenplay, Row'
land Barber and -Arthur Ross based on a
story by Lawrence L.. Goldman: editor,.
... Producer-director Burt Topper’s
A1 Clark: camera. Frank G. Carson; music,
Raoul. Kraushaar:' art, director, WiUiam “Diary of a High School Bride” i
Flannery. Previewed at the Iris-Theatre,
Is an exploitable item aimed at .
Hollywood, July 31. '59. Running time,
drawing the femme teenage market. j
75 MINS.
Artie Pinsetter . . .V.....
Lou Costello Packaged! with “Ghost of Dragstripi
Emmy Lou Raven.;. Dorothy Provine
Raven Rossiter
.."..... Gale Gordon Hollow” as a sop to the male side, |
Magruder
............ Jimmy Conlin “Diary” will go as far as its ad¬
.Stanford Bates .
Charles Lane
First General . ........... Robert Burton vertising campaign pushes it.
There’s a pious note in the openPentagon General-- Will Wright
Sergeant
. .y.. /... .Lenny Kent in g titles which asserts that the
Aunt May -—/ Ruth Perrott
Bill Burton
----V . -Peter Leeds producers intend to. elaborate on
Bank Manager --- Robert Nichols an urgent social problem, ■ high
Jackie'.Delaney
: Veola Vonnschool marriages! Since the film is
Pilot
Jack -Straw

X'ite *10 Foot Bride of
Fondv Rock

“The. 30 Foot Bride of Gandy
Rock”, is a mildly airnusing fantasy
spoof which .stars tlie late .Lou
Costello. It should .strengthen dou¬
ble bills; and do .best in "drive-ins
and at children’s, matinees.
Costello plays a
somewhat
straighter role than When he. was
paired with Bud Abbott in that
long, successful series of pix in
which they met nearly every villain
frbm Captain.Kidd to The Mummy.
the ladies escort, and George Sail- Martin, Claude Akins, Rhodes Reason,
Instead of the. sober-faced! Ab¬
ders is his suave self as “The Man”’
v»nson* Warren Oates. Directed
bott, he has- a thinking machine
Boris Kaufman’s photography jis kennedy>9nfroin>Uhook . trv^ Clal^ FiSheL; named “Max”, which looks like a
outstanding, and the use that he ciim?ra' Carl Guthrie: music.' Howard bird: cage in a. pepper mill, arid
editor. William Ziegler, PreAcademy Awards Theatre, when the going gets tough he calls
of th(“ir
time, for Max instead of the farriiliar
New
xork locations m.asaiieextraordiBeverly Hills, July 28,'59; Running
nary. From a technical noint hf
: •_
“Ab-buuht:”
Clint 'Walker
view, the film rings audibly true, Anse . .....
Edward Byrnes
Despite the. fact that trie joke:,
. John Russell around which the. story revolves is
and first-rate assists come from GaI1 .-■
Ray Danton
fine editing by Howard Smith, top . seSnt ‘ "
; Claude Akins “What does a man. dp with a 30sound by James Gleason and Mai. Towns*
Rhodes Reason foot-tall
bride?’’ the picture is
. Andra Martin
Charles Grenzbach, realistic art di- wahieeah-..
Gary . Vinson family entertainment, children in¬
rection by Hal Pereira and Roland corpora!
Warren Oates cluded, sirice the picture. is dorie
Anderson and an Interesting muHi- .
in good taste.
cal score by Daniele Amfitheatrof.)
Kelly”
-t—r-, “Yellowstone
---—is
a wellCostello portrays Artie, the rub¬
Ron;;
made western with. three top tele- bish collector in the town of Candy

LTet

Wednesday, August 12, 1959

vision names as; boxoffice bait:! Rock, Except for Artie’s business,
Clint ‘’Cheyenne’^. W’alker, John the town’s entirely owned by . a
“Lawman”
Russell
and
Edd humorously despotic gubernatorial
“Kookie” Byrnes of *’77 Sunset, candidate named Uncle Raven
Strip.” Byrnes in. particular has (Gale Gordon). Artie, of eodrse,
developed a following among teen-, love’s Raven’s niece, Emmy Lou,,
agers, a fact w^hich. should help the portrayed by Dorothy Provine,
picture, ..
Artie, with the help of a photo¬
The story, although, somewhat graphic memory, is a self-taught,
unusual, is not distinguished, and scientist and his invention. Max,
the film is. compounded of elements should be able, to do practically
familiar on television. Indeed, the anything, except, that it has Artie’s
picture must face .competition from ; confused, personality. .
.
orre. or another, of the three prin7 i. -Wheh Emmy Lou ln’explieably-rWith other foreign pictures mak- .
cipals.on ABCrTV. on Fridayv Sun¬ there’s some nonsense about a mys¬ ing . quite a splash iii the Japanese
day and Monday nights.
terious cave-—grows to phenomenal market," the U.: S., companies have
. The * added factor. oh which , the height, the machine’s too confused
picture^ successJargely depends is . to help. Misunderstanding Artie's before, them.; a; recommendation
the .feature filming art itself, for ' explanation that Emimy Lou is | from living Maas to take on more
-Warner Bros, and director Gordon. .: “bigger,” Uncle Raven orders him
Douglas have lbaded this picture / to marry the girl,' which he gladly ; nort-Airierican product for release ,
j in Japan/ . The Far East supervisor
with . craftsmanship nt every, de¬ ' does.
partment; and displayed the;-three j Before Max gets unconfused and ! for the Motion Picture Export Assn.
tv heroes, in ; a production ffame- • gets Emmy Lou back to the proper ■ said last week that the freeing of
work not approachable iri telefilm¬ [ size for a bride,, the girl frightenS ! European ciirirencies would make
ing. Boxoffice response to this pic¬ ; the town, attracts a farcical, mili- it ea.sigr for the Yank outfits to
ture .wi 11 provide inore data on the.1 tary action against herself and gen¬ ! handle French, Italian, German or.
question of whether, stars devel¬ erally is. the subject of. various i other films in Japari.
oped in tel.eseries can draw paying photographic .stunts. Artie, mean¬ i For 1959-60, the Japanese have
.customers on the strength of their time,
through a number of ! handed: 98. licenses to the nine
names rather than the tv charac¬ fairly goes
funny slapstick maneuvers ; member companies of : iVIPEA.
ters they portray. It’s a good bet
[ There are ■-global” rather than nato
protect
his
little woman!
that they will, especially in this
. The . photographic effects are Itional iieenses. arid therefore can
combination.
■ .
i
he applied to any picture; regardr
satisfactory,
the
screenplay’s
pretty
The story- concerns a fabled fiir
trapper, Kelly, who !is oh good; well organized, direction and sup¬ t less of origin. However, the Japa¬
porting.
thesping
is
adequate.
Miss
nese
do not qualify a film , under
terms . with . the Sioux. Indians. He;
refuses to help the U.S:. Cavalry’s: Provine and Gale Gordon provide I the dollar remittance unless ,it’»
punitive expedition of,.. 1876 but! strong support and Costello comes ; eithei^ American or is: substantially,,
ultimately has to help the arrogant across with his usually-competent ; American-owned in terms of the
White men after they have been- performance, one -w hich will please . production investment in it.
trounced by tire.righteous red men.' the fans who will be catching ,the : Thus Paramount Pictures will be
. Kelly and; his. tenderfoot helper' last glimpse of him.
; able to bring in “The; TempestThe film is technically slick but j under the U. S. quota, -but .another
also become involved in the at¬
tempts of a non-Sioux Indian girl i orie is left wondering what “Won- [distributor couldn’t pick up an Itato escape from her Sioux captors. derama and Mattascope” are. Pre¬ ; li'an picture import it into Japan
At fadebut. the chief who loves? sumably a matte process is used for to bolster its own sked, and then
thie. girl, lets Kelly' have her. after; , the trick shots. Whatever it is, it ; expect dollars. Paramount eppren
a cruel; brave: also a suitor, has; ^ produces no new. and startling ef- | duced “The Tempest.” Since the
killed Kelly's helper and: has, in? i fects and it evidently isn’t adapt- I licenses are global, any U. S. dis. able to a point where direct contact
turn, bebn killed by Kelly;
Director Douglas .moves tire story; / between monster and normai-sized ! tributor can import a film from
along: with a speed, sufficient tp! j persons is possible—a minus fac^ i anywhere, provided he's willing, to
cover up weak plot points, and ex-; : tor—but the present production. j. take payment in the currency, of
tracts some solid . characterizations; ' didn’t need this particular effect. the country of origin.
Maas’ view is that the companies
-.
Glen..
not implicit in the script: Walker,;
would do well to diversify their
as Kelly the trapper, is a laconic,:
lineup in Japan to make : it more ..
gargantuan woodsman; Russell. is:
a magnetically powerful and be¬ Diarv of a High School international. He believes that.
lievable chief; Ray; Dantotfs ar
With the easing of European re¬
Bride
handsome swine of a brave; Andra
strictions, payment in Italian or
Martin is fetchingly and helplessly
French
or British;. currencies
Good bet melier ; aimed at
lovely as the Indian girl, and;
wouldn’t constitute . hardship. On
femme
teenagers.
Exploits
Byrnes, although he’s not “kookie,the other hand, the success of some
rather than illuminates boyenlists sympathy as the tenderfoot.;
girl marriages.
J
of the French and Italian pix in
Excitinsiy staged action scenes!
• JapOn proves that a socko. Frerich
flow* rapidly past Carl . Guthrie’s
Hollywood, Aug- 8.
•
-'exploitation
'.entry- may at times be
alert color camera: and editor Wil¬
American International release of Burt
liam Ziegler, by using multiple i Topper production. Stars Anita Sands, fmore desirable than a run-of-theFoster, Chris Robinson;
with mill American picture.
lap dissoives, has melded the foot¬ 1 Ronald
Wendy Wilde, Louise Arthur, Barney
age into a slickly finished whole.; Biro, Richard Gering, Peggy Miller, Elvira ! All this, is in addition to the
Corona, Clark Alan, Joan Connors, A1 fact, that the percentage of U. S.
Firm thesping support' is provided Laurie,
Hughes, Dodle Drake. Dili screentime in Japan is definitely;
by Claude Akins. Rhodes Reason, Rosson, Glenn
Luree Nicholson. Loretta Nichol¬
Gary Vinson aiid Warren Oates- son. Laura Nicholson,' John Hart.. John • down'..'.
Gar.reit, Dpn Hix, Larry Shuttleworih,
The picture gets strong assists.fromi i Gloria
Japan is becoming a doubleVictor:. Producer-director, Burt
Stanley Fleischer’s art direction, i Topper; screenplay,. Topper, Mark and. feature country in many of the
Lowell; editor, Richard Sampson; ; general release situations.
Howard Jackson’s music... M,: A, ' Jan
The camera, Gil Warrenton; music, -Ronald
Merrick's sound.. Marjorie Best’si : Stein;
art direction. Dan Haller. Pre- i theatres insist on two new. Amercostumes and Gordon Ban’s maker : viewed at .Stanley Warner Building pro¬ \Jean films on the double bills, and
room, July 31. '59. Running time,
up 'particularly in regard to Rus¬ jection
. several of the Y'arik outfits have
72 MINS.
- - - ■
sell’1. :
..
J-:.
Glen. '"■<Judy .Anita Sands
agreed to this. .
Steve ........:. Ronald Foster

[ BRITISH PIX WEEKS .
SET FOR 2 RED CITIES
London! Aug. ,11.
Additional to the British Film
Week that’s, skedded. to being in
IMoscoW Oct. 20,. similar . weeks
have been lined up subsequently
for Leningrad and Kiev. Pix to be
shown, subtitled, in Russian, ai'e
“Richard III,1” “Woman Iri '..Dress-.
ing Gown,” “Horse’s Mouth,” “Im¬
portance of Being Earnest” “Genevieve.” “Geordie” and “Oliver
Twist.”: .
The British weeks are divorced.
from the current Moscow Film Fest,
But Colan Mac Arthur arid R, M. D. .
Odgers, nianagirig direct®: and
general manager respectively of J.
Arthur Rank (Overseas) Ltd., who
flew out to the festival Sunday ffl),
will probably finalize arrangements
for the presentation in Octcfber of
the Rank trio of pix—“Genevieve,”
“Earnest’’ and "Oliver Twist.” .
Reciprocal Russian, -film weeks
are being lined up in Britain, with
the first set; to start Sept. 21 at.
the Curzon, London.
.'

designed to cash in on this problem
rather than to clarify it, the cl a Uri
is pretentious.
The story, which; follows The [
tried-and-true pattern of “true” i
confession romance mags, has two
principle lines: a minor- one,, in
which, the parents of a 17-year-old in her screen debut by. Chris Robr
bride try to alienate her affection inson who portrays with genuine
for her husband, aged 24, by giving menace the athlete-son of a Holly-:
the couple gifts which the hus¬ wood studio owner and by: Ronald
band’s pride prohibits him from Foster .who portrays with, becom¬
accepting; causing a quarrel; arid ing naturalness the girl’s husband. .
the major story line, in which the
Most adults will find the picture
girl’s former beau maliciously tries dreary and trite, but the very overa number of tricks to separate the siiriplicity of the screenplay: will
couple. The jilted boyfriend is appeal to t h e. target market. .:
accidentally killed during a rape There’s also, an excellent fight
attempt on the girl and the pair, scene and a fairly good chase .
which had been briefly separated, sequence filmed with Amco Studios,
is reunited.
as the background,
The screenplay doesn’t add any
Tony Casanova’s singing of.
substance to the story , since the “Diary of a High School . Bride’’
characterizations are two-dimen¬ and “When I. Say Bye Bye” should
sional and the dialog is shallow. prove reciprocally valuable to both
The happy surprise is that iq picture and record,
Anita Sands AIP has a lovely,
Technical work is satisfactory
warm, young actress, who With for a picture of this type and sup¬
proper grooming may develop into porting players are adequate! *
a. boxoffice attraction. She’s; aided 1
•
Glen,

San Sebastian, Pula Fests
Continued from, page 8 ;

las the big. attraction. Filin is a
SMRTVSedls
welcome departure from the abun¬
wind up a cops-and-robbers .pro¬ ' dance
of war and partisan pix still
duction.
An avid reader of. western pulp; produced , around here. This rates,
at
least
for Yugo and Czech tastes,
the hero irks his fellow jockeys by
pretending lie is the original Bea¬ as top entertainment. Since there’s
a
good
deal of rhythmical music
ver Kid. Determined to discourage
his prairie pipe dream, they stage along with a number of nice gags
a mock outlaw raid. In the course in this film,: latter may. interest
of extended horseplay, the farm some foreign buyers; The Vlaclia
paymaster .is- killed and payroif orch deserves praise. Technical
. Hans.
looted. Early reels have some credits are. okay.
amusingly foolish moments and a
. scent of adolescent : charm, best
.Vizalla
expressed by the young leads.
(The False Passport)
Otherwise,, no outstanding quali¬
(YUGOSLAVIA)
ties except the above-average ex¬
Pula, Aug. 4.
terior color.
Werb.
Vardar (Skopje) production; Directed by
France .Stiglic. With Ilija Dzu\-alekdvski,
Slobodan Perovic, Metka Ocvirk, Aeo
Jovanovski. Screenplay. SlaVko JanevskI;
camera, Br; '
”
’ "--Adamic. At
101 Mills

Ari >© Maehi Xo Maria
(Ragpickers’ Angel?
(JAPANESE-COLOR)
San Sebastian, Aug. -4.

. ■ Shochlku tKiyoshi; Taiamtira) ■-Co; Ltd.
(Tokyo) production and release. Stars
Kakuko Chino, Shizue Natsykawa, Shipji
Namzara, Fumio Watanable, Shujl Sano.
Directed by Heinosuke Gosho. Screenplay
by Keiji Hasebe. At San Sebastian Film
Fest. Running time, 110 MINS.

France Stiglic, creator of wellremembered ; film,
“Valley
of
Peace,” domes along with another
interesting pie which may be given
some exploitation chances despite
the fact that it’s a far cry from
being a great production.
Subject guarantees some amount
of suspense; but the drawbacks are
too-much talk and dull moments.
The most interesting part about
this is the camerawork. There are
seme unusually impressive shots.
Acting is fine.
Pic calls . itself . a contemporary
psychological drama about men
who attempt to make some easy
money via smuggling narcotics
over the border. A routine love
story is woven in. . The evildoers
are arrested as the climax.

Film closely follows the real life
Story of Maria Isabel Kitahara,
daughter of a Japanese university
professor, who was converted by
Spanish Basque nuns. Her mis¬
sionary zeal among.the slum dwell¬
ers outside Tokyo inspired Toro
Matsui's book on which the script
is based.
Contrast in movement between
the porcelain-like missionary sans
habit and the primitive energy of
junk scavengers living on the
fringe of extinction, gives the film
an unreal quality that defies sus¬
tained
interest. Maria’s long,
"drawn-out illness and Ultimate
sacrifice might be reminiscent of
Kabuki legit but pace is taxing on
audience.
Afgacolor. tints and lensing
. Aigacuiui

Hans.

Dubrovsky
(YUGO-ITALIAN)
(COLOR-TOTALSCOPE)
■
t, i
Al -

a

_ _. ____.fesperla
Film (Rome) co*production. Stars John
Forsythe. Rossana Schiaffino;. features
Wiliam Dieterle; Jan Sid,. Paul Dahlke.;
Directed by William Dieterle. Screenplay,
Akos Tolriy’ and De Sanchis, after novel
by A.- S. Pushkin; camera (Eastmancolor),
Aldo Gordani; music. Carlo RusceUi. At
Pula Film Festival. Running time,
MINS.

_ possible for special religiose
.slotting, if substantially pruned.
Werb..

Proeesado 1*040
(Prisoner 1,040)
(ARGENTINA)
San Sebastian,
Aug. 4:
mm
Disappointing costume advenArgentina
Soho
Film
production
(Buenos Aires). ’star^Narciso
Stars Narciso “"ibariez
Ibanez ture yarn adapted from Pushkin’s
Nenta, Waller vidarte; co-stars Aiicja novel Of same name. Direction folBellati. Tito ^Alonso, Carlos
'
Jbsefa' Golder; Bdtto^iai^la^pir ec^I! }0WS fiie^OSt. old-fashioned patRuben Cavallotti. Screenplay, Wilfredo tem. It S disappointing to see that
Jimenez from^book by
■£** ' William Dieterle is responsible
ar»°^ton ram"1®:! for this. Not Svea the mass scenes
Running time. «s mins; .
i which he once knew how to handle
1 so masterly come off.
Merit of this entry Is its appeal
Commercially, the title and cast,
for discernment in the: administra-r / headed by American John Fortion of justice. To accent this, j sytheJand beautiful Rossana Schiscreenwriter Jimenez; has con- j affino. may stir sonie interest,
trived situations beyond credulity I Dieterle enacts the role of Kirila
—taking a lovable old man from j Petrovitch, the unscrupulous ownhis pearl wedding party and al-; er of the PokroskOe estate, with
most drowning him in the quag- - hardly impressive results. Support
mire of law and penal institutions. ■ is adequate. Color photography
Fortunate coincidence in the' occasionally is an advantage, .
prison sequences, pairs this pillarHans. '
of condemned innocence; with a i
—-—
crafty young delinquent. Little! V|. .
Actflin AiVnppng
Fox, who saves dad from the long-> vr*!a ”sfa,“ VIV>re“a
est sentence ever imposed for a ; : (The Dow Remains Open)
misdemeanor. Walter Vidarte j
(YUGOSLAVIAN).
fJftT5
into
a standout performance. .
Others play it much too broadly, <

Bosna Film production?-With URadomir
Vergovic.MilenaDrSivic.Teodora ArsenoVic. Directed by. Franiisek Cap. • Screen! plav, Vladimir PaskaljeVic; camera, Janez
■ • •
Kalisiiik: music, Borut Lesjak. At Pula
--j Film Fest. Running time, 9*MINS.

Wprh

Xoei I.Tutra
(virWo

;• } ’ - .
■
• This film benefitsmainly from

(VUCOSLAVJAN^^ 4

j F^n“cdipeCone

Bosna Film (Serajewo> pro’ducUon. With experienced
creators of YugoMarija Kohn. viastimir stoiijkpvic. MUan.lslavia, His handling.of the players
•Srdoc.- ■ 'Directed . bj" Pjer Majhroyski. | jc finp Plot isn’t eXactlv excitinp
.Screenplay,
Mesa
SeUmovic;
camera, ;
?
stevo Landim. At -Pula Film Fest. Run-., and occasionally is thin, but he

Not much rings true in this parr
tisan picture. Put the blame on a
hardly • convincing story , and. old
hat character portrayals. If there’s
much suspense it’s because of a
partly impressive camera-work.
Story 'sees the commander of a
partisan group falling .into the
hands of the Germans. A number
of partisans, disguised as German
soldiers, set . out to free their com¬
mander. But they arrive too late
the commander has been shot.
Unquestionably, a lot of energy
and . ambition = was put into this
production, yet it looks as though
the right technicians weren’t at
Work here.
: Hans. : :
.

Zveztfa Pataje Na Jug
(The Star Goes to the South) :
(YUGOSLAV-CZECH-COLOR)
Pula, Aug. 4.

-Lovcen Film (Budva) and Barandova
. (Prague) production. With Gordana Miletic, Rudolf - Hruscinski, . Joza Gregorui.
Directed- by OldriK Lipski. Screenplay.
Jirzi Sila and. Lipski; camera, Ferdinand
Pecenka; music, Jirzi Baur. At Pula Film
Fest. Running tune, 93 MINS.
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[makes the most of it. This wellmade production has export possi¬
bilities.
Yarn touches the lost youth
problem. A young lad, who lost his:
parents during the war, gets into
bad company and becomes a crook.
He’s put info jail but escapes. He
intends to continue his criminal
life, and sneaks into a family home
with the aim of robbing. The fam¬
ily’s care, devotion and love for
him mend his wavs. Film’s techni¬
cal credits are fully satisfactory.
Hans.

Votar Je Stao Pred Zoru
(The Wind Stops Blowing)
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
Pula, Aug. 4.
Avails Film. (Belgrade) production. With
Steven ■ Stukelja, 'Radmila
Radovanic.
Branko Plesa, Directed, by . Rados Novakovic. Screenplay, Aleksander Vuco; camera,
Nenad Jovieic. At Pula Film Fest. Run¬
ning Unie; 102 MINS:

Avala Film, top producing outfit
in Titoland. contributed four pix
to this year’s Pula fete and each
of them dealt with war (mostly
Partisan) subjects. This partisan
pic is of better quality although
A harmless East European musi¬ also being very, much on the cliche
cal. made by Titoland’s Lovcen side.
Film in conjunction with the Czech ; Imaginative lensing is a definite
Barandova outfit. It has the Karel. plus.
_ ___
,0__
Also the __
acting
comes up to
Vlaclia orch, top band in the CSR, fine standards. Direction Is okay.

19

Say Japan Dollar Situation Fine,
No Need For Film Coin 'Loans9
-4* The American film companies,
average. IFs a mixture of several for the first time in several years,
different film categories, but well will strenuously oppose another
done and very interesting at the loan to Japanese industry as a
start. Screenplay is overloaded
with situations but director Vladi¬ means of thawing their blocked
mir Pogacic manages to give it an funds in Japan. About $7,200,000
entertaining slai.*" combined with are currently accrued to the U.S.
enough depth to cause the viewer
TrI Cetvrtine Sanea
film companies in their non-resi-.
to think.
(Three Quarters of A Sun)
It’s the story pf. a young mar¬ dent accounts in Japan.
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
riage. Tim egoism of the husband 0 Question of how to get that
Pula, Aug. 4.
drives the wife, to death. Technical
Trjglav Film - (Ljubljana) production:
money out will be topmost on the
With Bert Sotlar. Pero Kvrgic, Nikola credits are adequate. Though not
Popovic, Antun Vrdoljak. Directed by much for export, film deserves a agenda of Irving Maas, the Motion
Joze Babie. Screenplay, -Leopold Zahala;
good
classification.
Hans.
..
Picture Export Assn. v.p. in charge
camera, Rudl Vavpotic;. music, Bajon
Adamic. At Pula Filin Fest. Running time,
of the Far East. Maas is skeeded
91 MINS.
Pogon B
to return to his Tokyo head¬
This deals with people, who re¬
'(Factory B)
quarters Friday (14). He said last
turn. from Nazi concentration
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
week that the Japanese so far had
camps after the last World War.
Pula, Aug. 4.
not
put forward any proposals on
Pic is based on human interest ma¬ •. Ufus (Belgrade) production: Directed by
Vojislav Nano vie. With Parle Vujlsic, what was to be done about the
terial but suffers from slow-paced Dragan
Lakcvic, Milivoje Zivanovic.'Desa coin.
direction and . sketchy character Betic. Screenplay, Vojislav Nanovic;
music. V. Simic; camera, Milorad Marko¬
portrayals;
On three occasions in the past,
At Pula Film Fest. Running lime,
This basically interesting : plot vic.
large sums of similarly blocked
109 MINS.
could have been exploited to much
monies were loaned to Japanese
better, advantage. In its present
Okay meller centering around hydro-electric development out¬
form, film has only. sliin export
fits, with repayment over a period
chances. Technical credits are fine. the search for oil. Until latter is of years guaranteed (in dollars) by
found,
there are the usual familiar the Japanese government. In ad¬
Hans.
complications and situations min¬ dition, large amounts were freed
Pukoiina Raf a
gled with substantial comedy relief. for remittance at the official rate
Latter comes on account of Palve as an incentive for the loan. The
(Heaven Without Love)
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
Vujisic, a beardy driller called three loans negotiated by Maas
Pula, Aug. 4.
“Caracas,”
who
received
his so far have amounted to around
Jadran Film (Zagreb) production. With drilling experience in America.
$40,000,000, of which half was re¬
Ljubica
Jovic,
Milan
Puzic.
Severin
Pic found a receptive (domestic) mitted direct. In 1959 alone, the
Bijelic. Directed by Vladimir Pogacic,
Screenplay, Pogacic, Milan Tutorov; cam¬ audience here, and will probably
era, MOorad Markovic; music,' Bojau loom as a satisfactory b.o, con¬ companies will be getting about
Adamic: At Pula Film: Feat. Running time,'
tender at home. For western re¬ $2,000,000 in loan repayments.
1H MINS.
The companies, briefed by Maas
lease, it’s somewhat dull and overJadran Film, producer of ‘‘Train long. Direction and script reach In recent weeks, take the view
Without Time-Table,” here has a only fair standards. Technical cred¬ that Japan finds herself in a
Hans.
uniquely favorable dollar position
pic that’s beyond the domestic its are adequate. '
and- its capacity to come up with
higher payments has never been
greater. The basic dollar remit¬
tance from Japan each year is
20% of the gross, which in terms
of MPEA members means around
$3,500,000.
The companies maintain several
types of non-resident accounts. In
j works .. of Edison, the Biograph one they had 1,319,000,000 yen
By JAY LEWIS *
Washington, Aug. 11. . [Company, • Famous Players, and (about $3,300,000) as of July 1,
‘Keystone.1
1959. In another (from the sale
Next month some. 700 feature, j Academy of Motion Picture Arts of films to Japanese indies) they
films, short subjects, .newsreels
had 150,000,000 yen ($375,000).
land
Sciences
footed
the
bOl
(said
and tv films will get their bids for j to be about a million dollars) until Dividend funds and realty ad¬
immortality.
last year when Sen. Thomas H. vances account for aiwther 1,200,In one of the: least publicized, j Kuchel (R-Calif.) piloted enact- 000,000 yen (about $3,000,000).
but perhaps /most impressive, of i ment of a $60,000 appropriation Total in these accounts as of July
the annual "choices,” Motion Pic¬ jfor it. A like amount has been pro- 31, ’59, was 2,880,600,000 yen
ture Section of the- Library of j yided for this year, and Motion (around $7,200,000), according to
Congress will send out requests Picture
Section. Chief James j the best available information.
for films to be deposited and. pre¬ Culver says the end is now in sight:
Attitude
of the companies
served in its huge collection.
with 2,349 of 3,001 titles now con-/ toward loaning money as a means
The list will include most of the verted. The painstaking job is be- i of remitting it from a restricted
best, some of the mediocre and {ing done by Renoyare Laboratories ; territory varies. Most of the outperhaps even a few turkeys. But in Hollywood.
i
1 fits don’t like the procedure on
all have been . adjudged to have [ The 1912 provision for motion [the grounds that it ties up incoma
some quality making them worthy j picture copyrights had an unfor- ■] over an extended period nf years,
to keep on tap for posterity!
j tunate . consequence. Producers j Also, the conversion rate isn’t
Some are garnered from Oscar j thereafter filed only descriptive j fixed in advance but depends on
winners, boxoffice standouts, fes¬ J texts of films to be copyrighted : economic conditions as, at the time
tival bhoices, etc. Others are picked • rather than the highly inflammable j of remittance, they affect the
as examples of a particular genre [ nitrocellulose stock. As a result • official rate of exchange.
—a; western or a teenage crime • there’s a gap of about 30 years in |
---drama. The Emmv awards are con¬ !: the
uic Library’s
a store
aiuic which
wiiil-ii has
uaa been
uccu >- •
1 /t
1
sidered in making the tv film selec¬
tions.
In 1942, the Library began its
Last year! for instance:; the
Library chose 44 “Class A’’ fea¬ present practice of acquiring se¬
tures and 63 in What it regards as lected copyright films for its
the "B” category. Included were ; permanent collection. About 2,000
“Bus Stop,” “Pal Joey,” “Billy ! features, shorts and newsreels
Leonard
Gruenberg,
general
Mitchell Court Martial,” / “Pride 1 were obtained before 1950 and are
and the Passion,” “Teen Age- | On nitrate film. Library hopes manaSer °f NTA. Pmures, whfch
Rebel,” and “Around the World in I eventually to start job of convert- ; last week took over distribution of
80 Days.” About 50 foreign fea¬ ! ing these to acetate film which not i National Theatres’ “Windjammer,”
tures copyrighted in this /country ' only is safer and less expensive to ‘has expanded his staff'for the hanwere on the list. There were 81 j
>)« has avnuch longer life. | dling of the cinemiracle film. Al!
entertainment shorts and 208 news¬ 1 Library also has custody of some l
...
. .. ‘ .
newcomers to the NTA
reels as well as 128 ty films,- includ¬ ‘24 million feet of German and i five of
ing episodes from such series as Japanese film confiscated by U.S. j Pictures staff were previously with
“December Bride,” “Bob: Cum¬ occupation forces after World/; National Theatres, which recently
mings,” “I Love Lucy” and "Perry War IL These are available £oj acquired control ofNatlonalTeleMason.”
Amencan producers who have film Associates, NTA Pictures’
They joined in the Library’s made fairly extensive, use of shots Darent comDanv
vaults and shelves about 100 mil¬ for documentaries and war pic- P
« ** v
*
f « .
i Joining Greenberg’s staff are
lion feet of film trailing back to tures
Ovir the years, a number of pri- i
Publicity-exploitation
Thomas / Edison’s famed . “Fred
Ott’s Sneeze”—the first copy¬ vate collections have been donated |
Jimes C®x- ,sid?s “an'
righted film in 1894. The tens of to the Library, George Kleine (who
'•’ge
^cf.d, °* W1?
thousands of titles comprising this 1 started as an'Edison assistant) eol-!sal“; Eus?e11- McCnUough, chief
footage are what Willard * Webb, lection is made up of 479 titles, j engineer who’ll handle theatre sur¬
chief, of the Library’s Stack and mostly of old-time vintage. Mary veys and installations, and Tom
Reader Division, calls the “vital-: Pickford handed over virtiSally Finnerty, who’ll' be responsible for
ized documents” of recent times. | every film she appeared in (111) print handling.
With the development of portOne of the most .acclaimed jobs j as well as funds to put them on
tackled by the Library has been ; acetate. William S. Hart films were f aWe equipment by National Theathe conversion of about 3.0GO paper i donated by an^ admirer from. Nor- > Ires’ engineers, NTA Pictures is
prints into projectibnable film. All | folk.: The home movies of Sigmund ] anticipating an upbeat in roadshowbut a few of these prints were de¬ I Freud are among the more . un- ln6s of “Windjammer.” Also in the
[works is a mobile unit which will
posited with the Library . before ! usual donations.
1912 when first provision was made j Besides preserving the films, l enable drive-ins to project the
for copyright of motion ..pictures. ! Library is engaged in the enor- j Cinemiracle film,
To get copyright protection before j moiis job of classifying and cata- j Greenberg took over as NTA Pic1912, the producer filed his mo* loguihg. the tens of thousands of -j tures’ general manager a few
tion picture as a “photography” on titles: One of the biggest services i weeks ago. He was formerly. N.Y.
non-projectionable rolls of paper of the Motion Picture Section is j metropolitan district manager for
prints. They make up an unrivalled providing colleges, libraries and l RKO Pictures and later supercollection of early American ahd other Institutions with ready-made J vised national tv sales for NTA
fpreign films, Includiiig the pioneer reference cards for. films.
1 Program Sales.
As. it’s often the case with Yugosla¬
vian pix, this. is much too talky.
Looms, as a good suspense item
domestically, with foreign possi¬
bilities regarded as moderate if
there are any. ..' .
Hans.

Films: Become Part of Archives

i o?'private "oiiecuons."^" do"ati”*j LeoHard Greenberg Aides:
Brews, Cox, Rosen, Pins
McCullough, Fmnerty
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Self-Deception In Film Co. Diversity
(Continued.'from page 3)

£ -

tivity at some major studios, ex- j gave a lot of choice ammunition ! grossing films were made by Cecil duction of • features—giving the Hollywood studios even if it means
pan^ion of motion picture com-1 to the movies’ strongest competi- 1 B. DeMille, With this master show- company morp chances of coming cutting down on the less important
pinies into telefilm production as ; tor; and use of some of the old-! inan . gone, Wall Street, wonders up with, big/hits—and intensive and less profitable tv activity.
a permanent and increasing source • film proceeds to repurchase com-] whether the company can hope for selling in the important foreign Wallstreeters can’t see the; logic in
Commandments” market as well as hare.
of revenue is not regarded by in¬ pany stock is welcomed as having ] another. “Ten
this.
Allied Artists, encouraged by j
I and ‘‘Greatest Show on Earth.”
formed investment ana!\sts as considerable merit.
Cold to Pay-TV
In the past four years. Wramers . But “Commandments” will keep the smash boxoffice of “A1 Caholding great promise. Since tv is
As for network tollvision becom¬
a "gi\eawav” entertainment and has reduced its outstanding shares bringing in good rentals for some j pone” and “The Big Circus,” also ! ing the next bonanza, many smart
sponsors of the first-run showings by 31rf, Paramount has retired: time yet—-$25,000,000 expected in j is taking on new life, concentrat¬ men-jn-the-know
remain uncon¬
of programs can't pay enough for 20ff- of its stock, 20th-Fox nearly j the next two or three years on top ing on higher-budget films Avith vinced. To support doubt they cite,
them to cover even production 14' c, Stanley Warner 6'r and Na¬ of the $40,000,000 already taken in. good exploitation angles. Its In¬ first, the inconsistency of some
co<ts in some cases, forcing pro¬ tional Theatres 3rr. Universal has .
Twentieth-Fox,;, while stepping terstate'Television subsidiary ban-, Hollywood oracles who say pay-see
ducers to rely on future re-runs* bought to date 15r r of Dacca Rec- ! up its flourishing tv production, dies a modest amount of films for 1 will have studios humming around
for then* profits, only a few series ords, its parent company, which continues to turn out a substantial tv, but is not producing any.
the clock turning out 1.000 fea¬
stand a chance of making any real in turn owns some 84rr of Uni-! quota of theatrical films under the
Republic Pictures, which has
versal. and there is talk of con-: guidance of studio chief Buddy ceased production and now- is tures a year for the. new medium
money.
—and in the next breath. declare
Competition for re-run sales is solidating the accounts of the two Adler and with the largest contract" merely ^renting its studio and re¬
there are. not enough good stories,
goi:vj to get tougher from year to firms, resulting in some overhead list of stars and creative talent. cording11 facilities plus operating its
stars and creative talent in gerieral
year. There already is a big stock¬ elimination and reducing: the num¬
Consolidated. Film Laboratories to turn out more than 100 top fea¬
now
maintained
by
a
major
studio.
pile of old tv .scries available for ber of outstanding Decca shares
Some of the S56,000,000 to be re¬ and running its plastic products tures a year.
reissue, and with the continuing by 30'K But while these slashes
ceived over the next 10 to 20 years manufacturing company, may di¬
Few of the films made now for
tremendous output of new pro¬ in outstanding shares obviously
from the sale of its studio acreage versify further and possibly re¬ tele are considered good enough
grams there soon will be such a bolster the value of the remaining
doubtless will go to ward-.buying sume film-making under its new to command an “admission” fee.
glut of these series being offered stock and create a greater leverage
president, Victor M. Carter, \vho Those the public would pay for—
per-share earnings, it is in more of the company’s stock. Oil
for re-run that only a fraction can for
pointed out that unless the com¬ and gas royalties^ from successful heads the group that bought con¬ “Ten Commandments,” “Around
hope to find outlets.
\ drillings on its lot should rise sub- trol of the company from Herbert the World in 80 Days.” “Ben Hur”
Another factor noted is that tv- pany has money and projects suc¬
J. Yates. Its subsidiary, Holly¬ —could not be shown effectively
sponsors are as fickle as fans and cessfully at work bringing in rev¬ ' stantially as time goes by. Acqui¬
wood Television Service, also dis¬ on a midget screen; besides, they’ll
often are unreasonably influenced enue there can be no per-share sition of tv stations also is planned
tributes the old Republic films to gross more in theatres. .
as
added
diversification
to
its
by audience ratings that have: profits whether the capitalization
music, records, foreign theatres i video clients.
little bearing on the intrinsic is 10 shares or 10.000.000.
It has been estimated there
!.
Stanley Warner obtains most of
and
a
film
lab.
Differ on diversification
merits of a program, so producers
would ber only a few dozen events ,
The diversification trend is run¬
Warners’ activities, in addition ] its revenue . from its subsidiary annually, including world scries
al^o are constantly m danger of
(International
Latex.,
As
in
the
io-ing their bankrollers. Theatri¬ ning into divided opinions both to tv, are closely related to the
and
championship
fights,
that
cal features, on the other hand, within the industry and in Wall film industry: A major holdirig is ; case of Loew’s Theatres and. other could show a profit on pay-tv—and
never have to worry about losing Street. One group, probably in¬ , in one of England’s most profitable ; circuits, quite a bit of non-cash de¬
who’s
going
to
finance
a
multitheir retail outlets—the movie fluenced by Stanley Warner’s very theatre circuits/ The company’s preciation is generated by the the- billion-dollar network setup for
International
Latex : music holding company controls I atre properties, providing funds such limited prospects? Further¬
houses—and there is no danger of profitable
a glut of product such as that Corp.. favors diversifying into in¬ more than 50.000 royalty-producing j for° Latex expansion. Disposal of
more, unlike the simple cash busi¬
being created by the piling-up of dustries far removed from the copyrights.
Warners! also has a ■ some unprofitable theatres will
precarious amusement field. An¬ record firm, while the greatly ex¬ bring additional finances for con¬ ness done by the movie boxoffice,
tv series awaiting re-runs.
pay-tv has a collection problem
templated
diversification
in
other
As evidence of the comparative¬ other group thinks it best to re¬ panded facilities, special tv equip¬
and expenses which engineers in
ly limited profit that major film main in a sphere in which they ment and personnel at its spanking lines. SW also owns and operates
the field believe are enough in
companies can make in tv. Colum¬ are best informed—entertaining Burbank studios are valuable as¬ tv station WAST, Schenectady.
American Broadcasting - Para- themselves to lick the project.
bia Pictures last year derived only the public. Adaptability-is a prime sets whether movies or tv eventu¬
:
mount
Theatres
has
been
making
The best-informed people on the
25'< of its income from the opera¬ consideration here. Theatre opera¬ ally get the upper hand.
; its best progress in the tv and ra¬ subject, after studying results of
tions including old feature film tors are . regarded primarily as
Loew’s
In'c.,
with
Its
revitalized
dio
broadcasting
end,
consistently
the
three unsuccessful pay-see ex¬
sales' of its well-established video business men—methodicab prac¬
management headed by president topping CBS and NBC in percent-- periments already Conducted,
subsidiary. Screen Gems, a pioneer tical and cautious—whereas pro¬
Joseph
R..
Vogel,
looks.set
for
fur¬
: age gains scored in broadcasting maintain that if toll-video were
and one of the most active tv ducers of motion pictures are
ther progress in its strong come-. revenues, which last year amount¬ •technically and economically fea*
Units. The other 75rr of Colum¬ creative showmen whose work calls
: back. The coming release of “Ben ed to 569c of its total income sible it would have been financed
bia’s revenue came from theatri¬ for imagination, daring and will¬
ingness to take bigger risks in the Hur.” w’hieh . may well prove the against 389c from theatres and into operation by the smart money
cal film rentals.
Warners, most aggressive and hope of gaining bigger rewards. biggest grossing; film of all time, rest from its interest in Disney¬ boys long ago, just like the movies
emerging also as the most prolific Thus Stanley’s success with Latex is a powerful stimulant in the com¬ land park.
and radio and tv were, instead of
Expansion of
of the major studio entrants into 172rr of profits?' could be ascribed pany’s Operations.
National Theatres, with a recent facing the prospect of beiug talked
tv. may soon be getting more than in part to the fact that its heads. tv production calls for making change in operating management, to death.
30r,' of its gross from telefilming Si Fabian and Sam Rosen, are the. series for syndication, in addition plans to augment its name to Na¬
Future Course
activity, but it is riot believed businessman type. But, to crea¬ to programs for networks and tional Theatres & Television for
The most logical and likely fu¬
likely that net profits from that tive showmen, entanglement in : sponsors. In the ♦first-time.-around further expansion in the tv field.
source will rise proportionately— real estate, construction, manufac¬ ; for its old films on tv, about $61.- It already has an 89^. interest in ture course for the motion picture
because there is little chance of a turing and related projects may 000,000 already has been taken in, National Telefilm Associates, in industry, rather than looking to tv
“blockbuster” in tv. Warners also pupve so diversionary that it with another $15,000,000 expected. addition to ownership of several or spreading into unfamiliar fields
is doing about $15,000,000 in tv- would seriously impair their effi¬ ;The company’s other diversifica¬ tv stations and community an¬ for the mere sake of diversifica¬
commercials this year., all of ciency as producers of entertain¬ tion is all in the amusement line. tennae in Williamsport, Pa., which tion, thus may shape up to the
—music, records'and about 40 for-..- could provide a wedge for pay-tv. analysts as follows:
which helps absorb studio over¬ ment.
Advocates of diversifying within eigri theatres.
head. Because the Warners. tele¬
<a) For major studios: Aside
NT plaris to acquire broadcasting
film activities, personally sparked the framework of amusements
Loew’s Theatre, with some 115 stations up to the limit allowed by from restoring a higher level of
by president Jack L. Warner with have one compelling argurhent on houses, derives about lO'V of its • the FCC. Increased distribution theatrical film production, to stay
more showmanship than ordinarily their side. Only in this way can gross from real estate leases. Near¬ of film and tape programming in the amusement field and main¬
goes into this type of production, amusement business be kept in ly all theatres are operating in the through National Telefilm also is tain .their most valuable assets—
has resulted in programs that come the hands of the showmen. It is black, but :the uncertainty, of get¬ contemplated. The circuit operates production facilities—since these
very
close
to ' approximating their one way to regain and retain ting sufficiently strong films is one confection stands at Pacific Ocean always will be needed whether to
theatrical features in production lost ground as purveyors of enter-' reason for the circuit's stock; sell¬
Park, and, with earnings in a produce for theatres or to supply
values,
especially
stories,
and tainment to the mass public. ing at a discount of about 35ro
strong uptrend, further diversifica¬ tv whether sponsored oi* paid.. Five
therefore have superior re-run Basic show business is still in from book value.
Diversification tion is being charted.
years ago Hollywood thought it
chances, the company is in a their hands. Television is onhj in- ‘ out of theatre . operation thus is .
had too many studios and that
Attendance Up
favored position to cope with the directly shorn business.. Mostly it's more than likely, especially since
several of them should be. merged
ceiling on tv potentials.
advertising business. There’s a big most movie Chains now get only ;■
Theatre operators report a much or scrapped. Today, with the bulk

J

Walt Disney Productions last
year obtained 20r'c of its income
from video, compared with 40' <from its relatively few theatrical
films and 28rr from its interest in
Disneyland amusement park. The
other 12rc came from merchan¬
dise. music and publications. Late¬
ly, Disney’s tv revenue has been
declining while both Disneyland
and feature film income have in¬
creased.
Loevv’s Inc. took in only llrT of
its 1958 gross from tele, compared
with 8VI from theatrical films and
overseas theatre operations and
8''
from music And records.
These percentages ran about the
same in tn^ first 40 Weeks of the
1959 fiscal year. Three-fourths of
tlie tv income, it is significant tonote, has come from leasing the
company’s old films—a source of
revenue that ultimately w il! dimin¬
ish progressively for ail com¬
panies,
Sale of Assets
While very helpful financially
during the industry’s recent hard
times, sale of assets is not looked
upon entirely with favor by the
investment community. It is re¬
garded as a form of liquidation
that can go only so far. A com¬
pany depending to any great ex¬
tent on this kind of money-rais¬
ing eventually will reach the bot¬
tom of its barrel—and then what?
Income from sale of old film
libraries is a happy windfall be¬
cause most of these properties
have limited reissue or remake
value, and perhaps the greatest
harm in selling them to television
broadcasting stations was that it

difference between grinding cut about half their gross from the : stronger pickup in attendance this of tv shows being filmed, all those
series for captive audiences and boxoffice arid the rest from corices- . summer than in the corresponding studios are busy and even more
making screen entertainment that1 sions.
period of recent years. Weather could be used, especially when
must dl\i\v paying customers to a
being a factor, drive-ins are doing ,
Columbia
Pictures,
after a ; especially well this summer. This 1 feature production returns to nor¬
boxoffice.
]
mal.
Among ideal diversified amuse- : stretch without any “blockbuster” .; is ascribed in part to: better box<b> For theatre circuits: To keep
ment setups at present is Walt films,, is in for rosier times with ' office films and partly to the heavy diversification largely within the
“Anatomy
of
a
Murder”
arid
sev¬
Disney’s company, which includes
programming of re-runs on tv at scope of entertainment. The trend
eral
other
highly-rated
entries.
theatrical films, distribution, pro¬
this time. But exhibitors are wor- ; here points to deluxe drive-ins.
gram production, music, records; The distribution, fee it receives for ried by the fact that major studios . with exciting new features that
merchandise, publications and Dis¬ handling Samuel Goldwyn’s “Porgy have become so preoccupied with will make them a community cen¬
neyland park, which has become and Bess” also will help—a little— tv, sale of assets and diversification ter. They will be attractively, land¬
a mecca for visitors from all over ! to pay overhead, and the tv sub¬ that they are producing fewer the¬ scaped.to conceal unsightly ramps.
the world. Because the indefa- -! sidiary is geared for one of its best atrical films. To fill theatre needs, Locations will be closer to town,
tigable Walt Disney is a perfec- I years! Music, records, owriership- since fewer pictures are being and the outdoor auditoriums will
tionist In whatever he undertakes, ! operation of a newly-built London made in Hollywood, more films be surrounded by trim block front¬
his films, though usually highr theatre and acquisition just re¬ from abroad are being played— ages with office buildings, motor
cost, have qualities that make for cently of three radio and tv sta¬ two of the biggest current grossers, hotels, paving, children’s play¬
bigger than average reissue value. tions give the company further di-J “Hercules” and “Room at the grounds, swimming pools, bowling
This is especially true of timeless versification in the amusement: Top,” were foreign-made.
j!, What the realistic motion pic- alleys, skating rinks, sidewalk
animated features like “Snow field.
cafes and other concessions,
White” and ‘‘Sleeping Beauty.” ! Universal, buoyed and pepped ; ture executives and investors here i The first units of these new rec¬
And a relatively low-cost feature ! up by two recent big hits, “Imita¬ ! are most concerned about is that, reation centers already are In
tion
of
Life”
and
“This
Earth
Is
like the current “Shaggy Dog” can
I if the Hollywood film output de- : work, and architects are drawing
bring the company more profit i Mine,” and financially bolstered by | dines any further, the American ; plans for others. Unlike the paythan 10 times the same investment [the sale of its studio property to [film industry will lose much of its : tv idea, showmen aren’t just talk! MCA, from which it is leasing foreign market. Already the forin tv.
; ing about this development—they
Paramount, not now' in televi¬ 1 back only such facilities as it | eign studios are sendirig almost as ; are going ahead with it as they did
sion production but seeking other needs, plans to concentrate . on. many films to this country as we ■ with the present drive-in theatres
i
higher-budget
films.
Company
is
are selling abroad, and they are ! which mushroomed almost overoutside diversification, is an in¬
teresting situation, because of its ! getting substantial income from pushing their product in many i night because they were practical
several electronics affiliates. Its : the sale of its old films to tv, while world markets, where Hollywood j and profitable. What’s more, this
International Telemeter now is ; its United World Films is a domi- has been supreme for decades. To f community meeting place and recspearheading a tollvision experi¬ ; nant factor in the home movies make their invasion .easier, they I reation center deal offers showmen
ment in Toronto. It also has con¬ \ field and could enter telefilm pro-; are using as many Hollywood stars, j both a wide field of diversification
writers and directors as they can ! and a chance to employ their showsiderable diversification through ; duction if conditions warranted.
Dot Records, a tv station, a music
United Artists, whose enterpris¬ get, thus gradually devaluating the ; maiiship—all in one compact lofirm, the Newr York Paramount ing management has been unusu- “made-in-HoIlywood” trademark. ! cation. To cope with this, American dis¬
Theatre building, vast studios ex¬ j ally successful in .financing and
ceeding the company's* present distributing pictures made by in-, tributors are scouting the foreign j St. George Distributors Inc. has
needs, and 51 9 c of Famous Play¬ dependents, is not expected to de- studios for suitable product to take j been formed to carry on a motion
ers Canadian theatre chain which j viate . from this course, though over, also for co-production deals picture distributor business in New
accounts for half of Canada’s total stepping up tv activity, music pub¬ in which they will supply part or j York. Capital stock is 200 shares,
. movie gross. For about three dec¬ lishing and records. A keystone ! all of the financing—instead of ! no par value. Robert C. Baker and
ades most of Paramount’s biggest i of UA’s success is quantity pro¬ I making more pictures in their own I Milton Ross filed in Albany.
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Royalty on Tickets Sold Is Trick
To Dictate Admission—Bennie Berger

Feinstein for Roach, N.Y.

Dick Feinstein has been named
N. Y. branch manager for the Hal
Roach Distributing Corp. Fein¬ Exhibitors Fight Archaic Sabbath in Carolina and
stein succeeds Ira Michaels.
Small Tradesmen Feel It
Feinstein has been with Roach
Minneapolis. Aug. 11. 4------ company for three years as as¬
sistant branch manager. Prior to
Circuit owner Bennie Berger has U Al/IDTpIf EBEfTINf
Spartanburg, S.C., Aug. 11.
joining Roach, he had been with
resumed denunciation of distribu-, nHlilItlvIV. CALl/iilllS
A total of 389 Spartanburg Coun¬
Universal and Metro.
tore He now accuses the film |
ty residents received blue law vio- .
companies of “prohibitive” royal¬
Stanton Griffis, 72, chairman of lation citations for -working Sun¬
Seattle, Aug. 11.
ty terms—a stipulated amount as
the executive committee of Para¬ day, and appeared content not to
John Hamrick Theatres will in¬
the distributors’ film rental for
mount Pictures, suffered several contest their summonses. Most of
every ticket sold—for such block¬ vade Portland with a new theatre,
broken ribs in a fall while vaca¬ the bonds of $1 each posted were
tioning in Venice recently.
busters as “Around the World in to open around January 1.
Complications set in and, as a forfeited.
The
house
will
be
known
as
the
80 Days” and “South Pacific” even
Only two of those cited asked
result, Griffis’ Gotham physician.
Music Box, per Will Connor here
In the smaller situations.
Dr. William T. Foley, flew to Italy jury trials. Marvin Smith, Spar¬
This makes it economically im- this week, and will seat 650. Locatanburg
service station operator.
to
take
immediate
charge.
Frankfurt, Aug. 4.
... .
,
,
in: tion will be at SW Yamhill and
Prominent in the investment and Buck Gregg, operator of a res¬
possible to play such pictures m Broadwav> the building to be
The Polish people, even Held
taurant
near
Cowpens, want a jury
field,
Griffis
has
been
a
partner
in
his own small towns like St. Peter ij erected forthwith. The house will down under the paw of the Rus¬
Noyes & Co. since 1919 of their peers to decide if they
and Hastings, Minn., and all other : be equipped with Todd-AO. Mrs. sian bear, have managed to become Hemphill
violated an ancient blue law against
in addition to his Par post.
situations of 2,000 to 5,000 popula- j Katerine Marshall, formerly mannonessential work on Sunday.
tion, according to Berger.
\ ager of the Liberty at Portland, Americanized and Europeanized in
Defendants who did not appear
their entertainment tastes. This
He charges royalty is a “gim- i will manage.
before
a magistrate automatically
mick,” started by Paramount for j Hamrick chain includes four' was learned by a team of German
forfeited bonds.
its “Ten Commandments” to en-; theatres in Tacoma and five in reporters invited to Warsaw, to
Most were against service station .
: able the film companies “devious- Seattle.
view the filming of the Kurt Ul¬
operators, small groceries and ice
*.-ly” to dictate admission prices for
-- *
rich pic, “Jons und Erdme,” Ger¬
cream stands. Drug stores, although
* their more important releases.
doing a land-office Sunday busiman production starring Giulietta
They're prohibited by the consent Erpiipll *NpW WaVP* Kim
decree from doing this directly, he rrcilul I1CW IfdYC 1U1I1
Hollywood, Aug. 11. ! ness at their soda fountains, were
Masina and Richard Basehart, with
|
by-passed because they also occaThe
windup
of
20fh-Fox’s
“Blue
points out.
Victor Vicas directing.
prescriptions
on
Denim,” which, at least three. New I sionally fill
In the cases of “Around the .
Not only Masina but other west¬ York film critics cited as an ex¬ ■ Sundays.
World in 80 Days” and “South !
ern stars are popular - with the ample of a “happy Hollywood end¬ j The county sheriff, B. B. BrockPacific” there’s being demanded ?
of the small-town exhibitors a 45c
younger generation in Poland,. the ing,” not only is far from happy, ’ man, said enforcement Sunday
Paris, Aug. II.
royalty for every admission sold,' }
writers found. Film papers there according to its producer, Charles : “took every available man” on his
The
so-called
“new
wave”
of
(
Brackett, but it’s the saddest qf : Spartanburg force.
he says.
This means that in order to ■ filmmaking, which brought a flock iare
with photos and stories any film he has ever made.
Theatre operators triggered the'
keep his head above water a small- ! 0f newcomers into the directorial j
American and French stars. In
Producer made the statement in enforcement when they threatened
town exhibitor would have to raise ' set
h
with boxo££ice pIx large. the
Warsaw cinemas about 30 response to the criticism that the to open and arrests were promised.
his regular admission to SI for,
^
. ! French films and 40 U.S. pictures sting was taken out of “the James
these pictures, declares Berger. “In 1
sans stars and spectacle, and : pjay annually. The public prefers Leo Herlihy-William Noble play ;They then insisted that all blue
laws, not just tho-e against paid
the small-towns there just aren’t j with mainly offbeat subject matter, i westerns, adventure and science and that’the “tactful" handling of : Sunday amusements, be enforced.
enough
?op!e who’ll pay those * looks to be building into a tidal j fiction themes. German stars like the film’s abortion theme was “con¬ ! They plan a meeting soon to dis¬
P%.. ,
,,
."wave here. No less than 23 new i Curt Jurgens, Maria Schell and veniently happy” and "a lot more cuss further plans,
“The small-town theatre thus is.
... ,
...
. . Lilli Palmer are popular m Po- syrupy, than necessary.” The pie’s
i A countywide advisory referen¬
frozen out of the big boxoffice pie-j directors will have new films out; jan(b
finish apparently irked the New
tures. Its problem now is how to ] this year.
; The country has about 5,000 York Times’ Bosley Crowther, dum on Sunday amusements went
exist without such product. I ? it started off via the prize values theatres and last year 23,000,000 Herald Tribune's Paul Becklev and against the theatres as county resi-.
dents outvoted the city dwellers.
doubt if many will be able to solve ; of these «new wave» pix at the Poles went'to- the cinema,
the Daily Mirror’s Justin Gilbert.
Greenville exhibitors cbntinue
the problem.”
I. Television is growing, ■ with tv It has the arbortion being prevent- ■
to operate on Sunday, without arWhile Berger regards “royalty”'Cannes Film Fest which then a.so , production studios in .Warsaw,
‘ ed and the two teenagers going off
as one of the worst evils ever to hit. went on to score at the b.o. Now7 : Breslau, Lodz, Danzig, Karrowitz | to get married, while in the legit i rests. So do theatres in Darlington,
Lancaster,
Gaffney,
exhibition, he also declaims against; conservative producers are willing • and Posen, and new studios being I version, the illegal surgery was car¬ ; Hartsville,
; Rock Hill and Easley.
the distributors for demanding a * to iAlce chances on new ideas and ''built in Stettin and Krakau. About ried out
minimum one-week playing time in
otnrc
, 150,000 set owners are registered
Magistrate Bates Aiken will hear
the small-towns for these big at-{ du*ctors’ man> *lthout an> ex ; with the government, with count- ! Backing up his feeling that, the . eases against six Greenville- thea¬
tractions.
| perience at all. Some are ex-film iess other “black listeners” who ending is not a happy one, Brack¬ tre operators charged with showi¬
ett explained the youngsters must ring feature films on Sunday- in
7 critics.
are unregistered.
face responsibility, must leave violation of South Carolina blue
; If the new entries turn out to be •
—:—■" ■ ..-—
school and take on the responsi-' laws. Aiken freed the six June 29
• flash-in-the-pans, the wave might; JiriT Cl AII/’UC IE PIT
bilities of marriage and parenthood under $50 bond each after they had
subside somewhat. But most pic- j IUjAI uLUUullJ LHuli
before they are adult in either been charged by sheriff’s officers.
years
or experience. “Anyone (Magistrate agreed to a defense
ture people feel it will have been
thinking
this is a conventional Hol¬ motion to have the cases tried at
a good thing even if only a handful
lywood
clinch
or a blah happy end¬ the same time instead of indi¬
Lisbon, Aug, II.
show staying powers and true
ing had better climb back on that vidually.
'
Since early in June, one by one. psychiatrist couch,” he charged.
Mexico City. Aug. 11.
talents. They reason that new star
Differences of opinion among names may come out of this be- all theatres have been closing in
While Brackett “admitted carry¬
producers as to the selection and cause all the newcomers are using . Portugal so that early last month ing out of the abortion would
non-selection of their epic pic- ^ thSTSs^^iring the old-! ^
T°nJf -°“ °pe" “ thf: have posed great difficulties in
tures for international festivals ap- timers into more offbeat work. ■'subsidized Lisbon. Teatro Nacional. view* of the Production Code, he
emphasized that, had it been car¬
pear to be fast becoming chronic With the accent on prestige now‘It had the comedy, “The Cold ried out, the film would have been
in Mexico. Tiff between producers the governmental attitude towards ’War,” by journalist Francisco Ma- more an anecdote than a dramatic
over official film to represent the g^fhe'blnefifoTXw K>and- > °eSpf
fV^raisal, it story.
Sydney Aug. 4.
“Apparently a few of the New
republic in Berlin led to situation 0uts which is also an incentive for jcould not resist the heat wave. It
Sydney, Aug. 11.
where “Nazarin,” the unofficial en- producers to go along with them will probably be revamped this York critics think that in confect¬ here have approached the joe Ca¬
try, won honors over the highly
a^hile.
eventually will fall. Early this month an attempt ing a Hollywood film, the writers hill Labor Government on a com• j
j
..
. tell the story. If the new wavers to reopen the Avenida Theatre and producers sit around a auija
praised, F.or de Mayo, which ca„.t teep coming through the with a show by Italian magician board invoking spirit control,” : bined pressure bid for the quick
laid an egg as far as judges were turnstiles, the. whole thing may Cantarelli resulted in an artistic Brackett viewed. “The groups, the introduction of legislation prohibr
boxoffice statisticians—which \vay • iting distributors from operating
concerned. Earlier, at the Cannes peter out.
and b o, flop.
Hence, this country of 8,000,000 will they push the pencil? Strange¬ : a blanket release policy in associaFilm Fest “La Cucaracha” proved
Besides the known “wavers,”
. .
, . „.
...
,
. .. newcomers include Gerald Calde- inhabitants has no. theatres opened ly enough, in arriving at an ending i tion with the major cinema loops—
to be a big flop although there had
Maurice Cazeneuve, Michel with the exception of occasional for ‘Blue Denim7’ we ihe includes ‘ Hoyts and Greater Union Theatres.
been no question here of its being Deville ciement Duhour, Georges shows given in the provinces by screenwriters Philip Dunne and ; The indies aver that a continuance
suitable to represent Mexico.
! Franju, Joseph Lisbona. Francois legit stars Brunilde Judice and Edith Sommer) chose a much more : of the policy will force them right
Current wrangle involves pro- Gir, Yvan Govar. Georges Lautner, Alves da Costa. The members of conventional and old-fashioned i out of show biz.
ducers Raul de Anda and Jesus Jean Lefevre, Jean Meyer, Paul the “Theatre Council” decided not method. We went to our characters i Spokesman for the independents
Sotomayer, vying for a position at ;Paviot. Etienne Perrier; Jean Mitry, to give any subsidy to touring and found out to the best of' our ■ told Gus Kelly, Cahill’s Chief 'Sec-jretary, that by the time these pix
the Venice Film Fest. First an- Jan-Pierre Mocky, Erich Rohmer companies this summer, and so ability what they would do,”
nouncement had Sotomayer’s “Sed and Jean Valere.
many projected tours folded.
“A boy and a girl getting to¬ reached the indie houses the
de Amor” 'Love Thirst) as the of- —--;-——
gether is not necessarily a happy “guts” had been played out of
ficial entry. But last week the Film
ending,” he said. “And in ‘Blue ; them, with ,a resultant low boxoffice intake. Spokesman went on
Bureau suddenly announced that i
Denim’ Is the proof.”
to say that the major distributors
de Anda’s “Los Desarraigados’’
had to fall in line with the key cir(The Uprootedi was the choice.
Deejay-Prime MG 10
; cuits on the blanket release policy
This film treats with American
Hollywood,
Aug.
11.
,
via
contract setups covering the
citizens of Mexican descent living
Metro is tuning up titles, of 10 i city and suburban day-date reSolomon & Sheba’ Into 50 Situations—Selected
in the U. S. When it looked as
pictures
on
production
line.
Num¬
lease.
He pointed out to Keily that
though “Love Thirst” w ould carry |
bers currently being recorded for | it was impossible for the indies to
Playoffs for ‘Beach* and ‘Fugitive’^Unf or given*
tfte bail in Venice, de Anda started ;
deejay
exploitation
are
“The
Beat
;
keep
their
cinema open with runbeating the publicity drums for his •
Generation,” “For the First Time,” | of-mill fare when first-run pix
pic. He even edited out scenes ad-: United
Artists
will
launch
j
love
story
plus
strong
marquee
“It
Started
With
A
Kiss,”
“Girl's
i
were
also
screening
in the same
judged to be “derogatory” to Mexi¬
Town,” “The Big Operator,” “North ; territory.
co. on the advice of Film Bureau “Solomon and Sheba” in its 70m * names.
By
Northwest,”
“
The
Scapegoat,"
j
Kelly
was
informed
that prior
Super-Teelinirama version in
head. Jorge FerretK
“Platinum High School,” “Please
Sotomayer charged that de Anda theatreas throughout the country. 35m printdown version. “We‘11 de- Don’t Eat The Daisies” and “The ; to the blanket release policy com|
ing
into
operation,
suburban
ex¬
used “pressure” and “political in¬ at Christmas time, William J. j eide on that when we see the re- Gazebo.”
hibitors had definite arrangement
fluence” <he is head of the Mexi¬
with distributors on playdates accan Assn, of Film Producers* to Heineman, UA’s distribution v.p., j suits of the 70m showings/’ HeineUp-Post Meilnicki, Shealey
cording to their position on the re¬
win official favor for hU film. All reported in N.Y. last week.
remain Christmas release will
New managerial shifts made by lease chart. Understood that Kelly
this is “unethical” conduct. SotoThe film, stainng Gma Loll’o-1
“The Unforgiven,” the John John F. Murphy, Loew’s Theatres
rrayer said, and “out-ide ot terms brigida and Yul Brynner, will probr Huston picture which was shot in executive veepee, sees Eugene {■will place the independent’s plea before Parliament shortly for a
and regulations of the Annexation ably not be roadshowm, but some Mexico. However, the Company Meilnicki, upped from assistant 7 quick decision on any mooted
to select films for festival compe¬ special form of presentation will also will have “Oni1 the Beach” manager at Loew’s State. Syracuse. ■ legislation, to curb the blanket
tition.”
be devised to lift it out of the playing in four spots at Christmas ! to manager of Loew’s Stillman in ’ policy.
An enraged Sotomayc-r. now on “ordinary” class. UA executives time (it prfcems in these situations ' Cleveland, replacing Frank Man- | General feeling in the trade is
his way to Italy to fight for ids; who recently went to London to Dec. 17) ahd it’ll have two engage¬ ente.
] that the government will leave the
film on an unofficial basis, said he view the print came back feeling ments going for “The Fugitive
Arthur W. Shealey, assistant ( Operational policy to the. distribuhad pulled
out of the Associate.
that the film has a very big box- Kind,” starring Marlon Brando, manager of Loew’s Grand in At¬ j tors and their top clients On a.fair
This was denied at the MAFP office potential in the States, corn- Joanne
Woodward and Anna lanta, has been named manager of : play basis, minus any governmenheadquarters.
bining as it 4oes spectacle and a Magnanl.
j Loew’s Ohio in Cleveland.
l tal interference. .

STANTON GRIFFIS’ FALL;
SUFFERS BROKEN RIBS

PORTLAND HARDTOP

‘Blue Denim’ Ending Sad,
Not Happy, Critics Crazy,
Thinks Chas. Brackett

Producers Now Number
23; Fresh Pic Outlook

Mex Film Producers In
Row Over Official Pic
To Compete at Venice

SEASON IN PORTUGAL

Big Aussie Indie Exhibs
Seeking Laws to Block
Blanket Release Setup

Christmas Packages From UA

J

f
i

DENNY MILLER as the NEW Tarzan
CESARE DANOVA-JOANNA BARNES
ROBERT DOUGLAS- roIerthiu.
Directed by

Produced by

V JOSEPH NEWMAN • AL ZIMBALIST •
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Wednesday,.
j

Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS

20th CENTURY-FOX

Starts, This Year... 4
This Date, last Year...... 13

Starts, This Year..
.21
This Date, Last Year.75

AMERICAN IXT’L
Starts. This Year. 8
This Date, Last Year.16

Starts, This Year..20 j
This Date, Last Year.15
"OUR MAN IN HAVANA"
(Kingmeud Prcds.)
(Shooting in London)
Prod Carol Ileed
I):r.—Carol Reed
Alee Guinness, Burl Ives. Maureen :
O’Hara. Ernie KovacS. Ralph Richard- •
son, Noel Coward, Jo Morrow, Gie-.;
goire Aslan
{
(Started April 13)

"SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER"
(Sam Spiegel Prods.)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.--Sam Spiegel
Dir.—Joseph Mankiewicz
Fhrabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift.
Katherine Hepburn, Mercedes McCain-;
bridge. Albert Dekker. Patricia Marnismt. Gary Raymond, Maria Britneva,
Jo.,n Yeung.
(Started May 25)

j
.
|
:
•

I
i
!
Prod.—Charles Brackett
I
Du*.—Henry Levin
Pat Boone. James Mason, Arlene Dahl. J
Di.me Baker. Robert Adler, Peter
Ronst.n Thaver David
• Started June 19>
"BELOVED INFIDEL"
Prod.- -Jerry Wald
D*r —Henry King
G.esory Peck. Deborah Kerr, Eddie
•\ffecrt, Phil Ober. John Sutton. Her¬
Starts, This Year:.I. 7
bert Rudlcy, Kareri Booth. Tom Greenway, Buck Class. Linda Hutchings
This Date, Last Year. .. J . .0
• Started July 13)
"HOUND DOG MAN"
'Co. of Artists Prod.)
"EXPRESSO BONGO"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
(Val Guest .Prods:') •.
Du*.—Don Siegel
Prod.— Val Guest
Stuart Whitman. Carol Lynlev, Arthur
Dir.—Val Guest
O'Connell. Fabian. Dodie
Stevens,
Betty Field, Jane Darwell, Rachel
Stephens. L. Q. Jones, Edgar Bucha¬
nan. Dennis Holmes. Royal Dano,
Virginia Gregg, Claude Akins, Hope
Summers
'Started July 27)
"The LAST ROOKIE"
• API)
Starts, This Year_..... 7
Prod.--Tommy Noonan
Dir.—Ceotge O'Hanlon
This Date, Last Year. . .... 0
Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall, Julie
Newmar. Jerry Lester
•Started Aug. 3) •
"THE CATBIRD SEAT"
"CAN-CAN"
•Prometheus Film Prods.)
•Jack Cumminss Prod.)
Prod.—Monja Danischewsky
P;*od.--Jack Cummings
D r —Walter Lang
Dir—Charles Crichton
Frank Sinatra. Shirley McLaine. Maurice
Peter Sellers, Robert Morley, Constance•
Chevalier, Lois Jourdan, Juliet Prowse
(Started Aug. 3)
"SEVEN THIEVES"
•Shooting in Bngland)
Prod.—Sydney Boehm
Dir.—Henry Hathaway
Edward G. Robinson.. May Britt, Rod
Steiger. Eli Wallach
Starts, This Year.... 9
(Started Aug. 3)

COLUMBIA

(looms

"OUR MAN IN HAVANA"
• Kingsmead Prods.)
Prod.—Carol Reed
Dir.—Carol R£ed.
Alec Guinness, Burl Ives, Ernie Kovaks,
Noel Coward, Ralph Richardson, Mau¬
reen O'Hara
(Started April 13) .
"SUDDENLY, LAST SUMMER"
• Horizon Pictures) .
Prod.—Sam Spiegel
Dir-—-Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Elizabeth Taylor,. Montgomery
Clift,
Katherine Hepburn.
(Started May 25) .
"JAZZ BOAT"
;Warwick Film Prods.)
Prod.—Harold Huth
Dir.—Ken Hughes
Anthony Newley, Anne Aubrey, Ted
Heath and his Music.
(Started June 22)
"DON'T PANIC, CHAPS"
• Hammer—A.C.T. Filips)
Prod'.—Edward Baird
Dir —George Pollock
Dennis Price. Thorley Waters, George
Cole, Nadja Regin.
•Started June 15) ■
"STRAGGLERS OF BOMBAY"
• Hammer Film Prods.)
Prod.—Anthony Hinds
Dir.—ferry Fisher
Guy Rolfe. Allan:. Cuthbertson
• Started July 6)
"GULLIVER'S TRAVELS"
(Morningside. Worldwide Pictures—shoot¬
ing in Spain)
•Prod.—Charles Schneer
Dir.—Jack Sher
Kerwin Mathews! June Thorburn, Jo
Moi row, Lee Patterson.

UNIVERSAL

RANK

WARNER BROS.

WALT DISNEY

"POLLYANNA"
(Shooting m Napa Valley)
Prod—Walt Disney
Dir.—David Swift
Jar.° Wunan. Richard Egan, Karl Mal¬
den, Nancy Olson, Adolph Menjou,
Donald Crisp, Agnes Moorehead, Hayley Mills. Kevin Corcoran, Rita Shaw,
James Drury, Co Platt, Anne Swym«:ur, Janie Egan, Mary Grace Canfield
•S.arted July 30)

METRO
Starts, This Year.,73 I
This Date, Last Year.16
"THE GAZEBO"
Prod.—Lawrence Weingarten
Ib:\- George Marshall
Gicnn Ford, Debbie Reynolds, Carl
Reiner. Mabel Albertson, Jack Kirk¬
wood, Doro Merande, John McGiver,
Martin Landau, Robert Eleanstein,

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year.. 8
This Date, Last Year.7.0
"SAVAGE INNOCENTS"
(M.igie Film?)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Mak-no Malenotti
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
Anthony Quinn. Yoko Tani
(Started June i>

"CAPTAIN BUFFALO"
Prods.—Pat Ford, Willis Goldbeck
Dir.—John Ford
Jeffrey
Hunter.
Constance Towers.
Billie Burke. Willis BoUchcv. Carlton
Yeung, Woody Strode, Mae Marsh
(Started July 16)
"ICE PALACE"
•Shooting in Alaska)
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Vincent Sherman
Richard Burton, Robert Ryan. Carolyn
Jones. Martha Hyer, Jim Backus,
Diane McBain, Ray Danton
(Started Aug. 3)

Starts, This Year...
6
This Date, Last Year...... 11
j

!
j
c
j

(Mark”VII for Warners)
Prod.—Jack Webb
Dir.—Jack Webb
Jack Webb, William Conrad, David
Nelson, Whitney Blake, Nancy Valen*
tine. James Bell, Joe Flynn, Louis
Lorimer, Dick Whittinghill
(Started July 27>
"THE GIRL IN THE RED BIKINI"
(Edward L. Alperson Prod, for 20th Fax'
Prod.—Edward L. Alperson
Dir.—Bryon Haskins
Mark Stevens. Joanne Dru, Robert
Strauss. Asher Dawn
•Started Aug. 3)

; Starts, This Year......... 2
This Date, Last Year...... 0

j

j

!
j
j
I

ALLIANCE

"JOVANKA AND THE OTHERS"
. "OPERATION CUPID"
(D’.no De Laurentis Prod.) •
(Twickenham Film Prods.)
(Shooting in Rome)
•
Prod.—Guido Coen
Prod.—I)ino De Laurentiis
Dir.—Charles Saunders
Dir.—Martin Ritt
Chailcs Farrell, Avice Landoir
Van Heflin, Vera Miles. Barbara Eel
Eaton.
decides,
Jeanne
Moreau,
Richard
(S.acted June 18)
Basehart; Steve Forrest. Carla Gra*-;na, Harrv Guardino. Alex Nicol
("STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL"
(S: ac ted ^uly 20)
(Twickenham Film Prods.)

"BEAT GIRL"
(Willoughby Film Prods.)
Prod.—George Willoughby
Dir.—Edmond Greville
Noelle Adam, David Farrar,
Hills.
(Started July 27)

Gillian

Alfred Hitchcock has a special kind of theory about the handling
of sex on the screen: It’s no good if the gal involved in a hotsy ro¬
mance situation is a tramp. An associate of the producer-director says
!he insists on having his femmes lady-like, perhaps slick, but every
inch a lady. Otherwise it becomes a debasing affair and the audience
identification is disagreeable.
It’s noted that Hitchcock, in following through on the theory, in re¬
cent years has employed such “lady-like” actresses in his pictures as
: Joan Fontaine, Ingrid Bergman, Grace Kelly and Eva Marie Saint.

I

.

-_

j
“There’s nothing to stop us running day and date with first-run
[houses,” Toronto Star’s .Ron Johnson was told by Eugene Fitzgibbons,
Famous Players-Canadian exec in charge of its Telemeter experiment
in Etobicoke, a Toronto suburb, this year. In practice, he said, films
shown will be “almost firstrun.” Some U.S. stage plays will be car¬
ried, plus football, hockey, fights and maybe Metopera. Color will be
offered tollviewers wdth color sets. Films will be shown in 35m instead
of 16m. Telemeter will occupy only one channel on present sets, but
also three sub-channels, two carrying films and one live.
Bill Diehl, St. Paul Dispatch film critic, in his review’ of “Anatomy
of Murder,” slapped out at* the RKO Orpheum Theatre for selling
!• children’s tickets to it. While praising the picture highly, he declared
• that it “should be restricted to adults” because of the nature of some
[«f the dialogue. “The kids, who were sprinkled through the audience
’when I saw ‘Anatomy,’ lost most of the straight drama but they gig¬
gled and snickered at the sex terms and certainly must have annoyed
adults in the audience who were trying to enjoy this superior, film.”
i.
i
r Nat Taylor, Canadian exhibitor on the independent level, is . bid¬
ding for Paramount’s stock in Famous Players Canadian. The Par hold¬
ings have been on the block for several months and. according to To¬
ronto sources, Taylor is now on the market to purchase perhaps half
of these holdings at a price of $10,000,000, or more.
The sotto voce worked from Par in New. York, however, is that neith¬
er Taylor nor any other potential buyer has Showed a sufficient amount
of cash to consummate a deal.
!

There’s a small rhubarb among the operators of the three Minneapo¬
lis local neighborhood “art” houses resulting from W. R. Frank’s newsj paper ad claim that his Avalon “is the only theatre in Minneapolis
[where you can see true fine art films.” Ted Mann and Sol Fisher, own! ers of Suburban World and Campus, respectively, take exception to
' Frank’s claim.

Martin Davis Coasting

SYDNEY BOX
;

BRITAIN I
Starts, This Year.
This Date, Last Year...

"FOLLOW A STAR"
Prod.—Hugh Stewart
Dir.—Robert Asher
Norman Wisdom, Juiie Laverick, Jerry
Desmonde, Hattie Jacques, Richard
• Wattis.
•Started July 13)
"THE SAVAGE INNOCENTS"
(.Magic Films)
Prods, -r- Joseph Janni and Maleno
Malenotti
•Dir.—Nicholas Ray
Anthony Quinn.. Yoko Tani.
(Started June 22)

RENOWN

INDEPENDENT
Starts, This Year.78
This Date, Last Year.16

I: Book publishing is so closely tied t& ultimate filmization that the
‘ question of a book title also having motion picture marquee values
importantly as in the case of . Glendon'Swarthout’s new novel,
“Where The Boys Are.” Metro bought it from manuscript for 3100.000
against a percentage. The .matter of a title that would give the film
fullest values resulted in the “Boys” title, which stems from Fort Laur derdale being a popular Easter holiday resort for the youngfolk..
(Author Swarthout, a Professor of English at U. of Michigan, found
out that the girls flock to the Florida resort during the spring holi¬
days because that’s “where the boys are.”
Incidentally, Swarthout who authored “They Came to Cardura” for
■ William Goetz (Columbia!, is resigning his college post and moving
/from East Lansing, Mich., to Phoenix to concentrate on writing ex¬
clusively.

This Date, Last Year.5

UNITED ARTISTS

Starts, This Year.4
This Date, Last Year.. 6

Inside Stuff-Pictures

National chairman of the Muscular Dystrophy Assn, of America,
Jerry Lewis broke off an “exhibition bout” with Max Baer* to accept
i a $50,000 check from the Fraternal Order of Eagles, meeting some
j; 10,000 strong in annual convention at tile Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
i Audience included Cardinal Spellman and Jack Dempsey,
j
Lewis flew from Los Angeles to Toronto to receive, the Eagles’ 1959
[award for outstanding public service! After being eulogized for rais¬
ing some $40,000,00.0 since taking an interest. 13 years ago in children’s
| muscular crippling, the comedian said: “I have a specific reason for
turning my attention to this problem but it's probably the only secret
j I want to keep. There are a lot of children on the North American conI tinent suffering from these diseases and they are in dire need of help.
Because there are so many answers about the problem still to be
learned, we can’t get too much money for-research.”

BRYANSTON

"THE MOUNTAIN ROAD"
(Goeiz Pictures, Inc.)
Prod.—Wiiiiam Goetz
Du*—Daniel Mann
James Stewart, Lisa Lu. Glenn Corbett, :
Starts, This Year..12
Henry (Harry) Morgan, Frank Silvers, i
This Date, Last Year... .. 19
James Best. Rudy Bond. Mike Kellm,
Eddie Fireston. Alan Baxter, Frank.
Maxwell. Bill Quine
"THE FUGITIVE KIND"
(Started June 9>
(Jurow-Shepherd Prod, for U.A.)
"GULLIVER'S TRAVELS"
(Shooting in N.Y.)
ftT-Moriungside World Wide S.AA
Prods.—Martin Jurow, Richard Shep¬
Shooting in Spain)
herd
Prod.—Charles Schneer
Assoc. Prod.—George Justin
Dir.—Jack Sher
D:r.—Sidney Lumet
Kerwin Mathews, Jo Morrow. June ’
Marlon Brando. Anna Maananl. Joanne
Thorburn, Sheri Alberoni. Basil Sid¬
Woodward, Maureen Stapleton. Vic¬
ney, Lee Patterson. Martin Benson,,
tor Jory
Alec Mango, Waveney Lee, Peter Bui).
(Started June 22)
Gregoire Asian. Dandy Nichols. Noel
"A TERRIBLE BEAUTY"
Purcell, Richard. Goolden, Marion ■
(Cine-World Prod. for l’A Release)
Soencer, Charles Lloyd Pack, Mary (Shooting in Dublin, Ireland)
Ellis
Prod.—Raymond Stross
(Started July 13)
Dir.—Tay Garnett
Robert Mitchum. Dan O’llerlihv, Anne
•THE GENE K..UPA STORY"
Heywood. Cvril Cusack
Philip A. Waxman Piets.)
(Started July 13)
Prod.—Philip Waxman
i
Dir.—Don W’eis
"NOOSE FOR A GUNMAN"
Sal Mineo. Susan Kohner James Dar¬ (Premium Piets, for L’A Release'.
ren, Shelly Manne. Red Nichols, Anita (Shooting at Paramount-Sunset)
O’Day, Susan Oliver, Bobby Troup, ]
Prod.—Robert E. Kent
Yvonne Craig, Celia Lovsjcy, John;
Dir.—Edward L. .Cahn
B’eifer. Buddy Lester, Larry Dobkin, ’
Jim Davis. Ted DeCorsta. Walter Sande.
Ellie Kent
i
I.vn Thomas, Leo Gordon, Harry
(Started oiity 13)
Carey Jr.
Started Aug. 5)
"WHO WAS THAT LADY"
i
(A is ,rk-Sidney Prods.1
Prod.—Norman Krasna
Dir.—George Sidney
Tony Curtis. Dean Martin. Janet Leish.
James
Whitmore,
John
Mclntire,
5
Larry Keating, Larry Storch, Simon • Starts, This Year..
Oakland, Mike I.ane. Barbara Nichols, .
This Date, Last Year. *
5
Jo Lansing, Marion Javits, William
Newell. Peter Thompson
(Started July 13>
"BECAUSE THEY'RE YOUNG"
!
(Drexel Films)
,
Prod.—Jerry Bresler
Dir.—Paul Wendkos
I
Dick Clark, Michael Callar., Tuesday
Starts, This Year. 7
Weld
(Started Aug. 10)
This Date, Last Year. 9

August 12, 1959

Hernando de Vos Courtright, president of Century City, at 9908 San¬
ta Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, on the site of a sizable portion of the
20th Century-Fox studios, has recoursed more to his old California
Spanish heritage with the new billiing. Courtright Was simply Hernan¬
do, sans the “de Vos,” when he was president and managing director
of. the Beverly Hills Hotel.
The formal announcement reads: “Century City is being created in
260 acres of an original land giant from the Mexican government—
Sancho San Jose de Buenos Aires—until recently a part of 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox studios. It borders on "three beautiful golf courses — Los
Angeles Country Club, Hillerest Country Club, and Rancho. Its western entrances faces the projected new Beverly Hills Freeway which
will run from downtown Los Angeles to the sea. Century City will be¬
come world headquarters for some of America’s largest corporations.
It. will be the site of the country’s most spectacular urban fashion and
= shopping center, built around a boulevard that will become the naj tion’s most newsworthy “Avenue of the Stars,” a stately, tree-lined
[Hall ef Fame . . . Century City will contain a great new hotel, charac¬
teristic of Southern California’s heritage of hospitality . . .Will profvide high-income employment for 34,000 people. Its resident popula‘Ition will exceed 19,000. Parking facilities of the most advanced de¬
sign will be provided for 25,000 ears ... in all its plans and develop¬
ments will focus world attention on Los Angeles’ role as the new capiJ tal city of the American Century . . ! another national development
J | by Webb & Knapp.” William Zeckendorf is president of W&K!

BRITANNIA

COLUMBIA

"THE FRANZ LISZT STORY"
(Goetz Pictures
Prod.—William Goetz
Dir —George Cukor
,.
Dick Bogarde, Capucine. Patricia Morison,
Genevieve Page. Martita Hunt, Lou
Jacobi. Marcel Dalio, Lvndon Brook.
Ivan Desny
(Started May 11)

j

Prod.—Guido Coen
Pir^—Charles Saunders.
Richard
Murdoch,
Wiiiiam Kendall.
Maya Koumari.
(Started July 16)
"THE WOMAN ON THE STAIR"
(Ethiro Prods.)
Prod.—Norman Williams
Dir.—Wolf Rilla ■
Patricia Dainton, Conrad Phillips
(Started July P
"AND WOMEN SHALL WEEP"
(Ethiro Prods.)
Prod.—Norman Williams
Dir.—John Lamont
Ruth Dunning, Max • Butterfield, Gillian„
. Vaughan. ■
(Started June 11)
"YOUR MONEY OR YOUR WIFE"
(Ethiro Prods.).
Prod.—Norman Williams
Dir.—Anthony Simmons
.
Donald Sinden, Peggy Cummings, Rich¬
ard Wattis. Barbara Steele.
(Started July 17)

Starts, this Year..
4
This Date, Last Year...... 0
"EVERY NIGHT SOMETHING AWFUL"
(Artna Films)
Prod.—Basil Dearden
Dir.—Michael Relph
Alfred Marks, Patricia Bredin, Sidney
James, Dick Bentley, Dora Bryan.
'Started July 6)

20TH-FOX
Starts, This Year. ..2
This Date, Last Year...... 9
"SINK THE BISMARCK"
Prod.—John Brabourne
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert
Kenneth More. Dana W'ynter, Carl Mohner. Karel Stepanek.
(Started July 6)

Milgrim Gets FOX, Pllilly

NTartin
R
Tlavic
Pjramniinft
°
J
.
.
J
Martin S.
Davis,
Paramount’s
|
Philadelphia, Aug; . 11.
national ad-pub-exploitation man¬ j
David E. Milgrim, veteran Phila¬
ager, left New York last night delphia showman, makes his entry
(Tues.) for a week at the Coast.
: into the midtown first-run compeHe’ll be confabbing with Herb : tition with the acquisition of the
Steinberg, studio publicity man¬ Fox Theatre, from National Theager, along with promotion staff¬ ; atres.
ers and production execs.
j
In addition to being president of
j Milgrim Theatres Inc., the new
; owner of the Fox is also the
: founder of the Milgrim Service
; Organization,
with
83
houses
Starts, This Year. . 7 I throughout Eastern Pennsylvania,
This Date, Last Year.2 ! New Jersey and Delaware. He has
been identified with the local in¬
dustry since 1922;
"A TERRIBLE BEAUTY"
UXR.M.-Raymond Stross . Prods.)
Milgrim Theatres take over- the
• Prqds.—H. J. Landan, Raymond Stross
operation of the 2,250-seat de luxer
Dir.—Tay Garnett
Robert Mitchum, Dan O’Herlihy, Anne tomorrow (12).
Milgrim said he
Heywood, Richard Harris, Marianne
anticipates policy changes to be
Benet.
revealed later.
(Started July 13)

UNITED ARTISTS
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Winin' tnwlini ultsiwi for'Yelliwstoni Kelly
Millions and millions will see 'em on their twin 2950-mile
personal ‘sell’ tours starting August 15th. Thirty-four cities
and all surrounding areas covered with gala press luncheons
and dinners, mass interviews and saturation appearances on
radio and TV. It’s just one of the ways in which Warners are
going all out to tell 'em all how big they are together on your
big theatre screen! _
_
feWalKer ■
v s V® Byrnes •

1

IJOJUtYrUlm,!

Clint WalKer-Edward Byrnes • John Russell
Mm
TECHNICOLOR*

SEE THE
PRESSBOOKS'
SPECIAL
LIFE-SIZE
LOBBY.
SET-PIECE!
SPECIAL
TEASER
TRAILER!
SPECIAL

jyfei/ows+o M
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fittlETY

PlfTITlES

Esther Williams Company
Hit With 244(i Pool Suit

‘Canada Most Over-Censored Land
With 8 Provincial Setups-Pratley

‘Murder Lone Yank Entry at Venice
Festival; Italy Has 3 Pix, France, 2

Minnceapolis, Aug;. 1L !
Alleging that .misrepresentations:!
induced them to take over dis¬
tribution franchises . of Interna-;
♦
Venice, Aug.. 11:
Ottawa. Aus*. 11. \-f-—-:—
/ ■--—— ' tional Swimming Pool Corp.; poolsJ “Anatomy of a Murder” (Col)
* Canaria is the most over-cenr -n .
«
rp i
a
• two Minnesota distributor's, Futur- /
i will be the only Yank film com¬
sored country in the world.'’ writes SCaWSlBCFS IHRGS Ufl
peting in. this year’s Venice . Fea(Jerald Pratley, freelance filing
,, ...
,! amic Living and Gus Young of Min-/
neapolis and Austin, respectively,!
,; ture Film Festival. List of pix se¬
have brought federal court damage
lected for the fall film classic by
Athens, Aug. 11. ! a five-man committee shows Great
\ cars been used as a revenue mak-: A feature film financed by Texas suits totaling $244,000 against, the;
er for provincial governments, who industrialist Glenn H. McCarthy ; company of which star Esther Wil- ji The Greek censorship board Britain also in with one entrant,
.IjI banned, the picture -‘High School ! Kevin McClory’s “Boy and the
a/point boards of small-minded! and produced by James D. Ross ljams is president.
people with the right to cut. muti- has been acquired for distribution ! ■. George Mikan, local all-time •:. Confidential” from Greek screens | Bridge” while Italy placed three
by Citation Films, independent re¬ basketball, great, is president of : as: “teaching the youths , by vivid j and France two feature pix in the.
late and bah as they see fit."
"It’s generally agreed that a leasing firm headed by A. . W. Futuramic which is suing for $155.- !rexamples methods of crime and I total of 14 culled from more than .
! 500 potential entries over a sixcountry should have a legally con¬ Schwalberg, form ex Paramount 000. Young, who seeks .$69:000 • misbehavior.”
damages for International, is. a for- .. Metro reps here appealed to the • month selection period.
.
stituted censorship board, if only sales chief.
The picture, “Five Bold Wom¬ nier Minnesota- Gusta vus Adolphus'' Higher Committee existing for I Italy’s three are Mario Monicelto decide which films should be
\';';/such cases. But the appeal was re¬;i li’s “La Grande Guerra’’ (The
restricted for adults,” Pratley con¬ en,” stars Jeff Morrow, Merry An¬ college athletic, icqach.
They charge that the defendant. jected, and the film is definitely i Great War);: Roberto Rossellini’s
tinues ‘ But Canada has eight! ders and Dee Carroll. Shot, in
; “II Generale 'della P.overe” «.GenEastman
color,
it
was
filmed
on
misrepresented the" cost of the banned.
boards, ami
and to
each of these
*JU4UU>.
iu caul
uicac. the
„
__
pools’ installation. Instead of the . The board lately has been Very i eral diella Rovere); and Carlo LizAim exhibitors must submit all ol Nation m Texas;
Plans are to release the film in $600 allegedly represented, the- strict in granting licenses, espe¬ rzani’s “Esterina.” France placed;
their films, at a cost of thousands
of dollars a year. The stupidity August following a premiere in . cost exceeded $2,000 in soiiie cases,, cially with the “suitable for chil¬ Claude Chabrol’s “A Double Tour”
it’s, claimed. ■
; ! dren” label. But in cases where (Double Turn), and Robert Hosot the system is now shown by Houston..
^
“La Nuit des Espions” ‘The
television which, being under fed-;
"
! , ■ ■■
“
Also alleged. is that ; Interna- juvenile delinquency is portrayed, sein’s
Night of the Spies).
e. al control, cannot be censored • ■ j ^ •
t f)
tionars advertisements listed . pool it is more cautious.
Other contestants at Ve h i c e
pruvinciaily. and is bound by no AuVCrtlSlllP Ol tODipSOV
prices which would, have required;
event,, which starts rolling Aug. 23,
censorship boards or rules other
•
r\ '*■
local/dealers to sell and install the’!
are: “Almatlan Evek” (Sleepless
units at a loss. It’s further charged:
than those of decency and good
Years) Hungary; “Ansiktet” < The
that '. International has failed to
Face), directed by Ingmar /Berg¬
furnish compoiient jbarts of some
Thus, he says, a film banned by
man, Sweden; “Ehjo” (The; Flame
pools
and
that
International;
a provincial board may be shown
' *
>
of Torment) Japan; “Huride Wollt
on television. Quebec province
Universal is out to sell its trade-j claimed falsely it: has .successful:!
Thr Ewig Lebeh” (Dogs, Must Y’ou
has banned all Russian films ex-; mark abroad wherever it can and i Minnesota; dealers.!,
Live Forever), directed by Franz
Minneapolis,- Aug. 11.
cept “Romeo and Juliet” and' as strongly. as possible, America
Wisbar, Germany; “Pociag” ( Night
“Stans
fhp Russian Ballet,”
Ballet” yet
vet' .. ' _.
•
•
“Stars of the
.
While the film companies have TFain) Poland; “Sonada” (Sonata )^
some of the banned films have ’
u s foreign topper. said m
not had appreciable success the past directed by Juan Bardem, Spain;
nonetheless been shown on CBC->
last week prior to leaving for
several years in their efforts to “V Tvoi Rukh Jizn” (The Life in
TV’s French network.
j a trip to Rome.
create new young replacement Your Hands) USSR). .
A Granada-TV production, adap-1 “Advertising our trademark is
Despite previous, reports that it
stars of the stature of John Wayne,
Mexico Gity, Aug. 11.
Gary Cooper, Frank Sinatra, Susan would be included, acceptance of
tation of Donald Ogden Stewart’s\\ important in the U.S., but it Is
Multiple
nation
productions
are;
Rossellini’s
“General della Royere’*
Hayward,
Ingrid
Bergman,
Marilyn
IBS Ki?.ders/1 w“ shJ)w?„“l*bsolutely essential in the fofbign
CBCs national tv network at 9:30 r
,
being promoted here. Following the; Monroe, Bob Hope, James Stewart, caused some surprise as piq is still
p.m. Sunday night, July 26. In if (market, Aboaf noted. When our
shooting
while:
another item, Sat¬
Lana
Turner
and
Gregory
Peck,
Ismael Rodriguez plans to turn out
“God damn” and “bitch” werej^P16 send in pictures of theatre
etc., for example, whose names in yajit Ray’. “The World. of Apu,”
each used thrice, and the French ; fronts, and the Universal trade- a picture in 10 or more; foreign! themselves mean something for the previously given as a sure entrant,
unprintable expletive “Merde ”
} mark isn’t clearly visible, they hear locales, with the aid of three as-, boxdffice, television Is making a is not On the final list.
sociate producers, the formation of number of young performers thea- j
Pratley thinks that Ontario has • from me/’ he added.
* better board than moirt bthei
AbMl>s ^ ** ifc very pj.ac. Productores Asociadas, S.A., has! tre draws in this territory.
This is being pointed out by Tom
provinces, "under the tolerantly ^ In many territories, been revealed here. This outfit, a
chairmanship of O. J. Sliver.. cxhibitors buy blocks of films or uniting of independent producers: Burke, head of by far the . area’s
thome. but «dds that even m , whole year’s product "We want in Latin America, plans to turn out; largest buying - booking groups
such films restricted to adults '18; them t0 5* aware 0f who's films costlier/: pictures, utilizing talent, comprising more tthan 100: thea¬
Rome, Aiig. 11.
ana over) as Room at the Top r they are buying, particularly now and technicians from nations in¬ tres, some of them among the
Announcement of the names of
largest and most prosperous, and
and
Lonelybearts
dialog ha? . that Universal is making such a volved.
14
feature
pix
admitted to this
First effort-Will be an! ambitious! leading independent circuits.
been cut by censors.
[strong showing,” the U exec said.
year’s Venice Film Festival al¬
Burke, an industry pioneer who ready has resulted in a first official
“When will such men (as U, S. • “This is a competitive business and musical comedy with the. most;
indie producers and distributors j a trademark stands for quality and famous variety , actors of 10 /na¬ is regarded as one of its best- protest. Claiming that the three :
tions appearing in stellar roles.; brains hereabouts, says the £v
Joseph Burstyn with "The Miracle' good business.”
Italian entries (“Esterina,” -‘The
and Edward Kingsley with ‘Lady
Aboaf said Casey Robinson, pro- Featured will be entertainers from names like Ricky Nelson, Elvis Great War,” arid “General della
Chatterly’s Lover’) make them-, ducer of “This Earth Is Mine," Chile,:. Argentina, Cuba, Puerto; Presley, ! some of the Western; Rovere”) were all unfinished and
selves known in Canada, and take < recently congratulated him on the Rico, Brazil, Venezuela, Panama,; video stars such as Gene Barry therefore violaeted one of. the
the issue of the legality of provin- ad-pub campaign for the picture Ecuador, Colombia and Mexico./ and now, coming up lit '“Yellow¬ Venice admission : rules, Italian
cial censorship to the Supreme in Europe. “There isn’t anybody Indies are taking to the multiple: stone . Kelly,” Kookie Byrnes, producers GOffredo Lombardo arid':
Court of Canada?” he asks.
■ ’ in Europe who doesn’t know that production idea since investments, have proyen marquee value in this Franco Cristaldi have strongly pro¬
--—
j this is a Universal picture , and a per producer are less than wheni territory “and probably in most tested! their inclusion. They also
' Universal release,” Aboaf stressed. making an individual picture. Fix others.”
have initiated legal action to pro¬
1 AW WIII nFfinF ftN
He said* too> that building pride produced Will be color, wide screen;
“Thus, in a way. tv is helping the tect their interest with added
linn VVllili l/Ltll/li Viv
in the trademark also built pride and multi peso efforts for the
boxoffice, as well, of course, as
Latin and International markets. hurting it,” Burke points out. “A reservation as to the orthodoxy of
the Festival and eventual final
good performance in a good vehicle prizes awarded during the event.
Hollywood, Aug. 11. \ m
gives these younger newcomers
According to the , beef, both
subsequent boxoffice potential. . “The Great War,” a Dino DeLaurIt’s to the courts with the Battle j !
/ O T fl
fi t
“The film companies can't be entiis production starring Vittorio.
of Winesburg. The Mirisch Co., . -7 J-^-L/WltlOiXl kJVtU.
blamed for not developing more Gassman, Alberto Sordi and Silafter surveying Jerry Wald's con-r
_
■
young boxoffice stars to replace the varia Mangano, and '“General della
By ROBERT McSTAY
tention he owns film rights to s
^
older ones who have managed to Rovere,” a Zebra (Morris Elgas)
ada), ‘Table For/Friendship” (UNESCO):
Sherwood Anderson’s “Winesburg;
Toronto, Aug. 11. j, Tuesday,
hang
on. And exhibitors shouldn’t Production, directed by Roberto .
Aug; 25, 2:30 p.m.—“Powei;
Twenty feature films and 161 , Among Men”.. (UNESCO), . “Alpine be taken, to task for allegedly not. Rossellini; are currently. still in
shorts from 19 countries showing I 1 Rally” (United Kingdom).
doing
their share to create, fresh the shooting stages while the. third
ahead with its announced plans to: for the first time in Canada will]■ 8:30/.p.m.—“The Idiot” CU.SiS.R.), “Ad:
luminaries.
item, “Esterina,” is still being
(United States),
film the property. In counter ac-' unreel <Aug. 24 to Sept. 5), as the i/. ventures of
“One of the main obstacles today edited. .
1 Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2:30 pirn.—“A Midtion, Wald’s attorney this week is : International Film Festival using» -summer Night’s Dream” (Czechoslo: is the difficulty in making film per¬
Fest authorities already have
“City Out Of Time” (Canada).
preparing a. law suit, seeking tq! the Avon Theatre (991 seats), at 1 vakia),
“Charley Russell's , Friends”
(United sonalities glamorous to the public. replied to the protest by pointing .
Stratford, Ontario, at $1 admission; 1 States).
.
Our business has changed. In the out that understandable secrecy
prevent the Mirisch filming and At the conclusion of the fortnight’s ; 8:30
p.m.—“The Rickshaw. Man” (Japan),
to have the property delivered to showings, plaques will be awai ded f “The Tender Game” (United States)/ better old days Hollywood-created (and a festival ruling) covered the
!•• “13. a. tagor” (France);' ^
glamor was almost commonplace films screened and not admitted to
Wald.
| 1 by Canadian , film critics to the :! Thursday, Aug. 27, i:30 p.m.7-“Last Day and spelled boxoffice for its lum¬ the event. (14 admitted out of 132
of Summer” (Poland),' “A Dancer’s
Ray Kurtzman, attorney for the best picture, the best male and !! World"
screened from all countries),' arid .
(United-States), “Mischief Makr. inaries possessors.”
Mirischs, declared, “After discuss¬ female performances. Details \vere I1 ers” (France/.
In this territory Rock Hudson that Article 24 of the Venice regu¬
p.m.—VRoad A Year Long” (Yugoing the situation with Harold: made public at a press conference |iI 8:30
slavia), VSerenal” (Canada).
’
rates as the No. 1 boxoffice draw lations empowered Fest authorities •
Mirisch, we have come to the conr here by John Hayes, director of Friday, Aug. 28, 2:30 pm.—“Legend of among the comparatively newer to make decisions and interpret
(Japan), . “Two . Men W’ith
elusion we have a binding written = the Film Festival and production ' Narayama”
W'ardrobe” (Poland), . “Johannes Lar¬ generation Of stars, Burke feels. rulings as it saw fit in certain ex¬
agreement whereby the Mirisch i manager of the same burg’s Shake-1 sen” (Denmark).
Others held in . respect by the ceptional cases,
Co. acquired film and allied rights spearean Festival which includes;' 8:30 p.m.—‘Sapphire’’ (United Kingdom); area’s exhibitors and helpful to the
Reported in film. circles here
. "Harlem Wednesday” : (United States)!
to ‘Winesburg, Ohio.’ ” The deal . the film side-event as one of its 'i Saturday,
. Aug. 29—“The Salvage Gang” boxoffice include, of course, Paul that the Lombardo-Cristaldi pro- .
. United Kingdom). ' .
is with Christopher Sergei who, ] 10-weeks’ activities.
Tony Curtis, Brigitte test probably . steins from non-in¬
10:30 a.m.r—“Jay
Wedding"
(U.S.S.R.), Newman,
Opening
the
proceedings
on
the
with Anderson's widow, owns/
“The: Insatiable Bee” (Hungary).
Bardot, Joanne Woodward, Jack clusion in the Venice roster of their
rights to l the stories.
f evening of Aug. 21 will be “The 2:30 plmi—“The .Doubled Faced Mirror” Lemon, Jerry Lewis, Yul Brynner, . recently-finished productions: “I
(France), “Diamond Finger" (Thailand);
Wald and his attorney, Gerald: Scapegoat” (British), starring Sir 8:30
p.m.—“Blue Denim” (United' States), DOris Day, Robert Wagner, Alec Magliaii,” directed by Francesco
Lipsky. explain they have been Alec Guinness and Irene Worth. “Geometry” (West Germany).
Rosi; and “II Magistrato.” directed
Guinness and. Dean Martin.
Aug, 31> 2:30 p.m.—“New .Year
negotiating with Sergei for over a Guinness starred on-stage, in-the,j•[ Monday.
by Luigi Zampa. Last-named, ho\vSacrifice”
(Chiria),
“Singing- W’oo.d”
year and that they have a legally first Shakespearean Festival here !j ' (Poland).
ever, is reportedly, denying tha
p.m.—“Eugene -Oliegin” (U.S.SJl.V,
binding agreement in the form of and Irene Worth is starring this • 8:30
film was up for Venice*, together
“The Earth Is Born” (United States). !
an unsigned contract, a letter from | season. Both will be present. Also Tuesday, Sept. 1, 2:30 p.m.—‘‘Dreamroad
j with pix scripters, P. F. CampaSergei asking relief on two points skedded for opening night is JirL, ; of the "World" <Germany), “New Guinea
'
nile;
arid Massimo. Franciosa.
Allied
Artists’
“Big
Circus”
on
(Australia), “Das -Knalleidosand a letter to Sergei advising him Trnka, Czechoslovakian director, i . Partol”
the basis of the, past week's boxof¬
kop” (Germany)! .
relief is unnecessary on one point whose Shakespeare’s “A Midsum-! 8:30 p.m.—“House Under .the Rocks” fice! experience looks to become Venice-Hailed ^Melephant’
“The Insatiable- Bee” iHuit
and that he will be given relief i(i rr.er Night's :Dream“will be shown ,;•i .. (Hungary),
the. biggest grosser in the com¬
eary).
.
;• Wednesday.
the other. After seeing the docu¬ on Aug. 26.
Sept, 2, 2-30 .p.m.—“Sap- pany’s
Acquired Globally by UI
history.
Big tent entry
The
films
will
include
nine'from
|
i
.
phire”
(United
' Kingdom).
“Harlem
ments. Kurtzman said last week.
grossed $76,500 on opening in 28
Universal has; acquired world¬
Wednesday”
(United
States).
•
“There is no actually executed deal West Germany; seven from the ■ 8:30 p.m.—■■Apara'jitb” (India), “Dance theatres of the RKO circuit in the wide distribution rights to “The
United States; four each from the \i of the. Shells”. (Germany),
in the file.”
New
York
area,
allegedly
the
big-;
Boy
Who Owned a Melephant.” a
i Thursday; Sept; .3. 2:30- p.m.—“Lissy“
The legal papers which Lip-ky; United Kingdom, Canada and Po- j . <DEFA:Germany), “Uhristmas In . .Aus- gest opening for a film on second 30-minute Technicolor. featurette
i- preparing include a suit for; land; three each from Russia and jI tralia” (Australia), "Parliamentarians” run in 20 years at the chain/“Cir¬ j which won a prize in the children’s
(DEFA-Germany).
specific performance against Ser-! France; two each from Japan,!J; 8:30.
p.m.—“Dreams of W’omeh” (Sweden), cus” had its premiere at the Roxy. [film competition at Venice. The.
gel and Mrs. Anderson, seeking to ’ Australia, Hungary and UNESCO; 1 “Glass” (Netherlands). .
For a comparison, the much- picture, narrated by Tallulah BankSept. 4, 8:30 .p.m.—.”Jonas” (Germake them deliver the'property one each, from China, India. Italy, /;: Friday,
Joseph Le¬ head, will be packaged with “The
many).
“The
Fishermen/ .. (Canada), pushed.. “Hercules,”
Czechoslovakia,
Denm
a
rk.
The
;
to Wald, and an injunction against 3
“Oiir Sun”. (Germany).
vine’s import which is cleaning up Snow Queen,” the animated Soviet
Sept. 5,- 2:30 p.m.—“The Roof”
tlu* Mirisch Co., seeking to prevent Netherlands, Sweden, Jugoslavia! Saturday,1
(Italy). “One Day In Rome" (Germany), around most of the country, drew film recently acquired for distribu¬
and
Thailand,
their filming of ‘‘Winesbu e ” It
;
“Dom?* (Poland):
$90,000 on debut day. But this tion by Universal; Plans are to re¬
Following is lineup and dates: ,8:30
p.m.—“The
Scapegoat”
(United was first run—that is, there was
was not immediately known „v>ben '.Inncitty.
lease the d o u b 1 e bill around
AUK. 24--“Thf> Sc;i(I'liit“Short And Suite” (Canada),
*he suits would be filed.
°
i1 tel Kingdomi, “Shoit And Suite’* (C;m- 11/ Kingdom).
no showing on Broadway.
i Christmas..
"Fable For. Freindship” (UNESCO).

;^e,u Z?T nSe<

Texas-Made Bold Woman ,

! U. S. Juve Delinquency
Film Banned by Greece

lradeilUUrK ESS€IltUU
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Film Booker Tom Burke
Sees Video Star-Maker

MULTI-NATION FILM j
ABLOOM IN MEXICO

3 VENICE FEST PIX
SET OFF LEGAL ROW
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19Lands al StratfordFilm Fest
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Promising ‘Circus’ Pace

Wednesday, August 12, 1959
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Dreams of Paradise
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.
Eddie Sehwart?, local amusement industry printer, Variety Club
treasurer and jokemaker via printed cards, now is Issuing life
membership cards to show folks arid newspaper television and ra?
dio people in a number of. new clubs he’s launching.
“If you’re hot the joining kind, you’M still be happy to become
affiliated with his organizations because of their charters," says
, Eddie. “No dues, no don’ts, no officers, no rules, no Tuesday meet-,
ings, no suggestions, no announcements, no objections, absolutely
no plans,’.’.
/
•
•
The clubs to; which you can give .nothing are called “Comfort Me
With Money," ;.Tm Tired of Having Fun. Association," “If You
Can’t Do It Teach It Association," “I’ni Not Completely Worthless.
—I Always Can Serve as. a Had. Example Association,” the “I Have
Hidden Talent But No One. Can Find It Club” and the “John Wilkes
Booth'CtTn'Club." . .
■
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VIA GOOD KID CLUB

Chicago, Aug; 11:
. . Plagued by an excess of juye-1
nile vandalism. Chi's Nortown The- i
By LENNY LITMAN
atre, a nabe hotise, iicked the prob¬
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
lem by initiating a “Good Citizen- Mending Some Fences?
Some
29 Western Pennsylvania
ship Club" that requires member° St. Paul, Aug. 11.
theatre. owfters went to court
ship and rules compliance by its 8
. Exhibitors here are going
Wednesday <5> to get an earlier
to 18-year-old. Saturday matinee
the limit to improve their pub¬
shot at showing films after their
patronage; ”•
lic relations which apparently
downtown
theatre runs
Begun late last May,. Nortown ; haven’t been sufficiently good
The suit filed in Federal Court
manager Erwin Noyer says the; to bring effective antidaylight
is
a
follow-up
of an action taken
scheme since then has reduced j. saving time pressure on state
by Basle Theatres Inc., operators
seat-cuttings and- wall-marking by .1 legislators.
of
the
Mt.
Lebanon
Drive-In The¬
more than half. Noisemaking has
For example, the local Rivi¬
atre. The operators charged that
also.been lowered to at least a tol- ( era theatre held an invitation
five major Hollywood film distri¬
erable decibel level.. .
special. screening of “The
butors have “rigged” rules to the
Noyer relates that pait of the
Nun’s Story” (WBi for Cathodisadvantage of outlying situations.
problem was finding a “tactful" .. lie Sisters who found it impos¬
Federal Judge . Mcllvane last
solution to the mischief, a cure that ;
sible to attend during regular
January handed down a ruling re¬
wouldn’t alienate business. He and
theatre hours,.
quiring
the distributors to make
his staff the* , hit upon the club >
Riviera also unspooled Al¬
prints, available to theatres outside
i idea, and since have issued more i lied Artists’ “The Big Circus"
the.
first
run category within 17
j than 5.000 membership cards which j for some 250 children of vari¬
days after downtown runs.
the. youngsters must flash at the ; ous community houses and
Baltimore, Aug, 11.
~" -~
The
ruling
allowed Warner Bros.,
boxoffice for Saturday matinee ad- , ; orphanages.
Allied Motion Picture Theatre j... it,*.
h .
,
RKO, Loew’s, Universal and United
mittance <with the price of a ticket,
Owners o" Maryland anAllied Allied ArtlStS ITOteStS
Artists
to
exempt
three special
of course!. Club’s regulations even
States unit, is disturbed by the
films a year from the quick play¬
provide for punching a card for.
invasion of Theatre Owners of
off order.
minor infractions; and a serious
America end the organization in.
In last week’s action, the theatre
violation is enough to get the of- .
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
this state of a.TOA affiliate, .
owners said the ruling has led to
fender
evicted
from
the
club.
In
In a letter to George G. Ken
Allied Artists has filed two title
the
establishment of a revised
. asotes, national TOA prexy, Meyer protests with MPAA, one against that case, says Noyer, the miscreant :.
booking system under which they
is allowed into the theatre only if
Leventhal president>of the Mary¬
are
required
to bid for recent re¬
_ to “,'oi Mike and Albert Zugsmith’s “This a parent is in tow. • .' ■
land Allied unit, asked TOA
leases against owners of theatres
vieiv this si-nation without delay j Bebel -.Generation’"’ and .the other - As expected, the project did in¬
who
are
not
their competitors.
with a view to eliminating this un-! against . Paramount s. “Streets of hibit biz Some at the outset, but
They also complained that the
necessary additional organization." j Naples.’
since then ■ moppets and parents
. Paris, Aug. 4,
distributors have cut the number
. Pointing out that the Maryland ; Protest against Zugsmiths’ title alike have come to see the wisdom
According to sources here, the of prints available to outlying
Allied unit has existed for 42 years. .' is based on AA’s recently complet- of the plan. Now Noyer is thinkLeverithal called the TOA action j ed “The Rebel Set.” Protest against .ing of. issuing snappy membership Common Mart since its inception houses.
The three-film exemption is also
a disservice to the industry and to { the Par film, is based on similar, buttons, figuringvthat kids, too, are In January last year has had litj tie real effect as yet on films. How- being abused, it was claimed.
exhibitors in particular because of j registration, “Streets of Montmar- status-seekers.
'
/■■■
.
—
j
ever,
it
is
expected
that
certain
The petition asks the. court to
. the establishment of a competitive j tre," biopic: of Suzanne Valadon
; repercussions and changes because end any conspiracy to delay sub¬
organization: ■
^ •' •
|which will topline Lana Turner.
urban
showings of the movies and
Leventhal added that if TOA had ; Director Douglas Sirk puts pic into Arhitpr fWrc ^lirdpr’ In : of this
economic sharing setup
may bevisibleoerhans
be visible perhaps next year. J to force distributing firms to make
a story to tell, it should have been' production in France next spring, AlUlier USdR) 1UUIUCI ID mav
the
films
available on the terms
disclosed, to all Maryland exhibKj
,n a third protest last, week.
Tirip* Rlirt Rftlaliail NflW
So far co-productions have not 1
1 Ilie, DUlt DdiaUdU Ilf) W appreciably risen since 1958 i outlined in the order involving
‘fs, fn2
0U- Hughes Productions filed against
Basle
Theatres’
suit.
of sta e. He noted that our or „.ghtratioh of ..THe Blonde in
C..1
h„I France passed an eight-year aid
jeeKing Release Ileal; bill which stymied burgeoning cogamration. would have been happy.; 402.T. by:Edward Small and United
in fact still would . be happy to Artictc .
Rights to the title “Murder; Production with West Germany
supply a forum to TOA for. such a
. _•__
■;
T
. ..
.
•
which has ho. aid program and
Inc.,’’ originally claimed by seven therefore acts against c§operation ,
presentation." .
.; While the Maryland unit is af¬
different producers. Went to Prin-, since French would be giving aid 1
filiated With Allied, Leventhal said
cess Production Corp., headed by .and partners would not be recipthere is no reason to believe that
As part of its new talent devel¬
Burt 'Balaban,. as a result of arbi- racating.
“our position is not subject to re-^
tratioh oroceedings conducted bv. .There Ts_a moyement afoot to opment program, Columbia has
evaluation at all times. Certainly i
prepared
a seven-minute short,
set up a CM statistical pool to give
our membership would properly j
the Motion Pmture .Assn, of Amer- a ciearer picture of CM film activi- “New Faces.” designed to intro¬
demand that the Maryland' unit af¬
ica. Balaban s outfit won out. over .ties>. This is a proposai 0f the duce its new players to tv audi¬
filiate: nationally with that organ- |
two. different firms which Were French Centre. Du Cinema crack ences.
ization which demonstrates that.!
part of the final arbitration hear- statistics man Claude Degand. It
Personalities shown in the film
it can most eff( ctively' help. our !
^ Milton Sperlings Lmted js ajso felt that under the CM a include Evy Norlund, Michael Calmembership. .
. !
SMtes Pictures and the King Bros. near future project is to make a len, Joby Baker, James Darren, Jo
^. Artl^s’ also^a clairnaint to general quota setup for all CM na- Morrow and Rian Garrick.
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.. the title, with^aw before the hear-; tions instead of individual quota
Film company has also readied
for distribution to tv a featurette
j The
Pennsylvania
Supreihe j
the^couree^f th^arrantg.emei!jt b'tw?en ..ali’
Court ; has been asked to hear ! cJnt?oversi?
the course
™ countne^ This,_it _Js saLd, could plugging William Goetz’s “They
give a new competitive push to
• arguments on the legality . of the.1 With: the title r»q\y. free and film biz in the CM and provide Came to Cordura.” Television re¬
Paramount has scheduled three ■ state’s Sunday blue laws by at- clear, Balaban is proceeding wdth the countries having better films lease is handled through an or¬
ganization headed by Bruce Bala¬
reissues for the fall and eaefi of j torney Harold E. Kohn, counsel plans to place the film in produc- more playing time,
them has. a special marketing an- i for the Roosevelt Drive-in Thea- tion. His version will be based on ; There will be a major CM film ban.
;gle. Par has done well with certain ! tre, in Langhorne. and the Town “Murder Inc.,” the book by-Burton : meeting in Brussels in October
. re-runs in the recent past and ob- i Theatre, in Levittown.
-Turkus, the assistant district at- which should clarify the CM film
FAREWELUNG KURTZMAN
viously is: convinced that some of ,
Five employes of the two thea- orney who prosecued the mob that. setup. So far the CM has had no
the. better product of the.-past is ires were arrested and fined by became known as Murder Inc. Bal-i effect on Yank positions in either
Dinner
of 800 Expected, Including
capable: of doing “A”; business In Justice of . Peace Earl B. Douf’h- aban is presently negotiating withof the six (France, Italy, West GerCardinal and Governor
the present.
Verty, of Bristol Township, who V/as a number of majors for financing man, Holland, Belgium, LuxemIn this instance the “A” business ; conducting a “convicted on sight- and distribution.
boiirgl CM signatories.
Bcston, Aug. 11.
falls into the category, of $1,000,000 .campaign to focus attention on the
in domestic rentals.
: blue laws.
i
A dinner honoring Charles
Kurtzman,
former
northeast. div.
First of the three is “Sanjson '
Kohn asked the court’s permis-• ;
mgr.> Loew’s, has been set for
and Delilah," older Cecil B. DC- sion to argue in conjunction with >.••••
Sept.
12
at
Sheraton-Plaza
hotel.
Mille entry , which comes on the the hearing on a Writ of prohibir I #■
About 800 are expected to attend
.playoff heels of “Ten Command- tion, skedded for Aug. 17/ The
the
affair,
dubbed
a
“Thank
You,
merits.”
; writ, an injunction asked from the
Other, two are ^Country . Glri” i higher; court against a lower court,
• New York, j we found our post and settled down i Charlie Kurtzman” dinner.
and “Bridges at Toko-Ri,” both; is sought by. Jan Boylan, an em- Editor,: Variety:
Kurtzman, transferred to the
. i to enjoy the show.
starring William Holden and Grace j ploye of the Bristol Playhouse, who
Next discovery: The - speaker New York office of Loew’s, was
At a time when exhibitors arc
Keily, whose names (markedly en- ! contends the. “on-sight convicactive in civic, social and com¬
didn’t
work.
We
hacked
up
to
an-j
so fond, of giving lip service to the
hanced lately), ate being given j. tions” are unconstitutional.
other speaker. This one
. IV. y
m
,
J .
UilC carried
UdillUU iI. munity affairs during his long run
prominent
campaign ; attention.;; . ;Kohn’s petition will raise $ev- Put)il^s comfort and convenience, the voices from the soundtrack, * here. William Elder, managing di¬
Bing Crosby also in “Girl” and ;eral points not covered -by Mrs. j and not a convention goes by when but they were indistinguishable! * rector of Loew’s Warfield Theatre,
Mickey Roohey and Fredric March’ Boylan’s action. Kohn will argue exhibitor leaders don’t exhort their We tried a third, still no good. In \ San Francisco, has been named
also are in “Bridges!”
:
j that the . Operation of motion piccolleagues to modernize and put.a11, we hooked bn five different , division mgr. for Loew replacing
—■
j ture theatres is authorized after.
Kurtzman, who also came from
i 2 p.m. oh Sunday; and that the stress on service, it is as sStohish- ^^r”™. ^1^!^! Frisco.
'BEN-HURV BOOKINGS
I entire Sunday Blue Law passed ing as it. is frustrating and annoy-; signed ourselves to the fact that' Dinner party will also serve as
^——
I in 1794 is unconstitutional, be^ ing to come across theatre opera-! the speakers at the Starlight just a farewell to Kurtzman and his
Atlanta, Dailas Make 12,. 13 In cause it respects the establishment tions where the management in; weren’t clear,
bride, the former Mrs. Harriet Roof a religion; Counsel also' con¬ fact tells the public to go to hell.! As the film progressed, an “an- senwald, widow of the late M-G
Metro Deals.
tends that the law is discrimina¬
Last week, on one of those w’arir: nouncer" at frequent intervals mgr., Benn H. Rosenwald. George
Atlanta and Dallas became the tory by virtue of the number of nights, I took, my family arid sqttie l broke into the screen, dialog with Swartz, one of the originators of
12th and 13th: cities, to obtain ex¬ exceptions to it.
friends to the Starlight Driye-In; such important items as: “Jeannie the Jimmy Fund, is chairman of
clusive hardticket engagements of
Chief Justice Charles Alvin on the Albany Post Rd. in Harmon, ■ is Wanted at the concession booth,” the dinner committee.
Metro’s “Ben-Hur,” Roxy Theatre Jones has already signed an order N.Y. The picture was Columbia’s ! “Joe, the projectionist wants^you,”
Among prominent Bostonians
In. Atlanta, a Wilby- Kincey Thea¬ restraining Dougherty from con¬ “It Happened to Jane,” a light | etc; all this over the soundtrack,
tre, and the Tower Theatre in Dal¬ victing any more violators. On comedy and just the kind, of fare;.After about a half hour, a steady who will attend the Kurtzman tes¬
timonial
are Cardinal Cushing,
las, an Interstate house, signed his one-man Sunday rampage we were looking for that evening.; static blanked out anything else in
contracts this week for longrun through Bucks County (26), Jus¬ By the time we drove, out. of the the speaker: It lasted for six to Governor Furcolo, Mayor Hynes.
engagements..
tice Dougherty issued more than Starlight-well before the feature ‘ seven minutes. By the time it dis'Previously the picture had been 200 onviction notices ($4 fine and was finished--all of us : were ; appeared, most of the cars were
booked, at Loew’s State, N. Y., $9 costs). Among his arrests were thoroughly disgusted and s w ore -blowing their horjis furiously and
where the world premiere will be two toll collectors for the Penn¬ that, next time ’round, , we’4 just , people were, turning on their
held in late November; Boyd,: sylvania Turnpike Commission.
stay home and gab. '
| brights in an. eflfort to catch the
Philadelphia; Egyptian, Los An¬
After paying our. 95c admission,.; projectionist’s attention,
geles; Saxon, Boston; Academy,
we
never
saw
another
person
from
j
In the car next to us were two i— RADIO CITY MUSIC HUL—i
Richard D. Heffner Inc. lias been
RocktMlM CtftUf • Cl 6-4600
Minneapolis- United Artists, De¬
authorized to conduct a business the drive-in persormel- Nobody di- j couples. We heard them Vent their
CARY EVA MARK JAMES
troit; Alouette, Montreal; Univer¬ in
the production and broadcasting rected cars, nobody checked oil anger in no uncertain terms. When
sity, Toronto; Capitoli Vancouver; of motion picture film; with office anything, in short we were com¬ the static returned. briefly, and it
GRANT SAINT MASON
Warner, Pittsburgh; Empire, Lon¬ in New York. Capital stock is 200 pletely on our own. A car had trou¬ seemed to us that the film had run
in AtntIO MTCHCOCX’S
don. Ail theatres signed to date shares, no par value. Directors are ble backing out, so we stood for out pf ideas, we decided to quit
“NORTH BY NORTHWEST"
Ail M-G-M Pictur* in VistsVision • Technicolor*
have exclusive runs for; their ter¬ Benjamin Heffner, John E. Joseph, long minutes, until the “traffic and go home for a cup of coffee.
mt 6>U MEW STAC SKtlttU ‘‘ttUHU FKTftir
ritories.
jam” got straightened out. Finally,
David Gerstein.
Fred Hift. .

Zugsmith and Par Titles

Effect on Pix

‘NEW FACES’ SHORT FOR
TV FROM COLUMBIA

PAR PROBES POTENTIAL
OF THREE REISSUES

Visit to the Starlight Drive-In
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Wells, Bradford Team
Ob Kern TV Special

Something .approximating tjie Eisenhower-Khrushchev -‘one-bigHolly/podi, Aug. 11...;
happy world” make-believe seems to be taking hold in television.
Bob Wells and Johnny Bradford,
Take, for example, * America Pauses In September,” first in the
the brother team who used to
new series of musicals specials sponsored by Coca-Cola^ It’ll be
script the Dinah Shore show (Wells
seen next month on NBC-TV. But the show is presently being pre¬
co-produced last season) are being
taped With a CBS crew.
reunited for Wells’ one-shot NBCThen there’s the new Rodgers & Hammerstein musical headed
TV production, "A Toast to Jerome
for Broadway starring! Mary Martin/
Kern.”
•
NBC has put up the coin for the show. But the album doesn’t
In NBC-TV’s drive to put more*
Wells has hired Bradford to col¬
go to RCA. It goes to Columbia Records!
color on the airwaves, the only;
laborate on the script of the Sept,
area not really exploited by the;
22 special, which the U- S. Brew¬
ers Foundation will, sponsor and
network until now is sports, but!
which Wells will produce. Meanwhen next season gets underway;
i while, in their separate endeavors,
Metropolitan
Broadcasting
Corp.
the tinted athletes will be present;,
(Wells and Sidney Miller have finin infinitely greater force than; ls.
60ing to utilize ilartin jnsjle(j
script for Gene Kelly's
ever before on the schedule. Web1: Weldon’s news services in the tv ; Pontiac special on NBC Dec, 10,
will have completed a second re-!- area. Weldon, hired-Some months ; which Wells will produce, and
mote color unit, costing some1 ago to establish an exclusive news- ' Bradford..-.-has completed, an unr
Certainly Premier : Khrushchev
$3.50.000. by Aug. 29. in time for, gathering rieDartment for WNEW 1 tit?ed’ original comedy. screenplay
will get extensive radio-tv cover¬
the first of the colorized sports;;.
l
Jo<? '**«***&' atiyfet^’.
age when he visits the l).S. next
events.
sometime in September begin on I
month but few believe that the top
New four-camera truck unit,;;,sister WNEW-TV a bi-weekly halfChicago, Aug. 11. ! Communist leader will be the. re¬
Plus the original two-truck. five^; hour on feature news,
Zenith Radio Corp. continues cipient . of dawn-to-dusk attention •
camera job now on the Coast, will r Video program. aimed for Suni ..to. operate at record highs. Net on- the /part of American broad¬
| income for second quarter of 1959 ; casters;
enable the network to move to.; day exposure with Sept. 20 the
: was $1,577,830 or 54c a share, up , “We'll play it by ear, all along,”
sports loeaies with much greater tentative WNEW-TV starting date,
, 65Cr from the 1958 period, and : William R. McAndrew, veep, of
flexibility than previously, thereby.- wj]j jlave a ’‘magazine” concept,
• total sales registered $47,642.024,' NBC News,.; said this week... “Natu¬
enabling, for’ instance, tint treat-;; . in ^hich several recent news
more than $15,000,000 better than rally, this is a big s t o ry, and
ment of ah ^orld Senes baseball, | stories\vill be analyzed, Weldon,
Chicago. Aug. 11.
games.
In the past. NBC-TV whose prinicpal job at WNEW Ra¬
CBS v.p. William Dozier, here the same period a. year ago.
Khrushchev is a! shrewd politico
Zenith also reported record and showoff in. front of the mike.
couldn’t travel its one unit fart! dio has been to oversee the 15- last Friday (7) to address the sec¬
enough or far enough to catch man reporter-writer staff, will not ond annual workshop on Creativ¬ sales and earnings for the six; He does indeed.make for a colorful
both cities of a "World Series.
only produce but reportedly ap- ity in Advertising, counseled the months ended June 30. Consoli¬ video personality but we don’t pro¬
Expanded coior athlete slate will; ed’r on the tv shoWcase.
ad trade to stop its petty "harangu¬ dated net earnings were 649o ' pose to give his. appearance hOfe.
am \RP-TV infn niin-.Tflnnarv!
ing with producers and to work better than for the same period a : complete, sunrise to. midnight cov-.
but that’s not the whole story; web/
instead for. the longrange; stature, year ago, and sales totaled $106,-' erage that some people have .been
is in the preliminary stages oF
integrity and success of tv shows., 862.800 \is-a-vis $74,470,506 in led to believe. We don’t expect to
; be on hand With our mikes and1
mapping out a tinted shed through
‘’People involved in putting on tv.' 1958.
as much of the rest of the year as
shows usually produce more mem¬
cameras ; everytime Khrushchev
possible.
oranda than shows,” he said,
coughs, but you can bet we’ll cover
With the new unit, NBC-TV will
Dozier, ih- charge of Hollywood
his significant steps at all times,”.
multichrome the final two-days^
programming for the web,. statedTop. news execs said the Khrush¬
beginning Aug. 29, of the Davis
that “the open, hostility which,
chev visit here would be in the
exists between, ad representatives |.
Cup tennis games at Forest Hillsi*
nature of a diplomatic exercise in- .
and tv producers had doomed
N. Y.
!:
sofar as the broadcasters were con¬
Last year. NBC-TV did only half
many shows to. failure. The Over
cerned but, above all, a. certain
protective ad man and the agency-2
of the World Series, and orlly four
amount of American patriotism
bating producer now stand for
of the games on the whole college
will go into each of the broadcasts.
(NCAA* football agenda. Next seaf . NBC board of directors has de¬ two hostile factions;”
Broadcasters made it clear that
Ideally, he said, the networks
son. the web will do all of the* cided to reconvert the Hudson The¬
under no circuihstances would they
should retain control of all pro¬
baseball championships, barring
take orders fronf the State Depart¬
atre
on
Manhattan's
West
44th
St
grams, but producers , should . be
any technical difficulties that
Alert to similar rumblings from ment or other governmental agen¬
might be encountered if cither of to its original 1,117-seat legitimate able to expect, help,, not interfer¬
cies as to when and how to handle
the Chicago teams or Milwaukee theatre status, in an effort to at-. ence. . from the ad boys. If the network rivals in N. Y., the ABC the. Khrushchev visit here. Broad¬
gets into the big league finale, tract a buver. Web made the de-: creative ability j of producers is radio and tv flags are also taking casters of course, would confer
steps which could readily lead to with Press Secretary Hagerty in
the White House, on occasion, for
ballparks of the winning clubs.
proximate*y $100,000 to wipe out - those, already in, the a field.
It s the establishment of news and guidance blit, most assuredly final
And instead of four games, NBC the marks of the tv studio that the ; the duty of the agency mea and public affairs departments sepa¬ decisions regarding radio-tv cover¬
rate
from
those
at
ABC
proper.
will do at least 11 games—maybe : Hudson became in 1949.
! producers to work together fo inWABC Radio just hired Edwin age will be made by web execs and
more—grid frays in color. Having ; Web had been trvine for months *Ure*i.the* best Pro^aiJ.s /possible Silverman as its first director of ..emphatically no, .one else;;:.
» unit nn thp mart will also env eD naa Deen irying tor montns
for the tv audience,” he averred.
McAndrew. . had suggested to.
able the network to tint up the •to sel1 th® theatre-turned-studio to
, Dozier was a late replacement news and special events, effective Washington that" NBC was inter¬
Jan. 1 Tourney of Roses from legit interests, but none of the many ■ ft ,the workshop, selected to par- this week. Rather than depend on ested in doing, an hour-long pro¬
John Daly’s ABC operation entire¬
Pasadena. In all, the immediate dickers came to anything. NBC was f 5
gram with the USSR Premier in
pl» ®*U* tor . potential of 21' asking a reported $850,000 for, «hen the latter left CBS . month ly, radio outlet is gearing on its which the first 30 minutes would
own to provide more extensive lo¬
color sports remotes, with the
6
be
straight talk and the remainder
cal news, coverage. Like so many
planned windup, on Jan. 17. when ^uxldmg and Propertjs which runs ,
■"/...■■ . ” ./ ' •' ■ . .
over to questions from news¬
other stations in the Gotham mar¬ given
the pro grid bowl game is played from 44th, east of Broadway,: pIIII PA*P
AAA
men. ;
:■/.
ket, Silverman’s principal job will
in Los Angeles.
through to 45th St. Network con- j 1
O 'P£,40U,UVV
McAndrew
was planning to bring
be to provide lots of on-the-spot over Joseph Michaels,
Moscow cor- /
NBC-TV, like all other tv webs, verted the house to tv In ’49, after
news. ''
respondent, for the Khrushchev
still faces a problem when it comes ; paying nearly $600,000 to a synMeantime, at WABC-TV a deci¬ visit. Other staffers on . the job
to doing color remotes, whether in aicate including Howard Lindsay!
Philadelphia, Aug: 11.
sion has reportedly been reached here would be D a v i d Brinkley,
sports or international exhibits, and Russel Crouse; Leland Hay-: Philco Corp. reported earnings to do an extensive. public affairs
Although the color lens has be- ward. Elliott Nugent and Howard of $2,388,000, or 54c a common program, something the station has Frank IVIcGee and Pauline. Freder¬
come, anr’ is reportedly still be- Cullman. In 1958, the property was ! share, in the first half of 1959. not done before. For the time ick. Don Meaney, national tv new*
coming, more sensitive, there are assessed at $535,000 and the land During last year’s first six months being, at any rate, it doesn’t, ap¬ editor; would be coordinator for
* Continued on page 50 i
alone Was assessed at $440,000.
, the firm - suffered a loss of pear as though WABC-TV will hire tv-radio.
Network board decided that it ; $l,442,000i
a fulltimer like Silverman at
would be easer by far to sell the I Profits for the second quarter WABC Radio, but, if it does go
property back to legit if it w-ere totaled $797,000, or 17c a share;, ahead with the local pubaffairs se¬
first reconverted.
compared with a loss of $344,000 ries it is said to have in mind, it
NBC feels the setup is no longer in
second quarter of 1958, First will request Daly’s aid in prepar¬
necessarv. Web has. more live pro- (
sales spurted to. $181,345,000 ing the skein. Later, on, perhaps—
grams coming from Hollywood froln $149,895,000 in the corre- or if Daly doesn’t come through
next season than from New York, ‘ ^ponding 1958 period.
Second with the manpower for the locallyand, besides, the NBC big colorQuarter sales totaled $85,787,000, inspired WABC-TV will hire its
Colgate, along with. General
studios
in
Brooklyn
apparently
.
compared
with
$75,879,000
in .the own men.
After fishing around four weeks
same three months last year. :
Decision to do some kind of local Foods, is one of the major spenders
for some tv specials to sponsor, suffice the web’s immediate pro¬
on
CBS-TV, with! something. like
public , service telecasting was
Breck Shampoo is on the brink of duction needs in the east; All of
made last week by WABC-TV’s $20,000,000 in the Columbia spon¬
lighting upon eight of the NBC-TV the programs, including the Jack
sor
kitty. The two major item*
newly - organized program plans
“Sunday Showcase” original dra¬ Paar lafenighter, have in recent
Baltimore, Aug. ll,
board. Involved in a three-day next season ^representing $12,000,mas. Should the deal be finalized, months been moved from the Hud¬
000)
will be half of the Ed Sullivan
. Baltimore’s new tv tow7er for. all meeting were program chief A1
the network will have ll of the son to other studios in N. Y.
three local channels, went into op¬ Hollander, WABC-TV topper Jo¬ show and half of the “Perry Mason*
live hourlong dramatic originals
Saturday
entry.
eration: Sunday at 11 p.m. with seph Stamler, research director
buttoned up for 1959-1960.
ji ;.
In addition, Colgate will be con¬
CARNEY'S 'OUR TOWN'
! ceremonies iii which. 'Governor Larry Pollock apd sales manager
Web is not sure whether theretil |
tinuing
with
the Wednesday night
Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town” Tawes and Mayor Grady took part, James Szabo.
be 16 or 17 originals in all. Anirt,
Though it is known the board “Millionaire” halfrtiour series, and
besides the pending Breck biz, gets another whirl on tv. This time i Towner, which is said to be the
twO
daytime
shows,“Top Dollar”
iiaei closed for
±ui three
liiicc of
ui the Art Carney will be the star. It’ll be : second of its type in existence and was also considering the possibil¬
RCA has
stan7a<? during thp parlv narf of done as one of the Pontiac series the only one carrying three anteft- ity of a live lateriight program, arid “Big Payoff.” It’s, in the area
of
the.;
latter
two shows, both of .
the reason Break’s huvWmild be
-specials.'on NBC-TV . and has . nas, is 1,049 feet above sea level, strip in lieu of feature films.
tne reason, iiretx s buj would be been pencilled in as a 90-minute ; Located at television-Hill :home Otherwise, the AB.C-TV flag re¬ which have been declining on the .
for eight after the first of next
rating
charts,
that
Colgate has been
entry the night of Jan. 8,
! of WJZ-TV, the tower is built to cently bought several 20th-Fox re¬
year.
Carney all told will do six Pon- ; withstand winds up to 165 . miles runs, pictures that originally doing some reappraising with an
tiac specs..
I per hour.
showed on in the met area via eye toward a possible change. It’s
WNTA-TV. At the close : of the considered possible that if Col¬
meeting, WABC-TV declined dis¬ gate’s interest. in “Millioriaire”
cussing what, if any, was the de¬ holds up, the Series will be moved
9 3
into either one of the. two daytiirie
cision on/the live show.
slots for network stripping. Deci¬
Hollywood, Aug. 11. }
sion will probably,. rest. on early
NBC-TV is adopting an old Hoi- i
fall ratirig returns
Iywood custom and will “world ;
Not much more than a year ago CBS-TV was considering the
premiere” its hourlong “Bonanzia” ! advisability of calling it quits with its early morning “Capt: Kan¬
series in Reno and Virginia City,7 garoo” entry. It was costing the network something like $2,000,In the five weeks under new
latter the locale of the series, ih a
000 a year and was getting nowhere. .
management, Mutual Broadcasting
special hoopla on Aug. 22.
Jerry. Lewis will follow up. his.
The tables have now been reversed, however, and “Kangaroo”
has
signed up 13 new affils and MJazz Singer” dramatic entry on
Network will plane the Holly¬
will move, into the realm of daytime success stories when, as pres¬
wood press to Reno for two days of j ently anticipated, it posts an SRO on sponsorship in October. In¬
renewed its contract with N. Y. the Ford Tuesday night NBC-TV
parades and civic ceremonies
stead of losing $2,000,000, it will be netting the web about $1,000,^
flagship WOR for the radio web’s specials with a second drama en¬
wrapped up in a “Bonanza Days’*} 000
daily feed of news, sports, and try. It’ll be “Merton of the
tagline. Participating will be Gov-:
Movies>” :.
In addition to the Mon.-through-Fri. entry, “Kangaroo” will have
features.
ernor Grant Sawyer of Nevada, j an additional crack at some Saturday income, moving into the 8 to
Both will be produced jointly by
along with Lieut. Gov. Rex Bell
Among the new outlets is KAYO, Hubbell Robinson Productions and
9 a.m, period, where it can be had for $7,500 per segment (as
and Mayor Bud Baker of Reno.
* against $5,000 per seg during the week).
Jerry Lewis Productions.
33-year-old Seattle, Wash., indie.

NBC-TV; 21 Color Remotes Set For

WELDON’S NEWS AS
WNEW-TV ENTRY

No Dawn-to-Dusk Coverage On
. K.; Boasters to Play It ‘By Ear
Zenith’s Peak Biz

i

Admen, TV Producers’
Hostility Can Botch Up
Many a Show: Dozier

Hudson as Legiter

S Jf5|

spend ap;!

6-MONTH EARNINGS

Breck s Yen For

Baito’s Big Stick

Nevada ‘World Premiere’
Hoopla for ‘Bonanza’;

S

MBS’ 13 New Affils

Jerry Lewis’‘Merton’

.
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CAN RATINGS BE MINIMIZED?
Qairot

flfen’i She?

'Research Boy’Makes Good As
ARE OUT ON LIMB Katz Gets CBS-TV Program Slot

To term it mildly, Clairol Inc. is upset by ABC-TV and its pres¬
ident Oliver Treyz. Sponsor, a division of Bristol-Myers, believes
that it was given the runaround; by the network regarding the
Thursday 7:30-8 p in- timeperiod for next-season, and (through
t With CBS board chairman Wil¬
. its lawyers) is /presently mulling what action should be taken
liam S. Paley back in action this
Bv GEORGE ROSEN
agriinst the network.
w’eek after his Biarritz vacation,
.. Time period in question was sold to Warner Lambert/or the
Just about this time : each year.
network prexy Lou Cowan lost no
new': Gale Storm show, allegedly after a Clairol commitment for ; the tv: networks ’‘do some collec¬
Gisele MacKenzie, Phil Harris, time in tieing together the loose
the haif-hour had been accepted by Treyz.
tive thinking on “how can w:e, Lawrence Welk <6f rival ABC-TV) i ends of the tv programming de.. Reliable sources have reported that early in July ABC-TV de¬
minimize the ratings iii the up-' arid singer Bobby Darin have ■ partment. Designation of Oscar
livered to Footed Cone & Beiding, the Clairol agency; a written,
coming season and help create a i been signed to appear on NBC-TV’s j Katz as top program man to fill
proposal offering minute participations in the Gale Storm show at
whole hew healthy atmosDhere in \ “An Evening,with Jimmy Durante” i the shoes of Hubbell Robinson Jr.
$23,000 each, which is far less than network. rate card. The 7:30
which quality prograinmine rather;. on Friday, Sept. 25. Web, along
time period was then difficult to sell.
V
than nose-counting, will be the with the one-shot co-sporisor’s j came after several weeks of ru■ By July 17, a verbal okay. from. Clairol is understood to have
major yardstick?”
j Zerex and Warner: Lambert, ex¬ I mors that Katz was the Paleyj Frank
Stanton - Cowan choice,
been given to Treyz. Since verbal deals are par for the network -tv
Tilings are no different now as pected to' get Eddie Eisher for the ; with Stanton giving the nod prior
course, Clairol assumed that the order, for 22 minutes over 13 weeks
, the networks gird for the ’59-’60 program (originally called “The . to his departure for Moscow’ last
in the 30-minute telefilm program, was firm.
semester. In fact, the distress has Best of Durante”) but deal fell = week.
But four days later, ABC notified FC&B that since a written
i Katz, w’ho has been vice-presi¬
order was needed and; had not been forthcoming, the time and the.; . been compounded by. a determina¬ through:
tion, both at NBC and CBS (ABC
Second NBC-TV Durante show, dent in charge of daytime tv proprogram were sold entirely to. Warner: Lambert.
is playing it strictly for mass audi¬ slated for Sunday, Dec. 6 and ‘ gramming, is a vet of 21 years at
Tensions have been mounting since that date; For a short while,
ence appeal), to move into areas, sponsored, by Shaeffer Pen. is seek¬ j the netw’ork. Like Stanton before
Bristol-Myers is known to. have been involved in making policy
more calculated to invite a success ing the services of Eddie Hodges. • him, he originally came out of re¬
on the situation. This week, * though. a high-ranking spokesman
d’estime rather, than runaway rat- :
for BM had ho comment other than “it is a Clairol matter:"
search. Within 24 hours after an¬
ings.
With a little less accent on ;
This is the. second instance come to light in as many weeks
nouncement, CBS was convinced it
the Nielsen and the Trendex, and ;
where ABC-TV has had trouble with sponsors over meeting alleged
had moved in the right direction;
a
little
more
appreciation
for-the
;
commitments. Previously, Carnation, which had evidently been,
trade
reaction was good.
“uplift” aspects of the undertak- ;
offered a substantive discount by ABC-TV to participate in “Un¬
There will be no successor to
ings, the two networks realize they ;
touchables” and “Sugarfoot,” felt the need of taking legal steps
!
the
network’s
ex-No. 2 program
might stand a chance. But in the
to force ABC tb comply, with the agreement. Case never got into,
man, Harry Ommerle, w’ho left
j prevailing climate of Madison Ave.!
court; threat of action seemed sufficient to bring ABC around.
the
network
shortly
after Robinson
j. jitters where a whole Way of life.'j
; resigned when he learned the
centers around a Top .10 philoso¬
network
had
gone
looking
outside
phy, the . w ebs are also cognizant
; for a Robinson successor.
Inthat they can take a terrific beat- j
! stead there will be an east-west
ingi
I.
; coast division of responsibility
j
How, then, to dwarf the impact
Before it even gets on the air, under Katz, with v.p. Mike Dann
' of the ratings and generate a uni¬
enthusiasm for qualitative Procter & Gamble is likely, to continuing in N. Y. and Bill Dozier
NBC-TV Star Unburdens Himself In One Fell Swoop versal
programming, regardless of what. withdraw’ over $400,000 worth of dittoing in Hollywood.
Nielsen says? .
It's no secret that several with-*
As Mag Gives Him Platform
business from ABC-TV’s hands. in the program dept, had coveted
:
In the past they said it couldn’t
; be done—and they were right. • Angry situation is the. aftermath ; the No. 1 spot, but CBS brass was
I Apparently nothing has changed of a squabble between the Spon¬ ; quick to point out that the internal
Jack Paar and his guests have
I to alter the picture. If the success sor’s agency Benton & Bowles and : climate is healthy; “everybody *s
been snaring considerable feature !
space in the national mags; Paar! The radio-tv writer is the new¬ of a show:, were predicated on the network over product con¬ happy about the appointment,”
in the final installment of his ’three’-; est addition to today’s global show .critical hosannahs, an “Omnibus” flict on the , Monday hourlong
Paley was particularly anxious
parter in Look comments father j business. Writer Bill J acobson, ’ with built-in sponsors would still “Cheyenrie” series.
; to resolve the program situation
sharply on a number of his guests.: who just returned from Paris ' be around.
in
time for today’s -(Wed) board
The billings being taken back
He tells. of his experiences with; where: he penned a radio spec for
The ., dilemma is a particularly
an alternate-week min¬ meeting. Hence Cowan’s decision
Elsa Maxwell and her “uninhibited fall presentation by NBC, planed, : rough one for NBC; w’hich is going represent
to
announce
it on Monday (10).
ute sponsorship for Zest, soap, a
burblings” particularly the one in j out to Copenhagen this week to • way out on a limb on its weekly P&G brand. Earlier in the game,
W'hich she. said Walter WinchellJ script;, a tv spec for Victor Borge ■ 8 to 9 “Sunday Showcase” series it appeared as though P&G might
had never voted. Miss Maxwell was ! which is set for NBC-TV exposure. of -dramatic presentations.
It press ABC-TV to end the conflict
wrong; and Paar subsequently went j Jacobson,, who has been signed : couid well wind up as a S3.000.000 by requesting the network to axe
on the air With a correction. That to write the Pat Boone show’ this j out-of-pocket undertaking, unless the rival Armour’s Dial soap, but
Paar’s sentiments concerning Win- fall, is. also working on a Bell Tel¬ • the . sponsorship; picture changes. instead the bankroller is simply
ehell. haven’t changed one iota is ephone special in association with ’ Yet this is the calculated risk NBC thinking now; of eliminating its
evidenced, by other opinion in Ervin Drake.
! is willing to take. Slotted opposite participation for Zest irt “Cheyj “Maverick”. (ABC) and Ed . Sulli¬
the Look article. .
i
van. (CBS], “Sunday Showcase,”
. Nor is Paar sweetly disposed
Story, as reported. .Is'"simple;!4;
The 'cold war is underway
despite its array of creative
toward Steve Alien. “I don’t think:
writer^producer-director
compo¬ P&G feels it placed its “Chey-': early this year with Warner-LamSteve is feeling very well, but he’ll j
enne”
biz
before
Armour,
and:
;
bert’s
Anahist and Vick’s Doublenents, is virtually destined for
be better after the operation to
“low' man on the Nielsen poll” also considered product protection ;i Buffered Cold Tablets already
have Maverick removed from his
part
of
its
pact
with
AJBC.
Then,:
:
clashing
in spot buys around the
ratings. It’s to. NBC’s, credit that
back,” Paar writes. “He has done
it says it will gladly settle for a according to a spokesman for the jeountrj’. securing availabilities for
so much public soul searching that
sponsor.
Armour
brought
in
Dial.
■
;
the
annual
winter season of na¬
15 Nielsen; considering the. “Mayhe is beginning to sound like a
P&G will still half another tional sniffles.
i erick”-Ed Sullivan pull. (By Madisaint. But he has. to convince me he .
alternate
week
minute
sponsor-;
\
Vick’s
cold
tablets. last year
: son Ave, standards you’re a flop
can walk on the water. Until then,
if you don’t have a 20. > But what ship in “Cheyenne.” This will be ;: handled by house agency Morse
he will have to take the Staten Is¬
for
P&G’s
Crest
toothpaste,
but
International,
is
making place¬
disturbs the netw’ork hierarchy is
land ferry like the rest of us.”’
]ments on news and feature film*
fhe anticipation of next-morning no. soap. '
Paar also has some \vry observa¬ . Because NBC-TV could not clear ; headlines proclaiming the fact
Meantime.
ABC-TV,
anxious: for the last quarter of this year
tions to make about his “well-pub¬ the number of stations demanded that, with a 15 and whatever the evidently to placate P&G and to;•and the first two months of next
licized difference With Dody Good¬
. merit of the program: “Sunday. keep the $400,000, asked . the !lyear through Oglivy, Benson &
man.” He observes that “before by Mogeri David, the wine adver¬ ; Showcase" was clobbered by the Armour , agency, Foote, Cone & Mather. Firm is tangling with Ana¬
long, people began to consider us • tiser. gave up its hold on the 10:30- competition.
Belding, if if Would be willing to hist in several markets and also
a. team
It. was like being a i 1.1 p.m. slot on Thursdays in order
Yet m all fairness it must be take a P&G powdered detergent:'American Home Products’ Dristan.
guest of honor at a shotgun wed-! lo buy the 8-8;30 p.m. Wednesday conceded, no matter w’hat the pro- • as a “Cheyenne” mate. FC&B; Latter has been buying through
ding.. Eventually Dodv was doing !
" testations over the .“evil rating says it said okay, under certajn ' summer months for hay fever and
so much of the talking I felt like j slot on ABC-TV for next season i system.” that the networks’ them- . conditions, but at the moment it ;: allergy pitch.
(Continued on page 52>
j Mogen David has scheduled “Dol¬ I selves have been the guilty parties. doesn’t shape up as if P&G is
Vick’s also, through Morse Int,
lar a Second” for the NBC time, . in the past in perpetuating the gonna go ajong with substituting has been buying heavily for its
but with, the bankroller’s depar¬ Nielsen tallies. Let any, network; for Zest.
a
cough
syrup. Sinex and VapoRub,
• ’ - -i
' ■ ■
ture, the network has knocked off entr\% no matter how' lowercase the
and in network has a slice of
“Dollar” and put the Herb ^Wolf- ; quality, , wallop a meritorious
“Lineup” and “Rawhide.”
produced “Masquerade Party” in effort oh the competing network,
At the same time, Anahist is into
instead. Web is currently dicker¬ I arid quicker than you can say “gee
NBC-TV’s “F^ve Fingers” and “La¬
ing with tw'o new’,. alternate-week, \ whiz” the rating results have been
ramie” and ABCrT.V’s “Alaskans,”
sponsors, to buy the panel show, posted With every trade and con- ■ “Bronco,” and “Untouchables.”
but on a shorter station lineup than ■ sumer journal in America, The :
Besides spot, Dristan’s drive has
sponsor Mogeri David wanted, for
(Continued on page 52)
totaled close to $2,500,000 for net¬
Thpmas Velotta . is returning “Second.”:
’
L6sAngeles.Aug.il.
work in the first five months of
permanently to NeW York for ARC
Winery settled on “Beat the
The beach city of Venice would this year, according to TvB,
. where he will be placed in charge Clock” as its new ABC-TV night¬
like for the beat generation to beat
time
entry, ironically, after the
it. The town’s Civic Union claims
of special events, reporting to
same sponsor tried to get “Mas¬
they’re giving the good burghers
the web’s programming veepee
querade Party” over to. ABC-TV.
a bad name and that Jack LinkThomas Moore. According to the But, “Party,” which is running this
Boston, Aug. 12. ; letter’s CBS-TV show, “On the Go.”
web, veteran Velotta’s new* jc'b will, summer on NBC-TV in the same
David Susskind’s, Talent Associ- is only makirig matters worse. So
hot conflict with that .of ypub- period that it will get next fall, ‘ ates is negotiating for tv rights to they’ve complained both to the
Chicago, Aug. 11.
proved too costly for Mogen Du- the Cambridge Drama Festival’s ; show7 ar.d the network about a re¬
Radio Corp. of America has pur¬
. affairs-riew’s boss John. Daly.
vid’s tastes.
cent two-part taping of the odd¬ chased a third of WTGN-TV’s fall
j
current
production
of
“Macbeth/’
"Vjelotta, who once w as second-in“Clock” is also an ABC-TV day- 1 starring Jason Robards Jr. and balls at their “gas house” rendez¬ series of tint specials, “Great Mu¬
command to Daly in the news and jirtie program strip. Because this i Siobiian * McKenna,’ officials of the vous.
sic From Chicago” with the Chi
public affairs field for ABC, moved Clayton (Bud) Collier audience ■ festival reported.
; Civic Union insists that Venice Symphony Orchestra, a buy which
will
probably go down as RCA’s
to the Coast about twn years ago participation stanza, is among the ; If agreement is reached, the is a clean, progressive city and the
for the network. His return was w’eb’s stronger pre-dark entries, ; play w’ould be presented. with Ro- i telecast, w’ould only show the so- biggest for a non-network show7
in
the
coming season. Senes of
plans are to keep it on as Both a
speculated nearly a full year ago day and night program! Package bards, McKenna and Roy Poole, as ' called slum area and not the re-,: music specs starts Oct. 18 in the
' Macduff, and; almost the identical j spectable side of the town. They
—as Daly’s replacement.
7-8
p.m.
slot (CST).
belongs to Goodson & Todmari. . ! cast current at the Boston Arts \ have asked that the show’ be kept:
However, when he does come
During the summer Block Drug i Center theatre. Festival officials off.the network but producer Bill;‘ Station is selling the series in
back shortly it’ll be to oversee and P. Lorillard sponsor “Masquer said the tv producer is particu-; Kayden is contesting their claim., thirds with one sponsor taking a
what shapes., as an upbeat sched¬ rade Party” on NBC. It?s under¬ larly interested in keeping the bat-?: on the ground that the show re- ■whole installment on a sk;n*twostood one of the two fall sponsors tie scene, the sleep Walking scene j fleets a much publicized area and I' weeks basis. RCA so far is the first
ule by ABC-TV of sports and en- for the program NBC is seeking is and the witch scenes exactly as j not the town itself., It is slated for ••sponsor in the fold for the high. tertedhment one-shots.
again Block Drug.
1 priced Ioealer.
done on the stage.
j telecast Aug. 20 and 21.

Schnoz’s All-Star Lineup

P&G to ABC-TV:
Its 'No Soap On
‘Cheyenne 400G

ABiflofPaar-ticulars

Write & See the World

TV Battle is*0n
I For Sniffle Buck

NBC-TV’s DoDar
No 10:30 Scholar,
Sponsor Scrams

Linkletter’s ‘Oa the Go’
Told ‘Go Away’ as Calif.
Beach City Protests Airer

Susskind Dickering
Cambridge Festival

RCA TO SPONSOR
CHrGREAT MUSIC’

30
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like Pay-TV, But You Don’t Pay

Too Many LaUr Pains, ‘Third Man'
London, Aug, 11. 4——--—--:——
After a month’s uneasy produc- ;
. TIA1T . T urT IJrT’O?
tion work at Shepperton Studios ;
I JON AL VEL Vfc f S
on “The
Man** fikein of vidr-*
pix, the B?C
Television
Associates Inc antf fuitisfi Lion
Films Ltd. have decided to shift:
Toronto, Aug, 11.
shooting back to Hollywood- ReaWith 26 half-hour episodes of
son given is that requested assur- the new. “National Velvet” series
ances from labor unions guaran- to start rolling in the Fall, Robert,
teeing that there would be no fur- Maxwell,
production
chief
of
ther work stoppages and that “rea- Trans-Video Productions Ltd., is
sonable” overtime would bri put in searching Canada for another 12were not forthcoming.
j
year-old girl who looks like-Eliza-.
“Third Man” went into Shepper- beth Taylor did when the latter
ton on July 6. after 20 episodes was launched by Hollywood in the
had been finished in Hollywood, picture of that name,
with another 19 remaining to be;
Says Maxwell, who produced
shot. A statement from‘ British ; “Lassie*’ and “Cannonball”: “We
Lion records that during the first have succeeded in developing a
three weeks in the British studio 100
Canadian technical crew for
there were the “usual inevitable our Toronto undertaking and see
teething troubles” which were ag- no reason . why this policy should
gravated bv labor upsets, listed as not carry over to. the performing
a refusal by two unions to work end of production. Every effort
overtime during the first iveek. a will be made to cast the series
one-day stoppage on July' 20 by with entirely Canadian performmembers of the National Assoeia-, ers.”
tion-of Theatrical and Kine Em¬
ployees, and a further stoppage
on July 22 by members of the
Electrical Trades Union.
• At a meeting on July 30; British
Lion and NTA and BBC discussed
plans to accelerate production that.,
they agreed, must assume the j
working of reasonable overtime, if!
the series was to be completed on
•f
schedule and budget ($1,400,0001.
BBC and NTA then indicated that,
otherwise, production couldn’t con¬
tinue at Shepperton. Thenjpn July!
London, Aug. 11.
31, NATKE imposed an overtime;
Almost the entire cost of cornban throughout the industry fol- mercial television in the U. K. last
lowing the rejection of |a wage vear was inetoutofmanufaetnrerclaim put to the British Film Pro- to-consumer advertising, according
ducers Assn.
0 the . Advertising Association.
On Aug. 4, BBC and NTA noti-.
reckons that the service
fied British Lion that they’d have offered to the viewing. Dublic is
to pull out of Shepperton,. but worth $42,000,000. On this same
agreed to reconsider if the last- basis of assessing what advertising
named could get the necessary as- does for the public, the Association
surances from the unions; These calculates that the cost of cineweren’t forthcoming.
ma going was cut by $7,000,000.
Three "Third Man” ^episodes
The United Kingdom spen t $1 .were shot at Shepperton, i employ019.200.000 on all forms of advening an estimated 100. Though costs 'Using in 1958. according to the
are said to have gone up 2.V7- same source, this being equivalent
over thf.se three it’s reckoned that of 2<r of the nalional income and
the whole skein can still be pulled the same proportion as in 1938..
in within budget and that the pix Total spent on press advertising
will start to l e screened in the was $431,600,000. being $28,000,000
fall, as scheduled.
j
more, than in 1957. and on tv.
Ironic footnote
is., that
the S134.400.000 Which' was-?58,800,NATKE lifted its overtime ban on 000 up on the previous year.
the day—Thursday >6*—that the
“Third Man” triumvirate preached
its back-to-Hollywood decision.
The return to normal d.'dii’t really
figure in calculations, anyway: it
Walter Low endahl, onetime pres¬
was those reassurances of no re¬ ident <*of Transfilm, has given up
currence that were still needed.
his own production firm to join

ALL-CANADA SETUP

Brit. Cinemagoing

Lowendahl to Wilding

For Blurb Prod.

Wilding Inc. as an executive pro¬
ducer.
’ :*
/ He formed Walter Lowendahl
rPrcduction§ in 1938, after leaving
Transfilm, one of the larger tv film
commercial blurbefies.
Wilding
also makes industrial films and
commercials. .

Skyfightefs (Flight)
Pilots were made to sell and
When they don’t they’re put to
work- to get back their negative
cost. That’s how this little number
got on the station via the Cal. Na¬
tional syndication circuit. \ It was
intended/for a series that didn’t
sell and was pressed into service,
the 39th, as a. closer-out for “Skyfighters.”
Being: a story of fliers in the first
world war, it became necessary to
ie-create. some of the old Jennies
and crates flown by. Eddie Rickenbacker and other aces of that far¬
away day.. Nothing out of the li¬
brary was used, says Cal. National
The; air shots were not too exciting
and the best photography was done
on the ground. The aerial dogfight
between a Yank airman and his
German foe, the result of a chal¬
lenge, was more a . tingler than a
nerve-wracker.
• What .the airplay heeded was a
story rather than an episode of in¬
cidents. For some small reason,
two French babes, were brought in
for heedless footage to ply a brace
of flyers with rare wines and rarer
personal atteritioh. it all led up to
the. fight in the sky,, with' the Ger¬
man ace double crossing the Yank
by. haying two other planes jump
him. Needless to recount, the Hun
bagger of 39 planes was shot but
of the sky. Gen. George Kenney’s
narration gave the play authen¬
ticity. .'
Leads were taken by Joe Maross,
Joe Flynn and Brian Kelly, with!
acceptable conviction. - The two la
belles. Lisa Gaye and, Lee. Whitney,
were go, la la. Jean Yarbrough’s
direction didn’t: help much;
•
Helm.

Hollywood, AUg.. 11.
!
Morton. Scott h4s resigned from i
Studio City Productions, tv wing
of Republic Pictures, after being !
its president for eight years. Pro- *
during company, is practically fold- i
ed: and : new

management

won’t-

make a decision for six. months as i
to its reactivation Or abandonment, i
. Under . Scott’s, stewardship, SCTP '
turned out three series for the syn¬
dication market—“Stories of the

In the air-conditioned cities of Duluth, Minn, and: Superior,
Wis., Tuesday night tele is just like cooling it at theriabe motion
picture.house.
On that night local CBS affil KDAL-TV feeds viewers an unin¬
terrupted feature film—nary, a blurb from beginning to end. .
Benevolent sponsor of the: 10:15 p m. “Producer’s Playhouse” is
the.iron Mining ihdustries of Minnesota, which gets.in ^.six-min¬
ute institutioriallick before the feature starts. The iron riien’s. seg¬
ment receives, as high viewership as the. feature because of its
documentary interest to Ideals;. The weekly . commercial features
program director Earl Hen ton and KDAL crew on a visit to a
Minnesota ore mine and an interview with a miner at work and
at home with his. family.
The industry’s soft pitch is summed up in the slogan, “Produc¬
ing Ore, Providing Jobs,” along with a mild plea for a healthy
cliijiate for industry in Minnesota/The latter part of the pitch
may soon land in the latps of the Minnesota lawmakers,! the men
who control, the industrial climate, with IMIM strongly consider¬
ing, extending “Producer’s Playhouse” to WCCO-TV, MinneapolisSt. Paul. Latter city is state capitol. .

Hopes of a 4th Web for
Broderick Crawford
Into John Nasht Series

Loridon, Aug. 11.
j
Web, a pet of National Telefilm
producer John Nasht has signed Associates for. the past few years
up Broderick Crawford for world i (with some measure of success un| der its. belt during the last tv seatelevision rights and for at least
j.soh), reportedly has no fulltime
two years Crawford will operate j employees; at the moment. Among
from London. Nasht, Who helped to ; the last of them to go Was salesman
pioneer tv series here. With. “Holi¬ Charles (Chuck) King,: Who re! joined the Mutual radio web riot
day In Paris” and “Oriental Ex¬
j too long back. Charles (Bud) Barry
press” said.. “We plan to make 78 left the top NTA web job before .
programs based on treasury agents. ; that for a high post with Young &
No title has yet been fixed* since j Rubicain. And the skeletonized sub} sidiary of NTA is. currently under
the title “T:Mari” has already been
j the direct control of Ely Landau,
used. No tieup has yet been made ; National Telefilm topper.
With any of the tv companies here,
No word of fresh production for
but it is expected that they will be t the film network has emerged from
shown in Britain and the States ; NTA. . “How To Marry a . Milsimultaneously;”
i lionaire” arid “Mari Without , a
; Crawford starts work on the new ; Gun,” two of the three shows that
project Nov. 16. It is possible that • constituted, the backbone of the.
the series will be made at Pine- , partly sponsored web last season,
[ are in further production, but not
wood,
'
f for network use. The 13 new shows .
for each, of the two half-hour tele! pic: skeins are intended to bolster
; original 39-week network produc‘ lions; idea is^to throw 52 halfr
! hours qf each stanza into NTA syn-.
j dicated sales:

Rap With KTTV

Centuiy,” “The Frontier Doctor”
and “Adventures of Fu Manchu.”
Company has been inactive for the
past year, arid no new properties i

One-shot

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
hourlong telecast on

have, been- scheduled
.
r the new Paris fashions will beam
Before, heading up the tv opera- ' on KTTV Sept. 1, despite the fact
tion. Scott passed most of his 18 , that the program \yas produced by
years with Republic as director of ; a CBS-TV owned station, WBBMthe music: department.
After a TV in Chicago, and the fact that
vacation in Hawaii .he'll disclose ; CBS has its own station here in
KNXT. Adding to the irony Is

his future: projects: .>

Chicago. Aug. 11.
Two network-owned stations, are ;
now sideLning here in the produc-;
tion of video tape commercials for i
local, regional or network adver-■
tisers. WBBM-TV started it sev¬
Editing Cued to Actual Camera Switches Making
eral months ago, and now that its
video tape recorders are set up ;
Life Easier for ‘On Go’ Producer
WNBQ too has embarked on the •
new business. Blurb production is .=
expected to help both stations j
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
, up to a, medium shot, for example
earn back some of the cost of the ;
Best way to use videotape is to —and the trick is to plan these
machines and is also enabling them 1 write and plan in terms of its ad-, cuts beforehand when scripting
to use their productoin. crews with vantages and its limitations. So and blocking so .that there is no au¬
greater efficiency.
states Bill'Kayden, who as produ- dio at the point where the camera
^,First^llent °f "NBQ tas Gold‘ ;cer of the CBS-John Guedel “On switch is made. This wTay, it’s rel¬
blatt
Bros,
department stores. ;the Go” day timer, is in. his 17th_
atively simple to edit on the camwhich taped and ran a. series of [weeit Df Working on a five-a-week ’ era cut.
10-second spots on the station.. schedule of mobile vidtaping.
i
One way of doing it, at least In

The NTA Network, for all in¬
tents and purposes, has suspended,
operation, and with the suspension,
disappears any recognizable hope.
J of a fourth tv network during th» :
11959-1960 season,

the fact that the program comes
with a sponsor. Perma-Life Bras,
with KNXT missing out on an
hours w'orth of business.

!
Landau indicated that he fig¬
ures the biiggest block in the way
of . a. fourth Web to ABC* NBC and
CBS is the option time situation.
: That’s why he appealed last .week
; to the FCC for an absolute limit to
: the amount of prime tiriie optioned
!• to anyone of the big- webs. If the
■ FCG acts at all in excluding ABC,
; NBC and CBS from.more than twoarid-a-half hours of option tiriie
nightly, then there is a glimmer
of a chance for NTA, it’s felt. It’s
most doubtful that the NTA Net¬
work can reactivate in time for any
major, part of the 1959-1960 season..
Landau;s network apparently suf¬
fered from a lack of clearances ,
more than anything else..

Unusual situation came about
because: the program has been
set for release. Sept. 1: That’s the
date that press, wire services and
magazines can release pictures of
the new Paris fashions out of Dior;
Lanvin, Jacques Heim and others.

Vidpix Series Se«
Hollywood, Aug; 11.
No doubt inspired. by Ziv’s su<v

cess with “Sea Hunt,” National
Though it had first crack at both
program and spon sor, KNXT was Television Associates has set a
unable to clear prime time, for the deal for. an untitled series of 39.
show. It had a half-hour open that j underwater-adventure half-hours to
date, but couldn’t preempt the lo¬
be produced by Liberty Enter¬
cal
Kellogg-sponsored
“Huckle¬
berry Hound,” to spring the full |. prises, newly created firm jointly
66 minutes, and so had to turn J o wiie d by ex-20th-Fqx producer!
• '! Bernard Glasser and Security Pic¬
cee Jack Linkletter. He's; learned, down the Offer.
Wnsley soap, which had, a 30-sec- 1w
Program was filmed by WBBM-1 tures, Sidney Harmon-Philip Yorku,..k
: °h the way tape can be edited, according to Kayden, to skip a
^"?ilulb^o£0lh"Se^"rt.W»“iand the writing, the direction and "beat” after each question and TV, and Pemla-Life, out of a dan feature indie.
Production on the series, which
>‘5ithe acting all have to be done with answer. It permits; him to react Chicago agency,.. Stein & Co.,
tvtmwt Tv'^nrttlt.etnUiniit l0i;ninr'*,,ose limitations in! mind. Such to his guest, but; also provides that bought sponsorship of the show stars Bill Williams.. (ex*“Kit. Car?;
n0 °-. I preplanning permits editing far necessary sixth-of-a-secorid pause iii Chi and asked for New York son”, for jMCArTV), gets underway
°w “black to black-tech. to perinit editing. Directors switch and Los Angeles; as well.. In New the end of this week, with, first
“akla!labI® Chroma-Kej, I nlque that has predominated thus cameras on that “beat” as weU, York, show will be carried on the show to he shot off Catalina Island
NBes electronic photomatte proc,;^ m tact, it enables the use of [, thus synchronizing
__...
.
the camera
cuts CBS-TV station, WCBS-TV. But in and the second and. third in San
ew; so-called “hot cuts,” that is, edit-I to . the pause in audio and permit- L. A., with KNXT unable to take Francisco Bay; Most of the series
Possibly because it • produces ing cued to actual Camera switches, ting editing right' on the switch,
it, WBBMrTV and the sponsor will be filiried on location, with
nore .live-on-taoe
PrnViiem in editing,
n/titina of
nf nnnrco
ie> I
Ability ■ to edit' in this fashion made their deal with KTTV, which G1 a s s e r. as producer, ex -actor
more
.live-on-tape show&
shows than the i[ ■ Problem
course, is
other stations, WGN-TV, although ! that soiind and piettu’e tracks on gives “Go” far more.flexibility than was naturally delighted to get the George O’Brien as associate pro¬
first to have its Ampexes here, the same two-inch tape lag by .sev¬ other shows, according to Kayden. business,
ducer and Ed Bernds as director. .
has not yet ventured full-scale in eral inches. Consequently, the 'Only It permits 11 different “setups”
Topper is the fact Jhat' subse¬ : Deal was set by NTA Coast v.p.
commercial
production^
WBKB spots \vhere tape can he edited are per show v- that; is, instead of quent to .KXNT’s turndown, the Berne Tabakin. Series iriarks Se¬
probably will not because its VTRs those spots where there is no au¬ shooting . continually, in pure live station had to preempt “Huckle¬ curity’s entry into the tv field,
belong to ABC-TV’s Video Tape dio for at least a sixth of a second technique, the “Go” crew can stop berry Hound” again anyway, for .Company’s features are distributed
Central, for which they facilitate as a minimum. .
and reset lights and camera posi¬ the ,half-hour network news special by Columbia and United Artists.
clock time telecasting, and the sta¬
In hot cuts, , the idea is to -cut tions riiany times during the show. on the Corigresisonal labor bills Glasser’s last assignment at: 20th
tion has limited access to them.
on i camera switch—from a close{Continued on page 53)
tonight (Tues.)...
was “Return of tho Fly.”
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Entire. Metro TV production department, .outside of Bill Gibbs
and his commercial staff, appears on the verge of a shakeup. Major
has had a tough season: seven ty pilots and no sales.
Richard Maibaum presently holds the job as chief of Metro’s
vidfilm production, but it is known .that at least one network ex¬
ecutive has been approached by the company to fill the job in the.
not ton distant future. Besides others Who have been reportedly ap¬
proached, a few other “big men” in production, after, the word that ;
Metro was looking got around Hollywood, applied for the job.
Top Metro exec in New York refused to comment on what he
; called “internal matters/’
There was a report—this one specifically denied by Metro—that William Dozier, CBS-TV Coast program striper, would be Maibaum’s replacement: As the Metro search for a new production
topper as well as some new producers, seems to be gaining intens¬
ify, other names have come up: It is believed that Metro will ap¬
proach Hubbell Robinson Jr. to take over at the termination. of
his contract to produce the Tuesday night NBC-TV series of Ford-*
sponsored programs.

TV-FILMfS

CAN'T FINS

SI

Ascendancy of Writer-Producer In
'EM Telefilm Arena; 17 Such Entries

By ART WOODSTONE

Television is . in critically short
supply of production executives.
By BOB CHANDLER
At the very; least, there are five
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
large end: important. * companies,
The w-riter-producer, a modern
who- Would pay abnormally high
amounts of cash to solve the prob¬
ifixture in motion picture produc*
lem.
./■
Uverseas EiXpdllSlOIltion since the indies took hold, is
Bernard L. Schubert. Inc., has icoming into his own in HollyBut the men just aren’t there
to be had.
•'
opened five new overseas offices wood s telefilm production fixture,
.. The biggest sufferers, appear to in the sort of expansion move that ^ As.. 6f no'v’ there are some 17
be the motion picture majors who is becoming standard procedure for -writer-producers helming key netjust lately have made a bid in tv. U. S. telefilm syndicators.'
! work .series> abo.ut half of then*
Time, according to observers, is
New outlets, opened by Samuel assuming the reins, for the .first
against them; it’s largely a. process, Gang. Schubert’s director o£ in- tbne*
of trial and error finding men to ternatiohal sales, are: Paris, cover-i Evolution of the writer into a
fill key production or production irig Germany, Denmark, Finland, , producer. has stemmed from a
administration posts;- yet the 1959r Sweden and Norway and headed , number of factors, but the princi1960 video season is hurtling down by Margaret Jansson; Tokyo, cov- pal one is the evfcr-incrcasing re¬
upon them arid they have commit¬ eving all of Japan With Akira Shi- quirements in the script departments to fulfill.
mizu supervising; Sydney, for.Aus- ; ment. As series tend to grow more
-Metro TV has been described as tralia and New Zealand with and more repetitious in terms of
being desperate to find producers. Stanley Eskill managing; Mexico f story, imitative of both themselves
/Independent
Television. .Corp.:
Arid since that has proved such a City, covering Mexico and Central ■ and each other, it has become more
; has. 55 markets firm for “Four
trial,; the major is willing to buy America with Robert S. Benjamin land more apparent that the key
Just Men,”, company’s first entire¬
out ail existing production unit* in charge; arid Buenos Aires, cov- ] to a successful new series is a
ly new syndicated telefilm .entry.
It’s .common; knowledge
that ering Argentina arid Uruguay and ■ fresh approach and fresh material,
To b.dpt; it appears as though by
George Schupert, the new Metro managed by Isidro Rosenfeld.
[More often than not, it devolves
. the end of the week, 19,. and posT
boss, has made strong overtures to
Gang says the offices will serve . upon a writer to come up with the
sibly more, markets will, be abso¬ /-...
Cincinnati, Aug. 11.: / Dick Powell for a buyout • of ;the
as
co-production
and
film
buying!new
angles and to maintain them
lutely firmed up for. a sales gross; /■ Bud Chase winds up 14 years of well-established Four Star Procenters as well as sales branches, through the series.
of $1,100,000. . . ; ; v ;
radio;, arid tv writing, producing . j,
.: Despite the hot sales siatus- of . and acting -for Cincy stations to : up hope yelfor^ buyout, although ;Co-prodi^oii ffeals have_ already > Another factor, of course, is the
‘‘Just Men,” ITC doesn’t anticipate j join the Ziv organization Oct. 1 ; it. admits there is nothing Teallv beeri.made m Japan and Germany success of the first writer-producseSS'of
hMf-hour “David : eis. Blake Edwards, who also diany significant profit, even over the j as South American representative •I proS® vribout• a
°.
Harding, Counterspy ’ series will reets hut began as a writer and
Television time
■ long pull, from the 39 episodes. of. its; International
United Artists TV has obviously ! be shotj still does considerable scriDting,
Each episode is coming in at an Programs, Inc. • •
He came to. terriis here last week had its problems, not so much.
:
~] created something of a revolution
extremely high $50,000, largely be-.
in tv-film stylization with “Peter
. cause of the big-name fronters in-: with Edward, Sterm Ziv president. with finding a top program man¬
Gunn.” Dave Dortort did a top¬
voiced: Dan Dailey. Jack Hawkins. For. the. past five years Chase has ager as with finding producers for .
flight job for two years as producer
Richard Conte;. arid Vittorio De beeii with /WCPO-TV,■: mostly in individual telefilm series.. Rough :
of “The Restless Gun*” and subse¬
Sica, Best ITC figures on laying the role of. Stringbean of -String- position has been manifest, in the,
ofl via exposure, on ATV (ITC’s; bean Playhouse;”.
quently was awarded stewardship
trouble U A has had in locating the
British partneri in England Is $10.of
NBC’s “Bonanza” for the com¬
His headquarters will be in right producer and right produc-;
000. which still leaves a domestic Puerto Rico.
ing year.
.
Chase is to be in tion setup for its “Troubleshoot¬
nut of $40,000 per episode to meet. charge of production sales in ers,” a series committed next sea-/
A third consideration is contrac¬
That's high for syndication,
tual commitment to become pro¬
Caracas. Venezuela and the Porto son on NBC-TV. It Was. so much !
ducer o‘f the series if the pilot is
of hassle finding the right guy *
Whatever the; other problems Rican area.
sold, as well as taking part-owner¬
that sponsor Philip Morris, seemed j
connected with the Stanza, ITC has
ship in the show.
That was
desperate to sever its tie with the ]
had a. lively three weeks (since
program.
selling began), wrapping Up several
v it
.And . while
.. PM ...is evi-[
Buckeye Corp., which this year the case with Aaron ' Spelling,
dently going to Tide with the got its leet good
wet
Jter. who scripted the “Johnny Ringo”
substantial regional deals.
Arid..
‘■Just Men” also becomes the only ;
senes after all, because it has a tainment bv making, several cor- pilot for Four Star’s “Zane- Grey

Schubert in Major

Tour Just Men’ Hot on Sales Front,
But How Do You Turn a Profit?

Bud Chase Exits Cincy
For Ziv Int’l Post

firm contract to that effect, there ■ j,orate^ tv pnrehasesfreported bet- Theatre” and is now producing the
doesn t.seem to be any reason to; ter tKan
100% to'creavse in
IW»t.
believe the bankroller is any for the . r en(jea jact AnriT to ‘
There are eight wnters now prohappier today with the situation ? Outfit Which novp owns Transfilm 5 ducinS series for the first time,
than it was three weeks ago,
^51? S™ Wlraere has two o£ thcm> Stgnlejr
the problem broke into the open.
; Niss. the old CBS Radio script*
At 20th-Fox, which like Metro , d“§“” hadb Brtss ofsil^• ("21st »«*«*." e‘P->. s*o's betaand UA, is.
virtual newcomer to/^P1^
^“^of $11 mAOl ing ..Hawaiian Eye,.. ^ CoIcs
tv production, there, is another gjgg q^2
1
0 . Trapnell, who succeeded Roy Hug-

syndicated show this side of the
border to be picked up by the
whole CBC-TV network of 49 sta■ tions.
Drewry’s Beer bought 15 mar¬
kets in the midwest./ Standard Oil
©t Texas took 11 in the southwest.
All five. Crosley stations (Cincin- ;
'rati. Columbus, Indianapolis, At- \
lanta and Dayton) bought the i
stanza. v"
And Volkswagen, which , has only.
: had limited tv actiyity heretofore, j
bought Frisco, Sacramento, Seattle, j
Portland • Ore.i, Salt Lake City and '

a

The 160 newly-released 20th Fox . serious production problem, reNet income represented 36 cents
(a??t!;,er JTiter-producer) on
features were bought for four ! pprtedly mounting. Martilf Manu*
uu acmas “Maverick.”
Screen Gems has
CBS-TV owned & operated sta¬ Iis was hired by Spyros Skouras ;
Meadow (who created “Have
tions at a total price of $5,500,000.
of 20th to dp feature films. But !.:Sing°^^
Gub, Will Travel” with co-ecripter
Package of films was released by
is an old tv hand, so, laok- i o/ wgls w^rP Tiaid ^n thA ^i^ Sam RoIfe> who's now producing
the major two weeks ago. to Na¬ Manulis
ing sufficient .tv .manpower/ ttiegt689 were. pmd on the^c that
for CBS) doing “The
tional; Telefilm Associates, which
stock and $16,174 on the • Man Fnjm Black
property
Fresno. Those are the markets for j made the multi-iriillion dollar sale major film Company converted his ;
which the bankroller has absolute-:; to CBS.
talents back to tv so that severalComDa*d ta 1957 195ft fit; which Meadow created. Desilu has
to 19o7-19o8 fis- Nonnan Retchin as producer of
ly definite time periods set aside,! Web bought the flicks for its sta¬ pilots, among them “Adventures.
^her gross “The Untouchables ” while Goodand three or. four more markets! tions in Philadelphia, New York, in Paradise” (for ABC-TV) and Fal ^ear ^
may be added, if Volks can clear ! Los An?eles and Chicago.
stations in other, western markets. I In addition WCBS-TV, the net¬
Schaefer Beer has ordered 101 work’s Gotham kev. just closed a completed to the, setistaction. of /ente pe^commo!, share.^^ ^, duemg ItsJPhiUp^Marlowe” senes.
“Just Men’’ markets. Two of them j separate deal .with M&A Alexander advertisers.
Still, what is not commonly
have already beern put together— for 20 feature films of post-’48
the^uekmS6
Im-ohaS ’SwSS]’who’s f^cti®“n?,.ashf“
Buckeye Incubator
Division “»*.
Hartford and Syracuse—and ITC vintage. Included in the group was known in the tv industry is. that the
ducer on his “Twilight Zone”
expects the rest to be cleared a. 1950 Martin & Lewis comedy, Manulis hrs a contract permitting (poultry equipment maker), “had (Buck Houghton is producing the
him Within the next few months
/ (.Continued bn page 50)
‘•At Wat with the Army/' arid such to enforce his feature film status.
production of the taped
pictures, ranging front 1953 to Should he do so, and there are acquisition of camping-hunting- ov r product
on of the
1957. as “Dragon Wells Massacre,”. sources who expect: he.. will* it’ll fishing manufacturing firm of
(Continued on page 50)
“Jack Slade,” “Three for Jamie leave 20th with several fv series Hettrick KHg. Co.
Dawn” and “Strange Intruder.” that, having to go a full season on
Buckeye first got into video via
Pix, while some were released, via video, are 'still lacking unequivo¬ Transfilm. That was last February.
the Hollywood majors/ are indie cally expert: tv producers.
Then it bought out Flamingo, a :
produced.
CBS Films es Prowl
telefilm distribution house, and
CBS Films is minus a top pro¬ also Pyramid. It also acquired a ’
duction chief. Merle Jones* the film library from Essex Universal,
CBS Inc. exec who is charged with Corp.
. Cincinnati, Aug. 11.
]
Flamingo Films new veep in control of the syndication arm, is
WKRC-TV has contracted , for
seven-year rights to 700 films made charge of syndicated sales, Arthur on the lookout for such a man, and,
Mexico City, Aug. 11.
by Paramount Pictures in what Gross., has named five new sales from what’s • been heard the. past
Ex-Ambassador William Q’Dwyreps.
;•
; was ta bbed a $1.000,000 deal.
few days, the new choice isn’t
er, already, having unspecified in¬
They , are John Fugate, formerly coining easily.
Agreement was inked here last
. v
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
vestments in tbe motion picture
And not to be overlooked Is that
week by Roger 3. Read, general general manager of KATV, Little
Pete Baraum, former ad agency industry here, now is putting up
manager of the station/and Rock, Ark.; Robert Thorne, for-: the supposedly well-entrenched exec and producer, has formed coin with producers Ron Qordon
Louis N. Friedland, New York, merly account exec at station Warner Bros, next season will be Africa Corp. for the filming of a tv and Steve Click for the “Bandits”
vice president of Music Corp: of WLWA, Atlanta; Barney Mackall, producing almost twice its previous series in the Mozambique jungle television aeries set to go before
America, in charge
tv picture formerly with Official Films (bell amount of tv fare—and v^thout country of South Africa, His partdistribution, and De Arv G. Bar¬ open new San Francisco. Offices for any appreciable increase in man¬ nets' iri the project are Ed Love the cameras Sept. 1. Series has
ton, Cleveland, vice president of Flamingo); George Gilbert* who re¬ power/ Question is: How much and Eugene Trope. Stories will been bought by ABC Films.
Producers state series of 39 seg¬
MCA, Ltd/ '
joins the firm after: a year with can even the best production men deal with the natives and jungle ments will cost approximately $1,Pact gives WKRC-TV Control ABC-TV; and Stan Byrnes, former¬ do and do well?
life as seen through tbe eyes of 008*000, with majority -of talent
over the pix package and the sta¬ ly with, stations in Nevada, and Ari¬
ABC-TV was not counted in the Myron Mahaleto, professional
tion pays w'hether it uses any or zona. Gilbert will rep the company five companies with; the most hunter and guide- Series of 39 half and personnel, outside of Sonny
Tufts and a few others, being
all of tlie 700 films, the. parties in Michigan, Ohio and West:Vir¬ pressing problem, but there are hour shows in color is planned.
Mexican.
stated.
ginia. ' Byrnes will headquarter in those who feel the network is shy
More than 300,000 feet of film
_
_ press
,_ cocktail
_ party proAt a
. Read said the acquisition in¬ New York.
//•"•'
a sufficient number of production- never before exposed in this coun- j ducers revealed" production’1 p£ni
creases the WKRC-TV library to ; Gross, has just returned from a program officials. Web has a try have been made available to f calling for sizeable use of local
,0d0 films, including those from swing around the country in which numerically; thin program staff* i
Warner Bros., 20th; Fox/ United he held sales confabs with the new psurtially. because it’s depending Barnum for atmosphere and back-i talent and technicians. And series
ground. Barnum will write and is to be retitled, they said, after a
Artists and Paramount.
men.
(Continued on page 52)
I direct.
i U.S. contest.

Deal on Par Pix

‘Baaft’TV Series

s

Banms’s Africa Series

2
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STARRING

ALREADY SOLD IN 96 MARKETS
TO MAJOR ADVERTISERS INCLUDING.

VICTOR JORY

ALKA-SELTZER

CO-STARRING

Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Tucson

PATRICK UREY

GENESEE BEER
Buffalo
Syracuse
Utica
Rochester
Erie
Schenectady
Watertown
Binghamton
Plattsburg

COORS BEER

I

SYNDICATED BUYof the Year!
■

Denver
Colorado Springs
Yuma
Roswell

DREWRY’S BEER
Chicago
Detroit
Indianapolis
Lansing
Davenport
Toledo
Grand Rapids
Bay City

KROGER STORES
Atlanta
Birmingham
Chattanooga

IAX BEER
New Orleans
Dallas-Fort Worth
Houston
Oklahoma City
Baton Rouge
Shreveport
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont — Port Arthur
Corpus Christ!
Midland — Odessa
San Antonio
Alexandria
Mobile

FOR DETAILS/CONTACT

SCREEN W GEMS,
TELEVISION

SUBSIDIARY

OF

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

AND TOP STATIONS INCLUDING.
INC.
CORP.

NEW YORK . DETROIT . CHICAGO . HOUSTON . HOLLYWOOD . ATLANTA . TORONTO

WCKT
-Miami
WBTV
—Charlotte
WTVI
-St. Louis
WLW-D - Dayton
WLW-C —Columbus
WLW-T — Cincinnati
WATE-TV- Knoxville
WCSG-TV - Charleston
KERO-TV — Bakersfield
WFLA-TV - Tampa
KING-TV -Seattle
WTAR-TV - Norfolk

34
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ARB FEATURE CHART
weekly feature chart, based on. ratings furnishedby American Research
feature period and share of audience,, since 'these, factors reflect the effectiveness
of the- feature and audience composition,, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
Bureau, covers tieo-markets.-)] Each, week the 10 top rated features for the-.twp-markets
a -ill be listed.
j|,
Mare any children viewers, but its share-of audience may . reflect dominance in- that
Factors which would cMist distributors, agencies, stations : and advertisers in. 'time, period, in the cities where stations, sell, their feature programming on. a multi
stripped basis, utilizing the same theatrical throughout' the. week a total rating for the
determining ihe effectiveness of. a feature show in a specific market have, Jdeen
included in this Variety chart. ■ Listed 'below is such pertinent information regarding,
total number of showings for the week is giverts the total rating not taking into- account
features • as their stars, release year, original production cgmouny and the present . .the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show ,ate as accurate as ' could be
distributor included where Mr possible, along iviih the title. Attention should be .paid
to such factors as the nme and day. the high and law ratings; for the .measured . ascertained.
Variety's

CHICAGO ;

V

RUN

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS;:
1. “BEAU GESTE”—
Gary Cooper, Ray Milland.
Susan Hayward, Brian Doinlevy;
Paramount; 1939; MCA-TV

TIMESLOT
Best of CBS
Sat. June 6 .
10:00-12:15. p.m.
WBBM-TV

1st Run

2.

“ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET
FRANKENSTEIN”—
Bud Abbott,
Loii Costello;
Universal; 1948; Screen Gems

1st Run

3.

“THE AMERICANO”— r
Glenn Ford,
Caesar Romero;
RKO: 1955; Barry Graf man

1st Run

4. “PRISON SHIP”—
Nina Foeh,
Robert Lowery;
Columbia; 1945: Screen Gems

Movie 5 .
Sun, June. 7 ■ .
10:00-11:30 p.m. ..
WNBQ-TV

STATIONS: WBBM, WNB<?, WBKB, WSN.

AVERAGE
RATING
.: 25.0 ...

HIGH
27.0
1

LOW
19.2

AVERAGE
SHARE
67.6

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7,

1959.

RTG.
AV.

STATION
TOP COMPETITION
Divorce Court ..... : ,;...
Shock Theatre—“Captive .
Wild-Woman” > 1st Bun)’..

. WGN

.

A

.. ... 8 3

■ .•WBKB- ;.... ... 4:3

165

17.0

15:4

44.4

News; Weather; Sports : .!... wbbmS : .. . .. .20:3
Prestige Performance-11“The Great Ziegfeld”
(Repeat):
...... .■■ .WBBM,
6.7

Festival of Stars
Thurs. June 4
.10:00-11:45 p.m..
:
WGN-TV

10.0.

10.7.

6.3

25,9

Standard News Roundup..
Jack Paar Show . * . .

...277
. WBBM
. WNBQ ..... ..140

1st Run

Mages Playhouse
Week.June 3
10:00-11:15 p.m..
WGN-TV

. ; 9:4 V

10,1 ,!

8.2

24.1

Standard News Roundup .,...
. Jack Paar Show!.

.WBBM ..... ...28:0
.WNBQ :.... ...14.4

5. “JACK SLADE”—
Mark Stevens, Dorothy ,
Malone. Barton McLane:
Allied Artists; 1953; M&A Alexander

1st Run

M o vie.t ime. US,A.
Fri. June 5
10:00-12:00 p.m.
WBKB-TV.

8.3

10.4

2.5

23.9

Standard News Roundup..
Jack Paar Show ...........

WBBM ;,.V. . . . 23:6
WNBQ
. . ,14.3

6. “FLAME OF THE ISLANDS”—
James Arness, Howard Duff,
Yvonne DeCarlo. Zachary Scott;
Republic: 1955; Hollywood Tele. Service

1st Run

Mpvietime USA,

•7.9

8:8

4.4

20.5

Standard News Roundup...

. WBBM ..... ...27.7
WNBQ
:
14 0

.YVNBQ . 1. , . .13.6

;

10:00-11:45 p.m;
WBKB-TV
:

7. “HIGH BARBAREE”—
Van Johnson.
June Allyson:
MGM; 1946: MGM-TV

Repeat

Evening Performance:.
. Tues.. June 2. ;
10:15-12:00 p.in.WBBM-TV

1.1

9.1

6.9

23.5

Jack Paar Show

7. “GASLIGHT”—
Charles Boyer. Ingrid I;
Bergman. Joseph Cotten;
MGM; 1943: MGM-TV f

Repeat

Evening. Performance
Wed. June 3
10:15-12:30 p.m.
WBBM-TV

: 7:7

8.8

5.7-

293

jack Paar Show .:.!...

8, “WYOMING”—
Wallace Beery, Ann
Rutherford. Leo Carrillo;.
MGM: 1940; MGM-TV f

Repeat.

Evening Performance
Mon. June 1
10:15-12:00 b.in.
WBBM-TV ; .

7.4.

7.9

6.9

22.6

Jack Paar Show

. Repeat .

Movietime USA
. Mon. June 1
10:00-11:45 p.m.
WBKB-TV .

7.2

8.8 •,;

3.8

18.7

1st Run

Movietime USA
Tues. June 2.
10:00-12:00 p.m.
WBKB-TV:

6.7

9,1

22

20.4

1. “PHANTOM FROM SPACE”—
Noreen Nash.
James Seay:
United Artiste; 1953: M&A Alexander

1st Run

Eariy Show
Thurs. June 11
5:00-6:30 p.m*
'
WDEF-TV

21.3

22.4

21.1

61.4

.Chattanooga Bandstand...
.WTVC ..... . .11.2
Circle 3 Ranch . ,
: . .. .Avrgp .... . . -: 6.1

2. “GIRL CRAZY”—
Mickey Rooney, Judy
Garland. June Allv^on;•!’
MGM: 1943: MGM-TV

1st Run

Early Show
Mon. June 8
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WDEF-TV

176 ’

19.0

15.5

65.0

American Bandstand..
.WTVC v, .. ... 8.9
Circle 3 Ranch V..,. ■;... ... .WRGP ;.. . .
4,3

1st Run

Early Show.
Fri. June 12
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WDEF-TV;

13.7

14.7

12.9

52.1

Flatt and Scruggs...:;.*..... WRGP ..... ... 58
Circle 3 Ranch _____;....:. .WRGP
.
7.1

4. “SECRET HEART”—
Claudette Colbert,
Walter Pidgeon:
MGM; 1946; MGM-TV

1st Run

Eariy Show
Tues. June 9
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WDEF-TV

13,6

.14,7

12.1

52.7

American Bandstand, ......:. .WTVC :.. .. M: 8.2
Adventure. Time....... . WTVC . .. . ..
60
Cisco Kid .................. WRGP ...... *, 6.9

5. “PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY'—
George Sanders, Donna;
Reed, Hurd Hatfield;
MGM; 1945; MGM-TV

1st Run

Early Show
Wed. June 10.
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WDEF-TV

12.3

12.9

11.6

44.7

.WRGP
Rov Rogers .......;. .WRGP

6. “BIG HOUSE USA”—
Broderick Crawford,
Ralph Meeker;
United Artists: 1955

1st Run

Sunday Afternoon
Movies
Sun. June 14
4:15-5:45 p.m,
WRGP-TV

II.9;

7. “THE AMERICANO”—
Glenn Ford. Cesar
Romero, Frank Lovejoy;
RKO: 1956; Show Corp;. of America

1st Run

Sunday Afternoon.
.
Movies V
Sun, June 14
2:30-4:15 p.m.
WRGP-TV

10.7.

8. “THE LUSTY MEN”—
Susan Hayward. Robert
Mitchum. Arthur Kemiedy: ■
RKO: 1933: .Show. Corpi of America •

1st Run

Sunday. Afternoon
Movies
Sun. June 14
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WRGP-TV

1.0.6

12.1 :.

9.1.

3816

Major. League Baseball.:..... .WDEF.

Popcorn Theatre
Sun! June 14
6:00-7:30 p.rri*
WTVC-TV

; 8.9.

11.6

7.3

34.2

Meet the Press.......,.... .WRGP ...... .7.4
Anhie; Oakley.. .
:wrgp
,V 9.5
Lassie
..........;. ,WDEF
..14.2

8 8.

9:1

8.2

44.0

News; Weather ...... V... .WRGP
News Final; Late Show ....... , WDEF
Jack Paar Show.....,:..
. WRGP

9. “FINGERMAN”—
Frank Lovejoy. Forrest
Tucker. Peggy Castle:
1955: M&A Alexander
10. “TIMBER JACK”—
Sterling Hayden, David
Brien. Vera Ralston:
Republic; 1954: Hollywood Tele. Service

CHATTANOOGA

3. “COMMAND DECISION”—
Clark Gable. Walter
Fidgeon, Van Johnson;
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV

9. “MAN AGAINST SPEED”—
Farley Granger, Moha :■
Freeman. Rick Jason:
20th Century Fox: NTA

10. “WITNESS TO MURDER—
Barbara Stanwy ck. Gary
Merrill, George Sanders;
United Artists; 1954; UAA

.

;

•

1st Runv

; ;

12.9 j

12,9

11,2

7.8

54.1

42.8

...

1st Run '

Night Owl Theatre.
Fri. June 12
•11:00-12:15 p.m.
WTVC-TV

.

.WNBQ .. . .. 7.12.9

.... . WNBQ ..

. .. 12.4

Standard News Roundup .....: . .WBBM
..Jack Paar Show..! •!..;.... .WNBQ

. . .32.4
. ..L3.i

Standard News Roundup, . *... . WBBM ..... .. . 30.8
Jack Paar Show :....... ...:.;. , WNBQ
.. ...13.1

STATIONS: WRGP, WTVC. WDEF,

■

.... i,:,

SURVEY DATES .• JUNE 8-14, 1959.

.

...

Pic for a Sunday Afternoon—.
‘ Strike Up the Band”
(1st Run)...:..... . ........ .WDEF
Jet Jackson_............,. ...•. .WTVC
Major League Baseball...
Pic for a Sunday Afternpoh—
“Strike Up the Band”.
(1st Rufl) /.. . . .... .

WDEF

.

9^6.
. ,10,8

.8.4
;... 6.0

__

..lA6

WDEF

.9.0
...... .

. .

:

.

A

.12.7

..

7.8
8,2
.5.2

RADIO-TELEVISION
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HOW D’YA ZING UP AN INDIE?
TV s Swing to Coast Includes
Live TJns, Too; Near-Parity Status

in
Chicago, Aug. 11.
; For its-, client Oldsmobile, the D. P. Brother agency is testing FM .
as a medium for the-institutional message;
\ .
Test case will be the brand new East Lansing, Mich. FM^er, ,
WSWM; on which the agency has purchased seven hours a week
for Olds for 52 Weeks. Buy is; for an hdur of classical music night¬
ly wdth. institutional blurbs; for the sponsor and is worth, per the
WSWM rate card, roughly $10,000;
Althoughit has only;been on the air.a month, station was selected-..
ed for the test because of its proximity to the Olds homeoff.iee in
Detroit and because the agency and client were impressed with
the station’s promotional campaign leading up to its launching.;
WSWM bought billboards, newspaper space and time on AM and
tv to announce its inception and, unlike most beginning FM-ers,
it started with a fulltime, staff of 20.
Station's primary area includes Jackson, Flint and Saginaw,
Mich., in addition to Lansing and East Lansing.
i

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Hollywood is approaching parity
Television networks have created
Coming: 'Madhouse
’ : with New York as a live origina¬
an atmosphere that bodes fresh
tion point for the television netCBS will be glad to hear
hardship in 1959-1960 for the 25
from anybody with an appro¬
j works, at least in prime evening
or so major independent television
time.
Coast will originate eight
priate title for the projected
stations;
weekly
hour
crazy
show
the
l and a half hours a week of live
Despite
their always
having
network intends slotting 7:30
tieert able to “get along nicely,” the
j nighttime programs in the fall. vs.
to 8:30 p.m. designed for both
] only 10 hours weekly for New
indies, most of them centered in
kids and adults. This is the
! York. the big markets, where there are
Nat.
Hiken produeed-direct edi
Near parity isn’t due to any parfour,or more outlets, are now con-!
writteri kind of a “Hellzafronted with the ..problem of coun-j
; ticular upbeat on the Hollywood
poppin”
in
which
Robert
tering all that network hoopla;
f scene.
On the contrary, it’s due
Dhery, author and star of “La
. largely to a reduction in live pro¬
■about
improved
programming |
Plume de Ma Tante” legiter,
Whether it’s actually improved, is !
gramming overall, with Gotham
will
star - emcee.
Audition
mostly beside the point; the webs ';
suffering primarily in the cutback.
show will be taped Aug. 23.
have thrown their big publicityThe 10-hour-a-week slate is New
Working title is “The Law¬
promo guns behind a campaign to ]
; York’s lowest live lineup ever, re¬
makers.”
But CBS doesn’t
reach the public with talk of moire j
jecting a total, of only 16 live
want to ride with that mon¬
tv specials, more live, more pub- v.
■ shows among all three networks at
icker. One network exec has
, lie affairs and just plain “more of ■
night.
New York primetime fig¬
■everything.”
! . suggested: “Madhouse 60.”
ure doesn’t include Jack Paar’s
|. Certainly, V with national spot I
late-night entry, which w’ould add
London; Aug. 11.
[television on the rise; the major in- ;
S four more hours a week (fifth is
A major row is brewing between
|.dies are for the present in no ;
a taped repeat).
Hot Dog !
advertisers and most of the com¬
! danger of any serious financial set- ;
(
Hollywood live lineup, comprismercial tele vision, companies over
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
; backs—even if some of the coin ;
i ing 12 shows, is about the same
the increases in peaktime rates]
“How Hot Do They Like it?”
they receive is tantamount to spill- i
’as last fall, reflecting little or no
that the latter are: introducing on
will be debated on KCOP Aug.
over from the network affiliates.
change.
Breakdown finds NBC
various dates this year and next.
16. Turning on .tire heat Will be.
Yet what still remains to be found,
originating more shows here than
Feeling in ,ad circles is running
Jennie Lee, prez of the Exotic
it
is
widely
felt,
is
a
satisfactory
in
New
York,
with six segments
so high that it could result in
Dancers League comprising:
way for the indies to counteract
comprising five hours a week to
something like war, .
1,500 strippers and who. bills ‘
the
promises
of
lavishness
the
net¬
emanate
from
Hollywood
as
herself as “the. bazoom girl.”
The general rise in. rates works
works have made, and are making,
against
five
shows
comprising
Deflating the issue will be
oiit at roughly lO^r^ though it’s as.
to
the
viewing
public.
three
hours
weekly
from
New
Bob Ellis of the Catalina
high in at least one case—AssociAny program innovations by the
■ York. NBC Hollywood lineup con¬
Toronto, Aug. 11.
. Chamber of: Commerce. Be¬
ated-Rediffusi.on,. the web serving
indies . seem virtually lost amid
of . Dinah
Steve Allen,
hind the scenes will be the guy
Because of a claimed shortage sists
„
. . „Shore,
,
.
the ; London area. weekdays—as
the noise. from . ABC, ' CBS and of summer work, the Canadian
majority of the Ford specials,
who
started,
it
all,
the.
press
20rr during peak hours. Though
:
“This
Is
Your
T.ifp
”
flip Ernie
Frnip
NBC; Lacking adequate .funds for Broadcasting Co£ laid offTfuN
Ull
'This
Life.” the
agent for “Some Like It. Hot.”
some off-peak prices have been1
'bigtime” programming, most of tlier 40 Toronto tv technicians Ford show and the majority of the
cut. , not many ..customers look on
i the -indies are linked strongly to with the dismissed getting regis-; Friday night specials.
this as great consolation. And the;
1
syndicated
telefilm.
* tered letters over the weekend that •
Gn CBS, four shows involving
tv companies’ argument that audi¬
, .Being acutely aware Torig ago . 30 of the men are affected as of two and a half hours a Week will
ences have grown to a degree that'
the potential problem vis-a-vis. the
24 and It) on Aug. 31. A originate in Television City, these
warrants am increase is. dismissed
.webs some indies have initiated month ag0 107 jatSE stagehands being the alternating Jack Benny
With the reply that the viewer total'
new live shows, playing strongly. and painters were laid off, with and George Gobel shows, the Red
has swelled no* primarily through
on local audience needs.
Only-i the CBC stating, that several em- Skelton show and “Playhouse 90.”
any effort on the webs’ part; but '
trouble is that, tv so far hasn’t : payees would not he taken on : CBS has nine live shows dated out
because., -the public has bought
proved out as well as radio, it again. On priority, the second of New York for a five and a half
more sets thanks to. the freeing of
seems, regarding a constantly ap- gr011p
be taken back again hour weekly total,
credit-controls; / /
pealmg formula for; local shows, ]the latter part of September but
At ABC. only the weekly Law
The.' Incorporated Society of ;
although
there .are .exceptions.the'-.need for the 40. Toronto ero- renee Welk stanza and the new
British Advertisers , has written in ]
Moreoxer, it is thought to he eco- payees continued this summer be- Ernie Kovacs panel show w ill orig¬
Washington, Aug. 11.
what its director D. C. Kinloch ’
.nprniCBilj' . VlHSOliriQ to 6XP0^)6 3 T/IIKp rtf fhp T?avs1
npprTc
inate here, but the network has
calls “the strongest possible terms” i; . The House won’t take Up the fnajor local live production in I
.
.
*
•
only three live entries from New
—he told .VARiir'Y that he wasn’t: equal time bill until sometime next Prime time When it’s needed most/
J.?£ York, the two Dick Clark show's
making the details public as yet-‘ ^ek-after the decks have. been against the lush promise of a net-; °ffD
S
top-level
thf Pa- Boone ^tanza' ''hich
expressing such viewpoints -to thw; cleared of both-controversial labor work stanza.
, ton-Ier
el union
union officals
officals was
was sent
sent ant*
account for a mere 90 minutes a
- No matter how it’s viewpd Ihp over the weekend to Clive McKee. ac‘co,unr 10r a "}ere 80 ”
tv companies concerned on behalf: reform legislation;
CBC
industrial
manager,
and week, same as the Coast.
of. all buyers of spots.,. “There’s , Tn
■ ■ *. nn +hp hi11 finalTv indies; recognize that its going
an?
very real apprehension on the part cied ,vith Ptbe House last WpPk he a harder:fight than ever to find j
of^^advertisers at^^^the so-far unjusti-; trollse Coinmcrpp Committp#* 6p' not only a formal hut a Way of:
Toronto local of the

60

in

Cue New Axings;

must exert “conscientious and in-,
what .other, positive action
ISBA might take, but it’^bben

... lc

.

the,possibility, of a rela'
«.. .
, ,
efficiency or economy but will
cause a marked increase in overtim^ costs. This decision was made
by the Corporation without prior
discussion with the union as rer.„iwari .
quired m our collective a^ree-

thrat‘na rtn.,d Wblo conference O'0"1 ‘he
requirement.;
might not be. a bad idea:
Spelling out its intent, the .CornMeantime, the latest statistics^,■ merce Committee said use of the.
- - •-^ _i
form ‘‘hnnafinft” rriaonf fh rnfnr
compiled by Media Records Ltd., *^erm
bonafide
meant to refer
covering commercial tv advertising only to such newscasts aiid interrevenue in July, show', that the vmws which are under the control
^
_
.
. CBC officials said that the heavy
program companies are still get- °^ a broadcaster or a network.’’
Although news, documentaries I
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
productionf schedule
last
Fall
ting the business at the pre-inand panel discussions were deleted i
Pamela . Mason filed a protestnecessitated., hiring, .some 60 addicreased rates..
during course of Committee con- ! over the weekend with the MPAA ! ^ion technical staff for the CBC’s
sidefation; the report said this Title Bureau over producer Alex English-language network centre.
doesn’t Imply any intention riot to^ Gordon’s registration of “Murder ; m Toronto but that, with the Sumexempt such programs when they, in ; the Red Barn.”
Mrs. Mason ! mer
back to normal. the extra
may fall in the categories of either claims a priority on the public do- , technicians are . not needed/
riew’seasts or On-the-spot coverage, main property by virtue, of having
'
:

‘Murder’ Tide Invites
Pamela Mason Protest;
TV Special at Stake

Press Previews
Fnllowing^he; tod

NBC-TV !

Committee also stressed that, itco-authored with husband James
did not regard , “staged incidents”; Ma?°un Jhe, ’Murder
script m
or "stump speeches” as constitut- ;'' h^qh^^^ starred last week at the

on'fhe

Denny s Global
Town Meeting'

George .V Denny Jr., whose
..Town Meeting of the Ah- was a
flourishing enterprise on radio for
2, years until it‘went off the air
__...m.
a global
for tv

format and specifically
entry v.ji]
iqbbed

“Town Meeting of the Viorld—
TV.” designed as a filmed series
with personality exchanges from
different parts of the world in the
manner of “Small World.”
Denny disclosed his plans in an
aDpenrance over the weekend on
XBC Radio’s “Monitor,” recalling
that back in '43 “Town Meeting”
did a radio show* with two speakers

pnmr CAnno nfriTCDC
'and aiLaudif,nc€ J1}
atv(jEdll. rUUUj UltKtKO
:v
Jlms tbe global tv format
TAfinv OAT TC OTTA1U would be extension of that origi¬
nal premise.

^OUPY SALES SHOW

of
and ABC-TV in' years mast CB<t-1 «e mu. In this connection, the :. a?rs- mason claims mat on the
' V," /'TT ”” •'
Denr:y has ?.!rea‘&/S,d.tentalive
a”h .A-.1 v .ln
past, LBa- i
-aid that most “event*?” dnr- : basis of the Laguna ..version, m
Soupy Sales, the Detroit comic, discussions with NBC-TV program
J^T.1SfKg01?g ft0 rP-rx0Ct-d th'S Week! ing the course of a campaign “are which she appeared with daughter whom ABC-TV has long sought execs and has been huddling with
^.tb( the firsbbig^ press prer j
•
_; Portland Mason, Lionel Arnes and , for a network stanza, is expected , IBM World Trade officials'on pos(Continued
on page 53)
views of
~ programming for
— the
* “ up¬
—
j.the Irish Players, she has already ito handle a live kidvid stanza on sible sponsorship.
coming season; Arid the web. to
I received television offers for the’ Saturday mornings next season.
--enable its o&o stations and affili¬
j property from. Ford and du Pont General Foods is eyeing the stanates “to make their points too,”
for use as tv specials, and is also ‘ za, which will probably, be a lialfhas throwfn the job to the stations.
] contemplating a future pic. More- hour in length,
Atlanta, Aug. 11.
Network is going to do three
jover, James
now; dickerNo
I
WAnA 'rir
^
u<,“'C3 Mason
iwasun is uu«
uickcx- |\
ivo precise time
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sioi has
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De
closed-circuit previews on the
a1 show
■
«
S‘'twy^tol^Altoti’k^orJ^
mhto
; in?. a Los Ange,es theatl'e fo1' the ;chosen, Sato has long had a1
shi
sked. They’ll he shown under
owned
, ..
„„0
. .•th* • "
Alin
cnd of this month for a local pro- on WXYZ. the ABC Detroit own
NBC-TV is moving along on the
auspices of the CBS stations nen «eather Banyani.Stone, ac-, ductl(jn ot tSe plar ith Mrs. and ! & operated station.
. participation sales frpnt; After a.
^°“nl ,he coun,rr on successive, Inal y knows
something about Miss Mason and Anies (0- T(lpeat
p
---• number of bits-and-pieces sales in
Thursdays.
weether forecasting
In fact,- tueir rojas an(j Mason to produce.
[the last three weeks (which add
The. closed - circuitry for the
Situation is an unusual one in
NorAV Nptwnrk
] up to a fairly sizable chunk of
press, et al., begins tomorrow meteorology at the U. of Pennsyl- that in the recent past, motion pic
llOlUlG ilclnOlA
| fall billings), U’eb this w’eek came
(Thurs.), with a preview of the.
Stockholm, Oct. 11.
up with Ansco camera buys in the
7nhmw!er gr*duatins from
producers have requested televiCBS-TV Tuesday-Wednesday line- } (Ohio) U..
sion producers and networks in the
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and hourlbng “Laramie” and the halfI1!?* cP^1featured w'ill .be t
Sloane,
who
succeeded
Bob case, of a title conflict to defer to Finland
rinlarid are working on plans for ;: hopr
hour “Plainsman.1
“Plainsman.”
the Sunday-Monday sked, arid sex^,; Mann, brie of those funnyman the picture—“Ben Hur” is the lat- a Nordic network. At present there *
Sponsor brought the equivalent
en days; later, the CBS affils w ill; w eather prognosticators, predicts est case in point. But in this in-j is only a tie between Sweden and of 13 minutes in the combined
riost a runthrough of the network’s .■weather himself basing his inf or- stance, Mrs. Mason in effect is ask- j Denmark, but by the end of the ; shows. Deal is for the fourth quarThursaay - Friday - Saturday
pro-• matidri on study arid analysis of ing a pic producer to defer to a i year the network should have ter, October to December of next
gramming.,
1 weather charts.
i projected tv production.
1 branched out to includ# Norway. 1 season.

Good Casting

More Participation Coin
For ‘Laramie,’ ‘Plainsman’
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a

robin hood

sponsor's product — pulled

over 28,700 replies in one month! This
is reaction that builds up brand-name
demand — gives products the consistent
exposure in the homes of America where
buying needs are greatest,

robin hood

has

been acclaimed by educators, clergy¬
men and parents everywhere,
hood

robin

promotions are ready and

waiting: over 33 approved
tie-in promotional items,
m a ny self-liq uid atin g!

starring Kicnard breene... a proven
success for 4 years on network.
now available in
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-ARB SYNDICATION CHART

weekly tabulation, based bn ratings furnished by - American Research
Bureau, highlights the too ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
In depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular, market.
This week ten
different markets are covered..
•
_
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data, such (is. the
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of-telecasting, com¬
petitive programming in the!;particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing, an
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches, of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
■ Over the course of a year* ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled-with the rating per¬
formance of the top ten network shows; on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are
designed to reflect the rating, tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S.

DAYTON

: STATIONS: WLWD, WHIO,

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

TOP SYNDICAT ED PROGRAMS
DISTR1B.
STA; .
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

45~6 i 1. Badge 714 (Sat 10:30).,.....;....
Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30.' .......-WHIG
<>Ao it 2: Decoy (Tues.. 10:30*.;______
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:001. .AVHIO
'n /; 3. Mike Hammer (Wed. 8:30).... >......
Zane Grey Theatre 'Thurs. 9:00-9:30* .WHIO
r5y0'|j. 4. Bold Venture (Sun. 10:30)..
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-!9:00> .... WLWD. . 34.6 m 4. Huckleberry Hound 'Thurs. 5:00*:..
33.6 i.: 5. MacKenzie's Raiders (Thurs. 7:00)...
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00*.. .WHIO
33.6
5. Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30).....
The Rifleman 'Tues. 9:00-9:30*
WLWD
33.3 •!• 6. Special Agent 7 (Fri. 10:30).......
Have Gun, Will Travel Sul. 9:30-10* WHIG
32.5 'j 7. Rescue 8 (Thurs. 6:00):..V.
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:06-9:30*....-WHIG
32.3 i 8. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:00* ,.
Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30*
.......WHIO
32.1 i 9. If You Had A Million ‘Thurs. 7:30).
Red Skelton *Tues. 9:30-10:00* ..... WHIO
31.9 10. Death Valley Days »Mon. 7:00) . . .
ITve Got A Secret .'Wed. 9:30-10:00* WHIO

.WHIG,,. , CNP
.15.4
WLWD.. . Official
14.1
WHIG... ..MCA
13.5
.WLWD.. v.Ziv
11.6
.WLWD.. . Screen Gems 11.6
- WLWD.. ...Ziv
11.4
.WLWD.. . .Ziv
11.4
11.2
.WHIG... . -MCA ;
WLWD .. . .Screen Gems 10.8
-WLWD.. ..Kellogg
10.3
9.9
WHIG... ..MCA
WLWD.; . .11.Sr Borax . 8.4

EL PASO
,f 1. State Trooper 'Mon. 9:00) ...
2. Highway Patrol 'Sun. 9:30* ......
i 2. San Francisco Beat (Mon, 7:30)....
; 3. Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30) ,.....
4. Special Agent 7 (Fri. 9:00) ........
■{ 5. Badge 714 (Fri. 7:30). . ;. . ..'
: 6. Colonel Flack (Sat. 8:30):
i 7. “26”. Men (Tues. 9:00) , . : , : . . . . ..i
; 8. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:00).

..KROD.
;. KTSM.
;.krod.
:> KTSM.
..KTSM.
; .KROD.
; . KROD.
,,KROD.
. . KROD .

i 9. MacKenzie’s Raiders (Mon. 9:66). .
9. Rescue. 8 (Tues. 9:00)
-....
to. U.S. Marshal 'Thurs. 9:00) .....

.KTSM. •.. Ziv
21.2 1
.,KTSM. .Screen Gems 21.2 .
..KROD. ;
NTA
20.9

).'•... .. WFIE. .. .Ziv
. . WTVW.. . ,MCA
. .WFIE... ,. ABC
);00);.:,, ..WFIE... . . CBS
. U.S. Marshal (Sun. 8:30) ..
. . WEHT,. . NTA
: .wtvw. . ..Ziv
Bold Venture (Tues. .8:30)
: 9:30).. . WEHT...NTA
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00)i.. ..WTVW.. ..Screen Gems
..WFIE... ..U.S. Borax
30). ,,
O '*: . . . . . . .: WTVW. - ..MCA
. .WTVW.. .. Screen Gems
Rescue 8 (Sun. 6:00).
5:00*,. ., ., WTVW.. ..Kellogg

39.6
30.0
30.3
26.4
26.2
25.9
25.7
25:4
24.2

State Trooper (Fri. 9:30) ..
People’s Choice (Wed. 9:30)

Gunsmoke <Sat. 10:00-10:30*.
Have Gunr Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10):
Perry Mason <Sat. 7:30-8:30* - --- Wanted—Dead or Alive (Sat. 8:30-9)..
Zane Grey Theatre 'Thurs. 9:60-9:30).
Yancv Derringer ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00) —
Alfred Hitchcock <Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .
The Texan (Mon. 8:00-8:3Q)..
Ed Sullivan >Sun. 8:00-9:00* -----G.E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:301... . .. .
Rawhide 'Fri. 7:30-8:30)
--.
.
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).. .. : ..

[■1.
| ij 2.
•j! 3.
[ '\ 4.
[ l| 5.
; l| 6.
$;] 7.
) || 8.
} j! 9.
j iilO.

40.1
40.8
30.8
29.7
65 2
35.1
31.8
26.5
54.5
66.0
23.1
51.2

D.A. s Man ............ WLWD
Garry Moore ..
.. . WHIG
Ozzie & Harriet.......... WLWD
What’s My .Line.- . .
. WHIG
Wild . West
.... WHIO
Amos & Andy.....;WHIG
Circle Theatre ....
WHIO
Major League Baseball.: . WLWD
Little Rascals .. ....... WHIO '
Wild West
;. .WHIO
Leave It To Beaver...., . WLWD
U.S. Marshal . : . ....... .WHIO

SURVEY DATES.: JUNE 8-14, 1959.

. ..l :.. .; .KTSM
.KROD
Goodyear Theatre ..;.; KTSM
' Premium Theatre ...... . KROD
> 77 Sunset Strip.. . KELP
j Worlds Greatest Fighters KTSM
KTSM
i D.A.’s Man
Rescue 8 ,,..,,.. . ., ;. .KTSM
1 4:30 Hop; Regional
! I Ne\vs; .News ■....
.KTSM
.KROD
'U.S. Marshal
“26” Men ........ -- .KROD
1 MacKerizie’s Raiders . ,. -KTSM

67.5 {Medic
.

60.0
5Q.5
52.4
5 IT
47,1
49.0
70^
.
48.1
40.9
47.4

18.2
24.9
19.7
25,4
26.2
17.1
27.9
21.2
si
20.9
25.4
21.2

Cannonball; (Fri. 8:30).,... 1....
Colonel Flack (Tues. 8:30)..:....
Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00)
.
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Sat. 10:30).
U.S. Marshal (Tues. 8:00) !. . . ...
Death Valley. Days (Tues. 7:30). .....
Huckleberry Hound (Fri. 5:30)...
Superman (Wed: 5:30)- .....
Sky Ring (Sat. 6:30) . . .......
Woody Woodpecker (Mon. 5:30).,

..WFMY ...ITC
..WFMY.... CBS
. .WFMY. .. .Ziv
.. WFMY, ., . Ziv
..WFMY.,.. NTA
...WFMY.. ..U.S. Borax
. WFMY.,. .Screen Gems
. WFMY, ...Flamingo
.WFMY,. ..Nabisco
WFMY-.... Kellogg

STATIONSI; WRAL,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30).
U.S. Marshal (Fri. 8:30)-......
Sea Hunt (Wed. 7:00),.. ..
Cannonball (Thurs. 8:30)...., ...,
Annie Oakley (Mon: 5:30)..,... .
Sky King (Wed. 5:30) ;. ... .V..
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:30).
Silent Service (Mon. 7:00)..,...-.
Superman (Fri. 5;30)...:.. ^,. >,
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs.; 5:30*

-WTVD,.;: Ziv
'
.WTVD,... NTA
.WRAL.... Ziv
.WRAL.,.. ITC
, WRAL.. CBS
.WRAL.... Nabisco
.WRAL... Kellogg
.WRAL... . CNP
WRAL..,. Flamingo
-WRAL. Screen Gems

ROCK IS.-DAVENPORT (QUAD GITY)
. ..woe

Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30) . .
. Desilu Playhouse 'Mon. 9:00-10:00* . WHBF
Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9:00-9:30* ..
...WHBF
, Have Gun, Will Travel ^ Sat. 8:30-9 '. WHBF
, Wyatt Earp 'Sat. 10:00-10;3Q' .... ...WHBF
. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9*00* ..... .. .WHBF
. Alfred Hitchcock -Sun. 8:30-9:00) . .. .WHBF
, What’s My Line <Sun. O^O^IO^O).. ...WHBF
. Erice Is Right *Wed. 7:30-8:00'. ... ...WOC •
, The Millionaire 'Wed.. 8:00-8:30).. . . . WHBF
. David Niven 'Tues. 9:Q0-9;30) ....
. Person To Person »Fri. 9:36-10:00'. .. WHBF

...woe

31.5
26.4
24.6
21.5
20.7
19.7
17.2
17:0
16.5
15.3

21.8
18.8
17,1
13.0
10.9
10.3
10.1
9.2
910
8.8

77.0
. 61.5
74.5
60.6
57.0
63.8
81.1
733
59.4
65:9

j Advr of Ellery Queen, . . WSJS
Jimmie Rodgers .,.... . . WSJS
Welk’s Dancing Party. ..WSJS , .
: D.A.’s Man -.WSJS
Steve . Canyon ;....... .WSJS
Dragnet
..WSJS '
. Mickey Mouse Club .. ...WSJS
Mickey Mouse Club. .. . .WSJS
Welk’s Dancing . Party.. . WSJS
Mickey Mouse Club.. , , WSJS

woe

28.4
28-3
27.3
243
22.1
21.4
21.4
19.5
17.5
17.3
15.3

59.11 D.A.’s Man • i
WRAL
47.5 Pete Kelly’s Blues. /
66.8] Wyatt Earp
.....WFMY
30,6 Yancy Derrihger .. ,,. a . WTVD
61.2 Mickey Mouse Club . . . . . WTVD
57.5 Mickey Mouse Club . . . . .WTVD
65:6 Adventure Time .. :;... WTVD
40.0 Border Patrol ...... .. .. WTVD
57.3 Mickey Mouse Club :. .WTVD.
61.5 Adventure Timfc ‘. , .WTVD

|

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8,

Sea Hunt (Thurs. 10:00):......:
..WSPD..
Death Valley Days (ThurS. 7:30).. . .VWSPD..
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00)
...WSPD..
Bold Venture (Thurs. 8:00)...:.. „ .. . WSPD..
Soldiers of Fortune (Tues. 7;00)... .. . WSPD. .
Highway Patrol (Sun. 10:00*....
...WSPD,,
New York Confidential (Tues. 8:30) ...WSPD..
U.S. Marshal (Fri. 8:30). . .
... WTOL..
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Mon. 7:00).: ..-WSPD,;

! 9. Deadline (Mori -Fri. 6:30).:.
j 10. Roy Rogers <Sat. 5:00)>....

.:.

... Ziv
. . U.S. Borax
.. Screen Gems
. Ziv
. Flamingo
.Ziv
. . ITC
.,NTA
...Ziv

...WSPD.. .. Flamingo
.. . WTOL ..
Roy Rogers

(Continued on page 48)

20.6
19.0
16.4
14.0
13.6
13.4
13.4
12.4
10.5
8.8
8.0

5 9
13.8
13$
9.2

44.4
52.1
58,6
47.3
53.6
40.2
.43.9
. 39:7
. 45.0
. .42.0
40,3

13.9
16.7
7-9
23;1
5.6
68
3.8
8.5
56
4.0

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.
,What's: My Line. .., .....WHBF
Garry Moore ...... .v.WHBF
' Alcoa Presents
...;. WHBF
Playhouse 90 ...... :.. ..WHBF
Bold Venture ..
;... WHBF
D.A.’s Man .—,.:. .....WOC
Ozzie & Harriet....
Circle Theatre ,. .. .— vWHBF
Tombstone Territory ...WOC
{ “26’’. Men .......
.
* Rough Riders ..... ..

STATIONS; WTOL. WSPD, WWJ,
;
i

7.4
9.7

WFMY. SURVEY DATES:: JUNE 8,14, 1959.

STATIONS; WHBF. WOC.

54,1 i I. Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30)..,....
..WOC. .. :cbs
46.5 [ 2. State Trooper (Tues. 9.:30)..,.. ,i ... . . WOC:.. .. MCA.
43.9
j
3.
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 10:00)........
.. .
...Ziv, .
38.9
38.9 i 4. New York Confidential (Thurs. .9:30) . . \VOC,.. . . ITC .
36.9
5. “26” Men (Fri. 10:00).
. ..WOC... . , A BC
36.2
6. Flight 'Sat: 9:30) ... . . .:V: J.
CNP
; . WHBF . .
35:5
6. Highway Patrol (Mon. 10:00)...... e. .WOC....,.v Ziv
35.0: - 7, U.S. Marshal (Wed. 9:30).......... ..WOC... ., NTA
35.0 : 8. Special Agent 7 (Tues.. 10:00).-... . ..... whbf; : .. MCA
33.0 : 9- Bold Venture (Fri: 10:00)-.
, .WHBF., .. Ziv
32,1 : 10. Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 10:00)..
. . WHBF..
NTA,.

TOLEDO
. Gunsmoke Sat. 10:00-10:30)_....
. 77 Sunset Strip :Fri. 9:3040:30*._
Desilu Playhouse 'Mon, 10:00-11:00)..
The Rifleman ‘Tues. 8 00-9:30* ......
Have Gun, Will Travel Sst. 9:30-10).
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:3O-l|6:Q0*.__
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:06)...
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30> ....
Perry Mason iSat. 7:30-8:30'., ......
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) ...:
Circle Tbeatr© (Wed. 10:00-11:00) ,. ..

34.2T Garry Moore .. , ; .WEHT 1
31.8
46.3 | Person To Person:,
15.5
.-.WEHT
33.4 . Circle Theatre
; .: WEHT
.'21.1
38.3 Wrestling .
.. : .
20.9
. .WTVW
344 : Summer Chew Show, .:WFIE
18.4
23.8 r Red Skelton ... . . ... ..WEHT
27.9
23.6
26.3 ; D. A.’s. Man . . :.:.. .. : . WFIE
42.6 ' News; Sports; New:s..
. WFIE
17.4
41.1
23.0 ! Desilu Plavhouse ..:. .. WEHT
24 8 Masquerade Party .... , WFIE
24.2
. 12.2
.; 44.7 Lassie .. .....!.. .:. .-.WEHT
31.0 -News; ;$ports; News... ..WFIE: ,
20.9

STATIONS: WFMY, WSJS. SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.

RALEIGH-DpRHAM
1. Wagon Train 'Wed. 7:30-8:30)—. . . . .WRAL
2. Peter Gunn 'Mon. 9:00-9:30' .........WRAL
3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)......... WTVD
4. Have Gun, Will Travel <Sat. 9:30-10) WTVD
5. Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30*...WTVD
6. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon; 8:30-9:00) . WRAL
7. Maverick -Sun. 7:30-8:30) h......WRAL
8. Price Is Right 'Wed. 8:30-9:00*
.WRAL
9. Te Tell The Truth 'Tues. 8:30-9:00)... WTVD
10. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00)!.. -WTVD
10. Wanted—Dead or Alive.(Sat. 8:30-9).WTVD

22:5
22.5
19.2
19.0
17.2
15.7
14.9
13.8:
13.6
13.6
13.2
11.8

<

..WFIE
..WEHT
..WEHT
, ,WFIE
. WFIE
..WEHT
..WFIE,
. .WFIE
;. WFIE
..WEHT
. WTVW

greensborowinstON-salem
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.

TOP COMPETITION
PROGRAM
STA.

STATIONS: WTVW, WFIE. WEHT. SURVEY DATES; JUNE 8-14, 1959*

EVANSVILLE
Wagon Train (Wed- 6:30-7:30*....
Desilu Playhouse ‘Mon. 9:00-10:00)
Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30)i:......
Price Is Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00)....
This Is Your Life (Wed. 9:00-9:30).
Garry Moore tTues. 9:00-10:00'...
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)-Peter Gunn (Mon. 8:00-8:30) .
Bat Masterson (Wed. 8:30-9:00),..
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00)..
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30) ....

... MCA
... Ziv
...CBS
....MCA
...MCA
.,.NBC
... CBS
.. . ABC
;Screen Gems

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.

AV.
SH.

STATIONS; KROD, KTSM, KELP.

1. Desilu Playhouse 'Mon. 8.00-9:00).
2. Gunsmoke (Sat 8:00-8:30'; .. ....
3. Garry Moore (Tues. 8:00-9:00'....
4. Perry Mason (Sat. 9:30-10:30*....
5. Have Gun, Will Travel 'S|t. 7:30-1
6. Red Skelton (Tues. 7:30-8:00*:,...
7. Wagon Train (Sun. 8:30-9:30).....
8. Trackdown (Mon. 9:30-10;00).. ..
9. The Millionaire 'Wed. 9:00-9:30*..
10. What’s My Line 'Sun. 8:30-9:00)..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

AV.
RTG.

e

1.
2i
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

AV. M
RTG. KRK.

p

8S

-.woe
. ..woe

35.5
25.3
19.3
27.1
17.3
30.9
27.3
27.7

200
22.1
21.8

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1959.
Playhouse 90
.......; WTGL
State Trooper ;.....;... WTOL
News; Big Show....... . .WTOL
December Bride ........ WTGL
Watch With Ward., .... . WTOL
Richard Diamond _____ WTOL
To Tell The Truth, -. . . . WTOL
Major League Baseball.. WSPD
. ( Watch With Ward:,.. .WTOL
i D. Tabner’s Trophy Rm.WTOL
Big Show ;.... ..;,.,..; WTOL
j Scoreboard; Film ., .. . WSPD
j Short; Town Topics..; WSPD
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WAYNE & SCHUSTER
IN GRANADA SERIES

RADIO-TELE VISION

59

Match the Audience
With Product Profile

More vinegar is being poured Into the moral fibre of Gotham In¬
Toronto, Aug/ 11.
die ; operators as evidenced by the upsurge of editorial expression,
After filming a series of. oneon, the airlanes. Whereas once it was a lone station that dared to
hour tv shows for Granada, first of
express an opinion on its. wavelength, the tendency today is for
which will be beamed to the Brit¬
niore N/Y. outlets to; become indignant or to fingerpoint with,
By AL HOLLENDER
ish public on Sept. 23, Wayne &
scorn at aberrant! behavior on the part Of man' and institution:
(Exec, v p., Grey Adv. Agency)
Schuster, Canadian Comedy team,
In recent weeks, Gotham radio stations haven’t hesitated to call
are back in Toronto: A remake of
The Checker Game for 1959- through matching—to the extent
attention to many injustices; notably the Harlem situation. Sta¬
their sketches for the Canadian
. Hallelujah! possible—the audience with the
tion WLIB, for one, has been sounding off editorially on police . Broadcasting Corp., plus English' 1960 is almost over
Let’s go off skiing in Switzer¬ product profile—or, at least, the
conduct in the Harlem sector and WNEW has been doing like¬
Slang terms, their Granada series land,. sunning in Nassau; or skat¬ desired market profile.
wise. In the WNEW instance, it. has been doing it. on a Sunday
will be tagged “An Hour with ing, in Sun Valley and try to fig¬
night program, “News Closeup” a public service panel show with
Of course, there are extremes in .
Wayne and Schuster.”
ure out what producers, networkan eye to making news for Monday dailies. Martin Weldon, staAfter two or • three weeks holi¬ ers, agency men and clients have everything—but—a Grey rating
tion’s director of news and special events, has been the moderator
analysis
showed that of 95 evening
day, the pair, will start writing bought—or wrought! Comes Fall
shooting at public officials. Program, with a strong point of view,
their new scripts for fall on the Premiere Time, what will the Cros- shows for which data were avail¬
has presented open letters to Mayor Wagner; the Bedford-Stuyable
C.BC and Ed Sullivan programs; . bys, Goulds, Kerns, Wolters,
vesant-Glendale school hassle* the Harlem race tensions; the w'hy
(a) The Lawrence Welk Dane-,
O’Brians and Van Hornes have to
and aftermath of a Brownsville tenement fife that killed, a num¬
ing Party was
say—and what will John Q. Pub¬
ber of. people.
(II 13th in homes whosi
lic’s verdict be?1
Significant , too is the. fact that station; isn’t limiting, itself to
housewife
was 59 or over
sounding off primarily on local matters but is determined to
Most important, will we have
(Hi 73rd in all other homes.
spread out as in its current “Open Letters to Khrushchev” series;
effective sales vehicles to. move
What
a
great
show from this
Impact of “News Closeup” has been such that Voice of America
j products off the shelf?
After all,
point of view to reach the"
recently asked the station for permission to rebroadcast the week¬
this is really what all the shout¬
older
folk!
ly program. _
ing is about. In the headlong rush
(b) People Are Funny, despite
Station WMCA, which began editorializing %years ago and was
for1 a “hot Western” or a “third
its 7:30 broadcast hour is
one of the. first in the country to stick its neck out, is prepping an
Mexico City* Aug. 11.
of Perry Mason” we too frequently
18th among hGmes with
exchange of editorials feature with other stations starting next
. Sterling C.. Quinlan, of WBKB- forget the prime consideration of
housewives 50 or over, 63rd
month. Stations that have indicated a desire to join in an exchange
Ratings are
TV, Chicago, is in this city nego¬ product selling.
among homes with house¬
of editorials are KMPC, Los Angeles; WSAZ, Huntington,- West
tiating a deal whereby bullfights critical, we must reach people to
wives 35-49, and 83rd among
Va.; WWKY, .Winchester, Ky.; WWDC, Washington, D.C.; WCLI,
will be telecast regularly over
sell them, but how often we reach
homes with housewives 16-34.
Coming, N.Y.; KFMB, San Diego and WLAM, Lewiston, Maine.
chain of stations. He said .that this ’em and don’t sell ’em!
What a great property for a
would lead to “a better .under¬ / We have all learned that sales
product—like Greyhound—
standing between Latin American success in network broadcasting is
that gets a tremendous
and American citizens.”
not always directly correlated with
amount of its business from
But there has been misunder¬ audience size. Of course, every
olderN folks!
Maybe the
standing/ on part of U.S. , authori¬ advertiser wants a big audience,
overall cost per thousand
ties whn. already banned a. former at a fair price. The bigger the
will not be the lowest on the
telecast until the scenes showing audience, obviously, the more cus¬
air (last year it was 32nd)—
killing of bull were eliminated.
tomers he can bring into his net
but it was 11th in cost per
There has been much criticism If the audience is too small, he’s
thousands
of . those senior
in
the
industry
press
on
the
TJ.S.
: Television news appears to be 4got to sell, those he does reach
citizens!
stand, for commentators sarcasti¬ mighty hard indeed to get a vol¬
catching up with Journalism. The
cally pointed out there is no So^ ume.
Once we’re certain that we
best techniques of magazine journ¬
ciety for the Protection of Bull¬
But it isn’t all that easy. If it know what programming concept
fighters in the United States.
alism are. now being applied to tv
we’re after, let’s look at our
There is no certainty that bull¬ were, advertising success in tele¬ choices for the new season. Is
news specials, so said J. O, Meyers,
vision would be. entirely a func-.
fights will become popular program tion. of show business sense. And there much in the new offerings?
NBC director of news, and Rex
entertainment in Chicago or other
Yes, enough for marketing ap¬
Goad, NBC. manager of news, this;
areas and plan is to have a few we’d have little need for effective
When HubbeU Robinson Jr. gets more programs as “tests” to see if media men,, sound marketing men proaches of many varieties, enough
week./
for
budgets of all shapes and sizes.
back to the Coast, which will now
and great creative folk, plug all
Both Meyers and Goad pointed be both hi§ home and business weekly bullfight telecasts, via tape, the other loyal and vital cogs in But the selection must be cautious,
will be feasible.
and
not confined only to rating
the machinery that churns out
put. that NBC News • staffers today headquarters, MCA should have
considerations. The new season
television advertising success.
are taking the opposite tack from his bungalow fully equipped on the
shapes
up good! Real good! Far
Revue (Universal) lot. He just got
Merchandising Climate
the .familiar documentary form of back from a London-Paris-Swedish
superior to the last.
producing a story from available quickie, the latter in company with
One of those important contrib¬
Tremendous programming com- __
film.
■ " t literary agent Kay Brown and di¬
uting factors that tends to be for¬ mitments have been made, show-v
gotten in the battle for rating manship has really come to the
Video newsmen today canvas the. rector-producer John FrankenheimCBS-TV, at the request of Kel¬ points is the advertising climate. fore replacing a good deal of last
prospects first, learn where the er after huddling with Ingrid
logg Cereals, bought back half of True, there are products and com¬ season’s me-tooism.
story lies and then film it speedily Bergman.
This could.
and with economy. .Of course, if
The honeymooning Lars Schmidts the S unday half-hour telefilm mercials that need precious little be television’s brightest year! And
“Dennis
the
Menace.’’,
Sponsor
“advertising
climate.”
Perhaps
properly harnessed, the best for
there’s. no story, the. project is (Miss Bergman) are on an’island
abandoned.
off the Danish coast, sans phone, claimed it was financially over¬ they are impulse items or items sales effectiveness.
Sure, there will be more West¬
For example, in 'The Big Ear,” electricity, etc.,; which he owns, burdened for the fall tv season, so that are well-known. They don’t
need,, perhaps, endorsement as erns—but there will also be mor«
NBC writer Eliot Frankel re¬ and rather than meet the American now the web is out trying to sell imuch
as they need exposure. ^Per¬ dramas, more new comedies, more
searched for nearly six months be¬ showmen at Goteburg, as first-in- off the other half.
If no sale is made, CBS is finan¬ haps, too, in fact, the commercial new Specials, and more new pro¬
fore coming up with a story out¬ tentioned, they were invited to
line. For “I Take Thee,” . Chet the primitive retreat. (Understood cially responsible for the remaining has a well-established spokesman grams that are beginning to wear
half
of . the Screen Gems-produced already built into it1—so it doesn’t the mantle of important Hollywood
Miss
Bergman
is
getting
around
Hagan dispatched several reporters
program. Slot : for the stanza is need to “borrow” credibility from productions off the major sound
to look into the broad aspects of $100,000 for her tv stint under
the star of the show, or from the stages. TV programming is mov¬
7:30-8
Sundays.
the marriage rackets and from Robinson’s Ford “specials’* aegis,
environment of a compatible pro¬ ing off the side streets and is
their diggings came the story sug¬ but he would not confirm or deny
gram.
finally taking its rightful position
gestions and from these; the final also that she has no residual
But many products do need this in the production world. As a re¬
programs. This was equally true of. rights.)
environment.
They do need star sult, better scripting, wider scope,
Robinson is now flirting with a
several other NBC News specials
support.
They
do
need
proper
au¬
and finer technicians are contrib¬
such as “S-Bahn. Stops at Free¬ slogan thrown at him—“television’s
dience orientation.
They need uting to the end product. Every¬
dom,” “The American Stranger,” finest hour”—but he is abjuring it
NBC-TV Is going to delay the more
than
“circulation”—they
“Our Children and Their Schools,” Realistically he feels that’s “asking start of the new “Split Personality” need circulation depth and the one’s trying—and trying hard!
Forty percent will inevitably fall
“The World of Inner Space,” for it,” because not all the 39 Ford a month, putting off the preem of proper advertising climate!
flat on their collective faces, but
“Hawaii: Pacific Miracle” and “The specials will be “finest hours”—it’s the daytime strip until Sept. 25.
Too often the show is bought
Fourth Coast,” the .story of the St. just not in the cards/Incidentally, This gives a month more of life to before a clearly defined marketing; it could be the remaining 60ro
Lawrence Seaway.
| since Edsel and Mercury will also “County Fair,” the 4:30-5 p.m. strategy, is determined! Too often will set new standards for greater
Making the picture fit the story be in the sponsorship act, an all- cross-the-boardeir which is to be the “sales facts of life” ate real¬ | tv entertainment value.
1959-1960 will see NBC's Riveris also, uppermost in- the minds of ! inclusive “Ford hour” is also a replaced.
ized after the programming deci¬
Reason for delaying “Personal¬ sion is made. One well-known ad¬ boat, the new .Ford series. Fibber
newsmen currently working on misnomer.
Robinson
arid
his
wife,
Vivienne
McGee,
Edie Adams, and Johnny
ity,” which Was to start Aug. 31; vertiser sponsored a “hot show”
specials. It is true of Wilson and
Lee Hall presently scouting Carib¬ Segal, have bought the Lew Ker- was the unavalability of Tom Pos¬ for two and half years before he Staccato; and CBS promising new
ner
house
in
Bel
Air
for
their
ton, who is to host the stanza. Pos¬ realized that his program was not Space shows out of Ziv and Para¬
bean republics for a Lafin Ameri¬
can report story. Chet Huntley’s Coast; home and have placed their ton is going out. on the road for oriented toward his particular mount, Dobie Gillis, Hennessey,
Katonah (NY.) diggings on the five weeks;shortly;in order to warm market ... but, boy, he was sure Rod Serling’s Twilight Zone, Blue
advance crew spent weeks in West market
for sale., '••• /
up “Golden Fleece,” a legit produc¬ getting great ratings and cost ef¬ Men; and the resources of Twen¬
Africa before he got there. Several
tieth and Warners behind such
tion opening next fail on Broadway. ficiency!
reporters across the country found
Poston will be back in N.Y. in
the raw materials for the Aug. 25
Marketing strategy must be the new ABC offerings as Alaskans,
time for the Sept: 25 telecast, (He’ll core of programming decisions— Bourbon Street, Paradise, Dia¬
report “Back to Scfiool-59” before
tape his Wednesday stanza to avoid how often does it happen. It’s no mond Head plus new half-hour en¬
Reuven Frank and his staffers sat
Munich, Aug. 11.
tries including Robert Taylor,
down to pinpoint what w'as to be
Riva Synchronstudios has ac¬ conflict with the regular theatrical accident that Grey decides on such John Gunther and others.
shot.
:.
properties as Jack Benny for
quired in Oberfohring near Mu¬ matinee day.).
Yes, the new season has a lot to
Greyhound and Benrus; Macy’s Pa¬
The Important tiling to bear in nich 100,000 square , meters' of
rade for. Ideal Toy and Lionel offer both clients and viewers.
rnindi according to Meyers and. ground to build a German TV
Atlanta .— Russ Paulson has Trains; Eminy Awards for Lilt; But pick ’em right and use ’em
Center.'
.
Goad, Is that you look for the story
j oined Crawford & Porter Adver¬
The two stages (600 square me¬ tising Agency. His framer ad Linkletter for Greyhound; or right. Watch the difference in
before you shoot it and you find
it in- the same way an inquiring ters each and nine , meters high) agency connections included J. Dragnet for Mennen. It’s no ac¬ sales power.
reporter goes after a yarn. The dif¬ will be inaugurated in the end of Walter Thompson- Kenyon & Eck- cident that the measure of effec¬
ference is that when you get it/ August and be used for live and hardt and. Burke Dowling/ Adams, tiveness of live, recall, of sales
point by persons who see shows
all in Atlanta;,
you let the. camera do much of the film production.
containing Grey commercials is
telling, if not.most of it. They con¬
Boston, Aug. 11.
unusually high. Certainly, the
tend that the pictures, the filmed
TV viewers around Hub can
commercial
must be exciting, dra¬
episodes, carefully . chosen, re¬
matic, convincing/ and contain earn college credits taking courses
late a story more, vividly than
news valpe. Certainly, it must from their living room this fall
words or footage brought In at
have' a potent selling proposition!
random.
But it must have something else— through the Commission on Exten¬
“This is really a method of op¬
(Week Ending Aug. 2)
the right home! And that means sion Courses and WGBH-TV*
eration; not a formula,” Meyers
the right program concept, the Courses will count toward degree
:
Homes
said. “It is efficient and, in a
right program star, and the right of adjunct in arts given exten.-ion
Viewing
costly
business,
money-saving.
frame of reference. Once the pro¬
(dOfi’s)
Through it vve’re able to trim budg¬
gramming concept and marketing Studies by. Harvard U.
Wagon Train (AR/ATV/GRANADA)
4932
ets considerably/”
It won’t be all tv easy though.
strategy , are “in sync,” then, and
Emergency-Ward 10 (Tues.) (ATV) ...
4021
This technique opened up a vast . Concentration (Tues.) (GRANADA) .
only then should we worry about Viewers will have to exit their liv¬
4021
realm of factual material and af¬
ratings. Mind you, ratings are not ing rooms and tv sets for confabs
Concentration (Wed.) (GRANADA) ..
3718
fords newsmen a real chance to
to be belittled—we simply must at Harvard and for the final exam.
Skyport (GRANADA) ; ;,....__:.
3568 ;
go after a story/ Because of this
Crime Sheet (AH) .............. -...
make certain that every home is a To take the tv courses for credit,
3490
technique, NBC News- was re¬
Summer Song (AR)
.. .........;
right home.
they will have to register at the
3338
cently able to convince the. web’s
Television Playhouse (ATV)
......
Therefore/ to the great mass of! office of the Commission, and pony
' 3338
purse string holders to give it more
Emergency-Ward 10 (Fri.) (ATV) _
3262
network tv advertisers, it is im-l up a $5 tab per term. Classes kick
money for developmental projects.
Saturday ^Spectacular (ATV) ......-...
3262
perative that waste be minimized I off Sept. 28.
.

on iv news:‘Find
Your Story, Let Camera TeD It’
Rem’$ ‘Cone Joifi Us’
To

OVERSPENT KELLOGG
' TRIMS ON DENNIS’

Poston Into 1

But Preem Pat Back

New German TV Center

Hub's CoIIege-at-Home
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THIS MAN IS A BBC ENGINEER.

By

Simply to

p^S&iJET'T

borders of Hungary when refugees were escaping

ing a switch he is completing the television link

to other parts of Europe and even from Algiers,

which means that programs being televised in any

which involved 1231 miles

pf

radio and cable links

part of Europe can be seen in Britain. Similarly,

and aircraft over the Mediterranean relaying sig¬

other European countries with their own

net¬

nals to receivers in the ground. The total viewer-

works can obtain programs from any other

ship of a program of international importance,

tv

country. This was made possible by the combined

linked through Eurovision to all Europe, can be

research of Britain and France info the problem

measured only in tens of millions.

of ‘standards’ coiiversion. The problem was in fact
how to make two different sets of parallel lines
meet in the interests of international

How was Eurovision made possible?

enjoy¬

\Vhen various European countries developed tele¬

ment with the vital accompaniment of •greater

vision after the war, it was inevitable that the

understanding between ‘foreign’ peoples. The

engineers of the bbc, the world’s senior

anstver is called Eurovision, now an accepted part

casting system (Britain first had television in

tv

of European TV.

1936)

tv

broad¬

should face the responsibility of bringing

events in Europe to British homes. Before the

What is Eurovision?

huge network which now exists could be built up

The realization of an idea came in

1952

when live

programs from Paris were transmitted via a

bbc

‘Standards’ Converter to the British Public. For
the .-first.'time, ^

different tv

standards shared the same Television programs

‘standards’ converters had to be developed. In
Europe it was a question of converting a picture
of, say, 625 or

819

lines into a picture of

405

lines

and vice versa. (This problem does not exist in
the United States or Canada.)

and this was really the start of Eurovision, Pro¬
grams can now be sent in either direction between

bbc

engineers solved the problem of bringing

any or all of the following countries: GreatBritain,

European tv programs to Britain; they were glad

France, Italy, Germany, Austria, HollaUd, Switz¬

to make this contribution towards the bringing

erland, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Monaco and

together of the countries of Europe. Today, the;

Luxembourg. Programs have also been trans¬

results of their years of work have been made

mitted from behind the Iron Curtain, from the

available to the world.

T HE

B RITI S H

TELEVISION CENTER

. •

w

B RO AD G A S T IN G

•LONDON W 12 •; ENGLAND

C O RPORATI O N

• 630 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 20 NY •

USA

THE WORLD'S SENIOR TV BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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MUSIC IS MY BEAT
. CONSULT DR. BROTHERS
BULLFIGHTS FROM MEXICO
With Larry Finley, Kay Brown,! With Dr. Joyce Brothers
CITY .
Ronny Mann, Bobby Hammack j Producer-Director: Pat Farrar
With Luis Carlos Uribe, Fred
Orchestra; guest, L. Wolfe Gil-1 15 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 1 a.m.
Kasper, Carlos Arruza, Alfonso
_
; WRCA-TV, New York
Ramirez, Juan Silveti; others
[ bert
Producers: Steve Binder, Larry ; In order to follow Jack Paar, as
Producers:
Telesisteiria
Mexicano..
,
hM~H
jDr. Joyce Brothers does, calls for
Dan Schuffman
; Finley
.. • .
some nifty verbalistie necromancy.
Open End
I only ones who can make good Writers: Luis Carlos Uribe,. Jim; Director; Steve Binder
I Since a good hunk of the Paar
Ascher
! 30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
WNTA-TV, N. Y., preempted a musicals,” said Kelly; and when
show frequently wallows in double
«5
Mins.,
Sat.
(1),
10
p.m.
\
KABC-TV,
Los
Angeles.
repeat tape of this David Susskind | pressed asked; “Have you ever
___
„ (tape)
“Salutes”; and “tributes” to the • ahd triple entendre, some of it is
WBKB,
Chicago
conversational stanza on Sunday seen a British musical?”
ADart
from anv moral considera-^Sreat. men of . show business are' apt to cling to raffishly-minded
(9) to insert a live Susskind. and
Kelly said the. State Dept, has
to be somewhat painful ses-; viewers who might be inclined to
five live-wire reporters; who. ac¬ felt him out about taking a dance inn^nf
companied vicepresident Nixon on troupe over to the U.S.S.R., but the erring^ argmnent Us 'to 'whether s*°ns in which, the “giant” ;bemg ;-stay on and catch the demureusually the victim of faced and serious-minded, psyehohis recent Russian trip.. It was vol¬ project hasn!t gone beyond the ! bullfights ought or ought not to be 1 hpnored
atile, sometimes interesting pro¬ feeler st^ge. Point was prompted ! shown on U S television the threej dehun>anizin? Overstatement and iogist Dr Brothers who certainly
as^a^^berial
' unbecoming .-s e n-tini-e n t a 1 rt y. - klf0wS the difference between a
gram—interesting most often in by a discussion of. the Moiseyev ■ pJ^idasn
^vere /George, and. Ira Gershwin, how- f RorSchach and screen test,
the sense that the viewer was able and Bolshoi tours of the U.S., With i WBKB list iaturday
to learn about Nixon not so much both dancers agreeing that the j north the station^ daring- and i-ggft
j “Consult Dr. Brothers” is in adby what the reporters had specifi¬ troupes, were sensational., Kelly, should have captured and /held
' dxlx°n to her across-the-board -afcally to say but through their atti¬ stated that / there . are American large Windy City audience. At its i
thev h£? written-^No ‘te??00IX tsh?w 'v:hx?h f000®"13 xt~
tude of friendliness to the politi¬ dancers equally talented, but the; ! worst, the telecast wasinteresting;^
gl
ng
to
fall
self
,}vxlh less intimate
domestic
go^tetau
^0^
. _
,n
cian. Lengthy program on Sunday opportunity to train and develop l in /an educational sort pf way; at
(9) - also solidified the belief that them into such/ a tightly / dis¬ jits best, downright f^cmating. . j
v g^^iUnsS^ the
host Susskind. is at once brave ciplined ensemble doesnlt exist be¬
and foolish for getting into subject cause, the U.S. is the; only western . The vldeography. of Emilio Az-.j. point: That is one of the reasons I su?t Dr Brothers” nfoiram but
matter that may : not be . entirely country which doesn't subsidize a
°CCUr Sd regU^ ffuys and dolls with p?rp?exing beover his-head but. which is transr dance group.;
often creating greater excitement] 3p|rt one of this^latest tribute to | si^rable^gui^nce^^^ fohLeTii
parently. outside his sphere of: ex-,
.
Astaire,
..who
apparently
watches
than
the
spectacle
itself
a.s
for
jthe
Gershwins
occurred
last Thurs- i theSe l5-minute compressed llv
perience,
UPI’s Ernest Barcella, Daily a iot of television, is constantly ^a?^bh^aiS^r tlS ' day^} °b.;‘Music is My Beat,”a Sllysis' ^Sups of what maS.
amaized
by
the.
brillance
of
much
of
the
1,200
lb.
bull
leapt^over
_tne
.■
we6kly
enterprise
on
KABC-iV human beings act the wav thev do
News’ Frank Holemaii: Hearst’s
0yed oi “Consult
Ruth Montgomery, the Herald the dancing and choreography on fence and, m the^eorridor girding produced and directed by Steve [
tv
from
week
to
week.
“But
it's
/the
arena,
seemed
to
Jie
charging
!
Bjnder
and
presided
over
by Larry \ D ^rothers’^^^antiseDtie and
Tribune’s . Earl Mazo and Scripps^
Howard’s. Jack Steele made up a Wasted,” he; said, pointing out that : straight for the unflinching camera.; Finiey. For the occasion, Finley ; i£nest Ind onlv l neckSFff tvould
lively “Kitchen. Cabinet,” as they an imaginative dance routine is The eloseups of man and bull were .utilized the services of the. excel- Tg fo the subielt matter
r Brother? OnonlJS
and the other journalists who ac¬ usually, cut short, the viewer can’t ; better than the Choicest seats and ; lent Bobby Hammack Orchestra,]
m
companied the Veep were called get a good, look at a talented j left no doubts to the veracity of ? a pair of young singers named Kay!
!
the
Moments
of
Truth.
Brown
and
Ronny
Mann,
and
J1®.Lfa^.
dancer
and
that
good
ideas
usually
in Russia and Poland.
. Though it was all too apparent aren’t developed enough. He found ] At a preview the week before / 73-year:old “dean of American j husband who’s been buying girlie
f;om the start of the local stanza it frustrating. Of course, he added, l the showing two kinds of criticism ; 5on.gwritersft and official Jeg^ man ] “^gazines; a plaint from a wKe^who
that all five were in favor of Nixon, it’s not all good, since on a week were made of the bullcasts. Repre- ’ for ASCAP” (as Finley introduced wants to be pampered by her hus¬
and, consequently, were not won’t to week basis it’s virtually impos¬ {sentatives of the various humane .: him), L. Wolfe Gilbert.
band, and lastly, a note from a
lluauaH11 is
15 having an
to discuss him negatively, Susskind sible to come up with fresh ideas/ {societies disapproved of - them on i .. The lortb instrumental, a -lively, frau whose husband
with _ „iri in hl-_
persisted in asking questions, ver¬ But the amount of freshness is re¬ ; moral grounds and expressed a modern, big-band arrangement by
markable,
he
found;
[fear
that
they
might
tempt
chilHammack
of
^‘But
Not
For
Me.’N
a~
^ltn
-a
-gl
m
ms
bose, perhaps, but designed to in¬
The psychologist came 0llIce*
up with,
Both agreed that the dance ] dren to do cruel things to animals: / was, musically,, easily the high what appeared to be realistic an¬
cite the other participant. Several
times the reporters. slapped, ob¬ standards today are higher than ‘ Aficianados, on the other hand; j point of the show. The vocals were swers to these domestic problems.
•
complained
that
the
station
was
•
not
nearly
as
effective.
Miss
Brown
liquely—and once so that it was. say 15 years ago.
. Chan,
| censoring art -when. it edited out: obtaining best results . wjth her “Consult Dr. Brothers” adds up to
obvious—at the host for. pressing
• the actual death of the bulls, claim- ; version of “Irve Got . A Crush On a worthy after-midnight program
. them on. points of. conversation
ing the gore and even the dragging- YOu.” Mann has a pleasant bari- service. It is indeed a decent pro¬
House Party
with which they obviously; did not
i awav of the carcass to be part of 1 tone, hut tends to fall off pitch, gram at an indecent hour. Rans.
concur.
.
“The best man” Sam Goldwyn [the ritual.
/has difficulties with his timing,A bedeviled Susskind fell‘' into ever had oh his staff was. Art LinkPARADEFromi a neutral viewpoint,, it is ^ and occasionally gets too tricky for With.
. his repetitive .speech patterns, pos- , letter's guest oil his daytime strip¬
Gene Nelson,. Bert Niosi’z
•
doubtful
(.
1
)
that
children
of
the
M
115 °wn food.
sibly as the’ result. The effect of; per last week. Only it. wasn’t a
Orch, Gordon Kushner’s choral
using the same words or phrases | man at all but Goldwyn’s descrip¬ • impressionable ages were able to I . Gilbert offered a number of ingroup, dancers
several times over was that Suss-, tive of his wife, Frances, who has j follow the proceedings with any j.terestihg personal anecdotes about Producer: Norman Sedawie
kind was '‘unfortunate,” to use a ‘ worked at his side for lo these, understanding or interest, and <2i George Gershwin, and termed Writer: Frank James
Susskind word. For instance/ there j many years. Linkletter knew full j that a show of bull blood and the ; Samuel Goldwyn “a courageous 30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m.
is nothing to be said for noting j well that he wasn’t going to, get j animal’s expiration would have | producer.” for undertaking his film
COCA-COLA
that the Nixon, trip did “reap an i any trade ^ecrbts out of her but enhanced the enjoyment of the; treatment of “Porgy and Bess.” SUNBEAM,
CBC-TV, from Toronto
avalanche of good, will;” and, also he made one try at it: “how much I drams. It was no less educational j One got the feeling, however, that i
(McConnell-Eastman;
%
i to be spared the realism of the..! he wasn’t even being allowed to
in introducing a commercial for: did ‘Porgy and..Bess’ cost?”
McCann-Erickson)
{ scratch the surface of his past ex.'Sutro Bros;, the stock brokerage, j She may have been expecting it • final scene
With
“Parade”
the
costliest
saying the sponsor can “reap good ;
or knowledge of- revue to be presented this summer
into a laugh, . “Well, i - As Yor tlie fights”th«nselves.: the^^
advice for; (the /; viewer).” “Unto-j and broke
composer.
see.” she countered. “As of • third \Vas by far the most engrosword” is. another favorite Susskind ; let’s
' - the
'
' " i ■ Pari
Part two of the tribute^will
tribute will fea- ; Bro^dcasttng^^
' sing, principally because"
buU
July
25
it
cost
so
much.
I
remem¬
w ord and another favorite \vas the : ber the last item on the statement [ was more spirited than the preced- l hire that : superb pianist, Calvin . full treatment of a 48-«^4tion CBC
phrase; “Let me ask you specificalVj
was
one
for
38c.”
One
of
the,
more
«•* i wCrlveaia”?h0w Ira
^ a 12-/™ek segment
"• ly, all of you.’’
Art. j astute minds among the helpmates 1 !«*,
muietta for. this^nd.-was .a 'heouci- : 5^!^ JCv of his ^brother 1 Norman Sedawie has the immedieneciea g,ory oi ms Droiner,!atA
nnnnrflinUv of hoina
?r. iv,o
of major, producers. Mrs. Goldwyn ful study-in the classic art-.of the.:
ate opportunity
being in
the
Tube.
Music For A Summer Night
was a paragon of grace and poise. cape and thrust. Carlos Aruzza.: George,
right place at the right time; i.e.
. Although “Music For A Summer It was; the only question she ac¬ Mexico’s top matador now in semi- i /
-r
his suggestion to the CBC of a
Night’s” salute to. Tin Pan Alley; tually parried, being specific and retirement, perforihed the first ;.cWfv Artq
parade of unrelated personalities
last Wednesday «5> over ABC-TV direct in. her other comments,
corrida in Portuguese, style, on
and ideas that do not follow a for¬
was far from complete or definitive, , Whait does she think of Acad¬ horseback, .a stint that was more J
E Dunn
mat.
- it did. serve; up an hour , of delight¬ emy awards? “They are potentially absorbmg^for sheer horsemanship j 15 Mins.; Thur., 7:45 p.m.:
It is Sedawie’s belief that every¬
ful songstefing. Rounded up for a danger and forces a winner to be¬ thc-n for the drama of bull vs, man,' ciBqx, Ottawa
thing has been tried on tv and it is
the musical showpiece were. Con- come more special in his subse¬ Alfonso Ramirez subdued the re¬
nee Boswell/ Fernanda Montel, quent roles. And then there’s the maining bull, a father unwilling !. “Seven Arts” is an innocuous1 his conviction that “Parade” should
Bette Terrell, Fran Warren; Jack job ,of the wife keeping them contestant;. in not very spectacular little stanza that will sit well with ! deal—separately—with such vari. Haskell. Bill Shirley and- dancers dusted,” In the, humorous. ex-, fashion.. Although the outcome of watchers who like artistic things ety formulas as comedy, the dance,
but may not hold others so well.J classical music, jazz, etc. He has
Midge & .Bill Haggett. ;
change with Linkletter she proved each corrida was fairly predictable Opener (6) concerned sculpture. It been given the greenlight by the
. Under the production and direc¬ his match but that’s the /way he:
namely that tlie bull, hot the
'tb®- fountains in Ottawa, i CBC for his expounded ideas and
torial feigns of Jack Sametli the has it laid out so the , guests, are mflii,WJ-n3klh7SV
S' ^
i then went.cn film to-an interview, already has been flooded with
songs and sorigsmiths that came up shown to the best .advantage.
a-OSphere i with sculptress Eleonor Milne.! coast-to-coast fan-mail for this
for. the “salute” were given topof
some
suspense/
Show’s gabber is Ian Fellows, w.k.' newness of thought, plus instant
To Linkietter’s credit it was an
notch musical display,- All the vo*
Wisely/ although lit was distrac¬
calists were in good form and gave intelligent use of a guestar. None ting at first, the station elected not Canadian thesper and a staffer at i New York offers, particularly from
CBOT,
the CBC’s Ottawa English- ; Sammy Davis Jf., to stage upcomof
the
ordinary
gossipy
drivel
but
added dimension to the wide vari¬
to erase . the : original Spanish
ety of tunes dished up during the factual matter from a woman of soundtrack, dubbing in the Ameriv lahgiiage station. It could up im- \ ing spectaculars. Backed by the
pact but it would take a lot of * present big sponsors, “Parade” 1ms
hour. Only drawback to thie/song- great stature in the industry.
can commentator — Luis Carlos work; and probably have to switch ' all the chances of running into the
Helm.
fest was the paliid palaver that
Uribe — bn top of the Mexican format to do it.
inext Fall season without a break.
Draper Lewis \vrote for announcershot-callef. Left in. as a result,
Right now, besides artists and / For this “Parade” segment, dealnarrator Scott. Vincent. The sticky JOAN FAIREAX SHO\y
were the crowd noises, and the
lines took some of the edge of the With Van Dorn Sisters (3), Ed original announcer’s . fortissimo art-lovers, the only others who will, ing with the history of the dance
stay with it. are viewers too lazy; from Broadway to Hollywood musimusical offerings that 'followed. A
McCurdy, Jury Gotschalk & tipped off the exciting moments. to switch away while awaiting; cals, Sedawie had the narration
straighten approach without: ahy
Irene Apinine
(Continued on page 52)
“Parade” at 8 p.m.
Gorm. land agile hoofing of Gene Nelson,
6f the flowery intros would have, Producer: Don Hudson:
' who also did the staging. Nelson,
keht the show at a swinging pace. 30 Mins.; Mon.; 8:30 p.m. .
in a swift rundown of early “Zieg-.
Show managed to r cover the MATINEE CIGARETS, TEXACO
feld Follies” styles to moderns—
blues, folk items and special sa¬ CBC-TV, from Toronto
with cut-in backgrounds of the
lutes to Hoagy Carmichael, Jimmie
(Cockfield, Brown) .
stars in action—was on for two
McHugh, Cole Porter and Richard
From
the
time
she
first
chirped
dance numbers, his film chore in.
Whiting. It was a melodic smatter¬
“Oklahoma” to “Surrey,” and his
ing that came over in a likable at a. camera in 1952, slick blond
Diplomatic ice-breaker. Richard N. Nixon, back from Russia,
Joan
Fairfax
has
been
a
standout
sewer,
crap-shooting solo to “Luck,
fashion.
“shmved his pictures” to. the American television audience "Sunbe a Lady Tonight” from “Guys
The program, however, only on Canadian .television, but. only
day night. (91—and demonstrated conclusively that as a commenta¬
and Dolls.” Nelson sang both num¬
scratched the surface and there, are this summer has she reached her
tor he’d rank with, the best, of them/ Nixon did separate shows for
bers well but his dancing was the
plenty of cleffers left who could be own show. Backed by a femme or¬
NBC and CBS on his-historic Russian tour, with the networks util¬
standout with its leaps, pirouettes
the subject of another scintillating chestra, she has the Van Dorn Sis¬
izing
their own film footage as Nixon supplied the narration, and
ters
as
regulars/
and
uses,
guests.
and straight musical comedy
“salute;”
.
. Gros.
Show caught (3)-had ballet danc¬
funning commentary on his 14-day swing through the Soviet Un¬
eccentrics. Between was Ruth Price
ers: Jury Gotschalk and Irene Api¬
ion and Poland.
in her hot “Steam Heat” in top hat
Hollywood Diary
nine and folk chanter Ed McCurdy,
and tails from “Pajama Game.”
Both
networks
pretty
much
covered
the
same
ground,
inviting
KJLA, Los Angeles, scored latter just back to Canada from a v. the same, overall conclusions and summations, but it was particu¬
Another fine eccentric in outland¬
something of a coup hy pairing tour of the U.S.
ish costumes was done by Don Gil¬
larly the CBS 7:30 to 8 special, “What I Saw In /Russia” that pro¬
Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly tdr
:Sho\v is solidly constructed
lies and Connie Campbell; and
vided
Nixon
with
the
scope
and
the
format
of
presentation
to
disgether on this panel stanza, and throughout with . socko camera
then Gene Nelson featured in his
taking fail advantage of the op¬ work and scenery and a fine job . tinguish himself as reporter, commentator and analyst in recap¬
“Guys and Dolls” dance.
ping the highlights of his: visit with Mr. K. and appraising its pos¬
portunity, extended the show to an of production by Don Hudson.
The seven-minute finale produc¬
sible impact on. the future;
hour for the occasion; The /pro¬ It’s one of CBC’s better musical
tion number, with its cast of 28,
gram proved an interesting, oc¬ stiiits and is expected to rate con¬ , ; Unfortunately the preceding half-hour (7 to 7:30) “report to the
was Gershwin’s “An American in
casionally stimulating hourlong tinuation into the fall-winternation” bn NBC, played down the Nixon role of narrator, putting
Paris,” complete with a Left Bank
.. session on the state of . the dance spring video season where it should
too/much emphasis on the film: clips themselves. Wisely, CBS let
street scene backed by the inevit¬
in the U.S. and in the industry. ■ match anything the web . carries. . him talk, practically through'the entire half-hour as once American
able Eiffel Tower; but all carried
Both; Astaire, and Kelly be¬ Format exhibits plenty of the chic
tv audiences witnessed the now-famous “Nick & Dick” set-to at
off with verve and splendid solo
moaned; the fact that Hollywood Miss Fairfax who switches gowns
and trio stepouts, plus the cast for
the American‘Exhibition,; the visit to Leningrad, the tour Of the
haa cut back on its filmusicals, but almost with each scene, does brief
company
roundup
steel mill; visits to Novosibirsk and Sverdlovsk and finally the
_
.
. at the finish.
both also stressed •the extreme dif¬ 88irig and gives lots of. exposure
. overwhelming outpouring of friendship and affection in Poland,
i Sedawie has the advantage of a 30ficulty of writing “dance” musi- to the girls in the band while mov¬
NiXon reacted as though a seasoned pro in tv commenting as he
j Piece orchestra and an eight-voice
• cals. that is,' writing dances into a ing about the set. She works, too,
j choral group toff-camera*, but his
matched clip for.clip with sound, balanced judgment and reportage,
musical script. But Kelly said that with. guests and. the canary three¬
with Paul Niven, who accompanied the V. P. on his Russian tour j 20 dancers assembled by himself
If ..Holly wood can’t use their danc¬ some, the whole bit neatlytied
in Toronto was a tribute to "Par¬
as
the
CBS
man,
only
interjecting
at
the
conclusion
to
elicit
his
ing talents, they’ll be glad to. per¬ together, for strong impact. ;
ade,” plus his starring of Gene
summations;
form bn television. Asked about
Scheduling this stanza between
Nelson in this brief 30 mins, of
. For that matter even the camera coverage (or at least in the
the foreign market for ihusicals, “The V Millionaire” and Danny
modem dance. It was a bright
they felt that musicals do well Thomas provides a nice Monday
editing process) came off better, on the CBS program. There seemed
stanza that enhanced Sedawie’s
abroad though unable to. support night, fare, for network dialers.
a. finer appreciation for the dramatic values; as though the CBS.
reputation for imaginative produer
the premise with facts. “We’re-the
Gorm.
camera crew had its eyes arid lens opened wider.
Rose.
tion values.
McStay.
♦ M MtHfH
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24-Sheet: Agency Style

-On Other Adv. Agency Fronts
Tiie supermarket chains, who
have become the nation’s.most suc¬
cessful hawkers of everything
from soup to stereo platters, have
powered their way into the selling
of television time.
The stores, both chains and in¬
dependent groups, are buying
close to $20,000.00 a year in spot
and local tv. A substantial slice
of the total is repeddled to oblig¬
ing food manufacturers for four
and five times the station price.
And it’s probably the easiest sell
in the history of media, because
even the faint thought of losing
highly competitive facings (shelf
positions* for his products, gives
the manufacturer and his agency
promoters the flips. A single line
of package goods in any category
is the most expendable thing in
today’s consumer marketplace.
The supermarket buys can range
from syndicated shows in several
markets
to
daytime minutes.
Brought down to simple terms, and
about the smallest buy. here’s
how it works.
The chain or indie group’s re¬
gional HQ buys a station’s time
bulk rate, say-a 12-p!an (12 oneminute spots' at SI8 a minute.
Each minute is then sliced into
two 20-second spots and an ID GO
seconds: and resold to willing, but
not necessarily happy, food manu¬
facturers at the fullblown one¬
time rale—$30 for the 2Q’s and
$18 for the 10. Thus the return
is $78 for $18 worth of time. Mul¬
tiplied by 13-week skeds and.|
many stations, it makes a tidy
shake. It’s said that one co-op. a
goods distribution point for sev¬
eral stores, winds up the year with
a larger profit in the tele.time col¬
umn than anywhere else.
\
Station men can turn the head
with ease, because, aside from the
profit of the sale, the spots are
run-of-station and can plug the
caps anywhere in the schedule.
The supermen couldn’t care less
where or when they run.
There are chains, however, that
resell the time at a break-even
point and are satisfied with the
identification the stores get.
The free, or nearly free, ride for
stores is an old media story. In tv
dealing, the stores are borrowing
to some extent on their long estab¬
lished setups with newspapers. For
years local
print media has
charged national advertisers the
high national rate for the com¬
pany logo in a local store’s double¬
truck ad. At the end of the year,
the store owner gets a rebate, usu-Uy a credit, on the difference be¬
tween the national rate charged
food companies and the local rate
charged stores,.
At any rate, add to the super¬
market annual gross of $46,000,000.000, a nice little net from tv.
Lost & Found: ChesebroughP mds Vaseline hair tonic, for the
laG few weeks adrift from McCann-Erick-on. to Norman, Craig
&- Kummel.
Proxy Norman B.
Norman says at least 50rr of the
budget will go to broadcast ... As
regards another major floating ac¬
count. Lipton tea from Young &
Rubicam. Lipton ad chief William
-Smith says, ‘'the wheels of the
gods grind slowly,” and it will
probably be several weeks before
a new agency is named.
Assignment UK:
Benton &
Bow les veep and plans board mem¬
ber Townsend Griffin, goes to Lon¬
don as resident director of Lambe
& Robinson-Benton & Bowles next
month. He succeeds George Beau¬
mont. veepee, who moves to the
Dorland Agency of Paris and BrusseN. B&B affils, where he will
work with management in a mar¬
keting capacity. Griffin joined
B&B in ’48 as a copywriter.
Veep Stripes: Benton & Bowles
elects Leo Higdon. Bernard Lubar
and John Jackson vice presidents.
Higdon .and Lubar joined the
agency in February of this year.
Jackson was with-B&B from ’39 to
*48 and rejoined in ’">5. Alt are in
the copy department.
Solita Arbib. associate creative
director of McCann-F.riekson. is
named a veeoee. S»’e joined the
agency in 1953.
Switches: J. Richardson Loughrin,
formerly a sr. salesman for CBS-TV

Chicago, Aug. 11.
On its. 24th anni last Wed¬
nesday (5), the Leo Burnett
agency bonused the 830 em¬
ployees of its five offices with
24 silver dollars each. The
money was enclosed in leather
purses of apple shape, simu¬
lating the company’s w.k. sym¬
bol since its inception in 1935.
Burnett has maintained a
tradition of keeping bowls of
apples on the reception desks
of his offices, giving away an
average of 110,000 a year to
visitors.
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NEW YORK CITY

. .

Milbum McCarty on two-week trip to Coast to look over several
new teleshows hls.p.r. firm will handle next season ... New members
of
WNEW News and Special Events staff are Stanley Willis, formerly
Spot Sales, N, Y., named general
of N.Y. Daily News, and Frank “Chip” Cinella, formerly news director
manager for Los Angeles of Tele¬
vision
Advertising Representa¬
of WHLI, Hempstead . . . NBC Press scribe Harvey V. Fondiller and
tives.
frau vacationing for two Greeks in Haiti and Jamaica , i Fred Rob¬
Music Makers, Inc., N. Y., jingle
bins’ guests on his “Assignment Hollywood” program over MBS this
firm, names Ray Eaton associate
week include Anthony Franciosa, Debbie Reynolds* Alfred Hitchcock,
creative director of jingles. He
was the commercial copywriter in
Sophia Loren and Vincente'Minnelli .
Edward Binns back from Hol¬
charge of creative music for broad
lywood to resurpe filming “Brenner” even though series will be dropped
cast at Young & Rubicam.
by CBS in October. New. films will be stockpiled for future time slot
New Digs: John Blair & Co.
... Suzanne Storrs to Coast after finishing with “Naked City” here
this week moves to the Corning
. . . Trade Adams, last on the Ed Sullivan Show, turning down tv as¬
Glass bldg., 717-Fifth Ave., N. Y.
signments until after the baby arrives next month . . . Jeanne Baird,
who left “Pantomime Quiz” to play lead role in “Say Darling? at Cohasset, Mass., returning to tv quizzer for another week starting Mon¬
London, Aug. 11.
day (17) . . . William R. McAndrew, veep of NBC News, back at his desk
The deal by which the Rank Or- after motor trip holiday. Ditto Syd Eiges, NBC veep in charge of press,
Chicago. Aug. 11.
Chi office of Young & Rubicam : ganization and Associated News- .after sojourn in Maine.
bagged the Candy Gram Inc. ac¬ i papers have increased their holdBetty Ann Grove set for repeat week on “Today/’ NBC-TV, starting
count. formerly handled by Reach. lings in Southern Television Ltd. Aug; 17 . . . Art Van Horn, ABC Radio commentator, emceeing the
McClinton & Pershall. Size of j Comes up for approval by the Inde- “Keno” show for N.Y. Journal-American .... . WRCA Radio station man¬
budget for the next year hasn’t j pendent Television Authority on ager Art Hamilton off for three-week vacation to Lake Magunticook,
been determined.
; Sept. 1. The matter’s a formality Maine . . . WRCA-TV on-air-promotion writer Gordon Hyatt back to
Lawrence O. Holmberg resigned unless, and it doesn’t seem likely, work after fishing trip to Ontario’s Muskoka region ... Harry Sosas veepee and manager of. the Chi the.remainder of the Amalgamated nik’s fall tv projects Include “NBC Closed Circuit,” Sept. 2; NBC
office of Compton Advertising and {Press stake in Southern TV which “America Pauses” Coca-Cola, Sept. 18 and NBC “Wonderful W’orld
has hung out a consultant's shingle I remains to be sold fetches a price of Entertainment,” Ford, Oct. 6.
in the Loop. E. Dean Landis takes : under the $126 per $2.80 share paid
James Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV executive vice president, figures to take
over.
by Rank and Associated Newspa- as much time as needed (up to two more weeks! to find a lead for “Mr.
Lewis Snyder, ex-J. W alter , pers, in which case the terms of Lucky,” the Saturday half-hour to replace “Brenner” in the fall . . .
Thompson, signed on with Leo : sale to these two concerns will John M. Brigham joins WCBS-TV sales staff .
Joseph A. Brandt,
Burnett as v.p. and associate copy ! have to be revised accordingly.
formerly NTA controller and financial veepee, opening an investment
director. He w'as with JWT 16
consultancy in N.Y. . 1 . Bill Redfield cast as beatnik, on “Romance of
Rank
and
Associated
Newspapers,
years, leaving the post of veep and
as existing partners in Southern Helen Trent”. . .-’Dwight Weist vacationing at Block Island . . W’GBS
Copy Group Head.
! Radio director John Chanin and wife expecting their first child by midDavid H. Echols named v.p. and TV, had first chance to buy the September . . . Martha Wright back to work at WCBS Radio after fort¬
manager of the Chi office of Fuller holding of the third equal partner, night’s respite . . : Philip Frank and Philip Donoghue join MPO Tele-,
;
Amalgamated
Press,
when
that
out& Smith & Ross.
; fit was taken oyer, by Daily Mirror vision Films as production coordinators . . . Martha Greenhoufe into
'Newspapers Ltd. and had to quit ; NBC Radio’s “True Story” Friday (14*.
| because, Under the Television Act i Lester Cooper, writer for CBS-TV’s “Eye on New York,” and family
of 1954. no one can1 invest in two vacationing on Monhegan Island off coast of Maine . . . Bing Crosby
Erwin Wasey Ruthrauff & Ryan Commercial tv companies at the guests on NBC-TV’s “Perry Como Show” Sept. 30 . . . Hermione Gintackles a major combined cam¬ : same time. Daily Mirror is one of gold signed for Art Carney’s first NBC-TV special of fall season. Oct.
paign. starting Sept. 28. initiated (the stakeholders in Associated ;2 . . . Cliff Arquette’s book, “Charley Weaver’s Letters from Mama”
by The Bacon Information Council. i Television, the web serving the • lias gone into its 10th printing . . . Greer Garson appearing in an Up¬
Scheme also involves advertisers Midlands weekdays and London coming episode of NBC-TV’s new entry, “Staccato.”
of food products that match up weekends;
Jack Kuney, CBS-TVs “Look Up and Live” producer, to Coast on
with bacon, such as bread, sauce
There was nothing in theory to biz . . . NBC pubaffairs producer George Norford lectured last week
and tea. Big. factor will be 90-sec¬
prevent either Rank or Associated • at the final mass communications workshop at the U: of Pa. . . . CBS
ond tv commercial spots, skedded ! Newspapers
buying the full 33Vj7o , doorman Mike Donovan back at his Madison Ave. post after a long ill¬
to appear nationwide at peak times Amalgamated Press holding, but ness . ... David Yarnell is taking over as publicity director of W’CBS
on alternate Mondays.
it’s
no
secret
that the price asked Radio; the former WNEW’-TV flack and program chief moves into the
Having drawn over 350 agency was considered
too high. Instead, spot recently vacated by Milton Rich who went with producers Aaron
execs to a recent London screening the
two partners have together & Zoussmer . . . Jack Sterling broke a rib last week and hence is be¬
of two admags by using a* mobile
ing replaced on his W’CBS Radio strip temporarily by Lee Jordan . . .
Ampex unit, Tyne Tees Television taken a quarter of the 3313rr stake, Doug Edwards and wife taking deferred European vacation this month,
is planning a repeat performance so that jointly they now own 75ro with W’alter Cronkite and Ron Cochran sitting in on his nightly CBSof. the $280,000 equity in Southern
. . . President of the Incorporated TV.
TV newscast.
i
Advertising Managers’ Assn, for
Several groups are known to be
1959-60 is Frank Edw ards, . ad di¬
rector of Ingersoll Ltd. . . . IAMA ^interested in the 25ro balance of IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
holds a symposium on tv advertis¬ j the AP share, worth $3,150,000 i Wayne Thomas down from Frisco to staff up as KHJ-TV announcer
ing on Sept. 30. with Associated at the price of $126 per. Anyone •. . . Anne Nelson- switched from business affairs at KNX Radio to CBSTelevision’s sales director, Patrick is eligible, now: that the two exist¬ i TV at Television City ... Sam Benson now news ed of KLAC . . , Robing partners have exercised their : ert Kleinmann Jr., late of Foote. Cone & Belding, joined Ogilvy, BenHenry, answering questions.
i priority prerogative. All the names : son & Mather as agency producer . . . Knox Manning, onetime ace
1 of those, in the running will prob- I CBS newscaster in Hollywood, now heading up coast office of Tex Mc1 ably be made known when the I Crary’s p.r. outfit. Kicks it off with the Century City business developITA meets on Sept. I, hut mean¬ . ment on the 20th-Fox lot . . . Bill Harmon, who was Jimmy Durante’s
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
time ihe four principal bidders are
Robert J. Bach, art director at ; said to be Odharris Press Ltd.. D. C. j tv producer, will call the shots on the Betty Hutton show, which has
N. W. Ayer, named veepee of the Thomson Ltd., Portsmouth and •gone through a perilous period . . . Howard Blake gave up the proagency, with duties as managing j Sunderland Newspapers, and W. H. ; ducership of “Queen For a Day” for a creative job with Ralph Ed{wards’ new night time entry, “It Could Be You.”. . . Dave Crandeil
art director. Charles E. Coiner, Smith & Son.
moved to Hollywood by N. W. Ayer to coordinate agency activity on
formerly v.p. in charge of the dept,
the Steve Allen show. Phil Cohan continues as program advisor . . .
since 1936, becomes exec art di¬
Paul Henreid and Robert Weede, who pour Gallo wine in 45 states,
rector.
each stands to pocket $50,000 for the filmed minute commercials -after
Robert N. D. Arndt, exec veepee
all the residuals have been paid off.
of Arndt, Preston, Chapin Lamb
& Keen, has recently returned
llN CHICAGO . . .
from a U. S. Trade Mission to Po¬
Mexico .City, Aug. 11.
land.
Comic Jose Angel Espinosa (Fer- I “Eulogy For Three Nort-Adjusted Men,” one installment from Studs
Joseph E. Ra.dbill, former editor rusquilla V, whose background' also j Terkel’s “Wax Museum” on WFMT, has been picked to represent the
of the Tennessee and Utah-Idaho includes stints as a composer, sing¬ U.S. for the Prix Italia in the category of radio documentary. It’s the
editions of TV Guide, now account er. impersonator, treasurer of the ! second accolade in three months for Terkers show, the previous one
exec with Ball Associates.
National Association of Actors, and | being the Ohio State award. Show’s sponsor, People’s Gas, recently
Whitman Chocolates, through even a poet, has signed for a series j renewed . . . WBBM-TV sales manager Frank Atlass planed to Paris
N. W. Ayer & Son has bought half- of programs over San Antonio’s ■ for the weekend to assist on the special film.of the fall fashion house
sponsorship of the post-season Lib¬ outlet KENS-TV.
i openings.. . . Local NBC shop held its annual company Routing at
erty Bowl telecast, from the MUHe will interpret the role of the i Brown’s Lake yesterday (Tues.) . . . Jesse Owens, Joe Boland and Bob
nipical Stadium, Dec. 19.
Indian “Chimino,” a character he ; Rhodes to do commentary for the Pan Am Games on WBKB-. ... WGN
Mira Berman, of the Lavenson has made popular over. Mexican ra¬ | program director Brace Dennis in Honolulu with new spouse on delayed
Agency, one of the. 10 national win¬ dio and television.
honeymoon ... WBBM’s Paul Gibson leaves Friday U4) for Bermuda
ners of the annual awards left by
] and Spain with camera and tape recorder . . . WCFL’s pilot deejay Dan
Espinosa, writer of the currently [Sorkin back from his round-the-world flight . . . WLS improving its
Lucille Sturdevant, pioneer pub¬
popular ditty “Place the Blame On I signal with a new 50 kw transmitter . . . Nothing set yet, but WNBQ
licity woman.
Me,” says he has right to okay his is negotiating for a live rassling show to be slotted Saturdays at midown scripts for program. Apart I night opposite WBBM-TV’s “At Random”. . . Eddie Hubbard spelling
from appearances in San Antonio, ! Wally Phillips, during the latter’s two-week vacation, on “Midnight
Espinosa may go on a tour of prin¬ jTicker”. . . Charles W. Stroud joined WMAQ-WNBQ ad-promo staff,
cipal cities.
! replacing William Smntzer who left to join a station reppery . . . Jim
Comie began here more than 20 j Hurlbut taking over helmship of WNBQ’s “City Desk” vice Bill Ray,
ABC-PT is splitting its broad¬ years ago as a day laborer and por¬ ! who left town to operate his own station in Ames, la.
cast legal department to provide ter at XEW in this city.
separate setups for the tv and ra¬
IN LONDON ...
dio networks.
ABC-TV rests.its “Armchair Theatre” skein of Sunday night plays
Mortimer Weinbach. ABC veepee
WB: Frantic, Inc.
for three weeks, presenting hour-long pix in the slot starting Sunday
and general counsel, continues in
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
(16) . . . BBC-TV plans to show film of British artists attending the
his capacity as A.BC’s senior coun¬
Clatter, of typewriters at
Moscow Film Festival in its “Words and Music” program Aug. 13 . . .
sel in addition to duties as assist¬
Warners studio-is coming from,
Granada-TV had to put out a “stop, please” notice after getting over
ant secretary for ABC-PT.
tv writers building, where 70
12,000 viewer requests in two days to appear on its “Concentration”
Omar Elder Jr., formerly assist¬
scribes
are
working
on
150
quiz show . . . TWW, network covering South Wales and the West of
ant general counsel, has been
teleplays.
England, takes delivery this month of a mobile Ampex . . . Michael
named general counsel for the tv
Medwin quits Granada-TV’s “The Army Game” lineup of actors this
network.
Over on the feature picture
fall to do a Moss’ Empires live tour instead, starting Oct. 19 . . . BBCside only five scriveners are
Charles DeBare of the broad¬
TV planning to bring back its “Picture Parade” series of programs on
cast legal department becomes
.working on as many theatrical
movies and movie people at the end of September . . . James Bould,
films. Tv output is double
general counsel of the radio web
and the o&o radio and tv stations.
what it was last year this time.
(Continued on page 54)

Chi Agencies

London Agencies

Philiy Agencies

MEX COMIC SIGNS
FOR TEXAS TV SHOW

ABC’s Legal Dept In
Split Down Middle
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FOR
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RALPH MEEKER
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THOSE VIEWERS IN YOUR MARKET WHO
MISS RALPH MEEKER IN THE FIRST
EPISODE OF “NOT FOR HIRE" WILL
BE SORRY. THOSE WHO MISS HIM IN
ANY OTHER EPISODE WILL BE FEW.
Ni:«

: k:

»\

CNP

4ft

yASHETY

TV-FILMS
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fJBSffi - ARB SYNDICATION CHART
STEUBENVELLE-WHEELING
RK.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30'..WSTV
Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30'.WTRF
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-3:30'
WTRF
Alcoa Theatre '.Mon. 9:30-10:00a ..... WTRF
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10'. .WSTV
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30).WTRF
Tales of Wells Farm (Mon. 8:30-9:00). WTRF
Bat Masterson (Wed. 9:30-10:00' .WTRF
Arthur Murray Party <Mon. 10-10:30' WTRF
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30'.WTRF
You Bet Your Life (Thurs. 10-10:30'. .WTRF

AV.
RTG. Irk.
35.5
33.3
31.5
31.1
30.7
30.2
29.2
29.1
28.5
28.5
28.3

(Continued from pare 38)

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30'..KSYD
The Rifleman (Mon. 9:30-10:00'..KFDX
3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9' .KSYD
4. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30'.KFDX
3. Cheyenne (Tues. 8:30-9:30) ...KFDX
6. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 9:30-10:00)..KFDX
7. Peter Gunn (Man. 8:00-8:30'.KFDX
8. 77 Sunset Strip (Sat. 10:00-11:00'.KFDX
9. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) .KFDX
10. Bat Masterson (Wed. 8:30-9:00'.KFDX

SURVEY DATES: MAY IK-24, 1959.

AV.
TOP COMPETITION : "
AV.
SH. PROGRAM
STA.
RTG.
44.4

22.4

. WTRF.... NTA

21.1
Sea Hunt (Sun. 10:30'.... WTRF.... Ziv
18.7
Medic (Mon. 10:30)...--- WTRF_.Victory
18.5
MacKenaie’s Raiders (Sat. 10:30) ..... WSTV.Ziv
17.4
Silent Service (Tues. 10:30)-... WTRF.... CNP
13.5
Cannonball (Thurs. 8:00)--- WSTV.ITC
12.5
Life of Riley (Mon.-Fri. 5:30)... WTRF_NBC
WSTV_CBS
11.7
Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:30).
Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:0Q>. WTRF.Screen Gems 11.5
11.4
Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:30)... WTRF.... UAA

WICHITA FALLS
1.
2.

AV.
RTG.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
program—day—time
sta,
distrib.

1. U.S. Marshal (Wed. 10:30).
2.
3.
4.
5.
.6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

*

STATIONS: WTRF, WSTV, KDKA, WTHE.

37.1
33.8
36.2 ,
35.61
40.3
51.9
34.3
42.3
50.9 :
I

fWed. Night Fights..
) Three Stooges ..... ..WSTV
14.6
What’s My Line...... . .WSTV
26.1
Desilu Playhouse .... . .WSTV '
23.5
. .WTRF V 21.3
D.A.’s Man.
22.4
Garry Moore ........ ..wstv:
8.5
Lawless Years ....... ..WTRjr
Early Show --- ..KDKA •s 4 .4
14.8
Donna Reed . ..WTRE *
Three Stooges; Clown ..WSTV ‘
7.0
f Time Out for Sports
&■
} News .'.. i iWSTV .r-r 6.5

STATIONS: KFDX, KSYD,
1.
52.9
2.
49.0
3.
47.5
4.
47-3
4.
40.6 5.
6.
38.9
7.
37.4
8.
37.1
9.
35.8
35.6 10.

U.S. Marshal (Mon. 8:30) ......._KFDX.... NTA
Mike Hammer (Wed, 9:30)...
KFDX.... MCA
Flight (Mon. 9:00'... •...KFDX.CNP
Highway Patrol (Fri. 7:30).;..KSYD.Ziv
Sea Hunt (Wed. 9:00)......KSYD.Ziv
Three Stooges (M-T 5:30) ............ KSYD...... .Screen Gems
Whirlybirds (Fri. 9:30'. -....KSYD.CBS
Bold Venture (Sat. 9:30)...KSYD.... .Ziv
Death Valley Days (Tues, 6:30)..KSYD..:. .U.S. Borax
Roy Rogers (Fri. 5:30).. .... ..KSYD.Roy Rogers
State Trooper (Sat. 8:00)...
KSYD.MCA

TULSA

37.0
36.2
34:8
25.3
25.3
24.1
23.0
22.8
22.2
19.7
19,5

62.7
73.6
65.5
58.6

41.8
74.6
44.1
47.4
56.5
77.9
41.8

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 8-14, 1,959.

STATIONS: KVOO, KOTV, KTUL

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30». .. .KOTV
Summer On Ice (Mon. 9:00-10:00)_KVOO
3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9'. .KOTV
3. Wagon Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30'.KVOO
4. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)1.KOTV
5. Peter Gunn (Mon. 8:00-8:30'.KVOO
1.
2.

6. The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30'.KTUL
7. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00'.KOTV
8. Zane Grey Theatre (Thurs. 8:00-8:30). KOTV
9. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30'.KTUL
10. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).KOTV

48.9
42.3
37.2
37.2
35.8
35.1
33.6
32.9
32.5
31.2
30.3

1. State Trooper (Mon. 8:30). ...KVOO.. .. MCA
2. New York Confidential (Sat. 9:30). ...KOTV.. .. HTC
3. Highway Patrol (Thurs. 10:00).... ...KOTV.v .. .Ziv
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

137.2
28.1
22.1

Bold Venture (Fri. 9:30).. ...KTUL.. . .Ziv
MacKenrie’s Raiders (Fri. 7:30).. ...KOTV.. .. .Ziv
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00). ...KTUL.. . .Screen Gems
Death Valley Days (Sat. 10:30).... ...KOTV.. .. .U.S. Borax
Mike Hammer (Tues. 9:30)... ...KTUL.. .. .MCA
Flight (Wed. 9:30) .............. ...KVOO.. ..CNP
Superman (Mon. 6:00'--... ...KTUL.. .. .Flamingo
10. Special Agent 7 (^lon. 10:00)...... ...KOTV.. .. MCA

20:6
17.5
17.1
16.7
16.0
14.3
14.3
13.9

...jasm

Ann Sothern ........
Alfred Hitchcock ... ...KSYD
Markham .. ...KSYD
Zorro .. ...KFDX
This Is Your Life... ...KFDX
Popeye; News . \. .KFDX
“M” Squad . ...KFDX
D.A.’s Man .. ...KFDX
Dragnet ........... ...KFDX
Popeye; News ...... ...KFDX
Black Saddle ..
...KFDX

13.0
18.3
17.9
35.8
13.1
29.2
25.3

17.1
5.7
27.2

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7, 1959,

60:1 Ann Sothern . ..KOTV
56.5 D.A.’s Man... ..KVOO
45.8 j News; Weather ....
) MGM Theatre - ..KTUL
37.9 “M” Squad .. ..ifcvoo
45.3 Walt Disney Presents. . .KTUL
53.3 Wea.; Sports; News.. ..KVOO
45.6 MGM Theatre ... . .KTUL
29.6 Garry Moore ... ..KOTV
28.9 U.S. Steel Hour...... ..KOTV
43.2 Wea.; Sports; News... ..KVOO
29.4 News; Wea.; Sports... . .KVOO
j News; Weather _
| MGM Theatre ...... 1" KTUL

PfiniEfr

.... “T. V. gets impor¬
tant push via FRAN FEE’S
Savvy—Top viewing. A strong male contin¬
gent will insist the gals in the family make
her session a must.”

RACONTEUSE UNIQUE

TV’S MRS. FIXIT —15 YEARS
A female Harry Golden and Alexander King, ad libber unique, no
hoked up script for this earthy, off beat dynamo. Married 30 years
to one man, mother of two grown sons, veteran of 200 T.V. movies
and dramatic shows, a depression bride (now Mink clad) she has
never lost her touch with the people. Sympathetic, gay and highly
informative, she fills her audience with enthusiasm. Fran cuts
up old sweaters, fur coats and a husband or two and makes them
into useful items, glamorizing in a practical and witty manner. Her
motto, "Don't Close The Door On Yourself," has encouraged thousands
to greater fulfillment.

22.0

FRAN IS THE 'Would-you-believe-it... I have a cold" — LADY
FLEE MANAGEMENT — SPRING 7-7045

16.5
19.0
17.1
18.2
13.7
7B
I0B
33.6

28.8
9.5

16.7
16.7
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'ARIETY

RADIO-TELE VI SION

Aussie Help Wanted Ad

Writer-Producer Ascendancy

London, Aug. 11.
The Aussie firm of Goodwins
Ltd. is taking ad space in British
; Continued from, page 31 ;
newspapers offering jobs to 100
shows : Don McGuire is producing write ’em all, and as a result he’s television servicemen under 40.
“Hennessey ” his own and Jackie got lots of troubles for a few! The men are needed for branches
due to open in Brisbane, Adelaide
Cooper's package, and Spelling is
months before he either gets what;
and Perth.
helming “Ringo."
he wants or settles for what he can j
Among the “veteran” writerget—or
stays
up
nights
rewriting
producers. there are Edwards and
I
Doriort: Rolfe. in his second “Have to his own satisfaction.
Gun" : ear; John Robinson, going
Others take the viewpoint Aat
into his second year with “Wanted the producer-writer is nothing
—Dead or Alive”; Antony Ellis,
more than a glorified “staff writer”
dittoing with ? “Black Saddle”; Joe
or script editor who’s been lured
Connelly and Bill Mosher, on their
over to a show by the salary and
third "Leave It To Beaver” year;
prestige of the producer tag. What¬
Eve ett Freeman, is repeating on
Format of Revlon’s 15 hour-andever the actual case, the severely
“Bachelor Father”; and Frank Laincreasing need for good solid a-half Thursday night productions
Tourette, who’s produced before
scripting approaches has raised the over. CBS-TV starting Oct. 8 are
(“Medic”) but is principally a writ¬
tv scrip ter to a new and important
er, takes over as producer of the
shaping . lip \yith Rock Hudson
status.
new houriong “The Lineup” stanza
signed as emcee of the preem
for CBS-TV.
;
show and Gre^pr Garson hostess of
the second party on Oct. 22.
The ascendancy of the writerproducer has brought mixed reac¬
Others booked for the preem
tions here. The professional writ¬
“Revlon Party” are Tallulah BankOmaha, Aug. 11.
ing corps generally finds them dif-i
Jo-Ben Co. of Des Moines, last • head, Sammy Davis Jr. and Mort
fieult to deal with, at least in the week accepted an offer by State of j Sahl.
Mort Green, director of
first few months of their new sta¬ Iowa to buy the facilities of Revlon’s TV-Radio Dept, said the
tus. As Meadow himself admitted, former tv station KGTV for $48,-j performers would be integrated
“There isn’t a writer in tow who 000. Final approval of purchase is j with the hosts in the action and
doesn't think he can write rings still subject to agreement on many j dialog of the shows.
around any other writer,” and details, officials said.
j
Revlon series production staff
when this writer also becomes a
State of Iowa plans to spend j shapes up as follows: Goodman
producer, the “I-can-do-it-better” about $20,000 to remodel the sta-j Ace, head writer; Perry Lafferty,
thinking results in dissatisfaction tion, which includes a 500-foot- producers Norman Jewison, di¬
with just about every' script that tower, and $10,000 to equip it for • rector; Abe Burrows, staging di¬
comes in.
use as the control station of Iowa rector and Gordon Jenkins, musi¬
Naturally, the producer can’t State Police Radio.
I cal director

Rock Hudson Tees
Revlon TV Series

KGTV Sold for 48G

Fran A'lison
see"- l.ve Ja
= • .-a.
WGN-TV >-• 5 p'OZ?^'-
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Real Gone

;
i
i

Land-of-Origin
Lakl Bill By
Jas. Roosevelt

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Jack Merton, casting direc¬
tor for the CBS-TV “Lineup”
series, has discovered . that
those San Francisco beatniks
are realty gone, but literally.
He got a note from Mara
Gilbert of the Bay Area Cast¬
ing Agency to the effect that
the agency had been unable to
send out paychecks to several
extras who had appeared in a
beatnik segment of “Lineup”
filmed there. Reason was that
as true beatniks, they had no
addresses or phone numbers.

Washington, Aug, 1J.
Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.)
has introduced a bill which would
require the country of origin be
labeled in all motion pictures, tele¬
vision films, sound tracks or sound
recordings made outside the U. S.,
if they are intended for “public ex¬
hibition.”

‘TV Kitchen’s’ 500th
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.

Customs Bureau would enforce
it under terms of the bill. It is
written as an amendment to the
1930 Tariff Act.

A nationwide tv milestone has
; been clocked here with the 500th
j continuously sponsored telecast of

As law now stands, only the. con¬
tainer in which a film is shipped
must be labeled with country of
Florence Hanford, home econo- origin to satisfy Customs.
mist for the Philadelphia Electric
Roosevelt sees little chance the
Co., has been hostess of the utility- bill can pass .this year in rush for
sponsored cooking program since adjournment, but he hopes hear¬
ings can be held before House
it adopted its present format in
Ways and Means Committee on it
Oct. 1949.
early next year.

: “Television Kitchen,” on WRCV] TV (1:30-2 p.m,).
j

'
•
|
;
!

Meanwhile, prospects are virtu¬
ally gone for action this year on
resolution by Sen. Wayne Morse
(D-Ore.) authorizing a Senate Fi¬
nance Committee investigation of
runaway film making and foreignmade sound tracks. Committee is
too busy to get to it until next
year.

Atlanta—Filler, Neal, Battle &
Lindsey, Inc., Atlanta advertising
agency, has been appointed to
handle radio and television adverj Using for Rich’s, Inc., South’s
largest department store.

I

"js:

Tintsports
—— Continued from page 28

. still certain events—basketball and
; boxing, to name two—which can¬
not
be
transmitted
adequately
; w i t h o u t tremendous additional
’.light for color.
But for sports
j which are carried on indoors, such
' as these, the special color lighting,
; by adding so much heat to an
arena, would deter the athletes
and probably the audience as well.
Nonetheless, NBC-TV, by map¬
ping its sked around outdoorsy
. events, figures it can multiply the
old tintized sports lineup many
times over next season.
NBC-TV points out that because
the Chicago stadia don’t have
roomy setups for the press and tvy
the bulky color- equipment most
likely cannot be used during parts
of a World Series in the Windy
City. Ditto Milwaukee. As for the
San Francisco Giants, now in tem¬
porary playing quarters, its new
stadium will be finished by midSeptember and the new. layout,'
says NBC* Is more than ample.

‘Four Just Men’
.

• shortly, those counting toward the
; 19 additional markets, mentioned
■ previously.
Tv Inc., the station film buying
‘ organization, bought the half-hour
for stations in Charlotte. . Phoenix
: and Nashville. General Electric is
! definite to expose the show in Bir; minghdm
and
Louisville,
with
: other stations probably to be added.
. Kroeger Beer bought the program in St. Louis. And the First
i Federal Savings & Loan bought it
.for Miami.

Chicago’s
liveliest
station!
WGN-TVoriginates more live local television pro¬
gramming than all other Chicago stations combined.
Live programs are audience-building programs.
They interest more viewers, insure viewer loyalty,
and create the quality audiences that pay off at
the cash register for you as a WGN-TV advertiser.
Live programming is just one of the many rea¬
sons why our '’Serving all Chicagoland” programs
bring the best in TV to Chicago audiences.

Typical live telecasts on WGN-TV include:
Midnight Ticker—comparable to any network va¬
riety show. Fridays—11:45 P.M. to 1:15 A.M.
Paul Fogarty—Chicago's only exercise program.
Daily—8:30 to 9:00 A M.
Garfield Goose—Chicago’s favorite puppet show.
Daily—5:00 to 5:45 P.M.
Polka Party—Orchestra, dancing, studio audience.
Saturdays—7:00 to 7:30 P.M.
Ptus many special telecasts, newscasts and on-thespot events.

WGN-TV

; Continued from page 31

CHANNEL 9

iit North Michigan Avenue • Chicago 11, Ittirmt

.
;
I
’

Additionally, ITC lined up seven.
definite station sales, in New Orleans, Mobile, Peoria, Jacksonville,
San Diego, Tampa and St. Petersburg.

■
;
i
|
i
;
■

CBC-TV bought- six half-hours
from American distribs for next
season. Five are on UJ5. networks
as well, and the sixth is ‘‘Just
Men.”
Sponsoring north-of-theborder will be the Texas Co. of
Canada.

Ouimet Returns
A
Ottawa, Aug. 11.
Alphonse Ouimet, president of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
is backin his office after a fivemonth hiatus following a heart
attack. Ouimet wa® on the verga
of resuming his chores in April
when sudden surgery sent him
back to hospital.
CBC’s v.p? E. L. BushneR, is off
for a mpnth’s rest after a gruel¬
ling acting-president siege during
which
the
corporation
went
through, a string of trying times.
In his absence and OoimeFs CBC
was handled by a seven-man com¬
mittee.

t^RIETY
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SATURDAY, MAY 16,1959’

The day
‘Gunsmoke’
got beat to
the draw!

Through the first three months of 1959, only- two regularlyscheduled television shows were seen in as many as 16,850,000
households per broadcast—the number reached by an average
issue of Look Magazine. By the end of April only one TV show
was outreaehing Look. “Gunsmoke.”
Then, on the evening of May 15, the number of homes tuned to
“Gunsmoke” fell to 16,240,000. Of the 12 “Gunsmoke” tele\ casts since then, seven have been rated and reported. Their
household reach averaged 15,009,000.
From the middle of May to the middle of July (latest available
ratings), not a single regularly-scheduled TV program reached
*And every Saturday since then for which ratings are available.

as many households as an average issue of Look.
Advertisers have long recognized the matchless power of a
great national magazine to build a brand image . . . enhance
product prestige . . . promote the believability essential to
sales. Now, through a nationwide study by Audits & Surveys,
Inc. (establishing Look's average-issue household coverage at
16,850,000), comes additional proof of magazine impact. Proof
that, for sheer size and constancy, the reach of one great
magazine cannot be equalled by the fastest gun in all TV.

LOOK THE EXCITING STORY OF PEOPLE

51
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Television Reviews
; Continued from page 43 ;

Uribe’s interpretation of the action
was illuminating.* '/
A panel of distinguished persons
devoted to the Corridas* del Toros
—Homan Catholic prlest-aticianado,
liev. Father Patrick 'McPolin; Span¬
ish chairman for ithe Pan Ain
Games, Anthony Perez: U. of Illi¬
nois Prof. Jose Sanchez: and vieeprez of the Mexican Chamber of
Commerce. Luis F. {Moya—supple¬
mented Uribe’s account between
events, and fore and aft. .While
their collective contribution was
wholly'rewarding in an educational
sense! they made such a case for
the worthiness ofj: the telecast
iespecially at the beginning) that
they seemed to be apologists for
the station.
j:
Les.

.
'
;
:
j
:
;
:
‘
:

BIG RED SHOW
With Ernest Leiser,; narrator
Producer: Leslie Midgley
Director: Bill Greif
3ft Mins., Sun. (9), 6 p.m.
CBS-TV,. from New York
Though the Russian words—
meer ee di oo’zhba {— peace and
friendship ran through “The Big
Red Show : Vienna Youth Festival”
on CBS Sunday <91 in a special
. newS-program
replacing
“ConT
quest.” one saw considerable disr
cord between opposing ideologies
—democracy
and; communism. ;
“Big Red Show” with CBS corre¬
spondent Ernest Leiser narrating
was an “eenteresnee” pictorial ac¬
!
count of the.Seventh World Youth
Fe>tivaL recently held in Vienna.
What made this documentary
significant was the fact that it was ]
the first time that the colorful,
highly-regimented {spectacle had
been staged outside; the cold Iron
Curtain.' There
were
striking
scenes of an American group of
students
rebelling ; against
the
strict party line of the Commies
and the account of the distribution
of an anti-Communist sheet by a
.
plucky group of Viennese young¬
:
sters."
Viewer^ saw the. gathering of
some 17.000 youngsters from all
parts of the globe ehgaged in danc¬
ing, marching, sightseeing and dis¬
coursing on Communism. A good
deal of the filmed documentary
was. given over to the stadium
events which included dances by a
Zulu group, the Peking Opera and
:
an appearance by {Paul Robeson,
I
wearing a beret and doing a num¬
I
ber in German for the arena!
packed audience. One gathered,
however, that this was not an al¬
together successful L Commie-spon¬
sored endeavor because, for the
first time, there was vigorous
i
Western opposition to the propaV
•
ganda spread by followers of Marx
and Lenin. Photography, on the
whole,
was
excellent.
Notable
were closeup shot? of marchers
and spectators and-the release of
what appeared to be a sky-full of
“peace” doves. Reiser’s narration
was solid and sober.
Rans;
LIVE A BORROWED LIFE
With Charles Templeton, narrator;
Bill Walker, Anna Cameron,
Elwy Yost; guest, Boyce Frith.
Producer: James Guthro
Writer: Bernard Slade
30 Mins., Wed. (5), 8:30 P.m.
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE
&
Adams gum ;
CBC-TV. from Toronto
i Spitzer & Mills; Baker)
“Live a Borrowed Life” is the
newest panel quiz of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corn, and is in foi¬
ls weeks on the summer network
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of 42 stations of the CBC coasl-tocoast ticiri:
The moderator is
Charles Templeton; the. regular
panelists* BiU Walker. .Anna Cam¬
eron. Elwy Yost; the guest was
Royce Frith
In this latest quiz, each of a trio
of challengers assumes the iden¬
tity of . a past or present nersonalitv, with the panelists throwing
questions at the challenger in an
attempt to guess the identity.
(The knowledgable challengers assumed the personalities of Cer¬
vantes. Benedict Arnold and Manolete, the bullfighter, when caught;
Bill Walker getting Benedict Arncld and Manolete, Anna Cameron
guessing Cervantes correctly)..
For those viewers who just
tuned in, the. scoring is somevrtiat
difficult to follow* and Templeton’s
question; “Ypu know howv We play
the game?” isn’t much help; but it
seems the challenger gets $50 for
each minute he continues to stump
the questioners—up to $150—the
challenger then adding or sub¬
tracting $10 as he gives the correct
or incorrect background answer to
the panelists’ questions. . Meant
that “Cervantes” got, $210; “Arnoldc” $220; “Manolete,” $110; but
the challengers have the edge in
knowing the right answers as the
result of research. :
Guthro’s production values are
swift-paced in the 30-inin. stanza
and the; panelists seem to know
their jobs; hence the CBC expecta¬
tions . that “Live a Borrowed Life”
w ill continue into ; next season.
McStay. . ;

lin parts; but found it difficult to;
find bell music for special events
oh. Parliament Hill, particularly
when NATO and the Colombo Plan
people .were huddling there. .....
Like any national capital, Ottawa
has plenty material for a stanza
. like this. which ought to collect a
lot of watchers. Next show* is
scheduled to probe the off-lobby
.doings in. the city’s major hotel,
j the Chateau Laurier.
Gorm.

Nigerian Sales
For Fremantle
. Fremantle International sold a ■
Latino:dubbed version of “Track-j
down” to Mobiloil in Mexico. For- j
mer network. stanza, handled in:
the U.$. by CBC. Film?; goe-s oh!
the . air oyer Mexico City’s XEV‘ ;
on Aug. 27.
4•
To boot, Fremantle Iasi week
closed the first sales of American- ;
maide tv programs to Nigerian tv.;
Sale, made by the Fremantle Lon¬
don office, includrd .10 telefilm :
package.
western Nigeria tv In Ibadan:
bought half-hour andi hour version? ;
of “Hopalong Cassidy,” “Wonders«
of the Sea,” “Animal Parade,”;
“Movie Museum.” ' “Jungle,” “Big;
Fights.” “I’m the Law.” “Bobo the :
Hobo”
and
“Crusade
in
the;
j Pacific.”

FOCUS ON OTTAWA
With Terry Kielty
Producer: Pierre Normiandin
Writer: Edie Houzer
3ft Mins,; Tues., 9:30 P.m.
CBC-TV, from Ottawa
First major web string to orig- !
mate'.from Ottaw a on the Canadian :
Broadcasting Corp. national web is
!
“Focus On Ottawa.” offbeat tour
of the nation’s capital. The. eight- |
week series Will use live and film I
but opener, focusing bn the Peace i
Tower of the Parliament buildings, i
;
was on film. . Terry Kielty is a standout com¬ !
mentator for the shows. Veteran
sports staffer with local indie
AMer. CFRA, Kielty has a soft
bass voice and good interview
sense. He used his clicko gab style
fdl* top impact in chats with Lt:-.
Col. W; J. Franklin, Sgt.-at-Arms
and Guardian of the Mace, who
heads the 53-man staff in the. Par¬
liament buildings; Robert. Donnell,
Dominion carilloneur. Who pounds
music out of the 53-bell carillon in
the Peace. Tcwer, and Jack Smith,
custodian of the clock, Canada’s
Big Ben. atop the tower. Contin¬
uity was provided by using: a reg¬
ular tourist tour of the tower With
a guide, from the protective .staff,
doing his regular chores.Camera work was excellent tech! nically and production-wise, poking
; the lens into, out-of-the-way spots
; such as. the inside of the big clock,
: backstage with Donnell as he
j played, and following a toiir
! through the corridors and the Me= morial Chamber with its Book of
: Remembrance. .
•
Most interesting . item was the
; gab session with Donnell who told
. Kielty he scored his own music
i for : the” bells and • figured he had
i done 3,000 scores already. “You
! can’t walk Into a music store and
: buy carillon music,” he said. He
' based his scoring on .piano or vio-

9 Radio, 2 TV Members
Of AP Given Awards By
Its Managing Eds Assn.
..v\ ■
. Seattle, Aug.'ll.
Nine radio and two tv members 1
of The Associated. Press will be ‘
cited tomorrow* (Wed.) by the AP
Managing Editors. Assn, for outstanding cooperation in covering;
news in their areas,
• Awards will be announced at
APME. annual meeting here. They
are given annually, to newspapers,
radio and television stations in rec-1
ognition of exceptional coverage of;
a' news event by an AP member iii!
behalf of all members. Total of 77 j
citationswwill be made.
|
♦Unusual award* of newsphoto j
citation for a radio station wilL be'
made by the APME committee on |
citations.
News Director J. D-1
Coleman
of . KBTK,
Missoula, I
Mont., is an amateur photographer. |
He was one of the;first to arrive|
at the Deer Lodge, Mont., prison
riot—with his . camera equipment.
Radio and tv winners in news
coverage division -and representa¬
tive- of the station; WTAL, Talla¬
hassee. Fla., Arthur. Deters, gen¬
eral manager; WMLT, Dublin, Ga.,
Frank Floyd, station manager;
"WREN, Topeka, Kao., Max Falkenstein.; general manager; KOPR,
Butte, Mont., Bruce TwerelC sta¬
tion manager; WALL, Middletown,
N. Y., James Paft, general mana¬
ger; WHNC. Henderson, N. C., Na-!
than Frank, president; KRLD,
KRLD-TV, Dallas; Felix R. McKnight, executive editor, Dallas
Times Herald; KRKO, Everett,
Wash., William Taft, owner.
In news and news, photo section.'
KWTX-TV, Waco, Tex., M. M. Bos-.j;
tick, general manager.
j

The HOT SHOWS come from ZIV!
HIGHWAY PATROL’
BRODERICK
CRAWFORD

ROANOKE

CEDAR RAPIDS.
WATERLOO. WMT-TV

28.9*

^

ARB. June *59

ST. PETERSBURG.
TAMPA WTVT :

33.4*
ARB, June ’59
•4-week average

38

Ratings
—±

AM-TV Set Sales

Continued
2?,555
inued from page 29.
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guy . underwriting
the clobbered
clobbered
rwriting the
show* is a defeated man;: will think

twice before, embracing one agai,n.
Washington, Aug. 11.
Production and sale? of radio
But mostly it's the “worship
and
tv
sets.
increased sharply dur¬
frorii’ within” on the part of the j
sponsor and the agency demand- ; ing first half of this year over th®
same
1958
period, according td ,
ing top ratings and let the critic;
go hang, that continues to thwart! Electronics Industries Assn.
any sincere effort to appraise pro¬
TV sales through June totaled
gramming by any other yardstick! 2,263,957. compared with 2,177,652
than the rating. Again NBC is! for the first half of 1958. Radio re¬
fully aware of perils attending the ‘ tail sales were estimated at 3,158,- •.
costly and ambitious Ford-spon-1 881, not counting auto sets, for the
sored Tuesday night series. Ford j first, half of this year, and 2,712,134
has made no bones about it; it. will; for the sarne 1958 period. :
countenance nothing but block-1
Production of tv sets rose to
busters, each week’s rating to sur- ; 2.782,715 for the first six months
pass the previous. That’s a toughie :. of this year from 2,167,930 last
in anyone’s book and if Hubbell, year.
Radio production! totaled
Robinson as. exec producer can. 7,107,586 through June compared
bring it off he’ll earn his “show¬ with 4,619*163 for the first half
man of the year” chevrons. But of 1958.
even with an Ingrid Bergman, a ;
Factory sales of both receiving
Charles Laughton, an Alecj Giiin-' and picture tubes also showed
ness, and an Ethel Meiman, howv; marked gains during the first half
do you: .-deliver 39-in-a-row block- j of 1959, according to the EIA
busters? Let a couple fall by the ' figures.
wayside as the competing Red
Skelton show on CBS grabs off the
Nielsen honors, and NBC knows {
all too well what’s in store.
I
By the same token CBS is fittempting to do something Lever SSs' Cpiitinued from. page l=a
previously ventured—slot 12 full- making themselves scarce on tht
hour news-public affairs shows in Westinghouse series.
prime evening time, with sponsor-;
The list, of comedians who are
ship support from Bell & Howell confining their tv efforts to an oc*.
and B, F. Goodrich, But if the casional special next season reads
ratings are the final and absolute like'a■•■who’s-who in show business.
determination of their .worthiness, Added to the ’59-’60 list will be
the Columbia boys know that their; Milton Berle and Phil Silvers (al¬
dream of upgrading the list to 24 though the latter’s Sgt. Bilko show
the following season may be. just will still be in . national circulation
that—a dream.
via the syndication route). Silvers

TV Comics

Wanted: Execs

J

Continued from page 31

next season on outside productions
and partially because .there aren't
any noticeably worthy programers loose to pick up.
!
It’s obvious from the experience
in security elsewherfe that a tvcompany just started in the biz or
one which recently lost a key man
is in a hard np production position.
Trial and error, takes time and
trial and error is necessary, it is
alleged, before matters can satis¬
factorily be resolved. Take for
instance, Ziv TV. Company has
been in vidfiliri production since
tv began 12 years ago, and four
years ago, in'an affort to increase
the total amount of new produc¬
tion, the company began testing
and, often, discarding new pro¬
ducers. At this point, Ziv is pre¬
paring eight programs of 39 week?
each for .the forthcoming tv sea¬
son, and it has producers to cover
every show, all of Whom are vir¬
tually guaranteed by the com¬
pany their posts until the jobs are
completed.
Some telefilmers try. feature film
producers, some of w'Kom * accli¬
mate to tv’s fasten pace, many of
whom don’t.

Paardiculars
Continued from page 29.

will be doing four live specs for
CBS-TV; Berle. three for NBC-TV.
Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, Dean
Martin, Sid Caesar* Art Carney,
Jimmy Durante;, Ed .Wynn, Victor
Borge, Luci & Desi, George Burns,
Chico Marx, possibly Jackie Glea¬
son, Ernie Ko.vacs—they’ll all bo
playing “limited engagements,”
; Stretching a point in the area
of weekly programs, there’s also
Garry Moore, and Steve Allen, but
both : of them belong in tho
“variety” category.

Soviet’s ‘Hyet*
Continued from page 2

as Russian, that its broadcast be¬
havior, in this instance, was not
malicious.: When President Eisen¬
hower Visits the Soviet Union,
ABC-TV . plans to send its Wash¬
ington correspondent, John Ed¬
wards. If convenient, John Daly,
ABC-TV news flhieftain, will also;
make the. journey.
CBS said it intended to havo
Robert PierpOint, its White Houso
correspondent, and Niven, accom¬
pany the Chief Executive when h#
returns the Khrushchev visit.
_■;.
1 NBC. will cover the Eisenhower/
trip with Ray Scherer, its White
House correspondent, who accom¬
panied Nixon to . the Soviet Union
and Poland. NBC jsaid it W’ould
make another effort tb get a Rus¬
sian visa for David Brinkley in
order to have in the Eisenhowrer
party. Brinkley was denied a visa.
to accompany. Nixon to the USSR.

the announcer on The Dody Good- j
mail Show*. It Was then that.I de-!
cided it w*as better for all involved j. Hbuston—Ken Collins, program
to use her less frequently. This, director for KXYZ and one of the
butlet’s- disk jockeys, has resigned
touched off such an uproar in the !
his post with the station to:join
press you would have thought I
the staff of the Zestes, Interna- •
had banished her to Siberia^ Ever
tional public relations agency,
'
since Arthur Godfrey fired Julius ,
LaRosa on the air, any tv per. former/who has made a cast change
has. been made to appear a hard¬
hearted villain, although it hap¬
pens a thousand • times a day in
other businesses. By. now, the dust
has settled, and Dody and I are
friends: She has been back oh the
show*, and I hope she’ll be back
again. If only she’ll remember the
words of that sage, Mrs Arthur
MurFay: ‘It takes two to tango.’ ”
Current issue /of Life has a
spread* on Cliff Arquette, the Char¬
ley Weaver of the Paar Show*. Pro- ,■
file is by Tom Prideaux, Life’s en¬
tertainment editor.
The Paar recitals in Look were
recorded by John Reddy.
Atlanta — Bob Underw-ood is
spieler
on
WAGA-TV’s
“Bugs
Bunny Show,” which bow*ed Aug.
3. New to Atlanta video audiences,
Underwood
came
here
from
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., where
he conducted a children’s show .'for
three years.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W**»««»

N.Y.C.>T«I. n. 7-5M0.
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Who’. a Bum?

WMIC Fetches 398G
Monroe, Mich., Aug. 11.
Radio, station. WMIC, Monroe,
has been, sold for $398,000 to the
560 Broadcasting Corp., Which in¬
cludes the Earl B. Brinks family,
. Dublin, Aug. 11.:: \
Ross Mulhollen and Ralph Jones,
. Poll conducted by top circula-I
all of Detroit; Mulhollen is a for¬
t'iqri Sunday Press showed that;
mer Detroit disk jockey. Jones, was
85.2% of population, of Irish Re-.!
formerly with WSPD and WSPDpublic wahts tv and wants it now;J
TV, in Toledo. .
another 9:59b wants it “if properly j
. Monroe station had been. owned
controlled” arid the remainder i
jointly by- William.D:, Briiewer D.,
don’t want it at all.
!
arid Charles S. McIntyre, brothers
. Total of 989b say that a detailed : who are also owners of the Monroe
code of standards should be estab- i Auto Equipment Co. The, 560
lished before tv service starts | Broadcasting Corp. also has radio
operating. BBC^V and ITV from ;: and tv stations in Spokane, Wash.,
and El Paso, Tex: ’Sale has been
England can be received in many;
okayed by the FCC.
parts of Ireland, but Irish govern- j
■■merit is still mulling the forrri of;
. Minneapolis—Thomas H. Ruben
service to be introduced here. TV
has resigned as Welworth theatre
Commission has - reported that a . circuit assistant general riianager.
commercial service will be okay,.! to become station ♦manager of
but has. left it to the government i WLOL-FM, one of; the leading
to sort out the various applicants' Twin Cities’ audio stations. At
for the franchise. .
. , WLQL Ruben succeeds Joseph
Of people taking part in the poll: Ehrenberg who resigned to join
27.4% have sets, and 60% of the j Ginn & . Co., publishing\firrh,. as
remainder say . they’ll buy a set 1 Midwestern sales rep: :

Chi TV Stations Punching Up Skeds
With Ambitious One-Shot Specials

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
They may have been bums
in Brooklyn but here in L A. .
they’re angels. Town is so dab
fy over the chances of the
Dodgers bringing a World se¬
ries to the. Coliseum that it’s
the hottest topic in show biz.
KLAC is so far gone over
the basebaiiers that the indie
station devoted a full 24-hour
day to a salute, musical and
otherwise. Station’s sports di¬
rector, Sam Balter, even cre. a ted a mock world series game
with the. Dodgers not only in
it but winning:

. Chicago, Aug; 11.

; civic-minded. All four are striv¬
ing harder than ever to prove
they’re “serving the public inter¬
est” as a result of having been
put on the spot several months ago
by Congressmen and local politi¬
cians. Besides which, the specs
are giving the stations more time
for preparation, more latitude for
promotion and often better oppor¬
tunities for sales than have the
regularly scheduled shows. More¬
.Naturally, the city’s unusual. over, a good one-shot, with its dis¬
calendar of events this season has ; tinct budgetary and topical ad¬
had something to do with auspic- 1 vantage over garden variety con¬
ing. the quantity, the agendas for tinuers. can do much to enhance
July and August having been, the station image and reputation.
crammed with such consequential :
WBKB has spent all summer
happenings as Queen Elizabeth's .- preempting network programs to
visit, the opening of the St. Law¬ cover major outdoor events, in¬
rence Seaway, ; the International cluding the Pan American Games;
Trade Fair and Festival. But even WBBM-TV is concentrating its
without such ’‘attractions” the specs chiefly in the realm of public
trend is carrying into the fall, and affairs, including an upcoming
with good reason.
Single-o on the Paris fashion
For .one thing, , it behooves the i house openings; and WGN-TV is
‘Continued on page 54>
stations now to get topical and

: Windy City tv stations, like the!
networks themselves,, have gone.
gaga for specials. With local con¬
firming programs constantly dimin-.
ishirig in number, owing to the !
potency of films and the greater
occupancy of station time by the ;
Webs, Chi outlets have switched
the focris to ambitious one-shots j
with the emphasis never greater ;
than-it has been tlys summer.

ABC’s Derby Foods Buy
Derby Foods, unlike most, of the
late buyers on the network scene

j

who are picking up available min-»
utes on the hour shows, is coming!
in with, two alternate half-hours on ■
ABC-TV.
,,
: Company is taking alternate;
halves of “Walt Disney Presents”;
Friday from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m., and 1
alternate weeks of “Colt .45,”. the •
network’s Sunday night at 7 half- i
hour entry.

when Irish, service starts. Minister j
for Posts arid Telegraphs Patrick;
. Hilliard, who is governriientally j
responsible , for any tv service,!
says there’ll be a government de-. i
cisiori “soon:"

Kayden
Continued from' page 30

There’s an opening and a closing,
plus four segments arid a. station
break, all of which can use differ- 1
ent setups:
Moreover, each, seg- j
nrent, some six minutes long, is
shot in two parts.
Naturally; Kayden’s editing crew
has become a cracker jack unit
after working on tape daily for
more than four, months. Less ex¬
perienced tape editors would find
the hot cut technique more diffi¬
cult. But not only do the “Go” ed¬
itors cut every , show With a mini¬
mum of II splices per show, they
do it out on location, in the “Go”
tape truck instead of back in the
studio; Presently, the all-remote
stanza is using a makeshift setup
involving three trucks, one with
the tape gear, a regular mobile
truck with camera chains and con¬
trols and a “studio truck” with an
indoor permanent set. used by
Linkletter. for openings of each
segment.
Next Week, a new $300,000 mo¬
bile tape unit. With everything
from soup to nuts, goes into ac¬
tion, built specifically for the
show; Next fall, with everything
including .power
self-contained,
“Go” Will really hit the. road. .
Until now, farthest it’s traveled
has been Las Vegas,., 300 miles
from here.
But with; the new
show, “Go” takes to Mexico City,
taping every day on the way there,
and later goes shipboard to Hono¬
lulu, with every-day taping aboard
ship-as well as in Hawaii after it
lands.
. =•

Equal Time
Continued from page 35 ■===^-

likely to have been staged by the
candidate.” When a newscast shows
a candidate under these circum¬
stances, it added, the equal , time
requirement should still apply.
Reps. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D.Ill.)
and Robert W. Hemphill (D-S. C.)
In a supplement statement con¬
curred with objectives of . bill but
said it did hot provide “an ade¬
quate remedy” for the situation
FCC dealt with in the Lar .Daly
case: Because FCC abandoned a
“commonsense approach” to the
equal time problem in its Daly de¬
cision, Mack and Hemphill , said
there is “great need” for Congres¬
sional clarification of: section 315.
To accomplish this, they said the
bill should include a definition of
who is a legally qualified candidate
under the provisions of section
315, Various FCC rules arid inter¬
pretations halve failed to spell this
out adequately, they maintained.
At the same time. Mack and
Hemphill said that the equal time
provisions should be applicable
only to. the appearances of candi¬
dates 45 days before a primary and
90 days preceding a general elec. tion. They suggested that this,
limitation “would eliminate much,
if not all, of the confusion” re¬
sulting from the Daly decision.

53

Audience direction
(tlie difference, perhaps, between rating first and running behind)
A good show may not be good enough—particularly in this season, which
promises an abundance of superior television programming.
You have to take your case to the people—with forcefulness and fre¬
quency. And that is, where TV Guide, magazine comes in.
It goes to over 7,000,000 families each week—equivalent to a 17 rating.
They read it from cover to coyer, because television is important to them.
They find it so authoritative, accurate, informative and entertaining they
have made it America's best-selling Weekly magazine.
Talk to TV Guide's 26 million readers about your program—and your
product. It's good for business.

7,250,000 circulation guarantee effective October 31,1959

Fv
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TV-Radio Production Centres
Continued from page 46 ;

who’s produced over 500 plajs in the theatre and.has been a tv de¬
signer for many vejars, does hi.s first tv directorial stint Sunday (16)
with “Whistling In The. Dark” for BBC-TV. He. designs, it too.

IN WASHINtiTON .

.

Hou«-e ('otnmerce! Committee Chairman Oreit Harris (D-Ark.) tem¬
porarily laid aside yarious broadcasting legislative.headaches to go to
Canada to meet
daughter. Carolyn, back from a summer tour of
Europe and readv for her first job. leaching the first grade in Memphis
. . . \YRC-TY*s Inga Rundvold due back soon from her Scandenavian
vacation; Patty Cavin has been subbing and doing her own WRC radio
show as well . . . jVWDC completed Miss Washington contest it an¬
nually sponsors on Monday «TL0» . . . WTTG-TV has reformatted its
noon'feature film. Using Milton Q! Ford (who also, serves as a WOL
d.j.» as a break-ini personality, and given it a .new name. ‘‘The Big
Movie”. . . For current “dog days.” WGMS is programming music for
dogs, like Chopin's; “Dog Waltz.” the Yale Bulldog Song, Voelcker’s
“A Hunt in the Forest." etc. . ... NBC hosted a National Press Club
party to introduce web’s new director of new;s for Washington, Elmer
Lower . . . Howard "Williams reporting as. new WMAL deejay.

IN BOSTON
Paul G. O’Friei, gen. mgr. WBZ. hosted special documentary Tues¬
day 'll) for press! and civic leaders in Ritz Carlton . . , . WBZ-TV
preemed probing report on Metropolitan Boston rapid, transit system
Sunday «9;, “Sick Transit/' film tape, with Frank Tooke, WBZ-TV
gen. mgr., doing on-camera commentary . . . Dean Boyderi, from Bris¬
tol, R.I.. joined WJ'AR-TV, Providence, as announcer . . . Stan Rich¬
ards, WILD personality, originating his daily radio program at Grossinger’s from Sunday. (16* to Sunday (23j . . . Tom Haas, producer of
WBZ-TV/s “Today At Home,” reviewing straw-hatters arid inserting
them as regular feature with film and slides, of scenes . . . Robert B.
Cheyne, director sales pronlosh, WHDH-TV. hosts press preview and
luncheon at Statler/Hilton Aug. 19 for Jerr^ Stagg, producer of “The
High Road With John Gunther” and will, show; print of premiere show

in Minneapolis
..
- .^comparable---— ^
„
...
^ ...
ful and effective transmitting knowledge method.” He said it’s inter¬
esting that there are thousands feet of film depicting such screen per¬
sonalities as Elvis Presley, Clara Bow and John Gilbert exploits, but.

MEX RADIO AUDIENCE
PUT AT 15,000,000

DAN DAILEY

FOUR
JUST

THE

•Mexico City, Aug: IT.
The Department of Coirimunicar
tions now pegs the Mexican radio
audience at a mirirtmm of 15,000,000, with this based on a total of
4,000,000 receivers scattered
throughout the republic.
This information has been given
to the senatorial committee here
working for some months now on
a new law to govern the radio and
television industries.
Estimate is that each receiver
has an average of four to five list¬
eners,
And with the. powerful
propaganda value of the medium
admitted, the committee has indi¬
cated that industry duty will be to
“take care that all programming
reflects to the benefit of Mexico
and its citizens.”
6
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no filmed records pf the late Albert Eirisetin’s works and thoughts . . . {
NBC attorneys' denied a local lawyer’s allegation that the Groucho J
Marx network show operated a lottery because at one point the con¬
testants, bet $.500 of tlieir winnings on a chance to amass $10,000, The
attorneys pointed1, out the contestants; actually aren’t paid their initial
winnings" wlieri !they .;cornpete for the additional sum, but “are playing
With NBC’s money.” However, they stated, the show-will be changed
next fall so that every Contestant will get a Crack at the big money
Without risking any early Winnings .. . . WCCO-TV veteran Gene Godt
Buenos Aires. Aug. 1.1.
has resigned as promotion and public relations director to join KYWCiirt Lowe, tycoon of Argentine
TV, Cleveland, as advertising and public relations director. Tom Cou¬ advertising; is: now. hard, at- work
sins, riis. assistant,, has been promoted to succeed .him here . . . It’s the getting set to launch.his tv Chan¬
ninth week of electrical workers’ union arid AFTRA picketing of WMIN, nel 9, CA-DE-TE, which he hopes’
Situation is the result of the radio station’s dismissal of two of its four to have in operation by May i960.
erigineers.and alleged assignment of their duties to announcer's in econ-i. Equipment
^ __ has already been purjrociaim !: ch^odT'ri-.th^UVs!'
•
-----omy’S interests : .’ ; WPBC’s large newspaper and other ads. proclaim
“Adult.Radio—No' Rock .•'n”. Roll’’-.;, . WLOL’s “Hold That
Hit”
promo-i
.
T
Tiwt Hit" promo, j. LovVe B yklng.. over the Site of.
tiori. sponsored, by a large local supermarket, chain, and distributing,
I the old Ambassadeurs nitery, on an
prizes tp tunersin Who identify musical numbers on air at time, claims
Avenue leading away from the city
more than 100,000 registered contestants.
(Figueroa Alcorta) on Which to
put up a monumental tv center,
J complete with offices for advertisLou Slierman, formerly of London. Ont.. joins the WXYZ disk jockey ':ing agencies, studios, for program
lineupwith a morning show cross-the-board ,,, Tom Crane, WKMH i production, etc. . . . '.
reporter and newscaster, named station’s news director . , . Van Cli- .
Father Norbecto G.raindiriett.i; 1L
burn taped interview ith WJR’s .fine arts director Karl Haas . . . All censee of DICON TV, has left for
Detroit Lions footabll games will be broadcast on WJR and WKMH j the U.S. on a buying expedition for
, . . ..Special tribute to poet Edgar A. Guest,, who died last week, will - equipment, for his channel, which
he. broadcast on WJR in time slot usually, occupied by poet’s, son, Bud.I be hopes, to inaugurate in April,
Guest,, longtime reporter for, the station., Shirley Eder, taping her -1960. In August the. Father will
“Show Business” interviews iri Hollywood for next three years, lined have classes in operation, to train
up Ruber Taylor, Doris Day arid Clark Gable before she left town./
j personnel for tv work, and aspir' ants to vacancies can register at
. , the College of . the Saviour.

er

(N DETROIT

IN SAX FRANCISCO

; KJAZ-FM; the Beskely all-jazz. station founded by Pat Henry and I
Dave Larsen, took to the air . . . First exchange of videotapes between i
foc fpe.ratl°n ip ^ar
ETV stations took place Tuesday ill) wheri KQED, Frisco, went on the
Plata-oh°pes to inaugurate his
air. with a 90-minute Boston. Pops -concert—tape came from WBGH. I
3 Ww
Boston. So far, only KQED and WBGH have videotape recorders /
I mpus beach resort. He states that
the programs will naturally gain
Lars Daly
Dalv .“eoual
niavi
The Lars.
“equal time” decision had its Frisco echo when mayor¬
in quality and interest during the
alty candidate Russell L,. Wolden demanded that all four Frisco sta¬
strawhat season, when’ the poputions (KRON.KPIX, KGO-TV, KQED) check their logs back to Feb.
! lation pf Mar del Plata swells from
18. when Wolden announced bis candidacy, for any time devoted to , ..
.■ ..
Frisco Mayor George Christopher. KQED found 19 minutes, KGO-TVJ the
as many as
found none. Other, two; haven't reported yet.. All commercial stations i f million Nevertheless, he expects
have been playing it very cozy as result of the Chicago FCC Tilling •. • ! I?'°P?F^te. fjjs channel intensively
KCBS’. Craig Harrison shipping daily tapes back from Hawaii . , . Bob | throughout 12 months/of the year,
Fouts and Lon Simmons scheduled tp -handle KSFO breadcasts of^^ j directing prpgrams tp the extensive
Frisco 49er football . . . Louis Lurie, Broadway show' backer, inter-.
PPPU^mn. arpunff Mar dpi
and further
viewed on. KQED’s “Kaleidoscope” ,fbr half-hour Monday (10),
'! Plata,
plata and
f,,rthpr South
Sm,th towards
' Bahia Blanca,
Meanwhile, in Buenos Aires,
.
irrTTTT- j- t
,
,,,
,
■
. . ; work is proceeding (slowly due to
^.An^ers®\ex-WHK^ disk jockey, subbing for Carl Reese on his ; building strikes) on transformation
all night record show on WERE this, week. Anderson has been doing 0£ tbe barri-like old EFA Film Stucommercials since ieavmg WHK
new sound;
. WNOB-FM,went off’ dios into a production center for
the air for two days, so experts could adjust its unique double phase Producciones Argentina^
TpIp
f,SiCnn?.which./ suPP°?ed
f p?iy,!h' most powerful FM signal «?00.-;j vision S:A. This' outfit, sponsored
000 watts), in this.country, but. which, has J>een sending_out skip.waves
Caban tv tycoon-Goa? Mestre
nostty since the stattow opened ^ul}-.14 , . Fete French-has-been pre-1 lAi,th some CgS- backthgT has Osview’ing.fall school fashions wrth live models on his KY.WT afternoon i Pflr T ni«. m,,,..
news show
. Jack Paar tentatively lined up to appear on WEWS-TV
Uw- Ma5Sa* as commeicial
manager, and will specialize in the
here Sept; 22 to help old friend W'ayne Mack launch a new. Saturday
production, of “package” programs
night variety-talk show . /... John D. Kelly, recently sales manager of for advertisers.:
WINS Radio, Ne\v York, is new natiorial rep for WTJWr-TV. At one time;:
he managed WJW Radio.
j
I
Washington—joe D. Carroll, for' mer, general ..manager . of KMY.C,
Marysville,- Calif., has resigned
Roger Clipp, general manager of Triangle. Stations,: named veepee
frorn the Radio Board of National
ef the Broadcast.Pioneer Club for. the 1959-60 season . . . Victor Borge
Assn, of Broadcasters after! leaving ‘
t.0 make guest appearance next season. at tfie Academy of Music as the. station. .Carroll represented
soloist at a Philadelphia Orchestra Pension Fund Concert . . . Peter NAB District : 15 on the Radio
Watson, 13-ryear-old co-host of W’CAU-TV’s “Little Professor with Big Board, comprised of northern Cali¬
Subjects,” leaves for Paris i28) for a year’s, study — . The second “live” fornia, northern Nevada, Hawaii
broadcast of Bob; Klose’s “Saturday Night Dante Party” on WFIL will and Guam.
V/
.
be aired <29 > from the Holy Cross Auditorium . .:. The Sylks, owners
of WPEN, now in the coin machine business with the acquisition of
the Williams Mfg. of Chicago . . . Walter Tillman, TV Guide exec, in
Lankenau Hospital for a checkup . . . George. A, Koehler, WFIL sta¬
tions manager, selected first v.p. of the Philly Rotary. Club . . . Lord
Jim Ferguson, Bill. Haley’s .manager back on the Wilmington air do¬
ing a nightly broadcast from the Venetian Room, Wildwood, N.J.

IIS CLEVELAND

IN PHILADELPHIA

Continued from:, page 53

is

RICHARD CONTE

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TODAY!

ready to roll in October with its
slate, of music specials, promising
to be one of the biggest Of its kind
ever undertaken by a local station.
. Least active in the area of spe¬
cials, for; the nonce ; anyway, is
NBC station W-NBQ; although it
is shouldering the next big one on
behalf of the Chi. chapter of
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. That’s to be a half-hour
music-variety one-timer on Aug.
23 titled “Swingin’ Summeri” the
Academy’s: tribute to the Windy
City’s noisy and newsmaking sea¬
son this year, which will serve too
as a prelude to the Pan Am Games
starting two days later. ATAS; by
the way, is responsible for; sev¬
eral specs a year on .Chi! channels.
Talent lineup on the Aug. 25
Academy show reads like a Who’s
Who on Chicago tv, the partici¬
pants including Brigid . Bazlen,
Susan
Heinkel,
Irv
Kppcinet,
Fahey Flynn, Alex Dreier, Norm
Barry, Jim Hurlbut, Bob Newhart,
Howard Miller, Joe Wilson, John;
Harrington, Art Mercier, David
Hull, Jess , Barker, Ami: Silvestre,
Freddie Webber, Terry Bennett,
Warren Culbertson, Bob Barron,;
j Bob Borlek, Jesse Owens, JCrry
j Dunphy and the Joseph GallicI chio orch, Meister Brau/beer is
: sponsoring.
i
Among special programs hang: ing fire for the fall is a Tnajjor

. CBC may not be able to show Canadian viewers the Moore-Durelle
fight tonight iWed.) but is feeding it to U.S. viewers (and Canadians
within range via ABC-TV, as part of an exchange-program deal. CBC
had finally-offered promoter Ed Quin $50,000* but.he wanted that plus
purchase of all vacant seats at the . fight, ABC, With a potential audi¬
ence 10 times CBC’s, is paying Quin $100,000 for U.S. viewing rights.
CBC got the last big fight for $20,000.
.
* •
That brief stir of laughter at the end of President Eisenhower’s ra¬
dio-television labor .legislation address Thursday (6» was; caused by the
President himself.
When Ike completed his speech a minute or so early, the networks’
pool man, Lewis Schollenberger of CBS, was filling in with a descrip¬
tion of ho wr the President was dressed. Ike passed close to Schollen-;
berger and made a “who me?” gesture.
. .It amused the radio-tv crew, whose yocks were heard coast to coast.
Four contracts, amounting to $375,000,. have been awarded the TelePromoter Cofp. by the U.S. Army for the installation of electronically
controlled group communications systerris.
The, installations, consisting of audio-visual equipment, will be in¬
stalled at Army bases at Ft. Huachuca, Arizona; Huntsville, Aia , and
at the. Defense Atomic Support Agency Headquarters at the Pentagon
in Washington.
WJR in Detroit reported sales of $1,966,866,66 for the six months
ended. June 30. Sales for the comparable period of 1958 were $i;660,868.16. Sales for the month of June were $319,959.26, compared with
$261,885.51 a year ago.
Net profit for the six months amounts to $134,284.27, compared with
$196,340.84 in 1958. Figures include sales and. earnings for both WJR
radio and WJRT television, Net earnings per share amounted to 22
cents, as compared to 32 cents for 1958. A dividend of 10. cents was
declared.
-

INDEPENDENT . series of four, that- WBBM-TV has
Film and tv actor Jay Barney is at Fort Monmouth for a' fortnight
TELEVISION had in the works all summer, as lieutenant colonel in the Signal Corps. The Arriiy is giving him one
being documentaries on a day off to continue his tunning role in “Love of Life” and another to
CORPORATION : those
“Wide Wride Chicago” theme: Ini-,

488 Madison Aw..{NX 22 • PLaza 5-2100

tial pilot, tape has failed to intrigue
a big local bankroller, arid the sta-.
tlon is working on revisions before
pitching it again.

allow him to fly to Detroit to fill a onerday film contract for General
Motoris. Barney observes, “I’m putting in Some night work to make up
for the missed hours, but I Wonder if Khrushchev would do the same
for one pf his lieutenant colonels who was also an actor in a Russian
soap opera.”

. Wi d*n't know: wher« y»u «r«. but we de
know WHAT you ere: you’re • briiht and
enthusiastic . man ; pos*est|n| the drive and
ereativenesi to head , ub the Pre»ram Oepertment ef a majer TV. station, loceted in the
East, in one of the nation’.* tep ten .markets.
Right now,. you. might be In the TV de^
partment ot an ad age.iiey.; you. might be. the
Program . Manager of a TV station (the kind!
which reetiy. does • a programming Job, and
doesn't Just ride the net) or you. might be
working ter -one. of the' networks, or for a
packager in Hollywood or New York.
In arty ease, you have plenty 'of experience
, In programming and production, much af It
. at the local station • level. You know how to
handle a staff, deal wHh and develop talent,
and you're at home'both In live and film
programming; above all, you're . genuinely
.creative.
•
If you’re the person we’re, looking for.
there’s a fine future fer yqu In every way.
Write u* an informal letter that eetr get
. across the kind of men you ere: the way you
.think about yourself and television.

Address to;
BOX Y-l 53. VARIETY
154 West 46th St.
New York 36

THE PINES MOTOR LODGE
Alrconditlonwd rooms; TV '-and
phono In ovory room. Wall to wall
carpeting. Foam rubber mattressas.
Continental braakfast.
Route 109, ftorth Llndanhurst
Long Island, New York
Write or call Turner 8-7100
. for reservations.

ACAFULCO DREAM HOUSE
ULTRA
MODERN,
completely furnished,
four, bedroom, four hath “palace” on the
cliffs feeing both: the bay and the ocean. Lo¬
cated In the famous LAS BRtSAS sub-divl*.
slon. 19,250 square feet of luxury, com;
pletely -; furnished, aiid' designed by. Rita
Barsin/50 foot, swimming pool. Ideal .for that
Mexican ShangrMa you’ve been' looking for
185,0.00.00 Oils.
Write Apartado #23520 Col. Lomas,
-Mexico. D. F. /

MUSIC

lA&iETY
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‘Cry’Tune in 2 Court Actions; Kohlman SALES RISE BUT iff GvingKiM Sales a Big Hypo:
Regains Cleffer Rights, ASCAP Wins f |ffl| (IMf nflWN RCA $ Sandy Becker, Col’s ‘Kangaroo’
,.“Cry,” one of Johnnie. Ray's-*
first hits in the early 1950s, has ,
been recaptured . by. its writer;
Churchill Kohlman, in the first of
two recent court decisions involv¬
ing the time. In the second case,
the American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors .& Publishers won
a decision in an action for royal¬
ties brought by . Jane Friend, -the
former wife of Perry Alexander,
whose ASCAP firm, Dubonnet
Music, was the! original publisher
off “Cry:”
In Kohlman’s. action
against
Alexander and Beatrice Reynolds,
doing business as Mellow Music
<BMI), Judge Thomas A. Aurelio of
N.Y. Supreme- Court, ruled that
Mellow had breached its contract
with Kohlman by failing to pay
royalties; that the writer's assign¬
ment of “Cry” to Mellow had been
terminated as of Nov. 3, 1952, and
that all rights to the song reverted
to Kohlman as of that date. Miss
Reynolds, who had previously won
a judicial decision against Alex¬
ander declaring that she, rather
than Alexander, was the owner
of “Cry,” and Alexander were
ordered to execute assignments of
all rights, including the copyright,
to Kohlman and to account to him
for all monies received. :
: In the second action, Jane
Friend sued ASCAP for Van ac¬
counting of royalties on the ground |
that she was the owner of “Cry.”
Miss Friend claimed that , in 1951,
when Alexander switched “Cry”
from Dubonnet (ASCAP) to Mel¬
low (BMI), she was the owner of
Dubonnet. Her position was that
when BMI wTas paying royalties to
Mellow, ASCAP should have been
paying royalties to Dubonnet in¬
stead.
.
Judge Henry Epstein of the
N:Y, Supreme Court found that
Alexander, while operating Duborinet, had in bad faith induced
> (Continued: on page 62)

Par Pix fi Lotsa

EMI's Automation Plant
London, Aug. 4.
EMI Records Ltd. last week
officially kicked off its new .
Birmingham depot capable of
maintaining -a stock of over
1,000,000 disks. Place.services
around 500 dealers in an area
covering 11 counties' and is
twice as large as the building,
taken over from the Johnson
Talking Machine Co. in 1928,
hitherto used.
Automation is. employed ex¬
tensively. A roller conveyor
system carries, arriving plat- .
ters into a. storage gallery
from a covered-in bay.

Can’s 1st J-Fest

By ROBERT A. McSTAY
Toronto, Aug. 11.
. While an artistic; success, except
for vocal groups that many in the
audience thought were timewastr
ers, the first Canadian Jazz Festi¬
val went badly into the red for
about $30,000, With an ou tla y
around $100,000.
Admitting deficit, George. Wein,
Boston promoter, would not re¬
veal the exact figure but said that
the three afternoon perfohnances
attracted just an average attend¬
ance of 200 but put the four-day
evening Jazz Festival at a total of
some 16,900 customers. It was
staged before the 24,000^seat grand¬
stand of the Canadian National Ex¬
hibition here at $3 top, but there
were just not enough jazz fans.
Despite the financial failure,
Wein said that. the Jazz Festival
would be back in Toronto next
summer and that the first dropping
of the bundle was recognized by
the sponsors (Sheraton Hotel
Corp.) as “an investment in the
future.” The publicity was inade¬
quate and the entertainment was
presented in a badly-lighted, ama¬
teurish setting; Stagehands smok¬
ing and chatting in the wings didn’t
help matters.

Major dilemma confronting the

——————'———1-♦ There’s a resurgence in. the chilXT ' •.• A. ,
*
o t\*
! dren’s record market. Credit for
Larry & Dizzy : the comeback is given to the imChicago, Aug. 11.
i pact of tv and the growth of out-.
. .
Larrv AdAdWhen harmonicist Larry
... *9r low-priced
.
xl disks..
. ler was playing the Village
Sluffed off for the past couple
Gate, N. Y.. last winter. Dizzy
of *’ears because industryites figGillespie came up from the
ured that rock ’n’ roll had taken
audience and the pair parried.
the moppets Away from the usual
through a jam session. They ’jtype of kidisk, diskery kidivisions
repeated
recently
on
the
i are again showing some activity.
:
Coast, and again here over the
j At RCA Victor, especially. Brad,
weekend On WGN-TV’s “Mid1 McCuen,
artists
&
repertoire
night Ticker” vaudeo.
! staffer for kidisks as well as gospel

disk business today is that it is !
|
selling more but earning less. The

New Act:

sales volume for the first six
months of 1959 is reported to. be
20% higher than : corresponding
period in the previous year, but.
the dollar volume is up less than
5%.
According to recent surveys, the
disk industry bad- a hot run betweeri 1954 and 1956, when profits
went up. over the 60% mark.
Adler is at Mister Kelly's, I “d(i
is "•o^ng overtime
(Broadening of the LP market ac¬
and Gillespie was in town for j
,v | es‘ .
counts for this.) The profits be¬
the Plavbov iazz fest
1 His latest acquisition is Sandy
]azz tCSt. _* Becker, who hosts WNEW-TV’s
tween 1957 and the first six months — ; of ’59 went up only 7% and this
“The Sandy Becker Show” and
in face of the widening of retail /V
I D 1 JAAT1
“Sandy Becker Presents.” His first
outlets including chain stores and -I .AT2II KPTQ Qlnni
album, “Biqgo,” is scheduled for
supermarkets.
VUlUl Uvlo IVVU
release on Victor’s Bluebird label
this month. The record is a “secret
The profit drop, according to
A. p . 11 OI—J.
spiral” disk which can be played
tradesters, can be traced to the
lilt rail Alrpjr //§
continuously without playing the
runaway discount programs offered
■VII IIUI yuvU) ua
^ame game twice. Becker is.Jiarraby most companies to get their new
tor. The Bluebird line, Incimerchandise, rolling. The diskeries
are pushing their new product with
discount offers that range between
lTIUlIUj UU VU/I CU .have been “Popeye,” Shari Lewis,
10% and 20% on top of the stand¬
ard 38% discount The tradesters
■
,
, ,
Dorothy Olsen and Gail Davis. McCoral Records has laid out an Cuen also has made
a singles
figure that a 58% discount is a
mark of diskery desperation, to in¬ estimated production investment splash with 49c disks tied in with
crease sales volume. .
of $400,000 for its fail program of
westerns. Among them art

On Fall Sked; 24
Mono
Mono, 22 Stereo ^•^■sv****-

With the. diskery discount and 24 monaural LPs and 22 stereo 1
Tram” and “Wells Fargo.”
retail discounters running wild, sets
many: of the newer outlets .that
Tabbing its program “Explorer .
situation exists over
have taken on record lines are ‘22’—-A New Adventure in Planned a* Columbia, which is having a
considering a pullout because they
Product,” Coral and its Brunswick stroDf, r4n^witl1 lts. Captain Kancan’t meet the competition. De¬ subsid are going all out on a spe- ^ro°. Plstters, and Coral is steppartment stores are complaining cial merchandising program for 51^6 into the act this month with
that . prpfitis from records have dealers. Program allows dealers, a sPec^aI Three Stooges LP re¬
dropped 20% and specialty stores placing an order exceeding $50, to ^easet^ because of the comedy comthat have brought in records as a receive an extra 10% discount plus ^o s recent comeback via tv.
side lure are finding that the de¬ the 2% cash discount if bills are
-:-—--partment is too expensive to run.
paid on time. A dating plan (one- ^
*
n
One diskery exec figures that third payments in November, Dec. iV_
V_i
i
.. Ilf
the only solution to the problem, 10. and Dec. 28) Is also offered ‘ VJIlOlA tlVSKlII Ilf
and one that will keep. the: profit dealers who place orders of $300
UJ OIVIU VI
UJ
volume in direet proportion to the or. more. The usual 2% discount
_
_
sales volume, is to hold the. price is also applicable when payments
I _ - _ J A*7 f t__L _ |J
line. “A $3:98 record should sell are made in accordance with the
fl 4f|*I)| fxi
<11 I
| IfltllPIfl
|l||ul|||
|j|)(*2||
at $3/98 and a $1.49 record should above dating plan. Dealers may
UWVttlT* VJIUtlU
"WVWt
VJWIUiU
sell at $1.49,” he said. This will place more than one order during
,ir .,.{ .
w
.
weed, out a lot of the weak sisters,, the discount plan period, provided
if*
A.
r S10„D’
Jf*
Labor Relations
he added, but it Will result in a . the order meets the minimum $50
healthier business.
requirement. Back orders will be 5®^? }

‘ VJIlOlA tjVSIPIII Ilf
I _ -_ J f7

honored until Sept. 30. The discount period will be terminated
Sept. 18 and no new orders wiU'
he accepted after that date.
i
Artists featured m the CoralB^swmk packages are Les Brown,
Teddi King, Pete Fountain, Mar-,
guerite Piazza. Art Lund, Charles
Bud Dant, Billy Williams, George
Chicago, Aug. 11.
Roumanis,
Maiy Ann McCall, Dick
Hudson-Ross Inc , once a giant
Wein was critical of the Toronto
Jacobs, Dick Noel, Leith Stevens,
jazz critics fer their evaluation in in the record and. appliances field, .Teresa Brewer Eddie BaUantme,

Hollywood is eyeing the disk
field again. Latest to fee picked up
for a film deal after a platter start
is Bobby Darin who has been
tagged by Paramount. The fixture
business’ renewed interest in diskers was spotlighted earlier this
their columns; but oven Louie Arm¬
year whenV20th-Fox grabbed Chan¬
strong’s group, with Satchmo lead¬
cellor’s teenage disker, the monoing, was unable, as the largest-at¬
tagged Fabian.
tended attraction on closing mid¬
Darin’s deal with Paramount is night, to lift the promoters’ Invest?
on. a non-exclusive basis but calls ment out of the red. Some 4,500
for one film a year on a six-year attended the closing performance
deal. His first pic is expected to be on the Armstrong name, with Bar¬
made before the first of the year. bara Carrol, vivacious redhead in
Meantime, the Ateo label is cash¬ scarlet evening gown, in as pianist,
ing in on Darin’s bestselling LP, plus the Moe: Koffman Trio.
“That’s All,” by pulling: out his
Among those featured were
version of “Mack The Knife” for a Count Basie orch, Andre Previn
single release. It will be backed trio, Dave Brubeck quartet, Stan
with “Was There A Call For Me,” Kenton orch, Coleman . Hawkins,
also from the album; Ahmet Ertu- Dizzy Gillespie, quintet,
gen, Atco exec, is heading for the
Coast this , week to cut another LP.
witb Darin.
Darin also is riding a tv bicycle,
having been set for Dick. Clark’s
show Saturday (15), Ed Sullivan
Sept. 6 and; again in October, the
Vincent Jefferds has taken over
Jimmy Durante special Sept. 20, as veepee in charge of sales for.
and the George Burns special in Disneyland and Vista Records.
December. He’s currently at. the Jefferds is presently chief of Dis¬
Cloisters in Los Angeles and goes ney Character Merchandising for
into Steel Pier, Atlantic City* the the U.S. and the record sales
supervision will be in addition to
last week in August.:
that.
Phil Sammeth will transfer from
the character merchandising staff
RusselFs Cap-tp-Col
to assist Jefferds in the sales post.
Hollywood, Aug. 1L
Moe Preskell will continue as na¬
George Russell has resigned tional sales promotion manager
from his sales rep post at Capitol and in addition: will take over the
to join Columbia Records as promo general managership of the Dis¬
rep in the Los Angeles area. He ney. music publishing firms, re¬
replaces Bob Crites, who is leaving cently left without a topper due
for Yuma, Ariz., to engage in pri¬ to the exit: of Mike. Gould.
vate enterprisesJefferds has appointed four re¬
Russell, with Cap since. 1956, gional; sales managers to assist
was previously L.A. branch promo him. They are Bob Elliot, west;
man before switching over to sales. Frank
Hackinson,
south;
Tom
He’ll work under Cdl branch man¬ DeStasio, ; east,
and
Leonard
ager Ted Rosenberg.
Copper, midwest.

JEFFERDS SALES VP.
OF DISNEYLAND DISKS

Court Orders Suspension
Of Chi's Hudsou-Ross,
Leader h Record Sales

is on the verge of going under.
The firm has been in court with

its financial, ills since last Noyenir
her, when it filed an arrangement
for paying off creditors, and last
week was ordered to suspend oper¬ ;
ations, pending another hearing to¬
day (Tues.)..

ll^y"h0,5 and the

iioney uecnei.
Display pieces and selling; aids
.316 also * pGing made available to
the dealers and mountedlithos with
the “Explbrer ‘22’” caption have
been designed. In addition. Coral
At its peak a few years ago, has come up with a standing diswhen it was operating seven retail play of 22 illuminated transichrome
...boxes for
- use
outlets here, H-R sales of records 1 transparency shadow

1>°,?d*«uphoS
15,000
HiAng!^ 5?*
tbe. AFf^ClO
American- Federation of Musicians’
Mutual Protective Assn., Local 47.
Tbe case, subject to review by
yjg five-member NLRB later was
Sought by Francis L
(Jw!
Howfrd reLlariTemploved as a
Coast NBC trombonist! who con*
tended he was knocked out of a
three-hour recording job with

, engagements
iiad naUrthat week. Under the
quota, he could fill no more than
two within one week
«
„ ,7
vnl^e4riWJ?0
Yh v S
for the. Fe^; 21
engagement over to a union “'*««-

alone annually. grossed between at all dealer meetngs and dealer
PavM Klein who joined
with a union “leader,” Russ Garcia,
$1,000,000 and .$2,000,000, and the displays
■■■■■.. .
■■■•■
in lining up musicians for the job.
company claimed for itself the top
Garcia picked Howard, and Klein’s
position nationally in that line.
office notified Howard of his selecTrouble; in recent years, it’s un¬ EDIf’C V171V T ADUIC
tion about a week before Feb. 21.
derstood, has been a topheavy line £rlL U PIEfT LAML3—
of hard goods, complicated by last
when the union looked over the
year’s recession and the added woe
of a cool summer ; which left H-R
with a large inventory of aircondiHoward’s “non-eligibility” under
tioriefs!
ready operating, with the Okeh the quota system was discovered
In each of the past three, years, subsid; Epic IS now mappmg out and his name was struck from the
according to court records, H-R , a project for new low-price LP iist
gross sales have reached the $8.- line to be known as Perfect RecNLRB Trial Examiner William
000,000 mark. Started in. 19.44, al¬ :j.ords .and. a Rne whieh E, spencer, in a recommended
most exclusively as a disk retailer, I "HI be called Alpine Records.
! prder favoring the union, said the
the firm soon grew to a chain op¬ j
The Alpine label will start roll-j quota sj'stem had been “demoeration that included, arrangements • ing this week with a single by Bob-j cratically adopted” by the union,
,for leasing the record departments jby Vinton. . Label plans to add: And Spencer said it is “clear”
of. two big local department stores; ': more artists to the roster for a j quota regulations “were applied
Company is now down to one out¬ hefty splash in the singles mar- j to Howard in a completely . nonlet in the Loop, plus its warehouse. i ket. The Perfect line is scheduled j discriminatory manner” Spencer
., Creditors in the hard goods field- , to make its bow in; October. The : rejected the premise that Howard
alone are owed over $878,000, i monaural LPs will be. priced at ■ had been “hired” after he was
while another $1.75.000 is due on $1.98 and the. stereo sets will go ; notified of the job and agreed to
; accept it. Spencer wrote: “It is my
loans by shareholders arid com¬ : for $2.98.
pany officers. Biggest, appliance j.(
The new labels will be headed 11 opinion that at no time did Howard
creditor is Norge, owed 5135,823. : by A1 Shulman, w;iio manages the j achieve
employee
status
with
: Should bankruptcy eventuate, Epic division for the parent com- Verve for the recording session of
H-R liabilities would exceed. $1,- . pany, Columbia Records. Artists & Feb. 21.” To have done that, he
500,000. Assets, estimated recent- ji repertoire will be handled by ; reasoned, Howard would have had
ly by an auctioneer are around i Charles Sagel and Jim Fogelsong ; to,be cleared by the union, an ac$600,000.
whb have similar chores at Epic.
’ tion which didn’t happen

PERFECT AND ALPINE
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Elvis Presley: “A Date With]
James Darren: (Colpixh James
Elvis” (RCA:Victor)., There’s still Darren is a newcomer who moved
plenty. of sales mileage left in I into . the disk sweepstakes via a
Elvis Presley, and this package single click, ‘'Gidget.” Iri this packshould account for. a hefty portion age he shows that he’s got enough
of it,. It’s a handsome set that of a crooning style to get by and
features, photos of Presley and that he's no “freak” in the market
groovings of tunes that haven’t “Sweet. Lorraine,” “Let There Be
been released before. The rocking ! Love,” ‘Walkin' My Baby Back
beat, the plaintive ballad and the ! Home” and “Let’s Fall In Love”
overall Presley punch w ill keep/are some of the numbers he works
his fans happy.
j well with..
Tommy Edwards: “For Young ]
Esquivel: “Strings Aflame” (RCA
Lovers” (MGM'. Tomniv Edwards ; Victor'. Esquivel packs at. lot,.of
has a neat romantic stvle that’s musical excitement. .With strings
helped him score in the singles i spotlighted this time out, Esquivel
market.: His approach is adult ! creates a w-hammo impresh that
enough to give him a crack- at the vvill leave its mark, on deejay proLP buyer. Working With the Leroy jammers and rack up a good sales
orch, Edwards sets a
a nice
_! Holmes
Holmes’oi-cii.'Edvvardrseij
nire .score.
: mood With such as “It’s Only The
Lester Lanin: “Dancing On The
Good Times,” “Paradise,” “Once Con tine t” (Epic'. The society dance
There Lived
ban# trial A° Hiibl™ W^in"iri“ runvefltal attack. .?
There
Lived. A
A Fool”
Fool” and
and “Wei-WeV beat, popularized on disks by Lester
Lanin, gets another vivid
virid showcasr iDoIH-t)
.
"
mrn'vft
come Me.”
- Lanin.
make< (>a*v on thk ear.
.
“ROCKIX; REBEL”.
tDolly*) has!
has
miF>*Xo oonm
- ■
...come
Me..
Ernie Ford:
“Gather WS here.
here: Pegged on tunes with a
rive that
p>;u-Hni j^e
Alice Lon,
Lon' v1
Tennessee. Ernie,
Richard Maltbvij Orch (Colum- the instrumental drive
that keeps
keeps ..V^atuHn^.
Joe Feenev
Feenev Alice
Tennessee.
Ernie,
Ford: ^Gather
“Gather
y.
Mawi:h;e ''Round” • (Capitol'.
(Capitol'. Folk
Folk songs
songs but
bla - ‘‘MORGEjN” 'Sidmore*' the juke kids happy.
. V'-; •- Lennon . :isiWenv Glee ^clihv
Club* Maurice'/Round”
out Continental flair, . Lanin has in^
3rch /Mercury':.
(Mercuryh. .
'. Pearson.*'
south, and the
should pick up some of the play .
Ralph Marterie^ Orch
pearson. Jim •'•Roberts
Roberts
!; of the south
the- far west
west are
arc eluded 43. songs.-and has arranged
'Robbins*' has
Ernie : (hem inway that builds terp and
f0r this tune because of the deft .“THE THIN MAN” 'Robbing*!
- ;• perfect
nerfeet dishes
rHghpg for Tennessee
ThrinP«PP Frn-jp
akes it a .good
;good :;• ,:
^
‘Ford. He even,■
soine-listener-interest,.
wav the orch lavs"down the beat, a fat beat that makes
.
;.. .•
.
,,
-Ford.
even., ".throws
throws in . some
“THEME
FROM;!
THE
F.B.L juke bet:. “WHEN1. MY
nen.f) is a cute
cute.folksy.item
that oldies from England for good mcas
meas--1
MY’ SUGAR nent)
folksy nem that,
Billy tyiUiams:
“Half Sweet,
^-' \ \ • '. ■ ■ will grab^ some .spinning notice, : yre an(j t0 rdund out a delightfulr Half iieat”.( Coral'.. Billy Williams
"„_!. ;. “LOVE IS BLIND.
(Shermant); collection. Among the goodies are and. tne Dick Jacobs orch have
POISON T\\
stirs tip an exciting vocal against j-‘-Barbara Ailen.” “Black Is The teamed up' for a tasty musical sesTHE COASTERS . ......... ... a.. .
EOISO>
TV
»» For
For Toil
You
-an interesting instrumental setting, color Of My True Love’s Hair” 'sum. The Williams vocal stylings
( Aleo)
• - ... :. I'm A Hog
Tiitn another'
•-Bitty,Novak (Todd;): .“SUMMER-; and “My Grandfather’s Clock.”
. are exireiiiely easy to take-'and his
The Coalers’:” Poison In/” (Tiff err) will' grbir hito
another
imoutivi^r
. TIME^ !N .VENICE” (Pickwick*' is i
mi,c,._ choice of rcberibire Is ; Standout.
Winner for the standout .vocal combo because
of: its suck
slick beat
and.
caiise or^fs
uem u
kl
.a
u instruiT1ental that’s shaped ' ri
: eoviStta- “The "^ola’':
^ i g h t Irene ”
hud, conic .lyric lvalues. ’Tm A Hog’ Foi'l
oh’’
f-Tigon
)
fiis.neatly
A oh ,* Tiger: ) fits, veailg.
|.es5ecially
m ■-deejay program- ’ SSfn-Sni^Eri” (DefcS?
Thorcy wniack Dab .ln .The Aliddle” and
iuto the group's vocal styling and it wlh add
rdd vp to a
a big payoff, too;.:
topV: Wing: .“IF THIS T&;;LOyE—I’VE 4u>^ fo'
** The Riyer” are some.
*
T
..“HADlTT'Leeds^fhas an easy in- ^.-Tca ^ Thin Civ^
” Tri
the choice items.
RONNIE HAYHilNS. . ,. . .
NEED A
AOl
R LO\
LOV IN
I.
NEED
pi R
Strumental flair that some
-this package he pays tribute to tlic : Sammy Spear: “Oh 1'ou Kid!”
Tlarv Lou
Lou ' . hour jocks may gQ- iDJi
■■
t (swinging bands of the past in ;a ‘Jubuee*. Sammy Spear calls’ his.
(Roulette) . ii, ..• • • • - - •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. .vM-hry
'Patricia ^ is
strong ', i
The Cavaliers. (NRC): ‘CHARM ; styie .that really,keeps the grooves oiitiit “The Rogues of . Ragtime”
Ronnie .Hdickvps’ '‘Xccd Your Lonn ”“ ‘Patricia:-;l
is a
a/strong,
totent payoff
payoff slice.
slice. “Mary
“Mcri/' ; BRACELET”; (Wonder'1):is an easy- jumping. Coming-in for. Covington and- he ismt. kidding.:. They hit a
bines ballad that singer builds into a potent
are Glenn Yliller. LesLcs •'"t’hd a-agtime
ragtime beat for a strong
•r
uith
a
ineffective'
heat
\i.g°ing
..with ;a.-soft- vocal ;■ appreciation aT&:-Glehri.-AIiiler-..
Lou” t Patricia'l) is d .iolk-siuled rocker with an effective beat
| group stylirig that’s reassuring,J Broivn,
Brown, Charlie Barnet. .Woody
Woody impact,- n s .brassy, boisterous and
that makes it aft 'exeelie.nt.spinv.it~Q bet..; “DREAMY
BIKINI. •. .(Y\ .onder•,» : Herman, Penny
Bennv boodman.
Goodman. Artie j.'-tots .df-fun.
. • has a breezy come-on but it doesn t Shaw-. Count Basie, Jimniy Dorsey,
Ethel Smith: “Seated One Day
BOBBY HENDRICKS. .
•. . ...LITTLE
.LITTLE JOHN GREEN
GREE
hold up..
'i'Lione
Lionel Hampton, and Bob Crosby!
At ihe Organ” .iDecca»:
Ethel
Back
Empala Six (Blue MoOnh “TRA**;
p.
(Sue).v . . :_i . .... .... . .
. . . , ,, ::Come
Come Back
Edd Byrnes: “Rookie” 'Warner^ tamith is. in a light classical mood
m’’’ i> Weiss
Weiss &
& Marry*
Barry* Y
Y is
is a.
a.
: VE'LIN’: •’ .(Cliffy) is: a solid ihstrfl-. • Bros
Bobby. Hendricks’ “Little John Green
Bros.). The tv tie with “77 Sunset *n tins package. Playing a collecthat .gives
» a :hot
. hot. I ^enAal wJiicU. 'h«
P°“"'*s . Strip
is enough to get this set tl°h tnai includes such .as. ■•The.
rocking ballad frith & surefire vocal •attack
attack that
gives if;
over -with a never-failing beat, j
*»*™**™sgw*w
ground. Edd Bvrhs is a 'Lost Chord.”. “Clair De Lune,”
breakthrough potential.Come Back” iCatimi- v is an overly
“DOUBLE TIME”^ (CliffyMs -irtore.;
.g/°!in?;- -Ed°, Byrns ;is--a
“Warsaw Conceri
'
*■'
••
'•
• j teenage: favorite and it doesn’t .Liebestrauin,”
Liebestrauin,
dramatic effort.];
i*
Slter'
Siste-rA:^(Can-Deei“DING!niake
difference'whether he Smim
to' andgives
“Ritual
Fire. Dance,*: Miss
Silver Sisters, loan JJee^. , UIINVx ! -ar.
the Hammnml m-pan
! can sing or not. Bonnots
Repeated here are ^Jniln gives
, the
Hammond organ
THE VOXPOPPERS..
A BLESSING AFTER ALL : DONG ROCKABILLY WEDDING* I bis “Lend Me Your Comb” click an exciting and vivid
Sound. . It s
(Savqy-Weinari) is- a cute rocking : as
as “Like I Love You” and the kind oi package that will prob(Versailles) . i...! ... . ...... . (!an*t t-nderstand It
The VoTpoppers’ “A Blessing After. Ail'* * Paris?
ha$ a stand¬
hanri"rabV5^bAbY” i ‘‘Kookie,a Mad
his other,
end up as a. good seller over
■
releases: He; works, here, me long pull. : . .
out rocking ballad'approach with a lead vocal to take it to the
top. “Can’t Understand It” (Rayven- ) ’ puts together some okay
VrnnX'
Groove * '-:
3 11
r .|'.v;ithi with -.vocal-'
vocal assists from Connie ;= Clyde Otis!
Otis Orch: “America’s
rocking harmonies.
° Thnv Allen (Snecialtv)- “NITE i Stevens and Joanie Sommers to. Dance Favorites”! Mercury ..Clyde
*
.*
OWL^ (Y^nfcet) is: a routine rock-1 an prth conducted by Don Ralke,; Otis seisoip a stirring dance tempo
Carmen McRae: --When You’re .
tne kidsyand aduits-can go for.
JOE TURNER.,..LOVE OH CARELESS LOVE ing conception belted in the usual
manner by this linger. “I” (Ven-! Away” (Kapp). Soft and sultry ^ i
*1S°amak^cior Vdy ?ee]aY,
(Atlantic) . . .!;. ...
. Got You On My Mirid
ice-' has the distinction of having iCarmen McRae s mood for this ! Ptogramming.'
Secret
Love,
Joe Turner's k'Love Oh Careless
Love”
< Progressive?
Progressive" \> ts
is a
a . the briefest possible song title.
ess Loi
e
effectiveMister Sandman,.
La¬
j act and she gets it across effective-.
“Sleepy Laswinging blues rpoker that will catch
bn
for
top
play
on
all
levels
tch bn.
levels-•
*
]y She’s picked a standout■ re'per- ! Soonand .“For You• -F.or-‘ Ai-e ‘For—'•
“Got You On My Mind” < Raleigh^ ' n.ioi
es at an infectious rockrock¬
moies:
+ ASCAP. + BMI.
toire and she makes every lyric ^ver More” are some of the items
ing gait that highlights Turner's vocal;.style.
i.-ocal;.style.
’
*'■■ v;.
‘ - count. “I Concentrate On You,” that rate replay.
*
“Ain’t Misbehavin’,” “I Only HaveCyril Cusack: “A Portrait of an
........,.. , BERMUDA
BERMUDA
THE CREW CUTS . .... ....
BERMVDA
‘Henry IV’ LP in Can. Eyes For You” and “I’ll Be Seeing, Artist as a Yqung Man” (Caedmon).
Kin.Xi Ki Nir»
A„0 11
You” are some, of the treats in . The spoken word can make up a
(RCA Victor) ............. . . .
. ,'. Kin*Ni-Ki-Nic
Stratford, Ont., Aug. 11.
•*V:r',V. Krv'?^'
• Ttt.
Stra-i0rf ?ni” ^UgK
, store. . .
[stirring disk project,! especially
The Crete Cups’ “Bermuda” fCoday-)
the .click
click of a feio .
oday-). takes
takes Ihe
Album mafleTast-.September .of
Mehel Legrand: “Seaflet Rib.’ ^hen the Caedmon people take
years-ago and gives it a new treatment
that, should
should bring
bring it
it back
back
Intent that,
scenes from Henry IV, Part 1,
bons” (Columbia)
This is a de- ov'er- In this.case it’s an excerpted
to the hit lists. ■'Kir.-Ni-Ki-Nic” i.Shapiro.Betnsiein*)
Shapiro.Bernstein*) is a novelty .,
directed by IVIichael Langham for parture f6r Michel Legrand but 'version of James Joyce’s “A Poritem that could patch on because of
o/ its attractive, heat’
heat.
Shakespeare Festival here ,is now it does make for interesting listen-:
of ?n Artist as Young Man”
—————■ .on sale. ..
ing and good pragramming. He’s
Pointedly by Cyril CusWALKS DOWN
STREET” i = Toronto Star sponsored and RCA - taken a flock of favorite folk Items
At s pegged for a imuted marSTORY” < Witmark*) doesn’t stand WALKS
DOWN. THE
THE STREET’
in;
ineiu-a
uuu orchestral
uiuicsiini
- .
, , -f?Si ClSn,f^PPeal
Z
j
. Joyce
t “
up in the tv theme competition.
(Mills*'
tYIills*' hits the kind of beat that!
that Victorr in
ih; u,anaua
Canada cul
qiit
Ciit the LP, staistarst
l; qua
and given thema rich
pegs it
!i ring
workover. It’s surprising hoiv. well ; neJ'^
go°a^
:
Rosemary Clooney 'MGM-: pegs
it for
for replays.
replays.
ring Christopher
Christopher Plummer,
Plummer, Doug-j.
Do
the tunes take to the Legrand
“FOR Y'OU” iWitmark*) gets a
Johnny Tillotson
Tlllotsoh (Cadence):;
(Cadence):; las Campbell, Douglas Rain
Ram and
«
“TRUE TRUE
TRUE HAPPINESS”
1style.
Casual Affair (I. J.), Here s modnifty interpretation that will give “TRUE
HAPPINESS” (Tan(Tan-‘‘ JasOn
JasOn Robards
Robards Jr.
Jr.
- ern jazz with, a simple, swinging
the oldie another good ride. “I. —_— .. ,
—'•
—■————.:.. ■
; beat. It’s inventive, free-wheeling
WONDER” ‘Rogeif-Gil'bert*! is a
;
^
W
; rt n
1
! stuff that’s more spirited than spir; itual. Combo is made up of John
^ i Mehegan’s piano, Kenny Dorham’s
DOLL” (Peter Maurice*' has a
ff
f
1;
+. .trumpet, Chuck Wayne’s, guitar :
frisky beat and a teen-pegged lyric 1
4 and Ernie Furtado’s bass , and
for okay results! “KEEP THE 4
,1. LAVENDER
T av-irvnirB BLUE
pi Pv (4).
tdi
Sanlmy Turner ........ Big Top 4
♦ makes :much. of “With A Song In
MIRACLE GOING” (OvalO is a f
Ai
E^DER BLUE (4)
... •.;,.....
T ' My Heart,” “Young and Foolish,”
Allied.'... ■:. ....;.,ABC-Pat*
.. . ,-i-. .ABC-Par ♦..
4.
Paul Anka.
fast paced folk-styled item that’s f
2. LONELY BOY (9) . v
...........
yv .'i__i
i
^ .“Can’t We Be Friends,” Baubles,”
4
Bangles and Beads’* and some
Carl
Dobbins
Jr............
Decca
f
3.
autn/et: “I DON'T J
3‘ MY
MY HEART
IKART IS
IS AN
AN OPEN
OPEN’ BOOK
BOOK (5)
<5.
;
I Mehegan priginals.
Cros.
Johnny. Horton...
..-Columbia ^
WANT
TO . WALK WITHOUT I
4. BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS (12) ..
........
DeJohn
Sisters
- Sunbeam“that the crooner , develops into a
••DON'T FORGET! TO REMEM7 potent slice. .
—
1
BER'” Keilem*\ has an easy liarMike Clifford with Patience &
mony >tyle thatT could pull it Prudence . ' Liberty *: “SHOULD I” through for a good spinning reac- • Fairway •'•'. registers as- a good *
tion “HpPPiTY MOE JOE" ' Sun- spinningpotential. because of the J.
beam * hops at a pleasant westeri? cute way this zesty item is handled,
pace with a good harm on v beat.
“WHISPER. WHISPER” (Mappa*);
Buddy IIollv • Coral *: ‘“PEGGY is a,gay little, item with a happy ,
SUE.GOT MARRIED*’ 'Peer-• is a lilt.
; - •-.•• . ‘
Jimmy \Villiams
'Cuby ! “C MON
.
followup • to ' . IttSTJ;
---- --“Peg«y Sue” click] and will meet BABY” 'Famous*' has a swinging.
with lots of approval from the rockabilly beat, that will get it off
teenage set: “CRYiNG. WAITING, the ground and. ijito- the spinning •
HOPING” fPeer.O is a ballad effort circle. “DON’T . PUT* IT ■ OFF” ;.
that could cam- kome weight in (Sheldon :>) .puts the -singer in a!
juke areas.
' ji
ziiig.v setting with a handclappipg .
A1 Hibbler ‘Decca:. “LONE- approach.;.
Y'“w;^:
SOME
AND
COLD”
iCopar;>
l°ulrt warm*u {/u]e*deejav"'tables e^RHU-AR,;CRAVft'''»onp S ^Kwvest Dot E^ot-as. Album

S' SI'of^s^ ,■“The Voices and Strings Of
LAWRENCE WELK”

'lgreMe>YcSe

’SAniETY
t'. IN ' l l^
^pll ,1(1
Com Machines^
I
JO Best Seller
Selleri; on Coin

I
.*
/hk\!e.SonaKntl.e^jfeks are sure f
to go for. “I’M NOBODY’S BABY” i
I
6.
(Feist-' is suited for spins, in cur- ^
rent market because of the way |., 7.
she takes the oldie for a new ride. ^
8.
4
8.
The Signatures 'Warner Bros.': ♦
*
|
“PLAYBOY” 'Cathryl*' fools t
9.
around with some; strong jazz har- . %
4 i0.
10.
monies that, a lot of jocks will dig. 4
“AIN'T WE GOT FUN” (Remiek*) 4
gets a nifty workover by this f
standout vocal coinbo.
'
T

4

Rex Allen (Buena Vista) “MOR-

♦.
X

WHAT
WHAT A
A DIFFERENCE
DIFFERENCE A
A DAY
DAY MAKES
MAKES (2)..
(2).A BIG HUNK OF LOVE (3) _ .__
...
^ _
J
.. - r
TIGER. (5)
. v.!. . .................
.
. ....
TIGER
(o)
WATERLOO
W ATERLOO (8)
(8)
w
/.v
I’D SAY.
SAY (1) .....
WHAT ID
....... ...v>....,
40 MILES OF BAD ROAD (1) ....
.V . !
.

CIAO CIAO BAMBINA

C

r*

L

.3. .

!stdmo3NEv.inlha/e

X
♦ LIPSTICK
I-IPSTICK ON YOUR
VOUR COLLAR

some ot the “Morgen” play because of Rex Allen's moving interpretation. “TIIE LITTLE OLD
CHURCH
IN. THE
VALLEY”

♦
WANT.
J 'jI W
ANT. TO GET MARRIED . : !_
T
4
a
Tubrr BELLS
ivft i c
f THREE
THREE
:
.:..
4
BEELS .;.
.........,

(Remick*' spieau>■ otit. a-pleasant,
mellow mood.
, i
\

'l

oCCdm AyFOUP
Second
Group
_i

Dinah Washington.'.. ...Mercury |
Elvis Presley..,...

....Victor

,.

.. .

♦ fye S (lOlOeil bUUea LPS

j

Fabian.. .. !
..Chancellor
,
London; Aug. 11.
„ !. . ;
.
. w7- 4 !
Pye Group Records is launching
Stonewall Jackson.. . .Columbia 4 | \yhat it styles its “Golden Guinea”
Ray Charles ....... .
Atlantic I / series of 12-inch longplay disks on
w -r
th'z- f • Aug. ,21. The platters,, which carry
Duane Eddy.. . .J
I . middle-of-the-road music, were
4 put out under the Somerset label
.;t | ih the U: S. and will retail here
T: at the comparatively low price, of
.......Jamie^ 4 . $.2.95.
Jackie.Noguez ..: .
~
Tronic .
nirir 'i1- The Aug. 21 issue, consists of
Francis.
Connie Francs.,
..... .... MGM., * tftree disks.. while the . second re. .
: Lloyd.
Lloyd Price.
Price....
:... „......:
.
AB&Par ^4 lease on Oct., 14 will be 12 strong.

(Browns .. .v! .. .. .. ,... .Victor: ±
1 Dick Flood...... .....Monument 1
_ ! , „ T.,
„ ■
,
4
^ ci ■pitd u-it v •'
i ■
. - -.
WALK:
.Cap.-Am.
4
4 SLEEP
SLEEP WALK
W
ALK !.,r -a.Santo
Santo & Johnny.
Johnny.'.; ..Cap.-Am.
1
.ap.-Ani. .4
4
•
.
mperial |
1
V LITTLE TOO MUCHRicky Nelson ....; . ;Imperial
4 JUST A
MUCH . .Y..Y;..,.;......Y.
..........
t>i -ji4
t mavi tr\
( Carl Mann
Phillws 4
1
i
....
:
.. • V
’ • 1 Conway Twitty . ....., ..• ,MGM
ml.w /♦
^
X I WANT TO WALK YOU HOME ...
Fats .Domino...., .Imperial
♦
imperial X
v
. X
♦HERE COMES SUMMER.;Y,,V...... Yy../..,.
Jerry Keller., .......
Kapp ♦
...

! S2me ,of. ">« u"^ ,a« oa>s0 bcinS
ottered lit stereo at $3.85. .
; . .Pye is using, its direef-to-retailer.
' .marketing
marketing -plan
plan fob
for the series, ,gi\^
giv*
. mg promotional backing that in; eludes tv commiercials. One aim,.
j according to literature circulated,
is to appeal to the estimated 88^
the Public that doesn’t at the
moment buy disks.

Mary Swan Uhart : “CRYING
IN THE CHAPEL” -Valleyv) is a
big bailad with, enough flourishes
to attract attention. ‘.‘DANCIN'”
Bai brol) : ; is a sprightly number
with a nice vocal!bounce.
Roy Hamilton 'Eoic: “TAKE IT
EASY. JOE” ‘Big Billy
U a X' MVEE.TER.'THAN/'VpU ■-./. .-••••••. .• .'•'>Ricky Nelson-- .. . .Imperial X
moody ballad delivered with Ham¬
♦ ■!
Lee Palmer, general manager of
ilton''.
familiar
vocal
innact.
4 j Dynasty Records, has . pacted Ann
(fiipn s in •vparctithcstvs‘.-'maica|eYnifiu-ber';-.q/-. weeks' song "-has- been hi the top 10)
%
’TTME MARCHES ON” .'Tryton*'
•4 Henry, young songstress current at
moves in an effective ballad mood
V++4.+ 1 lack's 41 in San Francisco,
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Chi Jazz Fest: A Plus for ‘Playboy
Jhree-D*y Bash at Stadium Not Stout at the B.O.
But a Fat Commercial for Magazine
By JACK PITMAN
. Chicago, Aug. 11.
Even though- it failed to show a
profit, the first of tbe big city jazz
festivals : — Playboy
magazine's
weekend (7-8-9) marathon in the
Chicago Stadiuiri—-must go down,
on balance, as a success; And pub; lisher Hugh Hefner and his brain.: trustj pushing their campaign for
literary acceptance, - are already
mapping a sequel for next sum¬
mer.
Adniittedly,. tile mag bankrolled
this first one - tb improve the lowcaste; image it has among, non-.
. readers who’ve bothered to work
up ah animus for its self-conscious
s.ex-on-the-Tocks formula. There’s
no telling, just now, how much
the weekend helped erode this an¬
tagonism, but there’s little doubt
the affair did enhance Playboy’s
institutional status..
Financially, success was only a
. modest hope to begin With. Even
before it. launched last Friday - (7),
the fest had put the mag back
'• roughly $200,000 (gross, it’s esti¬
mated, fell just short of that) be¬
tween talent and promotion costs.
For if to. wind up in the black,
each of the five sessions would had
to have been a sellout or. near of
the 19,000. seats available (at a
$5.50 top). That was the case, vir¬
tually, only on Saturday and Sun¬
day nights, albeit Friday’s . was
close to SRO, too, as a $25-topped
Urban League benefit.
Even London Daily Mail
In breaking the; tradition that a
Jazz fest is more. at. home rusticat-.
; ing (a la Newport, French Lick;
etc.), the Chi presentation was re¬
warded by a press-radio-tv turnout
of some 350, by Playboy's Count,
and including such' distant observ¬
ers as the London Daily Mail. Y
What they and the customers got
was a lot of -jazz; too much, per¬
haps. One required stout devotion,
indeed,, if his. taste ran to a single
idiom, for Chicago — like other
fests— was smorgasbord, although
after a plan of sorts.; Some day
•: (come the millenium) festivals will
operate so that cool and hot ad¬
herents aren’t forced to integrate,
later to complain, ••they shoulda
had more of so-and-so and less of
him-and-the-other.’’ Why not, for
example, a session solely of dixie?
The other major gripe is that Play¬
boy’s potpourri was no easier on
the derriere than most other fes¬
tivals. A case in sore point was
the Sunday night windup when,
nearly four hours from its start,
Louis Armstrong & All-Stars came
on to adieu the whole affair. Satchmo roused them well, but it was
plainly a case by then of. deepseated audience exhaustion.
No
matter the artists, when you’re
spent, and nothing will defeat or
diminish enjoyment more.
Frankie-Boy’s Double
!
The hits? Count Basie, Dave
Brubeck and Dizzy Gillespie; the.;
Dukes of Dixieland, Duke Elling- i
ton, and the Four FTeshmen; Jim-I
my Rushing (with Basie backing), |
Stan Kenton, and the Tatter’s re¬
union with June Christy. And
Armstrong, of course, but most of
all Ella Fitzgerald. Playboy tried
every which way; for. Frank Sina¬
tra, but lacking , him, jazzed things
tip instead with Duke Hazlett, a
young look- and sing-alike (a car¬
bon, in fact, down to the mannered
flippancy and rakish hat). A cordon
of cops even convoyed him. on¬
stage to the general glee,. arid it’s
still a question. how many out
front actually swallowed the rib
despite emcee Mort Sahl’s after¬
ward confession of the “hoax.”
Of ^ the whole lineup, only canT r
. cellatiori was Bobby Darin, said to •
have been suffering tender pipes.
In his stead, locally well-known
Frank D’Rone flew in from a Coast
engagement arid more than satis¬
fied in his pinchhit role.
Nothing Swella Thaii Ella
As. for a stint; to detonate the
joint, that awaited Miss Fitzger¬
ald at the Sunday night session,
and she proved every bit as mov¬
ing in a cavernous arena as in any
intime bistro. It was typical Fitz¬
gerald
felicity,
showing
every
Shade of her enormous instinct f®r
music that both affects and com¬
municates. In her wake, after an
intermission, Chris Connor (last of

MUSIC
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the Test’s vocal soloists) was awash
in some unsteady atonality. Of the
bets that were almost bound to be
missed along the whole route, one
surely was In not ■ pairing. Miss
Fitzgerald with Armstrong for a
hair-down jamming finale. Surely,,
if. the thought, did - occur, any ob¬
stacles to it could have; been vault¬
ed.
, ■ V.
• •_ • : ■
Leonard' Feather, one of the
Test’s
architects,
extravagantly
termed the affair the “geatest and.
most successful in the 60-year his¬
tory of jazz” •— which, is one of
those disprove-it-if-you-can state¬
ments for postmortems and histor¬
ians. Certainly it was slickly pro¬
duced, with a top audio setup and
expediting revolving stage!. ; And
certainly the roster was of a who’swho variety—Red. Nichols & His i
Five Pennies, J.J. Johnson, Cole¬ ’
man .Hawkins* Ahmad Jamal, Jim¬
my Giuffre, Jack Teagarden, Nina
Simone, Oscar Peterson, Dakota
Staton, and almost ad irifiinitum..
Yes, cats, there is a Santa Claus,
arid his name is Hugh Hefner.1

Ifs Condition
London, Aug. 1L ;
Vet songwriter-music publisher
Jimmy
Campbell(ex-Connelly
Music Corp. Ltd.) clarifies, that,
because of an. Injury to the nerve
behind his right. eye, he has lost
sight of it, but it has not been
removed.
A leg injury; also because of- a
baa accident in Tangier (Morocco)
soine. months; ago, has him wheelchaired. Oniy this past week Mrs.
Campbell has been able to peram¬
bulate him out of the Prince Ar¬
thur Ward, Middlesex Hospital,
London, where he is still hospi¬
talised..;. ■'
' '

Mogull GPM for Valyq
O’Neill Tuner No. 1 Item

Ivan: Mogul! has. taken over as
general professional manager of
Bob
Merrill’s . publishing
firm,
ValyrMusic.
Prime. target on
Yalyr’s schedule this season is the
score for “Take Me Along,” Merrill's musical version of Eugene
O’Neill’s “Ah, Wilderness.”
Show is scheduled to preerii. on
Broadway in October with a cast
featuring Jackie Gleason, Walter
Pidgeon, Eileen Herlie and Ruth
Warrick. Moguli planed to the
Coast last week to line up record¬
ing dates Tor the score. . Mogul!
will continue operation of his Ivan
Moguli Music (ASCAP) and Har¬
vard Music (BMI) in addition to
!.his chores for Merrill.
Charles H. Hansen Music will
Tendency by diskeries is to look 1
l handle the standard publication .of
for platter potential from the ranks'
! the score. ,
of the youngsters; If present-day
trends continue, they’ll be reach¬
The Royal Teens, a vocal-iristruing into kindergartens for record¬
merital group, and singer Johnny
ing datek.
October are Capitol Records’, new-?
Latest to come up with a deal est pactees. Both the Teens and
on thq Mercury label is Rusty October will record in Cap’s N.Y.
Hamer* the moppet on the Dariny studios under supervision of a&r
Thpmas teleshow. .
producer Manny Kellem.
.’

Mercury Nabs Moppet
Before Voice Changes
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‘Definitive’ Survey of Pop Tunes
Rolls; 100,000 in Seattle-IBM Poll
Seattle, Aug. 11.
Radio KING’S. IBM survey of
popular music preferences, which

Decca’s 196G Sixmonth

VYnf ofthf

. DecM Records' earpings for the: **
most
sixniOnth period ending. June 30 comprehensive ever attempted hut
amounted to $196,202, equal to 13c j will use every scientific precaution
per share of l,527i401 outstanding to make the survey a definitive
shares of capital stock. This in-/on£*
.
_ .
_
.
. .. .
■
... ■ ,
i. ^
Dr. Stuart Carter Dodd, director
eludes the company s share of <,f the Washington public Opinion
undistributed earnings of its sub-. Laboratory of the U. of Washingsid. Universal Pictures. .
< ton, will oversee the entire survey.
In the corresponding period of ;
Total survey cards to be mailed
1958, Decca reported, earnings of | will he 100,000, approximately one$76,370, equal to 5c per share on i tenth of the 1,047,007 persons with1,527,401. outstanduig shares of i in the Radio KING 15-county covcapital stock.
J erage area. All persons over 12
years of age residing within the
area are considered as members of
the polling universe. The universe
is furthed defined in that member
households must have a telephone
; listed in a city or town phone diTodd Records, Paul Cohen’s ' rectory. Addressing of the cards
; will be done from telephone books.
diskery, is launching a low-price
There will be two mailings of
LP line. The albums will be priced ’ sofooo^eacm with ” ^‘“addiSonal
at $2:98 for monaural and $3.98 sub-sampling of 5,000. Cards will
for. stereo.
be folded in half lenghtwise, but
Kicking off the Todd line wiU: nbJ stapled. Respondents will tear
, '
..
.
. x _ • out the perforated section (prebe the soundtrack album from <paid) an(f ^ to KING.
“The Big Circus.’’ A Clyde McCoy
Eight Categories
dixieland album will also launch . IBM will provide the following
the Todd LP series.
'reports upon conclusion of the
Blueprinted, for future release j survey
1. Total of returns for each
are Pee Wee King’s album of j
category
of music,
broken
polka tunes and two albums of j
down further with totals for
tunes cieffed by Carmen Lombardo |
each point of the rating scale
and John Jacob Loeb. TheyTl be \
for each category.
called “Mood Music Designed For;
2. Same as above for each
You” and “Dance Music Designed I
time of the day (five reports).
For You.” The packages were cut j
. 3. Same as above broken
in Europe by David Peterson’s:
down by sex (two reports).
orch. Also on tap are sets by the ■
4. Same as above broken
Nashville Five arid Zerio Goss.
;
down by age group (four re¬
ports).
5. Report with totals by age
group and time of day (20 re¬
ports). •
■
;
6. Report by sex and time
of day (10 reports).
7. Reports by age group,
sex, and time of day <50 re¬
ports.
8. Reports by age group
and sex (10 reports).
The survey programs will be
broadcast five times a day, fiv*
days a week, Monday through Fri¬
day, for two weeks, beginning
Aug. 10—a total of 50 broadcasts,
Pre-Taped Broadcasts
Each broadcast, pre-taped with
same announcer, will be broadcast
six and one-half minutes. Music
used will be in five categories,
chosen and coded by Bill Clark,
(Continued on page 59)

Todd Records in With
Low-Price Line of LPs

ffiRIETY Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encoinpassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical. system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated ahotie. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
With Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from . the. ratio of points scored, two ways tn the case of talent (c6in machines, retail
disks) and.three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This
Last '

TALENT
Week Week . ARTISTS And label '
1
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) .-.. .
I
2 , Y3...Y CARL DOBKINS, JR. (Decca) .,
;..
3
2
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
4 ; ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) '
4
5
SAMMY TURNER (Big Top) ...,
8
6
5
DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury) .,
■ 7:
10
FABIAN (Chancellor)
v
-8
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic) ........ .. .. ....
9

6

STONKWALI, JACKSON (Columbia)

10

9

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) ........;

6

5
' •4 .

7
8
9
10

6
10

ASCAP

fA BIG HUNK O’LOVE . ■

'..

F-Film

Lavender Blue*
What Difference Day Makesf
Tigerf
Whafd I Sayf

PUBLISHER
Sequence

.

f WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES
fTIGER
. fWHAT’D I;SAY '; ,. .
.
tWaterloo ,:;
....r ....
^LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR .... .

+ BMI

Battle of New Orleansf
A Big Hunk 0?Lovef

Waterloof
(Sweeter
Than Youf
,
’ Just A Little Too Muchf

POSITIONS
TUNES
This Last
Week Week
TUNE
1
1
fLONELY BOY ..,,.. .....
2
.3
fMY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK ,
3
fBATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS . ,.
.
2
•48
*LAVENDER BLUE ,
. . ... > ....,
..5

TUNE
Lonely Boyf
My Heart Is An Open Bookf

....,..,... Progressivef

Nix by Mex Magic Violins
Of US. Dates Hits Plans
For Exchange of Orchs
Mexico City, Aug. 4.
In a last-minute decision the
Magic Violins unit has derided
against accepting U.S. coniracts.
This would have also made them
the first Mexican musical group to
play north of the border, according
to terms of the as yet unratified
reciprocal exchange pact between
the two nations.
The Magic Violins cooled off
after assessing high costs involved,
including U.S. taxes, agents’ fees
and other outlays which would re¬
duce income to almost zero. Unit
is further piqued that offers have
not topped $3,500 per week.
Violinists have submitted their
r decision to the Mexican Musicians
| Union. This leaves up in the air
; the long pending reciprocal agree1 ment between musicians on both,
sides of the border. Carmen Uaval•’ laro was to have appeared in MexI ico this September as first Amer¬
ican unit under terms of agree¬
ment by SUTM (the Mex musicians
union) and the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians. Now SUTM has
to revoke the okay of the Cavallaro
tour since major pact condition is
that Mexican orchestras must go
to the States first for professional
engagements.
Odd note in all wrangling Is
that the Magic Violins did appear
in U.S. territory last week during
the meeting of Mexican and U S.
tourist
industry
delegates
in
Dallas. But permission for their
entry and public performances
was granted directly by Washing¬
ton and not by the AFM. This was
> one-day stand.
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Sal Salvador's Orch

Arithmetic on RCA, Decca De Luxers
RCA Victor and Decca Records
are-. playing for high stakes in the
de luxe packaging field. Both com¬
panies have hit the market during
the. past month with blockbuster
sets that represent an unusually
high production investment:
Victor’s ‘‘An Evening With. Lerner & Loewe,” a two-record album,
Was brought in for close to $75,660
and Decca-s VThe'Gershwin Years,”
a three-record.set, cost $42,500 to.
be put into the groove.
Both companies, however, feel,
that it’s a good gamble; They fig¬
ure that the de Inkers are. prestige
items for the label and strong con¬
sumer lures despite the higher,
price range. “An . Evening. With
Lerrier
Loewe” is priced, at $7-98
in the monaural version while the
monaura! treatment of “The Gersh¬
win Years” goes for $1358;
According to a Decca sales exec;
the de luxers are a safe bet. because
of their longevity in the market.
They become standard sales items:
and make up part of a bread and
butter catalog, he pointed out. An¬
other factor, assuring a return bn
the investment is .that, after a pe¬
riod of years, the mutii-recbrd set
can be broken up and issued as
one-record albums. (Norman Granz
did that recently with his “Fred
Astaire Story” de luxer.j
According to Victor, the Lerher
& Loewe package is the most ex¬
pensive pop album ever produced:
by the company. Set features Jan

Coffo Concerts Help Get Work
For Tooters In Ottawa-Hull Area

SaT Salvador, who’s been operat¬
ing with a quartet for the past
several years, is taking a crack at
the band business with/ a newly:
Peerce, Robert Merrill, Jane Pow¬ organized , 14-piece outfit. Orch is
ell and Phil Harris. High produc¬ set for a stand at New York’s
f
Ottawa, Aug. 11.
tion cost is attributed to the name Birdland early this fall,
Besides the 10 spots using musi¬
Salvador's new orch preemed on
talent and the oversized orch used
Bel Canto’s Andrews
cians every day and two several
records
via
the
Decca
label
in.
a
in .the'grooving;' ....
' j
days a week in the Ottawa-Hull
Hollywood, Aug. 11package tagged “Colors In Sound.”
The Decca p a c,k a g e wks com It was a one-shot deal and. the
Jack Andrews, vet music man area, local tooters are working spe¬
ceived by George Bassman who di¬ band is now. looking for a longterm and lately with Central Record cial jobs during the summer where
rected the orch and chorus- .Bich¬ diskery, deal. Willard Alexander Distributors, takes over as head of the public gets free music. Regular
ard Hayes and. Paula Stewart are. agency handles.
Bel Canto Records, replacing Russ concerts are provided on the broad
featured vocalists in the package.
lawns of the Supreme Court of
Molloy, .
That Decca is bullish on “The
Last week Molloy resigned from ! Canada building by the band of
Gershwin Years’- is pointed up by
Royal
Canadian
Mounted
firm he helped found four years this
the fact that Bassman is already
ago.
He joined United Stereo .Police, and by the band of the
at work on another de luxer spot¬
First Canadian Guards on even
Tapes in an exec capacity.
broader grass in front of the Par¬
lighting the music of Richard Rodg¬
United
Artists
Record’s fall
liament Buildings. Listeners sit
ers. Package Will contain songs
on. grass, camp chairs, steps and
Written by Rodgers in collaboration . merchandising plan will give the
in cars.
with Lorenz Hart and Oscar Ham¬ distributor a bonus arrangement \
The. band shell at Lansdowne
whereby
five.
albums
will
be
cufmers tein 2d.
j Park emits tunes by the band of
foed with every 25 purchased. Pro¬
j the
Governor
General’s
Foot
gram goes into effect with the
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
I Guards in summer concerts. The
August album releases and will run
Connie
Francis
will
cut
a
flock
|
concert
on
Sunday
evening,
July
through September.
The diSkery is stepping , up its of new albums for MGM Records, i 25, played to more than 7,000,
!
upped
by
the
presence
of
Jehovah’s
album; release schedule during the all of which will be released simul¬
two-month period and the bonus taneously, around November. It's \ Witnesses just ending a week-long
Hollywood, Aug. 11.
, rally in the park. Otherwise, atThe American. Federation of plan will , apply to about 20 albums. not been determined how many al¬
(tendance runs to 4,000.
Included in the list are packages.
Muisicians (AFL-CIO) has decided featuring Stanley Melba, Morgana bums, will be put on release but j
“Music for Summer” is the title
to Withdraw a petition filed two King, Kaye Ballard, Charlie Min¬ there will be between six and 10. ■ of a series of concerts in the Lakeside
Gardens
pavilion.
String
Weeks ago with the National; Labor gus, Herbie Mann, Rubby Braff, It marks the first time the diskery
preemed July 6 and scheduled to
Relations Boat'd calling for a new Pete Seeger, Brock Peters, Irene has ever saturated the market with j shutter Aug. 23 takes in three
Krai and Walter Hautzig.
so many LPs Of one artist at the
collective bargaining election
j jazz concerts, two pops concerts
same time. :
among musicians in the major
j and a “big band” deal to use 25
Thrush
Jeannle
Thomas
has
Arnold Maxin, prexy of the com¬ 1 to 30 musicians in arrangements
studios. The federation, out to re¬
capture control of the footers in been set to record under the Fel- pany, will launch a big promo cam¬ j ranging from jazz to classics,
the big lots, is delaying the filing sted ; banner. Diskery is a subsid paign for Miss Francis, one of the i Series is being bankrolled by a
of London Records. Dick Blase, company’s top sellers.
of the petition until next April.
I grant from the Recording Indus¬
Felsted’s manager, has set Miss;
The Musicians Guild of America Thomas* first release fox* Aug. 27.
Three of the platters have al¬ tries Trust Fund and sponsored by
beat out the AFM in a bargaining Her manager, Sid Ascher, will pro¬ ready been recorded, three will be • the Ottawa Citizen, Ottawa Fedrep election last year and. still has duce the platters with Sid Bass waxed in London between Aug. 18- • eration of Musicians (AFM), Na¬
one year.to go. on its contract with handling the arranging and con¬ 27, and others upon her return to tional Capital Commission (fedthe majors/
the States.
j eral government agency», Modem
ducing .chores//
I Music Club of Ottawa and indie
; radio station CFRA|
The Aug. 9 jazzer was be ba; tonned by Norman Clark. Previous
\ (July 26) jazz show was under Russ
' Thomas. All are drawing pavilion
■'* capacity (more than 700) to big
/reception. GGFG band at Lans¬
downe Park is financed jointly by
• the Trust Fund and the Central
, Canada Exhibition Assn.

UAR to Distribs: Buy 25
Albums and Get 5 Free

j

MGM’S MULTI-ALBUMS
FOR CONNIE FRANCIS

PETITION WITH NLRB
WITHDRAWN BY AFM

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
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Artist, Label, Title

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
Lonely; Boy ............. /......
CARL DOBKINS, JR. (Decca)
My Heart Is An Open Book ...
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
Battle of New Orleans ...
; ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Big Hunk of Love .SAMMY TURNER (Big Top)
Lavender Blue :....... . ..
:. .
PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury)
Sea of Love .. . . . . ... .
DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)
What a Difference a Day Makes..
DRIFTERS (Atlantic).
There Goes My Baby . ..
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
What I’d Say :,
....
FABIAN (Chancellor)
• Tiger'.,.::. ./.-...........•_../../....;
STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)
Waterloo ..
. . .. ./.•.
FRANK SINATRA . (Capitol)
High Hopes ,.
.
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
Lipstick on Your Collar .. .
SARAH VAUGHAN (Mercury)
-. Broken Hearted Melody_
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Just a Little Too Much .
_
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
40 Miles of Bad Road.
FALCONS (Unart)
You’re So Fine - .....
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
My Wish Came True ...;. ./.
. FATS DOMINO (Imperial) ,
I Wanna Walk You Home.. MYSTICS (Laurie).
Hushabye
......
TONY BELLUS < NRC) :
Robhm' the Cradle/ .
JAN & DEAN (Dore)
Baby Talk
. ,.:
. :.
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
I’m Gonna Get Married
.
BROWNS (Victor)
• Three Bells
:
JACKY NOGUEZ (Jamie)
Ciao Ciao Bambina ...
_.-....
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=.KING program director, music su■ pervisor Bob Wood and announcer .
Ray Briem.
Categories are;
1. Current hit .type 1—fea¬
turing music of the rock ’n*
roll variety, but only those
records with the driving,
heavy beat and/or the
“screaming” rhythm and blues
lyrics. All records will be se¬
lected from the “Top 40.”
2. Current hit type 2—Cur¬
rent “Top 40” hits other than
those in type 1. A rock ’n*
roll record with a more sub¬
dued beat would be Included
in this category.
3. Album type music 1—In-,
eludes standard, easily identi¬
fiable tunes performed by
wellknown artists.
4. Album type music 2—
This category, while not of
the progressive jazz type, will
be more jazz oriented, with
less distinct melody lines and
will include many of the un¬
familiar tunes performed by
j artists with less popular ap1 peal, than those in album 1
} type.
5. Golden records—Records
which have sold 1,000,000 cop¬
ies or more, according to a list
compiled from Variety and
other trade papers.^ Millionsellers with a heavy rock ’n’
roll beat will be excluded.
j This category will be divided
j into group A (pre-1953) and
1 group B (1953 to the present).
5-Scale Preference
The rating card has a five-scale
j preference ranging from “I strong-/ lv dislike” to “I strongly like.” To
i assure that listeners will be raarking preferences from the survey
i broadcasts, a key word will be used
; prior to the airing of each 30-sec:ond portion of music and the key
j word must be written down by the
•; respondent in the proper place on
. the card. Upon completion of the
(10th time in each survey broad' cast, the announcer will give .final
j instructions for that particular surivey presentation and repeat it at
ithe close. The respondent must
(record the survey.number on. his
(card. The survey numbers will
j become IBM’s key to what time
ithe survey was broadcast.
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New York

f weeker at tthe Shoreham Hotel;
j. Washington, Sunday (16) . .
L.
[Wolfe Gilbert comn>eniorating his
; 73d birthday (Aug. 31) with a mail! mg piece tagged “A Young Man
! Tootin’ His Own Horn.”

A1 Calder back from promoting
Columbia Pictures’ ‘‘Middle of the
Night” via Nina Simone’s Colpix
slicing of the title song , . . Irving
Fields Trio plays at the London
Palladium Oct. 26. [While in Lon¬
don. Fields will do; the “Sunday ]
London
Night At The London Palladium” [ Uninterrupted 45 minutes . of
tv "show and the “Saturday Spec- cleffing by Richard Rodgers kicks
tacuilar” ... Rex Stewart Quartet off a new “The Men Behind The
gi.es into the Embers Aug. 17. Pi¬ Music” series of three BBC-TV
anist Teddy Wilson holds over . . . programs Tues. (11), with Noel
Rachel Goodman, 16 - year - old Coward getting similar treatment
daughter of Benny Goodman, made ; Sept. 8 and George Gershwin
ht-r piano concert debut in New ! rounding out on Oct. 6 ..... ColumCanaan, Conn., last Friday (7> with j bia Records’ artist Tony Crombie
her father accomping on clarinet I does the scoring for the Danzigers’
. . . Audio Fidelity disker Boh I “Man From. Interpol” vidpix, hot
Shirley began a stand at the Lon¬
Arnold as previously andon House, Chicago, yesterday j; Malcolm
nounced .
Highly uncertain noW
(Tues.i.
;
;
if
ABC-TV
will reintroduce its “Oh
Richard Mills won the auto in
the Professional Music Men’s draw¬ Boy!” beat music, shows this fall
ing
. William J. Buffer, of Chi¬ ; . ,. Geoff Love orch will accom¬
cago, copped the tv; set ... Mrs. pany Connie Francis when the
. Carol Roes, and Webley Edwards, American thrush; who’s skedded
both of Hawaii, elected to ASCAP to arrive Aug. 19 with MGM diskmembership ... Carl Bobbins, who eryss U S. a&r- manager, Ray Ellis,
has the cljcko “My- Heart Is An does the first of three albums here
Open Book” on Decca, due for a .'. Leroy Anderson was at Broad¬
sixmonth hitch in the Army Re¬ casting House Fri. (7) to record an
serve in September . . . Barbara interview for a “Without A‘ Song”
Carroll opened at; the Arpeggio program on him and his music,
yesterday (Tues.) . . . Turk Mor¬ aired in BBC’s Light Program
phy begins a three-weeker at the Sunday (9) . . . Warbler Aileeri
Village
Vanguard
tomorrow Cochrane comes up in her third
(Thurs.) . . . Thrush Terri Stevens, series, for Associated Television,
whose current side I is her Felsted costarring again with Arthur
slice of “Adonis,” guest on Dick Haynes in “The Arthur Haynes
Clark’s ABC-TV show tomorrow Show” starting Sept. 14 . . . Harold
Davison org inking October dates
(Thurs.).
Ray Perkins, fonder deejay put for Kid Ory and group ... BBC-TV
of Denver, resuming his spinning airs a recorded Chopin; recital by;
chores at WTRL, Bradenton, Fla. Van Clibum Sunday (9).. . Capitol
. .. Betty Madigan winds up a two- label songstress Donna Hightower
heading for the Continent, after a
couple of weeks in London.
“Literally hundreds” of invites
P
OF
THE
have gone out from BBC to sing¬
The'
ers, bandleaders, instrumentalists
and others to turn up and be inter¬
viewed on the network’s “Grand¬
stand” at the Radio Show, Aug. 26Sept. 5. Most of the established
disk programs heard, on the air
will be featured in skedded broad¬
casts from the show ,.. Pye Group
Records has set up a Manchester
depot for its direct-to-retailer plat¬
*
ter distribution service . : Philips
Sings ‘
to issue a longplay album next
month comprising 12 tracks by 12
U.S. stars such as Frank Sinatra,
Jo Stafford, Doris Day, Rosemary.
Clooney . . . Package built on the
Associated-Rediffusion tv show
“Cool For Cats” being lined up for
a stage tour this fall . . .. Dennis
Lotis and Maxine Daniels to be
AND
featured in a BBC-TV program
Sunday (16) which examines relig¬
ious pops.

SHEB
WOOLEY
PYGMY
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MUSIC

Philadelphia

Theatre, N.Y., for an unlimited
engagement . . . Herbie Mann &
His Afro-Cuban Jazz Group work¬
ing Pep’s, Aug. 10-15
. The Vir¬
tues playing Cadillac Sho-Bar .
Disk promotion man Freddie White
has cut his first platter on the
Wynne, label . . , The Arcadia
Theatre hosted a. party at Billy
Krechmer’s Jam Session following
a screening of "The Five Pennies.”
Clarinetist Krechmer was one of
Red Nichols’ “five pennies” back
in the early ’30s . . . Dave Brubeck
Quartet in a concert at Lambertville • Music Circus, Aug. 17
The recording industry’s transcrip¬
tion fund pays for 50 of the musi¬
cians in the current concert series
at Pastorius Park. The Chestnut
Hill Business Men’s Assn, kicks in
for remaining five.

San Francisco
Monterey Jazz Festival, sched¬
uled for : October, already has an
advance sale of more than $15,000
. . . Cannonball Adderley’s new
group: goes into the Jazz Workshop
Oct; 6 . . , Ernestine Anderson
booked into Fack’s II in late Au¬
gust . , Shelly Manne goes into
the Blackhaiwk Sept. 15, Oscar
Peterson Oct, 6, Andre Previn (if
he; doesn’t make a film) Oct. 21
and in November the club gets
Barney Kessell, then Earl Bostic
. Wiere Bros, go into the Fair¬
mont’s • Venetian Room Aug. 20 . . .
Earl (Fatha) Hines' European tour
was cancelled . ... Merrill Hoover,
ex-accompanist for Anita O’Day,
at the Crocodile’s Casbah
. .
Roberta Linn is due next at Bim¬
bo’s 365 Chib - - - Sylvia Mora Will
replace the Kitty Cole Quartet at
Moulin Rouge.

LIONEL HAMPTON
RIVIERA, Las Vegas

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION*

Continued from page 5S- ^■—

concert brings in a broader segment of inusic lovers. It’s wonderful
for the boxoffice.”
' When RCA Victor headman George R. Marek recorded “Figaro” In
Vienna last summer, with an all-star cast, he conceived the idea of hav¬
ing Rosalind Elias and Roberta; Peters, pL the cast, purposely sing
somewhat off-key in the bit where the two country maidens serenade
Lisa Della Cassa, in the role of the countess. Misses Peters and Elias,
of course, also sang the more prominent roles in their own voice but,
for the corny simulation, each assumed a nom-de-disk. This, too, be¬
came a bit of a gag. Miss Elias, a d^otee of A1 Capp’s “Li’l Abner,”
billed herself as Appasionata Schultz. Miss Peters (Mrs. Bert Fields
in private life; he’s a Knott Hotels executive). hybridized her married
name into “Elysia Fields.”
Victor’s “Figaro” has just been released and the company. is now
being besieged With requests from critics who want to know where
Miss Schultz and Miss Fields come from; the liner notes detailed vir¬
tually everything else but their identities.
The “Barbershoppers” will take over Denver’s 10,000-seat, mountain¬
side Red Rocks Theatre, Saturday evening, Aug. 15, and the music
:hey make will be for charity. Proceeds from the show; sponsored by
the Denver and Colorado chapters of the (national) Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in
America (SPEBSQSA), will go to the Denver Post charity; fund. The
show, called “Starlight Harmonight,” will feature two national cham¬
pion barbershop quartets,.the Gay Notes Of Tulsa, Okla:, 1958 champs,
and the Big Four of Ghiilicothe, O., a previous winner. Six regional
barbershop quartets, a 40-man Rocky Mountain .Regional chorus andthe Sweet Adelines, distaff counterparts of the barbershops. Will; take
part in the three-hour show.
Mercury’s Toronto-sprung quartet, the Diamonds, now have two U:S.
members, Evan Fisher of Hollywood and John Fulton of Seattle. Dave
Somerville, leader, is the only original left, Mike Douglas being a To¬
ronto replacement. Two of the others left when they’d saved enough
to take engineering courses at the U. of Toronto, the third to get mar¬
ried and quit roving. Group, recently back from second Australian
tour, is now in L.A. cutting their first western album.

Mex Disltt
Kansas City
.Kirby Stone Four takes a vaca¬
tion after its current stand at
Eddy’s Restaurant closes Aug. 20.
They resume at the Auto Show, St.
.Catherine’s, Ont., Sept, 1-5, then
head: west to Tulsa and the Coast
.; . Gordon & Sheila MaCRae wind
their Starlight Theatre appear¬
ances in “Bells Are Ringing” Aug.
16; hie to Harrah’s Club, Lake
Tahoe, to open a stand there Aug.
24 . . . . Charles Gordon orch did a
one-nighter (8) at the Milburn
Country Club, first date in this
area for the crew.

Chicago
Billy Ford & Thunderblrds, with
Billy & Lillie; launch at the Bambu
Club Sept. 1 for four weeks .
Singer-pianist Joyce Maner cur¬
rent at Ye King’s Inn .... . Johnny
“Scat” Davis revue current in
lounge of the Sahara, Las Vegas
. . / Mark IV songsters open at
Park Hotel, Great Falls, Mont.,
Sept. 7, and are due at Nevada
Club, Las Vegas, Sept. 16 for a
16-week stand . . . Buddy Greco
Trio signed for Freddie’s Cafe,
Minneapolis, starting Monday (11)
. . . Chi London House tepeats
Jonah. Jones Dec, 8.
Gene Krupa sighed for the Lon¬
don House Dec. 22 for four w'eeks
. . V Herbie Mann sextet to the
Embers, Ft. Wayne, Oct. 5 for two
. . . Freddie,s Cafe, Minneapolis,
signed The Dukes of Dixieland to
open March 21 for a pair . ., Hank
Snow, of radio’s“Grand Ole Opry”
cast, has: joined the Acuff-Rose
country music artists’ reppery . . .
J, J.. Johnson five is at the Suther¬
land Hotel here.

The Capri skedded to be en¬
larged to double its capacity . : .
Max Lee Finch is handling piano
chores at Casa Conti in Glenside
r . ; Doc Bagby’s organ combo is
holding forth at Cadillac Sho-Bai* *.
The Park Drive Manor has in¬
troduced a pianist for . the. first
time, Fran Stem . . . Chico Hamil¬
ton Quintet still holding, forth at
Showboat . . . The Gay Nineties
shuttered for 25 days i on Aug.. 6.
Suspension was ordered by Liquor
Control Board for permitting en¬
tertainers to associate with .par
trons . . . Harry Edison Quintet
moved into. Pep’s . ■',/ Frankie
Bradley’s, closed for the Summer,
is being enlarged . . . Charles Vennie combo opened at . Spider
Kelly’s.
Maynard Ferguson booked Into,
the Red Hill Inn, Sept. 4-13; fol¬
lowed by Stan Kenton,. Sept. 15Continued from /page 55
20; Chico Hamilton Quintet, Sept.
22-27 . ... Jolly Joyce has set Steve ASCAP to advise its users that
Gibson & Bed Caps for the Roxy the song was not In the ASCAP
repertory by representing that he
¥¥* + ¥**¥♦**¥4**** + * ¥¥¥¥¥¥ ¥ + ¥¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ had returned it to Kohlman when,
in fact, he placed it in Mellow,
THE FANTASTIC
the BMI firm that he managed,
The court observed that Alexan¬
der had boasted to a Congressional
committee that he had sneaked
“Cry” over from an ASCAP to a
BMI firm. . Alexander’s former
His Orchestra and His Revue
wife, the court held, was barred
from any recovery both; by Alex¬
HELD OVER AGAIN! and Continuing Until Sept; 8
*
ander’s bad faith and by her delay,
*
Which
Concludes
TWELVE
Week
Engagement
At
in
over six years, in bringing suit.
*
*
Pointing out that “only when the
*
BMI well had apparently run dry
did; plaintiff, seek a new fountain
*
Starting Sept. 10
*
from ASCAP.” and calling it a
*
MOULIN ROUGE, Hollywood, Cal.
classic example of a case where a
*
*
plaintiff must be denied recovery
*
Booked
Exclusively
by
because
of “unclean hands,” the
*
court denied the plaintiff’s motion
for summary judgment and granted
ASCAP’s motion to dismiss the
JOE GLASER, Pres.
complaint, .
743 Fifth Ave.
203 N. Wabash Ave.
407 Lincoln Rd:
86T9 Sunset Blvd.
“Cry” will now be licensed by :
New York 22, N.Y j!
Chicago, 111.
Miami Beach, Fla.
H'wood 46; Calif,
ASCAP thi’ough Kohlman’s mem¬
PLaza 9-4600
CEntral 6-94S1
JEfferson 8-0383
OLympla 2-9940
bership. '
'. l

SAY ONE
FOP ME

Inside Stuff — Music

‘Cry’ Suits

55S Continued from pace SS T..

ther alleged that this Is the reason
for heavy production in Mexico.
Diskeries don’t care whether they
have a hit or not here, for they:
have a fabulous business abroad,
with most Mexican firms having
offices in various countries to han¬
dle sales.
There is no alliance as yet be¬
tween the Mexican SAC and the
Mexican Musicians Union. But the
grapevine insists that a combined
forces campaign is in the making
to give authors and musicians a
better break in the local record
market.
New Talent Bypassed
Another point at issue is the
charge that the scarcity: of new
Mexican entertainers is due to pol¬
icy of diskeries who block new
talent, promoting only the names
they have under exclusive con¬
tract, plus contracts with foreign
singers. As a result, entertainers
charge, there is practically a
dearth of Mexican singers who can
count on a large public following;
Biggest Mexican hits are Lola
Beltran, Maria Victoria, Javier
Solis, Rafael Vazquez and a few
Others; Even, these many times do
not hit record sales of Puerto
Rican Virginia L o p e z, Ecua¬
dor’s Julio JaraihUlo and Olimpo
Cardeqas, Chile’s Lucho Gatica,
and other similar imports who are
on top of the heap in the Mexican
record picture.
: Of the Mexicans, only Rafael
Vazquez is a new upcoming, talent.
The firm that contracts Lola Bel¬
tran, for example, has a stable of I KECLY SMITH-LOUIS PRIM*-DOT I
100 singers under contract, all do¬
ing the ranchero style Mexican
songs. But outside of the Beltran
sales, the others average no more
than 2,000 to 5,000 platters or so
per song.
THE FLAMINGOS • GONE
*
The trend of SAC, the Musicians
Union and the* National Assn, of
Actors (for singers) is to attempt
to contain the influx of foreign
JIMMY BOWEN
talent favored by diskeries and to
create opportunities for Mexican
Sings
singers. While the direction of
the campaign is unknown, it is
rumored that federal afd may be
sought to give “relief” to authentic
national talent.

I

BEI MIR BIST
DU SCHON

■
■

■ I ONLY HAVE l
■ EYES FOR YOU *

Jack Robbins’ 3 Projects
On His 65th Birthday
Jack Robbins will mark his 65th
birthday on Sept. 15 with three
projects, new song. book, “Sing
Out*’; Teddy Wilson’s first book on
jazz; and the score of “The Coach
and Four,” by George Marion Jr,
and Clay Boland.
- Stephen Levitz, production man¬
ager for Robbins when he headed
the Big Three Music firms for 25
y^ars, rejoins his old boss to get
out this material. Levitz, who
exited Robbins, after suing the
parent Loew’s Inc. for cbhtract
breach, has been freelancing since.

WALKIN’
ON AIR
Roulc-tte Records

FAMOUS

MUSIC

CORPORATION

GIRL VOCALIST WANTED
<fiMd rivura - ParMiialUy. ate.)

To Break Into Band-Business
(Peiultr

Slaila-EaiMan»t. Orehattra)

WILL TRAIN RIGHT PARTY
Writ* U 4‘0RCHE8tRAS”
.624 Hawtharna St.. Watt Hampstead. L. l.
Call bafora Nopn ar bafare 7:30
IV 9-6980 W IV 3-1049
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Fairs Get Moving; Unkletter in Pa.;
Mass. Spot Nixes ‘Swim’ Beauts; Ky.’s
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Landmark Test on Definition Of
By JOE COHEN
An item becoming increasingly
important in the scheme of the
American Guild of Variety Art-,
ists is the Sick & Relief Fund,
headed by Margie Coate. The fund
is regarded by many within the
union as one of the major sources
of the present administration’spower.
Some members feel that the adf
mission by the union that $183,090.77 has been given put to vari¬
ous members; without an account¬
ing, provides the key as to how the
administration has been able to
pile up one-sided majorities on;
any Vote that-it favors. Some also
feel that the Sick & Relief Fund is
only a partial answer as the source
of power.: It’s also believed that
the promise of jobs, along with
the power of the administration to
pay for certain benefit perform¬
ances up to $150 per. date, keeps
many members in line.
$285,063 Paid Out
However,, it is likely that the
major source of power is the S&R
monies. The most recent state¬
ment submitted Indicates that the
: fund has paid out.a total of. $285,-.
063:14 since its formation in 1950!.
It has also had returned $101,(Continued on page 66)

Albany, Aug. 11.
Harrisburg, Aug. 11.. ■ 4r
A test case is being prepared by
Show business moves outdoors
Line Top-Billed
the N.Y. State Dept, of Labor
in Pennsylvania! for the next
.
Ottawa, Aug. 11,
month, with county fairs taking
which may determine who is liable
.Memphis, Aug- 11.
For the first time in this
over during the waning weeks of
for the payment of unemployment
Cdl. Charles . McElravy, vet
area, a* chorus line is given
the summer . season: Featured in showman
here, has been reelected
top billing. Winnie. Hoveler
compensation taxes for performers
the various events are entertain¬ secretary-treasurer of the Interna¬
Dancers, in from a tour of In¬
as well as musicians. The case is
ment factors .ranging from Art
tercontinental hotels in South
Linkletter to the last of the steam tional ASsh. of Auditorium Man¬
America, are billed at the . of- such far-reaching importance
engines—name
orchestras
and agers. He has held this post since
that it may be a landmark in the
Chaudiere Club over Ray
laterally thousands of amateur 1924.determination of whether talent
The 79-year-oid McElravy Was
Peterson and Tubby Boots.
musicians ; in school, American
and musicians come under the
Reason is that the Hoveler
Legion and fraternal organiza¬ the first skipper of Ellis Audito¬
provisions of the Unemployment
rium
here
;ih
1923
and
retired
in
terpers,
actually
a
dance
act
tional bands.
Compensation Act and whether
but used as a line, garnered a
First .of the major events was 1950, Chauncey Barbour is the
they will be protected by unem¬
big following during the
held in Kutztown, deep in the current manager. Fred McCaliiim,
ployment insurance.
group’s 1958 record booking of
heart of the Amish country where manager of . the Birmingham. City
Case has been brought about by
six
months
at
the
Chaudiere.
Auditorium,
is
prexy
of
the
IAAM
a world premiere of a new motion
a musician who filed for unemploy¬
picture spotlighted: the weeklong; and serves., on the international
ment
compensation following a
board
with
McElravy.
affair. The film, a documentary,
layoff from a cruise. Musician had
depicted the history and customs
been
hired
to perform for a ship
of the various Amish sects, and is
sailing under a foreign flag. Al¬
now scheduled for release na-;
though he performed no service
tionally, . .
in N.Y. State or in the U.S.; for that
York Fair, one of the largest in
matter, the Labor Dept, feels that
the state, has contracted Art Link-:
since he was hired in New York
letter as its major attraction: this
State by a firm registered in New
year. Linkletter, who Will have
York and subservient to its laws,
.just returned from a European
all state statutes apply. .
trip, will be backed by several top
The State as well as the courts
acts plus a name orch.
will
be faced with the task of deter¬
Hershey, always a tourist mecca,
The Latin Quarter management mining who is the employer. In
will. again feature its.. nationaUyis interested in acquiring the late this instance, it can be the ship¬
fambus Dutch Days this year, and
Pittsburgh, Aug. 11.
Cafe de Paris (later the Riviera), ping line, the booker of the show,
will culminate the activities with
Harassed, by public apathy and
N. Y., for which a bid has been put the bandleader, or the contractor.
name bands at its Hershey Ball¬ labor strikes, “The Golden Cruci¬
in
by interests who want to open a
room, where such crews as. those ble” production of the Pittsburgh
All unions involved are hopeful
Minsky type nitery. The Latin
of Les Brown; Warren Covington's Bi-Centennial Festival posted a
Quarter,
headed by E, M. Loewv that the shipping line will be
Tommy Dorsey orch. and Buddy two-week closing notice cutting al-;
declared
the employer, since it will
and Eddie Risman, wants the site
Morrow appear.
most five weeks. of the pageant’s
as a banquet biz spot, possibly to follow union contention through¬
out
the
years
that musicians and
expected run.
.
steer catering trade to that cafe
The stagehands and ticket sellers
Gowns for Lookers
and encourage more a la carte biz entertainers are employees. The
unions
will
be
in difficulties if it
union have been picketing the
Marshfield, Mass., Aug. 11;
at the Quarter^
is adjudged that the bandleader
The 92d Marshfield . Fair kicked show since. it opened and Were
So far, no deal has been reached, or the contractor is the employer,
off the fair season in Massachusetts largely instrumental in the poor,
but takeover of The spot, built by since they could be held respon¬
opening. Sunday (9) for a seven- turnouts. However, the show just
Lou Walters who was a partner sible for much loot in back un¬
Chicago, Aug. 11.
day run with a beauty contest in never caught on here like the festi¬
with Loew in the Latin.. Quarter,
which the contestants are banned val itself. Newspaper and television • This is the summer of nitery dis¬ has been in the discussion stages employment compensation levies.
It would also be ah embarrass¬
from appearing in bathing suits. coverage was tremendous but the content in Chi—the dullest such for some time.
ment if the bookers are considered
Directors of the venerable horti¬ tourists expected to roll into the period on the local cabaret. scene
to
be the employers, inasmuch as
The
entertainment
policy
for
the
cultural and agricultural event i city never arrived,
in many a year,.by trade reckoning.
ruled against bathing .suits and { The festival committee said that
Dull in this context equates only. newer site hasn’t yet been evolved. the booker position is likely to
coincide
legally with that of the '
There
have
been
numerous
sug¬
tape-measure requirements . for it. has plans for offering the huge With business. In part, however,
beauties after Miss New Mexico amphitheatre to. private promoters the current slough is the result gestions, such as a Gay Nineties, a contractor, who is a union member
authorized
to hire and fire, and
rathskeller
with
a
nominal
admis¬
.pulled out of the Miss Universe [ who as of now are' turning a deaf of declining operations at the mo¬
contest.
J: ear because it is completely in the ment, what With the Black Orchid sion. About the only policy that acts in the absence of a booker.
hasn’t
been
discussed
is
names,
At
any
rate,
the Labor Dept, is
: The Marshfield competition is ■ open and can only seat 2,400. One padlocked by the Government, the
4,a revolt against the usual low-; afternoon paper said there was. a Chez. Paree Slacking top attrac¬ which they feel would be danger¬ presently marshaling its findings
ous
at
the
outset..
and
hopes
to
bring
the matter to
grade commercialism • generally j possibility of either. Frankie Avalon tions) cooling it. for the nonce to
associated with beauty Contests;”. or Fabian heading- a big rock ’n’ assertedly resume Aug, 21, and the j It has been learned that a group court shortly.
roll-show.
Drake and Cppjrad Hiltofi enter¬ , v/as interested in taking over, the j
. (Continued on page 67)
The festival itself has been hav¬ tainment rooms in their traditional spot for use as a small boxing1
ing nothing but trouble because summer siesta..
i arena. Ever since the closeout on ;
Pittsburghers have not taken up
Momentum should perk some j fights at the St. Nicholas Arena,
the slack caused by the no-tourist when the Hilton’s new ice show : this syndicate has been seeking a
. situation. Geared for tremendous opens Thursday . (13) ; t h e n the I midtown site which, can be cbnI throngs that never showed, all fea¬ Chez, with the Drake’s Camellia ! verted at a comparatively low cost.
tures of the festival had to be cut House resuming its chanteuse pol¬ J. This .outfit is said to have offered
I down. The show at the Sprague, icy in September.
$75,000 annually, but this was
the riverhoat, had to be cut in half . Quantity of clubs aside, it hasn’t nixed on the ground that they
Washington, Aug. 11.
to keep within the budget. The fes¬ exactly been a lush season so far didn’t want a fisticuff emporium on
National Labor Relations Board
Atlantic City, Aug. 11:
tival was also marked by a tragedy for the remaining entries: Some of the property.
for
the
first
time under its new
Crosby Bros ’ chance for a five- earlier . when Mrs. Bill Cody was the . bigger names that have, been
It’s understood that the rental
and-one-half-week date , at the Sa¬ accidently killed by one of her playing'did, or are doing, nice biz, now hovers around the $85,000 policy has asserted jurisdiction
over
a
hotel.
It
ordered representa- .
hara Hotel in Las Vegas, plus their husband’s guns When it was trig¬ but something like a law of dimin¬ asking price which is a comedown
dissatisfaction: with house contract gered by an eight-year-old visitor. ishing returns has been noted, and from the" $10,000. monthly which tion elections at the 345-room Flori¬
dan
at
Tampa.
signed with the Hamids, operators
There are 70 persons involved, even, the hotsy attractions, while ;Lou Walters paid for the spot. The
It was the first case in which
of Steel Pier here, caused them to in the' closing of the ‘‘Golden still clicko, aren’t clicko in quite property is owned by Columbia
NLRB applied jurisdictional stand¬
back out of a late August-early Crucible/’
the same cash register way.
University.
ards for taking on hotel disputes
September week date in pier’s
adopted earlier this year following
vaudeville house.
Supreme Court decision in the Mi¬
Sahara Hotel, where they opened,
ami Hotel Employees case. The
Stated it paid $18,500 for contracts
court reversed NLRB’s 20-year-old
With two eastern spots to get Cros¬
It sometimes becomes embar¬ : erally. For example, a performer ( are. the plus part of the contract, policy of refusing to accept labor
by unit into Vegas, George Hamid
Jr., speaking for pier,; would give rassing even to a talent agent-—: j earning under $5,000 is sometimes ; and in the cases of the better- squabbles arising in the hotel in¬
no' figure^but^admitted there wiis j tbe* demands made by performers unable to get even as: much as ; heeled attractions, they wouldn’t dustry.
payoff. Contract was cancelled who are. getting ^uper-salaries on ! rooms or fares' from home base to . go out. on dates unless these were
Under the standards, NLRB will
“by mutual agreement,” he. said. the. cafe circuit. After, getting what ; the cafe. Over that amount and : granted.
assert jurisdiction oveT~Tiotels and
At any; rate, sometimes a per¬ motels, exclusive of residential es¬
Crosbys were to come in week is considered to be the maximum :! under $10,000, he may get one or
before. Labor Day, opening Aug. for an act about to play a nitery, i the: other or both. Over that center gets embarrassed at asking tablishments, which receive at least
30 and playing through Sept: 6. the agent has to embark on a set .amount, room and fare is generally for all. the extras and sometimes $500,000 in gross revenues a year.
When they found they might have of extra demands. . It sometimes ■thrown in, Oyer $25,000,.the num- it becomes even, more embarrass¬
In the Floridan case, NLRB
to do as many as. 30 shows for the has to take the form of fares, j her of fares increase to include ing to add* more, upon Jne insist¬ found the hotel, which grossed
Week, if crowds merited, they were rooms; meals, extra musicians, the spouse, one or two children,, ence of an act; even after the borii- $930,000 last year, met the require¬
privilege
of
signing,
for
everything
face
has
agreed
to
an
original
set
maid,
governess,
suite
of
rooms
for
reported hot too happy and Vegas
ments and rejected its arguments
deal loomed -as thq perfect out. brbught up for. the performers’ all concerned, extra musicians, of demands.
There was one case in New York, that the board lacked jurisdiction
They would have been followed by benefit such as valet service, drug¬ complimentary; meals-r-the, works.
and should revert to its previous
Ricky Nelson, who racked Up an store items, and free meals, pius If the date is in a resort, a' certain several years ago, of a headliner, standoff policy.
. all-time pier high last summer; giv¬ other items such as . free transpor¬ number of days before and after known to be penurious, who stayed
It told the Floridan that 130 em¬
ing the spot two strong attractions. tation to the. cafe; when hotel is the engagement are stipulated in at a $4-a-day hotel near a nitery,
and demanded a 50% reduction on ployees must be given a vote on
some distance from the work site. the contract.
It’s particularly embarrassing, to
The agents say that the demands meals. The management didn’t ob¬ whether they want to be repre¬
the . agents, at times, because; with are necessary, otherwise The tax ject to the percentage, despite the sented by the Hotel, Restaurant
Marks Exits DaUdt AGVA
the salary that has been agreed to, laws ! would make it unwise for four-figure salary paid him. But Employees & Bartenders Union,
•••, Dallas, Aug. 11.
Ted Marks, head of the local of¬ the performer, should be able to many headliners to accept as many it never booked him again, on the AFL-CIO.
In its opinion, NLRB estimated
dates as they do. The Internal Rev-, premise that anyone who would
fice of the American Guild of Vari- afford most of these items;
The demands seem to be steeper enu.e Service frowns upon taking make such mihbr demands cbnsli- that over 60% of the nation’s 377,. «ty Artists, is quitting that post To
upon the bonifaces in ration to the out expenses for a performer if tuted i risk on a repeat. They 000 hotel employees will be cov¬
enter private biz:
He will open a local office after headliner’s pay. The higher the the spouse comes along. The doubted that he would buy new ered by the newly adopted juris¬
dictional standards.
salary; the more the demands, gem agents also say these requirements material.
an ulcer operation; in Chicago.

IAAM Elects McElravy

Ex-Riviera Site

NLRB Tabes Over
Hotel Disputes

A.C. to Play L.V.

Talent Fees & The ‘Hidden Extras’
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Resorts in N.Y.; O&J B.O. Hit Hard

Booby Traps to Clean Up, or Else;

‘

Mexico City, Aug. 1L

Move to Make Boston’s
Howard (Closed by Cops)
Into a National Shrine

4

Police
authorities!! here
are
cracking down on clip joints arid j
tourist booby traps on the night j

Haley’s Comets, Teresa
life circuit. In the past, these j Part of Big Splurge At
have been having a good time of
Wildwood; Names Due In
It victimizing ‘'gringo’' tourists,.!

Boston, Aiig. 11.
Boston’s Old Howard Theatre,
closed down by the police on in¬
decent. performance charges, may
Wildwood, N. J., Aug. il.
become a national shrine if cur¬
genus male, out for as thrill and a
rent plans take hold; The. vener¬
The
business
upsurge
here
has
looksee at “the real! Mexico" in !
able house may achieve such hal¬
dives on fringe of the downtown ; been so pronounced that the own¬
lowed treatment not because of its
ers of the Diamond Beach Club,.
recent burlesque policy, but be¬
area.
' !f
"i
3,100-seat
theatre.
cafe,
decided
to
cause it's one of. the oldest houses
As a result of the latest police;
in the country and houses a lot of
surveillance, which is also sweep-! make a last-minute fling for some
... DOT RECORDS
theatrical history. In its recent
Concluded two-week engagement
ing the “mariposas” (butterflies or, of the abundant trade. They have
years, the house w#s closed several
at
Barclay
Hotel.
in
"Toronto
1.!
.
.
ladies of the evening) at least ; opened with Bill Haley & His Com¬ Thanks, toV Dave . Boasin. and Joe times because its shows were much
away from the tourist trafficked • ets, longtime local faves, in for. a Poster for doing so much to make below the cultural level of this
main avenues and streets, the five-week stint. Lou Monte is this one of my most enjoyable en¬ city, and even below. the standards
gagements. ’ •
•:
.
of decency, according to its critics.
venturesome American males out among the others slated to appear
However, the theatre, which
for a slice of life in the raw (very at the huge cabaret.
opened in 1845 as the Howard
raw) will be. protected whether
Breaking it up at Ben Martin’s
Athenaeum, with Sheridan’s
they like it or not.
jj '
Club Bolero in a return engager
“School for Scandal ” once housed
Of course, a tourist yokel who ment is Teresa Brewer who may
its own stock company with visit¬
insists on being rolled, mugged, top Johnny Mathis’ house record
ing stars. It was built on the site
robbed and beaten, dr worse, can before she Winds. up her seven
of a Millerite sect tabernacle.
still be accommodated. There are
days. '
• ••'
Members
of this gabiip congregat¬
plenty of dives In this dty^ over
Opening soon to heavy advance
ed in this edifice in 1843 to await
2,000
cabarets,
where
visitors
reservations
at
the
Bolero
are
the
end
of
the world. When it
from the north can come to nose
didn’t come off, the Millerites ap¬
around, secure in the knowledge Martha Raye, Sammy Davis Jr. and
Mathis.
parently
gained
sufficient confi¬
that the macho characters, mostly
dence in the stability of this orb
The Manor Hotel Supper Club
with criminal records, will im¬
mediately begin figuring out ways; with a modest name policy is ex¬
The World Championship Rodeo, and sold its holdings to business¬
and means to relievo him of his periencing heavy weekend trade assembled annually for engage¬ men who bulit the theatre.
At one time, the basement of
worldly possessions.; The city's with weekday nights fairi Johnny
police department just isn’t big Nash has been signed for his first ments in Ne\v York and Boston, this theatre housed a brewery in
enough to police all the clip joints Wildwood appearance, Aug; 21-28. will have different headliners this order to make the structure pay
and, too, there is thd blinding in¬ The DeJohn Sisters are current year in each city. Arthur Godfrey off.
The current plan is get the Gov¬
fluence of the “mordida” (bribe) with Tommy Edwards set for Aug. has been signed to head the show¬
which lets many places get away 14. Mickey Shaughnessy appears ing at the Boston Garden, while ernment to declare the house a na¬
with it.
h
set for the season as an added at¬ Rin Tin Tin and television’s Gail tional shrine and, with both Fed¬
Davis (“Arinie Oakley”) will share eral and private funds, restore the
But in the streets adjacent .to : traction.
the center, where main tourist j
The Hotel Blltmore Surf Club the headline spot in the Madison theatre to. its onetime elegance.
hotels are located, the visitor out j. is trying out a new rock 'n' roll Square Garden. N.Y., showcasing. That is, all but the brewery part.
The rodeo has been having dif¬ With the stage in operating con¬
for fun will now find very mild ■ fave in Ronnie Hawkins with Earl
ficulty getting suitable toppers an¬ dition, the idea is to make the
hi-jinks compared to what used to! Bostic band due back Aug; 16.
go on before. Mayor Ernesto P.!
The Mardi Gras is trying the nually; For a few years now, they Howard into a “living museum of
Uruchurtu has cleaned up the! odd, strange and curious ; bit with have been turning to teevee head¬ ; the theatre.”
Dean L. Gitter, young actor-procity, planted trees and flowers,] Jul Brynner, billed as the world’s liners. .
;V , ■ !
made the fountains come alive only baldheaded female vocalist.
To book Godfrey, the Hub Gar¬ ; ducer, president of Repertory Boswith water displays.! Now he has) She appears with the Walkin’ Wil¬ den had to. consenj . to open the tori, which had a season at the
authorized a clean up of hoodlum j lie combo.
rodeo two days later than is usual, i Wilbur Iegiter early this year, outelements preying op . the tourist [
; lined the proposal in a. letter to
The Martinique Motel QrRoom and cut. out two shows during the
trade, with this spurred no doubt ■
j Sen.
Leverett.
Saltonstall
(R-.
cocktail lounge is offering tenor; run. Thus they will lose four ses¬
by the endless series of complaints
[ Mass.). Gitter said he envisioned
sions.
This
is
necessary
to
give
by morning-after-the-night-before Walter Fredericks, Joe Connors ; Godfrey the maximum amount of j riot^only restoring the now closed
and Lee. Masters.
j
victims.
rest. Last April he underwent seri¬ ! and seedy structure to “its original
Pat Kennedy’s Elmer’s Cafe has ous . surgery for lung cancer. He j grandeur,” but also establishing a
Pretty Up Rouffhttouse Joints
Actually the official attitude Jackie Raye with the Galaway : has also been booked for the East¬ ' Howard National Theatre Museum.
Gitter, who is forming a nonand statements do not make any trio and Dick Allen & The Sea-T ern States Exposition, Springfield, |
j Mass., for three nights starting ; profit foundation to raise funds
allegations to tourists and the tones.
• to buy the site and restore the
Charlie Chase and. the Novel- ! Sept. 25:
prettying up of the roughhouse
I original building, says there is no
joints. Officially,! this is a “cam¬ Tones occupy the Fairview stage !.
: national, theatrical shrine, and it
paign against centers of vice,” to while Hoke Cover is at Bennie’s !
! would be appropriate to have one
;
give this capital a new and better Cafe.
: in the nation's oldest theatre.
moral look.
Marty Bohn has . added singer j
The Old Howard has run the
The heat is on, and the clean up Gene Arcade and pantomime art- j
The Paramount Theatre, Asbury ! gauntlet from John Wilkes Boothe
campaign will assure a compare-; ist Beni Mason to his Nut Club j
,'to
Rose LaRose. The burlesquer
Park;!
N.
J.,
operated
by
Walter
tively headache-free run for fun show. Doris Hart has joined the {
in “picturesque” out of the way Georgie Shaw fevue at the Cha- , Reade, will have its first stageshow .; was closed when detectives with
special film in concealed cameras
in
.sortie
time
with.
the
full-week
night spots here. It will not, how¬ teau Monterey.
j
booking of the Three Stooges : nabbed 300 ft. of. film and took
ever. last forever because this is
Charlie Johnson’s cafe offers the !
; down dialog in shorthand for
the land of the itching palm, sub-. Keynotes with Bill Moser,! Joe ; starting Monday (17 ; .
. court presentation.
standard salaries, and amparos.. DeLorenzo, Ronnie Carr, A1 Con- [ - The Stooges have been playing
Among the group of strippers
ope-day
and
split-week
stands
at
(writs) which cart reopen a suspect. stantine and Vince James.
v. various houses, and. appearing; at . who made their mark at the Old
club or cantina as fast as police
[Howard were Ann Corio, Hinda
The
Day
Bros,
have
joined
the
j
as
many
as.
three
theatres
on
the
shut it down.
j;
show at the Rainbow Musical bar j .same day. This is th^ir first full- j Wassau, Gypsy Rose Lee, Margie
Take the case of El Satelite, a
Georgia
Sothern,
Vicki
'While the Dynatones and the. Four ! week stand since their return to ‘Hart,
high favorite among];the boys from
Chords are among those added at! popularity via .reissues of their old i Wells, Lois DeFee, Lili St. C-yr,
north of the border (and certain
Lynne O’Neil.
the Elmira cafe.
>; . 1 comedies on tv; .
gals, too) looking for curvaceous;
jailbait in the flesh. It W as of-!
fered ostentatiously, in the age
range from 14 to!Iff. for a fat fee ‘
—in dollars.
Apart from the
spiked drinks, a floorshow of sorts ;
1 ' Sophie Tucker, has started to
and an indifferent | set of blase ,
book dates for -next . year. The
musicians who
played
dance
septuagenarian singer has already
music for customers who huddled .
i
lined
up the Chase, . St. Louis,
* Continued on!; page 66
. Pittsburgh, Aug. H.
| fair is usually held at the Hotel [ Jan. 7; Roosevelt, New Orleans,
{.
Jan.
21;
Deauville, Miami Beach,
Perm
Sheraton.
Cargo
and
Fallon
Pittsburgh’s night club scene!]
insist .they! have definite commit¬ Feb.. 11, arid the Ghi Chi, Palm
took on a healthier glow this week
Springs,.
March
18.
with the announced lineup, of stars : ments from Frank Sinatra,; Bob
Miss Tucker plans a full season
New York.
of the New Arena, being operated • Hope and Pearl Bailey, with a
;
and
the
William
Morris Agency, is
Editor, Variety:
.
by Jimmy Fallon arid Jack. Cargo, i standing offer of $50,000 for Elvis
’ booking accordingly.
The stories of my being can¬ Successful businessmen in other ; Presley: when he gets. out of the.
;.
celled on this Cat.skitl date are a fields, Fallon and Cargo are ap- ; army.

SUE EVANS .

Godfrey to Head
Hid) Rodeo; NX’s

Stooges ta Relight
Asbury Park Stage

Yes, Soph Will Be Very
Much Around Next Year

Rudy Vallee’s Reasons

cheap attempt on the part of a plying the sound methods, of get¬
small resort to secure mention of ting the biggest stars available and ;
itself through me. [■
having room enough for people to
Actually I. a-ked to be relieved come in and see them.;' When the ;]
of the engagement ias the manage- new: room is unveiled Sept!-11, i
refused to s >t c ?•<>*> a reasonable there will be 900 seats against its ]
shoic titre. After being, present¬ present capacity of 500.
I
ed at 12:40 the first two nights, •
While the- star of the opening
they suddenly put on the third stanza , has not been set, others
night show at 11:50 without in-‘ definitely lined up include Loiiis
forming me of the Change.
; Armstrong on Nov. 27, Betty
They actually expected. me to Grable, Oct. 19 for two weeks; Nat
be on hand from 8:30 p.m.. to be King Cole for nine days starting
ready to appear anytime in the Dec. 9 and Tony Martin who comes
next five hours in the event the in November for a week and
room filled early. ]! This was too holds over for one week to head¬
preposterous to even consider.
j line the annual Variety Club ban¬
; Rudy Vallee
! quet at the New Arena. This af-’

-Unlike Philadelphia; where, early
Saturday closing laws and Sunday
blue laws send customers over to
New Jersey,- Pittsburgh makes the:
revelers stay right in the neighbor¬
hood as the same restrictions exist ;
for hundreds of miles around.
However, the big New Arena prob¬
lem which, has plagued every other
Pitt riitery . is' Conditions right ih
the city. There : is art additional
59c excise, tax that goes on the
209o and the usual high rental and
labor costs not faced by the subur¬
ban clubs;

2d tiberace Libel Suit

London, Aug. 11.
• A writ for alleged libel and
slander has been issued on behalf
of Liberace against comedian Jim¬
my Thompson, lyric writer Peter
Myers and producers Linriit &
Dunfee. It concerns a song alleged
to have been sung by Thompson in
a revue, “For Amusement Only,”
in which the comedian did an im¬
pression of the American enter¬
tainer. ;
This revue item was brought up
in evidence during Liberace’s re¬
None of the other big clubs us¬ cent successful libel case against,
ing expensive talent has to charge columnist Cassandra arid the Daily
(Continued on page 671
. Mirror;

The weather around New Yorkhas been dealing, some lethai blows
to outdoor show biz this summer.
Operations a^ the Olsen & Johnson
“Hellzasplashin’ ”
at!
Flushing
Meadows Amphitheatre, the “Song
of Norway” at Jones Beach, and
concessions at various-outdoor situ¬
ations such as Coney Island, Jones
Beach. and various . resorts along
the Jersey coast, have been pelted
heavily. Last summer racked some
sort of dubious record inasmuch as
19 nights were raided out. There
haven’t been as many so far this
semester, ' but' , with . threatening
weather hanging over metropolitan
skies during the early part of the
evening, it might as well rain aa
not. Attendance has been very
light in many such cases.
One of the major sufferers is the
George A. Hamid enterprise at
Flushing Meadows/ Hamid has had
very few weather breaks this year.
With the exception of one or two
weekends, he hasn’t had a good
consecutive Friday and Saturday.
There has been rain or the threat
of it hanging over the city, thus
discouraging patronage.
Thus far, the O&J show hasn’t
been paying off, but Hamid still
hopes that good weather can bring
the venture into the black. Last
season, the Flushing Meadows en¬
terprise didn’t pay off either, with
weather being a powerful factor.
The Flushing Meadows situation
parallels those of the other outdoorers in the metropolitan area.
It doesn’t have to rain, to spoil an
evening. It just has to look threat¬
ening and they stay home. Even
those carrying rain insurance can¬
not collect on these situations.

SOVIET EXHIBITION
1,100,000 DRAW IN N.Y.
The Soviet Exhibition of Sci¬
ence, Technology & Culture ended
Monday (10) at the Coliseum, N.Y.,
after a record-breaking 40-day run.
during which more than 1,100,000
passed through the turnstiles at $ 1
a head. Because: of the success of
this exhibit, the entire fair may be
set up in another country, prob¬
ably. in Mexico City.
The Coliseum display was th»
Russ counterpart of the American
National Exhibition now running
in Sokolniki Park, Moscow^
During . the exhibition, the So¬
viets also held the Russian Dance
& Music Festival, for two weeks at
Madison Square Garden, wrth an
encore of five -shows starting Aug.
21 before returning to Russia, and
day-and-dated with Kinopanorama,
the Soviet version of Cinerama at
the Mayfair Theatre.

Monterey Jazz Fest
Scents $100,000 Gate
Monterey, Cal:,. Aug. 11.
Advance sales of “package” tick¬
ets’ for all five concerts of. the
Oct. 2-3-4 Monterey! Jazz Festival
have surpassed $10,000.
As a result, Monterey Festival
officials are looking forward to
total gross of more than $100,000,
or $20,000 to $25,000 above last
year’s festival.
Meantime, general manager Jim¬
my Lyons announced program
scheduled by the festival’s music
consultant, John Lewis, as follows:
Oct. 2—Traditional jazz, with
Lizzie Miles,; George Lewis band,
Jimmy Rushing, Chris Barber band,
Earl Hines, Coleman!Hawkins. Ben
Webster, Roy Eldridge.
Oct. 3 matinee—Woody Herman
workshop orchestra, with J. J. John¬
son, Sonny Rollins, Ben Webster,]
Coleman Hawkins.
Oct. 3 . night—Woody Herman
“Herd,” Modern Jazz Quartet. Lam¬
bert, Hendricks & Ross; Cal Tjader Quintet, Bill Harris, Co h te
Cqndoli, Bill Perkins. ;
Oct. 4! matinee—Woody; Herman
arid Gunther Schuller conducting
symphonic -brass ensemble, 'also
Modern Jazz Quartet, Jimmy Guiffre, J. J. Johnson.
Oct. 4 night—Count Basie band,
Joe Williams; Sairah Vaughan; Os¬
car Peterson Trio, Lambert, Hend¬
ricks & Ross. :
! Lyons said he’s negotiating for
additional, artists.
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LET'S RUN OUR OWN UNION
A Plea to the Membershia of ACMA
When you mark your ballot for the next president there is only one real
issue at stake. Do you—the membership—want to run your own union
or do you want it run by our paid employees?

Let's Put A Stop To Being Pushed Around!
Is it true that $50,000 of our funds are spent for a home for our aged
when there is no provision for a home?
Is it true that our paid employees are the only officials appointed "per¬
manently without tenure" in charge of AGVA foundation funds?
Is it true that our sick and relief funds are expended at the sole discretion
of one woman?
Is it true that our elected officers are barred from meetings when they
try to find out What'S going on?
Is it true that our constitution is "rewritten" to suit paid control of our
affairs?
Is it true that 98c of every $1 in dues is spent to run our union?
Is it true that membership security in our welfare trust fund is threatened?

Make Your Vote Count For Honesty

Re-elect PENNY SINGLETON
She's already lifted up the carpet and showed you the dirt that's under
it! Now give her a chance to sweep that dirt out of our house!

So Lefs Put A Stop To Being Pushed Around
Let's get back our self-respect—Let's get back control of our union.

Re-elect PENNY SINGLETON
The President With A Fighting Record
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DETROIT 509 CLUB
BACK ON NEW SITE
Detroit, Aug. 11.
Benny Resh, whose , 509 Club
I booked f6r Bliristrub’s* Boston, Feb. j long was Detroit’s principal downNew York
■
;I ^
y®?rs i town nitery until the building was
Chardas opening, tonight ‘Wed.) . head operator of the WiUuvn MorwA -e
with a new show ramorWn- singer1 ris Agency, resigned last week:, condemned (or a civic centre de.. ‘ n n
v,ifn ct1 Paul rAr-_i i Barbara Carroll a newcotiner at the iVelopment project; is returning to
l.a Della, violinistj: Paul Gwcsl i-Arpeggid..-, .JSaiRobto, «?Mujdc 'in*
'
"d b3'7 T Vt R«k0?Sy
r
teur Marcel LeBon on a four- management office
wteker at the El Pinama Hilton.! Greeson Associates.
Panama C.!v . . . Sam Vine, liypno-i
tist. winds up a four-fweeker at the !
Reef. Revere. Mass.J and goes into ;
the Hi-Way Casino.! Framingham, !
Sunday »16» . . . Tony Martin to .
work the New Arena, Pittsburgh, I
JSTov. 13 . ,
Bob Russell at Hqrhil- [
ton, Ont.. to stage the Miss Canada !
contest which started last night [
tTues.-. -*\\ inner goes to Atlantic ■
Cit\ . .
Cedrone & Mitchell on a |
tour of Armv basest in Germany.
. . . Darvas & Julia iliked for the ■
Texas State Fair Oct, 8 . ... George
Jessel booked for! the Holiday
Reuse. Pittsburgh, Dec. 28.
;
Joe E. Lewis booked for the '
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, Feb. 3 .
Frank Parker slated; for the Colo¬
nial. St. Peterburg.: Sept. 13 ... .
Joanne Wheatley set for the Holi¬
day Home, Pittsburgh. Jan. 31 . . .
The Coachmen, are new at the
Village Gate . . . Personal man¬
agers Bob Sheppard and Nicky
Stewart have completed a working
agreement to represent each other’s
talent. Sheppard i$ in the east,
Steward 6n the Coast.
Clifford Guest replaces Senor
Wences dn the Danny Kaye show
when at the Princess Theatre. Mel¬
bourne . . . Pearl Bailey’s revue

WSS '
Resh has converted the Garden,
of the Stan ; , .. .
.
• ^ Theatre into a plush, terraced 400-

r——

jseater

.with

a

large/: stage

and

’ Galveston, Aug,. 11s
Plans for a $4,500,000 amusement center similar to Disneyland
to be built possibly on Pelican Island were revealed here by local
Mayor Herbert Y. Cartwright Jr. Cartwright said negotiations
have been underway “for some" time”-.with interests in Houston
and Pasadena, to. construct such a park with revenue bonds issued
by the city, .
7 “Preliminary surveys have already been made and are still in,
progress,” said Cartwright; “One of the statistics indicate that, ex¬
cluding the Galveston population, 1,081,000 people would visit the
park; during the. first year.
; Cartwright s“aid that the costs of research and analysis, location ,
arid “theme” studies for the park are being borne by the Pasadena
and Houston interests. He added that the project,would not cost
Galveston citizens anything. The plan would, first require the city :
to acquire the land from Pelican Island Development Co. If this
can be done, at reasonable cost, then the city would eventually .
; build the park.

Chicaeo
•! kitdMh •.yfacOtUes-; adequate for
.
: banquets. The new 509 Club is on
Ken & Mitzi Welch join Peggy Woodward Ave , town’s main stem,
King at Mister Kelly's. Aug: 31h h „inh v „f th dnwntn,Vn
Vivienne della Chiesa, instead of. :pn the peiip.
”*e ■f'}nt°"
Anne Rogers, relights the Camellia7 area. Opening is scheduled for last
House Sept. 11. Also firmed for the | Week in August. Show policy will
plusherv_ are Jane Morgam Dec.! ^
strippers with Johnny
30, and Vicky Antier, Jan. 29..... .;
^
Thrush Barbara Laniz to Dallas’ i king as smgmg host, Joily Jack as
3525 Club Monday <171 for two . » . ‘ emcee and line of six:
Rancho Don Carlos. Winnipeg, set;
•. ■' ' ■v
■
Chico Holiday for Sept. 14. Castle
—.. . ... - — ----^—
S';Continued from
Sisters for Oct, 10, and Larry, y .
:
A All A
| together on floor and made a few
Adler for Nov. 7. Rover Boys are
AUVA
( legitimate dance moves.
current there.
Continued from page 63
| Close One Spot, Girls Move On
. The proprietor of this happy
972.37,
leaving an
outstanding

Mex City Police Warn Joints

Hollywood

page. 64 ;

BOSTON'S
NEW
HOTEL

;• spot for joy seekers, one Pablo
Anna Maria Alberghetti opens a • balan.^ of $183,090.77
Bernabe, had been shuttered once
four-weeker at the Palmer. House. . ,.It is possible to allocate the
! some time ago. This did not slow
Chicago, Nov\ 19 . . . Hank Mancinl ’ monies of the Sick & Relief Fund
- up dollar-hungry Pablo. He broke
has joined the committee honoring j for virtually any use since no acJoseph Gershenson at a testimo-|
-.
. J
•
' ! the official seals and resumed
nial Aug. 31 at the California Rac- ; coupling is given the membership i operations without the sanction of
quet Club . .
Sammy Davis Jr. 1 of individual grants. Original rea- a city permit. Several weeks ago,
?The completely new
plays a two-week stand at the : son for this was not to embarrass , the authorities cracked down ori
I HOTEL AVERY, with
Mapes Hotel in Reno starting Aug. : those. in need of. coin. However, ! Pablo again. So his crew, of 15' private bath and TV
27 . . . Comic Frankie. Rapp hold?, with this policy of secrecy, it has : year-old “B” girls have been
in all rooms, will
over at Ben Blue’s Santa Monica j become possible to use the funds I transferred to another of his
^make your visit to
j spots until the heat is off.
mtery through
September ,. for any purpose.
mp* Boston a memorable
Jimmie Komack, prior to teaming: •
r^.:
. .
... .
Civic leaders, apart from the.
-.
one. located In the
up with Zsa Zsa Gabor for four: , ™*nY: of ,th? .daims upon this mayor, terming the capital “a
- heart of the shopping and enter¬
j weeks at the Tropicana in Las fund are legitimate, but many sewer of vice” in all its forms, .are
tainment district. Children under 14
: Vegas, will plav it solo at the Bon , within the union suspect that, it also campaigning for a perpetual
FREE.. Parking facilities. Sensibly
, Soir, N.Y., for four weeks begin- ■ is. used for political purposes. If
I shutdown of. questionable clubs,
priced, tool .
{ ning Sept. 17 . . . Frankie Laine ; any board member finds that he
! cabarets, cantinas, etc. All around
Avery l Washington Sts;
set for the Ed Sullivan Show Sept, ‘ must go to this fund for money,
i the perimeters of the downtown
Opposite Boston Comnoa
; 6 . . , George Shearing Quintet has' it is difficult to. imagine that he
j area are found the lively-named
HU 24000
joined comic Lenny Bruce at the would Vote in any other wav exj “clubs,” with these not only adept
• Crescendo for two .weeks.
. ■ cept in;; favor of the administraj at slipping Mickey Finns to the
——:—V tiori. .
i unwary, but also headquarters for
I
if]
p.f
i
Can’t See the Books
i selling drugs or what have you,
?
Atlantic City
.
The present group of board . including the peddling of flesh,
Arthur Lee Simpkins into Larry members as well as the adminis- j Adjacent to most of the so-called
Steele “Affairs” ' at Club Harlem trrition, headed by Jackie Bright, ; clubs are the “hotels de paso”
■■ •.
,®; Bulley A Gump join Have bottled up ariy attempt to (hurry hotels also known as joy.
Strong Bros, in Ricky s Hialeah ... 0peri the books for inspection. . hostleries) where rooms can be
Tony & Connie into La Concha .. , During two previous board iheet- rented, for a long or short number
S
S^,eel. ?ier 1 ings, motions were made to have j of minutes, arid no questions asked.
•Fy,f *°?talQe> a group of officers audit the fund,
Many Third-Rate Clubs
■ Rudrfif ^frtrrnwJanrfh
but it was Voted down,overwhelinThe list of third-rate nightclubs
Ballronm
^vi/h ''"'tVaJSri ■ inSb'- An arderit administration
that offer a thrill.. include such
Covington dir^ting Tommy Dorsty :^P>'’or,cl- . for^er
President spots as the Savoy, El Siglo XX,
' orcli.which comes in Aug. 21.:
JGeorgie . Price, at^one t,me tried
i
'
■
f
, to get a . looksee into these tomes, : Las Brujas (The .Witches), El
;
! but couldn’t get -past the paid ; Azteca (The Aztec), Los . Cocos
: (The Coconuts), the Dandy, La
Atlanta
•adminislratoi^s. V
Bola (The Bain and scores upon
'
Something Smith . & The Redt* scores of others. These generally
.heads l3i opened their seventh
^^Rchef^Fund is pawn0 foi . keep late hours/ long after the
j Atlanta engagement Monday GO); eI^borate. mamngs in the current i regular 2 a.m. curfew' for. spots of
at Domirio Lounge in Imperial campaig,n . I°r . the election of of- this type, and the “variety acts”
Hotel, backed up by exotic Mile, ficers' and board members. Since . offered are as often as not bald- Gigi and corhic-erricee Jack Lester the: recent board meeting in Wash- ! faced pornography.
: . . . other openers, thrush Susan . ington voted to pay half the $175
Recently the situation in the.,
McGuire arid pianist Frank Still at . weekly salary out;of the fund to joints has been getting far out of j
Living Room in Cox-Carlton Hotel.; Irving Grossman,: . appointed as i line, what ! with hopheads . and.:
Singing pianist Mervin : Moss fund raiser for the AGVA Founda- i criminal elements iri their cups j OLASON'J
PROFESSIONAL
t rounds out . LR bill . , , Chinn tiori, Inc., members have been * suddenly taking a fancy to start!
: Twins, Japanese-Irish femmes, sing wondering - about other possible . blasting with revolvers just for
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Thoatrleals
and do aero routines at Earl Tur- diversions of relief monev.
: excitement, or for. a fancied slight.
«W« Servic* th« Stars"
r ' Joey Adams, administratiou-cau- Like a tourist refusing to have a
Big Temporary Special on AH
Now Headlining
Ke»y * Susie?dmvd Uump® ter-.i fid?te
presidciit, has stated that sociable beer or tequila with Pne
SS Gag Filts for $15, Plus $1.00 Postago
emcee Jack Morley rounding out:
is,paying (or his own campaign, of the characters. It is a thousand
Fortlgn: (150 «»■. 35 for $40
bill; ,. Exotic Suzanne tops bill at ■ As,» matter 0t fact,, he said, he -has to one that the drink is spiked so
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 •
o 4 Blackout Books, Par Bk. . . $25 •
Harem Club . . . Offering con-; refused all offers of financial aid that the venturesome dupe, is
• Minstrel Budget ......... . $25 0
At the Huge
tinubus entertainment is Buddy ithis campaign.
He said he paralyzed, thus giving his “hosts”
How to Master the Ceremonies
McMahan’s
Zebra
Lounge . in i wants to do it on his own. a chance to help themselves to
$3 per Copy.
•
No C.O.D's ........ "Afwavs Opan"
Howell House Lobby, ;featuring
Iri previous years, the Sick and the contents of his pockets.
BILLY GLASON
Shootings iri the clubs have been
warbler Eloise Bryant and pianist Relief . Fund statements gave case
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C.# 1* CO 5-13H
Johnny Ryan.
;^ numbers, and the amount paid out. a frequent event, with inevitably'
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
(Let • Real Professional Train You)
"
. ' •
|In this year’s statements, the num- the innocent bystander being the
one
to
suffer.
NoW,
bribes
or
not,
Tk .
i.
■ bers are omitted and a total of
UetrOlt
i the grants.paid blit from this ;treas- the higher-ups in the administra¬
Write — Wire — Phone
Dinah Washington at the Flame ury sipce the fund has been in ex¬ tion have sent word down the line
to police precincts: clean up your
Show Bar . . • Chico Hamilton istence is given. :
districts, or else.
! quintet
at
Baker’s'
Keyboard
‘Indebtedness’
And in. Mexico that “or else"
' Lounge . , . Sammy Davis. Jr. goes
„.
Just what, part, .if any, of that can have, a biting sting with petty
into second week
at Elmwood-!
Casino'.;-.". The Four Voices are 1 sum has been used for political sources of income cut away com !
at the Knife & Fork Club . . . The j purposes cannot be determined pletely, dismissal inr disgrace, and
! Chantones at the Top Hat in! from the statement because of its no chance to improve position in
Windsor . . . Singer Bill Farrell: failure to reveal names and dates, the constantly fluctuating political j
and The . Tartans quartet stay on ’ Although the term “grant” is used picture. Since every Mexican hates
NEW YORK CITY
NOW PLAYING
at
Club
Cliche . . .. . Comedian, in the fund’s statement, the origi- to lose face, as. well as hard cash,
234 West 48th St.
, Ronald Curtis -heads the show’ at; nal purpose was to lend money to the drastic orders are now being
PLaza 7-1786 Circle 6-8800 j Commodore Super. Clubjn Windsor the rieedy, who .were to pay it back followed up. Arid this means a
li!- ‘ ®ernJe Berns, comedian, heads as soon as they straightened out. safe and sane Mexican vacation i
PHILADELPHIA
CRYSTAL BAY
for American males looking for
1QQ1 Chestnut St.
W’olff orch at Club Alamo with !
fn. ,°?^^se<iuet r 3 j S01?u
LAKE TAHOE, NEV.
singers Barbara Bolden arid Belva j
indebted to the fund with trouble in the land of manaria. At
WAInut 2-4677
least for the moment.
!
estimates
running
as
high
as
four
W’hite.
figures for' one member. On the
bther extreme are some other
board members and/or officers who.
have, never gone to the fund for
any reason.
Others have gotten
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
loans during emergencies and have
Current Gallant Record Hit
paid back the coin.
"l DON'T KNOW WHY"
While the, constitution provides
for inspection of the books by Of¬
Currently
INTERNATIONAL TOUR
ficers arid board members, It hasn’t
Kursaal D'Qstende, Belgium
been possible, to track dow'ri the
disbursements of grants from trie
Direction: MILES INGALLS, New York
Pert. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY
S&R fund, it’s understood that a
group of members may finance -a
court case to get at the records.

and

THE

international Stars

NEW DECCA HIT

“JOEY’S S0N6”
b/ w

‘OH! LOOK AT HER,

FUN-MASTER
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BEACH CLUB

~ Diamond Beach,
Wildwood, N. J.

JOLLY JOYCE

LUCAS

and His Troubadprs

BALTABARIN

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

Mystery and Laughs Galore
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Carrillo as Cuffo Emcee !
Of Chi’s Pan Am Show |
.
Atlantic City, Aug. 11..
The boff July, business,.despite', rainfall -which-! set a new record,
comes as a surprise, here. Many in the business of -entertaining
visitors are reporting the best month in their history.
Both bank deposits and luxury tax. receipts confirm their re¬
ports. During July, bank deposits' were S145,539;951, a hike of
$17,198,051 over the $128,341,900 for July of last year./It repre¬
sented an increase of. 11%. Deposits ^vere $25,582,976 above those;
for July of 1957, a boost of some 21%. They exceeded deposits for
July of 1956 by $39,920,868, an increase of 36Cfc.
Luxury tax figures, regarded as a sure barometer on '‘how’s
business,” jumped to the highest peak in their 12-year history:
Up until Aug. 1 they were $106,071 ahead of last. year. They ex¬
ceeded the 1957 receipts, for, the similar' seven-month period by
$53,543, and 1957 was the best year since' the. tax was introduced.
Luxury tax collections up to Aug.. 1 amounted to $700,995, For
the sapae seven months last year were $594,924: Collections for
July, reflecting for the most part business, done in June, amount¬
ed to $182,087. In July of last year they were $146,051.
The tax is collected on guest. rooms, amusements, liquor and to- .
baccp sales and is paid mostly by visitors,
:

Fairs Get Moving
; Continued from, page 63 ;

aid Francis Robinson, architect, i
irexy of South Shore Art Center, |
nd chairman ot the judging panel.
Edward M Dwyer fair prexy •
31 ’ 're,7e ."e t:an ,<?,raw ? much ,
arger held n£ competitors are re-j
leved of the embarassment .of
laying to appear, before, a big j
rowd in a skimpy bathing suit.”..
The. femmes will be judged on‘
ntellect- ,personality and talent,
,l«s how they mi an evening gown,

Chicago,, Aug. 11.

’•
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Atlantic City’s July a Jampacker;
iapades’ 60%Ahead; Piers, Cafes Bk

Leo Carrillo has been tapped by :
.. the .-hospitality committee for., the.!
; Pan American Games to emcee a
! special stageshow for the 2.500.
Atlantic City. Aug. II.
; participating athletes and officials. j
, Like Carrillo, the. acts, will do their { .With the clinching July bank,
turns gratis as though playing a and luxury tax. figures yet to come,
I benefit. Show will be held on. the/. there is little doubt but that the
[ U. of Chicago campus on the night ; resort has had. one of its . biggest
; of Aug. 27, opening day of, the Pan | Julys, this despite the rain which
foil for nearly a week during the
' Am event
middle of the month.
{..'■ Musicians for the show are. be- j
Mayor Joseph Altman, speaking
; ing paid:, out of AFM’s contingency'!
: funds, and the hospitality cdrrtmit-; before the local Kiwanis Club,
j tee is trying to line up bands, for said the resort is enjoying one of
I nightly dances at the Pan Am the best seasons in its history, and
; hospitality centre.
) declared the major facelifting job
done by the municipality an(i.
hotel and motel interests was
partially responsible for the wave
of prosperity. He cited the $9,000,000 improvement program here
as transforming an ,!old lady” in¬
to a ‘‘vivacious. young teenager.
Who wants to romp and play.”
AH. business catering to sum¬
mer throngs is pleasantly surprised
with: the unexpected jump last
month.

Deegan, P.R. Man,
1

Sept. 10. and runs through Sept,
John H. Harris, owner of “Ice
19, has set a lengthy list of talent;
Capades,” which Opened in Con¬
to be presented in the big Ken-:| ,,Another World’s Fair is being
vention . Hall July 24, reports a
lucky Faw & Exposition/Center, 1 projectea fbr.1964 in New York,
hike of 60% over the opening .week
Tony Bennett will appear, in a commemorating the 300th anniver- last year. As last year was the big¬
free showrn FreedomiHall. Thurs-,sa
fif ;the niming of the citv.The
gest ‘‘Ice Capades,” which breaks
day night, Sept. 10.- Rosemary m(Jvement fo create the fair k
In its new show here each year,
Clooney, Kentucky native, will pre-.‘
has ever had, it looks as if it might ‘
sent, two admisfsion charge shows . ^
and
commiUee of 25* none
have its biggest season, as August
daily in Freedom , Hall, Friday- S
.
S
hi
is a bigger month, usually.
Saturday-Sunday < 10-11-12>, .Sky;
t
if thpbJ-Lw
Kingr and his.^eo^ F-enny, * 15^” 1^^"
^ . At Steel Pier, George Hamid Jr.
says business was best in July
vision faves, will give three 'cuffo
though World’s Fairs come some1. since the early ’40s: ..Should it con-(
Chitwood’s' Daredevils
shows on Monday 114) and three
what under, the realm of public tinue through August, there is no
S. Weymouth, Mass , Aug.. 11.
on Tuesday U5). . ..
relations, it will be the first time : doubt that it will give pier best
: The. 94th. annual Weymouth Fair!
The Gene Autry show is skedded
- that the actual formation was done season, in its history.
jot underway Sunday (90 for a for a pay performance Thursday
by a pressagent.
leven-day. run. Jdie Chitwood & U7i,. and two pay shows daily on
Steeplechase,
Million
Dollar,
The announcement that New l both for the most part catering to
lis Death Riders.; auto daredevil Friday-Saturday (18-19'.
Gordon
will. encore ; the
1939-40 the moppet trade, and Central with
ict, is the free show. Pari-mutuel MacRae will he m.c. and will sing 'York
lorse racing has a six-day run during the. evening Horse Show,j World’s Fair at Flushing
_ Meadow’s its exhibits, also are pulling them •
hrpugh. Saturday.
Monday, through Saturday. This is ' "as made by New York’s Mayor in larger numbers. Garden Pier,
Fair will close with big fireworks the Kentucky Fair’s big event. Robert F. Wagner who declared it ; offering cuffo concerts, has capac¬
lisplay.
.;■■ with an admish charge, climaxed will be ‘‘bigger and better” than its i ity audiences, for all shows. Same
•—: bv
the
Grand
Championship predecessor. At least, it will cost ; holds for' motion picture houses
Kentucky Books ’Em Bigr
- Saturday 119).
: :.y ' . : .
.; three times as much.. About $500,-1 which are doing top business; A
Louisville, Aug. 1L
>
Other attractions booked are /000.000 will have to be raised to | number of hot, muggy days here !
Annual Kentucky State.. Fair, the U.S.. Navy Steel Band, to play get the venture open, as against ; helped send them to the aircon-1
vhich opens with a preview on a total of 20 free concerts, in. the ; $155,000,000 cost of the 1939-40 ditwned houses.
■ * *'■
1
■
' Exposition wing. Sept 11-18; So-. extravaganza.
j
All night clubs are doing well.
ciety Circus, troupe of performing ,
Mayor. Wagner has appointed a : Fra-nk Sinatra, recently at the 500
poodles, free daily; yarious. sport- . committee .o: 25 businessmen to i Club for an eight-day stand, gave ’
ing events, including a, football ' organize the. venture and draw up i Paul ‘‘Skinny” D-Amato his big-)
game between Western Kentucky; plans! The committee will meet )
State College and the U. of Louis- = next Tuesday (18), at which; time
ville, with possibility that Louis- it will be enlarged to 50 members;
ville Colonels baseball team, now to include some representatives of
leading the. American Assn., will large firms who will be exhibitor
appear in the playoffs in_ the; prospects. Committee chairman is
stadium for three nights; Rural Thomas J. Deegan, the public rela- •
Gospel Quartet contest, a feature tions man
:

gest July. Harlem with Larry
Steele revue featuring
Billy
Daniels for two weeks drew’ near
capacity weekdays and ropes up
and reservations a must on week¬
ends. Lesser spots had similar re¬
ports.
Two big conventions, Shriners
and
Housewares
show,
which
brought more than 60,000 here,
helped, but it’s the increased vaca¬
tion crowd which puts added ca^h
into the registers.

New Arena
- -

Continued from page 64

the customer the extra *5% and
every one of them is in there
swinging for the name talent, the
banquets and the convention busi¬
ness.
The Holiday House does
the biggest banquet business in
the city and consistently has the
district's best show, winter and
summer.
The Twin Coaches, run by Tony
and Rose Calderone, is the biggest
spot; seating 1,400, and will buy
anything that comes along that
they think can make a buck. How>
ever. the room is 30 miles from
the city and in the winter gam¬
bling on big names is hazardous
due to weather conditions when
snow can kill a weekend.
The Ankara, oldest of the plusheries. goes in for names occasion¬
ally 'next week, Gretchen Wyler)
but does its good steady business
with good food and well-produced
ice shows.
The Town House, owned by
Mike and Danny Ambriola, just
did capacity business with Sammy
Davis Jn and is looking forward
to big weeks with such stars as
Shelley Berman and Eartha Kitt.
° However, the New Arena, the
only room in downtown Pitt, is
going after everything: stars, con*
vention business, business lunches,
good food and everything to re¬
semble Chicago’s Chez Paree or
Buffalo’s Town Casino.

GOLDEN

QUARTET
Currently

I

Than!" to: FRANCESCO FIOR

CIRCLE ARTISTS CORP.
4t West 48th Street, N. Y.
PL 7-7100

w

THE COMEDIAN1If

. Th* Only R«al Monthly.
PROFESSIONAL CAG SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TOrDATEST
N->w In Its lilth issut, containing
storlos, ono-lintrs, . poomottos/ tong
tltlos, hocklors, audlonco stuff, mono¬
logs, parodies, double gags, bits,:
Ideas, Intros,: Impressions and im¬
personations, political. Interruptions:
Thoughts of the Day, . Humorous
Views of the Nows, etc. S2i yearly.
Introductory Off*r:{Last 12 Issues SIS
Single Issues S3
Foreign: $30 Yr.—Single Issues 14
No C.O.D/S

BILLY GLASON
2M W.

■ b

St^ Now York 19

P
works

= : General counsel of the commit-1
tee;.. Abraham K: Kaufman, has al- ’

Of Thg Da?k?iess ” ‘a fife- ready filed for Permission to hold j
Sth a
- -i
WorM’sFairfrom the Bureairj

' ligtao theme' A set tentatively for j
ia^nlEE0?.^0”S;
'■ Sunday and Monday niglits in the
°‘,?e •>**«••••
Stadium. Whether it will. be pre-, Th™ugh W«stand..ng
: sented additional. nights depends 1
The committee: predicts that the
I . on the American Assm plavoffs. 1964 exposition will bring about
L. “Dod” Cassidy, former direc- j $6,000,000,000 worth of tourism j
tor of Especial events for the Ken- { and other business into New York. ■
tucky Fair/says his show will con- j With the age of fast and low’-priced
sist of miofe than 8.000 tubes of j travel, the show will be within,
multicolored fire and 100 aerial ^ quick reach of the majority of the 1
shells used to. illustrate the story world’s population. The accrued ;
of Creation and other Biblical; benefit to the city pf the *39-’40fair
scenes. The . production is non -1 was estimated at $1,000,000,000.
denominational.
I: The 1,257-acre site at Flushing
——-—■— —-I Meadows is again being considered.
j Of. all the buildings constructed
Piazza’s Memph Benefit there for 1939, only; the Aquacade
Memphis, Aug; 11.
(Show place of the N. Y. State Ex¬
/Marguerite Piazza, who makes hibit), used by Billy Rose, and one
her home here. Will star at a bene¬ other building now being used as
fit for the Memphis Sinfonietta a skating rink, remain. A 50,000League Oct. 16 at the plush Mem*; seat, stadium, to be used for a new
phis Country Club. Miss Piazza, major league baseball team, will be
the wife of William Condon, wp. built near the projected fair site,
; of the - American Snuff firm, here, but will not interfere With current
; will be accompanied by Lester building plans, it’s Said,
Lanin’s orch:
The first draft of the committee ,
j
Minimum donation Is $100 a cou- has none who are strictly in show i
; pie.
biz. The closest to the theatrical

Mqf. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, Naw York

Tho Amazing 2tars of "WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND"

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
-/Currently 4th Week

THE EMPIRE ROOM

PALMER HOUSE, Chicago, 1(1.
Thanks to Morrlel Abbott .

Mgt.M.C.A.

realm are Robert Kreindler, of. the
family operating the 21 Restaurant,
long a show biz haven, and Douglas
Leigh, who builds the Broadway
spectaculars. Deegan, the pub-rela¬
tions man, had some show biz ex- :
perience as an officer in the Army,
with the Army War Shov/. He was ;
connected with the . late Robert ;
Young’s Alleghany Corp: during its.;
successful fight to take over the •
N.Y. Central. Alfred E. Perlman, ;
president of the N.Y. Central, is. a ;
member of the committee, as is ■
Thomas J. Shanahan, president of
the' Federation Bank & Trust,.:
Which is involved in the present i
Title Tissue in N.Y. The sole, labor :
rep is Harry Van Arsdale, president!
of the Central Labor Council of the :
AFL-CIO.
. It’s, likely that show biz mem¬
bers, will be included when the ‘
committee is expanded.
j

CIRO RIMAC
LATIN RHYTHMS
and REVUE
with

RUBITA and CARMITA
Featured for the Past 5 Months
Currently Until Sept 7 at the

FAMOUS

3 RIVERS INN SYRACUSE, NX
Thanks to DOMINIC BRUNO

A Complete Unit for Stage, Floor Show,
Hotels and Lounges
”A spectacular revue—^fiesta, tinging, swinging, soaring fo the new
heights of dancing rhythm arid beauty,”

SYRACUSE PRESS.

BOOKING NOW
Permanent Address:

CIRO RIMAC
33 W. 63rd St.. New York 23. N. Y.
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MGHT C LUB REVIEWS

Blue Ang<ei,iN. V.
George Matson, Lfiana Trask, !
Ronnie Schell, Bud & Travis; $6 ;
minimum.
;
!;
j

headlong pace for the rest of the
90-minute wing-ding. / .
The more commercial Cubano
torso-tossings, is the cha-cha-cha'
steppings that Beach cafegoers aire
familiar with, are dispatched with
skilled ease by Raquel & Rolando.
And, for the flamenco phases, Los
Romeros & Estelita are the show’stoppers.: The femme member of
the trio is a looker who captures
aud-fancy in no uncertain terms.;
Their patterns show off skill at
all the native dance variations,
particularly, in a bullfighters-eape
interpretation that sets the palms
meeting throughout.
. Afrd-Cuban in concept—and .wild
-*are the Watusses trio, two males
and a femme.
Their gyrations
make most such dance delineators
look mild. Add their post-teenage
looks and vitality and the pic is
one of a frenzied routining, but
containing the refinements needed
to keep the whole in disciplined
tempo.
Comedy, via song (Spanish) and
instruments, is provided to break
the song-dance run by the adept
Los Guarecheros trio. who also fill
out on the group productions mid¬
way and through to finale, adding
to the solid beat required — and
well provided by
Len Dawson’s
orch. . .
.
This is a unit that, could play
most anywhere. That it has been
fitted onto a comparatively small
stage with only one. side open for
entrance-arid-exit. Without losing
flavor or pace is a tribute to its
stagers. Possibilities via showings
in expanded form on more com¬
modious stages, is obvious. That,
the Biltmore Terrace’s manage¬
ment has. begun work on jusft such
expansion of both room and stage
area, is answer to the click here.
•/ . Lary; ..

Wednesday, August 12, 1959

ptbRiEfr
500 Club, A.
Atlantic City, Aug. 8.
Milton. Berle, Betty George, Stan
Fisher, Metropolitan. Sextet, George
Tapps. Dancers (5), Jack Curtiss,
Joe Frasetto, Pete Miller Orch
(10); $2 admission, $5 minimum
Sat. only. .

taste and humor while getting
across some gayly risque lyrics.
' Although her voice is good, Miss
Renay depends mainly on clever
parodies prepared for her by arrangerilyricist Harry Blutn. Rather
than singing a song in French, then
in German, to show her language
versatility, slie integrates the vari¬
ous tongues ; into arrangements
which almost come off as a
travelog.
Some of her . mbre effective airra ngements are a parody on “She
Came A Long Way From St. Louis”
and a calypso with Chinese, Nor¬
wegian and Russian overtones. She
does her best on an uptempo ver¬
sion of “Don’t Blame Me.”
Managed by Anria Soseiiko, Soocha’s act.has all the earmarks of a
well-planned operation. She, too,
would be welcblne. in almost any
type of room.
Emcee-singer Johnny Crawford
gives the show a smart opening
with ah uptempo “I .Hear Music”
and dancer Bonnie Marie does
some lively stepping. Mickey Rod¬
gers and his combo back all the
acts but Berman’s, Who . w'orks
without a band.
BitL .

Moulin RoHgeyH’wood
Hollywood, Aug. 4.
Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, Ted
Shapiro, Eddie Chester. Cathy Ba¬
sic, Chop-Chop & Charlene, Rene
&. His Continental Artists, Donn
Arden’s “Big Bert Beat ” Dick Sta¬
tute Orch (13) ■ $5.50 package.

Even the most experienced and;
competent performer qan be handi- \
capped by a cold audience. That]
apparently was the fate of Diana f
Trask, an Australian! singing im-j
’ With four strong acts, each of
A combined hundred years.of en¬
port, and Ronnie Schell, a Coast
which he invades tb earn booming
tertainment are wrapped up in an
comedian, at the Blue Angel on)
yocks, Milton Berle tqturhs tb Paul
night caught. Both came oh late;
(Skinny) D Amato’s 500: Club for
effervescent red hot mama named
when the room was half filled and )
another summer stint w’hich will
Sophie Tucker aind an unhurried/
faced an unresponsive audience, i
last for eight days, embracing two
tophatted clarinet player narmed
The reaction of the clientele, which j
Saturday nights,; when. the boff
Ted Lewis who, for the first tiirie,
at this time of year is probably!
business jars the registers/
have joined forces to vchronicle
dominated by tourists unfamiliar :
Berle brings back three of the
that century. The memorabilia and
with intimery type Of entertain¬
acts which played with him in the
scattered novelty in their . Moulin
ment, is not a true indication of
club last year in the unit which
Rouge show are successfully un¬
their ability.
appeared in Las Vegas earlier.
leashed, and the pairing- is not
Miss Trask, who has gained, con-.:
Well paced, it. offers maximum
likely to end here.
^
siderable publicity as! Frank Sina- 1
entertainment through 90 minutes
Frank Sennes has- proved his
tea’s protege, is a looker with a torso j
during, which/ Vet. comic is onstage
showmanship once more by signto match. She has a small albeit
much of the time yocking it up •
irig the two performers for an
huskv voice that exudes sexiness!
either with the ringsiders or mem- J
appearance together, and whatever
with a Marilyn Monroe type of
bers of his: group.
kinks
were present .on opening
breathiness. She cuddles a ballad
Berle enters ; through audience,.
night were more. than, balanced by
in almost a whisper .and .appeared
and first shoos all waiters into j
the excitement of show business
to gain the aud’s attention if not;
kitchen, then clobbers front tablers •
history^ Miss Tucker, in her skill¬
their enthusiasm. She handles up^;
with neat asides to set mood. He ,
fully emphatic tones, wept through
heat numbers neatly and might do ;
then brings on bosomy Betty
her act, and . Lewis, in his easy,
well to pursue more progressive
George, a. looker and beautifully.
polished manner, went through his.
arrangements.
\
gowned in. a low-necked evening :
Then
they- took centre stage to¬
Aussie lass has basic talent and
dress which gives comic plenty to •
gether, and tiie room wras theirs.
beauty in spades, but has yet to as- j
work on, orally and - visually, and ‘
If and as the act continues, addi¬
sume a special. identification. She :
he. does. Miss George shows that |
tional special material combining
Radio City Mnsie Hall
could use Sinatra as; an example. I
she: lias more . than a becoming .■
Her song selection is so-so. Her !
Russell Markert production of the unique talents of these : two
chassis by piping “Let There Be j
veterans is a must, for audiences
repertoire includes fGonna Live j
Love” to bow off to top applause,: “Summer Festival” with Kirby are more than doubly entranced by
Till I Die,” “Don’t Look at Me That
while Berle bwlishly peeps.
: j Jane Mooney, Lottie Brunn, Joan the duo’ing of two entertainers,
Wav,” “I Got Lost irf His Arms’'
: Stan Fisher is back to show his j Dexter, The Duquaines, Corps de each of whom can raise the roof
and “Let's Face the Music and
artistry with . harmonica and to • Ballet with Doris White, Rockettes, alone..
Dance.” She can drop, to her ad-!
clown with Berle, the pair closing The Choraleers. Music Hall Sym¬
A touching climax to a show that
vantage, a number called “I Don’t
with. “Night and Day” as. comic ( phony Orch; settings by James
included Miss Tucker's “Some, of
Love Any Man But My Daddy/* If
works second harmonica to delight Stewart Morcom; costumes, Frank
These Days’’- and Lewis’ “When
Miss Trask couldn’t; sing a note,
of all. Bows off to best returns.
| Spencer; “North by Northwest”
My ! Baby Smiles at Me” was
most men would be content to sit
Shows top spot, finds Berle as a ; .(M-G) reviewed in Variety, July
“There’s Only a Few of Us Left,”
and stare.
if
baggypants clown cavorting amid ; 1. ’59.
:
counting the show biz greats who
Ronnie Schell’s material runs
Metropolitan Sextet which gets off j
’ : ;•
' i are still around today. Ted Shapiro,
from innocuous to brilliant. His j
to a. good start with selections from i
Theme of the Music Hall’s cur- ] with his usual aplomb, accompanies
blister Eelly’i, €hl
takeoff on swish Hollywood westoperas but never knows a minute : rent hot weather rt age presentation •
Miss Tucker, arid Lewis has con¬
ern stars just ain’t frinny and gets
Chicago, Aug. 41
of peace when comic mixes with is “Summer Festival,” and there’s!
siderable help from his original
him off to a slow start. He picks up 1
Larry Adler (ioith Ellis Lar¬ them, in action and in song.
enough splash, color and move-] Shadow^ Eddie Chester <who belts
momentum somewhat with his sa-, kins), Betty Bennett,: Matx-Frigo
George Tapps Dancers, two fern- * ment in the show^ to justify the] out a rollicking southland tune
tire of a Presidential ’Cabinet meet- . Trio; $1 cover.
mes and three boys, give great bit ambitious tag. AH the flash and ! himself) and pretty, talented Cathy
ing conducted by Jim Hagerty,
of precision stuff in which they are ‘ dazzle that out-of-towmers have I
Basic. While entertaining for'the
The harmonica wasn’t really in¬
Eisenhowrer’s press secretary. Some
left on their own through three ‘ come to expect ®f “the landmark” j most part. Lewis’ burlesque with
vented
for
Larry
Adler,
but
it
of the barbs are sharp, but others j
numbers.
They are joined by Berle,' are present and the settings are as ! the: magic act; Chop-Chop & Char¬
are heavy-handed and tasteless. He ; might just as well have been. The
also dressed as dancer; and he ! elaborate as any seen at the Hall. *
lene, is too long.
then scores solidly with a earica- i slim little performer has given
does just that, arid only that, tb 1 Yet, the show doesn’t have the i
ture of the NBC-TV news show, | the instrument its greatest prestige,
Donn Arden’s “Big Ben Beat”
conclude his show. Samriny Liner j imagination that’s gone into some ’
the Huntley-Brinkley report.
.j including international concert hall
opens the show,, and Rene & His
at piano and Joe Frasetto with of its predecessors.
George Matson, a record panto- status. On this, his first session in
Continental Artists, a puppet act,
Program is built on the assump-!
mist. and Bud & Travis’ guitar- Chi in over nine years. Acker’s Pete Miller orch give fine backing: f
Berle brings in best unit Ver¬ tion that the customers come ex¬ follows. Dick Stabile’s orch does
wielding songsters, jfared better, remarkable virtuosity comes across
fine for terpers. but needs faster
having more flamboyant acts. Mat- with no lost brilliance for the toll¬ million room has had this season. pecting ta see a .“show” in the real pace in accompanying Lewis. Cur¬
It is well balanced throughout with sense of the. word, the kind of
son has been around the nitery ing years since the town last ganrent booking continues for. three
Berle
comedy
.
so
strong
that
the
spectacle
that
can’t
be
had
any¬
circuit and his depiction of goofy dered him.
Ron.
near capacity audience gave it de¬ where else. The acts, for the most weeks.
femmes is always fresh and funny.
If his preem show, here was
served
mitting
throughout.
Now
partv
are
designed
to
that
end.
His mouthings, accompannied by typical, the harmonicist inspires
truly inventive choreography, are cafe crowds to a reverence that’s and then blue, he is never offen¬ from the colored lights playing on
Kling> Club, Balias
superb. The three outstanding vig¬ rapt enough to sqqelch even the sive,. He will play eight days, as the orchestra during the overture
Dallas, Aug, 8.
nettes are “Guess Wjho I Saw’ To¬ bar cash register for the 30. or so did Sinatra, With Vermillion room to the luminous designs formed by
day,” with a surprise! blackout fin¬ minutes he’s on. .. Hot mittirig being closed, as per announced the ballet and the sock finale, when v Dei Rubio Triplets, Raul Arrama
huge
pyramid
of
lights
rises
from
plans,
until
Aug.
22
wrhen
Jack
E.
bide,:International (3> - rip cover
ish; a striptease, and ja Yma Sumac throughout was climaxed with
Leonard and Andrew Sisters come the depth of the stage, accompa-r > or minimum.
takeofL
ii
",
.-! “more! more!” clamoring at begnied by a thunderous chorus of;
in,.,
' Walk.
Bud & Travis, American lads off.
/' V'
“Serenade to the Stars.”
who favor Latin songs, brought the !
Adler plies a cabaret savvy cata- j
Del Rubio Triplets are in their
There’s a featured soloist this I
audience back to life despite the log that ranges from Bach to blues,
Fountainhead,
j time with the orchestra. Kirby ! first date at this plush privatery in
lateness of the hour. They exude i and sandwiching Gershwin, EllingJane Mooney of Centralia, III..'! the. Adolphus Hotel, where two
authenticity with theiir folk tunes, : ton and Porter, among others. Each
; New Hope
whom the Hall spotted playing the I
but don’t take themselves seriously offering
: New’ Hope* Pa., Aug. 7. 1 trumpet on the Ted Mack Original; years ago they. headlined' in the
is- fresh
evidence. of
and play against their real artistry : his artistry, not the least being
1 Shelley Berman, Soocha Renay, I Amateur Hour. MiSs Mooney joins } hostel’s Century Room. This time
with screwball introductions and a basically banal.“Sleepy Lagoon” Johnny Crawford, Bonnie Marie,;
in an elongated Vernon of Fritz j around the. blonde sisters offer an
ad libbing. All the tunes in their : that he refurbishes with some ex- Mickey Rodgers Combo (5»; $5 ; Kreisler’s . “Zigeunerweisen.” She ] exciting .: 40-mnute ' stint, twice
songalog are first-irate, ranging ; quisite jazz intonations. His techminimum. '
- :j blow’s loud and clear and with con-] nightly, and the polished perform¬
from a Peruvian folker to “Sloop ; nical skill and extraordinary imagisiderable Virtuosity. Whether this ance .by. the : Panamanian : girls,
John B.”
j!
Holt.
!• nation never lapse into musical
Those who cali Shelley Berman is the ideal piece for a trumpet | leaves no doubt they can headline
; melodramatic^ or flashiness for its a “sick’’ comic are making a mis-i solo is open to question, but the ' in large, public bistros.
: own sake. His patter is wry and
obviously approves. ■
1 . Animated sesh is primarily high¬
Bill more Terrace, M. B. . literate and altogether charming. take. If his humor is “sick.” it’s audience
Doris White ty the soloist in a . lighted by the throaty harmony;
because the world itself is univell. Miami Beach, Aug. 4:
His longtime 88er Ellis Larkins The; sensitive, sad-eyed performer, j brief Corps de Ballet number en-l in perfect vocal unity the triplets
“Tropical Nights
produced by . provides stellar support With The
more the actor than comic, mirrors i titled “Waltzes,” also danced to! offer a smart song session. Opening
Art Gordon; staged by Henry Boy¬ l house Combo.
the lives of the “little pepple.” The ; Kreisler music, which seems to be I with “Rockabye Baby,” they segue .
er; with Leonela Gonzales, Los Ro¬
Betty Bennett is an .okay Curtain- gifted storjteller presents the saga ; a favorite this session. Staging is i into “Makin’ Whoopee” and the
meros & Estelita, Raiquel & Rolan¬ raiser in sheath gown, though she Of the average man in almost doc¬ effective and the costumes are! ear-bending harmony is socked
pretty, though the dancing isn’t up over with a great “What: Will I
do. Los Guarecheros. Watusses never quite rallied the house with umentary form.
Trio. Sirelda, Line ■ 10 > ,_Len Dair- her atonal, top-of-the-head stylings.
. Shelley unveiled a newT character, to snuff and barely qualifies as Tell My. Heart” and “Mr. Wonder¬
“ballet.”
She
has
a
pleasant
manner,
how¬
ful.” .Well-stacked lookers, aexily
son Orch; $3.50 and $6.50 food or
in an hour’s turn at his Fountain-1
ever. and with such tunes as ‘‘Re¬ head opening—a pathetic . charac- 1
The Choraleers provide a snappy clad in strapless black gowns—slit
bev. r.-nnimums.
ji
mind Me” and “Mountain Green¬
change in pace. The 10 girls and in front to the waist for lotsa gam
ter named Alvin. Seated on his
ery” . going for her, managed here
14 boys intro with a rhythm hriv- show—make it versatile with some,
Here is a new entry on the ho;
usual, stool, Berman has Alvin tele- !
cafe circuit here, both as to loca¬ and there to bridge the distance to phoning his girl, Shirley, for a : elty, go into a soulful rendition of strutting and light terping. Paco
“Gigi,” and perk again with “Bat¬ change has Milly and' Eadie fret¬
i tablers. Marx-Frigo threesome, per
tion and revue. This: northernmost
Pfist-date conversation. Their talk I
tle of New Orleans” in up teriipo. ting guitars as the trio gives Span¬
(on Beach proper) Inn has built 1 usual, fashion adroit backing. Peg- has all the urihappy qualities of1
: gy King toplines. Aug. 31.. Pit.
This segues into the Rockettes, this ish lyrics to ‘Enlloro.” With Elena
a 250-seater t already being ex¬
the bachelor boy-girl relationship ]
time attired in silver-and-red and shaking maracas, Eadie banging a
panded* and true to inclinations
and; reflects the insecurities of the
outlined effectively against a black bongo drum . aiid . Milly beating
of its new owners from Cuba,
dating crowd. This monolog broke !
j
Gatineau, Ottawa
cutout of the N. Y. skyline. Their, claves, thrushes capture the tab-r
brought in a production that reup. the crowd; as did his familiar j
number has. the usual precision, lers with sizzling body English and.
Ottawa, Aug, 7,;
minda in authenticity and flash of
morningiafter-the-night-before rpii- ‘
and clicks on all heels, though' it’s / Spanish vocals of “Cumana” and
many Havana nitery presentations j . Jamal Twins, Hi-Lites. (3), Dor-- tine. .
not as imaginative as in the past \
oi native Cubano talent. .It’s a big ; othy: Kramer Dancers (.4) with '■
But .Berman also can be the sa¬ and the figures seem to be more “Esto. Es Felicidad.-' Smart turn,
with tambourines, includes “Stay/
hit with locals and ii tourists. alike • Roger Palmer',:Russ Thomas Orch tirist, In a merciless spoof of Merior less a repeat on the Rockette On the Right Side. Sister,’’ “Your.;
and is being held through the fall : (8); $1 admission. '
otti
and the
English-language standards.
Cheating
Heart ” “Man Is a Ne¬
season with producer Art Gordon,
opera, he im pro vises his own ver¬ . Lottie Brunn /works hard at her
cessary Evil” and playing- toy slip-,
Gatineau Club comes up with a sion Of “Amahl and the Night Viswho assembled the; package, al¬
juggling act arid is standout in her
ready planning a winter edition to solid bit of nitery fare this week. itoTs-—with almost savage results. difficult act. . She performs with horns' between choruses of “76
Topping it are the . Jamal Twins, It will be difficult for anyone to grace arid a lot of. movement, not :Trombones.” Innovation is “Dark*
follow'.
|i
The acts contained in this fast- socko stint of bellydancers (NeW take the Christmas classic serious¬ missing a trick ih her wide reper¬ town Strutters’-Ball;” with plenty
French - accented
paced affair are all new tb-the Acts). Terpers are lookers, young ly after hearing the Berman ver¬ toire. Stance has a kind of rapid strutting, ; but
lyrics.
States, gathered from Havana and but with plenty experience, Hi- sion.
y ■ . ,-y •
quality that : sees her progressing
Girls try to get .off with “If I
hinterland Cubano spots. Leonela Lites, ; loeal faves. improve with
This comic will be accepted by from the difficult to the almost
Gonzales and the show’s choreog¬ every booking and this date they any audience, in any type of room impossible. She goes off to big \ Had Yoii,” are brought back for
“Danger . In Your Eyes,' Cherie”
rapher Henry Boyer make for show slickriess and savvy greater and doesn’t deserve the “far-out” mittirig,
. j;
and. finally beg off with an aud
zesty exponents of the Latino dance than ever. They do a nice medley label which is sometimes attached
The entire company joins as/
in all forms and hip-swings. She of tunes a la Francaise, getting big to him. He is pioneering in the Joan Dexter introes “Serenade to. participation seg,. “Sing, You Sin?
handles her varied assignments reception here where most tablet- comedy field by dipping in depth the Stars,” giving way to the Du¬ nefs;” Trio’s fine., low-register har¬
.with touch of ballet class, and looks sitters kriow French. Bits of com¬ into the vast storehouse of human quaines in a tricky terp solo. Then mony. needs platter, exposure; waxthe topliner terper. Boyer is equal¬ edy by the red-topped member of emotions virtually untouched by the thousands of bulbs light up ing, could make them stars.
Raul Airambide, singing guitar¬
ly adept at the whirls, heel & toe, the threesome are crisp and nicely the smart-alec one-liner boys.
and the stage glitters, to the im¬
hip-swing routines, ji
handled.
Soocha Renay, a well-stacked, pressive finale, which somewhere ist, keeps the between-shows keel
Dorothy Kramer Dancers with smartly-gowned “Continental chan- ccnhes out of nowhere atid doesn’t as a table-strolling sereriader. Tha
Sirelda handles the native songs
in typically frantic manner to zing Roger Palmer are held over iii two teuse,” is another trouper'with a really fit In with the theme of the Internationals do a slick sbowbackoff the first production number, routines and introduce a new “bat” modern touch to her act. Singing show. -Nevertheless, it’s quite an ing chore. and load the floor for
V-hich serves to intro a young and bit this week to good reception. in seven languages {French, Italian, eyeful.; The Music Hall Orchestra terp turns.
colorfully costumed mixed line Russ Thomas house band plays for Russian, Hebrew, Polish, German under Leon. Zawisza supports the
Act ends Aug. 16, with the
that approach their work with shows and dancing. In the lounge, and English), the Vienna-born show and the acts capa/biy.
Chuck-A-Lucks In. Aug. 17 for tvyo
consistent enthusiasm to set the Kay Denison 88s.
Gorm*
singer performs with dignity, good
: Hi ft.
weeks.
Bark.
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a fresh and spirited. pair, but hot
Stint with s:o.b. remarks contain¬
Living Roonu N. Y.
Harold's Club, Reno
Colony, London
Sylvia Sims, . Val. Anthony Trio, ing the: full verbiage; A smart
Reno; Aug. 5.
London, Aug;: 6.. always as affecting as they might
be.
For
one
thing,they
seem
to
Jacques. Kayal, ..Jack, Kelly;- $3:50- comedian would . sense, from the
Eddie Peabody, Helen Boice, JoJo Aime Hill, Paul Adam Orch
splatter- of mittingj that he was lay¬ dimars (5); no minimum or cover.
lack the. feel for the poignant, a
(5), Confrey Phillips Trio; $4.40 quality which was especially absent'] $4.50 minimum. ■■■;..■■
ing blue eggs-^but not. Mazursky.
minimum.
'f He
tS •
“v continued
tyiiuiiucu ■ the
tuc - smutty
aiuuuj stuff,
stun,
in a Civil War ballad they offered.
“King of the Banjo” proves Ins
Qfegal.
' anent the Mann: Act, evolution of a
Del Close’s offbeat commentaries ; c
One-time thrush with Eddie generally clicked. in his. first dp- !
kiss, and overdone sex segment and claim to the title three times
Lane’s combo, Jo Anne Hill is now pearanee here,, but some, pruning ;,per here, and. she is clicking nicely j jjne about “a high school virain— nightly in the intimate Fun Room,
making her U. K. caibaret debut at is indicated. One of his longer bits,
the Colony; Slim blonde faced an J on the pill-addicted modern man,
equally slim audience on the night, • is pretty, 'ianiiliar commentary at
caught, this being due to. except i this, point, and in this, telling falls
tionally hot weather and the public .’ short on the laugh meter. He’s
holiday.:.It seemed that the singer i more effective and. barbed ribbing ! forced back’two or .three times by. j ^oor delivery never got off the Peabody’ seated on a low stool,
did not give as much as she prob¬ Hollywood themes, and he' has a ! the. crowd, finally bowing off with Sr(jund He’s got an unhilV battle *twangs his 'vay through a; medley
ably; will when the tables .are as wonderful, premise in a weird bit . ’Imagination,- Another.enedra was- £°“veh lain Brorad as a
i of Irvin« Berlin tunes, stuff by
crowded as is customary, at this j on/ what :he calls , -‘resistentialism” i “I Am Love.”
. i dian.:
i Paul Whiteman, and some of the
restaurant. In fact, one or two of | —objects .which resist people. He
o j.j. • * ,
! pop titles taken from the senii‘I Could . Have , Danced All
Maestro
Sandy
Sandifer
steals
the;
classics. He* has a mastery of the
. her asides to the. band confirmed ! final.ed with a. clever piece, of mime ' Night,” recording of which boosted
show,
inw; opening with
St. . Louis j instrument, and the showmanship
this.;
;
giveh a Charles Addams .twist that [ Miss Sims : to greater recognition. Blues,” during which he solos on
However, enough could be: seen '! won.
is not overdone. Auditors give him
. two years ago, is her standout:
him ; hefty applause.
and heard to suggest that.she is a I Show’s in through Aug. 23, with : song. “Let There; Be Lovej” “Man a -tiny eight-inch trumpet, switch¬ a solid hand for his half-hour ef¬
slick, relaxed putter-over of num¬ Josh White and the Coachriieri due " That Got .Away” and “You Fascin¬ ing to a bizarre 40-inch horn. forts,
House
band
also
loads
i
he
floor
for
bers and should be good for an
. Warmer spot for the bill is held
. Pit: •/ ate Me”. are . other numbers which terp sessions.
entertaining 30 minutes. On this the 25th;
by the Jodimars, a quintet that
she does in,fine fashion. "Septem¬
occasion the stint ran for only
Act runs to Aug. 19, with com¬ could use new material and better
ber
Song”
does
not
seem
to
fit
her,
(loisjler. ITwood
about 20 minutes but was Well re¬
edy
team
of
Lew.
March
&
Tony
but nevertheless goes over. well. Adams opening Aug.. 20 for two staging. The five fail to score on
ceived. She opens with “Day In.
Hollywood., Aug. 7. ./
much of the turn and show only
Day Out” : and • follows with . “I. • Bobby Darin, Larry Storch, Dave Miss Sims is., splendidly; backed by frames:
. : !■
Bark.
average abilities on the instru¬
Jack Kelly at the.piano,
Enjoy Being a Girl,” done with, Pell Octet;: $2,50 cover.
ments. The potential is there, but
.. * y.':
v . Val AntHony Trio. also, new on
conviction. In contrast is a sad
fails to get through.
little torcher about a brittle ro¬ !' -Bobby pariri’s local riitery bow ■ hill. has. Anthony manicuring the
Tal-Neva, Lake Tahoe
Helen Boice, in the second spot,
mance titled “All In Fun.”
has a big talent and a chassis to
. Lake Tahoe, Aug. 4.
' at the Cloister had all the. excite¬ | ivories - while .slickly, putting - over
Following “You Give Me Fever;” ment. expected, for a new singing j song after, song.. He is. much at
Lena Horne (with Lennie Hay- match. She’s a funny gal with
which she puts over with'. verve, stair who is high on the charts in I,home, in this xoom Which is under- ton . conducting), Corbett Monica, funny stories, and keeps the chat¬
and “Hooray For Love,” the chan- record sales- The bistro \vas; jam- j standable because it was here that Matty Melhick Otch (11); $2 min¬ ter at machine-gun pace: She’s
teuse goes into a medley of Gersb-1 packed with VIPs, and fans, and . he got his start. Possessing a rich imum , .
more of a storyteller than a one- '
Win songs and the oldies like out front there Was a large crowd j voice, Anthony scores best With
liner comedienne. She could im¬
“Love. Walked Right Ini” “I’ve Got of autograph hounds. It proved 1.“.But Not For Me” “Lady Is a
prove the. act by dropping some of
To fill this room (the largest on the older lines, but with the audi¬
Rhythm,” “Somebody Loves Me,” that the Darin name already has;a. Tramp,” “Precious Love,” “Party,
the
north
shore
of
Lake
Tahoe)
“Embraceable You” and “’S’Wonis Over^’ “Lonesome Road” and
tors the response is from the
for two shows nightly requires a
derful” are, as usual, very. much draw.
While the marquee billed Darin “What A Difference a Day Makes.” name with unquestioned marquee presentation, not the line per se.
toJthe taste of the, customers. Miss
Last-named proves a smash hit and
New show is due in Aug. 21,
]
as
the
headliner
it
should;
also
have
Hill’s top notes are occasionally a
a tune; Which enables him to hit a value. And for the current bill,
Long.
spot, harsh, but she : is clearly a read “Oiie Night Only '-7--'. George' very high note. Anthony and the entertainment director Dave Siegel
very capable performer: She is- Burns.” Latter turned up at the trio have the talent; to go. places proves he was Unerring in: his
Mapes,
Reno
preem
to
intro
the
young
singer
backed by the Confrey Phillips
Choice of Lena Horne, who’s been
oniihe riiteiY circuit. :
.
Reno, Aug. fc.
Trio, which also gives With the who recently completed a Vegas . Jacques Kayal. . young . ’French absent from the Reno-Tahoe scene
LiZi St. Cyr, Dick Shawn, Bobby
dance music, alternating with Paul stint With the vet comic.
for
three, years:
Winters; Skylets ‘10), Jack Melick
Adam’s Mayfair Music. Adam, one ;; Darin’s vocalizing lives up to his pianist and crooner, is a holdover.
Miss Horne’s versatility in selec¬
of .the _West End’s. most popular sound . on. wax, and his presenta¬ He still cashes in With his vocals, tion
of titles, her commanding ap¬ Orch (10); $3 minimum.
and sophisticated maestros, does tions on mike have a surety -that some done, in French and others in pearance in a close-fitting full
; his fair stint of Singing and fiddle belies the. performer’s youth. English, nearly, all with love key- length
Stripper Lili St. Cyr and comic
blue creation, and the
noted..
Much
of
it
undoubtedly
rubbed
off
playing and he and his combo, to¬
Dick Shawn, both established with
Living1 Room was virtually beauty of face combine to prompt the-Reno set, have no problems in
gether With the Phillips outfit, from his. stint with Burns since
an
ovation
normally
not
offered
by
Darin’s
act
shone
brighter
during
keep the terpers in cheerful mood.
' capacity at show caught. Wear.
the saloon set. She is' received as keeping the rope up at the Sky
- Rich- . his bit with him-.
a true artist, and fills the status in Room atop the Mapes Hotel. And
When solo he pleases with- the
a 3G-niinute turn. Her voice un¬ maitre d’ John Thomas sez it’s a
expected “Mack the ;Knife;” “She
Shcrcliam Hotel, p. C.
T«l«Ivs\ K. C.
, Needs. '/Me; v- “T’Aint Necessarily
affected by this mile-higli altitude, twiee-nightly thing. Miss St. Cyr,
/'
Washington, Aug. 6.
Kansas City, Aug.-7.
she opehs with “Let’s Get Out Of per usual, takes an onstage bath
So”, arid “That’s All” from his Atco
Hiennyi
Younguian,
Betty
MadtTown,”
then follows with such as for her turn, a la her previous en¬
: Kirby Stone Four, Tommy Reed album. Preemers were also treated
gagements. And it’s what patrons
Orch <5>; $1-$1.50 cover;
to “Pete Kelly’s Blues”, from his. gan. Bob Cross Oreh (12 >; $2 cpteri “Just In Time,” “My Heart Is a (men at-least) came to see. Albeit
Hobo,”
and an interpretation of she’s well past the teen years, the
hew LP,. and “Splish Splash,” rock
Combining Henny Youngman “Polka Dots and Moonbeams.” She
Foursome which. Kirby Stone hi’ roll, number he penned and
blonde stripper still maintains the
. has brought in for the fortnight is which, shot) him into the national and Betty; Madigati in a; two-part gets a good chance to show proportions, and sensously contorts
a sock outfit oii .both ; songs and spotlight, .it may -not have ridden, show is ; smart programming that, emoting abilities :and full control through her dress-undress routine.
comedy, and their 40-minute show well with the oldsters who don’t goes over big in the elegant out¬ of the chords.
. She moved into Reno one week
turns out io be a neat package. comprehend r&r- but it rang, well door setting, of the Shoreham
With husband Lennie Hay ton; early for a date in the divorce
This crew is much stronger cn .with the younger set.,. Richard Hotel’s; Terrace. There are no conducting and at times ori the 88, j courts.
acoustics;
problems
in
the
open
air
comedy than the outfit of Stone’s '"Wes's., credited - with conductingshe segues to a medley from *. Shawn, standup all tlie way, had
which played here several years arranging Darin’s album, deserves for either a. gag spieler or a thrush “South Pacific” and “Oklahoma.”, a bit of trouble with stageside
back, yet. this group also is a de1 extra mitt action, for! the way he | with, a mike in hand..
Change of pace comes with “If You , heckler on night caught and was
Miss.. Madigan is, of course, a Can’t Produce The Ticket, Don’t j somewhat ruffled, but had no troulight in. vocal work. As a matter of batoned this act.
: fact, another straight vocal or two i . Comic Larry; Storch backs up pleasure, to both eye and ear. She Say We’ll See The Show,” and , ble in holding audience with fast
dresses
elegantly
in
a
sequined
niight.: add considerably . to;;, the V the; show for laughs. He gallops
“New Fangled Tango;” Miss Horne (lines and smooth delivery. He capshow.-'
■ ,:,
i through . gags; and. impersonations ball gown to contrast, the. informal had an opening night house and (ably uroves his taler.ts as a clown
Mood is set from the start when ; about the French; Mexican, Cuban atmosphere of the vast outside as advance' . reservations indicating j and actor on his trademarked MasStone anhouppes they will leave and Japanese. A! takeoff on Chief she sashays gracefully whilA sing-1 turnaway • biz for the full engage- : sah Richards coming home from
some 01 th*:hest
in^jaesi tunes
lunes Jerome
tierome^<
.
--of
i the wars. And his. takeoff on the
out the opening number and open Sitting Bull with, a Fairfax Ave; irig
With the second: number., their accent was especially funny; The , Kern wrote. She handies them } Warmier is Corbett Monica, de- !
^ea^her jacket gang is sock
v ;
. !
all the way.
highly listed “Baubles, Bangles Dave :Pell Octet cops attention by 1 well ■
»|tandpp
Bobby .Winters, taking the warm¬
: and Beads” on the Columbia label. seme foot-tapping musical backing. I ; Helen Morgan is recalled, .natch; •
i with.,;her . throatyand ejnotional.l l0«tine sho\v_ing,p_romise of ratm. er spot, makes with comi-juggling
Even; that gets a: clowning; treats Show rides on for three, weeks.
a playback.. He’s fast, smooth and showing perfection with the Inmerit, and the following “Up. the
. . ; •
Kafa, ... treatment of “Can’t Help Lovin’
That Man,” Also among her collec¬
Lazy River;” also recorded, is a
f.if<- Andre, 'Montreal
Slth°hl?Iciasasnma?Sal His
and h<™nrine
tion
of
Kern
numbers
ar^
“They
* 3 L1!
'
1
Bracketing the trinle bill are the
tour de force of funj largely
(FOLLOWUP) '
Didn’t Believe Met” ' “Lon^ Ago
:sk>Iets in a Ban\y Ashton producsparked by Larry Foster’s vocal
Montreal, Aug. 4. , and Far Away.”, ‘‘A Fine Ro¬ .no.t..offeriSive,:and some of the rou-jrpj.- clioreon {«;
impressions of a long list of per- . Jack Greenwald’s
intimely revue, mance”, A pair of belters are prob¬
lacostum"V smTt Ably
formers.^mong them Ed Sullivan, “Up-Tempo ’59,” .' which
preemed ably her best; “Dance, Everyone, rates -headline spots. Complete haeksfnpning the entire bill is the
Mr. McGoo arid Godfrey being almost a.year ago.at.Fernard,
Raei- Dance.” her r diselick, and “When show is .backed, by Matty Melmek . Jack Me7ick orch with Mplick eon,' tops. Eddie Hall and Mike Gardner cot’s Cafe Andre in midtown. Montm-ch.
^Mickey
Rooney
is
due
in
:
ducting from the 83. The boys also
chime in oh both impressions and j real; continues to set records for the Saints Go. Marching :In.” her
Long.
, nrove theraselve1: on d?Ti^anation
climaxer. With Youngman follow¬ Aug. lb, .
vocals. .
a
show
of'
this
.
type
arid
has
be¬
ing,
the
looker
just
sings,
having
between shows. Sammy Davis Jr.
The comedy mood is changed come something of a local- institu¬
is due in Aug. 27.
Long.
sharply as they go into ah English tion; . Currently in Its 43d week, no run of chatter. With any other,
Boverly Hills. Tiney
. quartet’s version of rock ’n’ roll, “Up/Tempo” shows, no signs of fad¬ programming, she’d need it;.
.
Cincinnati, Aug, *^4.
Runes* Las Vegas
then follow ''.with'- a straight vocal ing: the original-enthusiasm is still ; Youngman’s delivery is as .al¬
_- gags , Mills Bros. (4), Sue Carson
version of “Zing Went, the Strings evident and length of run has in ways, and he has some new
Las Vegas, Aug; 6.
Which stir loud^''vocking. His lines i tioro-Laiidis Dancers (8>, Bob
of My Heart.” Closing is a surefire no way dulled the material..:.
Jack Carson, Petro Roman, HoTseemed
seernea
a
little;
mue;
cieaner
cleaner
than
uian
usual,,!
usual, ! LeClair,. uuiuhc/
Gardner peututa
Benedict V,L,£;
Orch ™»r
rs?
vocal of “Birth of the. Blues,” cusThe five-person Cast of Pat Gal¬ but he has new lyrics for “Gigi”jV10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry
Si®™1™
, tomers being especially attentive loway, . Sylvia Gillespie,. . Joan
Allen yonthroughout. Crew stays through Stuart, Frank Blanch and Doug and “On the Street "Where . You ( Vincent; $3 minimum Weekmghts, j ,n 9/cy’
built solidly on the subject 1 $4 Sat. and holiday eves plus $1.50 ; T°J' ,
\WJir0, P0.1100™. <]J)'
Aug: 20, to be followed by the Chamberlain split honors neatly j Live”:
of sex: He also had a plentiful j coner.
;Models (Iff). Showgirls (9>,. Cee
Coe
Marksmen trio.
Quin. . with the femme section perhaps
Grch (11); produced by
supply of Jewish , and Texas jokes,
' Davidson
” J
taking, slight, edge because of more The crowd loved him. The. show is
Harold
Minsky;
choreography
by
Fixtures with local night club¬
Gate of Horn, CIti
material coming their way. Talent here, for two weeks.
bers, the Mills Bros, and Sue Car- Madame Komarova: stage direc¬
Chicago, Aug. 4. ; throughout is pretty evenly divided
tion
by
Eddie
Lynch;
$3
minimum.
The Bob Cross orch at the son spell big biz for the two-framer
: Leon Bibb (with John Siauber), which is perhaps, the reason for Shoreham for. eight months., now,
at ; swank Beverly. Hills. It’s an
Ron & Nama; Del Close; $2,50; the show’s success;, everyone gets is; great for .dancing and show- annual homecoming for the vocal
Jack Carson is a welcome re¬
minimum Fri., $3 Sat.. .
a solo bit at. least once during this hacking,
•
Carpi . group Which cradled a famed career turnee after too long an absence
19-scerie revue and the producers
from the Strip. As headliner of
30
years
ago.
at
Crosley’s-WLW,
Whereas , the Coast, chiefly, has havl been reasonably free of any¬
Miss Carson, “sophisticated imp."’ Harold Minsky’s “Arabian Nights,”
been proliferating folksong-and- thing approaching the “star-com¬ ; Statler-Hilton. Dallas
is back for the third time. With he presents a solid standup comedy
espresso parlors, not so Chi, where plex” routine;.
them in a gay SO^-minute session turn loaded with some very funny
^
: Dallas,. Aug., 7.
the; Gate of Horn still a clear field
Bulk of. songs and music are; by
are;
the Moro-Lafidis Dancers, with material. His gags are woven with
.Paul
Mazursky,
Sandy
Sandifer.:
—and with booze instead of es¬ Roy Wolvin with additional con¬
newcomer Bob LeClair. as produc¬ perfect timing and his songology
presso. - Cellar’s current layout tributions . by Doyle Klyn, Dave Orch: (7); $2-$2.5P couer,"
tion singer, and the location band serves as good punctuation for the
sandwiches satirist Del Close (late Broadfoot and Tim Porteous. Out¬
uetieu by;
uy uaiuiuer
, act- Thf Par?die,s Sfts big yocks,
Gardner: r»eiieuici.,
Benedict.
.Paul Mazursky. is in. his first directed
of the Broadway tuner “Nervous standing during during. this twOBonald. Harry and Herbert Mills,
« Baby It ^S.COM Out;
Set”) between a couple of musical acter is perhaps Pat Galloway’s Texas nitery date at the plush Em¬
pire.
Room
and
billed
as
“America’s
acts, Leon Bibb, (tbplinirig). and the interp of Wolvin’s satire on the
■ ^ian Gi'ey is especMIv effective.
Israeli duo of: Ron (ex-Ran) & do-gooder devoted to charity drives brightest hew comedy star.” If that
i Boy Chamberlain, fronting the Cee
Nama. ..
and. Joan Stuart’s “Looking For a were true, the country would be in
^
I Davidson orch, smoothly guides
. . Bibb’s is a familiar voice here, Man” which is a neat combination a sad state for comedians. Opening hui mony.' Pdrsdc of IViills-discliCKS tfip fn* tivitics on th^ J18
and much kiidoSed, Deservedly so, of her impresh of Marilyn Monroe night (6), he offered the poorest
! Pedro‘VRoma“ dramatic tenor
too, for it’s a powerfuland dra¬ and her own good sense of comedy. act in the room’s three and oner
S ^I from Cuba, proves himself an efmaticbaritone that -cleanly limns Frank Blanch and Doug Chamber¬ half years of steady, fortnightly He Was Ten, . You^Alwajs Hurt t fective SOng-seUer as he offers
fare,
,v
the^One You Love,
Be My Life s ; slich numbers as “Granada.” “Sorthe folk tunes, the protest ballads,' lain’s interp of ■‘‘Peculiar in P.Q.”
and even a commercial number is a devasting parody on local and
On for 35 minutes to only polite Companion,” ;;Glow^ Worm” and j rento/* »Babalu,” “Vesti La Giuba”
such as Gershwin’s ‘‘Summertime;” provincial politics, and the clincher response, Mazursky could have quit Basin Street. Begged off after , and “Ramona.He gets a strong
For all his vocal. manliness, Bibb (again by Wolvinl of a musical after the first two . minutes; and 32 minutes*,
; assist from the Magic .Violins f5'
shades his piping4 with a delicacy takeoff on “Oedipus Rex” is striclty been ahead- An opening line “I
Miss GarsOn, surefire with smart and Roger McCall on congos.
and taste that command the house top-drawer.
told you I. was sick,” and a closer,. material, builds steadily through
Richiardi Jr„ the illusionist, re¬
throughout- He’s well backed by . Brian MacDonald’s choreography “1 don’t tell jokes, anyway,” made 28 minutes of. satire, vocals and turns for this one, and amazes with
his steady guitarist, John Stauber. still sparkles and Edmund Assaly’s an honest summation. Let’s face it:, impressions. A dark-haired cutie, masterful trickery in the Houdin!
Ron & Nama, though emphasiz¬ musical arrangements; played , by he does a. dirty show/ and this in skinrtight pink gown, she scores tradition. Holger & Dolores terp
ing Israeli tunes, venture off musi¬ pianist Jim Hodges and drummer room—usually embracing parents with carbons of teenagers arid a specialists, show grace and flexi¬
cally to such lands as Russia, South Dave Calorisi, do much, to boost With youngsters1—is no place for an. takeoff on an Ed Muirow interview7 bility with spins and balancing
America and even the U.S. They’re this evergreen revue.
feats.
Duke.
Newt,
offbeat comic to start and end his with a gin-soaked showgirl. .Kbit
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REVIEWS

VARIETY BILLS
NEW YORK CITY
MUSIC HALL 30. 1
Lottie Brunn
Dt’.quaines
,
Joan Dexter
|
Lotus de Ballet
4
It. Firitfe Ore.

«tucketles
ROXr
Sallie Blair r
Mata & Hart
Will Jordan;;
ItoJjt. Boucher Ore

J
[
!
!
|

Carlisse Novo
Roberto Barcelo
Manteca
C’.odino Singers
"Dancing Waters*'
Hotel Riviera
" Jazz Singers
Enrique Herrera

• Gladys Robau
Maria Remola
1 Monica Castell
] Caribe Q
F. Guerrero Ore
Troplcana
Celia Cruz
1 Riveros

AUSTRALIA
;
MELBOURNE
■
Tivoli
*
Jimmy Wheeler
;
B.issi & June
*
Quatno & Partner
•
l)jinn> Dean
•
Gerry Dreyer
Punlaqni Twins
I.’oyd Lindroth
Barton & SluchhT'y a(
Johnny Marco
•
Gordon Wilcoek.

Sabrina
,
i Andrea Dancers
IS & M Harrison
* Billy Baxter
J Mis tin Juniors
i Crocker & Clark
I Jackie Mounter

iris Rhodes
Rosalie Woods
SYDNEY
Tivoli
Will Mahoney
Rudy Horn

ASTON
Hippodrome
Piddock & Penny
Annette & Noel
Colin Robins
8 Pennies
Colin Crompton
Rio Sis
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome
H\lda Baker
Skating Merenos
Robert Earl
Winters & Fielding
W allabies
Jeanne & Jon
Kordas
BLACKPOOL
Optra Hops*
Jewel & Warrsss
Jill Day
Loro Griswold
Teiro Bros.
Na I:*!1? .*s
p,.-»rt £• Monica
John Tiller Co
George Mitchell Co
Pelace
R;.y Castle
Marion Ryan
Peter riiii-li
5 Dallas Boys
Baker & Douglas
Gillian Moran
I.ergman & ilimi
1> inc-ers 10
''Tarty Wilde
DU kie Pride
F.-dv Fury
Preston
Cherry Wainer
( •ddly Duddly
i* ‘d Price
S ■liy Keliv
\ -.^counts
Be it Bo;S
V, i-dcats
V. •
Sheridan 3
Winter Garden
*'h rile Chester
Mtiko. deYork Co.

I
:
■

i

I
:
-i
i

!

■
.
1

i
;
,
i
;

:
‘
;
U
;
i

Puppets
3 Ghezzis
Hedley Ward| 3
Marion Miller
Eric Grier
Joan Davis Co
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome
Harry Secombe
Kaye Sis
i:
Harry- Worth
Romanos. Bros.
EUane St Rodolph
G. H. Elliott
Hetty King j;
Pat Lambert
Sensational Skylons
Lynnette Rate ■
Max Russell :.
George Mitchell Co
Jessie' Robins
BRISTOL
. Hippodrome
Carroll Le.visl
Gold & Cordell
Gladys Morgan
Barbour & pillie
George Meatbn
Alain Diagora & Pt
MORECAMBE
Winter Gardens
Al Read
Lauri Lupino Lane
George Truzzi ■
Penny Nichols
Les Marccllis.
I.aycock & Bee
Frank Cook
George Mitchell Co
Dancing Lovielies
Eugene's: Ballet
SOUTHSEA
King's
Lita Roza
■;!..Reg Varney i,
Larry Gordon Dane
Judy Kenny
Gilbert
iDick Francis
Ann Downes ;
Don Hill
|i
Tommy Allan 3

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
Arpeggio
B srb-ra Carroll
Vic Do.ker.bci.
Blue Angel
( ‘* >rse Matson
I>i ma Trask
1!
Schell
Biidd A Travis
Bon Sotr
I-’e! . ia Sanders
L:t'Te. Dane &
Musan
Tivee Flames
Jmimie Daniels
Chateau Macrid
Pt r».-- Lara
( srteto Triar.a
11 !ph Font ore
P^m-liito Ore
Car.di Cortez
Copacabana
R-.-ky Lane
It'ise Marie
Tony franco
P «ul She J lev Ore
Frank Marti -Ore
Den
Jack Douglas.
Jen Southern .
Upstairs Room
Pose Murphy
SI *m Stewart
No 1 Fifth Ave.
The Troupers
Robert Downey
Harold For.vilte
Hotel Astor
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Lenny Herman
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Ray Bari Ore. .
Milt Shaw jOrc
Latin Quarter
.Viv Della C'hiesa
Jack Durant!;
Alcettys
!
: Marquis & Family
■ Dick Curry i;
.To Lombardi! Ore
3 Hnrlowe Ore
Living Rqdrri
Sylvia Sirris |;
Jaques Kayal
Jack . Kelly i
international
Ice Show
:
• Vic Charles!:
McKenna Line
•Mike Durso )Drc
Palmieri Ore;
Viennese. Lantern
^Monica Boyar
. Anita Darien
Ernest Schocin Ore
Village Barn
Larry McMahan
. Ellen Kampman
■ Marty Savat
Zeb Carver ;
. Belle Carroll
1 Eddie Smut |. .
Ernie Blank : Ore.
Village Gate
. Brock Peters
! Coaclunen j
;
Village Vahguard
Turk Murphy
! Irwin Corey;
i Kenny Burrell 3

Blue Angel
Mighty Panther
Princess Abilia.
Christian Lamont
‘Al Lopez Ore
Roger McCall
Blue Note
Jimmy Rushing
Harry Sweets (4)
Cloister inn
Lonnie Sattin
Gary Morton
Joe Parnello (3>
Conrad Hilton
-Frosty Frills**
Helga Neff
Farra & Carter Ben Gee & Bernie
Harris
Jack Kodell
Eddie Ash
Manuel 'Del Toro

rlnez & Gordon
; Ken Harris lore
.Drake
: Jimmy Blade Ore
|
Gate of ;Horn
; Leon Bibb
> Ran Sc Nama
; Del Close
London House
I Don Shirley i:
! Eddie Higgins
\ Larry Novak
Mister Kelly's
; Larry Adler:
| Betty Bennett
; Marty Rubinstein 3
; Marx & Frlgo
Palmer House
; Nelson Eddy
1 Gale Sherwbod
; Lucille & Eddie
j
Roberts ;
. Ben Arden Ore

Hotel Capri
Raquel Mata
Manolo Torrents
Rivieras
Hotel Hilton
Miguel Herrero
Carmelita Vazquez
El Martin
Mario Alvarez
Cecilia Padro

Band Box
Billy GrayBat Ya
Mickey Katz
Jackie Lee Cochron
Ben Blue's
Barbara Heller
Frankie Rapp
Diane Lefti
Mildred Law.
Sammy Wolf
Dick Bernie
Richard Cannop
(van Lane Ore
Cloister
Bobby Darin
Terry Gibbs 5
Cocoanut Grove
"Pearl Bailey Rev”
Freddy Martin Ore .
Crescendo
Frances Faye
. Oino's
Ruth GiUis

Gibson Girls :
Gordon &' Colville
;Ulen Bros, it June
Amazing Mai'goes
Anny Berryer
Edit JUhasz
Frank Wilson
Lor’a’ne Bransgrove
AUCKLAND
New Zealand

Arxnonicoa
Irnperio de Triaria
Ada Zaneiti;
Victor Alvarez
J. Moreno Ore
Fajardo Ore •
Hotel National '
Fler de Roto
Rudy Fanertl
Marta Stincer

! Jack .Elton
Steve La Fever.
Interlude . .
Bobby Short
- Moulin. Rouge'
Sophie ,Tucker
Ted Lewis
Donri Arden’s “Big
Ben Beat**
Dick Stabile Ore
.
Slate Bros.
Dave Gardner
Trudy Stabile .
Joe Castro Trio
. Staffer Hote>
Larry Ellis. Ice Rev
Gloria Nord
George Zak
Cayahaughs
Skinnay Ennis' Ore
Ye Little Club
Linda Lawson
Job Felix
Roger Nichols

I ,■ Purple Onion
} Phyllis Diller ■ ■■ ■.
: Smothers Bros.. ;
' .Cruz. Luna' ..
! Freddy Paris• Fred Smith

Golden
Louis. Jordan .
Freddie B.eli
Mafalda
aoni Wilson
.Harrah's Club
Esther Williams
Debra Hayes
Deedy & Bill
Noel Boggs
Boss & Lane ...
Arthur Ellen
Jigg Adams
Harold s. Club
Eddie- Peabody
Helen Boice
Jodimars

365 Club
Szonys
Oscar Cartier
LavernesBill Clifford Ore. ,
.>Ioro Landis Ore

.Holiday
Hoosier Hot Shots
Gaylords
Encores
H. Stevens
. . Maples .
Lili St. C.vr; '
Dick Shawn
: Skylets
Jack Mel'nick Orr
.Riverside
Kean A .Parker
Riverside Starlets .
;. De Pauls
Le Juntas
Ed- Fitzpatrick Ore
i
.;
;
:

, ;
Bal Tabarin
Harrah's .
Liberace
.1 Nick Lucas r
Boyer;
Leighton Noble Ore
Novelites
Tony Pastor
Cai-Neva
Spike Jonesj
•New Sons Pioneers
Matty Mallick’s Ore
State! ine
.
Wagon Wheel .
Red Nichols
Wilder Bros:
Kings IV Maaka Nua Revue..
Denis & Rogers ..
Jo Anri Jordan
Johnnie McCormick
Bobby Page
Al Morgan
I Chris Ibanez
Don Baker
! Rounders -..I.
Nick Esposito
Sue Flanders
Tahoe-Waza •
Nevada Ledge-.M Davis Sc Spouse
Ruddy-Mars Revue
Holt & Jonah
Chet McIntyre
Pam Garner.
•Personalities

LAS VEGAS
Desert inn
McGuire Sisters
Dave Barry
Art Johnson.
Donn Arden Driers
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dunes
; "Minsky’s Arabian
|
Nights**' •••’ '•
■ Jack Carson
Ben Beri
Rowena Rollins
Victor Julian .&
. Dogs
Tommy Roberts
Evelyn Freeman
- Gillian Grey
: Bob Vegas
1 Allen Conroy
Marya Linero
L'ee Davidson Ore
El Cortez
Dubonnet. Trio
.'Eddie Bush
Versa tiles
1 El Rancho Vegas.
Joe E. Lewis
. "La Nue Eye-**
■ .Tanine Caire
i Christine Fraser *
Dick Rice .Ore ;.
. Flamingo
Jan Murray
•. Gloria DeHaven
| Don Kirk
i I eigh ,Ann Austin
T’lamingo.ettes
I Jack Cathcart pr.c
'
Fremont Hotel
, Joe Kins A Zahiacs
. Make Believes
. Joe Sante 4
; »wlor. Brosl
Gplden Nugget
Harrv Ranch
* Lee & Faye May¬
nard .
Sons of Gold’n Wst
Hacienda
Four Tunes
Johnny Olenn
Shir ley Scott
Nevada Ctub
Vido. Musso
j. Tommv Nunez
Johnny Adomono
; Cathy Rvan
i Sophie Parker
Al DePaulis 4
1 Sparklers
New Frontier
"Holidav in Japan”
Beatrice Kay

i
{
l
!
.

Ernie Andrews
EdI. Domingo
Little Red & Mrjcy
;
Layne
Riviera
Red Skelton
Peggy Taylor
Double Daters
Lionel Hampton Ore
Ray" Sinatra Ore
Dorothy Dorben Dcs j
.Sahara •
Crosby Brothers;
Ashtoiis
Don Rickies.
Johnny ‘Scat” Davis
Saharem Dancers ; ;
Louis Basil Ore
Sands
Johnny Mathis
< Joey Bishop
s Harry Nofal ...
I Evelyn Dutton
i .Roy Palmer .
j Copa Girls
J Antonio Morelli Ore
ShowboatSons of Pioneers
■
Hank Morton
J
Johnny Cash
j
Merle Travis.
;
Silver slipper.; !
Hank: Henry
.. i
Sally Rand
I
Sparky Kaye
Appletons
I
Dick Weston
;
.: Peggy Dietrick
'Toni & Harry Whairi ;
- Red Marshall
.1
; Darihy Jacobs .
i Geo. Redman Ore .
•
Stardust
!
- Lido De Paris
j
;.f'Ca C’est L'Araour”
j Happy Jesters
!
; Audrey' Cooper
: Tony Pastor
: Kim'Sis
Thunderbir'd
j “Ecstacy on Ice:”
Leny Evers'ong ;
' Al Jahns Ore.
l
Troplcana
!
, Carol Channing
■ Chiquita
Johnson
Gali Gall
: Joy “MisS Nevada”
Blaine
Shecky Greene ;.
i Three Suns
j Norman Brown 6
.
Herman Kaye Ore

MIAMI- MIAMI BEACH
A-T»ert«r-»na .
Ril'y D niels
...! :iy Dunn
Ngia Ramon 3
: Lee Martin Ore .

]
i
j
i
!

Tropical Nights
■ T.eonela Gonzalez
1 Rr.qiiOl & Rolando
• Wa'ti use's Trio
Maya Freyre
I.os Romeros
Los C.uaracheros
Miriam Balmori.
Sirelda
Leonard Dawson
Ore
' Carillon
Larry Lynn
‘ Elissa Jayne
i Tun Tun
1 Ken Nelsen
. Ted Kivitt
. Cindy Fuller
Jacques Donriet Ore
Ruth Wallis
Clover Club
Wally Vernon
I Tinker Bell
! Guv Marks I
Cuban Village
Rama & Banda
| Tariy & Leon .
! Alvaro & Aurora
( Ada Diaz
■ Berto Sc Olga
I Jose Aponte ,
- Deauville
i Mandy Campb Ore
' H. Levine Ore
[ '
Diplomat
i M McPartland 3
I
Eden Roe
.! Jackie Heller
! Giovannis .
! Luis. Varona. Ore
‘ Duke Jenkins Ore.,

i

; Bilfmore .Terraca

,
’
I

Fontainbleau ...
Johnnie Ray
Larry Alpert
Four Aces
Frank Fontaine
Murray Schlamm
Sacasas Ore
Pupi CamDO Rev
Natale Fields 3
Lucerne
Havana \Tr*rdi Grae
Betty Reilly
Roberto & Alicia
Milos Velarde
Don. Casino
Pepe
Blanco . '
Fausto Curbelo Ore
Montmartre
Somethin*. Smith
Sc Redheads
Lillian Roth .
Freddie. Calo Ore .
Murray Franklin's
Kay Carol
Frankie Hyers
Gina. Wilson.
Linda Bishop
Roy Sedley
Paul Gray
Murray Franklin
Eddie Bernard
Patsy's Place
Patsy Abbott
Marge Sherwin
Billy Shepard
Judy Jourdan
Roney Plaza
Loraa Duke
Polynesian Revue.
The RancheF
Time Toppers
Wally Futch
Candida
Dennis Paul Ore’
.Curt Harmon 3

SAN FRANCISCO
Backstage
Stan Arnold
Rene Joubert
Blackhawlt
Miles Davis 6
Canterbury
Geo.. Alexander
Benny Strong . Ore
Easy Street .
Marty Marsala
Wally Rose Ore
.
Pack's.
Roy Hamilton
Ann Henry
Fairmont Hotel
| George Gobel ' • •
' E. Heekscher Ore
Gay 90*s
Diamond Lil
Sharon Apel
. .
i Bee &- Ray Gorinaa.

I

Dick Keegan Ore
Hangover
Earl Hines
Joe Sullivan
Muggsy Spanier •
.: Hungry .»
Lime Lighters •
M Sc K Welch
Marilyn Child
. . Jazz Workshop .
Mastersounds
Benny Jolson 5
Moulin Roug*
Kitty Cole
Tommy Co nine '
Lee Arnoux
Carol King
Fran ..O'Brien
Maynard Meyer Ore
On the. Levee.
> Kid Ory Ore

Unit Reviews
JonI Janies Jamboroo
. Omaha, Aug. 5;
■- Joni James, Kirby Stone Four,
Ving Merlin & Lynda, Tanya. & BU
agi. Gay nor. & Ross, Dave Majors
Orch (12K
i
Fourth free show of the season
for the 22.000 dues-paying mem¬
bers of Omaha’s civic org Ak-Sar-:
Ben; proved a pleasant blend of:
music, coniedy and. variety’.‘Pro-;
duced by Romeo-Hammond, local
agency, it play/d smoothly both
evenings here (4-51.
Joni. James headlined, and.
wrapped up matters with a nifty :
39-ihinute songalog. Making, her:
initial visit to these parts. Miss.
James clicked from the minute She !
walked on in a pink formal. She
sticks to. ‘ her laves, “Cheating :
Heart,”! “Have You Heard,” “My
Love,” “There Goes My Heart,” j
“But Not for Me!” “Must Be a
You,” “Why Don't YOU Believe
.M.e”; and “Still Get a Thrill,” be¬
fore coming, back for. her w. k. “I'
Still Get . Je:aloii‘s” as an encore. •
Gal' has good stage saavy.
Kirby Stone Four wrapped up
first, half excellently with their
zanv antics; including; clever im- i
personations. Boys haye a different !
style of comedy and had to beg off. J
Another strong act wa^ Tanya &
Biagi. comedy . daneers, who de- !
monstra^e. godd enough lifts to in- !
dicate they could play it straight.
Their forte. though.Vis the clothes- ;
'ripping bit. , and. when gorgeous !
redhead Tanva shucks.her dress
it’s a . visual display not to ^be soori
forgotten; . .
. Gavnor & Ross, vet, roller skat¬
ing duo, open show with a fast sixminute iob of . whirling acros. Use
. own
platform .arid ; gal’s, hair
brushes floor, on several tricks.
Violinists Ving Merlin & Lynda
broke in a new act here arid are
listed in that department. Dave
Maiors or'ch showbacked canably.
Next Ak-Saf-Ben show, is a Barnes
& Carruthejs unit Aug. 17-19.
Trump.
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New Acts
MURRAY ROMAN
CHASE & MITCHELL
Coinedy
Comedy, Songs, Dance
17 Mins.
35 Mins.:
Hungry I, San Francisco
Statler-Hiltoh Hotel, Dallas
Murray Rbriiani who used to be
Dick Chase & Bud Mitchell, exan artists’ manager, does very
j
solo
acts, have been a team foir.
nicely at the lowercase hungry i,
which As a sort of weaning ground over three, years afid their multiple
for “sick’’ and/or offbeat comics. j talents, expertly displayed, qualify
Roman combines many of the i them as headliners in! the plush,
qualities !• of Shelly Berman and
Lenny Bruce; for instance, he uses larger rooms. Fast, cleari show
. the telephone, technique a la Ber¬ ' neatly, tandems handsome vocalistman quite effectively' in a Fidel vdancer Dick Chase as straightman
Castro, bit, and his irreverent ap¬
1 and brusque, loud BUd Mitchell as;
proach to anyone . and anything
/laugh-getter. Opening, with Chase
smacks of Bruce.
! singing onstage and Mitchell in the .
The Castro bit comes first^-CasI room, is loud and wild—guaranteed
tro supposedly phoning around to
; to awaken all patrons/ The frenetic
Lucky Luciano, President Eisen¬
boys toss clever comedy lines for
hower, Desi Arnaz and Hedde Hop¬
; neat returns. Some lines are not.
per after his takeover in Cuba.
strictly! Sunday School items, but
Next comes a much /unnier—and
. slightly off-cplor bits are inoffenmuch more original—parody on the
} sive and also score.
Kabuki Theatre. He winds up with
Pair is adept at gauging audia fairly., overworked takeoff on a 1
Los Angeles faith-healer—over-: erices; a hand-sitting room got
!
from
Mitchell, a sudden:. “Why.
worked because it’s very sirriilar to
Bruce's comedy , on the same sub¬ ! don’t we. all, get in a taxi and go
! where there’s, a. show?” Impres¬
ject.
Roman, of course, is a relative sions are fine, with Chase doing
Tony
Bennett
and
novice in the “sicknik” field and Rochester,
Armstrorig-4and Mitchell
figures to improve as he weeds out ! Louis
the more derivative parts of his J miming Jack Benny. Frankie Laine
act. He uses certain phrases, such j and Johnnie Ray. Both do a sock
as referring to Castro’s Havana Ed Sullivan takeoff. Vocal duet,
headquarters as “the Hilton Rebel,” “Without Ypu,” keeps the tablers
which have been drained of humor happy and a tandem terp turn
long ago, and the result is an un¬ : takes the. team off for hefty palm¬
Bark.
even act. He also reveals his Jewish ing; . origin much less subtly, than either
Berman or Bruce, therefore losing
all the inherent comic possibilities JAMAL TWINS
Dance
in this phase of his personality.
On the other hand, his delivery is . 13 Dlins.
very good, he is poised and/addly, Gatineau, Ottawa
he can tell: straight standup stories : The Jamal Twins, authentically
very well.. Audierice gave him a Egyptian; have, one of the best
fine sendoff and he seems to have
; belly-dance bits in the business.
a bright future.
Stef.
) Besides showing plenty savvy and
ability, Laila & Lamia- Jamal are
THE LIMELITERS (3)
Songs, Comedy
standout lookers . and use click©
24 Mins.
‘ costuming.. Stint is done to nice
Hungry I, San Francisco .
arrangements, tough on the. house,
When old pros put their heads band blit big for effect. Feriimes
together arid come up with a new ‘ are identical twins, wearing black
format an audience generally can. hair , down to their bare midriffs
count ori slick, well-rehearsed en^ and making: good use 6f it, plus
tertainment. This is the case with just-right
costumes,' to
exhibit.
The Limellters, trio comprising . their, whistle-makirig construction
Lou Gottlieb; Glenn Yarbrough and
as they toss hips arid torsos;
Alex Hassilev.
It’s a Solid act. for niteries and
Trio uses bass < Gottlieb), guitar
(Yarbrough) and banjo Hiassilev), would: look, good in a stage musical
With
the right part. .
Gorni. ■ .
with Gottlieb fronting at the mike

and. furnishing plenty of humor be¬
tween numbers and Yarbrough, TING MERLIN & LYNDA
who has a sweet tenor, providing Violins
the strongest musical accents. .
19 Mins.
They come on with “Mama Don’t Ak-Sar-Beri, Omaha
’Low,.” go into “Molly Malone”
j
Long, known as a class violin act;
(Yarbrough soloing), then do ‘Zhankoye” (a Crirnean .folk song, and Ving Merlin & Lynda (Mrs; M.) are
very effective), “Rock Island Line” now injecting some novelty that
a la Huddie Ledbetter, a very . should keep them near the top of
funny English ! music-hall song/
their field. Pair now come on as
‘'Madeira. M’Dear” (with Gottlieb
leering beautifully4, and. wind up “The Coquettes,” both. in. femme
with “Hard, Ain’t It Hard;” Crowd gowns and wigs to do their. fid-/
loved it.
; '
dling. Lynda, a blonde, wears a
Secret, aside froni assiduous re¬
black hairpiece, like her hubby to
hearsal/ is in the arrangements,
which are all Gottlieb’s doing. He add to the surprise!.
is the same fellow who arranged
Couple keeps up the disguise for
for and led the Gateway Singers ; 13 minutes, doing most of their
arid who! has done much of the ar¬ ‘ familiar routines such as “Hot
ranging for the Kingston Trio. He Canary,” challenges and jazz riumis at his best for this group, which : hers.! Both then reduce gowns to t
cannot only sing well but can also ; briefs arid strum violins.like banjos'
kid the music wonderfully.
■! before going into “There’s Nothing
Name of the group comes from ; Like a Dame,” in which. Merlin
| a club at Aspen- Colo., which Yar¬ ;.sings “I’m No Dame’* arid doffs
brough and Hassiley own. As Gbtt- ■wig. '■:•
| lieb, who’s also done a . standup j
Later in . show both return au
(Exposition Arena, Portland)
comic single, says, “We can always j nature!
for
three : straightaway
.. Portland. Ore.. Aug. 4.
go back to Aspen.” But this group, | numbers to let full effect settle rin
“Wafer Follies of '59.” produced
sharp and hip to the times, doesn’t 1 aud. Customers here liked, the
and staged, by Sam . Snyder; cos- •
; figure to return to Aspen for a ■switch.!
Trump,
tiimes; • Broadway . Costume. Co.;
while; since recording firms al¬
stage .choreographer, Buster Keim;
■ /
A
ready have exhibited lots of in- !
water , choreographer, Lisa .Milton;
■ terest in them and the bookings TONY BARI
with Suzanne Nicole, Fred Barber,
Songs
Stef.
Ray & Roman, Ray. Edwards, Rogr should come easy.
25 Mins.
er Nadeau, Divers. (Stanley/Mitch¬
Gondolier, N.Y,
ell, Frank Sink, Bobby James,. Em¬ j Standards and operatic stuff. Boy¬
: Toni Bari, who started to create
ile Hotte, Clive' Dyson), Water ish Fred. Barber stops the shcAv
[ Ballet (.14), Bill Cianci Orch (12). with impreshes of celebs, singers attention some years ago before
| At Oregon. Centennial Exposition and musical instruments; Meek being cut down by ari illness which
Arena, Portland, Aug, 1-14, ’59; guy starts slowly and. builds to a
caused a layoff of several years, is
begoff. Ray & Roman display some
$2.50 top,
nifty
adagio
ballroom terping. back in business again at thg Gon¬
“Water Follies of 1959” is the Ray Edwards is the only stage stint dolier, a dirrily lit intimery on
first major league water-vauder to in. the second -sesh and far tod Lower Fifth Aye; Vocally, he’s bet¬
appear in this town. Natives and weak for this spot. He keeps the
ter than before; showing a manure
centennial visitors liked what they show moving at a good clip as
saw opening, night (1) arid vtfird emcee, but his song & dance stint appreciation of traditional melo-'
dies and a sav\»y in delivery that .
of mouth should draw throngs needs work. .
through the turnstiles. Well de¬
Roger: Nadeau grabs hefty mit^ makes, him eligible for protracted
signed, portable equipment is set ting and bellies; fori his comedy stands oh the floor.
up in three sections with stage antics on the diving board and in
Bari sings in many languages,
flanked by. a diving tank on .one the shallow tank. The five diving with accent on Italian and Spanish.
side and, a water ballet section on. champs thrill stubholders With He takes on the robust romantic
the other; Physical. setup is ideal their form and, skill. The Water tunes; His voice is »big enough to
for keeping the package moving at: Ballet (14) is in the aqua for sev-'1 envelop a room without a mike and
a fast pace. “Follies” is presented eral -top production numbers. Girls he can sing softly enough to give
in two parts with an internussion. are fresh looking and show dis¬ an air of intimacy to his; Offerings.
First half is a whammo arid cipline in their precision swim¬ He varies his songs with pops, semikeeps the customers off their mitts, ming; They demonstrate versatili¬ classics and carries a repertoire
Second stanza, bogs dowri arid needs ty by dancing onstage; Production that seems to contain something for
bolstering with a sock stage act is neat and lighting, sound and everyone.
;
and a stronger finale. Bari is good for specialized sit¬
costumes oustariding. Bill Cianci
Lovely Suzanne: Nicole garners batons the local orchestra (12) for uations. In this atmosphere, he
Feve.
solid returns with her chirping rif good backing.
excels.'
\
Jose.

Water Follies ol ’59
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Bflinguai Drama Scfiooi . JHold "Music Man’ Curtain to Force
PrerofDramaii^
Is Panned in Toronto j
^
_
Theaire Cleanup, But Who H Pay?
Amplifies on Amteur Rights

tre Center. Powys Thomas/ a mem- ■ ■ ■ •' _—f rr-t^ ov,.,*,,,,.*.New York. her of the Stratford (Onf.) Shake! • J1}®
Editor, Variety:
May.I comment upon the letter Chapman-Con way-Rodale
from Gerald A. Larsen of; the Sac¬ Get Off-B’way Royal, N.Y. tistic directo/
Set for Basle Theatre aters, but it remains to^he seen
director of the proposed
ramento-State College in your last
Basle. Aug.il.
'TOlk
The off-Broadway Royal Theatre school, which will be under the
issue? Despite your disclaimer, of
supervision of Michel St. Denis, j Two US-originated plays, Regi- If.
interest in the non - professional has been acquired by Lonny Chap¬ former director of the Old Vic nald Rose’s “12 Angry Men” and ,
man,
Curt
Conway
and
J.
I.
Ro¬
theatre, you are so widely read in
School and presently consultant to Leslie
Stevens’
“Marriage-Go- Equity. but ,V?e cost may nave to
that field that I think someone dale. This gives the trio another the Lincoln Center in New York. Round,” will be given their initial b® borne, at least m part, by the
should amplify Prof Larsen’s re- commercial, outlet for their acting
A survey of theatres,- auditori- Swiss presentations during, the;up- ! sh2^s Paying the various houses,
school
at
Theatre
Studio
of
,N.Y.
■ marks.
urns, arenas and concert facilities coming Komoedie here. The cap-!
get action on the matter,
It is true that the release of Already tied up with that operation in Canada will also be conducted Sule theatre launches its 1959-60 Equity held up last Monday nights
plays to the amateur market is j is the Cecilwood Theatre, Fishkill, % CTC on a grant from fhfe Cana- semester Aug. 14.
'!iD) Performance of “The Music
:!
N.Y.,
which
they
also
run
as
sum.-:
^restricted and delayed' more than
da Council. The study, to be com(The Rose drama, originally a
at the Majestic Theatre,
^necessary. Protests against any de¬ mer stock.
Y., until the “intolerable saniChapman is an. actor - author, pleted by next March 15, will be television script and subsequent-'
lay whatsoever disclose that the
conducted by Bruce Serdfager, iy a film, has never been produced j taiY conditions” had been "ameli;
whose
play,
“The
Buffalo
Skinner,”
’ reasons for postponement of . a
theatrC manager of the Stratford on Broadway. The Stevens come- orated.” The show rang up 18
play’s release are not well under¬ was produced off-Broadway last Festival.
ay is scheduled to resume on minutes late “so as to permit, a
stood. The local theatre manager season. Conway is an actor-director . ’ .
^'-—■ ■■
'
Broadway in September following time extension to complete the
regards' a play as declassed if it and Rodale is the author of. “Mr. _ .
. ,
_
a summer layoff.—Ed.)
! work in progress.”
Mother
Goose,”
scheduled
to
try¬
has previously been played in bis
ClAJ. IAlso slated for production at; « ^as agreed that various renotown by an amateur company. He out in Fishkill next Sept. 1-6 un- iMIn!K IS LllrrtflV
the Komoedie is a new version of; vations would be carried out yesj
der
Chapman’s
direction.
If
reacfeels he has lost some . of his po¬
UIVVI1 W WIVUUJ
Friedrich Duefenmatt’s play-with- ! terday (Tues.) under the supervi-.
tential. audience, : but even more : tion to the play is favorable it’ll '■
m
» inusic, “Frank V
Opera of a ! sion of representatives of the Shustrongly, he feels the play will be ■ be moved to the Royal.
AAkiMM^
I
Private
Bank.” The larger Stadt-] berts, producer Kermit BloomgarAnother play by Rodale, “The
regarded as old and out; of date:,
iff iMHlinn theatre, which presents opera, bal- ' den and the.union. After that, an
:
Skyscraper,”
is
slated
for
an
Aug.
The New York producers’ and
VVUi
wwuiw;,. iet and legit, is scheduled to begin ! Equity committee was to inspect
. dramatists’ agents also feel that if 1 17-22 tryout at the Guthsville Play¬
Tk;
its season here Sept 14.
} the hackstace situation before last
The consistent
profit payoff
payoff to
to
. a play has been played by an ama¬ house, Allentown, Pa.
consistent profit
--i night’s performance could go on.
the
backers of_the.Broadway
of the Broadway propro¬
teur company before it reaches a
fhediackers
.
- .
^
/Thereafter, performances will he
duction of “Sabrina Fair” has
city , on the road, it will seriously
passed the .100% mark. The Inves¬
hurt/ business. The result is that
tors have
plays are withheld from the ama¬
haw been receiving annual
aimua1 iniApU^/IWl lUIW
, if, exoected that after the Madividends on their stake in the
teur market not only when 11 tour
Playwrights Co. production since
is booked, but when someone ex-,
the end of its* 317-performanCe
presses a mild interest in possibly
Broadway run Aug. 21, 1954.
organizing a 'tour. Sometimes. a
vague inquiry as to whether a play
At that time the Samuel Taylor
Afla: haps ultimately out of town, where
might be available for a tour on
“Look Homeward, Angel,” which comedy had netted $57,754 on a
.
=.
^ug. IV
conditions in some instances are
Subsequent
Even_ Shakest^are has fallen . said to ^ even worse Jn aI1 case^
the Pacific coast will result in its ! ended, a 71-week Broadway run $50,000 investment. Subse^ubnt
being withheld from the non-pro¬ • last April and has since been iim- distributions of royalty and mis^he segrega^n issue. Kiss | fhe union cannot force action unfessional market throughput the ' ited to three . stock productions, cellaneous
income,
principally Me, Kate, ^the musical comedy j tn shows are actualIy booked into
entire United States.
tli® houses
• will begin touring pext Oct. 21 at from stock, hiked the total divvy version of the Bards Taming
Amateur plays can be given a 1 the Playhouse, Wilmington. The to $103,000 as of last June 30. That the Shrew” was presented in an j The
unicJn has
has no
no power of
of dealdeal.
The union
restricted release, i.e., made avail¬ | road trek, with John Drew Barry- amount, split equally between, the expurgated edition last week in j
rrnntinmxl on page 775)
«xv
(Continued
able only, in territories where no ; more starring in, the role originat- backers and the management, was the Theatre-under-the-Stars sum-!i
P S
road company ever plays or where : ed on Broadway by Anthony Per- registered with the distribution at mer season of Municipal Theatre. :
“
~
there are no stock companies. The . kins, , will be under the manage- that time of $5,000.
Inc., in the 7,500-seat Chastain ; fofyL.
{ignkirac
Dramatists Play Service has for ; ment of Theatrical Interests Plan.
The profit includes the produc- Memorial Amphitheatre in North vrtUHUtft' Ullil i/CpRH Cd
many years been trying to get the
-tioii’s share of income from the Eulton Park.
;
Itvolsiofinnc7 HI
; earliest possible release of the : The tour is scheduled to run pre-production sale of the film
Because the Cole Porter num-; IIUWOI liTafuaLIlmo l/l
properties they represent, and re¬ through the season and Wind up rights to Paramount The picture ber, “Too Darn Hot,” is suitable: n.
l
C|
.
on
the
Coast,
with
travel
by
train
stricted releases, in noh-eompeti:
; an d bus-and-truck. About 15 weeks : version, costarring Audrey Hep- for performance by Negro dancer-, ^Ta¥rlldlS uafiS ficScdlCO
(Continued on page 73)
h
E
| will; be played. under Broadway burn, the late Humphrey Bogart isingers, it was dropped from the!( J
John
E. Fitz<Terald
Fitzgerald, entertainentertainTheatre
Alliance
subscription and William Holden, was released ] show without announcement. The ment collSmnS"S the Mtolic
sponsorship. The stock produc¬ shortly after the termination of the j tune wasn’t even included in the ^eeklv 'Our Sundav Visitor’ ln
. taking ’note of the ‘bdtprdav at
tions . of Ketti Frings’ dramatiza¬ comedy’s Broadway run: The Main overture.
Stem offering costarred Margaret: Although Georgia law doesn’t te
f f diocesan publications to
tion of Thomas/ Wolfe’s. novel; C.,Hivon
anrt white nerf nr mere
OlOCesan pUDIlCatlOnS TO
;
Sullivan
and
Joseph
Cottefi,
who
/forbid
Negro
and
white
performers
SDread 01
u
• were restricted to the Cocoanut
beyond films
_.
Grove (Fla.) Playhouse, the Play¬ /wore subseauentiy succeeded bv I in . the same shows; or even on .
house in the Park, Philadelphia, Leora Dana and Tod Andrews, ! stage together (and it has occurred atres, observes:
There was no touring edition of j in the past), the management fig“I regret exceedingly the tend¬
Minneapolis, Aug. 11. . and the La Jolla. (Cal.) Playhouse. the comedy, but a company headed ; ured that because school integradiocesan papers
to
The Cocoanut Grove and Philly by Diana Lynn.and Wendell Corey ; tion is; such a controversial issue ency
The Downtown Council. com¬
^ of some
",
c:6Ia
run
evaluations of. stage
prising local business and civic . presentations were permitted be- had a brief run in Los' Angeles and / at the moment, it would be unwise ^wsmoral
without
exDlainm^ that they
: .
»nnou, CAuidixi'Xiu; iixax ittvy
leaders, has been delegated by the • cause the upcoming touring pro¬ San Francisco.
lisk a mixed-cast
niixed—Cast “incident”
incident
, . ,f
,
,
.
;t.to
o risk
i
are completely unoff’cial. Moral
City Council to work out a plan duction isn’t skedded to play
‘
mieQt^meher?ii indirat evaluations are estimates and eduto finance operation of a pro- • those locales. The La Jolla bbokT'iSr S
til?'
guesses as to what will af. posed expansion of the Municipal : ing was tied in with the tour, the
^
fe2t the average audience in what
Auditorium. The governing group j stock operation building the sets
figures a larger auditorium^ prob¬ for the. road production,
jAssn. is all-white, although other
ably including a theatre to house v Ann- Lee, who’s managing La.
touring legit shows, Would be a Jolla for a 10-week season through
sally “
no^
public asset.
• . next Sept. 5, has instituted a twi¬
' It B. rBvomo-) Seltzer is presi- ^ere
every eireurastance.
Currently, Minneapolis is with¬ light . matinee policy Saturdays,
dent
of
Municipar
Theatre,
Yorwalk
COnn
.• uent■
ut ivzumcipai
ixxedxie. which
wiiih
out any house to play the Theatre ' with performances. at 6 p.m. and
the outdoor musical so
sepresents theGuild-American . Theatre ? Society ' 9 p.m. ;. Her staff includes John Editor Variety:
™ can be an occasion of sin.
shows. As a result, the city will ; Boyt, designer; Barry McGee, tech¬
Many theatregoers . living in *4ries,
[^S’ with Eric Mattson as manag- things,
likely lose the subscription sea¬ nical director and William deLan- southwestern Connecticut a;n d;
But 1 sometimes
wonder if it
UJJ.
, . Stevenson
O LCVClloUU Barrett
Ddlipu ,IUUai*
* 4a •
x_ L ___
working
a
five-day
week
are
facing
director,
musison for 1959-60, since road legit noy and Adele Franz (formerly
- i
Dutmfin
wouIqii t be better to xiBVp serious
cal director.
director, Pittmam
Pittman Corry,
Corrj% chorecnorex,.
%s~
productions are expected to play Broadway actress Adele Long- a blackout , of live entertainment. • cal
f, to just
i 2, 2
w a,
nearby St. Paul, where the munL mire) as’ pressagents. . ;
Those whose only opportunity to osrepherand ensemble stager, and Ld
and universities as
what
cipal auditorium has a theatre
attend the New York theatre is on Leo Fischer scenic designer.
film or art is and just hov? it can
Regarding
TIPs
sponsorship
of
section.
• a Saturday night are no longer able •
.
.
M
t .r affect us. For example, excessive
For the last .five . years and . the touring presentation, the legit fto do^so as a result of a ^udden ; GOKlllOCkS ^ IlM SJ3L145 : brutsdity siekcns ** and « repullonger Minneapolis has had the investment - producing syndicate ■ curtailment of service by the New (
v
, sive to us, but can we sav for cersubscription season exclusively /was among the backers of the Haven Railroad. There is no longer
f
^
fOCA AAA I-i* tain that it is contagious' ?
co-spon¬ a- train from Grand Central to
and, otherwise, most major tourers . Broadway production,
»H fWV,UVU fMUC| ^what Is most regrettable is that
have played their Twin Cities’ sored by Kermit Bloomgarden and Norwalk oh a Saturday night bc-j . “Goldilocks,” wrhich had a 20- go few Catholics seem to know that
engagements
exclusively
here. / Theatre 200, Inc. The. outfit also tween 9:57 and 12:50 a.m.
, \ week, run last season at^the Liint- some of these lists (exclusive of
However, two years ago the local I bought into the management’s end
Monday-through-Friday nights a ■ Fontanne Theatre, N.Y./folded for < the Legion of Decency list) are
Lyceum Theatre was acquired by i of the presentation while “Angel” train leaves New York at 12 mid- a $331,145 loss, according to a June ; completely unofficial, and somean evangelistic group for a re¬ • was on Broadway.
night. Why can’t it also be run 16; accountant’s statement. The times the estimation (often acculigious tabernacle. United Para¬
Satiirday nights? If, as predicted. Producers Theatre presentation j rate, but nevertheless unofficial
mount’s State, which interrupted.
Broadway shows ring up earlier was financed for $360,000, of which ; and fallible) of an individual. .
its.; regular . film policy last sea¬
starting next fall, Saturday night $25,000 has been repaid to the; “if one Catholic critic can say
son to play roadshows, won’t be
playgoers will have an even longer hackers. The $3,855 balance is a show is immoral, another can say
available any longer and there’s
Wait‘for the train home, and thea- being held in reserve by the man- it is moral (though not perhaps
no theatre here to replace it.
tregoing by Connecticut residents j agement for probable distribution suitable for a family audience).
It has been estimated that the
Dallas, Aug. II.
will be further discouraged.
The important thing is that each
expanded auditorium project will ; Charles R. Meeker Jr., managParticularly for families who; Don Ameche and Elaine Stntch explain what norms or standards
involve a cost of $1,500,000 alone j ing director of the State Fair Mu¬ must employ baby-sitters, there; costarred in the musical, which he is usjnR to make this personal
for
the
additional
property sicals here, has been plugging the will be extra expense, plus the ne-! had book and lyrics by N.Y.: evaiuati0n ”
heeded. The total exDenditure j local venture and three others as; cessity of taking the sitters (mostly Herald Tribune drama critic ;
___
would likely exceed $6,000,000.
•“the four outstanding summer teenagers) home at 2 a.m. Or later.4 Walter Kerr and his authoress- |%
.
p
L
ji
[ theatre operations in Amerca.”
Under such conditions, it may be, wife, Jean Kerr, with Joan Ford f ftCEliY [9 bSCSt^rjOCfle
_
In recent tape-recorded iriter- difficult, if not impossible, to get collaborating on the lyrics and |
I^roy Anderson providing the
1*01
fC Iheni U).
• mission announcements at ..the sitters at all.
The 11:35 p.m. train from New score. Kerr directed.
...
theatre, Meeker,, after commbbting
. _ Albuquerque; Aug. 11.
on the State Fair offering, says, York can hardly have been taken—— ---—~
.
Benny will appear Aug. 27
“If your travels this summer hap¬ off because of poor business, as I <Ch6rie, Tuner Revival
London, Aug. 11.
pi* i
a
12 Albuquerque for the benefit of
Sean O’Casey,, whose plays have pen to take you to Kansas. City, have been told on good, authority ;
CIlCKS at V leitfta P est the Santa Fe Opera Co. The guest
rarely been done in London, will St/ Louis or Los Angeles, we sug¬ that it carried an average of 300 ;
“Why Do You Lie Cherie?” is: date as violin soloist will be unbe represented at the Royal gest you attend one. of the shows to 600 passengers. On some SaturCourt Theatre here in the fall by being produced by the Starlight d(ay nights I had difficulty finding having a successful revival in der the auspices of the Opera
. Ralph Sumpter.
Vienna. The operetta, with music Guilds of New Mexico. The ora production of “Cock-a-Doodle Theatre /in Kansas City, the Muny a. seat.
———■ . ■ - —/
by Leonard Marker and book and chestra will be conducted by John
Dandy.”
OpOra in St Louis or the Civic
lyrics by Hans Lengsfelder and Crosby, murfeal director.
The Royal Court engagement Light Opera in Los Angles.
will follow the' play’s production
“These along with the State Fair
in September at the Edinburgh Musicals; ^are the four outstanding,
Festival; (“Coc/c-flrDootRe :Dandy’r summer theatre operations in
was given an off-Broadway pres- America, and a visit to any oner of t&Totem Po??Playh«Se, F^etteTbe musical racked up a run of at $4.40, $3.18 and $1.90. Benny
entaiidn-m New York last wmtet. the&L .will add considerable plea¬ ville. Pa., where her husband, about 506 performances in Vienna reportedly is donating his services
—Ed.)"
'■■■■■■
•’
William Patch, is producer..
prior to World War II.
far the event.
sure to your trip.”

tiff

Coin to'Sabrina
lilflll

Kate ;
Mixed-Cast 'Kate
Is Too
Hot
is
loo Darn not;f—^

Sked ‘Angel’ For
X-Country Tour

CathoBc Critic Deplores
’Mural Evaluations’ Of
| Strawhats Sans Research

Mpls. Eyes Enlargement J
Of Municipal Auditorium
To Play legit Tourers

Norwalk, Conn., Resident
Says Train Cancellation
Will Hurt Theatregoing

; Charlie Meeker, Dallas,
Also Pings Olber Spots

Set O’Casey’s ‘Dandy’ At
Edinburgh Fest, London J

S SS’ “pirt -f the
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A Raisin In tho Sim
London. Aug. 5.

oossibile to say “No.” and who
dallies, wherever the prospects; are

to be found. Her current lover
Jcick- Hvltnn presentation (in associa¬
tion with Philip Rose. & David; J. Cogan entrusts her to his best friend when
and The Select Operating CaFp > .of a
he has to go off om Army service. A
three-act (six scenes) drama by Lorraine
block marriage ceremony is in¬
Hansberrv.
Direction. Llovd yRichards.
Stars, Earle Hyman. Juanita Moore: fea¬ volved and. the various plots arid
tures Kim Hamilton, Olga James.Mere"
and misfire
dith Edwards: Opened Aug. 4. ’59. at the counterplots collide
with bewildering lack of sense. '■
Adelphi Theatre. London; $2 top.
Kimi Hamilton Ruth Younger
The dialog . is mainly the. dry.
....
John
Adan
;
Travis Younger.
...
Eatle Hyman . martini . type of joke which was
Walter Lee Younger.
_
Olga James- amusing enough when Coward was
Beheatha Younger .
... Juanita Moore :
Lena Younger
Bari Johnson first making impact, in the theatre.;
Joseph Asagi
. •
Scott
Cunningham
but now seems outmoded. Neither
George Murchison ..
Meredith Edwards i the author nor director Tony Rich¬
Karl Linder
Lionel Ngakane- ’
Bobo
ardson
can accuse the cast of lack
Keefe
West.
Donald
Hoath
Moving Men
Lorraine
Hansberry’s [ eagerly ,
awaited Broadway success iseems to
have all the hallmarks of a similar
click in London, though tHe critics i
were cagey about sharing the all- |
out enthusiasm of tljeir New York i
colleagues. Directed by original j
Broadway stager Lloyd .Richards j
with a slow but sure touch and
acied with tremendous vitality by
a virtually all-Negro cast, “Raisin*’
is an engaging mixture of humor,
poignance and high drama.
Fundamentally, there isi nothing
verv original in Miss Hansberry's
.storv of a family dreaming its
dreams and frustrated in its at¬
tempts to rise above its; squalid
surroundings.
But
the! author
writes with such warm insight and
intuition that the theme j is given
a new look. The race question is
only implicit in the play, as the
essential emotions of the various:
characters have little to! do with
the color of their skins,
There are three standout per¬
formances. ail feminine.! Juanita
Moore as the kindly, religious ma¬
triarch is a tower of strength, dig¬
nified. human and touching in the
closing stages of the play. Also
effective is Kim Hamiltpn, as the
young wife, bewildered, tired and
longing only for a little peace. Miss
Hamilton has some of her best
moments when she has nothing to
do but apparently watch what s
happening. Her repose is masterly.
Olga James scores heavily .with the
humor as the young advanced sis¬
ter, but is less at ease *vith her
dramatic scene. Incidentally, the
part is understood to be largelybased on the a ithor’s own char¬
acter.
■.];
Major disappointment is; the per¬
formance of Kaile Hyman as the
chip on “his shoulder soil whose,
greed nearly causes a family dis¬
aster. Hi? performance is an in¬
teresting one. but Hyman tends to.
ham it up. to pose and rant a great
deal. Nevertheless, though lacking
charm, he extracts humoriffom his
role and has at least three fine
moments with the mother and the
wife.
•!'•; .
John Adan is a likable young¬
ster. Bari Johnson and Sijott Cun¬
ningham are excellent las. Miss
James’ eager suitors and Meredith
Edwards, as the representative of
the white colony, into vvhich the
Younger family plans to i move, is
first-class in the scene*; where,
blunderingly, he tries to break the
news that they w ould not be Wel¬
come in the neighborhood.
Set in an appropriately seedy
apartment. “A Raisin in the Sun”
(the title is billed here without cap¬
itals! is too long, but is an absorbs
ing and rewarding theatrical en¬
tertainment. •
!;■ Rich.
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of enthusiasm. In fact, everybody
tries so hard that comedy points
are smashed home .with a dull
thud.
. .
Miss Leigh is guiltless on this
score, however. Alternately de-.
mure and saucy, she plays the
cocotte with charming good, humor
and is responsible for most of the
fun.
Anthony Quayle struggles,
hard with the role of the bewild¬
ered best friend, but is hopelessly
miscast. and has to: hoke the,; part
to get results..
Max .Adrian brings finesse to the
role of the Prince with a roving
eve.
Robert - Stephens
gamely
tackles the colorless role of: Lulii's
lover and Meriel Forbes has her
moments With the small part of. a
duchess.
George Devine plays
Quayle’s godfather with. robust
zest but fails to rnake it anything
but a caricature..
Apart from Miss Leigh and
Adrian, the most rewarding per¬
formances are two of three of the
minor ones. For instance, Michael
Bates has" a few hilarious.minutes'
as a police. inspector, but since
these are at the end of the play
they are too late to have, much
effect. Richard Gooldeii as the
mayor who conducts the marriage
ceremony, Anne Bishop as an un¬
derstanding
maid,
Seart Kelly,
Peter Sailis and Lawrence David-:
son all chip in. their ten centswqrth/
But “Look After Liilul”,with. its.
new look, is nothing but an ! old
fashioned bedroom farce which can
do little to enhance: the reputa¬
tions of anybody concerned.
...Rich. •

large, ambles through the evening
as a willing stooge..
• Rose Hiil, no relation to the star,
of the . show, is a revue artist of
great, experience and she makes
half a dozen useful character con¬
tribution?. Vivienne Martin is a .
promising soubrette and.. scores : a
j
LContinubd oxi. page 78!

Julius Caesar .

N.Y. Shakespeare Festival production
of two-act drama by WUliam Shakespeare.
Producer, Joseph Papp; director, Stuart
Vaughan; setting and . costumes, : Eldon
Elder; lighting, John Robertson; music,
I. David Aniram. Opened Aug. 3, *59, at the
i Belvedere Lake Theatre, Central Park,
: N.Y.; free admission. •
j Flavius:
. Franklin Cover
Carpenter ......... . Martin J;. McCaVrick
Marifllus .... --:...... Ray Reinhardt
A Cobbler ......
,.. Roger
-C. Carmel_Julius Caesar
"" *
. , , sta^xGgtvs*^tr1
J j
Casca .—.
I'iio Gazebo
Sarah . Burton :
Calpurnia ....... .
Portia ........... . . . . Sally Chamberlin j
(Central City, Col., Aug. 3.
] Marc -Antoriy •;...
Central'GiCy Opera House Assn..jjresen- ; Soothsayer :...... ;.RoscoeOTLeJ Br?wne !
tation of Playwrights . Co.. & ; Frederick j Cassius ..:,
.
.. -v Ernest Graves :
Brisson .production : of- thrce-act (five ) Brutus ..
seenes) comedy-melodrama .fry Alec Cop- Trebonius
‘'' ’ Arfh.Vr
•
pel, from story, by Myra arid Alec Coppei.
Ligarius
..... ... V.L* JohTf.HeKenian '
Direction, Jerome Chbdorov; setting. Jo
Decius Brutus .... • ■'' Fr,?^f,ric D°wn?'(
Mielziner; costumes. Virginia] Volland. Mctellus Ciniber .. ......
William Shust i
Stars Tom Ewell, . Jan . Sterling; features Cinna
Howland Chamberlin
Don Bnggs. Salem Ludwig. Blanche Col¬ Publius
Franklin Cover
lins, Jay Velis, Ralph/Chambers, Justine
Popilius Lena ...;
...
Peter Berizohi
Johnston. .Larry LoVerde, Vincent Barfri. Lucius. :v .:..,___
.. Richard Clemence
Pat. Patterson. Opened Aug. 1. *59, at Servant to Caesar .
• A . .. Joel Parsons
the Central City (CfrlJ Opera House; $5.75 Artemidorus
Richard Grahatn
top .weetenights. So Friday-Saturday nights
Servant
to
Antony
-•
..Edward
L. Simmons
(S7.50 . opening).
Cinna I,.........,,,....... iPeter Benzorii
Elliott Nash .. -........... .... Trim Ewell t itizerts.. .' Mel Arrighi, John Heffernan j
Harlow Edison -i.......,. . : Don Briggs Octavius. Caesar
... Nicholas. Kepiros,
Mathilda ..... : .
.... Justine Johnsion Lepidus
.
John Hefferrian 1
Nell Nash .1-Jari - Sterling. Lucilius.:
Ray Reinhardt
• Mr. Snodgrass ...-, A..' Ralph .Chambers Titinius .. v.....
.
.. Watson
.. ‘
.; ].., Arthur.
Mrs. Chandler.... . Blanche- Collins Pindaius
Roscoe
Lee
Browne
:
**
*
“
Visitor
;..............Sant Elterman
Messala ... ...
Mel. Arrighi
Mr. Thorpe
•*
Jay. Velife. Clitus ...............__ William
illiarr, Shust
fthnetGus ,..
.. MV,-. -.. Larry' LoVerde Volumriius .........,
. Peter Benzon'i ;
Andy ... Vincent Barbi Dardanius .......... Howland Chamberlin •
Milano
Salem Ludwig Strato .......-Richard Morse I
Potts
__..... Pat Patterson
Others: Susan Alexander. William Alex-i
Sani ..
...v..
Sam, Elterman ander. Edvth Byrnes, Sandra Chbsid, i
Bill Des- ;
James Coipora. Jo Davidson,
____
tnond.
Don Donnellari, James El Dwyer,
“The . Gazebo.” . vyhich recently,
; Donald Elm$,>Robeft Evans, Horace Foster

arid effectively places four .tall
columns agaiiist the wide expanse
of the. skyline. This is varied
throughput with ornamental grilL
work, and torchlights, and provide#
a:. neutral background to set off
his colorf ul costumes. Jqhn Robert¬
son’s lighting is another strong
sight value. David Aijiram’s music
enriches the pageantry and subtly
underlines the ; tender domestic
scenes.
Though
Commissioner
Moses
may have .a point about the Central Park grass, Papp and company
we i>fo.Viiig'their: point much more
dramatically ; six nights a , week;.
weather. permitting.
Bunn.
.

•

.1 ■
” ona Dance
N.Y. City Hudson Celebration Theatrein-the-Park <Jean Dalrymple, director);
Jean Leon Destin arid his Haitian Dance
Co., Alphonse Ciihber and RamoS at the:
drums;
. The
....
Dancers of Ceylon,. directed ;
hv T. ’P.
Atnevaslneha: Antonio
Antnniri Medina -&by
P. Atneraslnghe;
Eugenio Goya. Rogelio Roguera, guitaristt.
Alvin Ailey, ■ American Dance . Co.; tha
Hebraica Dancers; musical director. Pacquita Anderson; lighting-by Abe Federj
stage decor by Duane McKinney. Opened
Aug. 2, '59, at the Theatre-in-the-Park,

.elided a- six .months Broadway run,
I , World Dance Festival,: la.tbst ofunderwent some riiihor dramatur¬ I foti
gical surgery before openirfg a : bar'a.Lerhert Miriam Levexison, Constance ; fenng in. New York S. Central Park .
i Mitchell, Jerome Ragni, Pierre Rayon, , Th<iatrfa_in-thp-Parlr cpriAC i« nf lifroad. toi^-. at. the Opera House here ■ Donald Reiker. WUliam Renn. Fred Ripin. I
me
series, IS
JltAug. 1.. .The locale of the Alex . Tom Ford Rodduck, Pearl sheffy. Nikki tie help in getting Robert Moses
walker, wuliam wiiden, latest mistake off the ground. Most
Coppei . comedy-meller has been Ltn'eL
of the elements, coming here from
changed from Roslyn, L. I. to an Karl E. MiUiams.
ShaVacnearp ic hark- in rentral the first annual World Dance Festiimaginary subufb called Chimriey I
B/S2I val in Washington, have intrinsic
Corners, The police, surgeon, role ! plhakfensrp ^e ‘ici
of. the New York production has weeks of-Julius Caesar- fotlb»-mg:
been dropped and the character of
a soft-headed local guardian of the.
peace, who is ailwaj’s having trou¬ ; producer Joseph Papp. Now that .
- :-.r r'- +
.
TT ,
.
ble with his hearing aid, has been : the courts, haveLupheld the free .. Standopts _$iere. .vue-. Hebraica
added. Also,, the two leading roles admission
policy of the N.Y..: ^ancer.s’ '-trfsh*
Manhattanhave been revamped to fit the per¬ . Shakespeare . Festival, V all. Papp . Jtes with a true folkmc verve; Ansonalities of the present stars, Tom need fear is the weather, low fly-, tonio Medmo and Eugenio Goya,
EWel.l and. Jan Sterling. .
ing aircraft, the sort of camera .flamenco heeltappers who would
The changes made during re¬ buff in the audience who, on open- ^e a tv or _ Vegas_ bet; the endurhearsals in .New York under the . ing night, jumped on stage to get
hpofolpgy of_the Dancers of
direction of jerome-Chodorov. have a. flash-shot of Marc Anthony : Ceylon apd two of the Jean Leon,,
apparently* heightened the comedy mourning over the bleeding corpse Destine Troupe s numbers, . war
with additional stage business,
#f LyoodQD
added page and suspense, and have of the rimrdered Caesar and, of ^
course, the perennial question of h.S)^ed
the frenzy of Marguerite
provided ample opportunity for
finances
Adrien.
Ewell to utilize the plastic quali-r finances. .
Alvin Alley & Co: wasted themties of. his .expressive face, where • „ After three seasons m Central selves. in, a pretentious “Blues
Finp
•
a pop-eyed grimace sometimes car¬ Park; the festival productions have. Suite,” which was under rehearsed
London, Aug. 7.
Bernard Delfont & Emile. Littler presell- . ries more fun than- a page of script. . tended to stress, swift ^movement an^ over-long. Only ., a challenge
talion of a two-act revue by Benny- Hill
The. role of mystery writer-hero, and realistic acting. While npt dance. between Ailey and Nat
& Dave Freeman, with extra songs and : originally written with Ewell in
geared for Shakespearean, purists. ;HoFne arid “Mean Ol’ Frisco”
material by Robert Gould, Leslie BrioiLse, i
John Law. Lance Mulcaney, Delores Clav-'.i mind (but played in New York, by the productions have- been lively (which was bettet done by the sama :
man. Ron Mpody, Tony Tanner. Neville i Walter Slezak.' because Ewell was and workmanlike, a valuable-pro-, performers in ‘‘Talent ’59”! ara
McGran, Direction, Kenneth Carter; chore¬
ography, Irving Davies; decor. Loudon not available! is now a .natural for ject in both^theatrical and civic , worthwhile. There is a tendency
Sa:mhilt;
lighting,
Michael
Northern. • the present start. Ja.h Sterling, as terms.
toward big build-ups for these soStars Benny Hill, Robertson Hare. Shrrii the frivolous actress-wife. (played
The current.production of‘‘Julius/called blues operas. Suites,, etc.,
Wallis; features Rose. Hill, Irving Davies,.
Peter Vernon. Mario Fabrizi, Kenneth/ originally by Jayne Meadows! is
Caesar” continues in the" vigorous with subsequent shambles settihg
Toye, Peter Thornton. Frank Davies, decorative, arid with.-a fine comedy
Vivienne Martin, Mildred Mayne. Clem- I touch, makes the role a believable; style that has marked Papp’s pro- in on stage because of . lack of de¬
erice' Bettanv, Malcolm Macdonald, Terry.!
ductions in the past and is orte of . velopmenf in every department,
Theobald, Maureen Sims, Heather Lynn, fixture: in a well-heeled, suburban his more, effective ventures; Shake- The Normand Maxon costumes ar#
Brett Stevens, Terry, ©ay, David Spurling, . home..-:
speare’s treatment of the conspir- professional.
Leve.
. Don Briggs gives a relaxed and
acv leading to. the assassinaiion of
/
. ■ .'
;
at the Palace Theatre, London; $3.50 Top; assured, portrayal of . the writer’s,
: Julius Caesar and the civil war /
Ballet Russo de
neighbor, . the local district attor¬
: that succeeded .it • contains colorful j,
Strictly for home consumption; ney who keeps dropping in to .be
Monte Carlo
pageantry and excitement. in the /this reviie, described on the pro- - helpful; Ralph Chambers as the
(THEATRE-IN-PARK,
N.Y.)
'.
. . “ L
gram as “ai musical ifornp in cloth ! rustic cop, is. delightfully amusing -first half; '
Stuart Vaughan’s direction is .
cap and tails,” is the sort of lively, > and natural With the hearing aid ^^
i,« A.
S. J. Denham presentation with Alicia
colorful, g o p d - h u m .Q r e d show . trouble. Blanche Collins is con¬ most ■ successful When he has-, the Alonso, -Igor YousekevUch, Natalie Kras- ■■
Which could be more eagerly en-f" vincing, as the persistent. real es¬ open Stage filled with the Roman scivska, . Leon Danielian. Nina Novak,
rtnnnlar*
George Zoritch, Irina Borowska. Alan.
joyed in the indulgent atmosphere 1 tate agent.
P°P, ace'
..
/Howard, Eleanor D’Antuono, Kenneth GilThe. second part, containing the lespie and ensemble. Conductor: . Ivan
of a summer evening by the sea: It
“The . Gazebo,” produced by the
is neither witty enough, punchy; .Playwrights. Co.: and Fredrick Bris¬ military defeat of the conspirators, Boutnikofi. Week of- Aug. 10, ’59; $3:93
enough, nor star-studded, enough ; son,. opened the second hhase of conies as the usual anticlimax to op’V___L_
for a West End revue, though no the Central- City Festival of Opera •tte «oo«y'
Poor offerings and poor weather ;
doubt there are enough admirers & Drama' sponsored each summer half .A few sketchy bat e ^enes had made lhe fancy-new Theatreof the television comedian, Benny by the . Central City Opera House
the imasniatioi: of. m.the.Park (Central: desperate for
Hill, to give it a fair chance of Assn., of which Frank H. Ricket- tne first half s. Bac-chanallali rev-els pr, occasion. Alicia Alonso and Igor*
success,'
J son, Jr., and Robert, Selig, Denver follow ing Caesar s death T>r the yousekevitch provided it Monday
The word; “television” is perhaps showmen, are president and vice- frenzied mob at the funeral ora-. nQl before what seemed the largest
Look Alter Lulu
,.
tion.
the key to the situation. The show ~ president respectively.
paid audience yet, though appar^
juoncl-jn. Lug. -5. •/
The Central City . engagement is
scenes ently extensively papered, too,
has
been directed by tv’s Kenneth !
Moreover,
English Stage Co. presentation (in asso¬
...
• the intimate
. .
ciation with H. M. Temient Ltd, and L.O:P. Carter and written by Hill and his - for four weeks, five evening per¬ sufler from uneven playm0. John . These guest: stars underlined the
Ltd.) of a three-act (four scenes) farce, gag-writer, Dave Freeman. In. fact-1 formances and. three matinees pre¬ Harkins seems .unhappily casted+ as ; point: the arena and the people in
adapted bv Noel Coward from a play by
sented weekly,:
.Bidd.
Georges Fevdeau. Direction, Tony Rich¬ at least four of Hill’s major items
Brutus, the key man amon0 The the canvas chairs can come alive»
ardson; decor. Roger Furse. Stars Vivien of material have, recently been,
conspirators. Hardly seeming the gjVen provocation. Their pas-deLeigh. Anthony Quayle. Opened July 29, seen in his tv program and are
mtellectual patrician. Ha rkin s : c[eilx from “Don.Qubcote”was high
’59. at the Royal Court Theatre, London;
rather. more suited to the small$2.28 Top.
imbues the melancholy stoic with ^ all the way and fulsomely
Lulu D'Af^m
Vivien Leigh box medium than to the large
affable and hearty qualities that appreciated in prolonged applause
Bomba
..
Tide Telephone
.. Peteir Stephens
;
clash with
the . refined an(jmany “curtain” calls,
Yvonne
......
. Shi-rjey. Cameron Palace stage.
Mexico City, Aug, 4.
Hill, wiTB Lhis sly. ingratiating ;
Paulette
..
- . Fannv Car by
philosophy he speaks. His scenes..
BaIatlCe of the evenirig was
Gaby
...,.
_ Jeanne Watts smile, blink and slight lisp, essays ;
Gian-Carlo Mehotti’s “The Tele¬
with Ernest-Graves as. Cassius..his • pleasant'- without being .dynamic..
Vales v
. .
. John Gatroll
phone”
had
its
Mexican
premiere
Emile
Cecil Itrook ; a considerable assortment of roles, I
- accomplice in the conspiracy, lack The Baliet Russe- of the, present
Phiiipe de Croze
Robert Stephens ■ He is an earth-'bound spaceman, j at the- small Sala Ponce at the the rapport; between two men of ^ay eScbews choreographic innoAdams
...... Sean Kelly the front half of . a centaur, the ] Pdlace of Fine Arts, /The midget
r intellect -caught up in a. conflict of ; vation / although . Nina. Novak’s
Gigo! .
Peter Sailis
Claire
.. Meyiel Forbes leader of a brass band, a clumsy ' opera Was interpreted by . soprano politics
and principles. .Graves ■:^classical Yariatidns worked out
Marcel Blan'hard
Anthony Quayle formation dancer. Lady Godiva’s I Rosita Rimoch as. Liicy and bari¬
does fairly well in the showy role ; quite agreeably to, Brahms music,
General Kosehnadieff
tone Roberto Banucles as Ben.
Lawrenct Davidson curious stable-boy; a country, lad
of
Cassius,
but does not use all the jrina - Borowska, Alan Howard, -.
Miss . Rimoch was . particularly
.... George Devine . looking round a fun fair and, in a
: Eleanor D’Antuono' and Kenneth
David Ryder. final sketch, half a dozen . roles.
effective as, Lucy, with beauty of opportunities the part offers.
Staats
Cotsworth
makes Caesar .GjneSpie led this opener, backed
A in hid Yarrow
Basically, ."however, he remains ■ her voice combined with an excel-, an exceptionally sympathetic, charr: bv six matched couples. Miss NoPrime of Salestr
....... Max Adrian
Rose
.. .. . . Anne Bishop the likeable softie who somehow lent atunemient to . the humorous
P.ober
.
j!
Bitsa ! manages to get the last wordl But situation of the opera. . Baritone acter. He plays with authority and . vak teamed with George Zoritch,
Oudatte
- Arnold Yarrow :
delivers the most well balanced then offered. “Swan Lake,” with
Cornette .
.......
Peter Wyatt Hill’s amiability and sense of fun ! Banueles turned in his usual com¬ performance in The. production,
reasonable crispness, not easy on
Photographer
performance and, as a
.
D tvid Rvder t cannot disguise that he is relying petent
District Mayor .
Donald Maddeh errs in making the circular platform.
Richard Gooldeir .
on personality at the expense of; whble; the Spanish translation of
Aunt Gabrielle
Barbara Hicks :
. Marc Anthony more the callow •
Denhamites stick to standard,
Little Girl
• Elaine Millar material with little point and in-! Menotti’s work lost none of its
Police Inspector
Michael Bates variably* no tag-line. Tlie sketches
charm,, with singers and accom¬ youth than, the polished politician. . familiar repertory, royalty-free ball In the funeral Oration, a tour de ./Jets’.'Item four was the old Masslnepaniment. perfectly blended.
jurt splutter oiit:
The combination of Noe|l Coward
There was no . orchestral back¬ ; force for any young actor, there is/! Offenbach “Gaite Parisienne” arHill & Freeman have not served ;
as author and Vivien Leigh as star; their colleagues very* generously, ground, with
pianist .. Armando ; not much suggestion that Anthony ranged here by Manuel Rosenthal.
suggests theatrical fireworks, but : either. Sharii Wallis puts over a Montiei OiVera,. who ihandled musi¬ ; is manipulating the public in his : There have been both superior and .
j inferior^ versions of the work seen
this adaptation of Georges Fey¬ few numbers with, pert vivacity,! cal direction also, interpreting the behalf..
The.oiily two female roles in the , in this town. Say that the. company
deau’s 50-\ ear-old farce j; emerges ; but they do not suit her energetic !: orchestral score. Stage direction ;
as a damp squib. Despite the win- ( and lively style. Robertson. Hare, was in. hands of Carlos Diaz Du¬ j play are'capably handled by Sally Lworkif'd Hard.
rening presence of Miss Leigh and i long a stalwart of farce; turns to., pont and. scenery, by Antoni Lopez Chamberlin as . the aristocratic.]. ;Weli-costumed, . unevenly
a sound cast that plays with relent- ! revue for the first time, and seems Mancera. All elements turned in v.ife of Brutus and Sarah Burton j hearsed, generally acceptable but
less enthusiasm, the piecri becomes ! to have made one of the few errors, such good. jobs that “Thp Tele¬ as Caesar’s harried spouse. Rex! never remarkable. 'the present
tedious,- and seems as unlikely for of his . career. Not that he isn’t phone” is. the best success to date Everhart gives the role of Casca a | Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, .guest
London as it proved for Biroadway. funny when given half a chaiice. of the Manuel M. Ponce Musical bumpkin quality, although the j stars excepted, pleased the . cus: j tomers, ;created rip iiienvories.
As a memory-refresher; the item The trouble is that he is . rarely Association, which sponsored The. lihes suggest effete cynicism.
Land.
Eldon Elder’# setting simply I
concerns a cocotte who finds it im-. given that, half chance and, by and: presentation. ./ Emil.
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late' Moderate $23,500,
At Starch.
That Lady’ 7G, Avondale
Indianapolis, Aug. 11. .
“Kiss Me Kate” grossed $23,500
In six performances at Starlight
Musicals here Aug. 4-9 with Ted
Scott and Helen Bliss as leads.
Stratford, Conn , Aug. XT.
Threatening weather hurt, but
The American Shakespeare Fes¬ there were no rainouts. Top at
tival set a new lecord last week the 3,000:seat outdoor theatre is
with a $44,166 gross; Virtually, $3 ($3.50 Friday and Saturday).
..
capacity. The eight-performances
“Happy Hunting/’ with /Penny
schedule included three; of “All's Singleton appeared at Starlight the
WeU that Ends Well,” three of previous week for a $21,000 gross:
“Romeo and Juliet” and two of
Avondale Playhouse pulled a
“Merry Wives of Windsor.” :..
$7,000 gross,for “Who Was That
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Lady I Saw You With/.’ starring
revived last season, is restored to Pamela Britton and Casey Adams
the repertoire with four perform¬ in six shows Aug. 4-9, Eddie Brac¬
ances this week/
ken was high . for season with
$12,000 there the week of July 28Aug. 2. :
“Rashpmon,” with. Sessue Hayahaya, is current at Avondale and
“The Boy Friend,” with Jet Mcr
,,
; Donald, is at Starlight
Kansas City, Aug. II.
!
- •
■■■ ■
. ‘Bells Are Ringing/- with Go*- 1 ..j
.
.. . ♦ n*^
n nr a
don and Sheila MacRae, grossed ; MpnagpriP nl9 !n I 7 7n()
over $60,000 last week at the Star-;
IC DIS ^MVV light Theatre; here... The show, is ;
Enr W»aIt
WACtlUtrf
currently holding oyer.
j
fOl IfcCh dl IfCbipUI l
i “Li’l Abner,” opens next Monday j
.
Westport, Conn. Aug. 11.
j 117) as the two-v/eek season finale,!
“The Glass Menagerie,” starring
Chicago
_
; Eli .Wallach, Jo Van Fleet and Anne
Music Man, Shubert • (MC-RS) I _ .
/Jackson (Mrs; Wallach),./rang up a
(26th wk). t$5.50-S6.6b; 2.100; $71,- | VhAfllllpri
fine $17,750 gross last week at the
458). Over $62,500/ Previous week, ' UWIC,IIIICU
I. Westport Country Playhouse. The
■ Much Ado, Lunt-Fcmtanne (9-17-59).
$57,200;
' >
- Gangs All Here, Ambassador (10-1-53). 755-seat
converted barn has a
Happy Town, 54th; St. (10-6-59);
$4.40 top weeknights and $4/85
Moonblrds, Cort (10-7-59).
LOS ANGELES
Saturday
nights.
Cheri, Morosqo (10-8-59).
West Side Story, Philharmonic
Drop of a Hat, Golden (10-8-59).
Celeste Holm, in the vest-pocket
(MD-RS)
(4th . wk)
($5.75^56.50;
Golden Fleecing,. Milleit’s (10-14r59);
revue, “What a Day/’ is this week’s
Heartbreak House, National (10-18-59).
2,670; $79,800). Nearly $77,100 on
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (10-1&-59).
offering;
Civic Light Opera subscription.
Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-20-59).
Take Me Along, Shubert (10-22-59).
Previous week, $77,300:

■ With the addition of the touring
‘‘Gazebo/- there were four shows
on the road last Week. Business
was generally up for all ot them.
“My Fair Lady,” in the second
week of a . return engagement in
San Francisco, .reached • a huge
$116^300. “Oklahoma” was also up
in Frisco, as was “Music Man” in
Chicago. “West Side Story” held
approximately even in Los Angeles.
Estimates for. Last Week
Parenthetic designations for dutoftown shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout andTtS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude
Federal Tax and. local
tax, if &ny,. but ds on ..Broadway
grosses are net; Le.; exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
.week, unless otherwise noted.
CENTRAL CITY, COL.
Gazebo, Opera House i CD-RS)
list wk) (Tom Ewell. Jan Sterling); !
Opened Aug. 1 and. drew . nearly l
$32,000 for first nine performances l
through, last. Saturday night <S\. . ;

KANSAS CRY OUTDOOR

Preems

SAN FRANCISCO
My Fair Lady,' Opera House (MCRS). (4th wk) ($5.75-$6.50; ' 3.550;
$120,900) (Michael Evans, Diane
Todd). Over $116.300 on Civic
Light Opera subscription. Previous
week, $108,000.
. Oklahoma; Curran iMC-RSV (3d
wk) <$5.75-$6.50; 1,758; $59,000)
(Helen
Gallagher, Bobby Van,
Jules Munshin); About $52,000 on
. CLO subscription. Previous Week,
$51,100.

Amateir Rights
Continued.from page 71

$36,300, 'Barnes’ $9,100 in 7

Stratford, Conn., $44,166

Girls Against .Boys, Alvin (10-27-59).
Highest-. Tree,; Longacre (11-4-59).
Tenth Man, Booth (11-5-59). .
Sound Music, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12-59).
Only id: America, Cort. (Il-19r59):
FioroUO, Broadhurst (11-23-59).:
■S ' Finger Exercise, Music Box (12-2-59).
Silent Night, Moroscd (12-3-59). .
Saratoga, Winter Garden (12-7-59).
Time's Fool, ANTA (12-8-59).. .
Goodbye Charlie,. Lyceum (12-16-59).
Pink Jungle, Plymouth (l-ll-60>:

Shows
(Figures denote opening dates}.
■NEW: YORK'
Boy Friend, Cherry' Lane (1-25-58).
Connection, Living Theatre (7-15-59L
Enemy of tho People, Actors (2-4-59).
Leavr It to/ane, Sheridan: Sa. (5-25-59).
Many Loves, Living Th’tre (Rep) (1-13-59).
Mark. Twain Tonight, 41st St. (4-6-59);
• closes' Septr.\6.
Oer Town, Circle . ia Square (3-23-59).
Share Lettuce, Village Gate (7-28-59).
Shaw Festival, ProvincetQwn (5-26-59).
Threepenny Opera, de. Lys (9-20-55).
Weltr.of.the. Toreadors* Cricket; (46-59);
.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Hasty Heart, Flagg, Bklyn. (8-17-59).
Shakuntala, St. Marks (9-9-59).
Three Sisters, Fourth St. (9-22-59).
Simona, Gate (9-23-59).
Confederates, Marquee (9-28-59).
Vincent, Cricket (9-30-59).
Great God Brown,. Phoenix (10-5-59>
Burning Bright, Th’tre East <10-12-59).
..Mia-Guided . Tour, Downtown (10-12-59).
Summer 17th Doll, Players (10-13-59).
Yerma, Theatre 74 (10-15-59).

MaHha Wright-Ta3ama,
Record $36,500, Oakdale

Touring Shows

Broadway has apparently weath¬
ered the worst of the traditional
summer slump. Although business
was still spotty last week, there
. Los Angeles, Aug. 11.
were signs of renewed activity at
The N, Y. City Ballet, in its hold¬ the boxoffice, with notably strong
over last week at the 1,531-seat attendance at the weekend, par¬
Greek Theatre, broke all records ticularly Saturday night (8):
for a dance group at the spot, get¬
Receipts were up sharply Mon¬
ting $77;834.
day night (10) for most shows, and
That brought the two-week total according to the long-established
to $155,511.
. ;
pattern, the upturn should be
marked the coming weekend and
next week. There will probably be
the usual boxoffice dip over the
Labor Day weekend, but then busi¬
ness is .expected to build ciinsist_
j ently through the early fall period.
•
, Ivory ton, Conn., Aug.. 1L
! The first production of the new
Faye Emerson in “Biography’ season is due in mid-September,
grossed.
satisfactory $9,800 last;
There were four capacitv shows
week at Milton Stiefel’s; 575-seat last week, including “La Plume de
Ivoryton Playhouse aLa $3.95-$440 ; Ma Tante,” which relighted to seUtop The show started slowly, hut out trade after a four-week layoff,
finished strong.
_
.iThe others were “Gypsy,” “My
. .Virginia
Mayo. and
Michael: Fair Lady» and “Rafsin in the
O Shea. are current m Tunnel of ; Sun.”

FAYE EMERSON’S‘BIOG’
$9,800, IVORYTON, CONN.

Love”
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Corning, N.Y., Aug. 11.
. “Li’l Abner” pulled a fine $8,755
last week at the Corning Summer
Theatre. It was. the top gross of
the season so fair.
“Say,
Darling,”
with
Karen
Chandler and Slapsie Maxie Rosenblbpm, is this week’s bill.

Bridge Record $25,540,
Park Kayhouse, Philly

op

<op.

Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices (where
two prices are given, the higher i»
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
lower for weeknights), number of
seats, copacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10^? Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes<

Billy Barnes Revue, Golden <R)
^st wk; p) ($4.85; 800; $22,000).
Tacf Tuesday
Tnocnav (4),
( ) . having
havtnff
last
moved from the York Theatre
after a nine-week off-Broadway
run; grossed nearly $9,100 for first
seven performances; has the house
until Oct. 8, when “Drop of a Hat”
is due.
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
(MD) (16th wk; 124 p) ($8.35-$9.40;
1,427; $67,500)
(Andy Griffith,
Dolores Gray). Almost $50,100.
Previous week, $45,600.
Flower Dram Song, St. James
(MD) (36th wk; 288 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
$63,752). Over $63,100. Previous
week, $63,400.
Gypsy, Broadway (MC) (12th wk;
91 p) <$8.60-$9.40; 1,900; $83,000)
(Ethel Merman). As .usual, over
$82,900. Previous week, another
$82,900.
J.B., ANTA (D) (35th wk; 276 p)
($6.90; 1,185; $46,745) (Christopher
Plummer, Basil Rathbone, James
Daly). Nearly $22,500 on two-forones. Previous week, $21,000.
month contract extention through
La name de Ma Taste, Royale
June 30, 1960.
(R) (35th wk; 279 -p) ($8.05; 1,050;
John L. Toohey is temporarily $44,500) (Robert Dhery). Resumed
an associate with Broadway press- last Monday (t) after a four-week
agent Sol Jacobson, while Lewis layoff. Picked up sellout pace, al¬
Hannon is on a European holiday. most $45,000.
Bill Glover, drama reporterMajority ot One, Shubert <C)
feature writer for the AP, leaves (25th wk; 200 p) ($6.90; 1,453; $53,Saturday (15) to cover legit open¬ 000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrule
ings at the Edingbtirgh and Dublin Berg). Over $45,800. Previous week,
festivals, plus shows in London, $45/200.
Paris and Stratford-upon-Avon.
Mssk; Mas, Majestic (86th wk;
He’s due back Sept. 23.
■ w
_
684 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $71,000). Over
Actor-director Hume Cronyn and j $63,700. Previous week, $65,000.
his actress-wife Jessica Tandy are
My Fair Lady, Hellinger iMf)
due back in New York tomorrow (178th wk; 1,419 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
(Thurs.) from an extended holiday $69,500) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
on their island in the Bahamas.
Charles). Nearly $70,100. Previous
. Edward F. Kook, president of week, $70,200.
Century Lighting, is on a business
Pleasure of His Company, Music
trip to the firm’s office In Santa Box <C) (42d wk; 334 p) ($6.90;
Monica.:
1,101; $38,000) (Cyril Ritchard,
. Warren; Caro, first vice-president Cornelia Otiis Skinner, Charlie
of the American National Theatre Ruggles, Walter Abel). Just missed
& Academy and executive director $20,000. Previous week, $19,600.
of. the Theatre Guild-American
Raisin in tbe Scm, Barrymore
Theatre Society, has been named (D) (22d wk; 174 p) ($6.90; 1,067;
acting president of ANTA, succeed¬ $41,087) (Sidney Poitier). Nearly.
ing the late Clarence Derwent, $41,700. Previous week, $41,300.
pending the election of a permaRedhead, 46th St. (MD) (26th
nent successor by the board of; Wk; 204 p) ($9.20; 1,297;
410)
directors,
t
j (Gwen Verdon).
Over $47,700.
Morton Wishengrad is dramatiz-; Previous week, nearly $49,000.
ing Irvine Stone’s “The Passionate
Sweet Bird of Yontfa, Beck (D)
Journey” for Broadway production (22d wk; 175 p) $6.90; 1,280; $47,-.
by Anna Sosenko, who’s also ac¬ 963)
(Paul Newman, Geraldine
quired the rights to Bertita Har¬ Page, Sidney Blackmer).
Over
ding’s “Age Cannot Wither,” about $36,300. Previous week, $33,200.
the romance of Eleonora/Duse and
Two for the Seesaw/Booth (CD)
Gabriele D’Annunzio.
,
(82d wk; 652 p) ($6^0; 780; $32,Singer James Melton has formed 300) (Hal March, Lee Grant). Al¬
a partnership with Gary Simpson most $11,0Q0: with twofers. Previ¬
and John Robert Lloyd to produce ous week, $8,000.
“Candles in the Rain,” by Jean
World of Susie Wong, Broad¬
Arnaldi, former reporter ana editor hurst (D) (43d wk; 343 p) '$6.90;
in the New York bureau of the 1,214; $47,400).
Nearly $27,400
Associated Press.
with two-for-ones. Previous week,
“All .Women Are One,” by Ben $25,900.
Keraer, is planned for Broadway
Miscellaneous
production next season by George
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix
Justin and Norman Rose;
(MD) (13th wk; 104 p) ($4.60;
A London production of Jess 1,150; $29.3821. Over $19,000. Pre¬
(Continued on page 76)
vious week, $17,006.

- -j.

‘Shoes/ Dallas, $34,200

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C tComedyD (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Retrue),
MC (■Musical-Comedy),
MD uw
(Musiunusicai-^omeayt, lyiu
usi-

N;Y.; Best Gross of S€asoni'^m“>>0

.
Wallingford, Conn., Aug. 11.
“The Pajama Game,” starring
Martha Wright1,, set a new house
record with a $36;500 gross last
week at the 2,219-seat Oakdale
Musical Theatre hero. Top for the
Philadelphia, Aug. 11.
tent ranges from $3.60 early in: the
“A View from the Bridge/* play-:
■
________.j. - ___a ‘
Week: to $4.20 Friday-Saturday ^_;
ing a return engagement, grossed
bights. ’ •■: • ■
$25,540 last week for a new house
Current is. “Tunnel of Love,” record at the Playhouse in the
with Paul. WincheU.
Park.'The Arthur Miller drama had
notched a $22,000 figure its previ¬
ous engagement last June at the
muhicipally-roperated . theatre
in
West Fainhount Park. .
Dallas, Aug. 11.
Joan Fontaine is current at the
“High. Button Shoes,” costarring
Bob Crosby, Janis Paige and Lou Playhouse in “Hilary,” billed as a
Nelson, grossed a solvent $34,200 pre-Broadway tryout;
last week for. the initial semester
of a forthnight’s stand at the 4,1264
>UYHOUSE FUND DRIVE
seat- State Fair Music Hall here
The North Jersey Playhouse, Ft.
last Week.
Lee, N. J^ which recently received
. Following the current week’s a $2,500 donation from Actors.
holdover of "Shoes/’ the State Fair Equity and switched to a non-profit
Musicals season concludes with status, ’is conducting a campaign
Peggy Cass in “Bells Are Ringing,” to raise $20,000 to continue opera¬
tion.
opening next Monday (17).

five territory. We have had. some
cooperation, but the amount , has
been really discouraging. Since
Variety is a professional / trade
paper, I think it should point out.
. to producers and backers, drama¬
tists and dramatists' agents that
they are all 1 o s i n g substantial
amounts of mbney through their
; failure to cooperate with the ama¬
teur leasing agencies far an early
restricted release and the. earliest
LOS ANGELES possible unrestricted release. A
Barber of Seville, LeGrand (7-21-59).
. good amateur property needlessly
Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (10-13-58).
held off the market, for a matter
Cat on Hot Tin Reof, Valley (8-7-59).
Cold. Wind, Players Ring (6-8-58).
of one or two years can lose money
Immoralist, Horseshoe (7-17-59). .
Zero Mostel has received a best
■--thousands of dollars—in compe¬
Look Back In. Anger, Gallery (6-24-59).
Palm Tree,. Stage Society (7-2459). .
actor award for his performance
tition with the .release of plays
Who That Lady. C- -^ (4-13-59).
in “Ulysses in Nighttown” at the
more recently done on Broadway;
XLOrsD- ■
Letter, Centre (6-20-59).
Inter national Theatre of Nations
One more comment, oh Prof.
Tall Story. Omnibus (7-29-58).
festival in Paris.
Larsen’s letter: very few proper¬
Tender Trap, Valley (6-5-59).
•
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Jerome Mayer is withdrawing as
ties indeed afe held up because: of
Revue,. Horseshoe (9-11-59).
managing director of the Honolulu
the release = of a motion picture,
Tunnel of Love, Valley (9-11-59).
Community Theatre after serving
Girls in 50», GaUery (9^15-59)..
and most of these are in the muisi-:
Enemy , of People, Civic (9-21-59).
in that post. for about two years
cal field. No amateur group wiSIkes
and eight months.
to give a performance at the same
Helen Hayes, following a twotime the picture is being released
week starring stint in the strawhat
locally. It is impossible for the A Figures denote evening, dates)
tryout of “A Adventure/’ is leaving
Blue Magic, Prince Wales (2-19-59).
amateur releasing agency io anticiCaught Napping, Piccadilly (5-22-59).
for a vacation trip to Greece.
. pate the date of the motion picture
Clown Jewels. Vic, Palace (3-5-59).
Complaisant Lover, Globe (6-18-59),
Bruce Savan has exited the
release, and the local amateur
FereweH, Eugene, Garrick (6-559).
Lenny-Debin office to form. Iris
groups should keep in touch with
Fine Fettle, Palace (8-6-59).
Five. Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58).. own New York talent agency in
the local motion picture; theatre
Fool's Paradise, Apollo (41-59).
partnership with Barry Levinson.
manager. There is one Other field,
French Mistress, Princes. (6-459).
Here Schary is putting the finish¬
over which we have no control. If
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
Hamlet, Queen’s (8-4-59).
ing touches on his new drama,
the motion picture made from a
Hostage, Wyndham’s (6-11-59).
“The
Highest Tree,” while on a
piay is disappointing, the play’s
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Land of SmHes, Coliseum (7-9-59).
two-week private boat cruise up
;amateur rights are hurt. If the
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (56-59). Long Island Sound.
motion picture is successful, I the
Lock Up Daughters, Mermaid (5-28-59).
Look After Lulu, Royal Ct. (7-29-59).
A reception for the; seven stars
arhateur rights are helped.
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
of the upcoming Broadway produce
The lion-professional field has
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (430-581
Once Mere With Feeling, New (7-9-59). tioh of “Heartbreak House,” Manburgeoned to the point where there
Pleasure His Co,. Haymarket (423-59). rice Evans, Pamela Brown, Sara
are now over 30,000 performing
Prodigal Wlfo, Winter Gard. (5-28-59).
Levene, Diana Wynyard,. Alan
Raisin in; the Sun, Adelphi (8-459).
groups in the United States and
Ring of Truth, Savoy (7-16-59).
Webb, Diane Cilento and Dennis
Canada. This includes community,
Roar Like.a Dove. Phoenix (9-25-57).
Price, was held last Wednesday (5)
Roots, Duke of York’s (7-30-59).
academic high schools and organ¬
at Evans’ house in Greenwich
Rope Dancers, Arts (T-9-59).
izational groups. X play popular in
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Village, N.Y.
Simple Spymsn, Wnitehall (3-19-58).
this field can gross from $50,000
“Enemy of the People,” still
Sound of Murder, Aldwych (8-559).
to $150,000 in royalties. Some few
running off-Breadway, was inad-.
Taste of Honey, Criterion (2-1059).
have grossed over a quarter of a
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-13-58)
vertently listed as having closed in
West
Side
Story.
H.
Majesty's
(12-1258).
million. Producers, dramatists and
a recent issue of Variety.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
dramatists’ agents are alive to the
Aspern Papers, Queen’s (8-12-59).
Tom Dash, .drama critic and
Quartet for Five; Arts (8-19-59).
advances and guarantee against
drama editor of Women’s Wear
Daily and president of the Drama
.royalties, but then their interest
Desk, sailed July 31 with his wife
stops. They are shockingly un¬
for a five-week stay in Europe,
mindful of the chance to exploit
(Aug. 10-231
their properties in. this market.
Gazebo (Tom- EweU. Jan Sterling)— They’re due back in New York by
Central City (Colo.) Opera House (10-22): . plane Sept. J2.
' Sincerely,
„ Musi* Man (2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi (10Broadway producer Richard
Howard Lindsay
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evans. Myers returned yesterday (Tues.)
(Howard Lindsay has been pres¬
Diane .Todd)—Auditorium, Portland (11-; oil the. -United States from his
ident of The Dramatists’ Play Serv¬ 15); Seattle (17-22).
, annual summer holiday in France.;
ice since its establishment in
Oklahoma (Coast Co.)—Curran, S. F.
Legit company - manager Richard
•
1936. He is! a noted Broadway au¬ (10-22).
Say, Darling (Coist Co.) (Lisa . JCirk, Skinner arrived on the. same, ship
thor, director and actor, and a Orson Bean, Johnny DesmondH-Biltmore, afier a. European vacation.
former president. of. the" Drama¬
Geraldine Page, ebstar
L wist 1(sidi Story—Philharmonic Aud., I
costar of
of“Sweet
tists Guild.—Ed.)
l. a.. 00-22).
JBird of Youth/’has signed a six-

London Shows

*

N.Y Ballet $77,834, LA.

Onpriod
Opened

4
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ers. B ;& M Productions; director, Robert M. Cavallo; director, Matt Theatre Guild & Dore Scliary (27
Allah A. Buckhantz; choreographer, Cirnber: Theatre East, 211 E. 60th W. 53d St.; CO 5-6170).
Lee. Scott; production assistant, St., N.Y.; TE 2-9220. Available
“Hostage” (D). Producers/ Leon¬
Jeanette. Kamins; rnusical director, parts for narries arid semi-names
ard Field (AT 9-4717) : & Irvin:
Samuel Krachmalnick. Open call] with classical background: male, Shapiro.
Aug. 14 from 2-3:30 p in., at 54th 40-50, husky, Leading mari . type;
“I Belong To/Zozo” (C).
Pro¬
r $ +++*-++< St. Theatre for girl to appear 6: male, 40-50, character, tall, heavy ducers, Mark Kroli &: Charles Con¬
Fol’owinq are available parts ir upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- 'boyto /appear 13, tall, rangy. Sing- set; femme, 25. blonde, attractive; away (157 W. 57th- St:, N.Y.; Cl 7tca-:. and lourimj shoi'S.Us sell as bailer, ..films, industrial and. tele- .ing and ■ .dancing/not.necessary.
male 25, dark, • robust. Scripts 4490)./.
vunrc, AU inforiuaiioh has been obtained .directly by the).
La Douc^'VfMCK
Pro- available at Samuel .French and
“Jolly’s Progress” . (D!. : Produ¬
Varieiy :Ds»b;? V, partfnent by telephone calls, and has beerr re^ dueer,,-David Merrick (246 \V. 44th . Dramatists Play Service, or at Pub¬ cer, Theatre Guild. (27 Wr. 57th St.
Library.,
Casting
through N.Y; CO 5-6170);
chec\t it ns o* Vi, ) ! -imwerday t l ues).
./’•/ .St./N\Y);-casting director, Michael] lic
The c-ailable ro’.cs will be repeated weekly until filled., and addi- Shurtleff, Available part: Negro i agents, only. Also seeking two pro- j.
“Kinderspiel”
(D).
Producer,
Contact pro-: Elaine Perry (137 W. 48th St.
tiers t> t/o list will be inade only when'in formation is secured from ■ man, 2.5-40,. not too . American,... duction assistants.
1 N. Y.; JU 6-6295).
responsible panics. The intention is to service performers with leads rather West Indian type, .should ducer. . ;
“Confederates”
(D).
Producers.:
“La Bonne Soupe” (G) . Produ¬
drovi ’ *d fw z/>c* managements of the shows involved rather than-to. have, spectacular baritone voice
rn n hn-wry list of blind itenr This information is published with- ; *nd. winning personality.
Mail Gray Delmar & Paul E. Davis,; cer, David Merrick (246 W:. 44th
out cnar-c
*
i:
photo and resume to casting dircc- j (PL 3-2575'. Seeking character' St.; LO 3-0830).
men. 40-55. Auditions by appoint-!
“Last Days of Lincoln” (D).
1- a-hil^on to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- to1';
„ •
.
./.
ment only. Phone producers.
Producer, Alexander H. Cohen,
d:i "Aoks Uihcuwd for later ihis season, but, for ivhich, the manage" .Jetty-S Progress (DL•Producer,..
“Hunger
That
Crosses
the (40 W. 55th St.v.NY.; Cl 6-0594).
meins as vet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-: -Theatre;Guild.
53d St., N.Y): Bridge Between” (CD) Producers, '
“Leaven of Malice” (C).
Pro- .
tio. s are as follows: tO'Comedy, (D > Drama, i.MC r Musical Comedy,
Dramarena Productions (in associa- ■ ducers; Theatre Guild (27 W. 57th
tion. with Klaus Werner); director. St:, N.Y./CO 5-6170) in association .
•»>•
Drp, Revue,.-rHcP}. ^tory. .DR) P— j
Reach na.
._,
: on envelope to producers. Do not. David Sawn,. 174 W. 89th St., N. Y with Don Herbert.
Parts Available (all male): 18;
“Loss Of Roses” (C>. Producer,:
gawky country boy; 53, hard-bitten ; Saint Subber (200 W. o7tii St,,
srme to producers; do not phone
...
.. . ,
w
or visit in perpon.
i A ^umPerand the Pagans
(C ; mine-worker, 25, military, hand-: NY., JU 6-1890)/.
. _
.
-i.-,
B-s.-ii -fT\\ i Producer, David Marnck 1246 W. soriie, esthetic, intense; 25, blonde,
‘‘Lovely Night” (D). Producer,.
Captains - .and the Kings MD)., 44th St- p*y y- director, Robert
rugged, authoritative; 40, former, Sol.Hurok, (730 Fifth Ave., N. Y.;
Producer. David March; director,, Le\vis (161 E. 80th St., N.Y. 2D;
noniMFiV
John Gerstad (200 W. 57th St., casting direct or, Michael Shurtleff. English professor; 27, cocky, bel-!; Cl 5-0500)..
ligerent, red-headed; short; 22, j
“Mighty Man Is He” (C). Pro¬
HKtl-ALnv Ai;;
N.Y./Available parts, one femme
Cast of 16, including three chil¬
“Caligula” <D». Pr o ducers, and 11 male, as follows: Girl. Fri- dren and extras, all Mexican, types. muscular New Yorker; 30, quiet,' ducers; . Diana Green & Edward
lonely
photographer;
26,
southern'
;
Joy
(1619 Broadway, CO 5-8569).
Chandler Cowles & David J. Co- day tv pe, mid-3Q’s; Navy officer, The children include a boy, 8-10,
“Midnight Sun” (D). Producers,;
gau. 36 W. 56th St., Casting direc- 36; other .10 roles are top Navy/ vigorous scamp; small girl; • small cook, ; girl-crazy, lazy; About 30,'
tor. Robert Livingston/ Accept- brass: Mail photo and resume to boy, handsome. Children, arid extras short, intelligent, alert. Mail photo Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St.;
and resume to .director; Plari lRte OX 7-9620) & Joseph Hayes.
ing photo and resume from femmes,.. the director.
may mail photo arid resume to fall operiing.
>•
. “Miracle Worker” (D). .Produ¬
35-40. sexy; male 28-29. good
“Cheri” (MC>. Producers, Play- casting
director
at
producer’s,
“Leave It To Jahe” (MCk Pro¬ cer; Fred Coe c/o Triad Produc¬
physique; male, 45-50, Lee J. Cobb wrights Co. & Robert Lewis (161 E. office or to director, all other .parts I ducers, Joseph Beruh & Peter tions (1501 Broadway; CH 4-6852).
type. Mail to producers.,;
80th St!; N.Y!). Available parts: through agents only. ...
j Kerit.V Auditioning
Pro¬
youthfu 1 ! Mother Courage” (MD).
* “Candles in the Rain’? <D». Pro- girl
ki Nearly .2Q’s, preferably ,
_.»
‘Ljpng and the Short
arid the male and femme singers, with ducers, Leigh Connell, Theodore
ducers. James Melton, Garry Simp- blonde; aging ballerina. Mail photo j jaii”- (Di. VPrqducer, David Mer- legitimate voice, every Thursday Mann & Jose Quiriteto, (c/o Circle
son & John Robert Llovd <220 and resume to producers at above rifck, (246 W, 44th St., N.YJ; cast-| from 6-7 p.rii., for replacements. in the Square, 5 Sheridan Square,
Central Park South, N.Y./ Avail-. address.
_ •
ing dii'ectoT, Michael Shurtleff.!, Auditions at the Sheridan Square N.Y; CH 3-5646).
able parts, all Italian types; male, j
“Edge of the Jungle” (Dl. Pror Available part for Orientai-looking ; Playhouse, . Seventh . Ave.
“Much Ado About Nothing” (O.
and
26. Brooklynite; bov, 9, shall. dark, ducer, Jules Field; director, John actor, arourid 30,- family riian,: Fourth St., N.Y..
Producer, Producers. Theatre (165
intense; boy, 11.* rough,. smart ] Hale (c/o Cricket : Theatre, 162 small, pathetic, almost comic char- i
“Mis-guided Tout” (MC'. Pro¬ W. 46th St:; PL 7-5100).
aleck;, several middleaggd women. I Second Ave.. Nl Y.). Cast of Negro , acterL A^ail photo and resume to ’ ducers, Robert D. Feldstein &
“New Faces of 1959” (R). Pro¬
beth comic and serious itypes; girl J and white. Casting through agents casting director. .
, James Allen Reid (325 W. 45th St, ducer, Leonard Sillman (17 E. 79th
16, sensuous. Mail photo arid re- only.
St;
TR 9-1380).
NY.;
suite
116);
director,
Reid.
“Midnight Sun” (D). Producers, •
!■
“Fiorello” (MC). Producers,
“Odd Man In” (O, Producers,
Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes j Available parts: two comedienneRobert Griffith & Harold S. Prince,
Theatrical
Interest Plan, Inc., (200
singer-dancers;
ingenue;
must
be
(56 W. 45th. St., NY,). Available
’Equity call, male singers Aug. 17;
(Continued on page 78) .
!48 SOUND ; Equity femme singers Aug. 18; parts: two men, late 20’s; two excellent singer-dancer; girl singerwomen, mid 20’s; femme, 80; NegrO dancer, attractive. Equity or non•open call men sirigers Aug. 19;
I EFFECTS
femme, 50-60. : Mail photo arid, Equity;v male actor-singer-dancer
L femme singers Aug.. 20; All audij to play tburing agent; two comed¬
• ON ONI RKORDl ] tions at 12 noon. Equity call for resume to production office.
“Moonbirds” (C). Producers. Leo i ians who can sing and move well;
COOL
j dancers Sept. .1: male, 10. a.m.;;
male, leading type, actor-singerOv«r 33 minute* of the mq*t u*ed ef¬
1 femme, 3 p.m.; open calls for danc¬ Kerz & George Justin (mailing, ad- ; daricer with legit voice; Negro bari¬
SUMMER PISHES
fect* on thi* 12" vinyl 331i £.P. Unmod- .
ers Sept. 2, same time schedule as dress, c/o Elia Kazan office, 1545! tone;. legit voice. Equity or nori-;
ulated space between sounds. A selector
' for Equity. Final calls Sept. 3. Broadvyay, N.Y.). Available parts: ; Equity: Open auditions. Aug. 17
points to the; desired effeef. If bought
1 Auditions at the Lyceum Theatre, two detectives, comedians; college • from. 10 a.m.T12:30; p.rini. at the
separately, these effects ■would cost
co-ed, 19; two women, 24-26. accent ■
149. W. 45th St„ N. Y. ‘
..
over $45, Now only $6.20;
trie, beautiful. Mail photo and: Downtown Theatre, Fourth St,
“Flower Drum Sorig’, (MC). Pro¬
arid Second Ave.; N.Y. Sirigers at¬
• SIDE 1: TeJea-.o-s r'-.gs;.a*' ra’d
ducers,. Richard Rodgers, Oscar resume to producers at. above ad-: tending without an accompanist
• s*-e-, aier‘; a‘r-ra*d s-rer!, o’l e'ed^; ■
. Hamrnerstein 2d & Joseph Fields;: dress, . , v
•
of of vo'-ces; eioTed c-owd;
will be requested to sing, “You
.
“Mother
Courage”
(MD).
Pro¬
• Doo'rg, a-gry c-awdj pa>ade;-f<-eMale and femme dancers-singersRESTAURANT
Made Me Love You,”
• MorKs; boot wt'&f.'es a/rd- ho-boactors of Oriental appearance for ducers; Lee Paton.& Robert, Wel• soj-ds; w'-d a-d.ro'-; L'1*': to'sss
the contemplated English company.] her, lp2 W;. 42d St. (Room 1004k
THE GOURMET'S RENDEZVOUS
• ga^op'ng, etc. ...
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
Mail photo andl resume to Eddie N.Y. Parts Available: femme, 25.
• SIDE 2: T'-aff;c '•p'ses: a_!(o sta^'g:
Since 1882
Blum. c/o. Rodgers & Hamrnerstein, \ miite,, fragile physically but strong
• a.'o s*opp‘r.g; sicid- avto c'-os-^;
BROADWAY
488 Madison Ave.
V [ emotionally;, childlike
but
not
• o-.*o ho'Ps; arrbula'-ce sjre-; po,i-a.
110-112 EAST 14th STREET
“Happy
Town” (MC) Producers,
• s'-e-r co- slops, door eff“;+s; g.n .
“Free & Easy” (MC). Producer, childish,
peasant. • unconvention?
GR-7-4860
• 23*' e; r’* e skp‘s; wo- ro ses £*:. •
Stanley Chase, 139 W. 44th *St.,! ally attractive; male, 45, large,! B & M Productions (140 W. 58th
St:. NY.).
N Yy * director, Robert Breen; cast- ? powerful, sensuous, dark, humor¬
ONLY $6.20 POST PAID
“Heartbreak House*- (D). Pro¬
ing contact. Cliff Stevens. PL 7-j ous.. must, sing acceptably; male,. :
ducers, Robert Joseph (137 W.
THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHINf Cft.
7590. All-Negro cast. Phone for ap-i 45-50, tall, gaunt* lecherous; sense ;
179 N. Michigan Ave. Chicago
III.
pointment, or mail photo and res-! of humor; male, early. 20’s, strong j 48th St.. : N.Y,; Cl 7-7161) &
ume to producer; requesting api-1 peasant . tyt.e, impetuous, must :, Maurice. Evans.
“Take Me Along” (formerly;
pointment. Pre-U.S. tour to open ] move well .• and sing, .'acceptably;
111 VINE StREET
Nov II at The Hague^ Nether-. male,., late teens, peasant, fragile. “Connecticut Summer”) (MC). Pro¬
ducer.
David Merrick (246 W. 44th
IN THE HUB
jan(j3
I light complexion, must move well.
OF HOLLYWOOD
<fGirl from Outside” (MD). Pro- j and: sing .well; femme,; 25-30, at-! SL, N.Y.; LO 3-0830).
OFF-BROAD WAY
Brochures Sent..
ducer, George Cayley; casting di- s tractive ^sexy commediene, sings; i
Upon
Request
“Hasty Heart” (D). Producer,
rector, Tony Rivers (154 W.. 54th maje, 40, fathletic trim, bullish]
St N.Y.)/ Seeking male arid femme ! and:, powerful; two femmes, 50-60 t Frank Baron (2083 W. 8th St.,
Brooklyn
23,
N.Y.).
leads, early 20s, lyric baritone and.j Peasant
.women;
male,
short,]
soprano, . Japanese; to^^ portray the /erode; extras^officers and soldiers.
Imperial prince and his commonor j
need_ not be
FUTURE SHOWS
wife. Mail photo and resume .ta■;
.. W should have^ strong
BROADWAY
voices and „
.
good. sense. of. rhythni:
casting director.
“Andersonville
Trial” . (D). Pro¬
Mail photo and resume to pro¬
“Goodwill
Ambassador”
(C).
ducers.
; ducers, William Darrid (137 W.
MOTOR HOTEL
Producers, American Playwrights
48th St., N-, Y.). Eleanore SaidenKing-size swimming pool1.
Queen-size
“OP Mari Satan” (MD). Pro- :
Guild,
15
E.
76th
St., N.Y.)
berg & Daniel Hollywood.
beds! TV. fii-Fi, Radio in every room!.
ducer.:
Donald
Hey
wood,
(211
W.
•
& George. Brandt. Available
Air, Sound Conditioning! Suites with
“At the Drop of a Hat” (R). Pro¬
Kitchen Facilities!
AAA Apptoved.
parts: ingenue, 19-25, and several 53d St.. N, Y.. JU 2-8134). Avail- ! ducer, Alexander. H. Cohen (40 W.
Diners’; . Am. Exp. and Hilton card*.
English
character . men,
50-60. able parts for NegrO dancer-singer- 1 55th St., Cl 6-0594).
Mail photo arid; resume to produ¬ actors, good looking, young; also/
“Belle Denise” (D). Producers,
small feature parts/: Phone pro-.]
cers.;
,j Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes
“Greeriwillow” (MC). Producers, ducer for. appointment
156 W. 45th St.; OX 7-9620),
CI*m4 fUtwdayt Durtag July And August
PLAYWRIGHT ASSISTANT
“Sound of Music” (RID). Produc-/
_ Robert Willey & Frank Produc“Dear. Liar” (CD).
Producer,
ers,
Rodgers
&
Hamrnerstein,
iri:
”: tions, Inc., (157 W. 57th St:,. NY,).
Mai* or famala act as sounding board
Guthrie McClintic
(1270
Sixth
and dp typing. Must bo avaliabla odd
/•[ Available parts: femme, 16-17, vil- partnership with Leland Hayward \ Ave.; Cl 7-5152).
hours at full-tlma salary. Plus racani
Casting di¬
v ! lage type, pretty, shy, strong sing- & Richard Halliay.
“Duel of Angels” (D).
Produ¬
plctura. Submit coniplata datatls.
irig voice, emotionally intense, but rector, Eddie Biurn, c/o producers, j cers, Playwrights Co. (745 Fifth
Box V-170, Varlaty
inarticulate;
male,
19/ farmer, 488: . Madison Ave., N.Y, Seeking ] Ave.; PL 3-7500).
154 W. 46th St., Haw York M ;
in CINCINNATI. jOHIO
moody, stubborn but with sense of mezzo soprano, , 50,. for featured : “Egg” (C).
Producer, Alexan¬
and
humor, robust singer; elderly char-: role. Mail photo and resume to der S. Ince (234 W. 44th St., CH
acter; wornan,
lively, vigorous, casting. director. All other parts 4-5141) & Harris Masterson.
/.
i ■:; sharp-tongued
must
do
some through agents only.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
: “Every Girl Needs a Parlor” (CL
in CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
.*! dancing, sing well; boy, 12, happy, . “Taste of. Honey” (D). Producer, Producer-director,
Theatrical and TV Mika Up # All
Carmen
CaLoading Cosmatlc Llnas e Importad
friendly/good dancer. Mail photo David Merrick (246 W. 44th, St., palbo, (152 W. 54th St.j JU 2-1596).
to purchaser! Intending to use
A Domastlc Parfumas • Dlstinctlva
:: and resume to producers.
.
N.Y.); casting director, Michael
“Faster, Faster” (D), ProducerFountain Sorvlca. .
the property bought at Legiti¬ • ■ :
“Gypsy” (MC). Producers, David Shurtleff. Available parts: Negro director, Carmen Capalbo, (152 W.
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNOAY9
mate Theatres.
i/. Merrick (246 W. 44th St., N.Y) & youth, early 20s, virile, handsome; 54th St, JU 2-1596).
"THa Drug Stora of tha Stars" .
h/ ! Lelarid Hayward; casting director, also, .understudies for the foies of
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
“Five
Finger
Exercise” '(D)/
1111 4th Ava., Cor. 44 St., NEW YORK
: i Michael Shurtleff. Auditions being the mother/ daughter, daughter’s Producers,. Play wrights Co. ^.Fred¬
Tafaphena PLara 7-0022
, held for future replacements arid; suitor, , and the boy who takes care erick Brissori (745 Fifth Ave.;
! understudies for all roles, especial¬ of the daughter; all must have PL 3-7500).
..
ly girls about five feet (Karen English accent with ease and con¬
“Flowering Cherry’’ (D).
Pro¬
Moore now* playing- the part); viction. Script.Of the play is avail¬ ducers, Producers Theatre (165 W.
ATTENTION
I AM STUCK
femmes, five feet-two inches or able in bookstores.
46th St.; PL 7-5100).
THEATRICAL PRESS AGENTS
less (Jacqueline Fayo now playing
with »((ic« leas* (2 private «<fleee and reeep“Gang’s Ail Here” (D). Produ¬
titn room)' until May I. I960 f*r SI75 a
Yeiing
man;
good typist, knewladg* theatre,
it); several small boys, about 48-50
cer, Kermit Bloomgarden (1545
month. Because must mev* ta larger quarters
willing ta -work long hours, weuld Ilk*, t*
OFF-BROADWAY
inches tall; several older boys,
wilt sublet' for $J25 per m*nth balance my
becem*. apprentle* In theatrical pres* agents
Broadway; JU 2-1690):
lease. Ideal address t*r thoatrieal or music
■
office.
Salary
ne object.
. under five feet-eleven inches who
“Big Knife”
(D). Producers,
“Girl Against The Boys” (R).
activity. Available September 1st.
Write B*x V-172. Variety \
, can play teenagers. All must sing John Cestare, Peter Bogdanovich Producer,
Albert
Selden
(444
JEROME H. CARGILL
154 W. 46th St.. New York 3«
‘
and
dance.
(211 W, 53d St„. NY!; JU 6-7532) Madison Ave., N.Y., PL 3-1030)
119 West 57th St.. New Yerk.
1
“Happy Town” (MC).
Produc- & Carles Salgadb; director, Bogda¬
“Golden Fleecing”
(D). Pro¬
novich: Available parts: middle- ducers,; Courtney Burr, (58 W:
aged Negro butler-valet, gentle, 57th St.; Cl 5-9151) & Gilbert
FOR LEASE
[ wholesome; attractive Hollywood Miller.
/starlet, 21.-23, naive,, discontented;
Fully
alr cendltlened.
“Goodbye Charlie” (C).
Pro¬
Ideal.. fer- eff-Broadway
i
elderly
doctor,
small,
good-naducer,
Lelarid
Hayward
(655
Madi• Modern dress, onj olr two sets.. . Contemporary locals. Also | Vat hour
theater. TV atudie, dance
• tured. Contact Or visit office Aug. son Ave.; TE 8-5100).
hall, friendship club, etc;
TV shows considered . . . adaptable for plays in aforementioned dress
i 10-14, between: 5-7 p.m. Script
“Grass Is Greener” (C). Produc¬
and setting. Include self-addressed, stamped return envelop*/
; available at/Drairiatists Play Serv- er, Theatre Guild, (27 W; 53d St.,
Tricap: Realty Corp.
, ice, N. Y.
.
/■- '
N. Y.; CO 5-6170),
P. O, Box 491, Beverly Hills. Calif.
: 153 Centre 8t.
N.Y.C.
/ J W0; 6-1090
/‘Highest Tree” (D). Producers,
]
“Burning Bright” (D). Producer,
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_ FOHSALE

Shubert Theatre

Blackstone Theatre

PLAYS WANTED

Wednesday, August 12, 1959

Backstage Theatre Cleanup
; Continued froiit page 71 ;

jng directly with the Shuberts,
who have no Equity contract, as
they no longer produce shows on
their own and do not employ
anyone under Equity jurisdiction.
In each case, therefore, the union
must act against, a particular pro¬
ducer whose show may be playing
or booked to play the theatre in• volved. '
Responsibility
In each case, the question of
who will pay for -the renovation,
or how it Will be shared, may be
a matter, of negotiation, with the
producer’s bargaining position de¬
pendent on the strength of the
show, the availability of a com¬
peting theatre, etc. In the past,
many backstage ; improvements in
Shubert theatres have been paid
. for by the producer (or, more ac¬
curately, the particular produc¬
tion), at least on a sharing basis.
Such "Cases have included backstake cleanups and the redecorat¬
ing of star dressing rooms. In most
instances where . air-conditioning

to his attention. However, J. J.’s
son, John Shubert, an executive of
the company, knew of the matter,
and had' actually inspected the
Majestic backstage a couple of
weeks ago in company with Angus
Duncan, Equity executive-secre¬
tary. The younger Shubert subse¬
quently sailed for a European vacation, but Jack. Small, another ex¬
ecutive in active charge of Shu¬
bert Theatres in New -York, was
in touch with, the situation.

Legit Investors
55S55S Continued from page:

MiSS Martin’s ; manager-husband,
Richard Halliday,' in partnership
With Rodgers & Hammerstein, Hal¬
liday (and of course Miss Martin)
are ; reportedly putting up. $200,000 of the capital, with Rodgers
& Hammerstein supplying $100,000
and Lindsay-Crouse the remaining
$100,000. ; All four, major inves¬
tors will .presumably share their
stakes with a few personal friends
and associates; but the venture is
closed to general investors;
An . ironic angle of the Ac¬
J-Saratoga,” being co-produced
tors Equity action: in holding
by Robert Fryer and.. Da Costa,. is
up the start of Monday night’s
budgeted
for $400,000, of which
(10) performance of "The
NBC. and its recording affiliate
Music Man,’’ at the Majestic
RCA
Victor,
are investing $300,000,
Theatre, ,
Y., is. that the
with NBC-RCA consultant. Mort
dispute; was actually between:
Mitosky
.
■
;
guaranteeing
the final
the union and the Shuberts;
$100,000. "Only in America,” be¬
with producer Kermit Blbpming
produced
by
Herman
Shumlin,
garden painfully and angrily
and "The Gang’s All Here,” be¬
in the middle.
ing
presented
by
Kermit
BloomOne of the projects on the
garden,: are being wholly financed
, producer’s future schedule is
through, a film company arranger
a musical, being adapted by
ment worked out by collaborators
Albert Hackett and Frances
Lawrenceand Lee.
Goodrich (Mrs.. Hackett) from
“Goodbye, Charlie” is being
Alfred Harding’^ hook about
personally backed by author Axel¬
the: actors strike -J 924, titled
rod
and producer Hayward, with A
« "The Revolt of ; i
hrs.”
pre-production film Sale virtually
.
• ■
....
7
' J insuring a payoff., "Loss of Roses”
units have been insta?* J
dress-[ reportedly has part of its 'capital
ing rooms,, the Show ha.. .
e the [ from investors in previous Saint
cost (but who has ultimav .. kept | Subber productions, but the author
the equipment might be an inter¬ gets a substantial slice of the prof¬
esting question).
its off the top, and there is a preIn the current case of "Music prodiuction. deal.
‘"Pink Jungle”
Man,” producer- Bioomgarden was is understood to be bankrolled al¬
in the middle. Equity has been try¬ most entirely by producer Paul:
ing for about five years to get the Gregory and the author.
backstage areas, dressing rooms, ; This trend toward private or
toilet facilities, etc.,, of Broadway closely-associated capitalization: is:
■theatres made habitable. Little or not new, but merely appears to be
no progress has been made, since, reaching greater proportions than
the union could not take direct for many years.
(A quarter-cen¬
action against the landlord Shu¬ tury or so ago virtually all . shows
berts, but has tried persuasion and were bankrolled by the producers,
indirect pressure through pro¬ frequently with a few personal as¬
ducers and the League of N.Y. sociates or, in many instances, by
Theatres (from which the Shuberts the ticket brokers.)
. withdrew several years ago).
Rodgers.; & Hammerstein • have
After Equity finally served an supplied the financing for the last
ultimatum -: on Bioomgarden last, several of their; shows. Fryer &
week, insisting that the situation
Lawrence Carr, producers of the
be remedied by 8 o’clock last Mon¬
current "Redhead,” ; obtained half
day night, work was started on the
the capital from NBC-RCA, and
cleanup. Although it was not com¬
Herman Levin got the entire
pleted within the .deadline (and
$300,000 bankroll for. "My Fair
probably won’t be for several more
Lady”: from. CBS.
Other shows
days), the Union finally allowed
financed wholly or in major part
the Monday night performance to
by broadcasting companies have
proceed on the basis of "good
included "Wish You Were Here,”
•• faith.”
"Me and Juliet” and "The Great
Men At Work
Sebastians.” The Shuberts, who; had■: assigned
': In; general these restricted-irifive men to do the necessary work,
vestment ventures have tended to
had five- additional on the job yes¬
be the more promising produc¬
terday, Besides the painting, put7
tions-in terms, of advance boxoffice
ting down new linoleum flooring,.
^
sales;: pre-;
repairing CraCKS in CO;V.v • !. • “ , production
nr/vR.irtimv film
film Roalc
deals snH
and tv-re¬
and putting toilet facilities m or¬
cording tieups.
Moreover, such
der, ’ two large air-conditioning
units were being installed in the shows as Inge’s "Dark at the Top
men’s
and
women’s
costume- of the Stairs” and the current Ten¬
change rooms in the theatre base- nessee Williams hit,
. =■, "Sweet
. . Bird
..
ment
j of Youth,” have been principally
All this' work is supposed to be fenced by author-director setups
at Shubert expense, but no spe- . taking a sizable . share of the
cific agreement to that effect has I pr°”ts hff the top. .
r.;:
been reached, and it remains to <
There has been considerable
be seen Whether an attempt ruay losing-ampng investors^ about
be made to pass along a share of r this • insiders-only trend of legit
the bills to the "Music Man” ,pro^^financing, but no. outspoken (or at
least - public) objection, or protest.
duction.
Nobody ; . apparently
disputes For the most part, regular legit
Equity’s claim of. “intolerable” angels feel that the exclusion from
conditions backstage at the Majes¬ the more promising new produc¬
tic, . although ; reports of. rats in¬ tions; is unfair, but they’re reluc¬
festing. the premises. are denied.. tant to squawk openly, for fear of
In any case,; the basement costume- being blackballed from future hits;
"We’ve been; welcomed as back¬
change room were admittedly illventilated, toilet facilities were in ers of the long-shot gambles when
poor working order or inadequate money was tighter,” one formerlyand conditions were described as prolific- investor complained last
"filthy” following an incident of j; week, "but now that risk capital is
several weeks ago, when sewage j plentiful and sure-thing pre-probacked up after a heavy rainstorm, [ duction deals can be arranged,
and overflowed, toilets and wash we’re getting the brush-off.”
basins.
He was inclined to predict dire
There may be some question ! retribution if and when the boom
whether J. J. Shubert, veteran days for producers, authors and
head, of the Shubert firm, was fully directors is oyer.
He conceded,
a\yare of the situation.. It’s under-' however, that he and other habitu¬
stood that in some instances un¬ al angels, would .always scramble
pleasant matters, are not brought for a chance to back "hot-name”

Who’ll Play J.J.?

LEGITIMATE

P^RIETY

London, Aug. 11.
Actor-director Sam Wanamaker
has abandoned efforts’ t6 raise
enough money to continue opera¬
tion of the New Shakespeare The¬
atre, Liverpool.
In partnership
with another American,- producer
Anna Deere Wiman, he acquired
the. house and,, after extensive ren¬
ovations, opened it last year as a
stock,venture. Several U-S; plays,
banned by the Lord Chamberlain
for public performance, were pre¬
sented there on a private subscrip¬
tion,basis.The theatre project operated at
a loss- however, and Miss, Wiman
withdrew some months ago as co¬
director and financial sponsor.
Wanamaker raised $9,800 to con¬
tinue. the theatre oh a temporary
basis, -and submitted a bid of $28,
000 for the lease and effects. That
was rejected, however, and the]
emergency fund wiii be returned
to subscribers.
Although conceding his own In¬
ability to keep the New Shake¬
speare project going, Wanamaker
hopes someone else may be able
to save it; The actor:; who recently
played Iago in support of Paul
Robeson in “Othello” at Stratf ordUpon-Avon, says, "I’d hate to see.
the theatre turned into a ware¬
house or bowling alley.”

Charmioit King Leaves
"Horn’s/ Canadian Revue
Toronto- Aug. 11.
Charmion King, one of the leads
in the Canadian-produced revue,
■‘After Hours,”, withdrew last week
and has been succeeded by Pam
Hyatt. The show opens tonight
(Tues.) at the Avon Theatre; Strat¬
ford, for a five-night run.
Miss King’s exit was due to her
dissatisfaction with her material.
"After Hours” produced by Ber¬
nard Rothman, ended an eightweek engagement last Saturday (81
at the Mountain Playhouse, Mont¬
real.
■

Intimate Relations

SSS;;;;;;:;;;:;:;;:;;,-

preferences for next sen-

Mildred Dunnock j

In its American premiere, Jenn
Cocteau’s. French comedy-drama,
"Intimate Relations,” fails to pro¬
vide . either the promised intimacy
or truly sparkling entertainment
However; flashes or brilliance .sug¬
gest that Teworking cotild do more
with the intermingling of family
emotional entanglements involving
three women with the two men.
Mildred Dunnock as. the possessive mother has turned from her
husband to her son. Judith Evelyn
the. practical, almost too-good-tobe-true sister and Nancy Berg as
the girl involved with, the two
males,, all do well. Miss Berg plays
the girl as a sweet young thing
rather than the harlot the lines
would indicate, but has naturalness
and. charm.
The againstrtype casting of Paul
Hartman deprives the character
comedian with the opportunity to
display the meaningful grimace
and calculated, pause. Instead,
the long-suffering, hubsand whose
peccadillos with his son’s girl pro¬
vide some of the plot’s complica¬
tions^ ..the actor glues the impres¬
sion of fumbling lines, Only occa¬
sionally is he the convincing triple¬
play .Romeo.
Geoffrey Home. shows genuine
feeling as the son making his first
attempt to cut the silver cord, al¬
though the role requires rushing
from one emotional*, scene to an¬
other. Although his juvenile leaps
on and off his mother’s bed seem
absurd, his/*ieter and more realis¬
tic scene with Miss Berg permit
him to rise above puppy-love out¬
bursts.
.
Both. of the sets by William Hit¬
man show imagination and fine use
of the limited stage space.

Euni.

Legit Cues

Jc-akins on the costumers; and
Jean Rosenthal on the lighting.
So “Merry Wives” remains the
most winning new offering of the
season, with neither “Romeo and
Juliet” nor "All’s WTell” achieving
much to enhance the stature of this
now well-established Shakespeare
theatre. Audiences are being bal-

East Hampton. N.Y., July 29.
Guild' HaU presentation, of Ron Rawson
production :of three-act comedy-drama by
Jean Cocteau.- Direction, Roger. Gfaef: Set¬
tings; William Ritmaii; lighting, Dan Butt.
Stars . Mildred Dunnock. Judith Evelyn,
Paul. Hartman: features Nancy Berg, Geof¬
frey Horne. Opened July . 27, J59, at the
John Drew Theatre, East Hampton, N.Y.;
$3.85 top weeknights, $4:40 Saturday night.
George
Yvpnne..

All*s Well That Ends
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son. the potentials including “Henry

Elein.

ANY NEW OPERA HOUSE
HASTA BE‘DOWNTOWN’
Boston, Aug. 11,
Mayor John B. Hynes said Fri¬
day <24), he will lend his support
to any effort to provide Boston
with facilities for opera presenta¬
tions, but said the city cannot af¬
ford to build an opera house.
Boston has been without one for
over a year, since J. J. Shubert
sold the 3.000-seater on Huntington Ave. to a wrecking company,
'which demolished it.
The Mayor said that he favored
a downtown site for a contem¬
plated. $3-5 million structure to
be built by public subscription.
Tentative hopes are for a new
opera house about 1965 as part of
an. Arts Center on the Charles
River in Brighton, but the plan¬
ning board and city council favor
a downtown Boston site. Officials
for the Arts Center said they
would be willing to consider an
intown site if Hub biz leaders and
the general public give financial
support.

Dorothy Spears Exits
American Theatre Wing

Dorothy Spears, secretary of ad¬
missions at the American Theatre
Wing, has been dropped as of last
Friday *31). She had been em¬
ployed at the Wing since January,
1947.
In a letter from James F. Reilly,
Wing treasurer, received by Miss
Spears four days before she exi pected to return to work from va¬
cation, she was advised that her
services were being terminated at
once due to the Wing’s mounting
financial problems.
With the exception of a long¬
time bookkeeper, the turnover of
administrative personnel at the
Wing has been complete within the
past two years..Departures have in¬
cluded Esther Hawley, executive
secretary; Louis M. Simon, direc¬
tor of the Professional Training
Program; Joy Howden, in charge
of Community Plays; George Alan
Smith, executive director; Robert
C7 Colson, course supervisor;
Claude . Madonna, registrar, and
Miss Spears.
Helen Menken is president of the
Wing.

Mike Sawyer will have ’the lead
Well
role in "Fair Game” playing Aug.
Stratford, Conn:, July 30.
18-23 at the Putnam County Play¬
American 'Sbakespeare Festival revival
of two-act comedy f>y William Shake¬
house; Lake Mahopac, N.Y.
Direction, , John
Houseman;
Jean Cumbiiiigs, who played the speare.
scenery. WU1 Steven Armstrong;
lead femme role in "Cation a Hot tumes, -Dorothy Jeakins; lighting aeu
masic.
HermanChessid.
Tin Roof” at the Red Barn Thea¬ Rosenthal;
Opened July 29.' *50, at the American
tre, . Westboro, Mass., last week, is Shakespeare Festival Theatre, Stratford.
scheduled to continue as leading Conn.; 9S.25 top.
.
•
Countess of Rousillon. - . .Aline MacManon
lady at. the spot for the balance Lord
Lafeu.. ...
Will Geer
of the season. .
Bertram _John Ragin
John Fird has a featured assign¬ Helena .. . . ...^ Nancy Wickwire
Lady-in-Waiting ......... Betty Heljman
ment in the Constance Carpenter Parollesr
Richard Waring
Clown
.■
. ..Jack Bittner
package of "Auntie Marne.”
A tryout of Stuart Bishop's "Ba¬ King, of France .. . .-Larry Gates
French Lords. .. DTno Narlzzario, Richard
bylon by Candlelight” is planned
Eastoc, Frederic Warriner.
Severn Darden
for thei week of Aug.;31 at the Cin¬
Widow of Florence ... Sad* Thompson
cinnati; (0-) Summer Playhouse.
Diana .........._Barbara Barrie
Karen Ford will appear at the Mariana ..
Marietta Hartley
Patrick Hines
Allenbury. Playhouse; Boiling Duke of Florence
Sergeant
... Hiram Sherman
Springs, • Pa., during August in Soldier.. ...... Edward Asner
"Girl Crazy” and ‘Plain and Florentine Officer ..... Dino Narizzano
. Others: Tom Beilin, Eve Benesch, Jay
Fancy;”'':
BOnneU, wmiam Curtis, Edward English.
A low-priced $1.65 ticket, cover¬ EUen Geer, Jarmila Germanton, George
Gitto,
James Goldsmith, Wardwell Leo,
ing a 400-seat seetion, has been
Yafa . Eerner, John Lovelady, William
established at the Lyric Circus, MacKenzie, David Margolies. Julian MRler,
Cathy
Schmid, John Sciandra. Ruth
Skaneateles, N.Y., for TuesdayHarrison Spencer; Stephen StrimThursday evening performances. Soborka,
peU, Claire Ln. Thomas,. Michael Twain,
The tickets are being peddled at Leon Veua, Michael Verona, Herbert Voss.
$ 1.95 for Sunday night perform¬ Claude Woolman.
ances.
The third and last of the 1959
Donald Buka arrived in New
Four professional productions are
York last Sunday (2) from , the repertory series at Stratford-on- planned for presentation in Ottawa
Coast to. begin rehearsing for. his Housatonic, “All’s Well That Ends next fall by Trent Gough, presi¬
costarring, stint with Frances Starr Well” evolves as a minor addition, dent of tbe Ottawa Theatre Arts
in ‘‘Time Remembered,” which will achieving little of particular dis¬ Guild.
be presented for three weeks at tinction except some impressive
Gough, who intends importing
the Paper Mill Playhouse’, Mill- lead performances. As staged by American talent for the leads in
John Houseman, the so-tagged
burn, N.J., beginning Aug. 18.
the
undesignated plays, also con¬
Jim Luisl is appearing In "Li’l “dark comedy” will provide a.
templates sponsoring a few touring
Abner” this Week at the Sacan- pleasant experience with one of
shows
in Canada.
daga Park (NY.) Summer Theatre. the lesser-known Bard works.
Nancy Wickwire, now in her
Bill Steele is appears, this week
third
ASFT
season,
scores
with
an
in "Girl Crazy” at. the Allenberry
outstanding Helena, the doctor’s
Playhouse, Boiling Springs. Pa.
; Jule Styne and Joseph Kipriess daughter who cures the king and
Yellow Springs, O., Aug. 13.
have cancelled their projected gets a. wrong deal from the. man
Ellis Rabb, who’s appearing this
Broadway production, "Saturday she chooses as her husband. Larry
summer
with the Group 20 Play¬
Gates follows up his smash Falstaff
Night.” .
ers, Wellesley, Mass., will return
George Jenkins will design the in ‘‘The Merry Wives Of Windsor”
here for a one-night appearance
‘The
|
with
a
commanding
King
of
France.
settings and lighting for " ’
• ', i In the role of Bertram, the count in a program adapted from Shake¬
Miracle Worker!”
} who disdains wedlock, John Ragin speare’s Chronicle plays. The pre¬
[ lacks spark and points up the Con- sentation will be part of the
8* [: neciicut
noniipiif./'fimnanr’c
n'Mi< for strongcfrnnff- “Summer Festival of the Perform¬
authors, directors, stars arid mancompany’s need
agements, and wouhi probably!leading^^ men.
ing Arts,” to be presented by Anti¬
thumbs-down less promising proj- | . The movement of the play is on och College the five Saturday
ects even if the producers have [ the slow side. The. action is best nights in August.
played along With investors.
.
concentrated on the sub-plot dealRabb. who appeared in the An¬
Notable among' a few manage- ing with the braggart Parolles, tioch Shakespeare Festival during
ments withVa string of current or adequately handled by Richard its six-year
j)1A_Jvai campus run, will perrecent hits but stiir welcoming Waring. Among the other, effective | £orm localiy Au^ 15: The outdoor
their regular investors on pretty contributors are Aline _MacMahon; presentations get underway Aug. 1
much the same term is David Mer-' f s Bertram s^mother. Will Geer as j W|th a program by dancer-pantorru _
rick, As the producer of an almost the lik<iDl6 old lord Lsfcu, Jsck f j - z. -n .i nmnoi*
Bittner as the clown. Hiram Sher- '
Pau Draper.
The Da\e
unbroken! string . of. substantial man as the sergeant, Barbara Barrie |Bruheck Quartet is booked for
money-makers,, he is presumably: as Diana and Mariette Hartley as ’
an<^ Geoffrey Holders
in position to get ample capital in the zestful Mariana.
[ Trinidadian
troupe is set for
full-show amounts via pre-produc¬
“All’s Well’’ poses no important Aug. 22.
_
tion film or tv-recording deals. He challenge to Will,Steven Arm-!
The festival will end Aug. 29
is still playing, along with his reg¬ , strong on the. sets, which again with a free concert by the 661st Air
1 utilize the basic latticery; Dorothy * Force Band.
ular investor list, however!

Plan Ottawa Pro Shows,
Also Canadian Tourers

Mb’s Antioch Date
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f bia . being held up until city attor¬
ney decided who-is to sign contract
and where money shall go.
. Joseph Petrocik named asst. p r..
director of, the. French :'Toiirist
Bureau .in .N:Y., under Myron ClemMore Show Biz Biogs
' ably higher price of $6 as against : eilt; succeeding Martin_ Stuart, who
Actor-art collector Vincent Price the 50c paperback.
resigned to become pub relationser
calls his upcoming Doubleday bio- ;
Battle of who owns the rights to foP ?an}hergers, Newark.
_
graphv. “I Like What 1 Know:: A the Lawrence.book has been a siz- .
10MPhthlJ .s editor, EdVisual Biographv/’
" ij.
rzling one in publishing row\ In., WardWeeks, has. done- a. book of
A .Museum of Modern Art vis-. past few weeks, the . mimeo: ma-; essay- and. obsei “aLoriS for Little^
ualization of “’Marlene Dietrich: chines at both NAL and Grove IiaveRrown <.via Atlantic Monthty Piess)
Image and Legend.” by . {Richard been grinding out peppery, blasts ; P^hl^atipn this^Lovember titled
Griffith, is a picture-book, also , daily. NAL’s amihunitiori is being Jh rnendiy Candor. .
•Lowell Thomas.
Doubleday.
![''
j fired by‘Miss-Jay Towers, promo~
° Jr.’s “The Silent
“Subway to the Met: Rise Ste- tion t
yens' StorV' is what Kyle Crichton have
calls her bio arid “Ed . Wynn’s Son" : Bellow

Wednesday* August 12* 1959

J SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK I
By Frank Scully +-»+»44++»+♦♦♦♦$ ♦■

Hollywood, Aug. 11.
Every now arid then Ramon Novarro, the hero of . Metro’s first “BenHur” production, pops up in the news. The last time was quite recent-,
ly when he was recorded in The Southern Cross of the San Diego diodese as., attending the restored Pala Mission, ceremonies, he being, now
a rancher, in the area of the ,Palomar .Observators’.The last time I ran into Novarro previous to this. personal mention,
was at a meeting of the Third Order of St. Francis, Unlike many socalled religious orders, members of this- tertiary fraternity; though
mostly laymen, belong to an actual order. Some cardinals are Third
Order Franciscans; notably McIntyre and Gushing, and the last Pope
Pius XII was a member.
;
Jame?nBrough,n bofii ^Dohbleday! ! .
Paul Green’s; Book
.
'^uency;*^ and : Tinie.-Life fdreigu
Yrou don't get tapped overnight. It’s a long, slow' process and once
us is Kathleen Norris’ memoirs, i
Three plays by .Paul Green have o h1 ? f - Emmet _ John
Hughe? a fraternity, is established, nothing can kill it off for 100: years, Novar¬
“Family Gathering.” all fall items. ; been published by Samuel French : .Africa, The^ Vincib^r, .- ro, I suspect, from where I met him, belonged to the St, Joseph Frar
In the sports idiom is Ruby Gold-; under the title “Wings for to Fly, ■
How ai d
Baldwin. _advprtisin^ tefnity in downtown L.A.
:
stein's “Third Man In The Ring. '-All three '"Fine Wagon.” ^“Lay;l^r^of The NewAog
.
Original Ben-Hur A Shorty?
as told to N.Y.. Journal-Ameriean ! This Body Down’’ and “The Thirst- :■ ieluJfd-..Douglass.
Though never a tall man, Novarro seemed shorter than ever the last
sports columnist Frank {Graham! ing Heart".' are of Negro life.and ; has been national adyeitising map-,
time 1 saw him. He didn't seem to be more than 5 feet 7 and quite
(Funk & WagnaiL. and ROy Cam-; are. Green says, “nVostly for the ;|SPr.!
-~
—
ear but also for the eve.
. ! Robert S. Ogden,..fbrmerly eastern-;. stocky for his height, more as he appeared in. “We Were Strangers”
panelias
autobiog.
“It’s Good
To
a few years ago, that Cuban picture climaxed by the blowing up of a
I
in
addition
to
the
plays
there
;
advertising;
manager,
becomes
asBe Alive”. Little. Browne in which
Whole cabinet in. a cemetery while they were attending a funeral of
he had literary assists frdm CBS j are in the back some songs such as sociate advertising manager.
..Adman Samm Sinclair Baker has ■ one of their number who was purposely bumped off several, days pre¬
sportscasier Dave Camerer and AP i”0 the Blind Man Stood on the
[Road, and Cried.” “Dark Was the;: another book due via .Hanover viously for just such a come-on of mass murder.
The picture .was
sportswriter Joe Reichler.j!
: Night” and “Death Gonna be My • House (Doubleday subsid
titled ! founded on an actual Cuban, political plot. Phil Rivero; told me. Pre¬
Back to the Doutfleday roster is ; Foldm° Bed”
i “Casebook of Successful Ideas for j mier Castro should see it,' if only for . a refresher, course.:' j
‘“Please Don't Hate Me” b^“ Holly¬
‘
v.'
• ■ .
.
Advertising1 and Selling.” In the \
Novarro was good in the film. But he was as far from the chanter
wood tunesinith Dimitri iTiomkin i
Pub Rcd Only Bruised
same ■ huekster-pm idiom is NY. of the “Pagan Love Sopg” or “Scarampuche” or “Ben-Hur” as St
and Prosper Buranelli.
■
— Pncf , staffet Irwin Ross’ “The
Francis
of Assisi was front Benvenuto. C&llini.. He was more like the . X?t biographical but la novel;
IMerchaiits." same pub.
lii-pired by Lie life of i, Isadora ; >
“crown Publishers Inc and
Junius Wood.: Heywoodr Broun,; Jose Ramon Gil Samanieg.os, to give, him four of his 14 names, who
came out of Durango, Mexico, 30. or 4.0 years ago, got a bit ..with Marion
A nlh?H ivrit ^ th^ •
\vife Blanche; Were seriously Floyd Gibbohs, Roy Howard: Rich- ;
Morgan’s, dancers in L.A'., augumented his take -hoirie pay when the
filCSiV x )y •fDaviJ1 ?«*}? alK° a injured in an auto accident on the. ard. Harding Davis; Harry Hansen, i
DoubiOdai item m. laie October. J Niitan-BolpOTa highway in- Italy ; Will Irwin, John- T. McCutcheon. j troupe reached New York by working as a busboy at the Times. Squarei were “grosslv exaggerated’’ accord- • Irvin S. Cobb; William G. Shep- Automat, and got back to the west coast in Ferdinand Pinney Earle's
WVhere The Wild Goose Go’
- ins to a Crowri spokesman.
j herd.' Frederick Palmer arid West-. production of “Omar Khayyam;”
The $50 Fight For Valentino.
August issue of Sports Afield ;
Mirkon. it was said, riierely suf- brook Pegler aFe names which stud .
It was there he was spotted by Rex Ingram'who. was losing Rudolph
has a piece by Jack Dentpn Scott;■ ft-red bruises while his wife sus-. Oxford. Univ. .Press’
upcoming1
slugged ““James Bay Goose Hunt*’ • tained a chip in- her- shoulder;,
;'“American Reporters, on the W’est- Valentino, his great discovery in “The Four Horsemen of the. Apoca¬
concerning the adventures Of five ;
—; ern Front, 1914-1918.” due.in Octa^-. lypse,” over a lousy $50 raise Metro wouldn’t meet. Valentino was get¬
grey-flannel city slickers who left;
. W’hite-Newell Teamup .
. her, bv Emmet Crozier, vet.news- ting $350 but wanted' $450 to star- in “The Prisoner of Zenda.” Studio
their Madiso*. Avenue habitat and ,. Two publishers' publicists have paperriian. Oxford also bringing out wouldn’t go above $400 and'that’s how' Metro lost. Vaientino. to. Par ■
went on an adventuresome trip to ; reSigno^ to form their owri literary . “The Art. of, Jazz,” edited bv Martin arid Novarro became Rudy's replacement..
the land of muskeg and mechanical j agency. Pat Newell. Px-Rinehart.' T. .Williams, .co-editor of The Jazz
It is generally believed Samaniegbs got the Novarro billing from Rex
monsters.
p
[and Ed /White. ex-Lippincott, ..are Review!
.
Ingram, but actually he was so listed with the Marion Morgan dancers..
Goose shooters ^ were i Hank the new combo.
TV
commentator
Alexander. Anyway, it was a. good name and got him far in show biz. Ingrain cer¬
Hunter, director of communica-:
Miss Newell has been succeeded Kirig’S sequel to his bestselling
tainly brought him along and photographed him so that he looked as
tions at Olin Mathieson; Bob At h- j by Robert. Taylor and Dolores Zvff : ^Mine Enemy. Grows .Older” will ‘
a Lombardy poplar instead of the sawed-off redwood he actually was.
erton. an editor of Cosmopolitan: • is White’s suecessbr at Lippincott, be called “May This House'Be Sate
The
records still list him as 5, feet 10. but forgot to add. “bh“stilts.”
Bob Foreman, BBD&O exec; Rave j
^’ From Tigers.” a Simon & Schuster ;
George Walsh In Charlie Jones’. Record Book
Britton, veep in charge^ of tv at I
Hill i Wang's Drajnabooks
publication in December. Same :
A second choice for ‘-The Prisoner of Zenda,” Noyarrowas also a .
MCA, and Johnny Hoaglarid, weep .
Hr. Horace M. Kallen’s “The firm bringing oiit N.Y. Post col¬
second
choice
for ‘“Ben-Hur.” In fact, he was a replacement fbr George
and associate director of broadcast. Book of Job as a Greek Tragedy
Tragedy” umnist Max
_ Lerner’s
___ “The
_ Unfiri_...
dtpt. at Qgilvy Benson 5? Mather. •1 is among
--- four dramabooks
J-.•
\ Couritry.”
~ •
.
.. anthology
..
which ..ished
bf some Walsh. Walsh was touted, as the world's greatest all-around athlete, ;
thanks
to
the
typewriter, riot the tape-measure or stop-watch, of his
j Hill & Wang is= bringing out both ' 0f ; his ne\vspaper essays, and “The
I in paperback and hard editions.
World of the Wall Street Journal,” p a., Charles Reed Jones. The brother of Raoul Walsh, George,, accord¬
Geis* Show Biz Books
Growing showmanship and show
Other three dramabpoks include edited by Charles Preston,, with an ing to Charlie Jones, rowed, faster thari Jack Kelly, jumped higher
biz ties with book publishing has “Shaw on Theatre,” edited by E. J.- intro bV Vermpnt Royster, editor than Mike Sweeney, threw a discus farther than Martin.. Sheridan and
created Bernard Geis Associates, West; and two; play collections. The of the WSJ; this* too. is a collec- ran a hundred faster than Charlie Paddock. He also could act.
distributing through : Random first is “Turgepev: Three Famous. fion of “bests” from that financial
Walsh played the name lead in "Ben-Hur” while the company,! unHouse.
Showmen like i Groucho Plays.” translated by Copstance daily; =
der the direction of Charles Brabin, horsed around Rome for months.
by
David
Marx. Art Linkletter, Goodson & , Garnett,
_
.production.
. . ..
...
It had taken years to get the production off the indoor treadmills on to
Todman, et al., are partnered in : Garnett. Second collection is “Far, an open track, but there it got stuck.; After all, wasn’t Ben-Hur the rich¬
the Geis operation which is frankly : quhar,” edited and with an intro- .
est Jew between Rome and Jerusalem? Under the circumstances .who
geared to publish books j by show duction by William Archer.
j
worried, about budgets or overhead?
biz personalities whose powerhouse i
-1
He Saved The Capital From The Rebs
; Continued from page :73 ;
plugs on tv-radio can stimulate;
Anthologies Aweigh!
|
Even General Lew Wallace, who^was more famous for; the book than
sales, as has been evidenced bv |
Dbubleday has a flock of collec-1
for
having
successfully
defended Washington, D.C., against onrushing
Gregg’s.
“A
Sea,
Shell”
is’
planned
Linkletter.
Pat
Boonte,
Jack: tions on its fall-winter lists, as ’
for the fall by Stephen Mitchell. Confederate Rebels, never seemed in a rush to sell the. picture rights.
Douglas. Cliff Arquette i ( Charley fellows:
The play, under the title, “A Swim The only thing he insisted on was that Klaw & Erlanger have a legit
"Weavert and kindred bestsellers.!
‘“These Were Our Years,” edited
< i;
j bv Frank BrOokhouser; poems,: in the .Sea,”. wras; produced, for production in a theatre every year, or lose .their franchise. Some of
Broadway by Robert E.i Griffith,
Rattle of the ‘Chatterley V
! siories, articles, etc. reflecting the { Harold S. Prince and Shirley Ayers, these lost money but they kept interest in Ben-Hur alive.
When the General ultimately Cashed in. bis blue chips his son. guar¬
Grove Press, which published 19-PS and 1930s.
: but
Uui - j.u±ucu
folded after, a Philadelphia dian of the estate, offered “Ben-Hur”; for pix for $400,000. D. W. Grif¬
the first unexpurgated edition of“Ten Great. Mysteries,, edited
last year
fith, Douglas Fairbanks, DeMille, Ince—everybody—was “buying” it
D. H. Lawrence’s “Lady Chatter- i by Howard Haycraft.and John Bee- j
Hastimrs will he musical diley's Lover” in the Unitea States'1 croft; bests of Dashiell Hammett, _- ™^
”?nslcal ? around 1920, but who had that kirid of Cash? Millionaires, not tycoons !
of show biz, obviously.,
lost a round in N, Y. Supreme; Erie
Stanley ^Gardner,
Agatha ^f;?17 ®1 ,
. .
Joe Godsol, prez of Goldwyn pix, bought the rights: for a million
Court last week when Justice Bir- Christie. Ellery Queen and. Rex ,
Masterpiece,
originally
andie Amsterdam ■ ruled that the , Stout.
; nounped Lor Broadway production, dollars by giving two millionaires, Vincent Astor and Robert Goelet*
edited-down edition currently on
"Broadway’s Best 1959,’’. edited :
ri^w scheduletlto bow ipXondon and. their group one-third the profits for advancing $600,00.0 In cash.
the stands need not bet marked bv N.Y. Daily News critic- John - next januar^under the production The. piC eventually grossed more than $9,000,000 and Metro tby then
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) took o.ut 35*^? for distribution. When its ac¬
“not an unexpurgated edition”
Chapman.
countants got through figuring, they showed .iVIGM had lost a million
Justice
Amsterdam
denied
-Fiction of the •FttUes."- '-ledlftd.;
dollars on the picture, \yhefeas Astor, Goelet; Erlanger, Ziegfeld arid
NerAmerieTn Ubr^v brworid ^ Herb?rt G°’d'
Dillingham got back $3,000,000 oil the $600,000 advanced by Messrs.
Literature Inc to Drint'the exnlan
“The Laugh’s “On Me; another ; witff Marios and Margolin in the
K^e^Stedto^s Jt ^nnett Gerf humor antholofe
; New York presentation, have Astor and* Goelet.
The Thalberg Touch
lias been Grove’s contention that
“The Works of Arine^ Frank: Her . bowed out as cp-sponsors.
I
What threw the production into such staggering costs was the deci¬
NAL was misleading the public Short Stories. Essays and . Her
Paul Feigay is planning to re-'
sion to pull the company back to Hollywood after a year in Rome and.
into believing it was getting the • -Diary;” edited by Ann Birstein and . sufne production activity on Broadreshodt most of the picture under a new director; Fred Niblo. One set
original edition. Previously NAL • Alfred Kazin (Mr. arid Mrs.b
. way as president of the recentlyhad agreed in count to!mark its:
“The. World That Couldn’t Be ! organized
Candid
Productions, alone,, the arena in Antioch for the chariot races, cost $300,000, The
upcoming expurgated copies as and 8 Other NoVelets Frbm ‘Gal-, which will operate iii^ the legit and accidental pile-up of four chariots in the face, drie to a broken wheeL
Mrs. Florence more than offset this cost in its boxoffiee draw. The smashup was the
such.
i
: axy’.” edited by Galaxy editor H.: L. television fields.
' .
Shaw is vice president of the firm hit of the pic.,
Last week also saw Grjove Press Gold,
Of course, Ramon Novarro as Ben-Hur got his $350 every Week arid
and ice skater-actor Dick Button:
and NAL hurling other accusa-.
“•
was
not
involved
In
any
of
these,
risks;
Stuntmen
took
over for him
is
secretary-treasurer.
;
Contem¬
tions at each other. Grove ac-1
CHATTER ,
cused NAL of “commercial hitch-j
June Havoc will - follow . her plated as the outfit’s initial Broad- and Francis X. Bushman in the chariot races. Once his hitch as a gal¬
vyay
presentation
is
a.
dramatization
ley-slave
was
over
iand
his.
fortune
restored!
Ben-Hur’s
main:
job, was
hiking.” Grove. Press recently won ; “Early Havoc.’-now in stands, with
of Shepherd Mead’s book, “The to find bis mother and sister. A gal named: Esther was with him in.
its fight against the Post; Office to ; a sequel,. “More. Havoc.'
Fotir .Window
Girl,”
subtitled, these pursuits. '
‘
distribute the original; edition.
Paul R. Reynolds’ “The Writer
Oddly, sbme editions, notably one by Simori & Schuster, drop this
NAL said it was the only publish¬ and Hjs Markets” is due in: Octo¬ “How to Make More Money. Than
Men,” The adaptor, hasn’t been set; loveririterest of Ben-Hur’S altogether; This is an expurgation which not
ing outfit in this country author¬ ber off the Doubleday press.!
Maurice Winters, company man¬ censor, except kids,, .who don’t go for all the schmooing in,pix, would
ized by the Lawrence estate and
“I Call On Princess Rainier” ager. of “Flower Drum Song,”
the only one paying royalties.
perrivit. But there wili be plenty of this in the new production, come .
'Grace Kelly' is pri.e purpose of sailed. last Week on the Queen
accused!'NAL
of- Pete Martin’s . current European Mary for a holiday in France and next November, when Charlton Heston replaces ’ Rani on.. Novarro as
, Grove
. .
,Press
„
X1
:
,
Ben-Hiir and Hay a .Harareet replaces May Me Avoy as Esther.
cashing m
on the former s ef- safari for a Satevepost piece,
Italy. He’s due back the first week
Bill Hart, One-Time Winner
whfrh^frrt^hnn^h'X1",-!
Vacationing, Ali Rosen. INew in . September. Paul Groll is sub¬
The current production costing. $15,000,000 actually isn’t costing much
bing' as. manager of the Richard
RadgersrOscar
Hammerstein
2d more under inflation, than the $5,000,006 production cost in the defla¬
tionary, practically taxless '20s. But Heston’s vital statistics are not in¬
teims oi .conimon morality.
Metro assistant branch, manager. musical;.
V;'NAL insisted that Grove Press,
ihe Book of Job as . a Greek flated. He is a big hunk of man- a six-footer,. 180-pounder. His bete iioir,
Irish dramatist Denis Johnston’s ,
after unsatisfactory negotiations five plavs have been -collected .^Tragedy,” J5y> Horace .M. Ranen; ; Messala, is Stephen Boyd of Belfast! That’s the part played by Bush-.
IVi*U Jnf
(.undei'*~“fhe'.Old. Lady:SaysrNo:.r {“Shaw ori:Theatre ” edited by E. J. : man in the previous Metro version. (Not the original version; Kalem
ed u.th it- pi t paiation of the un- for Atomic . Press publication in' .West; . a volume .containing “A ! did. a pirated version in 1907, but . even with the Brooklyn Fire Dept;
expurgaled editirn and ^published.
—
Month, in the Country,” “A Provin- helping out in the chariot; faces Kalem lost in the courts!;
it despite the Lawrence literary l.
'
William. S, Hart played the original Messala in the chariot race arid
agem-, rcjcclion of a contract of-. nlS0G°S;
n!an.”':by'.TurgeneX a^a ?ohme ' once beat Ben-Hur. That was in 1901 in Boston when Ben-Hur’s tread¬
mill broke down. '.
ley's .livcr.:"im«ovcr.'j is in to •'6i*iy;Townslflp.'W:?fi«,»aat<>4.«>e'
$45,000,000, Eh?
public domain according to. the •
cStl!5&-.SUe5.’'- for;‘’The Twin-Rivals” and “ThegConr i
This time,the whole picture was shot in Italy under William. Wyler’s..
be>t legal m:m;>
Syndicate..
■
stant Coupte;‘: by George Farqhar..
highly acclaimed direction (two-time Oscar winner;:-13 ; times a liom- •
' Unexpurcafed
paperback
edi-I-laj u right-actoi Peter. Lstirio\ ^.in be published iri paperback edi; ince,'. To make the kind of money it was hoped the Nihlo version, would
tior.s- • of the Lawrence!'book are
authored ai book of short stories .'^ tfons Aug, .21. by: Hill & Wang,
have made, this version will have to gross $45,000,000. :
nov, being -issued .bv Pocket Books.
A Dash of ;
Oliver Smith will design the seL
Around 1540 Broadway they believe it will. They’re convinced; that
Grove-Dell.
Pyramid; ^ Universal1^,'vnten Litlle; yBrown .y\iU tings.. and ., Miles White; the cosBeacon and New American IJ- pi’olish in September.
tumes for the Playwrights Co.—v nothing makes big money like big money thcse. days. ..
But
it would b.C interesting to sCe what Ramon Novarro thifiks of
brary. Grove is also publishing a
Royalties from a Southwest High R o b e r t Lewis prodiicticiri of
it as a picture. Maybe he’ll be invited to the premiere.
hardbound copy at thei consider- School choir record cut^ by Colj.in-.i.“CherL’’
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CHATTER

and Pierre Gaspard-Huit’a “Ras¬
pact ha* been signed with former
putin.”
\
government shipping 20 pix a year
Broderick Crawford readying for
to Indonesia. Reciprocal clause Is
Jack Benny , may toastmaster the
(COVent Garden 0135-6-71
a two year Continental stay: via
left
open since it has been decided
Lambs. dinner honoring' Phil Baker
Bandleader Jack Parnell Is. hosr
three film stints. First one rolls
that material now available would
Sept. 26 at the clubhouse.
pitalized.
here early next, season. It is “Dan¬
not have commercial Success In
Wanda Hale, Daily News film gerous
Jack Buchanan’s widow is ready¬ Mexico, - '•
Monday,”
with.;. Robert
ing a biog of her husband.
critic, back from a European vaca¬ Spafford directing.
tion on the S.-S.; Flandre..
Lilo set for a Broadway return
This year’s Radio Show at Earis
Bill Woods, son of personal man¬ next season via “The Widow of the Court runs frorri Aug. 25 to Sept.
ager Bernie Woods (ex-Variety), Eiffel Tower.” It. is to open next 8;
.
: By Lenny Litman
left last week for the Marines* boot January; with other French per¬
Nick Darvas in town setting up
(HA 1-2739)
formers,. Claude Dauphin and Ger¬ publishing arrangehients for his
camp at Parris Island.
'
Lee
Solomon of the William
ard
Nery,
also
to
star.
Yank pianist Byron Jariis (Hurok
book on finance.
Morris Agency in. for Sariuny Davis
!
Yank plays “Sweet Bird of
office)
flew .over, weekehd. to
Maxine Daniels opened a cabaret Jr.’s opening at the Town House.
Buenos Aires for recital at Colon. !■ Youth,” “The Desperate Hours,” stint at the Society Restaurant
.; Rex Dale, WAMP’s afternoon
[“Long Day’s Journey Into Night,”
Some 15 Latin dates follow.
disk jockey, resigned to take a sim¬
“Pleasure of His Company” and Monday (10);. The BBC plans the. first tele¬ ilar post with WZIP in Cincinnati.
Don Costello finishing his play; . "Picnic” due here next season
“White Roses.'*; Meanwhile .he’s ] while Broadway will take the vision show ever from GlyndeAssociated Circuit reopened the
coaching a new personality,. Roger ! French plays “L’Hurluberlu,” “Hisr bo.urrie on Aug. 20. It will go out Studio in Bellevue as a subsequentAllari, who is due for a screen test i toire De Rire,’’ “Caligula,” “Tueur on Eurovision;
run house instead of an art house
The crew for Disney’s. “Swiss it was before.
. on Coast.
• Sans Gages” and “Judith.” >
Joe Glaser of Associated Book¬ i.
- Three Stooges in a series of oneTwo top French producer-dis- Family Robinson.” flew to Tobago
ing is organizing the various local j tribs, Georges Lourau and Robert . Bay yesterday <Tues.); expect to nighters at Youngstown, Johns¬
Beatnik groups into a national or¬ . Dorfmanri are entering into a co- remain there till end of year..
town arid Weirtori, W. Va., after
ganization N.B.C. (National Beatnik operative . .tierip;
Lourau.
will : Crix invited to have a second closing at the . Holiday House.
Cults).
Ray Scott and Dave Murray, who
l henceforth
distrib
Dprfmann’s gander at “The Diary of Anne
Pianist Ruth Slenczyiiska repeats i films. The latter is giving up dis- Frank”’ This was the shortened put on Pittsburgh’s first telecast on
(third) at Brevard (N.C.) Festival i.trib. It is mainly for the provinces version, due for general release.
old WDTV, Channel 3, are back to¬
Fifty pairs of. ducats for the gether ..on WTAE, Channel 4 in the
Aug: 14-16, making this an excep¬ ! now, but will go into effect iri keys
tion to her no-sUmmer-concerts j; next season. Fact that both have preem; of “The Scapegoat,” iri •11 o’clock slot.
rule for 1959.
! financial agreements with the Bel- j which Alec Guinness plays a dual
American-trained concert violin¬ i gian outfit Eleqtrobel may be the role, handed out to identical twins.
Sir Alec . Guinness missed the
ist Toshiya /Eto introducing his ‘ decisive factor behind this merger. I
| preem of .his film, “The ScapeAmerican wife . to family in Japan
By Matty Brescia
i goat.” He. had:, a date with a
while fullfilling six weeks of con¬
(61 S. Second Str, MU 55107)
i surgeon and is now in hospital for
certs there. Eto hasn’t been in
• a varicose veins op.
. Carolyn Gray. Memphis warbler,
native land since leaving in 1948
By Hank Werba
j
Former flack for Ealing; Films, to Atlanta’s Zebra Lounge for
for Curtis Institute in Philly.
(Gral Sanjurjo 24; Teh 344865). i Jack
Worro'w
appointed
drum- three weeks.
Felix Young, quondam Holly¬
Flamenco ace Faico starring, at ! beater for Michael Balcon ProducMilo Solomito, Memphis pro¬
wood agent, latterly a Miami Beach
I tions and publicity and advertising moter, now heading Ace Amuse¬
restaurateur, has taken a lease on garden boite Samba.
Screen
actress Marta
Flores j consultant to Bryariston Films. .
ment Music Co.
the street floor of the new co-op
apartment at 457 Park Aye. (58th heads third “Gigi” company this I . Recerit arrivals. Tony Martin for . Busteri Hammond, erstwhile film
; ty spots, Edna .Ferber and Buster exchange chief, now running top
St.) and will open Felix Young’s year. .
’•Vertigo” .(Par) heads the list • Keaton on vacations and Pauline Liquor and Wine Drive-In on out¬
Park. Ave. restaurant iri October.
Maurice Lagoguee, head barman of summer film grossers in Madrid ! Hariri'to appear in a new- Muriel skirts of town.
Bill Brunning turning out a tri¬
i;Box pic, “Too Young To Lovei”
at the Hotel George V (Paris) bar, and Barcelona,.
Contortionist Betsy . Ross, Kary i ; Foyer of the Marble Arch, weekly. show biz and nightclub pil¬
stepped off the Liberte, on his first
U.S. visit; into. La Potiniere, West. Mayer-Mery Dugan and :. Lita . & iOdeon, turned into a sunlit vine- lar for Co rimer c i a 1 Appeal,
55th St. eatery, and hearing so Redy toppers ■ at latespot Casa¬ ; yard, decorated with fresh grapes, Scripps-Howard daily,
.
Vernon Presley, Elvis’ pop in
’ for preem of “This Earth Is Mine.”
. much French spoken in New York blanca. ;;
Maria Callas signed for solo re¬ Patrons could help themselves.
town for a few weeks on biz and to
felt “lost” because he hears more;
cital next month during the annual
attend Col. Tom Parker’s birthday
English iri the George Cinq.
in Nashville, returns to join his son
St. Patrick’s R.C. Church, Water- opera season sponsored by Bilbao’s
in Germany next week.
town, N. Y-, will eventually inherit Friends of Opera Ass’ri.
Karl Munchinger and "On* Stutt¬
George Mooney, WKGN prexy at
the land on which the Vine St.
Knoxville, checked with WMPS,
(Hollywood)Brown Derby stands gart Chamber Orchestra opened
By Robert F. Hawkins
local
outlet for Tenn U grid games
under. the will of Miss Ann D. month-long Int’l Music and Ballet
.(Stampa Estera; Tel. 67590.6)
Bohl, of Watertown, who inherited Festival at Santander.
Susan Hayward to Athens after and disclosed that better than 200
All-Flamepcb variety prograrn at
stations will make up the Vol Net¬
the realty from an uncle, John
brief Italian visit.
Shiriners, a pioneer Hollywood, real institutional. Circo Price features I . Santa Lucia, first-run. house in work this falL
Fernanda ■ Rornero; Porrinas de
estate operator.
' Naples, destroyed by. fire.
Savoy-Hilton managing director Badajoz and includes Yank chanLeslie Caron back to London
Eugene Voit back from BevHills teuse, billed as Miss Elaine,
after accepting Donatello statuette
conferences with Conrad N. Hilton v’ VAma Rosa” (Mistres Rosa), pop¬ for “Gigi.”
By Bob Rees
ular
shrine
of
legit
melb.
Which
and readying preem of The Col¬
Alain Delon arid Marie. LaForet (4009 Xerxes Ave., So.; WA 6-6955)
umns, the old Savoy Room, which set a new record last month play¬ here from Paris to star, in RCne.
Jazz organist Jimmy Smith into
will be the entertainriient spot in¬ ing three and four performances Clement’s “Eri Pleifi SoleiL”
Key Club with McCoy Sisters and
stead of the Cocktail Lounge. Lat¬ daily at the Calderon, reopened at
Fernandel and Douglas Fair¬ Pete Diggs’ band.
..
.
ter becoihes a new men’s luncheon Reina Victoria.
banks Jr. postponed local visits
.Doc Evans Dixieland Band’s
:
Gallic
filrii
thesp
Gregoire
Aslan
grillroom and thereafter open for
while Clark Gable has. arrived in weekly Walker Art Center Court¬
stepped from. Carol Reed's • "Our
cocktails.
Eternal City.
yard
concerts pulling capacity;
Man
in
Havaria”
into
the
role
of
J. Walter Kennedy, publicist for
Roberto,
Rossellini
uninjured crowds.
Abe Saperstein’s enterpriser (Har? King Brob, feature role of Jona¬ When car he was driving home
: Russian “Music and Dance Fes¬
lem* Globetrotters, etc.) and fen- than Swift’s -‘Gulliver’s Travels,” blew ai tire and. crashed into tree
tival” here for four perfbrinances
era! secretary of The Skeeters, now being filmed iri. Spain by pro¬ on Via Nomentana..
in three days at municipal Audi¬
running for mayor of Stamford, ducer Charles Schneer:
In.-and f out- of - Rome: Francois torium this week.
Conn.
A showmen’s committee
Truffaut, Sol Siegel, Dave Lewis,
Earl Wrightson, Bill Tabbert and
helping in the fund-raising'for the
Arnold Picker, Rene Clement, Ar¬ Betty Benee appeared with Min¬
political campaign comprises Char¬
thur Hiller and Mitchell Kowal.
neapolis Symphony “Concert Urder
lie Berns, Sandy Simon, Toots Shor
Carmine Gallone winning his. Stars” Broadway musical s-iow
Marilyn Hagist, of Glenside. will
and Mac Kriendler.
he the prima ballerina for Phila¬ “Carthage in Flames,” Lux Pro¬ night.
Danny Stradella, owner of Dan¬
delphia Grand Opera company this duction which is to be first Italo
ny’s. Hideaway, does his. second season.
Technirama pro to. be printed in
'
w estern, this; time a twq-line role in
Tom Poston has been signed for. Todd-AO.
John Wayne’s. “Alamo” (UAL He.
Chelo Alonso adding to her busy
starring role in “The Golden Fleec¬
also played a cowboy, in Hal Wallis’
By Gordon Irving
ing,” which opens at Locust Thea¬ local thesping schedule with Mario
“Last. Train From Gun Hill,” but tre Sept. 26.
(Glasgow; BEArsden 5566)
Costa’s “I Reall di Francia” (The
. . this was a ; one-liner, filmed in“Warlock” ' registering solid biz
Sid Myers, of Baridstarid Record Royals Of France); also.tip for An¬
Hollywood. For “Alamo” . the di¬
at La Scala, Glasgow.
,
Shop, elected president of the thony Quinn pic.
minutive will go on location to
New cinema being built at Oban,
Assn, bf Retail Record Distributors .. Roberto Amoroso has set up new
Bracketsville, Texas.
Neapolitan pic company and plans West Scotland coast resort:
of .Pennsj'lvania. :
:
New Orleans’ loss. may be Tuc¬
Bob Hope to Gleneagles arid St.
Johnny October, former South to build the Naples Studios. He is
son’s gain hut the 'bunch on the
Catholic High student, has two producing two pix this fall, “Pet- Andrews on golfing holiday.
bayou' can’t believe that . Helene
Beverley Sisters topping in sum¬
sides out. on the First label. He totorido” and “Jesus, Give Us
(Mrs. O.M.) Samuel, widow of long¬
mer vaude at Capitol Theatre,
formerly was with Chancellor Rec¬ Light”
time. Variety correspondent in ords.'- '
Aberdeen.
N O., would desert them for Ari¬
“Goody Two-Shoes” likely as No.
“Happy Towri,” which was slated
zona. Helene Samuel, now. quite a
1 pantomime at Alhambra, Glas¬
to begin its pre-Broad\vay tryout
painter, bought a cooperative apart¬
gow, in.. November, with Jack
at the Erlanger Sept. 7, cancelled
ment in Tucson and is intent on
By Emil Zubryn
Tripp. “Sinbad the Sailor,” last
its local engagement and will go
pursuing, her art in the great south¬
(Taxco 2-40)
season’s Glasgow panto, is moving
to Boston for a three-week run.
west.
’. ■;
.George
Raft
still
dickering
for
to
King’s, Edinburgh.
Peggy Cass got stuck with an
. When
Arthur
Hornblow
Jr.
“on sight” conviction when a co-productions In Mexico.
adapted Edouard Bourdet’s “The.
Adele Mara expected here to do
Bristol Township J.P. Went on a
Captive”. (Helen Meriken starrer)
one-man crusade against the State’s a series of tele shorts for the South
In the mid-1920s he . was sole au¬
Blue Laws. Peggy was appearing in American market in Spanish idiom.
- By Fred Tew
thor, the new version, making the
The Hakim-Rodriguez co-producthe summer, tent production at, the
(TU 5-8694)
rounds for possible production Bristol Plahouse.
tion of Vicky . Baum’s “Brief Illu¬
Virginia Mayo
and
Michael
anew, now carries the byline.‘free¬
sion” to be shot here and iri Eu¬
O’Shea starring in “Tunnel of
ly adapted by Leonora and Arthur.
rope.
.
Hornblow
Jr.”. Producer-author
Facelifting job on comic. Cantiri- Love” at Northland Playhouse.
Rita Grable, top stripper at
now gives his wife equal billing in
flas (Mario. Moreno) set him back
By Chuck Mittlesiadt
the. new version:
200,000 pesos ($16,000) and has re¬ Willis Show Club, thinks this
(Diamond 4-1596)
juvenated him so much film indus¬ engagement may be her last. She
Richard. H. Harris, manager of try wags are saying he’s ready for plans on marrying in August.
KQEO radio, to handle. “Voice of jiive leads;
Lee Artoe, prexy of Electro CarDemocracy” contest next year for
Comic Tin Tan (German Valdes) gons, donated a trophy to be pre¬
New'- Mexico VFW. ■.
By dene Moskowitz
highly enthusiastic about the pos¬ sented at Michigan Allied conven¬
(66: Ave Bteteuil; Suf. 5920).
Ferlin Husky, Capitol, country- sibility of doing a comedy with tion to the exhib who submits best
,
MagaH Noel fractured, her ankle: western singer, played a string of Bob. Hope. Idea being fostered by biz-building idea.
Gordon. Scott, in town to bally
doing exteriors for “Marie Des six singing dates across flew Mex¬ producer. Antonio Matouk and:
ico, backed by Roger Miller band. Dick Condon.
“Tarzsn’s Greatest Adventure,” got
-Isles.'
J; Walter Flynn, former New
A series of onerday strikes hit¬
. Miguel Aleman Jr. on a-circuit scratched by a chimpanzee and
ting the governmental, radio arid York art consultant, hired as full¬ tour of remaining festivals where sprayed by an elephant when he
time art direetbr of state-subsidized he is to act on judging committees visited the local: zoo.
television setup here.
Stephanie Wariger, Joan Ben¬
Jose Torres into the Theatre De New Mexico Magazine at $6,035 —Moscow, Venice and Sari Fran16-year-old
daughter,
L’Etoile for a four-week terp ses¬ annually:-.
ciscor-has put off. his Japanese- nett’s
sion with his Hispano coriipany.
Two femmes from KOB radio-tv Mexicari cO-production. for early dropped in at Northland Playhouse
ori her way back to the Coast after
' Gerard Philipe will play “Ham¬ here, off on two-week vacation; in 1960
let” with the state: subsidized The- Haiti and Jairiaica. Gals are Corine
“Around World in 80 Days” will a European trip, to catch her
: atre National Popiilair next season. Burleson, head accountant: and. finally play in Mexico iri an emas¬ mother in “Anniversary- Waltz.”
Shirley Eder, girl of many shows
Tessa Beaumont replaces Zizi Margaret Itter, tele sales Staff.
culated, standard 35m version,
Jeanmaire in reprise of Roland Pe¬ ■ KHAM radio recently sponsored with Spanish Sound, dubbed in by on WJR, has this imposing guest
tit’s ballet “Cyrano De Bergerac” “Have Fun with Pop” contest in comic Cantinflas. Plans, to show list for her “Composite” show:
at Alhambra next October,
Shore,
Mary
Martin,
Albuquerque.
Commercial tieup Todd-AO Version . virtually were Dinah
Anthony , Quinn
getting
two was. made with Playland kiddie abandoned because of boxoffiee Margaret Piazza; Bert Lahr, MaFrench pic offers for Marcel amusement park arid Lucky Super price freeze,
haiia Jackson, Cesar Romero and
; Carne’s “Les Favues” (The Beasts) Markets.
: The : Mexican-Indonesian
film Peggy Cass.
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Hollywood
Irving Lazar to Paris for pic-tur#
rights to “The Lion.”
.Charles B. Moss here to- inspect
new product for his theatres.
Marc Connelly planed in for his
acting role in .“Tall Story.”
Martha Scott came to town for a
picture and picked up two tv
Shows.
Joyce Selznick, Columbia’s east¬
ern talent exec, at the studio for
meetings.
N. Y. Times moved downtown
and without a Hollywood office for
first time in 20 years.
Jerry Lewis registered five titles
: on C. B. DeMille* indicating a bioI pic of the late producer.
[
Vets Willard Mack and Stuart
Holmes given roles by Jerry Wald
in *‘The Beloved Infidel.”
William Beaudine, 50 years a
director in. pictures, doing a pair
of tv segs for Walt Disney.
Joseph Cotten bought “For the
Defense” and will produce in¬
dependently and play in it.'
. Louis Cohen, prez of Jimmy
Durante’s music publishing firin,
getting back into real estate biz.
Nick Adams keeping peace in
the family by casting his wife,
Carol Nugent, in his tv series,
“The Rebel.”
; Maurice Silverstefn, veepee of
Loew’s International, at Metro for
a wTeek of meetings on films to be
made abroad.
Pamela Matthews, English ac¬
tress who has been dialog coach
for foreign stars, back to acting in
tv’s “5 Fingers.”
Director Vince Sherman spotted
Laura May' Betz on the cover of
Holiday mag and tested her for key
role in “Ice Palace.”
Roger
Wagner
Chorale will
make 11-week tour of Latin Amer¬
ican countries in Government’s cul¬
tural exchange program.
Russ Garcia engaged , by Metro
to compose musical sounds thou¬
sands of years in future for George
Pal’s “Time Machine.”
Mervyn LeRoy’s 30 years in pic¬
tures will be saluted with an exhibit
of his 28 films by Calfornia
Museiim of Science and Industry.
Red Doff, onetime press agent,
named prexy of Conference of Per¬
sonal Managers, West. Other of¬
ficers are Eddie Sherman, Tom
Sheils, Frank Stemple and Manny
Frank.

Chicago
(Delaware 7-4984)
Pat O’Brien at Tenthouse. Thea¬
tre with his “Loud Red Patrick”
package.
Hildegarde opened in her onewoman show at Drury Lane yester¬
day (Tues.).
Claude Gordon orch goes into
Willow-Brook (formerly Oh Henry)
today (Wed.).
“Bells Are Ringing” preeming in
Chi at Highland Park Music Thea¬
tre, with Bettv Jane Watson
starred.
Stuart Brent, Chi bookseller and
tv performer, has a featured part
iri “Royal Family” at Hinsdale. It’*
his debut on the legit stage. /
Kenny Bowers* singer and comic
with tv, film, nitery and disk cred¬
its, turned pressagent with tha
Aaron Cushman office.
Linda Darnell doing a fortnight
at Hinsdale curren' • in “Royal
Family” and being paged by Tenthouse for another show this season.
Carl Stohn, Drury Lane produc¬
er, tapped to direct the Puerto
Rican Theatre Group during up¬
coming Pan Am Festival in “Los
Soles Truncos.”
Irving D. Blum, asst, professor
of English at U. of Illinois, created
Show Business Inc., new organiza¬
tion to promote and “improve”
legit in Chicago.
Madge Skelly, producer of Man¬
istee (Mich.) Summer Theatre, re¬
turns to stage for first time in
eight years this week to do the
title role in “Auntie Marne.”

Safltiago
By Edythe Ziffren
(31645)
National Literary Prize wampum
to be hiked from $500 to $5,000.
' Jose Iturbi commuting between
Santiago and Buenos Aires con¬
certs.
Braden Copper Co. Encyclopedia
of the Air observing 10th anni at
Radio Mineria.
Ruperto Vergara, manager of
Radio Santiago and Radio Chilena,
to U S. on buying trip.
Municipal Theatre is ready after
two-year
facelifting;
reopening
with the Chilean Philharmonic.
“El Triieno Entre las Hojas,”
Argentine fihn sfeaturing plenty
nude swimming scene, passed 23d
week at the Ritz.
Santiago Municiple Music
Awards given to Vincente Biarlehi,
Luiz Aguirre Pinto, Eduardo Casas,
Francisco Flores del Campo. ChitO
Faro arid Pablo Neruda.
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mannered hut not very intelligent
lover is conyincirig, despite orie
scene which falls almost into
parody. The inevitable - stolid, dog¬
ged detective and the usual facet¬
ious cop are satisfactorily handled
Continued from page 74 ss
; Continued, from page 2 ;
by Nicholas; Meredith and David
W. 57th St:, N. Y.; PL 7-7242) Sc -at 10 a.m.; open calls at 3 p;m.
of his life story when; his heart: opened the door to a woman who Jackspri, respectively.
Henry Sherek.
Auditions at the Showcase Studios,
enquired for his mother. He spoke
gave out.
■!’
Fairchild is a competent craftHis early years had been unique with the stranger for some min¬ man, With a nimble riiind, and . “Only In America" (DV Pro¬ 950 Eighth Ave„ N.Y.
and unconventional. His mother, utes before she said: "Preston, you handles the presposterous mechan¬ ducer,.Herman Shumlin (ll E. 48th
Mary Desti. had lifted herself don’t remernber me, do you? I’rri ics of his play adroitly, Fred Sad- St.: PL 3-7566).
from a conventional Chicago Irish Estelle, your first wife " He used off’s direction, is straightforward,
"Pink Jungle" (D).
Producer,
household into the highest realms - this as., the pivotal point in ..the and Ken Calder has. devised, an Paul .Gregory* (234 W. 44th St.; LQ
of art and society of jthe early, plot of "The Lady Eve," where elegant setting for a prosperous 4-5071; Coast office, 930 N. La
1900s.
Her closest friend was Henry Fonda doesn’t recognize country house. .
: :
Rich.
: Cienega Blvd., Hollywood 46). [
New York State Opera Society.
Isadora Duncan. The Duncan chil- . Barbara Stanwyck.
“Saratoga"
(MC).
Producers,
General-manageri, Carl Yost (SU
After the Hutton marriage was
dren w ere drowned in Paris when
Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa
7-2056)., Standard opera repertoire.
the Desti limousine ran into a lake dissolved, he vVas wed to. Louise
(234 W. 44th St., N.Y., LA 4-9054).,
Scheduled for this season: “Car¬
in the Bois de Boulogne: while on Sargent from 1938 to 1947. They
“Silent Night, Lonely Night" men," “Aida.” . Phorie generalits way to pick up young Preston have a son, Mun (Solomon, after
(D). , Producer, Playwrights Co., manager . for appointirient.
■ Continued from • page 2
at school. It was Mary Desti who Sturges’ adopted father) Sturges,
(745 Fifth Ave.; PL 3-7500). .
handed her own scarf to Isadora now 18, who accompanied the Call’s publisher, would be the new
“Subways Are For Sleeping"
present
wife,. Sandy
at Nice in 1927 as the dancer was writer's
. paper’s general manager and direct (Ci, Producer, David Merrick (246
about
to
drive
off.:
Isadora (Anrie. Margaret Nagle) Sturges
W. 44th St., N.Y., L6 3-0380 >.
'
the
.
paper’s
business
management.
wrapped it several times around from California for the funeral
“Tenth Man” (D),
Producers,
her neck and left the rest to trail service in. New York. She is the I [Both chains, put their assets in: Saint Subber (200 W. 57th St.; JU
“Blue Men,” CBS, Casting direc¬
off in the breeze. The tip of the mother of two younger sons, Pres¬ ! a ; new Delaware company, Apex 6-1890) & Arthur Cantor.
tor, Aljxe Gordin, Plautus Produc¬
scarf caught in the. rear Wheel and ton G., 6, arid Thomas Preston : Corp.„ and : then. withdrew* shares
“Time’s Fool”
(forinerly “L’ tions, 44 E. . 53d St., NiY. Casting
Isadora’s neck was brokenr*
F Sturges, 3. Sturges Sr. was born
Hurluberln”)
Kermit
Bloomgarden
director is interested in seeing
to Mary and Edmund Biden but ori a 50-50 basis.
Forced To Fight
(1545 Broadway, N. Y.; JU 2-1690). applicants iri performance in pro¬
his mother was soon divorced arid |
Thus the consolidatiori, often
Sturges* mother, imbued with
“Trial of Jesus" (D). Producer, fessional productions. Mail photo
married Solomon Sturges1, a Chi¬ rumored, of the two biggest metrothe aesthetic ideas of the Duncan
Warner LeRoy (21 E. 63d. St.y.. and resume, with details of where
cago broker, whose name the son I pplitan chains in the nation has
. and when appearing, so that Miss
movement, dressed the adolescent
N. Y.).
assumed.
boy in Grecian tunics' and sent,
become
fact
at
orie
ppint,
Frisco.
i
“U.S.A." (D). Producers, Robert Gordin can attend. Agents may
At his death he was also working
cpntact her secretary by mail at
him off to school. “As a result, I
The two papers had a total News- Weiner & Nick Spanos, (SU 7on two plays which Were! under
the above address.
became the best street fighter for
'
option for Broadway production ; paper Guild membership; of 365 in 1914).
F o r m u l l Seven . Productions,
my age and weight in !.Chicago.";
“Viva Madison Avenue" (C).
this season, "I Belong to Zozo," editorial, advertising and business
1650 Broadway, N. Y.; Rooiri 904.
Preston said. His recollection of
Producer,
Selma
Tamber
(200
W.
a farce which he had originally departmeritsi Of this number, 205
Producer, Garvey Nelson. Accept¬
his youth was filled with un¬
written in French while in Paris were at the Cali; 160 at the News. 57th St., N.Y., JU 6-1890"
ing photo arid resume of general
orthodox relatives, magazining de¬
last year, and a musical /comedy
OFF-BROADWAY
talent for tv films, Mail .to above
[
Late Saturday (8) night wires |
tails and hilarious situations.
version of “The Gentleman from
“Come Share My House’? (D).
“I," filmed on location — CBS;
Writing a book was 4 new ex-j Chicago," an original screenplay went to .every member of both
Producers; Richard Karp. & Gayle producer,: Gilbert Ralston; casting,
staffs
informing
each
whether.
he
|
perienee for him, but he was a also written in Europe. In addi¬
Hinckey (99 Seventh Ave. S., through Marc Merson; address by
craftsman full of invention in the tion. his French version of Robert had been retained, or cut. There
N. Y.).
mail only, Barbara Tuck, CBS; 524
theatre and cinema and a pioneer • E. Sherwood’s “The Road To r were 95 retairied from the News’
. “Dig We Must" (C).- Producer, W. . 57th St. Available parts: un¬
of both subject matter and tech-] Rome,” was the subject of nego¬ staff, 115 from the Call.. Dismissals
usual types, interesting faces, good
Ronald
Hawson,
(16
W.
55th
St.,
nique, who entertained [vast audi-: tiation for a Lars Schmidt produc¬ and retentions, in riiechanical arid
physical conditions,, will consider
N.Y., CI 7-1381).
ences with rich, down-to-earth tion, starring frigrid Bergman, in circulatioii [ departments followed
applicants havirig had odd occupa-.
“Dream
Play"
(D).
Producer.
Iza
similar, proportions. .
]
humor while frequently holding: Paris, this season.
tions. Submit photo and resuine; .
up a mirror for the world to. see i
; The merger has been ; rumored Itkin (AL 4-3089).
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
“Great God Brown" (D). Produc¬
what a sardonic spectacle it was;
for years, because both dailies had
■ & Atherton ad agency; 575 Lexinger, t. Edward Hambletoh, (Phoe¬
making of itself. ‘‘The Great Mebecome losing propositions:
j ton Ave. Casting, Richard King,
nix
Theatre,
189
Second
Ave.,
Ginty’’ was the story of [a crooked j
j Mail, photo and resume.
• The Call: Bulletin was founded N. Y.; OR 4-7160).
/
politician whose downfall came
I
Max
Richard
Ag«ricy,
1776
in 1855 as the Evening Bulletin and
Continued from page 72•
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
when he attempted one honest
| Broadway, . N. Y. Robert Richard
enjoyed its. palmiest days in the
Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
deed.
“Hail
the
Conquering
| seeking attractive femnie juggler,
Fine Fettle
early 20th. Century .when Fremont
(no
production
office
set).
Hero" showed that a chestful of personal triumph in orie item by. Older edited it. ..The' Bulletin de¬
i for t.v. commercial. Apply in per“Orpheus Descending" (D). Pro¬ son] Bring photo [and resume.
campaign rihbons could turn a Ron Moody, a charming whimsy, in clined after World War I, when
schnook into a returning Hercu¬ which she plays a scarecrow who : William Randolph Hearst hired ducer, Stella Holt, (323 W. 87th
National Screen Service, 1600
' .[
les. “Sullivan’s Travels" remains likes crows. •
I
j. Older away to become editor of St., Nl Y.).
Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone.
“Vincent" (D). Producers, Am¬ Submit photo and composite for
the only motion picture which is
Without doubt the highlight , of his Call, and : Hearst bought the
mon Kabatchnik & Fred Sammut consideration. ...
a testament to the virtue of the "Fine Fettle" is the outstanding
Bulletin arid merged! it into the
(WA 9-42481.
motion picture as a [ universal and energetic, dancing pf a small
address.
Call iri 1.929 — that was Frisco’s
enjoyment.
• '
j:
group.trained,. led arid inspired by last merger until last weekend.
“Stakeout/’ 36 halLhour films,
.
Sturges brought to any subject Irving Davies. When ever these
to be shot ori location in Florida,
, BROADWAY
which interested him la fruitful,: young people are swirling around] . The News was founded by E. W.
producer, Ben Bereriberg. There:
Scripps
in
1903
arid
.
circulated
questing mind and this [frequently the stage the show gathers mo-:
Adventure: David Frank (suc¬ may. be possibilities for performer
resulted in technical innovations mentum and vitality-. The costumes ] mainly iri the; city’s working dis¬
i resident iri or going to Florida.
ceeding David Clark).
] Applicants (or their agents) querey
and improvements, not only in the arid Loudon Sainthill’s colorful de¬ trict until the mid-i920s, when it.
Fiorello: Ellen Hanley;
{the Bob Barry Agency, 40 W. 57t!i
making of films but in [stagecraft, cor are up to West End standard. /started . moving; into silk-stocking
“Gang’s all Here”: E. G Mar¬ I St., N; Y., CI 6-5740, for details
.
:
restaurants,, yachts and, in his Only the material lets the revue! areas,
down. Burt Rhodes and the Palace
Both papers prosjperpd tremen- shall, Jean Dixon, Yvette Vickers. about Florida contact and location.
youth,
the
cosmetic ’ industry.
orchestra keep the cheerful music
“Sunday . Showcase”
(Series).
“Girls Against the Boys": Mau¬
When his mother had a celebrated moving at a good tempo. Rich.
, dously during World War II, with
Producers, NBC-TV (1270 Sixth
beauty salon, he invented "kissthe Call reaching a circulatioii reen Bailey. ‘
Ave., N.Y., Room 2311); executive-,
proof" lipstick. And for years he
peak
of
around
170,000
and
the
“Golden
Fleecing":
Tom
Poston,,
The Sound of Murder
producer, Robert Alan Aurthur;
operated a marine engineering
News reaching about 148,000..
Robert Elston, Richard Kendricks;
London, Aug. 6.
casting-manager, Rick Kelly;. cast-.
shop at Los Angeles harbor. The • F.E.S. • (Plays) Ltd.
But . two factors hit both papers Robert Carraway, John . Mhyers,: ing-supervispr, Edith Hamlin. Mail
presentation of s
little theatre
of
hist Player’s three-aet (six scenes) drama by William , very hard, starting a decade ago:
Mickey Deems.
.
Fairchild.
Direction,
Fred
Sadoff:
setting,
.
photo and resume to casting de¬
Restaurant, which he built. in Ken Calder; lighting, John Wyckham.
“Goodbye Charlie": Cara Wil¬ partment. Persorinel will try to sea
1) . Television, began eating into
Hollywood,
was
a
inechanized Stars Peter Cushing, Elizabeth Sellars, .
liams.
applicants perform on other tv
ad
budgets.
.
marvel.
; Terence Longdon, Patricia Jessel. Opened
Aug. 5. *59. at the Aldv/ych Theatre, Lon¬
“Happy Town”: Henry Hull, Ed¬ shows and in. off-Brdadway plays.
.2) The rush to the suburbs, with-,
A Hit In 5 Days
i don; $2.80 top.
Do
not phone or visit.
win
Steffe,
Will
Wright,'
Dick
Charles Norbury:
Peter Cushing out a commensurate buildup iri
Sturges wrote his first stage hit,/. Anne Norbury..........Elizabeth Sellars Frisco proper, enabled! suburban Elliott, Frederic Tozere, Liz H.
Marriott ..Terence Longdon
Pritchett,
Dick
Elliott,
Chester
“Strictly Dishonorable," while in Peter
Miss Forbes
.....-• Patricia Jessel dailies to .get fat in both circula¬
Watson,
Ralph
Dunn,
George
a
Chicago hospital,. i recovering Insp. Davidson ....... Nicholas Meredith tion and ads!
C. Nash
David Jackson
Blackwell.
from an emergency appendectomy. ; P:
Workman. ...... ............ Peter Hughes'
By last weekend, the News’ cir¬
He told this writer he did it in *
“Heartbreak
House":
Patrick
^55 Continued from page 2
^
culation was . down to ai bare 100,five days, after reading Brander j
Horgan, Jane Ross, Sorrell Books.
William Fairchild has worked
Matthews’ “Principles of Play-' out a contrived, but quite ingen¬ 000 and the Call had abput 145,000.
“Highest Tree": Diana Douglas. battle with the-American Federa¬
making." At the time ihe was as¬ ious, play on the old-hat theme of In addition,- the News,; which for
J. B.: Brooke Bundy (succeeding tion of Radio Artists. He lost m
sistant stage manage? for the the “perfect" murder that goes many years led the Call in ad line¬
$98,000 annual Income as me of
Candy Moore).
touring company of “Frankie and haywire for reasons usually pre¬ age, had fallen behind its comthe Lux Radio Show as a result of
;
petitor.
.[
;
^
“Majority
of
One";
Carolyn
Johnny" by Jack Kirkland.
dictable to the experienced who- ■
his refusal to pay the union a dol¬
Brenner.
Soon after he went to Holly¬ dunit student. It’s the sort of well-;; . One reason the Call outstripped
lar assessment to aid its fight
“Midnight
Sun":
Steve
Hill.
wood where he wrote not only fashioned, job that will give a kick the News in recent months was
against thie “right to work” propo¬
Mighty Man Is He: Diana van sition on the California ballot in
frothy screen adaptations, like the 1 to theatregoers who enjoy guessing that it had poured heavy sums of
gairies,
who
are
cockahoop
when
irioney into circulation and cut ad der Vlis, Gene Blakely.
script for Molnar’s "The Good
1944.
Miracle Worker: Albert Paulson,
Fairy," but powerful dramas, such they guess the payoff but areri’t rates in some cases to the point
i The voters defeated the meas¬
unduly deflated when the author, w'here running the ads became un¬ Kathleen Comegys, Patty Duke.
a- his original, "The Power and
ure, arid DeMille some years later
foxes them.
“Mbonbirds": Michael Horden.
economic.
*
the
Glory."
Another
original,.
The meller provides an enter¬
Much Ado About Nothing: Mark also lost his fight when .the U. S.
“McGinty.” he sold to [ Paramount; taining evening for those demand¬
Plan.is that the. two papers wiil
Supreme Court declined to take
Lenard,
Paul
Sparer,
Herbert
Ranfor $10 with the proviso that he be ing only light diversion, but trick hit a circulation of. about 210,000,
son, David King-Wood, Howard the case after the uniori had won
allowed to direct it. It won him plays are risky boxoffice prospects: using the News’ presses to print
three lower court decisions: This
Fischer, Barry Macollum.
the 1941 Academy Award for: However, it is sufficiently deftly the home editions—most News cir¬
“Redhead": Michael McAlone was orie of the few times DeMille
screenwriting and established him: written, acted and directed to culation was homeTdelivered, and
(succeeding, Patrick Horgan)..
did not get his way. •. Another was
as the first director Since Ernst stand a reasonable chance of click¬ most of the Call’s was. street—on
“Silent Night, Lonely Night": when
he
attempted
to force
Lubitsch whose style could make ' ing.
white paper, while street editions Edith Heineman, Billy. Quinn.
. through a resolution in the Screen
a picture.
.
/
. f
"Sound of Murder” is full of .are printed- with the Call’s tradi¬
Sound of Music: Kurt Kasznar.
Directors
Guild
that
would
have
in a manner he was [courtly arid , holes and improbabilities as well tional
pirik wrapper
on
Call
“Take Me Along”: Susan Lucky. required members to sign a loyalty
gaiant. with a never-satisfied ap-' as plot devices, including most of presses.
Tenth Man: Lou Jacoby, Gene oath.
;[•:[
petite for knowledge arid good the usual ones. There’s the. tapeThe new daily’s managing editor Saks, George Voskovec, Jacob BenIf a reader should miss the point
humor.
He had friends in all recorder which becomes an unwit¬
'
is the News’ Robert Lee; its city Aini.
earlier in the book that DeMille
strata of society and i;a practical. ting witness, plus inconvenient
Yes Man: Jack Barry.
editor is the News’ Harry Press;
was a strong Individualist the latr
adaptability to a $7,500 a week telephone calls, the unexpected
OFF-BROADWAY
ter two instances stand out as bold
caller, the shrieks in the night, and its drama editor is the News* Emilia
salary or to adversity.1
Hodel, and most of the News’ edi¬
“Buoyant Billions": Anne Hunter reiriiriders that here Was a man
Physically Sturges was big and so oil. The victim of the proposed
torial
hierarchy
has
been
pre¬
who had a mind of his own and,
(succeeding Patricia Falkenhain):
strong. Until the night he died he murder is an unpleasant but sue-1
served.
“Getting Married”: Carole Teitel more often than not, got his Way..
seldom was ill. In World War I, cessful writer of children’s books.
Remaining in Frisco are Hearst's (succeeding Gene Hufeigen).
He fought with and broke away for
he was an aviation cadet (Spyros Since he refuses to divorce his
wife in case it affects his career, inorning Examiner and the inde¬
Kosher Widow: Julius Adler.
a time from his old/ associate,
Skouras
served
with
him
in
she is persuaded by her lover to pendent morning Chronicle, now
Shaw Festival: Tom Rutherfurd. Adolph Zukor of Paramount^ and
Florida).
I
help him in bumping off the hus¬ engaged iri a hot circulation battle.
“Three Sisters": Sandor Szabo. always regarded himself as an in-,
• He was first married to Estelle
band.
Also in the pietropolitan area is
dependent whose judgment was
M
?e. They were [divorced in
The characters lack depth, but
superior to that of the business
19P0 and later that year he eloped ! rather puppets to maintain the ac- ex- Sen. William F. Knowland’s
men in the front office. While De¬
wiln Eleanor Post Sutton (the j tion. The dialog is sound, Peter Oakland Tribune] an afternoon
Mille had ills boxoffice^ setbacks,
night before, her young cousin, : Cushing . is suavely odious as the sheet which grew wealthy on the
his successes were nothing short
Barbara, sat herself in his lap and i author. Elizabeth Sellars, ais the expanding population of the east¬
•aid: “If you don’t do it now, you : young wife; hasn’t much to do ex- ern. shore of Frisco Bay after
“M. E. L. Industrial" (Mfercury- of phenomenal. . “Yes, Mr. De¬
probably never will”). Next day, ; cept be distraught and suffer, but World War II arid in 1948 bought Edsel-Lincoln). Musical director,; Mille” is an entertaining, informa¬
out its Hearst - owned rival, the Ray James. Equity call for singers, tive analysis of the life, and times
hidden from the press in his ; she does this with fine anguish.
today and tomorrow (Wed.-Thur.), of a truly remarkable showman.
mother’s uphtate cottage, Sturges;:
Terence Longdon as the nice Post-Enquirer.

Preston Sturges Dies at 60
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MARRIAGES

reporter nevertheless was startled
at the riiany copies of translations
Lee Ann Weimer to Van Prineas,
from American arid French books
Chicago, July 1. Bride is a pub¬
he saw in. Warsaw. A recent poll licist with Gr;mt Advertising, that
made by a Warsaw literary maga¬ city.
zine, Polityka, claimed that of all
Joanne Ruth Toor to Nate Cum¬
“foreign”, books translated into Po¬
mings, Aug. 9, New York. He is
' Gosta Wadsten, 54, MetrorGold- lish, the most popular are Heming¬ board chairman of Consolidated
wyn-Mayer manager in Sweden way’s “For Whom the Bells Toll,” Foods Corp. and a member of the
“Wild Palms”. and board of Loew’s Inc.
since 1951, died Aug. 6 in Stock¬ Faulkner’s
holm. A veteran, film man; he had Wilder’s
“Ides
of March.”
A
Margie Adams to Buzz Tosten,
worked. as booker, salesman arid French novel is in fourth place Elmhurst, Ill., Aug. 3. Bride was
manager with various U.S. film and an Italian in fifth.
with p.r. office of WGN Inc. in Chi.
companies before assuming the top
American jazz music is, as is
Helene Summers to Don Lewitt,
post with Metro.
true everywhere in this part of New York, Aug. 6. Bride is a Thea¬
the world, very strong and one tre Network Television secretary;
Mrs. Marguerite Frost, 53, one¬ wonders constaritly at- how much he's a Mutual Network station re¬
time press rep for David Belasco, of it is. known and played. These lations man.
died Aug. 4 in Houston, Tex. A col¬ people love all sorts, of music, of
Isabel (Betty Best) Ostroff to
umnist and writer of detective course, and music is one domain Dari Sobol, New York, Aug. 8.
stories, she had also been women’s which reaches all the Russians and He’s ail NBC-TV Network sales¬
editor for the Houston Post.
its satellites without political in- man.
uerido—but jazz Is more prevalent
lisa Rayne to Mark Hamilton,
Mrs, Viola Theresa Davenport in the satellite countries than in London, Aug. 6. Bride is an actress
Fuller, 77,; widow of former Gov¬ Russia proper.
appearing in Agatha Christie’s
ernor Alan T. Fuller of Massachu¬
In spite of the bad programming “The Mousetrap.”
setts* died Aug. 4 in Runnymede- and stupid bpmbasticS of the Voice
Barbara Francis to Ricky Merby-the-sea, Mass.
She formerly of Ariierica programs, they. get son, Kent, England, Aug. 3. Both
was an operatic soprano.
listened to a great deal in Poland; are musicomedy performers.
mostly because of the jazz. .
Ann Vlinsky to M.D. Hawkins,
Florence Barton MacLea, 54, for¬
The best comparison is perhaps Houston, recently. He’s manager of
mer assistant casting director at
the Garden Oaks Theatre in that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stiidios, died a foolish one, but indicative,
city.
July 31 in Hollywood. Her husband, Americans, accustomed to de luxe
Rosie Turner to Rex . King, Lin¬
Douglas McLean, retired actor-pro¬ living are likely to be irked by
den, Tex., Aug. 8. He’s stunt man
the
lack
of
“comfort”
everywhere
ducer, survives.
behind the Iron Curtain. Bad food, and songwriter.
Walter Wyndhrim Cheetham Jr., .bad service, primitive “arrange¬
Joanne L. Dickinson.to Peter H.
34, a radio director for CBS, died: ments”
Brit
in
Moscow,
the Tanner. Winchester, N.H., Aug. 1.
Aug. 5 in Flushing, Queens. He “guides” smile proudly and say Both are musicians.
joined WCBS in 1950 as a riiember “Isn’t this wonderful? No fancy
Joan Poliak to Samuel R. Kan,
of the library staff. He was named doo-dads, nothing that is not need¬ New York, July 26. Bride is an
director iri 1952.
ed; the unessentials are for the actress; he’s with the N. Y. Times
good, of all.” And they think they and was Variety correspondent in
Maurice O^Btien, 50, actor, died. mean it. While in Warsaw, the lo- Bermuda.
Aug.. 1 in Dublin. He appeared for
Tania Wilkof to Larry Gates,
j cals sigh constantly and apologize
12 years with the Lord Longford
' ardently. And you know they mean ; Aug. 2, Huntington, Conn. He’s an
and other Dublin companies, and it.; actor.
was particularly rioted for his
1
Ruth Moskin to William H. Fineperiod comedy performances.
• shriber Jr., Aug. 9, New York. She’s
I proprietor of the Ruth Moskin Art
Mrs. Aniie Harper, 47, who acted
| Gallery iri N.Y.; he’s director of
under the name of Anne Archer,
| international operations of Screen
died Aug. 5 in Los Arigeles. A re¬ ; SSS Continued fram page 2 ;
.Gems Inc... the tv subsidiary of
tired . character actress, she leaves
I an accident; nor does it represent j Columbia Pictures.
her husband:
. .
1 a policy decision undertaken by
Margaret O’Brien to Harold
William Willistori,. 67. a comedy j the film industry itself. There are Robert Allen Jr- Au3- 8, Hollymagician, known professionally as i a good many responsible industry ( wood. She’s the film actress; he’s
Willistori the Magician, died Aug. executives who believe it would an ar* student.
2 in New York.
, have been far wiser to put the best!
—
—•
; foot forward at Moscow.
'
. The Moscow screenings are be-'
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cusack,
j ing held in the Kremlin Theatre.! ___ j„7vV rhfraen ~ ATnthPr'7«

ried an Angel” end “Finian’s Rairir
bow:” More recently he had roles
in the tv productions of “Mama”
and “Studio One.” He was a native
of Marlboro. .
His . Wife survives.
and also m.d. of Carroll-Musgrove
Ltd. and chairman and director of
the Winter Garden Theatres, both
Queensland.
For years he was identified with
charities Down Under and had
been active in cinema operations
and film business of Australia. He
was a partner of the late E. J.
Carroll for years. The latter was
confident of. Harry Lauder, and
always had directed his Australian
CLARENCE DERWENT
tours. •"
.V,VClarence Derwent, 75* actor, and
Survived by his wife,
president of the American. National
Theater, and Academy since 1952,
RALPH STEINBERG
died Aug. 6 in New York City. Ear¬
Ralph Steinberg, 61, a former
lier he served two terms as presi¬
radio adviser of Franklin D. Roose¬
dent of Actors Equity.
London born, and trained on the velt, died July 31 in Los Angeles.
A teacher of radio arid film tech¬
English stage, he made his debut
as a guard in “Mary, Queen of niques, he assisted President Roose¬
Scots,” in Weymouth, England. By velt iri producing the famed “Fire-,
1910 he Was playing in London side Talks” during the 1930’s and
with Sir Herbert Tree in “Henry early ’40’s. He formerly Was presi¬
VIII.” He came to the U.S. in dent of the Radio and Film Meth¬
1915, making his debqt with Grace ods Corp. of New York; He wrote

PRESTON STURGES
Preston Sturges, BO, playwright,
Scenarist, . director and producer
died Aug. 6 of a heart attack at
the Algonquin Hotel, N. Y. He was
buried
in
Ferncliff
Cemetery,
Westchester County, N. Y. Sur¬
vived by his wife, two young sons
and an ijfder son by a previous
marriage. Details on Page 2.

In Loving Memory

NELLIE REVELL
March 13, 1873,August 12, 1958
I toul like a white flame, i ipbit like a tempered «word.'

—IRVIN S. COBB
George in “Major Barbara.” Since
that time, he appeared in numer¬
ous : productions, which he himself
estimated to have reached the 500
mark. He also, played in all but
three of Shakespeare’s plays, Shylock being, his favorite of these
roles.
. >
• :
Among his other legit credits
were “The Last Warriing,” “Queen
Victoria,” “Garden of Weeds,”
“Pierrot the Prodigal,” “Lust for
Lrive,” “The House of Usher,”
“The Woman of Bronze” and “Electia,” In 1928, he played Louis
XIII in the Ziegfeld musical “The

CLARENCE DERWENT
Actors’ Equity. Association .regrets
the passing ;of Its distinguished
member, Clarence D.erwent, who
[ served as. President from 1946-1952.
He was a member of the Associa¬
tion from 1917 until -his death,
August 6, 1959.

Three Musketeers.” The next year
he appeared in “Serena Blandish”
and “The Ghost Parade.”
In “kind Lady,” Derwent played
Jn both the New. York and London
productions.. Ori Broadwayjri 193733 he appeared in “The Amazing;
Dr. ClitterhOuse” and ^’Soliloquy.”
During the 1940’s, Broadway saw
him in, ariibng others, “The Doc¬
tor’s Dilemma,” “I Killed the
Count,”. “The Pirate,” “The Inno¬
cent Voyage,” “Rebecca,” “Lady in
Danger,” “Lute Song,” “Eagle Has

In Memory of My Dear Pal

BILLY MURRAY
August 17, 1*54
J. V. MARTI NO ALE

Two Heads” and “Topaze.” He
played the role of the president in
^The Madwoman of Chaillot.”
Beside? his acting career, DerWent also turned his hand to di¬
rection. He staged productions, of
‘ Rebecca,” “Lady in Danger” arid
♦‘Laura.*” He also .appeared, iri
films, among them being “Stanley
and Livingstone.” Among his re¬
cent appearances were in “Dead¬
fall,” 1955, and “Lute Song” in
1959 at the City Center. Iri .1956,
he played the role of the retired
professor in the Off-Broad way pro¬
duction of “Uncle Vanya,”. at the
same time performing m a : film
versiori of the play,
In 1952, to mark his 50th inriiversary iri the theatre^ Derwent
established a two-year scholarship
ai the Dramatic Workshop, where
he was president for several years
and the Technical Institute, of
which he was also prexy. At the
time. of his death, he was rehears¬
ing for a tv drama, “The House on
High.: Street.”
DAN CARROLL
Dan. Carroll, 73, a top official In
the Australian film business, died
Aug. 11 in Sydney, Australia. He
was managmg director of the
Prince Edward -Theatre, Sydney,

:

and produced “Lest We Forget,”
historical radio series.
His: wife, daughter and two sis¬
ters survive.

Alfred MmoviTCH
;

Alfred Mirovitch, 75, concert piarist and: music authority, died
Aug. 3 in Whitefield, N. H. A 1909
graduate of the St. Petersburg Con¬
servatory, . Russia, he had toured
the world seven times.
He appeared in major U.S. cities
starting in 1921, and in 1927 hein;troduced a minuet of his own com¬
position at, Carnegie Hall. Most of
the last Y0 years of his life has
been devote dJtp lecturing, teach¬
ing and editing.
Surviving, are his wife,, two
brothers arid two sisters.

Films

ir ,

,. — .

BIRTHS

ish Vs. Russ

■ fcein^aiTanffed^JnrtS
»assistant promotion director of TV
Continued from page l ss; : being arranged. For instance, the | Guide ^ tiiat city and formerly of
. Soviets are ^reemng a series of .NBC’s press dept.
tical matter, a sort of Nicky-Dicky ; Films You Have Not Seen,” rep,T • _ - « '
tug-of-War. In Warsaw the veep resenting pictures made in Russia! dauehter dAub 2 in^ODl^m Wis*
became simply an important vis¬ but not exported. An “Aitists of! Mother is ^ actress cuSently
itor from orie ; of the strong de¬
[the Soviet Cinema” exhibition also | ^thh the Peninsula Pl’ayeSJ Fish
mocracies, a symbol .from the out¬ 'Ihas bee11 pranged.
! creek, Wis.; father is general manside world who might carry the ‘ . The Russian hosts are staging ager of the Westport (Conn.) Couninessage: “Help.” Similarly; almost 1 seminars bringing together writ- • try Playhouse,
no one in Moscow will talk to an ers, producers arid critics from i
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Romaine,
American, except very carefully or various countries.
There’s also, July 20, in New York. Mother is
guardedly.
But almost everyone quite an extensive; sightseeing-1 legit-tv actress Shirley Blanc.
talks his head Off to any American schedule for foreign visitors, in¬
Mr, and Mrs. Bil Zak, daugh¬
DAVID LORD
Who manages to get to Warsaw.
Henry : Peter David, 39, writer, : (This same thing is true. ,it cluding the Kremlin, Moscow Uni¬ ter, Houston, recently. Father is a
versity and the Soviet Exhibition disk jockey on KTRH in that city,
known professionally as' David .‘ should be pointed out, as regards
of Economic Achievement. Steam¬
Lord;' died Aug. 1 in Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. David "Whitfield,
Englishineri or Frenchmen. Any- boat excursions up the • MoscowHe was the author of several nov¬
daughter, Hull, England, Aug. 3.
I one from the “outside world” ex- Volga Canal are being undertaken.
els, including “The Ravager” and
Father is a tv and disk singer.
t
cept.
Adenauer’s
Germans,
of;
whom
“Joey”; numerous short stories and
Mr. aqd Mrs. Kenneth McKellar,
television plays; He Wrote scripts j.the Poles are almost as suspicious
son, Glasgow, Scotland, Aug, 3.
for “Fireside Theatre” and:;'“Medic” f as they are. of the Russians). ■
] Father’s a tv, radio and concert
| The. theatre is very much alive
among others.
: singer,
His wife, two daughters, his in Poland. There are about 15 legit
I
Mi*, and Mrs. Stanley Prager,
; Continue^ from page
houses in Warsaw, all playing rep¬
parents and a sister survive.
; daughter. New York, July 31.
ertory, and about 50% of the plays
j Russians, Iron Curtain reps and ’ Father is an actor-director; mother
seem to be Of American, British or , a. few Americans.
; is actress Georganh Johnson.
HARRY A» CRISP
French origin. The two Aiherican
: incidentally, another—East Ger- j
Mr. and Mrs. Joe DeVito, son,
Harry A. Crisp,- 65, retired Or¬ playwrights: best known there (as,
man
—7
version
of
“Anne
Frank”
is
Washington. July 30. Father is a
ganist, died Aug; 5 in Sea Isle City, in fact,. in all European countries)
to be shown at the festival..! WTTG-TV film -editor.
N. J, He played at the Frankford,
are Arthur Miller and Tennessee
Skouras reportedly has protested;
Mr. and Mrs. William Putcb,
Stanley, Stariton and Mastbaum
Williairis.
Eugene
O’Neill
and
Theatres, all in Philadelphia.
against It to the Soviets. 20th’s; daughter, July 31, at ChambersThornton Wilder are also fre¬
In 1938 Crisp was appointed su¬ quently represented. Shakespeare- “Diary” was shown out-of-com- burg. Pa. Father operates the
pervisor of the WPA music proj¬ is frequent. Dylan Thomas and petition,. Screening took place at; Totem Pole Playhouse, Fayette11 p.rii.. at night, following the ville. Pa.;
mother is Broadway
ect. He was in charge of the music
Kenneth Fry seem to represent the showing of a Polish film.
; actress Jean Stapleton.
performance trustfurid of Local 77.
British stage:. There are, every
One of the highlights of the fest'*■■■■■
■ —
Mother, son, daughter arid broth-. year,; half a dozen -French plays
i so far has been the .world preem !
er survive.
arid a few Italians.
i of Raoul Levy’s Brigitte Bardot;
Your perforce anonymous cor¬
j starrer, “Babette Goes to War.” •
MARION JONES
respondent, speaking no Polish,
Marion Jones, 66, boxoffice man¬ cannot tell you truthfully about I Fest opened with the British '
Continued from page- 1
^
'Room at the Top” on Aug. 3. It
ageress, died; Aug. 1 in London.
the Polish plays; but he' was told
the works. He is asking only for
For 17 years , she was b.o. man¬
runs through Aug. 17.
many
times
inT
Warsaw
that
the
ageress of the Duchess Theatre,,
[ payment of some of the profits the
having previously worked at Chis¬ local plays are outspoken and sa¬
[detective stories have made.
In
wick 'Empire, * the Gaiety and the tirical iri content, frequently criti¬
[ addition to the Russian Ministry of
cizing the local and Russ govern¬
Kingsway Theatre.
Culture, four publishing houses
She retired last year, but re- ments. Which may or may not be
have been named in the suit.
turried as an assistant at the Arts true, though it is pertinent to
According to Berman, the Sherpoint
out
that
it
most
definitely
Theatre. .
Paris, Aug. 4.
- lock Holmes stories are hot sellers
is not true about the plays in Rus¬
!
Vet French pic director Jean. in Russia. Millions of copies of
sia
proper,where
no
criticism,
G. PAT COLLINS
Renoir, who has also Worked in the books have been published.
G. Pat.Collins, 64; vet legit-film- carping; beefing or satire (except Hollywood, inade enough money:The barrister said that once the
tv actor, died of cancer Aug. 5 at at the expense .of. n?n-Comriiu- this season \Vith the reissue of his ; Red Army newspaper published
SawteUe Veterans. Hospital, Los nists) is tolerated.
1937 pic, “La Grande Illusion,” to two of the Doyle stories and that
Excellent Yiddish Theatre :
Arigeles. He was a member of The
■ There is a truly wonderful Yid¬ make a film bn his own that has. they were read by more than
Masquers and was on the: organiza¬
tion’s jesterate governing body;
dish theatre in Warsaw, the Ka- been systematically refused by al-‘ 6,000,000 troops,
most all the French producers.
The Harvard prof, says that the
Surviving is. his wife, former minska . Theatrp — which would
Vehicle is called >Le Dejeuner suit is a matter of principle as to
make New York’s Second Averiucomedienne Billie Rhodes.
sur
L’Herbe”
(The
Dinner
in
the
whether
the Russian publishing
eites sit up and take notice. It is,
as all Polish theatres, government- Woods) and is about artificial iri-! houses, which have earned forMORTON L. STEVENS
semination. It will be made in ■ tunes on works by Western auMOrton L. Stevens, 69, film, legit subsidized. Which matches sur¬
24 days sans stars in keeping with = thors, should retain all the profits,
arid tv actor, died Aug. 5 in Marl¬ prisingly with the distinct . antithe tactics of the so-called “new |
A victory by Berman, who will
boro, Mass. In show business for Semitism in Russia.
Haring learned by bitter experi¬ wave” of young filminakers here, argue the case In Russian in v/hich
more than 50 years, he was seen
in the “Perils of Pauline” series ence to listen to everything in Renoir is rehearsingsthie pic com-| he is fluent, could pave the way
with Pearl White.
Russia, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia pletely in Paris before going down for all kinds of literary, musical
and theatrical claims.
Stevens appeared on Broadway or any other country behind the to the South of France to shoot
Prof. Berman is a local product.
in “The Iceman Cometh,” “I Mar¬ Iron Curtain with caution, this the pic. entirely on location.
HARRY A. (HAP) BEHNEY
Harry A- (Hap) Behney, 56,
pianist and former song^and-dance
man, died July 11 in Fort Lauder¬
dale, Fla. He played all the. major
vaudeville circuits and later was
pianist arid music arranger for
Fred Waring and .Jan Garber,
among others.
His wife and two daughters,
actress Virginia Behney and singer
Helen Barrett, survive.

Skoiiras

Hartford Lawyer

Coin to Make New Pic

Wednesday, August 12, 1959

Lark-like Ella is the Dame of Jazz
E

America hag no system of
honours for the arts, hut in the:
■ same terms that Margot Foil-.
tevn deserves to be a Dame
, . • Commander of the British Empire, Ella Fitzgerald is my nom•• ination for a Dame Commander
, of the World of Jazz. ^
There was not a.whiff of in.....congruity about Dame Ella tak; ing over the concert stage of the
•^ Royal Festival Hall for 40 mins'* ' ^ utes of each performance ^ of
Jazz. at the > Phitnarinonicjs
♦ % • weekend opening of its 1959
British tour.
,
Surrealist .
.
• .. .spending a good deal of time
and breath on Pops and ballads
not strictly within the jazz;
^ sphere, she^yet transport the
material and the occasion to the
4g&l level of greatness.

Once again—it's
Ella all the way
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Variety has always been the
strongest selling point of
Norman Granz’s Jazz at the
Phil.
The 1959 unit is as predictable as its predecessors,
with Ella Fitzgerald dominat•ing
the show
both
in time
and
. 1 • .
r,1
.
w .
_
talent. She alon® Would almono Ka ivrAyfh *1
ways be worth a pound of
anybody's money!— with any
great moments from the other
artists thrown in as a bonus.
SATISFIED
I caught the second house
at the Royal Festival Hall on
Sunday, when there could be
no doubt that the vast majority of the audience were
highly satisfied with what they
got for their money.
With Ella it all sounds so
easy. The breathtaking technique is almost Unnoticed as
that flexible, expressive Voice
seeps into every pore.
BREATHTAKING
Hers is the apparent sim¬
plicity of the great artist. Is
she a jazz singer or the world s
greatest “pop” star? Who
cates, she gets my vote in the
polls every time. ;

i!

Manchester Guardian

vv|cj
|^:

Hi!
rtjt

London Daily Mail EM -

|fp§I|||§.

(So like her records, too!)
0* Oii paper this year’s edition of
Si JAZZ AT THE PHILHAR¬
MONIC does not look as good
«. ^ as the Granz package which
|-I toured Britain, last year.
fyj
However, the opening last
ff
Saturday
Royal
uatuiuoj . at London’s
jjvuuvue j»ujrai
; -i Festival Hall proved to be a
.&.VXL
' •
r>
■
very, very pleasant surprise. To
a large percentage of the audi¬
ences who will watch this tour,
the letters JATP will mean
ELLA FITZGERALD.. /

3

Hollywood Bowl...

Faultless
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:
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1
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j JAZZ AT FESTIVAL HALL 1
•1
A second helping of that
. curious cool ragout known as
- “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
was served up at the Royal
■1 Festival Hall, London, on
1 Saturday.
i;
The greater part of the time,
? and rightly so, was given to
*
Miss Ella Fitzgerald. The in< troductory superlatives were
fully justified; she really is an
J incomparable artist. Her mel5 low contralto can sidle win- ningly or soar like a coli oratura as she wishes. Her
“straight” singing: shows a
* subtlety of phrasing that no
* one else in this field can
* achieve, and her occasional
excursions into riproaring
"■t improvisation have an instrumental precision and virtui osity. Not the least remarkable
is the apparent lack of effort
behind it all.
u ■

^'€.1
fT-px
|ip|

SUPERB

• Melody Maker

Artistry of
-I Ella Fitzgerald

|>|j

< | BRILLIANT

-BOB DAWBARN/
£

Her voice lilts like a lark’s
find swells with organ saidness,
Is tender and then wry with the
finest swerve, and she has a
bat-like sensitivity of ear which
enables her to skim dazzlingly
above the.surface of a song with
never a momentary-muff.
fireworks
Her curtain item is an extended piece of scat-singing, taken
&t breakneck speed, which is a
surrealist scrapbook of lines
from assorted lyrics, jumbled
styles, snatches of Russian folksong and English madrigal, and
bits of instrumental limitation
thrown in, and which had the
audience pounding the floor.
—KENNETHALL SOP,

Ella was rip better than she
was last time she came here,
which is to say that she was more
Ella Fitzgerald First
or less faultless. There remains
Rate on Gershwin
Ip
little that one can find to say
Either breezy and bright or p<44
about her. Many people in the.
bluesy and blase, Ella Fitz- fP|
audiences who came strictly tor
gerald is still a first-rate crowd
pleasure rather than to assess
pleaser
when she sings any |%
anybody’s merits kept saying in
joyfully shocked voices that i;f«j number; put her on an allElla sounded uncannily like the JT1 Gershwin program and you ||||
Ella they hear on record, "as
I have a sumptuous musical re- §|||
as
though this were
past as the near-capacity audi- |.Jf
were, some freak of
circumstance. What these peo- |
ence at Hollywood Bowl did *V|
pie really mean I suppose, is
last Friday evening.
that Ella (m
on stage was so
so good $*£
Whenever the Bowl wants:.|§f
that she did not disappoint those ^ ^ a
highly- successful
si
a highlyevening J Cl
who have been delighted: by
dedicated to a composer, they ■xxl
recorded performances.
} • need
need look
look no
,
farther than
pp
Ella is another singer who
Ella
Ella Fitzgei
Fitzgerald to make it £,Tf
draws heavily on the material t
both
mernoi
both memorable
and decid- SS
of writers like the Gershwins ^i
v
ihHivi
e d 1 y individualistic. A s i n ifi
and Rogers and Hart, and as k; one
one rf
of Gem
Gershwin’s jsongs> the
she is one of the most sympathe- ^3 FitytreralH
Fitzgerald ttouch makes it |?3
tic ■ interpreters of .intelligent U ^sTontofu
“S’Wonderful.”
%%
lyrics, the result is singing of a ^ ^
M
high literate standard.
£^
LAi Examiner' •
Towards the’ end of the evening she sang extracts from
yy
Gershwin’s “Porgy and Bess,” (M _ff
and sang them with such super- ; §||f Ella Sing
sings Gershwin
lative control and moving ten-" §®§
T
^3
For nearly an hour and a half
lyl
derness that the rest of the bill ^
•
Of a two-hour “Pops” Concert in |~i§
was eclipsed in the hush.
. M
There was also a •
||
flU^of us on the wrong foot who
^^ ^^bwjn. Upon each she ^
k
had been expecting the usual
hianagedto leave the™print of £j
scat pe^ormauce. Ella tdefc^.wnWn^peratm.hly and
'%ady Be Good" which caught W 1°v*otsme}n*t'‘
po and sang a subdued version W ' HaUn<s
F.orgy & Bess
which was quite ihasterlyy i
B ' And above: all, she’s a whale
f.'.btnuf^if .-jl f ’
mi'“.©f ain entertainer, as witness the
superlative!
Ii| rapt attention of a near Bowl- fca
—BENNY GREEN, pi. full of Fitzgerald enthusiasts, M
Tha Record Minor |S ’idio^wouldn’t ,het hor gQ until
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Ella Fitzgerald Adds
Luster to Gershwin
In the midst of t|e flurry of '
Gershwin activity around town ’
recently, Ella Fitzgerald, with |4£jj
Nelson Riddle conducting: the p|l|9
Hollywood Bowl Pops.Orchestra, created a challenge for herself by devoting an entire con*
cert to songs by George and Ira
Gershwin at the Hollywood
Bowl Friday evening.
To those acquainted with Miss
Fitzgerald’s past performances, • pg
though, it came as no surprise
to hear the well-known tunes
acquire new luster and undergo
something of a metamorphosis
When invigorated by Ella’s votal interpretations,.
.|99
Without impinging on thfi ^l
Compose^s, original musical: in- '^9
tent, Miss Fitzgerald. either re- -MB
vises or embellishes the Gershwin songs until they are transcended by and subjugated to
the imprint of her personality
and style;!
jkg
Whatever the musical resources she draws upon, Miss
Fitzgerald is entirely devoid of
rirolonco and

CLa

does not croon or caterwaul, and
h
her ubiquitous sense of humor ||||
h
imparts
to much of her work a gS|
,
sunny twinkle. She ..possesses |i||
tl
the dignity and sincerity, as well ■
a
as the musicianship, to turn the
ssinging of popular songs into
a
an art.
;"

—MIMI CUR,
LA. Timet

^°m h«rnew^“Porgy and Bess’’

‘

Aetin^and that made another

:yx-

linger in memory? It was that H i
Exclusive Representation, Norman Granz

g°

451 N» Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif,
-RAYMONDr^DALl/ .B ^
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Stnp Row; AGVAs Trostie Denial

What Price Film Export Controls?
ttflTHIUlTTIFI Weigh Revenue Vs. Common Sense

Chicago, Aug. 18. *
"
By FRED HL f
Oiie way or another, the Govern¬
Talent agencies have found that
Film company executives con¬
ment appears determined to kayo
it’s even impossible to give away
cerned with the export of Ameri¬
suburban Calumet City’s famed
entertainment —. u n less it has
can films abroad took a philosophi¬
Strip Row.
names: This is especially true in
cal view last week of Congressman
such fields as supermarket open¬
Continuing investigation of the
H. Allen Smith’s resolution, urg¬
Hollywood,. Aug. 18.
Chicago, Aug. 18.
ings, free shows■: via tickets ob¬
honkytonks and strip clubs for po¬
Mickey Rooney’s Fryman Enter¬ tained- by purchase of a certain
Forrest Tucker* featured male I ing tighter controls on U. S. films
tential tar action has ramified, into
going overseas. They pointed out
a scrutiny for possible Mann Act prises has acquired rights to amount of merchandise, entertain¬ lead in the touring “Music Man,”
that the pitch wasn’t the first for
violations/. Federal • Grand Jury Laurel and Hardy characteriza¬ ment for troops, and .virtually, has had a theatre named for him. j
the
California Republican (in fact,
here has already indicted a.22-year- tions for feature-length, film in every, kind of situation where en¬ He had expected to dedicate a]
the. latest was the mildest of tha
old cafe hostess iii connection with which Rooney would enact Laurel tertainment has been used to at¬ children’s theatre in Elkart Lake, [
lot)
and that he appeared to Over¬
Wis., but was surprised to find it:
the probe, and a followup state¬ and Jackie Gleason play Hardy.
tract crowds or buyers.
look some of the realities of ths
ment from the .U.S. attorney’s of- I
This situation has become espe¬ w;as being called the Forrest Tuck- market.
Red Doff, partnered in Fryman,
■
.. fice asserted that white slavery is 1 will produce- Negotiations, are un- [ cially acute in the supermarket j er Theatre.
Ohe of these realities concerns
the '‘basic ingredient”- that keeps [ derway for Richard Quine to direct' field, which at one time was be¬ . The house, a 300-seater, is the 1
the town going.
[film, to.roll eafly in-1960,
,j lieved to offer an excellent outlet new show-place for the Harand , the sale of quite a large number
of
pictures to local distributors in
; Camp of the Theatre Arts, claimed j
Government’s hope now is that j
Film will not be biographical: for acts of all kinds: However,
this too, started to dwindle when i by. its . owners, Sulie and. Pearl i the various countries. Where a
the: young woman will, detail ex¬ : but in the LaareLHardjr vein.
Metro
or a 20th-Fox may bring in
the supply of names was cut off. t Harand, to be the first music the- ,
amples of Mann Act violations by
One outfit. Supermarkets Inc., had ; atre in the country for juvenile : a limited number of films into
Chicago syndicate hoodlums. Mean¬
Japan,
or France, independent
been successful in getting a series performers. •.
time, U.S. Immigration & Naturali¬
Japanese outfits with licenses will
of chain stores to give show tickets
zation Service is understood in¬
purchase
additional releases from
in exchange for a certain amount
vestigating a half-dozen: girls from
these companies, and in these in¬
of purchases. However, their busi¬
Toronto who are reportedly work¬
stances the companies are being
ness fell off sharply with the in¬
ing the sin strip. According to the
asked to sell certain, specific films.
creasing . unavailability : of names
service, the Canadian femmes get
Also, the industry has splintered
for that, purpose.
their indoctrination as prosties at
so
much into independent setups
On the other hand, the super¬
a mob-run “junior strip” school in
that it’s difficult for a distributor
markets, for openings, have been
: Hurley, Wis.* then are graduated:
to
refuse
to export a given picture
able to get a heavy supply of
to Cal City.
. . —arid to forego the foreign rev¬
names on their own at no cost. For
Another angle the G-men are
enue-considering
that the indie
said to have uncovered is collusion
example, a market operator for
producer is eager to see a return
between cafe operators and the | . Shrinking of the number of live. an opening or special, occasion
J
television
shows
emanating
from
on
his
investment
and, likely as
American Guild of Variety Artists,
could pressure a. manufacturer
not, will be difficult to convince
In which a deal was worked out en- l New York or foi* that matter from sponsoring a television show* to
A strange and unique world,,
the Coast, h^s deprived the film produce the star for a brief ap¬
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 16)
I
companies .of an important promo¬ pearance. Sometimes, the expenses existed for the emergency new’s |
tional outlet. The disappearance of are borrie. hy the sponsoi4 as addi¬ : units froin WINS, the New York j
l
radio
indie
whose
own
main
power
the live interview show, replaced tional exploitation foi* .the show
was eliminated by the failure of!
for the most part by filmed series,
- (Continued on page 18)
Consolidated Edison power lines
has also left a . void in exposing,
during the worst such blackout in
personalties and picture plugs in
the
city’s history Monday (17). It
local situations as well.
was a “scare” world the police and
At one time; according to pubother reporters say didn’t exist.
ad execs, a personality , visiting
Ft. Wayne,. Ind., Aug. 18. . Gotham for the purpose of Rally¬
"With the publicity angles very
WINS was the only recognized
. Ft: Wayne, or at least its influ¬ ing a film could be spotted on at
news outlet in the city—and that much in mind, Hollywood is giving
ential bluenose elements, continues least five or six video, programs.
‘includes the Police Department—; the eye to famous, or at least color¬
shook up over the ‘ epidermis . dis¬ Now the publicity powers-that-be
j; which went swashbuckling through j ful, non-pros to appear in fea¬
plays that took over the major are extremely satisfied if they can
j Manhattan, there to note “armed \ tured roles in films.
Casting of
cafes in the past couple of months!
NBC is reportedly huddling with ! gangs in the streets,” “degenerates j Joseph N. Welch in “Anatomy of
(Continued oh page 44) .
[
soliciting
young
boys”
at
West
76th
!
a
Murder,”
in
which
the
Boston
Latest episode to trigger um¬
David O. Selznick with the object
brage was a televised segment Aug.
of having the .film producer fashion ! St. off Central Park West, “pick-* attorney played a judge, certainly
!
pockets
out;”
bricks
and
bottles
besparked
the
budding
trend.
Not
7 of belly dancer Delbar’s act at
eight specials based on some of
ing tossed through windows on side j only did Welch get good reviews,
the
Berghof
Gardens
dinery.
his previous films.
streets
off
Central
Park.
Station
!
but
he
also
garnered
reams
of
pub¬
WPTA-TV news-sports topper Tom
If the deal .materializes, it would
Atkins filmed an. interview, with
seal Selznick. to a five-year pact reporter Tom O’Brien and station ; licity copy.
the dancer and then lensed her in
(Continued on page 44)
Nbw, Carl Foreman has cast
What is believed to be ..a "first” with NBC.
Action as a “light-hearted feature”
Maria Callas, a soprano of world
Selznick’s previous role in video
—a nationwide press conference
for his nightly newscast! It sparked via lafge^screen, two-way closed- was several years ago when he
stature, in a speaking role for his
several phonecalls, said Atkins,
upcoming “The Guns of Navarcircuit television—will be employ¬ prepped the "Festival of Light”
nearly all negative, adding, "You
rone,” and Mrs. Jacob K. Javits,
ed on . Sept, 2 by the Ford. Motor for the electric-power companies.
never hear from people who don’t Co. to introduce, its new economy
wife of the Republican Senator
complain.”
from N. Y., will be seen in George
car, the Falcon.
.
Delbar, although scantily clad
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
j Sidney’s “Who Was That Lady?” at
Henry Ford 2d has Invited 2,000
(no more so than such exponents
Goodwin J. Knight, former Cali- 1 Columbia.
press, radio and television repre¬
in vintage cinematics currently on sentatives to attend a simultaneous
foraia governor, has inked a deal f
There’s also been a report that
the telecast band) per the belly telecast in 21 cities to view the new
with tele station KCOP as a nightly ; a film company is after poet Carl
dance tradition, is not a stripper. car and receive background infor¬
commentator beginning Aug. 31. i Sandburg to play a judge in a pic¬
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
She insisted in jhe interview that mation. Use of a two-way audio- "'Biopic of Cecil B. DeMille is on He’s, under exclusive contract for] ture,
Such castings have taken
her act isn’t vulgar, as some towns¬
off-the-cuff, no-holds-barred i place from time to time in films.
visual system will enable newsmen the drawing boards for Motion Pic¬ an
folk have claimed, and cited the to ask direct questions of Ford of¬ ture Associates, company for which commentary Monday-through-Fri- j They occur quite frequently on
fact that some customers even ficials
aasembledl; in ‘ Dearborn, the: late filmmaker produced and day 6:15-6:20. His five-minute ef¬ television. Some year* back, sing¬
brought along their children. Act, Mich., from wberelthe telecast will directed“The 10 Commandments.” forts will-be vidtaped for national
er Jannila Novotna took the mov¬
by the way, finished last Satur¬ originate. Based on the number of.. Company, owned by DeMille’s distribution by syndication division ing (and non-singing) part of the
day (13):
participants, the press conference daughter, Cecilia DeMille Harper, of NAFI Corp., which owns KCOP. mother In “The. Search,” opposite
Flesh-bearing has: also taken over may be largest ever held.
and son-in-law. Col. Joseph Harper,
Immediately following Knight’s Montgomery Clift.
the McCurdy Hotel; where "Golden
The two-hour telecast, starting has registered three titles—"C. B. commentary on political aspects of
Now, V-*ed Astaire will soon be
Girl” Brenda Hollis, calling ft.iiSr at 1:30 p m., is being produced and ;DeMille,”/ “Cecil DeMille” arid- News, democrat Cal Tinnty will
seen in a strictly dramatic role (his
terpretive
dancing,
has
handled by Nathan L. Halpern’s “The DeMille Story”—with the emerge at 6:20 with 10 minutes of first) in “On the Beach” (Stanley
(Continued on page; 18)
Theatre Network Television.
his own analysis.
' (Continued on page 22)
Kramer—U.A.).

Forrest Tucker Tkeatre j
Named for ‘Music’ Lead

Mrckey and Jackie Film
In Laurel-Hardy Spirit

j

j

Lire Video Lack

N.Y. After‘Dark’
‘Asphalt Jungle’
To Mobile WINS

N.Y.8aUslHH)

Berghof Belly Dancer
|
Shakes Ft. Wayne; Delbar
Goes Into Her Act on TV

Pix’ Offbeat Casting Kick;
Welch, Callas, Mrs. Javits
Valued for Press Angles

mmmm

J

FORD FALCON’S 21-CITY
CLOSED-TV ‘OPENING’

EX-GOV. KNIGHT AS
CALIF. TV GABBER

CECIL B. DEMILLE
UP FOR A BIOPIC

UNIVERSE’WALKEE
D.S. Expo Boffo in Moscow Although mREVEALS
SHE’S WED
Dubbed lacys View of Americana;
Disney, Color TV, Pepsi, Cuffo toife
By HAROLD MYERS
Moscow, Aufe. 18.
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Alphonse-Gaston-Juano

;./ Albuquerque, Aug. 18.
Sue Simone Ingersoli of- Al¬
buquerque,, the gal who went: to
the Miss Universe, contest as Miss
New Mexico in spite of a ban from
the local archbishop and then
walked out of the event on the
eve of the. balloting, is married.
The redheaded, gal, a beauty op¬
erator, revealed, in Albuquerque
last week that, she was married in
Juarer,; Mexico, on Sat. Aug. 8, to
Sam Francis Jr., a pre-law student
at the U. of New Mexico.
Sue said . the= ceremony was a
civil one, but: she is planning a
church wedding later.
When she went ahead with the
Miss Universe Contest at Long
Beach, against , an edict of Arch¬
bishop Edwin V. Byrne of Santa
Fe which forbids .Catholic /girls
from competing in public swim suit
events, she was denied Catholic
sacraments of communion and con¬
fession. As a result, she notes,
there will, be no high mass ait her
church Wedding, although she can
be married in the Catholic Church.
At the preliminaries of the Miss
Universe event, she denied at that
time that she was married, but
avers now that she was engaged
at that time to Francis. .

More than 60.000 Muscovites a
Torohto, Aiig. 18.
day are paying their rouble. (10c> \
Sidney Poitier, Oscar-nomi¬
entrance fee to get their first real ••
nated for his performance in
glimpse of the American Kvay of j
“The Defiant Ones” (UA.)i dis¬
life at the American Exhibition in ;
agreed (in Toronto Star) with
Sokolniki Pa^k. It’s a bargain rate
Harry Belafonte,. . Who. - had
of admission, exactly 10*0 the ;■
been quoted as saying there
price that New-Yorkers hadi to pay
were only two good Negri) ac¬
to see the Soviet Exhibition at the
tors iii the business. Foitier
Coliseum, but the daily gate has ,
says there’s only one—Bela¬
established it as boffo. b.oii and a j
fonte.
valuable asset for goodwill and ’
(But. aren’t both forgetting
understanding.
./
Juano Hernandez?)
Although filling a far larger area
than the Soviet display in New
York, the American Exhibition
strikes a m€re frivolous and light¬
hearted note. It is not overawed
by a sense df technical and scien¬
tific achievement, but as one ob¬
server shrewdly summed | it up,
presents ‘‘a Maey’s bargain base¬
ment view of Americana.” j;
By CHUCK MITTLESTADT
The exhibition, which was of¬
Albuquerque, Aug. 18.
ficially inaugurated bn July 25 by
_______
D. H. Lawrence’s current bestVice-President
Richard Nixbn. will!
remain open until Sept. .4/ by ■ sehcr. rating as a 'writer hasn’t,
which time it’s estimated jit will ; helped him a bit as a painter,
have been seen by close on 2,500,- \
While "his highly controversial
000 Russians.
Queues begin to “Lady Chatteriey’s Lover” continform long before the daily ill a.m. ues to hovef at the top of the
opening time, and when the turn-i best-seller list, an: exhibit of his
stiles begin to turn, the ling, some ( paintings at the LaFonda Hotel in
8-10 deep, stretches a mile or Taos hasn't brought a sale,
more,
the Russkis are a j patient ■
And none of the controversy
breed, for after their long wait which lias marked, his novels is
outside, will stand in line time and lacking in Lawrence's nine paint¬
The power failure that hit Man¬
time again to get into some of the ings at Taos. A sign at. the door
favorite exhibits, such as ji Circa- bars moppets from the display. : hattan on. Monday <171 only skirtrama, RCA’s color tv studio or 1
Least controversial of the Law- /ed the nitery belt. The major spots.
Sevenorama, which projects still, rence works, on view is ‘'Kiow?:— ; such as.the - Copacabana, Latin
photographs
on
seven ! giant Ranch Panorama.” His wife Frieda, ., Quarter, Chateau Madrid, Blue
screens. And, there’s a continuous ; Lady Brett and Lawrence all ! Angel International, and a fCw
line at the Pepsi-Cola stands, where worked on . the colorful landscape .‘ others, were just outside the af¬
free samples are eagerly received of the Lawrence ranch.. Univ.. of fected area. The Only cafes of im¬
by thirsty Russians.
New Mexico now owns ihe ranch portance that would have been af¬
The Russians, to whom life is and it is used bv writers as a re- fected /were the Viennese Lantern,
j.Chardas.' and House of Vienna,
real and earnest, appear to show . treat for creative efforts:
j which, lie in the area that was
iContinued* on page 631
• |
“Dance Sketch.” one of ..the .without light. But these, spots are
—-—-• /
S paintings on display, shows Law- closed Mondays normally.
1/VTTU Mg n 1 HTrii |tt|\ /Yn
rences interest in Paul Cezanne s
However, business in the Broad¬
way belt was down as fat as res¬
taurants were, concerned, but hotels
^continued on . page w
(Continued on page .63)

D. H. Lawrence As

in

JOHN McCARTEN JUROR ■ ?udes- ^ ^of
FOR FRISCO FESTIVAL!

San Francisco. Aug. 18.
John McCarten, film critic of
The New Yorker, has accepted hid
to be a member of the jury of the
San Francisco Festival, scheduled
for Nov. 11-25.

?rch*ns tref

PARIS FASHIONS
-By Lt CETTE CAROiY-

Paris, Aug. 18.
above, the knees, , revealing knee
McCarten accepted invitation In
,
„ T
.
:
. T
What are the odds on the hobble caps with every hobbled step. It
letter to Irving M. Levin, festival skirt going over big in America?
was the same technique as in 1947
director who departed last Thurs- ’ So far, even money.
when Dior sprung the New Look,
day <13) for Europe, Where he’ll!
Before the Dior opening, a more totally unexpected:
The French and British press re-?
attend Venice Festival, make con-1
a?0ilt ta
. . .
..
x .
replace the Brigitte B. type-^-a acted violently. “No lady’s collec¬
tacts m other countries.
> well-balanced silhouette with broad
tion . . . A good Folies-Bergere |
It’s understood that Arthur May- - shoulders, longer jackets and rea- show . .(. Mature women will re¬
er, exhibitor and film historian,; sonable skirts covering the knees/ fuse 4 to .look like. nyiripbets or
tentatively has accepted a spot on j In five minutes, Dior’s Saint-Laii- Chinese lanterns . . .” Saint-Lau¬
the three-member jury, too.; though j rent reversed the situation: The rent’s fans were overjoyed! “News
Levin is still awaiting confirmation ; silhouette was turned upside , down: at last! . . . A shot In the arm . . .
from Mayer. Third juror hasn’t yet tiny shoulders, brief jackets and
fun collection, cute, sexy, full
been picked.
skirts caught up in> a tiny band of ideas . / . hobbles will be the
hottest numbers in America; the
fastest -'sellers.” Confused . buyers
hesitated/ conferred and / recon¬
ferred before taking the risk and
placing
their
orders;
planning
ways to modify the tight hobbles
for practical American girls.
/ Not Dior; but Paul Poiret and
the earlier Russian Ballets of 1912
inspired the collection./ Practical
or not—(“I can’t walk, but I can
dance in it,” said a model)—ft is
Enclosed find check for $
the best staged production in
□ One Year
Paris; a clever attempt to get away
from the dreary banalities of last
Please send VARIETY for □ Two Years
season; Long necks, long legs, 10I;
O Three Years
inch choker, necklaces,
exactly
matching.the dress fabric,; stretch
the neck following a fashion; long
To
prevalent, among certain African
{Please Print Name)
tribes. Clips and earrings are over¬
size. High pompadours are topped
Street
by. still higher gadgets—called
hats. Blown-out tunics become ruf¬
fled, flounced and tiered as the day
Zone.... State...
advances. Fabrics, colors, acces¬
sories: perfect. . Long-legged, slim
American girls will be traffic-stop-/
Regular Subscription Rates
pers in some of these numbers. -.
One Year—$15.00
Two Years—-$28.00
,•;/. Audience /
The Duchess of /Windsor frowned
Three Years—>$39.00
from the front row./ Audrey Hep¬
burn applauded like a little girl.
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
Mrs. Samuel I. Newhoiise, Vogue’s
new owner and editor, had a
nc.
shock: the giant stones on ail/ cos¬
tumes were bigger than her emer154 West 46th Street/
New York 36. N. Y.
(Continued/ on page 63)

Subscription Order Form

City. *...£

PfcRIETYX

Dye Job
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
After Los Angeles police
raided a poker game last week
in a Yan Nuys residence owned
by a George Dye, they disco v- ered the phone in the house'
was listed under the name of
Bret Maverick.

Big "Ben Hur Sell
As part of its promotional cam¬
paign for “Ben-Hur.” Metro is
planning a major.buildup for Hay a.
Harareet, the Israeli actress Who
plays opposite Charlton Heston in
the $15,000,000 production.
The drums have started to beat
with news about Miss Harareet,
who is said to speak six languages
fluently. Before she met director
William Wyler at a film festival,
Miss Harareet had appeared in a
number of Italian films. She was
summoned to test for “Ben-Hur”
while she was in Paris negotiating
to appear in a French film.
As a sign of the “A” treatment
for What it hopes will be a new
foreign star, Metro has had Helen
Rose, create a complete wardrobe
for Miss Harareet’s visit to New
York this week for a mo.nth-i-.ng
series of press interviews to direct
attention ;to the film’s opening at
Loew’s State around Thanksgiving.
Metro is sending the press an
elaborate kit, filled with' biographi¬
cal material, glamor stills of the
actress, and a disk with “news
about a new heavenly body going
into orbit,” And to give her added
status Metro introduces her as
“Miss Haya Harareet;

N.Y. JUICE CONK-OUT
HITS MAIfif THEATRES

NBC and ABC radio and tele¬
vision service, along with several
nabe motion picture houses in up¬
per middle Manhattan were dis?
rupted Monday (17) when several
main .cables Consolidated- Edison
power cables went dead on both
sides of Central Park,
NBC-TV
lost
two
half-hour
soapers, which come from its 67th
St. studios hear Amsterdam Ave.,
neighborhood most seriously af¬
flicted by the power failure. In-,
stead of ’Young Dr: Malone” and
“From These Roots,” network in¬
serted a special; film on marriage
transmitted via its main Rocke¬
feller Plaza studios, located below
the. area of the power blackout.
For the rest of the day, right.
through the latenight Jack Paar
show, 30 Rock carried the entire
sked.
. ABC and its owned & operated
stations were most seriously hurt
by the Con/Ed trouble, brought on
in the midst of the wors.t heat Wave
in New York in weeks because of
the tremendous overload on the
power stations by the sea of fans
and
airconditioners
that
New
Yorkers brought into play to beat,
the weather.
Stoppage of power hit the city
at 2:49 Monday (17). afternoon, dis¬
rupting elevators, . plug-in radio
and tv sets, projection room power
in theatres and the very fans and
airconditioners which brought on
the mess.
ABC-TV went off in the middle
of the “Gale Storm Show” tele¬
film, normally seen, from 2:30 to 3
p.m. every day. Nothing got over
the. tv air on ABC until 3:13 when
W ABC-TV, Gotham/flag of the
web. again began picking up a
SignaL Only the signal, was not
from N.. Y. but from Chicago,
where emanation was switched be¬
cause of the emergency. Chicago
was feeding the nation a tape re¬
peat of “Beat the Clock,” a live
stanza normally beginning in New
York at 3 p.m.
ABC’s studios are. in the very
middle of the stricken Manhattan .
area. Due to underground, power
failures resulting from the un- .

(Continued on. page 42)
Numerous Manhattan theatres,
from 59th Street river to river and
above, were ..forced to close late
JOHN STEINBECK THEATRE
afternoon and throughout the day
Monterey, Cal., Aiig. 18.
Monday <17* because of. an elec¬
A new, 400-seat, theatre, equip¬
tricity breakdown. Consumer use ped for either legit pr art films,
of air conditioning for comfort will open on Monterey’s Caninery
found the power supply unpre¬ Row next month.. :.
pared for the burden.
Theatre’s name is The John
Particularly hit
was Loew’s, Steinbeck, the address is simply
whose Orpheum, 83d :Street and Cannery Row, Monterey, Cal., and
Olympia houses are included in theatre used , to ’be part of a fish
the affected area. All three are cannery.;;
featuring “Some Like It Hot,*’ big¬
Owner-manager Fred Adair is in¬
gest grosser on the Loew’s chain stalling hot. only film and stage
since “On the Waterfront” in 1955, equipment but is decking the house
Among those also oiit of action out. in early-California decor, in¬
were Brandt’s Beacon and the cluding an enormous fireplace and
RKQ 86th Street plus many inde¬ old, smoked cedar beams.
pendents.
Loew’s offered rain
Adair says house will use big
checks to all those viewing “Hot” names in - legit presentations, with
the first scheduled in October. .
when it blacked out.
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MOSCOW: CHAOTIC BUT OKAY
Moss Hart and Yariety’

illat Ertybs Want; Not More Films
But More Hits at Lesser Terms’

Moss Hart's “Act I,” soon-due Random House publication of
the first part of his memoirs, .which carry hini up to his first
play success, “Once In A Lifetime’’ (book will: be. reviewed early
in September, when published), has this to say:/
“I did not consider that iiiy complete ignorance of /Hollywood
or of the making of motion pictures was any bar whatever to
my writing about both with the utmost authority, and I pro- .
ceeded to do so with the invaluable help of that renowned trade
paper, .Variety... A weekly copy of Variety was the full extent
of the research I did on ‘Once In A Lifetime,’ and I could not.
have done better. Variety viewed the Hollywood scene with a
. shrewd add shifty, eye. Not taken in by Hollywood’s boasts or
wails of protest, its reporting of the . current crisis . (1929-1930)
Was first-rate. Between the lines of .the special language Used by'
its writers to put a declarative sentence into sipiple English, a
cunning eye Could catch an enveloping glimpse of the wonderful,
absurdity of the Hollywood scene. I read every word Variety
wrote about it, and no oceanographer or marine botanist ever
came up out of the Sargasso Sea with more prime specimens.
than I did out of those weekly, issues: In a very real sense, the.
play .mightwell have been -dedicated ‘With love’ and ‘Without
whom’ to that astute and all-knowing journal’’, .

By FRED HIFT
By HAROLD MYERS
Moscow, Aug. 18.
Organizationally, Moscow’s, first
film festival could hardly have
been more chaotic, but neverthe¬
less it must be regarded as one of
the most important events in the
film industry’s calendar. The fact
that it. has brought about collabo¬
ration between East , and West is
in itself an event of considerable
historic significance, but even of
more importance was the fact that
the fest assumed all but the best
features of a, trade fair. ..
In the light of more recent
events, and particularly In, view
of the mass public support for the
U. S. Exhibition, the failure of
the Motion Picture Assn, to par-,
ticipate can only be described as
unfortunate.
The absence of an
American delegation has been one
of the major talking points among
other Western contingents as well
as the Russians; and with the re¬
cently concluded cultural exchange
still fresh in the mind, the U., S',
stay-away has been a puzzling fac¬
tor.
In contrast, the other major
Western
film-producing
nations
turned up in surprising strength.
Great Britain was an easy leader,
with a delegation over 30 strong,
including a. top .brass contingent
from Associated British Picture
Corporation.
Erance, Italy . and
West Germany were also well rep¬
resented, and even smaller coun¬
tries such: as Israel; Denmark,
Sweden, Holland and Belgium had
official delegates. .
200 Newsmen Present

Festival; Few Yank Reps on Hand
Moscow. Aug. 18.
British rock ?n’ roller Tommy
Steele; who was .part of the Asso¬
ciated British ip-strong contingent,
played his guitar in the Red
Square—and reckoned his audi¬
ence was made Up mainly of red
squares. He also got into a hassle
with the Minister of Culture oyer
the text of a toast, and finally got
his own way . . . The ABPC dele¬
gation, headed by Eric Fletcher,
M. P., C. J. Latta .and E>: j: (Jack)
Goodlatt.e, included contract: artists
Richard Todd and Carole Lesley.
Robert Clark, a director of the
corporation, was also in Moscow,
but as an official delegate of the
: British Film Producers : Assn,, He
wTas accompanied by his Russianspeaking son.

Moscow Haste Shows ;
Moscow, Aug. 15;
Haste under which the So¬
viet authorities decided to
. hold , a film festival: in 1959,
and the last-minute “sanction”
granted by the International
Federation of Film Producers
Assns. showed very definitely
in: a lack of credits and docu¬
mentation.
.. Reporters covering thi? ini¬
tial event in kremlin found .
that the countries which sent
films had too: often sent little
or no data about them or the
concerned parties.

Apart from, the resident corre¬
spondents, Variety was ’the only
American paper to have its own
Arthur Watkins, . BPP A prexy,
led the British delegation, which
staffers at the fest, burmost other
. included Ralph Bromhead, chair¬
countries—Britain excepted—were
man of Lion International; Colaii
otherwise well represented. Alto¬
gether, about 200 newsmen were
MacArthur and Richard Odgers of
covering the Kremlin filmings, of.
the .Rank Organization; - Phil Hywhich only: one-half . were, guests
ams. chairman of Erosr Films; the
distributors of the official British
After a hiatus of some .10 years, ] and the other half were here under
their own private steam.
entry, “Cry from the Streets";
. Universal has landed a picture in )
. The main festival events Were
.James Carr, of World Wide, pro¬
ducer of the official; British short; j the Radio City Music Hall. The ! staged in a new, elegant and airKenneth Rive, boss of Gala Films, j::^lm is “Operation Petticoat,” star- conditioned theatre in the Krem¬
the company which had . a long- ; ring Cary Grant and Tony Curtis. I lin and, to ease the lot of the visit¬
ors; portable transistor receivers,
. term releasing deal with the Rus|
Film has been booked. by Hall:
^ sians Until the end of last year; {topper Russell V,;Downing as the : to pick up a running commentary
Michael Green, exporter and direc¬
of the dialog in several languages,
; Rockefeller showcase’s Christmas i
tor of Regal Films; and. Kenneth | attraction. It’s the first Universal j were available oh loan—in ex¬
N. Dicks, managing editor of Brit¬ J picture to obtain a Christmas j change for one’s credentials. And
ish Commonwealth International booking in the, 27-year history of without credentials, it was impos¬
Newsfilm Agency. Dana. Wilson, the Hall.
sible to gain admission to the. the¬
the 10-year old moppet star of
atre, which made it a pretty good
security.
; “Cry from the Streets," flew over
13,000 miles from Australia to
There have been hardly any-so¬
make a personal at the lest. She
cial functions a -la Cannes, Berlin
started the . return journey five
or Venice. Whatever the faults of
days later.
.,
this festival—and the Russkis con¬
cede there are many—they are due
. Victor Paftlen, who operates a
almost entirely to (a) hurried prep¬
picture theatre in Havana where
arations and (b) lack of experi¬
he’s currently playing the SovietSkiatron of America Inc. and ence.
Next time; they said con¬
made “Cranes are Flying,” says he
its prexy; Matty Fox, were hit with fidently, Would be much better.
is negotiating an Anglo-Soviet cpa $60,011 judgment last week ac-; . One important aspect of the fes¬
. production. The. deal, if .it goes
cording io papers filed. with the tival whs the keen interest taken
through, will be partly financed by
N. Y. County Clerk, Judgment, in in it by Soviet government brass.
. the Danziger brothers, lEdward J,
favor, of Westinghouse Electric Nikolai Mikhailov, ; the Minister of
and Harry Lee) and the English
Corp., stems from two promissory Culture, took a whole morning off
part will- be lensed at. their New
notes signed by Fox. last February, j from his official duties to meet the
Elstree. studios. Nicholas Napoii,.
Proceeds of the notes, the pa-1 individual delegations, and\ wpnt
president of. Artkino Pictures of
pers : disclosed, covered services out of his, way to make a big pitch
. New York, also in lor the lest.
rendered
by Westinghouse in con-j for. Russian films in Western mar¬
As a side attraction: to the festinection with a contract for devel-.j kets. . Alexei Davidov, boss of Sov(Cpnliiiued on page 18)
opment of a production prototype! hxport, the . organization handling
of certain decoder equipment. f or j the foreign distribution of Russian
the . Skiatron firm.
•
;. I pix, held meetings With all; the
Skiatron of America Is the * Western delegations and opened
worldwide licensee to Subscriber- negotiations .for. a broader ex¬
Vision patents', a form of home change of product. And he also
closed deals for the two British
In order to ‘‘better. service the toll. ■
films screened at. the fest, the ofr
United Artist producers,’’ Max E.*
ficial
entry,
/‘Cry
from
the
Youngstein, uA y.p., is shifting, his
Streets,” and “Room at the Top,”
headquarters to the Coast on a
which was out of competition. It is
temporary basis..He’ll take his fam. ..
. London, Aug. 18.
understood. Sovexport is paying
. ily with him and will leave within
Peter Sellers, currently one of | around $30,000 for “Room”, and
two to three weeks.
Britain’s,
hottest
film
properties,
j
$20,000
for “Cry.’’
-Youngstein . stressed; yesterday
.
‘Baser Instincts’
(Tues:) in N.Y. that the shift of has had. to dip into his own bank
account
to
help
finance
his
newest
Although
pleading for a Wider
base implied no change whatever
exchange with the West, and ex¬
in his status at UA. “We simply film, “The . Cat Bird Seat.”* : ;
think that, by going out there, I
He was so keen on appearing in pressing his belief that “Room”
can provide, better service and. the film version of the James Thur- and “Cry” would be great box-of¬
more effective liaison with, our pro¬ ber yarn that, when he found that. fice hits n the Soviet Union, Mik¬
ducers,” he said. He added, he the pic Was threatened with finan- i hailov took a swipe at some
couldn’t tell how long .he’d stay on cial trouble,- he. not only: put up i “types of filers produced in the
the Coast; but noted, .“I’m getting some of his own coin but also per¬ capitalist world” in an art*cle pub¬
sick of making these trips, back suaded some of his friends to chip : lished in aii English language j
;. and forth.”
(Continued on page 15)
'

H Books 1st R£
in

Skiatron (Marty Fox) On
Feb. Promissory Notes

YOUNGSTEIN TO MAKE
COASTTEMPORARYHQ

New Star Uses Own Coin

in.

1

Skouras’ USSR Recap

While they are going along with
exhibitor requests for a meeting to
Spyros P. Skouras, president
discuss ways and means of step¬
of 20th-Fox, has come back
ping up production In Hollywood,
from Soviet Russia vastly imdistribution executives privately
.-. pressed with that country’s
are holding out little hope for
potential as a market for
results. They argue that the theaAmerican films. He’ll report
tremen tend to ignore the basic
on his trip. to Russia and to
reasons for the reduced production
Europe on: Aug, 25, at a din¬
schedules.
ner he is throwing at “21,”
“Exh ’-ors don’t really want
N.Y.,' for the company presi¬
more him,” commented- a sales
dents and the foreign man¬
manager in N.Y. last week. “They
agers.
want more hits. Or at least more
SkoUras will convey to them
big, expensive productions with
his impressions* haying first
a hit potential.”
delivered a report on the tour
The exhibitors are- saying that
to
President
Eisenhower.
not enough films are being pro-,
While in Russia, Skouras. had
dueed to meet their heeds. Some
frequent Soviet bids to come
have even gone as far as to suggest
. and co-produce in that coun¬
that the “shortage” is deliberate
try... It’s understood that, so
so as to get the distribs more favor¬
far, no definite plans have
able terms.
evolved. .
The producers go by the law of
supply and demand, but “demand”
to them means the public, not the
theatres. “Why should we turn
out pictures that lose money at the
boxoffiee?” a distribution man
asked.. “We gain nothing by getting
volume playoff. The question Is:
Will the public go to see these
films?” And the answer, as far as
Personal manager George “Bul¬ both the . candid exhibitor and the
realistic
distributor are concerned,
lets” Durgom, formerly president
of Jackie Gleason Enterprises, is is that there is a wide range of
product
which
can’t count on much
entering motion: picture produc¬
tion via Durgom-Katz Associates, a attendance.
“If
the
theatres
really wanted
personal management firm which
is expanding into film; tv and legit product they’d play the films on
(Continued on page 16)
production.
As. the first motion picture proj¬
ect of the company, which is open¬
ing a Coast office, Durgom Katz
has acquired the film rights to
“The Buffalo Soldiers;” a western
novel. by John Prehble. It deals
Picture business has gone exec¬
with a cavalry regiment of Negro
utive title happy. All kinds of ex¬
soldiers who served with distinc¬
ecutive designations are being be¬
tion after the Civil War on the
stowed, particularly on the pro¬
western frontier.
motion side, to the extent that
. Durgom leaves for the Coast next
it’s hard to tell the players even
week to start negotiations for the with a program.
production of the film.
.At United Artists, for example,
Max E. Youngstein is the v.p. and
overall boss of the ad-pub depart¬
ment. Roger Lewis also is a v.p.
and supervisor of ad-pub. Fred
Goldberg is national ad-pub direc¬
tor and Mort Nathanson is internaticnal director of ad-pub.

Turns Producer

SHADINGS IN EXEC
TITLES A PROBLEM

Facts of Life Anent
Film Costs & Exhibs
Not Up With Times?’

In a dispatch last Friday <14)
from Hollywood, the new film col¬
ony reporter of the N.Y. Times,
Murray Schumach, stirred plenty
of annoyance among circuits in
Gotham.. Story . concerned an un¬
named. alleged producer on the
Coast who self-assertedly turned
out a feature for $300,000, then
publicized it widely as costing
$2,000,000. ;'
Quoting the direetly-unquotable:
producer, Schumach referred to
motion picture operators in unflat¬
tering terms as men “not in show |
business; most of them are just
bookkeepers.” If they knew the j
true cost of the film they would
assume it had no merit. A great;
many exhibitors never even look;
at the pictures they exhibit. But if I
conned into thinking the film cost
$2,000,000 to produce, they wquld
be impressed.
. Theatremeh’s beefs at the Times
story are the obvious ones. For one,
largely, they think it’s gross un¬
fairness . to call them, almost col¬
lectively, bookkeepers sans show
business sense. The Times crack
that they frequently don’t even
see. a picture before booking it is
(Continued on page 10)

CHI AND REDS AGREED
Chicago, Aug. 18.
The Polish “Eighth Day of the
Week,” originally , banned here as
“obscene and immoral,” is slated
as the next attraction at the small
sometime arty Carnegie Theatre,
probably opening after Labor Day.
Continental
release
had
been
nixed by the censors but decision
subsequently was reversed (a local
rarity) by Corporation Counsel
John Melaftiphy.
Pic is also banned In Poland for
pointing up the Warsaw . housing
shortage. It’s in this sequence that
the boy-girl s.a. staff Is accented.

At Columbia Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
is the v.p. and as such Is top man.
But Jonas Rosenfield Jr. has the
identity of executive in charge of
ad-pub and Bob Ferguson is ad-pub
director. And Sid Schaeffer Is di¬
rector of media advertising. Charles
Einfeld wears the v.p. chevrons at
20th-Fox and there’s.a director and
a manager each of the ad, publicity
and exploration departments. To
single out one branch, Ed Sullivan
Is publicity director and Ira Tulipan is publicity manager.
On the other hand. Paramount
plays it the old way, with Jerry
Pickman as ad-pub v.p., Martin S.
Davis next in command and with
one manager of each of the ad,
publicity, and exploitation branches.

Assets Value the Major
Point in Poor’s Rating
Standard & Poor’s, in Its latest
onceover of the film industry from
a stock appraisal viewpoint, this
week states: “The motion picture
group, one of the large ' gainers
in 1958, this year progressed fur¬
ther towards new highs for a sig¬
nificant percentage advance. This,
showing, in the face of unimpres¬
sive earnings performance, reflects
mounting recognition of sizable
asset values, substantial windfall
profits from asset conversion, and
the future promise of growing
diversification, Including expand¬
ing television activities.”
According to this Wall Street
analysis, Walt Disney, United Art¬
ists and 20th-Fox rank among the
most attractive speculative issues.
S&P has it figured that the post¬
war decline in attendance has
bottomed out. Weekly average at¬
tendance of 46,000,000 in 1958 is
expected to be maintained through¬
out'1959,
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C. ofE. Pledges More Playdates For
Features With Newcomers
By IlY H O LUNGER l
Spokesmen for the American
Congress of Exhibitors told repre¬
sentatives of the film companies at
ti:e recent summit meeting, that ex-

National Boxoffice Survey

hibitors would cooperate inVovid- ; Heat Wilts Biz; ‘North’ Still Champ, ‘Murder’ 2d,

New York Sound Track

i

♦♦ ♦>♦»♦ 4 ♦ 4 44 4 4 44 44 444444 4 4+4 4
Hollywood producer Frank TashUn’s wife Mary Costa is singing in
“Orpheus and Eurydice” at Vancouver’s International Festival, Sh*
told Toronto Star’s legit critic Nathan Cohen there last week she gave
up a $100,000-a-year contract with CBS-TV (touting cars on “Climax”) •
to return to opera. Also, she said,. “I didn’t Want to lose my voice or
get to be. as frozen in personality as Betty Furness, was becoming.”
Herbert Whittaker, Toronto Globe & Mail critic, iiow covering

Moscow ram

^o^^s'S'S.sSo for'Srte

“?ef tbf”S,.«"fnn“d
n™ talent.
failrai
‘Hole’ 3d, ‘Porgy’ 4th; ‘Darby,’ ‘Seas’ Next
jveeks.knows only "Ya inostranyets,-’ which means -Tm a stranger
tures
that developed new
here myself.”
It’s understood that the company
Kirk Bond, a film critic and historian once connected with the Mod¬
toppers attending the session—
Prolonged hot weather- in many , hotsy in two Hub. spots. ;“Hercules” ern Museum old negatives collection, has started a, quarterly, “Film
Paramount’s
Barney
Balaban.
sections of the country is taking a (WB), fast in K.C., looms big in Courier” selling at 75c a copy. First issue examines India’s film prod¬
Loew’s Joseph R. Vogel. Colum¬
toll at the wickets currently,with!; L.A. and great in'Denver. \
uct, looks backward to the "myth” of France’s Golden Age in pictures,
bia’s Abe Schneider and United
only the strorgest product manag- [
“This Earth Is. Aline” (UV, big in assays Joseph Vori Sternberg. Critiques of current films are included
Artists’ Arthur Krim—were! sym¬
ing to survive the soaring mercury.;. Chi, looks okay in Minneapolis and '
. . Robert J. Landry, Variety's managing editor, off on European
pathetic with the theatremen on
thA ni!P<tion of the-need for more -^so. the lack of many newcomers; good in Toronto, “Horrors :of Black ! trip for four weeks. . .
product
*
!
.
, of stature is a downbeat factor..
,-Museurn” (AH -shapes loundin L.AJ /N. P. (Nick) Pery, longtime. Continental sales: chief for Columbia
Thm.’ I, incioiprf ttnt their com“North. - by Northwest” tM-G).j-' “Don’t Give Up Ship” .tParl pictures until.deciding to try independent production ‘which-.he soon
Mni« wantedtimake sSr r* agai" is b °** a wide , looms goo4 in.
;,■“«*: gave upb has heeb a ceally operator in Ontario avocationally.buti*
panics «anted to m..ke smaner^pix
as the pic promisesto , sogi tn_Louisville. "Watusf tM-G) ,I0W riding the realty boom and devoting himselt exclusivelyto it
with "new* faces,*’ but indicated
make Warm w eather history at the ! is dandy in Chi.
Howard Stricklin?, Metro’s pub-ad veepee, returned to the Coast
that on the basis of past experience
vast N.Y, Music. Hall, Where it i
f Complete Boxoffice Rep6rt& on after receiving prexy Joseph R. Vogel’s full approval of. the “Benthe losses were too great on such
registered
an
all-time
opening! Pages 8-9-10.),
Hur” pub-ad campaign.. , . Alice Lee Boatwright has joined JJniverundertakings. The film company
week high. “Anatomy of Murder” i
■ ! ■ -' '.'v • '
— isal’s homeoffice publicity staff to work on “Pjllow Talk" ... Lee Pos¬
chieftains also stressed that they
(Coll is taking second place, same
ner will do a series of 12 Italian language radio broadcasts in New
would be pleased to make more
as last week.
York for Metro’s “For the First Time,” starring Mario Lanza ...
blockbuster
entries,
but , they
__ of
—
“Hole in Head” iUA) again is
TLoew’s Theatres prexy Eugene Picker and exec wp. John F. Murphy
pointed out that the assembling
back at their homeoffice desks following Visits to the company’s thea¬
such projects involved intricate and : finishing third as it did last stanza
tres in Cleveland, Chicago, South Bend, St. Louis, and Kansas City . ..
difficult steps. For example, they “Porgy and Bess’’ < Col) , is pushing
noted that the pool of stars and up to fourth position as compared
Irving Rubine, v.p. of Carl Foreman’s Highroad Productions, eh route
to Greece for meetings with Foreman, director Alexander Mackendtiek.
creative talent for the king-sized with fifth of last week. “Darby
. and officials of the Greek government. Foreman’s “Guns of Navarone”
pix was limited and continually O’Gill” ‘BVi is climbing to fiftti.
l will be filmed in Greece and Cyprus . .... Sam Spiegel has signed
shrinking.
-spot.
• British composer Malcolm Arnold to do the score of “Suddenly, Last
As far as could be ascertained i
“South Seas Adventure” fCine; Summer” . . . Taking off on a vacation, Harold Rand, Walt Disney put*from reliable sources, the discus- rama) is edging up to sixth place,
»nrT
|
licity manager, has designated his holiday period as “Rest Youir
sion on the subject of more iprod- It was eighth a week ago, “Say One
By ABr-L. OtttEiN
[ Adjectives Week,” .During his vacation:, he notes, “I will not confer on
uct was an exceedingly friendly . For Me”‘20th) is climbing back inBefore
he
returned.
to
his:
Paris
.
upcoming
releases, coordinate promotional plans, norwill I meet
one. with both segments of tlie in- , to. competition via new playdates !
base. United Artists’ partner-yee- with studio toppers, etc.—I will just rest.” •
' ,
" ■ ' to cop seventh money.
dustry taking cognizance of'* the
Ingrid Thulln, star of the Swedish! filths. “Wild Strawberries” and
problems each faced. In an effort ]
‘ Five Pennies” i Par) is finishing; pee Charles Smadja, in charge of
The Magician,” is due in the States Aug. 20 to help plug the. Ingmar
to resolve the “more product” \ eighth. “Middle of Night” (Col) is; general European production and
‘
- ■
—
’
English. Cy Harvey’s Janus Film i*
issue, a committee consisting of . showing fresh strength to land in; supervision, accented the expand- .Bergman
pictures.
She
speaks
S. H. Fabian. Sol Schwartz, Sid , ninth place. “Big Circus” (AA) • ing potential of the American pic- importing the Swedish star.. . . Herbert Erlanger, the Motion Picture
Marfcley and William Forman/rep-’ w’ill wind up IOth, .
ture business in general and UA’s Export
ExDort Assn.’s tax expert,
expert; back from the Philippines where he hud-.
resenting-exhibition and. Bajaban, .“Private’s Affair” i.20.th), a new-Un particular, “especially if we died on tax matters with the ^government.
and Schneider,- for distribution, ■ corner, is capturing 11th position--• know what to give them, and how ;
“portrait in Black.” which had .a brief run ■ on. Broadway; will be
was named in an effort to resolve ;-NUp s Story” (WR) rounds out the : to sell them.”
’ produced by Ross Hunter with Lana Turner, Sandra Dee and John
the differences;
^
T •
„
•
The ceiling is unlimited, says Saxon toplinde . . . Sam Spiegel negotiating with Lowell Thomas for
The question of introducing “new \ ^
£or Love.rs
^Oth); Smadja, on the b:o. potential if his tome, “With Lawrence in Arabia” for the biopic of the adventurer
faces’* in smaller pix has i con- jle.ads
runner-up ^pix; Also in based only on a potential popula- ! he’ll produce for Columbia release
Robert Angus, Owen Dalton
fronted the industry for a: long , x™sn c„d,f,?r-)nar^
Tram From : tjon market. “The U. S. popula-| and Lou Larrimdre formed/Marlou Productions to tee up with “Paratime. The film companies have [
v ^®om Ab_ T°P„ I tion is now 175,000.000 or maybe noiac.” . . . “Wayfaring Stranger;” bio of Burl Ives, will be filmed by
claimed that theatremen only give :
:™e ;Frank. ; 180.000,000 and, while it’s true ! Nicodemus Productions, in which Ives is partnered with AlacKinlay
lip service to this demand and !
(Magna" ! that it. is the cream market for ! Kantor . . - Henry Wilcoxin slated production next spring-of “On My
rarely provide the necessary; sup- ;
’ ana • gl
: ; consumer goods on the face of this i Honor,” story of the Boy Scout movement ; . . C. J. Tevlin’s next for
port for such films. It’s long .been ; . There are plenty of new films earth, still, there are other lands
the contention of the film : com- ! just being launched but not all of j with relatively high standards.
panies that the exhibitor is-only {themshowpromise:“Blue Denim”!Let’s firsi^proeeed from the fact
interested in “who’s in it?” and if | ^5“'*
N'Y;, shapes sock in [ that the U. S- population is hothN. Y. to L, Au
Europe to U; S.
a pic does not have a recognizable ; Philly. For First Time” < Al-G) is; ing compared to the other 2Ii bilboxoffice name, he treats the entry • rated, big opening stanza, at the :.uon population,
Thor, Arngrin .
Judith Abbott
as if it were a pariah.
j N Y. Roxy vJlummy” (U) is rated j
“Don’t say / they’re backward
Guilio Ascarelli
FrithBanbury
The distribs point out that | even i a^fi.sft 111 Aiumeapons.
: countries, etc. . Nobody knows it
Alfred E. .Daff
Reginald Denenhclz
the lesser pictures cost consider-!
‘scapegoat”. ‘M-Gh strong In . better than I. But nobudy .knows
Claudia Firanck.
William Gaskill
able sums of money and if a film ®oston* is smash in N.Y; and LA. also better than I how, within a
Evan Hunter
company is to undertake such!proj- i “cry Tough” lUAt, also new, is J decade or; less, how each country
Martin Goodman

,tne

ects, it needs a guarantee that !thea- !
tres
will play these pix and pay 1!
— ~;1T
...
...
■
reasonable terms for
them without
trying to pick them lip for a !song.
If the distribs can obtain labsolute assurance that exhibs will play !
and pay for smaller pix Hurt, attempt to give exposure to; new .
talent, it appears likely that!, they !
will step up the production of these [
entries. The film companies realize, i
too, that the industry needs [more i
boxoffice names and creative talentr
and tha& it is only through a de- i
velopment program can they over- t
come the “stranglehold” that the
big names enjoy today.

Toronto Exhibs
Can Participate
In Par Toll Test

,

Detroit but rated dull in | has moved ahead. • Let me tell you
Finliy.
Beat fionAMfiftn"
Generation” (M-G) ' about one exhibitor customer we
phlllv “Rpflt
okay in. Cincy, looms fair in Wash¬ have who not so long ago. operated
ington.
three ramshackle cinemas in
‘Tingler” ‘Col>. fast in Detroit, French Equatorial Africa. Now he
shapes giant in Balto. “Big Opera- operate? seven very creditable; the¬
Sood .in Balto, is fair atres, CineinaScope V everything.
iri Philly. “Oregon Trail” (M-G)) is [ There are plenty of these desert
only just okay in Portland. “Yel- i ‘Siberias,’ whether in the Sahara
lowstone Kelly” (WB), .;fine-'-:m],type..of;w6at.her:-pr In the literally
Buffalo, is rated dandy in Pitt.
[ cold steppes of Siberia, and don’t
“Isle of Levant” (Indie) shapes •
(Continued on. page TE)

Ivy Larric
Sol Lerner
David A. Lipton
Fulton Lewis
Lennox Milne
Richard Myers
Harold S. Prince
Jonas Rosenfield Jr.
Richard Skinner
June Taylor
.’
Ira Tulipin
King Vidor

Home-Toll For Sure In Tomorrows
Of Film Industry'—Paramount Rationale
By GENE ARNEEL

Paramount, for one, is convinced that “the. new
show business” scheme of things-^a new modus
operand! that is on the horizon—will be beneficial.!:
jit’s a matter of giving the public what’s desired,
;and this means non-commercial entertainment in
j the home via pay-as-you-see television, along with!
; films of quality in theatres. Significantly, one can
Important and heretofore-unan- [go with the other, it’s said,
nounced part of the background j
a reporter calling on Par president Barney Balabehmd the introduction of Inter-j ban, who was confabbing With board chairman
national Telemeter m Canada is i Adolph Zukor and v.p. Paul Raibourn at the'time,
S^Sednbi?>»Par*m?jnt
!was Siven the distinct impression the leaders of
Barney Balaban m New York. He . this “diversified” film corporation are as certain as
disclosed that while the Famous - can be that (1) home toll is almost at hiand and (2)
Players circuit of Toronto is- put- j theatrical exhibitors, long fearful of it, indeed could
tinit the home-toll system^ into op-; benefit from this adaptation of “commercialized”
eration, m about six months, | com- ; tv, and (3), the one can be run with a vitality of it’s
peting theatrical exhibitors j have.’.own, and not destroy theatrical exhibition of featurebeen offered the oppurtumty to t productions.
.
.
... ^
. I It’s to be noted that the Par-owned international
They re free to participate m Telemeter is to be put to work shortly via Famous,
proportion to the economic power; Players Canadian in a suburb of Toronto. This is
of their theatre situations. jThus a major step toward putting the system on . a pay-off
they’d have a financial foothold in basis. A succesful tryout doubtless will give impetus
Telemeter to the extent of their to its installation throughout the Uiiited States.
stake in theatrical exhibition.;! .
Theatres Not Doomed
Par right along has been en¬
And wouldn’t this in turn mean a handicap to
couraging
theatremen
in
the theatricals? Not so, stated Balaban, While he’s con¬
States to join in the Telemeter vinced that home tolt-^whether it be. Telemeter or
scheme of things for the avowed any other enterprise in the field—has its conven¬
reason that they are the ! best ience values, and thus will Vbe successful, he’s also;
equipped showmen.
high on the Idea that a sufficient segment of the'

j:

. . .

public will always want to go out to a feature in a
'■theatre. ■
One can survive along with the other. Just as
“free television” (what greater misnomer can there
be?) may have hindered but didn’t destroy film ex¬
hibition.
V
; Balaban notes that even when films in theatres
were drawing! 85,000,000 weekly there still was a
great untapped audience. Raibourn interjected that
perhaps only one out of five or six potentials attend]
theatres.
Cop Stay-Aways
ffTiese staiy-aways can. be reached by home toll
and show business, whose job is to gratify the pub¬
lic by ever advancing, must march in that direction.
This is the thesis.
Famous Players is majority-owned by Par, and
this is a significant point. For it, brings to the fore,
the question that Par perhaps imight be concerned
about home toll’s possible adverse affect upon thea¬
tres right at home. Balaban’s position is that the
theatrical market still is capable of absorbing fea¬
tures—accommodating that “want to get out” nature
of the public And he backs this up with continuallystate<Lannouncements about an enhanced production
program at the Hollywood studio.
But where do the pictures go, to theatres or to
the home? The Par chief exec states that exhibitors
will he the ones to decide on the basis of their
knowledge of their respective local territories] The
Telemeter franchises are being offered to them and
they’re being encouraged to take them. They’ll have
the final wbrd on the programming, whether it be
for their theatres pr for the home screen.

Nick Keesley
Richard W. Krakeur
Michael Mackay
Howard Strickling.
Jay Warren

L. A. to N. Y.
Kirk Douglas
Melvyn Douglas
Robert Evans
Don Fedderson
Jerry Fonarow
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Sid Garfield
^Vlichael Gordon
Mortimer Hall
Fred Henry
Ronald House

..

Larry W. Kanaga
Les Kaufman
Gene Kelly
Robert Light
Ted Richmond
Mort Sahl
William Schorr
Jim Staley
Mel Torme
Edith Weissman
Shelley: Winters
Joe' Wolhandler

U. S. to Europe
Americo Aboaf
Charles Bowden
. H: Ridgely Bullock Jr.
Nate Cummings
Jean Fenn
.:
Leopold Friedman
David Golding
Ed Jaffe.
Richard lUng
; Robert J.. Landry
George Margolin
Irving Rubine
Anne Russell
Seymour N: Siegel
Lee Swanson :
Earl Wilson
Peggy Wood
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Preminger: Protagonist & Philosopher
Final segment of th£ many-sided promotion campaign for “Anatomy,
of A Murder” ( Columbia ) is the appearance of a book of photographswith-text by Richard Griffith. St, Martin’s Press, which published the
original Robert Traver novel, has turned, put the volume at $5,75, high
for a, work copyright-controlled by and devoted to the purposes of
Otto Preminger’s Carlyle Productions.
Hollywood, Aug. 18:
: The book is. quite beguiling and contains a. good deal of informa¬
Out to maintain a steady flow
. After years of indecision and
tion and a/number of significant omissions such as la) the true origin
Canny Guess Obsolete
of quality product, 20th-Fox has
outright
hostility,
the
film
com¬
of the court ease; <br: the denouement of the screen plot and 13). _
scheduled a total of 54 major
Paramount president Bar¬
the. actual figure of, the. much-mentioned "high salary” -paid attorney panies are showing signs of become
properties for filming. According
ney Baiaban and Par v.p. Paul
Joe Welch of Boston to impersonate the..judge. 1 Variety hears it was. ing research conscious. New atti¬
to production chief Buddy Adler
Raibourn, latter being a prom¬
$50,000.1 The text does reveal that the \Velch idea was Nat Rudich’s,
this is the most extensive lineup
inent name in. the economics
tude was given expression, at the
of Preminger's staff.
he’s been able to organize sine®
of the picture business,. re¬
.
Film Museum curator Richard Griffith has .woven the several Sec¬ | recent meeting of the advertisings
taking over on the lot three years
called this. week that it was
1
publicity
toppers
of.
the
companies
tions together intelligently within, the necessary limitations of a frank
within the nature of things
j ago.
commitment to “sell” ; rather than to tell the story as. ,a journalist, with the .committee ;of the Ameri¬
. in the past to guess a. firm’s
Screenplays on 28 pictures have
free of that need, might proceed to do. Gjon Mili arid A1 St. Hilaire can. Congress of Exhibitors.
gross, upon viewing the. fin¬
been completed arid definite start¬
took the photographs on. location in Michigan and the total docu¬
The two groups, meeting at the
ished prodiict, within 5;e of
ing
dates for the remainder of
mentation is, in-truKive of modern independent production proced¬ Motion Picture Assn. of America;
accuracy.
1959 have been set on 17 of the
ures. A great deal of sidelight is tied in so. that; at first thumbing, ‘ agreed that there was need for
But no such thing any more.
28.
In all cases, producers and
most , readers won't couc /. the pictures^—some 36—of Preminger. ^
j greater knowledge “in depth” of
The public reaction to any
directors already have been as¬
just how extensive a sale is possible at the retail price remains , the effectiveness of. some of the
given
production
can’t be
signed
and are working on th®
to be seen. . I K probably sensible to; evaluate the w ork exclusively j. promotional tools currently iri use
crystal-balled and there's just
properties, with one or more stars
as a ballyhoo stunt. As such it is successful;
j in selling pictures. Moves were dis¬
no sense in trying.
committed in most cases.
There:, are several provocative comments from Preminger, one as cussed to acquire this knowledge.
Behind this, another group of 26
follows; “Movie-making used to be a question, of departments. Now
One of the' suggestions is to
pictures, on which starting dates
it is a question of one person-—the indie producer, Distributors must forrriT—with the help of C. of E.—
remain to be determined, has been
learn, that if they trust your judgment in producing .and directing,
a national network of exhibitors
they have , to trust it in everything ” , [
Land.
set. Of these, 17 are in the hands
and distributors which could pro- j
of producers and another nine ar®
vide information that is needed to
currently unassigned.
( shape the policies of the future,
. Both talent and properties are
j Such a network could be tapped
getting
unprecedented attention
I for information on many levels,
on the 20th lot. The studio’s con*
j whether, it be to gauge the impact
Special committee of the Council tract list, now comprising a roster
! of ad material for tv being suj). plied to ’local exhibs, the. wisdom j of Motion Picture Organizations Is i of 67 personalities on long and
of bypassing Broadway for breaks under way with a series of meet- ] short-term tickets, is today th®
on the circuit, thie real attraction : ings designed to work out a “com-; largest in Hollywood, and 20th has
Minneapolis, Aug. 18:.
of. horror pictures arid the effects prehensive” research prpgrairi for in fact returned to the era of .th®
•‘The Ten Commandments” (Par),
of : co-op campaigns.
the entire industry but the group J contract player. Aim, says Adler,
It Was the Heat—
is to keep this talent busy.
which only two of the Twin Cities’
In all these instances, the infor¬ frankly admits the starting, point
Property purchases during th®
13 outdoor theatres booked last
Last week’s report , oil the.
j
mation obtained could and would as yet is unknown.
past few months have borne out
summer, currently has been playStrong business being racked
contribute to a better understand¬
Albert M. Pincus, following a
Adler’s
determination to keep 20th
dated by three more day and date.
up in the New York rieighboring of the market and the measures committee meeting last week, said
It’s still being sold only on an
hoodr.runs by an Allied Artists
that might be taken to meet its. the objective is “an improvement; well ahead in the race. Included
are
George
Axelrod’s play, “Good¬
adult ticket royalty basis, . but
release should, of course; halve
problems.;
in our business-’ but lots of time;
referred to “Al; Capone,” then
, there’s no distributor charge : for
Long Nagged
will be required before “we will! bye Charlie,” William Inge’s latest
legiter,
“Loss
of Roses,” “Th®
in nabes, not ‘‘Big Circus,” just
children whom the ozoners admit
Question of research, or the lack have specific plans whipped into •
finishing at Roxy as erratumed.
free.
When initially released to
j Marriage-Go-Round,” Garson Kam»
of it, has long bothered the film shape/V
in’s
“The
Live
Wire,”
and Thomas
Mix-up
of
titles
drew
some
the drive-ins a royalty also was
Pincus explained that many sug- j
biz. The MPAA at one time main¬
jabs from readers.
Duncan’s new novel, “Big River,
demanded for ali children patrofis.
tained' a research bureau of its gestiqris have been made anent Big Man.”
The drive-ins have only one show¬
own, but gave it -up when anti-trust research arid these will require a ■
20th producers promise to b®
ing a night. Their r admission has
considerations made it apparent, great deal of study, plus many
the busiest in Hollywood in
been tilted to $1 for the engage¬
j among
that the member companies just more meetings of his committee,
the months to come. Most of them
ment.",;
wouldn’t contribute pertinent facts
Attending
the
session
last
week
are
working
on one or two assign¬
.
Daylight saving time has hamand figures. / MPAA prez Eric with Pincus- wefe Max A. Cohen, i
ments simultaneously. Samuel En¬
pered. the sale, of the DeMille
j Johnston from time to time, has Harry Goldberg, Irving Dollinger, |
gel,
for
instance,
is preparing “Th®
classic to the Minnesota: outdoor
j pointed to the lack of film biz Ralph Hetzel and Charles E. Me-;
King Must Die,” based on the
theatres because its single nightly
j statistics as ,a glaring gap. ; Last Carthy. .
j Mary Renault bestseller. He’s also
showing, pn account of its long
j year, MPAA backed an opinion = ■ Ari intensive research - project,!
working on “The Story of Ruth.**
running time, carries the picture to
While Paramount.. is
making j survey oh film going habits. Study
aiming to find out about why the Darryl F. Zanuck is preparing a
later than l am;
progress with its development of I was never followed up, as had
public does or does not attend film
Continued, on page 13)
the International Telemeter home f originally been intended.
theatres, has been proposed from
toll, system, the company, feeling !
A number of factors have, in the time to time in the industry but
there is no conflict of interest, is past, contributed to the industry’s
so far nothing meaningful has ever
enhancing its production; program. hesitance to turn the searchlight
been accomplished.
Par president Barney, Baiaban on itself. One is the competitive as¬
feels: a .“major contribution” was pect, with several companies hesi¬
Ruth Pologe's Am-Irif I Post
the signing of Jerry Lewristo/a tant to give out any figures. An¬
Ruth Pologe has been appointed
contract calling for 14 pictures.
other is psychological, with' vets in
Hartford, Aug; 18.
I. Arid in line with the new en¬ the business riot too eager to lay eastern publicity representative of
Boston, Aug. 18.
For the most part; theatres fared, deavors is a rewrite of. William themselves open to possible criti¬ the American-International Film
Opponents of the proposed gar¬
well in the legislative halls of Con¬ Holden’s pact for seven years, at cism on methods and means which Distributing Corp. First film as¬
age
under
historic
Boston Com¬
have constituted accepted! proce¬ signment will be “Sign of the Glad¬
necticut during this .year’s session one picture a year.
of the General Assembly.
Point stressed by . B al a ban dure for decades. Finally, the iator” scheduled for October re¬ mon, which the downtown flim
houses
have
been
figuring
as a boon
lease;.'
/ According to a survey. by Her¬ is that the business of theatrical companies’ lawyers are extremely,
Miss Pologe ivas formerly with factor, will go to court this week
man M. Levy; general secretary of production is being backed with hesitant to give the go-ahead on]
to
try
to
block
the
groundbreaking
Motion Picture Theatre Owners a c t li a 1 top-money investments; any joint activity on the part of j the Rank Organization and prior to
by the Massachusetts Parking Au¬
of Connecticut and general counsel there’s no retrenchment because of the majors, which might bring ■ that with Arthur P. Jacobs and
thority. Project resembles under¬
Republic Pictures.
(Continued on page 15)
of Theatre Owners of America, the home toll.
ground garage in Union Square,
■ results were .as follows:.
San Francisco.
Killed in committee;
Lawyer Richard Wait of the
A bill controlling newspaper ad¬
Back Bay, veep of the Society for
the Preservation of Boston Com¬
vertising of films and . posters ad¬
vertising films. The bill, accord-mon, disclosed the group’s strategy.
He said he would seek a declara¬
ing tp Levy, was. an indirect at¬
tory, judgment from either the Su¬
tempt at film censorship: and thea¬
perior or the Supreme Judicial
tres were able to obtain : the coop¬
eration of" newspapers in the fight
Recent weeks saw a stepup in the Court as to the legality of the Au¬
Universal, which only last, sum- butter” films, once the. mainstay ■
thority's “seizure” of 13,008 acres
.against it.
of
its
organization,
and
retool
for:
momentum
of
the
indie
deals.
John
rrier opened its arms to indepep- j
Huston has been set for two pic¬ of the Common. He also plans to
the blockbuster era.
A bill empowering the munici¬
dent /producers, is emerging as a |
With the.release arid subsequent tures—Rudyard Kipling’s “The ask for an injunction against the
palities to levy personal taxes;
major
competitor
to
United
Artists
;
smashing success of “Imitation of; Man Who Would be King,” and ground-breaking. On another front,
income taxes or local sales .taxes
to ease the burden of taxation on and Columbia iri. this field. Al-! Life,” in which Lana Turner had a; “Freud,” the .story of Sigmund members were circulating petition®
real estate. It , could have been though , one of. the last of the ma- ’ substantial participation, U's out- j Freud/ William Wellman will pro¬ for a city wide referendum on the
look, after a period of dispair, . as¬ duce and direct “The S.O.B’s.” project.
the opening of a door to the enact¬
jor companies to abandon strictly j
Another delay could be caused
sumed a rosier hue. The confidence! New pacts last week included a
ment of local admissions taxes,
studio-controll e d production, the was ..heightened by the deal; with two-picture arrangement with Mel¬ by a taxpayer’s suit,* William L.
according to Levy.
Baxter,
a local corporation counsel
.. A bill requiring the presence on Milton R. Rackmil organization j Kirk Douglas’ Bryria Productions, i ville Productions, the Gregory
said.
premises of licensed boiler opera¬ has made major strides in recent * which in addition to the $9,000.000. Peck^Sy Bartlett company, which
George
L. Brady, parking au¬
tors. Levy terms this proposal as months in inducing top calibre in-i “Spartacus” includes “Viva Grin-; will make “The Winged Horse”
go,” starring Rock Hudson and: and an untitled comedy. Also added thority chairman, says he will go
“featherbedding.”
ahead
with
the groundbreaking
dies
to
join
its
ranks!
..
.
j
A bill attempting to repeal the
Douglas, and “Day of. the Gun.”, to the. roster was Richard WrdIt appears that U is beginning to. Other indie deals soon found their mark’s Heath Productions, signed and sees no further obstacles to
power of wage boards to.determine
the
$15
million
garage. He said he
j to. produce two films:
wage', arid, requiring instead that .all, romance' the indies with the same; way to the company.
wages be.riiiriinium wages. Undeb j fervor as UA and Columbia. i; Uh-• : Gary Grant's Granart Produc-i /Other
deals
negotiated
and would require a performance bond
from
the
contractor.
The Founda¬
burdened
by
studio
overhead
since:
tions recently eOiripleted “Opera¬ awaiting fulfillment include one
wage board arrangements .there
ere. public hearings on wage rates. the sale, of its studio facilities to tion petticoat/’ starring Grant and with Susan Hayward for “Elephant tion Co. Inc., before ground is
broken
for
the
garage.
Music
Corp:
of
America
and
wellIt has been under this . process,
Tony Curtis. Doris, Day’s Arwin; Hill” and another with Marlon

Of 'Commandments’ (or Drive-Ins

Good, Bad (For Show Biz)
of Connecticut
.M. Levy

Some Bostonians Writhe
At Proposed Parking
Under Historic Common

Universal, Unchainedfrom Studio, Now
Producers
Heavy-Serenading

Levy notes, that. theatres have been
able to work out certain excep'■ lions for the'Industry, .
Enacted into lav/:
j
, A.. bill enlarging. the . present j
fraudulent advertising! statute so ;
as to include, motion pictures,!
radio, television;. 'Anybody . adver- 5
tisirig .anything for sale in afiy of j
(Continued, on page 15)
; I

finariced with coin from .the tians- ;
fer, U is now in a position to offer •
lucrative deals to indies shopping.
around for the . best arrangements.
To be sure , U has riot I reached
the status of UA arid Col in. the
number of. .deals. .However; the
studio underwent a trying .period
of: adjustment during which it had
to drop its so-called “bread and;

Productioris riiade the recently
completed. “Pillow Talk,-’ starririg,
Miss Day arid. Rock Hudson. A sec- j
ond picture to be made by Arwin 1
will be “Matilda Shouted Fire,”;
starring: ;Miss . Day. Albert Zug-..
smith-Fryman Productions is cur- •
rently. niakirig “The Private Lives
of Adajn and Eve',’’ starring Mickey i
Rooney and Mamie Van Doren.
I

Brando for “The Ugly American.”
Despite U's late entry in setting
out the welcome; mat to indies, the
company pioneered the technique,
of participation for performers.
The late Tyrone jjqwer had a
hefty piece of “Mississippi Gamb¬
ler.” Ditto James Stewart in “Win¬
chester 73” and “The Glenn Miller
Story.”
/;

Abington Ozoner Operating
Abington. Mass., Aug. 13.
A new 1,000-car ozorier has
opened here with Joseph O’Neill
as manager. Abington Drive-in is
operated by a group headed by at¬
torney Anthony Fiore.
Joseph G. Cohen is handling
buying and booking. ■

I''
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*

round out the goo^ cast, with an
excellent performance from Alice
r Backes as an airman's wife..
] ■ In addition to. Brenner’s excep¬
tional lensing, the film benefits
from first-rate work by art direc¬
tors Hans . Peters and Urie McCleary, editor John McSweeney
; Jr., and
recording
supervisor
Franklin Milton. Jeff Alexander's
--—-->.t,

.

Caimen Phillips

Previewed at the studio. Aug.
. Running time, 149 MINS.

DieceiUof “funlSuS’ I Mmed not only with the s^vice
justice but the love of justice.
In the end, there can he no ques!^Len^’ but he finally wins bis tjon that Stewart has served this
Point.
i
ideal.
fnr
Tile intelligence of the screeriwi Play’ and its inventions, cannot be
JVJfJ
1??3S ^ j underestimated. The dialog is exwilh considerable
togetherness ; emplary; economical in words deI‘e^*AItS.?Tap;U% ¥
be“ spite the film’s length, because
fuddled sergeant.. Ford is gome- , eveiy ling seems to have a purpose,,
w.iere between the boy and the - for gXp05j^jon ^ a(jyan!Cg 0j.
man, and he perfectly’ establishes ; light the action, for humorous re-,
his instincts and desires as always : lief> Too, the,story does not run
deserving of sympathy.
Miss out of p]ot.:- It plunges directly
Reynolds does much to make the • into a revelatory incident , hefore
audience despise', her gold-diggmg ■ tI?e main titles, and one of .the
\,ays, a far contiast from her,sweet most suspenseful sequences, a fine
norm* and, at her moment of real- chase through New York street?,
ization, she has no trouble_at all js use<3 for the final crisis.
j1ever-v0ne back: SJie s a ;
There are uses of; understatedelightiul actress with a bright, ment, such as a tootling arrangebreezy approach to comedy that ment of “Yankee Doodle” for a
puts her just about in a efass by bridge, theme and a fadeout of unnerself.
..
,TJ usual poignancy: There is plenty
The Areola Production is|;addl-;of
direction
action,, giinfights,
tionally assisted by fine perform- sleuthing. slugging. There js /good,
anees from Eva Gabor as a beauti- humor, and an adult love story of
ful marquesa,. who goes |i after depth. Mervyn LeRoy’s direction
lord, Gustavo Rojo as a wealthy . t-annot be faulted, and his restraint
bullfighter who goes after Ford’s is admirable.
Lincoln and Ford's wife, ami! Fred -".Stewart gives a restrained perC?ark as an understanding, if j stun*-; formance. wry and -intelligent,-com-.
what irritated general v. inr just: plesely credible as the. film covers
wants to be left alone. Edgar.; a span of about 25 vears . to show
Buchanan, Henry 'Harry > Morgan, ? both the fledgeling agent and the
Robert Warwick, Francis B.avier, ! older man. Miss Miles, who plays !
Netta Packer. Robert Cunningham.■! particularly well with Stewart,
Carmen Phillips and Jci Lar.sing. synchronizes her more direct al-

♦♦♦ ♦♦

Msdhnmati;
V tINDIAN)

(Yesterday)

a theine of reincarnation! . A young
man comes to an old house and
feels he had .been there before. A
tale is then unfolded of his love for
a girl while he worked as a fore¬
man on a rajah’s plantation: The
rajah covets the girl who is killed
trying to elude him.
: Plot hinges on a scheme to trap
the rajah vfa a girl who looks like
the dead one. Then the boy finds
a girl who looks exactly like the
one froin his obsession for a happy
end. Songs and dances are adroit¬
ly worked into it. It is a limited
international playoff possibility but
has a sincerity and a . solidity in
mounting and progression that
might make this ah arty entry with
some shearing; :
Mosk.

This film treats With the i956
Hungarian uprising. It naturally
takes sides against the insurgents
but does to a degree present both
sides before making its point.
Theme limits it for. all but Bol¬
shevik! belt. Setting is a small
town (not Budapest, rjote) where
revolutionaries storm a’local garri¬
son. Soldiers- are divided on action.
It also concerns a collective farm
which an ex-landlord tries to re¬
cover. A revolutionary heavy is .an
unidentified man. from abroad.
Russians are absent from the pic¬
ture, except for an inkling via
sounds of tanks fumbling in the
end.
Well mounted and played, the
film; converts its. gruesome his¬
tory into a simplified advehture
yarn. Conscience is given short
shrift and the dilemma a shortcut
solution.
' Mosk.

(BRITISH)

Standout performance by
Peter Sellers as a union offi¬
cial in a smartly funny comedy
that cocks: an irreverent snoot
at industry, unions,. workers
and employers indiscriminate¬
ly.- •
London. Aug. 18.

!

I
Roy production: and. release,. Stars Dilip
(HUNGARIAN)
Hunnia release and production. With Kumar, Vyjayantlmala; features* Johnny.
Zoltan -Maklary, Tibo Bitskey, Ferenc Walker. Directed, by Bmal Roy. Screen- .
Ladanyi. - Sandor Pecsi. . Directed by play, Sbailendra; camera. A. Nasar; edl- v.
Marton Keleti.
Screenplay* Imre Do- tor, S. Chowdbery. At Moscow Film Fest,
bozy; camera, Barnabas Hegyi; editor, G." Running time* 110 MINS,
Szabo, At Moscow Film Fest.
Runningtime, 19 MINS.
Sentimerital love story works in

Cm All Ri^lit* 4aek

British.. Lion release of a Boulting
Brothers (Roy Boulting) production. Stars
Ian Carmichael, Peter Sellers* TerryThomas.' Directed , by John .Boulting.
Screenplay. Frank. Harvey, John Boulting
from hovel by Alan Hackney; camera:. Max
Greene; editor, Anthony Harvey; music,
Ken Bare. At Leicester Square Theatre.
London.' Running time, 105 MINS.
Stanley Win'drush - Ian Carmichael
Fred Kite
- Peter SeUers
Major Hitchcock ,
...-Texry-Thomas
Sidney de Vere Cox
' \
'
....
Richard Attenborough
Bertrahi Tracepurcel..
• Dennis Price
Aunt DoUy ........ Margaret- Rutherford
Mrs. Kite ..
Irene Handl
Cynthia Kite- .
. : -Li* Eraser
Windrush.. Snr.
.Miles' Malle son
Marne Maitland
Mr. Mohammed.
..John Le: Mesurier
Waters ;
. . Raymond Huntley
Magistrate
.Victor Maddern
Knowles ;.
-Kenneth Griffiths
Dai
Charlie ...
...>. Fred Griffiths
Sam Kydd* Cardew
Shop StewardsRobinson,' Bruce Wightman
Hopper .
......Ronnie Stevens
Num Turn's. Executive .... Martin Boddey
Appts. Bd. Exam..
...... Brian Oulton
TV- Panel Chairman. . Male. Muggeridge
Detto Exec.
John Glyn-Jones
Missiles Drector .
: Maurice Colbourne
Reporters
Michael Ward* Stringer
' Davis
Spencer .,
...,. . . .
- -Esina Cannon
Crawley...__Terry ScottWorkman .. .> . .....____ _Wally Patch
Tv producer .:......Alun . Owen
Tv announcer' : .. ..: Muriel Young
B.B.C Announcer
Frank Phillips
Card players .
. David Lodge. Keith
Smith, Kenneth Warrien.:
Minister, of Labor...;
. Basil Dignam
Trade Union "Official.. Harry Locke

♦44» ♦ 4 ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

. Tegnup

11, ’59.

,,-It Started With a Kiss’* winds ' Chip Hardesty ...James Stewart
up in bed—a half dozen of them,!.Lucy Hardesty ....
.. Vera Miles
j
w
I Sam Crandall ..Murray Hamilton
spread from New York to Madrid* gco .Crandall ........ ;.Larrv Pennell
In this highly amusing, sex4moti-j Jack Graham -... ... Nick Adams
vated study of two physically suited J
..Y.Y.".*.y,Dij2an J
rewlyweds getting to knowj each j Anne Hardesty
Joyce Taylor
other. The Aaron Rosenberg pro-; Mario
—......;victor Miiian
brightly
directed,
gar j
George Marshall, is aimed at thelu.S. Marshal .... ......... Ed. Prentiss
adult, and the combination Of its {Medicine Salesman.Robert Gist
Buzz. Martin
borderline humor and Glenn Ford ■! saikesmlrtrd*sty ■"'" * Kenneth Mayer
and Debbie Reynolds to deliver it Suspect
Paul Genge
should stack up in romantic re¬
turns for the Metro film.
Mervyn LeRoy, has taken the
There are few double-entendres factual material of Don White-:
In Charles Lederer’s racy screen¬ head's best-selling “The FBI Stop?"
play which leaves no doubt las to and made, of it a tense; exciting
___
__I film story told in human teniis,
the intent
of _
its __
ideas, and the
action is as broad and obvious as The Warner Bros, release is not
the “do not disturb” sign ion a‘ the same as the book, because it is
romantic melodrama, not
honeymoon couple’s hotel door.
The Valentine Davies story runs documentary. The method used is
on one line, offering a maximum to show the work of the FBI
of appealing misunderstanding and through the life of one of its
a minimum of contrivance. And di¬ agents, James Stewart; a familiar
rector Marshall has taken advan¬ enough device, but correct and re¬
This
tage of every possibility for a warding in this instance.
laugh, winding up with a chunk approach should pay off in strong
of fun that is as maturely infatuat¬ boxoffice returns.
ing as any Hollywood has come up
For those who did not read the
with to date.
? book, the fine screenplay by RichIn a smart merchandising tie-in, i ard D. Breen and John Twist; is I a
producer Rosenberg uses. thei Lin¬ reminder that the FBI does more
coln Future, a bright-red Buck than tail communists. As the film
Rogerish automobile, as a fulcrum shows, it has . at. various times,
for much of the film’s action. It’s taken on the Ku Klux Klan, Dila useful gimmick for the picture linger and Ma Barker, oilmen ex¬
indish,
itself-and is quite capably setjup as ploiting the American
a potent source of promotion* both Bundists and Nazi spies during
World
War
II,
and
young
men
who
for the car and the film.
j;'
That’s not all that’s smart about blow up airplanes to collect insur¬
41It Started With a Kiss,” for the ance on their mothers.
The purpose of the Breen-TNvist
property is enchanced unlimitedly
by its stunning Spanish settings. screenplay, for theatrical purposes
There's no cheating here, and as well as to explore the FBI itself,
cameraman Robert Brenner’s is to show that FBI agents are not
panoramas of Spain are exquisite cold, silent, GPU-like grey men,
use of CinemaScope and Metro- but human beings with . faults,
frailties and . families.
Without
color,
getting ^soggy or silly, it humanizes
Ford plays an air force sergeant,
a police service and gives to its
and Miss Reynolds plays a night¬
members personal dignity. In this
club dancer who wants to‘ marry a
oblique way ,it distinguishes be¬
millionaire, which Ford ; is not.
tween patriotism and chauvinism.
After one kiss, however,!; she
It is an honest, sympathetic revela¬
judges he’s vrorth a million dollars
tion of the FBI, but it is also a fine
and within a few hours, they are
film drama.
man and wife. The next day he’s
The fictional story used as
moved out to Spain, and she follows, bringing along the $40,000.
for the introduction of
automobile he won in a raffle; On j
^.work sounds ^onmisunderstanding after she ar- i
rives, she’s con?inced their!.; mar-!
riage is solely for physical reasons,:
and she demands a 30-day test dur- ! FBI
.th^. faCt that he cpuld
ing which time no bed tactics will '
he allowed. Main stem -of the film ‘T
has Ford, the husband, trying to^Zll
convince Miss Reynolds, then wife, i
m

♦ ♦ » ♦ t ♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦
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tack smoothly with his underplay¬
ing. Her role is vital in conveying
(C’SCOPE; COLOR)
the feminme attitude towards a
man in this work* and her success
Glenn Ford and Debbie.
contributes importantly to the film.
Reynolds in a sexy romp 1! in
Murray Hamilton is memorable
Spain. Boxoffice should: ;'be
as Stewart's fellow, agent, felled
bright.
!
by gangsters. Larry Pennell and
Diane Jergens supply the young
Holly wood. Aug. 111.
love; interest believably; and Buzz
Metre release of an Arccla Production.
Stars Glenn Ford. Debbie Reynolds: co- , score is as full of whimsy as the Martin is good as Stewart’s1 son,
.tars Gcsta\o Rojo. Eva Uabor,|; FYed ; fi]m itself> But the Rudy Render- killed in. WoFld War II.
Nick
{£2? urarry. M?San. Robert w’aUSk® i Charles Lederer: title song, sung Adams is effective in a brief, im¬
Francis Bajter, Netta Packer. Robert ; over' the
main titles by MiSS portant sequence, and others who
IWfSSr
; Reypplds.
apt- to: add .any register.include Jean Willes, Joyce
Taylor, Fay Roope, ^Robert Gist,
Aaron Rosenberg. Directed by George passion to
KISS.
KOil.
Kenneth Mayer arid Paul Genge,
Marshall. Screenplay. Charles Ledercr. ,
--——/-■
from a story by Valenetine Davies; cam- !
t,:
latter in. an important but almost
era.
Robert
Bronner;
editor. |: John
The FBI Story
non-speaking role...
McSweeney Jr: music, Jeff Alexander.
Joseph Biroc’s camera work, in
Previewed at the Egyptian Theatre,, Aug.
(COLOR)
II* *59. Running time, 103 MINS- ‘
Technicolor, is
thoughtful and
Glenn
Ford
•
Egt. Joe Fitzpatrick.
dramatic, where needed.
Max
Federal agents “humanized*1
Debbie Reynolds ’
Maggie
Steiner’s
score
avoids
jingoism,
in
good
b.o.
prospect.
Marquesa de la Rey
Eva'Gabor'
but understates its points, in good
Gu«tavb RojO i
Antonio Soriano
. Fred i‘Clark i
Gen. O’Connell
Los Angeles. Aug. 14. ] orchestrations by Murray Cutter.
Edgar Buchanan i .Warner Bros, release produced and
Cong. Tappe
. *
Other technical credits are good,
Charles Meriden
Cong. Muir
- Stewart and Vera Miles.
Screenplay. although some of the interiors in
Mrs. Tappe > Richard L. Breen and John Twist; based the later portion of the film seem
Mrs. Muir .
■ •
Netta. packer i on the i,0(jk by Don Whitehead.; camera, a trifle lavish for the income scale
The Major
....
.. Robert Cunningham (Technicolor) Joseph Biroc: music. Max
S^lly. Meriden
of an, FBI man.
.
Ppwe.
mfniinc ' Steiner;
editor, Philip
W.
Anderson.

It Started With a Kiss

|
.

Fest Reviews

Mer

Pet Minuta Raja

(The Ball)
(RUMANIAN)

. (Five Minutes of Paradise)
(YUGOSLAVIAN) v-:.;
Pula, Aug. 11.

: Difilni . release and production. With
Lazar
Vrabie. ion : Bodeneau* Andrei
Codarcea, Lucia Mara Dabija. Directed
by Sinisa Ivetici,. Andrei Blaier; acreenpiay, Francisco. Munteanu; Ivetici, Blazer; ,
camera, L. Ulmeni; editor* A. Vieru. At
Moscow Film Fest. Running time*
MINS.
’

Depression yarn in pre-war
Rumania concerns an unemployed
school teacher who develops “so¬
cial consciousness.” Bleak; tale of
humiliations.; Man
attempts to
raise money to buy his crippled
son a ball.
^
. Film has a. visual flair and a
beguiling performance by a Rou¬
manian moppet.
Mosk.

The Uniorgettable Road
(JAPANESE-C’SCpPE-COLOR4
- Daiei release and production.
With
Fujiko Yamamoto, Takayoshi Wanami,
Kaoru Kuroiwa* Directed by Koji Shlma.
Screenplay. KiniyUki Hasegawa, SMma:
camera; (Eastmancolorj, George: O’Hara;
editor, S: Iwa. At Moscow Film . Fest.
Running time, 90 MINS,

Slickly made tearjerker Is about
a young -blind boy who desires; to
become a great, violinist like his
late father. However leukemia
strikes and he dies after meeting
with a pen pal from the Vienna
Boy’s Choir. His work is carried
on by a little sister who had not
been allowed to develop a natural
talent so as not to hurt him.
Pic tastefully keeps the pathos
in hand and it emerges’ of possible
general release calibre abroad on
its fine technique and skillful tug¬
ging on the heart strings. . Color
and scope are well utilized.
.. Mosk.

The Boulting Brothers specialize
in poking shrew’d* unimalicious but
penetrating fun at various British
institutions. Latest target is Brit¬
ish factory life, trade unionism and
the general possibility that every¬
body is working for one person—
himself. A brilliantly . observed
performance by Peter Sellers, plus
a standout supporting cast insures
that “Jack” will clean up in U. K.
It may well be. that American trade
union problems are: rather differ¬
ent. But* even so, there will be no
The Red Line
lack of vocks from U. S. audiences
(FINNISH)
given the chance of seeing this
Fenanda Film release and production.
slick, funny piece of satire* It With Holger Salin. Liisa Nevalainen, Ra•brings the Boulting Brothers hack kel; Laakso. Written, and directed by
Matti Kasilia. Camera; Esco Nevalainen:
to their .own splendid, standard editor. O. Lindeman. At Moscow Film.
which! on . a cou pie of occasions
recently, has tended to slip.
Heavyhanded naturalism in a
Ian Carmichael plays his by now
over-familiar role of a misplaced, plodding feature about a poor
genial;: young idiot who sparks off farmer living in abject poverty in
a number of situations, without Finland under Czarist Russia in
realizing w-hy; or how! In this in¬ the early 20th century.; Film over¬
stance he is an ex-university type does the primitivism anil talks too
who wants to get an executive job much in its depiction of the com¬
in industry. Instead:, he is given a ing of pblitical age of the. farmer
job as a factory worker by his who is only to die via a prowling
uncle who wants him in as a stooge bear.
Technical credits are good and
for a secret, dirty: financial deal.
From then on, it’s no holds barred acting and dream sequences some¬
Mosk.
against employers and. workers what theatrical.
alike. The. Boultings* premise, and
rightly or wrongly ifs highly
A Man's Hunger
amusing, is that everybody’s work. (MEXICAN)
'
ing exclusively for their own'ends.
Alfa
Film release and production.
Nobody is spared and the produc¬
Stars Pedro Armendariz, Rosita Quin¬
ers refuse to make any decision as tana; features, Ignacio Lopez Tarzo. Di-to who is right.
rected by. Rogelio Gonzales. Screenplay*
Janett Alcor; camera, Victor Herrera;
Carmichael. becomes the unwit¬ editor, G. Carrion. At Moscow Film Fest.
ting cause , of a factory strike that Running;time, 90 MINS.
swells to ! nationwide proportions.
Gradually he begins tb realize that
This one. resembles “Born Yes¬
he lias been taken for a ride and terday” but . done seriously. ' A
on a BBC tv discussion program vulgar show, girl moves in with a
blows his top. .Even theft,; though, gfaspiiig, exploiting merchant, who
he’s the fall guy and. is put on corners a town’s kidney bean out¬
probation for -.. a breach of - the put to scalp prices to poor people.
peace,
The girl gets socially conscious via
; C a ii.m i c'h ,a e 1; slides smoothly; a progressive young doctor but she.
through his performance, but it is ; returns to the speculator when he
Sellers, as the chairman of the too realizes the error of his ways.
factory’s, union WorkS: committee,
Picture has some good touches
who makes the film. With a niake-:. and, interplay of characterizations
up that subtly , suggests Hitler, he but its thematics. are naive and
brings rare humor ahd an occa¬ telegraphed.. It is well made arid
sional touch, of pathos to the role. probably a good bet for Spanish
Sellers’ strength is that he. does lingo spots in the U S. most notably
not deliberately play, for laughs. it suggests a budding talent in di¬
(Continued on page 20)
rector Rogalid Gonzales* Mosk.

• Bosna Film production. With Stevo
Zigon.. Lojze Rozman, Mira Nikolic. Di¬
rected by Igor Pretbar.' Screenplay, Vitomil Zupan; camera, Eduard Bogdanic;
made, Bojan Adrmic. At Pula. Film Fest. ;
Running time; )05 MINS.

I

.This . Yugoslavian pic is a de-partiire' from the domestic cliche.
It chiefly benefits from the. highly
interesting script . by V it o m i 1
Zupan. Direction by Igor Pretnar,
a pupil of the late Eisensteih, is
perhaps too much on the theatrical
side but is still interesting. Mix¬
ture of .realism, grotesque arid.
. symbolism makes this a . somewhat
controversial item, yet it looks to
have the ingredients for some for¬
eign arty situations.
.
Story sees two Yugoslavian con¬
centration camp irimates . used by
the SS to disarm an unexploded .
plane bomb in the luxurious house
of a retired German general* Here
the two men find elegant evening .
suits which they put on, cham¬
pagne, cigarets and last but not
least, a young French deportee.
They feel temporarily like they’re
in paradise. Talk centers around a.
philosophy of life: there’s natur¬
ally a tragic end wheri one of the
men gets killed in a gun duel with,
an SS man. >
Acting Is-./static: Technical cred¬
its are okay. Despite several draw¬
backs, this is a memorable film,
mainly because of the ambitious
script. =
Hans..

0§ma Vrata
(The Eighth Door)
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
;
Pula. Aug. 11.

.

• Avala productions with Milivoje Zivanrfvic. . .Naaa Skrinjar, . Neva Rbsic, Rada "
Djurlcin, Ljiliann Kr*tic.-Jovan Milicevic.
Didected by Nikola Tanhofer. Screenplay
by Mipdrag Djurdjevie: camera. Misa
Stojanovic; music, Dragutin Savin. At Pula
Film .Fest. Running time, 93 M|NS.

; This film;-\ which teed off this
year’s Pula Festival; turned out
somewhat disappointing because it: .
was directed by Nicola Tanhofer
of whom more was expected. Di¬
rection by Tanhofar, creator Of
“H 8” (winner of last year’s Pulai
festival), is swiftly; moving but too
much on the . conventional side,
with too much. . repetition and
cliche handling! of players. Since
the script, is not flawless, also the
Writer must share the blame for
vehicle’s shortcomings. Film has
little interest, for foreign- market;
Story, revolves around a univer¬
sity professor who, at. the time of
the Nazi occupation, gets inno¬
cently. involved with the political
“'dice. Story offers some suspense
at the. start: but later begins to
drag. Technical credits are fine.
Lensing is, as often in Yugoslav
films; mostly outstanding: Hans.

DobriStariPianino
(Good Old Piano)
(YUGOSLAVIAN)
Pula, Aug. 11.
Trij?lav Film production. With Vida.
Knhar.jeva.' Bprt Sotlar. Veko<rlav, Janko,
KriStij?n Muck. Directed by France Kpsmac. Screenplay; Vitomil Zupan. Igor1
Pretnar, France MOcicki: camera, France
Ger.ar; music, Maxijan Lipovsek. At Pula
Film Fest. .Running time, 103 MINS.

Best thing about this partisan
pic is its music which Was given a :
prize at the festival I?ere.- Story
shbws sonie .originaiity but rather
weak treatment and direction plus
not too believable performances
make this a second-rate item. Its
outcome is infantile. Since there
(Continued on-page 16)
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Wti&7l Who- ojf Venice Qeti
.
Venice/ Aug. 18.
The burden of success^or-failure of the 1359 Venice Film .Festival
rests in large part on the shoulders of the following men/ those who
selected the 14 features for competition, and those who. now, must
.Judge-the-finalists: :

SELECTION COMMITTEE
(AIMtalian; eliose 14 from total 132 screened)
Gaetano Carancirii, film critic; Ernesto 0; Laura,filrri critic; Mario
Verdone, film critic; Florls Luigi Ammannati, President-Festival direc¬
tor. . (Another member, Ermanno Contini, died recently, During the
illness which: preceded his death, he delegated work burden to. Mario
Verdone.). '
.... '

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Venice, Aug. 18.

Press Swarming to Venice’s Lido;
14 Features Represent 11 Lands;
British Film as Aug. 23 Opener

. The Motion Picture Export Assn/,
of U: S/. has formally protested the
'
]procedure used ini selecting films

f

'DON QUIXOTE' DISPUTE

Venice, Aug. 18.
The 1959 Venice Feature Film
Festival—which marks the 20th
anniversary of this oldest of film
events—-starts its annual two-week
run Sunday (23) with the klieg-lit
gala showing of the British entry,
Kevin McClory’s “The Boy and
the
Bridge”
(Columbia).
Fest
winds its run Sept. 6 with another
gala affair and the prize award
ceremonies.

Bronsion Says He’s Goinsr Ahead—
Another Asserts ‘Rights’
Venice Film Festival (where three
Italian
films
and
two
French
are.
Ralph Forte {U S!A.), Roger Manvell (Great Britain), Luis Gomez ■
On
the heels of. the announce¬
Mesa (Spain). • Ernst Kruger (Germany), Luigi Chiarini (Italy), Vinlcio /in running/ while only one fea¬
Marinucci (Italy*, Dario Zanelli (Italy), Georges Aitmann (France), ture reps the USA), thus adding ment that “Johri; Paul Jones” pro¬
Serghei Bondarchiouk; (UESR).
|another item to what promises to ducer Samuel Broriston plans to
be one of the most controversial film “Don Quixote” in Spain, with
OFFICIAL VENICE PRIZES !
">/. _ '.ifestivals, yet.
Hugo Fregonese directing, Paul
Both opening and closing events
(Each of 14 pix in competition gets a diploma of merit)
MPEA beef is contained in a
Burton-Mercur. who describes him¬ will be telecast, live, over Italy’s
Gold Lion of St. Mark
jcable (dated Aug. 7) addressed to
self
as an independent film writer- RAI-TV net.
The new Italian
fest director F, L. Ammannati by
Silver Lion of St.; Mark
produeer, claims to have obtained Minister for Tourism and Enter¬
. 2 Volpi Acting Trophies (male and: female performances)
JMPEA Mediterranean chief Frank
exclusive
permission from the tainment, Umberto Tupini, and
Gervasi, It reads:
: government to film “Don Undersecretary Domenico Magrl
PRIZES USUALLY GIVEN AT VENICE OUTSIDE
“Managing council . MPEA : Spanish
Quixote” in Spain next spring for are expected to attend opening
OF FESTIVAL
member
companies present \ his. Guild Hall Pictures.
ceremonies. In between these two
formal protest against proced- \
May include features, shown out of competition.
Burton-Mercur is perhaps the dates, an estimated 500 critics and
. iiie followed by selection com- Premio PasineitMtalian FilmJ.Critics Prize
j
newsmen,
plus scores of assorted
uihpteenth
entry
in
the
“Quixote”
mittee films officially partici- \
Premio San Giorgib-^-Awarded by Giorgio Cini
sv;eepstakes. The late Mike Todd industryites, delegates,: and visi¬
pating Venice Festival 1959
foundation for special cultural values
tors,
will
be
offered their fill in film
was
proceeding
with
plans
to
film
stop such procedure; on basis
-0.C.I.C. Prize—Voted by Catholic Film Office
the Cervantes classic when he was fare, grouped in the various sec¬
of which; out . of 14 films
Fiprcsci Prize-—-Voted by International Film •Critics :
tions
of
multi-faceted
lagoon getkilled
in
a
plane
crash.
However,
three Italian and two French according to P spokesman for together.
: were selected against one only
Todd’s son, Michael Jr., the Todd
Total of 14 features from 11
. American picture is openly dis- .
criminatory predominantly fa-., company has not abandoned the countries were culled by the Ven¬
project.
.
ice selection committee from some
voring. hosting, country and
orte. participating country stop ^ According to Burton-Mercur, who 500 possible entries, 132 of which
in forwarding, this protest fur- ' claims to have distribution guaran¬ were actually screened, and they
tliur. advise that MPEA mem- . . tees for $2,500,600 from distribs in will be competing, once-nightiy at
'■■■ per cojnpctnies reserve.,full lib- Italy, Germany and Spain, he has 10 p.m. in the Lido Film Palace and
v Hty. of action defense respec- / Vittorio: De Sica and Carmen Se¬ the alfresco Arena (2,000 seats) for
villa. lined up for. roles. Burton- the Gold Lion of St. Mark, the
Venice, Aug! .18,
tive interests, Gefvasi”
..
Mercur says he has no U.S. dis¬ Special Jury Prize, or the two
Venice intends to celebrate its!
Replying to the Yank company
EXTEND NEWSREEL EVENT
tribution deal for the film; which Volpi Cups for best male and fe¬
protest, Festival called it unfound¬ he plans to make in Technirama.
20th Anniversary with a particu¬
male performances, kudos all of
larly rich and large series of retro¬ Popular Last Year-r-Gets Extra ed, pointing out- that MPEA had
which (but no more than these)
only submitted two films (“Ariato/Day-.at'Venice;-.;./.
must be voted by the seven-man
spective. screenings; of filmSi ap¬
hiy of a Murder” and “Green Mariinternational jury (three Italians,
propriately selected fforty among
sions”) to Venice, and that while'
.
Venice/Aug. 18.
four non-Italians) named by the
one
was
accepted
the
other
{“Man¬
the best shown at Venice between
Last year’s success of the Venice
Festival.*
1932/ when . fest was born, and Newsreel Festival has prompted sions”) "was unacceptable as al¬
An additional 30-odd features
ready publicly shown in Great
will be screened/ two a day (at 4
1939/ While last-minute confirma¬ the decision to prolong the event
Britain: (Fest rule says pix may
and 6 p.m.), in Venice’s so-called
tion is awaited on a fewr items, it’s this year by one day. It; will be only have: been shown in country
“Informative” section, designed to
hoped that all or most of the fpL run off; here Thursday and Friday of origin: prior to Lido urispooling).
accommodate, within its non-com¬
lowing pix will be shown, during (20-21), with projections booked Alsa pointed out by fest that U. S.
petitive framework, worthy films
into the Lido Film Palace.
also had “Some Like It Hot”
from all over the world, of interest
the morning hours (10 aim. on )set
. Seven-man jury : (USA, Poland, shown iri gala closing' night (but
because of curio values, festival
aside at the Film Palace for the
France/ Italy, Belgium, Holland, out of the running), as well as nu¬
prizes won elsewhere, etc* These
Denver Aug. 18.
Cultural
Section’s, retrospective Japan), presided over by Isao merous others (two features) in the
are not necessarily also-rans which
show,; between Aug: 24 and Sept. Yamasaki of Japan will hand out “Informative Section” (see list
Charles R. Qilmour, chief exec¬ couldn’t make the grade in the
6:'/ . •••//the Festivals Gold Medal for the- elsewhere), and the Introspective utive officer of Gibraltar Enter¬ feature race (as is sometimes er¬
program
and
-'that
other
pix
re¬
: . “It Happened One. Night” {Frank best newsreel; the Silver; Medal
prises Inc., along with his company roneously supposed), though some
Capra — USA);
“The
Informer” for the second best, entry, and the quested long ago by Venice had
has been; named as defendants in sidelined entries may of course be
(John Ford—US A).; “Jezebel” (Wil- newly-instituted (at suggestion of been to other festivals.
included.
iiam Wyler—USA); “Lot in Sodom” last year’s jury) Silver Plague for
Venice reply-in full is as follows: a civil’ action filed Friday (7) in
While several Yank pix will be
Denver, U.S. District Court under shown in the non-competitive cate¬
(Watson and Webber-^USAV; “Le the best lerising job by a newsreel
“Reference your tele of: toJour se Leve” and “Quai des photographer.
the antitrust laws by Santa Fe gories, and UA’s “Some Like It
. day (Aug. 7) must inform.yoii
Brumes” (Marcel Carne—France);
In special cases justifying the
that protest. managing, council i Theatres Inc.:
i
(Continued on page 10)
“La Bete Humaine” and “La kudo,, a. Grand Prix for exceptional
MPEA member companies has •——;-j——
The damage suit for $483,000 ac¬ i
Grande Illusion” (Jean Renoir-^ values may be awarded as well, in
no foundation whatsoever for
cuses several major film distribu¬
France); “Carnet de Bal” (Julien addition to diplomas for unusual
following reasons 1 MPEA subDuvivier—France); “A Nous La values, V Newsreels must jhavie
tors of illegal'monopolistic prac¬
mitted to selection committee
Liberte4" .(Rene... Clair—France); beeri produced during the ; period
anatomy
of murder
and
tices and the corporation contends
. ‘‘Towards Life ” / Nicholas Ekk— July 1/ 1958-June; 30, 1959, arid
; commission has. accepted comit was forced to close the Santa Fe
USSR); “Earth” (Alexander. Doy- must be presented in their original
.petition anatomy stop film
Theatre in Santa Fe, N.M., because
chenko—U SSR); “Extasy” (Gus: form without re-editing.
: |
green mansions is not accept¬
tav
Machaty—- Czechoslovakia).;
of discrimination against it for
able, as. already projected
j
Venice, Aug. 18.
.“Verginity” i 011 o k a r Vavra—
desirable first rim. films.
Britain stop remind you fes•
What is considered to be the
Czechoslovakia);
“Maedchen
in
. In addition to. Gilmour and
iival had requested other
most complete exhibit of film
Uniform” (Leontine Sagan—Ger-.
films such as North by North¬
Gibraltar, Loew’s Inc., 20th Cenpublications ever assembled was
many); “The Blue. Light” (Lent
west, Porgy and Bess, Nuns
tluy-rFOx Film Corp., Columbia
Riefenstal—Germany); “Episode”
Story, Ann Frank Diary- arid - Pictures, RKO . Radio Pictures, inaugurated here today (18) in the
Palace
which houses the National
(Reisch—Austria ) ;“Squadrone Bi¬
that MPEA thought well preUnited Artists, BUena Vista, Para¬
Library of St. Marks, off the
anco” .(Genina^Itaiy) ;“Cavalleria”
sent at other festivals stop
mount and Schummour Corp., have
square
by
the same name.
(Alessandrini—Italy); “La Signora
been named: ; .
presence USA films at festival
Exhibit, organized as the Fifth
di Tutti” . (Max Ophuls—Italy);
assured competition by Aha- :
The suit alleges that Salmon and Annual Exhibit of Film Books and
“Gli Uomini Che Mascalzoni” (Mar¬
tomy closing with Some Like// Greer Inc., operator of other thea¬
Periodicals by the Venice Film
io Camerini—ItaL').
It Hot, informative, with sev¬
tres ip the Ne\y Mexico capitol city Festival, includes papers, maga¬
eral films and retrospective
In addition, a selection of the
was ai co-conspirator and monopo¬ zines, books, and encyclopedias
with numerous films, beg; you; lized exhibition of films in Colo¬
best documentary features and doc¬
dealing with the motion picture
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
umentaries shown during the same
consider these elements for
rado, Wyoming, Nebraska and New arid related arts, with 40 countries
Leon Uris has made: an exclu^
period. will. be screened, including
evaluation unfoundedhess uriMexico^ from June 1955 to at least not
counting
UNESCO
repre¬
(Contioued bn page 16)
films by::Flaherty, Grierson, Rotha,; sive multiple story and picture
Sept. 28, 1957. .
sented.
Ivens, and others.
deal with ; Columbia, under which
Books include, all works pub¬
Projections will be grouped by
lished after 1948 and are listed in
he has committed his next four
director or by country. Mornings:
a giant catalogue which is also de¬
will be dedicated to the American novels to the film; company and
signed to serve as a valuable biblio¬
-film, the French, etc. and/or to will write arid produce two : of.
graphical
reference
tome
for
Venice, Aug. 18.
Carrie, Ford, Renoir, while it’s them during the next four years. Y ' /
future reference. All. books and
planned also to include a.'series. Uris’. latest novel is the best-sell¬ Aug. 23: The Boy and; the Bridge” directed by Kevin McClory
•.
(Britain)'
'publications will reriiairi at disposal
Of clips from Venice-shown pix by ing “Exodus.”
Aug. 24: “V Tvoyh Rukah Jizn” (The. Life in Your Hands) (USSR) of critics and film historians in
Greta Garbo, Luise.. Rainer, and
Columbia studio, bperations. v.p.
Film Festival’s reference libvary.
other actors or accesses whose Samuel J/ Briskin said the deal Aug; 25: “La Nuit des Espions” (The Night of the Spies) (France)
Countries repped are: Argi ‘ na,
Aug. 26: “Pociag” (Night Train) (Poland)
performances were praised at the amounts to an indie production
Aug. 27: “Esterina” (Italy)
Australia, Austria, Belgium,
jba,
festivals of the past.
'
unit releasing through Columbia. Aug. 28: “Hunde Wollt Ihr Ewig Leben” (Dogs, Must You Live For- Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, C/. caoFinally, another.retrospective se¬ Uris’ partners are Ingo Preminger
:
ever) (Germany)
slovakia, Chile, China, Vatican
ries will be dedicated to the late and Malcolm Stuart.
Aug. 29; “Sonatas” (Sonata) (Spain)
/
City,
Denmark,
Philippines,
Italian director, Augusto Geriina,
Columbia; has already heard, and Aug. 30: “11 Generale della Rovere” (Italy)
France, Germany, Japan. Great
and will include such early silents approved story lines; for. the four Aug. 31: “Almatlan Evek’4 (Sleepless Years) (Hungary)
Britain, Greece, India, Israel, Ilaly,
as his "La Doppia Ferita” and novels—all. still unwritten-rwhich Sept. 1: “Erijo” (The Flame of Torment) (Japan)
Jugoslavia, Lebanon, Luxemburg,
“Lulu” (1915); “Luccipla”. (1917); Will be published by Doubleday. Sept. 2: “La Double Tour” (Double Turn) (France)
Mexico, Norway, Holland, Peru,
“Addiq Giovinezza” (in . .both his Contract provides for Uris to write Sept. 3: “Anatomy of a Murder” (U.S.A.)
Poland, Portugal, United Arab
1918 and 1927 versions); “Scam- the . screenplay and produce : the Sept. 4: “Ansiktet” (The Face) (Sweden)
Republic, Spain. U.S.A., Sweden,
polo” (1928), and “Quartiere Lati¬ first: novel as. a film before start¬ Sept. 5: “La Grande Guerra” (The Great War) (Italy)
Switzerland, Tripolitania, Hungary,
no” (1929)
•
ing work on : the second.
Sept. 6: OUT OF COMPETITION: “Some Like It Hot” (U.S.A.)
U.S.S.R., Uruguay.
for the feature competitioh of the

'/ '\': :FEATORE/JTJRY v /;

It’s 20th Year for Venice Fest,

Santa Fe Theatres
Slap Antitruster
Vs. Gilmour, Et A1

Huge Bibliography Of
Film Pablications At
Venice Film Festival

Films Unspooling at Venice
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PICTCRE CROSSES

‘KelIy’Fine$ll,OOOia
Buff.; Darby’ Fat 14G

LA Stout; Huseuni Bangup $20,000,
‘fisherman Sock 12G,‘Pennies’15G,
‘North’ Boffp

Tough' Soekeroo $18,90ft,Det; Darby’
Boffo HQ, ‘Hole' Rousing 24G, 2d

: Buffalo, Aug. 18.
Fibn grosses are up here despite
the hea# “Darby O’Gill and! Lit¬
tle -People” looks.fancy at Lafa¬
h
Detroit, Aug. 18.
yette arid “Yellowstone Kelly” is
Three strong newcomers and
rated fine at Paramount, both
some hot holdovers will keep biz
openers. “Holiday For . Lovers” is
good on mainstein this stanza. “Cry
just okay opening round at Cen¬
Tough” looks great . at the Palms;
tury. “North By Northwest” con¬
Los Angeles, Aug-118. 4“Darby O’Gill arid Little People”
Estimated Total Gross
tinues smash in . second session at
Local liFst-runs continue to hold
__
_
shapes big at the Madison, “Return .
This Week ..
.. ; $584,500
the Buffalo. “Hole in Head” looks
up in current frame, with several
KPV 1.1 fa (iTAQ^P?
of Fly” is just fair at the Fox.
.
(Based on 21 theatres)
okay in Fifth stanza at the Teck.
incoming bills bolstering over-all
UIUW5
“A Hole in. Head” is solid in sec¬
Last Year ..
$602,200 ; ond week at Michigan.. “Tingler”
take. The chiller bilL “Horrors of
——Estimates for This Week,
Black Museum’' and “Headless
Estimated Total Gross
(Based on 23 theatres) .
still was vibrating in second round
Buffalo (Loew) <3,500; 70-$1.25)
Ghost.” is pacing the regular!firstThis Week /. ... $2,635,000
at. the Broadway-Capitol, arid is
—‘North By Northwest” (M-G) (2d:
holding a third. : “Anatoiny of A
run situations with a lusty $20,000
,Based on 22 cities and 225
wk>.
Boffo $14,000.
Last - week,
in three theatres.. “Five Pennies,’
,Vi*Murder” stays hotsy in seventh at .
in first multiple release, is heading
theatres,, ch^jly first runs, tn- .. $20,400.; .
United Artists. ‘'North by North¬
for a robust S15.00G in three
cilufong N, Y.j. /
.
,/ Center (AB-PT) (3,000; . 7p-$l)—
west” looks socko in sixth round
“John Paul Jones” (WB).
Fair
houses
’
Last Year
$2,695,260
at the Adams. “South Seas Adven¬
$8,000.
Last
week,
“Nun's
Story”
' -Big Fisherman.” which reipens |
on »3 cities ,tad,253 ‘
ture” stays, wow in 46th week at
tWB) (5th wk), $7,000.
•
the 810-seat Vogue after several!
theatres.).
v
Music Hall. ..
. Century < UATC) (2,700; T0-$1)—
Estimates for This Week
months, looks to do smash $12,000:
.• .
“Holiday, "for Lovers” (20th) and
Fox (F.ox-Mich) (5.000: $1.25on reserved-seat, upped-scale; run.' /|h
•
» vf
11/1
“Ambush Cimarron Pass” (20th).
$1.49)—“Return of Fly” (20th) and
“Holiday For Lovers” is heading
Uammiaa Ufif I 11
Omaha, Aug. 18.
Barely okay $9,000 or less.
Last
Fair
for fair S12.000 in three situations.j | vfflllvS 1101 llfj«
With two big new entries on tap; “Alligator People”, <20th>r
week, “Anatomy of Murder” (Col)
Holdovers are displaying hefty
the picture scene is bright at the $14,000. Last Week. “Room 43” (In¬
staying power, being headed byw#
CTT «« i1aa (5th. wk), $8,500 at $1.25 top.
downtown first-runs this . week, die) and ‘‘Girl with Itch” (Indie),
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-$D— “Mysterians” at State, looks stout. (ditto. .
“North By Northwest.” great in =
I/.J4.*
If
1/1 i
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
fourth Egyptian week, followed by;
|||l
J\PI$V
I/.It “Darby O’Gill” (BV) aind “Born to “Five Pennies” at the Orpheum
Be
Loved” (Indie).. Trim $14,000. shapes bright. “Hole in Head” is i $1.25-$1.49) — “A Hole in Head”
“Anatomy of a Murder.” hotsy in i
Last week, “Big Circus” (AA> and okay in third at the Orpheum. [ (UA) and “Pier. 5, Havana” (UA)
seventh Warner Beverly round. |
,
. ..
“Rawhide Trail” (AA) <3d wk-5 “South Pacific”, is still great in I (2d \vk). Great $24,000. Last.week,
“Say One For Me” shapes brisk , in •
Pittsburgh, Aug. 18.
second week, two spots. “Big Cir-'
Scarcity of good product which days), $6,500. .•
43 d round, a hard-.ticket affair at $28,000.
Palms (UD) (2.296; $1.25-$1.49)—
Parariiount (AB-PT) (3.000; 70- the Cooper.
cus” is modest in two sites, second force unnecessary holdovers, is.
“Cry Tough” (UA) and “Ten Days
session.
.
j; .
hurting trade here along with steel $1)—“Yellowstone . Kelly” .. (WB).
Estiipates for This Week :
to Tulara” (UA). Great $18,000.
Porgv and Bess.’ sock at, Car-■ .
• and “Scotland Yard Dragnet” (In¬
Cooper (Cooper)
(708; $1.50- Last week. “John Paul Jones”
thay. and “South Seas Adventure ” . strike- Go- Johnny.. Go. at Fulton die).
Fine $11,000,
Last week,
$2.20» —- “Bouth Pacific” (Magna). (WB) arid .“Surrender Hill” ‘AA),
big in 47th stanza at Warner Holly- .is only fair., Excessive heat also j “Don’t, Give Up Ship” (Par) arid
(43d wk). ! Strong $7,500.
Last $9,500.
:
“Gunsmoke
in
J?ucsori”
(Indie)
wood, are the hard-ticket pix.
j did its share this round in holding;
week, $7,200, ;
j
Madison (UD),(l^OO: $1.25-$1.49)
Estimates for This Week
• down grosses. One of better entries (2d wkV $10,800. .
Omaha
'Tristates)
(2,066;
75-$l)
j —“Darby O’Gill” (BV) and “30.
Teck (Loew) (1.200; 70-$L25)—
Downtown Paramount <AB-PT;|is^tfilowstone Kelly”:af Stanley,
Foot
Bride” (Col). Smash $27,000. :
—“Hole in Head” (UA) (3d Wk).
S.300: 90-SI .50—“Hercules" !<W’B»|'vlth business boosted by a one “Hole in Head” (UA) (5th, wk>.
Oke $5,000 or near. Last week, Last week, “Five Pennies” (Par)
♦3d wk». and' “Attila" >AA) /reis-5
personal; by^Hdwai^ , Bynms. Okay $5,000. Last week, $7;000., $7,000.
(3d wk); $10,000; '•
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$D-—
suei. Okav S9.700, Last week. para- Still wham is
Noith by North- i
Broadway-Capitol <UD) (3.500;
Orpheum (Tristates) (2.877; 75mount with Ilollvwood. “Hercules” . ^st in second week at the Penn,,■ “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Kings)
$1.2o-$1.491—“Tirigler” • (Col). ;arid
Fairish $1,500. . Last • $1 '—“Five Pennies” (Par). Bright
and “Islard of Lost Women” i<WB» Jarner shapes, boffo .with .‘Five!| (3d wk'.
“Face of Fire” ( AA). . Third , week
♦2d wk». $17,000.
; Pennies. Hotoovers of ‘ Anatomy :1 week, $2,400. , :
j $9,000. Last Week, “Private’s Af¬
begins' today. Second week/ fast
fair” 120th), $7,000.
_,
4
; of a Murder at the Harris still is j
$20,000.
Hollywood, I ptown. State tFWC-: cnf,7,rt .
!
State (Cooper) '743; SlW’MvsUATC» «7D6: 1.715: 2.404; 9O-$1.50);S CK0’ ..
.
..
....
'
Adanis /Balaban) .'1,700;. $1.25terians” iM-G). Stout $7,000 or. $1.50)
—“Horrors of Black Museum’’ ‘AH ■
Estimates for This Week
“North bv Northwest”
! over. Last w eek, “Ask Any Girl” (M-G)/ <6th wk), Socko $12,000.
and “Headless Ghost” 'AI'.jLoud'
Fulton (Shea) '1.635: 85-$L50)-r—
:
(M-G)
(2d
wk),
$4,500.
$20,000 or dose. Last week, !State ; “Go‘ Johnny. Go" <DCA). Fair ;
Last week. $13,500.
.
with New Fox. “Angry Hills” ’ $4,000. Last week. “Mummy” .tUV;
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.25- (M-G>
and
“Beat
Generation”. $5,500.
t
$1.50)—“Ariatomv of A Murder”
<M-G> ?2d wk S5.500. Uptown: with ‘ . HarrisHarris! ‘2.100: $1-$1.50);!
(Col) (7th Wk). Great $15,000. Last •
Los Angeles. Iris, and Loyola. “Say: —“Anatomv of Murder” i Col) (4 th
week, $16,500.
Music Hall (SW-CineramaV <1.One For Me” >20th> and “Miracle: wk>. Socko $10,000. Last week,
’
..Kansas City. Aug. 18..
of Hills” 20th , S213Q0.
k
$11,000.
208; $1.44-$2.65i—“South Seas Ad¬
Downtown is strong: with product
venture” iCinerama) ,<46th wk).
New Fox. Fox Wilshire, i Hill-1
Penn *UATC^ <3.300: S1-SL50)—!
Sensational $19,200.. Last .Week,
street ‘FWC^ Metropolitan)
765;. “North Bv Northwest” <M-Gi (2d this week. .. “North By Northwest”
sariie.
2.296: 2 752; 90-51.50) — “Holiday wkK Wow~ $22,000. Last week, $24,- !: is sock at the, Midland: in first
Boston, Aug- 18.
round. Likewise smash is “Ana¬
.. Traris-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) •(!,For Lovers” *20th» and “Here 500.
•
Heat
wave
with
mercury
ini
mid¬
$1.49-$1.65i
“Middle
of.
Come Jets ‘20th*. Fair $12,000 or; • Cmiirrpi fiiii (Wi ifl94- 57 pwv_ tomy of a Murder” at. the Roxy in dle 90’s for days found eity desert¬ 000:
second. “Hercules” . at Paramount
Night” (Col) (5th: \vk>. Down to fair.
“’° "Middle of Night"
looks big,-also in second. “Darby ed, over weekend and sloughing $3,500. Last Week, $4,000.
biz.
Few
new
entries
but
they
are
O’Gill and; Little People” at Up¬
wk $6 000
I
Stanley 'SW' '3.700: 8o-$1.50)— town in second week. is ' playing smash. “Middle of Night” at KeriLos 7 Angeles,
Loyola
(FWC*: "Yeljowstone Kelly” 'WB>./Dandy Fairway. and Granada on opening more is rated sock while “North
(2,017; 1.208: 90-S1.50>—“Say One i $*2>G0(> % ,c}dse; Last week, Big ;| week currently, for ^ boff results. by Northwest” at Orpheum shapes
.
For Me” «20th* and “Miracle of t Circus fAA), $8,300.
; Rain . over. the weekend broke, the smash. :.
“Porgy arid Bess” on hard ticket
Hills”
*20th’
-2d wk».
Brisk!
Warner 'SWV <1.500: $1.-$1.501—.. heat spell.’ at
Astor
is
lofty
in first full week.
$11,000,
'“Five Pennies” fPar). Boff $11,000 j;
. Estimates for This Week >.
“Private’s Affair” is good at Me¬
Iris, Downtown, Willera FWC- or over. Last week. “Nun’s Story” ;j
Capri: iDurwood) (628; $1.5090-$l.50i—.' WB> • 5 days\ $8,600.
’’
[j $2.50)—MSouth Pacific” (Magna) j morial in second. “Holiday for
SWi «825: 1.757: 2,344: 90-S1.501—.
Baltimore. Aug. 18:
Pennies” ‘Par) and “Tarzan's
“Tarzari's j!
“Five Pennies”‘Par)
-— • .. }l (21st wk>. Steady $6,000, Last I Lovers” looms okay, at the ParaBig; news! here is “The Tingler”
I mount ‘ in second round. “Isle of
Greatest Adventure”
‘Par). Robust!
Adventure”'Par).
Robust5--!! week, $7,500.
i
[
Levant”
continues
..big
day-dating
which
is
doing
giant, biz in first
$15,000.
Last week. Downtown ]
Crest,.Riverside (Commonwealth):j Beacon Hill and Capri in second week at the Ilippodroriie, outdoing
with Hawaii “Carnival Rock’’ ‘In¬
: (900: cars each; 90ci—“Wasp Worn-!\ stanza. “Scapegoat'' is showing “Hercules,” recent record-breaker
die1
and
“Teenage
Thunder”!
an” (Indie arid “Beast from Haunt- i amazing strength at. Saxon in at the house-. Others that look
<Howco!. $3,400.
1 ed.Cave” (Indie). With “Alias Jesse • fourth week. _ “Hole in. Head” is good
include
“Five : Pennies;”
Hawaii <G&S»
a.106; 90-S1.50'—•
90-SL50)—.
{G&S'. ‘1.106;
ai
> tin
.« r*/i oi l James”
(UA) (2d run). Moderate : longest run holdover with fine biz strong in second at the New; (‘Pri¬
‘•Valley of Kings”
*M-G),
“Valley
M-G)! and
and;
$8,500. Last week, subsequents.
in seventh week at State.
vate’s Affair.” okay in first at the
“Ulysses” -Par)
‘Pan 'reissues). |! Dull.;
Dull
*
t
Mayfair; “Anatomy of a Murder,”
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
i;j;
,|!
Cincinnati,. Aug. 18, .}]
$3,300.
Estimates for This Week
still strong, fn fourth at, the Stan¬
Egyptian 'UATCi
1.392: $1.25»UATC» •<1.392:.
S$l25- j
Pix biz here continues sturdy ll -r-“Love Is My Profession” (Kings)
Astor (B&Q) (1,381; $1.75-$3.30)
ley, and “Hole in Head,”, holding
|
(9th
wk):
Steady
$1,200,
Last
Week,
—‘‘Porgy and Bess” (Col) (2d wk).
$2.)
J^orth by Northwest' KM-G) • herie this session in face of sum-!
nicely in fifth at the Town,
same..
'
Rousing
$19,000
for
first
full
week.
Tontmued on page 10>
mer’s highest temperatures..
, “Room at. Top” has broken the
?
Midland i Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.25) Last Week, $21,000 in five days;
house longevity record at the Play¬
“North by Northwest” dominates ".—“North
.
:hy. Northwest” (M-G),
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1i Sock $19,000; stays. Last week, $1.50)—“Isle of Levant” (Indie) (2d house where it is now In sixteenth
; “Holje in Head” ( UA) (4th Wk), $6,- wk). Peppy $9,000. Last week, frame with no end iii sight.
Estimates for This Week :
n A. <it
,i j a
1
one /bill, “Beat Generation” arid “No-; 000 for an unusually good run.
$11,000.
/ V:.
Century (R-F) (3.200; 50-$1.25)-~
ll.t., North SOCKO Jllil*
where: to Go,” shapes okay at the [!
Missouri: (RKO) (2.585; 75-$l)—
Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1.354; “Big Operator” (M-G) arid “Beat
- l r;n *„ small Grand. “Anatomy of Mur- ,/Diary of. Anne Frank” (20th) (2d $1.25-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ Generation” 1 (M-G). Mild $4,000.
/II
(niiritPr nld 1 Sh n ! der” remains firin in fourth stanza S5 Wk). Oke $5,500, holds. Last week, ture” (Cinerama) (19th Wk). Fine Last week, “Legend of Tom Doo¬
LU, muruoi Dig lau, U -at Keith’s. “Last Train From Gun ; $7,000.
$12,000. Last Week. $13,000.
ley^ (Col) and “30 Foot Bride”
Washington, Aug. i 18.
j Hill” bids fair in second week at j
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$D—
Capri (Sack) (1.150; 90-$l$0)— (Col), $3,000.
Mainstem continues h e a'l t h y Palace. “Private’s Affair” rates “Hercules” (WB) <2d wk>.: Big $7,- “Isle of Levant” (Indie) (2d wk).
Cinema (Schwaber)
(460; 90here tills round despite too finany mild in third week finale at Lou 500. Last; week^ $16,000. .
Perky $8,000. Last week. $10:000. $1.50)—“Lady Chatterley’s Lover”.
holdovers.
“Indiscreet” at Up- Wiethe’s suburban Valley deluxer.
Plaza (Fox Midwest) (1,900; 75Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$l,25)— (Kings) (6th wk). Oke. $3,000 after
town is sole initialer and i looks Longrun. “South Seas Adventure” $1)-—“Middle of Night” (Col) (2d : “Wild Strawberries” (Indie) (4th: $3,800 iri previous week.
solid.
“North by Northwest” at has added two showings a week wk>. Good S5.500. Last week, wk). Third week ended Saturday
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90-<
Palace remains the pacesetter,, during vacation spurt, beirig torrid $8,000,
(15) oke $3,200. Last week. $4,500. $1.50) —. “Man Upstairs” (Indie).
Bockhill (Little Art Theatres)
looming smash in second round-, in 42d week at Capitol.
Gary (Sack) (1.240; 90-$1.50) — Warm $3;200: Last week, “Three
(750; 75-$i)r/-“Modern Times” (In¬ “Anatomy of Murder” (Col) (6th Strange Loves” (Janus; (2d wk);
die) (2d wk). ..Okay $1,200. Last wk). Nice $9,000. Lrist week, $11,“Middle of Night” is sluggish In
Albee fRKO) (3,100, 90-51.5Q)— . week, $2,000. 000.
Hippodrome (R-F) (2.300;; 50seventh round at Playhouse ! “North By Northwest” (M-G) (2d
Roxy (DurWOod) (850; $1-$1.50)—
Kenmore (Indie) (700: 90-$1.25) $1.25)—“Tingler” (Col). Giant $20,-;
“Darbv O’Gill and Little People” wk)- Fancy $15,000 after $18,000 “Anatomy , of Murder’” (Col) (2d
—“Middle of Night” (Col). Sock 000. Last week, “Son of Robin
shapes stout in second 'Keith ' preem. Holds for third,
wk).
Smash $9,0001 Last week, $14,000 or near. Last week; “Room Hood” (20th), $8,000.
stanza. “Nun’s Story” still is lofty !
Capitol ‘ SW-Cinei'ama) (1,376; $10,000.
at Top” (Cont) (13th wk). $7,000.
Little (R-F> (300; 50-$1.25)—.
in fourth session, two houses.
\ $1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas AdvenUptown. (Fox Midwest) (2,043;
Memorial
(RKO)
(3,000;
60- . “Third Sex” (indie) <2d'wkL Fine .
Estimates for This Week
! ture” (Cinerama) ‘42d wk). Hotsy.. 75-$ 1)—“Darby O’Gill” (BV) (2d $1.10) "r—' ‘‘Private’s Affair” (20th)
$3,000 after $6,000 opener. ’
Ambassador-Metropolitan ! iSW)' $20,000, same as last week. Normal wk). Cpirihined with Fairway (700) and “Son of Robinhood” (20th) (2d.
Mayfair .(R-F) (900: 50-$1.25)—
(1,490;
1.000;
90-S1.251—“Nun’s ’ schedule increased from 10 to 12 and Granada (1,217). first week. wk). Good $14,000. Last week, “Private's Affair” (20th), Okay $5,Story” (WBt ^4th wk‘. Sock; $16,- showings for vacation spurt.
Large $12,000. Last week, Uptown $16,000.
000. Last week; “Last Train Giin
600 or close. Last week, $18:000.
Grand (RKO) *1 400- 90-SI 10V— only, $11,000. Granada last week
Metropolitan (NET) <4.357; 70- Hill” (Par) (3d wk), $3,300.
Capitol (Loew) ‘3,426; 80^$1.49)
had “Diary Anne Frank” (20th), $1.10)—“Darbv O’Gill” (BV) (2d
New (R-F) (1,600; 50-$L25)—
wk). Slick $15,000. Last Week, “Five . Pennies” (Par) (2d wk).
/ es^yal onstage where to Go” (M-G). Okay $7,000 $2,500 in 5. days.
openingNIondaj foi three nights. or near. Last week, “Nun’s Story”
$18,000.
Strong $6.000. after. $11,000 iri first. !•
Paramount (NET)
(2,357; 70Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 90JfaiTl fr°ei S fWB> (seventh downtown week), at
Fifer to Concessionaires $1.10) — ‘-Holiday for Lovers” $1.50) — “Room at Top” (Cont)
In1?) da^?j 2d
k>’ °kay
1,500 ! 90-$1.50 scale, $6,500.
(20th) .arid “Miracle of Hills” (20th) (16th wk). Bangup . $4,500 after
: Chicago, Aug. 18.
Columbia 'Loew* *904; 90|$1.25'!' . Keith’s fShor) '1,500; 90-$1.25)—
(2d wk). Oke $10,000. Last week, about same in previous frame. Has
—“Have Rocket, Will Travel/ 'Col) i Anatomy^ oU Murder” (Col) (4th
Russell Fifer, of suburban
$13,000. .
now broken house record for longand “Legend of Tom Dooley/ 'Col) j wk^ Dep $6,500. Last week, $8,700.
Barrington, replaces. Thomas
Pilgrim (ATC) (1.000; 60-$l,18)— runs here.
(3d wk . Slow $5,000. Last week, )
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$l,25)^
J. Sullivan as: exec: director of .,
“Hound of Baskervilles” (UA) and
Stanley (R-F) (2.800; 50-$l;25)—
$6,000.
i
“Last Train From Gun Hill” (Par)
the National Assn... of Con“Voodoo - Islands”
(Indie). . Oke •“Anatomy of a Murder” (UA) (4th
Keith’s ‘RKO) -1.850; 90-SI.49)—; ‘2d wk). Fair; $6,000. Last week,.; : cessionaires. '. Office will be'
$8,500. Last week, “Call of Flesh” wk). Good $10,000 after $12,000 in
•Darby O’Gill” tBV) <2d wk). $8,500.
continued in Chicago,
(Indie) and “It?s Wonderful World” : third.
V:jte S12.000. Last week, $15,000.
(Indie), .$8000.
Fifer previously was with
Valley (Wiethe) ‘1.200; $1.-$1.50)
Town (R-F) (1,125;. 50r$1.25)—.
Mac Arthur 'K-B> ‘900; $1.10:— —“Private’s Aflaiv” (20th) ‘3d wk);
Saxon (Saclt) (1400; $1,25-$1.50) “Hole in Head” (UA) (5th wk).
the American Butter Institute
(Continued on page 10)1!
Close to last week's mild $4,000.
as exec/secretary for 14 years.
(Continued on page 10)
Nice $5,000 after $6,000 in fourth.

‘Pennies' Bright
$9,000, Omaha Ace

‘North’Boff 19G,
. K.C.; Darby’ 126 Heat Hits Hub Albeit

’North’ Mighty $35,000;
‘Night’14G,‘Porgy’19G

W,5f-.1

1^’ Giant $20,000,
Mo; ‘Affair’ Okay 5G,
‘Marder’ Good 10G, 4th

SSf: Worst Heat Bops Cmcy; |
i^wco'fS3.400Tee,,aEe Thundcr ': ‘Beat’Okay at $7,000, [
Nortfl Wham 15G Ztf

•Indiscreet’
‘hdisereet’ Hot $10,000,
D.C^ ‘North’ Socko 30G,

Aib&c^c^!
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MCTCBE CBOSSKS_*

‘NORTH’ TALL$17,000,
FRISCO; ‘MURDER’ 19G
San Francisco, Aug. 18.
First-run trade here ..currently
shapes solid, with “Anatomy of
Murder” and “North by North¬
west” especially big on second and
third weeks respectively, “John
UU) uUy UUUUIVOd 1I U
Paul Jones” looks only fair. “Grand
Illusion,” back bn reissue, is sock
—■----v ■ .
■.
;— among the arty .houses.
Chicago, Aug. 18. - f—•■
f Hottest weather of the year Is
sloughing Broadway first-run busi¬
Muggy weekend weather, plus
Estimates for This Week
Estimates Are Net
ness. The torrid heat, starting last
-fancy new fresh and holdover prod¬ ‘Affair* Light $7,000,
Gblden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25)
uct, means another happy session
Thursday (13), continued without
Film gross estimates as re¬
Indpls.; ‘North’ 8G, 2d —“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par) and
a halt through Monday (17). Soar¬
for downtown cinemas,: The Chi¬
ported herewith from the varl“Hangman” (Par) (3d wk). Okay
cago, preeming “This Earth is
Indianapolis, Aug. 18.
ing mercury was felt so badly last
ous
key cities, are net; Le.,
$9,500.
Last
week,
$13,000.
Mine," expects a strong $37,000
Biz is moderate at first-runs here
Sunday (16) that it made Broadway
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)-look deserted. Newcomers, of
While Oriental’s “Say One For Me” this stanza, with holdovers domi¬
utors share on net take, when
course, felt the heat the most.
shapes smash $45,000.
Monroe’s nating and offish* "Anatomy of “Return Of Fly” (20th) and “Alliga¬
playing percentage, hence the
“Watusi” and “First Man Into Murder,”; however, in third week tor People” (20th) (2d wk). Oke
Power failure uptown Monday
Last week,
estimated figures are net in¬
Spate” combo is figured fob sharp at Keith’s still is stout. “North by $6,500 in 4 days.
helped biz at deluxers since some
residents elected to go to a theatre
$7,000.
Northwest” in second - at Loew’s $16,000.
come.
rather than stay home in the dark.
Classiest longrun performers in¬ stiil looks strong. “Private’s Af¬ ■ Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$l,25)
The parenthetic ‘ admission
clude “North by Northwest,” boff fair” at the .Indiana looks lean/ — “North By Northwest” (M-G)
“For First Time” with stageshow
prices,,- however, as indicated,
in seventh United Artists stanza, “John Paul Jones,” also -new, (3d wk). Great $17,000. Last week,
is heading for a big $75,000 in ini¬
include the U, S. amusement
tial stanza at the Roxy, rated excel¬
and “Anatomy of a Murder,” great shapes dull at Circle.
$19,000.
tax.
•in Woods sixth. Roosevelt’s "Holi¬
lent in view of hot weather. “Pri¬
Etsimaies .for This Week
Paramount (Par): (2,646; 90-$l:25)
day For Lovers” shapes hotsy in
vate’s Affair” looks to reach a fair
Circle -. (Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800; — “John Paul Jones” (WB) and
second lap while “Big Circus’* looks 75-90)—"John Paul Jones” (WBL “Teen-Age Monster” (WB). So-so
$32,000 in first round at the Para¬
trim in third State-Lake frame.
Dull $6,000. Last week, “Sleeping j $12,000. Last week, “Last Train
mount.
Surf’s "Diary of.. Anne Frank," Beauty” (BV), $7,500 in first pop- Gun Hill” (Par) and “Island Lost
Still champ at the wickets is
on continuous, is headed for a busy, scale run.
Women” (WB) (3d wk), $10800;
“North By Northwest” plus stage'fifth round.. Sixth week of Car¬
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-BO) —
St Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25show, which looks to hold at a
negie’s “Room. at Top" is socko. “Private’s Affair” (20th) and “Here $1.50) — “Anatomy Ox Murder”
mighty $195,000 in second session
“Five Pennies” is rated fine in sev¬ Come Jets” (20th). Lean $7,000. (Col) (2d wk). Smash $19,000: Last
at the Music Hall. Naturally, It
enth
Esquire
stanza.
"Darby Last
week; “Legend of Tom week, $24,000.
stays. “Big Fisherman” continues to
©’Gill" looks trim in same Garrick Dooley” (Col) and “30-Foot Bride” i : Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456;
disappoint with only about $15,000,
Philadelphia,
Aug.
18.
frame as it finales. “Gigi,” in 25th (Cbl); $9,000.
$1.75-$2.65)—-“South Seas Adven¬
barely okay, in second round at the
With the whole city hit by the Rivoli.
aesh at the Loop, continues hot.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-$i.25)-^ ture” (Cinerama) (38th wk). Big
heat wave, first-runs experienced
Of the hard-ticket pix, fourth "Anatomy . of Murder" (Col) 13d $18,500. Last week, $18,000.
“Porgy and Bess” finished the
frame of “Porgy and .Bess" is fine wk).
Stout $8,000. Last week,
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,151; the worst Saturday in years. This, seventh stanza at the Warner with
at the McVickers, and “South Seas $10800.
$1.25-$1.50)—“Hole In Head” (UA) p'f course, will hurt over-all total a smash $31,000. “Blue Denim”
on
week.
“Blue
Denim”
looms
Adventure” is dandy again in 47th
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 9041.25W (4th wk). Dandy $9,000. Last week,
socko at the Midtown but rated a looks like big $22,000 in third Vic¬
round.
‘‘North- By Northwest” (M-G) (2d $12,000.
"North By- toria week.
wk>. Hep $8,000; may hold again.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$3,00) bit ; disappointing.
Estimates for This Week“Hole in Head” completed it*
—“Gigi” (M-G) (58th wk). Nice Northwest” also was hurt by the
Carnegie (Telem’t) (485; $1.50W Last week, $12,000.
heat
but
still
is
slick
at Stanley. fifth session at the State with z
$7,000.
Last
week,
$7,500.
;
“Room at Top” (Cont) ; (6th wk).
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; “Big Operator” is rated only fair great $35,000. "Anatomy of a Mur¬
Great $4,800. Last week, $4,700.
der” is heading for a big $26,000
$1.25.-$1.50) — “Grand Illusion” opening stanza at the Fox.
Chicago (B&K) <3,900; 90-$1.80)
<Corit) (reissue). Hep $5,000. Last . “Hole In Head," in fifth round in seventh stanza at the Criterion .
—“This Earth is Mine”. (U>. Big
week,v “Diary Bad Girl” (Indie) at Goldman, and “Anatomy of a and $13,000 at the Plaza in same
$37,000. Last week, “Nun’s Stoiy”
Murder,” at Randolph in third period. “Last Train From Gun Hill”
(2d wk), $2,800.
(WBMGth wk>, $23,000.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25) week; loom as standout holdovers; dipped to a mild $16,000 in third
Cinestage
(Todd). (1,036;
90“Five Pennies” looks big in second week at the Capitol, where “It
—"He
Who
Must
Die”
(Indie)
.tilth
$1.80(—‘‘Modem Times” (Lopert)
Started With a Kiss” moves in to¬
wk)- Oke $1,900. Last week, $2,100. Arcadia session.
(reissue* (2d wk). Bright $10,000.
day (Wed.).
I
Caronet
(United
California)
. Estimates for This Week
after $10,800 first frame. .
“Middle of Night” also was off
<1,250; $2.75-$3.50) — “Porgy and
Arcadia (S&S) <536; 99-$1.80) —
Esqaire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
St.. Louis, Aug. 18.
but still good at $10,500 or close
Bess”
(Col)
(4th
wk).
Sbck
$21,000.
“Five
Pennies”
(Par)
(2d
wk>.
Big
$1.2541.80)-—“Five Pennies” (Par)
Potent holdovers continue to
in
ninth session at the Forum and
$9,000. Last week, $16,000.
(7th wk». Trim $9,000. Last week, dominate -local first-runs, with I | Last week, $22,000;
Boyd
<SW-Cinerama)
(1,430; $6,000 in same period at the Trans$9,700.
only one new bill at a major thea¬
Lux
52d Street. “Diary of Anne
$1.10- $2:60)—'“South Seas Adven¬
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25»— tre. It is ‘Last Train From Gun
ture” (Cinerama) (26th wk). Hep Frank” rounded out its 22d stanza
“Darby O’Gill”. (BV) (7th wk). Hill," looming okay at the Fox. m
*
at the Palace with an okay $14,000.
$7,500. Last week, $7,700.
Nice $8,000 in 5 days. Last week, Sharing the encores are “Anatomy
Fox (Milgram) <2,250; 90-$1.80) “Horse Soldiers” looks mild $12,$9 500
of a Murder” in fourth frame at
— “Big Operator” (M-GV Fair 000 or less in six-day eighth round
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.80U- the. St. Louis, “North by North¬
$13,000. Last week, “Day of Out¬ at the Astor. “Devil’s Disciple”
“Gigi” .(M-G) (25th wk).
Boffo west” in fourth, at Loew’s1 and
opens at that house tomorrow
law” (UA), $10,000.
$11,300. Last week. $11,700.
“Hole in Head*”, still sock in fifth
Goldman (Goldman) M,000;$1.10- (Thurs.) and preems day-date the
McVickers < JL&S) (1,305; $1.80- stanza at Orpheum. Long-winded
same
day at the Normandie.
$1.80)—“Hole in Head” (UA) (5th
$3.50)—“Porgy and Bess”. (Col) “Gigi” goes, into its 18th round: at
Estimates for Tki* Week
’1
wk). Smash $17,000: Last week,
(4th wk). Excellent $26,000. Last the .Shady Oak while “Sleeping
$22,000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—•
week, $28,000.
Beauty” still is: zooming in 10th
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $1.10- “Horse Soldiers” (8th-final wk).
Monroe. (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)— week at the Pageant.
$1.80)—“Blue Denim” (20th). Sock Current week winding today
“Watusi” (M-G* ancl “First Man.
Estimates for This Week
$12,800. Last week; “John Paul (Wed.) looks like mild $12,000 in
Into Space” (M-G >■ Dandy $7,000.
Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 90: Toronto, Aug. 18.
Jones” (WB) (3d .wk), $5,500.
Last week, “Rape of. Malaya” $1:25)—“South Pacific” (20th) (2d
six days. Seventh full week, $20,With. hard-ticket policy at all
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 94- 000. “Devil’s Disciple” (UA) open*
(Rank) and “Beasts of Marseilles” wk).
Great $14,000. Last week,
performances. Canadian preem of" $1.80)—“Anatomy of Murder” (Col) tomorrow (Thurs.).
$15,000. ..
(Rank), $6,400. '
“Porgy.
and
Bess"
is
tops
in
city,
at
(8d wk). Boffo $20,000. Last week,
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
Oriental (Indie) <3,400; 9041.80)
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90—“It Started With a Kiss” (M-G).
. —“Say One For Me”: (20th). Spar¬ $1.25)-T-‘‘Law
Is. Law” (Indie). , Tivoli and capacity sellout for. next $30,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— Opens today (Wed.). In ahead,
kling $45,000.
Last week, “Hole- Nice $3,500. Last week, “Girls of fortnight. Not so good among other
in Head” (UA) (8th wk), $20,000.
Night” (Indie) and “Raising a Riot” newcomers is “Darby O’Gill and “North By Northwest” (M-G). Slitk “Last Train From Gun Hill” (Par)
Little People” in four. Famous $21,000 or near. Last, week, “Holi¬ (3d wk), slow $16,000 after $30,600
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1.434; (Indie), $3;000.
$1.2543.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
Fox (Arthur.)' <5,000; 60-90)— Players houses. Leading the bill in day for Lovers” (20th) (2d wk), for second week.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 90-$2.40)
ture” (Cinerama): (47th wk). Big "Last Train. From Gun Hill” (Par). holdovers, all. in second stanzas, are $7 500
Stanton (SW) (1,483; ^9-$1.40)— —“Anatomy of a Murder” (Col)
Okay $15,000.; Last week, “Her¬ “Hole in Head,” “Nun’s Story" and
$23:500. Last week, $23,000.
“Big Circus,” all smash., “Say One “Last Train from Gun Hill” (Par) (7th wk). Present stanza ending
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80) cules" (WB) (2d wk), $18,000.
.Loew’s (Loew) (3,600; 60-90)— for Me” looms fine also in second. (4th wk). Slow $6,000. Last week, today (Wed.) is heading for big
—“Holiday, for Lovers’’ (20th) (2d
$26,600 or near. Sixth, $36,800.
wk). Torrid $17,000. Last week, “North By Northwest” (M-G) (4th Still lively is “Room at Top,” in $9,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 94-$1.80) Continues on.
wk).. Big $11,000 or near. Last 12th stanza, at the Towne,
$22,000.
Palace (RKO) <1,642; 90-$2>
^-“Room at Top” (Cont) (7th wk).
.
Estimates for This Week
State-Lake. (B&K) (2,408; 90- week, $12,000.
“Diary of Anne Frank” (28th) (23d.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)-$1.80)—“Big Circus” (AA) (3d wk).
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) Big $5,800. Last week, $6,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) wk). The 22d week ended last
Hep $19,000. Last week. $24,000. “Hole in Head” (UA) (5th wk). -—•‘Because of You” (U) and “Thun-r
Surf (H&E Balaban) (€85; $1.50) Sock $7,500; Last week, $9,000. .;
der on Right” (U) (reissues). Okay — “Middle of Night” (Col) (6th night (Tues.) was okay $14,000. Tho
(1,000; 50- $10,000. Last week, “Holiday for wk). Off to fair $3,900. Last week, 21st week, $15,500.
—“Diary of Anne Frank” . (20th) : Pageant ; (Arthur)
•Forum (Moss) <813; 90-$1.80)—
Beauty” (BV) Lovers” (20th) (2d wk), $5,000.
(5th wk). Stout $5,dOQ. Last week, $1.25)-—“Sleeping
;7 $5,200.
(10th wk). Lusty $7,000. Last
Viking (Sley) (1.000; 75-$1.80) — “Middle of Night” (Col) (10th wk).
$7,200. ' •.
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of “Cry
Ninth round concluded last night
United. Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- week; $7,500.
Tough"
(UA)
(2d
wk);
Dull
State (Taylor) (1,059- 995;
(Tues.) was good $10,500 or near.
$1.80)
“North by Northwest”
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) I W*les,
Last week, $4,000.
1,200; 695; 7541)—“Big Circus” $3,000.
World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49) — The eighth, $13,000, with help
(M-G) (7th wk).
Torrid $24,000. -- “Anatomy of Murder” (Col)
(4th wk>. Great $10,500. Last (AA) (2d wk). Fine $27,000; Last1 “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Indie) from preview. Continues.
Last week, $27,080.
week, with 10-house. combo and (4th wk). Okay $3,000. Last week,
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1Woods
(Essaness)
(000;
90- week. $12,000.
$2)—“Private’s Affair” (20th). First
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90) 9,901 seating capacity, $72,000.
$1.80)—“Anatomy of a Murder”
$4,500.
session ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
Eglinton, Palace, Rnnnymeade,
Still
(Col) (6th wk). . Boff $23,000. Last —“Gigi” (M-G) (18th wk).
looks to hit only fair $32,000 or
week, $26,000: fine at $2,200. Last week, $2,500. University (FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385;
near. Holding. In ahead, “Holiday
11,556; 50-$l)—4*Darby O’Gill” (BV).
World tTeitel) (606; 9041-50)—
For Lovers” (Par) (3d wk), $20,000.
So-so $10,000. Last week, “Private’s
“Love is My Profession’’. (Kings)
Radio City Music Stall (Rocke¬
Affair” (20th), $11,000.
(5th wk). Sock $4,400. Last week,
fellers) (6,200; 90^2.75) — “North
$3,800.. .
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
by Northwest” (M-G) and stage—“Nun’s Story” (WB)7 (2d wk).
Providence, Aug. 18.
show (2d wk). Holding at giant
Turnaway night biz for wow $17,•Hole’ Good $8,000 In
Denver, August 18.
Majestic is way. out in front this ; $195,000, far ahead of some Initial
000. Last week, same,
A cool weekend is producing hot
week with “Say One For Me,” with j weeks here. First was $209,000,
Port.; ‘North’ 8^G, 2d biz currently. Top new pic is i Hyland (Rank) 11,037; $i)—?*39 sock total. State’s “Mysterians” new high for opening week hero
Portland, Ore., Aug: 18.
“Middle of Night,” smart at Centre. Steps" (Rank) (3d wk). Hefty $8,000. looks sturdy. “Middle of Night” at and best non-holiday week ever at
Mainstem biz is perking with Biggest holdover, is ■‘Hercules,” Last week, $8800.
Albee is fair. "The Big Circus”) the Hall. Stays Indef.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; $1-$1.25)— looks fairish In second Strand
some new product helping; . “Ana¬ smash at Paramount in second.
Rival! (UAT) (1.545; $1^5-$3.75)
“Say One for Me” (20th) (2d wk). round. Torrid weather sent thou-! —“Big Fisherman” (BV) (3d wk).
tomy . of Murder;V continues for a
Estimates for Tins Week
Second session concluded last
fast third inning at the Fox.
sands to the beaches.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,324; 90-$l.80)— Fine $15,000. Last week, $18,000.
“North By Northwest” stays Socko "Soiit*. Pacific” (20th) (9th wk).
night (Tues.) was fair $15,000 or
Estimates for This Week
InterimtioBal (Taylor) (557; $1)
in second frame at the Broadway. Oke $3,500. last week, $3,600.
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 65-80)— close. First week, was $19,000, con¬
I —“Gigi” (M-G) (55th wk). Splendid
“Hole In Head” looms as best new
Centre (Fox) (1,270; $1-$145)^ $3,000, Last week, ditto.
“Middle of Night” (Col) and “Face siderably below hopes. Now rated
only.fair at wickets, with running •
pic but only good at Paramount. ’“Middle , of Night” (Col). Smart
Loew’s (Loew) (2,075; 75-$1.25) of Fugitive” (UA). Fair $6,500.
“Oregon Trail” ; on world preem $11,000.
Last week, “John Paul —"Hole in Head" (UA) (2d wk). Last week. “Last Train Gun Hill" time rated by some as handicap
for ducat buyers.
here, had a group of Holly wood Jones” (WB), $8,000.
(Par)
and
“Lost
Missile”
(UA)
Great $16,000. Last week, $22,000.
Roxy (Indie) (5,705: 90-$2.50)—
celebs on hand for two days but
Denham (Indie) (1,584; 75-$1.25)
(2d wk), $5,000:
TIvoH; (FP) (995; $1.50-$2.50)—
it’s only okay at Orpheum.
—“Five Pennies” (Par) (2d wk).
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90)— “For First Time” (M-G) with new
Dstimatesfttr This Week
Okay $8,000. Last week, $10,500. ■*Porgy. and Bess” (Col). (2d wk). “Say One For Me” (20th) and "Son stageshow. First round ending to¬
Broadway (Parker) (L890; $1Denver (Fax) (2,432; 75-$1.25)— C^acity $45,000 or over, with sell¬ of Robin Hood” (20th). Great $13.- morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit big
$1:50) -— “North By Northwest” “Anatomy of Murder’- (Col) (3d out two weeks in advance.
000. Last week, “Nun’s Story” $75,000. Holding, naturally. In
ahead, “Big Circus” (AA) and
(M-G) (2d . wk).
Sock $8,500 Or wk).: Good $10,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 75-$1^5)— (WB) (4th wk), $4,000.
Last-Week,
over. Last, week, $9,100.,
$14,000.
“Room at Top” (Cont) (12th wk).
State (Loew) (3^00; 65-80)— stageshow (4th wk), $58,000.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $141.49)
State (Loew) (1800; 9042)—
Orpheum (RKO) <2,690; $1-$1.25) Sensational $6,000. Last week, “The Mysterians”- (M-G) and P'First
—“Anatomy of Murder” (Col) (3d —“North By Northwest” (M-G) (3d $6,500.
Man Into Space” (M-G): Sturdy “Hole In Head” (UA) (6th wk).
Fifth
stanza ended last night (Tues.)
w’k).
Nifty $7,000.
Last week, wk). Hep $11,000 -or near. Last
$12,000.
Last
week,
“Hofe
In
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 75-$1.25)
$9,200.
was smash $35,000. Fourth week,
week, $12,500.
—“This Earth Is Mine” (U) (6th Head” (UA) (3d wk), $10,000.r
Hollywood (Evergreen) (1,200;
Paramount (indie) (2,100; 00- wk). Off to oke $6,500. Last week,
Strand (National Realty) <2,200; $55,000.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
$1.4941-75)—“Windjammer” (NT) $1.25)—“Hercules” (WB) (2d wk). $7,500.
65-80)—“Big Circus” (AA) (2d wk).
(Continued tm page 16)
Big $18,000. Last week, $35,000.7
(Continued on pag« 10)
Fairish. $4,000 after $8,000 In first.
I, IUI)

Phifly; “Bine’ 12G

St L; ‘Norfll, 11G

Toronto; Darby
IflG, Bole’ 16G

Denver Cool; ‘Nigbt’ H«t

Tor Me’ Great $13,000,
Pro?.; ‘Night’ Fair

10

Variety

PICTURE CROSSES

wk).
Great $.11,000.
Last week,
$13,500.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; 65-$D—‘in¬
discreet,’.’
(WB>.
Slight $4,000.
Last week, “Diary Anne Frank”
(20th),. $4,500 oh . first popscale
run. ' .
YVarrier . <SW-Cinerama) (1,308;
$1.20-$2:75)—‘South . Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (34th wk). Tall
$14,000, Last week, $13,000.
Playhouse (T-LM458; $1-$1.80)—
“Middle of Night” (Col) (7th wk).
Slow $3,Q00, but stays on; Last
week, $3,500.

1Burder
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Press Swarming to
; Continued from page 7 ;

Hot” has rated the last-night eve¬ Additional press material, and pho¬
ning, gala reserved for one out¬ tos. will be handed out as usual at standing invitational (also non¬ countries’ or producer’s stands in
Minneapolis, Aug. 18. +---“■—
, ' ■
./ /
competitive) presentation ..coupled Palace.
with the. prize awards, “Anatomy
Radio-TV. Coverage lipped
of a Murder”
(Columbia)
has
Television
and
radio
coverage
tliQ
Inohl
lonn
hoth
'■
*
■
■■
c
7
•
’
.
Mine.” grace the local loop both
wound up the sole Yank item in of Venice will this year be in*
doing well. “The Mummy”j too is
competition as against two French Creased. In addition to opening
sturdv in first at RKO Pan. Hardpix and three Italian films in one and closirig nigfits, . RAI-TV, will .
tkket "South Seas Adventure”
of Venice’s most controversial se¬ do about 20 mins: live .every day
looks mightv in eighth Century
lections (see .separate storV>. The from Venice, with interviews and
Otto
Preminger
pic
will
be fest pic inserts, plus daily filmed
rfiSa “ &PWC fifth
,.Don,
J ■' PORTLAND, ORE.
screened Sept. 3.
material for RALTV’s news stanza,
to third'\&»
week for «9.|
. (Continued frorif. page 9)
Of interest to Visiting distributors
•Telegiornale,” while radio cov¬
I ttnn u
*\na?on^OfTAlurde?” opener to pace city, "Holiday For (15th. wk).
Stout $6,000 or: near.
and buyers is news that as in pre¬ erage will he at. least as inclusive.
K^SSnS
n OrnhS^vers,” also new, looks dull at Last week, $6,200. .
vious
years,
two.
Lido
pic
houses
Foreigii
radio and tv outfits also
nntinn^ta hp^ SnSSmer Rialto. “Hole in Head” is nice in'
Orpheum (Evergreen) (.1,600; $1been set aside for trade have studios at disposal, in Film
S
aimmei
nd rouhd Rt United Artists.
i $1.49>—“Oregon Trail”: (20thyand have
screenings, even though no organ¬ Palace.
ized “film mart”' as such will this
Venice is again getting out ari
Academy -Mann* >947: flf™*'- s
^^0;. I with fihn. personalitifs on- hand, year be organized by the Festival,
official program fbr gratis: distribu¬
—‘Hole m Head
'LA* <3d wk*. j 60-90*— Diary of Anne Frank j onlv. nkav $6 000 Last week “Big
intention is to shift this activity-to tion,. this year an enlarged, 200So well liked it’s drawingj:repeat (,20th) '2d wk't
Medium $6,000 pjvJL.-' i\A)’and“Kingwild’ Stalthe Milan Trade Fair (April 12- page color affair listing all pix with
trade.
Big $6,500.
Last;,week, after first week’s $7.000:.
I2tfwkf$5WU:'
27), • Where as of next spring the
r?00;
cw p'noromoi '1' i -iko.
Kentucky . (Switow) '900; ,60-90):
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1 Venice Organization, in coopera¬ credits, plots, photos, etc. in all
In. Head”
,S.5'C 5er|ma’ ‘i&2S: —“Don't Give; Up Ship” (Par). $1.50)—“Hole
‘ ^
^
- (UA)
---- and tion with the Milan Fair, will run sections; Of . .event arid . additional
sections handling Venice Fest his¬
f1'7?,'5^-60
Soutk Stia.s
Great .58,000 or close. Last week. “Subway In Sky” (UAH. ' Good
an International Film . Mart de¬ tory back to its 193,2 origin, prize11}er‘i^ia 1
L^o-^--nf^erri^<' “Imitation of Life’
(U)
(T5th $8,000 or close: .Last week; “Darby
$2o.000. Last week S2o o0Qi
wk, s4 500- f0r record run at scale. O’Giil” 1BV1 and "Sabu, Magic signed to provide the film industry winning actors and pix. Special
with an international trading post hard-cover volumes, dedicated to
.-^G°?vheD v er&er ♦» ’??&, $}-7Z |
Mary Anderson 'People’s.) <1,000; Ring” (AA) i.2d wk), $6,600;
“North By Northwest” <M-G> Oth 75-$I>-"Nun*s Story” (WB) <3d
with the backing of the Italian pic. “Music, and the Film,” “Cinema
Mk). Has been aigold[mine for this wk,
Tapering off some but still
industry.
and Civilization,” and “The Film
LOUd S‘'o0G- Last ueek> okay $5,500
after last week’s
Back at the Lido, several side-, in the Teachings of Cardinal Ron$o.4UU.
$10,000:'
line events have been thought up calli” have likewise been prepared,
Lyric ■ Par'. ;i;000; 85-Sl>—“A Rialto (Fourth Ave.) <3.000; 60by the -busy organizers. A film, iri collaboration with the Ateneo ;
wp^It Iq non^ ’ 9P)—“Holiday For Lovers” (20th).
book and periodical show is al¬ Publishing Co., for this year’s Ven¬
RKO Ornh^fm
RKOl^',“ fiftO- ' DUU 56’°°° Qr near*" Last 'Veek>
ready on in Venice proper (Saint ice Festival;.
-?rp”e“mJRKOJ :
i “Big Circus” (AA) .'2d wkK $6,500.
Mark’s Square Sala del Sansovino),
SL^d-SI.oO'— Anatomy of a Mur- j
United Artists iUA) '3.000; 75Though a large number of stars
to run through Sept. 6; the Fourth have signalled their intentions of
der
<Col) -2d wk*. Steeply ad- $1.251—"HOle in Head” <UA) (2d
vanced admission aDparentl.v ro uk, Good S7 500 after first uppIt’c
[Day of the European Film is slated coming to Venice, it-s. still too
deterrent to trade. Wham $16 000. s12'o00
*
st weeksfor tomorrow (19), while the Third ejfrly to tell how many' will actuLast week. $21,000.
!
9
■ . : .
■
; ■
; International Newsreel Festival is: j-ally/shbwi. though fest officials are
RKO Pan 'RKO! (1.300; 75-90'—
; in the books for Thursday and confident that : glamor ' won’t be
“The Mummy”. <U» and "Citrse of .
I OQ AITQ
‘Friday (20-21?; between Sept. 6 lacking :at, this year’s get-together.
Undead”
U>. Getting kids a^d ;
LUO AnULLtO
Hollywood, Aug. 18.and 10, the Festival is sponsoring Festival has arranged with ALITA¬
horror fare patrons. Big at 86,500. [
(Continued from page 8)
j
Package involving
James
A.
I a “Round Table” on Film Music, LIA to fly in stars and vips, and
Last week. "Face of Fugitive” (Co1
4th wk>. Big $19,000. ’ Last week, Micheners
u p c 6 m i n g . novel,
and “Bandit Zhore” <CoI* split $21,700 <with preview'.
’ “Hawaii,” and Fred Zirinemann: to to be. held in the Film Palace and the. Italo airline also has a stand
with “Senior Prom” (Col* and “Hey
Orpheum. Pantages (Metropoli- produce-and direct it. is being of- attended by composers . and musi¬ iri-the: lower Palais lobby , opposite
Bov. Hey Girl” .‘Col*. S3.0QO,
tan-RKO* '2,213; 2,815: 9p-$i:50W i fered for sale by the William Mor- cians from all over the world; $n the one. operated as usual by UNImeeting
State 'Par; 2.200; 85-SI*rrj“This . "Big Circus” 'AA* aiid “West- !ris Agency: -Asking price for the 1 international
. , .
j • on. the sui> TALIA, the industry promotion

‘Ship’ Smasheroo, $8,000
L’ville; ‘Lovers’ Sad 6G,
‘Hole’ Fancy 7|G, 2d

ft

J

Pie Package For

•Eanh Is Mine ’ *L-. Conflicting I bpund” .WB( .2d wk*.
Modest film rights is in the neighborhood • Iect pf Gmema And CiviBzatmn’
opinions on this but hep $10,000. $11,500. Last week, 528,800.
iof $500 000 against a^^ percentage i wRl be held Sept. 7-11 at; the; Cini
Foundation on the nearby San m.Gi¬
or near Last \veek, “John Paul
Carthay *FWC* '1.138; $1-75- of the Die’s gross
orgio Island; the fest is also bring¬
ing together young filmmakers
d,e of N*h," Co.,. Sock
^
;8!0
25;S3 _' in
f„n^haJrrrS^.av.
ithe property, the William Mor- (France’s “nouvelle vague” and
Last week, “Lave Is Profession”
foreign counterparts) for a meet¬
Smash 5ris Plan ;a.t this , time is to present
(Kings* '7th wk1, $4,500;
I “B'lg Fisherman” . < B V *
1
the
package only to the ;major ing of “New Talent” which will
I $12,000.
probably be presided over by Ro¬
studios.
Feeling
is
that
since
the
Warner. Beverly .■ SW * (1.612; $2berto Rossellini.
$2.401—“Anatomy of Murder’’ (Col) deal not Only includes a large hunk
BROADWAY
Prep ‘Summit Meeting’
:. < 7th wkV Torrid S15.700.
Last of cash, but also overhead and dis¬
(Continued from page;9)
tribution clauses; a major com’ week, $15,000.
Also at Venice, the European
—“Blue Denim’.’ (20th* <2d wk
Holljrwood
Paramount
(Elect) pany is the only Unit equipped to , parHamentary Group; for Cinema
finishing today t <1 arr- sl 4o-«‘> 40j—^ sthrvJ’
Current session finishing;
film “Hawaii.”
..
;
twill hold its next meeting to.dis•Wed.* looks to dip to big $22,000. .,wb?’ tRtiv°wk. ° Fan^ $12 nnn
The Michener . work—960 pages cern various aspects of the interSecond, S36.000. Holds a fourth.
‘ -Lastweek.SlUOO.
' ‘8th
Fapc> $12‘000worths—will;
be
published
in
No¬
within the framework of the Euro-1
Warner
JnH
i
Four Star «UATC» <868; 90-52)—
—“Porgy and_
__ <8th wk>. . “Scapegoat” (M-G) <2d wk*. Sock vember bj^ Random House, with the pean Common Market, while other ]
ind Bess (CoD
initial printing set at 100,000 cop¬ official, semiofficial, and unofficial
Seventh frame finished Saturday
°
$8,700. Last week. $11,000. ,
ies, It is a ‘fictionalized history of palavering, will undoubtedly con¬
<15*
was boff S31,0O0. i; Sixth
week. $33,500, Not capacity any | _-Darb“ O’Gm” '(BV<Sth^ik) the island and includes a 10,000- cern various aspects of the Inter¬
word preface in which nti charac¬ national film scene, not least the
na°/ee’ bUt plenty SOCk at jcUrrent Tepid $6,500. Lastweek, $7,500.'
ter' appears.
preparatory work foi the so-called
P "
^First-Run Arties
'
El Rey ‘FW.C*. .861; $1.50-$2)—
Life Magazine will reprint the
Summit Meeting” of world pic
Baronet ReadeM^O SI 25 S2)
“South Pacific” <20th) (8th. wk). preface along with a picture lay¬
industry toppers, to be held in Vi¬
«rr!nri
i Lusty 54,500. Last week-. S4.700.
Grand Illtsion
^Gont>- freis^uc). |
Fnr Rpv^rlv iFWPjd
<1 dQ out that is expected to encompass
enna soon after the Venice windone-half, of an upcoming edition.
up.
Reader’s. Digest
magazine
will
While the Festival’s efficient or¬
$5,800.
Seventh
week, j $7,100.f 'veek $7^00 S< °°°
1 j print condensations of twoc parts
Continues.
Fine Arts 'FWC> (631; 90-$1.50) of the. novel in two separate edit¬ ganizational, and physical structure
Fine Arts ‘Davis' (468; 90-S1.80<
—“Room at Top” (Cont* <14thwk). ions. And two book clubs already: has been held over almost intact
—"Room At Top" 'Conii* <21st
Boff S8,000. Last week, S7,900;
have chosdh - the novel as one: of from last year, some innovations
wk*.
The 20th round finished
and changes have been made. A
Warner
Hollywood tSW-Cine- their selections,'
Sunday <16* was big $20,300. The
rama) < 1,389; Sl.20-S2.65)—“South ;
Terms for the film rights to new 70m projector has been in¬
19th week, $14,000.
Seas Adventure” <C i n e ra m a
‘Hawaii” are apt to be the high- stalled by Cinemeccanlica of Milan
Beckman
<R&B>
<590;; $1.20- c, , , i-.K.
$1.75'—"Wild Strawberries” <Ja- ' Starfed_ 47tji -week- Sunday . (16) est. ever paid: for a Michener prop' in the Film. Palace, and audiences
nus* t9th wk*. Eight week ended .after:Mg$21,300 last week,:
■ erty,
■
~
' works
’ are’ among
' '
' will welcome the new screen In
The
author’s
Sunday *16* was fine $9,400. Sev¬
• the most, popular, for film adapta- the same theatre, moved back
! tions, with 20th-Fox alone now some 20 feet from its former posi¬
enth week, S10.700.
i.
D/Scrr*r^iM
Normandie »M-L) (592;; $1.80BUS 1U1>
* preparing ’‘The Jungle” and “Bat- tion without the addition of rows
$2.80)—“Darby O’Gill” (BV) (8th-|
(Continued from page 8)
j tie of Leyte Gulf” ini, addition to of seats, to give up-front specta¬
final wk>- Seventh Tound winding ;— “Scapegoat” (M-G) (4th wk).' its television series; “Adventures in tors better vision. The protocol
today <Wed.) looks like fair $6J)00 strong $10,000. Last week, $12,500. f Paradise“ Michener’s “Tales, of the: office, charged with meeting, host¬
9 days. Sixth week, $6,300.
Trans-Lux <T-L) (730;° 75-$1.25) South Pacific.” of course, was the ing, housing, arid seating celebs
‘Devils Disciple (UA) opens to- _ “Forbidden Paradise” (Indie), basis for the Rodgers and Kommer- arid official guests of the 'Festival,
morrow 'Thurs.?, day-dating with and “Bikini Babv” (Indie). Hot stein
musical, “South Pacific,” has been split into two, with Gia¬
ASrrMj
L, w-,
: 57,000. Last week, “Paris Vice which was filmed by Magna and como Rancati handling the official
Guild *xGuild) <4o0; $1-$L<d)— Squad” (Indie) and “White . Siav20th. And other Michener films are visitors and Petrolini the stars arid
“Scapegoat” <M-G) «2d wk>. Initial ly*. iIndie) rreruns), $4,000.
other visiting vips. •
holdover
stanza
ending ; _ today i
Orpheuin
<Loew>
(2,900;
90- Metro’s. “Until They Sail,” United
(6. Paradise
Visiting fourth-estaters should
(Wed.) iooks
looks to
to reacn
reach sock:^iy,uu^
sock;$17,Q0P. ■! $1>50)
-- — “North by Northwest” Artists’. “Return
nved.)
First week, new record ihere of (M-G)
Wow S35 0OO Last week ■iT^arner Bros.. Sayonara and Parr be under near-ideal conditions.
$21,000; Stays indef. Pic is; not too t “Shake Hands With Devil” (UA) l amount’s “The Bridges of Toko- Direct: presswire arid telephoto fa¬
long, making for nice turnover,} and ‘‘Ride Lonesome’’
”
cilities,
long-distance
telephone
and. Of course, house is getting a wk) $14000
I
——'■.—r.:-;
arid telegraph corinections, plus a
certain amount of overflow from ;
state JLoew) (3.600; 90-$L50)r-! iniimh mh/iAMO
special festival-duration postoffice,
are housed in the immediate vicirinearby Hall.
.
“Hole in Head” <UA) (7th^ wk).
Paris tPathe Cinema) (568; 90- Fine $8;500; Last week. $10,000.
[ lA lIllU illnlulyljlv JUjiJ
ity of the typewriter-equipped (all
$1.80)—“Man
Upstairs” • (Kings' ■
='■ ' ■- ■
•
key boards) press working room.
Union) <2d wk). First session ended ■
Special airmail, special delivery,
Sunday (16) was good $8,900!
WASHINGTON
Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
arid other mail pickups are made
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $l:50-$2)— i
Stopping,
pver
here,
en
route
to
thrice daily at the Palace to speed
“Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) (7th i
(Continued from page 8).
j
wk). Current round finishing up ; “Up Creek” (Rank) 12d wk), 0ke! theWest coast, Irving Margolis, correspondence to air & rail con¬
Cinerama Productions vice presi¬ nections, even oil Sundays and
today <Wed.) is heading !;for big t $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
$13,000 or, close. Sixth week, $17,- !
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.49U- dent-treasurer, said he thinks the holidays. Each properly accredited
800. Stays for some time; at this “Five Pennies” 'Par) (6th wk), deal worked, out between Stanley- scribe has all?hour access to his
gait, recent figures, being as good as (Good $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Warner and Cinerama Productions individual press box via a persorial
some opening weeks.
j;
Palace (Loew) j2,390; 90r$1.25)— is a “very good” one. for the laU key, and daily, bilingual bulletins
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— “North by Northwest” (M-G) (2d ter’s stockliolders, including him¬ (French and Italian) .are issued
“Gigi” (M-G) (42d wk*. The 41st; wk). ‘ Sock $30,000 after $40,008 self; and he hopes it’ll be approved every afternoon by the Festival
stanza ended aSturday <15) was. opener. Stays,
at the stockholders’ annual meet¬ arid ANSA, the Official Italian
great $14,600.
The 40th week,!
Plaza . (T-L) (276; 90-$1.49)— ing Aug. 27.
;. -.
News Agency, which shares the
$15,900.
I!
, “Lady Chatterley’s LOver” (Kings)
Margolis conferred. here. with burden of running official bullet¬
Trans-Lux 52d St. <T-L> (540;, (2d wk>. Fine $6,500 after $9,900 Paul Swater, manager of. the Stan¬ ins, the lists, of visitors and events,
$1-$1.50)—“Middle, of Night” (Col)! opener.
plus other news comments with
(10th wk). The ninth, round finished ] . Town
(Indie)
(600:
70-95)—• ley Century theatre where “South
last night (Tues.) was good $6,000.; “Beat. Generation” (M-G) (2d wk)> Seas Adventure” is in; its eight special daily issues of the Araldo
week
to
good
business;
Minne¬
dello Spettacolo—Film. Francais,
The eighth week, $7,500. ;i Contih- ; Fair $3,500. Last week, $5,000.
nes. with “Tailor’s Maid” (T-L) now . Trans-Lux <T-L) '600; 90-$1.49)—- apolis lias been one of Cineranria’s trade paper (also in Italian-French)
distributed daily in Lido Hotels.
set to open Sept. 1.
1 "Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) (6th ' best boxoffice stands. .

I IRVING MARG0LIS SEES

group. In addition to traditionally
large French and Italian contin¬
gents, it’s hoped that productions,
as “Bay of Naples” and “Joyarika’*
both current in Italy, will provide
some Yank names for Venice fro in
their strong rOsters.
The social events, at Venice this
year are still being set. up, but in¬
dications are that they’ll at least
equal those of previous years. The
Fest will again host one arid all. at
elaborate opening night and closing
night receptions to be held at the.
Excelsior Hotel. The Venice Muni¬
cipality has also slated a reception,
Unifrance
is
likewise
booked;
and -Lux. Films, for one, will
host- the press at a large-scale;
cocktail on behalf of its just fin¬
ished epic. vCarthage in Flames.”
The Lido-Venice Casino, as it did
last' year, will also play ..host thi*
time to visiting festivaliers.
In this connection, it’s perhaps
worth noting for the (many) afi¬
cionados of the gambling tables
among festival regulars. that ithe .
strike of Lido: croupiers, which
kept the local Casino; shut for
nearly two months, is finally over,
and that that after-hour play¬
ground, whose attendance, (and.
reveriue) doubles each year at Fes- .
tival time, is again in full opera- ,
tiori. ;

‘Times’-Bombed
ss; Continued frbn par* 1

ssssssi

disputed. They re but that they
either see the product iri advance,
or have; reliable subordinates re¬
view it, have responsible reviews
in the trade press as guideposts,
or, in the case of the subsequent
runs, take the cue front the any
given picture’s boxoffice: experi¬
ence in initial runs per; Variety .
grosses. Often, it’s a combination
of a couple Or even all of these
items,' /
Regarded as the riiost startling
stateirierit in the Times is the one
about the $300,000 picture being
palmed off as a $2,000,000 epic. Ac¬
cording to several- iri productiondistribution—these being . people
who ought to . know—say that a
studio which would so misrepre¬
sent the facts could hardly be long
for this world.
A tendency to exaggerate is ad¬
mitted,, of course. But never to the
extent of saying “X” feature meant
an outlay of nearly seven, times
actual cost. Exhibitors are not so
naive as to accept this kind of ab¬
surdity. “The usher in the aisles, as
a matter of fact, along with the
public, can spot at first glance the
difference between a minor ‘B’
picture and a good-sized ‘A’,” com¬
mented one easterner.

I ;

;

.
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oil Distrib
1959^60 Italo Musical Revue Season Billy Levy
Two British Producer Groups, BOT
For Samuel Bronston
Looms as Poorest Since Last ffar
Seeking Formula to Get More Films
v, ..
Into Overseas Markets Tax Free
Borne, Aug, 11.

4——-——;-'.;:'

The. 1959-’60 local musical reVU*
season looks to be the skimpiest in
many years, and perhaps , will go

into the books as the poorest since
th# war in Italy.
far, only three big-time com¬
panies have announced plans to
stage new musical comedies. These
are the ones headed by Carlo Dapporto, Walter Chiari and Raimondo
Vianello-Gino Bramieri - Sandra
Mondaiiii, And only the last-named
group is 100% definite. Two main
reasons are given for the demise
of a sector which had its heyday
in the immediate postwar .years.
; when over a dozen major compa¬
nies were operating, in this country'
—rising costs and talent defection
to Other media.
Costs have been on the increase
for some time, with a revue now
costing a minimum of some $30,000
in physical outfitting alone, with:
many going much higher. Leading
men and comics now demand $150
a night, and line tariffs are also up.
Transportation costs made neces^
sary by touring of all major cen¬
ters in a season is also a healthy
nut. While the public for. musicals
always .has been big, by local stand¬
ards (some. 250,000 Italians will see
a good musical throughout Italy in
a season), ducats have been forced
tip to a near-limit of $5 to $7 night¬
ly top. And there’s increased re¬
sistance.
On the talent front, most shows
carrying comedians have gone over
to pix, the stage or television. 'And
the femme leads can be counted on
one hand, , and are likewise aban-.
doning. Of the men, Bascel is now
a steady film and video performer,
in addition to his successful songsmith chores; Nino Taranto is in
legit, where the risks are smaller;
XJgo Tognazzi is in films and on
tele; Alberto Sordi is reaping act¬
ing laurels (and top salaries), in film
work; Toto, who once partnered
with Anna Magnani in successful
musicals here, has joined her in
'steady picture production work;
Mario Riva (once teamed with Billi)
Is. now a successful video emsee;
Macario threatens to turn to legit
and has dabbled in tv; Dario Fo and
Franco. Parenii are in legit; Paolo
. Panelli and Nino Manfredi, despite
(dr because of) their great success
;. in Garmei-Giovahnini’s “Lysistrata,” ard set; in pic work; for the
coining year;.
As for neat season, the Walter
Chiari . musical will probably be
written
by
Garinei-Giovannini.
Delia Scala is being paged £or that
One as well as for the Carlo Dap; porto show.
Currently the top.
.. femme performer on the Italian
boards, she’s been successfully
partnered with both comics in the
ast, -'co-starring'-with Chiari in the
it “Good-Night, Bettina,” and
with Dapporto in “Jupiter in Tails.?

Takeover of Eros
. ...
London, t Aug; 11.
Final details for the takeover of
. Eros Films by Irving Allen and
Cubby Broccoli’s Warwick Films
are now being worked out by the
lawyers and . contracts are ’being
prepared. They will be signed and
exchanged as soon as; outstanding
points, have- been resolved..
It’s now generally believed that
Michael Shipman, a director of
Shipman and King theatre chain.
Will become managing director of
Eros after the takeover. Phil and
{5yd Hyams, the two Eros toppers,
Will remain on the board, but .Norr
man HyamS, who is also a director,
is expected to. leave to concentrate
On his real estate activities.
According to informed industryites, Sam Eckmari, former head of
Metro in Great Britain, and now
acting as rep for a number of U. S.
producers, is. being invited to be¬
come chairman of the company!.
: Under its existing contract with
Columbia, Warwick has another
three pictures to deliver which
will keep the unit busy until the
early part of next year. In the
meantime, it is likely that the
Allen-Broccolt company will make
other pix directly for felease
through Eros.

!

Clown Seeks Monster

'

Inverness, Scotland, Aug. 11.
Now a circus clown is to
hunt the much-publicized Loch .
Ness Monster. John Newbold,
of Bertram Mills Circus, will
sail Loch Ness with circus boss
Bernard Mills, and dive over¬
board from the latter’s yacht
in search, of the “monster,'*
reputed to live in the loch.
Newbold is an expert skin
diver,
The Mills' Circus 2$ years
ago offered $30,000 for the
capture of “Nessie," as the
monster is known. Nine years
ago this prize was doubled by
the Mill*, family. There were
no takers. . .

.
London, Aug. 18.
William Levy, who recently quit
his post as distribution boss of
Columbia Pictures in Europe, has
gone into business on his own.
Following a recent vacation, he
has started his first assignment, as
business manager in charge of dis¬
tribution, exploitation . et al for
Samuel Bronston.
His first chore. is for Bronston’*
“John Paul Jones."

London, Aug. 18.

Cuban Actors Act
Txlernally’—Colin
Following a visit to Cuba, ..Saul
Colin, prez of the Dramatic Work¬
shop in N.Y.,‘‘ has decided to set
Up a Workshop branch in Havana
in October; He’s sending Peggy
Feury to Cuba to get the. project
started and to give Cuban actors
exercises in “the method;"
Colin is an exponent of the
Stanyslavsky-originated method of
acting Which he calls “a mode of
preparation, not a mode of acting:’’
He went to Cuba on a holiday and
found himself .lecturing to local
actors and studying their tech¬
nique, which he found in need of
improvement;
“The Fidel Castro revolution has.
awakened all. sorts of new interests
in Cuba,’’ Colin reported. “They
have some wonderful actors, but
they are projecting externally, hot
internally. I told them they would
have, to revise their acting.. Modern
acting must come from within."
/ The Drama Workshop’s Cuban
branch will operate at the modern
Arlequin Thehtre. run by Ruben
Vigon, a director and designer. It’ll
be a private operation, wito no
Government sponsorship involved.
However, reported Colin, the
•Cubans do have- ambitious plans
for an official drama School, which
will start functioning when a com¬
plex of new playhouses, which in¬
cludes a’ school . and rehearsal
rooms, is completed. Meanwhile,
Colin proposed to the Castro re¬
gime a nine-months festival of the
theatre and the arts in Havana.
It’d utilize two theatres and a large
arena and would bring in the finest
talent from all over the world.
GoIIn said the Cubans had told
him. to go ahead with trying to
realize the Havana fest and that
he had contacted the American
National Theatre and Academy
to see what could be done. Fest,
which Colin feels may be of great
economic benefit to Cuba,, may be
up for discussion at the Pan-Ameri¬
can Congress of the Theatre, due
to be held in Cuba in November/
Congress had its last , meeting in.
Mexico in 1957.
At moment there are some eight
theatres running in Havana, some
of them quite modern, and all dean
and cool.

Full Year for ‘Ben-Hur’
In London Predicted
London, Aug. 11.
Metro expects “Ben Hur” to. run
for at least a year when it opens
at the Empire here early next;
year. Booking of the film dispels
constant reports that the theatre
was to be pulled down. Charles
Goldsmith, Metro’s U.K. topper,
admitted that offers. have been
made for the site, the biggest be¬
ing one of $980,000, but that they
have all been rejected.
As. recently reported^ the cinema
is being extensively altered to ac¬
commodate “Ben Hur:’’
Some
11,200 of its 2,800 seats will be re¬
moved.
Patrons
Will have . a;
square view of the new 5Q-foot
screen. The Empire will be the
sixth West End cinema to go over
to the iwo-shows-a-day, a reservedseat
policy.
Others
are ‘ the
Dominion, Astoria, Warner, Co¬
lumbia and Casino.

More than 900 of the 1,500 cine¬
mas in Britain which the Chancel¬
lor of the Exchequer calculated,
would become . exempt from pay¬
ment of admissions tax as a result
of his 1959 Budget will keep the
whole of the $56 per week tax re¬
bate that secures this exemption.
This is under the
agreement
reached between exhibitors and
distributors, here. About 300 others
will keep some of the $56 conces¬
sion money, Sharing . the balance
with distribs via whatever film
rental t e r m s are individually
agreed; ,
The formula for dealing with the
Budget aid was drawn up jointly
by the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn, and the Kinematograph Rent¬
ers Society. It establishes that ainy
cinema liable before the conces¬
sion to pay no more than $1,400 in
admissions tax during the 52
weeks ended last June 6 or ending
next Sept. 5/ Dec. 5 or. March 5,
can keep the full tax rebate ob¬
tained exclusively. Cinemas liable
to divvy up between $1,400 and
$2,100 can keep half the rebate be¬
fore negotiating With the distribs
concerned on the split-up of the
balance.
The formula also makes it pos¬
sible for exhibs. liable for more
than $2,100 tax, and which are ac¬
cordingly. unaffected at present by
the CEA-KRS concessions scheme,
to put in claims for benefits should
a fall-off in admissions bring them
within , the; plan’s scope.

4,500,000 to Visit In
Paris This Year, Goff.
ClaiB;TopsSkce War
Paris, Aug. 11.
On the heels of a recent promise
to clear up the various .'touristic
squawks about Paris and France,
the Bureau De Tourism e has given
out figures to the ..effect that 1959
will be the biggest tourist year
France has had since the war.
It is! estimated that 4,500,000
tourists will ,visit France, mostly in
the Paris area this year. This looks
to be a good 500,000 better than
last year which suffered .when
political strife ^Scared off many
visitors. About 568,000 offshore
people spent more than 24 hours
in Paris from. Jan; 1 to July 20 or
a 43%, higher than in 1958.
This year Yanks are. leading so
far in Paris visits with 120;832 en¬
tries and 42.7% ahead of ’58. West
Germany was next, followed by
England, Belgium, Holland- and.
Switzerland.
The BDT feels that visitors, came
in greater numbers and stayed
longer because of the franc devalu¬
ation giving them more for their
money as well as the easing of the'
political headaches. Good weather,
the burgeoning French prestige,
the modernizing of hotel facilities
and crusades for more politeness
towards tourists also were reported
to have helped.
France expects tourism to leave
about $325,000,000 here, this coin
being sorely needed for the bud¬
get Pre-war record for tourism
was in 1929 when 2,000,000 entered
the
country; .Culture
Minister
Andre Malraux has promised im¬
provements to make tourism in
France even more fruitful, and
show people are planning lqnger
seasons for incoming hordes who
seem to want to devote time and
dough as much to pleasure as to
culture, gastronomy and shopping.

k

*

Editing ‘The Truth’
Munich, Aug. 11.
The second picture about
the life and death of the mur¬
dered call girl Rosemarie Nitribitt “Die Wahrheit uber
Rosemarie” (The Truth about
Rosemarie), produced by Rap¬
id Film and Dieter Fritko in
Munich, with Belinda Lee in
the lead, was ’ rejected -by
the Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle
(Voluntary Self Control).
Producer Fritko stated that
the picture will be edited but
will still contain Its strong
accusation against Germany’s
rampart prostitution.

.

Rome, Aug. 11.
An International Film Mart
probably will be held next spring in
Milan, during the famed Milan
Trade. Fair. Move to hold an Inter¬
national film trade fair in this
country had been aired several
times in recent years, but always
with Rome as the probable site.
Last reports to this effect had the
event being held immediately after
this year’s Cannes Film Festival,
in Rome’s EUR Exhibit Palace.
Plan, after prelim discussions with¬
in ANICA>. never materialized.
The unconfirmed Milan pitch for
an international. get-together of
film buyers and a mass tradeshow
of pix . originated after a recent
meeting of Milan and Venice Film
Fest. authorites. It’s probable that
the two organizations will combine
their
knowledge, towards
the
planned event, with Milan provid¬
ing the physical outfitting for the
event. For this purpose, a comfort¬
able number of special screening
rooms equipped with simultaneous
translation equipment would be
built on the large, permanent
Milan fairgrounds.
Time of year (April-May), set¬
ting of one of Europe’s busiest
Trade Fairs, plus the backing of
the Italian industry, are said to be
Ideal factors to insure success of
the venture which, for the first
time, would enable film buyers
from oyer the world to operate
under ideal conditions Without the
pressure of showings and sideline
events which have often made the
business side of film fests a hectic
rat-race.

N’west Variety Club’s
Russian Night Nets 7G
Minneapolis, Aug., 18.
Sponsorship of the opening night
performance last week (13) of the
local three-day Russian “Music and
Dance Festival” date at the Munic¬
ipal Auditorium netted the wom¬
en’s auxiliary of the Northwest Va¬
riety club about $7,000 for the
club’s heart hospital. oil the Min¬
nesota U. campus.
- The auxiliary sold regular $5.50
“festival" tickets for $10 and pur¬
chasers not only had choice seats,
but also were guests at a backstage
party for the cast! after the show,
meeting the Russians .and enjoying I
food and wine which had been do¬
nated.

London, Aug. 18.
British pictures distributed ia
certain territories overseas are the
subject of a hassle involving the
British Film Producers Assn., the
Federation of British Film Maker*
and the Board of Trade. The Fed¬
eration is showing a measure of
militancy, having made recent rep¬
resentations to the Board of Trade
which that government department
says it’s now considering.
The foreign countries concerned
are Argentine and Spain which op¬
erate quotas, allowing a ceiling
number of imports to be shown
free of an exhibition tax. Since
Britain’s
been sending abroad
enough pix to overfill these quotas,
all production circles are united in
an, effort to see the ceiling raised.
Suggested part-solution has actual¬
ly caused the schism.
The suggested solution is that
some British pix should be re¬
labelled “American" so as, for all.
practical purposes, to enlarge the
quota for Britain. For example, if
35 British feature films can now be
admitted as tax-free product under
the local law, re-classifying five as
U S. films would enable another five
British pix to have unrestricted en¬
try. Presumably such re-classify¬
ing would be applied to vehicles
which are actually U.S.-Anglo pro¬
ductions but rate as “British" by
virtue of having complied with the
Quota Act here.
When the project was first put
fonvard, the BOT did not react too
unfavorably but naturally put the
idea to the BFPA and the FBFM
before going further. The latter
thought the suggestion sound, but
the BFPA gave it the thumbs down.
Hence, the Federation renewed
representations to see if it can secur Board of Trade support.

Ballet Standout
At Scot Festival
Edinburgh, Aug. 18,
Balletomanes have a real inter¬
national choice at the upcoming
Edinburgh Festival, which tees off
Sunday <23>. The Jerome Robbins
“Ballets:
USA”
will represent
America, making its bow at the,
Scot international junket. Com-"
pany recently appeared at the Spoleto Festival of Two Worlds and
at the Paris Theatre des Nations.
In place of the projected new wrork
wit.i music by Aaron Copland,
they
will
present
the
ballet
“Moves," without music.
France will be represented by
Les Ballets Babilee, also making
its. Edinburgh debut, with Claire
Sombert, Iovanka Biegovitch * Ger¬
ard Ohn and Jean Babilee as leads.
Their two programs comprise a
total -of 13 ballets, the best-known ,
being “Le Jeune Homme et la
Mort," danced by Mile. Sombert
and M. Babilee to music by Bach.
One ballet, “La Creation,” is with¬
out music.
Finnish group, the National Bal¬
let of Finland, is offering “Valse
Triste” to the Sibelius score and
also “Scaramouche,” Sibelius’*
only original ballet score.

Mex Tinter Designed
To Boost Tourist Biz

Mexico City, Aug. 11.
Mexico has a Technicolor docu¬
mentary designed, for tourist pro¬
motion and wide distribution in
the 17. S. -in the months ahead. Pic¬
ture, which presents the natural
beauties and outstanding sights of
Mexico City, Aug, 11.
Mexican producers, in the drive this city, plus San Juan Teotihufor foreign Co-productions, are also acan, Acapulco, etc., runs for 67
eyeing deals with Russia. Sergio minutes. But it took an American
Kogan, following an eairlier report to do justice to a pictorial presen¬
by Jesus -Sotomayer, said that he tation of this country as it actually
Intends selling Russia on the idea Is. Producer is Martin Murray,
of a Mexican-Russian coproduction.x who has done a similar job on
Kogan, assisting at the Moscow Paris and Alaska.
Film Fest, is the second producer
Idea of the documentary was.
to express an interest in working conceived by Murray in association
with the Communists on pictures.
with Jorge Gastine, a Los AngelesGreen light has been given by based Mexican dealer in paintings
Jorge Ferretis of the Film Bureau and art objects. Basic theme was
to both, producers. In effect, he to present the outstanding achieve¬
said that while no Mexican-Russian ments of Mexico, little known to
film pact exists, the government the average, tourist engaged In th*
Will not stand in-way of co-produc¬ Mexico City - Cuernavaca - Taxcro Acapulco merrygoround.
tion deal3.

Mex Producers Mull
Deals With Russians
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DRIVE-IN
B & K ‘Squandering’ Product
:
Chicago.
Editor, Variety-:
. ....
-This week, in our .driverms and conventional theatres’ we are
doing a wonderful business. with. ‘'Hercules... Mr; Levine , and
Warner Brothers should be congratulated, because they made a
package deal for the exhibitors, by putting a secondary picture,
like. "The . Island of Lost Women,” with it; , in so doing they pre¬
vented Balaban & Katz, from putting another important, picture
: with "Hercules'.” The result is the distributor is getting big film
rentals, ahd the exhibitor is getting a turn-over^—an ideal situation.;
Next week Balaban &. Katz, because of its control of the-booking
situation in Chicago, is coupling “A1 Capone” and "Ask Any Girl.”
This is. indeed, a tragic : example., of squandering: product. ‘-A1
Capone” has had a first-run of approximately three months. “Ask
Any, Girl,” which enjoyed- an excellent reception in its first-run
engagement because it is -such: fine entertainment, is being coupled
with "A1 Capone7 in their theatres..
Allied. TO A and the Congress of Exhibitors together cannot
achieve sufficient success in their endeavors to improve the eco¬
nomic weilrbeing of our industry, as long as such destructive
. policies are pursued by important segments of exhibition. Instead
of exhibitors blaming the producer^ for fhe ills Of the. industry,
they should, examine the untold damage that some exhibitors
eause,
.
If this practice spreads and cities like NeW York and. others
follow, it would most -certainly result in a national holocaust: •.
.. Eddie Silverman .■
.
•'
Essaness Theatres Corporation

SHOPPING PART OF Ask Resolution’Vs. Film Exports
LIPPERT QZONERS Dama^ngUK Prestige Abroad

. j
.
■>
4Washington* Aug. 18.
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
IIH
_
-4
.
Possibility has been raised of a
With skyrocketing land values
Wll&t Pllftfl GfMTNllS
hard Congressional look at type of
in theatre' acreage making it
1
ywwa v
U. S. films going abroad if motion
important real estate. Electro1 ;
-- picture industry fails to halt ex, continued
Continued from
from page
page 1
Vision Corp. is blueprinting a plan
port of product regarded as castwhereby several of- its 10 Cali- that his particular picture isnt ing America in a bad light,
fornia and Oregon drive-ins would suitable for export. .
®eP- H. Allen Smith (R-Cal.),
be converted into combination
Smith-waS very specific in stat- !onf intfrested in the problem, indrive-in and shopping.center units. 1y , . •
jndictim? the £qd?cfdka resolution calling on
Plan was revealed by ElectroVision mg that, he wasnt indicting tne the industry to refrain from sendboard chairman Robert L. lippert. entire industry. However, he said, ing films overseas which "portray
First test of the plan likely, will certain films create a totally- false immorality
or
wrong-doing
as
unfold in Fresno where a develop- impression of America among for- Prevalent and typical of U. S.
ment corporation has offered Elec-»
audiences
Latter deduce
Smith s resolution states that the
eign audiences.
troVision a deal On three acres , of ’[ faudiences.
■ aKer, t
best way to handle the problem
the Moonglow Drive-In to build j frqm these pictures that theU. J>. "would be for the motion picture
a $750,000 shopping center. Elec- j is a land where gangsterism, ju- industry itself to take appropriate
troVision would be in project by veniie delinquency, immorality and action.”
Smith stressed that he’s opposed
tumishing.the fcttd »nd. therefore disj,esi>ect for
fa rampaI1t,
but, in answer to a
would
profits of
^
.y
*
, to
w
oum participate
Viliuuydic m
1U i>tuuto
ui the
«•»*»- l _, .
■
.j
TI
“ censorship,
--ouotvci
c
development,; Lippert explained. | the. Congressman ?aid. He urged j question, suggested that alfernaFirst step, of course, is to seek; the industry to exercise tighter ] tives to industry self - policing
rezoning of the drive-in land to ] self-control.
1 would include action empowering
permit' construction of the center. )1 . . far
far a?5
as tfte
the Amll°n
Motion picture
Picture Exthe State
Dept to appiy
controls
I *
noc
Based on the success of the
""T!, over
over exported
exported films
films fare.
fare:
Moonglow projecti ElectroVision ; port Assn, is concerned, there will
The lawmaker expressed hope
probably will build subsequent | be no reply to Smith. The Associa- | that under spur of his resolution
Cpntdrs itself, theatre owner said.: tiori feels that individual comp a-'
House sentiment on the issue,
-T4ere is/Bo tnrtfeni isjecuring
wiI1
to apply their ovm »gg^*®**?1* "ou!a "clean ho““
financing/* Lippert declared. Store
. ,
,. , . 1
i themselves.
chains are anxious for leases .in.'■-controls,, by which is largely meant Failing .this, however, Smith said
new shopping centers?,and banks, a modicum .of good sense. Once, j possibility may be considered of
insurance companies and mort- : many years ago, some sort of j an investigation to air the problem
gage companies are anxious to put ^ screening board on questionable !and explore courses of action. He
up the money.
The only prob-; films for export was set up, but it! added that industry should be givlem is the land, and we have it.” ; never panned out.
! en time to work out a solution and
; Continued from piiff* I ;
ElectroVision’s 10. drive-iris, in
Executives at the companies are ‘/^nnj of a year or so.
slate of 10 productions for 20th California an£ southern Oregon,^^conscious of the problem of indis- !
,said he
shortl^ eonrelease,
account for 120 acres of land: As j criminate exports and they’re sen- j ^
ad(e^hlp. of House Foreign
-about action nn
20th studio fiiis month focuses Lippert explains it, a drive-in sitive to criticism that mms inay
screen is^^ placed in one^ comer of vdistortthe American image abroad.
He does not becameras .on "Hound-Dog Man,” pro¬
a square piece of land and, as the ►Af. th
,.arne time thev are nos- !lieve extensu’e hearings, if any,
duced and directed by Don Siegel, automobile rows fan out, there is sessed of a healthy bustoess sense, ] ^‘llIube required for the resolution
costarring Fabian. Caroly Lynley, unused space ip all three corners.. %vhich tells them that where a j lts®“.
Most American films, he
may gjve overseas!
Stuart Whitman. Betty Field, and "Shopping centers ean take ad- gangs^er
Arthur 0’Connell;“Seven Thieves;” vantages of aU Lhree comere,” he; audience^ a cockeyed idea -of life I
"f0<?d government.” His
producer Sydney Boehm, directed said, "and each drive-in will re-; in the U S it’s
in the U, S., it's also as a rule ex- pecte^at^th^1’'^!1
b fli’
by Henry Hathaway, costarring tain nine o* its U^acres,, enough^eeHent
Ilent hoxoffice
■
! rected at those leaving the impresboxoffice
Edward G. Robinson, Rod Steiger, room for 800 to 900 cars. ’, Exec ,
,
)
, .
. . } sion with foreign viewers that “imlou
Joan Collins and Eli Wallach;/‘The additionally noted the drive-in:
y ou can carry this thing to; morality, gangsterism, disrespect
ridiculous
lengths/’
commented j• for the law ai
liculous
lengths,
and juvenile delinleng
Story On Page One,”’ produced by space could be used for. store ; ridiculous
one
ie exec last week. “You
You might
mi^it qUenCy are the American way of
Jerry Wald; directed by Clifford parking during daylight hours.
1
also
argue
that
none
of
pic;
itfe
*>
^
"
the
Odets, costarring Rita Hayworth,
tures aealmg with Tace relations ;
>.It takes only a few such films
Anthony. Francidsa;
"Can-Can,” tor Shopping, center construction; ‘“res
produced. by Jack Cummings, di¬ are four of the company’s driye- J” tbe f
j to undo to a great extent the re¬
a foolish, approach. Foreign} sqlts of the hlUions we have spent
rected by Walter Lang, costarring ins, and the Fresno project is ex~ is
*.H^
J
nflTofu : sylts of the ^ilions we have shent
Frank Sinatra, Shirley Maclaine, pected to go into^^ the full negotia°? foreign aid and in telling
Louis Jourdan and Maurice Cheva¬ tion stage “riiomentarjly/’ Lippert
iabroad the frue American story/’
tamly there. I think we gain from he added.
lier;. "Crack in the Mirror,” Zanuck. Production,, directed by Rich¬
Hint of fhd^ plan t*^yesterr
L ?!pGleMrt
«■«»*
<Rard Fleischer, Costarring Orson uajr
lay
at
annual aid®- H
dldn L uobod* would •Calif.)
said he would not be
at . )ElOciroVision’s
urcutiv i
-— -«ut
uc adau*
Welles, Juliette Greco and Brad¬ stockholder’s meeting when Lip- »eueve us.
verse to a Congressional investigaford. Dillman. '
pert declared, “Wre are presently .. What makes the U. S. Govern- tion, which undertook to air the
■■ September
James Michner’s investigating the possibilities of ment, and American tourists, dou- damage to U, S. prestige by some
' The Jungle/’ produced by David rezoning parts of some of the drive- bly conscious of Hollywood films American films shown abroad. He
Weisbart, director not set> starring ins to build shopping centers. The with negative slants on U. S. life opined that industry was capable
Susan Hayward; "Wake Me When land, originally on the outskirts of is that 1: Americans are more sen- 1 of exerting mow efforts to screen
It’s Over,”', produced arid directed the communities, is now in the sitive than ever re their standing out films injurious to U. S. standby Mervyn Leroy, costarring Van heart of expensive residential and abroad, and 2. some of these pic- ing abroad.
Heflin,- with other principals now commercial areas, many of which tures appear to confirin anti-U. S.
Lipscomb was among several
being negotiated,,
do not have shopping centers.”
propaganda being poured out by members of a House appropriaAt meeting, second phase of the Comriiunists, who from time tions subcommittee who spoke out
October---“From . the Terrace,”
buy-lip
of
28 to time have pointed to American against overseas distribution of duproduced gnd directed by Mark Rob- ; ElectroVisiOn’s
son, cast riot set;/"The Bachelor’s Robert L. Lippert. Theatres was films as proof positive that the: bious U. S. films during recent
announced
by
prexy
Edwin
;
/F.
J Red line has . validity and condi- j hearings on the U. S. information
Baby,”, produced and directed by
j Agency budget last spring.
ZabieL With the acquisition
acauisition of the j tions in the U. S; are bad.
snrine. Rep.
Rpd.
Dick Powell, starring Alec Guiness; Zabel.
"The Story,of Ruth,” produced by 20 theatres involved,. company now j There’s one . further problem:) J°hn J. Rooney (D-N. Y.) said at
Samuel Engel, directed by Henry holds 24 hard-tops arid 10 drive-> since. the U. S. film mart has be-[ that time that Congress might
{come more difficult, and producers j wa°t to look into the matter furKoster (cast to be set within two ins. ’ :
Charles J. Maestri w as named j are seeking “shock” values to en- ]tber.
weeks); "Cleopatra// produced by
Walter Wanger, director . riot set, veepee in charge of theatre opera-, j liven the hoxoffice. the themes off
In reply to criticism,-USIA distarring Gina Lollobrigida; “The tions . in central and northern Cali-' many Hollywood pictures have be- rector Geo:*ge V. Allen and Motion
anrt southern
cnilfhppn Oregon.
nrppfin
TTp
mnnn frank
fpnnlr and
«nil provocative.
nrmmnnHl'n I Picture
Piptlirp chief
fhipf Turner
Tlimpr Shelton
Sholtnn said
cnid
Billionaire,” produced by Wald, fnrnil
fornia and
He' come more
directed by George Cukor, starring has held similar post .in the Lip- ) in some cases; this involves the industry on the whole has eooperGregory Peck;
pert organization for 15 years.
: "life in these United States” an- ated on the problem, but conceded
Board members are—Zabel, Lip-}gle, which in turn is apt to gener- that some Hollywood figures have
November — "Tender is the
Night/’ produced by David G. Selz- pert, Bruce Fowler, Stanford I. ate resentment on the part of those failed to do so and their product
, who fear for the loss of prestige has called "trouble” to U. S. dipnick, director not set; costarring Drucker and J. H. MacIntyre.
. —-•
abroad when such films are shown, lomacy.
William
Holden
and
Jennifer
Jones; “Time and Tide;” produced,
Hi
I*
U'i f iL _.
Actually, the blame doesn’t rest;
--directed by Elia Kazan, with Lee
/so miich on the major companies.
j
Remick almost certain as ebstar;
Trip of Walt Disney execs ar- It takes in the small independents
lUn IW$ ff ffiOjaUlIllGr
“Salammbo,” produced by Charles rived in New York from the Coast wh° .turn out quickies_ and^ then .
Theatrical distribution of "WindBrackett, director not set, starring this week for a series of meetings sell them to local outfits abroad.: jammer*” the first picture in the
Joanne
Woodward; “The
Dud with homeoffice reps on promo- Audiences, of course, are m no po- ; cineMiracle process produced by
Avocado,” produced by ;; Wanger
tion plans for upcoming, product.; fVipn„ td draw the line between . Louis de Rochemont for National
directed by Philip Dunne.
In Gotham for the sessions are [the
responsible
criticism and ^Theatres, has been taken on for
December —"Return to Peyton Disney president. Roy. O, Di$ney, j conimentary, and the lowbudgeter tfie u s, and Canada by NTA PicPlace/’ produced by Wald, direc¬ v.p. Card Walker and; studio exec;Jhfd^pimply to cash in on the ex- ; tures, theatrical distribution arm
tor, cast; not srt; ’"The Live Wire," Lariy Gfayburn.
i ploitation angle,
j of National Telefilm Associates.
produced by Weisbart, starring:
Partidpatng from Nv Y, will he j
Individual execs say they keep ]
According to Leonard S. GruenEIrts Presley. Although the singer Irving H. Ludwig,; president of the fin mind the - very questions raised, berg, general manager of NTA Picis. still in. the army, Adler is play¬ Biiena Vista distribution subsid-j by Rep. Sniith. At the same time, j tures, the widescreen tinter will be
ing a strong hunch that Presley iaiy; Ned E. Clarke; foreign sales they’re hard put to cite titles of 1 handled on a roadshow basis, with
will be out by. December. .
manager; Lou. Gaudreau,1. exec pictures that have; been withheld j exhibitors renting, the semi-portLead off pix for 1960 are "The v.p.; ad*pub director Charles Levy from any one territory for the sole ; able projection equipment,
Alaskans,” starring John Wayne; and sales managers Jim O’Gara reason that they might reflect
“Windjammer” has grossed more
"Reqiuiem for a Nun/’ a DFZ pro¬ and; Jesse Chinich, /
poorly on the U. S. This is" true than $6,000,000 w’orldwide to date,
duction; "Big River, Big Man”
. Meetings will focus on cam- only, of the. “free world.” When it according to Gruenberg. It opened
Wendell Mayes hovel which Adler paigns for key-city openings of comes to the Communist bloc, the at the Roxy Theatre. N. Y., April,
bought fpr $175,000 pre-publica¬ "The Big; Fisherman” in October State. Dept, has a say-so and fre- 1958. and ran 24 weeks. Since then
tion. and "The King Must Dio.” and, later, "Third Man on the quently will reject pictures on it’s played 20 U: S. keys and addiAll are set to roll in January.
Mountain" and "Toby Tyler.”
these grounds.
| tional cities in Europe.

What Price Controls

i

If Consummated Would Be Third Feature Film
Dealing With Saviour—-Deny Capra Link
Life story of Jesus Christ is.
planned for November production
by Parliament Pictures Corp;, a
newly organized firm . headed by
Lord Malcolm Douglas-Hamilton.
Financing for : the venture, com¬
pany disclosed in New: York last
week, would be provided by. a
$12,000,000 letter of credit on a
Swiss bank that has been arranged
through private sources.
Picture, to be tagged "The Son
of God,” is the third such project
.slated. Previously, Samuel Broristorn announced filming of "The
Soil of Man” while George Stevens
is. currently prepping “The Greatr:
est Story Eyer Told7 for ?0thrFox.
Lord Hamilton,, who described
himself as a New York business*
man with no previous film experi¬
ence asserted that David O. Selznick is "considering”: the job of
producer and Frank Capra may
direct a cast of "more than 100
stars ” Selzhick, who was reached
on the Coast, acknowledged that
the project had been presented to
him. But, he explained, he has too
little information about the enter¬
prise to know whether it would in¬
terest him.
“The William Morris Agency,” a
Parliarnent statement pointed put,
"is recommending Frank Capra to
direct/ However) WM prexy Abe.
Lastfogel who reps Capra, said
there is no truth in the report that
his client may rein the,project.
Parliamerit board chairman Wil¬
liam Free stated the film may be
lensed. in a new third dimension
process how being researched by
Viennese : scientist Charles Lang-'
berg. This is a 70ni, widescreen.
Eastman color technique which:
doesn’t require the use of eye¬
glasses..
Free, a former publicist and tv
producer, said: the venture will. be
shot in Hollywood and desert areas
of California and Nevada from a
script by himself and. Elaine Rut¬
ledge,
One-third of the filth’s
profits, he added, will be distrib¬
uted to chiritiek and religious
groups.
WTith a nine-months shooting
schedule, it's hoped to .h?ve the
picture ready, for rogd showing,
by Christmas. I960. Film attorney.
David Stillman is business and
financial adviser for the new out-,
■fit while Miss. Rutledge is secre-.
tary-treasurer.
Company also:
plans to turn but two other re¬
ligious features after completion
of "Son of God 7 • •
Jacques Fland arrived in Mos¬
cow on Thursday (13) to join the
French delegation which includes
Henry Deiitschmeister and Mine.
Gouze-Renal. Seen among West
German industryites who attended
the MoScow fest were Walter Koppel, head of Real. Films of Ham¬
burg, and Ed Bischoff, the Munich
exporter)
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Moicout fye&t M&x^defUti^

Moscosv, Aug. 18.
Moscow proves a city of building boom. New,; ponderous manystoried structures surround old style wooden two-story affairs of yore
; . '. There are 30 legit houses which also include ballet, a circus, a
puppet theatre, 75 film houses plus 400 private film theatres belonging
to tirade unions and art orgs , . . Russians closely follow Yank film
advances and how have a 70m process a la Todd-AO in vyhich a fea¬
ture will be made this autumn, by J, Solsteva on ..a modern theme,
Circoramia is now in; operation al a Soviet exhibit while the Yank
process -of Walt- Disney;, is at the American. Exposition. Soviets have
two row’s, one atop the other, of ii screens in a complete circle while
the American process has one circular row of 11 . . • A 3D process
(without glasses) is still unspooling at a local house but has to be
. seen at a certain angle of head and eyes to get maximum effect. This
can lead to a. stiff neck. 'It has a large fine metal, gauze before .the
screen which divides the multiple images projected for the depth
effect.
;
■There are 400 film, theatres in USSR equipped for C^Seope and 15:
to 20 features per year are made in the process
.Therer are no
western-style niteries but some . restaurants. have , dancing till mid-,
night. The nearest thing to a riitery is. the Liaska which has gypsy
• dancing and. music front nine p.m. to 11 p.m. Women’ are' not lookers
but make lip for it in drive and sensuality . > .. Only jukebox in town
is at the Americanski Club run by Yanks stationbdyat the Embassy
here; Only non-Russians are allowed in as agreed upon with local
authorities. It runs till the wee hours and is the outside visitor’s
winduppery.
’ v. :• Moskva Hotel, which housed all the film fest guests, has a special bar
which, keeps lighted till four. Records played, mostly Yank disks, of
. pf.e.-war : vintage. They are. often played at wrong speeds and Bing
Crosby, most repped, usually comes out high pitched.
French producer Raoul Levy got the most out of/the fest publicitywise by. breezing in with a copy of the new Brigitte Bardot release,
“Babette Goes To War” (Col):. It got big Russian audience response
but may not be bought due to B.B.’s troubling ways in spite of the
fact that this is her “modest” film as far as Undress etcetera goes.
However Levy got good Western newrs coverage on the showing and
response here and he presented a copy to the Minister of Culture. It
pleased.Russians but the joking about, war did not Sit right with those
powers Who pass on foreign. features to be shown here.
There is no real vaude here in Moscow; the acts being used by the
many state circuses and folk dance groups . , . Ed Sullivan gave nightly
qwresentations of his Moscow spectacular at the 8,000-seater theatre in
Gorki Park here every night for SRO attendance;
Gerry Severin, a Yank of Russo origin and the nephew of the famed
Stanislavsky, likes to show friends thru the Stanislavsky Museum.
Severin is negotiating Russo disks for the U.S; for MJP Enterprises.
.
. It is rare, but one may be stopped on the; street and offered 25
rubles to the dollar . . ; Biggest lines still appear before the LeninStalin Mausoleum where the two heads lie side by side in well pre-i
served state. However, many natives claim they have never visited
there. It is like New Yorkers and the Statue of Liberty . ' ; . The sub¬
way. is clean,, fast and spectacular and has nary a scrap of advertising
Russians cry copiously at tearjerker films . . . Yank Expo always
mobbed and it is .obvious, that the Kremlin’s -film. festival took no
thunder or interest away from it. The Seyenorama process at the
Expo with scenes flashed on seven screens gets big interest and a
stir when Marilyn Monroe, only in clbseup* fills the seven screens in
motion while the rest are stills . . . Dawn Addams, Giuletta Massina,
Richard Todd, Nicole Cburce1, Carole Lesley were the western film
players who Showed for the fest

Moscow: Chaotic But Okay
; Continued from . page 3 5
Moscow magazine; There were, he really important question was to
averred, pictures which, attempted get a theme and a script acceptable
to lead the viewers away from to both participating countries.
.reality, cultivating their basest in¬ Their theory Was based bn the con¬
stincts instead of developing their cept that they were not looking for
finer points and noble qualities. He a good bargain but a good film,'
cited “Gigi,” with its theme of a and iii keeping, with that view
young girl brought up to be a would not enter into a contract un¬
courtesan, and “I Want to Live," til the script was completed and
for which “Susan Hayward was approved,
As part. of their current cam¬
named best actress of the year for
her starring role, in a films about paign for increased trade with the
West,, the Russians made .available,
hoodlums.”
;. Another writer took a crack at eight theatres in the centre of Mos¬
the British in. an article, in the of¬ cow where out of competition films,
ficial daily bulletin. Commenting can be screened to the public and
on the British industry’s original members of the industry,, as well as
choice of “Carlton Browne of . the | to visiting delegations.
Good-Humored
F/O:,” (subsequently vetoed
Justifiably, there has been con¬
Foreign Office, advice),: G. Geroni sky said it was perhaps believed siderable criticism of .many of the
that satire on. British diplomacy fest entries, .although the Musco¬
would be j ust to the taste of the vites themselves make good-na¬
. Muscovites.. ‘‘Unfortunately - the tured audiences and . Warmly, ap¬
sting of satire was rather dull, and plaud, every. pic. The crowded cal¬
Unsophisticated cracks hardly'made endar, which resulted in several
double feature bills, at the ; after-:
up for this defect”,
v In all the meetings between the noon and evening screenings, hard¬
Russians arid .the West, the: em¬ ly helped, and made it tough sled¬
phasis was continually on greater ding for the. international jury.
cooperation; both in the field of Among the jury, members were
distribution and. production.
The Thorbld Dickinson, Executive pro¬
Russians 'told, the British, French ducer; of the United Nations, Haris
.and Italians that they want to hypo Roderiberg, .. a professor of the
the . exchange of product, but have Higher Cinema: School in East Ber¬
been told in turn npt to ask for,: lin, Christian Jacques and; Paul
rior expect, complete reciprocity. Daviot, the French directors, Ser¬
The Russlps have also. been told gei Gerasimov, one of the leading
direetbts, . and; , Henri
that they’ve got to pay real money Russian
in the future, and riot the ridicu¬ Stork, a Belgian.documentary pro¬
lous prices they’ve been paying in ducer.
The
closing
ceremoriies last
the past.
It's: understood they’ve
conceded this point to some de¬ night (Mon.) were held in the Dy¬
gree, and intimated they’ll up the namo Stadium; with a three-and-a.ante to an average; $22-25,000 per half hour show . pegged to the
pic. The negotiations, which, were theme . “meetings . with favorite
basically in general terms, are ex¬ cinema heroes,” Scenes from some
pected to be continued , in London, | of the Russian classic pix were re¬
Paris and Romepy the locai Sovex- created, and the entire program, as
well as the audience,, were filmed
port reps.
The Russians are . also anxious to by a unit from theMosf ibri studios.
develop coproduction with the Leading: Soviet actors . and two
West,. and elaborated their think¬ dance companies participated, and
ing on the subject to a meeting of foreign artists in the show in¬
visiting producers from both East cluded Rosita Quintana, Nicola
and West. Finance, they explained, Coureel, Magda, Guiletta Massina
was not a major problem., the only. arid Tsyn I. ,

Moscow, Aug. 18.
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Kuzuev Gives Soviet Film Data;

Phil Hyams of London’s ’ Eros
Films was paid 197 rubles for an
interview on Radio Moscow, which
apparently

consisted

of

an. out-

and-out plug for his ■ festival en¬
try, “Cry from the Streets.’’
. The fee is. equal to just under

$2o.

By Gene moskowitz

•

Moscow, Aug. 18.
Russian films never lose money
according to
Philip
Pavlovitch
Kuzuev, head of the Soviet Dept,
of Film Distribution under the
Minister of Culture. . He also
opined that Yanks are not living
up to the recent film exchange
sales agreement between the U. S.
and Russia.
Kuzuev said that in 1959 the So¬
viet Union utilized 210 new films
of which 110 were local and 100
foreign releases, both from eastern
Moscow, .Aug, 18.
and western countries. The bulk,
. Moscow Film. festival is not in¬
of course, were from Red bloc na¬
tions.
However, there were 14
tended to be an annual event, but
French features and. some English,
is likely to be ; repeated at inter¬
Italian and West German entries.
vals of two or three years. In all
By the end of the seven year film
probability it will alternate with
plan, which winds in 1965, it is
the Czech junket at Karlovy Vary.
expected that Russia will produce
Alexei Oavidov, boss of Sovex200 features annually and take 150
port, the / Russian: affency for the
from abroad with a goodly number
overseas distribution of pix, told
of Yank product, if sale deals are
Vabiety that he felt that the fes¬
finalized to mutual, satisfaction.
tival calendar was already over¬
Under the Russian system all
crowded, and if all producers, took
facets of filmmaking and handling
such shindigs seriously they would
come under a central film office.
have no time left for film making..
The producing companies get back
The Russians, he added, did not
55% of the gross. Distribution
want to contribute to such a situ¬
terms are 20% in cities, with 25%
ation.
to theatres. For rural spots, where
The Soyexport topper also also
there are less houses, smaller ca¬
expressed disappointment, and. re-,
pacities and fewer performances,
gret at the refusal of the American
the production gets only 10% with
picture industry to participate,, and
10% for the distiibs and 80% for
felt that it had been ill advised.
the exhits to help them service
He declined to comment on . the
outlying film showings.
Moscow, Aug. 18.
American.- Russian, film exchange
There are about 82,000 film the¬
The First (annual?) Moscow film atres with 64,000 state-controlled,
beyond noting that almost a year
had elapsed since the signing of Festival ended yesterday (Monday) 13,000 belonging to trade unions,
the agreement and: the swap had and a summing up of impresions is for private use and the rest to
yet to. be implemented.. Some in order. The fest head, E. Dobro- various institutions. There are 25,miprir detail always seems to arise hqutov; made, it clear that a Rus¬ 000 portable exhibition units.
to delay the; exchange; he added; sian international competitive film : Moscow itself has 70 theatres
though he hoped that all points fest was now a reality, but he did with 400 trade union houses. There
of detail, would be resolved in due: riot , specify whether it would be are 400 theatres equipped for
held every year or whether Moscow
course.
C’Scope with 4,000 expected at the
is to rotate with the Czech Kar¬
end of the plan. There is now
lovy Fest with each becoming a.
about 3,500,000,000 attendance
biannual affair. But it Is possible
yearly with 5,000.000,000 expected
Moscow may decide to become a
by ’65.
yearly event which could react to
Average admission tab is three
Continued from page. 5
| the detriment of Karlovy since
rubles (75c on the pegged ruble
there are, by coimnori consent,
media
named,
which
contains
rate and 30c on the tourist rate).
too-many international film festi¬
A film which is a hit can draw
“untrue, deceptive, or misleading” vals throughout Europe.
40,000,000 admissions. Cited are
representation, or anybody who
The Federation of international “The Quiet Don,” “Flying Cranes”
does not sell the advertised items Film Producers may, soon conduct
and “The Sisters.” A hit needs 5
pr does; not sell them at the prices discussions: with the Russians on about 2,000 prints.
For others
advertised rtiall be subject to crim¬ their becoming members of the 1,000 to 1,500 suffices. A popular
FIFPA now that western films are
import
can
hit
1,000
prints.
inal penalty. However, there is no getting greater Russian screen time
Kuzuev emphasizes that his out¬
liability in the theatreowner unless and Vice versa. In that eventuality
he has "actual knowledge” of the Moscow could possibly get the nod fit is definitely interested in mak¬
fraudulent intent of the advertis¬ as. a fest that gets unreleasfed fea¬ ing money and take popular tastes
into consideration.
ing.
tures rather than, as now, having
Average pic costs $254,tM
A bill providing that Connec¬ to accept films already released
to make and comes to $404,0M
ticut will automatically follow outside of the country of origin.
after prints and advertising
whatever piinimum wage laws
Russians seem satisfied with the
costs.
amendments are enacted by the response of the various official
Kuzuev declared there were
Federal Government, Theatre in¬ countries who took part here on*
terests are now fighting the Federal this maiden, occasion. Thee was about
600
distribution
offices
around the Soviet Union. After
hill in Washington.
some coolness: from France and..
A bill eliminatirig the require¬ Italy, who may have felt that the ; production, prints of all films are
ment . that: theatrical exhibitions Russo event was prospectively,' sent to the various USSR repub¬
lics. There are six printing labora¬
and motion pictures on Sunday crimping Cannes and Venice.
have to presented from a stage.
American, attitude remained an tories Local centers handle dub¬
admitted mystification as the festi¬ bing into various regional dialects,
val ended. Dobrouhoutov pointed about 36 in all. Most foreign pix
oUt that his official governmental are also dubbed.
Until three years ago all Soviet
invite was passed on by the State
== Continued from page 5
Dept, to the Motion Picture Ext features were made in color but
half
are now in black and white.
port Assn, which, in turn, finally
them into conflict with the anti¬
decided to take a token part via an Directors are allowed leeway to
trust laws.
out-ofrcompetition showing of “The choose tint or b&w depending on
: Yet;’.leaders, ini the .industry are
Diary of Anne Frank” (20th). Spy- the theme and dramatic needs of
fully in agreement that the film
ros Skouras arrival here under the story.
biz. is lagging badly behind other
Television is mostly centered
semi-official status via the Russian
industries in failing to learft the invitation.
around Moscow and boasts about
facts of its' own existence, and
Russians feel it was. strange that j 3,000,000 sets. Old and new pix are
this attitude is beginning to trans¬ the American participation was not shown and Kuzuev estimated‘that
late itself into action, with the C. “official” with an American Ex¬ it would soon be felt by film thea¬
of E.-MPAA meetings providing position currently running here. tres. There are two channels giv¬
the impetus to action.
But it is hoped things may be ing about 28 hours a week each.
Kuzuev commented that his disThe ad-pub group -feels that, ironed out with the Yanks coming
trib setup had planned to release,
with ACE cooperating, intra-indus¬ in officially at the next fest
try research could be carried on,
Ail prize winning films of . the the 10 Yank swap features under
possibly with COMPO as the co¬ just-ended festival will be bought the Russo-U, S. exchange agree¬
ordinating agent.
However, the by the Russians but there is no ment as of last March but that the
retention of an outside outfit to do commitment to take other entered Yanks had not lived up to their
agreement.
Majors have never
the job isn’t ruled out.
films.
(
sent materials which Kuzuev in¬
sists were part of the agreement,
that is dialog charts for dubbing
and titling and two duped prints.
He wound with the statement that
Russia wanted to show American
films and were all ready to do so
Moscow, Aug. 18.
as soon as materials arrived and
Moscow Film Festival winners as announced by jurors on Monassurances were made on the re¬
; day (17) were;
...-r
ciprocal Yank buy and distrib of
Best Picture—“Destiny of Man” (USSR) .
seven Russian pix to be handled
Outstanding Artistry—“Wunderkirider” (W. Germany)
by the majors via one pic each.
Special Award (Shared)^-“Day Dawns” (Pakistan) and “Escape .
Kuzuev said that only film that
From The Shadows” (Czechoslovakia) .
could insult Russia, or go against
Best Actor (Shared)-—V, Glinsky; B. Pawlick, A. Shevchuk in “The
moral or social codes, were not al¬
. Eagle” (Poland)
.
lowed to be shown in the country.
. Best Actress—Diiravin Serezulin, Mongolia. ./

F. H. B. on Caviar

Moscow’, Aug.. 18,. . .
With typical Russian se¬
crecy, no information has been
given as to the budget set.,
aside for the Moscow Film
Festival.
It is a guess only
to say that the sum was not
lavish; probably well under
.the budgets of Cannes, Ven¬
ice, Berlin.
Russian delegations to other
festivals have entertained lav¬
ishly.\ They did not do so on
their home ground. Free-load¬
ing journalists would weep
here.
The ration card for
meals AVas literal, Drinks were
at the drinker’s cost
It was not that the Soviet
“skimped” but neither did
they: try to pour vidka nor
dish caviar. In American do¬
mestic shorthand it was F.H.B.
(Family Hold Back.)

Good, Big Biz

‘Research’
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derer. Plot concerns his attempts
to get it back;
. Director Akira Kurosawa, who
made “Rashomon,” gives fine
treatment and pacing. His look at
various aspects of Tokyo, nightlife,
; Continued from page
and the final bout with the killer,
her ex-lover. However, a taxi are firstrate. Acting and technical
Dohri Siari Pianino
had seen him and the man credits are. tups,
Mosk, .
are quite a number of battle se¬ driver
becomes a confirmed killer as he
quences in this, it contains chances tracks
down the witness to kill
for the local action market.! Export him, too.
Pic has some okay sus¬
Paris, Aug. 11.
chances are very slim.
Le. Petit Prof (The Little Professor)
Time is the German occupation pense values but piles everything (FRENCH).production and re¬
on too thickly sans enough sub¬ lease. Stars Marccau
Darry Cowl; .features Yves
era and the main role is played by stance
to make. this, more than a Robert, ..Beatrice ■ Altariba, .. Francis
an old piano. Latter is first: in the
Blanche.
Christiane
Barry.Written and
possession of a composer. He's local screen bet.
by Carlo'-.Rim; camera, Nicolas
It is well mounted arid techni¬ directed
Hayer'; editor, Robert. Isnardon. At Nor¬
arrested by the Germans who con¬
cally
good,
but
only
for
possible
mandie, Paris. Running, time, 95 MINS.-:
fiscate the piano for their' music
Mosk.
loving SS officer. Then the piano dualer chances abroad.
Vehicle for comic Barry Cowl is;
gets into the hands of partisans
an excuse for a series of sketches
and finally ends up in a church.
Des
Femmes
Disparafssent
(Women1
tracting
the life of two bespectacled'
Disappear)
(FRENCH).
Sirius
release
of;.
However, it helped in beating the
RoRfeld production. Stars Robert I stuttering teachers. There are some
enemv. Technical c.redits are aver¬ Jacques
Hossein; features Philippe . Clay,' Maga.ll '
age. *
tin-.is. ■ Noel, Jacques Dacqmine, Estella Blaine.. funny patches but this is too oneDirected by Edouard Molinaro. Screenplay, dimensional: and slight for any¬
Albert Somonin, Moriss-Dumoulin; camera, thing but Total: chances.
1
~~
I:
Robert: Juillard; editor, Laurence Mery.
Miss Stone i
Cast is okay and . Cowl is inter¬
At Normandie, Paris. Running: time, 90
MINS.
(TotalSeope-CoIor) i
mittently funnyl but he has yet to
(YUGOSLAVIAN) j
find the right role to take advan¬
This faniiliar tale has a young tage of . his. talents. Technical
Pula. Aug. 11.!Vardar Film «Skopje> production. With man saving his girl from a group credits and direction are good.
• Mosk.
Olga Spiridonova1,. llija Milt in. Marija: of sadistic white slavers. Pic goes
Tocineski. Dragan Oeokoljie. Directed by in for savoring violence and has
Zita Mitrovic. Screenplay, Dorrti Abadflagellations, violent fisticuffs. and : Asphalt* (FRENCH). -Filmcl release of
the usual cynical array of thugs Francis Lopez production. Stars Franchise
Arnoul; features: Massimo Girotti, Marcel
and panderers. Its main utilization Bozzuffi,
Georges Riviere, Jean-Paul Vigoverseas would be for exploitation lion. Directed
by Herve Bromberger.
Screenplay.
Jacques
Sigurd;
camera,
Historical adventure vam is purposes since fairly well made. Roger
Hubert; editor,' Gilbert Natot. At
It
also
has
a
competent
cast.
Yugoslavia's first : TatalScoper in
Triomphe, Paris. Running time, 95 MINS.
Eastmancolor/ It’s fairly well made Technical values are fine. Mosk.
with enough action and sufficient]
Soapy tale, concerns a poor girl
humor-to hold the not toqi fastid¬
has married a rich man.
Pourquoi Viens-Tu Si Tard? (Why Do who
ious patron interest. As a westerri- You Come So Late?) (FRENCH). Cinedis Bored with the life she drifts back
release
of
Ulysee
production.
Stars
siyled actioner, pic stands a chance Michele Morgan, Henri Vidal, Claude to the old street . .one night. and
to* sled into foreign markets, not- Dauphin; features Marc Cassot, Francis finds that her old-flame is a delin¬
Directed
by
Henri
Decoin.
ably . the Latin-American. {Subject Blanche.
quent. Attempted Blackmail finds
Screenplay, Pierre Rostaing, Claude Brule,
may create U.S. interest - since Albert
Valentin; earner^, Christian Malms; her torn between her old life and
editor, Claude Durand. At Balzac, Paris. new..
much of its dialog is in English.
It's the story of Miss Stone, an Running time, 100 MlNS.
This is fluffy and mainly for lo¬
American protestant missionary,
cal fare. It is competently directed
Pic makes comedy and drama, but
who, at the beginning of this cen¬
lacks the flair to make it con¬
tury. fell into the hands of Mace¬ and does not quite come off; hence, vincing. Fraricpise Arnoul is right
donian freedom fighters.!: Latter it is a chancey item for oveseas. as the winsome heroine, but gets
badly needed money to buy arms It concerns a femme lawyer who little aid from ..the story. Technical
for their fight against the Turks, drinks trying, to defend a youth credits are okay. - Mosk.
so they kidnapped the U.S. woman who has killed his alcoholic father.
Love sees her through her crises.
and asked for ransom.
i;
This
is
slickly
made
but
does
not
Les Seigneurs De La Foret (Masters of
Cast, headed by Olga SpiridonoForest) (BELGIAN; DOCUMENTARY;
deeply enough. into the drama . the
C'SCOPE; COLOR).. 20th-Fox release of
vic as Miss Stone. Marija Tbcinoski go
or exploit its romantic angles. It s FIL production/ Written and- directed by
and Petre Prlicko, come?? along is
neatly acted and produced.
j Heinz Seilman, Henry Brandt; commen¬
with nice performances. 'Techni¬
tary, .Max-Pol Fouchet, spoken by Jean
■ • '
...Mosk'. ' f Besailly,
Georges Aminel. Camera (East*
cally the film represents ; a good
mancolor), Kurt Neuberg, Andre Lebeck;
standard.
\Hans.
editor, Louis Linzee; At Saint Michel,

Yugo Fest Reviews

Wednesday, August 19, 1959

1 Winners at All-Yugo Pula Fest
Pula/ Aug. Ml,
As expected by nearly everyone here, the. Grand Prix Of this
year’s Yugoslavian Film Festival went to the Jadrari. production,
“Vlak Bez Vozriog Reda” lTrain Without a Time-Table). Film
contributes much to. prestige for the TitoTand’s film-making and
already stirred attention ivhen shown at. the recent . Cannes film
festival. “Three Quarter of Sun,” a Triglav production, '.was
chosen second best film, wliiie Bosria-FIlni's “Five Minutes of
Paradise” Was declared third best productiori.
The prize for the best direction was handed to Joze Babic for
“Three Quarters of Sun.” He captured 500,000 Dinars (about
$1;200. foif this.
v'' >
The scripterx of “Train Without Tiriie-Table” Were given the
prize for the best scenario along with 300,000 Dinars.
The film, “Good Old Piano.” a oTriglav production, got the prize
for the best score. Avala’s “Sam’i. got the prize for the best sound
while the best camera, award went to the game film.. “Miss Stone,”
a Vardar produclion, received the award for the best art work.
Money prizes for all prize-holders.
Olga Spiridonovic. \vho portrayed “Miss Stone,” was chosen
best actress. Petre Prlicko, who played in the same film, Walked
off with the best actor award. Each of. them was given 200,000
Dinars.

; Continued front-page! 7 ;

just protest and bring to at- \ take nationality of its direttor and*
tenion
member
companies [ while, jokingly adding that 1577
Ar,imannati.,> .;
•• - > metres of pic comprise Spanishshot footage as against only 1569
Y'ank protest was not only one metres of Mexican-exposed materiin a heated prelude to the 1959 al, said he would leave the final de¬
event. Other beef < previous to : cision up to the Festival.
Yank one in time), and again con- j .Commenting on the controver¬
cerned with three Ita.io pix includ- | sies, some local observers see. them
ed in competition, came from un- ! aS perfectly natural results of the.
expected source: two Italian pro- • high values at stake at such inter¬
ducers, one of them until recently | national events, \yheye inclusion
prexy of the local producer’s as-j and exclusion jf pix trigger politic.
sociation.
Complaint, registered; cal and : commercial sentiriients,
via cable by Goiffredo Lombardo j and that few if any festivals are
and Franco Cristaldi, was not over immune. “A Festival might be
number accepted, but over fact ■ a pretty duil affair, without a dis- :
that two of the three Italian pix j pute or two,” notes. one paper.
were still unfinished at date of an-^ I Others in explaining the frequent
nouricement. Lorribardo arid Gris- i hassles point out the practical val¬
taldi, reportedly piqued when one j ues pic can draw at the b.o. from
of their ..joirit productions,. “I. Mag-1 a proper festival exposure, as well
liari” which was directed in Ger- j as. the valuable import and remit¬
many by Francesco Rosi, was not. tance advantages accepted festival
included in selection tthoifgb long entries are granted. ,:
a silent favorite), threatened legal
I.* n C r » v* b le. (The IndistruetibleV Paris.. Running time* 90. Ml NS.
-:.
action against the Festival, but
(FRENCH—SONGS). Columbia release of
Cyclope production. Stars - Daity Cowl,
have since decided to drop move,
( ampo Mamula
Line Renaud; features Michel Galabiru. ■ : Competent documenlairy on the
“in .the interests of the industry
Francis
Blanche,ArmonteL
Directed
by
(Mamula Camp) |!
animal and native life in the Bel¬ as a whole” and merely deplore
Jean Boyer. Screenplay, Jacques Vilfrid,
(YUGOSLAVIAN) ]
gian
Congo
has
turned
out
to
be
a
Robert. Coffin; camera. Charles Suin;
Continued, from page S
the
procedure.
editor, Jacqueline Brachet; music. Loulou surprise hit here. Though native
Pula. Aug. 11..
G^ste.^At Triomphe, Paris.. Running time, :
Incident has been widely aired, pur schedules,” said a distributor.
customs may be restaged, it has
Avala production. With' Dragon Lakovic, Pavle Vuisic. I.juba Tadic. Petar
taking photographic qualities, ex¬ with Italian press split concerning “We've still got them, but on the
Vujovic, Dusan Djordjevic. Directed by
Columbia has an amusing entry cellent animal work and a well- Venice’s choice of the two local smaller; pictures we have a tough
Velimir Stojanovic. Screenplay, Ratko
DjUrovic; camera. Aleksandcr Sekulo'vic; which
shapes . mainly for local knit commentary. It deals with the features (“General della Rovere? time getting a playoff. The exhibi¬
music. Bojan Adamic. At Pula Film Fest.
chances; It is about a zariv waiter verdant; forest and trie dry. plains and “The Great \Var”) before final tor doesn't want to take the misses
Running time, 104 MINS.
i .
who is insured for his life, and the on either sides of a volcanic print could be prepared on either with the hits. He wants only hits.”
Avala Film, which specializes in attempts by many to kill him.. range. Footage is well edited. Here one (though Venice ruling techni¬
The attitude of production, which
war pix, here has an item that's However, he comes through and is a dociimen tary with probable cally empowers its toppers to take has to put expensive eggs into i
I foreign "exploitation--, chances.
such and other special action: i:e: single basket, is that the risk ele¬
slightly beyond the average stand¬ the others are knocked off,
'
./■
Mosk,
.
This
has
some
funny
bits
thanks
j
ard of similar pix seen here re¬
interpreting its regulations to suit ment allows. a studio to produce
cently. Plot is not too interesting to Barry Cowl’s mummery, but it is f
the occasion), but " most local or finance only so many pictures.
but creates a good deal of suspense. familiar and not adroit enough for i
scribes allowed that Venice. was “If we. were to double our output
Line
Stojanovic’s direction is! skillful much overseas’ chances.
taking a tremendous gamble in se¬ in terms of important, high-bud¬
but the eharac-ter portrayals, chief¬ Renaud gets a chance to belt, over
lecting unfinished pix for so tight geted productionsv the exhibitors
a
few
catchy
tunes.
Mosk..
j
ly the Germans «again the-villians
Continued . from page. l ^
and trying a competition, and for wouldn’t be willing to share the
in this>, lack conviction. Probably
tW(Y reasons:, one, they might due bigger risk with lis.” observed an
a good domestic bargain, i yet not
Ca N'Arrlve Qu'Aux Vivants at Only i abling the prosties to. forget about'
Happens to the Living) (FRENCH), Im- : paying income taxes. AGVA office to unexpected circumstances not executive at One of the! majors.
much for export.
!
release of Marivaux production. j
be able to make the imminent “We are supposed to take all the
Plot concerns Yugoslavian par¬ peria
Stars Raymond Pellegrin, Giselle Pascale; [ here, however; flatly denies such
tisans in an Italian prison. When features Magali Noel, Marc Valbel. Direc- : shenanigans. Midwest exec director deadline (one is due. for showing risk and the exhibitors are entitled
ted
by
Tony
Saytor.
Screenplay.
Pierre
1
the war is over for the. Italians, the Larey, Jean Cosmos from book by Peter Ernie Fast labels the report “un¬ Aug. 30, the other Sept. 5), and to the largest share of the profits
.Germans take over the command. Cheney; camera, Pierre Petit: editor-, true” and says the union “never two, they might not turn out as they , can obtain:. ThaLs the thea¬
They force the prisoners fa remove Monique Kirsanoff. At the Latin, Paris. . told them (cafes) hiow to operate well as expected artistically. With tres’ attitude. When do yoii ever
mines from the sea. The prisoners Running time, 100 MINS.
their business*” nor, he adds* was the spotlight, thrown on the situa¬ hear of an exhibitor bailing out
attempt an outbreak blit I most of
"
Usual- tale about a good guy AGVA ever approached by. an op-: tion and the two pix, the pressure a distributor?”
them are killed. Technically, the
■(There’s • an -. added argument:
erator
to such an end.
j would be tremendous, arid could
lensing is once more the bc-t thing [ framed by gangsters and his, trackjust as easily turn into a triumph With top . quality product running
i
ihg
them
down,
lacks
the
snap
and
;
AGVA’s.
agreements
with
the
op¬
about this Yugoslav film. Hans. [offbeat values to make - this niore'
for Venice, or a damaging blow to so much longer at the theatres* it
erators, Fast points out, make the i
(Matter has since doesn’t practically pay to turn out
: than a local filler with overseas saloons solely liable for tax deduc- i its prestige.
also been taken up in the Italian I friore “A”, films than the first-runs
; chances very uneven. Technically
tioris
arid
payments.
I
House of Parliament, where a dep-i can handle without t,croloding.,*
; and thespically; it is. passable.
•
|.
' Mosk: .: . Fast.himself has appeared before \ uty, the Hon. Calabro, hns asked “You, can get in only, so.inucsh
the grand jury, at which time he ; for an inve'stfgation of the case).
the neck, of a bottle*' com- •/
brought along the union’s Venice reserved judgment and de¬ through
Les Notes Venetiennes (Venetian Honev- ‘ also
Meinfr Tochfer PatriciS (My;: Daughter
merited one. distributor—Ed.) .
Patricia). (AUSTRIAN), Neue Film Ver- moon) (FRENCH; TOTALVISION; COLOR). books.
fense of its arguments.
Jeih release of OEFA-Sc-hoenbrunn produc¬ Cinedis release of. Cinetel produclion. J
In spite of the urgericy of the
tion. Features Martin. Held.: Gerlinde Stars. Martine Carol. Vittorio De Sica; fea¬
Skipping . tax;. payments is an
Mexico’s Gripe
exhibitors’ position re the need!
Locker, Marianne Schoenauer. Chariklia tures Philippe' - Nicaud, Andre Versini,!
added inducement to lure gals here
Baxevanos,
Gerhard Riedmahn,
Edith Jacques Sernas. Directed by Alberto;
The third major beef of the up¬ for more film; straws in the wind
Screenplay,
Jean
Ferry* i for prostitution, and is known to
Elmay, Hans Thimig. Horst Beck. Directed Cavalcanti.
point in the opposite direction. A
by Wolfgang Liebeneiner. Screenplay Sy Claude-Andre Puget from book by Abel :
theni. as the “forgetting about coming Festival came from Mexi¬ company like United Artists, for
II. F. Koellner; camera, Walter Partsch; Hermant; eamera (Eastmanc.olor), Gianni
can producer (“Torero”) Manuel
music, Heinz Neubrand At Loewen Kino, De Venanzo; editor, Yvonne Martin. At Uncle” plan.:.;
Berlitz,
Paris.
Running
time,
93
MINS.
Vienna. Running time, 90 MINS
Barbachano Ponce, who threatened instance, which for a long time has
to yank, his (accepted) feature, been among the few: who .have
This lightweight picture, mostly
This tinter has a w’ell-woru tale
“Sonatas,” out of competition un- \ maintained volume release, is de¬
funny, seems to have its main , aim of an adventuress and an adven¬
less its nationality was changed ! finitely planning to shift; the em¬
in keeping people happy for two turer who are caught up by love
from Spanish to Mexican, backed phasis. IJA in the years to come
hours. Then it can be forgotten. arid find it is better than dough af¬ . A number of shifts, consisting in this by a similar protest cable will cut nut the lowbiidgeters and
Gerlinde Locker as Patricia, just ter alL It has some good produc¬ of promotions from within the com¬ from the -Mexican Film Industry! instead will concentrate on fewer
out of a Swiss boarding school, as tion values in the Venetian back¬ pany, have been made in Universal-!
Association.
Pic is Mexican- but more -expensive .films. To the
well as Chariklia Baxevjmos are grounds, and some neatly paced
distributor, in the light of . his ex¬
very good in their roles. Both love scenes, but. this is mainly for International’s overseas - organiza¬ Spanish. co-production in which periences during the past year or
majority
of
coin
and talent is Mex¬
tion
by
Americo
:
Aboaf,
v
p.
and
the same man, Gerhard Riedmarin dualer chances abroad.
two,
this makes sense.
:\
ican, says Barbachano* adding that
but later change their minds sev¬
It has the Martine Carol and foreign general manager.
To exhibition, which Is hanging
eral times.. Wolfgang Liebeneiner Vittorio De Sica names for exploit¬
he never thought that the national¬
Ramon
Garcia,
formerly
mam
on with around 19,000 theatres still,
directs at a nice pace. Camerawork ation values, too. It is technically
ager for Venezuela, has been ap¬ ity of its director i Spaniard Juan and needs product to keep these
by Walter Partsch is very good. sumptuous,
Mosk.
pointed district manager for the Antonio Bardem) determined that situations running, often with a
Heinz Neubrand . supplies smooth
of
the
film.
Caribbean area, operating. Under
music. •
i Maas.
feature policy, the steady
Paris, Aug. 11. -. Latin American . supervisor Al
Festival in reply (via Italo Am¬ double
shrinkage in Hollywood output
Nora Inu (Stray Dog) (JAPANESE). Shinbassador to Mexico) said it neveir spells disaster, at least for the
tobo production and release. Stars Poshiro. Lowe. .Jose Sugranes, previously
Paris, Aug. 11.
Mifune, Takashi Shimura. Directed by. manager for Ecuador, assumes the concerned itself with pic’s nation¬
submits and the sub-subruris.
Un Temotn Dans La Ville. Witness In Akira Kurosawa. Screenplay, Ryuzo Kikuthe City) (FRENCH). Gaumonf release of jima, Kurosawa; camera, H. Kusada; edi¬ post of local U-I resident represen¬ ality, “accepting that of country Their attitude is that more film.
RNEG-France London-Zebra Film produc¬ tor, Y. Sugibara. Pr.eemed iri Paris, Run¬ tative in Venezuela.
presenting it”: in this case Spain. raises the potential for more
:
tion. Stars Lino Ventura; features Frdn- ning time, 120 MINS.
.
coise Brion. Franco Fabriz/i, Jacques
. Luis Jimenez, head salesman in Venice suggested however that if money-makers arid therefore great¬
Berthier. Directed by Edouard Molinaro.
two countries okayed move, pic
Screenplay, Boileau,
Nf.-cejac,
Andre
Overlong suspense pic . h a s the Bogota, Colombia, office, has could be screened as Spanish co- er returns to all concerned. Pro¬
Tabet, Gerard Oury; camera. Henri Decae;
been named manager, for: Ecuador.
duction, already deep in television
enough
assets
to
be.
worth
pruning
editor. Robert isnaFdon. At Cc-'Jisee, Paris.
A far eastern shift sees Tio Keng producti on with Mexico.
and possessed of perhaps a more
for possible special or dualer slot¬
Running time, 90 MINS.
Director Bardem, quoted in realistic eye for the future, belie vet
ting in foreign marts. It concerns Ho elevated to manager for Indo¬
This suspense item hris a man a rookie detective who has his gun nesia from; his position as acting Madrid, said that he thought it strongly in the reduced risk via
killing the murderer of his wife,; stolen and then used by a mur- manager.
perfectly normal that pic should quality rather than quantity.
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Supermarkets
Continued from page i;^—

That’s Credo of United Artists—'Global Reps
Disperse to Their Native Compounds
Fo’Iov. iirg four da\s of concen- trated meetings ip. New York last
week, devoted to laying the grpundwork for its new. global concept
merchandising. program.
United
Artists plans to follow up in the \
field with regional meetings And—;
eventually—a fuilseale internation- ;
al sales and promotion convention; '
Executives who had participated •
In the N.Y. huddles dispersed in
various directions, all maintaining
that the discussions had been ifruit-;
ful and had generated a lot of good |
thoughts and ideas along .theiilines-i
of tighter, international collabora¬
tion at the merchandising end.
“One of the important results of
the meetings has been psychologi-.
cal.” noted a UA exec. “We brought j
the boys in from overseas, and now1
they know we aren’t-just talking (
about this idea of intercontinental;
promotion and the global concept.;
They knew v.e mean business.*’
Next step w ill be for Morton
Nathanson. VVs newly-appointed
director of international advertis¬
ing-publicity. to visit the field and I
hold regional meetings. -Later on.
when UA has accumulated chough
important product for future re¬
lease. an international convention :
will be called, at which time the
new pictures will be screened for

UA: Need Added Booker

and its .products.' Sometimes the
sponsor even ..pays extrg for the
appearance'. /
The .markets, -.generally,

insist :
that: the star do no act, merely j
Wave to the crowd or say a; few •
I
words or makes a. few quips. ; One
v:,
of the reasons for this is the .neces-; ; ;
sity• of haying '-music if a name is i
to do an act. Another factor is the j
j
performance, societies which; de¬

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
I
Skyrocketing
business
at
the local United Artists’ ex- . •
change has. become so heavy
i
that more bookers are needed .
*
to handle the load. That’s the
;
reason for the hiring of Dick
mand a fee even when the store
Bolling, formerly with Colum¬
bia here, as a booker, increas¬
: plays records. (It’s: okay to have
ing the staff to three, the
! piped music or play the radio
most ever employed.
| since, that's music that’s paid for
All of the branch’s sales and
j at the source! > The, store riiauage. income records are being shat¬
tered this year, according to
[ merits generally. do. not ..care ..for
branch manager G. H. Nelson
| any prolonged show., becau.i:,;. it
who, with his sales staff, are
I
tends to keep prospective purchas¬
finding that such blockbusters
ers away froin buying, and ties up
as “Around the World ih 80
(
a lot-of valuable space. .
Days,” “Hole in the Head/*
[
The agencies point out that, free
“Horse Soldiers” and “Some
i shows without names aren’t' conLike It Hoi” spell “bonanza/'
!
ducive
to getting consumers! into
he declares.
‘ the stores.
They ■ sadly confess
\ that, green stamps are a better lure
Always Delicate
j than .acrobats, hoofers and - non-,
•
Mount Vernon, N. Y,
j name singers.
It’s recalled that
' in the. old days, dishes . were a Editor, Variety:
The
article,
on front page of
greater lure than many pictures
and when bingo was a hot item, a Variety—August 12, 1959-^“Protbig prize was more of an attraction estants’.
Film
Riles
Catholics.”
than some of the celluloid that
highlights a; philosophy rapidly be¬
was available/
coming popular in America—i.e..

Belly Dancer

the personnel.
''
“InterhationaU
and
“global,”,
The UA confabs in N.Y.-. accom¬
two key: words in the lexicon of
j- Continued! frpm page
panied by heavy splurge of pub¬
the film companies in recent years,
licity in the press, served the* dou¬
continue to be repeated as often as demonstrating the “(beauty- of the
ble purpose of further raising UA'Sv
. to show that God created
a non-stop disk as the major Amer¬ hody
prestige as an international entity,
ican film companies expand their, our bodies as well as pur. minds.”
giving service to independent pro¬
Many
w
ho’.ve
gandered her tend to
world-wide thinking' and facilities.
ducers world-wide, and of coordin¬
Internationalization of promotion agree it’s respectable. More-in the
ating the new concept of merging ?
conventional
,
strip; vein is the
and publicity activities, appears td
global promotion in ling with! glob¬
be the newest contribution, of ,U.S. ‘‘Oyster Girl”. at La Eiamma Res¬
al release.
! '
taurant,
normally
a popular, jazz
filmites to the one-world concept.
At the windup of the meeting.
spot in this territory,:
Jonas Rosenfield Jr/ executive
Max E. Young-tein. UA v.p.; said
A Variety yarn dateliried July 7
in charge of publicity and advertis¬
the comnany now had a record
ing for Columbia, is the latest to indicating Ft Wayne “is baring the
$115,000,000 invested in features
expound on the necessity of plarn flesh as well, as the soul nowadays”
either already completed or ready •
ning publicity and advertising cam¬ brought. a reply from the town’s
for release. Arnold M.. Picker* v,p. 1
paigns with the whole world in Catholic bishop. Most Rev. Leo AIn charge of foreign distribution,
mind.
Just back from Europe Pursley* rapping the “rash of in¬
let it be known that:UA was step¬
where he visited the locations of decent entertainment.” Bishop also
ping up its manpower-overseas to
Columbia
.productions,
filming was nettled by the story's headline,
back its lineup.
j;
abroad, Rosenfield stated: “Let’s “Pious Fort Wayne;Discovers Sex,”:
Altogether, the UA philosophy,. face it.. Out commitments on loca¬ stating it was hardly justified; just
Is that it pays to spend and it: pays; tion-based films throughout . the because some bonifaces had resort¬
to employ people that can capably 1 world are not a flash in the. pain. ed, to a “very old arid very dirty
sell the product. In contrast to the. We're staying in this business arid trick” to stimulatelagging business.
“economy” trend in industry think¬ indications are that it will ex¬
Footnoting'the affair to date, Ating, UA is going in the “showman¬ pand.”
kiris! sa'd . the bishop hasn’t yet
ship” direction, as one of its iexecs .
sought “equal time” with Delbar.
As
a
result/
Rosenfield
rioted,
put it following the meetings; Not
Columbia, as well as the other film Her appearance on the station; in¬
lacking product, and committed to
cidentally., went ignored by the
do the best possible job for its in¬ companies; have a bigger beat to News-Sentinel arid Journal Gazette,
cover
and Europe and other parts
dependents. UA has decided! that ;
both of Which have ’frowned on the
of
the
world
will
require,
compara¬
tfie bigger the all’round sales ef¬
sudden
flesh .emphasis.
Both
fort, the better the chances of the ble service as the United States. papers,in.- fact,; pretty, much play
Moreover, he added, the general
highest possible recoupment,
moving up of the distribution of down WPTA-TV generally, a la the
Youngstein told the meeting that;
films abroad makes it necessary to ostrich posture that still persists
UA‘s emphasis in the future would ;
provide the foreign countries, with vis-a-vis certain gazettes; and, broad¬
be on the blockbuster product, but•
/ "
!/,;
the
selling
tools
much
more' casters.
that the lineup would be supple-! quickly.
mented by “idea” pictures, small-.
Columbia,, one of the most active
budgeters with important dramatic
themes which have clicked in the producers of films abroad, . .has.
past.
) long recognized the value of the
international , approach and has ' 55SS5 Continued from; page. 3
maintained representation for this
purpose abroad with. Sid Merkin ! val proper, the Russians screened
in London and Jack Weiner in batches of noted Soviet films under
; the . umbrelU title of “films you
Paris.!
‘ have not seen.” , The shows took
Continued from page 2
As part of its .riew international
place in the theatre’ of the;Moscow
service, Col sends - publicity unit
t Film Workers Union premises.
recalls the work of the great
men on a tour of European capitals
French master.
As an official divertisement, fest
long before production, begins on
“The Rape of Sabine Women” location. Thus, Rosenfield pointed guestswere invited to .an excursion
shows the influence which the out, the unit men learn the rer- tof, Leningrad,: spending two nights
modem Mexican school of painting quirements of foreign newspapers, ori the train arid having a day. in
had on the late writer. The forms magazines, and radio-tv stations. the former capital.
in the painting have the same! mas¬ When they begin work on the pro! ..
:
Real Sociable
sive quality which the Mexican ductions, he said, they can honor ;
Press conferences.: were, more
Orozco put into many of his paint¬ assignments and service the Euro¬ < frequent than receptions* but the
ings.
Figures twist, turn; and pean market from the locations.
most talked of party was that given
tumble through the painting which
The internationalization of pub ; the opening week by Associated
is a study of constant movement.
‘British;
As a switch from vodka,
ad activities, Rosenfield emphas¬
Lawrence's handling of the nude
ized. does not necessarily irieanthe ! they served Scotch whisky and
• In the Taos exhibit is heavy. Ex¬
English
gin—neither
of which are
application of American kriowhow
cept for one landscape in the sh-pw,
to the foreign market. “Generally ‘ to be seen in any of the Moscow
the value of coloi throughout the
[bars.
'
.
!,
the men who head up publicity
paintings is minimized. The;! nude
The entire festival contirigent
( activities abroad are capable of
figure is the subject which pre-:
■ imaginative and daring showman¬ | was housed m the Moscow Hotel, a
occupied the Englishman who is
ship. It’s a two-way street. Often [palatial but not overly. . modern
buried at the Lawrence ranch near
they can bounce back ideas that , building in the heart of the city,
Taos.
*'
\
emanate in their countries,” ; . • and just a few yards from the Red
Titles of the other works on ex¬
Rosenfield indicated that during Square arid the Rremliri. $he ho¬
hibition are: “Flight Back Into’ the next six months Col’s foreign tel lobby was the favorite, meeting
Paradise,” “Red Willow Tree,” prpduction activity will equal its point, which was just as well con“Flight with an Amazon;” “Nymphs domestic ^output. Scheduled to roll : sidering that the Moscow, teleand Fauns’’ “Close Up Kiss’” and soon in various foreign countries ! phone system is about' the most
“Summer Dawn,”
ji
are Stanley. Donen’s “Gift . From j frustrating .. in the' World; .. There
Many cf the paintings in the the Bovs,” Charles Sehneer.’s “I j a ;e .hardly any directories, nor. are
show were included in a London Aim
for the. Stars,”
Richard there switchboard operators ih the
exhibition of Lawrence’s [works Quine’s
“The
image
Makers,” • hotel. Each iristrubieiit/in the bed¬
in 1929 which instigated* ai loud Raoul Levy’s “Verite/’ arid Ham¬ rooms is’a direct outside! line, and
round of protest. Lawrence painted mer Productions' “Never ; Take unless one knows the room , num¬
most of them in the last five! years Candy Froiri a Stranger’’ and “The ber of the person to be called, it’s
of his life.
Two Faces of Dr. Jeykll.”
I impossible to make contact..

j;

Britishiii Moscow

D. H. Lawrence!

j:

Denver Aug;; 18.
. Ringling Bros! and Barrium & Bailey Circus got off to a sensa¬
tional start in its publicity campaign for. the Denver engagement,
Sept. 2-6,when. Busley’s, a iocal chain of 13 superniarkets; devoted
the major part of a two-page newspaper ad in color to. the show
and cooperative tieup.
The progressive supermarket chain, having laid nearly $15,000
on the line to buy the opening night’s performance for its customers, lnls now gone all out telling the public about it; Followup
newspaper and radio ads will be used up to. the .opening day by the
food store company to promote the cooperative experiment of a
_ large chair, store organization offering reserved, seat'circus tickets ,
/to its customers at half price when tied to a $10 grocery Order,
' Under the arrangement, the grocery chain has guaranteed the
sale of the' opening .night performance, buying the tickets at an; .
undisclosed discount and reselling- them at half price to their cus¬
tomers only up to a few days before show time,'thus guaranteeing
their customers choice of seats. The 9,100-seat Coliseum is Scaled
from $1.50 to $3.50 with all seats reserved.
. The tieup with Ringling was arranged by Empire Associates
Inc., local impresarios, through Advertising Service. Agency of Den¬
ver and is expected to be. closely watched by other big chain store
groups as a possible new. merchandising plan for! supermarkets,
throughout the -country.
.
/
:
//>,

that. Protestants in some way fear
Catholic power;
Nothing could be farther from
the truth, and such, articles serve
merely to fan the dying embers
of religious prejudice of times
past.
In fact, as shown in the article
on Page 2 of this same issue of
Variety—“Some Catholics. Going
Too Far”—the truly enlightened,
intelligent Catholic thought on
such matters meets Jewish, arid
Protestant thinking on an equal
level.
Anti-prejudices
groups
have
made splendid progress during, the
past 15 years in the areas, of un¬
derstanding b e t w e e n religious
groups. It would be a sad day for
America if -current trends in re¬
ligious censorship were to undo all
this wonderful Work,

appearing frequently before Con¬
gressional Committees.

Currently

there are ovdr 700 bills in. Con-gre^s that concern. the church-state
issue: ••
This is the- first attempt to make
a film, and oUf coast-tcH.coast pre¬
view- audiences were ! enthusiastic
about its . quality; its. moderate
content, arid its message, of tolera¬
tion for all religions/ The commer¬
cial studio.;that produced .it feels
it’s. one. of their' best efforts, and
they have been professionals for a
long time;
The film is available for ;.re.iigious groups of all faiths, civic
groups. PTA:s arid educational as¬
sociations. Public showings Will be
sponsored by our 100 chapters and
study groups. This is a major'step
forward in our educational efforts
to “seli” the, American people ori.
keeping our churches and our gov¬
ernments strong, by keeping. them
separate—as/[guaranteed :by our
Constitution arid Bill of Rights,
rulings of opr Supreme Court and
statements by our greatest. states¬
men and. the outstanding; leaders
of all faiths.
. .
Paul Duling.
•Regional. Director,' Americans
United for Separation of Church
and State)

I read Variety for,news of the
entertainment world. Granted it,
is that religious censorship is part
and parcel of the entertainment
industry! However, the trade re¬
porting, on this delicate subject
should remain conservative, objec¬
tive, and avoid at all costs any
Continued from page 4—^
tinge of slantedness in any ! one
forget that the potential cquld
direction.
well include the USSR if, as and
All of us believe .in America’s
when trade delations improve* as
high destiny as the ultimate for¬
it must with all lands arid./all
mula. for worldwide understanding
peoples.”
and peace.
Religious tolerance
Nathanson’s Future
plays a most important part in
Smadja spelled out a bit more
this formula. Objective reporting
in Variety can: become a living ex¬ fully what a savvy job the’newly
ample. of the successful workings appointed .international director of
publicity, advertising and prom Or
of this formula.
tadn, Mort Nathanson^—can do arid
Roy Anderson.
he feels certain w-ill do.
/
(Publisher. Choral & Organ
Enterprises)
Producer’s Viewpoint
New'York.
Editor, Variety:
Your front page story about our
new. 16m film “Captured’/deserves
an answer because the review by
Russell B; Shaw and the comments
of The. Tablet would give your
readers
the
wrong
impression
about this film and our organiza¬
tion.

... Nathanson. is Slated for a. far^
flurig toiir imriiediately to see the¬
atre, markets, . merchandising, and
selling ori . all global fronts'. , He.
Will saturate himself with require¬
ments, tastes arid ; attitudes about
films apd film-selling methods. He
will be guided, naturally,, by the
large UA corps Of local publicists
arid ad specialists, not. to mention
the sales toppers who know their
territories'expertly.

The idea of a, “single strong
campaign", will naturally be flex¬
ible and pliable according to each
market.
It’s no secret that Fer¬
nanda! in France rates top-billing,
let’s say,, over Bob Hope as was
literally the .case! with “Paris Holi- :
day” which they! riiade jointly. !
Gina Lollobrigida on the marquee
in Europe “is stronger, than both
poor Ty Power and. Yul Brynrier
(who succeeded him): in ‘Solomon
But
that’s
ele¬
The film is based on actual court and - Sheba/
cases and swrorn testimony of mentary,” says Srnadja.
The global, approach. of UA : is
priests, nuns, teachers, elected offi¬
cers. etc. Some of these cases are expected, of course, to (1) pperi
still pending and others, are in the up new’er markets: and (2) yield
process of being litigated. It costs greater i evenues ori, the percent¬
money to make some of these ages and terms attendant to the
stimulated hoxoffice.
“public” schools public again.
Smadja is due back in New York
Americans United for Separa¬
tion of Church and State was or¬ in November wifh his wife; this
ganized over 12 years ago by lead¬ 12-day quickie was. an interisiye.
ing educators, lawyers, writers! and part of the international sales and
bishops to further the Airiericari promotion ballyhoo of which orily
ideal of separation of church, and a portion was exposed to the trade
state. It is well known for its press at .that “21 Club” lurichfest
authoritative position in this field. last week.

The film deals with a situation
that all the commercial media wish
to avoid if possible—the plain fact
that today in America it ; is no
longer possible for a Catholic, Jew'
pr Protestant child to receive a
public school education in a public
school in many communities in 21
states. The public schools have
been .“.captured” by brig religious
organization.
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ATTRACTION
CAN COMPARE
WITH THE
ATTRACTION

THE KIND OF PICTURE
THEY’LL TALK ABOUT.
THE KIND OF CAMPAIGN
THAT REALLY HITS!

i*'

Do you
want to know
what I do?
I am kept
by a very ,
rich man!
Don’t be
a sucker,
doll! Give
up all this?
For what?
3 days with
that kid ? *?•

*• I have
money—but
in the dark all
men ore jequaiiy ricH,
or poor ! ?*

1
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LORENHUNTER-wm-NOOLS-yfYNN- SANDERS ^
CARLO PONTI and MARCELLO GIROSI • Directed by SIDNEY LUMET. Screenplay by WALTER BERNSTEIN • Based on a Story by Robert Lowry
PARAMOUNT’S pulling no punches! this one is SOCK boxofficei

Produced by

-PB&fGff::

PICTURES

20

iforihe First Time
(COLOR; YECHNIRAMA; SONGS)

ilm Reviews

Lots of music in Lanza’s latest.
.Will attract his regular fans.

; Continued from page 6 ;

Hollywood, Aug. 14.

Kut Aot lor Me

Uni All Right. Jack

He produces them from the IsituaMild Clark Gables comedy ro¬
tions and sharp dialog provided by
mance of age-vs.-y orith.
screenplay scribe Frank Harvey.
Dennis Price and Richard Atten¬
Hollywood* Aug. 14.; borough as shady employers and
Paramount release of Wiliam Perlberg-Terry-Thomas as a bewildered per¬
George Seaton production.! .Stars Clark
sonnel manager also provide; rich ' -ible, Caroll Baker. Lilli Pplmfer, Lee J..
roles The pic is liberally provided robir Barry Coe.. Directed by "Walter
__ Screenplay, John Michael Haves;
with fine supporting artists who- -bang,
based on the play, “Accent On. Youth,' by
add to the fun. Among these are Samson
ase
Raphaelson;
camera,
Robert
ZUarearet Rutherford, in a guest Burks; music. Leith Stevens; editor, Alma
Mucrorie. Previewed at the Fax Wilsbife
appearance: Victor Madderni, Sam theatre.
,<
,.., • m
-59. Running tune*
Aug.
Kydd and Fred Griffiths, as work¬ 105 MINS.
ers who are smart in getting a Russell Ward
....... Clark Gable
_-. .CarroU Baker
Eleanor Brown
good wage packet for the minimum _
... Lilli Palmer
labor; Marne Maitland, as ai con..... Lee J. Cobb
.. Barry Coe
triving foreign minister with an «0/don VSnokts !'..
eye for a slick deal: Irene Handl. Demetrios Bacos;... .... .Thomas Gomez
__
Charles-Lane
as Sellers’ long suffering wife and Montgom'eiy
.. . Wendell Holmes
a promising newcomer, Liz Fraser, Roy Morton
. .Tom- Dcgganr
as his addle-pated, well-shaped
daughter.
“But Not For Me,” a romantic
TKe film is sharply written, ed¬ comedy based on Samson Rgphaelited j and lensed and keeps up a sofit’s. old stage play “Accent on
neat level of wit and caustic, com¬ Youth," has its bright spots but it
; does not click as a whole. The con¬
ment.
Rich.
cept of the William Perlbergi George
Seaton
production
is
The Oregon Trait
( clever, hut the realization does not
(C’SCOPE-COLOR) ;
{alwavs pay off. The Paramount
. release has some marquee values
Fred MacMurray starrer which
’ and supplementary production asshould do welt in oater situa¬
; sets which it will need to pull at
tions.
| the boxoffke.
There have been. Considerable
Hollywood, Aug. Id.

—...a a

Twentieth-Fox release of a Richard changes in the .original play, first
Enfeid production, stars Fred MacMur-, filn^ by Paramount more than 20
ray. William Bishop. Nina Shipman; also ; vPars aeo The SCreenblaV fa? Johnt
stars Gloria Talbott. Henry Hull. John
XVjwLf
Carradine; with John Dierkes, Elizabeth Michael Hayes brings the.'plot Up
Patterson. James Bell, Ralph Sanford, to date. Where Raphaelson, wnimg

F

&SeTZr>h£S'°. -SSS* £22Z SESr
Spalding, oiiie oTooie. Ed Wright. Direeled bv Gene Fowler Jr Screenplay,
Louis Vittes and Gene Fowler Jr.y from
a story by Vittes; camera. Kay Norton;
editor, Betty Steinberg; music, Paul Dun-

*&£Broadway

alienee,

his aging producer successful
in his love affair, with a yOUHger

had

...nTT,an
film versinh with tnwoman, 11115 film Version, W«ntp
day s young audiences m imnd* has

ss^a*'SKfwi5S&f*ato'Aug- “■

*«<* i° ***•

Fred MacMurray:
Clark Gahle plays tlie producer
Neal Harris
t'apt. George Wayne ..
. ...._
___
.
„ Up
_ on
___
.William
Bishop who
feels his age creeping
Prudence’ Cooper
..
.
Cooper ..
......... Nma Shipman . -him' at a -fi1.loping'
pace: —
The fact
Shona Hastings ..
. Henry Hull that he is past his prime is used in
Seton .
...
Zachariah Garrisor
.... John Carradine both the romantic and professional
Gabe Hastings ..
Maria Cooper ...
.. James
B«r hesitate to Subscribe funds for his
Jeremiah Cooper ..
_
Mr. Decker... Ralph Sanford ’ new Broadway production because

Sb”

jhis *°£fh’

Fiowe shoemaker. Roxene Wells I Gable himself feels his wnnkles
^hard Cooper --- GeneN. Fowler when he falls in love with a muqh

\

Lucy .

...

__

Sherry Spalding

..

younger woman.

w^bt!

_
The Iow-haneinp dust at trip heRinning of 20th-Fox’s “The Oregon
Trail" thickens toward the end in
a hich-flvin2 flurrv of mid-lOth

There is considerable

fun

ip a

star of Gable’s vintage kidding
i himself ih the role. - As the proJS?*
^an°usly, as 44, 4fi, 52 and 5p,

Century pioneering hazards, turn- ‘ ffcerfY \p
catSv
i*g this first Richard Einfeld Produetto into « good 6et for |etion
huge cake cpme?t kblaz^
^ -,.x
..
; with what seems scores of candles:,

Metro release of Corona Film .Produc¬
tion, Stars Mario Lanza,. ZsaZsa Gabor.
Produced by Alexander Gruter. Directed
by Rudi-Mate . Screenplay, Andrew Solt;
Camera (Technicolor), Aldo Tonti; music
supervisor-conductor. George Stoll;: edi¬
tor. Gene Ruggiero.'Previewed, at the stu¬
dio, Aug. 6;-'••’59. Running time, 97 MINS.
Tohio Costa . 1. Mario Lanza:
The Countess
Zsa Zsa. Gabor
Christa
...... Johanna yon. Koczian
The .Impresario ..,..,
. Kurt Kasznar
Prbfi Bruckner
. . . llans Sohnker

Mario .Lanza, fans \yill probably
welcome “For The First Times” but
otherwise its appeal will be.limited
though there’s, lots of music. It’s
the tenor’s: first since “The Seven
Hills, of Rome,” released more
than a year ago..
. Filmed entirely in Europe, “For
The First. Time” has Lanza as an
unpredictable otpera singer whose
career is threatened by. his non¬
chalance towards his singing en¬
gagements. Andrew Solt’s screen¬
play is ah. attempt to get a. little
more reality . into the usual’ story
of a singer than, is . usually sup¬
plied by. plots designed ..only to
bridge, the spaces between songs.
Screenplay has Lanza undergo¬
ing a change of personality .after
he meets a pretty young, girl,
Johanna Von Koczian, who is; deaf*
He falls in love with her and de¬
votes himself to finding. a surgeon
wha can chre her. There is an ob¬
vious basis for drama in the girl’s,
deafness and Lanza’s singing* and
it is handled with taste and some
subtlty.
: Despite Rudy Mate’s generally,
able direction, in which he tries
to make the star’s handicaps work
for him, Lanza’s delivery remains
operatic whether he is: singing
Verdi: or speaking Solt. He is fine
when he stands up and belts out an
aria—the big voice seems better
than ever—but he is insecure on
the speaking lines. The story, is
not helped, either, by spine, clumsy
construction.
Opera scenes, filmed at the
Rome Opera House- are lavish, and
colorful and suited to the film’s
Terimicolor and Techn i r a m a.
These portions include scenes from
“Rigbletto,” “Pagliacci,” “Cqsi Fan
Tutti,” “Othello” and “Aida,” Also
included are some lighter songs,
the Bavarian drinking song,
“Munchen Lied,” and “O Sole
Mio," *Tch Liebe Dichand tw*
(wiginali by musical supervisprconductor George Stoll, . “CaprL
Capri” arid “Pineapple. Picker."
There is also a good title song,
sung in both Italiairi and English,
that could, be a strong promotional
assist to the film.
Zsa Zsa Gabor plays a running
part in the Alexander Gruter pro¬
duction, but. the role-^-or . Miss
Gabor’s conception of it—doesn’t
contribute, much to the filirii Kurt
Kasznar has a comedy, character¬
ization that is mildly amusing:
Young Miss Von Koczian is a dif¬
ferent type than is usually seen in J
romantic roles in. films, lacking
glamor but with a certain inno¬
cence that.hais appeaL
!
Aldo Tonti’s photography, of
Capri, Rome, Salzburg and other
markedly photogenic sites, is ahr
other asset; and Gene Ruggiero’s
editorial supriwision has inspired
a smooth film. /
Pawe.
‘

Tn^^raid^hat^ando^) Wir
Walter Lang’s direction is genSSfn^Uh
: erslly
well-paced
although
he
1 sometimes seems to have Gable
^ Pla.vina at such a breathless rate
«»» « sscHfic.es diction Hayes'
screenplay could -have jettisoned
j£S?^5£g
i nw^.'Of 'the original idea than it
’rtofi'' ,£^hW: • Hid. Such scenes as the pre-curtain
1 i 3itters- °n opening night, of tyro
actress Garroli Baker have been
are very effective with the fast ac* i done and over-done. .
tKjn*
.
.
! .
t
Miss Baker makes an appealing
The single most important ele-. younger woman and Miss Palmer
ment in the film is Fred MacMur- I gives a breez:y portrayal. Lee J.
ray’s portrayal of a New York re- • Cobb, in the role of a drunken
porter sent West to dig up a story,: playwright rehabilitated by Gable*
Through the actor’s adroit sense of 1 is pleasant, but less forceful than
tuning and humor, the entertain- • this actor usually is, Barry Coe
ment values of “Oregon Trail" are ' makes a nice juvenile. Thomas
increased considerably.
He re¬ Gomez is amusing as a Hollywood
ceives good support from William film tycoon, of Greek origin, and Upstairs and Bownstalw
(BRITISH-COLOR)
Bishop’s fine performance:, and Charles Lane and Wendell Holmes
from Nina Shipraan„ 20th contract wind up the important supporting
Simple,
: rather uneven, yet
actress who gets better with.' each roles.... '
amiable comedy about troubles
film.
Pic also benefits from a
The title songrisbeautifully sung
of a young couple searching
fine portrayal by Gloria Talbott as by Ella Fitzgerald behind the main
for a maid.
Safe entry for
an Indian girl and from good per-j titles, and its recording may be a
ILK. houses, bnt short on stars
formances by Henry Hull, John plus, selling value. Leith Stevens*
for UJS*
Carradine, John Dierkes, Elizabeth score is bright Edith Head’s cos¬
Patterson and James BelL
;
tumes may provide distaff appeaL
London, Aug: i ll.
The story that MacMurray is to Technical credits are generally
Rknk Telease of a Betty Bax-Balplt
Pome. . Thomas
dig out is for New York. Herald capable.
producticur. Stars Michael: Gnus,
Anne
Heywood,
Mylene
Demohseot, James
editor James Gordon Bennett, who
Robertson Justice. . Directed by Ralph
believes President Polk is sending
Bal de 3mf i
Thomas. Screenplay, Frank Harvey from
military troops to the Oregon ter¬
Ronald. Scott Thoiiit’s book; . camera,
(Night Dance Bali)
Ernest Steward;, 'editor,. Alfred Roomie;
ritory in the disguise of pioneers*
(FRENCH)
music, Philip Green. • Previewed at: LF.D.
MacMurray gets his story; but
Private Theatre; London. Running time,
Paris, Aiig. 11.
sending it home is another : mat¬
CFF release of CFFC production. With .1*1 MINS.. .,
Michael Craig
ter, and he’s taken prisoner by In¬ Pascale Audret, Claude Titre, Sophie Richard
Daumier, Jaay Clair, Mjcheline Francer.
.....
....
... Anne Heywood
dians in the attempt. Helped to Bernadette Laffout; Directed by Maurice Kate
Ingrid -;......
Mylene Demon*eot
escape by a beautiful Indian Cloche. Screenplay, Andre Tabet, Cloche; Mansfield
James Robertson Justice
camera, Jacques Mercanton; editor. Fan- Mans
_*. Claudia Cardinal*
maiden, MacMurray ends upi join¬ chette
Mazin . At' Avenue, Paris. Running P. C- Edwards
Sidney: James
ing the troops to fight the; Red¬ time, 9# MINS.. .
Rosemary ,.............. Joan Hickson
.i...-.. Joan- Sims
skin onslaught.
He resigns his Martiue ... ... w.Pascale Audret .Blodwen
GiRes
. Claude Titre Farringdon .
.
. Joseph Tomdty
journalistic post- and, with the Lalou. .......... .
. . Sophie Daumier Mrs. FarringdbnNora Nicholson
squaw, rides off as another pioneer. Louise ..... ...____
. * Jany Clair Wesley ......_Daniel Mbssey
Mother
Micheline Francey McGuffey .
;
....Austin) WHEs
The DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope Nicole
Bernadette: Laffoat Mrs: McGuffey...____ Margate f:nim«ire
production makes good use of film
Parson
_ Reginald Beckwith
Guard
.
..
..............
Cyril Chamberllain
from other pix, thus keeping its . This follows the plight of an
Agency Girl - Dilys Laye
own budget in hand- But bits of unloved, young adolescent girl who Large Woman ..
Irene Hand]
... William Mervyn
the new footage^—particularly a runs off and gets mixed up with a Kingsley
.. Erie Pohbnann
Maria
sequence in front of a hill-and- bunch of delinquents. -Pic is some¬ First Old Lady ..
Jean Caddl
dale backdrop—are embarrassingly what sentimental, old fashioned Second Old Lady .
.. .-Barbara Everest
. -: Barbara Steele
phony.
j;
and preachy. So it looks like main¬ .Mary
.. Stephen Gregson
Paul
The musical score by Paul Dun¬ ly for local consumption. ;
., Nicholas Phipps
Harry --...
lap is very good, and assets include
:; Jeremy Burnham
The girl follows a rugged odys- Frank: Nicholas Parsons
"Ballad
Trail” by ■ sey^ compounded toy faulty parents, Brian
-- of
— the
— - Gregon.
—----. Madge Ryan
Sgt. Tuck ....;.
Dunlap and Charles Deylaji and ? poverty and juvenile restlessness. Bridget .. ...:.;. ..
Betty . Henderson
"Never Alone” by Will Millet. In-[ Director Maurice Cloche ploddihg-*
dian technical adviser is Iron Eyes ly nuts this on film carefully but
The problems of two likeable
Cody, and in two instances the In-! without ai true feeling for the newlyweds iri their attempt to get
dian make-up by Del Aceriedo is. milieu. It is technically okaya domestic servant is the basis of
of special note.
Ron.
J
Mosic.
a slender yarn, which, while simfinal

£Sf
™an

.
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pie, makes a cheerful enough di¬
Chris tin Bronze
version.
The stars arid the pre¬
sence of a long list of familiar fea¬
Special Japanese film with,
ture players make this a Very
special angles of interest.
brisk prospect for ILK. houses.
Brit it is light on marquee value
Hollywood,. Aug. 14/
for the U.S. It’s. 60 minutes before
Harpole Productions release of Shochlku
Mylene Demorigeot shows up, and production. : Features OsanUi' Takizawa,
Hitomi Nozoe, IsuZu Yamada, Akira Ishi«then the film takes on a different hama, Kyoko Kagawa, Eiji Okada.: Proshape.
It becomes a iridre . seri- dueed by Kiyoshi Takaaiura. Directed by timental light comedy, with the Minoru Shibuya. . Screenplay, Ryosuke >
Salto; based, ou the novel by Yoshiro
slapstick largely abandoned.
Nagayo; camera, Hiroyuki Nagaoka; .mu¬
Briefly, while John Gregson sic, Toshiro Mayuzumj. Previewed ia
and Anne. Heywood are on horiey- Hollywood, Aug. 14, '59.. Runhng time,..
•78 MINS.
moon in. Italy* her. father installs I Yusa Hagiwara.
:.. .Eij|i Okada
an Italian maid in their new house. I Tomi - ..
Kazuko Okada
They return to find that the- fiery I Christofa Feriera . . . . . . Osaniu Takizawa
Tamiori. Fujita
Shinobu Araki:
young woman has been entertain¬ Monica:
-Kyoko Kagawa
ing .half the United States Navy; Kichisaburo. ..=;Akira Ishihama
The newlyweds arrive to find a Kimika .................. . .Isuzi Yamada
OrCho - .L.__....... Hitomi- No2oe
drunken party going bn. Exit the Qhoji .......; .■....... : Shunj Sakai
maid. Then starts their troubled
attempts to find a replacement and:
An unusual subject for a Japan¬
disaster piles up. The next one in¬ ese film marks “Christ In Bronze,"
troduces a sheepdog into The Which tells of the persecution of
house, gets loaded on gin and Christians in Japan some 300 years
ruins an important dinner party. ago,. The film, being released here.
No. 3, on her first venture out with English Subtitles by Harpole
of her native Wales. The fourth Productions; is sketchy in . its pres¬
attempt brings in a distinguished ent . form, presumably ; suffering
pensioned, couple who use the job from editing for the American mar¬
as cover for robbing the bank next ket. Norietheless as a special prod- ;
door.
'.
uct for special: handling, it should
Finally, from. Switzerland* comes find its own audience.
a girl who is wonderful around the
The title comes from the man¬
house and with the. children, but ner in which the Japanese, fear¬
falls, mildly for the: husband, plays ing Catholic missionaries meant to
havoc with all his married friends, spread western irifluence generally
stands up a musican at the. altar as well as western religion,, tried to \
and decides to return to her boy stamp
Out
Christianity.
They
forced suspected converts, to step
friend at home.
/
This chain of events brings in on a picture or plaque of Christ
some obvious but quite funny The believers, of Course, refused
comedy.
Other
situations . are and showed theriiselves Christians.
dragged in, with more enthusiasin
It’s riot clear whether, the story,
than Iogie but since there is never from a novel by Yoshiro. Nagayo, is
any intention of anyone being ex¬ literally true. The central figure
pected to take the pic seriously, no is a Portuguese priest who succumbs,
great harm is done. Frank Har¬ to police/torture, arid becOines an ;
vey’s screenplay is uneven and his informer on . native
Christians.
situations mote effective than his Eventualiy lie is, shamed by the .
fairly stereotyped dialog. Ralph steadfastness of his converts .and .
Thomas briskly keeps the action returns to his faith,, but in. the
moving except: towards the end*
meantime is responsible for the
Most of the fun comes from the torture arid death. of many: who
performances, many of them ex^ die rather : than renounce their
aggerated but hilarious.
For m- new faith.
^ance, Joan Hickson, as the tipsy
If the story is not literally true,
maid trying to serve dinner has a or even if it is, there might be
standout yock scene* and Joan Sims some resentrnent among Catholics
turns in. another of her sure cameos to the unflattering, if humari, por¬
as the reluctant Welsh maid- Of trait the film paints of the mis¬
the principals, Gregson arid Miss sionary. He is shown degraded by
Heywood contribute .straightfor¬ | a prostitute, and in varimss ways
ward but very agreeable stints. the least wmirable of the Chris-:.
James Robertson Justice as the [ tians.
Osairiu Takizawa is. a bes
father-in-law blusters cheerfully lievable OccidentaiL hut his emOthrough his role.: Miss Demongeot ! tional portrayal seems broad by
® an attractive French miss and it | western standards. IsuZu: Yamada
is easy, to see why she causes devas¬ has dignity as the prostitute* and
tation iri the Gregson/-social’circle [ Eiji Okada Is good » the artist
But some of her mannerisms are who creates the “Christ in Bronze.*’
afcm to coyness. Daniel Massey is i
The film winds with a visually
also very much a hand as a ceBo- j impressive scene of a mass cruci¬
^aying American, who nearly gets fixion of Japanese Christians by
her to the altar,
^
i the arithorities.
Otherwise, how¬
: Among other notable jobs done ever, the film quality of the print
by old reliables are Sidney James, shown for renew was poor. Lightas a music-loving cop; Reginald ing is dun arid editing confusing.
Beckwith, as a fussy parson; Dilys The frequent head-croppmg. leads
Laye, a refined, acid agency clerk; : to the bdUef that the film was shot
Joseph Tomelty and Nora Niched* ia conventional dimension although
son, as the unlikely bank robbers, shown wide-screen.
.Pawe.
and Nicholas Phipps, as a silly ad¬
mirer of Miss Demongeot.
Bet.- Svanger P»
“Upstairs And Downstairs * does
(The Castle h Swiaghit)
not rate as highly as some of the
(SWEDISH)
comedies from the Box-Thomas staStockholm, Aug. 11.
ble.
But with Some good ador
Svenxk FUmindnstri prodrtettot and re¬
lenszng by Ernest Steward as a nice lease. With Alice - Babs, . Swa Liadberg..
Ynme
Lombard;
Lars LoanifaH Gunnar
addition, it should prove a worth¬ BJecoitrud. Karl-Arne
BolmittL. Directed .
while booking for family audiences: by Alf KjeUia. Screenplay. Stig Otta»Hass«
Ekauou' camera. Glmnar Fiscberi music.
. Rich.

Dtes EsptoB*
(Spies* Night)
(FRENCH)
Paris, Aug. 11.
ramont production and relevse.
«rt Hossein, Marina Vlady. Written
directed by Robert Hosaein* Camea;
xe Robin;
editor,
Gdbert. Natot.
smed in Paris. Running time. tS^MINS.

Beast Hallberg. At Spescl* Stockholm.
Ranmas time, 97 MINS.
Insa ............
. .... ASee Babs
Svante .....
. Sven Liadberg .
Sophie __,,..i....
Yvonne Lombard
Faycbiatriat .
Gunnar Bjerattrand
Conke
Kari-Arne Boknsten
Knrre ....
... Lara-Loandahl
Slaabn ....
. . , Simon Brehm
Madame RocheUe. .... .Hjordi* Petterson
Bride.George Faafcquist
The Baroness.
.BuUaia Weijden
Mrs; Brick ... ..;...;.... .. ...ySif Ruud
Adelaide .
............ Lena Granhagen
Sixten
..
Ulf Johansson
The -.Baron
John Kerrman
Ulrik Neuman
-Ulrik. Neuman.
Little Gerhard... .Karl Gerbard Lmndquist
The Priest_
.
Ingrar Kjellson .

Film is primarily a gimmick pie
since most of it deals with a
femme 'and male spy isolated in a
The housing shortage in Sweden
little cabin together in occupied
France during the last war. ..They is the talk of this country. Against
this
background, Hasse Ekmst and
can either both be English, both
German, or mixed, or one French, Stig Olin, both leading actors.arid
and one English or German. Hot directors, have set the romance of
hinges on this scramble of nation- ; a shy scholar who works at repair¬
ing old paintings, Sven Undberg
afities.
. .
Bnt it is somewhat unclear and is the scholar while Alice Babs :
the two aetors lack the weight to rings in a jazz band. Unable to
make their . constant suspicions, get married because havii^ no
love interludes and unremitting in¬ apartment, they separate but keep
terrogations.. progressively drama¬ ; their own jobs. Miss Babs ^ts a
tic. Some actors are rung in at the ; good offer for a suriuner tour with1
beginning to set up the premise, . the band and Svante (Sven Lindr
they also appear midway and at berg) is ordered to work ori paint. ings in a castle where the young
the end of the production.
Robert Hossein has taken on too . daughter is attracted to him. The
much- as star, director and writer.. comedy 'develbps. when the shy.
Constant camera movements do man is captifred by this, young /
not. help the film progress as it Baroness' .Sophie (Yvonne Lom*^
should. Marina Vlady’s lack Of ex¬ j bard). The riaixup carries the coUpression makes her ambiguous, i pie to the altar but the actual cere-,
and she never really projects dif¬ rnciny is halted. And he goas back
ferent facets Of personality arid i to Miss Babs, when an apartment
.
! thought, to make the trick denou- Lls obtained.
|
“Castle” is. entertainirig but too
ment plausible.
This: pic looks charicey in-the: much, is devoted to • Miss Babs*
foreign market except for possible singing (she is Sweden’s equivalent
Fact, that she
dualer or exploitation chances on : to Doris Day).
•its two-actor aspect and some long photographs poorly is a handicap..
love scenes. It is so rambling and. It is one of the better comedies
indefinite that it is a dubious entry for the home market^ ^but it doek
f not warrant export.
■
Fred. ,
for arty spots. .
Moijc.
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BLASTS OFF TO
BUSINESS!
BIGGEST MULTIPLE-RUN BUSINESS IN HISTORYI Pittsburgh
BIGGEST OPENING YET! HELD OVER! Twin
«»*«.
HELD OVER FOR 3rd BIG WEEK! Loew’s Columbia, Washington, D.C.
SMASH GROSSES! MOVES OVER! Pilgrim, Boston
BIGGEST OPENING EVER! HELD OVER! Parker, Parkersburg, W. Va.
FABULOUS OPENING! Circle 25 D/I, Lexington, Ky.
SOCK-SATIONAL! HELD OVER! Valley Drive-In, Hamilton, O.
WOW BIZ! HELD OVER! colonial, Middleton, O.
Now dated... Paramount, San Francisco... Para mount, Atlanta...
Stanton, Philadelphia. ■. Loew’s, Cleveland... Multiple-run, Los Angeles...
Loew’s Midland, Kansas City...Century, Buffalo...Loew’s Circuit, New York

THE

THREE
STOOGES
ULL-LENGTH
FEATURE! :
JEROME COWAN - ANNA-LISA - BOB COLBERT
wwim 6,RAPHAEL HAYES.- PTOdKsAte HARRY ROMM • 'Onectcdto- DAVID LOWEtLRfC’

Ger/wo orbiT...:, BoofaTflOW...

w.

_

t
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PSriett

Schiteer:

DeMiHe Biopie
= Continued from page li—;

Motion Picture Assn, of America.
Just last Week Jerry Lewis reg¬
istered five titles involving DeMille
with MPA A, but no. further infor¬
mation has. been available as to his
plans.
Henry Wilcoxon, longtime De¬
Mille associate* yesterday explained
no plans are] definite for MPA to
film the biopic but he said, “Ob¬
viously the biography will be
filmed some. day. And the people
to make if wo.uid be Motion Pic¬
ture Associates,’’ He went a bit
further by. stating that it is not
unlikely MPA will go ahead with
the project.
MPA. controls the filmmaker's
autobiography:, “Cecil B, DeMille,”
which just this week went to the
publishers, Prentice Hall. Donald
Hayne, an associate of DeMille, as¬
sembled and. edited the Unfinished
portions of the autobiography fol¬
lowing the picture maker’s death
last Jan, 21, This property, of
course, would be the basis, for. the
biofilm.,
■']'•: 4.
Wilcoxon, who currently is pre¬
paring “On My Honor,” biopic of
Boy Scout founder Lord Baden.
Powell, for MPA, declared DeMille
had been planning a film about the
motion picture industry, “Holly¬
wood Cavalcade,” since 1951. Wil¬
coxon has prepared a serpen treat¬
ment of the project, and he indi¬
cated it may be. combined, with the
proposed DeMille biopic.

Week Ended Tues, (18)

N. Y. Stock Exchange
1959
High Low

♦ Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly
Low
in 100s
High
ABC Vending. 27
2114
2076
Am Br-Par Tht235
29
273,4
Ampex
151
80%
7616
CBS . _
84
45
42%
Col Pix ...; 42
1916
2114
Decca ....... 50
19%
1814
Disney ..... 61
38%
4014
Eastman. Kdk 290
.9178
87%
EMI
334
7
714 .
Glen Alderi .. 801
2614
23%
Loew’s Inc.... 174
31%
30%
Loew's Thea. 1Q0
1474
14%
Nat. Thea.... 100
13
1214
Paramount *. 34
44%
4514
Philco ...... 410
24%
,26%
Polaroid
.. 160
130%
13716
RCA
64%
.. 676
6214
Republic
76
10 .
9% .
Rep., pfd.
15
147/s
14%
Stanley. War. 188
36%:
34% ’
Storer ...... 18
3114
30%
ftOth-Fox •, .. 107
37%
3814
United Artists 95
28%
2914
Univ., Pix. ]
; (a)
26%
26%
Univ., pfd. ..'.t'lOO:
75 •
74
Warner Bros. 101
4816
4514
Zenith .... 544
109%
100

Net. ..
Tues.
Change
forwk.
Close
2114 . + %
2734;+ %
7874
. — %
42% .
.^-1%
1914. • —2 7
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can really afford mass hiring.'’
3076 201-6
By HANK WERBA
Among the horde of production
8814 6114
Madrid. Aug. 18.
values available here, he finds sun¬
4834 35
Charles Schneer is back to Spain light contains perfect intensity for
2414 17
as the only Yank producer now color photography.
2114 171A,
repeating here. He's rolling an in¬
5914. 395A
“If I didn't think, it worthwhile,*’
tricate version of Jonathan] Swift’s
97% 75
classic satire “Gulliver's Travels” lie said, “I Wouldn’t be repeating
914
61,6
but
a
producer’s
life
is
tough
here.
in Superdynarriation, under! the re¬
:29?4 13V6
cent nine-picture pact he,; signed You can’t press buttons or pick up
37
2734
phones.
You
have
tp
be
on
the
floor
with Columbia. He is to produce
1714 10i4
three films or more a year for every minute.and make sure values,
1314: 974
are not dissipated. Waste, inexperi¬
Columbia release.
5074
44
ence and lower skill level consti¬
Having
delivered
“Battle
of the tute
36% 21.
_
, n
,, , _ .
: j; „
lUie some
suiIie of
Ul the
Hie ,‘JUCai
local lUVUHCllUIl
production
Cora. Sea before leavmg Holly- characteristics requiring constant
151% 9614
wood
and currently mid-way j wteMing and dealing to get the
71
4316
through “Gulliver, Schneer says ■ day’s
- -■■■■*-6
1174
81:6
Work done.'
he is in daily contact with | Munich
1474
1314
Schneer also commented acri¬
forces preparing the Wernher Von
4014 18
moniously
on
noisy
sound
stages
Braun story. “I Aim at thei Stars.”
3314 2414
Latest word received on i “Coral attributing it to Spanish custom
4314 36
Sea” is that Columbia distribution of shooting films without] direct
3214 24%
......
bosses
in Gotham have 'already sound. His re-education Campaign
2974 27
given it a “sleeper’’ classification, * ^or silence on the set is now in
84
72
full swing.
he said.
48
2434
Another innovation at. Sevilla
On next year’s schedule is i
13634 9214
Canary Island locale for his: “Dyna- Studios, “Gulliver” base for four
American Stock Exchange
mated” version of Jules Verne's weeks of interiors, is the daily
5%
37s Allied Artists 25
4%
434
476
"Mysterious Island’' and a Hong vacuum detail and spray gun squad
+; 74.
8% Ail’d Art., pfd.
11%
5
10%
10%
1074
Kbng-European story background attached to vet ..British, lenser Wil¬
12%
7%
kie
Cooper
for
elimination
of
stage
Buckeye
Corp.
43
8
■
v:s
7%
•+ 76‘
for an untitled action adventure
dust Pure ozone will enhance
214 Cinerama Inc. 111
7.
436
.476;
4%
74
tinter.
j!
purity
of
film
images,
in
Schneer’s
29%
15%
Besilu
Prods.
65
18;
17%
•]
1776
74
“Columbia has given me free
mind.
6
DuMont
Lab.
976
154
7
714
676
■
rein,” said Schneer who is now on
6
974
Filmways
..
17
6%
6%
674
74
As a Yank production, young
.+
the lookout for more properties in¬
154 Guild Films
3
••2r,4
2%!/
2%
691
; + 74
digenous to Europe, “to shoot the filmmaker hopes his “Gulliver”
10%
754 Nati Telefilm 18
9%
9% :
9%/.
76
balance of my nine-pix pact any¬ peseta spending will net him :a.
534 Skiatron . . . . 62
10%
6
5%
576 :
where I choose and I intend to give bonus import license and guarantee
634 Technicolor .. 157
,974
7%.
- -7-'
674
+ %
this program every possible inter- distribution of the film fantasy in
4% Tele Indus.. 18
434
.4
774
4'.'
%
national value with the help of Spain regardless of quota film aii22%
Teleprompter 12
9
17%
1674
416%
international casts and crews oper- j thorities assign Columbia for the.
. 4 ' -' "• 1174
7
Trans-Lux'
1476
1174
1176
'.+ 76.
ating in distinctive foreign set- i 1960-61 season,
tings.”
'
| ^ Morningside Worldwide producer
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Over-thti-Counler Securities
Under agreement reached by
Schneer’s most successful ven-j is not alarmed to find himself
Bid
Ask
ture to date is “Seventh Voyage l caught in the middle of Spain’s Samuel; Goldwyn and Milton E.
American Corp.
27-4 •
176
of Sinbad,” with a world gross in ! extensive economic re-shuffle that Pickman, the latter has exited his
276
Cinerama Prod. .................
....:! 274
excess of $6,000,000 and earmarked j boomed prices on gasoline; tete- post as general manager of Sam¬
King Biros.
^.......
.... 174
174
by Columbia, according to the pro- ! phone communication and train uel.: Goldwyn Studios, Pickman
Magna Theatre ... . ..;.........
.... 176
274 •
ducer, as a perennial holiday re- j travel and devaluated local cur- held the position, for the past year
Metropolitan Broadcasting . . . . . ..
.... 1734 .
1874
+ H
issue for moppets. Hard-driving ! rency^ from 42 to 60 pesetas per and a half and the contract was - Scranton Corp. .• ..... 1.. ..,,
v/ ■i
3
to have run until May 1, .1961.
film-maker
believes
legendary U.S. dollar.
Sterling Television ...........
274
... 176.
+ 7.6
“Gulliver” will fall into the same | Schneer cannot pinpoint effect!
Pickman .revealed he will re¬
9%
U. A. Theatres .
..........
category after its pre-release en¬ of this major economic shift on enter independent production ac¬
gagements in the late summer and future film budgets but told tivities arid will complete his plans
♦ Week Ended Monday <17).
fall of'196Q and national release at Variety “devaluation will prove shortly. . He has held the posts of
t Actual Volume.
[
Xmas time—two years after the financially beneficial to film pror assistant to the late Harry Cohn at
t Ex-dividend.
very successful Roxy, N.Y., preem ducers until such time as domestic, Columbia and veepee in charge of
(a) No trading until Tues. (18).
of “Sinbad.”
I:
prices spiral to the devaluation television
programming
under
(Courtesy of. Merrill Lynch, Pierce,. Fenner & Smith Inc.)
Adjusting to his long sabbatical level.” At the moment; his basic Irving Briskin at Screen Gems.
Pickman additionally was vee¬
from the Hollywood scene, Schiieer increased cost is a 25% fe-adjustconverted Morningside . Pictures ment for Anglo-American unit liv¬ pee and general manager of WaldCorp. into Morningside Worldwide- ing allowances and an added 18% Krasna Productions ' at. RKO: and
Pictures S.A., a Swiss corporation. in his “Gulliver” budget's trans¬ Was exec aide to Wald when latter
There is no Morningside formula portation item but; he says: ..-“I'm became exec producer at Colum¬
Traris Canada Telemeter, a division of Famous Players Canadian, la
on nationality of company’s out¬ getting more pesetas for the dol¬ bia. During his . years in the
put. “Gulliver” was first conceived lar.” Of major interest , to Holly¬ agency field. Pickman packaged now getting underway With its approach to the public anent subscrib¬
as a British quota picture but idea wood film-makers with film blue¬ and now retains a participating in-: ing to the Paramount-owned Telemeter home toll system. Famous
was fbandoned when Britons in¬ prints for Spain is .Schneer’s com¬ terest in C. B, DeMille’s ‘‘The Players, owning the Telemeter franchise, aims to install about 6,000
homes in the Toronto suburb of Etobicoke in about six months with
sisted on obligatory use of London ment that economic: stabilization Greatest: Show bn Earth.”
the Telemeter reception apparatus]
Studio facilities. Schneer "said he here did not absorb the attractive
With a deal now set for use of the local telephone facilities, tha
regretfully relinquished a mini¬ dollar-peseta movie exchange rate
mum of $150,000 in rejecting quota on the open market. At least, not
theatre company is ahoiit to spread the propaganda literature con¬
cerning a coaxial cable to be available soon on “your street”; the siza
deal. In his opinion, however, Brit¬ for the time being.
. Spain’s stab at.stabilization was
ain affords producers the most
of a Telemeter box; which is about the same as a table radio, chan¬
desirable terms for filinfmaking anticipated in. Hollywood. Schneer,
nels and prices. ]• !
■>;
. { Washington, Aug. 18.
before
his arrival here, had agree¬
under the quota benefit system—
|
Total .of three channels in addition to regular telecasting will be
U.S: Information Agency chief
designed to eliminate a high per- ment from Columbia to re-negoI available,, each to offer programs without, as Teleirieter stresses, comcentage of investment ri.-k,
j tiate exchange rates with each George V. Allen has assured that j mereials. installation charge will run about $5 And cost per program
50fc Spanish Actors
periodic withdrawal of blocked the only delay in exhibition of films | will range from 5c to $2. It’s indicated an entire family will be able,
Spanish coproduction - failed to pesetas for production payments bn under.. the Soviet 'exchange agree¬ j to see a new film feature for the latter figure. All to be done bn a
ment is task of translating scripts pay-as-you-see basis via the deposit of coins in the box,
develop when 'sindicato officials (“Gulliver’s Travels.”. :
in respective languages..
conditioned Hispano-Amencan co- j
■ ■ ':Asked whether opposition of vet¬
venture on 50^ casting of Span- ?■
. _
n n
Film criticism in Japan, as in the U.S., has: its own critics. A new
eran's groups or other factors have
ish actors. Schneer believes this is; Prpcc ACkMI fn KP-rPP11
caused the delay, Allen said “posi¬ book, on the Japanese film biz says: “The level of Japanese film criticism/
an impractical measure at this par- +
AbhKU IU Iirl
in general is as abysmal as elsewhere.:, ignorance arid cinematic illiter¬
tively”
that
'
exhibition
plans
are
ticular stage of local industry pos¬
acy reign supreme, further compounded by an addiction to critical
“going right ahead*”
^
sibilities and will hurt chances of
He said the premiere should be jargon which is incomprehensible to the reader.” Quote is from “The
English-language feature coproduc¬
Japanese. Film: Art & Industry7’ by: Joseph L. Anderson and Donald
held sometime this fall*
tions with this country.
!
_
. ,■( • Allen explained that translating Richie. The authors say Japanese evaluations of! foreign films are
As now constituted, "Gulliver”
particularly ludicrous (“Bridge on the River Kwai” was dismissed by
is a straight U.S. production in !
S? aS? S| *l*?gue to b* ^
one Japanese critic as a “film about Japanese wartime atrocities”).
Spain,
“home
- ‘
of the world’s best j -Samson ahd Delilah^
' "
' y j staking process” Decause each goyAlthough there are a number of good critics in Tokyo, “the general
..., . •
.
ernment is'carefully screening its
set and propmakers.” according to
level
is so low, so corrupt and so easily maneuvered by the major
J1?® P>ctur,c !s ,nhcarl.r
>'ears. Aims to make sure therms been do
Schneer who says “the cost of liv¬ old
but Par feels there’s plenty of • distortion. The work is' presently studios that one wonders the reading public, bothers to even look at
ing is so reasonable, a producer provocative background for its rethe
reviews.
That they do indicates, among other things, an attempt
going on, he added.
i sale at this time, and is inviting the
at a discriminating taste,” the authors maintain.: Book is published by!
j- press to special screenings as a way
Charles E. Tuttle Co., a Tokyo (Japan) and Vermont house.'
MANAGERS
. of backing up this contention,
j Film company wants to point up
WANTED!
The . adveftising-pubiicity . directors committee of the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America recently turned thumbs down on a proposal
Experienced for large New York City ; the technical values of the Oldie-in
I
comparison
with
the
latter-day
bigthat
exhibitors be urged to contact newspapers who riix film ads. Group
Motion Picture chain.
screen epics. Par, too, in its cam-; Metro’s “Gigi” has grossed $1,- also blew cold on a suggestion that the advertising code be revised to
Write BOX V-181, VARIETY.
paign, is ramming home the fact 287,386 so far in its downtown strengthen the hand of the industry vis-a-vis rebellious newspapers.
154 W. 46th St.. New York 36
/that the works of siich a person 3S New York engagement. The picA work paper submitted to the Committee contained the suggestion
I producer-director Cecil B. DeMille] ture> Avhich copped the Academy. re exhibitor action: It was pointed out at the meeting that a regular .
: deserve, reexamination—that inter-; Award, opened May 15, 1958 as a channel for handling such complaints, and for calling on papers; had
. est in his productions has sharp- hardticket film at the legit Royale been established,, and that exhibs couldn’t be asked to hassle with pa¬
ened since his-death.
Theatre. It racked up $500,000 in pers in the communities where they operate theatres. .
j Par is also speculating with the a 24-week run.
| As for the proposal to revise the code, it wasn't seen answering the
[idea that the big success of “TenShifting to the eastside Sutton {/problem at hand.. Newspapers in various cities have refused to earry
i Cornmandments” might lead to ] Theatre on Nov: 2, 1958 for a, con- [film ads With provocative visual slants or copy.
I— RADIO CITY KliSiC HAU—i ! substantial reissue grosses with ] tinuous-run engagement, “Gigi”
Rcc-.efellsr Center • C: 6-450C
“Delilah.”
tallied . another : $787.380. in 39 !
Robert Mackin] Paramount St, Paul theatre stage, harni, attracted
CARY EVAMARIE JAMES
Distributor further is. inviting weeks at the ,690-seat house. The 5 some newspaper attention for himself- and his shoWhouse because he ]
GRANT
SAINT MASON
'j the press, upon seeing: “Delilah'V pitcure :has: broken. the theatre’s] met the Qjecn of England during , her visit to Winnipeg,. Manitoba,
in ALFRED HITCHCOCKS
at this time, to conjecture anent! record and: the run is continuing Canada. The Winnipeg mayor invited Mackin,: not as Paramount stage¬
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST”
the values -of peddling vintage ! there. ;Still to be tapped in the hand, of course, but as St. Paul Lauderale Civic, club .president* to
i- V-G V Future rr. V 'V.V. - ■ Tt-hrrr ■
I product to the theatrical .market ’ N.Y. area are. the neighborhood attend a reception for the Queen and.. of course: meet., her. Mackin
*.i GAIA H5W STASF SFtS^AC;? C- VV.tR XZWK
’■against, their--sale.-to television.
{ theatres..
accepted and flew back and forth to and from the Canadian metropolis;

_
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ALLEN ON SOVIET FILM
: EXCHANGE DELAYS

At 10-Year-Old DeMflle
’Samson & Delilah’ Boat
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RADIO-TELEVISION

To the Victor Belongs the Spoils

■ Victor Borge. has "been
Been sweating it,
it . out in Denmark waiting for .
: a writer-producer-director assist on his first big Pontiac spec of
the new season, scheduled for Oct; 16 on NBC-TV. It’ll be taped
: in. advance in Copenhagen^
Copenhagen. Last weekend Mort Rosenthal, Borge’s
.lawyer and Man Friday, received an SOS to fly pronto to Denmark
in an effort to resolve his client’s problems following a succession
of rebuffs.
.
. ~'
It. all. started when one of Bob Hope’s key; writers, who was'Will¬
ing to lend-lea;se himself for the job, learned that Buick (Hope’s
sponsor) wouldn’t countenance the idea of his working on a Pon¬
tiac show. And furthermoreHope said, he; needed him. Then
Rosenthal thought he had Mac Benoff all. lined up. Benoff agreed,
then found previous commitments (including some lectures at
Brandies Univ.) prevented him from going to Copenhagen. Then
Alan Handley looked set for the assignment; .Until he found
he couldn’t get out of a. commitment for the. Cyd Charisse special.
; Pinally Rosenthal wired Borge that he had his man; and a good
one—John Goetz. with a considerable track record on ‘ Wide Wide.
World” among other tv projects.
And; what was Borge’s rejoinder? “if he’s good how come he’s
available?”
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Chicago, Aug. 18.
Tired of being relegated to
broadcasting’s Sunday morning
basement, Roman Catholic official¬
f
dom here has begun to stump for
nex
better time for religious program¬
ni^rBSSifh^sd
^ -. ming.
nent CBS archives. ta 11,6 P?r”a . . two. punch on tv on successive
Target for the nonce is NBC-TV,
Coming at a time when. the . nights,
because its 5.30 p.m/.New York
whole problem of manpower has :
Crosby does his first ABCorigination, “The Catholic Hour,”
assumed such critical proportions ;■ = xv special the night of Sept,
isn’t being beamed here off the
—indeed;; it’s been readily con29. He’ll take up precisely !| line but is deferred a week, via
ceded that the inability to find
where, he left off the. follow- ';'i video tape, for the 8 30 a.m. berth,
good,, solid manpower is today’s
ing ■ night when lie guests on
i Same situation is • understood to
No. 1 sore spot within the industhe premiere of Perry Como’s
exist at the NBC stations in Wash¬
try-^the manner in which the CoNBC-TV snow, for Kraft,
ington, Los Angeles and Philadel¬
lumbia hierarchy literally ; re- . (Como, in: turn, will reciprophia.
versed its field to reentrench a
cate the guestshot arrangeNot only the high-priced re¬
small .army of its creative com- . ment/
ligious show in competition with
ponents merits consideration for
Because of Crosby’s inability
other Catholic programming at that
the “neatest, trick of the year”
to . shift east, Como will orighour on Sunday mornings, it’s alsn
award.
' V" ; :
inate his kickoff show from
the time of day on Sundays when
. Within a span of perhaps, three
the Coast.
most good Catholics—the greatest
weeks a succession of flash, plays
; • to
_— _= potential audience for the show—
engineered by the Bill Paley-Frahk •
j are where they should be, ip
Stanton-Lou Cowan topcommand ; /1f\ri 'TO J ¥
church. So says the Rev. John S.
WCBS-TV is starting a new in-Banahan, director of the radio-tr
has succeeded in brightening up 1 KV ]
IAl 1TI0
terview stanza on- Sunday (23) as
immediate: and . future prospects VWU I " IIIW|f
office, for the Archdiocese of
Ed Wynn'* Cater
part of its regular weekend sked.
covering a wide range of network
j Chicago.
But, the difference, between this
Holy Wood. Aug. 18.
activity, both within the adminisf
T\
: Ilf . I
L
t With the approbation of Arch¬
new “New York Forum" and most
Live long enough, in show,
bishop Gregory Meyer, Father
of the traditional put-’emron-thebiz and you’re bound to wind.
•Banahan wired NBC chairman
spot quizzing of political and civic
up on a horse. Ed Wynn can
! Robert Sarnoff and prexy Robert
“bleak
tomorrow” . confronting
w
m 1
personalities is that the Gotham
testify to this new phase of his
both Ed Murrow and Fred FriendTaIa**! IliiAfti ; Kintner in pretest and cireularflag,for CBS plans to keep away . 58 years as a performer. .
ly, the former’s future Status (after
|ff I
UUlSL : ized every priest in the Chicago
•• He’ll play a featured role in
from using professional newsmen
his year’s sabbatical) bogged down
“ ■ '■■■■
' ”
‘
a segment of NBC-TV’s “Wag¬
as inquisitors.
in disillusionment and FriendHollywood.
Aug.18.
Hollywood, Aug.
18: I!
on 'Tr-aiii.”
Program, to . take the noort-12:30
ly stripped of everything but his
• ... ,
, ■■ • . .
.
I
NBC t<y Act in Fall
co-production role with Murrow
First network television _ drama j
slot for the time being, is going to
Chicago. Aug. 18.
being established
utilize, by and large, members of ..
on -Small 'World.’' , Today the eh- workshop is
ls .b*to«
established by]
by
Apparentlysthe protests over
CBS-TV tp
to develop
develop new
new writers,
the N. Y. Bar Assn., with whom
tire picture has changed, with CBS-TV
writers,]] “Catholic Hour” are bringing
CBS is coordinating the . stanza.
Friendly now plaving. one it the : Erectors
“f . performers for| the desired results. While
key .production roles in the hit- "tedium. Workshop will go into, WNBQ says it is standing pat
Network flag didn’t say so, but: ■
worlS venturesome excursion into operation, immediately in *] for the time being “to see
the feeling is. the setup on this new
, prime time news-public affairs W<h>4.
* production.minimum, what happens,” official com¬
show' is an answer to the growing
hour programming and the Mur- « hour of long taped dramas a»j ment in New York was that
criticism of network pubaffairs
row Schedule being reactivated (for its goal. :.
j NBC would remedy the situ¬
stanzas of the, “Meet the Press”
’60-’61) to peak performance and
Workshop project, officially tagand “Face the Nation"’ variety/. Of
ation with the new fall season.
production.
ged CBS Television Network drama ;
late, the attitude in some industry
At that time the delayed
| There was the scheduled retire- Workshop; is the first major j broadcasts on. “Catholic Hour’'
quarters is that these Washingtoiiproject set
set imo
into jnoiion
motion by
the
based programs are losing their
. . •
, '
.
v
: i merit of Larry Lowman as CBS’ project
Dy. ine
will be dropped and the net¬
Oscar Katz program regime at the
bite, because the reporters who are 1 .f or^ J1*?0!
. signed top administrator in the whole °s£ai
work o.&o’s will be obliged to
used as questioners will only go so |
audefcf^ssoc.iates
area of labor relations and as the
nnnInS
pick up the program direct
$500,000 and
and $1,$1,-1 in the more fayorable time
far in : pressing an issue with a sponsor once-a-month senes via Sparkpiug of all . negotiation in- outlay of between $500,000
000,600, with no sure chance of re- ] period.
guest politician. It seems that the
valving sports programming. Low- covery of any
anv^nf
th^cofn
^u^Katz
of the
the com.
coin. But
But Katz
Katz :
reporters are beginning to feel
Bernsten. and N. Y
man was anxious to qiiit at the end oovery of any of
feels the
the fieyeiopment
development of
that they’d just father hot jeopar- ^ruipmc concerts. At least four;* off th
fe
of new
new taltal- the year upoh
upoh reaching
reaching his
his 60th
60th ent
can
be
underta'ken
on
a
large.
dize the
lh5 ^rreIlt
Hi*
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floor
uuc
me need
uecu for
mi-, constant
cuiiaiduk' JiaiSon.
iidiwu.: ftnd •-Pe^aPs
•..
■ ,■ . birthdav.
Dirixmav.
ms role
roie (as a 20th
^uui floor
uuor i'.ent c^be^undertaken on a . laige.
,, area recommending they urge
birthday. His.
uurporaie veepee)
veepee; was
j_:j * .-a.
iu write
w
Xith; the D. C. soions by carrying
h. 1 corporate
was unique
unique for fenW
staff thei.r paiisiuuijcxs
P"ri?Wo"crs to
the
their questions too far on tv. Need- j Package includes concerts to be his -relationship with key^ union for the_Workshop will be set this work
... . their
. ,h objections.,
given . in MpscOw, London and
less
of'the
told by the various stations/1
less, to say, many of
the reporters !j ^en|c
serieTwili be started in ! execs has had no counterpart elseto »is bulletin, “that they
used pn tv represent the print
fail but nehv^orkL? am time I where, staving off. many a troublenjetoin their primary profession- r ^
^
some
situation . CBS ^
Bshed'Writer? witt
o^starting'
""" ™re way ^of judging
mac an/w ^.ci act, iucd wiju ue
.... . gt * •.
>vxui “m
aim ui
otaiigiiig ^ave
3
al roles.
!
mitted
“where
do
you
find
another
! present the series on Sunday after-! mitted "where do you find another ( e operations by December.
,“ccess «»f their programs, and
Lowman?”’ Stanton, a couple of
if was last
lac* year
vp»f
Lowman?
... ,,
.
that is by the mail they receive.”
“New York Forum’’ will choose ;' noons as it
i Lowma:
weeks fack,
hack, .succeMed
succeeded ii>
getting
questioners who are known to posLincoln
Division bankrolled
n division
bantooiled last ‘ weeks
to getting
hopes1 to uS i The
Wor'd:. official "e»?*
sess viewpoints generally in oppo- year’s ; concerts over CBS-TV. f L°wma
hlS m,nd HeS tnem
tliemghtoresummer
pr^ramming.] uted to Banahan’s campaign with
ior summer programming.
Sitipn to the guest of the week. Bernstein is expected to retain the
When Jesse :Zousmer and John
, as, iva:lvlf “a 0 senes or: an editorial in the current issue.
Stanza, according to the station,, same format utilized fast season,
Aafon quit CBS. (afterMurrow an-:
1: The climate worsened over the
will specifically oppose having: men Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt.
nounceid he was going off the show),: seriionmto summer rA.un stands, weekend when, because NBC-TV’s
on the program whose attitudes co...
•■. -— - •
'■
'
the confusions and bewilderment at<<Game of the Week” ballcast ran
incide. with those of the guest.
nTI>f1ljl mtlDCrC AU
tending the future of “Person to S
in 'vntlng an unnatural length, the one'inWarren Bresle, who did a simi- lliilVl tUUtlJLd Ull
Person’.’ .were
^
ld
■
• stallment of “Catholic Hour” that
/fiiinMBh CrlirdTrni-I Person”.
were multiplied by the : „r at
far local . interview program; on |
(PiTUniCI?
bowout of Arthur Godfrey as MiirWorkshop will operate under su-;.was promised to Chi at 4:30 p.m:
WXYX. the CBS Milwaukee starow’s successor. Since the “P to P” P?rvision v.p; / Bill Dozier here. * was bumped. This was the original
tiori, will.be-executive producer of J
:
,
.
utilize new talent CBS play, “With Crooked Lines,” which
the Gotham affair, j
. V ;:^ “Sunrise
-Sunrise Semester”
Semestor^V, begins its
its- problems Were so uniquely related Idea *s
.third SfJVrw
season on 'VG?S:^y*
WCBS-TV, N. YY., to the Aaron-Zousmer identity, couldn’t take a chance on in “Play- was to have been given the after. WCBS-TV envisions one difficul- ^h0lr?
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the
schedule
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even
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of
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theatre directors: add telefilm di-'
the web flagship and sponsoring
rectors, who want to try live.
N. Y.. U. are going, to skip a course
Similarly, in writing, attempt
in. literature.
j
would be to use those “who’ve
Instead of continuing : to run.
written only for the trunk” but
from 6:30-7;30 a.m:, as before, sta¬
also
. top telefilm writers Avho’ve
tion will do “Semester”. only the
^
!
had
ideas for live dramas but hav6:30-7 slot; with the second, halfneither time nor opportunity to
• .- A
hour having gone to local news
lltlA I KV MAT ^'/ iS ing
develop
them.
With the. biggest ad splurge in coverage..
IlltU VyU WVU
Joseph N; Welch, Boston attorney
; and frequent “Omnibus” guest, has
Company history. National Carbon,
In another innovation, stanza has
for Prestone antifreeze, has bought added its first female prof, Jane
Jerry Chester, who for the past |
] been signed as host and commeataa threemetwork spread of news, Costello. She’ll be teaching Fine year lias been yicepresident in
i tor of the hour-long classic mystery
dramas Dow Chemical Co. will
sports, variety,, oaters and adven- Arts Hrll, Outlines of the History, charge of -daytime-.; programming
tiire.
of Art, as one of the two
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Pulling chestnuts out of the fire
will probably go. down as its. ma- ,
3or accomplishment.wj,en tl,e story
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Shows? WCBS Has New-Type Entry

CBS-TVV Incepting
Drama Workshop
h Talent Quest

Ford to Sponsor

MJWKloE
SUNRISE ohffltjTEK
SEMESTER

Jos. Welch Signed
For Dow Dramas

Jerry Chester

Granada’s Bid to K&E

Colgate WdntS Relief

g&?

Saturday Pniff h 11^Tn hff
”
'WitK" SS»’ tJS11
S.cow'
0ley’^ andr, CheyenIie» a5 ' . Bronco . and
“The
The 'Alaskans/*
Alaskans.’
;

fS h° W

.choice fo^the-.retocat'5af
Fnfiay night
h?dri: Rawhide, . but Lever Bros.
picked .up an option, to fill out the
client roster of six, :

time,before he joined ABC and be-; the coming Ike-Nikita meetings
fore leaving a program post with j whenever and wherever conveni- ]
Sylvester (Pat) Weaver’s Program Lent. The results would be offered
Service, Chester was NBC-TV pre-ifor simultaneous transmission in
dark boss.
I Britain, the U. S. and Rusia.
i

in the locales used by the original
authors. Both Jive and taped pro*
ductions will be presented.
Agency for sponsor is MacMahus
John & Adams Ine.
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BABIO-TELEVISION

P^RIETY

Probe’ to Preem SepL 20

.Hollywood. Aug. 18l
Is the honeymoon over for MCARevue and NBC?
jl
All the signs currently point to
It, in spite of the fact that the
'’marriage'’ between the netwtork
and program supplier is still going
strong to the tune of sortie $18,000.000 worth of MCA and Revue
properties scheduled for the fall
on the web
In spite of the apparently thriv¬
ing relationship, there have been
some developments over the. past
few months that point to [a cool¬
ness in the relationship.
p
There's NBC’s decision finally to
set up its own film production op¬
eration under Coast v.p. Alan Li\>.
ingston.j who's never been terribly
high ori" Revue's programs. Until
the current’ year, any time' NBC
undertook an hourlong film; series,
the assignments went to Revue.
First, project out of the new NBC
film shop is an. hour western, “Bonaijip.” And the topper on this par¬
ticular situation was the fact that
NBC hired as producer Dave Dortort. who had produced “Restless
Gun'* at Re\ue and turned down
offers from the studio to remain.
Then there was NBC's recent de¬
cision to yank Revue's “Whispering
Smith” off the fall schedule and
sub “Richard Diamond" out; of the
Four Star <?hop. NBC underwrote
the “Smith" stanza, but when it be¬
came apparent there was no spon¬
sor coin that liked “Smith.” it was
yanked. In the past. NBC! hasn't
hesitated to schedule far more ex¬
pensive Revue properties on a sus¬
taining basis, picking up bits and
pieces of business as they came in.
Moreover. NBC had no immediate
sponsor prospects for “Diamond,”
yet brought that in to replace the
‘‘Smith*’ stanza.
;
Earlier, during the heat of the
selling season, a hot Reviiej entry
was “Shotgun Slade,” which had
picked up a sponsor comnritment
from one of the cigaret outfits.
- Show ran into a conflict bn the
time period, and NBC surprisingly
gave the nod to the rival show,
forcing “Shotgun" out of the pic¬
ture and subsequently into; syndi¬
cation.
I
Moreover, of all its fall acquisi¬
tions, NBC has bought only three
shows directly from Revue, “Riverboat,” “Laramie” and “Smith.” Lat¬
ter's been shelved, “Riverborit” has
been in the planning stage for over
a year, and “Laramie” is actually
the only new Revue stanza going
on the air for which NBC com¬
mitted this past spring. Other new
Revue show'*, “Staccato” and “The
Deputy.” were sold directly to the
sponsors Lorillard and Kellogg, re¬
spectively i and subsequently; placed
on NBC. “Deputy” almost went to
CBS, in fact. Other new-to-NBC
Revue stanza is. “Bachelor Father,”
which Tareyton cigs switched over
from CBS.
MCA-Revue holdovers on the
web are “Wagon Train.” |‘‘WelIs
Fargo” and “M-Squad,” all of Which
have been top-rated entries.'

Series on Smut Racket
Chicago, Aug. 18. .
WBBM, the CBS radio o&b In
Chi. has spent seven months pre¬
paring a special series on peddlers
of smut magazines and pornogra¬
phy only , to be beateri to the punch
a. week ago by a UPI feature and a
daily series in the Chicago SunTimes: Tapes therefore have been,
rushed into editing and will be
broadcast in a fourTnstallment se¬
ries Aug. 28-31, each night at
p.m.
Believed to be the first radio
documentary on the smut rackets,
it will follow the general format
of Ed Murrow’s “This Business of
Sex” on CBS last season:

8

CBS-TV Wants to Give
. “Consult Dr: Brothers!” new Dr.
Brothers prograrri on domes¬
‘Housewife Reporters’ Joyce
tic relations immediately following
Jack Paar .show ,qri WRCA-TV,
Crack at Khrushchev across-the-board, was sold out sev¬
CBS-TY brass is trying to line up
a 52d “guest” for the network’s
upcoming Daytime Televisit Week.
Ever since learning that Russian
Prernier Khrushchev's U.S. tour
would coincide with the importa¬
tion of 51. hous.ew if e-reporters to
“cover” CBS’ New York facilities
in middle September, the network
has been working through. official
governmental channels to arrange,
for the Women tone from each
state and the District of Columbia)
to meet the foreign visitor. .
Seems the likeliest meeting place
at the moment is the,United Na¬
tions Bldg.

ABC Radio’s Gotham Key
To Make Like an Indie
Question is: Is WABC Radio,
N. Y., going the WNEW route?
Network station; in. going more and
more indie, says it is going to in¬
augurate a new daytime music
format made up of “well balanced”
program music.
Ben Hoberman, WTABC topper,
says that the station will riot con¬
centrate either on top 40 or “plush
background.music.”. All the music,
sez the station chief, will be “care-,
fully screened. .
in order to find
a mixture of show hits, standards,
some top 40 and new. albums and
new singles^—a format which
sounds to the trade riiuch like
WNEW’s.

CBS-TV is now in the unusual
arid saddening position of finding ]
out that conscientiousness does not:
always pay. The network gave its
first preview of fall programming
last Thursday (13) evening for the
press of the nation—and in so do¬
ing exposed enough of -each new
program in the Tuesday-Wednesday tv lineup for fall to give jo.brnalists and other professional
viewers of a one-hour closed-cir¬
Situation in. network tv is so cuit telecast good to excellent in¬
tight that pveri if a sponsor wants dications of their quality—or lack
..
to continue riding with a show— of it.
Outcome is. that CBS, of five
• in his case Pharmaceuticals—he’s
frozen out of a time period because new programs, seems to have one
he failed to move fast enough.
hit, one “maybe” and: three duds
Pharmaceuticals was under the on its hands. This count appeared
impression it had Sunday 5:30 on all too obvious to members of the
CBS-TV in the bag for a return to press attending the New York end
that time slot of “Original Ama¬ of the closed-circuit show, and it
teur . Hour” ‘which is now doing seems logical that out-pf-town
summer duty for “Person to Per- pressmen, looking on from the
Eon” in the Friday 10:30 period). comfort of couches in CBS station
However, while, the drug company affiliates across the land, got the
dallied General Electric moved in idea, too. It’s doubtful that all of
and grabbed the period for jfts col¬ the scribes will keep their findings
lege quiz entry. As result, “Ama¬ to themselves until the programs
teur Hour” fades after, its Sept. 25 * actually prerriiere in the fall. Arid
telecast, when “P to P” returns, j any advance rapping is likely to
Pharmaceuticals has been£ shop- ‘ deter viewer appreciation or, at
ping around for another time slot.; least, take the edge, off the pre¬
It was offered Thursday; night i mieres.
10:30 on NBC-TV, but station! clear- j Various CBS sources noted after
*nre is a problem. Only 20 affils j the special program that, it was
were counted, so Pharmaceuticals > primarily designed for the purpose
was obliged to turn it down.
i of exciting, affiliate interest in the

‘Amateur Hour

“Congressional Probe,” half-hour
panel show packaged by Tex Mc¬
Crary’s public relations firm, takes
the air on WNEW-TV. New York,
Sundays, at 7;30 p.m. beginning
Sept. 20.. •.
McCrary will produce the show
and appear as moderator on alter¬
nate weeks. He’ll . be . spelled by
William Peer, recently .named vice
chairman of the McCrary firm.
Panel will include two New1-York
Congressmen, bn a regular, basis,
atfd a guest of the week.
Bankroller will, be the Metropoli¬
tan Dairy Institute, the public re¬
lations wing for a group of inde¬
pendent arid . chain dairies in the
N.Y. area. Contract is for 13 weeks
with options.
Show represents McCrary’s... re¬
turn. to broadcasting after a year’s
layoff. •
.

eral days after preem i 10); Sell¬
out apparently points up the fact
•that national sponsors are more
courageous than in the past, and
don’t, hesitate to latch on to a seri¬
ous but plain-spoken discussion se¬
ries dealing with sex and marriage.
The 35
of. “Consult Dr.
Brothers”; which had not been sold
by preem date, was gone before
the week had elapsed. The 1 to
1:15 a'.riri show, • which has a for¬
mat for .15 announcements, .is now
plugging Revlon Products (Mogul,
Lewin, AVilliam & Saylor C Wesson
Oil . (Fitzgerald Agency •; Food In¬
ternational for Burry Biscuits
fWeightirian Ageiicy); Tropicana.
Orange .Juice
John
Douglas
Agency). Vx. and Eureka Vacuum
Cleaners < Earl Ludgin Agency)-.
Trendex. ratings on the first two
nights of the program revealed
that the Brothers show was ahead
of its. rival. WCBS-TW “Late
Show.” “Consult Dr. Brothers”
scored a. 6.3 to the “Late Show”
1.5. on Mondav. It drew a! 4.6 to
WCBS-T.V’s 2.1 the following night.

WW’s39-Wk. Renewal
: Walter Winchell’s newscast bankBankers Life Insurance bf
Chicago, has renewed for 39 weeks
when the columnist returns to his
Sunday night at 6 show on Mutual
Sept. 6.
Sponsor had the show through
April, and June of this year. Winchell is on a six-week vacation.
ioiler.
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Those “monopoly of programming” raps directed at the tele¬
vision networks by the D.C. anti-trust sleuths, plus a desire to
tone down on overboard spending by “creating from within” are
seen as the major factors, in the new CBS-TV administrative re¬
shuffle and the promotion of program v.p. Bob Weitman to the
post of vice-president in charge of independent productions. A*
the network’s inside "outside” man, Weitman; reporting to the
new program topper Oscar Katz, will be on top of alt shows and
properties originating with indie producers arid packagers, with
stepped-up activity both east coast and west coast. Weitman will
appoint a west coast aide to implement the program.
Elevation of Weitman will give him equal administrative billing ;
With veepees Mike Dana tin New York) and Bill Dozier (in Holly¬
wood). Consequently, from here on in, it’ll be a three-ply; team;
under new bossmari Katz. Here’s the- way it breaks downy essen-.
tiaily:
■’
Weitman will labor to get first crack for CBS-TV on India pack¬
ages already made and ready to go. Because of his: contacts, Weit¬
man will also be allowed, if he sees fit, to initiate; a co-productibn
deal for CBS and an indie film packager but after that the co¬
production work and. as .a matter of fact, the. detail$ of future pro¬
duction on any premade stanza bought by Weitman fall to Dozier
or Dann. '
-V
Under the new arrangemerit, in effect, the east, and west coast
program bosses for CBS have absorbed Whitman's old chore, that
of program development for. the web—in. That , they will now be
responsible for making the co-production deals, plus handling the
original ideas for any shows to be produced , entirely, from within CBS’ own shop; .
Guy della Cioppa. the fifth program veepee at CBS, will con¬
tinue as before overseeing week-to-week mechanics of.; Coast-based
productions such as “Playhouse 90.”

Do’s feDoii'ts for Mn K.
Soviet Premier Getting Flock of Suggestions From
Radio-TV Fraternity
Video and radio are knocking
Playboy Mag’s Romp
. themselves out like whirling deryisheis telling Soviet Premier Nikita
As Chi Late Nite TV’er; ;S. Khrushchev what he should and
should not do when he.^arrives here.
Mebke Syndication, Too Khrushchev is getting more sugChicago. Aug: 18. .. ! gestions: from broadcasters than a
Playboy Mag is readying a.late-; guy struggling with poison ivy.
Many stations.are preppirig a pro*
night localer for a. late October
start on WBKB and. fully expects grain or two or three jam packed
to put the 90 minute romp in syn¬ with advice .to the Soviet leader.,
dication, via tape, as' soon as the on what he should eat, read, see,
kinks are worked out for. it in smell and feel..
. Last week, 'indies and webs were'
chi. •'
Publisher Hugh Hefner, who’ll brushing up on Karl Marx’s. “Man¬
ifesto”
and. the Beards’ “Rise of
undertake the hosting chores him¬
self, intends to make, the deal so American Civilization” in order to
.set
Russia’s
top banana; straight.
attractive to stations that they
Even “Camera Three,” which
won’t be able to resist it, his main
concern being to upgrade the usually concerns itself with 2rty
mag’s image with the tv?er, not topics . such; as the gossamer-like
necessarily to create a money¬ treatments of Ed na St. Vincent. M llmaking show. If the show goes lay's sonnets, was advising Khrush¬
into widespread syndication un-. chev what non-political tomes ;to
doubtedly it will rack up a tidy read-In order to get a comprehen¬
profit, but if it shouldn’t Hefner sive picture of the U.S. It also t<rid
states he’ll be content to write off him to examine Walter Kelly car¬
the losses as promotion for ; his toon character “Pogo.”
: Chet Huntley on his Sunday (16)
bible-for-f un-lovers.
With WBKB, Playboy has made program over NBC-TV also tipped
off
the Russian what, to gander
a cooperative idea in which the
station provides, the . airtime and here including the seamy side of
Harlem;
Levittown, Pa., and Cam¬
facilities and Playboy the ball
of wax. Including director and bridge, Mass., where in the “mile
of
brains”!
new frontiers are being
producer.
Revenue from the
explored.
\
(Continued on page 43)..
Khrushchev also got ideas, via
video, from an assortment of in¬
dividuals such as Bennett Cerf,
Richard Maney, Toots Shor,. Jean
(Continued on page : 42)

=By ART WOODSTOM:=
stanzas. But, apparently not antici¬
pated, was the side effect of hav¬
ing . the press around for . a peek
too.
NBC-TV ran a preview of fall
programming last year, in -a 60 or
90 minute closed-circuit affair, but
it was clear that that network had
ho intention of: giving journalists
more than a minute, taste of some
of the new programs for the ’58-’59
season. Rest of the time was taken
up with colorized dancing girls
and wise-cracking cpmedians. Be¬
ing treated to-a series of meaning¬
less
promotional
cliff-hangers
might have alienated the press but
at least the critics attending the
NBC program didn’t have the hon¬
est opportunity to pin down any¬
thing specifically: wrong with in¬
dividual programs.
Give the Plot Away
. Yet, CBiS, in its maiden attempt
at this sort of thing, gave what
seemed to be between eight and .10
minutes of each of the. five upcom¬
ing Tuesday -Wednesday preems.
Where it concerned the half-hour
programs; . which . in full run no
more than 22 or 23 minutes on the
air, it was more than enough to
get an idea of some traditional
program, essentials: .quality of film
itself, quality of the acting, the
general tenor of the program and
the “wearability” of: the format.
Only, the complete individual story¬

lines remained to be judged. In
the one instance where the pro¬
gram is to be 52-miriutes long next
season, some reservations about
reaching a qualitative decision had
to be made.
CBS-TV’s special inside show
spoke of the old programs return¬
ing to the Tuesday and Wednesday
schedules, but, on the legitimate
theory that any member of the in¬
dustry who’s worth his salt will
know what they consist of, these
return stanzas were mentioned
only .briefly. And due tp the fact
that most of the “big ones” haven’t
even been made yet, CBSG-TV
prexy Louis Cowan, could only
mention in passing such potentially
sterling events as the news-pubaffairs specials and some of the en¬
tertainment one-shots on. tap for
1959-1960.
CBS gave several minutes . of
the
Tuesday .7:30-8
“Dennis
O’Keefe Show,” a situation comedy.
It was evident that O’Keefe
played it broadly and that the. situ¬
ations were painfully stock. Even
if the appetite of the American
televiewing public . is high for
comedy, CBS is still likely to suf¬
fer at the hands of the rival NBC
and ABC hourlong western com¬
petition.
If anything is going to turn
early Tuesday evening into a. Win(Continued on page 36)

CBS-TV was scheduled to run
off! a taped preview of the pro*
jected hbur-lorig weekly (7:30 to.
8:30 p.m.) laugh show this Sunday
(23), but the whole thing’s now off
until October.
Reason for the delay is the pull¬
out of Robert phery as host-emcee.
The star of. the. “La Plume de Ma
Tante”. Broadway musical was in¬
formed by the producer of th«
legiter, David Merrick, that ho
wouldn’t be allowed to do it. Pre¬
viously CBS had a verbal okay for
Dhery’s participation.
Producer.t director - writer Nat :
Hiken is now scrounging around
for a new emceed

Named
TV Editor for UPI
Fred Danzig has been named tv
editor of UPI. replacing William
Ewald who , moved over to News¬
week as associate editor covering
film and tv-radio;;
Danzig was previously involved
in feature material for the wire
service as well as city side news
coverage.
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The case of Marilyn Monroe posies, some rather interesting
problems for potential sponsors in view of the fact that she stands
ready to appear on tv in a dramatic vehicle. While her asking fee
may be high, she’s reportedly -willing to listen to a reasonable:
counteroffer but there’s a catch to. the negotiations.
Under no circuriistances; it seems, would she grace the airlanes
unless the sponsor permits her to appear in her husband's (Arthur
Miller) Pulitzer-Prize winning "Death of a Salesman’" in which
she would be cast as the wife of Willy LOman, a role played on
Broadway by Mildred Dunnoek.
;
[V■- J':.’ ■
.

British ATV’s Prince Littler Wary

CBS-TVs Ban on Drumbeating
‘Last Year’s Shows’ Miffs Agencies
A new wrinkle’s been . added, to
the - already troublesome days
ahead on lining up top stars for
the Upcoming special-happy tv sea¬
son. (The scrounging around for
gueslar material is already reach¬
ing unprecedented proportions,
With some quotations so outland¬
ish that producers are laughing out
loud.)
A few stars, among: them Eliza¬
beth Taylor,. want tax-free fees.
Miss Taylor’s asking price is
$300,000, provided the client or
network takes care of the tax rap.
This, in effect, would. be equiva¬
lent to the reported $1,000,000
risking: price of Danny Kaye for
his one big tv effort, but Kaye’s
demand is believed predicated on
the. assumption that nobody will
hold still for that kind of coin and
will henceforth leave hirii alone!
Ruri-of-the-mill star fees hit a
$10*000 high last season, but the
figure is expected to go to $12,500 j
and $15,000 this season because of
the stepped-up demands; for their |
services. This, of course, is exclu¬
sive of the “extr'a glamour" star
fees, such as Ingrid Bergman’s:
$100,000 for her solo “Ford TV
Theatre’’ drama effort (“Turn of
the Screiv”). Quite a few are In
the $25,000 to $50,000 one-shot
class.
Oddly enough, a number pf stars,
ori the basis of current show-toshow jockeying, are not thinking
in terms of nrioney (since most of
it goes to the Government,. any¬
how) but "whose show can .do. the
most to advance my Career;” re¬
gardless of fee. On this basis
alone Goodman Ace, who is doing
15 hour-and-a-half specials for
Revlon next season, has been reap¬
ing a Windfall on guestar material
by virtue of the virtual guarantee
on^ built-in script continuity (al; though Revlon, like the others* is
dangling fancy guest fees and* in
fact. is. willing to bear the out-ofpocket expense in the instances
where1 it’s necessary to go over
budget when certain: stars are
deemed right for the show*.
Webs In Frantic Search
Meanwhile, the webs have been
kribekihg themselves out in a fran¬
tic race to button up as many
names as possible for the record
number of specials on the fall and
winter agenda. Reps at the talent
agencies have, been leaning back
in their soft chairs and saying “no
dice” when talent buyers of the
webs plead for the services of cer¬
tain performers—that is, “no dice”
until the price is upped to meet
the agency's exalted opinion of the
performer in .question.
Since the competition for top
talent : on various •‘Video specials
Is so intense and stemming from
all conceivable corners of the net¬
works, NBC-TV, in order to avoid
bottlenecks and prevent one pro¬
gram from bidding against another
program on the same network, has
assigned David Tebet to clear all
talent for upcoming specials.
NBC-TV’s “Sunday Showcase,”
however, will not be faced With the
(Continued, on page 36)

London, Aug. 18. Another British commercial tv
topper has rung a warning bell
Mutual; Broadcasting ’network
about future profits. Prince Littler,
chairman of the Associated Tele¬ will carry the 12-game pro foot¬
ball schedule of the world cham¬
vision group, declares in his. an¬ pion Baltimore Colts. MBS prez
nual report:
"The present ex- Robert F. Hutleigh firmed the
. trembly high level of profitability, deal in.Baltimore with the Nation¬
may become increasingly difficult al Brewing Co. of that city, which
holds broadcast rights to Colt
to. maintain ” pointing out that games a°d which Will be one of the
saturation, p 6 i n t may soon be
sponsors,
reached in ad revenue and that
Colts" vet play-by-player Chuck
program : costs continae to rise.
Only a week or so back. Sir Philip Thompson will be broadcasting the
games
for his fifth consecutive
Warter struck much the same note
in his; statement; to Associated year, He’il be joined by another
Balto
sportscaster,
Vince Bagli.
British Picture Corp. stockholders,
who look to ABC-TV foe the bulk
of profits.
Blit although the warnings are
there, the present picture’s , far
from. gloomy. ATV Group..; profit'
before taxation for the year ended
April 30 was $14,886,000; tire pa¬
rent company's: profit being around
$7,282,800. Balance available for
. appropriation whs $8,537,000,
Littler reaffirms in his state¬
ment that ATV. would welcome
. competition by anbther commercial
outfit operating pnthe same days .Shaken by the latest advanced
of the week and in the same, areas Nielsens. NBC-TV made a fast one—the Midlands on weekdays and
the London area weekends. He also day decision to axe A. L. Alex¬
beefs about the present restrictions. ander’s. “Court of Human Reiaon broadcasting hours and puts in f
a plea for adoption of the 1525-linoj.
arice on Friday 14), and this past
standard.
Monday was replaced by 26 halfThe report also refers to tlje ac¬ hour reruns of “Blondie.”
quisition last fall of the share capi¬
NBC-TV Will keep “Blondie’
tal of Inc. Television Programme
Co. Ltd., now Inc. Television Com-.! *he ajr in. th® 2:30-3 strip until
pany Ltd ,, which owns a 50% in-j sometime in September.
NBC decision was apparently
terest in the voting equity of In¬
dependent Television Corp. (USA). based on the clobbering Alexander
Preparatory work for the produc¬ took from ABC-TV’s Gale Storm
tion by ITC of vidpix series is in telefilm reruns at 2:30. The Storm
hand for shooting in the U K. and show, for the first time, broke a
in -Australia. Other overseas ven¬ 30%. share on the Nielsens (it was
tures dealt with in the report in-, actually a 31% share). With this
elude that the new Brisbane com¬ new rating heartache to countermercial tv station is . skedded to nance, the web evidently felt it
go on the air this month and that wasn’t any longer worth facing up
the Sydney station, in which ATV’s fo the hypercritical reception given
. Australian holding company has a “Court” after its June 27 preem.
9.36% interest, is operating on “in¬ Program lasted . a little over a
month.
creasingly profitable terms.”
Other items reported are that
the balance of the mortgage on
National Studios. Boteham Wood—
it*s a movie studio—was repaid
last September and that plans are
currently under review for ATV’s
permanent television studios, inas¬
much as programs have hitherto
been turned out from temporary
Minneapolis* Aug. 18.
accommodation converted to tv
Here to meet With national ad¬
production purposes.
vertisers arid agency representa¬
tives and to preside over a fourday conference pf managers of his
company’s stations, Weston C, Pul¬
len Jr:, vice president of Time, ‘TV Is Better Than* Ever’
Washington, Aug. 18.
Inc., Broadcasting, which owns and
Television set . mantifac- ...
: operates local WTCN-TV and raiturers, through their Elec¬
j idio, an ABC affiliate, made clear"
tronic Industries Assri. head¬
quartered, here, are launching,
With spot ty availabilities.rapidly' that Time is in broadcasting to
becoming congested by early buys stay. In fact, expansion is Con¬
a bally campaign built ori this
slogan: “Coming—The Finest
for cold remedies, Warner-Lambert
has pulled a midsummer switch on templated, he declared,
Shows of All on TV This Fall.” .
‘‘Time is firmly launched on its
the competition, buying a flock of
Banners . proclaiming this
network minutes for AriahisL
hopeful note are now being ;
broadcasting activities and its sale
It will be the .first network ex¬ of KDKL and KTVT, Salt Lake
mailed to about.40,000 tv deal¬
posure for the product, which will
ers, EIA discloses. Also, slugs,
continue heavy in spot. Shows on City, in rio way diminishes its ac¬
for. newspaper ads incorpo-.
the Anahist list include ABC-TV’s tive and lpngrange interest In this
rating the slogan are being,
.“Bourbon Street Beat,” “Bronco.” field,” Pullen assured, the man¬
sent out.
'. ;■■■:
‘‘Untouchables,” “Alaskans,” alL agers. ;
Selling the “better-thanhours, and the Saturday night half. ever” idea for the- upcoming >
“We are making encouraging
hour, “Leave It to Beaver” . arid
tv season, according to EIA' j
NBC’s “Five Fingers” and progress in the four markets where : executive v.p. James D, Se- !
"Laramie.”
we have radio and tv operations . crest, will cause many families :
Company’s other web buys in¬
to “want to purchase new re¬
clude Gale Storm on. ABC Thurs¬ and hope in. the near future to re¬
ceivers and many, thousands of
days at 7:30 p.m. and half of ‘‘Per¬ turn tp the full complement of five
others will want to buy second j
tv stations.”
son to Person” on CBS.
bets to us* in other rooms.”
1

MBS’ Colts Grid Coin

A. L Alexander’s
‘Court’ Axed, No

Time, Inc., Won’t Retreat
From B’casting: Pollen;
Will fill Salt Lake Gap
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* M r ?on Ave. is discontented with
i the r
rted CBS-TV plan for ad! vertishig programs this fall. The adThe Revlon-sponsored series | men miffed the most are the one*
of Goodman Ace shows ori j who represent clierits with proCBS-TV will alternate next ! grams that have been on the netseason with “Playhouse. 90.” | work before.
Like the drama series, the
Web, it’s understood, plans to
comedy shows will be designed
promote in newspapers only those
as adult fare, with the guests
programs which are new to CBSon each occasion 'assembling
TV or those. which are shifting
at the “host’s”, apartment.
time periods.
Since^ there aTe
(First host is Tallulah Bankmany incumbent programs on the
head.)
network, there are many adver¬
There’s no title for the ser¬
tising agencies affected by the re¬
ies as yet, but Ben Griefer, of
trenchment of CBS advertising.
the Wm. Morris office (it’*
Besides, restricting the num¬
their package) has suggested
ber of programs which are to get
the complementary title of
the CBS-TV bankrolled newspaper
“Penthouse 90.”
kickoff, the network Is said to be
] cutting back on the number of
newspapers used for announcing
th preem pf even new stanzas.
Only nine dailies, bunched in New
York City, Los Angeles and Chi¬
cago, the three biggest cities oil
the tv coaxial, will be receiving
reported 400-line ads, one for the
announcement of each new show.
And CBS is limiting its financial
| participation* elsewhere to 3,000] line ads, taken cooperatively with
affiliates in other markets. MoreChrysler Motors is mulling the j over, CBS is a^ain limiting these
purchase of the CBS-TV coverage' 5°operative *ds {° »nn™n«Mnent»
i
A,
j for programs not previously seen
of the 1960 Winter Olympics from; on CBS and to programs involved
Squaw Valley, Calif., the same j in a time shift from previous seaevent that ABC-TV dropped re- i sons.
centlv
* In the past* the network gave
' _*0*
.
.
, , i print plugs at the beginning of
CBS, as previously reported,; each
season to nearly every propicked up the package upon the gram on the lineup,
departure of ABC, but the papers ]
weren’t signed until just last week. I
CBS is obligated to offer 10 hours ’ i
of
the Arrierican-based
sports
event.
r
Plan dot’, it’s understood. Is to
do two-and-a-half hours on Satur¬
day, arid Sunday of the first days
of the sports classic and repeat the
ABC-Tv’s nighttime polk is
formula on the closing Saturday jingling with some last-minute
and Sunday. On this basis, the ■ cojn National Carbon has bought
time-talent nut . to Chrysler or . a four.night spread 0f participawhoever ends up with the^sponsor- tions (see separate story', and Buiship, will be near $1,000,000. If • 0Va has taken minutes on the hourCBS ean arrange-and it seems to:long ••untouchables” and “Advenbe it s what Chrysler, really wants tures in Paradise.”
-to carry some of the 10 hours of
Sweets Co. of America has
sports in various prime week night bought a “substantial participa¬
time slots, then the charge wall tion” in the Sunday telecast of
be more like $1,500,000 to the “The Lone Ranger.” The amount
bankroller.
v-, v ,, ...
.
, of time bought weekly was not
Us likely that if Chrysler comes detailed but deal is over , Iong.
across with a signed contract, will = term puij
also have first crack at the CBS; Polaroid this week bought into
coverage of the I960 summer Olym- lw# ABC-TV programs. “Leave It
pic g?mes to be taped in Italy.
|To Beaver" and "Adventures in
Meantime in a tot ally sepal ate: paradise." Camera company has
arrangement, Ed Sullivan is ex- , taken shortterm participations in
peeted to do one of his regular both s(a
Sunday night CBS-TV showcases ; ABC-TV-benefUted also from a
f.
shortterm spread from Bulova.
Squaw Valley Committee is in ad- Watch flrm bougbt j„to an undisdition to the reguUr sports cover- l oosed number of ABC telecasts,
age by the web.
• most....
of them hourlong
shows.
In addition, web has sold alter¬
nate weeks of “Black Saddle” to
, Alberto Culver through the Wad*
! agency. L &; M rigs has the other
’ half.

‘Penthouse 90’

1

ABC-TV 11th Hoar
Sponsor WmdfaD

Z

Froug Exits G-T To
Partner With Moser

Hollywood, Aug. 18.
William Froug has resigned his
executive production post with
Goodson-Todraan to form a pro¬
ducing partnership with James
Moser. Under its banner of StarMinneapolis. Aug. 18,
cross Productions, two series are
The huge crowds of youngsters
now being developed arid negoti-, and their elders attracted by Bob
atioris opened with a major studio. :Keeshan and the highly favorable
Moser was formerly identified j impression that he made~ while here
with “Medic” and “Dragnet.” *For ] in person for the Aquatennial;
GT, Froug produced “Philip Mar- annual local summer mardi gras,
lowe.”
] may prove to be factors in break— -:—;-:—ing down what seemed somewhat
tirrimv i rmr .
to be bankroller barriers for the

AQUATENNIAL LANDS
KEESHAN A SPONSOR

WNTA-TV Axes Arbitron

^”;^toon"children

Less than a month after WCBSAt least. General Mils here is
TV cancelled its use of Arbitron, j reported to have been . influenced
the instantaneous rating method'into becoming one of its sponsors
devised by American Research Bu- [by the turnouts for the “Captain”
reau, it was cancelled by WNTA- land the acclaim which he received
TV. That means that four of N.Y/s : here.
seven tv stations no longer buy the * General Mills, which hitherto
Arbitron material.
has not deigned to exploit its tv
WNTA-TV wrote its cancellation properties,
is
experiencing
a
this; week, because it felt “that the change of heart in this connection;
figures supplied were incomplete.” too. Here it had one of its staffers
Station argued that the Arbitron take Keeshan in tow for. publicity
audience[base was too small to rep¬ purposes and it’ll dp likew’isa for
resent the whole of the met area. other of its show's.
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Battle of the TV Couturiers
Chi WMMB-TV Finds Out Too Late TKat Wm.
Morris Office Got to Paris F irst
It has reached the stage at more
than one distribution house where
the v.ay the telefilm program is
“merchandised” is as important—
if not more important—to the sale
of the program than the program
Itself. Tiie extras of promotion,
publicity and “whatev'er ybu need,
we’ll give it to you'* have report¬
edly turned the tide in favor of
more, than one syndicated package.
National Telefilm Associates has
for a year been building a promo¬
tional organization w hich itiproudly
likens to the good old circus or mo¬
tion picture batteries of “road
men.” 'NTA when it began selling
“William Tell” last September
al^a started developing ai ro'ster
of "stringers.” promotional men
around the country who wiere sup¬
plied free to stations ai)id local
sponsors to promote the stanza to
get across to dealers of the spon¬
sored products and maybe! even to
the advertiser's own factory men,
et ai. the idea that they were go¬
ing to have "Tell," their own pro¬
gram, so to speak, on the air. NTA
threw in-store placards, j posters
and other promotional material.
California National Productions,
the NBC telefilm subsidiary, is
pushing the s debars, as welL And.
while it doesn't appear to be a fullfledged process yet. it’s felt that
the relative Successes of CNP and
NTA, and perhaps one lor two
other sales outfits, will fbree the
rest of the syndicators to start of¬
fering more anymore of the pro¬
motional extras.
Contracts for the sale of a halfhour skein 'locally are usually lim¬
ited to the program itself. ! But re¬
cently. NTA. banking on a renewal
by Budweiser beer of *'U. S. Mar¬
shal,” wrote a contract which in¬
cluded the full particulars I of the
extras, from the local publicity to
be provided gratis by the Idistrib,
to the nature of correspondence to.
Bud dealers and distributors.
NTA also turned in a D-X Sunray Oil deal when the filini. house
agreed to a chapter & verse inclu¬
sion of what additional will be
provided to the program.
D-X pact came, according to
NTA. when everyone of the film
distribs was lined up at the front
door with its own telefilm product..
NTA show ed up, with Besilu’s
"Grand Jury.” and it didnlt seem
especially promising for the showconsidering the bundle of Other cel¬
luloid, much of it equal contentstature. that D-X had been given
to look over. NTA went away one
night and came back the next day
with a pat plan for “merchandis¬
ing,” which, again, included the
promise of a letter *o be sent by
the Desilu people to the D-X deal¬
ers and to the stations who'ld carry
“Jury.** Plus this. D-X was pro¬
vided with a specific plan regard¬
ing “character merchandising.”; as
its's called bv NTA
“Character
merchandising” is what is com¬
monly understood to be the pre¬
miums and licensing offers iaccom- :
panying a program—for instance,
something like a Mickey I Mouse
hat or a Lone Ranger six-shooter.
General “merchandising”: seems
increasingly ’in the syndication
cards because there is now a
plethora of telefilm for local sale
as opposed to an ever-decreasing
amount of local time available for
syndicated film. Consequently, it's
felt in some circles, there has to be
something new to dazzle soi;e-eyed
potential sponsors.

-*■

‘26 Men’Sales

ABC Films’ Clef-Hanger
to
As ‘20th Century’ Entry;
D.C. Yields Some Footage

.. Chicago, Aug. 18.
CBS, Films, which had around
Hollywood, Aug. 18;
. ABC Films has made 17 new
ABC Films is pulling a switch on 30. stations wrapped up for a Sept.
sales oh “26 Men,” former network
the usual practice of filming 1. hourlong special on the fall fash¬
oater featuring adventures of the
series in Hollywood and scoring ion house . openings in Paris, hat
Arizona Rangers. .
them with live music abroad.
Markets include WCCO-TV Min¬
.
: Washington,. Aug. 18.
Company has decided to score its. found itself embarrassedly un¬
neapolis; KXLF-TV Butte: WNTV
When a Pentagon bureaucrat in¬
Jackson, Miss,; WRVA-TV Rich¬ vites Miss Barbara Sapinsley. to new “Counterthrust” series, which able to deliver the goods..
mond, Va.; KERO-TV Bakersfield, “come in and see my etchings,” she starts shooting Sept. 1 in Manila, : The Columbia o&o in Chi, :
here in Hollywood.
Calif. "
WBBMrTY, which; was piroducirig
has a 20th Century viewpoint: she
Series, which
Andrew's rthe . One-shot
_ . stars Todfor
syndication.
accepts. • .••• •.
and,I Diane Jergens and will be 1 thought-it had-the.U; S., tv rights
The CBS. assistant.on the “Twen¬ pro<duced by Lynn-Romero Produc-. but discovered—13,000 feet of
tieth Century” sfiow has picked up tions,: will be. scored by vet com- film too late—that: it didn’t. Well
several hundred still shots here poser-conductor Lou Bring; Latter after ,production had begun in
which will be used to publicize the has. also written theme music for ; pariS> the -William: Morris agency
1959-60 Sunday afternoon series
which will include such big mili¬ the pdot of Thfr Rjeer. new ABC j stepped in to halt the. CBS project
tary moments: as- the “Battle of the S I0?! M' Schenck Enter-, with news that it had France’s top
j couturiers . under excltjsive conThe roller derby, which last year Bulge,” “Goering” and “Suicide prises pi oject.
I tract for tv sales In this country,
was ABC-TV’s contribution to the Run to Murmansk:”
j The Morris office, in fact, is plan*
Sponsored by Prudential Insur¬
Sunday afternoon cultural frolics,
ning a live network special coin¬
will roll on this season via tape ance, produced : by Burton . Benja¬
cidental with, the February fashion
and : film in a deal whereby local min, and :. narrated / by Walter
openings and has a sponsor in tow%
stations become partners in .pro¬ Crorikhite, the opener on. Oct. 25
_
'so .it isn’t about to sell, the rights .
motion of live presentations in the will ..be. “The Movies Learn to
Talk’’ which tells how sound came
home town.
..! The whole mixup .is ..attributed
Roller Derby-.TV Jnc., with Leo to. Hollywood: This program will
R., A. Becker, manager of ATN, to the language barrier and to the
Seltzer, who originaVed the derby include excerpts from early Edison
24 years ago. as .president, and films; experimental European films, Channel. 7, in Sydney, Australia, j misunderstanding- by ./the Paris
James Farley Jr!, son of the former the first, Disney sound cartoon, i took exception to a recent report
5.°w
works in
Postmaster General, as franchise Greta Garbo’s first words and John j • .-tr
; ■ ■ - V- i the U. S. According to a red.
in Variety that Australia now has j.faCed spokesman for WBBM-TV,
holder, will present the sport live Gilbert's last. !•
1,600,000 tv sets. In an unusual pro-! the couturiers . never mentioned an
from Los Angeles, Chicago and
New York with six teams compet¬
test for a station manager, most of agreement with. Morris and possiing weekly. An hour of the twowhom would rather have people ^ly
understand; the. excluhour presentations will,be vidtaped
, t
. . .... ^
si.vity of the one they had. Part
beheve a set count is higher than 0f the problem was that WBBM
to local stations • film. will be made
it really is, Becker said the “real; failed to get .a formal contract in
available for stations lacking tape
equipment
facts” were that as of June 30 the writing.;.
In addition, thef .six teams, which
number of sets in Australia was • . But to hear the New York office
will be rotating between the three
only 577,502.
; of -William Morris, tell it, the Paris
cities, will tour subscribing cities
. rimir.''1
fashion houses were under the iniHollywood. Aug. 18.
^Figures wore from the Post
ssion llla, the CBS crew had
for exhibition contests during the
week. Local station owners will be . H-B Enterprises will , turn out M a st er Generals depai'tment. t come only to shoot some newsreel
responsible for renting and staffing the phenomenal total of 39 hours Becker said it is “generally -ac: j film, . which would have been perthe hall. and will receive 40r<? of of animated cartoon programming cepted that there are more sets ' rnissable. Supposedly, they didn’t
the gate receipts. In cities where this year, following closing a deal
in operation than these .figures ■ ^°>v.
: Jiff. .an. h?urlong filim
the exhibitions are. profitable,
,
.,
^
x
°
• m mmd, or that it had a sponsor.
teams may be appearing as often, by. Screen Gems for Kellogg spon¬
the wildest estimate >vould , perma • • Lift . brassieres
had
as once a vieek; Initial appearance sorship of 26 new; haif-hour “Quick not place the set count. . . at more | helped to create the syndicated
will be based on response to on- Draw McGraw
cartoons out of than 650,000 in the. whole of; property by ordering it for three
air promotion.
. i markets—NeW York, Los Angeles
HrB
'
''-a.! Australia.”
Seltzer figures the average gross
The contested Variety figure I
Chicago. , CBS Films.took. it
With the renewal by Kellogg of
for an exhibition at $10,000 with
/. . ; .
: from, there and sewed up 27 more
“Huckleberry Hou n d,” another was supplied by William Fine- takers
the station neting around $2,000.
Regular derby season will begin; H-BrScreen . Gems stanza,! along shriber; former foreign boss of
So WBBM-TV is on the hook for
in October. Twenty-six stations with NBC’s: renewal of ‘•Ruff & Screen Gems.
the expense of sending a crew of
are signed to date and hopes ate Reddy,” ;the cartoonery will be
six to Pa!ris and for 13,000 feet of
for 100 by year's end.
exposed celluloid. . There may be
turning out three half-hour series;
ABC-TV, in replacing ! the Sun¬
little comfort in the fact that some,
day skating, has stuck to the game of 26 shows each. Kellogg current¬
of the film . may be legally sal¬
concept. There will be an hour of ly spotrbooks “Hound” in 180 mar¬
vaged—rthi-ee . minutes worth, for a
bridge.
news,clip:, \
kets and will expand that for eaich
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
of “McGraw ” and “Hound” in the
William Alland, vet wrtier-prpcoming season. It's dropping its
national spot sponsorship of “Wild ducer, has joined Revue Produc¬
Bill ilickok” to.. make room for tions as the new producer on
“Whispering
Smith,”
studio’s
the new. cartoon series.
Cliff Arquette signed with Don
Hollywood, Atig; 18
By way of comparison with old Audie Murphy-starring teleseries.
Fedderson
Productions
which
He replaces Joe Hoffman, who left
Four Star prexy Dick Powell
plans a series featuring the per¬ theatrical cartoons, the. H-B 39- the series, reportedly to join “The ; and his wife, June Allyson, will
former in his “Charlie Weaver” hour output stacks up against an, Man from Blackhawk” at Screen ; team up for the first time in IQ
character routines.
average annual output of 48 min¬ Gems as script aide to producer \ years in an upcoming episode of
Specific format for new series utes at Metro in. the . pre-tv era; Herb Meadow.
“Four-/Star’s. .“DuPont. .Show with
Production on “Smith” has been June Allyson.” Pair will v empt«.
has not yet been set but Fedderson Bill Hanna and Joe Barbera, oper¬
indicated . it. would deal . with ating bosses of H-B, who copped temporarily suspended'while Mur¬ together as costars bf lrvyin and
“Weaver and his people.” Sample seven Academy Awards with their phy is filming ‘‘Hellbent for Para¬ Gwen Gielgud’s “A Summer’s End- :
half-hour show : was video-taped “Tom & Jerry” cartoons at Metro, dise” for Universal. Alland has ing,” Powell’s .first thesping stint ,
last week in Gotham with Weaver figured that • the annual output already checked into Revue and is outside of his “Zane Grey Thea-.
interviewing Zsa Zsa Gabor and there was eight six-minute car¬ preparing scripts for resumption tre” chores in three years. .
Terry Huntington. Miss USA in toons a . year, which , it took eight, of production: fallowing comple-.
Last time the husband-^wife duo I
weeks apiece to produce.
recent “Miss Universe** contest.
tion of the feature by Murphy. Starred together was in the ftaTo cope with the largescale out¬ When the show will* actually go on tiire, “Right Cross,” at Metro a
put, the H-B plant atr Amco Stu¬ the air is still up in the air, since decade ago.
dios here is now pri a 24-hour-a- NBC-TV; though committed tp the
Also signed tp star in a segment
day schedule, its 175-man staff of series, has axed it from its fall
of Miss Allysoh’s ; anthology series
animators, story!, editors, camera schedule.
for DuPont was Ginger Rogers,
operators, inkers. and others split
Alland, a former screenwriter who will topline “The Tender
and producer at Paramount and Shoot,” teleplay by Arline Ander¬
Peter De Met Productions made into three eight-hour shifts. I
U-I, last was with CBS-TV, which son and Barry Crane.
a deal. last week with Bert Bell,
Filming
assigned him to take over as pro- starts Aug. 21, with David Rich as¬
prexv of the National Football
diicer on Ziv’s “World of Giants” signed to direct.
League, to film and syndicate 26
after the show got into hot water;
professional games for delayed ex¬
CBS-TV never aired “Giants.”
posure next summer and spring,
during the off season. Each game
.: Holljwpod, Aug. 18.
will be edited down to an hour. ,
^‘Brewster’s .M i 11 i o ns,” the
Earlier, in a switch on this off¬
Toronto, Aug. 18.
• General Foods will sponsor four season athletic exposure via local George B. McCutcheori hovel which
Barry 6. Gordon has left the. te.
went
through three motion picture
stations,
De
Met
made
a
deal
with
IJttle League baseball pickups on
division of the Canadian Broad¬
WPIX. N. Y. independent, j begin-> the American and National Leagues versions, is now being planned as
to offer several .filmed editions of a television series; by: Herts-Lion
Veteran comedy writer Lou Der- casting Corp. to join Trans-Video
ning tomorrow' 12^*.
1
pro baseball during the late fail International, . ■
man
has
been
Upped
for
his
first
Productions in Toronto as general
WPIX will carry the three-game and winter.
/ The novel, first published in. producer chores, with Derman tak¬
Eastern regional finals, a .double
I i903, is now in the public domain^, ing over as producer of. “The Gale superintendent of laboratory oper¬
header tomorrow and a j: single
l and Herts-Liori partner Leo Guild Storm Show” for Jack Wrather’s ations. He will be technical ex¬
game Saturday from Hy jTurkin
: is now working on a pilot script Independent Television Corp. He pert on the upcoming productions
Field, Staten Island.
j:
which will be done in collaboration replaces Alex Gottlieb, who bowed of “National Velvet” and “Lloyds
Station has arranged to yidtape
Hollywood, Aug, 18.
with Curt Siodmak. Guild is dick¬ out of the series after originating of London” series.
the final game in the eight-game
Tidewater Oil has signed a ering with George. O’Hanlon to it over two years ago. .
From 1940-46,. Gordon was news¬
Little League World Series at $150,000 pact for co-sponsorship play the /title role,
Herman’s deal with ITC calls
Williamsport, Pa., scheduled for of “Glete Roberts Reports” . on j Series would be planned so that for him to produce six: segments, reel and documentary cameraman
Aug. 29. Tape will.be flown back KTLA. Deal, set through Foote, each episode would.telate another with options. to continue beyond. with. the Canadian Army Film
to New York for telecast the same Cone & Belding, gives the station j of Brewster’s Efforts to give a\vay He checks into Desilu Gower, this
Unit; worked as camera operator
night at 8:30.
jj
aii SRO status on the 15-minute | $1,000,000, the premise of the sto- week to begin preparations on the
Frankie Frisch and sportscaster cross-tlie-bbard news show, with : ry/ Pilot will roll at Academy stu¬ series, which begins filming Sept. on “Desert VictpryHe later was
Bob Delaney Will do, commentary Marlboro having renewed its dios upon completion of the script, 14. Derman’s deal was negotiated pameraman on “Henry. V” and
and play-by-play.
! share.
with Ken Herts directing.
by the Frank Cooper agency.
“Blithe Spirit.”

Local Stations In As
Roller Derby Partners
Via Syndication Plan

Aussie TV Set Count
Called ‘Inflated’; Becker

Puts Figure at 577,502,t0TL’BS
I;‘'”s for the.fa11 ihow7

-DS

ALLAND TO REVUE ON
‘WHISPERING SMITH’;

FEDDERSON’S SERIES
FOR CLIFF ARQUETTE

Allyson-PoweU
on

Peter De Met’s Deal On j
Off Season Pro Grid

‘Brewster’s Milfions’
Slated as Vidpix Series

WPIX Gets Gen. Foods
Coin on Little Leaguers

Herman Replaces Gottlieb
As Gale Storm Producer

Clete Roberts Coin

Gordon To Trans-Video
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• Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Hollywood telefilming pace zooms over the century mark for
the first time in history this week, when some 100 series will be
involved in active, continuous production. Surge in vidfilming has
--4Hollywood, Aug. 18.
no precedent in local vidpix annals, far eclipsing previous records
set in the last few years. Paradoxically, the new record comes at
Perhaps a bigger bust , than the
Republic is re-activating its tv
a time when producers of tv celluloid are gearing for a season in
latest Geneva conference is the soI production wing- and will get into
which hour-long shows will grab their largest slice of the net¬
called cultural exchange : between
competition with other picture
work time pie to date, a factor entirely at odds with the increase
studios on a major scale. Projected
American arid Russian television,
In total number of separate, product which has transpired.
In 1955, at another Geneva con¬
operation has progressed to a point
Production will start this winter where key jobs have been design¬
Leading the way in number of series grinding for fall is Revue / ference, the dream had its genesis,
Productions, With an even dozen before cameras.. Close behind, is
and 18 months: ago the United on a Bernard L. Schubert, telefilm ated and the search started for
Warner Bros. TV Division, where 13 episodes of 10 separate series
States State Departirient and the series with a title that was a long¬ men to fill the posts.
will be lensing. this week; Four Star’s mushrooming telefilmery
Russian Ambassador put a basis time radio success, ^David
Production of telefilms has been
Harum,”
occupies third place With nine skeins: Tied for fourth spot with
for . exchange in writing.
at a standstill at the valley studio
•eight series apiece a*e Screen Gems and Ziv.
Chill Wills will star with Adrian for the past year and the produc¬
But nothing has happened since
Other vidfilm outfits with multi-series shooting schedules, are
-r-and, •worse still, nothing seems Samish producing and Cliff Gold- ing unit was recently disbanded.
CBS-TV’s film wing, with six; Desilu, with five; 20th-Fox TV, With
siriith arid Phil Leslie scripting. Under the new setup it is said that
about to happen. ;
three,.-plus two. for National Telefilm Associates; and a rash of
There will be 39 half-hours ini¬ a half dozen properties are already
Plan for mutual enrichment of tially,
other, companies with two apiece.
;;
i in the hopper and that pilots will
Russian arid American television
Box score by shooting sites finds Revue again heading the pack
Prexy Schubert was On the Coast i
(arid radio) audiences through the; recently to start production on an- • be made by end of the year.
with 15 skeins rolling at its new Valley location; followed closely
Hollywood Television service,
exchange of film and other record¬ other video series based on a ra¬
by 13 Series at Four Star’s Republic Studios plant and 10 spreads
under the command of Earl Col¬
ed programming has bogged dis^ dio Success,
apiece at Desilu’s three lots and Warner’s Burbank stages. Eight
“David Harding.
astrously by recrimination, ted Counterspy,” starring Reed Had¬ lins, prexy, is said to have the
series are grinding at Columbia (Screen Gems), Ziv and Metro,
largest backlog of salable pic¬
latter unusual in that M-G has sold none of its own projects for . tape, mistrust amd technical bar¬ ley.
*
tures to tv of any distributor. Still
fall. Four skeins are rolling at California Studios, three at Gen¬
riers. ' .
unsold and unshown on tv are 500
eral Service Studios, and another trio. at Fox Western, with a
Apart from the exposure by i
pre-’48
features and over 200 post
number of studios serving as sites for. two series or less.
both the USSR arid the U. S. of
48’s.
:
Overall century figure includes a few telefilm cartooneriesv of
the Khrushchev-Nixon “kitchen
which Hanria-Barbera Productions is the leader in terms of sepRepublic’s
announcement of Its
debate”—which was such an un¬
. arate vehicles, with three currently in production.
move into tv production to com¬
usual and pressing news matter
pete with the major studios (War¬
that it cannot really be counted as
ners, 20th-Fox, Metro), is expected
part of jl regular and:consistent
to he made within the next 60
cultural exchange program—there
days. Organizational plans are said
has been no American program
to have been completed and all
that has achieved a place on Rus¬
that
remains is to fill the key posisian television: And there have
| tions.
been no Russian-made . programs
on U; S. video aside from snatches
of juggling bears, etc:, which were . Added to the list of film makers
filmed by Americans for insertion currently shooting in Israel is
. Hollywood, Aug. 18.: >
in regularly scheduled American United Jewish Appeal. UJA is
prepping several documentaries,
Henry. Fonda will film some; 13
programs.
among them “The Dock,” a 27"sections” of his “The Deputy”
Video’s international role com¬ minute short, designed for video i
series for Revue in New York dur¬
pares quite. Unfavorably to the one viewing when the philanthropic
ing the run of Robert Anderson’s
being . played now by theatrical agency launches its 1960 campaign, j
“Lonely Night, Tender Night” le*
Hollywood, Aug. 18. : motion pictures. American pro¬
UJA, which made the nation’s
giter, in which; he’ll star. Revue is
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
"Assignment 7 Seas,” teleseries ducers are supplying id features 50 best free film list in Variety’s
settirig a deal, for a studio, and based on the exploits of an ocean¬ to . Russia* the Russians seven: to
Following four successful years
recent
vidpix supplement, is also
‘‘Deputy” producer Michael Kraike going security unit of 15 under¬ the U. S. But this can be laid to
will fly In with key. cast members cover agents, is being prepared for the fact that the motion picture shooting “The Key,” a 15-minute of production of “Highway Patrol,”
on at least two occasions this win? filming by George Draine Enter¬ people have arrived at a monetary short in Israel. “The Dock,” an ac¬ Ziv Television has set Broderick
ter to film the inserts..
exchange system,’ whereas there count of the immigrants who came Crawford into a new untitled
prises, • •
tp Israel in the last 11 years, is
Setup stems out of the formula
Draine, who created the “Rescue hasn’t been any obvious cash meth¬ being filmed with Israeli actors in western to be produced by Mart
od
available to video.
arranged for Fonda with the cre¬ ” tv series, has written pilot
English in. the port of Haifa and Fine arid David Friedkin. No pro¬
ation of the series, a complex op¬ script—“Hell on High Water”—
No Network Action
in the Negev. Paul Kresh is writer- duction date set for the series yet.
eration designed to keep Fonda for the Hew series and revealed It
At the present, CBS, NBC and director and the rough cut will
Ziv had the option of going into
down tb a minimum . number of will roll within 60 days in Lima, ABC are doing nothing about the be ready for editing at Paramount
shooting; days. Actor will actually Peru, and aboard the steamship Russian potential. At NBC-TV, the j Studios: shortly. Paramount Is co¬ a fifth year on “Highway Patrol,”
which stands as its top alltime syn¬
"star” iii only six full episodes, America: Pacific. '
network says the situation consists operating by giving UJA the facili¬ dicated series, but apparently felt
appearing briefly in all the others.
of a “gray area/’ At CBS, to whom ties foe processing of “The Dock.” a fresh show with Crawford would
Under present ’ scheduling, he’ll
the State Department seems “re¬
“The Key” deals with housing be more saleable this time around.
complete his six full shows and
luctant” to help facilitate an ex¬ problems as seen through the eyes Westerns are nothing new for
about 20 of his segments by the
change schedule, nothing is hap¬ of a 12-year-old boy. Film also hag Crawford—most of his feature film
time he leaves for New York in
pening. Nothing is happening at an Israeli cast arid camera crew. roles were in oaters.
October, with another 13 to be
ABC» either; network is Concerned Bernard Evslin, who authored “The , - Fine Jc Friedkin are currently
filmed there.
with ; the technical problems that Geranium Hat,” off-Broadway pro¬ producing “Bold Venture," the
Fonda’s the second major star
would be involved..
duction, is writer-director of 'The Dane Clark starrer, for Ziv. No
to work out a limited-appearance
And at the Department of State, Key.” Columbia Pictures will pro¬ indication yet whether “Venture*’
pattern fdr a tv series, Robert
the tv industry was spanked for vide facilities for processing the will go into a second year, but if
Taylor being the other. In Fonda’s
its lack of interest in an. exchange. film.
it should they would not be the
base, title, character of the series
Frederick Merrill, deputy to Airi- j Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman, exec first J?iv producer team handling
is not him, but. actor Allen Case,
bassador. William S. B: Lacy, as¬ chairman of UJA, will narrate one two shows at the same time. Frank
California
National
Productions
who costars with Fonda and Wally
sistant to the Secretary of State,
Ford. Fonda plays the chief mar¬ reported .this week that it has been told Variety late , last week that of the films. Name actor will do Pittman and Andy White have
shall of a wide area in Arizona, reaping extraordinarily high prices nobody in television has “shown the other for the I960? campaign been doing it with “Bat Masterdocumentary. Rabbi Friedman said : son” and “Tombstone Territory.”
headquartered two days’ ride from for “Not For Hire." In the two- any particular interest.”
Ziv doesn’t plan a pilot on the
the scene of the series' action. and-a-half Weeks the half-hour : Eighteen months ago, Lacey this week that without Hollywood
Ford plays a marshall in the ser¬ telefilm skein has been on the signed an agreement with Ambas¬ cooperation UJA would Indeed find new western. It has already filmed
block,,
the
NBC
subsidiary
grossed
it
tough
sledding
in
completion
of
a
scene with Crawford from the
ies’ locale, while Case is a storesador Zaroubin. Nine inonths ago, its annual quota of campaign films, i initial script, and this, accompa¬
$1,142,000 in 49 markets.
(Continued on page 43)
■ Interesting is that the program, the Department requested that the
nied
by a filmed presentation, will
Since 1946, UJA has presented
which, was a hot network prospect networks, ’ stations arid / producers a flock of professionally made cam- j be Ziv’s entire selling pitch.
for awhile during this, selling sea¬ to submit programs the industry paigri and educational films, A Crawford, incidentally, is still un¬
son, has been chalking up individ¬ felt would qualify for an exchange.. good deal of emphasis in recent der a Ziv exclusive contract and is
ual station and sponsor prices on Merrill said the Russians are cur¬
committed to do at least 39 more
((jontinued on page 43)
j
telefilms for the company. State¬
the average of approximately rently in the process of screening
ment from London by John Nasht
.8% more than had been normal the submissions. What happens
for CNP in the areas sold; Each next, it’s hard to say; although
last week that he had signed
Crawford for a new series to film
episode comes in for around $37,- Merrill did express hope that the
500, it’s understood, but apart from Russians wilt have made a decision
in Europe has no foundation, Ziv
before too long. .
I
said. Crawford’s agent, A1 Melnick
Hollywood, Aug. 18. : this slightly - higher - than - normal
Merrill’s limited optirriism is not j
of the Louis Scliurr agency, con¬
Tipoff on the mounting decline syndicated program cost. What shared, it appears, by the industry./
Chicago, Aug. 18.
firmed the Ziv statement.
of feature film programming as seems to have . stimulated the Since the State Department says
Edward
J.
Scherer,
production
heavy
coin
return
is
the
interest
late-night fare came this week
it “would not interfere”: with di¬
when pace-setting indie '• KTTV that Philip Morris showed in the rect negotiations between individ¬ manager for Washington (D.C.) sta¬
here decided to abandon its ma¬ program and, before that, Liggett ual American companies and the tion WTTG-TV, has signed with
jor feature showcase, “The First & Myers. It never made; the net¬ Russians, ABC sometime back Max Cooper & Associates to direct
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Show,” in favor of an hpurlong, work, apparently, due to exigencies made a try at getting some Russian the upcoming video tape syndica- |
tioner, “Winter TV Baseball," I Hollywood animator John Wilson
five-a-week Jerry Lester live haying nothing to do with the pro¬ telefilm.
which
goes
into
production
shortly
gram
proper.For.
example,
PM
has just returned from three
stanza. KTTV will syndicate tapes
What it got down to, in this in¬ after the U.S. World Series. The months in Australia where he es¬
couldn't buy it, because they were
of the Lester show as well. .
unable . to break. a previous pro¬ stance, was ; what was available winter, ballcasts will be of Cuban tablished John Wilson Productions,
KTTV: is well stockpiled with gram commitment. .
from Russia. ABC had in mind League games in which many state¬ a tv blurb production house. Wil¬
the 700-film Metro library, but is -In New York, Where the stand¬ talk programming on film—more side pro ballplayers participate.
son is president of Fine Arts Pro¬
already rerunning, the vast major¬ ard prices for syndication range along political lines than ^nterScherer had directed the tele¬ ductions here.
ity of. the films and has witnessed from
a bit under $3,000 per epi¬ taimrient.. Dubbing was*: and is,' a casts of the Army-McCarthy hear¬
Wilson anticipates the Aussie
a decline in ratings. Moreover, as sode to
$3,500, depending on the problem, shipment of film (through ings, the Senate Labor Rackets
protection for the* future, it feels. length of the run, “Not For Hire” U. S. Custom?) another. Nothing hearings, and all Washington orig¬ unit will be able to deliver its
first regular batch animated com¬
liVe programming in the late hours is reportedly going for over $4,000 happened.
inations of Ed Murrpw's “Person mercials bv next May. He shipped
Is. a must. Consequently, it has set
And where all three webs are to Person.” He *had also, for sev¬
the Lester, stanza after a five-week with a cig house’ on the verge of collectively concerned, one of the eral years, directed the WTTG tele¬ American-made equipment to his
signing for; the one: market alone.
test run on a 90-minute once- Stanza Is fronted by Ralph Meeker biggest problems is finding a way casts of the Washington Senators’ Down-Urider subsid.
{Incidentally, KTTV, is running
weekly basis, and is dropping the
and; is a. wholly-owned CNP pack¬ to acquiesce to the Russian de¬ games.
some experimental blurbs pro¬
major film showcase.:
mand that American television al¬
age:
'
..
Max Cooper, producer of the se¬ duced by Wilson iri Australia on
Station’s program veep. Bob . So far CNP has three in the ..can low as much time for Russian ries, .is ; in Cuba currently setting
Breckner, Says the Metro acqUisi- arid seven other half-hours about product as the Russians allow for up his video tape equipment at “Cavalcade of Spots,” the all-com¬
mercial showcase the station re¬
: (Continued on p&ge 43)
to go through final editing..
(Continued on page 42)
:. ■ Goar Mestre’* CMQ.
cently started.)

T

To TV Productions; Seeks Key Men

‘David Harnm’ Series
To Roll This Winter

Resolve Fonda Formula on Vidpix

Documentaries

Fme&Friedkm’s
Crawford Series

As New Vidpix Series

8

for Hire
Fetches Fancy
Prices for CNP

Jerry Lester To

12

Edw. Scherer to Helm
‘Winter TV Baseball’

WRGA-TVS KEW ROTiTIOH PUR
WITH A 6UABWIE£0 RfTlIRI
''' '?/+■*£'' *' *

unprecedented, prime¬
time spt rotatioii plan assures
you of net’audiences as. much, as
25%:bigger.’thau those deEvered
by Exed-pesitipn announcements
—at no increase in cost.
wrca-tv’S

orbit , guarantees

every advertisermtEenew season powerful,
adjacencieslto established hits
idee Tetme^p^&aie- Ford, Bat
Mastersomaiid €roucbo Marx.
Your
also benefit
from tbejesbkement of brand
new NBCiTeievision Network
attractions Eke/Riverhoat, Sun¬
day Showpase.and Bonanza!
in either one,
or both, of'jwe dimensions. In
Horizontal Orbit, your message is
spotted m the 8 p.m.time period.
On successive weeks, it rotates.
tbrough.Suiriay, Monday, TuesORBIT is-ayap^le

.:^ota^|§|Qi^jdns,eggtiie half-.
hdiifb're&lfi^iiB to 10:30 p.m.
on succe^ive^rbursday sights.
There’s nO^Me Eke the present
to invest id tbisisales plan of the
future. CriLfpridetmls. today.

icfiYMnaiiR^YiK

NBC own® seCfi at nbc spot sales

STATIONS: WROC, WVET, WHEC. SURVEY DATES: JUNE t-14, 195f,

ROCHESTER
RUN

TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS

1. "YANKEE DOODLE DANDY ’— •

Repeat

James Cagney; .
Warner Bros.; 1942; AAP
2.

3.

1st Run

“KNOCKOUT”—
Arthur Kennedy. Anthony
Quinn, Cornel Wilde;
Varner Bros.; 1941; AAP
“ANTHONY ADVERSE”—
Fredric March. Olivia ae
Havilland. Claude Rains;
Warner Bros.; 1936; AAP

J:
1st Run

4. “POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS

1st Run

TWICE”—
John Garfield. Lana Turner;;
MGM; 1945; MGM-TV
V
1st Run

y “G-MEN”—
James Cagney,
Lloyd Nolan;
Warner Bros.; 1935; AAP

6, “PENNIES FROM HEAVEN”—

Repeat

Bing Crosby;
Columbia; 1936; Screen Gems

TIME SLOT
Double Fekture Movie
Sun. June 14
1:30-4:00 p.m.
WROC-TV
Playhouse 5
"Wed. June 10
5:00-6:30 p.m. .
WROC-TV
Million Dollar . Movie
Sat. June 13
11:30-2:00 p.m.
WROC-TV
Premier Theatre
Fri. June 12
11:15-1:15 p.m.
WVET-TV
Playhouse 5
Mon. June
5:00-6:30 p.ni.
WROC-TV
Sun. Premiere Theatre
Sun. June 14
2:30-4:00 p.m.
WVET-TV

AVERAGE
HIGH
RATING
13.0
14.5 ...

AVERAGE
. SHARE

LOW
10.8

53.9

STATION
TOP COMPETITION
Sunday Premiere Theatre—
“Babes in Arms’’ (1st Run)
“Pennies From Heaven”
(Repeat) ............ .. •....... .WVET
Ann’s Attic'. . .........;..... . WHEC
Mickey Mouse Club........... .WHEC
Annie Oakley ..,.......
.WVET

RTG.
AW

....v . ..10,9

12.2

12.9

11.2

61.0

li.fi

14.5

5.8

81.7

Wrestling ...____....
... .WHEC ..... ... 5.5
Premiere Theatre—-“Appoint¬
ment in Berlin” (Repeat):.. WHEC .,... ...19

Ha

137

9.1

67.9

Hollywood Feature Movie—
“Key Largo” (1st Run)... >.. ;WROC ..... ...49

10.9

ll.fi

10.0

51.2

Ann’s Attic..... V ........... WHEC ..... ... 5.0
Mickey Mouse Club.. ........ WHEC ..... ...11.0
Woody Woodpecker. .....;.. . .WVET ..... ...14.7

10.5

12.0

9,3

45A

Double Feature Movie—
. “Yankee Doodle Dandy”
(Repeat) ..........

;

... . . ... 5.0
..... ...10:2
..... ... 7.9

;wroc ..... ...10.9

7. “BABES IN ARMS”—
Mickey Rooney,
Judv Garland:
MGM; 1939; MGM-TV

1st Run

Sun: Premiere Theatre
Sun. June 14
1:00-2:30 p.m;
WVET-TV-

10.3

12.0

7.5

84.0

8. “STALLION ROAD”—

1st Run

Playhouse 5
Thurs. June IT
5:00-6:30 p in.
WRQC-TV

10,2

11:2

8.7

50.0

*. “INTERNATIONAL SQUADRON”—
Ronald Reagan,
William Lundigan;
Warner Bros.; 1941; AAP

1st Run

9.3

10.0

8.7

55.7

.Popeye ___;. ,.. .. . .. .WVET ..... ...HA
. Adventure Time >............ WVET ..... .. .13:5
Lone Ranger:______;..... ^ .WVET
«4

9. “BRUTE FORCE”—

1st Run

Playhouse 5
Tues. June 9
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WROC-TV
Playhouse 5
Fri. June 12
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WROC-TV
Premiere Theatre
Mon. June 8
11:15-1:30 p.m.
WVET-TV

9.3

10.0

87

48.4

American Bandstand......... .WHEC ..... .. i 6.8
Mickey Mouse Club........ WHEC .. .; ... 8:3
Huckleberry Hound....,....;. ;WHEC ..... .,.14.7

5.5

14.9:

1.7

61,8

Hollywood Feature Movie—
“20,000 Years in Sing Sing”. .WROC

Ronald Reagan, Alexis
Smith. Zachairy Scott;
Warner Bros.; 1947; AAP

Burt Lancaster,.
Ann Blyth;
Universal; 1947; Screen Gems

It. “ZIEGFELD FOLLIES”—

1st Run

Fred Astaire.
Lucille Ball:
MGM; 1945; MGM-TV

“LAST DAYS OF POMPEII’*—
Preston Foster, Basil
Rathbone. Alan Hale:
RKO; 1935: C&C Films
2. “THE YEARLING”—Part I
Gregory Peck. Jane Wyman,'Claude Jarman Jr., Chill Wills;
1IGM; 1946: MGM-TV

.

Repeat

2. “SHE DONE HIM WRONG”—
Cary Grant,
Mae West;
Paramount; .1933; MCA

1st Run

3. “BELLS OF ST. MARY’S’MBing Crosby.
Ingrid Bergman;
RKO: 1945: NTA
4. “STREET WITH NO NAME”—
Richard Widmark'. Mark
Stevens. Llovd Nolan;
20th Cent. Fox; I?48rNTA

Repeat

5. “NEW FACES”—
Eartha Kitt,
Robert Clary;
20th Cent. Fox; 1955; Medallion
6. “LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN”—
Gene Tierney,
Cornel Wilde;
2Qth Cent. Fox; 1945; NTA

1st Run

7. “THE YEARLING”—Part II
Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman,
Claude Jarman Jr.. Chill Wills;
MGM: 1946; MGM-TV
|
8. “ROUGHSHOD”—
Robert Sterling,
Gloria Grahame;
!
RKO: 1949: C&C Filnis0

Repeat

1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

8.

“HIE LUSTY MEN”—
Su-art Ha; v.ard. Robv.it
Mhehun.. Arthur Kennedy: i:
RKO; 1952: Show Corn, of -America

1st Run

8.

“DRAGON SEED”—Part II
• ■
Katherine Henhurn. Walter Houston.
Tur!;a:i Rey. Hurd ILitnVcb-J. Carroll
Wii.- Aches Mooivheau:.

1st Rim

MGM; MGM-TV

12.5

7 Big Movie
. Sat. June 6
11:00-12:30 p.m. KPIX-TV ;
Early Show
Tues. June 2
5:30-7:00 p.m.
KPIX-TV
Channel 2 Presents
Mob. June 1
3:30-10:00 p.m.
KTVU-TV
Movie Time
.
Sun. June 7
5:30-7:00 p.m.
KRON-TV
. Big Movie
Wed, June 3
11:00-1:00 p.m.
KPIX-TV

9.2

13.0

9.2

:

9.7"

10.0

,.,8.8

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 1-7. 1959.

12.3

46,1

Movie Time-^
“Npw
Papps'* i(1st Run).... . . KRON .....,,. 7.8
“New Faces”

8.5

227

Shell News; News—
Huntley-Brinkley Report.
Superman ...........
Channel 5 News;
,
CBS News—D. Edwards. *...
Best of MGM—“Romance
Of Rosy Ridge” (1st Run)..

7.L

40.5

8.8

8.9

’ 8.5

23 9

8,7

9:3

82

13.6

..KRON ........18 8
.KTVU • ........10.1
.. KPIX .
V.KGO

.

Popeye.,...... ..KRON
Shell News; News—
.
Huntley-Brinkley Report.. ..KRON
Highway Patrol... ..KRON
Father Knows Best_______ ..KPIX .
Danny Thomas:. .......... i., ..KPIX .
Alcoa Theatre
..KRON
Ann Sotbern.............. >. ..KPIX .
The Fabulous Features ;
“Last Days of Pompeii”
(1st Run). . .... . i......... ..KPIX .

...12.8
.. .> . V. .17.1

........ 23.8^
........19.9

7.6

8.2

6.7

28.0

7.2

B.y

4.8

58.1

Jack Paar Show............ . KRON ........ 5.2
Owl Theatre—“Fangs
Of the Arctic” (Repeat).... .KRON ........ 1.3

6.7

7.1

:5.6

41.9

6,3

7.4 ■ •.

5.6

26:3

■ 7.1

56

111;

Shell News; News—
Huntley-Brinkley Report:. ..KRON
Highway Patrol-----..KRON ,........13.2
Sea Hunt.:..,.............;..KRON ........238
Popeye
....
..KRON ..,..,..11.0
Shell News; News—
. Huntley-Brinkley Report,. ..KRON ........181
Rescue 8.. . ............ ..KRON
Price Is Right...
.. KRON. ......; .28.2
Holiday, USA. ,..
. .KPIX . ........19:3

6-3 :

;

6 . O’clock. Movie
Sat. June 6
6:00-7:30 p.m.
KGO-TV

6.3

6.7

5.9

21,0

Divorce Court ,. ..........
. . KRON ........13.7
San Francisco Beat........ . .kpix ; ........ 14.1

Major. Movie
pri: June 5
10:00-11:30 p.m.
KRON-TV.
Big Movie
Fri: June 5
-11:00*12:30. p.m.
KPIX-TV

6:0

7.1

5.2

17.3

6.0

71

5.2

34.9

77 Sunset Strip .............
Person to Person;........
Big Movie—“Woman.
On the Beach” (1st.Run)..
Major Movie-—“Man
From Colorado” (1st Run).
Jack Paar Show........

'

9. “MAN FROM COLORADO”—

Wi-liam Hidden,

Fabulous Features
Sun. June 7
5:30-7:00 p.hfi,
KPIX-TV
6 O’clock Movie
Mom June 1
6:00-7:30 p.m.
KGO-TV

6 O CIock Movie
Tues. June 2
6:00-7:30 p.ni.
KGO-TV
Early Show
Wed. June 3
5:30-7:00 p.m..
.
KPIX-TV.
Channel 2 Presents
Wed. June 3
8:36-10:00 p.m.
...
KTVU-TV

..... ...13.5
..... , .w 6.4
...... ... 9.0
..... ,. .14:3

...

,

STATIONS: KTVU^KRON, KPIX, KSO,
1st Run

..... .. .19.5

..

SAN FRANCISCO
1.

Three Stooges.......
..WROC
Double Feature Movie^ ;
“Yankee Doodle Dandy”
■■■ (Repeat)
...V. . WROC
American Bandstand........., .WVET
Adventure Time......... .WVET
Popeye ...,
............,, .WVET

1st Run

:

Glenn Ford;
j
Columbia: 1949: Screen Genk
9. “WOMAN ON THE BEACH”—
Jean Beimc-t,
Robert Ryan: .
RKO; 1947; C&C Films
19. “ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE ”—
Van Johnson, Janet Leigh, Thomas
Mitchell, Marshall Thompson,
Dean Stoekv.ell;
MGM; 1947; MGM-TV

1st Run.

1st Run

.

Best of MGM
Sait. June 6
10:30-12:45 p.m.
KGO-TV

5.7 ' . ' •

71.

15

24,4

..KGO ..... ...33.3
..KPIX ..... ....142
. . KPiX ..... ....71
.;KRON .... .... 6.7
..KRON;
....54

D.A.’s Man....:..... *. . .KRON .... ....16.4
Big Movie—“She Done
Him Wrong” (1st Run).......:kpix ..... .
9.2

TELEVISION REVIEWS

Wednesday, August -'19, 1959

GERITOL ADVENTURE SHOW- THE RANSOM OF RED CHIEF
LIVE WRESTLING
■ case With Hans Conreid, William BenWith Verne Gagne, Sam Manneker,
(The Silent Kill)
dix, Teddy Rooney, Russell Col¬
Thompson Holt, Ed Kallay
With Ken Clark, Randy Stuart,
lins, others
60 Mins., Sat. (15); 4:30 p m.
. Richard. Shannon; Barbara Dar- ; Producer: David Susskind
Participating
row, : Richard Deacon, Doug ; Director: Alvin Rakoff
WAVE-TV, Louisville
Odney, Brett Halsey, Sid Gilman.; Adaptor: Phil Reisman Jr,
Sport fans are: treated to a full
60 Mins., Sun. (16), 10 p.m.
hour of. pro wrestling from, the Producer: James Fonda
• At least, so far as the banality’s WAVE studios every Saturday, and Director: Don Siegel
REXALL DRUG CO.
THE TRAITOR
■■■;'
NBC-TV, from New York
. With Mai Zetterling, Stephen Mur¬ concerned. . . .
; show caught certainly lived . up to Writer: Stirling Silliphant
Comediennes Elsie and Doris the moniker . “live. wrestling.”. 30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
ray, Donald Pleasenee, Maurice
(BBDOl
Hedley, Eric. Lander, Ihgeborg Waters are seen in their estab¬ Promoted by Willie Davis, wrestler, PHARMACEUTICALS
Just because they’re ‘‘market¬
Wells, Carmen Blanck-Sichel, lished characterizations of Cockney who won a bundle of loot bn a CBS-TV (film)
able” doesn’t mean that all classics
(Parkson)
sisters whose chat lias, a certain' network show, his category in the
John Forbes-Robertson.
are adaptable to television. David
element of; down-to-earth comedy. quiz being “flowers," these matches . Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Geritol) is.1; Susskind of Talent Associates,
Producer:. Gerard Glaister
Tfie series presents, them. as .kind- arc the ultimate in mayhem and ■ filling, in the four weeks between; /sponsor Bexall and NBC-TV must
Writer: W. Somerset Maugham
/ Adaptation: Troy Kennedy Martin hearted owners of a boarding-house cruelty.
Davis also promotes the end of the “Peck’s Bad Girl” 4 have realized that after the per¬
peopled by show biz types. Program Friday night. matches at the local cycle and the start of Screen Gems’ formance Sunday <16) of “Ransom
. 45 Mins.; Fri., 9:15 p.m.
No. 1 had them trying to resolve Armory,, which are plugged at new “Tightrope” stanza with four of Red Chief,” the O. Henry short
; BBC-TV, from London •
BBC-TV’s version of one of i a quarrel between dancers Boris every opportunity by Sam Man-; hitherto unexposed half-hour tele¬ j story. Production resembled a
Somerset Maugham’s, stories was, a and Bonnie (Hugh. Paddick, Patsy neker, commentator andex-wrest¬ films, all out of the Columbia sub¬ | ienghtly vaude skit, with only rare
hit on at least two scores: in. con¬ Roslands) by instituting a slimming ler, ‘ and also by the wrestlers sidiary. First of these is an unsold j moments of enjoyment attached
pilot originally titled “Brock Calla¬ ! for a latenight video audience.
veying the atmosphere of 1916 and campaign;, only for all four self- themselves after each match. .
In capturing the psychology of the starvers to be driven to nocturnal
Another wrestler, Verne Gagne han,” produced by Harry Acker¬! i Hour program, the first big one
spy Ashenden. The man’s no bar¬ prowlings for food.
(who did not participate in this man’s Ticonderoga Productions , of the new tv season, even though
Byplay remarkable for its flatness show), is sponsor of a; protein unit at Screen Gems.
barian, but he disciplines his
i it did come a month early, was
humanity with scientific detach¬ didn’t help the corny situation. As product which comes in bottles.
“Callahan” pilot is a case study
entirely live. Since it was kind
ment. If his intended victim is for the Misses Waters, they weren’t . Plugs make extravagant claims, in a good idea gone sour. The pilot : done
worth bartering with, moves are directed enough for their exagger¬ that the product will make the is a Dretty sad affair, yet the prem¬ of zany, it might have been more
made accordingly, but if he’s a lost ated stage movements to. be toned user lose weight, or. if underweight, ise is a promising one. Title char¬ suitable on film, so that the prat¬
falls, noggin’ smashings and other
down. Hugh Paddick, a consider¬ will help them to add pounds.
cause he’s eliminated- .
acter is a retired Los Angeles Rams minor mayhems committed by the
In this case, Ashenden (Stephen able revue comedian, was Wasted
First match, a tag-team affair, guard who turns private eye and eight-year-old Red Chief could
as
Boris.
The
rest
did
their
stuff
Murray) is assigned by the British
had the team of . villains dishing operates in and around the plush have been handled less awkivardly.
Secret Service during World War competently, with Dudy Nimmo out every illegal and dirty hold in precincts of Beverly Hills. Idea Yet while film would have solved
I to find but if Graritley Caypor providing the only mildly arresting the books. Same for the second was to film as much as possible on- the technical drawbacks of a live
(Donald Pleasenee) shall be per¬ i contribution in the, timeworn role time-limit match, with Big Bill location around the glamor Spot,; production, it wouldn’t have ac¬
suaded to stop spying for the Ger¬ of a would-be actress waiting anx¬ Miller the. bad boy. As customary, also to get some footage of the tually made the program any the
mans or shall be stopped by more iously for. her agent’s calL The the winners were brought to the Rams in as an offbeat plus.
more entertaining or clever.
drastic means. Ashenden duly t Raindrops enlivened the proceed¬ mike for a few words anent the
But the pilot suffered from bad
It gets right down to the quesErni.
-strikes up a friendship with the ings a mite with a song.
Gagne product, but these fellows casting, hapless direction and an1 tion of why should anyone try to
• man in Switzerland and studies
took the opportunity to insult the inadequate script. In Ken Clark, adapt the un-adaptable when there
him, to find that his love for his THE BOY FROM THE GORBALS commentator, / viewers, and even show has a big goodlooking bruiser' are plenty of good writers trying
German wife. (Mai Zetterling) is With Haynish Wilson. James Cope¬ the kids in the audience. Big Bill who looks the part but unfortu¬ to da something made specifically
genuine enough to continue doing
land, Iris Russell, Janet Stewart, Miller offered to put up ftl ,000 to nately can’t act it. He seemed to1 for the 21rinch screen?
her patriotic bidding, even to the
Ian Fleming, Molly Urquhart, anyone who would enter the ring suffer with the deliver of each
Conreid and William Benpoint of combatting: a consuming
Jack Lambert, Iain Davidson, with him, and. that included a line, as if it were an effort. Clarks| dixHans
a tough time performing
fear. Reasoning^that Caypor’s devo¬
; Paul Dougall, Madeleine Chris¬ colored man in the audience who awkwardness both in delivery and| as ahad
pair
of con-men (one of the
tion to this dominating woman
tie, Robert James Harry Walker had a knife. The ranting and bel¬ in movement tended to throw the1 Reisman alterations;
in the orig¬
would never let him be a successful Director: Peter Graham Scott
lowing by the wrestlers on the entire show out of kilter. Don
inal
they
were
kidnappers’. Some
double agent, Ashenden decides Writer: Robin Jenkins
mike had Manneker completely Siegel, the director, apparently
that he’d better die as a traitor. He Adaptation: Eve Martell.
confused,' and viewers who . must couldn’t cope With this, and the of their lines were smart, but the
9ft M&is.; Tiies., 8:3ft pjn.
have been shocked at the bad entire staging took on a somewhat' scintillation was short-lived. They
dies.,
had Mickey Rooney’s nine-year-old
The production expertly cap¬ Associated-Rediffnskm, from Lon¬ manners of the muscled brutes, disjointed look.
son, Teddy, as the tiny terror, to
don
.
surely wondered why the directors
tured the dry, : matter-of-factness
Stirling
Silliphant’s
script
was
no
1
add
a few moments of fun, but the
Social realism had another airing did not switch away from the mike world-beater, either. A routinish
of Maugham’s approach, asking
1 kid, cute as he was, just didn’t
little involvement with the charac¬ in an adaptation of a novel by Rob¬ and/or cameras, to spare lookers murder yam, it lacked suspense come over as the mighty meany
ters. Murray was an admirable, ert Jenkins that impressed by its from the uncouth rantings.:
Winner of the second match. and in fact was hard-put to main¬ that O. Henry meant him to be—
choice for Ashenden, while Pleas-, understanding of human behavior
tain interest. Some of the dialog— that he had to be to make tho
ence developed the at-first-hidden and by its optimistic compassion. Big Bill King ad libbed that he the fill-ins on the Ram. scores in r situation
valid. Only Russell Col¬
characteristics of Caypor iii his cus¬ It’s the story of an idealistic Scot¬ would come back for a rematch,, if the course of the investigation,for lins, as the
reluctant uncle of tho
tomary masterly manner. Miss Zet- tish schoolmaster; suffering a they gave him better competition example—were pure com.
ransomed
Red Chief got anything
terling was excellent, too, as the sense of failure, who believes he than the “hillbillys” who were put
Randy Stuart seemed uncomfort¬■ out of his role, but that’s because
fanatical Frau Caypor, genuinely can help a slum kid by yanking -in the ring with him. Louisville
loving her husband but bound to him from his environment and tak¬ folks resent being called "hill¬ able in the role of Clark’s girl¬ he played a stock character, a
patriotism more. Minor roles were ing him on a vacation with his own billys,’’ and this surely makes for friend, Richard Shannon was good shrewd Down Easter, and that kind
well filled, while technically all wife and family—to find confirma¬ poor public relations for the pro¬ as a Revhills police lieutenant, of a part in the hands of an ac¬
was firstrate. with the unfortunate tion that the youngster’s a sly thief, moter, the sponsors, and the sta¬ though it was his misfortune to get complished actor invariably man¬
exception pf the mistiming of a but also to be left with a more tion. Fact that a goodly number most of those “what’s the score” ages to look easy.
Susskind imported a Canadianrealistic conviction that there’s in the audience were children lines. Barbara Barrow was a sexy
filmed insert.
Erni.
good in the lad that, can be brought should give the promoter and sta¬ villain and Doug Odney menacing: born director, Alvin Rakoff, who
to the surfaced
tion a thought about the bad effect as a suspect. Location photography had been working in England, to
THE MEN BEHIND THE MUSIC
Where . the piece scored over that such exhibitions might have by Henry Freulich was limited but handle this tv special. Unfortu¬
With Olga Gwynne, Patricia Moore, many others of its ilk was In Its upon the immature.
good.
Chan.
nately, Rakoff’s contribution was
WtecL
John Ford, Gerwyn Morgan, Wil¬ understanding of the schoolmas¬
her -handed; action was stagey
li am Newman, Robert Docker, ter’s makeup and in its shrewd
an: the concentration on getting
Jolyon Dodgson, James Maxwell, awareness of the tensions .and
i laughs, which were few in coming*
Vernon Williams; Sidney Torch jealousies created in the mail’s
Seemingly left no time for achiev¬
orch
ing fluidity.
Art.
family by the boy’s, intrusion. It
Producer; Charles R. Rogers
was aided, too, in its somewhat
45 Mins.; Tiies., 8:40 pjni
superficial looksee at the motiva¬ 4ft♦ 44444 4 4+444 444 44 ♦ 4 ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ »♦ 4.4 44 4 4444444 444444444 SWING EASY
BBC-TV, from London
tion of the boy himself by a stand-1
Ruth Walker, The Rhythm
U.S. Steel Hour
Iished, in view of the unlikely With
No show that devotes 45 minutes out performance from 15-year-old
Pals, Bill Richards Orch, guests,
A Niagara Fall’s worth of fern- fashion with which it was penned,
to the lilting music of Richard Hamish Wilson, making his first
Sheila Billing, Ted Rust; emcee#
Rodgers can entirely fail to have professional appearapce: A de¬ inine American teardrops must Some.- very capable emoting was
Alan Millar
entertainment-plus but this, the tached, defiant figure. the young¬ have fallen in the course of this managed by Gloria Vanderbilt as Producer: Bob Jarvis
first of three programs purporting ster conveyed more with a move¬ sentimental, but palatable, one- Miss Wood’s adopted charge,; Writer: Alex Barris
hour
drama
presented
last
WednesHerbert
Nelson
and
Betty
Sinclair
to deal with “The Men Behind the ment of a face muscle about his
30 Mins.; Sat. (8), 7:30 p.m.
Music," failed sadly in any attempt background and relationships than day on the “U.S. Steel Hour.” With registered successfully in import- JAVEX, BAYER ASPIRIN
to let the audience know more any of the would-be descriptive a certain willingness to overlook ant roles, and acceptable work was CBS-TV, from Toronto
about Rodgers as z man or as a visuals. These latter were among the less logical aspects of at least turned in by Katherine Meskill,
(MacLaren)
composer. The music, in fact, be¬ the play’s weaknesses: in fact, both one of the characters, it Was pos- Lois Nettleton and Karen Lee In
As singing star of “Swing Easy,**
came a mere, background to some dialog and incident set in a room sible to find “Seed of Guilt” pro- parts of a more minor nature.
Ruth Walker is the summer dis¬
over-fussy production scenes and, in an apartment in the Gorbals dis¬ Vocative as Well as touching. But : A commendable effort by di- covery of the Canadian Broadcast¬
inevitably the lyrics made rather trict of Glasgow were far too po¬ a tendency toward stereotype in her rector Tom Donovan rounded off a ing Corp. Here is a sexy personality
delineation of one of the principal Theatre Guild production that who definitely injects glamor of
more impact than the times.
litely false.
Sidney Torch, who conducted
Young Wilson strode off with characters blunted the impact of managed to be moving even delivery and appearance into a 30the orchestra admirably, was less acting honors, which doesn’t mean writer Barbara Chain’s entire ef- though much of the time it was minute vocal stanza and who does
moving in some linconvincfifgly not sing with that sweet sameness
successful as a rather self-con¬ to say that the adults didn’t in the fort.
Miss Chain offered a reasonably Predictable melodramatic direc- of the other CBC gals. With her
scious emcee. Torch may be ex¬ main offer sterling contributions.
cused, however, on the grounds James Copeland was especially engrossing dramatic situation in tions.
Tube,
j own show, the blond Ruth Walker
that he was given darn-all that, was good as the .■■ schoolmaster, while the domestic claish of an attlfically
——j is, at present, the sensation of the
worth saying. Some adequate sing¬ Iris Russell gave a very sensitive sophisticated mother and her marWhat’s My Line?
' CBC and undoubtedly will carry
ers put over Rodgers’ songs pleas¬ reading as his wife. Three other ried daughter who, during the
As John Charles Daly, modera-|
summer replacement into the
antly but were far less convincing children, Janet Stewart, Iain David¬ mother’s visit to her household, ex- tor of this robust panel show, ob- j this
Fall series, judging from he?* hefty
when, as actors, they tried to re¬ son and Paul Dougall, were also periences the first true shred of served a fortnight ago, only his;1 fan-mail
the request that her
construct scenes from some of the strikingly good—which maybe is insight • into their relationship trip to Moscow as an ABC-TV Saturday and
maestro’s shows. These . included the best indication here of the. ex- through the critical experiences of news commentator necessitated its changed. evening time slot be
excerpts from “Carousel." “South pertness of the direction. Erni.
her adopted daughter. Latter, being taped. Probably also it per“Swing Easy” is ^getting the full
Pacific,” “Oklahoma!’’, “The King
falsely accused of a petty theft at mitted the regulars—Dorothy Kil- treatment and is being carried live
and I” and merely -reminded view¬
school coincident with her. grandArlene Frances and Ben- by 48 stations in the coast-to-coast
ers melodiously, nostalgically, but
mother’s arrival, indulges in a °ftt Cerf—to see themselves with CBC network during the ensuing
disappointingly, how good these
courageous cover-up to protect the; ^ their audiences, rather than m 13 weeks of Saturday nights, plus
virile musicals were When they
actual thief, an act entirely atf subsequent kinescopes. Viewing those important alternate sponsors.
were staged in the West End. The
odds with the low esteem in which Lme
Pas^. two weeks points Tribute for swift pacing and imagi¬
second of this three-program stint
she is held by the “grandold UP*116™ that-video ‘ prize” shows native sets also goes to Bob Jarvis,
Words and Music.
is announced for $ept. 8. -It will be
The BBC-TV series that has lady.” It remains for the bMten, ”fj“
producer; and a lusty assist to Alex
on Noel Coward and it is to be bandleader Jack Payne introducing grandmOther to attempt to steal.
Barris, writer.
hoped that the producer and de¬ a potpourri of orchestral pieces, away pitifully, only to be .re- ■
jKSJBlS!’
Songstress opened cold In her
viser, Charles R. Rogers, will do a songs • and instrumental solos con¬ strained and forgiven by her
bouncy “Sitting on Top of the
;lot of earnest thinking before then. sistently earns affectionate ap¬
* a vmiTi0 ioriv with" a Biinisl show .proDsbly .fio for broke World,” ably backed by Bill Rich¬
■
Rich.
With a hot 200 clams tops, on any,
proval from viewers appreciating KSPlt ht?
given Sunday, but. the continued ards 14-piece orch and later by
middle-of-the-road music. The pro¬
rKafn r>faS0°nnnie lookership remains in high because I The Rhythm Pals, male trio. Next
gram aired Thurs. (13) promised vainGERT AND DAISY
Sheila Billing, as one of the
^^Hoon^^icrh+yv of th® evidentally enduring games- was
With Elsie and Doris Waters, Hugh an item of added interest in filmed
guests, in her offbeat ballad of
Paddick, Patsy Rowlands, Dndy scenes from the Moscow Film Fes¬ carried awly ^n the staSe of to ^ship that goes wlth the con- “When You Were Sweet Sixteen,”
.Nimmo, Jennifer Browne, Julian tival. '
characters. The elderly^lady of. the
in the long maturity of retro- sung in a little-girl voice but re¬
But the fest footage, shot by art play_is utterly without sensitivity spect _ the hear-decade of this deemed by the femme duo, appro¬
' D’Albie, Rosemary Scott, Keith
Associated British Picture Corp. or diplomacy, a doubtful, attitude show is a lifetime in commercial priately furred and jewelled, in
Faulkner, The Raindrops
cameraman and .concerned exclu¬ to assume in, a situation, so der tv—the whyfores seem surefire, their hefty “Diamonds Are a Girl’s
Director: Milo Lewis
sively With that outfit’s players vis¬ manding of these Characteristics.. Miss Kllgallen is the serious Best Friend” duet in which Miss
Writer: Ted Willis
iting Moscow, turned out to be a especially for a person of such Broadway columnist; Miss Frances Billing was given a chance to show
80 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
sheer plug that was,..furthermore,
Associated-Rediffusion, from,
breeding.
the perennial Campfire Girl; Cerf w’hat she can do in the undulating
mildly derogatory and condescend¬ acknowledged
v London
As .the lady in question, Peggy the serious (but not-too) anchor- sex number. Here the two girls
• It's one of the gloomier aspects ing towards the . Muscovites. A Wood, looking very trim* tried an man; and the guests are equally really belted the song out; com¬
of the age that Jack Hylton Televi¬ short sequel; in the shape of a p.a. off-beat role, a pole apart from her expert, especially if they’re video plete with restrained gyrations.
sion Productions Ltd. can evolve before the tv camera of ABPC well-known characterization of pros. If they’re quasi-film and/or
Interspersed were the Rhythm
programs so unerringly banal artist Peter Arne, did something “Mama.” Although a wee bit obvi-; other type ‘‘names’’ they don't fare Pals—this time with guitar, accor¬
which so often find viewer favor. towards correcting that impression. ous in her actions arid reactions at as well. Their panel power then dion and cello—for their robust
The “Gert And Daisy” prefilmed Arne did his bit with grace, even times, she got the character across must rise or fall with their mar- “Blue Shadows on the Trail”; the
(Continued, on page 44)
skein appears to be no exception..
i as effectively as could b® accomp(Continued on page 44)
(Continued on page 43)
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tffiiiffi-m SYNDICATION CHART

"weekly tabulation, based on raiings furnished by American Research
B'lreau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
i:? depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week ten
different markets are covered.
.
.
,
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the ■
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, com¬
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over, the course of a year, ARB wilt tabulate a minimurfhpf 150 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Couvled with the rating per¬
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts ate
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S,

ATLANTA
RK.

STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME_STA.

RTG. RK.

TED PROGRAMS
DlSTRIB.
STA.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

...WAGA... . Ziv
...WSB.- .CBS

1. Gunsmoke l Sat. 10:00-10:30).WAGA
2. Wagon Train sWed. 7:30-8:30)..WSB
4. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)..WSB

...WSB..... .UAA
...WAGA... .NT A
...WSB...., .Flamingo
...WSB. .CBS
:. . WSB..
.Screen Gems
. . .WLWA. r. •Official
... WSB...... .Ziv

5. The Rifleman (Tues 9:00-9:30):..WLWA
6. 77 Sunset Strip *Fri. 9:30-l0:30>.WLWA
8. Decoy (Tubs. 10;3O)-...

7. The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30).WAGA
8. Lawman (Sun. 8:30-9:00).

WLWA

S. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)...WLWA
10. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLWA

...WSB.;... • ABC
8. People’s Choice (Fri. 7:00)__..WSB
...WSB. .Ziv
...WSB..... .Ziv
25.01116. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).. ...WSB.:... .Kellogg

BOSTON
I’ve Go* A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00)... WNAC
77 Sunset Strip (Mon. 9:30-10:30).WHDH
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00). .WNAC
To Tell The Truth (Tues. 8:30-9:00).. .WNAC
Welk’s Dancing Party (Sat. 9:00-10). .WHDH
M/L BB-Yankees/Red Sox....
(Sun. 2:00-4:45).
WHDH
Naked City (Tues. 9:30-10:00). ...WHDH
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WHDH
“M” Squad (Fri. 9:00-9:30)....WB2
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30).WBZ

1. Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:30).....
2. Divorce Court (Thurs. 10:00)3. US. Marshal (Sat. 10:30).... ..
4. Highway Patrol (Tues. 7:00).
5. Special Agent 7 (Mon. 9:00)......
6. Whirlybirds (Mon. 7:00). .__
7. Walter WincheU File (Mon. 7:00)
8. “26” Men (Thurs. 7:00)..
9. ” Woody Woodpecker (Mon. 6:30)
10. Silent Service (Fri. 7:00).

, Highway Patrol (Fri 9:30).........
, Sea Hunt (Sun. 9;3Q)..
. Death Valley Days (Tues. 9:30)/....
State Trooper (Mon. 9:30).
, Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:30).......
, Special Agent 7 (Tues. 9:30) .
, MacKenzie's Raiders (Wed. 9:30)...

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)
Best el CBS (Sat. 10:00-12:15).
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30).What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).:.
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00)..
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30).
Desilu Playhouse iMon. 9:00-10:00)...
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00)_
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) ..

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).........WBNS
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30).WTVN
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WBNS
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WBNS
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WTVN
Naked City (Tues. 9:30-10:00)...WTVN
The Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30).WBNS
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WTVN
Wanted—Dead or Alive (Sat. 8:30-9).WBNS
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00),.WTVN
Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WLWC

LOS ANGELES
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).KNXT
2. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) KNXT
3. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00). .KNXT
4. The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30) .KABC
5. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30).... KABC
6. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:^0) .KRCA
7. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .KNXT
8. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..KABC
9. Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30)---KRCA
10. Markham (Sat. ■ 10:30-11:00).KNXT

. iWHDH.. ..Ziv
..WHDH.. ..Guild
..WNAC!. . .NTA
..WBZ... , .Ziv
..WHDH.. ..MCA
. .WBZ- . CBS
..WNAC.. ..NTA
..WBZ... ..ABC
..WNAC.. ..Kellogg

17.2
16.2
15.2
14.8
14.0
13.3
12.7
12.1
11.6

. .WBZ ... . .CNP

11.4

..WGN:.. .. Ziv
. .WNBQ.. . .Ziv
. .WGN;.. .. U.S. Borax
..WGN... ,. MCA
..WGN... ..MCA
..WNBQ.. ..MCA
..WNBQ . . . Ziv

. Rescue 8 (Moil 8:30).
. ..WGN...
. San Francisco Beat (Wed. 9:00) ._..WGN...
, Whirlybirds (Thurs. 9:00). . .WGN...
New York Confidential (Wed. 9:30). ..WGN...

38.4 Welk’s Dancing Party. ..WLWA
16.3
66.9 f City Camera; Wea. ..
5.8
( CBS News ......... ..WAGA
62
64.7 Early Show... ..WAGA
65.3 ( City Camera; Wea, ..
4.7
!!waga
(CBS News .
7.0
57.0 Early Show .. ..WAGA
42.2 D.A.’s Man
..WSB
164)
53.2 Early Show- - ..WAGA
6.8
9.9
46.3 Circle Theatre ....... ..WAGA
— . .WAGA - 17.3
35.9 Playhouse 90
.WAGA
12.4
34.1 Andy Williams
47.6 ( City Camera; Wea. ..
6.0
7 CBS News . . .!waga
53.5 ) City Camera; Wea. ..
5.0
\ CBS News .. ! .WAGA
9.1
38.4 Lassie .. ..WAGA
20.2
28.7 Desilu Playhouse .- ..WAGA
6.6
43.8 Early Show ... . .WAGA
SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.

Andy Williams . . ..WNAC
Playhouse 90 .. . -.WNAC
D.A/s Man ...WHDH
News; News; Spts; Wea. .WHDH
Peter Gunn
. WBZ
Walter WincheU File....WNAC
Whirlybirds ..../..:.... .WBZ
Crusader
WNAC
{ Boston Movietime .....
( News; Weather ...... .WBZ
White Hunter ..WNAC

..
..
..
..

25.0
20.8
17.3
17.1
15.4
14.7
12.6

53.6
37.8
374)
33.2
28.5
32.2
27.6

Screen Gems 12.6
12.4
CBS
10.5
CBS
ITC
10.0

29.9
24.4
20.3
219

Cavalcade of Sports.. . .WNBQ
What’s My Line...... .. WBBM
Special Agent 7. ..WNBQ
Desilu Playhouse - . .WBBM
Playhouse 90 ........ ..WBBM
Death Valley Days.. ..WGN
(Wed. Night Fights,.
1 /WBKB
( Ulmer Turner
Goodyear Theatre
..WNBQ
This Is Your Life.... . .WNBQ
Playhouse 90-.... ..WBBM
MacKenzie’s Raiders . ... .WNBQ

STATIONS: WLWC. WTVN, WBNS.

40.5 1. Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30)... ...WBNS.. . U.S. Borax
39.0 2. Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30)....... ....: WBNS.. . Ziv
3.
Marshal (Fri. 10:30)........ .. . .WTVN.. ..NTA
35.7 4. U.S.
Ten-4 (Tues. 10:30)...... ....WTVN.. . Ziv
33.2 5. Jim Bowie (Sat. 10:30)
....WBNS.. . ABC
33.0 5. Rescne 8 (Thurs. 10:30).. ... .WTVN.. .. Screen GemS
28.9 6. Highway Patrol (Wed. 8:30). ...WBNS.. .. Ziv
.28.6 7. Decoy (Mon. 10:30)..
.., i WLWC;. . .Official
28.2
. Special Agent 7 (Tues. 8:00)/.... ...WBNS.. .. MCA
28.2 9. Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 7:00).... :., .WBNS.. .. NTA
27.1 10. Flight (Wed. 10:30).... ...WLWC.. ..CNP
26.4 110. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30) , ...WTVN.. .. Screen Gems

8

DETROIT
1. The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WXYZ
2. Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30)....WWJ
3. M/L BB-Tigers vs. Indians...
(Sat. 7:00-11:15>..-WJBK
4. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30).WXYZ
5. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WJBK
6. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).WWJ
7. Naked City (Tues. 9:30-10:00).WXYZ
8. Playhpnse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00).WJBK
9. Joseph Cotton (Mon. 9:30-10:00).WJBK
10. Wyatt Earp ?Tues. 8:30-9:00).:. WXYZ

10.7
10.7
8.7
8.5

AV.
RTG.

STATIONS: WBBM, WNBQ, WBKB, WGN. SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.

COLUMBUS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.
10.

14.7
14.3
12.4
11.2
11.2
10.7
10.7

TOP COMPETITION
AV. (
STA,.
SH. PROGRAM

STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC.

CHICAGO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

20.2
20.0

...WSB..... .Screen Gems 16.3
.. .WSB..... .U.S. Borax
14.7

3. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WAGA

7. Peter Gunn (Mon. 0:00-9:30)......... WSB

AVi
RTG,

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6^12,

21.6
189
18.0
17.5
15.7
15.7
13.4
13.0
12.8
119
11.8
11.8

419
60.6
41.3
40.7
34.0
31.8
29.2
33.2
33.4
47.4
33.7
52.0

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJt WXYZ, CKLW.

, Divorce Court (Wed. 7:00)__...
. Secret Journal (Tues. 10:30)......
U.S. Marshal (Wed. 10:30)...,
. Death Valley Days (Mon.. 7:00)....
. Official Detective (Thurs. 10:00)..
. Medic (Fri. 7:00)..
, Bold Venture (Tues. 10:30).
. Cannonball (Fri. 10:30)__
. New York Confidential (Fri. 10:30)
, Superman (Wed. 6:30)....,......
, Popeye (Mon. 6:00)

..WJBK.. .. Guil d
. WWJ ... ..MCA
..WWJ... . . NTA
.. U.S. Borax
./WXYZ.. ..NTA
..WJBK.. .. .Victory
. .WXYZ.. .. Ziv
..WXYZ.. ..ITC
..WJBK.. .. ITC
. .CKLW.. .. Flamingo

_CKLW.
..CKLW.. ..UAA

14.0
13.2
12.7
12.1
89
8.5
8.0
8.0
7.6
6.2
6.0

Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00)
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 8:00).

San Francisco Beat (Sat. 8:30)..

.KRCA..,.. .U.S. Borax
11.3
.KRCA..... CNP
11.0
.KTTV... ..Ziv
9.6
.KNXT.. .. Screen Gems 9.6
.KRCA..,..NBC
9.2
.KRCA..,.. CNP
8.7
.KTTV... . :CBS
7.3
.KRCA..,..MCA
7.3

.KNXT.. .. CBS
:khj.... . .MCA
(Continued on page 36)

6.7
6.6

12.1
10.3
14.5
17.7
12:6

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.

Science Fiction Theatre WTVN
Buckskin __....... .WLWC
“M" Squad --- .WLWC
Andy Williams ....... .WBNS
D.A.’s Man ---- .WLWC
Playhouse 90 ........ .WBNS
Price Is Right........ .WLWC
Desilu Playhouse ./:,./ WBNS
Sugarfoot .: .WTVN
Midwestern Hayride .. wmc
Circle Theatre ... .wigs
News; Sports; News.,.. .WLWC

20.0
7.1
18,0
14.1
17.3
21.8
18.6
24.1
15.0
8T6:
13.2
6.2

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.

43.2 Wagon Train .WWJ
31.9 Andy Williams ....WJBK
36.3 Circle Theatre ...__WJBK
52.4 People’s Choice .....WXYZ
19.2 Playhouse 90 ..WJBK
47.0 Million Dollar Movie.... CKLW
19.3 Andy Williams ....... . .WJBK
21.4 “M” Squad .:.,.. WWJ
20.4 #4M’’ Squad
WWJ
28.3 f TV News; News.......
( Analyst; CBS News....WJBK
30.5 6 O’clock News; Wea. ...WWJ

STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KTTV, KCOP.

.KRCA.....MCA
15.0
.KRCA..... .Ziv
15.0
.KRCA.., Screen Gems 13.0

11.4
25.2
14.7
22,2
18.9
17.3

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.

44.2 Andy Williams . .KNXT
47.3 Paul Cotes; Jerry Lester. KTTV
38.7 J 7 O’Clock Report( CBS News ..
.KNXT
38.6 Search For Adventure:. .KCOP
44.4 Music For Fun......... .KABC
_;.... .KABC
25.1 Zorro
_ •KABC
23.0 Sugarfoot
24.1 Seven League Boots..., KCOP
27.9 Circle Theatre ....... .KNXT
16.5 Wanted—Dead or' Alive . .KNXT
24.3 ( 7 O’Clock Report. / .
[CBS News .......... .KNXT
18.1 Maverick .;.. .KABC
13.7 The Texan ............ .KNXT

6.0
4.7
6.4
4.8
4.8
11.6
11.8
9.5
9.2
189
6.3
18.3
18.5

P'S&IETy
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NOT
HIRE

RALPH MEEKER
THOSE VIEWERS IN YOUR MARKET WHO
MISS RALPH MEEKER IN THE FIRST
EPISODE OF "NOT FOR HIRE" WILL
BE SORRY. THOSE WHO MISS HIM IN
ANY OTHER EPISODE WILL BE FEW.
S'r.r TKL p;\' I SI •

V: :.MS

Wednesday* August 19, 1959

(“MUSIAL BELTS
KAZUHISA ‘SUPERMAN’
INAO’S PITCH
6000 MILES!”)
—It came in low and inside over home plate at
Korakuen Stadium, Tokyo. And they heard the
bat crack in St. Louis! With the Cards on their
history-making Far East goodwill tour was
former pro catcher Joe Garagiola, now on the
sports staff of KMOX Radio.
Joe not only described the games ^—played
against an all-star Japanese team last fall-- but
followed the Cards from the locker room to the
great Kamakura Buddha. Jn St. Louis, listeners
heard outfielder Bobby Gene Smith singing (al¬
most) “Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy” before
a Japanese audience, the" Japanese responding
(valiantly) with “Shattanooga Soo Sine Boysari,”
and a not unexpected report from Peiping Radio
that an “imperialistic baseball club was exploit¬
ing the Orient.”
KMOX was the first station in the US. to
broadcast a complete baseball game played out¬
side North America. It was immensely popular.
St. Louisans heard such dignitaries as Secretary
of State Christian Herter, Japan’s Prime Minister
Kishi and South Korea’s President Rhee applaud
the tour and KMOX’s service to international
relations in presenting it on radio.
The broadcasts revealed, too, how public
Service programming—when conceived in
human, dramatic terms—can become a vital
expression of a station’s personality. It demon¬
strated once again that “The Voice of St. Louis”
is more than a slogan; it’s a fact. KMOX cares
about St. Louis. Listeners know it... appreciate it.
What is true of KMOX is true of all the
CBS-Owned Radio Stations: By virtue of their
public interest, they have made themselves in¬
dispensable to their cities’ daily life. In each of
seven great markets, the C-0 has become so
involved in the people’s entertainment, informa¬
tion and

welfare, that it is unqualifiedly regarded

as the station.
It is hardly necessary to point out that to
the degree a station succeeds, so do its sponsors.

Represented by <ZBS Radio Spot Sales
WEEI, Boston; WBBM, Chicago
KNX, Los Angeles; WCBS. New Yoik
WCAU, Philadelphia; KMOX, St. Louis
KCBS, San Francisco

RADIO-TELEVISIOX

Some Mixed Madison Ave. Emotions
On NBCs Sun. Showcase’ College
Try-On Other Ad Agency Fronts

WRiETT

Wednesday, August 19, 1959

Braggiiv About Bragdon
E: L., (“Brag”) Bragdon,
■ longtime member of RCA
Dept, of Information and ra; dio editor of old N.Y. Sun,
' retired recently to his home in
i West Baldwin,. Me, Bragdon
wanted nb farewell parties but
staffers in RCA press section
insisted on presenting him
. with a scroll.
Scroll, officially embossed,
signed and sealed, warmly arid
. affectionately, ran as follows:
“Be: it known here and now
and chronicled, beyond all con¬
temporary horizons of fact and
fancy that this highest order
of merit of the1 RCA Dept, of
Information ig presented to E.
L.' (“Brag”) Bragdon, E.E.,
D.E., Esq. in recognition of. his
colossal courage, perception,
: stamina and perseverance, dur. . ing years of pursuing and be¬
ing pursued by mighty elec¬
trons from mystic points of radiation to pinnacles of prog¬
ress in min’s service and pub¬
licity always, be it said, under
sterling leadership; and citing
especially his performance of
duties with extraordinary dili¬
gence and drive, capped by
boundless gopd-wiil, good humor and good taste.”

[

IN NEW YORK CITY

Blanche Gaines, tv writers agent, off to Chi on the 22d for opening
of “Yes Man,”, by’ client John Fritz, starting fortnight’s run. (24) at •
Sidney Blackmer's strawhat in Hinsdale, with Jack Barry starred . . .
Madison Ave.'s tv programming Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Inc.,
men who care, and there ' are a Milwaukee-based agency.
Jill Corey visits Joe Franklin’s “Memory Lane” today (Wed.) as part
few, have mixed emotions and pre¬
of program’s all-week salute to the late singer Buddy Clark . . Betty
Miles Tod- Williams, ex-Netedu
dictions concerning NBC-TV’s Sun¬ Advertising (St. Joseph, Mich.)
. Ann Grove guests on ABC-TV's “Jubilee USA” Aug. 29.
day night college try for quality, joined M. M, Fisher Associates
NBC prez Robert Kintner back at his desk after six-week swing
“Sunday Showcase.” ,
here as group head.
around network’s global news bases.. . . Gaston Levy of “Original
Negative: Despite the $125,000
Amateur Hour” staff recovering after surgery following kidney ail¬
Edward H. Weiss agency plucked
ment . . . Radio-tv Writer and researcher Harriet Dryden out of action.
a week production budget, thei big the WBBM-TV account. .
talent names and the allouf promo¬
Now in University Hospital . , . Kyle Rote, N*Y. Giants captain, filmed
Robert C. Peitscher resigned as
tion that's sure to come, the [live v.p. and board member of FultonColgate commercial at club’s: Winooski, Vt: training camp . . . Gabber
drama series is doomed in time. Morrissey and will announce future
Bill Shipley tossed luau Saturday (15) at his Ridgefield, Conn., farm
Putting the series against “Maver¬ plans anon. He was one of the
. . . Fred Robbins’ guests on his MBS “Assignment Hollywood” this
ick." “Lawman,” and Sullivan [was owners of the agency.*
week includeHoward Keel,; Martha Hyer, Fred Astaire, Anna Maria
strictly a move of expediency, and
Alberghetti and Robert Wagner .
Chuck Tramim, talent agent, who
ill advised. NBC is looking for phil¬
. had serioiis fall in his. apartment, returned from. hospital and is re¬
anthropists, not advertisers, with a
cuperating at home.
timeslot that can’t break even. (The
William N. Davidson, NBC veep, awarded citation of merit by :U.S.
London,. Aug. 18.
grand effort will merely add [text
Treasury Dept. . . . Jay Heitin, WRCA-TV’s national, sales riaanager, at
TV advertising campaign, start¬
to the argument that intelligent
Niagara Falls on occasion of; 15th jedding anni .-; : Eleanor Riger, pro¬
programming has no place in mass ing this week in support of Pye
ducer of WRCA-TV’s “Sunday Special” to Martha’s Vineyard for: vaca¬
media. Question: “Would you;buy Group Records’ new “Golden
tion. . . . Julie London guests on NBC-TV’s Co6a-Cola special Friday,
Guinea" series of disks, runs till
it?"
Sept. 18 ... Jimmie Rodgers and frau head for coast after winding Up
Aug;
30
at
a
cost
of
$84,000.
Arks
Positive: “If I were doing a trade Publicity handles same,; together
- NBC-TV showin September and then to Australia for five-day en¬
story on “Sunday Showcase, I’d with allied press coverage.
gagement followed by trip around the globe .. . . Robert. Foshko j oirts
write it upbeat." The show will
CBS-TV as the production supervisor. oh “Conquest” .. ; V. Veronica
Lewis Advertising of Cardiff is
pull a rating of from 12 to 18, with using 30-second filmlets on the
Lake’s “News In Fashion” telefilm skein moves up to Grossinger’s ,
star names and titles the main TWW network from the beginning
Hotel (upstate N.Y.) to film a seg there; show; is being made by Mon¬
draw. It represents a fine attempt of September to promote tv sets
arch Productions .■ ,. Pvt. Peter Ducbin (son of the late Eddy Duchin)
by a network to reverse the trend. and a rental company that uses
to appear Aug. 30 on Ed Sullivan’s show along; with other Army talent
It is vitally important that some¬ them. Partners in the joint cam¬
. . . Don Clancy, administrative manager of CBS-TV affiliate relations,
returns
from three-week motor trip through the midwest• * .. Lou.
body does take this view.
[
paign are Ekco, which makes.; the
Cowan and Oscar Katz, of CBS-TV, expected back today (Wed.) from
The show, which may wind up receivers, and Red Dragon Relay
brief
biz
trip to Coast., . Harry Feeney, CBS-TV trade hews manager,
costing NBC $3,000,000 has some Services which provides the instal¬
vacationing this week in Narrowsburg, N,Y..... Dave Dngah, W;CBS
partial sponsorships shaping!; up: lation thereof.
newsman,
sent to cover the Steven Rockefeller marriage in Norway*
R. S. Caplin Ltd. spends $224,000
Breck may be in for a few shows
. . WCBS Radio’s Stan Freeman and Richard Hayes being subbed
after the first of the year; AT&T on a press and tv drive, starting
during
their
respite from their three-hour daily, slot by Bill Gilliahd,
is a strong possibility; and some Sept. 4, to propagandize a new
Boston, Aug. 19.
Lanny Ross and Allen Gray, each taking a part of the daytime striPV: .
parent-company RCA pocket-to- foundation garment by Corsets Sil¬
Withdrawal of funds by the Ford : after
this
week
Gilliand will be replaced on the first hour by Dick Noel.
houette, Ltd.
pocket money is. set.
i;
Foundation will [force more than
B&B’s Creative Expansion
150 public,' private and Catholic
high schools in Greater Boston to m HOLLYWOOD
Benton & Bowles has hired three
cancel their courses in a pioneer¬
execs as veepees for top supervi¬
Frank O’Connor, longtime second-in-commahd of the Hollywood
ing tv humanities program, it was
sory jobs in creative departments.
Ted Bates office, brought in California National by Veepee Frank
revealed here Friday (14k
Robert Pliskin, formerly A sr.
The course was planned for tele¬ . Cleaver as coordinator of new program development „■.'. . Arnold
art director of McCann-Erickson
casting over Channel 2, WGBH-TV Wester took off on his preTseas.on breather so Esty’s Sam Northcross
and winner of 28 national art
this fall, and many of the Hub will watch the store while he’s gone.: Agency will have 14 filmed shows. ’
awards, becomes vice president in
[ area schools, had bought tv sets, re¬ riding the webs from Hollywood this coming-up: semester * . . The.
charge of art, a post that has been
vised
their curriculum and trained Art Linkletters and Bob Cummingses, en famille,, roughing if in the
unfilled since 1956.
teachers especially for this course/ high Sierras. They really, pack in with mule trains . . . Alan Cooke,
Alfred Goldman, formerly .vice
in the directing rotation of NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre,” wed
Dr.
Claude M, Fuess, director of onetime
president and copy director at
his script girl, Eleanor Nemnan, and took off for England where he’ll
the sponsoring group, the Council direct some'drainatic shows
Reach, McClinton, becomes a veeHoward Barnes, CBS, Radio program¬
Bantob
Products
Corp.,
maker
of
for a Television Course in the Hu¬
pee and associate creative director,
the new tobaccoless cigaret called manities for Secondary Schools, ming veep, around for a few days mixing this with that > . . Paul
a newly created post.
Martin named general sales manager of KHJ to succeed Terry Mann,
Vanguard, is having to buck the announced the cancellation.
He I resigned . . . Tony Owen is after Dr. Spock, child specialist, for a
Jean Brown, formerly a [copy competition and media too.
said a policy change in the Ford
supervisor with Grey, becomes a
Firm has had tv and radio spot Foundation-s Fund for the Ad¬ | guest shot on his wife’s (Donna Reed) show . .,, Bates* Dick Pinkham .
veepee and creative supervisor.
i around to see What ldoks good (just in case) and inspect some of the
schedules refused by stations vancement. of Education
had
New Bir. Minute Maid Corp Hi- which are naturally concerned brought to an end the two-year early issues of the agency’s 25 shows from here . . . Word is around
C division, to Dancer-Fitzgerald & about the reaction of heavy spend¬ experiment which has already cost that Ziv is preparing a. stock issue for a big production splurge . . .
Sample.
|
ing tobacco clients. Vanguard spots $410,000. The Ford Fund said that, Roy Bargy will be back as music director for Jimmy Durante in. his
New Jobs: Ruth Marie Cocho Is make a hard attack on the tars and although, it found the pilot lessons two specials.
named casting director for H.W. nicotine in regular smokes.
Of the course “superb,” the pro¬
Warden Assoc.’s.
Clearances are being obtained, gram is tgo costly*
IN CHICAGO
John H. White, formerly mana¬ however, with, what Vanguard
The course, hailed by educators
WBNQ’s new weatherman, starting Aug. 31, is Harry: Volkman, exger of CBS Spot Sales, Chicago agency H. W. Warden Assoc.’s, and students when first shown in
office, is now; eastern sales mana¬ New York, describes as a subtle a 12 program pilot series last KWTV, Oklahoma City, who has been a weathercaster in Okla. side*
1949. He’ll also do daily weather shows on WMAQ . . . Condolences to
ger of H-R Television.
April,
included
literature,
fine;
arts,
“power play.” Mention to station
CBS newsman Joe Diehl whose locally famous dog, Rex the Hex, died
Branch: Miller,' Mackay, Hoeck management, that a. report to the music, dance and. used .dramatic last week . . . Art Pickens, veep of Wait Schwimmer Inc., .is putting
& Hartung, Seattle, opens a New FCC on the refusal might be in groups, stage sets and pro filming finishing touches on his first novel, “The Golf Bum”V. . Jack Barry, .
York office for time buying and Order, usually brings a quick re¬ and production. The pilot course who opens at Hinsdale [Summer Theatre next week in “Yes Man,” ,
account service Sept. 1.
versal. This, of course, gives the was. narrated by Clifton Fadiman guesting on Norm Ross’ “VIP” this Sunday (23.)... . . WLS to pitch a
Palmer. Codella & Assoc.’s; NeW stations a good excuse for carry¬ and Yale profs. Maynard Mack and new personality lineup this fall, topped by Ed Grennan, Jerry Golden,
Bernard Knox and the Stratford and Jerry Mitchell . . . John Harrington will be broadcasting college:
York, opens a Detroit office.;
ing the commercials.
Jingle Seminars
. Vanguards premiered in; Dayton, Shakespearean Players of Canada football, on WBBM this fall for the. 24th consecutive season. He marks
performed, the drama.
his 30th anni in. broadcasting this year
[ Announcer Norin Barry
Forrell, Thomas & .P black and new. Undisclosed markets are
The council planned to repeat notched his 25th year at NBC Chicago, and Jobn Keys, Laura Skid¬
Sales have been
Assoc.’s. N. Y. jingle firm, is pitch¬ being readied.
ing ad agencies with a workshop hot and repeat sales indicate a na¬ the original 12 programs, this fall more and Morgan Perron joined the company’s 20-year club ... Jim .
in music for advertising. Session tional gross of about $60,000,000 and then have 40 more tv lessons Lounsbury manning the mike this Friday (21) when WBKB picks up
ready for Spring semester.
Edd (Kookie) Byrnes’ arrival at the airport . . . Bernard Goodman left
outlines the anatomy of a typical, for Vanguards.
WBBM-FM and plans to move to the Coast . .
Phil Lind .exiting
jingle from start to finish and dem¬
Bantob’s campaign strategies are
WTAQ to concentrate his time on WAIT . .[ . Chuck Arnold of Mil¬
onstrates good, and bad, ad music. a closely guarded secret because of
waukee station WISN standing iri for Dick Clark on ABC’s “American
Other subjects include the psycho¬ the tobacco majors inclination to
Bandstand” next Friday (28).
logical impact of the singing com¬ play cat and mouse: On company
mercial; sound effects; fitting music with a “high filtration” brand em¬
to copy; original vs, public domain ploys a standby team of trouble
Londpri, Aug. : 18„.
IN LONDON .
■'
music; case histories; and choice shooters who will tush" into a
According to Television Audi¬
of singers and instruments. I;
“Interpol Calling” vidpix skein resumed production at Pinewood
market and try to buy Up the avail¬ ence Measurement Ltd.; over half
Paar Spoof
abilities before the competition the: population of Great Britain and Studios lari; week after a halt to discuss story , formula. Another 25
Ad authors Gene Seehafer of can get started*
Northern Ireland are now able to half-hour jobs remain to be shot in the Rank-Wrather project to com¬
Needham, Louis & Brorby and Jack
look at. commercial television. plete the first 39 , . .[BBC’s program journal. Radio Times, to carry
Laemmar. of J. Walter Thompson
Latest figures are - that 26,040,000 a four-page pullout section for yo.iing listeners and viewers from
are using a record made as a sales
such viewers exist in 7,602,000 Aug. 28 ..... Next riionth, Hughie Green becomes one of British tv’s
tool by CBS Radio’s promotion de¬
homes,
this comparing with 670,000 highest-paid performers, under con Irict confirmed with. Ariociatedpartment to hike sales of their new
in 190,000 homes when, commercial Rediffusion, getting a minimum $33,600 a year for three years, with
book. “Successful Television and
television
first started—in the Lon¬ an. option for two more years at around $38,000 , . ..Granada Group
Radio Advertising." They’ve bought
WRCV-TV, the NBC o&o -in
buys the freehold of 34 and 36 Golden Square, London, is converting
150 copies of the disk for mailing Philadelphia, issued not only its don area in Sept., 1955. The totals and reconstructing. Total cost about $1,650,000 > . . George Campey
will
bp-upped
this fall when Anglia
to college professors who | teach latest time rate card but its. first
Television Ltd. arid Ulster Tele¬ becomes , head of BBC publicity, succeeding Derek Russell who's now
broadcast courses. Record features ( video tape rate card.
North American rep . . . ABC-TV using a new program symbol on the
comedy team Bob Elliot and Rayj R. W. Welpott, station general vision Ltd. get rolling.
Other landrharks in British com¬ screen, something like the Mercedes trademark . ; . Peter Kennerley
Goulding in a parody of thri Jack - manager, issued the rate card for
becomes head of news at Anglia Televisiori Ltd.j skedded to start trans¬
mercial
tv
have
been
the
hitting
of
Paar show.
[
I tape commercials, which WRCV
the 5,000,000 viewer, mark TIT May, mitting Iri: October. Low-power test transmissions began, last Week.
seeks to produce for. local spon¬ 1956; 10,000,000 in Feb:, 1957; 15,- TAM is currently conducting a survey of potential audience.,
sors. Also included are charges for 000,000 in Nov., 1957 and 20,000,taped programs.
000 in July last year.. .
IN WASHINGTON
Chicago, Aug* 18.
Studio time for one minute of
Hooper White left J. Walter commercial tape costs $5.0 (includ¬
The Greeks have a .word for it but so w.ili NBQasLer Hazel Market
Thompson agency to take ja post ing 15 minutes of rehearsal). A one- CBS-TV^s Grid Sponsors who left Saturday ;for the ancient isles to culturecast for “Monitor.”
with Leo Burnett in Newj York. minute reference recording costs
Six Sponsors will be involved in Veteran redhead broadcaster and ex-prexy of ; Women’s -National Press
White will be commercial produc¬ $25 and duplicate prints $40. each- the CBS-TV pie-season coverage Club will sail the Aegean and Ionian Seas, taping interviews on sounds
tion manager there.
Tape stock for a minute'runs, at of four National Football League of the iand and story of . the people,, En route home she’ll tape fes¬
Tatham-Laird is moving Joe $40 and playback charges cost $5 games beginning Friday (2D: night: tivities at Turkish International Fair, and Spanish Festival in Sevilla
Perry to N. Y. to become aSst. ac¬ for each one-minute blurb.. Fees
Buying in ,are. Philip Morris. . ... John Hayes, president of WTOP Radio: and Televlsiriri, sunning
count supervisor for the agency's for a 60-minute tape run at $300 Shell; Oil, National Brewing, Ham himself at. Ponte Vedra Briach, joined WJXT president Glen Marshall
newf Whitehall Labs account.
for use of studio, with other Brewing, Duquesrie Brewing and in hosting a dinner for Florida’s Governor Leroy Collins, guest on .
Thomas F. Scanned Jr. named charges ailso proportionately higri- Uriion Oil, They’ll be splitting the “Face the Nation” opener on th® Jacksonville station . . . Jobn E.
veepee and account supervisor for
four games on a regional basis.
(Continued on page 40)
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NOW WE’VE
GONE AND
DONE IT...
We’ye broken our own record! Two weeks ago we reported
"our highest share of evening audience yet” as 34.6... in big,
page-covering numbers. Seems we spoke too soon with too little.
Because the latest National Nielsen Report puts us at 36.0
... tied with the former leader!
And that’s not all. A year ago we were third
in average homes per minute—2,000,000 behind
the leader. But what a year it has been!
We’ve made up 1,700,000 of those homes and surged
into second place... well ahead
*

of the new third network.
That puts the record straight for now. But at the rate we’re .
moving, we just never know from one week to the next

ABC TELEVISION
$0URCEj National Nielsen Report, II July, 1958 Vs. 1959, Sun.-Sat.,
7:30-10:30 P.M., all commercially sponsored programs.

VKmEft
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Auto Cushion firm s Bigtime
Entry In [<N°&z“*hl
^
Quinlan, wring Lie
TV; Bing & Browns $5,900,000 Deal To Mex Mer Reports

..
: . Chicago, Aug. 18.
Hollywood, Aug. 18. 4--- ■■ —
;
——
A report from Mexico City that
The B:ng Crosby-Kenyon Brown 0 «.
*.
n I .• ' r*
Sterling. (Red) Quinlan wa* dickerindie dedaWie
0€Q<iWlC SolUllOIl
jOlUtlOD rOf
101
ing with Telesistema Mexicano for
interests last week sold their Indie
_ . _
_
_
a series: of bullfight tapes brought
Los
Angeles
television
outlet,
ri
jeon(jU1/)n3* I PW
an emphatic and categorical deKCOP, to the NAFI Corp. for iconfana/M*
PVV 9 FpP
Fp#
sideration in excess of $5,000,000
LvTj *
vxlliaua* "Tfv.
a
hial from the ABC veep who heads
AM PrJ10ram
Prnrtrom III
Imiinrle WBKB in Chicago. Two weeks ago
as the first step in a drive by
TV-AM
lf/MU
I IDglald
iggldlH 111
Quinlan’s station beamed « video
NAFI to acquire the full coraple*
» /till a
of five tv and seven radio
Ottawa, Aug.
tape recording of a Mexican bullmeat of
Au| 18.
CBC-TV producer. Norman
stations.
j
Normal Seda- W*. the first ever to be shown on
Deal involved a stock swap, with ; wie suggests a tariff on imported-V*
tv. His attitude then,, and
NAFI acquiring lCOrc of KCOP’s | tv and radio programs and records now, is that it was strictly a onestock and turning over to Brown, i for broadcast "as a method of fi- timer.
Crosby. George Coleman an<j Jo- ! nancially backing CBC, which is
“We don’t intend to pioneer bullseph Thomas, KCOP owners, a to- without argument the backbone of fighting in this country/* Quinlan
tal of 50.000 shares of NAFI stock, the
entertainment, business in : says.
“Our special telecast: had
Actual market value of the Stock Canada. It wpuld ease the load on j an educational purpose arid: was
Is just under $1,000,000 with the general government revenues and j supposed to be our prelude to the
balance involving assumption of help the industry’s labor force.” j Pan Am Games (being held here
more than $4,000,000 in KCOP lia- ] 'CBC is publicly owned, and its ex-/ next week). If there are going to
bilities.
! penses above sponsor revenue are he any more bullfights shown on
t_
; \
i ‘rr. o
ma. ._.»n have
i_ to be
stations they’ll
In
a_vatt
separate transaction,. NAFI,;! met from the public w..
purse.)
an automobile accessory supplier .
Sedawie, producer of CBC-TV’s don!e by someone else.”
which
oil.
new variety
show . “Parade,"
Contrary
Mexico City
re........ has diversified into the • niew
Vdueij .iuow
jrarsuc, has.
pas,
vwmuiy to
m the
ine Mexico
uiy re-
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TV-Radio Production Centres
; Continued from page 3S i
McArdle, WTTG-TV general manager, has appointed Peter A. Whlppl#
as aales-traffic manager and Harold A. Christiansen as office manager
... The latest revised edition since 1949 of the NAB’s engineering
handbook has been sent to McGraw-Hill for publishing and will soon
be available . . . Down from Hew York, CBS correspondent.Blair Clark
(“The World Tonight") helped launch NYTimesman Allen Drury's new
book, "Advise and Consent" at a Doubleday party as guest of CBS^
Nancy Hanschman.
,

;

BOSTON
U S. Embassy in Japan thanked WHDH-TV news dept, for filming
Boston’s ‘ Salute to Kyoto" for Japanese tv, under direction Joe Levine,
news dir., reporting the WHDH-XV films were telecast in Kyoto, Koba
and Osaka . . . WBZ-TV kicked off new syndicated film series, ‘‘Ren¬
dezvous,” with press party at Nick’s Tuesday (18) with Joe Ryan, press
Pbief, hosting . .
WBZ-TV out with own publication, Videofax, first
issue featuring article by ARB head James Seiler, “Should. Rating
Week Be Kept Secret?" . . . Betty Adams, WBZ-TV personality scored
beat with only interview Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt gave, while.-visiting
at Brandeis U. ...
. . . WNAC-TV hosting three closed; circuit
' lecturer -at
tAlAPacf
nartlbc fftr
Hnn press
nrpea and
aiiH dept,
/font heads
hpaHc on
nn three
tnrpa suc¬
ciir>«
telecast PAplrtnil
cocktail parties
for Hub
cessive Thursdays in Aiig..... WNAC and WNAC-TV in all out promosh
for next 13 wks. started Monday (17) for Lipton Tea doorbell ringing
cam*toai*n-.
WNAC-TV conducting contest for femmes over 21 to

takta/Ter DuSeCaot
SSSSUt
K^RV Ran Francisco^for Si 200
ren^'e(? offers from U. S. pet-j ^the border, since-the. bullciat. eight days in N.Y. and Hollywood with beep phone reports to be fea££BVSan *ianci?c?> for $1,2UU- works, but says he will stay in'He has been corresponding with
ionise Mornn show
Phvl Doherty WNAC-TV Dress
000
Deal was originally negoti- Canada because “I am happy Work-. [ Emilip ■ Azcarraga, who thinks he '

/""'J

CBO"

but In the transaction Brown naa
“income from private stations is ; of the Pan Am Games.
Irn nu-n ho irnn In accicrn
....
. . ..
.........
made it
it known
he would assign | reIatively
nIckeIs
and
dim« lithe II
his rights to NAFI.
;
yearly wages of professional musi- ‘
Earlier. NAFI acquired KPTV
cians, dancers, singers, actors,” says/
in Portland for $3,800,000. Cimse- sedawie.
••Available from
AmMiean fjgfllUl Vjl |U|||r||S
Sedawie. “Available
from American
John .H. Kline* WCAU account exec, upped to general sales manquenth, the company already has sources
sources are
are stick,
slick, recorded
recorded drama
drama
%
'“O'sger . . . Newswriter Bill Dean rejoined the WRCV-TV staff after two
*'m°. Lv "f °“« radl° station; and and comedy shows, recorded mu-:
mu-.
i
f
iV
years military service . . . Warren Wright, currently exec producer for
will buy three more tv ers and six sic—sold
sic_5old to
to Canadian
Canadian buyers
buyers at
at
Icolf/l
XimuMAV
WCAU-TV, named program manager of WFBM-TV, effective Sept. 1
AM. outlets, with hopes of roneen- ■ inlpossible
competitive, fees.
fees. How
How
impossible competitive
iNuIHIlt!!
• • WFIL-TV’s “Bandstand” host, Dick Clark, moves into new home
trating-them all on the
liye talent
talent exist
when, for
for ex-,
extratmg-them
tfie West Coast. >■ can |iye
tglent
■
■
10 VillanOva
Villanova football
live
exist when,
in Wallingford, Pa. the end of Sept. . . . All 10
because of the growth, rate of the ampie>
n
the,, play-by-play;
ample, a half:hour drama—-cbm----- games will be aired over WRCV, Jim Bonner, doing the
area and because of better mana- piete^-can
be
purchased
for
under
\aWiaaIav
am
’I’ll
Chneh
Hoover
the
color
.
..
*
Mary
Margaret
Kearny;
WCAU educaplete^-can
XAIVftA^fAV AH I ll Chnch
> .
geria. control m a regional opera-^ j5q
tional director, awarded honorary degree by Villanova for “devoted
$50 on ra(jio:
radio: under $500 on tele' IJClIICSICfl fnl
iHl : I
I T
f
vision?". (This is because
because,all
kll f
t'vision?".
.all costs
.
work in the field of education oyer past 25 years ... Ruth Weir Miller*
Crosby will luncuon as r?*Dir- 0f
An« id
exec director of the World Affairs Council, takes over as moderator
of such programs have been more ,
RaiMmr»r» A-nir
i*
.Baltimore, Aug. 18.
than recovered in the U. S
S.;; CanaJ,''
. ,
„
, .
of WRCV-TV’s “Speak Up” series, replacing Marciarose Shestack, on
man of .the board of both ty sta- ^ t^an
f*tions, while Brown will prexy theny diail
i EvGryhpdy
^veryhody talks about the re- maternity leave , . . KTTV, Los.
dian ,sales
sales are extra gravy.).
gravy.),
Los Angeles, has purchased tapes of WFILboth.
Additionally. Brown;; will
--—:—:—peats
- —:—:—. peats and while most stations do TV?s
TV’s localiy
locally originated “Cowtinvn
“Cowtow^n Rodeo” . . . Vince Leonard, WRCVhead up the hew1- broadcast divi-!
little
Westine- TV newscaster, stricken with a recurring kidney ailment, confined to
about it,
it WJZ-TV,
WJZ-TV WestingWestinglittle about
sion of NAFI and will be rpspon- V •
If • house
9 house
outlet here
here is
trvine
Bryn Mawr Hospital, Tom
Toni Pettit subbing. Pettit also filling in for.
for
house outlet
is trying.
LU16UP
l inPUP’
Under
wrap-around
title
of vacationing news director Etui. Lebs.
V
r
“Lamp
of.
Knowledge.”
the!
chanhim to give first refusal rights to
■
Lamp
Knowledge, the.
f/t •
fi
nel is setting a
record of sorts on f\T CT KVETsANt) .
NAFI for purchase of his/other ,. mi •
ne!
^record
radio stations, KSON in San Diego. •
I nllTlI
IvAlTIIV 1
hirrl f^nim
/ A^AVl
A-nn ^al Publie
pub!ic affairs programming. , y l
11111
UUU1K tfU“UU
th®? a dozen special locally
Tjle s|,Uffie
Hadio continues, with programming changes
KFOX in Long Beach and KITO ;
I
till U UUI1I&
VV \l|l
shuffle at KYW Radio
in San Bernadino. Brown. Crosby. |
produced documentaries are being
bemg Cpming
coming on the heels of management switches; Gordon Davis, general
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Coleman and Thomas will control!
Hollywood.
= airea m August alone and v these manager, to Chicago to head Westinghouse WIND there; Carl Vandaabout 30rr of the outstanding
CBS-TV is turning over a third . ran8e from Jine-hour
pne-hour debates on griftf
griftt from
fr0m top job at WBC’s WO
WOWO/Fort
WO, Fort Wayne, to head KYW, and
of “The
its. affiliates
stock in NAFI.
°f
“The'• Lineup” to its
affiliated Progress of the City to an hourlong Edward Wallis, KYW sales manager, to general manager at W’OWO.
Along with the purchase of and o&o’6
o&o’S for co-op sale.^
Web has;
has ;• ^fpor,
report on .the Patuxent /Institution,
Institution, jn programming, Gloria Brown’s half-hour morning “On the Go" show
sale. /Web
M^rj Ia°d
land s hom^;
home *
for
. defective de- ^as dropped arid “Program PM,”
prestige
KCOP. the NAFI group willwc- ; two-thirds of the series sold out: “*ar^
9T;-defective
PM," the station’s nighttime prestigD
'
show',
quire both its syndicated film and i on a network basis, to Corning
Corning.. lmquents./'•.
linquents.
.
show, was halved to one hour. Insiders suspect the station js streamtape operation plus the Crosby- * Glass, Manhattan Shirt, Glidden !
“We are making an alloUt effort lining to do serious battle with WHK, Which has been coming on strong
Brow n interests in several i series Pa*nt' Peter Paul arid Vick Chemi-^ to give the public substantive pro- with hew sound gimmickry . .. . Louise Winslow, ex-WERE, is runnirig
which they financed, among; them cal- but has been unable to unload" gramming in prime time," says fashion and sewing seminars, making guest tv shots on fashions . . .
a couple of Jack Douglas stanzas, the remaining 20 minutes,
Joel Chaseman, station program Tony Reda .leaves director’s job at WEWS to become program director
of WTVS, Detroit educational-UHF station,
station.
Crosby-Brown group, incidentally.
The co-op segment, 7:30r7:50 on nianager.
purchased KCOP three years ago Wednesdays, includes two one-min- ’
Ali the ’‘Lamp” stanzas are befor about $4,000,000 and have since ute commercials and opening and ing slotted during the 7:30 to. 10:30 ftit DITTCDfJI?ril
pushed it well into the black.
closing billboards. Co-op setup is period with three ohe-hour airings
* IJ J Joi/Abil •
tn^na

\IN PHILADELPHIA

Pflllll S

on TV

T

^1 I—

OH lineup:
^^^s^^^ilnieup
Lineup:
Lineup on
rin • 1

•

•

fi

CLEVELAND

IN PITTSBURGH .

Brown said that NAFI. in its
search
for
div ersification^ has
amassed a cash reserve of Slo.000.000. He added that while ; NAFI
has set no timetable for acquisi¬
tion of other properties, the full
complement of radio-tv outlets
would involve an ultimate outlay
of between $35,000,000 and $40.000,000. He said company) hoped
to become, the largest station oper¬
ator in the west
ir

"tte
sa«
th^r arranaementsP being

duri"f
current weet
First
“vf
at R^O. P.m. This was
+Flr+e of .DiscovepV a definitive
treatment
^archeolo^,
Treatment of
ot^
archeology, written,
produced
directed by
by Dick
produced - and
and directed
Lusher,
Lusher, of
of the
the WJZ-TV
WJZ-TV staff.
staff.

Stohl. KDKA-TV personality, has just returned from. Holly’ Hank Stohl,
wood where he had a small part in “Rifleman" episode. Oater is on
rival station, WTAE, Channel 4 . . . KDKA’s Rege Cordic’s spot commercials for Alcoa are being used nationally ;; : . Tony
Tony; Graham, pro¬
program director at WEEP, has been named assistant program director
at KDKA . . . Bill -MoGniw; assistant program director at KDKA-TV,
iits lhlrdoo^onl0.cal sP°hsorship at
Second followed 'the first at 9:30 ! has left the station and is now on. the West Coast . . . Tom Abernathy
j around Sd.uuo, time and program, p.m. same evening, labeled “Con- has ben named program director of WSTV radio
radio,, in Steubenville. His
|
r
' troversy." . This was one-hour de- assistant will be Wayne Van Dine . , . Eddie Beachler, former
former Pitts¬
Pitts’ M
the highly successful Bi-Centennial
• 1 Pi n
•j
.
: bate on question of whether Balti- burgh Press staffer, is writing the
maVeriCK Ot.
‘ more can be. tagged a “progres- series for KDKA-TV . . ,. WWSW is airing the Steeler football game*
games
D ll n 1 • j n
J sive" city. Involved in this was ex- on radio while KDKA-TV has the video version of away games.
NAFI, which makes auto interior
Hally Kemnfl
Mayor D’Alesandro, who was one
trims and cushions, started] to di-;
„
_
r;
. /of the four debators. This one was
nrTDAiT
versify a couple of years ago when |
some of its automaker customers J
Toby David, vet CKLW-TV personality, rescued a four-year-old boy
boy;
Winston-Salem \C Aup 18
-•
- .'
Toby
went into the business themselves. |
There i^tiring from Vneif
fdhrownilJg at a fesort where^^ the :Egyid;iamijy was vacaCompany is headed by Paul V. I
the running battle
Words;iivie^”
fhSh the Institution
Shields, head of the New York in-/ in tne
cattle of words,
.viewers
viewers .. through
tnrougn . the Institution the problem of replacing his driver’s license, credit cards and other
vestment house of Shields'.& Co.,! over Gunsmoke Street and Joy-where
they’11^^
inthey IT listen
listen to
to ,. what
what air
inv articles in ais
his Avauet
wallet . . . Bill
Steward, Al Gregory and Will Scott, .
r*
_Zi i - i -d
•
•where
~r .
am aw?
i
v
. .. . ma^es.
w
ma.es. have to say about them- three Hollywood correspondents, will
tape interviews to add depth
added thaf NAFI had looked into/
People on nearby Maverick selves and /surroundings.
pro;
surroundings. . Keith to Dick Osgood’s “Show World" program
over WXYZ/. . L. Gregory
some io0 diversification possihili- Street
entered
the
verbal
fray,
and
,
McBee,
WJZ-TV
newscaster,
will
Christian
and
Albert
M.
Fiala
Jr
oueei emereu tne \erqai irav, ana , Aicaee. vvjz-iv newscaster, will Christian and Albert M. Fiala Jr., named account executives for
tie^ before picking oil and broad- they allowed as how the street in
CKL.W
m do
do' the narration.
CKLW. Christian formerly Was man
manager of WTOM-TV. Lansing; Fiala
question ought to be named Gun- .
Every. director on the staff and formerly was commercial manager of WROW, Albany; N Y. . . . >VKMH
smoke.,
/ -. most others there are in some way has scheduled Rqbert“QrLewis* comedy panel show . . . U. of Michigan
But the congregation of Bible involved in “Lamp" productions, tv show to feature 10-week “Profile of Space." series and a '20-part
Missionary Church,, which faces on In addition to the local output, the series, “Genius,” which will recount lives of men who changed the
what is now. Gunsmoke Street,channel is also programming West- world/. . . WWJ radio celebrates its 39th birthday this week,
think Joylight- would be a better ingliouse
produced
/“American
name.
Forum bif the Air" and “Youth. i\r
AD/1IIC
Dublin. Aug. 18.
-R. G. Jordan, a member of the Wants to Know;’’
.
JfUly•
Unless the new public authority
church, made
made a^stFong
a stFOng .argument
argument
church
Chaseman
said
station
.underNational
Telefilm
Associates’
• j
# g-%*
|
,
•
-,•
---a—.. i^auuuai
AsouLiaicp local
lutai non^network
non-net\york
uin, KMSP-TV.
muur
KMSP-TV,
* ± .▼ , • which
wxnuii Is
19
is
to be set up to run iadio; and tv r ji * -rp
In Ireland recognizes Irish; Actors* to the . Forsyth Board of Commis-, took the ‘ Lamp ’ project for varie- reported to be in the process of being bought by 20th-Fox for $3,500,Equity the union may order a boy¬ sioners m support of the new name; ty of reasons,, including encourage- 000, has acquired a new NTA package of 68 feature films produced by
“Gunsmoke Street might have ment from- Westinghouse...
. - 20th
’ and- others
•
and- new in
this territory. It augments an already
cott of Irish tv. Tiie executive of
. h
J
tlie shmv
outiet- n°t ordered
for the show.
KNXT, CBS o&o here, is offering
■

residents

/iY DETROIT

For a Gunsmoke

;

^

Irish Actors Equity j
In TV Boycott threat

\IN MINNEAPOLIS .

Irish Equitv is discussing the prob- been alr right in
©14 west^n;;\/;S^tion ,isf_ ^sq._tpyflie'-fo^...wiaT-larg!e::film library. Purchase, too; of the half-hour syndicated “Trackk—
n dayS.’r Jordan IXlHintained, **1)111^DOt itS' editorializing,
, I Hmim”
hnlf-finitr series ^rAm
firctrnn and
onH syndicated
cvnHi/thfik/f' “Stories
t4Qtrtf<iic of
nl
down” half-hour
from PUSCBS firstrun
lem because
Radio Eireann, the
the Century,” “Soldiers of Fortune” and Walter Winchell represents
State-controlled radio sen ice which *01 th^s da^ and time.”
a
substantial
expenditure,
according
to
KMSP-TV
president-general
is to be merged with the new body.
’■■h Moore, who first : Huntington, w. Ya.-^Gov. Cecil
does not recognize Equitv. This, protested the suggested change. u^^«?od hamed^ Cwrence
1 manager Don Swartz who says the station now is operating in the
how ever, has not prevented Equity . from Gunsmoke to Joylight, had Rogers prexy of WCAZ Huntinc- black * • ’ In .order to lure eity-.ae well as .farm 'djalers, KSTP Radio’s,
members appearing in radio pro- since moved away from the heigh- ton-Charleston, chairman of the P0- Doty spices up his $;45 ajn. farm showr by .reading livestock,
ductioiis; neither has it
West
Virginia Economic
Economic . DevelopDevelop- butter and egg reports to Gerry Mulliga& s jazz music and by verbaliz-/
ductioiiS;
it interfered borhood.
WTest Virginia
with actors of the service's reper-,
But property owners living a-lonj [meht Agency. Nine-member body ing in beatnik fashion. He calls the show .“Urban-Rural-Beatnik Market is made up of leaders of biz, til¬ Summary.. . Twin Cities’ educational station KTCA-TV is one of na*
tory company appearing -j in stage Maverick street, across from thchurch/objected to changing the Ubstry and labor with object to Jion’s 43 to receive a video tape> recoverWTCN appointed ^ibort C.
I
J _ .
.
6
^ work out planning for economic Fransen
FratlSAti national
natinnalanri
or and
nnH Rnhprf
and Inoal
local ranin
radio salAs
sales manner
manager
Robert Reardon,
No decision on the boycott can name from Gunsmoke.
growdti of state. Rogers is also a formerly of WNBC-TV, Hartford, Conn., regional tv sales manager,
/.Thl Commissioners fleeided to Slmgr
member of the Governor’s Com- This Life-Time ABC network station has bought the telefilms of th*
Authority is established by legis- take the matter under advisement
mission on Tax Equalization and coming season’s Notre Dame football games; and; will present them
latiou to be passed this fall,
* pending an inspection.
Revaluation.
| Sunday afternoons.

j
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unreT hd a in a Tir oi?Diro»
(HALF-HOUR OR LESS)

is now ava ila ble for

MICKEY ROONEY in

“EMM*

A distinguished .serifs of 39 lined half-hours telecast on
the NBC Network as the “ALCOA-600BYEAS THEIFRE”
Onlyoiice in many a year is a series of this unusually high caliber
made available for local and regional sponsorship.
The stars include such favorites as Kim Hunter, Keith Andes,
James Mason, Nancy Kelly, Gig Yeung, John Kerr, Edward G.
Robinson, Keenan Wynn, Cornel WihfeTony Randall, Janet
Blair, Richard Riley, Gary Merrill, Ray Milland, Lew Ayres,
The roster of writers is eftiaSy impressive, including Paul
Monash, Stirling Silliphant and this year’s “Emmy” winners
Alfred Brenner and Ken Hughes,
Alcoa and Goodyear were the sponsors of this highly rated NBC
network series, and both have renewed their sponsorship for the
coming season.
If you are looking for a prestige series with proven success,.,
look no further... tMsis it!

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT

GEMS, inc.
EDDIE ALBERT in
“Lazarus Walks Again”

^BLBVISION

SUBSIDIARY
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COLUMBIA

PICTURES

CORP^

NEW YORK . DETROIT - CHICAGO ^ HOUSTON • HOUYWOOO * ATLANTA . JORONTO

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Half of Total TV Revenue for ’58
To 3 Networks; N.Y.’s $23,555,265
derdale, $1,632,643; St. Louis, $1,.Washington. Aug. 18.
Total broadcast revenues for the, 619.062; Dallas-Fort Worth, $1,566,three television networks, include, 147: Washington. D. C , $1,515,621;
Albanying their 19 o&o stations, rose Columbus,- $1,456,534;
10 4'
to $516,700,000 in 1958, Schenectady:Troy. $1,398,470: Den¬
ver,$1,432,258;
Milwaukee,
$1,290,Federal Communications Commis¬
sion reported last week. This rep-’ 833; Flint - Lansing - Saginaw - Bay
relented a 50.2fV share of the total Citv. S 1.234.357.
$1,030,000,000 in revenues for the
entire t\ industry.
FCC reported that New York ref
mains far and away the biggest tv
market with its seven stations reap¬
ing a total 1958 income of $23,555.265 be ore Federal taxes. Next in
terms of income was Chicago with
Atlanta, Aug. 18.
$8,437,679. followed by Boston, ;
with $7,657,467: Detroit. $7,224,472 i ; Problems posed by agitation for
and Philadelphia with $6.988.461.; • desegregation of Atlanta schools
Figures were isued in FCC's final
report on tv financial data for last will be included in.. 60-minpte
year, containing a breakdown ofT “Back to School” special broadcast
overall figures released earlier this scheduled by NBC-TV on Aug. 25.
summer.
A report from WTSB-TV, net’s At¬
Broadcast expenses for the three lanta mouthpiece, will be included
tv w ebs rose 10.7( c to $439,700,000 ; in roundup.
in 1958. leaving profits (before Fed¬
Atlanta’s school prospects for fall
eral income tax* of $77,000,000—7
and coming year will be covered by
a 8.9'; jump over 1957.
Rav
Moore, station’s news director.
Of the $1,030,000,000 total revr
enues for the entire tv industry • Atlanta report will cover , the inte■
:
gration
situation and .will' trace.the
$791,700,000 <77rr '• came from the
sale of time and S238.300.000 <23r?|i : growth of the private school move¬
ment
in
this area^ Pending, are
from sales of talent and program
material to advertisers.
! • suits filed by the parents of Negro
school
children
for admission tp
Total tv time sales amounted tp
$951,000,000 before commissions to white schools. Federal judge als
ready
has
ordered
School Board to
agencies, representatives, etc. This
was broken down as follows: $424.j | present some sort of- integration
;
plan
to
him
within
40 days. Board
500,000 from sale of network time
to national advertisers; $345,200;- i is planning an appeal. State politi}
cos
are
pledged
ta
close
schools if
000 from sale of non-network time
to national and regional. adverti¬ I integration is ordered by courts.
sers: and S181.300.000 from sale of
Program, with NBC’s David
Brinkley acting as “anchor man,”
time to local advertisers.
Report showed that the 94 tv will air school problems of other
stations licensed before the 1948 areas in the nation, writh teacher
‘ freeze” suffered a S6.200.000 drop shortages and overprowding ’ of
in profits during 1958: Their total schools slated to come in for con¬
revenues were reported at $263,- siderable discussion.
600.000 and expenses at $187,800,000, leaving S75.800.000 in profits.
Total revenues of the 401 postfreeze stations amounted to $249,700,000 in 1958, of which $223,600.
000 was garnered by the 322 VHF —— Continued from page 27
stations. The 302 VHF stations in American product. Finding a way
1957 reported total revenues of
$187,300,000. Profits for the i- of making, equitable distribution
YHFers rose nearly 100^7- to $21,- of Russian film among three sepa300.000. The 79 UHF stations took . rate and competitive corporate en¬
in S26.100.000 in revenues during tities here is problem enough.
1958. about the same as the year
NBC. made direct application io
before when
there were 88
UHFers. The XTHF stations suffered Russia for visas this summer to
a $2,200,000 loss last year, coiri- film two programs there, one about
the Baptist Church in Moscow1, the
pared to $3,500,000 in 1957.
j;
Of 475 tv stations operating tlie other based on reflections of visit¬
ing
poet Carl Sandburg. Sandburg
full year of 1958, 311. reported a
profit and 164 a loss. As a group,. got his Visa; NBC got none. : And
.
this
special' kind of tv program¬
70.6rr of'the -VHF stations weije
in the black, and 29.49c were ming, which Americans are willing
to
do
themselves inside Russian
losers. Of 73 LT ^ stations. 27
showed a profit, and 46. were in the borders is not even part of the en¬
visioned
exchange program. Any¬
reel.
|:
In the tv market breakdown, thing else seems even "harder to
accomplish—even
getting the Rusr.
after New York. Chicago, Boston.
Detroit and Philadelphia came sians to supply ball-balancingbears
and
circus
performers-—
Cleveland with $5,556,286 in 1958
income: Pittsburgh, $5,432,675: Lps which is straight entertaihjhent,
and
not
the
least
complicated
by
Angeles. $4,374,792; San Francisco-Oakland. $4,096,063; Cincinnati international political tensions,
with $2,768,344; Buffalo-Niagara I With Russians cynical of Ameri¬
Falis, $2,577,290; Kansas City,. Mo., can film American companies cyn$2,332,414; Baltimore, $2,138,010; , ical of Russian willingness and
Minneapolis-St. Paul, $2,048,007; i American government skeptical of
Atlanta.
$1,867,362;
Galyeston- i American corporate enthusiasm,
Houston- $1,764,124; Miami-Ft-Lau- 1 things don’t look too good.

Atlanta Segregation
Issue as Insert For
j NBC-TV ‘Back to School’

!

Russo-U.S.

KTLA Live Trial Pickup
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
In. a precedent-shattering.
move, KTLA last week, tele- ‘
vised a trial “live” while it
was in:. session.
Reportedly for the first time ;
In California judicial history, :
Judge Byron J. Walters ai- .;
lowed Channel 5rs live cam- .
eras to telecast the jury in
the trial, of Mrs. Aurora Var- ]
gas and 'Mrs. Glen .. Walters
viewing; films of the Chavez .
Ravine eviction. Mrs. Vargas ;
and Mrs. Waiters are standing j
trial on charges of batten and ;
disturbing the peace during .
the eviction proceeding last 1
May 8.
Telecast
occurred : while
court was in. session in
KTLA’s Theatre No. 1. . Sta- ■
tion broke into its “Dorothy
Gardiner Show” . to beam the
proceedings. w i t h newsman ..
Pat Michaels narrating.

'Bonanza’s Reno
Preem Makes like
Hollywood; Aug. 18.
NBC:TV/ is hoping to set a pro¬
motional precedent with its “outof-town world premiere” of the
new “Bonanza” series.in Reno next
Saturday (22). The premise Is
simple: if motion pictures can get
plenty of, promotional mileage out
of the World preem, then, why
not tv.
Taking, a leaf from the pic com¬
pany .books. when, they’d show'
their preems in a. newsreel cover¬
age. a film crew from NBC’s “To¬
day” show will film a five-minute
feature on the;preeni for the Mon¬
day edition < 24 >, .while the radio
web’s “Monitor” will do on-thespot live coverage,, with Nevada
Lt. ;Gov. Rex Bell as the possible
emcee.
< •
. Web is flying some 30 newsmen
from L. A. arid San Fraricisco in
Saturday .morning for the festivi¬
ties. along with, a star, contingent
including Yvonne de Carlo and
Infer Stevens, who guestarred in
the. first two stanzas* and cast reg¬
ulars Lome Greene, Dan Blocker,
Michael Landon. and Perriell Rob¬
erts. Exec contingent from NBC in¬
cludes program., v.p. Alan. Living¬
ston and director of film. prograins . Fred Hamilton.The out-of-pocket costs of about
$10,000 is being split down the
middle by NBC, RCA and the Rend
Chamber of Comriierce. With its
billing as the first hpurlqng film
shoiv in. color, RCA is hopping on
the . ‘-Bonanza” bandwagon via
sponsorship and promotion. Latter
includes designation of next week
as Color. Television Week in
Nevada by Goy. Bell. Reno C of C
has tied in extensively on the
“oBnariza” theme with: mainstreet
merchants and hotels via drawings,
sales, etc.- •
.
■Network has booked the down¬
town Granada Theatre, with a 1,3Q0-seat capacity, for the. Saturday
night preem, three weeks ahead of
actual airdate;
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Catholic H..r
; Continued from page 23

CBS EARNINCS UP

=*.,

FOR 1ST 6 MONTHS

First six months’ earnings of
ther Donald Cunningham. A pro¬
CBS, Inc., were up over similar
test was promptly registered.
A spokesman for WNBQ saii the period last year, according to Wil¬
station was unable to control the liam S. P^ley, .chairman of board,
problem because the show wasn’t and Frank Stanton, prexy.. Net
fed from New York, since base¬ | sales added up to a 6% increase. ..
! . Consolidated net income for first.
ball overlapped its timeslot.
The potential Catholic viewing : half-year of 1959 amounted to $13,audience, as Father Banahan points • 318,871, compared with $12,521,559.
out, is between 3,-4,000,000 people, ' in first half of '58.,
taking in cities like Milwaukee, ! Net sales racked up for first six
Joliet and Harnmontf which can ’ months of this year came to $215,pick up Chicago tv. About 809c of | 0.89,500 compared with $201,433,378
that potential audience is occupied foir corresponding period last year,
on Sunday mornings, lie opines. j Current earnings are equivalent
“The public is to blame;*’ he says, ; to $l.fi4 per share compared with
“for letting this free medium fall I $1.59 per share for first half: of
into the hands of commerce. We !’58. Board of Directors meeting
cannot be shallow in the communi¬ [ last week also declared cash divi¬
cations media. Television. people dend .of ;'3.0c per share on common
have to be dedicated when they’re 1 stocks, payable Sept. 11 to stockdealing with the mass communica¬ [ holders of record on Aug. 28,
tion of ideas.- The medium isn’t
just for selling. To. hell with those
millions of dollars the station men
always talk about-—they’re dealing
with people’s minds.
Continued from page 2 —
“These shows out of New York
aren’t pablum. We’re not feeding precedented demand for electricity
the people breakfast food. ‘The in the area, power was out west of
Catholic Hour’ is produced at a Central Park from 59th St. north :
cost of $7,500 an installment. It’s to 110th St. Ori the chi-chi east
a classy show, and it’s going down side of town, power went out from
the. drain in Chicago because the 74th to 110th, which affected the
station won’t give us better time.” large, string, of nabe- houses along
The priest disputes Robert. Sar- 86th St. ;
. ..
noff's interpretation of. “public in¬
ABC had to use ingenuity in get¬
terest” (as he stated it last April
at the NAB > as that which interests ting anythirig on the air for awhile
the most people. He made it clear there. L. A. had to take over all.
that NBC and WNBQ were only web radio feeds, including regu¬
the first objectives of his campaign larly scheduled newscasts. And on
and that he intends to take on the tv, everything on the network was
other networks and Chi stations fed from, the midwest or Holly¬
wood. Sirice ABC-TV only had one
as well, in time.
prime time program, the 9 p.m.
“Pantomime Quiz” coming Monday
night from New York, web was
prepared to throw a substitute film
filler in its half-hour stead. How¬
Continued from page 24 __
ever, web decided to air the show
Dalrymple. Austin Kiplinger and from a streetcorner, following the
Mayor Wagner. These individuals same format as usual.
guested on WNEW’s “Open
Since the John Daly network
Letter to Nikita Khrushchev” ser news is done in New York, too,
ties. Miss Dalrymple last Suriday show had to be dropped. aiid re¬
commented on the, difference be¬ placed with a : Washington-origi¬
tween the USSR attitude to gov¬ nated newscast at 7:15 by. John
ernment - subsidization of showbiz Secondari.
/
and the American free-enterprise
Locally, on WABC-TV and with
method. Miss Dalrymple told the the help of the rival WPIX trans¬
Russian Premier that she thought mitter, which fed New Yorkers the
the Bolshoi Ballet and Moiseyev programs of both stations, moved
Dancers were on the “mediocre” out of its own 67th St. studios for
side.
street remotes in place of regular
Manev told the Russian to see programming. By moving a big re¬
(it figures i “My Fair Lady” and mote tv unit to the corner of Cen¬
warned him to stay away from tral Park arid 66th St., Joe Bova,
kitchens so he wouldn’t get into normally the host of cartoon show,
any more hassles, with Veep Nixon. did a half-hour of child-on-theWNEW received a communique street. Critically speaking.: it \vas
from the State Dept, citing the excellently done; not only did Bova
open letters as an ^exciting ex¬ get some of his kid viewers on th«
ample of radio journalism at its air, but he kept viewers up on the
best.”
latest news about the failure.;
At 6:30, directly after Bova but
on the same corner arid with the
same cameras, evidently Don God¬
dard did a special. 15-minute news
Continued from page
report with the trees of the Park
arid
holiday - spirited pedestrians
already at work in broadening the
“P to P” vistas and opening up a for a 21-inch backdrop^ “Panto”
came
from the same street corner.
whole new career for the show
with its global format, with
Charles Collingwood installed in
'the Murrow seat. .
.
And last week came perhaps the
major accomplishment—resolving,
with the appointment of Oscar
- n C sYA ^ ^
Katz as -NoM-program, man, a fu¬
HpWA*?n financial
ture operational pattern and mo¬
dus operandi for the programming,,
division designed to put a quietus
RAOtO
on mounting unrest and ‘‘who re¬
and
'. .
ports to whom” confusions among
Tt(.£V\Sl°cN
its personnel. The situation was
stationi
admittedly tense since the resigna¬
tion of Hubbell Robinson Jr. The
reorganization under- Katz—with
Paley and Cowan engineering the
blueprint—seems to have turned
the trick.
And finally there’s no more talk
about prexy Lou Cowan quitting.
From all indications he intends to
be around for quite a while.

Power Failure

Mr. K.

CBS Puls Out1 Fires

B™k'eC0°su»0»”

The HOT SHOWS come from ZIV!

r

SEA HUNT”
starring:

MIAMI

^

}

WTVJ

29.7
I

ARBr June *59

LLOYD BRIDGES

Panel Shows
; Continued from pige 23^^=S

COLUMBUS, WBNS-TV

J

SAN DIEGO, KFMB-TV

PROGRAf

lem the station hopes is overcome
by time. There is the possibility
that lawyers, however trained they
are in courtroom technique, might
not be able at first to draw the
best and most pungent reactions
from the guest. Station believes
it will only be a matter of them
getting used to the technique of
journalistic questioning and, work¬
ing in their favor, will be the fact '
that the four-man panel will be
expert on the topic of the day.
i

THE PINES MOTOR LODGE
Ali-condltioned rooms. TV .and. tele¬
phone in.every room. Wall to wall
carpeting. Foam rubber mattresses.
Continental breakfast.
Route 109;'North Lindenhurst
Long Island, New York
Write or call TUrner 1-7100
. for .reservations

FOR SALE
Livies Room Set, Including 3-piece sectional,
-.mahogany drop teat table. .Mirrored .credenzadesk cembination. Many beautiful Items.
Complete ; tor $700.00.
Moving to California
Call WA 9-8960, Ext. 602
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Loper’s styles. But for the discrim¬
inating Viewer, Douglas seems to
have missed1 the mark by approach¬
ing his subject as the humble in¬
truder instead of the penetrating
Kansas City, Aug. 18.
reporter.
Weather and its varied phenomena toss some wicked curves.
; The program,- produced by Cally
It Was discovered by stations KCMO, TV and FM, when a recent
Curtis, is directed ably enough by
guessing contest was staged around a melting tower of ice. Care¬
Thor
Brooks. If “Sweet Success”
ful calculations of station engineers and others technically qualified
By HAROLD MYERS
were a little less “sweet.” it would
figured that a tower of ice cakes weighing 30 tons would last for ! be a lot more “successful.
Moscow, Aug. 18.
seven to 10 days in the usual summer weather here.
Tube.
The Russians are as television¬
Station promotion department and other hands drummed up a
contest Offering $500,first prize and other assorted prizes' to listen¬
conscious as any country ip the
—^ Continued from page 27
ers to guess the exact, hour and minute in Which the last sliver of
West. The Moscow skyline is dom¬
keeper and deputy marshal who
ice would melt.
inated by tv antennas which are
Day the ice tower was built was cool through the morning, but
hates violence and must he pro¬
to be found not only on the new
a warm rain the same evening and sweltering heat the following
Continued from page 27 ■Lmmmmmi voked into acting for the law.
days took the ice down in just three days, almost before the sta¬
Format calls for Fonda to get apartment blocks in the centre and
tion has more than paid for itself
tion could get the contest on the air. Nevertheless, the contest
involved
in
each
story
through
ap¬
the
suburbs, but also in the old
already, but admits to the weaken¬
drew over 5,000 postcard replies, with the first money going to
ing of feature film as late-night pearance in a scene running for wooden shacks which remain as a
J. M. Blum of Kansas City. .
two
to
seven
minutes.
He’s
able
fare, pointing to the steady growth
feature of the city.
Idea was to focus attention on station’s giant antenna tower
of Jack Paar, even: in the L.A. to film his inserts, on the average,
While also gathering some listener statistics.. Even though it turned
In Moscow alone, there are re¬
market, where Paar has been an of two a day; and with a five-day
out to be a capsule promotion, it was figured worthwhile.
schedule for his full shows, won’t ported to be over a million re¬
ektremely slow starter.
be tied up by the series for more ceivers in use, and the figure for
New Lester show will be slotted
55 shooting and rehearsal the entire country is said to be
at 10:45-11:45, following the Paul than
days through the year. Problem*
Coates stanza; giving KTTV a half- however, arises in coordinating the close on 5,000,000. But like every¬
hour. jump both on Paar and on
Fonda sequences with the rest of thing else in the Soviet Union, the
CBS’ o&o, KNXT, which is the each episode. :
.
development of the tv industry has
powerhouse feature film operation
Continued from page 31
For one thing, Kraike has al¬ to proceed according to plan, and
by . virtue , of its acquisition of the
ready
assembled
22
scripts,
since
ventriloquist work of Ted Rust, the: man carrying out his specific as- Paramount library and the cream
Jthere is a seven-year plan for ex¬
other guest, with :his elbow puppet, signmeiit, and overall, giving the of other existing available product; advance filming on Fonda can’t be
done until each script is complete. pansion.
Lyle the Reptile, with “dialog” par¬ viewer an insight into the planning!
Program.:
Will
air
live,
with
ticularly funny, plus “their” sing¬ and execution of a play he wouldn't
Because of the territory to he
For another, there’s a real timing
ing finale of “Love Me Tender,” ordinarily get the opportunity. of KTTV taping off the air for syn- problem, since Kraike can shoot covered, there is so far no Soviet
ication purposes. It will market a Fonda sequence some five weeks
and Rust very. good. Ruth Walker having.
network, but regional transmitting
the series as an hour strip for latesang; “Give Me the Simple Life”
This is by far the best part of the night. Show is packaged fay Maurice before- filming the rest of the epi¬ stations in key cities such as Len¬
in a baronial setting, complete with,
sode. This involves calling back
her wanderings among four suits show, and fortunately, it takes up Duke, scripted by Berni Gould and actors who appeared in the Fonda ingrad, Kiev, etc. The seven-year
of the half-hour. Remainder features Maureen Arthur, Earl
of mounted armor; and then a mostBill
Brundage, the announcer Barton and the Dick Hazard orch. scene five weeks later, and this plan, due to end in 1964, but con¬
travesty oil a warbling of “Tea for has
all hinges on the availability of the fidently predicted to be fulfilled
Twb” which brought out Bill Rich¬ on the show, interviewing; some Show will be followed by news and actors.
Ram
functionary,
in this case busi¬ a feature film at midnight
ards (whose 14-piece band is always ness manager Bill
at least a year or two ahead of
John With a
As a result, careful planning i%. schedule, calls for a total of 75
off-camera), the Rhythm; Pals and
r
KTTV
has
already
instituted
an
season-ticket sale pitch.
; Alan Millar, emcee.
; early morning feature strip, so that needed to keep the number of act¬ transmitters and regional stations
Director Loring D’Usseau does the demise of the late-night show- ors appearing with Fonda down to
The. finish was excerpts from
throughout the country.
“Pajama Game” for a company a fine job of keeping on top of GiL I case Won’t affect the rate of play¬ a minimum, and also to avoid the
in Moscow a television city is al¬
use of bit players in these seroundup, with the girls and boys in man and his diagrams. KTLA fol¬ off of the Metro package.
lows
the
Gilman
show
with
a
halfready
under way in the outskirts
!
quences
but
to
stick
to
principals.
Mack Sennett bathing suits at the
Same thing goes with other ele- of the city, and will he completed
beach for the band’s intro of “You [ hour of filmed highlights Of the
With Your Nose in: the Air,” Ruth I previous weekend’s game. It’s a
I ments—sets, wardrobe, etc. For the within two years. The Russians
Chart.
Walker’s “Not at All in Love” aiid good sports parlay.
Gotham filming, Kraike is limited boast that the transmitting mast
the male trio in “Once-arYear
to interiors, since there’s no place will be higher than the Eiffel
SSSZSS Continued from page 24 SSSSSS ; in the immediate area of New York Tower, and as it’s intended to he
Day.” Program is alternately spon¬ SWEET SUCCESS
sored by Javex and Bayer Aspirin, I Producer: Cally Curtis
of the sights of the city, pre¬
spots, which Will be sold at pre¬ to film western exteriors. Conse- one
With commercials not intrusive; Director: Thor Brooks
'quently, he’s going to have to sumably to compete with the
but: the CBC has something dif¬ ; 30 Mins., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
j mium rates considering the late match sets in Gotham to. the sets Metro, .it will have a public res¬
hour (11:30 p.m. to 1a.m. on Sat¬
ferent in. Miss Walker’s singing and PARTICIPATING
taurant at the top.
urday nights), will be. divvied at Revue, ditto wardrobe. And he’ll
selling of a song.
McStay.
KCOP, Los Angeles
have to fly actors to N.Y. for the
Moscow radio is on the air for
| In “Sweet Success,” Jack Douglas 50-50.
sequences.
about five to seven hours daily,
Similar deal is projected for
and his staff have come up with
THE SID GILMAN SHOW
Trouble is well Worth it, from with longer stretches at weekends.
other
markets,
with:
two
stipula¬
refreshing,
promising
idea
for
a
With Bill Brundage, announcer
television series, then proceeded tions, that the show get a similar. Kraike’s and Revue’s standpoints. The programs, at a quick glance,
Producer: Donald Ro^
(if the opener is any indication of I late Saturday night berth (felt to Stars of the calibre of Fonda aren’t give the impression of being a
Director; Loring DTJsseau
things to come) to paste it together favor its atmosphere) and that the too easy to come by these days, longhair version of the BBC shows
Writer; Don Paige
in
limp, = undistinguished fashion. mag always have the say-so - as to and within, the limits of his partici¬ in London and, natch, it’s strictly
36 Mini.; Tues., 7 p.m.
No doubt, transforming the life of Which blurbs are acceptable, its pation, actor is devoting as much noncommercial. There’s also very
UNION FEDERAL SAVINGS
a prominent individual into a image being at stake. Playboy concentration to the western as be little showmanship, and it’s quite
KTLA* Los Angeles.
“The Sid Gilman Show” provides frank, hard-hitting 30-minute epi¬ space salesmen will be out to sell would to a top stage play, says exceptional for a program to be in¬
an exciting and fascinating half- sode is no easy task, but unfortu¬ the show as well as the publica¬ [Kraike. In fact, it’s Fonda’s taste troduced by an announcer.
hour for any football buff, and nately, this is not the goal Douglas tion—per chance both at once in and ability that are responsible
There are currently two chan¬
since in Los Angeles there are an | has sought to achieve. What he has combo deals—so it may well be [for keeping the show’s Standards nels in Moscow, but further outlets
awful lot of them and the star is managed is a sugary, star-eyed, the stations Will get sponsors in. high, says Kraike,
“I’d just be. l are projected as part of the seven
surface
caricature
of
a
personage
L.A. Rams’ coach Sid'Gilman, this
ashamed to come to hiifa with , a r year plan. Additionally, there’s
the bargain. .
stanza should be a fruitful one for that might very well have been
script that. was bad,” he explains. ; confident talk of introducing a
KTLA and sponsor Union Federal Written; produced and directed by . Format will simulate a bachelor
color program by the end of the
that personage himself in the form party in a swank penthouse apart¬
Savings.
yea r, although demonstrations
of a 30-minute commercial applaud- j ment and will deal in the kind of
Gilman covers. the game of • the ing his own enviable virtues.
given at the exhibition of Eco¬
“fpn and entertainment” (Hefner
previous Saturday, snowing key
nomic Development hardly sub¬
The subject of this first excur¬ quoted). the magazine is noted for.
plays, both diagramatically and
stantiate
that belief. .
Continued. from page 27
With a special projector on which sion into success is fashion designer Called “Playboy Penthouse,” it
Don
Loper.
In
creating
this
televi¬
will
focus
on
sports
cars,
jazz,
Television receivers are priced
he can run off the piay several
sion
portrait
of
Loper,
Douglas
times
has
been
put
on
its
tv
film
dames, egghead and sick comics
at 790 rubles up, which at the
times. Gilman uses the same tele¬
vision technique with the projector seems to have forgotten to seek and sophisticated conversation, package consisting of six documen¬ tourist rate of exchange of ID
as he does in his coaching sessions, behind the good to find the man. promoting the same values as the tary Shorts designed for community rubles to the dollar, make them
and the diagrams and films are a There are occasional flashes of magazine ;. (but keeping the girls campaigns under the title of “Ad¬ an attractive buy. At the official
insight in Douglas’ affable narra¬ “presentable.”).
venture in Freedom.” Among its rate of four rubles to the dollar,
revelation to the football fan.
/ On the opening show, Gilman ex¬ tion (he narrates, for virtually the
Inasmuch as WBKB is an more recent Successful video-re¬ they compare unfavorably with
plained and demonstrated a couple entire length of the program), but ABC o&o, Hefner says he’ll give leased , films have been “Forsake prices in the West, seeing that the
much
of
his
descriptive
analysis
of
of trap plays, the screen pass, and
preference t<3 ABC stations in Me Not,” made on location in Is¬ lower prices apply to very small
drfensive safety techniques. He tne pictures that are appearing on other markets for syndication.: He rael, and “Face of the Land,” with screens of about six inches. The
lined them up first on a diagram, the screen is of the “as the sun sums it iip thus: “We think the narration by Rabbi Friedman.
more popular 14 - and 17-inch
Using a lamp projector with a mir¬ sinks in the west” style of back-,
show’s, a natural. We’re going to “Face of the Land” was produced screens are two and three times as
ror effect so he wasn’t standing in ground reporting.
For the hinterlander, Douglas offer the stations a high budget by UJA with the cooperation of costly. Color receivers, when they
. front of his diagram. After explain¬
come on the market, will be at
ing the basics of the play and the has crowded his film With shots of program With good sales poten¬ Warner Bros.
Among other film outfits that least three times as expensive as
key assignments, he switched to celebrities associating With his tialities in a normally weak. time
film, running' the play over and subject. For the ladies, he has left period; and it will cost them vir¬ have helped UJA are Universal, the conventional black and white
I 20th Century, Allied and UA.
set.
over again as he pointed to each ample room for brief, parades of tually nothing.” *

You Can’t Look Anywhere in Moscow
Fonda

Jerry Lester

Television Reviews
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slick presentation of people who
make news., in the entertainment
and West End. world; “Late Extra”
has: occasionally fallen .dowd of
late by trying,, wrongly; to bring in
An unusual service; formed by a group of N.Y. and Hollywood pubthe odd “n6n:-sliow biz” person, to,
; Continued from page 31;
: licists, is beginning in N.Y. in an attempt to provide’ Interviews for; tv
: be- interviewed: *-.'
quee values, but with Martin Gabel olic Men mounted a supremely, su¬ i
show takes, place, allegedly, ! and radio stations. .
effort
entitled ..■•.•“With ; in The
(Mi^s I'rar. 'os* s4>ou>t* in. private perior
a West End flat, has been j Outfit; called Teleguest Service, promises: to provide stations with
life . ;«s la-1 week, or Robert; Q. Crooked Line.-.” a video adapta¬ • emceed by . Derek . Waring as the
•; anything from,;telephone interviews to taped :interviews, between TvLev.th:>
-t Sunday, -there's, tion of a play by Father Donald
host, ihe has nbiv been replaced)
no
ion. The "mystery ccleb- Cunningham.
" and introduces acts and interesting ‘ motion picture, legit and radio performers arid . station /interviewers,
n::e.- * ate an added fillip.
iStandout was Ford Rainey; lead people for talks: This particular j Teleguest will: also -handle interviews with, others. .Idea is the station
/Vjpro than ir.-icLutally. this ii\pe unuerstudy in Broadway produce show was headed by a first, class
: tells , the coinpariy. w*ho it: wants and ’Teleguest will try to get the- par¬
01 cud/ -hov/. H>r mass American tio’n of “JB.” who portrayed an . interview by Kenneth McLeod with
home centum:>• ion. point* up ahew alcoholic derelict seeking salvation Jayne. Mansfield and Leo Gerih. sonage to the other end of a telephone or in front of a camera (with
in
the
sanctuaryof
a
church.
It
the ob\ -oils oofigaiions of! the jme¬
who are co-starririg iri- a-; British ,/phone at hand): for the remote interview*.
dium
v. hen
-o-eaUcd
“rigged” \va< a convincing .performance by /film,; “Trio Hot.to Handle,” and had :;
Teleguest has .already run ,a “test”, with a midwest outlet, by-supplyshows ate involved. This goes; for a sensitive actor who compre¬ / Leroy Anderson in another: illn-!
tha* * -uppre-'-od" ' report orti the hended the author’s lines. The fer-. minatihg yet lighthearted, talk with ji irig, Dick Clark, Peter Lird Hayes,/ Robert Loggia (tv/s . Elfego Bocal
Big Q:::/’Show Svandal.” Not; for. vor of Father Cunningham play • musical director Steve Race! Ber- 1 and Tiberace.
- ;
nought would the networks prefer *hone in such philosophic lines as nar Bresslar 'and'.his fiancee also j
to let i* ere but. apparently. >vith "tire walls of a church are really ‘ cropped up on the ever of their1
Much publicized/Station. WNEW .-(.’Gotham indie) Jiilv 4 weekend
Congre *<iora; ornbirtg now getting built of need—the need of man wedding:..
/
•./../■
script devoted to highway safety lias become part of official. Coriinto the pet. that's somethin's-.else for a purpose in a seemingly- pur¬
i ..Peter Croft , keeps the direction. gessional report bri series of hearings . before a subcommittee of the
poseless world.”
again
Abhh
Rainey was ably assisted by Jim • brisk and informal. Neville*.Barker; Committee: on Interstate arid Foreign Commerce of House of Rep¬
Boles, portraying dual roles of and McLeod. are smooth, easy in- . resentatives. Program, in realistic fashion, told of havoc,on roadways,
The Chevy Show
!
caretaker,
and father; Paul Stevens, j terviewers and the whole-program arid described methods of curtailing traffic fatalities. Program ..Was
The siimmev Chevy show, filing
narrator and undertaker; Kay has a.deceptively easy .touch'which-' penned, by Martin Weldon, station’s director of; hews : and special
in the usual.-Dinah Shore slot. Icon-; as
MacDonald
Sadie Waggoner and ! disguises the hard work put in by: events, and produced by Lee. Hanna, assistant director of. news and
tinues to shm>vup n-> highly divert¬ mother of asBill:
Gunderson, the Croft’s small, . diligent team of re-. events: Tape Of program, which -w as part of station’s “New s Closeup,”
ing mu ■ie.*'I fare. In Janet Blair, derelict.
; searchers and legmen. An attempt ,
this ser»e< ha- a tirstrate performer
part of official
“With
Crooked
was en¬ to . interview a : pleasant' but not was played to subcomriiittee members in Washington:
with a hefty quota of looks, charm hanced by a simple,Lines”.
' Z
highly , exciting , .business man was , hearings..:;
albeit
effective
and talent, both in the vocal/ and stage set plus capable direction by . the;’;'only; false note, in. a stylish.'
terping department. Miss Blair is;. Martin Hoade. Doris Ann and Dick ‘ program that should- keep firmly to.-! - Through the facilities of Theatre Network Television, a 30-minute,
the key to this offering and on
were co-producers. It was a I entertainment personalities for .its. large-screen closed-circuit television “tour” of the Sylvania Electric
last Sunday's stanza <16> she- was Walsh
.’ Rich:
Products plant in Altoona, Pa! highlighted a .meeting of TBM-Sylvariia
dramatic offering rich in meaning / subject 'matter. .
in ton form on a flock of songs, and
execs at the Savoy'-Hilton in New; York last week:
hope.
Rans."
including such tunes as “Star¬
: The Variety Show
Sylvania will /make further use of a . videotape “plant tour”, of the
light." “You Do Something To;Me”;:
Granada-TV’s 60-minute vaude meeting with showirigs to other industry. gi*oups.
Ed Sullivan Show
and a soeko version of “Volare.” j
parade
aired
Wed.
(12)
w;as
the
Some clever production ideas,: Ed Sullivan’s, pre-taped show of kind of thing that brings new hope
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. aims to' feature - an internationallyframed around a tour of Italy,; Sunday 116) came off as a routine —for the movies, that is. Flat: and
served as an adequate peg fop the; variety lay-out with a few bright uninspired in all but a few . mo¬ composed panel of tv experts at the cprnpany’s third annual public
songs.
| spots. Sullivan, still in Moscow', ments. it bore, the appearance of service confab slated for Sept. 21-23 iri Frisco,
Yoshio Takashima, inember of the; board of Mainichi Broadcasting,
Backing up. as usual, was John’ prepared for this occasion with a having: been put together during
Raitt, with his legit pipes ftaturea lot of talent, which naturally yaWris: Even. the. rolling credits, Osaka. Japan, was the first panelist/ named...
meant
that
there
wasn’t
time
to
let
on the big hallnds and some duets
purporting to list the acts “in order
with operatic thrush Dorothy’Kir¬ each turn build up . to its potential. of appearance,” were .consistent in
sten. who was guesting. They But despite, that, there w-as the ex¬ conveying , that impression: theycellence
of
Lionel
Hampton,
Jan
M
pulled out all the stops on the
carried the names in inaccurate
“This Is My Beloved” workover, Murray, Myron Cohen and Jan : sequence:
Peerce
each
of
whom
got
their
also handling a couple of songs
|
North Country comedienne. Hylda
;.Continued from page 1
apiece solo. Comic Bobby Sargeant message over with plaudits ' to Baker, making a return after nearly
registefed nicely in his various spare.
a year’s sickness, was one of the j program boss Mel Leeds: in .one j. in the. alleys . in the niorning/”
Hampton’s
jazzy
yibesteririg
is
a
routines, doing a carbon of
liveliest/: items, coming Out -with
This is according to Leeds. Leeds
Groucho Marx and some Italian classic of its kind. . He’s an inven¬ some, good patteir delivered^/in rub¬ ! car, a convertible, and Bruce. Mor- j said that/ at one point three young
dialect bits. Also on the guest tive and imaginative musician, who berfaced style and involving a ■row, in another, drove up arid men. who to him looked like/
roster was nitery comedienne Alice shows the influence of his recerit deadpan stooge. The Ray. Ellington ! down the darkened streets, offerhoodlums, eyed him suspiciously,
Ghostley. who had one good song trips to Israel by the. intrusion of Quartet, went; through “The! Cariparody in “April in Fairbanks,” Hebraic melodies amidst his col¬ oca”, and “Along Caine Jones” with ! irig these words as they went. The but. there was no. incident: “Wr.
and another so-so song in “The lection of jazz motifs. . Cohen’s onlyr! moderate sparkle: Arnong a : accounts were at odds with all called it as we saw. it last night,*
yarns are expertly delivered, pleas¬
the program man added.
Girl Next Door.”
Henri,
ant whether in dialect or straight, contingent, . of • American . visitors, ■ other available fact. To listeners it
arid delivers boffs. Murray simi¬ singer. Jo/Anri Hill was quite pleas¬ w/asn ’t always clear who was giving
Catholic Hour
■;
larly got a bead on the audience ing with7 a Gershwin selection,
Religious drama under various with his standup comedies. Al¬ though she’d have been better with I the dramatic account of *the mo-!
.48 SOUND
denominational groups on the webs though his nitery work is rare, he le'ss: purposeless, jigging around. | nient. but somebody called mid-/
I EFFECTS
is steadily maturing as evidenced still shows his ability to get to a Neither Gary Morton nor Don Tari- [Manhattan “a veritable jungle, an .
so vividly on the NBC-TV “Cath¬ crowd and hit them with some rieri: both from the U/S., scored
. OM ONI MCORDI
: asphalt jungle.”' After dark,. with /
olic Hour” Sunday (16k On this tasteful material.
noticeably
though
each
registered
.
occasion. National Council of Cathpower lines still out, the words' Over 33 minutes of the most used «f*
On the surrounding show, Teresa/ a titter or two in different ways.
Brewer assisted by a male.quartet. ‘ The Two Astaras were- a. couple 1 asphalt jungle were used by WINS! fects on this. .12" yinyl 3?H L,P. Unmod¬
worked. pleasantly with a set of of agile springboard acros but their several times oyer.
• ulated space between sounds. A selector .
points .to the desired effect. If bought/
oldtime tunes. Her streak of corn stuff jacked/ great variety; while
A REAL
has a large common denominator The Kenbi Dancers rind/Emerson & . This w*as a city that apparently j separately,: these effects , would .cpst;
and she comes: off a-winner. Also Jayne provided the terp, element. no othef reporters saw,.nor.did re-! over $45. Now only $6:20. /
DUTCH TREAT”;;
there was the octogenarian enter¬ Former, being two rrien aind a rub¬ sponsible: police authorities. As: a ■ . • • SIDE 1: •te'eo^Ofte r:ngs; a:r /ra’d •.
• • si's", o.er‘r. a.- ro-d s>rer.. 'oll.cledr; . '
tainer Joe E. Howard, who pre¬ ber-jointed gal. were good of their , matter of fact/ the scene during !
• cons ol ot voces;- ecc^ed crowd;
sumably/because of advanced age! kind, but the latter seemed to be the blackout was considered by po, • boo'.g; aigry c-owd; pa-ode;* fj^e*
now has Joe Jr. assisting him as under-rehearsed. Some rernarkable , lice as being extra, quiet. The !
;-wor»s;.- booV .wHist.es and . harhor
part of the act. The songs are balancing feats by Berino, aided by / streets were/flooded by extra cops
• so.''oi: w -.d a''d/Ta'r;: s-.-f; :horse*
those that pater has been doing as partner, rounded out the bill, to • in case of trouble, little of none of
• •.ga 'op 'Sr.
•
■-■■'/■",
SIDE 2: TrofTc no/srs; djto starting
a single for 16 these many years, which, the ;unseen ..Peter Knight :; which materialized.
v / . • a.
to S*ppp7!-g;. sicid;: -Qjto crash; - •
and Junior's addition does little orch gave. adequate backing. There
■•.o.*o
hbiTs;:d’7ib'j,.ance
siren;
police .
Leeds/:
the
following
morning
more: than give strength to the old wasn't an interlinker. . ... Erni;
>s
cor stops; door effects; g^n .
disclosed personally that WINS 'was .
tradition.
■ •:bb*rie: *r.’,«' shpts; Vor aoises, etc. :.
the
only
outlet
reporting
the
street
Jan Peerde’s! terioring has few*
■'/’/- ONLY. $6:20 POST PAID
scenes, after dark, as far as he
peers. He provided instant en¬
tertainment with “Vesti La Gicould tell and, he added, “believe , THE 0RAMATIC PRBL1SHINS CO.
ubba” and “Never .Walk Alone.” .
179 N, Michigen Aye. ■ Chicago 1.; lil.
Continued from page. 1 ==== me, w e saw those things.”. He said
Wissa D’Orb and Peter Gennaro
(that it; was a jungle and that at j
did a quickie song-and-dancer. and ; arange one or possibly two tv ex- ! one point a patrolman from the J
Wagon Sisters performed a quickie. 1 posures for their* charges,
j 112th Precinct told him to put up
LUXURIOUS
Sullivan exhibited a collection of
! the top on his. convertible or risk
Ridgefield. Conn;.
oldtime athletes in connection with i Even. with only a: few shows ! getting his head “bashed in”\by /
the fifth anni of Sports Illustrated. | available,' the selection of /the hoodluriis. A check with the:iI2th.! 180 ft. rambling single level home
. Jose. /“right one”, is complicated arid is. located in Queens, indicated that! consisting of S . bedrooms, . 6 berths;,
; governed by protocol. For example, ! the precinct, house, like so many ; powder ro.ohi,. immense living room
f if a personality is! placed on the others, not in the stricken .area, ! with fireplace, solarium, paneled den/
j Ed Sullivan show, he’s, automati- ’ had shifted . patrols . to mid-Man-1 fully equipped / bar, 40 ft. flagstone
: caily ', scratched ’from.: • the Perry hattan to prevent any Crises. The! terrace, walk-in cedar closet, Ijnen,
Continued from page 3'i '^555 . Como or Steve Ajlen. programs. 112th desk/the following rnorning.J
luggage, wine rooms; 7-zone circulate
ing. hot woter heat, 3,000 gaj. oil tank,
though he got the title of the offf ! Ditto “What’s My Line?” and ‘Tve said that no reports of violence in ^
auxiliary
generator,
guest cottage.
’
Manhattan
were
brought
back
by
[Got
•
a
Secret.
In
the
.
case
of
the
cial British film entry wrong.
'
\ Ample servant's quarters, barn,' green¬
The “Words and! Music” show former, the film companies prefer . its men.
garage;
. sweeping . view.
proper, so to speak, took in a de-. i tp have their star as. a member of
A further check with the office 1 house,
lightful arid ob-s'o'-ea'sy rendering j the panel father than the mystery of Deputy Police Commissioner1 Planned landscaping,: protected acre¬
of “Lo, Hear the Gentle I .ark” by -J guest./The reasoning is. that as: a, , Walter. Arm indicated no violence
age. Owner anxious to sell/ No rea¬
Marion StudhOlnib.. a . brilliant dis¬ panelist the picture- plug, can :be ■ although there's no doubt now
sonable offer refused.
play of clarinet virtuosity by . Carl easily controlled: As .the mystery. that the police department was
Brochure on Request
Barriteau, a pleasant ballet per¬ ! guest, it’s felt that the plug is worried that there might be.
)
GEORGE GRIJNIG, JR.
formed by/Malcolm Chisholm and f often .thrown in .as an after thought
Besides “seeing these: ‘ things,” ;
Maria/Butler, a couple of numbers ' due to the time-factors involved:/ : WINS said that a JournaLAmeiv :
ASSOCIATES
f HOLLAND BEER
bv Israeli singer Carmela Corren
91 Main St., Ridgefield, Conn.
1
.Still the favorite outlet, for pic¬ ican reporter wrhom one of its ow:n;
who
showed
an
aptitude
both
for
Tel.:
IDIewood 8-6111
iCen.ri S. !,-.p:r{-irs VA-\
iNC.
the fiery, arid the. lorchy, some, ture! perspnalities is Dave Garro- men bumped irito: on the east side,/
1
Ycr*. CP't3|:o Beverly Ji-.-rs, Witam,
firstrate Chopin by Yoke Kono Way’s .“Today” show, with Garro- w here there was also a. blackout, j
from Japan, good uriaccorripanied . Way being, the only tv personality . had declared that “the west . side •
/
57th STREET
warbling by the George Mitchell ..who conducts . an. .interview and i was like a jungle.” A check with
Corner 7th Avenue; N. Y.
Singers, and lustily rendered dit¬ ' gives the star a chance, to talk : the managing editor’s office at the
.
about
his
.project:
Jatk
Paar’s
“Toties by David Hughes. It was all
newspaper disclosed that the- J-A
Light/ desirable office in beoutifnl
very acceptable stuff, though the ! night/’ show is . only sought, peca- was not carrying reports of any! . suite. Private bathroom, reception,
orchestrations of the Concert Or¬ sionajly—only if -a performer is “jungle-like!” situations.
.xirea, '
chestra’s own contributions, under available who. can fit into, the for¬
.WINS is situated at Columbus
Contact Arlene Gersh, CO 5-6823
Payne’s baton were unnecessarily! mat .of the show. Paar will not acpretentious. Production.-was.- unaf¬ = cept. picture/ personalities for. Circle (59th St.), located at the
very
start of. the eleetricallv de-.i
fectedly competent:,
ErnL.
.straight interviews..
: prived area (59th-110th St:). .’So.
: lacking use of its own studios and
EVEM DAT
Late Extra
Dallas—Ves Box, KRLD-TV pro¬ .turntables, it had its men ad lib
ON EVERT CHANNEL 1
This. Associated-Rediffusion late gram director, has been upped to
night program • it. is televised af .il ] assistant, general, manager of the most of the time: The remote re:
p.m:> has had its fair share, of ■ Dallas Tiriies Herald station. Now portage took, place largely after
teething troubles ouring its year’s /in his 20th year with KRLD. Box . dark, when the “jungle” seemed to
.existence but a recent viewing sug¬ I started in -1940. as a spOFts an-, come alive for O’Brien and Leeds!.
COSTUMES
gests that it has by now worked noiincer on KRLD. radio... and has ■ Police Commissioher Kennedy:
3 W..16(U SlJ N.Y.C.-T.I, PL7-5SOO
out the right , formula.. It is obvi¬ been tv program manager since was quoted as saying, “It’s too
ously a show that demands a quick. j 1952:
/-.:
I qiiiet.- Td hate to count the bodies
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Trackers Loom Big at DA Records;
To Fight 'Recognized Works Payoff
-

United Artists Records, a subsid
of the pic company, is kicking off
its most; ambitious., soundtrack
program to date with the release
of five major packages within the
next four months. David Picker,
the UA diskery’s exec wp., said
the disk division would time its
promotional and merchandising
program with the release of the
film productions in order to maxi¬
mize the benefits of the crossplugging. '
A deluxe packaging! job has
been prepared for the “Solomon,
•and Sheba’- soundtrack LP which
.will feature a score by Mario
Nascimbene, On the “Odds Against
Tomorrow” film, UA is aiming to
repeat the click of the “I Want to
Live” jazz backgrounds. John Lewis
Modern Ja2z Quartet pianist, has'
done the score for “Odds Against
Tomorrow” and also batons an
augmented combo. -Harry Bela. fonte, who stars in the pic, will
plug the music via sides for RCA
Victor.
Alex North’s score for ‘‘Wonder¬
ful Country” will get the LP treat¬
ment and additional promotion via
a single release of the specially
written song based on the. film’s
them e. Lyricist Hy Zaret collabo¬
rated with North on the tune; The
soundtrack of “The Fugitive Kind”
will feature a score by Kenyon
Hopkins with lyrics by Tennessee
Williams. Dimitri Tiomkin’s music
will be heard in the soundtrack of
“The Unforgiven.”
Picker pointed out that some of
the soundtracks represent joint
thinking of the disk and pic com¬
panies in the pre-production stage.
He said that the click of “I Want
to Live,” both b.o. -and disk-wise,
was a result of such planning.:.
Meantime, Picker s t a ted that
sales of several previous sound¬
tracks are providing a solid base
for the company. Among the con¬
sistent sellers are the LPs from
“The Vikings,” “The Big Country”
and “i Want to-Liye.” He reported
that returns on “Some Like It
Hot” and “The Horse Soldiers"
are increasing as the films go into
wider release.
UA, meantime, is releasing 11
packages this month. Included in
the. release roster are- packages by*
such artists as Morgana King,
Charlie Mingus,; Thad Jones, Her¬
bie Mann, Paid Quinichette, an
Alan Lomax folksong collection.
Brock Peters, Stanley Melba, the
Dartmouth; Glee Club and Kaye
Ballard!
.

The American Society of Con>
posers. Authors & Publishers is
giving all of its radio customers
the option of adopting the contract
recently negotiated, with the Allindustry Radio Committee, repre-f
senting an important segment of
the indie operators. A deal with the
latter group was recently worked
out in a N.Y. Federal Court litiga¬
tion under which. ASCAP granted
a slight reduction in the licensing
fees.
ASCAP sales manager Jules M.
Collins stated that all stations
Which now have deals with ASCAP
and which have fulfilled their obli¬
gations under the previous agree-,
ments would be given the benefit
of the new agreement The . deal
.with thb. indies is still awaiting
technical approval by the Federal
courts.

Brandt V P. of MGM
Sidney Brandt has been, set as
veepee of MGM Records. . He’ll
direct administration and - control
of. the company under prexy Ar¬
nold Maxin.
A Loew’s inc. exec since ,1958,
Brandt was formerly with the Magnavox Co. He’ll headquarter at
.diskery’s New York base.

Chicago, Aug! 18.
. Concert tour of Newport jazz fest
artists " Thelonius Monk,.. George
Shearing and Anita 0 ’Day, pack-;
aged by impresario George Wein,
hits Chi Sept. 11 at Orchestra Htell.
2,600-seater will be scaled to $4.
. Fifteen-city tour kicks off Sept.
4 in Carnegie Hall/.N. Y..

Court Case Looms
.Sam Fox Music has gained a
partial! victory in its fight for a
heavier performance payoff from.
ASCAP on several extended: works
within its catalog. The American
Arbitration Assn., which has been
hearing
the
dispute
between
ASCAP and Fox, restored credits
that had; been taken away from
the latter and also rapped the
Society for taking punitive action
against Fox. The AAA, however,
refused to intervene, on a series of
additional issues which: Fox w ill
now. ask the courts, to resolve,
In its decision, the AAA stated,
that performance credits for some
Fox works lasting more than four
minutes were reduced, after Fox
attempted to. use the Society’s
grievance machinery in order to
get a raise. ! The AAA fpund such
tactics to. be punitive against the
publisher mid restored the original
performance, credits. All Fox’s
costs in the arbitration procedure.
Which has run for some two years,
also will be paid for by the Society,
under the AAA ruling, since the
dispute was made possible by the
vagueness of ASCAP’s procedural
language.
The AAA, however, refused to
decide whether specific works
rated a larger payoff, even though
they ran longer than four minutes.
These involve tunes like “The.
Cornish Rhapsody,” several stands
ard overtures and some children’s
works. Fox pointed out that the
ASCAP grievance setup permits a
publisher of writer to take a case
beyond the AAA. to court where
“fraud or bias is involved or where
the AAA is unable to resolve the.
issues.”

WOLF-HILL A TEAM
ON A&R FOR KAPP

“BMI has no copyright on medi¬
ocrity. There are plenty of bum
songwriters in our organization,
maybe more since w-e have a larger
membership^” says one- standard
ASCAP writer..
.“The trouble is,” he feels, "that
few, whether with Broadcast Music
or the American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers, are
writing reaUy good songs.
“But the real fault is the public,
and then again maybe it’s a case
that, this kind of; ‘public’ is not
really representative of popular
song tastes in the accepted stand¬
ard. I’m convinced that the kids are
buying the ‘artists’, if you should
pardon the expression, than any¬
thing else. The songs, both the in¬
ane lyrics and the cacaphonous
music, are in the main self-written.
It’s an adl-American package deal
of .100% mediocrity-^the flat sing¬
ers and. their flat-timed and flattoned songs, self-written, but compellingly : appealing to the teen¬
agers, perhaps more because the
young singers appeal to them
physically or however you can in¬
terpret their. emotional reactimis.
“Sure; T saw Variety last week
where BMI had 8 of the top 10
tunes, and ASCAP had only two
in the bottomTO, so that, on a.16to-4 ratio for the Top 20, ASCAP
would appear to be hopelessly out¬
classed and outnumbered. But we
also know in the trade about the
various cut-ins on those new songs.
All those sharpshooting publishers
care about are the ‘performances’,
which , again could be interpreted
very loosely.”

Jukes for Mood
Music in Biz
Chicago, Aug. 18.
. Seeburg Corp., major jukebox
manufacturing - company. Is step¬
ping up its background music op¬
eration with a new automatic
music unit designed to play l'6?fi
rpm transcriptions.
Called the “Seeburg 1,000,” the
playback unit can handle 1,000 to¬
tal selection , on. 25 nine-inch disks.
Subscribers to the Seeburg oper¬
ation will be able to select the type
and tempo of the music to fit their
special requirements. Seeburg is
offering subscribers a choice of
three “tailored background music”
libraries: a basic library, a mood
music library and an industry li¬
brary. Subscribers1 rent the play¬
er and library on a. monthly rental
basis. The unit and records have
been designed so that they can
only be used together.
; Seeburg, which has been in the
(Continued on page 49)

~ Dick 'Wolf and David Hill are
taking over direction of Kapp Re¬
cords artists & repertoire depart¬
ment. Dave Kapp, label’s prez,
and his son, Mickey,will continue
with their a&r chores, however. ;
The setting up bf the Wolf-Hill
a&r-duo is part of the Kapp label’s
push into the pop! singles field.
Diskery ; currently is planning to
increase its singles release sched¬
ule.
The Mitchell-Ruff Duo, the first j
Wolf is a, songwriter-arranger
and Hill has been an artist with U. S. musicians to penetrate the
Soviet
jazz barrier via an informal
the label. .
performance In June at the Tchai¬
kovsky Conservatory of Music in
<Loo^PIayers,
Moscow, will recreate that session
. Boston, Aug. 18.. .
Local p.r.-adman "Harry Paul at a Town Hall, N. Y.,: concert
suggests “the greatest, female trio Sept. 11. Date has been called
of all time”, comprising Martha “Moscow Jazz At Town Hall.”
Glaser (Errol! Garner’s manager),
Duo: were trekking through Rus¬
Helen Noga (Johnny Mathis’ man¬
ager and Frisco nitery op), and sia as ordinary tourists when they
were
invited by the Moscow music
Anna Sosenko (ex -Hildegarde,
now indie legif producer). Joe students to show their stuff. Town
Glaser (no relation to Martha) Hall concert is being promoted by
has “promised to book the act”..
Sidney Gross, disk jockey who has
Paul asked Miss Glaser what in¬
strument she; plays and she said, been holding sway in the horror |
“The same as the other two gals field with midnight readings of
in the trio—all *loot-pIayers?.”
ghost stories on WINS, N. Y.

MitcheM‘Moscow’
Reprise at Carnegie

LESTER LANIN
Internationally famous number one
orchestra, has a new hit album with
‘•DANCING
ON
THE
CONTI¬
NENT” LESTER LANIN’S 8th suc¬
cessive . BIG SELLER ALBUM on
EPIC;, (LN 3578).
GREAT REVIEWS!

Cap’s|49M
All-Year Record
Hollywood, Aug. 18.
Capitol Records* gross sales for
the fiscal year ending June 30
totalled $49,266,860, up 13% over
the $43,694,818 reported for the
1958 fiscal period. It marks the
company’s highest gross sales in its
17-year history-.
In a letter to shareholders, dated
Aug. 14, prexy Glenn E, Wallichs
disclosed that Cap’s net income
was $2,756,770, slightly under the
$2,777,7.55 reported for the 1958
period.
According to Wallichs, the de¬
cline in net income resulted largely
from the pressure of a highly com¬
petitive market, plus inflationary
trends in materials and labor costs.

CHI'S HUDSON-ROSS
DECLARED BANKRUPT
Chicago, Aug. 18.
. A court hearing last Tuesday (11)
placed Hudson-Ross Inc., once the
city’s top record retailer, in bank¬
ruptcy.. Ai Its expiration, the .firm,
which started in 1944- was down
to one outlet (and a warehouse)
from a high several years ago of
seven stores.
Decay and eventual demise of
the chain was blamed on overlarge
inventories in the hard goods field.
Hudson-Ross folded owing over
$878,000 to major distributors, plus
another $175,000 on loans to com¬
pany' officers and stockholders.
Liabilities, it’s estimated, may yet
exceed $1,500,000, while assets, ap¬
praised recently by an auctioneer,
were around $600,000.
When it was riding the crest, H-R
disk sales alone grossed between
$1,000,000 and $2,000,000 annually,
thought to have made it the largest
record retailer in the country. Firm
took its financial ills to court last
November with a plan for paying
off creditors, and a fortnight ago
was ordered to suspend operations
pending further court (word on its
fate,.

Since attempts at negotiations
have failed, a new group of dis¬
sident ASCAP songsmiths, headed
by Hal David, has hired attorney
Lee V. Eastman to represent them
in their fight against some changes
proposed in the new consent order.
The cleffers who started out with
40 members but have since grown
to about 70, are aiming their fire
at a proposal to set up a special
payoff bracket for ASCAP tunea
that are one year old or older..
The cleffer critics claim that this
payoff would favor the’ older, as
against the current, songwriters.
In conversations with ASCAP
execs, the dissident songwriters
have found the leadership ada¬
mant in their insistence on the
new 30% bracket, called the “rec¬
ognized works fund.” The 12 writ¬
er board members voted Unani¬
mously for the new proposal and
jt’s unlikely that there will be any
retreat from this position. Since
no workable compromise is likely,
the tunesmiths hired Eastman to
take their case to the courts, if
necessary. Eastman’s fee is being
raised by an assessment oh. the
cleffers involved. Meantime, other groups within
ASCAP are. planning to open a
barrage against the new proposed
order. Fred Fox, of Sam Fox Mu¬
sic, and Redd Evans, a publisher
and writer, are heading a move¬
ment which is blasting ASCAP’s
leadership on a whole series of
points. Hans Lengsfelder, publish¬
er, is heading another group also
attacking the ASCAP setup.
All segments within ASCAP will
have their turn at bat Aug. 27 at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.,
where ASCAP has scheduled the
first membership discussion meet¬
ing around the proposed consent
order.

To 98c on Singles
RCA Victor has no intention of
dropping the price on single rec¬
ords at the present time, company
execs stated last week. Decision to
hold the present line was mad#
after studying the various factors
in the singles business and the
impact that a price drop would
hav'1.
In recent months there have
been widespread discussions In the
industry as a whole about dropping
prices in view of the continuing
decline in the volume of single
record business. Single records,
which once dominated the disk
industry’s gross, now account from
about 20 to 30% of the overall
dollar sales.
One faction in the industry be¬
lieves that a drop from ftBe to 59c
would give dealer traffic a big shot
in the arm. Another segment of
the industry fears that any drastic
price drop would lessen the im¬
portance of single disks to the
point where dealers would have no
real interest in handling them.

WARING 22G BUSTS
MPLS. ’MUSIC’ MARK

Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
All of the local “Music Under
the Stars” four-year records for
attendance and
grosses were
broken when Fred Waring & His
Pennsylvanians at $2.25 top pulled
14,500 customers and an estimated
gross of more than $22,000 into the
Metropolitan. stadium here.
The previous attendance high
was three years ago for a RodgersHammerstein night with a quartet
of Broadway singers as guests with
20th's Chi-Milw. Distrib
Arnold Records, Chicago dis¬ the Minneapolis Symphony.
tributor, wiU handle the 20th-Fox
$12,900 in Evansville
line for. the Chi-Milwaukee terri¬
Evansville, ;ind., Aug. 18.
tory. ;
Fred Waring’s i “Under The
Outlet is pfexied by Morrie Stars” package hit a nifty gross
Price who recently formed his own in two shows here, Aug. 8-9.
distributorship after many years
The layout filled the 6,000-seat
with Mercury Recqrds;
arena for a $12,000 take.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
. By HERM SCHOENFELD •
Belafonte
at Carnegie
Hall” Charles Singers and the Tony Mot(RCA Victor). Recorded at ai couple tola orch. back up nicely.
' Marguerite Piazza: “Memorable
of Carnegie Hall concerts, last
Moments” (Coral). An operatio
April, these performances: caught thrush who was converted into a
Harxy Belafonte at the top of his nitery performer, Marguerite Pi¬
form and have, been fashioned into azza covers a lot of ground in this
display. She ranges from a Puccini
a powerful double LP package.
aria to' “When the Saints Go
Belafonte ranges over his whole Marching In,” taking in tiines like
book, delivering traditional folk "Come Back to Sorrento” and “The
songs, spirituals, an Israeli hora New Stars* and Stripes Forever” en
and a flock of Caribbean numbers. route. She never, quite loses her
Standout are his “Sylvia,” "Jamaica legit quality even When she tries
Farewell.” "Danny Boy,”. "Day O,” to be low down on "Saints” or does
“Cotton Fields,” among a clutch of an Al Jolson [ numbjer like "Sonny
it
sentimental
potboiler,
others. Robert Corman conducts Boy,”
which she delivers on the square,
the orch ably.
Ricky. Nelson: “Songs By Ricky”
Jane Morgan: “Jane In Spain”
(Kapp). Jane Morgan, a songstress (Imperial). One of the current idols
who has been turning out con¬ of the teenage set/ Ricky Nelson
sistently fine disks, comes up with rocks and rolls through a dozen,
another, .well-conceived
platter. numbers without essentially vary¬
This is a collection of Hispano- ing .the style which has paid off so
grobved tunes projected with un- handsomely for him. Nelson has a
mistakabie authority by this song¬ pleasant set of pipes which he uses
stress against appropriate back¬ well within the relatively, narrow
grounds by an Orch under Frank. vocal and emotional range of song*,
Hunter. Miss Morgan does tunes like "YouTl Never Know What
like "The Moon Was Yellow,” You’re Missing,” "That’s All,” "A
“AdiOs,” "Perhaps, Perhaps, Per¬ Long Vacation,”. "So' Long” and
haps,” "Granada,” “! Get Ideas,” similar tunes. The fine country
"What a Difference a Day Makes” time.. "Half Breed,” gets a strong
and others, handling both the Eng¬ rendition,.
“Speak Low” (Warner Bros.). This
lish and Spanish lyrics; . • . ..
is a first-rate instrumental round. Morgana King: ‘‘Folk Songs a La up of a group of showtuneS written
King” (United Artists). An excel¬ by the late Kurt Weill as arranged
lent stylist who is yet to come into by David Terry arid played by an
her own as a jazz vocalist. Morgana orch under Maurice Levine’s baton;
King displays another facet of her The instrumentals underline; the
'talent in this sheaf -of folk tunes. fresh ideas .and rich, melodic con¬
Miss King approaches this material tent in such Weill tunes, as the .title .
with a fresh, rather than a purist,
On the Coast, Goldstein will slant, and imparts a. piquant jazz song, “My Ship ” “Sing Me Not; a:
(Aico)..Va& There A Call For Me
cover disk distribs, publishers and flavor to tunes like "Oh Dear, What; Ballad,” "Foolish Heart,” “Johnny’s
Bobby Darin's ‘'Mack The Knife” (Harms*), an updated rhythm
Song,” "Moritat’- and "Westwind,”
recording • artists. He’ll also deal Can the Matter Be,” "Loch Lo¬
tfersion of the "Ihrecpenny Opera” number, is a potent slice due.
among others.
with UA. films ort soundtrack sets mond," “I’m On My Way,” "I (
for heavy-spins-. “Was There A Call For Me”(Tii-eed-Josie*) is an
Jo Jones. Plus Two- (Vanguard).
and other music tieups.
Know Where I’m Going,” “Hush ; Jo Jones, ex-Count Basie drummer
okay slow-tempoed ballad^not at all in the rocking idiom.
Meantime, David W. Picker, UA Little Baby” and others. Chuck and one of the tops in the trade,
■*,i
+
*[
Records exec v.p^ is leaving N, Y. Wayne, . on guitar, and Ernie Fur- gets the spotlight in this nifty, jazz
tadb, on bass, give standout back¬
FRANKIE AVALON .
....... JUST ASK YOUR HEART today (Wed.) for distrib powwows ing. also acting as a vocal chorus package:. Jones, who works with
in Dallas. Houston^ New Orleans,
Ray Bryant on piano and Tommy
(Chancellor).{> . :__ .......... , . .Two Fools
on pccasipn.
j Bryant on bass, eschews the pyro*
Atlanta and Miami.
Frankie- Avalon's "Just Ask Your Heart" (Rambed* ): is a. bright Dofothy Donegan: /"Donhybrook • technical skinbeating exhibition#
rhythm ballad right doicni this singer's alley. "Two Fools" (Ava- -:
With Doriegan’V (Capitol); A swings ] for swinging musical motifs. Jones
Ion * > is an ohay uptempo side.
ing keyboard performer who rarely i lays down his beat with an unusual
stops for a breather, Dorothy Done- ] variety of percussion colors that
gan does one of her typical full- j do riot obtrude on. the music. A .
blooded piano sessions in this offer- i. group of riew compositions, are1 in¬
CONNIE FRANCIS__ ........ PLENTY GOOD LOVIN'
ing. While the pace may vary .from T cluded with oldies like "Sweet Lor¬
(MGM) ..j> ...... . . You’re Gonna Miss Me
London, Aug. 18.
• thb furious to the. facile, she main-! raine,” . "Old; Man . River” arid
Connie Francis' "Plenty Good Lovin' ”. (FrancoiV" ) a song
Though - total
manufacturers’ tains a consistently arresting, beat , "Sometimes I’m Happy.”
with a beat, it- strong material due to continue this songstress*
sales of. disks for the first five throughout. . Noteworthy is the [ . Mario Lanza: “For the First
hot pace. "You're GonhalMiss Me" (Aida*), a torch song, is wellmonths; of the year, at $13,440.000,; Latin styling of "I’ve Got ,You| Time” (RCA Victor). The sbpndhandled. >
ji
w ere l'3^c . less ■ than the corre- ■ Under Mv Skin” and her display of i track. set of the current Metro pic,
*
.*
*
sponding period of. 1958,. the month : energy on the "D.D. Blues” in addi¬ “For the First Time;’’ returns
May showed . a 16% upswing l tion to her jazz comments on "Sep- } Mario Lanza to the platter picture
THE CORONADOS) ;
... .LITTLE MOON of,.
tember. in the Rain.” “Lover,” "Tea i with a commercial potpourri of
over the May sales last year. Figure ■
(Columbia) . . . ... . . . . . ;. . . .,. . . .. . . . Tell Me Yes ' for the 1959 month was $2,550.800.! for Two”, and "I’ll Remember! operatic: selections and bop num¬
April,” among others.
[ bers which he belts in the potent
The Coro iados'
Little Moon" (Jimskip*) an ladianflavored
In May, the production, of 45,
Burl Ives: “Cheers” (Decca). This • tenor style of a latter-day Caruso.
ballad, is an attractive Ientry which this combo delivers color¬
r.p.m; disks (2,261,000) was 38% *
Lanza exercises his well-trained
fully. "Tell Me Yes" ■ Knollwood") is an offbeat number executed .
greater and of 3314 rpm, at 1,200.-j Is a mixed set of folk and old pop {
and responsive pipes on arias from
in good style.
:■
0C0. greater by 1% than in May, j tunes delivered; in his customary ■ "Pagliacci,” "Otello” and "Aida,” .
pleasing style by. Burl lyes. Most
1958:
Production
of
78
(590,000);
:
f:
*
comfortable in the folksong genre, in addition to numbers like "Av® .
dropped by.67%. -During the first i
THE FALCOVS. .. . . , |-,.YOU'RE MINE five
Ives registers best! on tunes like Maria”' and more popular entries
months of. 1959, 45 rpm figui'es i "Polly Wolly Dqiodle,” “ Aura Lee,” like "Come Prima,” “Tarentella”
(Lnart)
.... ......... .... .... ; . .Country' Snack
were 65% higher than the same = "There’s a Whole in the Bucket” and “O Sole Mio,”
The Falcons’ -"You‘re Mine” < Tippy • ) is a. solid rockhig ballad,
1958 period, but 70% fewer 78s j and " Viva [La Compagnie,” His deThe Jimmy Gjuiffce Trio: “Seven
delivered in a payoff groove by a combo which is starting to build
and. 15% fewer 33s were produced. | liver>r of the Gilbert. & Sullivan Pieces” (Verve). More delicate, jazz,
a following. "Country \Snack'’ • West-Higgivs*) is in a ...similar.
[ . Though. •. the . Jan.-May; sales ; aria, "Tit Willow,” is competent, $s tapestries are woven by clarinetist .
rhythm format.
!;
showed that 13% drop, export sales' are his workovers of such tunes as Jimmy Guiffre in this group of
.* •.
*.
*
increased. At $4;054,400; they were-. "The Kling Kling. Bird,” “Lydia seven numbers. A moderriist with
1% higher compared with the cor- j the Tattooed Lady” and ‘‘Rebecca an approach deriving from classical
PAUL CHABLIS ORCH..
... THE BANDIT responding
. (Continued on page 5.Q). .
Came; Back From MJecca.” The Ray
period last year.
Eartha Kitt <Kapp;: “LOVE IS A [ IS OR IS YOU AIN’T MY BABY”
GAMBLE" iCathryl*'!,. a smartly (Leeds*), a rhythm standard, comes
written, piece of material with a ! back with a potent version by this
catching beat, is belted for 'max¬ | songstress who should rack tip a
imum returns by this highlyjj styl¬ ; good play on this one. "DON’T
ized performer. "SHOLEM” i(p.d.) ; CRY, BABY” (Advanced*), another
is an interesting workover [of a ; oldie, is! alsd f1 tasty slice,
traditional Hebrew song.
j;
!. Big Tiny Little (Brunswick):
Claude Gordoi- Orch (Warner ‘ "MISSOURI WALTZ” (Forster*),
Bros.*: "BRASS/'EN’S HOLIDAY” | the Oldie, turds up; in a rhythm
tMavtime;V a tricky instrumental, \ instrumental showcasing this artmakes an excellent showcase for i ist’s
driving . piano ^technique.
this AFM contest-winning crew on "CINCINNATI RAG” (Mayfair*)
its wax bow. “PINEAPPLE ROCK” gets a similar tratment.
(Maytime
has a good contempo¬
Homer & Jethro (RCA Victor):
rary beat to give it chances. [
"THE
BATTLE
OF KOOKADebbie Reynolds iMGM); ‘‘LOVE
MONGA” (Wrirdenl), a spoof on
IS A GAMBLE” ‘Carey**, no- rela¬
"The Battle of New Orleans,” is
tion to the Eartha Kitt song despite
due for plenty of $pins because of
Newest Dot Records Album
the identical title, is an okay [num¬
the cbmic lyrics. "WATERLOO”
ber which gets excellent vocal
(CedarwrOodv) is another parody on
projection plus an harmonica;[back¬
a current hit. ground. "IT STARTED WITH A
Danny Roma (Hanover); “LA
KISS" 'Robbins**. MGM picf title
■ (DLP No; .3.200)
song, is an attractive ballad nicely SHABLA” (Raphael*), an Italo- Featuring: Joe Feeney; Alice Lon;
grooved ballad, is pleasantly Lennon Sisters, GSe Club, Maurice'
handled.
ji
Moon Mullican 'Deeeak jVTHE crooned by this singer. “SABETTA” j
Pearson. Jim Roberta [
WRITLV ON THE WALL" (Cedar- (Raphael*) is an instruments I'/With
|
wood*'. a solid country ballad, is an arresting sound/
Dee
Dee Dorety
(Freedom): |
delivered in flavorsome style by j
this veteran hillbilly singer. "CUSH “BILLY BILLY” (Athena-Fairet), '
CUSH
KY-YAY"
(Acuff-Rosevt a hard rhythm side with a juye
also bounces along with a bright lyric, is handled savvily by this
Idea,
moppet-sounding thrush.
"GIVE
Harry .Goldstein; United Artists
The Bush Boys (Capitol*: "A YOUR LOVE TO ME” (Athenasupervisor bf [ New York promo¬
tions, has been shifted to' the UA
disk division as Coast rep. Gold¬
stein will; take oyer the newly cre¬
ated post in: September and will,
headquarter at UA’s Hollywood
BOBBY DARIN. ... . J
. . . .MACK THE KNIFE office.

“The Voices and Strings of
LAWRENCE WELR?

Best Bets

i

Brit. Disk Sales Off For |
1st 5 Months, Up in May

(FelstecI) . .

.. ...

..

..A Lot Of Conversation

Paul Chalis* "The Bandit" (Leeds*) , an Halo, import, is a striking
instrumental th^me with a refrain that may catch on big via his
orch and choral rendition, "A Lot of Conversation ’ ‘ XYZ* ) is
more conventional material:
[*■

+

■■=

on Coin

Variety

*'

2. BATTLE OF -NEW: ORLEANS (13)

Buddy Morroir's "Seraunchy” (Justisi) is a swinging instru¬
mental with a pounding, beat which the kids will go for. "Trail
Blazer" (Moon Mist*» Vanother side with.a jumpwg.-.rhythm idea;.i>
*
*

'

. 6. A BIG HUNK OF LOVE (4)

.

.....

Carl Dobkins jr.. . j

....

Elvis Presley .. . ... j
Ray Charles

' 7. WHAT I’D SAY (2L;
8. LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR (8) ..

..

. Connie Francis'::.

.

(Browns:.......
\Dick Flood......

9. THREE BELLS (i) .. .. .... .. .
10. TIGER (6)

BROKEN
VOW"
< SI'.erman-De- • Fairer i is a fair ballad.
Voraonv*, a melodic juve-angled
Mike Longo (Vinea): “TI VOballad, is harmonized in excellent I GLIO BENE!’ (Claridget), in cha
style by this new combo. Could 1 cha tempo* is delivered in okay
be very big. “NEVER BEFORE” I straightforward style "AN GEL A”
tSherman-Devoiv.oii'
is an okay ; i.Claridge-:). is strictly routine.:
rhythm entry.
]
Ernestine Anderson (Mercury):
Andy Williams < Cadence■: "SUM¬ ] “I HEARD
YOU
CRY LAST
MER LOVE” 'Thompson*/, a pret- j NIGHT”
(Porgieth
a first-rate
tv ballad with a seasonal peg, is i ballad, is rendered sensitively by
handled in this singer’s usual taster | this fine • songstress. . "I
CAN
iul manner. "LONELY STREET” j DREAM, CAN’T I” (Chappell*),
•Four Star Sales** is a melancholy i the standard, also should earn
ballad also well delivered.
•spins.
Frankie Castro < W h ite h a 1 lj:
Hank Ballard (King): “CUTE
"SHADOW LOVE” (Knollwood*), LITTLE WAYS (Armot) is a rock¬
a pretty ballad with a teenage peg, ing ballad delivered with a basic
is delivered in'a commercial groove beat and drive. “HOUSE WITH
by this singer. "THAT’S THE WAY NO WINDOWS” (Jay & Ceet), a
. LOVE GOES” (Sylvia*', an up¬ slow-tempocd ballad, Is belted to
tempo side, is rocked in the ap¬ the hilt.
proved style.
j
Dodo Greene (Time*: "IS YOU i *ASCAP. tBMI.

Sammy Turner ,; V.
Paul Anka. i......

.

5. MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK (6).;

I
I
j
;

Dinah Washington::
Johnny Horton.

•.

3. LAVENDER BLUE (5>
i 4. lonely boy (10) . .. ; .

LOUIS PRIMA-KEELY SMITH. .. ____NIGHT AND DAY I
(Dot) ...........
. I'm Confessin*
Louis Prlma-Keely. Smith's ‘‘Night and Day" (Harms'), a-flashy
workover of this great: standard, should get wide spins on the
dee jay turntables. "I'm Confessin'
(Bourne* )■ is another oldie
due for big play via this duet.

,

1 WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES (3),

BUDDY MORROW ORCH. ., ....
. SCRAUNCHY
(RCA \ ictor) . . . ./. j:.. V.... . . . . ... Trail Blazer

:: Chancellor ♦

Fabian.

......

Second Group
Stonewall J&ckson.V . jColumbia

WATERLOO
SLEEP WALK

: Santa & Johnny.. .

. . .........
. .

I WANT TO GET MARRIED
KISSIN’ TIME

Lloyd Price . ...

.

.. . .,_;.

Bobby Rydell.. /.., [ . . .GUyden
Fat's Doming.... ^

I WANT TO WALK YOU HOME ..
.

JUST A LITTLE TOO MUCH ..,.
'MONA; LISA
IT WAS I

Ricky Nelson

, ...Imperial

.....

. . Imperial

( Carl Marin. . [..
. . . .phiiups
‘ ‘.] Conway Tvntty ..... ......MGM "

'

..■.. . . . . .

.. . Cap.-Am: T
. .. .ciBC-Par

..

.. ' Skip & Flip.,.... ... ... .Brent [ ’

40 MILES OF BAD ROAD....;.
BROKEN HEARTED MELODY...

Duane Eddy........,...;., Jamie ‘ ’
••

..... ..

Sarah Vaughri..... . ;. .Mercury * ’

(Figures ,in .parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the top 10)
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦
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^tettangeTrVad&ig |

It was' 40 years ago this month that ...Ben Selvin, .now artists. &
ning
in iuv
the recording field with
the old Victor Talk-,‘
111U& with his
Altar ftirst
mot try lU
--ing Machine Co. Inked by Victor’s then a&r. chief/John
chief, tJohn McDonald*
McDonald-

One-Pseudonp limit Decision
BuiUUlg Up British Songwriters

May Run a Full Week

repertoire chief "with the RCA Custom Records. division]' struck light¬
I

PfmiP ' All? ‘ 11

. • ,

_

8*

' -

\Vas. asked to;select
first -session. vaJhstatdd^for end^oT^xt^anifary"
bandleader Selvin Was
to-select four tunes for his first-session.
He came up with r;Dardeneila.?, ‘‘rm Forever Blowing Bubbles,” “A s\ may see several changes in format,
Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody” and ‘‘Isle of Golden Dreams.” “Dar- ! starting. with a weeklong duration
denella” became one of the alltime disk bestsellers. However, Selvin : tp replace the current thiee-day
didtft get rich from these hits since he was paid off on. a flat'$150. per-! stint
tune scale with no royalty deal. Subsequently, however, Selvin put ]. Pr'prj
formula for the anniverthe business into the band biz by organizing nine, different orchs tq{ Sarv event has still9 to be worked
record, for nine different labels. Selvin estimates that he cutover :
several innovations have
9.000 sides in his bandleading career since 1919: In.the past couplet
of ueudues,
decades, oeiyui
Selvin xids,
has had
several, key exec'posts with Columbia]£
ui
mju scvciai...nn
.
criticism
which has
Records, Muzak .and
™“ed post S
ern”. SSKS* S
Veand Southern Music. V
,' ! SXiiast

Loncron, Aug. 11.
Feelings are running high among

Italian Disk Bestsellers

a substantial segment of British
songwriters and composers, follow¬
ing a decision by the Performing
Right Society council not to accept

Rome, Aug. 11.
.Barreto

Arriyederci
(Phillips)

Venus ............ .Avalon
(Globe)...
Gli Zing&ri... ..... .Dalida
. (Jolly):
Mia Bambina ,;... Modugno
. ; (Fonit)
Vieneme ’Nzuonno .... .-Brunt.
(HMV).
Petite. Fleur .. :.. . ....Hechet
: > (Vogue)
Crying Heart Out.... Sedaka
•(RCA) v

in future more than one pseudonym
from a member in addition to his
red! name. Many feel that this
could be a real blow'to their liveli¬
hood, while there's general resent¬
ment anyway at what’s considered
to be the arbitrary manner in
which the move has been made.

: V
.
v' i '."l V ■. ■■■
_.
! ported changes are voting system
. Taped music is. moving in on the restaurant, night club, and saloon f allowing only independent listenscene.. -A nesv outfit, Melo-Sonics, Corp.. is peddling tapes, which- play ; fers throughout Italy to cast ballots
two hours of music, to these outlets. Already signed up for the tape ! _ thus preventing p u b 1 i s h e rs
The value of pen names is held
f eature are the . Copacabana and Gatsby's in New York and Grossin- [ house- padding
with
purchased
to be high for several reasons—e.g,r
ger’s in upstate N Y- Outfit has 650 tapes in its catalog, or 1,300 music ) votes- “invitations” for. entries to
a number by an orchestra leader
hours. Feature of the taped music is that the customer clan; pick any :
sefjt ^ ail 60 registered Italian
might get the go-by from other
twq-holir ptusic^mood dcsii-cd. Fee for the installation of the tapdnva-:.pub'lishers who may submit one
Darlin’ Cora..... Belafonte
bands if published under his true
chme is $189 plus tax. Tape reels cost $15 and can be exchanged fOr,'Pntrv each* 60 entries would then
'..
(RCA).
'
identity,
or several tunes from one
$7. The tapes are manufactured by Edqlite, a Detroit Outfit which also • hp nared down to traditional " 20
name that hit the market simul: Notte, Lunga Noite .Modugno
fakes .care of tke pertormance^ fees to ASCAP and EMI. Bud Zaret is ;firtaflsts by above-mentioned popu. taneously might be passed up for
(Fonit).
prexying the Melo-Somcs outfit.
lar jury rather than -selection
broadcasts because of accusations
committee”; prizes to. be awarded . Lonely Boy i - V.....’.... Anka
of bias. The declared PRS notion
RCA Victor is tieing in Larry Elgart’s recently. released LP; “New /f0r all-around values as well as by
(Columbia) .
_'in decreeing the one-pseudonym: Sounds At The Roosevelt.” .with the bandleader’s currenttour through song types or categories,
‘ j only rule is to cut down on ad¬
the’ midwest and Canada. Promotion campaign, blocked out by the •
MPar,uhiip even atearlv
ministrative work and costs, but
?9^ns0?t-^^rt's; personal, rep.
high'rafales.
the challengers declare that tills
Holly woo d, Aug. 18. , consideration is too trivial to worry
■ had. Victor’s field sales staffer SMp Moore hit the deeiays with the
f
tirt-time- tv-inner Domenico
. album two WR-J*.
f™nt of a scheduled;
Rob Levme...a
Medilgno.some
wjeeks m front
scheduled Eigart
Elgart .date,/
date. Bob
Levine. a :; M6du<rno
Some say be.
he mopes
hopes to
Gogi Grant and. RCA Victor j ab t m^ead thev X in the
. Robinson,
aide, followed , ■ through , by coming
commgmtoeaeh
a rn’oek
fh„. atr^it,winc *
Robinson aidje,
into each town a.^week^
^ ^ree^trStWins
at San have : Called at quits after two ;
' an attemDt t^h’?t at
^1
before an Elgart appearance, In. addition to pitching for album- plays.^ ^^ his^lonS^rmld ^ars of association-Songstress, at; S w^SensTtv bv some disked
deejay contests arid other stunts were set up. Promotion has resulted ..< Nel. Bene e nel Male ” others that ‘ one time under pact to Era and ,
t^u^‘thch* Z rm?
m.a hefty, b.o. at the dance dates and an upbeat .in the . album sales. _ h^s pepping another tiine for the ! who later jumped over to Victor, is | tions as piatfei- backings a^P d^2.. j
,
•:
„
.song classic. :
; exiting the latter under amicable' ciafe that, if this be^he case, the
“The Bladensburg Races —ans\yer to "Battle :of Newv Orleans — !
/terms,. according to. Robert . L. »society ought to find some other
has: been picked up. by EMI for Britain and Australia, It’s on King in ]
Renata Rossiili, guitarist cur-; Yorke; Coast Chief of the. label.
1 way of handling that situation
U S: and Regency in Canada, where if was first out; in Ottawa, by Des rently appearing : at • the Hotel!
Miss Grant’s latest; RCA album, .
g
PomDOoPro arp
Williams ^ His Redcoats, Tune was penned by staffers.Walter Miinroe Pierre. N.Y./booked for the.^est^ to be released in November, is
®
”!unZ tnLhIv
il!I
and Carl Schubert of radio station CKOY. there.
.
; bury. Hotel, London, this fall.
- called “Granted It’s Gogi.”
.
' to the biggest SDlit the PRS has

Gogi Grant-RCA Split
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KINGSTON TRIO. (Capitol)
..
• 1:::: At Large (T 1199)

1

2

1

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
•■•3 . -' More Great Hits (CL 1344)..:..;.....:

.:...

2

1

5

5

5

6

3

2

5

SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve) .
-:v- | . • Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003)..........

.-4 V

2

MARTIN. DENNY-(Liberty)
. ,
Exotica, Vol I (RP 3034)...

K -■

8

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1933) / .........

3

. V;..

9

16

10

6

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi)
Taboo (E 806). V ..- ..:.. .__;..........
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
Peter Gunn (LPM 1956).......... *

11A 13

PREVIN/ROSE ,(MGM)•••Secret Songs for . Young Lovers (E 3716) .....,

11B

21

13

14 >

14

12

MARTIN DENNY (Liberty).
Quiet Village (LRP 3122)...:..;,.....
PORGY & BESS (Columbia)
Soundtrack iCL 5410) ..:......:.......__
BELAFONTE/HORNE (Victor)
‘
Porgy & Bess (LOP 1507)... :.

11

GYPSY (Columbia) Original Cast (BL 5420)...__;

15

17
18A
18B
20

10

2
1

2
6

6

2

6

7

5

i

5

4

7

4

6

:3
4
8

3
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2
6

4

3

1

3

8

7

7
2
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1

3

• 4

2
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1
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5

5
2

3
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Taking up the cudgel for the
complainants before the PRS counCil on Sept. 3 will be Jack Fishman, prolific songwriter, who may
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82

2

71

9

69

9

9

3

6

34
32

6

6

5

31

_26

7
2

3

T

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny’s Greatest Hite (CL 1135).
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 3641>........ : =.

.Y.

8

4

9

3

_26

2

_22
__18

' 5

4

6

i

V-.T.- :5

8
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8

17
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14

2
8
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8

5

9

7

5
10

Dick Loderhose and Irving Falk
have been tagged by United Artists
Records to produce a series of or¬
gan albums. The duo will record
11 albums for the diskery, three of
; which are scheduled for release in
{September.
{
Featured on the Paramount Stu|dio Wuriitzcr Pipe Organ will be
j Ashley Miller, Dick Scott, Don De
j Witt and Johnny Seng. The paekj ages will he available in monaural

13
12

9

5

........

Loderhose-Falk’s 11
Organ Albums for UAR

29

5

4

8

An advisory committee of dis¬
tributors has. been formed by Ar¬
nold Maxin, president of MGM
Records, to assist him in ironing
out industry problems. According
to Maxin, the committee will- meet
three times a year to discuss dis¬
tributor and manufacturer prob¬
lems.
The committee will include dis¬
tributors from New York, Balti¬
more, Atlanta, Chicago, San Fran¬
cisco and Los Angeles.

41

■ 1--

6

* whom he’ll be speaking, hut that
> the list is “very significant.” Fish[man’s attitude is militant, but he
{adds: “The council’s sense of fair{ness when^it listens to the entire
1 case^'will. I’m certain,^ make it see
, that a radical adjustment must be
^ made.”
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from Parliament, to show just what
additional costs are incurred by
accepting several pseudonyms.
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FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Look to Your Heart (W 1164).... ; ■ . . .
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia) -]
Original Cast (B 2579). .
GEORGE SHEARING (Capitol)
On Stage (T 1187),.....
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Tenderly (DLP ■ 3180) . ..:, •:.
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) . .
Kingston Trio (T 996): . ; .
.
: FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). .
Come Dance With Me (W 1069) v

3

3

7

10

MILES DAVIS (Columbia)
Porgy & Bess <CL 1274). . .. 1........: 1. :.,

AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
But Not For Me (LP 628)..-..

1

I

\
: I
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KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
6 -• ■' 7 / The Hungry 1 (T U07)...
HENRY MANCINI tVictor)
7
..4.../. More Peter Gunn (LPM 2040)............ -.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
8
9
No One Cares (W 12211...:v.
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Salute to Dmeen.

Hampton Beach, N.H., Aug 18.
i
John Dineen, prexy of Hampton
Beach Casino, who has been an
advocate of name bands at his dancery, nabs a testimonial dinner in
recognition of his five years as prez
of the Hampton Beach Chamber of.
Commerce.
. .
The ballroom op will be feted
at Wentworth-by-the-Sea, Ports-mouth, N. H., on Sept. 8. Dineen,
a graduate of Dartmouth and an
FBI. agent during World War. II,
has also headed the Ballroom Op¬
erators of New England, Co-chairimen of the dinner are Gen. John
S. O’Brien and Ted Tryon.

(Copyright Variaty, Inc, All Rlfbta fttMrvad)
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On the Upbeat

MUSIC

Diskeries Join
The 50th State

Jf^RMTY Scoreboard

NeW York

OF

Stan Freberg and Hal Johnson
elected to ASCAP membership. .
Warren Covington & Tommy Dor. sey orch set for Atlantic City’s
Steel Pier Aug. 21 . . . Sharkey
Bonano opened at the Roundtable
Monday <17) . . . Harold L; Fried- |
man retained by Pepper Records j
and. Citation Records as sales and j
promotion consultant . . . Kenny]
Burrell Quartet alternating with ;.
Randy . Weston’s Four at the Five ;
Spot Cafe . . * Cricket Records, |
low-price
kidisk line,
released]
seven more albums, bringing its :i
total to 17; . '. . Folk/singer Ceil !
Diamond to wed tv producer Alan I
Sands in September . . . Design !
Records’ Abbott Lutz named: his j
daughter Marina Louise . . . Crystal ;
.Joy, Hanover disk thrush, set for :
a four-week return engagement at
the Toast beginning Sept. 7..
:
Roulette diskers Ronnie Haw-;
kins, Valerie Carr and Bobby Lewis j
on deejay tours covering key mar- j
kets . . . Colpix is releasing a single,
disk of “Children GO Where I Send j
You” and “Willow Weep For Me” i
culled from Nina Simone’s “The !
Amazing1 Nine Simone” LP.
Hy Litt resigned his emcee ■
chores on Philly’s “Rate The Re- '
cord Show” ^channel 13) but Will /
continue as platter spinner for;
WCAU . . . Jon
Hendricks,
of
Lambert-Hendricks & Rioss, writing
special verses for the second an¬
nual. Monterey Jazz Festival, Oct.
2-4..> . Giuseppe Creatore. memo¬
rial concert to be held at Central
Park Mall Aug. 23 . . . Count Basie
orch and Joe Williams set for the
Amsterdam News’ Golden Anniver¬
sary Jazz Concert, at Carnegie Hall
NgV. 25.
' '
. -

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

■

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes, listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from, wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions. resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

TUNE

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) ..... ........... Lonely Boyf
SAMMY: TURNER (Big Top) ............... Lavender Blue*
DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury) ......... What Difference Day Makesf
CARL DOBKINS, JR. (Decca) ............. My Heart Is An Open Book*
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
. Battle of New: Orleansf
PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury) .......... .... .. Sea Of Lovef

FABIAN (Chancellor);

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

•......... Tigerf

KAPP RECORDS

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

•-.TUNES
PUBLISHER

fLONELY BOY
♦LAVENDER BLUE

Spanka
.... .>.................................. Joy

Rome, Aug. 11.
Bunny Botkin, Gil Fields and
Dave Pierson, known as the Fra¬
ternity Bros, are currently On an
Italian tour cued by the zooming
sales in this country of a single
record, “Passion Flower.”
Sales of “Flower,” said to be
close to a locally-strong 200,000,
resulted in their importation for a
show billed as the “First Festival
of the American Song in Europe.”

f WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES...; ,............E. B..Marks
*MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK ,.,......................... Sequence
fBATTLE OF NEW ORLEANSWarden
tSEA OF LOVE ..
.... ..../.v,.;...... . ... ........... Kamax
fWHAT’D I SAY
.....• > ................ Progressive
♦THREE BELLS ...........,...
Harris

HEADIN' FOR THE TOP

JANE MORGAN

.v.vA Big Hunk O’Lovef

TUNE

i
Hawaiian albums are beginning
; to seep into the market from
; mostly all diskery corners and alj though it’s still too early to ascer¬
tain their impact on the market,
j several of the sales execs figure
| that they’ll be steady sellers and
profitable LP items that will ride
along with the publicity tied in
with the nation’s newest *tate.
Epic Records is even gambling
with a single, Joe HarneH’s coup¬
ling of “My Little Grass Shack”
arid “Kealakekau Hawaii,” to cash
in on the Hawaiian heat.
In the album field, RCA Victor
is spotlighting the Hawaiian hoopla
with three packages. Victor has
packages by the Diamond Head
Beachcombers, the Mauna Loa
Islanders and the Charles Bud
Dant orch. Columbia has Hawaiian
sets by Andre Kostelanetz, Ed
Kenney, Ken Griffin and the Hal
Aloma orch. Capitol is in the swing
with Webley Edwards’ “Island
Paradise," as is Kapp with Sam
Makaia’s “Fabulous Fiftieth State”
and Warner Bros, with the Out¬
riggers’ “Hawaiian Moods.”

Frat Bros/ Italo Windfall

RAY CHARLES (Atlantic) ....:.......... What’d I Sayf
BROWNS (Victor) ....
,/.-.,..Three Bells*
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ....,

WITH
OPEN ARMS

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

London
Canadian blues singer Phyllis
Marshall has a 15-minute “Star¬
light” show on BBC-TV Mon. (24)
. . . Associated Television, com¬
mercial tv. web that bought half
the issued, share capital of. Pye
Records, has undertaken to ad¬
vance the diskery up.to S840.000 as
loan . . . Alex Welsh band, which
shared: the bill with Louis Arm¬
strong All-Stars during the latter’s
tour earlier this year, will be the
first jazz group ever to play the
(Continued on page 50)

The record company boys will
hop on a trend at the drop of hat
or the annexation of a new state.
! Although they couldn’t get much
!' out of Alaska, the 49th state,
1 they’re making hay with Hawaii,
j the 50th.

fTIGER

•

......

.v;.-....,..,..v.y;.... .-Roosevelt

fA BIG HUNK O LOVE ..... . . . . ....... ................ Presley
♦ ASCAP

t BMI

HIT* RE\1JNDER$^|

■* ★THE DREAM OF
OLWEN
★ROULETTE
★THE COQUETTE
FROM RIO
MILLS MUSIC, tHC.

F-Film

Tony Martin, Houston talent
ageht and bandleader, will expand
his -firm, of Tony Martin & Asso¬
ciates to Include distribution of
^ Continued from page 45,——home entertainment units in the ‘
background music biz for over: five j
stereophonic sound field.
!
years with its .Seeburg 200 Library j
Unit, is using its. on-location ma- I
chines to replace the wired music •’
outfits In areas where the /line !
charges from a central studio tend •

BARBARA

to make this type of background ]
music prohibitive.

Other types of ]

background music services use .the-;
FM frequency . and continuous- 1
playing tape machines,
|
Seeburg is furnishing its sub- ;
scribers with 200 new selections !
on five records every 90 days.

A j

special library of Christmas music-j
also will be offered, containing ]
1,000

selections.

The White House,
department

store;

Ford .Motors; !

a San Francisco
and

Safeway

Stores, a supermarket chain, have
already ordered the Seeburg 1,000.
Ford is taking all three of Seeburg’s services. The Industrial li¬
brary has been programmed for
factory

or

plant-type

featuring pop

The very air in the

presto

plant is washed with water pumped .at 250 gallons a

minute from our own private well. The technician* who inspect each

presto

disc

have been on the job for a minimum of 15 years, and have the keen eyes that insure
perfection on a scale no mechanical equipment can match. Ask for

presto

when

you order. Tfou’ll always know that your discs are PRBSTb-perfect;.
BOGEN-PRESTO CO., Paramus, New, Jersey, A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Since 1934 the world’s most carefully made recording discs and equipment.

music In

locations,
medium

and medium fast tempos with an
occasional: vocal for change of
pace. The basic library is tailored
for.; offices,: banks, supermarkets,
airports, etc , with tempos from
medium fast to medium slow. The.
mood music library is designed for
prestige .locutions, such as dining,
rooms, hotels, lounges, etc., with
stringed brehs accented on showtunes, waltzes and standards in
medium to slow tempos. Ford is
using the basic library in its of¬
fices and the mood music library
for its dining rooms,
J

All in ton months!—
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★

Featured Vocalist—"CIoikI 11h KPLR TV
Stor "Starlit* Melodies" WICS TV
Don McNeill's Breakfast Chib
Three return engagements—Lake Club
Sheraton-Jefferson, St. Louis
Featured at Cork Club, Houston
Bob Broun Show, WLW, Cincinnati
Headliner the 3525 Club, Dalfas
Featured, Cotton Carnival, Memphis
Three Weeks, Chase Hotel, St. Louis
First record release a 'Tick Hit”

in orbit?

YES SIR!

Open dates after Sept. TO, brochures, pictures and records,
upon request;
Agency Inquiries Invited
Personal Management

PHIL BISCH

505 E. Allen, SpringMd. IH.

J5&IE7Y

Decision Due On |
Who’s to Handle
WBR in Britain

Wednesday, August 19,1959

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

London, Aug. 11.
Decision is expected momen¬
tarily on who'll handle distribution ■
of Warner Bros, disks in Britain.
Robert B. Weiss, international di- !
rector of Warner Bros. Records
Inc., spent last week huddling with=j
diskery toppers here before leay- :
Ing at the weekend for similar dis- :
cushions in Scandinavia, Holland, ;
Italy, Greece. France and else- ‘
1
where in Europe with aim to set.
up country-by-countrv deals.
\
2
Weiss anticipates that the first:
WB platters will be marketed in'.
3
Britain some time after Christmas. J
exact date depending on who gets ■
the contract and on gearing up for j 4
•’* major promotional launchings
campaign. His plan is to see the } -5
WB label established firmly as
such, and not suffering loss of
6
Identity. Among those he contacted
in London were reps on Decca Rec¬
7
ord Co. Ltd., Electric & Musical
Industries Ltd. and Pye Group
Records Ltd., last-named of which
8
is known to be eager for new qual¬
ity labels,
;
9
Skedded to end bis hemisphere
trotting in Paris Sept. 7, Weiss will !
19
then return to Burbank, hut briefly.
He intends to spend up to the next
11
two years in Europe, with occa¬
sional commuting, until the disk!
12

5 I a
6
8
I
5
9
2

7
3
10
24
14
11

13
14

4

15

22

16A

LISA
KIRK

16B
16C 20

Slugs

I NEED
YOU SO

19

18

20

12

AND

RING ON
THE FINGER
K 12818

PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury)
Sea of Love .
... ...Y.;-.
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)
. There Goes My Baby...........
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
Lonely Boy ...
SAMMY TURNER (Big Top)
Lavender Blue .;:_ ■ ■ .........Y .
RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
W’hat’d I Say
... A ..../.
CARL DOBBINS, JR. (Decca)
My Heart Is An Open Book.,,. ... . ..
DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)
What a Difference a Day Makes-JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
Battle of New Orleans ....
FABIAN (Chancellor)
Tiger ..; A ;.. :--.v.
BROWNS (Victor)
3 Bells .....
SARAH VAUGHAN (Mercury)
Broken Hearted Melody V .
STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)
Waterloo ......---..
.....,.:
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
I’m Gonna Get Married., —....
“ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .
Big Hunk of Love .....
JAN & DEAN (Dore)
.
Baby Talk .
.
PLAYMATES' (Rouette)
What Is Love .
NINA SIMONE (Bethlehem)
Porgy
MYSTICS (Laurie).
'Hushabye ..... ......... .
.. ^.
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
40 Miles of Bad Road .....
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
High Hopes
....
SANTO & JOHNNY (Canadian-Amer.)
Sleepwalk .
JIMMY CLANTON (Ace)
My Own True Love .... .
FLOYD ROBINSON (Victor)
Maltin' Love .. .
CONNIE .FRANCIS (MGM)
Lipstick on Your Collar . .
“KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
MTA ,. ..................

; Continued from page 49
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And His BAND OF RENOWN
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Currently* Summer Jour
,
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1957-1760
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Mondays. 10-11,
10-11. EST
E5T
NBC-TV, Mondays,
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Booked Exclusively by
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JO£ iGLASER, Prts.
203 N. Wabash Av«.
407 Lincoln Rd.
Chicago, Hi.:
Miami Beach, Fla.
CEntral 4-9451
JEfferson 8-0383

8619 Sunset BIvd.
Blvd.
: H'wood 46, Calif.
OLympia 2-9940
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the Los Hermanos Charity Jam¬ Charles Bud Dant’s orch and
boree at Convention Hall In Oct. chorus in accents not specifically
Hemu
|. . . Frank Alper introducing Mink native.
Records as companion Label to his
777 VINE STREET
Best Records .. . Herbie Mann and
IN THE HUB
group to return to Pep’s Musical
OF HOLLYWOOD
Bar after tour of east , and west
coasts of Africa this summer. Red
Prsysock working spot this week.

THE.

Album Reviews

Chicago

Continued from pas* 4t '•=

chamber music and Oriental cul- i
ture, Guiffre’s work is marked by
originality and occasional flakes
of great beauty. Ail the composi¬
tions are by Guiffre. '

MOTOR HOTEL
King-size swimming pool! Queen-size
beds! TV. Hi-Fi, Radio in every room!
Air, Sound Conditioning! Suites with
Kitchen Facilities}
AAA Approved.
DiatriY Am. Ex*, aU Hlltaa urS.

Hoia Hypo

Hula music, always a market
Johnson Trio is the new house- staple, has received a big upsurge
band at the Park .Hotel, Great Jrom the recent entry of Hawaii
into the union as the 50th state;
Among a flock of new island music
spend a fortnight before that at productions, Capitol Is presenting
the Bella Vista in Billings, starting ^Island Paradise," an anthology of
Sept. ,21. . . . Johnny Maddox plays Hawaiian, sounds and music re¬
Hadley’s Steak House, Ft. Wayne, corded on the spot by Webley Ed¬
• . Biiddy Rich was ailing, wards, a leading Hawaiian radio
so Dorothy Donegan replaced .for
It’s an
arresting
current Stanza at the Regal Theatre personality.
here . . . Flamingos
launch
at- glimpse into . Hawaiian culture.
More
familiar
types
of
hula
music
fbony Club, Houston, Sept. 15 . .
Angelo s in Omaha, signed Teddy are presented by RCA Vistor in
Wilson Trio for Oct. 9 , . . Mercury “Musie of the Islands," with Manna
waxer Brook Behton is toplining at Loa Islanders, and in "Ahoha From
Hawaii," with The Diamond Head
Beachcombers. On the Warner
DL*1 j f i ».
Bros, label, Tim Outriggers blend
Philadelphia
l^niladelpnia
a neat program of standards in a
Bob
at set titled “Captivation.” Coral Rec¬
Bob Eberiy
Eberiy in
in for
for one-nighter
one-nighter at
the
the Baltimore
Baltimore Tavern.
Tavern, Sebt.
Sept. 20
20 ., .. . ords contributes -“The 50th State,”
Lionel Hampton slated to headline a compilation of oldies played by

"ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-7 R&bem show Club745 Fifth Av#.
New York 22, N Y
PLauf-4404

7

9

J
Thrush Carole Richards to Co* lomb’s Aug. 18 for two . . . Don
5
*

...

5

for Debbie Reynolds to sing, in
Metro’s “The Gazebo". , . Capitol
Records snafued by releasing 1,500
promo disks 6f Van Alexanders
“The Big Operator" and listing it
as title tune from Metro pic, “The
Rig Operation” . , , Fatti Page.

■.

^ ••

..

3

..

Graydon, local singer and deejay.
named v.p. and a&r topper for the
'newly formed Clef Records . •. .
Julie London is recording a new
album with Andre Previn at LiberHnllvwnod
ty tagged “Your Number Please.”
nouywuou
^ . Bob Thompson set to record
Walter & Tom Walton have his second album for RCA Victor,
penned “Something Called Love"
■.
. .
+

4

9

3

«•** *“^ * ^^«*

■

1

3

5

days. starting Sept, 1 . . . Philips
Records issued its first stereo longplay albums last week.
..
'■

*
J

13

5

5

On The Upbeat
Edinburgh Festival . . . Humphrey
Lyttletoh Club, in London’s Oxford
cf
o
St. will close after a farewell date
Aug. 29. Lease of the premises Is
due for renewal next month . . .
Rank Records stages an interna-

6

I. s

!
B

BEI MIR BIST
DU SCH0N

B KEELYSMITH*LOUIS prima<dot

■ I ONLY HAVE
■ EYES FOR YOU

■

THE FLAMINGOS • GONE

VOCAL GROUP
RECORDING
Box • V-175* VARIETY,
154 W. 44th St., Now York M
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Onward & Upward With
’n’

in
While the talent-rich borscht belt
Is now. traditional as a slimmer cir¬
cuit for acts,, it’s probably a first
... that a British showman spent two
Boston, Aug. 18.
‘weeks in New York’s Catskill Mts..
Final agreement, papers for Hotel
scouting talent: A1 Burnett, owner
of .the: Stork Room, , the Place. Corp. of America to.operate a 1,000room hotel in. the 31-acre Pruden¬
Pigalie and the Society, all in Lon¬
don, returned over the weekend tial Center, now being built in the
Back Bay, wrere inked by Roger
sifter a fortnight at the Concord
P. Sonnabend, v.p. and • general
Hotel which, was nis base for rbj manager of HCAi and S. Westcott
tating the mountain resorts ‘‘where
i Toole, v.p. of Prudential Insurance.
it seems all the better;variety acts
I
Hotel Corp. was awarded the
are. Working constantly;.”
contract to operate the. 25-story
Burnett says, “Of course I also structure- last December following
enjoyed the. top names which the competitive ; bids among major
Concord, Grossinger’s and others hotel groups. It represents conclu¬
book, but the supporting acts, at sion: of negotiations which resulted
the -price more, in line with our in HCA’s agreement to plan, fur*
. budgets, are equally good, and un¬ nish equip and operate the new
der the aegis of Charlie Rapp (The hotel skedded to open in 1962. in¬
booker for most of the better sum¬ dications are that; the hotel will
mer hostelries) I not only, saw a have a rooftop riitery and live en¬
wealth of talent but was. able to tertainment in its lower floor din¬
keep cooL Like all Englishmen, we ing rooms.
can’t t a ke your New York hot
weather.”
A converse concession to Amer¬
ica, however,. was Burnett’s visit,
to his New York tailor. He doesn't
like the “heavy” British cloths and
their pedestrian tailoring. Same
goes for the Yank brand; of shirts
and kindred accessories. Seemingly
Burnett placed as much stress, on
Light heavyweight.champ Archie
his sartorial “bookings” as .the
vaudeville talent he was “casing.” Moore, who last week pocketed
j $175,000 in his kayo victory of
Yvon Durelle in Montreal, is fig¬
uring on picking lip some extra
change, presumably to make ex¬
penses when laying off. He’s set
: to organize a jazz revue with ah
|. eye to working the lounges in
• Las Vegas and elsewhere. ;.
]
Saul Richman, who: handles the
Washington, Aug. 18:.
I press arid theatrical activities for
TJ.S. Information Agency direc¬
j the Negro fighter, at the conclutor George V. Allen has pro¬
• sion of last week’s bout phoned Ednounced the Moscow exhibition a
j die Elkbrt, General Artists Corp.
“success” and expressed hope it
rveepee* at the Friars Club; in an
would pave. the way for similar
j attempt to pick up a few farthEastrWest fairs in the future. ;.
! ings for an appearance' on the Ed
Allen spoke before the National
; Sullivan show. However, Sullivan
Press Club here following his re¬
; is presently in Europe and his
turn from Moscow. Among other
comments, he said Russians visit¬ j shows are taped. With Steve Aling the U.S. exhibits displayed j len and Perry Como laying off for.
, more “eagerness’ than Americans j the sumriier, a fighter has to make,
. at the Soviet exhibition in New j the extras the hard way.
Also touching upon extracurrL
York which closed its J,100,000- !
j cular activities. for Moore is the.
draw run on Monday U0». Among other things. Alien said, fact that his biography is being
| written by Bob Condon, a former
the Russians appeared to be sou¬
; film flack who is now devoting
venir mad. Many even took home
; full time to literary efforts.
used soft drink cups as mementos
of the fair.
Asked what he thought about a
“World’s Fair in New York in
1964,” Allen noted that' the District
. of Columbia has a similar bid in
the works and stressed as a matter
Springfield, Mass. Aug. 18.
of policy he would not take sides.
Vice President Richard M. Nix¬
Allen said he “needled” Soviet
officials about jamming of Voice on will be the guest of honor, at the
of America broadcasts, in Russia; | Eastern States Exposition here on
and they seemed “embarrassed”— Sept. 25. Sen. Leverett. Saltonstall
particularly about, the jamming of (R., Mass.) broke the news of the
Deputy Premier Koslov’s speech Veep's visit to the fair Friday (141.
Nixon also has. accepted an in¬
carried by VOA during his recent
vite/to participate the: following
American tour.
day in groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new . $30,000,000 Hopkin*
Everett Dam in neighboring N.H.
His visit to the biggest New Eng¬
land fair on the 25th coincides with
Arthur Godfrey’s first personal ap¬
. Because of a rash of bum: checks, pearance. at Eastern States Exposi¬
Albuquerque hotel and motel oper- tion since: his lung operation.
ator$ and managers last week got Godfrey has agreed to take part in
together and organized the Albu¬ every performance of the fair’s
show from Friday, Sept. 25, to the
querque Protective Assri.
The association is designed to Stake Night performance Sunday,
serve as a central warning point Sept. 27. :
Godfrey took part in last year’s
about. bad-check passers. Recently j
hotels and motels here have re¬ | show, the largest amateur horse,
ported a number of bum-check I show in the east:
artists hitting several establish¬
ments. The association is designed
to prevent such passers from de¬
frauding more than, one establish'• riient.
Ralph Hjtz, manager of Western
Minneapolis, Aug. 18.
Skies, was named to. head the
The national American Legion?s;
group. Ray Embry of Safeguard
“Gala
Show
arid Ball” at the Audi¬
System was named as secretary.
torium here Aug. 24 wdlfhave Den¬
ise Darcel, the June Taylor. Dan¬
cers H6>, Roweria Rollins, Ben Beri
and the Valenos along with Tex
Beneke conducting a local pickup
A proposal to build ari arena for orch;
St. Petersburg,-. Fla., is being
Al; Sheehan, , Who h^s a booking
studied by. City Manager. .George
office here, was commissioned to
K. Aimes. Proposal,, referred to
supply the show.
the manager by the City Cburicil,
Included, also in the entertain¬
calls for construction of a building
outside the city lipiita to he leased ment for Legion meinbers will be
a
Minneapolis : Arherican Assn,
to the city for a 99-year term. Pay¬
ment would be $225,000: annually. baseball game with . funniaker A1
Schacht
a? an added attraction* a
Another
simultaneous •: proposal
being made is tp have the city, boat ride on Lake Minnetonka and
a
canteen
at Marigold Ballroom.;
build the auditorium and lease the
land, for $25,000 annually.
Theatre circuit owner Bennie
About $50,000 Jias already been Berger is chairman of the convene
spent on plans for the structure.
tion entertainment committee.

HCA Hotel Set in Hub

Albuquerque, Aug. 18.

Roek -n’ roll and country &
western singers still draw; the
best at ; Albuquerque boxoffices,
local veteran booker Sam Feldman
said here last week.
Feldman offered, the comment
in explaining why he dropped a
planned booking of Harry Belafonte last. Saturday (15). The nut
was. too high and the gamble too
big, he explained..
Feldman, who books for much
of New Mexico: and Texas* has
Lloyd Price’s . r&r . orch due for
three dates in the two states com¬
mencing , Saturday (22).
Price
plays Albuquerque Saturday, El
Paso Sunday and Sante Fe. Mon¬
day. '
: At the same time, . Feldman,
through his Southwest Associates
agency, lias lined . up another
“Grand Old Opry” troupe, from
Sept. 24 to .27. Group, headed by
Carl Smith, will play El. Paso, Al¬
buquerque, Farmington and Col¬
orado Springs.. Other acts include
Jimmy Newman, Judy Lynn, Pet
Kelly and. the Shamrocks, all part
of “Opry” lineup.
Feldman has also booked Fats
Domino’s r&r group for a series
of dance dates across New Mexico;
arid Texas commencing Sept 11.
He’s also set four dance dates for
the Champs with Clyde McPhatter
Oct. 15 to 18. Albuquerque and
Santa Fe are skedded, with two
others pending.

Khrushy-Nixon TV Debate
The Dig Act’ of America’s
Moscow Showcase: USIA

EASTERN STATES EXPO
A‘BOOKING’FOR NIXON

Hex on Robber Checks
By Albuquerque Assn.

American Legion Sets
;
Mpls. ‘Gala Ball’ Bill

Plans for Arena Eyed
By St. Pete City Mgr.

New Orleans, Aug. 18.

Liberace’s Fan-daiigo
Chicago, Aug. 18.
Palmer House will get some
bonus business stemming from .
Liberace’s. Empire Room en¬
gagement, which starts Aug.
31.
. Liberace Fein Clubs Univer¬
sal will be staging its annual
confab at the hospice Sept 710, and something like 100
rooms have been reserved for
the card-holding worshippers;*
Though it can’t always man¬
age it, the club tries to dove¬
tail its conventions with Libe¬
race’s engagements when pos¬
sible. .
Hotel further expects its till ta be sweetened by delegates
descending to the floorshow
not just once: but several times
during their four-day stay.

The city’s ordinance for the fin¬
gerprinting of entertainers and
employees in night spots here was
declared unconstitutional Thurs¬
day (13) by Civil District Court
Judge Clarence Dowling.
He accordingly issued a prelim¬
inary injunction prohibiting police
here from enforcing any portion of
the new ordinance which was
adopted by the city council on
June 4.

. The injunction suit was brought
by a group of performers and
others employed in French Quar¬
ter and Canal St. night spots, who
had been ordered to submit to
fingerprinting, to submit five pass¬
port-size photos and brief personal
history sketches.
The city’s attorneys said they
would apply to the Louisiana Su¬
preme Court for writs,' which
would stay the effect of Judge
Dowling's injunction until consti¬
tutionality of the ordinance ha*
been finally determined by the
high court.
Among his reasons for judgment,
Dowling said: “No person shall be
compelled to obey a law which is
repugnant to the constitution and,
therefore, the preliminary writ of
Honolulu, Aug. 18.
injunction as applied for shall be
Honolulu’s futuristic - designed granted.”
$5,500,000 municipal arena may be
ready for conventions by Decem¬
ber, 196i, if present plans are car¬
ried out.
Arena’s most distinctive feature
will be. a vaulted concrete roof,
400 feet long and open at the ends.
It will be the longest single span
of concrete in the nation.
Honolulu, Aug. 18.
City is planning subsequent ad¬
While the new Sheraton regime
dition of a 3,000-seat concert hall,
Is making several changes in - su¬
a 600-seat theatre and a 2,500-car
pervisory-level personnel, it looks
parking lot.
as if the entertainment policy
Site is about a mile from down¬
won’t be revised too drastically—
town Honolulu, on historic ’Ward at least for the time being.
Estate grounds, latter famed in a
Haunani Kahale\vai, deep-voiced
poignant ; Hawaiian
song
“Old Hawaiian thrush, has taken over
Plantation.” Trader Vic’s nitery, as entertainment director, succeed¬
incidentally, is across the street ing Ray Kinney, resigned. She’s a
from the lushly landscaped 22-acre headliner in her own right* inci¬
site.
dentally.

Rundown on Talent
In Honohln’s Niteries
Under Sheraton Regime

Benny Fields (Blossom Seeley.
&).whO last month came out of
enforced retirement to play the
Desert -Inn". Las Vegas, after a
year’s layoff because of a chronic
heart
condition,
died
Sunday,
morning 116) of a heart attack in
his wife’s arms in their Hotel War¬
wick apartment. It was long the
couple’s permanent New York resi¬
dence. He was 65. Fields—“the
Milwaukee
minstrel
man”—and
Miss Seeley had been professional
partners for 33 of their 37 years of
marriage.
Funeral services are scheduled
fpr. this afternoon (Wed.) in Ids
native Milwaukee, at the Good¬
man & Bensman Funeral Home,
with interment in the family plot
there. In New York, the Friars will,
hold a memorial service coinci¬
dentally at the clubhouse.
'•
When Miss Seeley, one of the
great “single" "woman in the hey¬
day of vaudeville, first “dis¬
covered” Fields he -was with the
Fields, Davis & Salisbury trio
playing Wyncliff Inn, Chicago. The
middle member is better known to¬
day as Benny Davis, songwriter.
Miss Fields was then headlining
the Qrpheum, Chi, and her future
husband expressed himself there¬
after that she was “slumihing”, at.
the time when she visited the
smalltime cafe where the trio
worked.
Fields’ singing style, is generally
accredited, -intra-trade, as- having
pioneered the Bing Crosby school
of crooning. The Groaner always
admitted that.
Iri 1952 Paramount filmed, the
Seeley-Fields biopic, “Soriiebody
Loves Me,” with Betty Hutton and
Ralph Meeker personating theiri;
This .marked another of Fields’
(Continued on page 57).

AK-SAR-BEN SIGNS
‘RIFLEMAN’CONNORS
. /.:■' Omaha.: Aug. 18.
Ak-Sar-Beri has pacted Chuck
(“The Rifleman”). Connors and his
■.tv* son, Johnny Crawford, to head-r
line the civic erg’s annual World
Championship. Rodeo
scheduled
here, for Sept. 25 through Oct. 4.
Booking marks. their. first appear¬
ance at a rodeo although they did
perform at the St. Louis Police
Circus last , spring,
//
. This is the fourth straight year
Ak-Sar-Ben has used names to
bolster its cow'boy extravaganza..
Past stars were Gait (“Annie Oak¬
ley") Davis, Arthur Godfrey and
the Royal Canadian Mounted Po¬
lice. Chief competition for Ak,
the Sidney, la.,

SNYDER‘FOLLIES’44G
IN PORT. VS. TOP FARE
Portland, Ore., Aug- 18.
Sam Snyder’s “Water Follies of
1959” racked a neat $44,000 in 14
evening performances and four
matinees at the Oregon Centennial
Exposition
Arena
(1-14).
The
5,000-seater was scaled to $2.50
with an additional main gate tab
of $1 riot included in the take.
: “Follies” played against stiff er
competition than any Arena attrac¬
tion has faced to date. “My; Fair..
Lady,” Multnomah County Fair,
Gilbert & Sullivan Opera Co., Pa¬
cific Coast League-leading Port-:
land baseball: club played nearly
day .& date. With the Arena. Sny¬
der’s troupe included Fred Barber,
Suzanne Nicole, Ray . & Roman,
Ray
Edwards,
Roger
Nadeau,
Divers (Stanley Mitchell, Frank
Siak, Bobby James, Emile Hotte,
Clive Dyson), Water Ballet (14)
and William Ciani torch (12).
Outfit moves to Eugene, . Ore.,
for a week and then the Exposition
in Vancouver B.C. Ricky Nelson
played the Arena for one perform¬
ance (15) with Spike Jones follow¬
ing for a week (16-23),

. Royal Hawaiian Hotel is continu¬
ing with Pierson Thai orch In the
Monarch Room and the Royal
Hawaiian group in the Surf Room.
The Moana Banyan Tree . (exBanyan Court) features nightly
dancing to the music of Billy Hew
Len’s
Moana-SurfRiders,
with
vocalist
Pua
Almeida.
Sunday
nights, a one-hour concert by lo¬
cal artists is followed by—of all
things—a dixieland jazz session,
topped by Ken Alford’s Dixiecats.
Adjoining SurfRider Hotel offers
cocktail hour entertainment in the
Captain Cook Room by Pua Al¬
meida’s Sunset Serenaders, fol¬
lowed by Jack Pitman, pianist-or¬
ganist.
Across the street, the Princess
Kaiulani's Kahili Bar has Terri
Pepin at the piano during cocktail
hours. Dining terrace offers a
‘ Malihini Night” program by var¬
ious racial groups on nights after
major ocean liners dock. Latter is
low-budget but popular with the
newcomer tourists.
Royal Hawaiian, incidentally, is
launching a weekly luau at $10 per
person, to compete with the luaus
thrown each week—or oftener—by
Don the Beachcomber, Queen’s
Surf and the competing Hawaiian
Village Hotel. Hotel tried this
policy a couple of years ago dur¬
ing the Matson ownership but re¬
sponse was n.s.g.-

Ricky $9,800 in 1
Portland. Ore.. Aug. 18.
The Ricky Nelson Show scored
a hot $9,800 in one riiatinee per*
forroance at the Arena Saturday
(15)..
/ The unit included Nelson’s com¬
bo (James Burton, James Kirkland,
The Empire Room of the Wal¬
Richie Frost h Blackburn Twins;
dorf-Astoria, N.Y.,
is
virtually
Jack La Dell, Harmonicats <2\ and
booked, for the season, with possi¬
Red Dunning' orch ;i 12
bility that Eddie Fisher will make
his first N.Y. cafe appearance in
several years there. He's tentative¬
ly set for Dec. 24 until Feb. 6. Also
set for the room is Ray Bolger who
goes in May 2, and may close the
Vienna. Aug. 18,
rooiri for the season prior to the
. The new Vienna musical iceshow, opening of the Starlight Roof.
“In .the Land of. Dreams,” with an
Presently lined up for the Em¬
original score by Robert Stolz, has pire Room is Gisele MacKenzie for
its; tryout iri; Passau, Germany, the opening Sept. J7, to be follow¬
Thursday .(20) arid Nuremberg.
ed by Gordon MpcRae & Sheila
As every year, the icer will go on Stephens. Oct. 15; Nelson Eddy,
tour; having been signed up so far Nov. 16, then the Fisher possibility.
in capital cities of Germany. Spain, There’s an open period beginning
Belgium, Holland and Austria. with Feb. 8 before the March 5
Moscow and Leningrad, where the preem of Campagnons de la Jhancompany clicked last year, are son followed' by Edith Piaf, April
also on the itinerary.
4, and then Bolger.

Waldorf Sets Lineup;
Eddie Fisher a Maybe

Stolz ‘Dream’ leer Gets
Pre-Tour German Stands
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Penny Singleton Would Step Aside
For Adams-When & If, That Is
Penny Singleton, president of ; draw her candidacy and support
the American Guild of Variety j Adams.
Artists and a candidate for reelec- |
"These affidavits/' she stated
tlon. has issued a challenge to ' "must assure me that this hard
Joey Adams, her opponent for the : core of Bright supporters will fire
post. She declared that if he pro¬ 1 Jackie Bright from the union and
; will sell the AGVA Country Club
vides affidavits from 30 of the
{& Recreation Centre within-"24
union’s national board members | hours of his ascendancy to the
allegedly controlled by national j presidency. Adams’ stated platform
administrative
secretary
Jackie j has been vigorously pursued by me
Bright, stating that they will fire j during my administration as presithe administrator, she will with- 1 dent. I have made considerable

headway in correcting the union’s
evils, but the primary obstacle is
Mr. Bright’s

domination through

the control given him by 30 mem¬
bers of the national board whg are
obligated to continue his policies.
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Inside Stuff—Vaude
Grim statistical records in the Aug. 3 Variety took note of the
birth on July 4 of a daughter to Colombo, Ceylon, showman Donovan
Andree and his c^ath on the same day. He was 57. Ceylonese impres¬
ario, besides sponsoring pop and longhair concerts, was partial to Yank
talent which he imported and presented, and also fostered local tal¬
ent in western (Afnerican-style) music and Occidental-type entertainment.
:

I will gladly furnish Adams with
their names upon request.’’
"There
are
no
presidential■
powers, without such support,” she
added.
Knott Hotels reported to shareowners that net profit from operaAdams told Variety recently| tlons for the first half of the year ending June 30 amounted to $641,that he will order the home sold; 012, equal to $1.40 per share on the outstanding common stock. It’s an
within 24 hours after his ascendary increase of Sqfc over last year, and represents a high in thfe firm's
to the AGVA presidency, if the! |; history. Gross operating receipts amounted to $13,340,455, compared
sp.ot cannot be operated as a home1 j with $13,243,175 for the similar period of last year. Net operating
for the union's indigent. He also1 income for 1959 was $1,226,064, as against $774,448 for the first half
stated that he will see to it that; of ’58. Earnings per share on operations last year, amounted to 90c.
Bright is fired "if he steps out of
line.”
The Minnesota State Fair, Aug. 29-Sept. 9, is deviating from an
established policy to permit a tent show on the grounds off the mid¬
way. It's the Harold Steinman-Sam Shayon “Dancing Waters,” seen
on the Royal American Shows’ midway three years ago. The half-hour
entertainment will be scaled at 50c and 25c for‘adults and children,
respectively. Steinman. a former Minneapolitan, will fly in from New
York to host a party for the press, television and radio Aug. 26.

I AGREE WITH

PENNY SINGLETON!
No One Wants To Or Should
Be Pushed Around!

I AM VOTING FOR

PENNY SINGLETON!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON has built an en¬
viably honest record!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON showed the cour¬
age and fight to stand up and try to get us
a better deal!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON is devoted and
determined to break the strangle-hold of
unfair intra-union practises!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON is "Racket-Free"!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON will continue to
fight for HONEST UNIONISM!
BECAUSE PENNY SINGLETON has no "STRINGS"
attached to her—and therefore isn't afraid
to speak the truth!
This advertisement is unsolicited and placed by

GENE DETROY
Marquis Chimps
Currently LATIN QUARTER, New York

The California State Fair at Sacramento, which opens for its annual
5 run Sept. 2, will continue a partnership arrangement for the second
year on the grandstand shows with GAC-Hamid. Under terms of the
deal, the fair puts up $45,000 and the agency a similar amount. Hamid
supplies the talent and production, while the fair handles the pub¬
licity and ticket sales. The split is 60-40 in favor of the fair. In former
years, the fair allocated a $90,000 budget for the grandstand and
generally came out in the red. Last year was the first where it wound
Up with a profit.

48,109
PEOPLE CAME
to see, to hear
and acclaim
a new Las Vegas
record for a DUNES SHOW!
Hope you don’t
mind our using
this space to
let everyone know.

“Thanks, MR. RHYTHM. Anxiously
waiting for your return.”
- MAJOR RIDDLE-HAROLD MINSKY
DUNES HOTEL, Las Vegas

ED SULLIVAN SHOW
SEPT. 6th

HARRAH’S State LineLodge-Tahoe
SEPT. 21 thru OCT. 4
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Hilton’s Empire Room for an Aug.
A
11-19 run, when -hotel cancelled
«
- A,.
,
1 IaiiJa
rifclA llAiAA
Paul Mazursky after four nights.
Lou Marsh & Tony Adams open
Lact At lltefl MlAWhfUlhk*
two frames Aug. 20; Enrico and'
1-1101 w
VOWIflwaia,
comedienne Bobbi
BobM Baker are due
Riilfiar Mnct (Itit Tin QftT
Sept. 3-16, and AUen
Alien & Rossi
UlUyCl ITltlOl. Utl Up <JvU
"
■■ ■ ■■■—■—
!
... ■
. 1
. ..
" Sept,
Rossi come
in
Sept.
17-30
... ., Johnny BecheBachePoint pleasant, W, Va.t Aug. 18.
Yorlc
Frank Fontaine returning Se^c. 28.
New
York
A,cw lurit
Wick & Brand olav the Park min’ injured while dancing at the
Colony Club,
stays at,
Three Prospective customers have
Gerrt G^e Current at El Emba- Hotel, "Great Falls, Mont>Oct. 19 Colony
Club^stays
af the
the 88
88 and
and
sings while headlining his revue shown interest in buying the trim
jador, Cuidad Trujillo . . . Alan. for two
King due in from Europe this
which features exotic Jody Law-: little Majestic, last of the enterweeA
Giro Rimac-is
..
n.
rence and singer Grady Wilson .. .
. fc
+u.
week ...
---Giro
Rimac >is currently
A.
in his fifth month with his revue
Atlantic City
boats playing the Ohio
State Fair of Texas set Woody,
Rivers Inn, Syracuse:
Syracuse;
Concha’s Castilian -room
room fea-'
fea- Herman ' orch,.
orch, ^with'
with •;acts.;
acts to
to., be.be River. Thomas Jefferson Reynolds,
at the Three RiversInn,
La concha’s
. . . Lee Salomon of the WiUiam tures Joe Valino . ;Sylvia Saynt added, for a Cotton Bowi free jazz who has been in the showboat
?2oAtriny 0ff Ka^Kinr'
Plus Tlle Latinalres in President’s
AdolrfhS business even before he built the
£t*E%Ite§rib’*
Round.the-World Room ..... Ada g*?t^“dR0om
‘ ^hV&MdaUfa Majestic in 1923, said he would
»u4. C^e^m'#o« Lato ancU
and "^nge? " ucilie C^^hlS ^
f* “d
** boat
De Santos Trio due there Sept. 28;, S
11„ &
* VriSk
Af^ hoiaing
holding over
Over acnerDsat Herb's .... .. South.
bidder to meet
Lounge”. . . Alva
Frank, Afro&o
ern Club, new spot, has Cai ValenT his price—$30,000.
American. dance team, added to f.rn ,P^b’
> Fof the past 10 years, the. MajPaddock show . . . Explores Quint- tine’s Rock ’n’ Kings
Kin^s band
band nightly,
nig]
New York
with Bob Vrientine
Valentine as
as yocahst
vocalist . . : estic had been leased to Hiram
et held over at the Dunes . . . Ann SI1]1.
Sally Ann Howes, the former ! Curtiss toDsBurlesaue at Globe .., I Eddie Fontaine, singer, at the new College and Kent State U. for use
ad in *’Mv
is ready-1 __n:_\: SptodfetWSDindletoD.
bv
lead
'My Fair Lady.”
Lady” is.read*
Spin<Hetop.
by its drama studentsstudents, hut
but the
mg * cafe turn. ..Jimmy Komack- Hall (23-29-. to be followed by _ . • . ,.
•
. ~
bottom fell out of the college proD A A Pi
IT..
ject two seasons ago. One of the
KA A .wnnlnflr lin
.prospective buyers is a group
personal manager for Mort SakLi Manhattan Rockets. Three Elkin* UiYaX
Unn k
MlVppillg Vp - headed by David Hazelwood,
Cleveland, who had two years’ ex-

Dicker Sale of JHaiestic,

Vauae, late Dates

'^SSSS^]££*!££***

cnhfu-e

Qhn nlaved Tj»dv

■«*

Tane in,

mruiiie

oamuoiu

ffl?Srd5^Si^2L*7S 2t'ta^
(Mass.* tent theatre ... , Arnte Btd* I j«k E. Leonard Md®M^ifre 'si»^

Fiffht
r^ni to
ro Retain
Retain

charter

Burlesque rkm

Hollywood

^ Thomas J.-Phmips^HAA
S^e
Sv:
U»kB1m
executive^
secretary last
week informed pewey
Dewey Michaels,
Michaels, head
head M
of
formed
the
and gP%r^or+oL the^ Palace Theatre, BuffMo, that he seeks to negotiate a contract, with. the .chain.
So far, no reply has been received.
The'attempt to reestablish the
BAA jurisdiction is the result of
a series 0f events which started
with award of the BAA jiirisdiction to the American Guild of
Variety Artists by^^ The Associated
Acto/& Artisls
Amer&. BAA

i anay parr at me i,argo,

for this stand when the Court of
Appeals awarded the union a nod
in^its suit against the Hirst Circuit, charging failure to live up to
an agreement with BAA.
BAA bresentlv is suinu the 4A’s
AGVA ^r^retiftn M the iurisdic-

mer Las Veeas* choree has'turned
striper and U ^orto
Caic^Ba^ at the llrgT
f

.
•
Chicago
;
Frank D’Roue plays the Cloister
Sept. 8, and singer Ethel Azama i$
skedded to bow there Dec. 1 . . .
Eddys’ in Kansas City tapped
Harry Mimmo and Betty Johnson
for Oct 30 . . . Adolphus Hotel,
Dallas, signed Billy Falbo and Sue
Scott for Aug^7. Antonefc Cnxtts
Komaek^du^De?' 3
S5£
Babson to Cork Clubi’Houston.
Aug. 24 . . . Marguerite Piazra
inked with Shamrock Hotel, Houston. for Sept. 22. and Roberta Sherwood is signed for Oct. 22 ... The
Surfers v join current • Hawaiian
revue at Edge water Beach Hotel
here Sept. 1. and Keu Koastem
are set for Sept. 15 . . . Jerry Van.
Dyke current at Colombo’s, with
Viv Perry opening Sept. 1 and

FUN-MASTER

OLA SON'S

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for eft Theatricals
*W» Service the Stars"

lif Temporary Special m AR
35 Oat FHes for $15. Plus Sl.M Posta««>
Ferciti*: Sl^»
15 for W#
e 3 Parody Seeks, Nr Uk. ... $1* e
• 4 Mackeut Keeks. Per St .. *15 ml
e Minstrel Budtet .$25#
Hew te Master the Ceremeeles

No c.O.D's

^ raSwavs Open*;;

81LLY 6LASON
20« W. 54th St., N.Y.C^ 19 CO 5-13U
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY!
(Let a Real Professional Train Tool

New Orleans Aug. 18.
Police staged a series of raids
on strip joints along Bourbon St.
and on Canal St, the city's main
stem. A number of women Cntertainers and threo.meu WW arres.t.
ed on charges of ml*ceiuty or Bdrinking. Friday (14),
Earlier in the week the State
Board of . Tax Appeals: was asked
by city, officials to revoke the permite
nifwriuc W:luuwnHti-ner
mits of iwn
two niteries
for permitting
entertainers to solicit B-drinks and
other offenses. The dubs'are the
Mardi Gras Lounge and the Brass
Rail.
A

t-^ SSSSiiS

sell off for a six-week stand ins
Europe . . MyJrn Cihen
“to 500 Club for week startD
1
I?* 1J Profit corporation
for El Rancho. Las VegaSySept. 8, mg Aug. 22.
to be followed by the Gatineau*
.
.„
Hull, Que., Oct 15 ... . Broadway
Houston
.
•v■
,
The Burlesque
Buriesque Artists
Artists Assn,
Assn. is
I* t
Assn, to reinstitute its 'annual
„
^
The
luncheon after several years. Re6J0 turned out for the reasserting its jurisdiction on the estic seasons.
sumption comes off at the Astor
strength of a Court of Appeals
Bailroomof
lUce^HoteL
Oct. 27.
Grand BaHroom
of the Rice
Hotel. ■ggg^.gnaS5...,,i2yag>'.
decision in Philadeipbia !ast May, .
A second dance-is scheduled for
Colnix Recoros sonestress Nina privatery^ntor an
^
SimmL iofus the tMent lin?un S? He is adding a piano bar and plans
ai?_niffhtlv entertainment
Rav’s
entertainment . .. .. Ray’s
t^Ho^c^wJfoct^S n ^ f featurg dancing io the
Jack CoManze holds over at Cisco's music; MEnrMatti: for 12 hoi^5
at Manhattan Beach for two weeks every Wednesda\, from noon until
Franktw Lainc nTavg a six-week midnight-; . , International Clubs
return at the Dunes Hotel in Las Continental Room shuttered until
Veg^next surSi??9 s2lerl^! Sept 10,
The CpuUem; me on
for. Sept. 6 guesting on CBS-TV’s nightly m the clubs El Charro
Lounge.
“Ed Sullivan Show” . .. Sid Kuller Lounge,
Is penning the material Red But¬
But--tons will use for his upcoming hour
bow
St. Louis
at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas
_
^
.
. .
..
on Sept
Sept. 14 ., . . Lisa
for- ^Buddy
. Rudd; L«,.r bookedTn AugJS
Lis, Darke,
D»ke, for,

In New Orleans

to

bu^ lf"h|o^l|qtas;
en-.
Rail, was an alien and actively engaged in the management of the
w5^SSTSS-«L^'
cense be-r^Se^on tte grounds

them ab5d the sale, and most receutly, officials of Indiana U. expresged interest.
interest
pressed
^ Reynolds
buift the
the Majestic
Majestic and
and
Reynolds built
Attaboy in 1923t aftei. starting out
with another showboat, the Illinois,
v Knmori* *nH
„ »mapi«
JSh
boat’^-atoi^Mto

1SS?

trom eoterUule^ “ ttl8

a aS
^
and ffinenil
aiS
Ster^lavSd d^t^'as^n
KISS, ^?5

MlSe^
Vridatr

ni-hf d
Spots :raided Friday^ night ineluded the. Silver Frolics, French
Poodle. and French Casino. The
SSs
borderedhvnohee after
thf»v
Hiav
iLd^ norform.
they said.they saw lewd perform—
ances by strippers and the solicita*>* of patrons- for alcoholic bev***0^ \ A
t
T
A French Quarter stripper, Jacfeline Hendricks, 24, was also
one <* * number- of persons arrested during the week in connec&*:■*** the oper,U.n of . par-

^or two weeks at Davey “Nose” AC«irs * A^usis pr Arnica. ma brother-in-law also were associated
Bold’s Celebrity Club, now cele- maintained that fhis wa? an lUegal ^ him
a long run of success- Sii
brating Its third arnii.
Comedian
?“* ga}ne^l'ludwwKsuwart: {ui seasons until about 1938. Dur-

Paai Gilber and chanteuse Frausiska sharing the bill at Chase
Hotel starlight Roof ... Rowan
& Martin in “Babes in Toyland”
at Municipal Opera , . . Evelyn
West headlined at the Rio ClubBeverly Paradise mixing madrigals
and -pianistics • at. Prime. Bib'
Comedian Dink Freeman due back
In September at Caesar Room.
' ■' ,
'

Detroit

tog World War II. the boat and tug nafcotics^prescriptions written on
were tied up here where the Rey- Charity. Hospital blanks.
flolds make Wir home.
^
——- -.
• /
• ~
_
. n .. —
lark nMHIV S nftff 7nli
Vff /I •
fit
JflVk W1UIJ « IWtl • VU
Hollywood, Aug.
MrivIlIiTIIC All I All
Hollywood,
Aug. 18,
18,
lflCuUIRJd OH 100
Jack Benny, backed by Peggy
Si,?,,, thflfiof
“
Lee.
*76(000
Lee, racked en excellent $76,000
B*A_ P1 “» bem.
— ,
«\,ll last week
week at the Greek Theatre.
TlIV Fail* KhI He’s
Hes in
*“ for
f»r a
* second
s“0“d session.
session:
%Z to $4.50.
P«ted
place later rtus
Ul |6X. ^11 DU1
Scale rubs
robs from *2
*4.50.

A1 Hibbler is the new headliner
headlij
at Flame Show
. . . Johnny
^
Sh™ Bar
®ar ~
Vann’ss Q,u0..
duo At
at the Embers . » .
V^ano
Ronald Curtis, comic, is at Com“^“Supper Club in Windsor
reiersao ^
ina ai ®a*ce?
oarer 5
s
evi* w
w
-. • . ustnr ?®ters®n
Keyboard Lounge . . ..Comic
Comic
IIt llAAAvf
S‘eid,5 Mkkev's
and singer
Gay
Ser^w ‘Sr!?:
at Mickey s Show Bar . . .
Johnny LongLmig orch
orch at_Ro<Ktertail
at'Roostertaii
n
^
x
.
Johnny
for three weeks ... The Tartans
me JJesert ftin. Las Vegas, has
f°r
quartet held over at Club Cliche, been sold to Lawrence Wien, New
. . , Comedienne Dorice Ange at York realtor, and leased back to
Top Hat Supper Club in Windsor, the original owners in a deal which
r. H
~
Dallas
2^2^' T?pdaK w
Helen Forrest at Hotel Adolphus
Century Room, with Enzo Stnarti
Tf31'
and The Pagets inked for Nov. 5,
Pat Windsor set for Nov. 19 and Ppce of upward _of $10,008^000.
Judy Scott and Ardrey Sister* Operators of ^^the „Hes®rt Inn will
playing return dates Dec. 17 . . . continue to be Wilbur Clark, Moe
Jay Roberts new singing emcee at Dalitz, Morry Kleinman and others.
Theatre Lounge . . . Les Eigut
Purchaser of the Vegas hostelry
orch one-nighting Aug. 24 at Lou- also Owns the Piaza Hdtel, N, Y.,
-^ch he bought from Hofei Cdrp!

Inn

VI l/esen inn

Shoes,”
■■ ■
•"

^
.SKS

McGuires on Top
Ilf
Of Ik Fair M

Dallas, Aug. 18.
State Fair of Texas, for the first
time since 1953, will offer a variety
during the
y revue
1C»UC nuuug
tut* annual
muiuni expo,
upw.
Oct, 10-25«
10-25. Producer Charies B.
°ct*
Meeker Jr., will open th. ttow on
Friday, Oct. 9, giving It . 17 night
performances and six matinees, on
Saturdays and Sundays. ■
Titw »cfar Y.iah tf
«*t»r
Bripht’’’ revu» will *t»r the
McGiire a«2S' aSo «4 "nr S*
two’llour show are comics^ Dan
Rowan & Dick Martin, the Ballet
Espanol. Darvas & Julia, Somethin’
Smith Jc^ The Redheads, Mahhnttan Rockets, 24-girl dancing line;
and the State Fair Musicals^ orch,
directed by Donald Yan
airec^a py L,0Daltl *apv
1
Rai,A JL
Wmrlr
;

Jack Benny’s BMf 76G

The Gaslight Club, Dallas, aiming toward an Oct. 15 opening, has
purchased two surreys to transport
„rfn
°r?reston Center» ^ ®te

NICK
LUCAS
and His Troubadors
NOW PLAYING

BALTABARIN
CRYSTAL BAY
LAKK TAHOE, NEW.

NAME ENTERTAINERS

Statler- “P™ Pf
7ear fr0!?*the Hilton years a top ballroom pair, are playOF YESTERYEAR
I
chain which is presently operating, ing their first professional date in
SINGERS - DANCERS - COMEDIANS
about 18 months. They started
MALE OR FEMALE
this-week at the Copa Boom of the
W«nd«rful Opportunity
Havana Riviera Hotel* '
Writ# Box V-Hf VARIETY
Dtio have been operating dance
154 W. 44th St« Now York SS
schools in this area for iome time.
Honolulu, Alig. 18.
Horizons of the Hawaii tourist
business ai*e wider and higher than
Mystery and Laughs Galore
ever before, Hawaii Visitors Bu¬
reau admits, but it wants another
$100,000 for a stepped-up crashDirection MILES INGALLS, New Yelk
basis promotional. campaign.
Charles G. Braden, general man¬
ager, contends that “people will
come here in greater numbers if
we sell them on: coming.” He de¬
nies that increased- tourism “is
simply going to drop in oiir laps.”
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
It’s estimated that Hawaii this
Current Gallant Record Hit
year will attract 240,000 tourists,
stepped up from earlier estimates
"I DON’T KNOW WHY"
of 212,000. For the first half of
.
Tho Amazlne Stars of "WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND*
Currently .
the year, volume was 40% ahead
TIVOLI GARDENS
of last year.
Copenhagen
'

doubled into
.
'

RAJAH RABOID

HAWAII SEEKS 1006
TOHYFOIOM

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS

Guy. Nichols named manager of
the Black Sheep Club, Houston,
which will have-a party Aug. 20
to introduce the spot.

Currently 5th Wook

THC EMPtftE kOOM
PALMER HOUSE, ChfeMO, 111;
Thank* to Morrlol Abbbtt

: M9t. M.CJL

Uariety
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Currently:'

LATIN QUARTER,

n.w

y»h<

Future Engagements: BEVeUY HILLS COUNTRY CLUI. Ky. — DRAKE
HOTEL, Chicago — QUEEN ELIZABETH, Montreal — HOLIDAY HOUSE,
Pittsburgh — WALDORF-ASTORIA, New York (Ret*™ Eogogement) —
COCOANUT GROVE, Los Angeles (Return Engagement) — FAIRMONT
HOTEL, Sm Francisco;
Public Relations:
Los Angeles—BILL WAnERS
Chkego—ALAN EDELSON

New York—SOLTERS-O’ROURKE A SABINSON
Direction—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

*»ss»'Y

;?.*

PnrMmil Monigtr

Arrangor end Conductor

i. A. IUPIA

ROBERT (Bobby) KROIL

Wednesday, August 19, 1959

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST 19
| Carmelita Vazquez
iE
El Martin
a
Rodino Singers
:*>ikelles
Mario Alvarez
MUSIC HALL 20
“Dancing Waters"
ROXY 1/ .
Cecilia Padro
Lottie Brunn
Hotel Riviera
Tommy Leonettl
Armonicos
Duquaines
Jazz Singers
Helene Sc Howard
Imperio de Triana
Tri
Joaa Dexter
Enrique Herrera
Jessie Elliott
Ada Zanetti
Corps de Ballet
Gladys
Robau ..
Unlit.
Boucliec
Ore
Victor
Alvarez
It. Paiee Orc
Maria Remola
> A i, A
J- Moreno Ore
AUSTRALIA
Monica Caste 11
Fajardo Ore
Caribe
Q
Hotel Nacional
I Gibson Girls . .
MELBOURNE
F. Guerrero Ore
Fler de Roto
Tivoli
Gordon Sc Colville
Tropicana
Rudy. Fanertl •
Jimmy Wheeler
Celia Cruz
Allen Bros. Sc June Marta Stincer
Bassa Sc June
Riveros
Amazing Margoes
Carlisse Novo
Qaaine Sc Partner
Anny Berryer
. _
Danny Dean
Edit Julian
LO
LOS ANGELES
Gerry Dreyer
Frank Wilson
Paulaqui Twins
L'ennie Kent
Lor’a'ne Bransgrove
Sand Sox
" Lloyd Lindroth
Dino's
Billy Gray
AUCKLAND
Barton Sc Stuctab’r’y <
Ruth dims
Bat Ya
Now Zeeland
Johnny Marco
Jack Elton
Mickey
Katz
Gordon Wilcock
Sabrina
Jackie
Lee
Cochron
Steve
La
Fever
Andrea Dancers
Iris Rhodes
interlude
Ben Blue?*
S Sc. M Harrison
Rosalie Woods
Bobby Short . .
.
Barbara Heller
Billy Baxter
SYDNEY
T. C. Jones
Frankie Rapp
Mistln Junior*
Tivoli
Moulin Rouge
Diane Lefti Crocker Sc Clark
Will Mahoney
Sophie Tucker
Mildred Law
fackie Monnier
Rudy Hern
Ted Lewis
Sammy Wolf
Donn Arden's "Big
Dick Bernie
Richard Cannon
Ben Beat”
ASTDN
SRISTOL
Ivan Lane Ore
Dick Stabile Ore
Hippodrome .
Hippodrome
Cloister
Slate Bros. "
Piddock Sc Penny
Tony Brent
Ruth Olay
Don Rickies
Annette St Noel
Blue Angels ,
Sheeky Greene
Joe Castro Trio
Showgirl Nudes
Murray 4c Maidie
Gerl Galian Ore
Statler Hotel
CeUn Robins
AI Koran
|
Cocoanuf GrovO
Carl-Ravazza
Pennies
Jimmy Ryder
f Tommy. Sands
Delores Gay
Dorothy Reid
Peter Quinton
t Allan Drake
Skiriiuy Ennis Ore
Tom Mennard
Ross Sc Howitt.
! Cabot & Dresden
Ye Little Club
BIRMINGHAM
Maxims
,
I Freddy Martin Ore
Litida Lawson
Hippodrome
FINSBURY PARK
Max Wall
.
Empire
a Munros
M Sc B Winters
SaHy Barnes
Flack 4c Lamar
LAS VEGAS
Tassi Sc Diana
Arthur Worsley
Wilson. Keppel Sc
Kordas
Desert. inn
Edi. Domingo
Betty
Tanner Sis >>
McGuire Sisters.
Little Red Sc Marcy
Jones Sc Arnold
Dill Russell
Layne
Dave Barry
Iris Sadler
Tony Fayne /
Art Johnson
Woody Herman Ore
Kid 4c I
Emerson Sc Jayne
Donn Arden Dncrs
Riviere .
BLACKPOOL
GLASGOW
Carlton Hajes Ore { Ken Murray's
Opera House
Empire
Dunes
j
"Blackouts’*
Jewel Sc Warns*
Billie Eckstines
''Minsky's Arabian j
Jill Day
Montparnasse 4
ights"
Lou Wills Jr.
Nights”
Larry. Griswold
Salici Puppet*
Carson
Leo Diamond _ r
Jack Carson
Peiro Bros.
Ansons
Lionel Hampton Ore
Pedroi Roman
Roman
Najarros
Hal. Roach
ardi Jr.
Bay Sinatra Ore
Richiardi
Bert Sc Honka
Hetmuth GUnther
sr &
Dolores
Dorothy Dorben Dcs
Holger
&
Dolores
John Tiller Co
Gold * Cordell
l*i Y5i*pv
Wflirs
Gillian
Grey
George Mitchell Co
LIVERPOOL
Veeas ‘
Crosby Brothers
Bob Vegas
Palace
Empire
Ashtons
Alleni Conroy
Roy Castle
; Albert Modley
a Linero
Linero •
Don Rickies
.
Marya
Marlea Ryan
Eva May Wong
Davidson Ore
Johnny ‘Scat”,Davis
Peter Haigh
Russ Hamlton
ci
Saharem Dancers
El Cortez
5 Dallas Boys
Max Geldray |.
Loui« BasU
: Dubonnet jn.
Trio
Baker Sc Douglas
Rosinas
{;
Sands 0rc
{'Eddie* Bush
Giflian Moran
Carne 4c Canasta
®us“
Marguerite Piazza
S Versatile*
Bergman 4c Miml
Zanjs* Vegas
v/.a,.
Louis Armstrong
I El Ranebp
Dancers 10
’ MORECAMBK
p3"?*!™;*®9®*
Harry Nofal ■
Winter Gartens ! Joe E.
Lewis
Winter Garden
Winter
Evelyn. Dutton
Al Read
1 "La Nue Eve”
Charlie Chester
Al
Read
RoV Palmer
Lauri Lup
Lupino Lane ! Janine
Mirko deYork Co.
Lauri
ie_. Caire
taiJ[e
Copa Girls
George
TruzzU
Christine
Fraser.
3 Ghezzis
3T
;t*n.e Eraser.
Antonio MoreUi Ore
Penny
Nichols
Dick
Rice
Ore
j
ghowwoat
Hedley Ward 3
Nu
MarcelUs
.1
Flamingo
Marion Miller
Les Marc*
Flamingo
. Sons of Pioneer*'
Pearll Bailey
Eric Grier
Laycock 4c
i Be*
Bailey
Hank Morton .
;
Louie Bellson Ore
C
Jean Davis Co
Frank Cook
Coc
{ Johnny Cash
Mitchell Co . coles
BRIGHTON
George Mi
Coles 4c
& Atkins
: Merle Travis
Lovelies
BUI BaUey
Hippodrome
Dancing L
Bailey
Silver Slipper
!■ Moana
Harry Secombe
j Eugene’s
Eugene s Ballot
i
■ Hank Henry
Moana Gleason
Gleason
SOUTHSEA
Kaye Sis
*OUJ\
• Sally Rand
i Linurte Wynn
Klng'i
I Sparky Kaye
Harry Worth
Kti
; Count Basie Ore
Ksmanes Bros
Uta Roza
Fremont Hotel
• Dick Weston '
! Reg Vam<
Varney ;
Eliane 4e Rodolph
Joe King A Zaniacs Peggy. Dietrick
G. H. ElUott
Larry Gordon
Gor
Toni Sc Harry Wham
Dane , Make Believes
[ Judy
Judy.Kenny
|
Hetty King
Keni
Red MarihaU
(Joe Sante. 4
! Gilbert
GUbert
Danny Jacobs .
Pat Lambert
{ Newton Bros.
; Dick Fran
Francis ;
G eo. Redman Oro
Lynnette Rae
I
Golden Nugget
Stardust
:
Max Russell
Ann Downes
Dowi
{ Harry Ranch
Lido De Paris.
George Mitchell Co
Don Hill
i Lee Sc Faye May“Ca C'est I/Amour”
}
nard
.Sons of Gold’n Wsl Happy. Jesters
Hacienda
j Audrey Cooper
Four Tunes
Kim Sis
I
Thunderbird
JohnIiJ, Olerin
• Shirley Scott
. “Ecstacy on Ice”
. Leny Eversong
Nevada Club
Vido Musso
Al Johns Ore ..
Tommy Nunez
Tropicana
Johnny Adomone
Dick Shawn
Cathy Ryan
Zsa Zsa Gabor
NEW YORK CITY
Sophie Parker
Jerry Colonna Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Arpeggio
Al DePaulls 4
Joy "Miss Nevada”
! Ray Bari OreBarbara CarroU
Sparklers
Blaine
; Milt Shaw Ore
Vie Dickenson
New Frontier
Sheeky Greene
Page Morton
"HoUday in Japan” j Three Sun*
Blue Angel
Beatrice. Kay
| Norman Brown 4 ■
Goofers
George Matson
Ernie Andrews
Herman Kaye Ore
Keigo BaUet i;
Diana Trask
Alcettys
;
Ronnie Schell
Marquis Sc Family
MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
Budd 4c Travis
Dick Curry |i
Bon Solr
Americana
| Duke Jenkins Ore..
<
Jo Lombardi'Ore
Felicia Sanders
< Jack E. Leonard
{
Fontalnblei
B Hariowe Ore
Fontalnbleau
Little. Dane Sc
Living Room
Sheiler Rej-nolds
Johnnie Ray
Mason
Ricky Dunn
Larry Alpert
Sylvia Sims |;
Three Flames
Reed Sc Royale
Jaques Kayai
Nina Ramon 3
Jimmie Daniels
Lee Martin Ore
. Frank Fontaine
Jack Kelly |:
Chateau Madrid
BUtmore Terrace
Murray - Schlamm
International
Pepe Lara
Tropical Nights
Sacuu Ore
Cuarteto Triana
. Ice Show
j
Lqonela Gonzalez
Pupi Campo Rev
Ralph Font Ore
Vic Charles •;
{ Raqiiel Sc Rolando . Natale Fields 3
Panchito Ore
Ling
McKenna Lane
Wattuses Trio
Lucerne
Candi Cortez .
Mike Durso Ore .
Mava Frevre
. Havana Mar<Ji Gras
Copacabana
; Falmieri Qrc
Ore
Los Romeros
Betty Reilly
Mort Sahl
Versailles
Los Guaracheros
Roberto Sc Alicia
Earl Grant
Milos Velarde ..
Blossom Dearie.
Baln>6ri
Tony Franco
Btanquita Amaro
Ray Starling
.
.
Szrelda •
Paul Shelley Ore
Mercedita
Viennese LOntern
Leonard Dawson
Frank Marti Ore
Dave Tyler
Monica Boyar
{
Den.
Pepe
:
An;t» Darien
rkar;»n
' r .,rrv Carillon
Anita
Jack Douglas
Blanco
Ernest Schoen Ore ‘
Jeri Southern
Fausto Curbelo Ore
!
Village Bern
i? *
Upstairs Room
• Montmartre
; Larry McMahan
1,” „
Rose Murphy
Phil Foster
Ellen Kampman
{ Ken Nelsen
Slam Stewart
Freddie Calb-Ore
No. 1 Fifth AVO.
Murray Franklin's
I
1 S'nd^er
The Troupers
Jacques Donnet Ore
Kay Carol
Robert Downey
; Belle CarroU:
: Ruth Wallis
Frankie. Hyer*
I Eddie Smut
Harold Fonville
Clover Club
Gina Wilson
? Ernie Blank Ore.
Hotel Astor
Blaze Starr Linda Bishop
j
Village Gate
vlrn.
Eddie Lane Ore
Wally Vernon
Roy Sfcdley
Brock Peter*
Hotel Roosevelt
Tinker Bell
Paul Gray
Lenny Herman
Coachmen
TU?uha^fv
Cuban
Villaga
Murray
Franklin
Village Vanguard
Ba*E“b*,v ^
Hotel Taft
Eddie Bernard
Rama 4c Banda
Vincent Lopez Ore * Turk Murphy
Patsy's Piece
Tany 4c Leon Alvaro 4r Aurora
Patsy Abbott
CHICAGO
Marge Sherwin
Ada Diaz
Billy Shepard..
Berto St Olga
Blua Angel
>
Drake
Judy Jourdan
Jose Aponte
• Jimmy Blade Ore
Mighty Panther
Roney Plaza/
Deauville
Princess Abilia
;
Gate of Horn
Mandy Campo Ore
Loma Duke .
Christian Lamont
j Leon Bibb !’
Polynesian Revue
H. Levine Ore
Al Lopez Ore
‘ Ran Sc Nama.
Diplomat
; The Rancher
Roger McCaU
Del Close
i
: Tune Topper*
M McPartland 3
Blue Note
i
London House
Eden Roc
Wally Futch ;
Jimmy Rushing
i Don Shirley ‘
Candido
Jackie Heller
Hary Edison
5 Eddie Higgins
Dennis Paul Or*
Giovannis
Trade Marks
{ Larry, Novak
Luis Varona Ore
Curt Harmon 3
Cloister Inn
Mister
Kelly's
Ray Hastings
Della Reese ■
: Larry Adler
SAN FRANCISCO
, Betty Bennett
Joe Parnello (3»
: Backstage
Conrad Hilton
! Marty Rubinstein 3 ?
Stan Arnold
Helga Sc Jorge
; Marx Sc Frigo
Rene Joubert
E. Heckscher Ore
Ro 4c Ro
i
Palmer- House
BlackhawR
Colstons
Gay 40'a
Miles Davis 8
Freddy Fah
Diamond Lll
Canterbury
Sharon Apel
Larry Green Ore . ; Lucille 4c Eddi
Geo. Alexander
Manuel Del Toro
]
Roberts
Bee & Ray Gorman
Benny Strong Or*
Inez Sc Gordon
Dick Keegan. Ore
Ben Arden Ore
Easy Street
- Hangover
Marty: Marsala
Earl Hines .
Wally Rose Ore
foe Sullivan
Hotol Capri
Rivieres
i
Fack'i
Muggsy Sparser
Raquel Mata
Hotol Hilton
Roy Hamilton
Hungry »
Manolo Torrente
Miguel Hercero
Ann Henry
Lime Lighters ■
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Cabaret Bills
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I
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1
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1

| Tom Lehrer
.
• Marilyn Child
!
; Murray Roman ' '■
Jazz 'Workshop
.
MasterSounds
j Benny Jolson 9 .
I:
Moulin Rouse ■
Kitty Cole
• Tommy. Conine
[ Lee Arnoux •
Carol King .
| Fran O’Brien
Maynard Meyer Ore

J

Golden
Louis Jordan
Freddie- Bell _
Joni -Wilson ;
Harreh's /Club
Esther. WilliamsDebrS Hayes
Deedy * Bill
Noel Boggs .
Ross Sc Lane:
Arthur Ellen.,. .
Celebrities
•
Harold's Club
Eddie Peabody.
Helen Boice

On the Levee.
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Onion
Phyllis DUler
Smothers Bros.
Cruz Luna
Freddy Paris.
Fred Smith ' .
MS Club
Szonys
Oscar Cartier
Lavernes
BiU Clifford Ore.
Moro Landis Ore

JodimarS
Holiday
Clyde McCoy'
Hoosier Hot Shots
Commodores ;
Coquettes
Mapes
LW St. Cyr
Myron Cohen .'
Skylets
;_
Jack Melnlck Ore
Riverside
Four Lads
Riverside Starlets
Ed Fitzpatrick .Ore

New Acts
DICK & CAROL SMITH
Songs, Piano
35 Mins.
The 90.th Floor, Dallas
Husband and wife team, billed
as "one plus one-—duo,” offer the
smart, smooth and sophisticated
lyrics in several' shows nightly at
this ‘‘backyard” privately. The
90th Floor is an ex-warehouse in a
suburban area, owned and. operated
by performers Dick & Kiz Harpnow vacationing-—but who have
duplicates in the talented Smiths.
. ^Dulcet, tones and easy harmony
are provided; pair is bent on stand¬
ards and wik. tunes, all to the good
for : a fine stint, Carol, with a
softly husky tone, ..Solos “Some¬
times I’m Happyi” and “When the
World Was Young:” Duets in¬
clude “Let-s Take an Old Fash¬
ioned Walk,” “Yesterdays,” “Sen¬
timental Mood” and “Two Lost
Souls.” Dick, at piano,, humors the
stint with dialect comic lines dur¬
ing “Hooray for Love,” “Bushel
and a Peck” arid “PI S. I Love
You.” Male also Solos. “Night and
Day” at the .keyboard; to vary the
vocals sesh. Haunting vocal duet,
“After You,” a Seger Ellis tune,
wunds the sock showcasing. Duo is
* set for Nick’s. Chicago, On Aug. 26,
arid the act is a cinch. pleaser for
the iritime rooms.
Bark.

Literati
subscribe to Women’s News Serv¬
ice. '
.
Theory in adding tv coverage is
that felnmes are most interested in
video pillars.

Conan. Doyle’s Partial Win
Berman, who is an authority on
Russian law at Harvard U., won a
partial. victory in the USSR last
Friday (14) When the Moscow City
Court ruled that he could, press his
case before the Supreme Court, of
the land.
Berman was seeking royalties for
the estate of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, creator of “S her 1 o c k
Holmes.” He was representing
Adrian Conan Doyle,. son of the .
famed author, who maintains that
he is. deserving of; compensation
for the extensive publication in the
USSR of his. father S: writings. In
order to make the case as strong as
possible, Berman has used argu¬
ments supplied by another writer
known to Communists, namely
Karl Marx. Claimant was seeking
compensation only for those pub¬
lished writings that may have, led
to the “unjustified enrichment” of
Moscow publishers frorri the “toil”
of an author.
Soviet Union is not a member of
the; International Copyright Con¬
vention.and refuses to pay for pub¬
lication of foreign books. Last
lication of foreign books.
Using Marxist terms, Berman
has declared that “it is contrary to
the spirit of Soviet law that for-:'
eign toilers, including foreign au¬
thors,! should he deprived of a por¬
tion of the profits earned as a re¬
sult of their toil by Soviet publish¬
ers. This Would be exploitation.”
Numerous Western, authors Have
tried to assert copyright claims
against Soviet publishers but to no
avail.
S.F. News-Gall Bulletin Setup
Staff assignments on .Frisco's
newly fnerged afternoon News-Call
Bulletin shook down last week with
editorial department executives
from Scripps-Howard’s old News
largely taking over new paper’s
editorial department and execs
from old Call Bulletin taking over
new papers business side.
Editor is Charles H. Schneider,
managing editor is Robert W. Lee
and city edi *pr is Harry Press. All
are from the old News. In addition,
two assistant managing editors
were named: They are Rene Cazenave, from the Call Bulletin, who
will be in charge of hews, and Wil¬
liam Steif; from the News, who will
be in charge of feature depart¬
ments. .
Lee Ettelson, former Call Bulle¬
tin publisher, w-as named general
manager of the merged paper,
which in Its first week of publica¬
tion averaged close to 240,000
daily circulation.

Chi’s Self-Regulatibn
. Current spotlighting of smutty
periodicals and other pornography
by the Chicago Sun-Times has
brought forth a suggestion for. a
voluntary citizens’ board to courisel the Windy City magazine dis¬
tributors. Charles Levy .Jr., prez of
the Levy Circulating Co. there,
sees such a panel as quasi-official
and operating under the mayor’s
aegis. In proposing the idea. Levy
said he doesn’t believe distributors
should be their own “censors.”
•The board might be comprised
of publishers,- attorneys, educators
and religious leaders. Besides
Levy, plan would also involve tho
rival Capitol News Agency, in Chi,
since Levy feels that if only one
circulator went along With sugges¬
tions, the other might pick up the
magazines deemed objectionable.
Even if such a scheme eventuates.
and embraces both distribs, there's
still the problem of getting news¬
stand operators to go along, since
in the end its the retailer who de¬
cides what he wants to carry;
Plan, if it jells, would certainly
be favored over a legislated ceor
sorship unit with the danger of
political patronage making it any¬
thing but, an informed watchdog.

DoubUng ln Brass .
Bob Krauss and Bill Drury, col¬
umnists for the. rival Honolulu. Ad¬
vertiser and Star-Bulletin respec¬
tively. are expanding their orbits,
if only .to gain (1) column material
. arid 12) publicity,
i Krariss sat in with the Honolulu
{Symphony, under the guest baton
{of Carmen Dragon, to play some
i taxi horns in “An American in
I Paris.” Drury followed up by play! ing the role of one of the “guys”
. in “Guys and Dolls;” current ComI munity Theatre hit.

j
j
<
!
;
■

.
Kellick’s Clients
Literary agent Hy Kellick has
several book deals with .show biz
angles. He placed Jennie Grossinger's autobiography as told to Howard Eisenbefg. on Prentice-Hairs:
JENNIFER MARSHALL
]
spring list. Frank Garto, Coney
Songs'
i
] Island showman, has finished his
35 Mins.
/life story, VMy Life With the Bally
Le Cabaret, Toronto :
Girls” with a writing assist from
Able to sing three octaves from '
Milton Machlin. Machlin also com¬
pleted a novel, “The Free Loaders”
C below middle-C to liigh-C, Jen-;
and Kellick reports that Bill.
nifer Marshall is a tall, blond;
mezzo contralto w-ho is breaking in i
Stern’s ‘The Taste.of Ashes,” with
i Oscar Fraley, is set for a strong ,
a. strawhat song routine, plus a I
promotional buildup by Holt. Stern,
French-language set, at the plush
Le Cabaret here., Her arrange¬
j is set for a flock of video arid radio
ments are. by Ben Bennett; and
! guest shots in connection with his
Moss Hart’s Dedication
notable is her: broken-time, slowbook.
Moss Hart’s soon-due autobiog¬
Kellick also set a Sam Snead
tempp style of “Old Black Magic."
raphy,
“Act One” (indicating pos¬ golf book With Prentice-Hall; Syl¬
The coriiely contralto, who is an ; sible sequels),
is
dedicated,
“For
ex-schoolmarm from State Teach¬ my wife. Kitty Carlisle, the book via Wene’s “Bowling Guide, fur
Women”. (David McKay)
and
ers College (Pennsylvania); can
sing pops: and legits in several she asked for.” Copyright owner¬ “Complete Book of Bowling”
languages; speaks . French, Italian, ship in the Random House publica¬ iprentice-Hall) by.. Oscar Fraley
German and Spanish. Her Toronto tion (Sept. 15) is held by Catherine ; and Charles Yerkow for British
tryout (the first time she has vis¬ Carlisle Hart and Joseph M. Hy¬ publication. Agent is also handling
ited Canada though she has played man, as trustees of the playwright’s for film and tv,“Rhodes of Africa,”
New York, Miami and the Carib¬ estate. Hyman has long been the by Felix Gross, published by Cassel’s of London and Praeger. of
bean countries! includes such new author’s production associate.
stylings of . strawhat struts: as . Maurice Zolotow’s new novel, N.Y.
“Rockabye, ' My Baby,”. “I Love “Oh Careless Love,” just published
' Another. Adman's Book
Paris” and “Bill Bailey, Won’t You by-Harcourt, Brace is dedicated to
playwright Abe; Burrows.
Loyd Ring. Coleman, vet ad exee
Please Cbme Home.”
overseas
with J. Walter Thompson,
This leads into her French-lan¬
Toujours ‘Chatterley*
has penned a book on advertising
guage set of “Je Suis Seul Ce.
Newstands
are
jampacked
with
titled
“The
Practice of Successful
Soil;” “La Vie En Rose.” ‘‘La sundry paperbacks of D. H, Law¬
Publisher is Norman
Seine” and “Cest Si Bon”; later j rence’s unexpurgated “Lady Chat- Advertising.”
her calypso set in which she dons ! terley’s Lover” but t&js has not B. Rydge Jr. of Sydney, Australia,
American
book
is
a bandana and a hat over her white j deterred Random House from James Watson & distributor
Co., Boston.
blouse and black skirt for her
making
a
deal
with
Grove
Press,
Coleman
heads
up
the
Sydney
of¬
“Don't Touch . Me” and “Men
publisher of the hard¬ fice of J. Walter Thompson. He’s
Smart hut Women Smarter.” She American
edition of the classic, to re¬ also the co-author of two cook
finales with a sexy “Men” and “It’s bound
print
it
i’j
the Modern Library books.
So Nice to Have a Man Around the
Rydge Sr. is chairman arid man¬
House,” both in unusual ballad edition next year. Grove Press edL
tion
currently
for $6, Modern aging diriectoir of Aussie’s farflung
style; plus, a' hair-clutching “Till’ Library reprintsells
Will cost $1.65.
Greater Union Theatres,
There Was You,”
j
Current paperbacks of “ChatterJennifer Marshall is a resonant: ley” are in the 35c price range. A
What Price Notes?
and exciting singer, plus these oc-1 tabloid newsprint unexpurgated
A University of Hawaii professor
taves and her well-mannered table-' edition also bobbed up last week , is suing the Territory of Hawaii
. hopping with the niike. She w’as ' and was selling for 25c.
i for $1,975 damages allegedly inon for 35 mins.,, when caught, and
curred when campus janitors threw
the customers couldn’t get enough!
Barry Far|s* New Post
of her throaty voice and lyrics and | Barry Faris. in retirement since ■ out files of notes he had compiled
she had to beg off. Put her down last year’s INS-UP merger, at for a forthcoming book on the Eng-.
as an asset .to any room, or musical.. which time he was associate g.m. . lisri Navy, ••
McStay. \ and editor-inrchief of INS, 43 years I Dr. Arthur J. Marder, history
professor and author, claims alleged.
with the hews service on ail its , negligence cost Him a year of work,
fronts: has joined Hearst Metro- which was done originally on a
tone News.
, $4,000
Guggenheim Fellowship
Faris will be international edi¬ ; award, arid says he is under con¬
tor, keyed to Hearst’s “News of the tract to write the book.
Day” arid “Telenews” expanding
Author-educator says the $1,975
their global coverage for theatrical will cover expenses of another
Roxy, X. Y.
and tv news clients. Caleb B. Strat¬
Robert C. Rofhafel presentation ton is v.p. and g.m. of Metrotone stint in London, where he wants to
re-compile Jiis notes:
v'iih Tommy Leonetti, Helene tt News Inc.
Howard, . Jessie Elliott, Robert
CHATTER
Boucher Orch; set by Bruno Maine;
Syndicating Don Freeman
{ Jess Gorkin, editor of Parade
“For the First Time- (MG), re¬
Donald Freeman-s San Diego
viewed in current issue of Vari¬ Union tv column now being syndi¬ Magazine, currently in Moscow
and slated for an extended toiir of
ety:-.
■ '; ’
;
cated by Bell Syndicate subsid. the Soviet Union, marks his third
Women’s News Service, out of Hol¬ trip to the USSR in four years.
The Roxy's variety policy: seems lywood. Column also runs in 16 Heightened interest in Russoto be hitting good stride under Copley papers in California and American relations prompted this
[Illinois. Some 80-odd top papers new “first-band survey.
(Continued on page 63)
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Cocoanut Grove, L. A.
Los Angeles, Aug. 14.
•. tommy Sands, Allen: Drake,
Cabot & Dresden, Freddy Martin
. Orch (16); $2-$2.50 cover, $2 min¬
imum.
It was both a young. and old
night. at Tommy. SandS’ Cocoanut
.Grove bow Wednesday (12). The
youngsters turned out in force,
along with the, oldsters to eye the.
young, lean singer who sprang into
the national spotlight two years
ago by playing “The Stagin' Idol’’
on a Kraft tv'er- The verdict of
both age groups had to be good.
Sands displayed, enough vocal
prowess at the preem to demons
strate that he'll . be around for a
long time. The. youthful singer,
. unlike others in his age class, has
a voice. Even with a touch of open¬
ing. nights nervousness, it didn’t
take . Sands long to capture the
preemers. : ' He shows off his vocal ambidex¬
terity by rock ’n’ rollin’ for the
kids with “I’m Air Shook Up,’’
. “Short Shorts,” “Splish Splash”
khd “Hound Dog,” and tells the
.. older folk. that he stags by. warb. ling “In the Still of the Night.”
*Trri Glad There Is You” and
“What Is. This Thing.Called Love-”
His presentation is sincere and
personal. A beautiful job on “Un-;
chained Melody” and his latest
Capitol click. “Sinner Man,” accen¬
tuate the fact that his . future is
like
his
opener,
“Everything’s
Coming Up Roses;” from Ethel
. Merman’s;
“Gypsy,”,
which; no
doubt will; bloom bigger as he
ages. The Sharks* a trio of r&r
guitarists, who ., back Sands,. and
Ken Lane’s conducting are . tops.
In support, are comic Allan
Drake and. the dance team of
Cabot; & Dresden,- Drake. is. a good
standup. funster who knows his
Audience; When he feels a gag
going ary, and they dor he re^
hounds fast enough on another
subject to keep the yocks coming:
The terpers.: vpress withsome dif¬
ficult. twirling. and balancing that
■draw honest mitt action,. Freddy
. . Martin’s, crew- (16) keeps, the floor
jammed with a danceable book and
backstops the show in its usual
pro manner,, Show holds two
weeks.
Kafa.

usual impetus for this time, of year.
. Kelly has revamped the. show
since its recent boffo six weeks in
Boston,' adding some new prodiic-.
tion numbers. His. petite. wife
June Ra.e, formerly with Sonja
Henie, is responsible for the elaborate costuming and choreography,
and is now. one Of the principals
in the show.
Cast includes talented. . skaters
topped by Miehael Meehan whose
leaps and. spins draw continuous
mitting. Star. femme blader is still
Mira Slava. She exhibits her champ
figure-skating virtuosity in exotic
routines* one as. a plumed jungle
bird,
:
Teddy; Roman and Nor ice James
offer adagio capers with startling
spins, and high, lifts; and 'Esco La
Rue provides the. comedy relief as
a bladeless intruder from the audi-.
ence onto the ice, with resultant
slips and.pratfalls,- Trixie; his wife,
features an intricate juggling.roti-.
tine on skates: and Carol Steinert,
a replacement, contributes skill
and beauty to the line.
As a further contrast to the long
hot summer, luncheons are served
at the Mailman, during which
children may rent shoes' and skates
and be introduced to. a new play
element, heretofore associated by
thera only. with. clinking cubes in
glasses.
And on ■ Wednesdays a'
fashion bazaar features thoLocal
Darcy Mannequine With the femme
skating stars;, parading resort at¬
tire. Show. music and dancing is
provided bv the Perry North orch
featuring-Preacher Rollo and Dave
Bowman. .
Culm

PfatlETY

WIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Hawaiian Room, Like
The Forum & 4 Seasons,
Good RA. Showmanship

manager of the Four Seasons, with
Jack Casanova < ex-Pump Room of
Chi’s Ambassador Hotel) as the
maitre d’. And at the Hawaiian
Room,. Andrew. Bekefi functions
similarly, with an eye to both the
VIP and the- mass trade. Back-ofthe-scenes on the menu master¬
minding and promotion, is Phil
Miles, whose show biz background
blends well intojthis operation’s
expanding gastronomic showman¬
ship.
Abel,

The Hawaiian Room is the only
“entertainment” nitery under., the
Restaurant . Associates* . aegis,, a
savvy, versatile and comparatively
new group. Which has' made tre¬
mendous impact on the Gotham
gastronomic scene, more with the
“showmanship”
in
their . liaut Barclay Hotel. Toronto
Cuisine, than in this hula-hOedown
Toronto, Aug. 11.
Hotel Lexington spot. Specifically,
Patsy Shaw, Sinclair & Alda,
this refers to their class Forum of Skating Regals (2>, Kim Irwin,
the .12 vaesars
Caesars ana,
and, pernaps
perhaps even
even : Craig Daye Dancers <7), Jimmy
tne.it
Seasons m. the Seagram Bldg, on ;

0rch <•>: ..

admission.

—t
With all the. appearance of a
gustatorial Roman motif .m menu • iow-budget floorshow except for
and .mood,. was formerly the.stage rthe headlining , singing comedientrance. to the; defunct Center ( enne;
RatsvShaw.
A1 Siegel
Siegel has
has
enne, : Patsy
Shaw, A1
Theatre in - Rockefeller Center. whipped together a swift-paced 65When the theatre, was converted to minute bill of which Miss Shaw
the U.S. Rubber Bldg., the sizable cornmendably takes a quarter of
stage entrance on the 48th St. side the time. It was a hefty audience
ijust off 6th Ave.) was converted on opening night for even the
into the Roman idiom.
second show of a room which seats
450.
, .
.Miss Shaw, a young, bulky
blonde
who
goodnaturedlv kids her
Holel Lexington, X* V.

,***■

**'
type^r^ut-^f0^
* • - - -

produced and staged , by Tony1
Cabot;
Johnny
Coco; .Iicalani,
Denny Regor, Nani, Mealii, Poly¬
nesian Maids (6 i;. music, Cabot;
dances staged by Iwalani Bernesa;
Ted Aulette and Sam Mckla bands;
$1.50 and $2 cover. .

double-entendre lyrics; but she can
sell; a belt-out song. This is evident
in her opening “When You Leave
Your Hometown” and coiiple of
other numbers: She also registers
with her fast talk. Segues to a
medley of voeal imitations tagged
“Broadway’s Hall of Fame” in
which she does impersonations of
a. whispering Helen Morgan in
“Rill
V’ an
TT.tllAl -iVTarrrtarr
ir» stri¬
cfri_
‘Bill,’?
an. Ethel
Merman in
dent tones, the inevitable Sophie
Tucker in “Some of These Days”
and an A1 Jol^on impression of
“Rockabye” and “Swanee.” com¬
plete with Joly’s two-fingers-in-

57

Staffer Hilton. L. A.
f
Los Angeles, Aug. 14.
]
Carl Ravazza, Delores Gay, Skin; nay Ennis Orch (9); $2 cover.
Carl Ravazza is ideal for the
Statler - Hilton’s
Terrace
Room,
where he’s on a two-week engageiment. His act will undoubtedly at¬
tract repeat patrons among the
hotel’s guests and the public gen¬
erally.
Ravazza delivers some fine spe¬
cial songs with a high baritone
voice which has a pleasant, ring, ingly nasal quality. He uses ges¬
tures economically but with great
; effect and his stage manner is
[folksy without being hokey.
i
His material, often spicy but alj ways in good taste, include “Oh
Madame,” in which a Frenchman
I takes out the girl’s mellow mother
instead; “Nylons,” a parody on
“Darling
Clementine’’;
“Pedro
j From Chihuahua”; “It Onlv Takes
ja Woman to Take a Man” and a
j number of standards. By switching
accents, interposing spoken comj edy routines and varying his man¬
ner of delivery and his pace, Ra¬
vazza maintains his welcome on¬
stage for the better part of an
! hour.
Pretty, blonde Delores Gay is a
trifle green as a dancer but, en¬
tranced by her lovely figure, clev¬
erly encased in a tight, besequtaed
and betassled outfit, male patrons
doubtless didn’t notice. Sktanay
Ennis’
orch
provides
topnotch
backing and music for dancing.
Glen.

The Four Seasons, borrowing its
.1*'
iuA
i__
title
. from the
better-knownTinT
Europe Vier Jahreszeitzen (famed
hotels in Hamburg, .Munich, etc.)
•Jack Benny' Revue A
. and the sundry Quatre Saisons in
France. (Paris included >, ev i dences
Concert
’.even more showmanship. While
(Greek Theatre, L.A.)
straight (estauram in the Pavilion- ; thi'F‘olcl!
n
Los Angeles, Aug. 31.
The “fabulous finish” to: his re^ Colony manner, with prices to ! , T£f Skating Regals. on. rollers,,
- The
Greek
Theatre
Assn,
cent courtroom . engagement in match; Us kitchen productions arc
(James A. Doolittle, general di¬
London has apparently enhanced as dramatic as , the reported $2,- IA
Wi‘h rector) presentation of the Jack
Liberace’s. esteem with his loyal 5d0;000^^ construction job. Probably afr?s
Benny Revue & Concert. Stars
American; fans. If the current Har- an exaggerated figure, it does look! *
\Jack Benny and quest star Peggy
rah’s. date-—his first since the Lon¬
I
Lee;
with Brascia & Tybee, CaliAfim * She.
,man' in tails, k ™ with
don affair-eis any criterion, thelfornia Junior Symphony, Eddie
publicity, albeit not designed by a W SfhiWoh(waltz time stylistics, ap eccentric
;
Beal
Singers, Greek Theatre
Irirt
a:
Spanish
number,
replete
pressagent,. was worth more than,
and CmemaScope for the.film pie-.y,ith shoulder lifts. They go over, j Orchestra. Opened at the Greek
the effort of the trial appearances.
view business tbe Jerry Brody i interspersed are [three new num- } Theatre, Los Angeles, Aug. 30, ’59.
The Sputh Shore; Room was sold
Village Vanguard- X. V- out for the full two weeks days be¬ management hopes tp attract). The , bers of. the Craig Dave Dancers a i $4.50 top.
carefully scripted menus, myan- : -Meet Me in St. Louis” in preTiirk Murphy Band (6V, with fore the headliner arrived at this
able souvenir items for customers, j. World War I costumes and. picture
The secret of Jack Benny is the
. Pat Yankee; Nat Pierce; $4 viini- mile-high resort.
are . as much a- part of the show- i hats; a “Warsaw Concerto” with understanding which exists be¬
.
.
Liberace,
offstage
only
long
inum.
manship in their manner of ultra • the girls in silver bodices and Dink tween him and his audience, a kind
enough for two Costume changes
production and. cleverly couched:) ruffled skirts, plus giant silver of conditioned telepathy that en¬
Few / forms of entertainment diiftag the. one-hour and 40-'mmute phraseology which automatically ! fane with
warm up an audience as effectively show (oii night caught), makes no conimands the respect of the siz¬ fans, with white jacketed Nat Lus- ables him to be funny without be¬
tig at the 88, for clever pianistics; ing obvious. His smooth humor is
a> the two-beat rhythm of a jazz attempt to evade the London story able agency and show biz clientele
and a finale in . which the girls step of the highest order, and Griffith
band. That was evident in the Sez he, “All’s well that ends well both spots get because thats also
out of a : chocolate box in varie¬ Park is apt to resound with the
response last Thursday (13) to the —and that was a fabulous finish.” gqod merchandising.
gated evening gowns for w-altz gy- heavy laughter of smash turnouts
Turk Murphy crew at the Village Also. notes he’s one of the few
As for the Hawaiian Room it- rations_that are stunning on ward- in appreciation of his current two
Vanguard. The six-man combo’s Americans to ever take money
self, a pioneer Restaurant. Associ- j r<iPe effects.
McStay.
weeks at the Greek Theatre.
rhythmic and robust offering, had OUT Of Europe.
Tagged “The Jack Benny Revue
the customers bouncing with, the
In his customary elegant suiting ates’ operation, here too thq gro¬
(gold lame jacket, silver thread ceries are as mueh .a part of the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas and Concert” and featuring Peggy
■ beat.- " •
y; y .
Lee, the dance team of Brascia &
The booking of a dixieland unit j jacket, white tails and diamond appeal as the zingy 40-minute
Dallas,
Aug.
14.
Tybee and the 80-piece California
marks a radical departure for the I decorated vests), Liberace takes floorshow, capably produced and
Junior Symphony, the 21*>-hour
Vanguard from the showcasing of | the mike in hand for only brief staged by Tony Cabot. Low on cost
hut hitth nn tPmnrv and imaaina- °TC l (7)» $1'50*?2 Cover,
show is one of the happiest mix¬
more progressively-styled musical preliminary stint before getting to but high on tempo and imaginar
combos. In going after the two- the 88. His titles are “can’t, miss”: tion, it’s a show in which the Poly¬
Songstress Helen Forrest, in her tures ever concocted on a local
beat aficionados, the cellar club from Gershwin, from Latin selec¬ nesian patooties. shake their hay¬ first local date, makes it look and stage. Its sparkle has high points
has a .top lure in the San Francisco- tions and from the pops and stand¬ stacks with vigor yet with-classy sound so easy to be a headliner in but no low ones, and as Benny’s
chassis.. From hulas to ‘ ukulele
originated
Murphy
aggregation. ards., .
a plush supper club, but she makes first legitimate engagement in Los
The crew has a likable manner and
Miss Me<llih, making her bow in: capeifs. to Tahitian to Polynesian it tough for the “one record sen¬ Angeles, it’s a rousing hit.
a driving delivery..
the Reno-Tahoe area, brings with motifs, the. South Seas’ swaying is sations” who think they’re a.head¬
Benny’s command of comedy was
The band Consists of Murphy, her a. varied selection from: Broad¬ of the same genre, but never per¬ line act. Thrush has all the assets; never more evident than on open¬
trombone; Bob Helm, . clarinet; way shows, and she proves herself mitted to pall. Cabot has broken vocal and visual, plus poise and the ing night, in monolog and music,
things
up
well.
Johnny
Coco,
and
Pete Clute, piano; Bob Short, tuba; in full command. The voice is
irreplaceable . factor — experience. he performed with a maximum of
Dave Wierback, banjo; and Jack trained,: and: her emoting adds to Denny Regor are good number Justifiably she announces her songs polish and skill. His jibes were
Carroll, trumpet. They work fine the appeal. Endorsement is heavi¬ leaders and all the babes are per¬ and the; hands she waxed them timely, his material tasteful and
as a team and also shine in solo, est (and most deserved) on her sonable and w’ell turned out. An with—Benny Goodman, Artie Shaw his timing perfect. Even with the
spots. Pat Yankee,-songstress with sensitive interpretation of. “This Hawaiian cha-cha-cha routine is' a and Harry James.
Violin, Benny seemed to push and
novelty variation of the theme and
the . group, belts outy her numbers Is My Beloved.”
; In her 45-minute click Miss For¬ pull at the right spots, and more
Hawaiian Room
Hoedown. rest attempts no “act,” merely sock than once the sound was enjoyable.
potently. Her delivery is geared
Also new to the area is Pollock; the
to the high-voltage backing and she with dexterity not seldom seen oil with the customers working with vocal selling with well-known and Perhaps the best thing about him
comes through winningly on such a night club stage. Hte work: is with the Samoan guys and gals in a standard tunes, but varied -with the is that his nonchalance hasn’t pro¬
items as “Down arid Out,” “Hot white doves and cards, and he’s a humps-a-daisy-hula style — is the oldie, “Wish I Gould. Shimmy Like duced matter-of-factness.
Time in the Old Town Tonight,” master at his trade. The doves ap¬ final ice-breaker and great tbute My Sister Kate.” .Looker, amply
Miss Lee does practically her
“A Good Man is Hard to Find” and pear after they’re caged onstage on eisemble fun.
filling a purple gown, displays fine entire night club routine, and the
“There’ll be Some Changes Made.”. a platform. All the time he Works
What makes this operation uni¬ phrasing and vocal shading, espe¬ result—-more a full act than a guest
Murphy also handies some of the no more distant from stagesiders que is that the; Hotel Lexington is cially tin “Melancholy Baby” and shot makes a doubly appealing
vocals in pleasant style, as evi- than five feet. He also produces an a realty investment company oper¬ “You Made Me Love You;” After a show.
Miss Lee’s whispers and
dthced by his execution of -‘Ace endless, supply of cards in clever ation, but the catering in all rooms, belting “Hallelujah” she has to belts fill the vast theatre with vivid
in the Hole,” “Mack the Knife’’ and hand manipulations. '■!
Long.
life.
plus the Hawaiian and other of beg off..
Bark,
“St Louis Blues,”, which he sings
The California
Junior
Sym¬
the. public rpoms, is a Restaurant
with clarinetist Helm. Nat Pierce
phony, under the direction of Peter
Associates- responsibility. So is
Cork Club, Houston
Arpeggio. 3. V.
handles the piano between sets.
Meremblum, possesses quality and
the show. Brody, who. married the
Jess.
..
Houston, Aug. 11.
(FOLLOWUP)
technique far beyond its average
boss’ daughter more than a decade
Frank D'Amore,
Mel
Arvin years.
The members score well
. The Arpeggio, the pew jazzery ago (the Wechsler coffee import¬
cohtiiiuing its instrumental policy ing family), has cbme such a long Orch, (5); rig cover or minimum. with the final movement from
Barefoot 31 ailiuaii, Ft. I*.
Tchaikovsky’s Fourth and provide
in order to avoid the 20tax im¬ way in the interim that his RA
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Aug. 11;
Frank D'Amore, a. man of many fine backstopping to Benny’s an¬
post, has added the Barbara Car“Jack Kelly's-Ice Frolics,'* with roll Trio to the lineup, while con¬ development is an intra-hotel & talents, opens act With. soft-voiced tics and music in Sarsate’s “Gypsy
Michael' Meehan,
Mira. Slava, tinuing with Page Morton at the restaurant industry high mark. His version
of
“Dream All
Your Airs.” Charlotte Motley,- the or¬
gamut
runs
from
a
string
of
popTrixie,' Esco La Rite, Teddy .Ro¬ cocktail, piano sessions and Vic
Troubles' Away,” . then devotes chestra’s
concertmistress,
joins
priced eatries (the Riker chain) to
man, Norice James, Joan Ander¬ Dickenson for the later trade.
much of his remaining time to Benny in a warm, entertaining
the
class
Forum,
and
Four
Seasons,,
son, Carol Steinert, June Rae, $T
comedy which
begins “Getting To Know’ You.”
Miss Carroll, backed by bass and to... this hotel concession,, and an; standup
cover for. late shovo¬
drum, provides some interesting equally class eatery in the Newark slowly hut builds to solid returns.
Brascia & Tybee compose one of
He does impressions that . range the finest dance duos seen here in
ivory configurations. Per.usual, she
ice shows in the tropics prove takes, her themes from the? stand¬ Airport, which gets both Gotham from fair carbons of Dean Martin some time.
Their rhythms and
the drawing power of the paradox- ards, keeps rather close (o the and Philly clientele because of its and Jerry Lewis to an excellent movements are adroitly chosen to
: ical, and Howard'. Sunshine;. new basic tunes, and provides an inter¬ rep as a gourmet oasis.
ditto of Louis Nye.; create a unique act, and their three
When the new Time-Life Bldg,
manager of the Barefoot Mailman esting departure, from the melodic
Using hats, as props, D’Amore routines provide a fine opener to
Resort Hotel & Yacht.Club in Pom¬ norm. Miss Carroll takes some in Rockefeller Center Opens late takes off on a Russian at the UN the show.
pano Beach, reports sellout houses imaginative flights, hut doesn’t this fall it Will have another RA and a Texas country singer. The
Special mention should go to
ever . since Frolics opened Aug. 7: reach way out. It’s the type of operation, this time in an . all- latter, while broad and funny; is Mahlon Merrick and the Greek
Sunshine has inaugurated a .pa¬ music readily appreciated by. most Americas’ motif, accent on the not as much a- caricature as enter¬ Thektre Orchestra for excellent
rade of names during the slack sea¬ age groups.
Latino; Brody and his prime, as¬ tainer intended, as there are act¬ support and to Macklin Megley,
son here, and* since March has
The Arpeggio, operated -by Wil¬ sociate,, Joseph Baum, are wise also ual stagers here nearly as bad. who . staged the show.
And, of
offered Rudy Vallce, Bobby Breen,. lie Shore, who also runs the Com¬ in spotting and/or rotating savvy Other impressions include Nat course, to general director James
Fifi D’Orsay,. Betty Kean & Lew poser, and Mike Macario, has been ; greeters and management person¬ King Cole and Billy Daniels.
A. Doolittle, whose Greek season,
Parker, and (just recently) Gloria catching on. In operation only a alities. Thus, 'Alan Lewis is the
D’Amtire is nimble afoot, and he closing with this presentation, was
de Haven, Other Broward County short time, the cafe seems to he host at the Forum, with Andy does. a variety of danc£ steps at successful both financially and ar¬
bonifaces have stepped lip their increasing its take despite its! (long at the Stork) as a new aide. close of act that get tup palming. tistically, providing a healthy por¬
entertainment. With the result "that opening at the least-likely time of Stuart Levin, Who rotated from the He did good, job of warming what tion of Los Angeles entertainment..
local night life has taken on un- year.
Jose.., Hawaiian to the Forum, is now began as a cold audience. Skip.
Ron.

liarrali’s, Lake Talioe

: ' Lake Tahoe, Aug. 11. .
. Liberace, Janet Mcdlin, Chanmng
Pollock, / Leighton
Noble
Orch (10), Gordon Robihson; $2
imnimum. ,
•
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LEGITIMATE

^Srjety

David Merrick (246 W. 44th St„
N.Y.i; casting director, Michael
Shurtleff. Available parts:. Negro
youth, early 20s, virile, handsome;
also, understudies, for the: roles of
the mother; daughter, daughter’s
/suitor,, and the boy who! takes care
Follow!'g are available parts In upcoming Broadway, off-Broad7. of the daughter; all ifiusf have
trap, and touring skov's, as well as bade!, films, industrial and tele- English accent with , ease and conii.doy; slum's: A?!’ information;, ’has. been, obtained directly . by tire Y:ction.. Script of the play , is avail¬
Variety Casting D<. part me ni by telephone: calls, and has been re- able in bookstores.. '
cbeckid ns of m-o.-iyesterday (Tues).

CASTING NEWS /<

Wednesday, August 19v 1959
ducer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th.
St.. N.Y.; LO 3-0830).
dFF-BROADWAY
Shakuntala” (D) Pilgrim. Produc; tion <242 W. 56th St., N. Y., Pro. ducer, Patricia. Newhall.
i. . “Three Sisters” (D). Poducer,
; David Ross (c/0 4th St. Theatre,
83 E. 4th St, N. Y.; or 4-5710).

FI -TURE SHOWS

BROADWAY
“Andersonville Trial” (D): Pro¬
’ “Big Knife” - (D). Producer, ducers, William Darrid (137 W.
Count II Productions (Peter. Bog¬ 48th St:, N. Y.V. Eleanore Saidendanovich & Carlos. Salgado) -(175 berg & Daniel Hollywood. #
Riverside. Drive, Nv Y., at 90th St.;
out charge.
I
SU 7-6256); director.. Bogdanovich. • “At the Drop of a Hat” (R). Pro¬
In. addi*lot: to the available[ parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- Available parts:, middleaged,Negro ducer, Alexander H. Cohen (40 W.
duciions anzov.nced for later [tins season, but, for ichicli, the manage¬ butler-valet. . gentle. .. wrhoIesome; 55th St., Cl 6-0594).
ments. as ye*, aren't holding dpen casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ male, charming; but sifiister !assist¬
“Belle. Denise” (DL Producers.
tions are as jolloivs: (C) Cotuedy, (D\ Drama, (MCI Musical Comedy, ant to Hollywood, producer. Con¬ . Howafd Erskine & Joseph Hayes
(MD*. Musical Drama, (Rl> Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic tact director at above number. 1 (56 W; 45th St.: OX 7-9620).
Script, available, in manuscript
^‘Captive” (D>.; Producers, LeReading.
:l!
form fit Dramatists Play Service, Irnd Hayhvard (655 Madison Aye.,
‘
~
j Inc.v N. ' Y:- •'
N.
Y.; TE 8-5100) in association
' Moore now playing the . part1; j “Burning Bright’/ (D), Producer.
with Arthur Hornblow-, Jr. .
. femmes, five ieet-two inches or
M. Cavallo; director. Matt | “Dear Liar” (CD).
Producer,
; less (Jacqueline Fayo now playing ;• Robert
C'hiber: Theatre. East; 211 E. 60th G.ulhrle McClintic (1270 Sixth
if: several small boys, about 48-50. ; St.. N.Y.; TE ,2-9220. Available Ave.:
Cl 7-5152).
rnnATiWAV
: inches tall; several older boys, [parts for names and semi-names I “Duel of Angels”* (D). ProdiihhiMltw A1
1
‘under five fect-eleven inches who
j with classical background:, male; eers,: Playwrighrs Co. (745 Fifth
“Caligula” *Dr. P r o d u eje r s. cain play teenagers, All liuist sing 40-50* husky, leading man type; f' Ave.;
PL 3-7500). .
Chandler Cowles & David J. Co- and dance.
male. 40-50, eharacter, tall, heavy: . “Egg” (C). Producer, . Alexan¬
gan, 36 W. 55th St., Casting direc-; “Irma La Douce” (MCi. ' Pro- ' set; feiiime, 25, blonde, attractive: der S. Ince (234 W. 44th St!, CH
tor. Robert Livingston,
Accept-] ducer, David Merrick (246 W: 44th 1 male 25, dark,. ’! robust, Scripts ; 4-5141) & Harris Mast'erson.
ing photo and resume from femmes,; St., N.Y.);. casting director; Michael available at Samuel .French and ! “Every Girl Needs a Parldri* (C).
35-40, sexy: male 28-29, £ good > Sliurtleff. Available part: Negro Dramatists Play Service, or at Pub¬ Producer-director.
Carmen
Caphjsique; male, 43r50, Lee J. £obt man. 25-40, not too American, lic .Library.
Casting . through palbo, (152 W; 54th! St., JU 2-1596).
type. Mail to producers.
|:
rather West Indian type, should agents only; Also seeking two pro¬
“Faster, Faster”. (Dk Producer“Candles in the Rain” <D>. 'Pro- llia^e spectacular barit-ohe voice duction assistants; Contact pror 1 director. Carmen Capalbo, (152 W.
ducers. James Melton. Garry Simp- ?^d. "’inning personality. Mail ducer. .-V
! 54th St., JU. 2-15961. .
son & John Robert Lloyd i <220■|.P1xotp and resume; to. casting direc- j “Deirdre of Sorrows” (D); pro“Five Finger Exercise’,’ (D>.
| ducers, Andre: Gregory, Pirie Mac/ Producers; PlaywTights Co. & Fred¬
Central Park South, N.Y.). Avail--torable parts, all Italian types: ihale, j ‘‘Jolly's Progress” tD’i. Producer, ? Donald & Neil Smith . (c/o: Gate erick Brisson (745 Fifth Ave.;
26. Brooklynite; boy, 9, small, dark, i Theatre Guild <27 W. 53d St., N.YJ j Theatre. 162. Second Ave , N.Y.: PL 3-75001.
“Flowering Cherry” (D). Pro¬
Intense; boy. 11, rough, smart j Available parts; character, 40-50. ! OR 5-9250); . Available parts, 12
aleck; several middleaged women, j local vigilante . types. Mail photo j roles: aged. king;. young princess. ducers, Producers Theatre (165 W.
both comic and serious types;1; girl; and resume, indicating show’s, title | young knight and nine others. Ap- 46th St.; PL 7-5100).
“Girl. Against The Boys” (R).
16, sensuous. Mail photo and re-t on envelope to producers. Do not i ply in person, 11. a.m^ p.m., or
( mail photo and resume to pro- Producer, Albert Selden (444
sume to producers; do not phone ' phone or visit,
Madison Ave., N.Y., PL 3-1030)
or visit in person.
\
“Juniper and the Pagans” (C». ! ducers, c/o of theatre.
“Goodbye Charlie” (C).
Pro¬
“Captains and the Kings”! (D>.: Producer, David Merrick <246 W. \ “Leave It TO Jane” (MC'. ProLeland Hayw-ard (655 Madi¬
Producer, David March; director, > 44th St.. N.Y.i; director, Robert \ ducers, Joseph Beruh & Peter ducer.
son
Ave,;
TE
8-5100).
Kent:
Auditioning
.
y
o
u
t
h
f
u
1
John Gerstad (200 W. 57th; St.,: Lewis <161 E. 80th St., N Y. 21
N.Y.». Available parts, one femme I casting director, Michael Shurileff. I male and . femme singers with • “Grass. Is Greener” (O. Produc¬
Theatre Guild. (27 W. 53d St.,
and 11 male, as follows: Girl Fri- Cast of 16, including, three chil- (legitimate voice, every Thursday j er,
Y ; CO 5-6170).
day type, mid-30's; Navy officer, * dren and extras, all Mexican types. from 6-7 p.m.,. for replacements; N.“Highest
Tree” (D). - P’roducers,
36; other 10 roles are top Navy 1 The children include a boy, 8-10, Auditions at the.: Sheridan Square ! Theatre
Guild
&
Dore
Schary <27
I
Playhouse,
'
Seventh
Ave.
.
and
brass. Mail photo and resume to vigorous scamp; small girl; small
• W. 53d St.: CO 5-6170).
the director.
!
boy, handsome. Children and extras ’ Fourth St., N.Y*
“Hostage” (D). Producers, Leon¬
■
“Mis-giiided.
Toiir,”
(MG\
Pro*
“Edge of the Jungle” <D>. Pro-'
mail photo anti resume to
: ducers, Robert. D. ' Feldstein & ard Field (AT 9-47.17) & Irvin
ducer, Jules Field: director, John !
atn I?[oducer.s ! James Allen Reid <325 W. 45th St.. Shapiro.
Hale *c/o Cricket . Theatre.! 1621>r £
^°F- a11 other Part* N. , Y.; suite ! 116; Cl 6-0430>; j “I Belong To Zozo” (C).. ProSecond Ave.N. Y... Cast of Negro •thl 0USh
only. .
I director. Reid;
Available parts: i ducers, Mark Kroll & Charles Conand white. Casting through agents . _ Long and the Short and the . two comedienne - singer - dancers; La wav (157 W. 57th St., N.Y.; Ci 7onlv
j
-Tall’ (Di. Producer,. David Mer- ingenue, . must
be. .excellent ! 4490 V;
“Fiorello” rirv Producers rick' <246 W: 44th St.. N,Y.>; cast- : singer-dancer; girl singer-daficerr • “Jolly’s Progress” (D', Produ„ * " irj ■ . ? 2
? ’; ing/ director; Michael Shurileff. attractive.
.. Equity
or
non- < cer. Theatre Guild (27 W. 5-fth St,,
Robert Griffith & Harold S. Prince, ’ Available part for Oriental-looking
N.Y ; CO 5-6i70).
Open call men singers today actor. around 30. family man, /Equity;/.male-; actor-singer-dancer
“Kinderspiel” (D);
Producer.
I
to:
play
touring
agent;
two
comed¬
(Wedf; femme singers, tomorrow small, pathetic, almost comic charElaine Perry (137 W, 48tli St.,
ians
who
can
sing:
and
ihov.e
w'ell;
(Thur. All auditions at 12 noon. • aeter. Mail photo! and resume to
N. Y.; JTI 6-6295).
male./
leading
type
aetor-singerEquity call for dancers Sept. 1: casting director.
: dancer, with legit voice; Negro bari¬ . “La Bonne Soupe” (C) . ProJii-.
male. 10 a.m.; femme, 3 p.m.;
David Merrick (246 W. 44th
open calls for dancers Sept. 2.’tt.111V t’* producers, tone, legit. voice, :. Equity or rion- cer,
LO 3-0830)... i • .
same time schedule as for Equity.}
j?Ffkl~ j:
Joseph Hayes ; Equity. Open auditions tomorrow’ St.:“Last
of Lincoln ’ .. (D),
Final calls Sept. 3. Audition's at !
'■ ,£;yallatlIe <ThurJ, .1.0 a.m.-12 noon, at the : Producer,Days
Alexander H.. Cohen,
the Lyceum Theatre, 149 W. /45 th
^ vi
late oa SV two Downtown Theatre, Fourth St.,
St N Y
i
"omen, nud 20 s; femme; 80; Negro and Second Ave., N.Y. Singers at¬ <40 W. 55lh St:, N. Y.r GI 6-0594).
“Leaven of Malice” <C'
Pro¬
n
o
femme, 50-60. Mail photo and tending without an accompanist
Flower Drum .Song (MCtiPro- ■.resume to broduetibn offipp
ducers; Theatre Guild (27 W. 57tb
ducers, Richard Rodgers, Qschr.
L-A will be. requested to sing. “You St., N Y., CO 5-6170) in associatioL.
Made Me Love-You/’ After 12
Hammerstein 2d & Joseph Fields, i Kerz & George" Justfn-tmaiS ad- p.m.. phone for. appointment.
wit h.D on Herbert.
“Loss Of Roses” (C). Producer,
“Once Upon A Mattress” (MG'.
actors"of^ Oriental ^ppearancp efor ■ BroaSd\vav
^Arail^ble6 barfy Producers,
T. Edward Hambleton Saint Subber . (200. W.. 57ti.. St.,
N.Y., JU 6-1890).
i
&
NoFris
.
Hbughton.
Call
for
Mail^0ohotoPland<1
Se
to^ddie
•twd
dete^es.
comedians:
college
iYidii pnoto and r0surn0 to £#uui6 : m-pri iq- hvn u-nmpn oa. oc annAn ferrime singer-dancers, five-feet“Lovely Light” (D). Producer.
Hammeritein,
^tef^ six inches or over, 3 p.m.; male, Sol Hurok, (730 Fifth Ave., N. Y;:
singer-dancers, five-feet, 11 inches CI 5-0500).
“Mighty Man Is . He” . (C). Pro
Z- .MC.: producer. ;sre ‘°
or over, 4:30 pirn., Aug. 25! Audi¬
Stanley Chase. 139 W. 44th St.,;
“Mother Courage” (MD> Pro- tions at the Phoenix Theatre, 189 ducers, Diana Green . & . Edw’arh
N.Y.; director. Robert Breen; [cast- ducers. Lee Paton & Robert Wel- | Second Ave,,. N.Y,, stage door en- Joy (1619 Broadway, CO 5-8569).
ing contact. Cliff Stevens, PL 7- ber, 152 W. 42d St. (Room 1004>, 1 trance. . Paying Broadway mini- ’{ .“Midnight Sun” (D>.. Producers.
[Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St;
7o90. All-Negro cast. Phone for ap- N.Y. Parts Available: femme 25, ' mum*
"
.: '.
[OX 7-9620) & Joseph Hayes.
pointment. or mail photo and: res- mute, fragile physicallv but strong
t ■. Mother Courage” (MB i.
Proume to producer, requesting! ap-j emotionally, childlike but not
TOURING
! ducers, Leigh Connell, Theodore
pointment. Pre-L.S. tour to bpen childish; peasant, unconventionNov. 11 at The Hague,. Nether- ally attractive: male. 45. large, • “Dark af :the Top of the Stairs” Mann & Jose Quintero, (c/o Circle
lands.
powerful, sensuous, dark, huinor- (CD'. Producers, C. Edwin Knill in the Square, 5 Sheridan Square,
“Girl from Outside” (MDi. I Pro- °l?s^ must sing acceptably; male, & Martin Tahse: (55 W. 42d; St., N.Y.; CH 3-5646).
ducer. 'George Cavlej-; casting di- 45-50. tall, gaunt, lecherous, sense N. Y; 36;. BR 9-2640). Available > “Much Ado About Nothing” (O.
rector, Tonv Rivers '154 W. : 54th of humor; male, eariv 20's, strong . parts for understudies:, leading Producer, Producers Theatre (165
St., NA>. Seeking male and femme. Peasant
, irnPOtuqus,: must ; man: leading lady; ingenue. Phone W. 46th St.; PL 7-5100).
leads, early 20s, lyric baritone; and ; move well and . sing acceptably; >. producers . for appointment. . 30- • “New Faces of 1959” (R). Pro¬
soprano, Japanese; to portray the1 ??alf* ^te /teens, peasant, fragile.1i week, national, tour, starting in ducer, Leonard Sillman (17 E. 79th
Imperial prince and his comnjtoner llgLlt complexion, must move well /September; Script available at St.: TR 9-1380). ‘
wife. Mail photo and resume to and,.smS well; femme. 2o-30, at- i Dramatists Play Service;. Inc., N. Y, : “Odd Man In” (C), Producers,
“Two For the Seasaw” (CD). Theatrical Interest Plan, Inc., (2Q0
casting director
’
tractive, sexy commediene, sings;
j. „ j; ,n ■ male, 40, athletic,1 trim., bullish Producers. C. Edwin Knill & Mar¬ | W. 57th St., N. Y ; PL 7-7242) Sc
\, Al?bassa^0r
and powerful; two femmes, 50-60, tin Tahse (55 W. 42d- St.. N., Y. 36; ' Henry Shcrek.
P
VcerA A'nenc‘ai^
^peasant women;
male,, shorft BR 9-2640). National tour of 20-25 j “Only In America” (D). ProGailch
o E
76th St
^.Y.) crude; extras, officers and soldiers: weeks starting in the fall.: Avail- : ducer, Herman Shumlin (11 E. 48th
&
Gemge
Brandt;
Director,. alL types. Singers need not be; able parts for understudies for the St.; PL 3-7566).
Harold Bromley^ Available parts; ^ trained.; but should have strong ; two leads, must be! cast by- this » “Pink Jungle” (D). Producer,
19-i-D,
and
Several. voices and good sense of rhythm. I Friday . <21). Phone for. appoint- ‘ Paul Gregory (234 W, 44th St:; LO
Enghsh character men, 50-60. j Mail photo and resume to pro- . ment.
> /
4-5071* Coast office, 930 .N...-La
Mail plioto and re-.-ume to produ- ducers:
Cienega Blvd,, Hollywood 46).
“Saratoga” (MC).
Producers,
cers*
j. “Ol’ Man Satan” (MD.i.. Pro- i
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa
“Greenwillow” «MC'. Producers,' ducer. Donald Hey wood. (211 W.
BROADWAY
(234 W. 44th St., N.Y., LA 4-9054),
Robert 'Willey & Frank Prbduc-: 53d St., N. Y„ JU 2-8134U Avail* j
"Silent Night, Lonely Night”
tions, Inc., ri37 W. 57th St., N.Y.>. ! able parts for Negro dancer-singer- j. “Gang’s. All Here” (D). Produ¬
Available parts; femme. 16-17; vil- ' actors, good looking, young; also cer, .Kermit. Bloomgarden (1545 (D>.. Producer, Playwrights Co.,
| (745 .Fifth Ave.; PL 3-7500).
lage type, pretty, shy. strong is,mg-; small feature parts. ; Phone pro- Broadway; JU 2-1690).
j “Golden Fieecihg” (D). ; Pto“Subways Are For Sleeping”
in g voice, emotionally intense: but ' ducer for appointment,
inarticulate; male. 19. farmer. / “Sound of Music” (MD>. Produc- ! ducers. . Courtney Burr, (58 W. !.(C»; Producer, David Merrick (246
moody, stubborn but with sense of * ers, Rodgers & Hammerstein, in 57th. St.; Cl 5-9151) & Gilbert ; W. 44th St., N.Y., LO 3-0380). .
“Tenth: Man/' (D). Producers.
humor, robust singer; elderly jehar- | partnership with. Leland Hayward •Miller;
“Happy Town” (MC) Producers. : Saint Subber (200 W. 57th St.; JU
acter woman., lively, vigorous. ! & Richard Halliay.
Casting di*
sharp-tongued
must do isome ' rector, Eddie Bliim, c/o producers, B & M Productions (140 W. 58th 6-1890) & Arthur Cantor,
i “Time’s Fool” (formerly “L’
dancing, sing well; boy, 12, ha;, ; 483 Madison Ave., N.Y. Seeking •St.* N.Y.). - - '
friendly* good dancer. Mail photo mezzo soprano. 50, for featured ; . ^Heartbreak. House” (D). Pro- : Hurluberln”) Kermit Bloomgarden
and resume to producers.
;
role. Mail photo and resume to ' ducers, Robert Joseph (137 W. ; (1545 Broadway, N. Y.; JU 2-1690).
“Gypsy” tMC •. Producers, David . casting director . All other parts 148th St.. . N.Y.; .Cl 7-7161) & ■ “Trial hf Jesus” (D). Producer,
. • : Warner ’LeRoy (21 E. 63d St.,
Merrick >246 \V. 44th St., N.Y.) & through agents only. Equity. call i Maurice Evans.
Leland Hayward; casting director, : for femme singers with legit voice, | “Miracle WorkeriV (D>. Produ¬ :.N. . Y.). ■ .
“U.S.A.” (D). Producers, Robert
Michael Shurtleff. Auditions being j tomorrow' <Thur.), 11 a.m., at St. cer, Fred Coe c/o Triad Produc¬ !
held for future replacement^ and {James Theatre <246. W. 44th St., tions (1501 Broadway: CH 4-6852): Weiner & Nick Spanos, (SU. 7understudies for all roles, especial-: N. Y. i;
i “Take ,Me- Along” (formerly: 1914)..
!v girls about five feet (Karen 1 “Taste of Honey” (D). Producer, j. “Connecticut Summer”) (MC); Pro“Viva Madison Avenue” (C>,
The available roles mill be} repeated icee’dy until tilled, and addi¬
tions to the list mill be made only when information, is sl cured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads
proi'ided b; tie managements of the shows invoiced rather than to
run a lengthy list of blind items. This information Is published With¬

i

OFFBROADWAY

Producer, /Selma Tamber (200 W.
57th St., N,Y., JU 6-1890” .
OFF-BROAD WAY
“Come . Share My House” (D).
Producers, Richard Karp !& . Gayle
Hinckey <99 So vent h Ave. S.,
N ;■ Y.).
'.
•.;>/ .:
/.
“Dig We Must” (Ci. Producer,
Ronald Rawson (16 W. 55th St.,.
N,Y.; CI-7-1381 >; ",
“Dream Play”-‘(DV.Producer. Iza
Itkin (AL 4-3089),
“Great God Brown” (D); Produc¬
er, T. Edward Hambleton* (Phoe¬
nix Theatre, 189 . Second Ave..
N. Y!; OR 4-7160).
.
“Lend An Ear” (MR), Producers',
Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
(no production office set).
,
“Orpheus Descending” <DV Pro¬
ducer! Stella Holt/ (325 W 87th
St., .n.- yi: !
. “Vincent” - (Dk . Producers, . Am-.
mon: Kabatchnik .& Fred. Sammut
(WA 9-4248). ' '

SIGNED
BROADWAY
: Birds of Summer; Sarah Jario
Miller.' ’ -.
. Girls Against the Boys: Marty
Charnih; Boh Roman.
Goodbye, Charlie; Dan Frazer,
Happy Town: Karen Thorsell.'
Highest Tree: Natalie Schafer. - Mighty Man Is He: Claud A1 lis¬
ter. Nancy Ciishman.
Saratoga: Odette Myrtil.
Take Me Along: Peter Conlow,
Arlene Golonka.
Time’s Fool: Margot Anders,.
Roddy McDowall.
off-Rroadway
/ Boy Friend: Susanne Cansino
(succeeding Maureen Bailey)..,
Confederates: ;AIan Shayne.

New York State Opera Society,
General-manager; Carl Yos;t (SU.
7-2056). Standard opera repertoire.
Scheduled for this season: “Car¬
men,” “Aida.”
Phone; i general-..
manager for appointment.

Adams & Leigh Associates, 7.
West 46th. St-/ N. Y. Assistant,
Merle Blown. accepting photo and
resume. ; of children for tv com¬
mercials. Mail to above address..
.“Camera Three,” educational,
drama, CBS; producer, John McGiffert. Submit phblo.and: resume
for consideration,-'. Casting direc¬
tor, Marc Merson (524 W. 57th St,).
Dela McCarthy Assoc., 515 Mad¬
ison Ave. Casting, Colin D’Arcy,
Submit photo and resume for con¬
sideration.
. FCI Productions, . Inc. Casting:
director, Barbi ; Norris, 66 Fifth
Ave,, N. Y. Cast mainly .through
Agencies, but maintains file for.
industrial and 'Commercials. Send
photo and resume by mail only. :
.“Ford Show” (to be Taped);.
Choreographer, Bob Fosse. Call for
dancers this Friday (21). at the .
Variety Arts Studios. 225 W . 46th
St.. N.: Y.; femirie, 11 im.-l p.ni.; .
male, 2-4 p.m.
Grey Advertising; 430 Park Ave.
Casting, Jim Kaye, Submit photo
ard resume by mail only.
Hartford Management, Inc*, 18
E. 48th. St: casting director. MarT
snail Migatz. Interviews by ap- .
pointment, but only on basis of ;
photo and resume: Mail to casting
director:
“I,”: filmed nn location — CBS;
producer'; ■ Gilbert. Ralston; casting
through Marc- Merson; address by
mail, only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524
W. 57th St. Available parts: un¬
usual types, interesting faces, good;
physical conditions*, will consider;
applicants having had odd .Occupa¬
tions, Submit photo and resume.
“Lamp Unto My Feet,” religious. :
drama, CBS; producer, Don Kellerman; director, James Mac Allen.
Submit photo and resume for con¬
sideration. Paula Hindliri (524 W.
57th. St.),
'
“Look Dp . & Live,”/ religiousdramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
Kuney: casting, Marc Merson. 524
W. 57th St. Casting from files.
Mail photo and resume.
Max Richard Agency,
1776
Broadway. N. Y. Robert Richard
seeking. attr' ct iv.e femme juggler*
for t.y. commercial. Apply in per¬
son. Bring photo and resume.
“Theatre for a Story.” CBS-TV:
producer; Robert Herridge. Mail
photo and resume to casting, direc¬
tor. Marc Mersori, 524 W.. 57th..
St., N. Y. • •
“The Verdict Is Yours,” unre¬
hearsed courtroom dramas; CBS;
producer, Eugene Burr; director,
Byron Paul; casting contact, Nat
Greenblatt, CBS,. 524 W. 57th St.
(do not. phone). No open ..casting;
all done from files:: Submit photo
and resume for. consideration.
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Ta*Rap %Des Moines Playhouse
Threatens All Iowa Drama Groups
Des Moines, Aug. 18.
The Des; Moines Community
Playhouse has been assessed more
than $5,000 in sales taxes on ad¬
missions to plays the; last five
years. The. Playhouse has never
collected the 2% Iowa sales levy,
since the group's officials have con¬
sidered their non-profit organiza¬
tion exempt. They have■ been no¬
tified that the Sales Tax Division
of the . State Tax Commission is
making a five-year assessment on
both annual memberships f now
$8) and individual tickets sold at
the boxoffice.
. An appeal is now being prepared
by the Playhouse. If, the assess¬
ment stands, it could affect other
community theatre groups in the
state. The Des .■/ Moines group
claims exemption on grounds of be¬
ing an educational organization;
while the Sales Tax Division cdntends that community playhouses
are not primarily educational.
They are, however, exempt from
Federal taxes.
Presumably ; all “little theatre'
groups iri Iowa face such’ assess^
meats if they haven’t been collect-'
. ing the state sales tax on admis¬
sions! Besides. Des Moines, outfit
there are little theatre groups in
Cedar Rapids, Ottumwa,; Keokuk,
Fairfield, Mason - City, Perry,
Iowa City, Waterloo, Burlington,
Spencer, Cherokee and Dubuque.
• Most of these groups being to
the Iowa Community Theatre
Assn„ which will! meet Sept. 18 and
19 at the Community Playhouse
here. A resolution will be offered
ashing that community theatres
generally be classed as educational
and therefore exempt from the
state sales tax.
The Iowa law exempts -from
sales tax the activities of religions,
educational and charitable organiz¬
ations. The Des Moines organiza¬
tion puts on six plays a year, em¬
ploys three persons full time and
one half-time. Between 500 and
. 1,000 volunteers take part; each
year iih various phases of the pro¬
ductions, and the Playhouse also
sponsors Des Moines adult educa¬
tion classes in acting,I interpreta¬
tion and stagecraft.
The Cedar Rapids Community
Theatre, similar to the Des Moines
.organization, has said it was.noti¬
fied in 1951 it would be exempt
from the tax. Tax officials have
said, however, that the Cedar Ra¬
pids group paid a similar assess¬
ment after some discussion several
weeks ago: •'
In Burlington a spokesman for
the Players Workshop said it paid
the sales tax until 1955, when the
commission granted a request that
the theatre be exempted and has
not paid the tax since, in Water¬
loo a spokesman for the Waterloo.
Community Theatre said if has
paid its sales tax every year on
admissions.

‘Cops and Robbers’ Will
Get Break-In on Coast
The new Sid . Silyers-Harold
Spinai muscal, “Cops .and Rob-,
bers,” will open Nov; 2 for a fourweek engagement at the Curran
Theatre; San Francisco, prior to.
a scheduled six-week Los Angeles
runThe present plan is to move
the show to Philadelphia for two
weeks before opening on Broad¬
way next February.

St. P. Gets Mpls.
Minneapolis, Aug. 18,
As expected, , the theatre GuildAmerican Theatre Society sub¬
scription season of 1959-60 is tyeihg
transferred from Minneapolis to St.
Paul. Shows will be presented in
the; Municipal . Auditorium,. St.
Paul, instead of in Minneapolis, as
for the last five years. Prior to that,
both. Twin. Cities had subscription
seasons!'
Reason for the switch to St. Paul
is that a suitable theatre is no long¬
er available in Minneapolis. The
State, a Paramount house, has re¬
verted to straight film policy, after
experimenting with occasional legit
hookings last season. The Lyceum,
formerly: the local legit spot, was
sold two years ago,to a religious
group for evangelical use.
The TG-ATS has arranged with
the St. Paul Women’s Institute,
which presents its own entertain¬
ment series in the Auditorium, to
sponsor the legit season. Mrs. J. P.
Weyerhaeuser, of the lumber inter¬
ests family, is chairman of the
group and has appointed sub-chair¬
man to plan the subscription drive.
The four-show season will open
with “My Fair Lady,’* Sept. 29Oct. 10, and is tentatively booked
to include “J.B./’ opening Jan. 29;
’The Pleasure of His Company,”,
opening April 4, and a show to be
selected, possibly “Look Home-;
ward, Angel” In addition, nonsubscription presentations may also
be ; booked, probably including
“The Dark at the Top of the
Stairs,” Oct. 22, and ‘Two for the
Seesaw” Jan. 14, both of which
played here last season on sub¬
scription, as well as “Hollywood
Bowl Revue,” with. Patricia Morison, Oct.: 24; Ballet Russel de Monte
Carlo, Dec. 1; Polish State Fair
Ballet, Dec., .i.8, and “Vienna on
Parade,’? Feb. 22.

“Tea; and Sympathy,” which had
an 89:-week Broadway run during
the. 1953-55 seasons, piled up an¬
other $6,350 profit, in subsidiary
income for the year ended last
June 30: That hiked the total net
earnings on the Playwrights Co.MarkK. Frank production to $607,290 to date.
The . distributed profit as of
June 30, according to the latest
accounting, totaled $607,200, in¬
cluded the $6,000 latest payoff..
On the basis of the standard 50-50
split of: the profits between, the
management and the backers that
gives the latter a return thus far
of over 505% on their $60,000
investment. Besides Broadway and
subsidiary revenue, the income on
the Robert Anderson play also
includes the production’s share of
the payoff from Metro on its! pur¬
chase of the .film rights.
In the screen version, released
in 1956, Deborah Kerr, John Kerr
and Leif; Erickson repeated! the
lead. roles they originated on
Broadway.*-

‘French Postcards’For
Lancaster, Pa.
That liked ’Susan’
Lancaster; Pa„ Aug: 18.
“French Postcards,” adapted by
Mawby Green and Ed Feilbert
from Jean de Metz’s Parisian farce,
“Le Bete du Chambre” (“Bedroom
Fool”), had a tryout last Wednesday
night (12) at the Fulton Theatre
here.
Since the house set a. record
week-before-last with a $7,500
gross for ‘‘Susan Slept Here,” with
the publicity stressing the torso
specifications of ingenue-lead . Joy
Harmon, producer Bernard - Z.
Schantzer apparently figures the
local public relishes shows with a
sexy angle.
“Postcards” has. been staged by
Bruce Brighton- with a cast includ¬
ing Marian Brash, Barbara Davis,
Donna! Pearson,. Sylvia Meredith,
Walter: Miller and Pat Buchan. If
the show clicks here, Schantzer
and his managing director, Leon¬
ard Altobeil, figure on presenting
it on tour in the fall.
“postcards” adaptors Green and
Feilbert previously collaborated on
“Pajama Tops,” based on tife de
Metz farce, “Mouniou ” It toured
during the; 1954-55,. season, with
Diana Barrymore as star.

SEZ DIANA BARRYMORE
DERAILED'STREETCAR’

Cincinnati, Aug. 18.
Douglas Crawford, summer stock
producer at the Shubert Theatre
here, says he has filed charges with.
Aetors Equity against Diana Barry¬
more, star of last week’s, bill, “A
Streetcar Named Desire.” He
claims she refused to play the
matinee
last Wednesday (12); .
;
Philadelphia, Aiig. 18.
“Miss Barrymore cancelled the
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence,
show
on
the
plea that she had lost
general manager .for local Shubert
theatres, the Forrest and the Wal¬ her voice, but she played that
night
against
the advice of a. physi¬
nut, was held last Tuesday (11) in
$1,500 bail for court on charges of cian,” Crawford declared. “Our
position
is
that
the illness was self■ Attendance at a cast party Is part “cheating by fraudulent pretense incurred. She played sick and said
He was ar¬
of a performer’s job. That..:was and . conspiracy.”
she
needed;
a
rest,”
he added.
the sense of a unanimous derision rested on charges brought by Os¬
The producer’s threat to bring
last week by , the .N.Y; Appellate car Glassman, a ticket broker, who i suit for. damages, is discounted,
Court in a dispute between the claimed that Laurence. failed to since there is an arbitration clause
management of the Broadway pro¬ keep an agreement to provide him j in all Equity contracts. ^ Crawford j
duction of “Where’s Charley?” with front-row tickets for all per- j asserted that Miss Barrymore’s
aiid John Martin, a dancer in the formances at the two Shubert! cancellation of the Wednesday, aft¬
; musical, which ended a 99-week houses;
The affidavit on which the war¬ ernoon show had displayed ‘Total
New York run Sept. 9, 1950.
disregard of a sense of responsiMartin, who was injured by a rant was issued declared that the bility.”!.
drunken, guest at a cast party mark¬ agreement Was made “on or about
He said he .was informed by. the
ing the close of the show, sought Aug. 20, 1957” and that the Shu¬ actress’ doctor that she was hoarse,
compensation for the injury. The bert exec knew he was “not in a but cpuld talk, and he blamed an
Workmen’s Compensation Board present position to fulfill his prom¬ opening night dispute between'her
Lawrence denied the
ruled that the dancer was entitled ises.”.
and an assistant stage manager for
to benefits. The decision was ap¬ charges. .
her “announced intention of not j
pealed by the management on basis
coming back to the theatre.”
]
that Martinis employment- had i pij,n r w.TViirht ^aliif*
According to Crawford, the can¬
terminated when he was paid in Ir,a^.. V3*1 ^
C>aiUl^
cellation of the matinee meant a
the afternoon preceding the final
For Grand, Terre Haute loss of $1.200-$1,500. He. said the
performance/
Terre Haute, Ind., Aug. 18. .
■ The court agreed with the com¬ . A “Gala Last Night at the week’s engagement of “Streetcar”
pensation board that the company Grand” to commemorate the. pass¬ grossed only. $8,700. compared
with $22,100 the previous week on
was expected, to attend the cast
party and consequently Martin was ing of the Grand . Opera House “Mister. Roberts,” with David
still at work when he appeared at here is planned for Sept. 8. Legit', Janssen.
Miss Barrymore, who received
the, : affair!
“Charley,” which vaude and concert performers,
starred Ray Bolger, was produced who’ve appeared at, the / house, favorable -reviews for the local
built
in
1898
and
scheduled
to
be
critics
for her “Streetcar” per¬
by Cy.Feuer and Ernest H. Martin,
in association With Gwen Rickard razed in the fall, are being sought; formance. declined to comment on
to
take
part
in
the
affair.
the
controversy,
other than to say,
(Mrs. Bolger) /
The project is being sponsored “My attorney will handle the mat¬
by
the
local
Community
Theatre,
ter.”
She
revealed
that she in¬
The Playbill Restaurant. N. Y.,
wants -to . borrow theatrical, pro¬ Inc. (Ronald W. Waltermire), with tended to confer yesterday <Mon!)
grams from the. 1909-10 season for the cooperation of the Alliance with her: manager,' Violla Rubber,
/Theatre. Corp.
a display:
in New York.

Presence at Cast Party
Part of Performer’s Job,

HOLD LARRY SHUBERT
ON TICKET CHARGE
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Tajama-'Yankees-W Tuner Trio
Total $2,600,MO Profit Hus Far
♦ “Pajama Game,” “Damn Yan[ kees” and “New Girl in Town,”
hit musicals in which
Brisson.
Harold S.
Prince
and
Robert E. Griffith were
Stratford, Ont., Aug. 18.
Scottish actress-director Lennox partnered as producers, have thus
Milne opens tonight <Tues.) for a far earned a combined profit of
seven-performance in her one- : Over $2,600,000- The profit divvy
woman show, “The Heart is High¬ on the three shows as of audits
land” at the Avon Theatre here. dated last Dec. 31 totaled. $2,585,She arrived in Montreal last week 000, split equally between the man¬
from Liverpool aboard the Syi- agement and the backers.
The total combined profit re¬
Vania.
“Highland” was written for Miss flected in the Dec. 31 accountings
Milne in 1953 by Scottish play¬ was $2,617,879. The income cov¬
wright Robert Kemp.
She first^ ered not only Broadway profit on
performed it during the Edin-* the three tuners, but also road
revenue from “Pajama” and “Yan¬
burgh Festival that year.
kees” and income from the sale
of the filnr rights on those two en¬
tries. “Girl"’ did not tour, nGf
were the picture rights sold. Other
subsidiary income is also reflected
in the profit on the three musicals.
The brace of clicks by the pro¬
ducing trio began in 1954 with the
production of “Pajama.” followed
by the production of “Yankees” in
Atlantic City, Aug. 18.
1955 and “Girl” in 1957. “Girl,"
The legit situation in this New capitalized at $300,000, was the
Jersey coast: resort seems to be weakest of the three offerings,
highly uncertain at .the moment. netting $143,922 as of the Dec. 31
The Chamber of Commerce, which audit. The divvy at that time to¬
sponsored the presentation of
taled $135,900.
series of. touring Broadway shows
“Pajama” and “Yankees” were
last season at the Warren Theatre, capitalized at $250,000 apiece. The
is trying to organize another sub¬ Dec. 31 profit total on “Pajama"
scription setup for 1959-60.
was $1,558,834. of which $1,550,000
. However, the 4,000-seat house was distributed. The net on “Yan¬
recently reverted to a film policy, kees” . as of the same date was
following disappointing . business $915,122, of which $900,000 was
for. several summer stock offerings, distributed.
and it’s indicated the spot may be
The producing partnership was
sold. George Hamid, who acquired dissolved after the presentation of
the theatre from Stanley-Wamer, “Girl,” with Griffith & Prince con¬
is reportedly offering it for sale tinuing their association with an¬
through the Albert M. Greenfield other click, “West Side Story*
realty firm, and Max Malamut, which they produced by arrange¬
who owns the adjoining Hotel Shel¬ ment with Roger L. Stevens. The
burne, and the Empress Motel* is duo also were partnered with Shir¬
said to be interested. There is ley Ayers in the production of a
understood to be a major differ¬ straight play, “A Swim in the Sea*
ence over price, however.
which folded during its out-ofMeantime, - MannyDavis, who town tryout.
This season Griffith & Prince
presented several shows at the
Warren last season, had a letter-to- will be represented on Broadway
the-editor recently in the Atlantic with a new musical, “Fiorello,*
City Press, deploring the lack of scheduled to open Nov. 23 at the
publie, support for local legit, Broadhurst Theatre. Brisson la
despite the “magnificent under¬ currently represented on Broad¬
writing by responsible citizens,” way as co-producer of “Pleasure of
largely in the form of season sub¬ His Company,” while his upcoming
scriptions purchased in blocks by “Five Finger Exercise,” slated te
hotels, merchants and other busi¬ projects include co-sponsorship off
ness firms.
open Dec. 2 at the Music Box,
^
The new subscription setup of¬ N. Y.
fered by the Off-Season Attractions
Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce calls for the presenta¬
tion of five prcBroadway shows, in
contrast to last season’s 10 attrac¬
tions. The season rates are from
$10 for balcony seats to $15 and
$20 for orchestra,' depending on
location; Subscriptions may be
A summer showtent is planned
purchased on the installment plan, as part, of the development of a
through local banks. No specific year-round resort area at Hunter,
shows are mentioned.
N.Y., about 25 miles west of Catskill. The Hunter Mountain De¬
velopment Corp. is behind the
project, and construction is. al¬
ready underway for the opening of
a skiing site next December.
Managing director of the pro¬
Chicago, Aug. 18.
Chi’s Lyric Opera, building what posed summer theatre will be
could be its most impressive ros¬ James Hammerstein, doubling as
of the corpora¬
ter yet, has signed 10 additional secretary-treasurer
tion. Hammerstfin, who co-pro¬
artists for its upcoming seven-week
duced
“Blue
Denim”
.on Broadway,
season, bringing the total to 42.
is currently production stage man¬
/ Four , of the latest additions will ager of “Flower Drum Song.” He
be making their Windy City de¬
has commissioned engineers to ex¬
buts, including baritone Philip periment
with an air-suspension,
Maero, Cesare Curzi (of Nur¬ transparent plastic dome for the
emberg Operah contralto. Mary summer showcase.
MacKenzie, and bass - baritone
Development of the resort area,
Peter Harrpwer! Returning to the to . include an inn and an indoor
Lyric fold will be tenor Mariano and outdoor heated swimming1
Caruso, bags Andrew Foldi, bass- pool, involves capitalization of
baritone Bernard I-zzo, mezzo-so¬ $690,000. Stock in the venture is
prano Ardis: Krainik, tenor Ralph currently being sold to the public.
Nielsen, and, bass Kay Charles Wall Street underwriter Myron A.
Graves!.
Lomasney has underwritten the
Lyric opens Oct.-'12 with “Car-, project,
men,” with .Metopera’s Jean Man' Orla Larsen, an engineer and
deira in the title role.
former ski instructor, is president
of the corporation and Donald
Pnirieau’s ‘Morgan Rock’ Waters, an independent business
consultant, is vice-president. Jim
Set by Omaha Playhouse Downey, who operates Downey’s
Omaha, Aug. 18. . ■Restaurant in New York, will oper¬
Philip Pruneau’s “The Morgan; ate the hotel and restaurant at
Rock,” a Broadway prospect sev¬ Hunter.
eral years ago. will be presented as
a Ford Foundation “Aid to Play¬
wrights” project at the Omaha [ LAND OF SMILES’ EXTENDED
Playhouse’s new $550,000 theatre, j
London. Aug. 38.
The presentation is scheduled to j “The Land Of Smiles” lias been
begin a two-week run at the 520- > extended for two weeks ai:d will
seater Sept. 25.
} now fold Aug. 29 at the Coliseum.
The community theatre is cele-• Revivals of “The Merry Widow”
brating its 35th anniversary this ! and “Die Fiedermaus” follow, until
summer.
j the pantomime season.

Lennox Milne Solo Show j the three
Opens at Stratford, Ont, ; Frederick

Warren for Sale

Jmny Hamaerstek Te
Be Showiest Producer

SET 42 SINGERS FOR
CHI LYRIC OPERA CO.
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Weekend Splurge
Framingham* Mass., Aug. 18.
Tlie. Carousel Theatre here
has installed a bar. for serving
the
San
Francisco
Civic
Light
The 15th annual volume of Dan¬
The decline of Noel Coward as. a playwright is discussed by Alan
drinks before, during /..and
iel Blum's “Theatre World,” cover¬ Opera, has bought -a studio next
Pryce-Jories; acting critic of the London Observer, in a review of “Look
after tlie show.
■
ing the 1958-59 Broadway and ioff- door to his tiny house in Green¬
After Lulu,” the British actor-authpr-director-composei,’s adaptation
Beer and wine .will be avail¬
Broaduav season, will be pub¬ wich Village, N. Y., and wiir com¬
of Feydeau's “Occupe-Toi d’Amelie,” which opened July 29 at <ha
able during the week, with
lished Oct. 15 by Chilton.
!;
bine the two places. He’s due east
Royal Court'Theatre.
Gene Gross is playing the ! Sa¬ about Oct. 1. .
.champagne also oh sale.Friday
After designating Coward as a romantic who has lost contact with
tanic author's agent in “Will Suc¬
Former musical comedy star
.and Saturday nights..
the English life about which lie wrote successfully, the critic con¬
cess Snoil Rock Hunter” at the Julia Sanderson, living in retire¬
cludes, ‘.‘His natural skill is as great as it ever was^ let him. cultivate a
Candlelight Playhouse, .Washing¬ ment at I.ongmeadow, near Springsense of risk. For the permanent disappointment which dogs each of
ton. D. C\. through Aug. 30.
field, Mass., hiis a large collection
his plays since they grew out of touch with contemporary life is that
Gert Kirschner. associate l; of of recordings bv her late husband■ they rely on very much the same formula. They sparkle and tease:
Broadway pressagent Arthur Can¬ partner Frank Orumm.it, and makes
a ritual of playing 30 of the disks
j. after the fashion which was entirely appropriate to the age of the
tor. is \aeaLoning in Mexico.
“Time’s Fool” is the new title of a day
Bright Young People, but rings hollow in a very different world.
Lawrence Holofcener, who re¬
the Jean Anouilh comedy, a Poris
“It is as though Evelyn Waugh had gone on for 30 years repeating,
hit as “L’Hurbluberlu,” due Dec. cently completed his build-it-yourj theTattitudes of ‘Decline and Fall.’ All the dexterity in.the. World can¬
Bristol, Pa,, Aug. 18.
8 at the ANT A Theatre. N. Y.. with self house on Fire Island. N.Y.,
not
-infuse any. real life, into these gestures, whatever laughter they
.
Ed
EllniOre,
formerly,
with
the
Rex Harrison as star and Peter goes to Paris next .Week with his
wile and Infant daughter, to gather- Pasadena Playhouse and the Ogon- :’ may evoke.,. The play has, become a marionette-show, and all . Coward's
Brook staging.
/'
grace and skill cannot conceal. the frayed strings that move, the pupquit
(Me.)
..Playhpuse,
has
taken
material
for
the
book
of
a
musical,
Gower Champion wiir direct
-.’ .... - - •
“The Daj Thev Took Birdi Awjay,”. about folklore of the Auvergne oyer , as producer of . the Brist61 pets.” '
“Lulu,” which drew generally unfavorable notices from the LonEdward Padula’s production of a region,.' He’ll also.continue work on Playhouse. Her succeeds Norman
musical formerly titled “Let’s - Go the book for a musical, “It’s a Kerin and- Joseph Brownstone/ . don critics, was a failure on Broadway last season..
Steady."
; Wonderful Life.” based on the who were fired two weeks ago after
Selma Tamber. an. associate with career of film star James Stewart, a dispute. ..with local merchants
Donald Forst, one of the general partners of Forgold Theatre Syn¬
Broadway producer Saint Suhber, He’s due. back in November, after backing tlie summer stock opera¬
dicate, a legit investment group, is covering the Steven Rockefeller- .
plans to go into management on publication by Crown of .his, ne\>; tion.
.!
■/.
Anne Marie Rasmussen.romance in Sogne, Norway, for the. N/Y/Post.
her own with the presentation next rhyming dictionary.
Also bounced along with Kean Forst, a Post staffer less than a year; previously worked on the Hous¬
spring of “Viva Madison Avenue,” ; Bill Tierney is. appearing in
adapted by George Panetta from . “Call Me Madam” this week at the and Brownstohe were Glenri B. ton (Tex.) Post and the Newark (N.J.) Star Ledger,
Hill,
and Byron Ringland, stage
Oakdale
Musical
Theatre,
Walling¬
his own novel.
Another of the Forgold general partners is. Aaron . Goldblatt, . of:
“We.” a musical with book; and . ford, Conn. He’ll also be. in the managers. However, in their case the N.Y. Times. The syndicate, capitalized at. $10,250, is currently
lyrics by Jeff Harris, score by Emil! musical next week at the Warwick, there may be union complications, represented on Broadway With inyestriients in “La Plume, de . Ma
<R.I.»
Music
Theatre.
.
as they,were employed as members
Koehler and additional tiine$ by
Tante,” “Redhead” and “Destry Rides Again.”
Sol Berkowitz. is slated for off-j Elizabeth Cole will.appear in the of Actors Equity.
Broadway presentation by summer; strawhat tryout of “Marcus in. five
Kean and; Brownstone, who have
stock producer Douglas Crawford; High’ Grass," opening next Monday. $500 apiece in stock in tlie Play¬
“The Gazebo.”- Playwrights Co.-: <24> at the Sacandaga Park .(N.Y.) house corporation, were charged
Frederick Brisson production i cur- , Summer Theatre.
by the merchant-backer group as
rently playing the Opera House, . Hal Hastings has been signed as being “uncooperative” and as
Central City, Col., with Tom Ewell musical director of “Fiorello.”
he leaves the cast. hi October will,
Redhead
and Jan Sterling costarred, may be ; Jean Rosenthal is light designer spending more •/ than... necessary.
be a tricky assignment. .
The theatre reportedly has a $20,(46TH ST. THEATRE, N.Y.)
brought. back to Broadway jnext j for “Saratoga.”
000-$25,000
deficit
so
far
this
sum¬
The billing op “Redhead” lists . The necessary rehearsals! beforr
spring, following scheduled j- en- j The projected musical version of
gagements in Los Angeles, i San Edmund G. Love's book. "Subways mer, A different management had Gw*en. -Verdon above the show’s Miss Rogers joined the cast, en¬
Are for Sleeping.” will be pro¬ a disasterous season in 1958; end¬ title, an accurate acknowledgement abled Moss Hart to pep up the
Francisco and Chicago,
The Jack Kriendler Memorial duced by David Merrick, with Jule ing- in bankruptcy, with a $500,000 of her importance to the produc¬ excellent chorus arid it had a spar¬
Foundation has donated two schol- [ Styne, who. acquired the. property', suit actress and former stripper tion. Miss Verdon has in fact, de¬ kle arid spontaneity equal to that
Rich.:
arships for the October, 1959,1 bowing out of the. managerial end Ann Gorio still pending in the lo¬ veloped into one of the most dy-! of the first night.
namic musical performers in the ;
Juniox class at the American to concentrate on providing the cal courts...' ' ■:
Academy of Dramatic Arts, ii
j score.
theatre
today,
and
without
her.
the
j
An odd angle of the current situ¬
Anthony Buttitta, pressagent for
Francesca Productions; consist¬ ation is that Kean’s, wife, actress musical loses its principal asset.
ing of Gene Frankel, Richard Karp Gwyda Kean, is still set for a part
Thus, Miss Verdon’s absence
COOL
and A1 Sperduto, have scheduled
from several performances because
SUMMER PISHES
an Oct. 15 opening at Theatre 74. in next, week's bill, “The Happy of illness and more recently a
Time,”
starting
Margaret
Truman.
N. Y., for the Paul Bowles musical
sprained ahkle has disappointed
adaptation of Federico Garcia Lor¬
numerous customers, many re¬
ca's drama. “Yerma.” Libby Hol¬
questing refunds or an exchange
man, who appeared in a try-out of
of tickets. That’s as it should be,
the musical last year, will star in
since the star has become a major
the off - Broadway production,
lure at a $9.20 top.
which will be directed by Frankel
Rather than cancel performances,
and choreographed by Sophie
The Equity Library . Theatre will
I run a well established,
producers Robert Fryer and LawMaslow.
continue ait the Lenox Hill Play¬ rcnce
Carr have turned over the
highly regarded lecture and
THE GOURMETS RENDEZVOUS
Larry Aldrich, a manufacturer of house, N*Y;, next fall, despite a |! lead
assignment to Allyn McLerie
women's clothing and a legit back¬ steep rental increase; The resump¬
entertainment agency. But it
Since fSS2
j w hen Miss Verdon has been unable
er,
is
planning
to
enter
Broadway
tion
of
activity
at
the
upper
eastis essentially a one-man op¬
management as co-producer, with side theatre \vas affirmed by Lyle * to go on. Miss McLerie,. whose
110-112 EAST 14th STREET
:
credits
include
a
featured
role
eration.
Cheryl Crawford of William Arch¬ Dye, Jr.„ who’s succeeded. Rea /opposite Ray Bolger in the 1948
GR-7-4860
ibald’s dramatization of Maurice Warg as ELT managing director.
Under my present set-up I
1 Broadway production of. “Where’s
Druon’s novel, “A Film of Mem¬
can’t makej enough money to
i
Charley?”
and
a
lead
in,
"Miss
ELT had vacated the house after
ory.” Aldrich is also planning a coLiberty,” does a good job iii “Red[>afford the kind of people who
production with an undesigriated the apd of its 1958-59 season when !: head.”
management of Jean-Louis Roncor- the operators of the theatre de¬
would do me any good. And
Her dancing is fine, her acting
oni’s French comedy-drama, “The manded a. rental increase from
those that I. can afford—
Shooting Gallery,” which Peter $2,400 to $20,000 yearly. It’s has charm and her singing is like¬
understood an agreement has able. These traits are admirably
really aren't the right kind.
Stone is adapting. .
A new version of Edouard Bour- since been. Worked out for ELT to displayed,/ particularly in the tricky
Unfortunately there is no
det’s “The Captive,” by Leonora pay a rental of about $6,000 yearly! “Erbie Fifch’s /Twitch” number,
such thing as a small business
and Arthur Horn blow Jr., is Dye refused to reveal the figure, j But, Miss McLerie, in the: ineviany more. You either have
planned for Broadway production claiming it was still being nego¬ ; table comparison to Miss Verdon,
by Leland Hayward, in association tiated. He. did, however, state, that lacks the electricity and personal
to grow or quit. For jone
with Hornblow;
it involved a considerable raise "magnetism of the star,
thing a small agency can’t
over the $2,400 previously, paid/ i The first act of the musical, with
give the client and customer
The upcoming ELT . season, - Miss -McLerie performing, came
oft very well when caught last
the kind of service they
which will include 15 revivals, is Friday
night <14/ It moved rapidly,
should get.
For another,
London., Aug. 18/ / scheduled to begin Oct. 20: with with the performances by Richard
“Hotel
Paradiso.”:
“One To Another;” the revue,
Kiley and the other cast members
I find, buying and selling !talwhich was tried out at the Lyric, i
adding to the. effectiveness. The
ent, contact with.top name
Hammersmith, transfers t o d a y
only cast change involves Michael
iWed. i to the Apollo Theatre.
personalities, arranging tours
McAloney, who’s succeeded Patrick
Jane Griffiths for Renee Asher-.
Horgan as the sinister-looking Sir
and publicity campaigns land
son and Mary Hinton for Violet .
What a Day!
Charles.
Jess.
working with the accountant
Farebrother are cast, changes, in j
Westport, Conn.. Aug. 11.
CltMrf Sahtrday* Durlni July And August
Laurence
Henry
Co.
(Henry
T.
\V.einAgatha
Christie’s
“The
Unexpected
1
is just not efficient and too
.stein
&
Lailrence:
Feldman;
producers,
in
My Fair Ladv
Guest,” which has started its sec¬ association with Ruth Hughes Aarons>
much for one man—-this one
ond year at the Duchess Theatre.1 presentation
of two-part . (23 numbers!
(DRURY LANE THEATRE,
NOW AVAILABLE for BOOKINGS
anyway.
Mike Sloane and jack Waller . revue; sketches. Max Wilk. Afanva Starr:
LONDON)
Paul Rosner; music, Claibe Rich¬
Ltd will' present Hubert Gregg’s/ lyrics,
i Qiiorter Arono Theotro
My strong points are; ex¬
London, Aug. 12.,
ardson;
additional
lyrics, and -music;
adaptation
of
a
French
play,
“From
j.
Arthur Hamilton: . additional song, Bart
Anne _Rogers has stepped gaily
in Boston's Thoatro District
cellent sajes talent, an ' un¬
conceived by Many a Starr. DiThe French,” skedded to open at: Howard,
(into
Julie
Andrews’
shoes
in
“My
rection. John Fearnley; setting and light¬
THE CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
canny capacity for hard work,
the Strand Theatre on Sept. 16.; ing.
John Braden: choreography, Wallace. /Fair Lady” and with bookings alClaude Dauphin , arid Naimtoril Seibert; advance stage manager, Spofford s. ready being accepted a year ahead,
76 Warrenton Street; Boston, Mass.
imagination,
organizational
Beadle! Stars Celeste .. Holm; features
Wayne
will,
costar
and
Gregg.
di-V
Ronny . Graham, .Warde Donovan. James she appears set for a long run in
HU 2-4505
know how and the ability to
rects.
j- Karen; Lothar Perl. Claibe Richardson i the part which she has played over
meet and get the coopera¬ I Ruby Miller, one of the last of at oianos: Opened Aug. 10. *59, at the ! 700 times on tour in the U.S. On
Westport ' (Conn.)
Country
Playhouse;
jthe
Gaiety
Girls
"of,
the
’90s,
is/
tion of people on the highest
S3.35 top weeknights, $4.40 Friday-Satur-. a fourth viewing, the show still
: making a comeback,at. 70 in a new .. day nights. •
stands up as topnotch entertain¬
level.
MOO BARN
i musical called “There’ll Always Be .
ment arid Miss Rogers brings a
130 ft. buildirig; 6 celling, acres, eiee;
If you are in the same posi
An Ascot.” It’s by socialite Charles / The. brisk . direction of Johri captivating gusto and impudence
spring, 60 miles N.Y.C., near Thruway. Ideal for . summer theatre or
tion and have given thought ! MacAxthur Hardy, and opens in Fearnley riiakes this capsule/revue to the role, particularly in the earl¬
conversion to real .gone country home.
sticks in the. fall. .
passable sumirier. entertainment.; ier scenes before Prof. Higgins has
to teaming up for a better ; the
If you're handy with money, this is
. Robert Atkins has dropped the Celeste Holrii is a winning; star, got to; work on her larynx. The
a honey, $8,500, Terms. FLYNN, Reatorganization, I would like to
idea.rif putting a third'play into Ronny Graham, a talented comic hew Eliza has vitality, attack and
tor, Washingtonville 9, or call coiled
GYpsy 6-3616.
his Open Air Theatre repertoire. and Warde . Donovan and James a capital singing voice.
talk to you. If you have al¬
Instead, the current “A . Midsum¬ Karen personable . companions but
Alec Clunes, who took over the
ready broken through land
mer Night’s Dream”; has been a the material is artless, so the. pace • Rex Harrison at Easter, has imneed the kind of abilities !
click and it will novv. run till the , saves The. show’ as summer , stock : proved his performance .inimeasurMAXWELL
fall, “or until the first snow's fall:” entertainment.
1 ably. Maybe he lacks the sardonic
represent, perhaps you would
People will go for a small, sophis¬ 1 Cynicism that Harrison displayed;
Laurence Olivier is presenting
LUMBER COMPANY
like to talk to me. 1 am jpast
Richard Beynori’s Australian, play, ticated revue, as the harassed box- . but brings a quiet wit to the role
SPECIALIZING IN SCENERY LUM¬
the scheme and gimjmiclc
BER FOR THE THEATRICAL TRADE
“The Shifting Heart;” at Netting-; office here will tesrify. “What a which is in the best Shavian tradi¬
Distributors of K. D. Fireproof
ham, opening last week with Cielia Day.” isn’t of bigtime xalibre.j Such tion, Robert Coote’s display as
stage.
I’d appreciate your
Lumber and .Plywood
Matarda, Mimo Billi; . Adrienne current jokes as “togetherness” .: Col. Pickering has developed into
Z1T V/est 18th Street, New York
reply only if you are a reWA 9-6088 Corn and Madge Ryan, rit’s due arid ‘‘spacemen” are inevitably ex¬ /one of the richest, funniest sup; sponsible principal or officer
in the West End after a short lour. ploited. ,Miss .Holm .has one at¬ porting performances in . tile West
Hermione Harvey has taken over tractive waltz song, in which , the End, .
in some phase of -the enter¬
from Patricia Bredin, who left the. unmistakable musiemnship of Lo¬
The only major. disappointment
tainment business.
PLAYWRIGHT ASSISTANT
revue, “One To Another,” To make .. thar Perl js: detected at the- piano, the night Miss Rogers took over
Young . lady act a* . sounding hoard
a
film.
and
Graham
registers
with,
one
of
..was--the
absence through illness of
Please. Reply
and do typing; Must be available odd
Donald Cotton has written a mu-, the kind of number he does best, Stanley Holloway. : His under¬
Box V-183, VARIETY
sieal version based on the- tlassie . “What WillT Worry About Today?” study, John: Law/ did a workman¬
hours
at full-time
salary.
Submit,
melier character Sweeney Todd.
com plete . details, Pius recent Picture.
T.rre patina , that helps . “What, a like job as deputy but Holloway is
154 W. 44th St., i
The show ,is called. “The Dc.uoii Day” is the movement that Fearn- ; no easy performer to replace and
Box V-170, Variety
New York 36. N. Y.
Barber,” and will be prodiic^/in . ley has provided, the'lighting tricks j his exuberance arid authority were
154 W. 46th St., New York 36
the fall by J. Baxter Somerville.
he has conceived. :.
Doul.
1 missed. Replacing Holloway.'when

Bounce Producers At
Bristol (Pa.) Playhouse;
Local Group in Charge

Too Small To Grow
Too Successful
To Quit

To Keep Lenox Hill, N. Y.

London Notes

Stock Review

‘SHOES’ WORN $28,000
IN DALLAS HOLDOVER
; Dallas,. Aug. 18.
“High Button Shoes," costarring
Bob Crosby, Janis Paige and Lou
Nelson, grossed a meagre $28,000
last week in the second frame of a
Business was sturdy' for nearly4fortnight’s stand at ;the 4,126-seat
all of the six shows on the road'
State Fair Music Hall here. The
last week.
previous week's take was $34,200.
.
The lineup consisted of one
The final show of the season,
straight play and- five musicals,
“Bells Are Ringing," costarring
with the newest bf the entries, the
Peggy Cass and Danny Costello, is
Coast production of “Say, Dar¬
. r Indianapolis, Aug. 18.
ling,” getting off to a slow start in
The Avondale Playhouse grossed current Music Hall managing di¬
Los Angeles.
a healthy . $11,200 with “RashO- rector Charles R. Meeker Jr. is
Estimates for Last Week
mon,”/ starring Sessue Hakayawa, producer of the summer series.
Parenthetic designations for out- in six performances last week at
of-town shores are .the same as for $2.75 top. It was the second high
Broadway, except that hyphenated of season. Joe E. Brown in “Father
T with show classification indicates of the Bride" is- current.
Starlight Musicals was hurt by
tryout and RS ind.icates road show.
Abo, prices oh touring, shows in¬ a - Sunday night rainout,. but:
clude 10co Federal Tax and local grossed a respectable $32,000 with
. tax, if an y,' but as on Broadway “The Boy. Friend" in five perform¬
grosses are net; i.e.,. exclusive of ances. It’s playing “Bells Are Ring¬
; : Washington, Aug. 18:
taxes. Engagements are for single ing" this week.'; Top is $3 ($3.50
Rosecroft Music Circus producer
week unless otherwise noted,
Friday-Saturday).
John Schaefer cancelled last Sun¬
CENTRAL CITY, COLO.
day (16) the second week of “ZiegGazebo, Opera House (CD-RS)
feld Follies " starring Bert Wheel¬
(2d wk) (Tom Ewell, Jan Sterling).
er. He declared that any penalty
Almost' $33,100. Previous week,
imposed on his canvasstop by
$32,000 for first nine performances.
Actors Equity would be preferable
to the embarrassment of having
CHICAGO
Westport, Conn., Aug. 18.
Music Man, Shubert. (MC-RS)
The miniature .revue, “What a that production in the tent."
Local report is that Schaefer
• (27th wk) ($5,50-$6.60; 2,100;, $71,- Day,”, starring Celeste Holm,
458).
Over $64,000.
Previous established a record eight-perform¬ was short of cash, but he had a
different story. “We were bombed
week, $62,500.
ance gross of $19,000 at the West- -rit stunk," the producer ex¬
port Country Playhouse last week, claimed.
“I was embarrassed out
Henry T. Weinstein and Laurence;
LOS ANGELES
of
the
tent! Anyway; business was
Say, Darling, Biltmore (MC-RS) Feldman, managers of the theatre, terrible." He said the gross was
(1st wk) i$5-$5.50; 1.636; $53;290) are .planning a cross-country conr the lowest ever, $2,095 for the
(Lisa Kirk, Orson Bean, Johnny cert tour for the vehicle, and week. -.
eventually . perhaps ■ a Broadway
Desmond). Nearly $20,800.
Schaefer has had an avalanche
West Side Story, Philharmonic presentation..
The previous, week’s take at the ! of financial troubles since opening
Aud: (MD-RS) (5th wk) . ($5-75i the,tent in June eight.miles from
$6.50; 2,670; $79,800). Over $76,- 755-seat converted barn was SI7,- j Washington, on the grounds of a
100 with Civic Light Opera sub¬ 750 for “The Glass Menagerie," I Maryland racetrack. He says he
scription. Previous weeki $77,100 costarring Eli Wallach, Jo Van j has the funds to remain dark this
Fleet and Anne Jackson (Mrs. Wal¬
with subscription.
lach). “Bells Are Ringing," starring week and reopen Aug. 25 with
Imogene Coca, is current at the p'Brigaddbn,” . starring D o r e tt a
PORTLAND, ORE.
j Morrow, for a week, after which
My Fair Lady, Auditorium (MC- Playhouse, which is scaled to a ; the season-closer, “Li’l Abner,”, is
RS) ($6; 2,900) (Michael Evans, $4.40 top: weeknights and. $4.85 j skedded for two weeks.
Diane Todd).*. Almost $80,600 for Saturday nights.1
Schaeffer plans to meet with
s e v e n performances.
Previous
Equity execs in New York tomor¬
week, $116,300 with Civic Light
row (Wed.) to reach an agreement
Opera . subscription at the Opera
J of his Cancellation of the “Follies.”
House, San Francisco.

‘Boy' 32G in 5, Indpls.

CttESTE-W RECORD
$19,000 AT WESTPORT

SAN FRANCISCO
Oklahoma, Curran (MC-RS) (4th
wk) ($5,75-$6.50; 1,758; $59,000)
(Helen Gallagher, Bobby Van, Jules
Munshin),
About $55,000 with
Civic Light Opera subscription.
Previous week, $52,000 with sub¬
scription.

Scheduled B’way Preems
Much. Ado, Lunt-Fontatme (9-17-59).
Gangs All Mare* Ambassador (10-1-59).
Happy Town, 54th St. (10-7-59).
Moonblrds, Cort (10-7-59). ..
Chari,-Morosco (1M-59).
Drop of a Hat, Golden (10^-50).
Golden Fleecing, Miller's. .(10-14-59).
Heartbreak House, National (10-18-591.
Flowering Cherry, Lyceum (wk. 10-19-50).
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (10-19-59).
Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-310-59).
Take Me Along, Shubert (10-22-59).
Girls Against. Boys, Alvin (10-27-59).
Highest Tree, Longacre (11-4-59).
Tenth: Man, Booth ai>5-59).
Sound Music, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12-59):
Only in America, Cort (11-19-59).
Fiorelle, Broadhurst (11-23-59),
1 Finger Exercise, Music Box 02-2-59).
Silent Night, Morosco (12-3-56).
. . Saratoga; Winter Garden (12-7-59).
Time's Fool, ANTA (12-8-59).
Goodbye Charlie, Lyceum (12-16-59).
Pink Jungle, Plymouth 0-11-60).

Touring Shows
(Aug.

17-30)

Gazebo (Tom Ewell, Jan Sterling)—Cen¬
tral City tColoJ Opera House (17-29). •
Music Man (2d Co.)—Shubert. Chi 07-29).
. My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evans,
Diane. Toddl-rOrpheum, Seattle (17-29).
Oklahoma (Coast Co.) (Helen Gallagher,
. Bobby Van, Jules Munshin)—Curran. S.F.
07-22); Philharmonic Aud., L A. (24-29).
Say, Darling (Coast Co.) (Lisa Kirk,
Orson Bean, Johnny Desmond)—-Biltmore,
X_A. (17-29).
.
West Side Story—Philharmonic Aud.,
L.A, (17-22); Curran, S-F. <24-29).

LondonShow*
(Figures denote opening dates)
Aspern Papers, Queen's (8-12-59).*
. Blue Magic, Prince Wales (2-19-58).
Caught Napping, Piccadilly (5-J52-59J;
Clown Jewels, Vic. Palace (3-5-59)..
Complaisant Lover, Globe (6-18-59).
Farewell, Eugene,' Garrick (6-5-59). "
Fine Fettle. Palace (8-6-59).
Five Finger Exercise. Comedy (7-18-58).
French Mistress, Princes (6-4-59).
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. 02-2-58).
.Hamlet, Queen's (8-4-59).
Hostage, Wyndham's (6-11-59).
Irma Le Douce> Lyric (7-17-58).
Land, of Smiles, Coliseum (7-9-59).
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-6-59).
Lock Up Daughters, Mermaid (5-28-59);
Look After Lulu, Royal Ct. (7-29-59).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52)..
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Once More With Feeling; New (7-9-59).
Pleasure- His Co.. Haymarket (4-23-59).
Prodigal Wife, Winter Gard; (5-28-59). .
Raisin in the Sun,. Adelphl (8-4-59).
Ring of Truth, Savoy (7-16^9).
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Roots, Duke of York's (7-30-59).
Rope. Dancers, Arts (7-9-59): .
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
. Simple Spvman, Whitehall (3-19-58).
Sound of Murder, Aldwych (8-5-59).
Taste of Haney, Criterion (2-10-59).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess • (8-12-58)
West Side Story, H. Majesty's (l2-i2-58)i
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Quartet for Five, Arts (8-19-59). •
One To Another, Apollo (8-19-59).
Merry Widow, Coliseum (9-1-59).
Darting Buds of May, SaviUe (9-2-59).
Crooked Mile, Cambridge (9-10-59).
CLOSED
Fool's Paradise, ApoUo (4-1-59).

LEGITIMATE
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way
Merai’s $82,900 Paces 5 Sellouts,
Palmer-Kasznar ‘Feeing’
$19,800 (9), Laconia, N.Y.
The “Once More With Feeling”
package, costarring Betsy Palmer
and Kurt Kaszhar, grossed a wal¬
loping $19,800 for nine perform¬
ances last week at the Lakes Re¬
gion Playho use, Laconia-Gilfard,
N.H. The comedy played an extra
matinee Friday (14). The take for
the, regular eight performances
was $18,400.
Thfe tour ends this week at the
Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan,
Me. •'

Stonn Shreds CM Tent;
‘Feeling’ Moves Indoors;
Actors Ambush Producer

Chicago, Aug. 18.
. The Edge water Beach Playhouse,
its tent lacerated by winds Satur¬
day (15) afternoon, will play the
remainder of the season at the
same site, but without overhead
cover. The. company of “Once
More, With Feeling” gave two Sat¬
urday: evening performances in
the ballroom of the Edgewater
Beach Hotel, and will have that re¬
course during inclemency for the
rest of the season. Some 350 cus¬
tomers asked, for refunds over the
weekend.
The deluxe strawhatter ran into
a second emergency over the
weekend, when actors touring with
“The Law arid Mr. Simon,” the
Menasha Skulnik-starrer, made
last-minute contractual demands
for $50 extra per week apiece.
Contracts bad been held back by
the performers until the 11th hour.
Noel Behn, producer for the
Edgewater, denied the extra salary
bid and promptly cast eight Equity
members from Chicago in their
stead. The show opened al fresco
Estelle Winwood will appear at last night (Mon.) alter only two
the La Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse next days rehearsal..
week in a musical version of a
comedy in which she played on
Broadway in 1919. The vehicle is
Somerset: Maugham’s “Too Many
Husbands.” In the La Jolla pro¬
duction, bliss Winwood will play
; Palm Beach, Fla., Aug. 18.
the mother of the woman she por¬
“Every Girl Needs a Parlor”
trayed 40 years ago.
. *
written
by* the late Charles MacLyrics by Bill Okie and music
arranged by Dick La Salle and Arthur in collaboration with Anita
Loos
and
revised by her after his
Paul Atkerson have been added to
the Maugham play in the edition death in 1956, is tentatively sched¬
uled
to
preem
Jan. 25 at the Royal
to be presented in La; Jolla, Ann
Lee, producer at the Playhouse, Poinciana .Theatre here as the sea¬
son
opener.
, .
is appearing in the role orignated
The play, based on the life of
on Broadway by Miss Winwood.
Lady
Mendl,
who,
at
90,
was
sup¬
Miss Lee, incidentally, had a small
part in a musical version . of. the posed, to have 'exercised every day
by
standing
on
her
head,
was
writ¬
play,; presented , at the Belasco
ten for Mac Arthur’s, wife, Helen
Theatre, Los. Angeles, in 1940. .
The 1940 production was adapt¬ Hayes. Plans 'call for the star to
ed for Max Reinhardt by Okie and appear in the. projected local
The vehicle, originally
Karla MarteR. Okie was also re¬ preem.
sponsible for the lyrics, while the titled “Cock-a-Doodle Daisy,” is
based
on
Ludwig Bemelman’s
music was composed by Bronislaw
book, “To the One I Love the
Kaper.
Best”
A summer workshop at the Poinciana closed last Saturday (15).and
Frank Hale, owsper of the theatre,
and Paul Crabtree, managing di¬
rector of the operation, are con¬
' Stratford, Conn., Aug. 18. ' templating a permanent Academie
; The Amercan. Shakespeare Fes¬ koyale workshop, to be staffed
tival, heading for the.'biggest sea¬ by professionals and operate 11
son’s take in its five-year history, months a year. The Academie
registered another record gross Roy ale, of which Hale is presi¬
last week, $44,891 for two perform¬ dent and Crabtree vice-president,
ances each of “A . Mictoimmer is sponsoring a seminar here next
Night’s Dream,” “Romeo and Sept 10-12.
Juliet,” . “AlTs Well That Ends
The seminar, to be directed by
Well” and “The Merry Wives of Prof. Sawyer Falk, drama head at
Windsor.”
Syracuse
Univ:, will be attended by
The 1,453-seater is now running
a regular schedule of two per¬ some 50 heads of theatrical de¬
partments
of universites and col¬
formances each of the four shows
in this season’s repertory. The leges.
previous week’s take was $44,166
for three performances of “All's
Well,” three, performances of Gielgud-Leighton Open
“Romeo” and two performances of ‘Much Ado’ in Cambridge
‘Windsor.”
Boston, Aug. 18.
The Cambridge Drama Festival
closed its revival of “Macbeth”
Sunday night (16) with Jason Robards Jr. in the title role and
Siobhan McKenna as Lady Mac¬
beth. “Much Ado About Nothing,"
- Corning, N.Y., Aug. 18.
. “Say, Darling,” costarring Karen costarring John Gielgud and Mar¬
garet
Leighton opens next Tues¬
Chandler and Slapsie Maxie Bosenbloom, grossed a disappointing day night (25) at the Boston Arts
$5,400 last week at the Coming Center theatre.
Summer Theatre. The previous
“Much Ado,” final production in
week’s take at the'house was $8,755 the festival's first Shakespeare
for “LiT Abner."
season of three revivals, holds
. “Separate Tables,” with the resi¬ through Sept. 12, then goes to
dent company* i$ current.
Broadway. .

‘Bells’ Ring Oat $75,000
In Holdover Week at K.C. Estelle Winwood Back To
Kansas City, Aug: 18.

Starlight Theatre production of
“Bells Are Ringing" grossed a fine
$75,000 last week in the Swope
Park Theatre. It was the season’s
best gross so far and gave the
musical a whopping $137,000 total
for the two-week engagement.
Gordon and Sheila MacRae were
costarrfed with a cast including
Eddie Lawrence, Dorothy Greener,
George Church, Charles Nelson
Reilly, Ken Warren, Joseph Ma*.
caulay, Ellen Ray, Richard France,
Donna Musgrove and Robert
Zelko.
“Li’l Abner" last night (Mon.)
as the season’s finale, also In for
two weeks.

‘Hilary’ Tryout Panned*
But Gets $20,300, Philly
Philadelphia, Aug: 18.
-The Playhouse* ih the Park
grossed a robust $20,300 last week
with “Hilary," a tryout comedy by
Gerald Savory, starring Joan Fon¬
taine. The show drew critical pans,
as did the star.
This week^s offering' is S, N.
Behrman’s comedy, “Biography”
with Faye Emerson as star.

(Figures denote opening dates)

NEW YORK
Boy Friend/ Cherry Lane (i-25-58).
Connection, Living Th’tre (Rep) (7-15-59).
Enemy of the People, Actors (2-4-59).
Hasty Heart, Flagg, Bklyn: (8-17-59).
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sq:. (5-25-59).
. Many: Loves, Living Th'tre (Hep) (1-13-59).
Mark Twain Tonight, 41st St. (4-6:59);
closes Sept. 6.
Our Town; Circle in. Square (3:23-59).
Share Lettuce, Village Gate (7-28-59).
.
Shaw Festival, Provincetovm (5-26-59).
Threepenny. Opera, de Lys (9-20-55).
. Waltz of the Toreadors; Cricket. (4-6-59).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Antigone, E. 74th St. (9-8-59).
Shakuntala, St. Marks (99-59),
When Saints Fallen, Jan Hus (9-1959)..
Threo Sisters, Fourth St. (922-59).
Lend An Ear, Renata (924-59).
Confederates, Marquee (928-59).
Power of Darkness, York (9-29:59).
Vincent, Cricket. (930-59),
Great God Brown, Phoenix (10-5-59).
Orpheus, -Gramercy Art (195:59). .
Burning Bright, .Th'tre East (1912-59).
. Deirdre of Sorrows, Gate (10-12-59).
Mis-GuMed Tour, Downtown (1912-59).
Summer :'17t»t Dolt, Players (10-13-59).
Yerma, Theatre 74 0915-59).
No Trifling, St. Marks (11-959).

LOS ANGELES
Billy Barnes ROvuo, Las Palmas (1913-58).
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, Valley (8-7-59).
Cold Wind, Players Ring (6-8-58).
Look Back In Anger, Gallery (924-59). .
Palm.Tree, Stage Society (7-24-59).
...
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Murder in Red Bam,. LeGrand (8-25-59).
Tunnel of Love, Valley (9-11-59).
Girls, in 509, Gallery (915-59).
Paint Fingers, Horseshoe (3-18-59).
Enemy of Peop'-,^* — (921-59).
CLOSED Barber of Seville.. I-KJrand (7-21-59);
closed last Sunday (16)..
Immorallst, HorF'v-’-oe (7-17-59); closed
last Saturday (15). .
Who Th?t Ladv. Civic (4-13-59); closed
last Sunday U6L

But This Time as Toner

Sate Miami Preem For
MacArtbur-Loos Tarlor’

CONN. BARDFEST GETS
$44,891 RECORD GROSS

‘Darling’Morose $5,400,
Corning (N.Y.) Strawhat

II

Business was satisfactory for.
most Broadway shows last week.
B.o. activity was generally strong
except for a slowdown over, the
hot weekend.
There were five capacity shows
last week, “Flower Drum Song,”
“La Plume de Ma Tante.” “My
Fair Lady,” “Raisin in the Sun”
and “Gypsy.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
AfG (MusicaVComedy L MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, tap prices (where
two prices are given, the higher is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
lower for weeknights), number of
seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 109o Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
i.e., exclusive of taxes.

Billy Barnes Revue, Golden <R)
(2d wk; 15 p) ($4.85; 800; $22,000).
Almost $10,400. Previous week,
$9,100 for first seven performances.
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
(MD) (17th wk; 132 p) ($8.35-$9.40;
1,427, $67,500) (Andy Griffith, Do¬
lores Gray). Nearly $49,700. Previ¬
ous week, $50,100.
Flower Drum Song, St. James
(MD) (37th wk; 296 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
$53,752). Almost $63,700. Previous'
week, $63,100.
Gypsy, Broadway <MC) (13th wk;
99 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,900; $83,000)
(Ethel Merman). Another $82,900.
J.B.* ANTA (D) (36th wk; 284 p)
($6.90; 1,185; $46,745) (Christopher
Plummer, Basil Rathbone, James
Daly). Over $22,200 with two-foroneSi Previous week, $22,500 on
two-for ones.
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royal*
(R) (36th wk; 287 p) ($8.05; 1,050;
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Holding
at $45,000.
Majority of One, Shubeit (C)
(26th wk; 208 p) ($6.90; 1,453;
$53,000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Ger¬
trude Berg). Over $46,700. Pre¬
vious week, $45,800.
Music Man, Majestic (87th wk;
692 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $71,000). Over
$66,000. Previous week, $63,700.
My Fair Lady, HeUmger, (MC)
(179th wk; 1,427 p) ($8.05; 1,551,
$69,500) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
Charles). Over $70,500. Previous
week, $70,100.
Pleasure of Hi$ Company, Music
Box (C) (43d wk; 342 p) ($6.90;
1,101; $38,000) (Cyril Ritchard,
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Almost
$19,200. Previous week, $20,000.
Raisin in the Snn, Barrymore
(D) (23d wk); 182 p) ($6-90; 1,067;
$41,087) (Sidney Poitier). Nearly
$41,700. Previous week, same.
Redhead, 46th St. (MD) <27th wk;
p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen
Verdon). Almost $39,100, with
Allyn McLerie subbing for Miss
Verdon. Previous week, $47,700.
Sweet Bird of Yonth, Beck (D)
(23d wk; 183 p) ($6.90; 1,280; $47,.963) (Paul Newman, Geraldine
Page, Sidney Blaekmer). Over
$36,800. Previous week, $36,300.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
(83d wk; 660 p) ($6.90; 780; $32,300) (Hal March, Lee Grant). Nearly
$12,200 with twpfers. Previous
week, $11,000 with twofers.
World, of Snzie Wong, Broadhurst (D) (44th wk; 351 p> ($6.90;
1,214; $47,400). Over $27,600 with
two-for-ones. Previous week, $27,400 with two-for-ones.
Miscellaneous
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix
(MD) (14th; 112 p> ($4.60; 1,150;
$29,382). Nearly $16,200. Previous
week, $19,000.
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Rosse Music & Dance Co.
500G for 7, H’wood Bowl
Los Angeles, Aug. 18.
Two-night added stand of the
Russian Music and Dance Festival
at the Hollywood Bowl was a vir¬
tual sellout,' bringing the total
gross for the original five-day ap¬
pearance, plus the two extra nights,
to nearly $500,000.
The added shows drew more
than $135,000 at the 18,123-seat
arena, scaled to a $7 top for the
two nights, Aug. 9-10, same scale
as the original engagements July
^29-Aug. 3.
A simultaneous opening in New
York and Paris is planned by Paul
E. Davis for Norbert Texrassanlt’s
“Comedie Macabre.”

CHATTER

Wednesday, August 19, 1959

with Stephen Crane’s “The Blut
in which' Rudolf Track co-stars
under Paul Martin’s direction. It’s
Hotel”, under direction of Jan*
a
CCC-Arthur Brauner production.
Dorothy Hirsch (Variety* Re¬ ' Debran Alberts. !.•'•.•..•
. (COVent Garden 0135-6-7)
Cantinflas being angled for “Don
cuperating at Medical Arts Hospi¬ j Bayreuth’s Wagner Festival was
Sam Eckman Jr. has become a] Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me Kate” Quixote,”
opened with “Der Fliegende Hoi- director of. Stanley Kramer Pro- j; had its Italian preem in Trieste’s
tal, after heart attack.
Jack L. Warner named io stat*
j San Giusto Castle during an oper- central
’
„
. t
_f > lander” 'The Flying Dutchman) in
committee of Republicans.
ductioris.
| etta festival. Italo Tajo, Olive
a new version by Wieland Wagner.
Sid Solow and, Ted Hirsch drew
Arrived tb make his first British Moorefield and Hubert DilWorth.
Getta
A.now Mrs John Se^, fif Bayaria Atelier GmbH in film, “Too Young To Love,”, is)- among stars of initial perform¬ top posts With- Consolidated Film
Lab,: :.
basttan is back in L.S. and Will.> .■TVT,inir.h_r^*M«pi««»«!tPiV' to
in produce.
mvvdiire Thomas Mitchell.
I ances.
George Englund scouting loca¬
finish at Oberlin College this year. Munich-Geiselgasteig
J. R; Myers, general manager! of jj Gina LOlIobrigida and Vittorio tions
“Islandia” in Todd-AQ with David
talent, in far east for..
K. C. Smith < Hans Schwieger, Lean directing,
TWW Ltd., is headed for U. S;.for,[ DeSica to co-star in “Austerlitz” “Ugly and
American.”
;
'. under the direction of Abel Gance,
conductor* has set u. S. preenrol:, R0my Schneider won her suit a six week vacation. Wayne Morris back on the War- .
Dawn
Addams
makes
her
tv
de¬
Henry
Fonda,;
Gerard
Philipe
Lilli
Everett Helms new Concerto For to enj0in Defir Film, which had
ner
lot
for
the^vidpic,
“Bourbon
Five Instruments;
announced a picture under the .title but in a play Sept. 6- It is Shaw’s; Palmer, Michel Simon and Daniel Street Beat.”
Egks * \anations on a Caribbean .*Bomy » Defir cannot use “Romy" “The Millionairess” and it’s, for the Gelin sought for other roles in pic,
Ed
Wynn
will
play
a
fairy
god-,
- i- | Which would be shot in Yugoslavia,
Theme.
fQr a motion picture, it was ruled. BBC.
Aldo Ray is cast for “The Day f Paul Anka winds his Italo tour, father in Jerry Lewis’ picture for
New Toots Shor restaurant ron
Edward D. Sonney, of Sonney
Paramount,
“Ciriderfeila.”
i
at
San
.Remo
with
three
dates,
hav-3
West 52d St., next-doorto ‘‘21.’ Amus Enterprises, Los Angeles, They' Robbed The, Bank of Eng- [
John Livadary departed Colum¬
w ill be housed in a multiple-story acquired “Liebe wie die Frau sie land” which. starts: on location ; ing played Arenzano, Santa Mar-, bia after heading studio’s sound
;
•• .
I gherita, Forte Del Marmi, Chian-: department 31. years.
garage, latter in turn C0Pnected wunscht” •■’Love As The Woman Sept: ,7...
Composer Leroy An derson , ciano, Riccione, Cesenatico. and
with the new Zeckendorf Hptel Lihes”J and negotiating co-producV
Frank Capra flies to Rio Aug,
threw, a 300-strong cocktail party, Jesolo at a reported $2,000 per
across the.* sticet on tha 51-52dl;Su.; ^ions.
His “Lonely Boy’’ is a 18 to speak at conference spon¬
ami 6th Ave. site. Shor's eatery j Norman Mailer and James Jones in foyer Of the Covent Garden; concert.
sored by the Brazilian government;
local
seller.
Royal
Opera.
House;
.
!
would be on the street and first. invited by the city of Munich to
Robert Hofton got. time off from
Publicity . girl Ruth Lipton is .* Giulietta Masina, Vira. Silenti,
floor.
ij,... I read front their works in the CuvilUnitalia topper Lidio Bozzini, Sal¬ tv’s “Wagon Train” to: open De¬
Ex-Mayor, ex-Ambassador Bill : Retheater. Other lecturers are hospitalized • and. has had to bow . vatore
troit’s legit Season as star of “Guys
Argento
and
Ermanno
Doout
of
drum-beating
for
new
Peter.
O’Dwyer, here from his Mexico (An(ire Malraux. Albert Camus;
Sellers pic, “Catbird Seat.” .
> nati in Moscow to rep Italy, Italo and Dolls.”
City legal base, is Polishing his f j0bne Osborne and John Steinr.
Ilussell Birdwelt. joined John
Broderick Crawford was guest of ? entry, “Winter Vacations,” was
memoirs, “The Higher Tou Climb, I beck.
at a party thrown by pro¬ yanked when subtitles were de¬ Wayne’s Batjac company as veepee
for Messner publication '‘possibly 1 jn Reichenau (Bodensee) Hans honor
layed and Roberto Rossellini’s in charge of publicity. He has been
ducer
John
Nasht
to
announce
fcv Dec. 1.
O Dwyer states that Quest started with exteriors for Crawford’s hew British tv. series, “India” substituted. “Cabiria” will an indie p.a., :
;
nobody nas the picture rights; ^.he Seitz-Carlton production, “Die.
Thb Agents Association gave a be shown. out of Competition.
closed.’ although there have been . Blonde Katreiri” (The Blond presentation
luncheon to Leslie
,
T . T ^
^
j Kathryn) with Marianne Hold and Macdonriell, Moss Empires boss, as
RCA proxy John RuB^rns back [ Gerbar(j Roe^mann [n the leads for a ‘Thank you” . for his services as
• (Delaware. 7-4984)
from Moscow, via Rome and Paris, r Unioa release
preXy from. 1951-58.
. '
Bob Murphy, ex-radio-ty here. In
By Bob Rees
enthusiastic about color tv s recep-, Hungarian-born director Ladis.
A.- H. Campbell lipped to the
Mercy:
Hospital.
. .
£°n. at, .hie ASer}£ln
•Iao Vajda, now a resident of Ma- general manager’s chair of Over¬ (4009 Xerxes Ave, So.; WA-6 6955)
Joan Fontaine into; Tenthouse
Freddie’s has Irwin Corey and
Sni? TJfh%nwr*tn 5 drid, started “Ein Mann geht durch. seas Cinematograph Theatres and
Theatre
in
new
play,
“Hilary;” for
vfFmnL^'n
Man
Goes T>nVtWt«««
Through will control the Rank Group’s j Buddy Greco.
\ienna next
month. on hfJ
his 3nfiu&l^ mu. Wand”
wo.'ii^ TA
„.:fL
uaiiv;
I Circuit Owner Ted Mann in N.Y. fortnight;
trip as the Vatican Ambassador to [ Jhe Wall) wit|i Hem: Rubmann Overseas exhib interests.
Variety.
Club
of
Illinois
holding
Currently in town are Charles on picture-buying visit.
the Atomic Energy Conference. *
*°r Boyer
an<f his Wife, Pat Paterson; [ Old Log strawhatfer offering itsL annual golf outing at Elmhurst
George Jessel probabiv will of-; Deutsche Film Hansa release.
Country
Club
this
Friday
(.21).
“Once
More
With
Feeling.”
Joseph Pihcus.: 20th-Fox’s. casting J
ficiate at dedication ceremonies of:
• '
■
Menasha Skulnik opened threedirector; Herman Levin, and David j Bobby Freeman into Key Club
the George M. Cohan memorial
Rncfnn
Golding, representing Otto Prem- j with Three Leggers. McCoy Sisters week stand in “Law and Mr. Sim¬
Sept. 11 at 11:30 p.m. at. the south
POolUD .
on"
at Edgewater Beach Playhous*
inger.
. j and Pete Digg’s band.
end of Duffy Square. Memorial
-By
. .
By Guy Livingston
, Anglo-Amalgamated sent a team ; Singer Marvin Rainwater due this week.
Forrest
Tucker of “Music Man”
comprises a statue of the actor(342 Little Bldg.; DE 8-7560)
consisting of star Kenneth Connor, back at Flame nitery Sept. 1 for
songwriter-playwright ^executed by
Dick
Dick Richard
Richard opening
opening refurrefur- chairman ; Stuart -Levy, producer one of his numerous return engage¬ feted at cast party Monday (17) for
Georg Lober. It will have ;, in-; faished UpstairS Room at his Black Peter Rogers; and director Gerald ments.
not missing a single performance. '
scribed. “Give My Regards; to; Angus Sept. 14.
Minneapolis Morning;. Tribune of tuner’s first full year on road:
Thomas for preem Of “Carry On,
Broadway.” a Cohan pop perennial. | Frankie Avalon current at Denny. Teacher” in Jersey.
.Cookie Kupcioet; . daughter of
staffer Miriam Alburn' did series
W alter Jacobs Lake Tarleton. Mulcahy’s Salisbury Beach Frolics:
Jayne Mansfield accepted
a; of articles on state’s summer the Sun-Times gossiper, featured
Club at Pike, N. H., has these j Teresa Brewer opens Sunday (23). chromium-plated All-American -hi- i theatres.
with Linda Darnell in ‘‘Royal Fam¬
.
encores to_his Aug. 16-31 Fesjune Ericson in “Bells Are Ring- cycle” from the makers. It will be j Minneapolis Symphony conduc¬ ily” at Hinsdale Summer Theatre.
tival of the 7 Arts : Core Schary, mg“ at John Lane’s Oguno.uit, Me. auctioned in November at.the “In-, tor Antal Dorati conducted opera
-Orch leader Jimmy Blade, who
A1 Schaeht, WOR’s Galen Drake, | playhouse.
ternational Cultural Centre . for ; “Juliette,” a world preem at Salz¬ has just ended 365 consecutive
foreign conesnondent Hal Lehr-, Harvey Sabinson, p.a., in for Youth in . Jerusalem” ball at . the burg i Austria) festival this .week. weeks in Camellia House of Drake
P-?,n 1 ^BI ,?. tirst musical legit season, ‘‘Take Plaza HoteL ; New’York.
Minnesota Theatre U! presenting Hotel, signed a new contract for an
head. APsJack Bell. Bob (W HDH, • Me Along,” with Walter Pidgeon,
new revue, “A Stitch, in Time,” by indefinite stand.
Boston* Clayton, Arthur Moss. Ejieon Herlie and Jackie Gleason,
La Rabida Institute, favorite
localite Robert Moulton and with
Dorothy Sarnoff, Dr. Saul K. iPad- Opening cold at Shubert Sept. 7,
material by . Minneapolitan Paul charity of Variety Club of Illinois,
over. among others.
,
dedicated “Room of Hope” last
Hub’s first Boston Jazz Festival
Freedman.
N. Y. Post columnist Earl Wilson, opens for. three nights Friday (21)
By Lary Sollbway
Veteran jazz trombonist Wilbur week in honor of comedian Bob
his wife Rosemary and their 16*2 j in Fenway Park.
(1755 . Calais' Dr.: Union 5-5389) de Paris and jazz pianist Knocky Hope.
; year old son “Slugger” who wants} Alex Francis-Smith resigned as
Americana’s Larry Tisch looking! Parker guest artists with Doc
Ruth Bailey, producer of Cherry.
to be a songwriter (Wilson and Jr. manager of Beacon Hill theatre be¬ for an original revue to play the Evans’ Dixieland band at weekly County . Playhouse in Traverse
have collabed on a couple of, pop cause of illness
Bal Masque, come showtime up ‘ Walker art gallery courtyard con¬ City, Mich., in for a day last week
tunes'.flew t° Paris Monday night j -Much Ado' About Nothing” north. '
to sign Pat O’Brien for a week in
cert.
(li* for three or four weeks m , 0pens as final production of Cam- . The Ritz Bros, tee off the Deau¬
“Loud Red. Patrick.” O’Brien, was
a small hotel, sans Americans,; bridge Drama r estival at Boston ville, (and associated hotels) “Caval¬
doing same show here at Tent5‘I*er® V;e
Pick,,UP some: real; Arts Center Theaire Aug. 25. with cade, of Stars” .come Xmas - time,
house Theatre,
French.
Slugger, a Lawrence-, John Gielgud and Margaret Leighr. for 10 days,
Carlos Chan, radio announcer
By Emil W. Maass
Montmartre Hotel, (in the Rocville prep undergrad, majors in ; ton. iVs skedded for Broadway.
:
who was bounced by WMAQ last,
(Grosse: Schiffgasse i-A; 356156)
French but his parents figure | hell [ VeeP. . Richard Nixon will he Font area orbit) will definitely set
month for letting a nasty word
dig it more authentically under ■ gUest of honor at Eastern States weekly sked of middle-budget acts
American Jerome Robbins Ballet slip on a live mike, emceeing the
these circumstances.
! Exposition. Springfield, Sept; 25. for Vinter season. Current is Phil guesting Aug. 12-17 in Salzburg.
Latin American fiestas being held
~
:
j Shelley Winters in “A Piece of Foster,, and. biz is good:
Paramount shooting in Carinthia in city parks during current Fes¬
p9r)e
Blue. Sky” current at Falmouth ! Eden Roc’s Harry Mufsoni has ! on “Jovanka” film, with Silvana tival of the Americas. Chan was
•Peaifl ‘.‘Bailey, Joe.. E. Lewis, Eydfe ! Mangano.
*
[ Playhouse.
engaged by the Sun-Times, which
Jugoslavian
director
Mladen is auspidhg the park events.
Bv Gene Moskowitz .,
' Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Mil- Gorme^set and tentative deals with
(66 'Ave. Breteuil; 5920>
:ler in to catch “Macbeth” at Bos- Sammy Davis, Jr; and. Keely Smith ! asic (Zagreb) inked as chief of
Last six months of film prpduc- top Arts Center theatre by Cam- & Louis Prima for winter season I alzburg City Opera.
Ronacher, variety house. Will re¬
tion below that of previous years, bridge Drama Festival, Friday (14). Cafe Pompeii run.
The Five .Giovannis completed open Sept. 26 with a guest per¬
Spyros Skouras in for confabs
Gilbert De Goldschmidt producBy Jerry Gaghan
lng his first pic in three years, with 20th-Fox division manager eight-month run in the Roc’s Mona formance of Paris Folies Bergeres.
(3i9 AL nth St; Locust 4A848)
A1 Levy on preem of “Blue Denim” Lisa and headed for delayed date
Robert . MacDonald and Mar“The W’olf in the Sheep Pen.’"
at
the
Riviera.
Las
Vegas.
They’ll
Sn*’lf
.
Hart, local AGVA boss,.
at
Memorial
Thursday
(201,
gareth Moul toured smaller. Aus¬
Jacques Becker now * shooting a
.
be back here for winter. Songster- trian cities, giving “American convT'lv - ’i*- £ in Boston:
pic on a jailbreak, “Le Trou” (The;
guitarist
Michael
Strange
replaced,
F6:
i
Hines. set to reopen
Folksmusic” performances.
Hole*, sans any professional thesps. j
: Most cafes will shutter for: Sep¬
Samuel Taylor’s “Pleasure of His the Ccier rity Room (Sept. 14).
Alphonse Daudet’s classic, “Tatember, with all reopening in Octo¬ Company” being translated by
The Penrose Club, Locust St.
tarin De
Tarascon,” win
will oe
be none
done on -iI
rarin
ue ;iarascon,
By Glenn Trump
Lernet-Holenia
for after-hours spot, chalks : up 70th
Bras-1 (201 Patterson Bldg.; JA 8333) ber, but the Lucerne's three-year Alexander
screen next season by Pierre Bras-*
runner* “Havana Mardi Gras” will Academy Theatre preem in Decem¬ anni.
seur.
se“r_...
... ,
i! .
• Tommy Allen’s Grch now feature continue. Betty Reilly replaced ber., V
Clarence Fuhrman . marks 11th
choreograph a ing vocalist Jeanne Carroll,
v Serge
ne*SK Lifar. will c]1(Seo^raph+,a
vacationing Diosa Costello in top.
Annual voting of Josefstadt consecutive year as director . of.
ballet based on Alfred
De Musset
Musset’ss
AlfredADe
National Orch Service agency spot for four Weeks.
Ocean City’s concert orch. . ..
.
Theatre
audience
resulted
in
“Kitty,
One Dope- Not Joke About L°ve here signed singer-dancer Gloria
Thomas Cannon named balletCopa City not up for auction, and World Conference” (Robert
for Ballet De Marquis De Cuevas sparks
as erratumed here in a recent; item.
master of Philadelphia Grand
next season
:
Omaiia Symphony prexy Kermit It was the Latin Quarter, Over a Stolz musical) and “Jakobovsky and Opera Co., for 1959-60 season.
French producer.Joseph Lisbona Hansen named assistant veepee of small fiill which Owner E. M, 'Loew the Colonel” being named as best
The Stratford Players, Connecti¬
liked productions.
t0 SPa\n-ru'h^'e\?eT>
^ .a -U- S. National Bank here,
cut Shakespeare troupe, skedded
took care of. Hence, both biggeries
script. The Crab Basnet, whicn, piavmates currently at Colony are still with the owners, w;ha .still
to appear next season have canhe will produce and direct himself? club ’here, with Four Coins com- don’t know what theyTI do with
ceiled.
.
here next season.
: jng ,jn Aug. 21-29, .and. Henny the indies this winter..
Richard Rodgers and Oscar HamClown Achil’e Zavatta to do his . Youngman due Sept. 17-26. •
'•
By
Hazel
Guild
merstein
to
receive
the Poor Rich¬
first important pic role opposite i
■■
(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751)
' ard Club’s Gold Medal of Achieve¬
Bourvil in Claude Autant-Lara’s |
Germany now has 4,591 C’Scppe ment at annual Franklin Day Din¬
filmization of Marcel Ayme’s: book.!
Tnrnnfn
ner next January.
“The Green Mare.”
.
lOI UU^U
equipped houses.
By Robert F. Hawkins1
Yuan Tung, of the New ..Orleans
Carlos Thompson signed for:
Jeanne Moreau denying reports !
By Bob. McStay
Stampa . Estera; TeL 675906)
Philharmonic
Symphony, added to
“Per
schwerze
Panther”
(The
Black
that she will give up pix to devote | Mary Moran . of the MacLaren . Jaime Prades, Spanish producer, I
’cello; section of the. Philadelphia
herself to lesrit after doing' three • Agency here has joined CFCF, here, for biz confabs.
j Panther) as his next role. Berplina Orchestra.
produces:
■
1
more films. She is now' winding a Montreal.
Henry Fonda to Nice; later goes]
role in the It.alo-Yank pic “Jo-! Irving Herman, former p.a. for to Greece: for vacation, with wife.! Bertold Brecht’s play, , “Das
vanka” iPar». being directed by WB here, now doing publicity for . Edmund Purdom, John Barry- • Leben des Galilei” (The Life of
Martin Ritt in Yugoslavia and Consolidated Building Corp.
more Jr... and Georgia . Moll to ; Galileo), will be made for Ham¬
Rome.
;i
Phillis 'CBCi Marshall , off to Yugoslavia, for location work on ! burg’s Real Filin by Helmut KautBy Mike Gross
ner with Ulrich Haupt: in lead.
Pressagent Gabe Sumner; wound
Jacques Charrier. Brigittg Bar- Britain where she has heen signed “The Cossacks ”
Peter Kraus (whose records sold up a 10-day holiday in Seaview. :
dot’s husband, pulled out bf tlie , by the RBL to. do three tv shows
Anna Maria Ferrero Is latest
Agent Lloyd Leipsig weekend¬
Robert- and Raymond Hakim film,. during next six weeks.
ca^ additron for “La Notte Brava,” an amazing high of 800,000: copies
“Plain Soleil.” because starting an-; Replacing Roma Hearn as a prlii- which M'aiiro Bolognini is directing during 1958) is set for five films ing at photographer Dick Nadel’s
during the next 12 months in Ger¬ place.
other pic, “Las Fauves.” in Septem-5 cipal in “Jubilee” is Marie Gauley on Rome locations.
Music bizites Larry Utall . and
bcr. Late starting Rene Clement who sang last in “Orpheus, in the
WB has; taken bn. Italian release many, starting with “Sing Baby
Duke Niles talking shop on the
pic, “Soleil.” would have delayed Uiidergrand” at the Stratford (Gn- of . locally- shot “Death of a Sing.”;
Marcel Marceau and his ensem¬ beach.
Charrier for “Fauves.”
i
. tarios Festival.
Friend,” directed by Franco Rossi
ble, and the Davido.ff Ballet with
j
Back from 16 months In Aus- with a cast of unknowns. .
Ed Aaronoff, MCA’s. press chief,
iv
• i
tralia, Muuray Davis to run the
“Don Camillo and Peppone at Karin Bold and Helmut Ketels. set winding up a two-weeker at Hou¬
IHUDICO
Crest Theatre this season while Gates of Rome” is title of next to appear in Real color film, “Die ser’s Hotel.
_
_ .
. .
his brother,. Donald, takes a year’s film in this series, onfce more to schoene Luegneriii” (The: Beautiful
Rose Tobias, Talent Associates’
.
Werner Katzenstein ^
sabbatical in Europe from his co-star Fernandel and Gino Cervi, Liar), with Axel Von Ambesser talent: scout, back; at. the beach*
(Georgenstr. 85; tel.: 376J02)
repertory duties at jointly-owned
after her Soviet trek.
Ten elephants arrived in; Rome directing.
Margot Hielscher, singer and house,
Herbert Tischendorf bought the
Nancy Walker resting here ber
from Togni Circus for work, in
actress, got married to composer - An indication, that “Swing Easy” “Hannibal,”; the Victor .Mature- pix rights to the -British best-seller; fore going into rehearsal with “The
Friedrich Mever.
j;
* will be carried into the CBC fall Rita Gam starrer. Eight more due “The Enchanted Arabella,” by Girls Against The Boys.”
Munio Pocihorzer of Casino Film season is fact that Alan Miller, the1 soon.
Georgette Heyer and will. produce
Lou Contey will co-produce the
■
: ” ..
Exchange, New York, seeing Ger- emcee, will be joined next month
.Caterina Valente returns to Italy the pic in September with Johanna Fire Island Jazz Festival with deeman pictures here for U.S: market, by his singing wife, Terry Dale of soon for exteriors of “Du Bist von Koczian in the lead, and UFA jay Art Ford, Now set for Abg; 28
“Off-Broadway Theatre” .opened. the Coast.
, Wunderbar” .(You Are Wonderful) releasing.
at McGuire’s.

Broadway

London

Hollywood

Minneapolis

Miami Beach

Vienna

t

Frankfurt

Fire Island, N. Y.
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P&RIETY
American Theatre Society,., died
Aug. 17 in New York.
Mother,: 74, of Jack. Hagerty,
announcer for station WOP A. Oak
Park, Ill!,: died Aug. 11. in L
city.

U.S. Expo Soft6 in Moscow
[ Continued from page 2 ;

; a keener interest in the displays j housed in separate plaslic pavilI Road,” which drew 60,000 its first j
BENNY FIELDS
(of literature and art, but the pub- j ions in the grounds of the park,
Benny Fields, 65, born Benjamin j summer; •
lie . Voting inachirie in the exhibi-j have also attracted special atten¬
-Geisenfeld, vaudeville’s f a m e d | Cronk . produced Paul Green’s
tion grounds indidate they’re giv- tion, notably the Museum of ModStephen. / Foster . Story,”
‘‘Minstrel Man,” and latterly part¬ [•“The
Continued from page 56
ing
the nod, almost- neck- and.'em Art’s “Family of Man” exhibit
■
w
hich
opened
June
26,
and
is
now
,
nered with ' his \vlfej: Blossom
neck, to cars and color tv.
of 500 stills assembled by Edward
tSeeley,. died Aug. 16 in New. York playing at the Dan Talbott Amphi-:
Koxy, Y. \\ .
About
10,000 hooks are on show,,Steichen. The other, .which deals
theatre
in
Bardstown,
about
SO
]
of a heart attack.
Robert
C./Rothafei,
its
managing
ranging
from
popular
novels
to
with contemporary American arehimiles from Louisville; Cronk was ! director, "who is gaining in stageDetails in Vaude.
classics, from textbooks to foreign lecture, also includes a number of
general manager of. the Foster show savvy.;. : .
models.
production.
THERESA HELBURN
In the three acts currently pre¬ language publications, including
His wife and two sons survive..
On its own, the American exhibit
Theresa Helburn. 72, co-admin¬
sented, there are elements of vari¬ several in Yiddish. It’s an inter¬
istrator of the Theatre Guild since
ety and amusement as veil as naihe esting sidelight that D. H. Law-, tion is a brisk and worthy attempt.
irerice
is.
represented
by
“Sons
and
i
which
should erase many false imHARRY
J.
CHALMERS
its inception 40 years ago; died of..
value with:.Tommy Leonetti, who
Harry J. Chalmers, 84,. onetime platters for RCA. The sole draw¬ Lovers,” but the recently approved : pressions about the mode of life
a heart attack Aug. 18 in the Nor-,,
walk (Conn.) Hospital. Miss Hel¬ vaude . harpist, died July 25 in back is the amount of time allotted “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” is no- jin the United States. The mere fact
burn, who had been in ill health Akron. O. Known as “Uncle Harry,” each turn.! It seems that a general where to be seen.
j that it is being staged Ifere in Mosin recent years, was associated, in he composed harp music and also trimming would- give the layout a
The main pavilion puts the em- cow is seen by many. Russians
. the management of the Guild with. authored such tunes as “All Things punchier
effect. It is wrong
......
_ to at- phasis on the results of the Ameri-: visitors alike, as one of the most
Lawrence Langner and. his wife,: of God Are Real.”
tempt to stretch three turns in a - cap economic system, which has « heartening events since the cold
A sister, .two: nephews and a yaudery to nearly. 45 minutes.
Armiria Marshall. She, had . .been
. .jbrought an abundance of consumer :war began some 14 years ago. But
niece survive.
' --V
inactive in the last year..
^.e01^1
a■*!& a„?MigI goods to the general public. Air- |in an exhibition-conscious city such
Miss Helburn helped form the
S
H
*'
il
! conditioners, a-complete range of Vas Moscow it does not compare,
. Guild with Langner in 1919. During
JOSEPH T. CONNOLLY
h<}use^0^ appliances, an Ameri-. inevitably of course, rath many of
.. the two years prior to that she had:
Joseph T, Conhplly, - 46, general drtaneedrerrta'and mates an r^cel-i nan-type
home, radio ancf ty re- the rno^permanent ttopUys wmeh
been a drama critic for The - Na¬ manager of Station WCAU, Philation. She was primarily responsible ■i delphia, .'died Monday (17) in same etti has a good choice of.material, I reivers—all. the things, that the ;are always on show.
--: for the. Guild’s production of j city of complications following hitting his peak with-a medley of 1 average man in the United States ■■■ — ■ ■ ■■■■■■ ■
’•“Away We Go,", which because of I brain tumor removal. Connolly was songs in several languages^ His is now taking for granted, are on.:
ta>
.her steadfast support, was !known ; with WCAU since 1940 and .served light-colored continental-cut suit, is show to an audience which is Visi- !
Wflllfi W&V
among her associates as “Terry's Las a veep of CBS which owns arid a little startling at first, but one ; bly impressed;, and rarely scoffs.
^
^
Fplly” until it clicked on Broad¬ 1 operated the Philly ; station,
gets used to it as time goes on.. It
Films and Color TV
; Continued from page 2 ;
doesn’t interfere, with a wCll-con- 1
rums ana color iv
way as “Oklahoma.” That ^.show's • Wife and three sons survive.
> . Presumably, acting; on the. prin- pickeii UD a few slray Clieek-ins.
huge financial success was credited
trived and executed act.
with salving the Guild frond bank¬
d<V *e j Traffic in the midtown sector was
MARTIN J. McGEEHAN
■ No strangers. in this . area, are! cip^?f
ruptcy. More. recently, Miiss Heir
^the ?ussian? ha£eoff, which was contrary to expectaMartin J; McGeehan, 49, sales Helene . & Howard, the comedy fan ^
burn personally sponsored another. exec for the ABC radio network dance pair, who seem to be2 improv-^.
improve topped- Disney s Circarama—the
• ir . tions. earlier in
x». the
^ day, when mid«.iuGuild hit, “The Tunnel of Love.”. in the midwest; died Aug- 12 in ing constantly in the straight terp cmema-m-the-round with, its 11 town businesmen figured that
Miss Helburn was. also a play¬ Chicago. Prior to. joining . ABC he dept, before going into the zany- greens and a. like ^number of pro- | many would come in for meals and
wright; Among her scripts was had .been general manager of isms, Helene is a. funny and petite. lectors—AVith their own Circla- possibly a theatre just to avoid stay“Crops and Croppers,” (produced, radio station WCFL in Chi.
chick arid the comedy dance pas- jvama, -which uses 22 screens and !jng home in hot and dark apartin: 1918 and again in 1919 under -■ Wife, - two sons " and daughter .sages'- come off excellently^ The j projectors In two tiers. The Rus-; ments. Apparently, the cliffdwellthe title “Alison Makes Hav.”’
survive.;.
gab, however, isn’t , strong enough siah version is on show at the So- :erg found a modus vivendi. By use
The Guild's New York head¬
despite , the fact that it’s used .pri-: viet Exhibition of. Economic De- ' 0f flashlight, gas ovens, the people
quarters will. be closed today
CARL TINNON
marily as a means of getting . into ( veiopmCnt, a permanent display ;ate and groped their wav in their
. (Wed:) in tribute to the deceased.
Carl. Tinnon, operations manager fresh .costumes and catching up on ; which is updated each year, to re- ! homes. Many felt that-once having
; and .filrn buyer for station KTVI,
iSV'y5f,A
achievements..
| climbed the stairs to their abodes,
j Si. Louis, died Aug. 12 -in.an auto j of the. fact that the zoot-suit.
HAROLD BOXALL
the i xhe Russians reluctantly must ’ it was useless to go out
Harold Boxall.. 62, longtiriie film accident .near ..that city. He joined; major peg of.: later numbers is no concede victrirv tn th^ United \ ^
e
,
longer a factor arid has passed iiitp.! st^te i the v r
f
j
tel„
Th« Hotel Assn, of New Yorkexecutive, died Aug! TO in London. ! the tv outlet, in 1957.
He was ' managing; .director / of : Surviving are his wife and three limbo along with sleeve garters,(reported that anybody who wanted
Shepperton Studios and ! chairrnari !’daughters.^:
almost makes it mandatory to get
;a room in midtown Manhattan on
a new design for the latter portion , ?? show at the Economic Exhibi- < Monday could have gotten it with
of Modern Screen Play. . Produce,
I
LESTER COLWELL
of the. turn. However, they, are still tlon* 1l,5mc.e Primitive m compari- ] no difficulty. They7 said there must
.'tions .-Ltd,:
The Soviet system is; still m ;^have been some added business,
' He. entered the1, film business i ; Lester Colwell, 37, stage tech- a strong and entertaining opener.
etooxi
—
. after World War -I when Sir | nician with1 the Stardust Hotel, Las ' .Jessie -Elliott.
Michael Balcon formed ^ Gains¬ ! Vegas, Nev\, died the re. Aug. 6 fol- the ..business
!
lowing
a
heart
attack.
At
one
time
borough Pictures. He then, went; to
multi-faceted
..
.
.
. .
, ^
0
1:5 ^
Gaumont-British at- Shepherd's I he was.a projectionist , at the State .compiished . performer, and: pre-' -The RCA studio in the main ex- tey to midtown eatery trade reBush and from there to Denham ‘ Theatre, Gainesville, Tex.
!h?rpiiPQetSi
has
been
a
constant-jpqrted
business
was
nearly
normal
with . Metro . before . joining. Sir '..-...Surviving are his wife, two chil¬ she relies too much upon the mem-: draw, with crowds milling around for
‘
a -----hot Monday night.
If any¬
dren, mother. and a sister.
Alexander Korda;
ory of her audience. Two of three: the. receivers from oarly morning thing, it was down a bit. and other
Boxall later became joint man¬
iriipressions are of performers who ; to dosing time. On average, there eateries were in a similar situation.
HUGH
HENDRICKSON
aging director , of . London Film.
have long been extinct, and the vir- < are around 16 shows a day, partly
Hugh Hendrickson, 31, former tual one-act playlet closing her act, live 0artiv film The unit under
Productions and chairman of Lon-:
don Films International. After Kor¬ featured skater in Shipstads-John¬ While having lots of merit; seems™i?er
MARRIAGES
son
“Ice
Follies,?;
was
electrocuted
overdrawn at : times and with an v°n ,^e
da’s death, he was named manag¬
a stretch.
Elizabeth Wright to Bernard
ing director of the British Lion Aug 1.2 in a freak accident in the Obvious end. With all these acconl- 311!
brine
room
of
his
new
Sari
Fran¬
plishments,
it
seems
she
could
put
.Kscqntly,
to.
fill
a
time
gap
at
the
•
Bresslaw,
London, Aug. 8. Bride
Studio company.
cisco Ice Arena.
more fun into her act. A great erid of a day, the crew introduced is a musicomedy dancer; lie’s an
His wife survives.
His wife, former Pollvanna many in the audience like her quite musical chairs to the Russian kids* ; actor.
Crawford of the “Ice Follies,” and well, but it seems that her talent t and it’s become so popular that it’s ( Margaret Love to Scott Alcorn,
OLIVIA MacDONALD
rates a more universal acceptance. ’• now a regular feature of the night- . Glasgow, Aug. 8. Bride is a tv and
01 i v i a MacDonald, ballerina, two children survive.
Robert Boucher backs , the acts ly program. The winner gets an ! radio actress,
who also used the professional
F. ‘JOCK’ AVIS
! and emcees with his accustomed apron as a prize as a gift to his for ! Gayle Walton to John Kocsis.
name Olivia Wyatt, died Aug. 7 in
F; (“Jock’?). Avis, 56, for the past ( assurance, and the Bruno Maine her) mum. The studio is under Omaha, Aug. 12. Bride’s a nitery
Waterville, Wash!, from: injuries
Jose.
sustained in an auto accident near five years assistant publicity man-; set is impressive.
the control of Richard Hooper of ; organist.
ager with the Walt Disney org in ;
there.
RCA.
Patricia Bernstein to William
Winnipeg-born, she had danced London, died there Aug. 11. He j
i The NBC unit, apparently, star- Morton, London, Aug. 18. Bride,
with Canadian Ballet land last year spent about 35 years in. the movie
riled
Nikita
Khrushchev
on
opening
daughter
of Granada Theatres top¬
was soloist with Royal Winnipeg industry, 25 with Gaumont-British j
[day by playing back immediately per Cecil Bernstein^ is a member
i
Ballet. She1 co-directed the two-, Picture Corp.
; Continued from pase 2 ;
after
the
event,
the
tape
of
the
of
Variety’s
London bureau; he’s
year-tourer, “My Fur Lady,” with . His wife, four sons and two
the:Vice- a tv director.
. aids . . . and
her husband Brian MacDonald; daughters survive!..
Virginia
Oswald
to Harold Can¬
was
heard
to
say
She
would
wear;
president;
Immediate
repeals
of
who survives; Formerly assistant
Robert. D, Singleton; 57, who • her hemlines anywhere sonny:boy taped interview's are also surpris¬ non, Brunswick, Me., Aug. 16.
artistic director of Vancouver In¬
Bride
is
an
actress,
currently at
ing
the
regular
exhibition
visitors.
with
his
Wife!-Nina
did
a
mentalist
chose to put. them.
ternational Festival production of
The display of Sevenorama, the the Brunswick Summer Playhouse.
"Orpheus arid Eurydice,”. he di¬ act for 20 years at Chicago’s RiverNina Ricci’s rising star, ; Jules
Joan H. Bourbeau to Armand A.
creation
of
Holljnvood
designer
view
Park;
died
Aug.
10
iu
Evan-!
rected the revue^ “Jubilee,” whicfi
Francois Crahay, hit it again with
ston, Ill., df cancer. Act was known a new version of his safari suits Charles Eames, takes place in a Poirier, Manchester, N.H., recently.’
; opened Mon. 117 ] in Toronto.
as “Lady Nina—Girl With a Thou¬ and slashed-to-the-waist necklines large domed hall, with a capacity He’s assistant manager of the Fox
Theatre, Fullerton, CaL
sand
Eyes.”
Singleton
retired
last
FREDERICK MASON
—the Fords of last season. Buyers approaching 5,000, and the floor
Joyce Ebenstein to William PerlFrederick Mason, 80,.. veteran year, then became associated with went . for his feminine line, huge space is jammed for most of the berg
Jr., Beverly Hills, CaL, Aug.
the
Telex
Hearing
Aid
Corp.
in
trombonist of the Toronto Sym¬
pushed-up sleeves and well-tail¬ 15-daily presentations. Using still 16. He’s associated with his father
phony and teacher, died Aug! 13 in Chi, ’
photographs
on
seven
interlocking
ored
suits.
When!
his
story,
with
in
Perlberg-Seaton
Productions at
that city. Earlier, he had played in
projectors, the shots are projected
George W.: Hinkcl Sr., 64, who pictures, comes out in Life next on seven 30-ft. screens suspended Paramount.
the pit orchestras of most of
week!
,
he
will
be
as
well-knowm
in
played
in
vaude
with
Jiis
wife
in
Toronto’s vaude theatres; -such as
high in the dome of the building.
the old Princess, Regent, Star, an act, “Hinkel and Mae” died the U. Sv as Saint-Laurent. Pierre The film, with a Russian sound¬
BIRTHS
, Aug. 14 in South Coventry, Conn. Cardin—third man in the race- track, is designed to show off key
Gaiety and Shea’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ryan, daugh¬
Survived by wife, three sons and \ Surviving are. his wife, son, brother proved a sleeper. He got rave no¬ features ! of American life. Both
' and two sisters.
tices. His Russian-bloused silhou¬ Sevenorama and Circarama are un¬ ter, Brooklyn, Aug. 14. Father is
three daughters.
a Variety employee.
ette, long-belted jerkin suits, loose
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McCormick,
. Leo Terry, 67, organist in several dresses (What!, is the chemise1 der the -supervision of Willis War¬
CHESTER DEMAREE
ren, a motion picture engineer on daughter. Ft. Wayne, Ind., July
Chicago
deluxers
before
the
advent
Chester Demaree, 60, prez of the.
sneaking back?),, and coats, bril¬
24. Mother is daughter of Harvey
Louisville motion picture projec¬ of sound pictures.. died Aug; 9 at liant in, cut and color, will be the staff of the U.S.
Ramac, Pepsi, Polaroid
Cocks, general manager of Quinby
tionists local, died of a heart Lake Geneva, Wis. Survived by snatched off the hangers on ,7th
Another offbeat exhibit in the Theatres there.
attack Aug. 3 in that city. Besides his wife, a daughter, two sons and Avenue: At' Lanyin-Castillo, a si¬
same hall is the electronic brain.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil IVasserman,
his job as projectionist at • the a sister^ ■
lent girl in diamonds, named Hut¬ Christened “Ramac 305,” which daughter. Hempstead, L.I„ recent¬
United Artists Theatre, a down¬
Mrs. Christian Crawford Daniels, ton, watched the ladylike, inuch gives split-second replies in Rus- ly. Father is publicity director of
town firstrun, he long served as
84, onetinie singer who toured the longer skirts Suddenly, Barbara j sian to thousands of questions on Reach, McClinton ad agency.
the Operators’ business agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Colin Reid, son,
Surviving are his wife, step¬ U.S. under, the stage name of Tina realized she had nothing to wear. : the United .States. Popular outdoor
Crawford, died Aug. 12 in Salem, “I’ll take the lot,” she said. Some | attractioris include a beauty par- Surrey, England, Aug. 7. Father
daughter; brother and sister.
150,000,000 francs—$300,000—not j ior>, where selected visitors get a is a publicist for Exclusive Films.
N.H.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Kash,
to show her knees!) As for Chanel ;jlair.do, etc., with an audience of
HARRY A. EASTON
Harry A, Eastori, 81, :(pioneer : Dolores Brandon, 42, vaude and : ■same suit; same snob-appeal; ; Russians always on hand to look; daughter, London, Aug. 14. Mother
scene painter, died Aug!'.'10, in Buf- film comedienne who appeared on I same Chanel!
a fashion parade, with male, and is Libby Morris, tv comedienne
■ falo. He stai’ted painting .advertis-. the stage for .10 years with Dante ;/ This year, Paris Fashions - are female mannequins, showing’ the and singer, father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry French, son,
ing.. backdrops about 1915, later the magician; died Aug. 9 in Holly-* getting the big break, publicity- latest styles-^-which are also quite
..
' . | wise, Hollywood celebrities are startling to the Muscovites; a Pola¬ Albuquerque, Aug.. 3. Father is
specializing in lobby displays for wood.
the Shea theatres, in Buffalo and
learning to be fashion models: roid' camera demonstration, with manager of Sunshine Theatre,
Albuquerque Theatres Inc. down¬
continuing with the Shea organiza¬
LeRoy Virtue, 71, retired clown, Dinah Shore for Town & Country;
tion for! over 40 years. ;
.
who traveled with the Cole Bros!! Audrey Hepburn and... Zsa Zsa souvenir photos for the Russians; town house.
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Riggs,
arid other circuses until 1954, died Gabor for .Harper’s Bazaar (with a selection of U.S. auto, from the
Survived by. wife , arid sori. .
most luxurious to the cheapest; a daughter. Philadelphia, Aug. 7.
July 24 in Zanesville, O.
Mel Ferrer and Buster Keaton as coiripletely furnished, six-room, Father is a WFIL-TV time sales¬
.. T. E, CRONK
T. E. “T.ed” Cronk, 48.. who pro¬ . Louis J; 0’Connor, 80* who took partners), in a strange scenario by randi-type home; and, of course, man.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bonaduce,
duced outdoor dramas in Kentucky up acting at 51 after faging a prison Truman Capote, involving the the-Pepsi Cola kiosks where free
refreshment is provided throughout son, Philadelphia, Aug. 14. Mother
since September, 1953, died Aug. guard, died Aug. 9 in Los Angeles. couturiers’ best creations:
'
CBS-Filriis
is
givirig
nationwide
the
day
by
R
staff
of
American
and
j
is
daughter of Jack Steck, WFIL
14 in Bradstown, Ky,, of a heart
j exec., father is radio-tv eoordinaattack. He managed: Berea . Col¬
Father of Warren Caro, execu¬ coverage of the Paris fall openings Russian girls.
■ Two photographic d i s p 1 a y s,! tor for the city’s Zoo.
lege’s outdoor drama, “Wilderness tive director of the Theatre Guild- —first time, on tv-r-ori Sept. 1!
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GRANADA
BRITISH SCREEN

W&Z
convert
you
Transmission of picture and sound on the standard
British 405 line system is fed into the Granada
Converter.
... Perhaps it’s an international star;, a big-sporting
events or, maybe a notable visitor to Britain with some¬
thing urgent to put on record for people back home,
But whatever the programme, the end product is a
single spool of video tape that can be flown overnight
— or even the same day — by jet across the Atlantic
and reproduced immediately over the American
525 line system.*
Conversion works equally well in reverse — U S,
transmissions can be converted for immediate British
flsej or it can be used for conversion to or from the
Continental 625 line system.
There is no delay for processing, considerably better
quality than film3 and full compensation for the
10 cycle difference between American and British
'electricity mains systeins.
Of course you have to be an electronic expert to
appreciate fully the very remarkable HOW of it .,.
.. . But, if you’re chiefly concerned with urgent
television communication between Old World and New
World you won’t need us to. labour the importance
of this achievement by GRANADA technicians.

EUROPEAN SCREEN

*When the Papal Coronation was televised last November,
Granada began converting the Eurovision transmission at
7.30 am. The first recordings left London by Comet at
I I a.m., due New York at 4.35 p.m.y American time, and the
final edited recordings caught the Boeing jet clipper from Paris
at 6 p.m, reaching New York 930 p.m., American time.
GRANADA conversion thus made it possible for C.B.S. to
transmit full recordings of this unique ceremony on the evening
of the day it took place in Rome.

GRANADA TV NETWORK, ENGLAND

TV FILMS

RADIO

MUSIC

STAGE

PRICE
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Italo-Ainericans Resent
Film’s Accent on ‘Mafia’

New Actors Fund Home
Set for Englewood, N. J.;
To Have Donor-‘Owners’

Fell Asleep on Train,
Got Off at Wrong Stop,
Became Exbib Pioneer
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Clknate Is Right/ H wood Stars,
Producers More Receptive to TV
By BOB CHANDLER
Hollywood, Aug. 23.
In the course of a single year,
Hollywood’s top stars and creative
talents have changed their attitude
toward television from one of cool-,
Philadelphia, Aug. 25.
ness and hostility to. high interest , Arnold Orsatti,
cafe operator and
and receptivity toward entering head of the italian-American Com¬
the medium. That’s the viewpoint munity Relations Committee, has
of Herb Sussan, NBC-TV director
his cousin, Hollywood agent
of special programs, who’s been asked
Vip Orsatti, to help ward off the
doing much of the spadework in -proposed hew film, '‘Brotherhood
lining up top Hollywood talent for of Evil.”
NBC’s roster, of specials.'
Edward G. Robinson has been
. Sussan finds receptivity and en¬ mentioned as the pic’s star, the
thusiasm among film stars and ere-_
_
__
story of
Which allegedly
is based
•ators: -about doing tv specials andj on the Mafia. If hiVcousTn. cahJt
programming whereas just a year help, Orsatti Will go into Federal
ago he ran into indifference or Qutr : Court,
seeking an
injunction
right distaste of the medium. SuSr J against the film, which,- he desan . believes the reason for the clares, presents, an untrue picture
change stems from the new scope ; of Italian-American life,
and vigor ,of tv’s roster of specials, ’
the upgrading of . budgets for the
specials, the types of deals the.net¬
works are willing to make with top
talent, and the emergence of. tape
both as a protection and a residual
■ factor. ' :
The result is that. top Hollywood
stars and producers, who, Sussan
inevitably lias found, have had
some tv idea they've been mulling
for some time, now find: the timing
is right and the effort worthwhile,
With tape, they can fit such proj¬
By HOBE MORRISON
ects into their own schedule; their
The Playwrights Co., one of the
availability is no longer a real
most
successful;
producing
problem. Moreover,- with tape they i/
UUTT organi-L
can get residual 'vflinpc
values out nf
of thptr
their z?tlons. in Broadway history, will
projects and can also have the pro- ring: down the curtain after the
upcoming season. The firm, which
(Continued on page 34)
has presented numerous prizewin¬
ningplay's and boxoffiee hits dur¬
ing its 21 seasons,. Will either be
liquidated or .perhaps continue:
merely as an agency.for the collqc; tion arid distribution of royalties
from fdrmer productions. .
j Roger L. Stevens, producer-real..
, , ....
.
;tor and ribw the major activating
A new fireproof building,, at an; force in the firm, will produce
estimated cost of ^ $600,000, ;is under his own name after this
planned by the Actors. Fund: of . season, instead of using the FlayAmerica ^ on the site°f the 'Pr.es- wrights Co .banner. He will prob¬
ed . Actors Home, Englewood,; ably use members of the : PlayTlle E,ltch,,by ,Flind pies1"!.wrights staff, including general
dent Vinton Freedley Is for donors]
. .(Continued on page 57) •
to endow and own certain facili-•
■
• -.- . ■ ties, each with an appropriate com¬
memorative plaque.
As a sample, one of the projected
five wings will be dedicated,, “The
Charlotte Cushman Wing, .donated
In memory of Janet French by the
Charlotte
Cushman
Charitaple
Foundation of Boston.” That... is
Danville, Va., Aug. 25.
already set and will apply to Wing . The man who 50 years ago came
2. The four remaining wings are to Danville by accident—-to re¬
tb be “sold” for $75,000 each.
main and become a theatre pioneer
The approximately two dozen —is calling it quits.
present inmates of the home have
Nathan Newman, a native of
been moved to temporary quarters Leeds, England, When told, in New
elsewhere, and demolition of the York at . the turn of the century
old building is to start within a that there was a goldmine in the
few days.
Construction of. the motion picture business in the
new building is expected to take south, decided to try it at South
about six months.
Boston, Va..
The Fund, which cafes for.needy
But the conductor of the Richmembers of the theatrical pro¬ mond-tO-Danvillo train forgot to
fession, including authors,, direc- awaken the traveler and he landed
(Continued on page 59)
(Continued on page 21)
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Film Industry Trying to Stave Off
Minneapolis, Aug. 29.
-Film industry is battling here to
avert adoption by th6 American
Legion national convention of a
resolution condemning Hollywood
for alleged Communist; re-infiltra¬
Harry Belafonte is being sought tion, The Legion’s contemplated
to record the “Universal Prayer move stems from the action of it*
for Peace” on one side of a record California post which recently
which the Music Research Founda¬ passed a number of actions rapping
tion plans to present to Soviet' the picture business. The industry
(1) The average Soviet film
Premier Nikita Khrushchev when. is marshaling some support among
recoups tts production cost at
he arrives in the UiS. next month. ] influential Legionnaires who are
least 20 times over;
.
Other side will carry a recording \ said to believe that the picture
(2) . There is an insatiable de¬
of the prayer by the United Na-; business is being unjustly assailed.
mand for pictures which has
tions chorale group.
I The resolutions arise from the
- led . to ■ an increasing theatre
Number was penned, by Francis1
fact that Charlie Chaplin pictures
building program;
Papert.
are being distributed and a few of
(3) Capacity performances are
the alleged malefactors—writers
the general rule rather than,
and directors—have been re-emthe exception;, and
ploved by the independent produc¬
(4) Star salaries are rather be¬
ers in repudiation of an industry
low those paid for. bit players
pledge to ban them permanently.
in Hollywood and Other studios
The industry is represented at
in the West
the convention by Columbia v.p.
The Soviet film industry, like
Ben Kahane in his role of v.p. of
everything else in. Russia, is sub¬
Assn, of Motion Pictures Producers
ject to state planning. Currently,
and prexy of Motion Picture
the expansionist program is gov¬
Academy
of Arts & Sciences.
erned by a seven-year plan intro¬
After a Kahane plea before the
duced last year and due for com¬
Ainerican Legion Americanism
pletion in 1965; Under that plan,
Washington, Aug. 25. ! Commission last weekend to re¬
it is the aim to hike the volume of
Everyone wants to get into the: strict critical resolutions to specific
feat ire production from the. pres¬
ent level of 120 a year to a total act when Soviet Premier Nikita S. ; cases instead of having them hit
of 3po,
;
' Khrushchev visits ■the.--U.-_. S. in out at the picture business gen¬
, erally, the industry had on its side
The seven-year plan also in¬ September. .
A small educational film pro-’ influential James F. Daniel Jr.,
volves a considerable extension of
existing studio facilities. In Mbs- : ducer . in Los Angeles wants to j South Carolina, the comniission’s
cow, there are two studios—the ; show him a home pic about Cali- ] chairman.
j Following the .statement of the
Mosfilm and the Gorki, and both j fornia.
are being enlarged. Each of the : A radio station In Albany prom- j industry case by Kahane who said
ises to “place our entire staff and : he was “shocked” by the California
(Continued on page 16.)
facilities at Mr. K.’s disposal to let i resolutions, Daniel told the com¬
him examine one of' the leading | mission he agreed with the latter
independent station in the U: S.
(Continued on page 2(P
arid see the speed with which all |
truth is transmitted to the Ameri¬
can public;”
j
- A tv corporation in Miami says a i
trip through their studios will'
prove how free ty news operates
on a local level.
.
- A Connecticut radio station can
prove lb him that “democracy is
Ethel Merman, who’s been out of
at work.”
A Richmond radio station claims the cast of “Gypsy” since last
Compensation fpr “right of priv¬
Thursday
(201 is tentatively due
(Continued on page 52)
^
acy” cannot be reported as a capi¬
back in her starring role in the
tal gain, but is subject to taxation
Broadway smash tonight (Wed.).
as regular income, a U.S. District
The singer-actress ruptured a blood
Court in Florida ruled recently.
vessel in her throat* and was or¬
dered by her doctor not to return
.... The decision stems from acquisi¬
to the David Merriek-Leland Hay¬
tion of the film -rights to the life
ward production pending examina¬
of Damon Runyon. Marshall Grant
tion today.
Pictures Inc., which had bought
the screen rights, also felt it neces¬
London, Aug. 25. i Miss Merman, who's been able
sary to buy up the rights of priv¬
An all-out government slam to get around and converse in soft
acy of Runyon’s son, Damon Jr., against Britain's prosties and! tones, used the rest period to take
for .$25,000 plus 3%. of the profits. pimps has already resulted in a in a matinee of “Sweet Bird of
Young .Runyon had reported this virtual 100% cleanup of. the streets : Youth” last Saturday <22). The
income-1 as a capital gain on the of London and the provinces. For : understudy, Jane Romano, subbed
theory that right of privacy is a the first time visitors to London— during her absence. Miss Merman
property right. The Governinent, disgustedly tagged “The Shocking . missed four performances last
however; taxed the amount as City”—can walk freely in the week, and the gross was $11,100
regular" income.
streets without being molested by under the usual $82,900 capacity
Runyon Jr. took the case to streetwalkers. A new Vice Law, figure. It was the first time in the
court arid the court sided with the a; delayed but direct outcome of star’s career that she had been out
Government. The judge ruled that the Wolfendori Report of a few of a show so long.
Despite the drop, the musical
right of privacy is a personal, riot a years back, has swung Into being
was still the top grosser on Broad¬
property, fight and therefore Is. with swift effect: .
taxable in the regular way as in¬
Heavier fines and the threat of . way, with a $71,823 take for the
(Continued on page 22)
l frame.
come.

By HAROLD MYERS
Moscow, Aug. 25.
It sounds.like paradise, this pic¬
ture of the Soviet film industry, .as
told to Variety by Rostislav A. Se¬
menov, deputy director of the Mosi film Studio, the biggest produc¬
tion centre in the Soviet capital.
Here are some of. the highlights:

Seek Belafonte to Cot
isk for Ni

muA

Yearns to Book
Big Act-Mr. K.

Menu Dae Back Tonight;
‘Gypsy’ Dropped $11,100,
Still Top B’way Grosser

Britain’s Vice Cleannp
Works Fast; London’s
Automotive Technique

PfatlETt

MISCELLANY

Russia’s Grand Prix Well-Deserved

Amsterdam, Aug. 25;
Charles Holland, American Negro
tenor who is a featured member
of the Amsterdam Opera Co., has
been signed to sing tha title role
of “Othello” In a full-length tele¬
vision airing of the opera over BBC
in London next month.; The opera
is to be sung in a new English
By HAROLD MYERS jj
adaptation, L .
is the first Negro ever
Moscow, Aug. 25.
To6tsr $50»a-Head ^Dinners to Holland
sing the role of the Moor, which
Although the award of the
Grand Prix at Moscow’s first film
Plus CIosed-TV Sports he has already sung in French and
festival went to a Soviet picture,
More important than a private Italian on the Continent; .
it was by no means a walkover
victory as ‘theTury
the jury was almost,
. .
,
*lth0US
M
equally divided in favor of .the; Shor will have his new West 5?d
winner, “Man of Destiny” and the j St. eatery equipped with CineniaWest German entry, “WTir Wunder- Scope and as well as 16m booths,
kinder” «Aren’t We Wonderful), is closed-circuit television. He en¬
which collared a gold medal. “The
Day Will Come,” entered by Paki¬ visions $50-a-hcad . YIP dinners
stan, emerged a strong third and to watch major Sports events over
was also in the gold medal class, closed-tv for the sporting fraterniHonolulu* Aug. 25.
W'hile there is a natural inclina- -ty which his new restaurant, at.27Is the mushrooming volume of
West 52d. St: will favor, as did
tion to regard the final resuit L as
tourist
biz
sabotaging . so-called
evidence that the dicewere loaded, the just-razed Shor’s on West 51 St„ “Hawaiian hospitality?” Could be,
the general consensus of opinion N.Y,
admits
Charles
G. Braden, head of
Shor expects his new eatery to
was that the best.film had won,
Hawaii Vi sitors Bureau,
though it was generally agreed • be ready in seven months ‘‘once j,the
Mounting.
number
of complaints
that the overall quality was well i .they start bulldozmg which should
' from tourists are; interpreted by
below international festival stand¬ be in two weeks.” The new; Shor’s Braden as “potential danger signs
ards. The Russian victory was will be housed in an eight-story for the future.”
therefore scored over limp rivals. garage building connected via un¬ L in effect : Substantiating criti¬
Whatever 4ts failings, and in¬ derpass to.the new Zeckendorf Ho¬
leveled . recently by, Arthur
deed they were many, the festival tel. His restaurant will occupy cisms
served an invaluable purpose! in; the basement,. street and first Godfrey, longtime Isle booster,
Braden
said the situation balls for
bringing together .filmmakers andi ^oors. Capacity will be the same,
immediate attention, “before these
distributors from East and "VV’est j 850-900.
storm
signals
develop Into real
in friendly exchanges which may |
——^ :
:
trouble.” Most complaints re¬
well lead to increased trade. sThe
ceived
by
the
bureau involve
territory covered in the talks
gripes over hotel and transporta¬
ranged from C-zechoslavakia I: to
tion
reservations.
There
are gripes
China, and all . the Iron Curtain
about overcharging. .
countries in between participated.
. And an entire teachers' conven¬
In the main there was a desire
tion group reported they were
to trade, but two major problems
turned away-from a Waikiki nitery
remain to be overcome before
on grounds that “teachers don’t
films can start flowing across! to
spend enough money;”
the East. Firstly, all the coun¬
Waikiki has deteriorated into a
tries concerned want some meas¬
“Coney island with palm trees,’’
ure of reciprocity—not necessarily
Arthur
Godfrey told an interviewon a one-for-one basis—and, sec- [ Eric Johnston, president of the
ondly, they’ve got to be educated, Motion Picture Assn, of America; | er here ilast Week after completing
( the. filming of . portions of. his
advised by several of his (“comeback” tele show.
tic situation that exists in each • associates to leave for London hi I “If you. don’t do something for
territory.
; early September so as to avoid, a ‘ Waikiki within .five years, it’ll be
the
long-time
Hawaii
More so than at any of the major ; meeting with Nikita S. Khrnsh- (dead,”
■ booster warned! “All you get on
Soviet lea^WhoVdue j the beach today are insults and incow festival, notably by Minister. in Washington mid-September. : j subordination. The reason is lack
of Culture Nikolai Mikhailov who j Johnston has . a legitimate ex- ; of proper schooling for beach em-V'
■'/ '
, : /■'"
met all the delegates individually cuse <if he wants it), i.e.. .he’s due ;ployees.”
at a reception, spoke at a gala; in Britain for a renegotiation of j Godfrey asked the question that
Continued on page 18) !
j the Anglo-American film agree- | quietly is being pondered by more
—-j ment. There’s considerable doubt Land more Island residents and
’ tourism reps: “If there’s not a re[meeting with Khrushchev, whose ; turn to the charm that, once was
(Continued on page 21)
D
•
r
U
, ! guest he was in Moscow last year.
Recovering rroni Il6&FE • What some of Johnston’s associ- .
j*
|_ | [ ates would like to avoid is a repetiAtiack m Honolulu tion of What happened earlier this
T
[year when A. Mikoyan, the Soviet
Las \ egas, Aug. 25. ; Vice Premier, visited the States.
Las \ egas hotel man Milton: The State Dept; at that time asked
Prell. prexy of the Sahara, was re-jMPAA to play host, which it did.
ported in good condition at Queens = There were those In the industry
Moscow, Aug. 25.
Hospital in Honolulu, Monday (24), who weren’t too happy about the
. - .Vaudeville, Am eric an: style,
where he is recovering from a ■, resulting publicity
heart attack he suffered last week.) go far. according to MPAA, not brought to Moscow under the aus¬
Prell arrived m the Hawanan, city ; a sjngje gjm jjiz function for pices'of the U. S. State Depart¬
more than a week ago,
Khrushchev hag t,een get jt»s ment. as a concurrent attraction to
wife and their 14-year-old daughter noted that Congress plans to ad¬ the American Exhibition, iwas. a
Sheila. The couple celebrated their journ prior to the Soviet leader’s smash hit. with the Russkis who
23d anniversary in Prell’s hospital visit so as not to be embarrassed jammed the 10,000-seater open air
theatre in the Gorki . Park of Rest
room Sunday <23 >.
L
by the necessity of having him ad¬
The 53-year-old hotel owner op¬ dress House and Sedate. Also, the & Culture for the entire fortnight’s
erates the Sahara, the Mint, l and AFL-CIO has decided to shun all run, ; and: then packed the even
larger sports palace for two nights,
the Lucky Strike Club.
contact with Khrushphev.
before the unit moved off to Len¬
ingrad. for a four-night stand which
ended last weekend (22).
8/26
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Chas. Holland 1st Negro
To Sin^ Role of the Moor

GORKI PARK, MOSCOW
; Ed Sulivari Show, with the Barry
Sisters: (2), Conrad Buckner* Er¬
ich Brenn, Charles Davis, Dick
Continb, Marvyri Roy; Margaret
Tyries, Eddy Mansoji, Hubert Cas¬
tle, Johnny & Bonnie Shirley, Rise
Stevens, Marge & Gower Cham¬
pion, Elliot Lawrence and the Mos¬
cow Television & Radio Orchestra;
top 20 roubles ($2 )
last night of its run at the Green
Theatre, the program, was greeted
with unique enthusiasm,: and, as
the grand finale began with) all
the cast on stage (half waving the
Stars & Stripes, the others the Red
flag) the kudience surged forward
towards the stage in an unprece¬
dented demonstration of applause.
Admission to the theatre was
Scaled from 20 roubles ($2) down
to 7 (70c at the tourist exchange
rate) arid as it was a state enters
prise, the entire gross was col¬
lected by the state! The show was
never washed out by the weather,
although strangely it did rain on
each of the two .nights the cast had
a day off. .;
... Ed Sullivan, who was also film(Continued on page 38)

The German film Industry,
which since the war has specialized
in romantic comedies and other
escapist fare, is turning thq spot¬
light on the German people with
the accent on the Nazi period and
the postwar period of* the Wirtschaftswunder (Miraculous Recov¬
ery). '
Distributors in N. Y. who’ve
screened some of these new Ger¬
man films, or have caught- them in
Europe, express astonishment at
the extraordinary frankness and
biting social criticism inherent in
these pictures. What’s even more
surprising is the fact that a good
many df these attractions appear

Dead at 76; Head
Death of Albert (Blaser) of Max¬
im’s, at 76, last week in Paris, re¬
moved perhaps the last famed’ in¬
ternational maitre d’. He ranked
with Oscar of the Waldorf—and
after that there are few, if any,
hosts, greeters and.maitres d’hotel
as world renowned. Few knew him
by his last name. . Maxim’s (Paris)
owners, Maggie and Louis Yaudable, told the regulars.. “Albert
will be back” but it was generally
suspected that the aging, custodian
of the tables at the famed Rue
Royal (Paris). Testaiirant was too
old.
Swiss-born Albert was especially
a favorite with American tourists
with whom he wasn’t as austere as
with the so-called moneyed “inter¬
national set” w ho, if they violated
some, of the protocol, as did the
visiting Yanks, were not as readily
overlooked, or forgiven.. Even the
austere tenue de soiree (formal
attire) for the Friday night galas,
at Maxim’s, were not inviolate to
the otherwise prepossessing Albert
if he knew the customer was.
“traveling light,”, or for some other
Understandable human shortcom¬
ing.
,
He seemed particularly partial
to the American newspaper bunch,
arid even more so after he. made
his first*.trip to America four or
five years ago. It was part-holiday
and part-ballyhoo for the Vaudables’ canned-goods Maxim’s busi¬
ness. Albert appeared oil televi¬
sion in panel and Interview shows
and otherwise became even better
known to iriass Americana as a
jovial greeter who, despite the fact
that Maxim’s rates; among the No.
1 social crossroads of the “fancy
groceries” circuit, telegraphed a
kindly understanding. His auster¬
ity and frown could relegate al¬
most anybody to a table “the other
side of the railroad tracks”—-mean(Continued on page 52 )

'to enjoy considerable popularity
with German audiences.
‘Good Export Material’
"It’s an easy way of getting rid
of ovir guilt feelings/.’ German; di¬
rector Rolf Thiele opined in N. Y.
last week. “These feelings aren’t
the kind Germans will talk, about
easily, but they .exist nonetheless.
There is identification, but it’s a
lot easier when it takes place; in; a
dark room/with a girl next to you.
Arid* of course, the producers
know that these themes, With their
self-accusation, make good, export
material.”
One of these pictures* “Wii*
Wunderkinder” (Aren’t We Won¬
derful); just won a prize at the
Moscow film festival. Another,
“Hunde Wollt Ihr Ewlg Leberi”
(Stalingrad) is the German entry
at Venice. Still another, “Rose¬
marie” (which is Thiele’s own
film) is being prepared for show¬
ing in the. States. It caused a sen¬
sation when released in Germany,
not only because it dealt with a
wellknown prostitute but also be¬
cause of its riierciless portrayal of
the present-day industrial “upper
Class.”
Coming up is “Rosen Fuer den
Staatsariwalt” .(Roses for the Pros¬
ecutor) which deals with* a man
condemned; to die during the war
for a minor, defense.. Through a
fluke, the sentence isn’t carried
out. In present-day Germany, the
man comes up against the judge
who condemns him., and who is
again in a high positiori.
Nom-de-Nazis ;
Thiele said he was. thinking
about doing a picture. about. the
thousands of Germans^ former bigshots, who live in West Germany
today under assumed names, fear¬
ing arrest.
Th. German producers since the
war have turned nut a couple of
anti-Nazi films, but riot too many.
Virtually none have dealt with the
crimes . committed against; the
Jews and others, arid some have
struck American observers as cases
(Continued on page 21)

Cisco Kid Raps Cleve.
Promoters for ‘Run-Out’;
His Horse No ’Imposter’
Chicago, Aug. 25.
Duncan Renaldo, television’s
“Cisco Kid,” has fired counter*:
charges against a pair of Cleveland
show promoters who claim he
failed to live up to his contract for
a rodeo at the Berea (O.) Fair¬
grounds last May .7-10,
He not
only denies the charge, but says
the pair “ran out” owing him some
$3,000.
.
Cowboy states he was only paid
$1,000 of his promised fee and
claims the suit was designed to em-.
barrass him. in hopes of a payoff
to. avoid thej notoriety. L
Promoters John Tipton and Neil
: (Continued on page 52)
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PICTURES

SEGUE FROM SOLID SUMMER
10 TOP AMUSEMENT BUSINESSES

Following is a list of total grosses for each of 10 film and theatre
companies/ including Paramount Theatres (incorporating American
Broadcasting) for the: year 1958 compared with unofficial estimates
for 1959;
1959 (Est’d)
1958
$280,000,000
$244,600,000
AB-PT
95,000,000
: 84,000,000.
JA ....
110,000,000
113,600,000.
Columbia; Pics
130,000,000
112,800,000
Loew’s Inc. ..
45,000,000
42,500,000
Loew’s Th. . . .
63,000,000
53i700,000
KaPl Th. . . . . .
97,000,000
101,800,000
Par Pics . . . . .
126,000,000
113,300,000
Stan-War 123,500.000
114,000,000
fcOth-Fox ..
82,000,000 ;
70,100,000
WB' ...
Totals : ......:................., $1,059,900,000

$1,242,000,0.00

A Top Statistic on 10 Pix Oulfits:
Gross Revenue in
Or a Rise of $183,000,000 Over ’58
On the basis of returns already*
in, plus those anticipated, 1959 is
figured to provide 10 representa¬
tive film and. theatre corporations
Tisch Hotels Inc., by far. the big¬
with gross: business of $1,242^000,000. This amounts to a wallopings gest individual: stockholder in
jump of about $183,000,000 over Loew’s Inc., has purchased an ad¬
total revenues in 1958. (See ac¬ ditional . 45,300 shares' of the film
corporation’s stock.
companying chart.) ..
This brings to 385.400 the total
Gross income, of course, doesn’t
number,
tell the important story so far as Tisch; . of Loew’s shares owned by
stockholders are concerned. . The
main concern is net profits. But
it does mirror in large degree , the.
impact ori the economy which each
outfit;, as listed, maintains.
It’s an Unpredictable business
and any attempt to call the turns
on grosses admittedly is hazardous.
Figures used came from various
sources, including; some film, execs
arid the Arnold Bernhard invest¬
ment advisory outfit of Wall
Street: They’ve been arrived at. on
the basis of the b.oV experience of
. Moscow, Aug: 25.
the year to date. and an assumed
..Negotiations for renewal of the
continuation of the b.o. pattern,
A major gainer was American Franco-U S. film agreement are iri
Broadcasting-Parariiount Theatres. suspense until November, Jacques
Virtually improvement all was on .Flaud, head of the French govern¬
the broadcasting, end, with the¬ mental Centre du Cinema told
Variety last week while here with
atres about remaining steady.
the French delegation at the Mos¬
United Artists is . doing fine, pri¬ cow Film Festival. / Iri the mean¬
marily because of the picture busi¬ time, Yank distribs have been
ness/
.
! given a temporary number of visas
Loew’s; Inc. appears going from to enable them to carry on busi¬
$112,800,000. in ’5.8 to a highly ira- ness until a new accord is con¬
. pressive $130,000,000 in the cur* cluded.
rent year. This corporation lias
Flaud explained that he had to
been gaining ground on a .variety head for Vienna to iron out certain
Of 4r6rits^pictures, tv, music, etc. difficulties-which had arisen for
Diversification again is to be French pictures; that Fred Gronoted, as in the case of Stanley riich, who was negotiating for the
Warner, whose gross is up $12,700,- Motion Picture Export Association,
000. The International Latex sub¬ had to go to Africa;, and that the
Ministers of Culture and Finance
sidiary is the key factor.
Warriers is up
$11,900,000/ who were directly concerned with
the
negotiations, were due for va¬
thanks to both improved theatrical
product arid enhanced tv income. cation. : Flaud thought that No¬
vember
would, therefore, be the
National Theatres has a solid
position; Loew’s Theatres, slightly earliest date at Which ali the part¬
better; 20th-Fox/ Paramount . and ies irivolved would be iri Paris at
the; same time:
. Columbia, all down. '
The last agreement, which ex¬
pired more than a month ago, gave
the Yanks a total of 110 visas and
free convertibility up to $3,000,000
annually: The MPEA is striving
to secure a more satisfactory arrangernent particularly in view of
the strengthened French economy
since the last agreement was con¬
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
cluded.
Sol Lesser, chairman of the Hol¬
lywood JVlotiori Picture & Televi¬
sion : Museum Commission, has
lined up a group, of film industry
arid civic leaders to act as an ad¬
visory council for upcoming proj¬
ect.
Robert W. Selig, president of
Accepting service on council, Fox . Intermountain ; Theatres of
with others still to be added, are Denver,, will chairman the show-;
Buddy Adler, Desi Arnaz,. Charles inanship program at the 12th an¬
Beldon, Edward O. Blackburn, nual convention of Theatre Own¬
Charles Boren, Samuel J. Briskin, ers of Arrierica in .Chicago, Nov.
■ 'v
Daken K, Broadhead, Steve Broidy 8-12.
and Frank: Capra.
The program has been titled
Others include Irene Dunne, “The Show in Showmanship” and
TYilliam Dozier, Y. Frank Freeman, has been scheduled for the third
Alfred P. Chamie, Ralph Glare, day of the convention, Nov.; 10. It
Charles Detoy, Walt Disney, Louis will be devoted to business hold¬
Edelman, Claire Grimes, Mrs., Jean ing and ticket, selling,
Hersholt, Alan Livingston; Harold
Myron. Blank, president of Cen¬
Lloyd/. Edward Muhl, Adrian Mc- tral States Theatres; George g;
Calman, George Murphy, Otto •*. Kerasotes, TOA prexy, and Albert
Oleson, Dick Powell. Ronald Rea¬ Flpersheimer Jr., TOA public re¬
gan, Sol C. Siegel/ Harry Sugar- lations chief, will assist Selig in
man, C. E, Toberman/Maurice Un¬ the planning and development of
ger and Richard Walsh.
) the day’s program.

Tech in Loew’s: 385,400

Pix and Civic Biggies
Lined Up By Sol Lesser
For H’wood Museum Panel

Robt. W. Selig to Chair
TO A ‘Showmanship’ Pane!

EXHIBS’ JITTERS

Declne n Movie Attendance
Has Bottomed Out’: Stand’d & Poor s;
Other Analysts Spot Sharp Uptrend

Despite a. Sindlinger 8c Co; re¬
port indicating that summer biz
this year is the best in a decade,
f
By GENE ARNEEL
exhibitors are fearful that the mo¬
mentum of the hot weather days
“The decline In movie attend¬
will be dissipated unless the dis¬ The Problem in Capsule ance has bottomed out,” states
This was taken as more or
tributors offer a stronger lineup of
Standard 8c Poor’s. These Wall
a reflection of a Gotham cab
product for September arid Oc¬
Street sleuths Indicate that any
tober.
.
driver’s isolation from the
new direction the Industry takes
Ori the basis of present release _ .-world rather, than a non-solid
must be up.
campaign.
plans, theatremen are extremely
“Total movie attendance was
A Metro official, on his way
pessimistic and have initiated ef¬
higher than it has been in over •
to a promotion meeting at the
forts to bolster the lineup lest the
decade,” according to Sindlinger 8c
homeoffice,
asked
the
hackie
filmgoing habit be destroyed by a
Co„ market analysts.
what he thought of “Ben-Hur.”
series of . lacklustre entries. Ex¬
Diversification promises new and
The hackies’ innocent re¬
hibitors tend to disbelieve the
greater thing? for the film and
sponse: ’’Do you mean a candy
Sindlinger analysis that biz should
theatre companies, says Arnold
continue beyond the summer be¬ /bar?”
Bernard & Co.
cause -there are now more frequent
Thus, and these are but exam¬
filmgders (those who attend a the¬
ples, non-trade sources of impor¬
atre more than once a month). The
tant stature are echoing what’s
oniy .way these patrons can be
been heard in the trade for some
held, theatremen Contend, is for
time. It amounts to this: Holly¬
distributors to make available dur¬
wood is continuing strong on po¬
ing September and October the
tential; there’s a fancy buck to be
type , of strong product that attract¬
made with theatrical features plus
ed. audiences to the theatres dur¬
the sideline stuff that can be had
ing the summer.
from non-theatrical activities. Fore¬
As ascertained by exhibitor
most' among these, naturally, is
sources, 17 pictures are scheduled
the variety of television enterfor release in September and 19
fOr
prises upon which so many film
in October. However, they;
Management of. Warners, prinv* corporations have embarked,
they: stress.
basing their views on story and cipally president Jack L. Warner,
There’s a big rub so far as indicast contents, that perhaps only reportedly has decided to offer a vidual producers are concerned,
six or seven of the entries in the stock tender at $50 per share. In- As Paramount president Barney
two-month period represent true Station to stockholders to sur- Balaban put it, there’s simply no
render . their holdings has been a
blockbusters.
(Continued on page 20)
subject of speculation in' the Wall
TV’s Annual Return
, The situation has caused consid- Street area for some time,
erable alarm in view of the fact • Warner, just prior to his dethat the top television shows, parture for Enrope recently, and
bolstered by a series of tv spectae- his associates decided <on the price,
ulars, .will be hitting the airwaves Number of shares to be sought by
in the early fall. There is a feeling [the company is open to' a. decision
in some exhibitor circles that the j in the near future.
Contingency factor is the im“orderly release” campaign has
Metro has contracted for a radio
(Continued on page 22>
I pending sale by WB of its holdings j package, said to be aimed at Teachin Associated British Pictures | ing 70% of the nation’s radio
<-'orp- R s Senerally^ rignred.
; listeners, for the promotion of “It
can realize $15,000,000 to $16,000,- started With A Kiss.” The cam000 via this divestiture.
paign, worked nut by station rep
The outcome of thri obviously resentatives John Blair 8c Co., and
n
■
•
■
will determine the amount of cash Metro’s
Metro’s ad
ad agency,
agency, Donahue
Donahue &
& Coe,
Coe,
involves 36 independent stations
in 31 key cities.
UUWV 1U UC[» stock through the tender.
Ttaedta
the openings
openings of
.£ th.
Timed to the
the
Glenn Ford*Debbie
Victor M. Carter, Repubic’s new
WB has been^u^n^a cani- Glenn
Ford'Debbie Reynolds
Roynoldf picpi(S
chairman-president, this week of- talization shrinkage Drolram for ture’ the baslc campaign wlU glv®
Metro aa minunum
minimum of
ficially disclosed the extent of his [ tbe Dast severaLvlars^ As shares Metr0
of 126
126 announce¬
announcements on each station, at least one
hoWgs in the Him corporation, i£ebo^W^hie
per bour
hour every
every da>
day from
from 66 aa.m.
as acquired from former president mainine outstanding serurilipu
per
m*
to midnight from
Herbert j: Yates and associates.
SJichd
And o® coSse thl t0
from the
the Monday
Mimdy beb».
It was further revealed that the dividend burden’is reduced’com- tore opening through the first SunYates-controlled Associated Mo- mensurate with the reduction In da^*
.
.
.
.
,
Programming structure
structure of
of each
each
tion Picture Industries, which had the outstanding issue.
Programming
owned more than 10% of the Rep
Suspicion in some Wall Street s,tatlon 13 bemg
to
common, has divested itself of all quarters is that Jack Warner’s ul- tbe announcements with weather
Rep securities.
timate aim is to buy out all public reports’ traff,ic bulletins, sports
Carter’s Rep portfolio repre- stockholders, leaving himself and °ews' womeas sbo^’s’ ®JC- Daal
sented an Investment of close to close associates as sole owners. bas been set for disk jockeys and
$7,000,000.
He directly owns Jack Warner at present is the big- °thfr
other Personalities to sell the
347,720 common shares, 15,200 of gest individual .stockholder. Es, ..
the preferred through Metal- tates of Harry and Albert Warner .,,^beRnmf up
indie stations,
smith’s Inc., . 14,800 preferred some time ago relinquished their its said, solves the problem usuthrough Holmes Rlfg. . Co., and holdings, as did Boston banker ally involved with the purchase of
network time.
time. With
With various
various openopen¬
1,264,800 cumulative income de-[Serge Semenenko. Latter last year network
dates—-dates liable to change
bentures directly.
.r 1
(Continued on page 21)
ing dates—dates
—film companies could not commit
the same dates and times for all
cities. Under the indie package
plan, the commercials arid promo¬
tions will be broadcast just before
and after the opening in each city.
Campaign has started in New
Although trade practices are of major concern to exhibitors,
York with stations WMGM, WINS
the. fundamental issue in the differences' between theatremen and
and
WABC, and in Cincinnati with
distributors is. “more product.” Exhibitors feel that. the trade
station WCPO.
practices problems can be resolved if they can he sure of surviving
the product drought.
.As a result,, exhibitors are concentrating their efforts In induc¬
ing, the film companies to make more pictures, especially more big
pictures. However, they; are willing to settle for so-called “best
effort^’ pix, that is, films that show ingenuity and introduce hew
• talent. '
Marking its entry into produc¬
Attempts are being made to reach some conclusion in the ex¬
tion, Cinerama Inc., formerly ex¬
hibitor-distributor talks whereby a system would be evolved for
clusively an engirieering1 and
theatres to guarantee playdates to the film cornpanies which place ,
equipment firm, has acquired the
more; pictures on the market. Suppose a company has been in the
film rights to the bestselling novel,
habit of providing 18 pictures annually. If this company ups its out¬
“The Lion,” by Joseph Kessel. A
put to 21/for example, the guarantee .would be given to certain
Book-of-the-Month selection, the
of the so-called “bonus’’ pictures. No method has as yet been deter¬
tome was published by Alfred
mined, but talks are proceeding on a friendly level to achieve
Knopf.
some sort of modus operandi.
■
ciThe Lion,” if it is first on Cine¬
What theatremen are especially, anxious to overcome is the prac¬
rama’s production program, backed
tice of one of the major; film companies. This firm is said to re¬
by a $12,000,000 loan from the Pru¬
lease a certain number of pictures during its first and second finan¬
dential Insurance Co., will be the
cial quarters/ If the pictures do well enough to pay stockholder
first story-line film ever made in .
dividends and leave a; slight profit, the company is said to reduce
the three-strip process.
Back¬
its releases for the second half of the. year rather than risk the
ground of the book’s story is the
chance of any losses.
hunting preserves in Africa. The
One conclusion reached by exhibitors is that money is not the
property was acquired from David
factor that is preventing additional production'. There’s plenty of
Henley and British Llori which
coin available, but the task is to find a way so that it brings a
originally purchased the screen
iaif Te|ufn ^or. .the, -mvestmeiit jnyojved:.....
rights,...

Wall St. Alerted

By Jack Warner
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M-G Osculating 15 Indie
Radio Stations to folly
It Started With a Kiss’
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‘LION’ AS CINERAMA’S
1ST IN STORY-LINE?
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Skouras Hammers at Yanks For

High Court of Mass. Gets
Underground Garage Issue
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Boston, Aug. 25.
The underground garage issue
has been . referred to high court;
The full bench of the State Sur pfeme Judicial Court Friday (21)
—-___/_
'
•
•
was
asked to rule on the validity
Spyros P. Skouras. president of:
• j Of tlie action of the newly formed
20’h-Fox, feels that the American
‘Magnificent
7’
Switch
Massachusetts
Parking . Authority
film industry committed a serious
ht;
in taking part of Boston Common
error in failing to participate fh-Iv¬
rrom
iul
to
3linscn
for
a
multi-million-dollar
underin the Moscow international tilng.
Hollvwood. Aug. 25. ! ground garage.
., :
festival, A number of other . top
“The
Magnificent
Seven,”
which‘
I
Judge
Reuben
I>..
Lurie
of
Sufexecutives at the companies share
originally was to have been turned. folk Superior Court reported the
his view.
I1
out
by
Yul
Brynners.
Alciona
Pro-1
case
;to
the
high
court
after
counsel
Skouras made his opinion known
at a staff meeting at 20th last ductions. will, now be made bv for the parking authority and Atty.
week when, for three hours, he re¬ Mirisch-Alpha Co.* joint firm of • Richard Wait submitted a joint
ported in detail on his Soviet the Mirisch. Co. and John Sturges, ] statement of facts. Wait represents
journey, reception and impressions. who will, produce and direcCT 14 individuals challenging the leLast night *Tues/>. at a dinner at Brynner will star in United Artists ’ galitjr of the eminient domain
- action/ /
“21” in N. Y„ before an invited release. ;
Lou Morheim is skedded to act/ The downtown Hub deliixers
group consisting of . company presi¬
dents, foreign managers, domestic as co-producer and Walter Newman ihave long looked at the proposed
managers and ad-pub heads, the will write screenplay based on the! underground garage as . a stimulus
20th prez was to give another: re¬ Japanese film from which new ven- i to filmgping. The petitioners .confure is adapted. New version, wilt ./tend. in their suit that the City of
port on his trip.
He was to make essentially lithe be transferred from, a Japan set-: Boston must give the Parking Au| thority a deed to that part of Bossame points, i.e., that the standoff¬ ting to Mexico.
/•■•"'
- ton Common to be used for the
ish attitude re the Moscow jfest
parking facility. They Set forth that
was a mistake in judgment, that
the Authority had no power to use
the Soviet market was potentially
eminent .domain proceedings. It is
a huge one which ought to be care¬
expected that the case will be
fully developed by the Americans,
argued before the full bench of the
particularly in the currejQtiyi-de-:
high court next October.
veloping positive relationship be-!
tween Russia and the U. S.
Skouras told his staff that he j
L. A. to N. Y.
had been asked by the Soviets to I
‘Continued on page 13)
j
Peter. Arnell
Carroll Baker
Leslie. Barrett
Betty Comden
j Paramount for the. second quar- j Gary Cooper .
ter of 1959 had estimated consoli-v Louis G. Cowan
' dated net earnings from operations ! Valentine Davies
of $1,175,000, or 69c per share, in ; Robert Evans ;■
; addition to special income of $440.- ‘ Mike Frankoyich
’ 000 which represents a profit from
Sid Garfield
liquidation of a foreign investment.
Harvev Geller
•Although not officially stated, it’s
Mitchell Gertz
[understood the latter refers to payL, Wolfe Gilbert
1 ment on the sale of theatres in Eng¬
Adolph Green
David Hedison .
United Artists and Stanley land. Total income, for the period
George Hermrich
Kramer are currently trying to ; comes .to- $1,615,000, or 94c per
*
John J. Hill
dope out the best, and m6st effec¬ i share.
Mortimer Hall
Comparative earnings for the
tive formula for selling “On the
Haya. Hairareet
Beach.” Gregory Peck-Ava Gard¬ same period in 1958: from operaJune Havoc .
ner-Fred Astaire - Tony Perkins ; tions, $1,160,000, or 63c per share,
Oscar
Katz
!
plus
special
income
of
$760,000,
or
starrer about the end of civiliza¬
Nick Keesley
j a total net of $1,920,000, equal to
tion through radiation fallout.
Louis
L’Amoui*
$1.04
per
share.
All those who’ve seen the. pic¬
Roger H. Lewis
ture. and that -by now includes \ For the first six months of 1959 .
quite a few of the magazine critics, | Par had earnings from operations j . .Robert M. Light
Robert L. Lippert
are in agreement that its “mes¬ ; of $2,493,000 <$1.45 pershare) in
Mike. Maltese
sage” is of such impact and I im- i addition to special income of $2.Irving Mansfield .
portance that any person con¬ | 767,000, for a total of $5,260,000 or
Vincente
Minhelli
;
$3.07
per
share.
cerned with survival should see
Ozzie Nelson
the film. In fact. UA confidently j First half of last year brought
Bob
Newkirk
’
operational
earnings
of
$2,565,000
counts on massive critical support
James Nicholson .
j '$1.39 per. share) and special infor the picture.
Pat Notaro
Problem isn’t whether audiences ! come (from films to television) of
Luciana Paluzzi
will like the production or whether ! $7,707,000 for a total of $10,272,Arnold Picker :
they’ll be impressed. There ; ap¬ 000, or $5.58 per share.
Gene Plotnick
pears to be little doubt on either
Richard
A. R. Pinkhan
score. Question is: How to sell
Hubbell Robinson Jr.
£urope to U. S.
“Beach” to the widest possible
Tom
Ryan
Licia Albanese .
audience without frightening off a
Ed Saxe !
Lorenzo Alvary
large number of people who don’t
Max Shulman
Barry Sisters
want to come away depressed and
Jiile
Styne
Erich
Brenn
who wouldn’t go to see a film with
Jacqueline; Susan .
Horst Bucholz
an absolutely tragic . ending in
Joni
Trips .
Conrad
Buckner
which everybody is due to die and
Dan Triester.
Hubert Castle
the Government hands out suicide
Harvev Williams
Irene
Castle
pills against the day when radia¬
Gower & Marge Champion
tion sickness becomes unbearable;
N Y. to L. A.
Montgomery Clift
Kramer’s film is based on the
Stuart. L. Daniels .
Dick Contino
Neville Shute novel of the same
. Kathleen Freeman
Charles Davis
title and the pie’s script is said to
Robert V. Newman.
Elliott Lawrence
stick very close to the book. :
U. S. to Europe
Jacqueline
MacKenzie
It appears clear that UA Isn’t
Eddy.Manson
Sol Hurok
going to play the “end of the
Claude
C.
Philippe
Gaby Lapointe
world” angle in the campaign. UA
Muniri Podhorzer
Paul Martin
promotion experts, sharply aware
Bob Precht
Ralph Martin
of the problem, are huddling on
Marvyn Roy
Edward R. Murrow
the intricate question of the ad
Honey Sanders
Jo Hanson
approach for the picture to give
Johnny & Bonne Shirley
Stanley Rothenberg
it the stature it deserves without
Rise Stevens
Arthure Sergi .
frightening off the customers.; UA
Ed Sullivan
Irving B. Strouse
is making a big ad splash for the
Margaret Hires
Ruth Whiteside
film which opens in some 20 cities
around the world on Dec. IT; A
special unit has been formed to
promote these preems.
William Danziger, a vet ! exploiteer. has taken over as super¬
visor and coordinator of promotion
Two undisclosed theatre chains recently loaned Allied Artists
for the international openings of
more than a $1,000,000 for the company’s program! The load was
the film. The special unit created
similar
to the one made to United Artists several years ago by
to help promote it was headed by
Loew’s Theatres and RKO Theatres; when UA, then a privatelyMaurice Bergman, who resigned.
held company, required ready cash to implement its production
schedule; . • ;/ • •
‘Paul’ Portsmouth Preem
it’s understood that one circuit provided A A with. $750,000 at
Portsmouth, N.H., Aug. 25.
no interest. The loan was made, before AA clicked With. “A1 Ca¬
This seaport N. II. spot gets! the
pone” and “The Big Circus” and, on the basis of the returns from
New England preem of “John -Paul
these two pictures, AA may have begun to start paying back.
Jones” <WB) in a benefit at the
With the product supply continuing to diminish, exhibitors arid
Colonial Theatre, sponsored by Ye
particularly the well-heeled chains have shown an inclination to
Strawberry Banke Project, Sept. 2.
come to the aid of film companies having financial difficulties.
The “project” is a historic citizen¬
Only by keeping the companies in business, and. seeing to it that
ship group dating from the early
a supply of films, little as it may be, is available can the theatres
settlement days.
survive has been the reasoning of the theatremeii willirig to pro¬
Exploitation is being handled by
vide the necessary coin in times of distress.
Floyd Fitzsimmons, WB, Boston,
One of the aims of the American Congress of Exhibitors, as out¬
the “project,” and John How, Colo¬
lined in its initial program, was to serve as a money source for
nial manager.
producers or film companies showing a desire to make films.

UA, Kramer Study
Tough Sell’ Angle
Of ‘On the Beach’

‘SOS’ (Save Our Studios) Loans
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From Elizab'eih. .Poe’s article on “Blacklisting and. Censorship,’*
appearing in the first issue of a new magazine. Mass Media: “It hai
always been the fashion among American intellectuals to regard Holly¬
wood as the corrupt source of lowr-grade entertainment cranked out
by money-obsessed vulgarians. This view, whatever its degree of
accuracy, is dangerous because it naively fails to. notice the worldwide
influence of Hollywood, despite its faults. Since. 60^o of the screening
time of the \vorld’s. theatres is provided by the American filnii industry,
attitudes expressed in these films are perhaps more potent than any
conveyed in. any1 other mass media,”
Neil and Margaret Rarii legmen for Louella O. Parsons, are collabing
with Charles Chaplin Jr. on his book, “I Remember,” for Random
House, said, to be a “definitive closeup on his father’s, domestic
life” when he was married to Lita Grey Chaplin, who is also the
mother of Sydney Chaplin. : Both boys are close to her and counsel
with their mother who resides in- Holljwood . . . Errol Flynn, having
delivered his first book, “My ’Wicked, Wicked Ways” to Putriam. for
fall publication, has contracted for.another, which he’ll title “The Wild
Women of Hollywood,” said to deal frankly with his romances.
“Wicked Ways” accents his autobiog and, for a time, \vas: titled' “In:
Like Me,” but the publisher and Flynn’s agent, Carlton Cole, ruled
against that now familiar gag . . . George Sanders, another soon-due
Putnam author, also agented by Cole, is titling his book ‘‘Confessions
of a Professional Cad,” referring to his type-cast stage and screen roles.
Douglaife Sinclair, Canadian producer of documentaries, is planning
a feature-length color and Cinemascope picture on the Arctic. It’ll
have Canadian and U.S. backing and should roll this winter. Sinclair
has finished a half hour, film, “Light From an Arctic Window,” which
he’s peddling to tv . . . Tennessee Williams came, in from Cuba and.
is going out to Japan . . . Martha Thiele, wife of German director
Rolf Thiele, helps her husband write film scripts; but refuses to take
the credit. Explanation: She doesn’t care much for motion pictures .
Spyros P. Skouras, 26th-Fox prez, passed through a town called Adler
during his Soviet tour , . . Eric Johnston flew, in from Spokane, over
the weekend . , . Producer Morris Engel got a Venice .fest invite . . .
Brigitte Bardot, currently before the cameras in Nice, has to do the
picture under an old contract, i.e., with, pre-star salary. It’ll be a
Columbia release here . . . “Around the World in 80 Days” getting
big drive-in playoff ... . MPEA expects to send someone ^probably Fred
Gronicfa,* its Continental topper) to study the African mart later this
fall and report on its potential . ; . There’s film interest in Eugene
Vale’s well-reviewed “The Thirteenth Apostle.” . .
Concluding a review of Phil Koury’s “Yes, Mr. DeMille” book in the
Toronto Telegram, film critic Clyde Gilmour remarked. “His gext pic¬
ture would have been a saga of the Boy Scouts. How DeMille^planned
to put sex and bathtubs into THAT story, nobody will ever know.”
Kirk Douglas, . drumbeating his ^claimed) $9,QOO.QpOrbudgeter,
“Spartacus.” on a Universal luncheon “pour” in New York last week,
observed d) this has been the longest he’s been in the U.S. consecu¬
tively for the past several years (10 months); <2). has been the firsttiriie he has enjoyed the airconditioried and less hectic life of a mid- .
summer in New York; and (3), said he was surprised at how many of.
the so-called “international set,” who travel with the seasons to; the
fashionable Florida and Riviera spas, “have never1 been to California
or seen some of America’s own great natural sites;”
Michael Gordon, who just completed “Pillow Talk” for Universal,/
set to direct the studio’s Lana Turner starter “Portrait in 2 Black.”
Ross Hunter will produce from the screenplay by Ivan Goff arid Beni
Roberts . . . Rock Hudson makes his vocal-record debut on a Decca
release, etching two songs- from “Pillow Talk” in which he costars
with Doris Day ... Lee Remick, who costars in “Anatomy of a Murder.”
off to the Venice Film Festival in which the film is the official U.S.
entry ... Harry Foster, producer-director/ of Columbia’s Musical
Travelark series, to Ontario to shoot sequences for his newest short,
“Wonders of Ontario.” Metro seeking Marion Brando for “Four Horse¬
men of the Apocalypse.”.. .Screenwriter Valentine Davies represent¬
ing the U.S. State Dept. at Edinburgh Film Festival this month. He’s in
New York on his way to Scotland . ... Montgomery Clift, back from
London after completing his role in “Sudderily Last Summer.” . . .
Director Vincente Minnelli filming backgrounds for “The Bells Are
Ringing” in New York . . . Metro’s “Libel,” starring Dirk Bogarde
and Olivia de Havilland, set for national release in October. Courtroom
mystery drama was filmed in England . .. I Drama coach Claudia Franck
to the Coast to confer with pupils Joni James, Tuesday Weld and Sal
Mineo * •/• Theodore R. Kupferman, v,p. and general counsel of Cin¬
erama Productions Corp., discussed copyright protection for commer¬
cial prints and. labels before the Patent, Trade Mark & Copyright
Section of American Bar Assn, at Miami Beach on Saturday (22J.
Biggest Allied Artists grosser in England in the company’s history
figures to be “Big Circus.” So states Norton V. Ritchey, president of
AA International, on the basis of pre-release engagements.
Louella O. Parsons is calling her personal mernoir, “It’s News to
Me,” due via Putnam’s this fall. Her agent, Carlton Coie, incidentally,
has about 50% of Jayne Mansfield’s autobiography already in hand,
for publication negotiation; it’s titled “Am I Really Jayne Mansfield?”
Ketti Frings, playwright-screenwriter (and wife of agent Knrt
Frings), has been designated for the “Distinguished Achievement
Award for Outstanding, Continuous Performance in Letters” by Theta
Sigma Phi. ..
Incorporations: Richard D. Heffner Inc., authorized to produce motion
picture films, broadcasts, etc., with offices in. N7Y. Capital stock is :
200 shares, no par Value. Benjamin Heffner is a director and filing ;
attorney. Nathan Milco Enterprises Inc. formed to conduct a motion
picture and television production - business in N Y.: Directors are
Nathan Milco and attorneys Donald E. Wilkes and Floryance R. Ken¬
nedy. Film Enterprises Inc. established to carry on a motion pictures
business in N.Y., with 200 shares of capital stock. Milton Brachfeld is
a director and filing attorney. St. Cronin Distributors Inc. authorized
to conduct a motion picture distribution business in N.Y., with capital
stock of 290 shares, no par value. Robert G. Baker and Milton Ross are
directors and filing attorneys.
..
;•

Clem Perry Resigns
COMPO STILL BEATS
From Rngoff & Becker
BIZ-BUILDING DRUM
. Clem Perry, v.p. arid general
manager of the Rugoff^ & Becker
I circuit in N.Y., has resigned effect
five Sept. 18. He’ll go to Europe
immediately after and plans to an¬
nounce his future location upon
his return.
Perry has been with the circuit
for some 15 years, starting in a
supervisory capacity, then graduat¬
ing' into booking and specializing
in the art house operations which
are the mainstay of the R&B chain.
Perry had an important hand in
building the prestige of such key
theatres as the Sutton and the
Beekman, one of the newer firstruns in the city. .

Film industry is not giving up
on the idea of institutional cam¬
paigning. Ben Marcus, chairman of
the. business building committee of the Council of Motion Picture
I Organizations, discussed the matter
at a meeting of his group last week
iii New York/ and. other such ses¬
sions are in work..... /
Idea is. to work out specific
business-building projects for all
areas around the country patterned
after a recent, successful project
undertaken in Wisconsin. .
/This had exhibitors and distritn
utors working jointly on the pro¬
motion of • specific pictures

8

‘New Cultural Climate (Sex & Co.)
Keys H wood Themes: ‘Pillow Gordon

in

'Some Kind of Action Threatened
. Hollywood, Aug., 2.5* .
: Hollywood’s. alleged ‘‘overem¬
phasis on sex and violence” and
easing of tlie Production Code
have aroused local Protestant
church leaders to the .point where
they contemplate seeking a moratoriiim on film attendance. Such
ai move, if sanctioned by the Na¬
tional Council of Churches of
Christ in the U.S.A.. - conceivably
could influence 30,000,000 to 60,000,000 American Protestants to
participate in a boycott of thea¬
tres. '
It. was. revealed over the week¬
end that an eight-member clerical
committee of the Council’s West
Coast Broadcasting and Film Com¬
mission has .. been meeting for
Some months “in. deep concern
over the numbers and types of
Hollywood films that overem¬
phasize sex for sex’s .sake arid
violence for. violence’s sake.” In
its first official action, it has sent
commission director George A.
Heimrich to New York for a week’s
meetings with eastern religious
leaders to., evaluate the group’s,
findings: This marks the first time
an official Protestant organization
—historically opposed to the ban¬
ning of films—has gone on record
regarding the motion picture in¬
dustry as whole..
Taking ‘Definite Stand’
Prior to his departure, Heimrich
declared, “We are concerned to
the point we are going to make a
complete study. We are going to
take a definite stand. And we are
going to take some kind of action.";
At this point he noted the commis¬
sion’s belief that banning a film
increases its big city audience: via
sensationalism!. He confirmed that
(Continued on page 22>
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Hollywood's new boldness In the
selection of themes and in the
By FRED HIFT
‘Paradise’Lost
treatment of sexual and other hu¬
Attacks, on the . film Industry,
man relationships would not have
There’s a good reason why
. Things can’t be so bad, or
particularly when they’re aimed at
been accepted if there had not
the Paris Theatre, N.Y., won’t
so it would seem from intelli¬
the
Production code, face the Mo¬
been "a change in the whole cul¬
show a reissue of the French
gence passed along by E.: B:
tion Picture Assn. of America with
tural climate” of the country,
classic,. “Les Enfants du
Tipton, theatreman from Gasthe; difficult problem of how to re¬
states veteran director Michael
Paradis” (Children of Para¬
.. tonia, N. Ci, concerning opera¬
ply or, for. that, matter, if there’s
Gordon. Although brought about
dise). •;
tions in his state.
any percentage in replying at all.
; The negative fell apart when . by the competition of television,
He states : ..
Currently, criticism of the Code
they tried to strike a print
the new freedom, Gordon main¬
No theatre has closed -this .
tains, is actually a result of the
operation is again mounting. Sev¬
off it. .
year;, “so. I guess we have
period in which we are now living.
hit bottom arid started; back ../ eral newspapers have carried arti
cles taking the industry to task
He pointed out, for example,
. up.” .■
.
that Hollywood’s first effort to
for allowing, its. films to become
Reopened are the Astor,
compete with television was on a
“too frank.” ‘ A. Congressirian has
North Charlotte; the Palace,
technical level, as evidenced by
Gastonia; the Buddy Theatre, / asked closer adherence to the
the introduction of 3-D, the vari¬
Code to avoid showing the U. S.
. Bessemer City, and the Gem,
ous widescreen processes-, and the
in a bad light abroad. Reviewers
Belmont, all N!C!'
spectacle pictures. He contends
And in the planning; stage Is
have made a big point of comment¬
that this was’ part of the effort to
a new indoor house in Chari
ing on the “relaxed” Code, and
convince the public that the theat¬
■' lotto.;.
!'■.
. .] always with a raised eyebrow.
rical film can offer more than tv.
Appraising “It Started With a.
As the competition from video be¬
Kiss,” the /N.; Y. Herald Tribune
came stronger, American film¬
noted that Debbie Reynolds “siz¬
zles her way. through a role that
B. B. Kahane, Columbia studio makers sought to give the public
the type of story content that waswould have rocked the old Hays
Office to its foundations.” And vice-president, appears emerging as not available on television. “If
the World-Telegrain &. Sun ob¬ the film industry’s front man in the time were not ripe for the served the picture, was “a jubilant dealing with Veterans’ groups on acceptance of the new' story ideas,
flouter of convention, impudently matters relating to the Communist j they would have been discontinued
violating rule after rule that .has issue. As such, he’s taking over the ; immediately,” Gordon declares.
had a respected place in the Hol¬ job left by the late Nate Spingold,' The latitude in story content is
lywood morals code for a quarter who was a Col. v.p; at the home- one of the most noticeable of the
office, at the time of his death two changes in Hollywood observed by
century and more.”
years ago.
Gordon, who has been absent from
MPAA’s View
Films pf social realism are re¬
Kahane was in Minneapolis this! film-inaking for seven years. Dur¬
While
the.
MPAA
is
a
trade
as¬
turning to the American screen
in the wake, of the decline of the sociation which, normally; could week seeking to kill two proposed, ing that period, he directed some
blacklist in Hollywood, Elizabeth be expected to stick up for its resolutions offered at trie national j 13 plays and it was his handling
Poe writes in the first issue of the members, MPAA executives con¬ | convention of the American Legion ! of the play, “The Tender Trap,”
publication, Mass . Media, put out cerned with these things so fab j which Would indict the picture ; that induced producer Ross Hunter
by the Mass Media Fellows of the haven’t come up with any reply to ; business in blanket fashion for al-; to bring Gordon, a product of the
j Group Theatre, back to Hollywood
MPAA’s : leged Red infiltration.
Fund for Adult Education. Title the various . charges.
of her piece is “Blacklisting arid view, esseritially, is that “the best | Convention of the Legionnaires j to direct Universal’s “Pillow Talk,**
defense is an offense” and that j opened officially yesterday (Tues.) ! starring Rock Hudson and Doris
Censorship in Hollywood.”
Miss Poe, who was research as¬ little is to be gained in engaging with such matters as the Hollywood j Day.
sociate on the Fund for the Repub¬ in public squabbles with: powerful resolutions not on the immediate ; During his previous excursions
agenda.
I to Hollywood, as a director for
lic’s study on blacklisting back in news outlets,
(Continued on page 21)
1956, cites such film as “Friendly . Here and there, where individu¬
Kahane appeared before the Le-1
Persatesiori,” (‘The Defiant Ones,”. al newsmen have gone out on a gion's Americanism Commission to •;
“On the Beach,”. “Bridge on the limb in rapping the Code, MPAA Voice objection? to the projected i
River Kwai” and others as proof has addressed letters to them, but resolutions. These were advanced
that, with Hollywood less respon¬ the practice is not general. “The by Legion units in California and
sive to pressures for maintaining question Is whether it’s a good idea Nebraska and held that, contrary
a blacklist, a new era . of social to start battling unless you have to previous understandings with
commentary
in pictures was start¬
Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
the Legion, the film colony was ac¬
(Continued on page 22)
Another important picture, “The ing.
cepting known Commie sympa¬
“Scent of Mystery,” first film in
“It
is
clear
that a part of the ■
Devil’s Disciple,” is having its
thizers in its employ in key posi¬ the Smell-O-VIsion process, will
Twin .Cities’ first-run and area American film industry, after ai
tions.
play
between 25 and 40 bouses in
decade
mostly
devoted
to
westerns,
preeiri in a local non-art neighbor¬
Kahane, it’s understood, rebutted the States and about 40 abroad,
hood house, the St. Louis Park, horror pictures, historical specta¬
that any such resolutions, if called Mike Todd Jr., the producer, esti¬
cles,
and
What
one
critic
described
ordinarily subsequent-run in the
for, should be directed against in¬ mated last week. Film, which wili
as ‘the disease of gigantism,’ is
In one of the largest deals of its
earliest clearance slot, 28 days.
dividual producers and not against
Picture was awarded to the j returning to the ..signs of maturity kind to date. United Artists and the entire industry. Outcome of his feature around 40 smells ranging
from oil paint, roses, coffee and
Harold Field house on competitive it showed shortly before, during the Mirisch Co. have acquired film effort is not yet known.
shoe polish to peppermint and sea¬
and
shortly
after
World
War
II,
rights,
to
the
upcoming
James
A:
bids, with regular loop first-runs!
Spingold, as public relations of¬ food, was shot entirely in Spain.
having been invited to participate. ] when the developing trend toward Michener novel. “Hawaii.” Price
ficer
of
Col,,
dealt
extensively
with
It’s
due to open In Chicag before
social
realism
in
film
content
was
reportedly
is
$600,000
against
10%
Previously, the /St. Louis Park
had obtained “The Horse’s Mouth” abruptly halted,” the article notes. of the gross, which sets a record the vet organizations on the “un- the end of the year.
American”
matter,,
not
only
for
Col
Production
carries a nut of
for
book
purchases
by
Hollywood;
Miss Poe’s view is that, caught
for its Twin Cities’ first-run. It
enjoyed a jClick five-week engage¬ between the U.S. State Dept; and
UA will release arid Fred Zinne- but for the entire industry as well. around $2,000,000, Todd said. It’s
produced
by
the
Mike Todd estate,
the
blacklist,
Hollywood had marin, via his own Highland Films,
ment.
which is owned 50-50 by Todd Jr.
Field, who recently installed 70m shrunk, from any social commen¬ will direct the picture; which is to
and
Elizabeth
Taylor,
Todd Sr/s
Websco Gets Rockett
equipment in the St. Louis Park tary. The “ ‘informal’ and ‘volunr be in color arid widescreen. It’ll be
widow. The Smell-O-Vision ver¬
and acquired one of the other lead¬ tary’ cooperation with the State shot on location in Hawaii. The
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
sion
will
ffe
handled
by
Todd him¬
ing nabe theatres here, the Up¬ Department w’as doubtless a prin¬ Michener novel depicts ] the history
Frederick K. Rockett Co., pio¬
town, relinquished by the cipal factor in, removing, the social of Hawaii.
neer comiriercial film company self. Eventually, the film (without
smells)
will
be
offered
to
the the¬
Minnesota Amusement! Co. (United dimension from American films
The book will be published by whose owner died Oct. 2, 1958, has
Paramount), has asked for the during the McCarthy era, but it Random House in November. It’s been acquired by Websco Inc., a atres as a regular feature. Special
footage
was
shot
to
make
this
pos¬
St. Louis Park privilege of bidding seems clear, now that the. period a book-of-the-month selection for Delaware holding corporation.
sible.
competitively with iloop theatres is receding, that the powerful that month and will be issued by
F.
Stanton
Webb
and
John
J.
Todd said he’d make 90-10 deals
for first-runs. United Artists, machinery devised to blacklist any¬ the Reader’s Digest Book Club In Henriessy will head the new man¬
with exhibitors in picking the
“Devil’s Disciple” distributor, has one who might be critical of Amer¬ two installments.
agement. .
houses, that will show Smell-Ogranted the Field request. As far ican life was the key enforcer of
Vision. The machine to dispense
as Other companies are concerned, this policy,” she writes.
the various smells is being pro¬
According to the author, the In¬
its status is described as being still
duced by the Belock Instrument
dustry blacklisted some 300 per¬
“in the works.”
Co. “The machine is half the cost
Bill and Sidney Volk fought un¬ sons over a period of 12 years.
of installation,” according to Todd.
successfully in I the courts to get “Today most blacklisted writers
“The other half goes to labor.”
first-run status for their local Ter¬ are workirig either in movies or
Apparatus is automatically cued
race, one of the country’s biggest* television,” Miss Poe says., “Things
(Continued on page 54)
by one of the eight soundtracks to
grossing uptown theatres, which
dispense the smells, which will
still is in the 28-day slot.
London, Aug. 25. . ship of Eros while Sam Eckman come to each individual seat.
The St. Louis Park will boost its
The takeover of Eros. Films by a Jr., formerly Metro chairman in
Negotiations for a N. Y. showregular 85c admission to $1.25 for
syndicate hieaded by Warwick Films London, and now repping several
(Continued on page 21)
“Disciple.”
toppers, Irving Allen and. Cubby Indie producers: has been invited
Brocolli, exclusively reported in to become chairman of the Eros
Variety last month and subse¬ board. He’s expected to accept.
Hollywood, Aug* 25.
Buena; Vista Film Distributing quently denied,: will take effect Eckmari will make his decision this
Talks will continue in N.Y. this
Kansas City; Aug, 25, . Go., with firm release sked foy next Sept. 1. Contracts now being pre¬ week.
week between Spyros Skouras,
. National Theatres’ midwest divi¬ two years, won’t take on any out¬ pared will, be ready for signature
Warwick, still , has three more 20th-Fox prexy, and Robert L. Lipsion, until recently known as Fox side product during that period, by next Tuesday:
pictures to deliver to Columbia pert on new' distribution deal for
Midwest Thjeatres, holds its annual j to bolster Disney product, accord¬
Phil, arid Sid Hyams, preserit under its existing pacL However, Lippert’s Associated Producers
convention of managers and execs ing to company spokesman. Among heads of Eros, Will retairi. seats on it’s assumed that Allen and Brocolli Inc. product Producer accom¬
at the Prom Motor Hotel here upcoming releas'es are “Third Man the board, of Eros, but will play a meantime will play, an active role panied company topper east over
Sept. 1-2. This one is the Circuit’s on Mouritain,” “Toby Tyler,” less , active , role! Norman Hyams, in guiding production . for Eros. weekend.
30th annual, and is marked for a “Pollyanria, ■’ “Swiss 'Family Rob¬ Phil’s son, will resign his directo¬ Eros, an indie production and dis¬
Initialer on new deal, which calls
special, emphasis, according to inson,” “101 Dalmatians.”
rate and wall quit the film industry tributing outfit, is currently releas¬ for upped budget, will be “The
Richard Brous, president: .
. Outfit additionally will continue to concentrate on real tv activities ing thq Republic backlog in Britain, Young Jesse James,” which Jack
Spencer Leve, v.p, in charge, of its release of “Darby O’Gil and in which he has been interested for. as well as a batch of American re¬ Leewood will produce from Orville
theatre operation, will .come on the Little People” and Rowland some, time;
issues.. One of its latest produc- Hampton’s
original screenplay.
from L. A. to join -with about 90 V. Lee’s “Big Fisherman.” Expect. Michael Shipman, a director of tioris, “Cry From Streets,” was the First year’s deal for 32 pix will
managers and execs from the area company-made product for 1960 Shipman and; King, theatre circuit, official British entry at the recent wind with “The Voice,” siated to
and the homeoffice here.
and 1961 seasons.
will assume the managing director¬ Moscow Film Fest.
roll Sept. 14.
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Tipton’s TipoflF

In Pix as Segue
To the Blacklist

St. Louis Park, Mpls.,
Nabs ‘Disciple’ lst-Run;
Future Status Webbed

Prune Smell-O-Visioii
To M Up 25-40 US.
Houses and 40 Abroad

UA-Mirisch’s $600,000
For Michener’s ‘Hawaii’

J

Taking Over Eros Films Sept. 1

NO OUTSIDE PRODUCT
FOR BUENA IN ’60-’61

NT’s Sept, Meet in K.C.

Skonras-Lippert Gabs
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entertainment. Only 46 minutes in
former in the Jannings original.
Wir Wunderkinder
Los Seite Peeados
He disguises his masculine attrac¬
length,, it. is an agreeable support- '
. (Aren’t We Wonderful)
(The Seven Siiu)
tiveness under an authentic Ger-.
ing pic for most houses. It was
(GERMAN)
•,. (MEXICAN)
•
man academician’s mien, personat¬
made: with the full; cooperation of
(With Narration & Subtitles)
Merico City, Aug. 18. :
Remake with Curt Jurgens
ing the unworldly schoolmaster
Prince 'Rainer and provides some
Pellculas Nacionales relea6e of a Filmand May Britt in the original
with conviction! He makes the
interesting sidelights on Monte adora Panamericana (Jose . Diaz Morales! .
Humorously clever, remark¬
Emil Jannings-Marlene DietStars LUia del Valle, Luv
transition fromthe :: professor of
Carlo and.neighborhood. The main production.
Maria Aguilar, Linda CristaL Emilia Guiu,
ably candid study of the Gerrich roles. Action updated to
botany,
peering
behind
academic
gimmick
is the work and play Domingo Soler.: Directed by Morales.
.
man
character
in
relation
to
1956-59 in present-day West¬
Screenplay and adaptation by Jose Dial '
glasses,
*o
the
■
awkward
swain
of
.
glimpses
of
Prince
Rainier,
Prin¬
Nazism and the .postwar pe¬
ern Germany. Fair boxoffice*.
.Morales, Augiisto Benedico, Jose Luis
| the capricious Lola-Lola, to. her
cess Grace and their baby. These Galiana. At Olimpia Theatre, Mexico City.
riod. One of the best from
are helped by excellent color Running time, 85 MINS.
2C;!h-Fox release of Jack Cummings general factotum as a sort of
Germany since the war.
;
house-broken
stooge,
and
later
her
bioriuuion. Stars Curt Jargens and: May
photography and a slight but
Britt. Directed by Edw.ad Dmytryk, lowly luggage-carrier
and still
I. G. Goldsmith presentation of Kurt charming “fairy-tale” story, based :. Idea hehind this one are the .
St-teenplav, N:i;el
based onjGerseven. capital sins, with the proman si-recrpiay U9?t;» b* Kr.rl Zuckmaver, lowlier--buffoon/ His Pagliaccj is Hoffrtianp . (Eilniaufbau) production of on a true incident.
Constantin
Film,directed
by.
Hoffmann.
Karl Vollmoeiler & Robert Liebmann. not of a romantic concept as he j
■Gilda Emmanueli plays a British! - ducer using seven attractive fe¬
from novel by Henr:eh
Camera ■ permits eggs to be cracked on his Stars Johanna, .von Koczian. . Hansjorg
males
from the star down to as¬
Felmy,
Wera
Freydlberg.
Robert
Graf;
(DeLuxe Color). Leon : Shamroy: music.
orphan child who is picked to take
Hugh Friedhoter. i-«j;:'krcte<J by Lionel clownish noggin . while he emits features Elizabeth Fitckenschildt, Ingrid a present to the Royal babe. The pirants to stardom to be the fleshly
Pan, Ingrid van Bergen. Jurgen G.oslar,
Newman: songs.'’Frederic k lioll. ndor. Jay : the
ridiculously
embarrassing Tatjana
embodiirient
of. the major mortalSais,.-Liesl Karlstad t.-Michl Lang. present is. Tosca, a kitten, .and
Livingston & Ray Evans, Mack Gordon • rooster’s crows, under the. predScreenplay, Heinz Pauck : and Gunther Gilda s adventures on the .trip are sins.:
4i Harry Warier., dances. Hermes jPan;
■pecial efiects, L. I>. Abbatt, James B. : dings of the knavish- Bikel 'the .Neumann.from Hugo Hartung novel; cam¬
What
with
the. censors, it would
Gordon: editor. Jack V,. Holmes; ! asst, magicoh capping with the elirnac- era, Richard Angst; music. Franz Grothe. the peg on which the travelog! is, have been better if film had been
Previewed in X.Y., Adg 19, *59. Running. hung. Prince Rainier in his private
director. Joseph E.'Rickards: art. Lyle R.
titled, ‘‘The Seven Female -Sin-.
W'heeler & Maunce Kansford: sets, j Wal¬ . tie attempt; to strangle the .faith¬ time, 120 MINS.
Zoo,
doing
some
slick
underwater
ter M. Scott & Paul >. Fox; costumes, less Lola-L6Ia.'
Kirsten . - .■ 1. .... . Johanna von .Koczian
ners,’.’ for the sins are somehow
Adele
Balkan:
oivhe itrations. Karlo
Hans Boeckel . • • •;Hansjorg Felmy diving and playing with his child, bogged down in the rambling story
Hagen: color consultant. Leonard Doss.; {■ Film was part-shot in Bavaria; Wera
.. .. .......
Wera Frydtberg proves himself a pleasant. person¬
Tradeshown N Y.. Aug. 21, '59. Running l and the interiors in Hollywood. ] Bruno Tiches .,...
. Robert' Graf ality, and no mean actor. Shots of . although the curvaceous- sinners
time. 107 MINS.
j:
.
Meisegeier Elizabeth Flirkenschildt
are always even preserit. - As this
Support, is authentic from the] Frau
Doddy-.. Ingrid Pan Princess Grace, wilL remind audi¬
Prof Immanuel Rath
Curt Jurgens
Lola-Lcla
..
May iBritt
! Britt rowdiest students to Theodore | Evelyne .... v...-. '-Ingrid.'van Bergen ences that Monaco’s gain was dis¬ is a picture with the typical stamp .:.Jurgen. Goslar
of
producer-director Jose Morals,
Bikel ; Bikel as the machiavellian., im-.j Schally ..
Kiepert
..... Theodore pikel
loss. Even
.!( hn
ha Banner ! presario-magiciarr ot this itinerant j Frau Haflijisen ........ ' Tat j ana Sais tinctly Hollywood’s
Principal Hart
.
.H
•Frau Kosclieb. ......
,; Liesl Karlstadt Frank Sinatra crops up in one the femmes never fail to parade,
Fahi izio
izio Mioni
Mioni
Rolf
..
Fahi
tiwiir
charms in as skimpy bathing,
•
troupe.
John
Banner
is
stolid
as
j.
l.ndv.
ig
SioSsel
Herr•
Roielieb
.-..;..Michl.
Lang
Prof. Braun
• scene.
• Wolfe BiirzeU .? the school principal; Italo new-.; Narrators:
Clown
. .
suits as the censors allow, with,
ina Anders
Erklarer:
Wolfgang NeUss i : Little Miss Emmanueli is a cute here and there scenes getting in
Gussie
:
comer
Fabriz;o
Mioni
is
a
new]
Hugo
;
/,..:
.,
AVolfgang
Muller..
Richard
Tyler
Keiselsack
; and promising: moppet. Germaine that would not pass the MPA code.
Voy.ek- Dolinski sleek type of juvenile; . and. the j
Mueller . .
Ken Walken
Ertzum
Damar, a Luxembourg actress, Despite recent get-tough, attitude ,
Del Erickson ' others are more than adequate in j , The. GermaiiS ai e not. normally play an air hostess who chaperones
Lehmann .
of censors, the Mexican branch is
:
their
roles.
Edit
Ahsold.
credited with much of a sense^ofEmilie
| “Blue Angel” ran 99 minutes 30; humor. particularly' when holding the child and reveals herself as a not as finicky as their counterparts
When UFA made “Der Blaue ! vears ago and was deemed a shade j up the mirror to themselves' in delightful, fresh . p e t f O rme r. in Spain, the U.S. and England. .
According to the . ^script, the
Engel” it catapulted Emil Jan¬ j too long then. Its . present .107 films. In “Wir Wunderkinder” Katharine; Page and Jefferson Clif¬
seven lovely sinners, are models,
nings, Marlene Dietrich, producer ■I minutes also leaves that conclusion (Aren’t We Wonderful), recent win¬ ford provide useful support.
Jack Davies’ commentary is light thus giving them an excuse for. ex¬
Erich Pommer and director Josef 1 despite the expanded canvas of the ner of the Gold Medal award at the
.Abel.'
Von Sternberg into international i cinematurgy.
Moscow film festival,.this tendency Rnd informative. It is put over well posing epidermis. About the most
repute. Later that year (’30'. Para¬
has been radically reversed. It is by Leo Genn, Nicole Maurey and attractive of the lot is Linda Crismount dubbed an English version
a remarkably well-done picture, a E.V:H. Emmett. Lensed in Ciiie^ tal, the close ruririer-up being Lilia
Blind Date
humorous
aiid yet bit-ingly cynical panoramic and Technicolor, John del ’Valle. Emilia Guiu appears in
and “Legs” Dietrich , was on the
(BRITISH)
road to Hollywood renown. This
commentary, on the German mind, Wilcox, Tony Braun and Egil Wox¬ a farewell performance here since
employing astonishing insight .and holt have done a very satisfactory. she has foresworn the. screen for
Jack Cummings-produced remake,
Better-than-average yam of a
his first indie for 2Gth-Fox release,
an absolute willingness to call, a ■ job While William Hill Bowen’s life on an Arizona ranch.
cop’s attempt to pin a murder
Andrea Palma plays the female
spade a spade.
; music, played by tne George Melmay not have as electric an Cndrap on a young artist, with
result but it will do much to fur¬
“Wuiiderkindef”
offers
proof 1 aehrino orch. is just in the right heavy or. vixen, in tlris off-pace
fine performance by Stanley
story of sin. Domingo Soler .in a
positive, that the Germans are^quite mood for this vehicle. :
ther Germany’s Curd < now Curt)
Baker;
w’orthwhile
for
all
Jurgens’ and Sweden’s May 'pro¬ . house'scapable of seeing themselves realis¬
As writer, producer and direc- father part and leading, mien An¬
tically. and of getting the proper {tor, Euan Lloyd has pulled off a tonio de Hud, Augiisto Benedict
nounced “My”j Britt’s repute in
the global film market generally
Slant on the Nazi period. Oddly ; smooth treble. He can well be and Arturo. Correa struggle with
London, Aug. 18.
The film has one
Rank release of a Julian WTintler-Leslle. enough, Kurt Hoffmann has man¬ ! satisfied with the result. of his their roles.
and with Yank fans particularly.
(David Duetsch) production -for aged to weave into the picture a
merit, judging from audience reac¬
Both, of course, are no strangers to • Parkyn
I brain child.
Ririi.
Sydney Box Associates. Stars Hard.v Kru¬
tion:
envisaged
as a drama, this
tender
and
.
quite
charming
love
U.S. audiences. With good .Holly¬ ger,
Stanley Baker, Micheline Presle. Di¬
effort made the patrons laugh at
rected by Joseph Losev. Screenplay, Ben story involving an anti-Nazi jour¬
wood credits already garnered J!
: Barzman and Millard' Lampbell. from nalist and a Danish girl, played
many,
of
the
developing
dramatic
Rendez-Vous Du
As a boxoffice commodity.‘fiTh.e ■ novel by Leigh Howard; camera. Christo¬
situations.
Emil,
Blue Angel” will be a fair entry. pher Challis; editor, Reginald Mills;' respectively by Hansjorg Felmy
Diable
Richard Bennett. At Odeon. Let- . and Johanna von Koczian.
It will not be the rocker that; the music,
cester-Square, London. Running, time, 95. i
(Meetings
With
the
Devil)
The
two
key!
figures
in
the
film
Jannings-Dietrich impact iriade ' MINS. •
La Sentence
'
;.
(FRENCH—DOCUMENTARYand. while suffering inevitable Jan Van Rooyen --Hardy Kruger | are. Felmy, who dislikes the Nazis
(The Verilici)
COLOR)
comparison, neither Jurgen’s: nor Inspector Morgan . ..... Stanley Baker. : from, the start, but never actively
(FRENCH)
Paris,
Aug.
18.
Jacqueline Cousteau.... .Micheline Presle } fights .them t he’ll go only as far as
Miss Britt need be ashamed of I Sir Brian Lewis...... . . .. Robert Flemyng :
.
Moscow,.Aug, 38.
UGC release oif Jacques Constant pro¬
losing:
his
job
over
the
refused
to
their performances.
Perhaps Police Sergeant....;_ Gordon Jackson 1
duction.; Directed by : Haroun Terzieff. ;
relea^. of Christine Gouze-Renail
WestoverJohn Van Eyssen join the party) and Robert Graf as Commentary, Paul Guimard, R. M. Arlaud;
.Stars Mari«a Vlady, Robert
counting the most against them is jj Postman-:
(A^facolor-KodaChrome),
Ter- nSSf,“;Tfeat?ireS ?_°*er Hanin. Beatrice
........ Jack Macgowran | the Nazi bully, the .boy without camera
the somewhat familiar plot moti¬
zielf, Pierre BSchet, Aldo Scavarda,
Rahnbourj?. Directed by
brains who joins the btownshirts Wan wo Runtu; editor. Monique. Fardoulis. if iH’r ,tuci^
Screenplay, Georges Arnaud. .
vation—the femme fatale and1 the
to get power and work out his in¬ At- Marbeiif, Paris. Running time, |0 Marcel Moussy from an . idea by Robert
destruction of the German profes¬
Hossein; camera, Henri Decae: editor.
feriority
complex:
Anti-Semitism
Herers
a
taut,
welLwritteri
pic
sor who succumbs to her voiles
—plus the. indelible impact Man¬ which gets away to. a good, tense and- persecution of the Jews is ! This film deals with a voyage
nings and Miss Dietrich made in start and works up to a neat payoff. touched upon in the film, but, not that takes in all the important live
their earthier approach to the same Very well acted by a small cast, extensively.
.Roger Hariin
There are many fine touches- in and extinct yolcanos of the world. It
plot. In its era it was pretty | dar¬ “Blind Date” should be a brisk pro¬
’ -. • • •• Beatrice Bretty
has some daring footage alongside
ing stuff. The shocker also came position for all types of audiences. this picture, which starts with 1913 belching craters arid symphonic Francois ....... . . Lucicn Raimbourg
from Janiiings* complete profes¬ Though there , are several flash¬ and carries through to today, when montages of wholesale eruptions.
Five people, three men and two
sional and physical degradation as backs they do not hold up the ac¬ Graf is back as a captain, of indus¬ Though repetitive, this has enough
the crazed, disillus’oned. lovesick tion which motivates from the dis¬ try, employing tbe same arrogance daring to hold interest throughput. women, are herded into the cellar
of a house on a beach to await
former professor whom Lola-lLola covery of a woman’s body in a fash¬ and riitlilessness that got him to
Its expert editing, commentary execution in an hour after kilhng
and the impresario of this -non¬ ionable cottage. A Dutch painter the top under the Nazis, and Felmy
descript
magico-girlesque. -had (.Hardy Kruger)1, is discovered in is ill an important editorial position and general offbeat aspects could an important German officer dur¬
slant
this for specialized commer¬ ing the last war. The condemned
where
he
exposes
Graf’s
past.
Final
metamorphosed into becoming a the house, admits that he was there
to keep a rendezvous with the dead scene has Graf falling down an ele¬ cial showings abroad or for schools people ate resistance Workers and
cheap, abject clown.
i;
vator shaft,' with the narrator ex¬ use. Sheared a bit it could make an the time is just before the Allied
woman,
agrees,
that
he
was
in
the
Jannings was a sort of Teutonic
pressing hope that more of. his ilk excellent medium length pic of an landings..
forebear of the Rev. Davijdson house at the time the crime must might follow. Biit at his funeral, he unusual art house program:
Pic then follows the . agonizing!
school of respectability. His were have happened, but vehemently is honored as; a loyal“comrade.”
Film ends in a brilliantly con¬ wait and their -final execution -as ',
feet of clay, too, the moment he denies his guilt.
Acting is; excellent: A good deal ceived montage of a volcano in full attempts to free them, and the
Detective
Stanley
Baker
does
not
dropped his dignity.. In the UFA
of the action is silent, with an Eng¬
delayed (Allied landing, are too
original tin those days Paramount believe this filmsy yarn and by lish narrator speaking over it. eruption at night which adequately late. Direction fails to infuse this
had an American correspondence- tbugh grilling eventually gets from Much of the commentary, on the fits the title. Here is art off-beat with the needed tension, and the
documentary
with
exploitation
pos¬
business exchange with the Ger¬ Kruger the full story. of how an Germans, their sentimentality and
forced characterizations make this
man film cartel) Jannings went accidental m e e t i n g with the their devotion to militarism is de¬ sibilities.: Color is good despite lag in spite' of a series of agitated
berserk and insane. In the 1959 wealthy and stylish French girl led vastating! .. Device of running the being blown up from 16m. Mosk.
bits sifted in with the wait and
remake scripter Nigel Balchiri: and over the weeks to a passionate af¬ whole thing as a flashback on a
sudden. Character revelations. .
director Edward Dmytryk igave fair, wtiich had to be kept Secret small screen of the old. silent type,
Quickie aspects,: with all military
Les
Yeux
Sans
Visage
Professor Immanuel 'Rath j1 Jur¬ because of her marriage: and posi¬ with a pianist and narrator inter¬
actions appearing off, and a lack
(Eyes W’ithout a Face)
gens) a somewhat “happier” lend¬ tion in society.But when Baker rupting from time to time with
of
plausibility combine to cut the
(FRENCH)
ing. He, too, seeks to choke the reveals that she . was not married, sarcastic songs of the “Three Penny
edge and heroics of the pic. Act¬
: Paris, Aug. 18.
floozy that he had married in in¬ but the mistress of a high-ranking Opera” genre, is effective,
ing is theatrical arid also is sad-Lux
release
of
Cbamps-Elysees
ptoducsane jealousy but tbe kindly High- diplomat the plot becomes thicker.
“Wunderkinder” is clever, disi . tion. Stars Pierre Brasseur. Alida Valli; dled with banal dialog.
Film
school principal is the steadfast Eventually Baker is convinced that tinctly offbeat and highly attractive features Juliette. Mayniei, Francois Guerin, looms chancey in offshore markets
Scob. Directed by Georges Franju.
old colleague who indicates i that Kruger is innocent but who did kill fare. It’ll probably have its. main Edith
Screenplay, Jean Redon, Claude. Sautet, except for possible arty slotting on
the pedagogue - turned - buffoon the mystery: woman and why? Not attraction in the arties, though it’s Pierre Gascar; camera. Eugen Shuftan; its theme.
.. .Mosk.
would soon regain his professional till the last few minutes is it re¬ a treat, for any. thinking; American editor, Gilbert Natot. Preemed in Paris.
; Running time, fO MINS.
position once, he was “cured” oiE the vealed, with a surprise switch.
concerned with, the German prob¬ Professor ...:....Pierre Brasseur
Filles
de
Xuit
faithless marriage and the indig¬
Louise
.J............:...
.
Alida
Valli
The screenplay provides sus¬ lem. Best ..thing about the film is
Juliette Mayniei
nities he had experienced.
(Girls of the Night)
pense. In the flashback scenes, that it manages to say so much, and Edtia
Catherine
.. .Edith Scbh
(FRENCH)
Jacques
Francois Guerin
But the prime shortcoming \ may there’s some fairly torrid Ibve- so well, with a light touch.
Paulette
.
Beatrice.
Altariba
w
„
Paris, Aug. 18.
prove to be the decision producer making between Kruger and Mich¬
' Hilt.
:
t.^rn^,Brosrei^a!®o£CEc-ConstantInJack Cummings, et al., made to eline Presle. The dialog is con¬
P,roduction. Stars Georges
Ambitious horror pic depends on Marshal, Nicole;
give this saga a post-mideeritury vincing and the police station and
Berger; features Gil
In vital ion to Monte
,CIaJ}:s Holm, Kay Fischer, Renato
clinical operation scenes and the
topicality in present-day Western London sequences are . authentic:
J»: ' Maurice Cloche.
Carlo
v
showing of deformed faces for its r5HwAplay’ Andre T?het,
Germany. The fantasy of the staid Christopher Challis’ camerawork
Georges Tabet,
(BRITISH-COLOR)
effect. It has some queasy scenes,
r camera, . Jacques Mercantont
professor of botany is something proves very effective. Joseph Losey
Fanchette Mazin. At Latin. Paris.
but unclear progression and plod¬ editor,
that keys better in modern accep¬ has kept his direction crisp and
Running time. 99 MINS.
' '
Well-made; amiable short fea¬
ding direction give this an old- £^riie ....
tance to another period. .
iGeorges Marchal
handled the flashbacks without
ture bringing in Prince Rain¬
fashibned air. Main offshore possi¬
Miss Britt is an eyeful as the fuSS.;
ier
and
Princess
Grace
and
ex¬
bilities
Would
be
for
dualer
and
seductress. ' Her shoulder-length
Father Henrtan 1.-.*.. Claus Holm
Baker, as the Welsh cop with a
ploiting Monaco scenery; sound
exploitation chances on its theme, :'Ma£«ne ' ‘'
blonde hair; her saucy mien;, and temper, a cold in the head, a pas¬
.. ' * Kay.Fisther
supporting job.1
with arty chances also possible if
manner; the Dietriche.sque style of. sion for cold milk and a determina¬
well sold.
straddling the chairs, which she tion to get his man, gives a power¬
Warner Bros, has an okay ex¬
London, Aug. 18.
A plastic surgeon daughter’s face ploitable
utilizes as props, showing off her ful and intelligent performance
item in this pic about how
Hillcriest release^, of Richmond Film
saucy gams, are eyefuls in every belying the old tag of London po¬ (Euan Lloyd) . production. Features Ger¬ is destroyed in an accident. He some prostitutes are reformed by
maine
Damar,
Gilda
Emmanueli,
Kath¬
gets
young
,
girls,
lured
in
by
a
department. She handles two yocal licemen being so courteous. Since
a
zealous
priest. There are plenty
arine
Page,-Jefferson
Clifford
and
voices
reprises of Frederick Hollander’s Kruger has to spend most of his of Leo Gehn. Nicole Maurey, E. V. H: woman whose face he has saved, of torrid scenes and, if somewhat
“Falling In Love Arrain” 'which scenes either being grilled by Bar Emmett. Written aind directed by Euan and tries to transpose their faces ovefdidactic in its moral preach¬
Lloyd.
Commentary
written
hy
Jack
has served as Miss Dietrich’s-:-'per¬ ker, making love to Miss Presle Davies; editor.. :Terry Trench; camera, ■to-that of his daughter. The opera¬ ment, this emerges an actioner.
sonal theme song over the years, or. quarreling with her, he does John Wilcox,..Tony Braun, Egil Woxholt; tions fail and the daughter finally with exploitable handles on theme
and which also brought the icorn- well to get so. much variety into his music, William Hill Bowen. Previewed at kills the woman.
and treatriient for offshore place¬
Private Theatre, London. Running
poser-rnusician from Germany to performance, though much of his Metro
Director Georges Franju has ment.
time, 46 MINS.. .
Hollywood' and also projects the charm is masked bv boorLsh and Jacqueline .
.'•.: Genrtaine Damar given, this some suspense arid, not . A priest creates a refuge for
.y.--;; Gilda Emmanueli spared any shock details. But the prosties and tries to win them.
new thematic, “Lola Lola.” Which sullen behavior.
She . is . cool, Lindy,
The Matron . .v..-■ .... Katharine. Page
Jay Livingston and Ray Elvans poised and elegant even when be¬ The
Postman .........:. Jefferson Clifford stilted acting, asides to explain away from their ponderers.. They
fashioned for her. The nondescript ing slapped down by. Kruger. Tosca ....... . ....
. i. Himself characters and motivations, and a come, to grips: over a young girl,
but still not. too und.eCorative
.Richard Bennett's music is un¬
repetitiori of effects lose the initial coveted by one of the hoodlums.
chorus also reprises an old Mack duly obtrusive and loud, but Reg¬ . Obviously, designed .as a boost impact. Lensing is excellent and Then she, her fiance and the
Gordon-Harry Warren tune: "I inald Mills’ cutting both fit han¬ Tor the Principality of Monaco! this technical effects okay! The editing priest, helped by repentant joy
YiYi.”
" ■'
dily into a better-thari-average Bri¬ easy-ori-the-eye and pleasant travel is too leisurely and lacking . in girls, win a.moral and physical Vic¬
Jurgens proves a flexible H per¬ tish suspense drama.
Rich.
feature pic . stands up as good snap for this type of film. Mosk.
tory over the gangsters.
Mosk.
The Blue Angel
(C’SCOPE—COLOR—SONGS)
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FAMILY GOES FOR DRIVE (IN)
See H wood s Revenue From Abroad
IHIIH PIX ? NO!
In Dip for 1st Time in 10 Years

Yanks Settle for Single-0 "Mufder/
ResolvingBurning
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Venice, Aug. 25...
; Storm in the Venice teacup sub¬
sided this week, just in. time for,
the international film festival to
start unspooling. Following a heat¬
ed exchange of cables, the Ameri¬
cans hacked down and accepted
the status quo. This sees only one
Hollywood pic in the competition
(“Anatomy of a ; Murder”) and. an¬
other (“Some Like It Hot”) closing:
the festbut .out-of-competition.
At one point in the controversy,
it appeared that the Yanks would
pull out over the issue, i.e., Venice
picking only one American film
against three .from Italy and two
front France.
Finally, however. Frank Gervasi,
Mediterranean chief for the Mo-,
tion Picture Export Assn., decided
to drop, the complaint and go
ahead normally, at least for, this
year. There appears little questionthat MPEA will pursue the matter
further, in relation to the I960
fest. .
/■
Some years, back, MPEA actu. ally did refuse to participate at
Venice, That was when the Italians
insisted they had the. right to pick
the. pictures for the fest. Later, a
compromise was reached under
which the Americans submit a pre¬
ferred listf and Venice agreed to
select entries from it. :
This year. MPEA submitted
'Anatomy” as the first: film and
‘‘Green Mansions” next. Venicenixed “Mansions,” arguing that it'
had already been shown in Britain!
(Continued on page 21)

Japanese Pix Industry’s
Jaundiced View of ‘Gate,’
‘Rashomon’ as Exportables
Though “Rashomon’’ and “Gate
of Hell” served to alert American
audiences to the artistic and en¬
tertainment values in postwar Jap¬
anese film production, the local
Japanese industry had little regard
for either of the two pictures, and
it was only with the greatest hesi¬
tancy that they w ere permitted to
become . entries .; at : international
film festivals.
Story is related in a new book
on the Japanese film, industry by
Joseph L. Anderson and Donald
Richie. “Rashomon,” a Daiei film,
had been more or less accidentally
selected, for the 1951 film fest at
Venice.
Daiei topper, Masaichi
Nagata, was: extremely hesitant;
Says the book: “He was afraid of
failure and the consequent humil¬
iation. but worst of all was the
fact, that the film had not been
made ‘especially for export.”'
History of the two .Japanese pic¬
tures interestingly parallels that of
some. of . the neo-realist postwar
Italian pictures like “Shoe Shine,”.
“Open City,” “Paisan” and “Bicycle
Thief.” While they... opened the
world market to Italian films, and
firmly established the Italian im¬
ports in the States, Italian audiences and critics foiihd .them, aver¬
age and were vastly surprised at
their success!
. In the instance of “Rashomon”
In Japan, it almost wasn’t made,
being considered “too offbeat/*
Anderson and Richie relate. As
far as “Gate of Hell” was con¬
cerned, “the Japanese critics were
completely confounded by the for¬
eign success” of the film and “their
attitude Was one! of. the insillted
and the injured,- since these for¬
eigners seemed to suggest that the
Japanese; critics did not know their
business.” Some critics even felt
that Japan had suffered a national
insult,

‘P&B* for Dallas in Oct.
: Dallas, Aug. 25:
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Porgy and
Bess” (Col) is now seen, as an
October starter at the Melba Thea¬
tre. The tenancy is expected , to be
longterm.
It is figured that the Melba will
close in September for the conver¬
sion to the Todd-AO process.

TEXAS DRIVE-IN CHAIN
Chas. Albert and Bill Ran Form
Al-Ra Theatres

—•. : '
V
.— -+ Foreign earnings of American
tdi Ai ODncpen iki ottn Pir ,fiIm companies abroad, probably
-,,•••
TRIAL ORDERED IN RKO PIC
for the first time in more than a
Suburbia,.a sprawling area adja. ,
decade, will be off quite sharply in
cent to most cities, is teeming with Poe’s CJaim^.Re ‘Naked Sea* to Be 1959. Business done by Yank films
actuai _and potential drive-m pa.
Adjudicated
in virtually all of-the major martrons. What the1 individual ozoner
PxrA p^tnrAc awpc Prn kets Save one—Brazil—has been
is doing
, to entice,
its | . Whether RKO.Piptures owes Pro- off^n
off^n varying
varying degrees
degrees so
so far
far this
this
is.
doing^to
entice, and
and hold
hold its
share of that trade is revealed in a ducers Representatives Inc. $8,828
survey of: three representative in connection /with, services renrevenue the extent of
ozoners in metropolitan New York, dered on -a. tuna fishing documen- ^^eannofyet be determtaed
"Passion pits with pix,’/ as drive- f«ry. must he determined by trial. 5! ,.“ inevitable result of a nattern
iris were often referred to in their Ruling
was made
by
N.Y. Supreme
isjne inevitaDie result oi a pattern
ps were oiten reterreq^io ill in^ir
b
_
.
J
T nretn which has. been developing for
infancy, is an outmoded term, /for Court Justice Charles A, Loreto
.
American films though
the outdoor theatres now cater al- m denying PR summary judgment,
.V111?: American mras. inougn
tne outaoor. tneatres now cater ai
headed hv
Pne
individually still capable of doing
most - exclusively to the family , \K- beaded by^ejmour Foe,
,
business are grabbing
trade
At least that’s the case as claims that under a June, 1958 uigger top Dusmess. are graoDing
trade. At least mats tne. case as
_p
it was to assist in sell- a smaller share of the market. In
far as Harry Appleman’s Rockland agreement it was to fssistinsen
■ - in Britain—
TJHve-Tn Theatre Monsev N Y* tag ‘ The Naked Sea,” an RKO reinstances—as in uritain—
ijrive m meatre,^ ivionsey,
.
presented hv Theatre Pro- this has been due to the decline
the Skouras Route 303 Drive-In, lease presenteir oy ineatre Fromarket ner se
In others
Oranpehrirg N Y and Fastefn ductions Inc.. Deal called for PR or tne market per se. in otners,
Orangeburg, jn, y., ana eastern , rpnpivp ocr.
the film’s gross as m Japan, competition from local
Dregrarne corcerne" US'
’ over the first two years of dis- fll^Cboa^rtmcUl and real) ha,
By GEORGE GILBERT

. r San Antonio, Aug. 25.
Charlie Albert and Bill Rau have
teamed up to. form Al-Ra Thea¬
tres Inc., and have purchased three
ozoners in Corpus ChristL They are
partners here in the operation of
the Cirle 81 Drive-In. Albert and
another partner operate the Sam
Pedro Outdoor Theatre and Rau is
partner with another individual in
the operation of the Bandera Road
Drive-In.
,.u
. The duo have acquired the Surf,
62d and Lexington and the Twin
Palms Drive-Ins in Corpus Christ!!
Albert said that the Corpus.
Christi ozoners will follow his long
"‘‘Sea’’’*grossed
the!. .« is virtually impossible to oh:
“Sea” grossed $294,000
$294,000 in the
established policy, of operating with l'lthina cpmtortapie _su-mne raai- tw0-vear
neriod PR claims and fain exact figures. The most recent
the family in mind! “We will give
otTimes-Sq^tap^Beyg^ Coun£f thaf sum is $8,828. RKO, on I estimate of Eric Johnston, preslthe best Hollywood has,” he said,
County1N^ YWealtti?lergen the other hand, denies that it owes dent of the Motion Picture Export
“without depending on sex movies laAd
-dd■ county, jn . 1 - w eaitny uergen, artvfhing . Pointing, out,that RKO Assn., has been that, in 1958, the
to draw' crowds. I have never- run; with an estimated 700,000 popula- . entitled to recover distribution Americans earned about $217,000a sex . picture in 31 years iri. this tion and just over the Hudson
Sl St 000 abroad. Johnston includes
business.”
River, has:„long„been jocularly■■■.•J-en^s from the gross before other Canada in this figure and he tags
known as New York s bedroom. deductions are made. Justice Lo- it as funds potentially remittable
Both
of such
such reto held that there “appears
^
Both counties
counhes are
are a
a maze
maze _of
to to the U. S. Real dollar remittance
superhighways
J. TurnTurn- be a friable issue” as to whether ' to N. Y. is considerably less,
superhighways as*
as the
the NN; J,
■
_ . due the
pTaintiff.
Both at MPEA and at the compike, Garden State Parkway,
P»kway, N
N. Y. Bny'umis'due
hie plaintiff
Thruwray and Palisades Interstate ,?n> sum is due tne p ainun.
panies it’s conceded that foreign
Parkway.'
earnings this year will be off. It is
...-Mostly lst-Rnns .
/'-..:'
..-• . j a i i . «|
a subject for considerable con¬
The Rockland, 303 arid Paramus |17Q|| ffk TA Inti
cern, for the overseas revenue to¬
drive-ins are more or less typical 1 f dll Lsll III el dll
day represents a solid part of ths
of ozoners in New York’s metro-r
base on which the industry stands.
politan area since practically all vy n
A
A
• - About 50% of overall revenue, and
of them draw upon the same class . || \ TA VOA VAlTiPf in the instance of some companies
of patron and are located on or UilJi 111 i/VV kill f Ivl more than that, comes from ths
‘-Spartacus,” Bryna Productions’ near modern highways. With ex¬
foreign market.
initial film for Universal, will wind ception of occasional reissues, the
- • ) . T
)
It is this development which
up costing, close to $16,000,000, drive-ins surveyed are committed
P lCATICidlTI C I lid lias cued the distributors’ interest
Kirk Douglas- disclosed this week. to a first-run policy..
LllOdldlvlll O Lllv m foreign tv and has sparked dis¬
In New York to discuss: sales arid
Business at the 303 is! 10 to 15%
cussion on the exploration of the
release, plans with U executives,
Eise
(Continued on page 16)
. Part two of Sergei Eisenstein’s
(Continued on
on page
page 20)
20)
. (Continued
Douglas /revealed that another
—
“Ivan the Terrible/’ along with an
‘ _■
$500,000 will be spent to film a m
#
hour-long Soviet documentary on
six-minute battle scene in Spain.
A crew is currently in Spain to
ouired for U S. distribution by cy
make
arrangements with the iwuuuuum viivu
llavveys Janus Film.
Nnirol /<W)n'fa Roioll’l
Spanish army to provide the nec¬
TTIO 11
(Al
l.- !f
There W’ere originally suposed
IlUfCi \ vvllllv Aajafl /
essary troops and to scout loca¬
tions- Filming is scheduled for
October.1 Present plans are to re¬
States, via Artkirio, the Soviet film
By PAUL GARDNER
lease the film about Easter as a
United Artists plans to sell Ed- agency. Part two was shot, but
9
Ottawa Aug 25
70m roadshow attraction..
ward Small’s “Solomon! and Sheba’* then criticized as deviationist.
Nicholas Monsarratf Engli^hDouglas described' the .film as in a two-stage campaign, designed Eisenstem made a public apology, ^ ■ novelist who left the
the. most expensive ever made in to help boost the picture via a Offered tq make .certain ch^ges, ffi h commissioner’s Office in this
Hollywood; Although he preferred strong accent on the new Super and Stalin is said to have agreed
®i#; , . tm
home) a f«>w vean
to shoot the entire film in Holly¬ Technirama 70 process. The Bibe«Jease_of Jim pfctuw in ^g^r fiSl-ttae writing, has more
wood, he pointed! out . that it was lieal spectacle is due as UA’s that version. However, Eisenstem °
,
. international
impossible to obtain 10,000 men of Christmas attraction It’ll open in fell ill (he died in 1948) and the
than- eyer m ^ernaUpnal
the U. S. Army for the intricate 30 selected ddmesUc arid 13 for- “corrections” were not made. The
. a«iPnment from
maneuvers required for depicting eign situations.
picture was never released.
a no^S
an authentic battle. scene.
“It.
Extensive ad campaign hinging
The documentary on EisenMn s ^lm1
Would have been impossible to on the widescreen system Is being) stein, considered to have been
P?ctnr<»«
employe Ordinary extras,” he prepared at DA. According to Wil- one of the world’s great fllmmak- SSSS
noted;
liam J. Helnenian, UA’s distribu- ers, was finished recently In the releases through Wsrnera. MonAsked if it would have been less tion v.p., Super technirama stands Soviet Union. It includes excerpts sarrat thinks it s the: first socn
(Continued bn page 20).
(Continued on page 20)
I
(Continued on page 22)
^
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"Spartacus’ Soars
To $10-MiI, New

Techlyrama Cues

Monsarrat’s Pre-Pic

UAMon Sheba

Could Bring Him 175G

'*

book sales, for film rights only.

^OOOyOOO AD-PUB BINGE
unp’ ruAPinTQ rppAcrn ^%o“5w^Tnf^
TO KEEP BEN-HUR’
CHARIOTS GREASED
jW-nUii tnAlUUlij
umAjeU jfjsM a1"?
K^yyv^vyy

An advertising-promotional exV
penditure of moire .'..than $3,000,000
is contemplated by Metro for the
launching of “Ben-Hur.” The cam¬
paign/which has been gaining mo¬
mentum during the past , few
months, moves into high geari this
week with the arrival;in N. Y. of
the company’s fieldmen for a
first-hand briefing on the promo¬
tional endeavors. The advertising
campaign, including the formats
of the ads and the placement pro¬
cedure, was . presented to prexy
Joseph R. Vogel last week by pubad veepee Howard Strickling, with
the latter receiving the greeniight
to unleash the drive.
There will be no .stinting in get¬
ting the $15,000,000 production,
the costliest picture in the history
of the film bizj off the ground. A
total of $1,750,000 has been allot¬
ted for newspapers alone for the
launching of the film in the first
40 cities. Of this amount, $200,000
will be spent in New York for the
world premiere at Loew’s State
around Thanksgiving Day; Under
the release pattern established by.

Metro—providing for exclusive
territorial ’ engagements—it’s exterritorial’
ex¬
pected that the pictiire will be
situplaced in approximately 150 situ¬
ations on a hard-ticket run during
English-speakthe first year: Only English-speak¬
abroad—-with Lon¬
Loning countries abroad—with
Christdon set to get it around Christ¬
mas—will see the picture during
rieciesthe first year because of the neces¬
sity of careful dubbing for foreign
lingos.
'Know-Aboot' Jackpot
'Know-Aboot*
Under the direction of Oscar
Doob, who heads a
a special “BenconsiderHur” promotional unit, consider¬
able headway
headway has
has been
been made
made in
in
able
bebuilding word-of-mouth long be¬
unfore the picture is officially un¬
Sirtfflriger
veiled on Broadway. A Siodflnger
& Co. survey, underwritten by
Metro; indicated that 534 of every
knew about “Ben1,000 persons knew:
percentHur” as of July 25. This percent¬
age of “know-about” is said to be
the highest ever recorded for a
motion picture.
multiThe buildup has been a multi¬
faceted one, .involving
involving a variety of
promotional gimmicks. Approxi¬
Approxi-

•

V

mately 100
100 merchandise tieins
have been signed. . Many of these
arrangements include the payment
of royalties to Metro for use of
the “Ben-Hur” title. Merchandise
tieups;
tieups: involving royalties were
concluded by Stone Associates, a
firm specializing in this endeavor,
endeavor.
The non-royalty deals were arar¬
ranged by Doob’s department.
'
Department Store
Among the merchandise items
authorized are a piishmobile scoot¬
scooter type
tyPe chariot, plastic toy breast¬
breastplate
and
shield,
chariot
whip,
PIate
sword and
arid buckler, cut-out toys,
chariot hobby kit, toy dagger and
sheath, chariot race board games,
arena toy play set, trace and erase
coloring sets, bow and
arid arrow set,
assembled plastic chariots, adult
paint-by-number sets, beach towels,
biscuit and cookie arrangements,
carifty packages, ballets and bill¬
cantiy
billfolds, writing kits, key cases,
folds;
purses, jigsaw puzzles, record al¬
albums, picture postcards, bookends,
umbrellas, scarfs, sun suits, sweat¬
sweatshirts, jewelry, fashions, etc.
tContinued on . page 18)

around 100 years ago, somewhere

Sarawak, still living who wrote a
*x>ok from it some years ago.
Monsarrat had long harbored the
thought of doing such a book, hav^8 spent some time in Sarawak;
°ut Sperling phoned him out oi
the blue from Hollywood with the
same idea—getting his number
from Monsarrat’sN.Y.agent,Willis Kingsley Wing. Being familiar
with that part of the world, he expects the project will take him
only about a year; and and he has
no wish to try writing screenplays,
preferring to leave that to trained
screenwriters,
Just before starting that, Mon¬
sarrat goes to England next month
to deliver to his publisher, Cassel
& Co., his new, yet untitled, novel
—his first sea story since “The
Cruel Sea,” but set in peacetime;
and a collection of short stories*
whose Satevepost-published “The
Ship That Died of Shame” was
filmed in England three years ago.
“Cruel Sea” and “The Story of
Esther Costello” have also been
filmed, and he has just sold film
(Continued on page 2Q}
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PICTURE GROSSES

Hole’ Wham $28,000, LA; ‘Rocket’ Big
18G, Denim’Dandy 15G, ‘Phillys’ 21G;
‘North’ Tall 13C, ‘Porgy’ Fat 22G

‘Kelly* Brisk $22,000,
Denver; ‘Oregon’ 10G

Det. Dandy; ‘Mummy M^hty $21,000,
Tamango’ Great 35G, ‘Hole’ 22G, 3d

: . Deliver, Aug. 25.
City is packed with holdovers,
most of which are remaining quite
big. Ace newcomer is “Yellowstone
I Kelly,”. rated great at Paramount.
*
Detroit, Aug. 25.
‘ “Oregon Trail” is only fair at the
“Tamango” Is doing, grekt biz at
Denver. “North by Northwest”
the Fox to get top downtown coin
continues fine in • fourth Orpheum;
in another healthy week here.
session. “Middle of Night” is hotsy
“Mummy,” however, is rated
In second at the Centre.
Los Angeles, Aug. 25. 4----—-—;-. ■ ■ ■
Estimates for This Week
Wham at Broadway-Capitol. “That
Estimated Total Gross
Four fancy openers and some!
a,.
_
-Aladdin (Fox) (1,324) (90-$1.80)
Naughty Girl” looks nice at the
This Week , ....... $591,000
lusty holdovers are giving local ;
KfiV LllV IrfOSSfiS
—“South Pacific” (20th) (10th wk).
Palms.
first-rur.s a brisk backing in cur-t
J
(Based on 21 theatres)
Big $4,000. Last week, $3,500.
Meanwhile, “A Hole in Head” in
rent frame
Current round is
—:—-■ .
Last Year ......... $577,200
■ Centre i Fox) <1.270) <$1-$1.45)—
third week at the Michigan 'and
headed by first general release of1
Estimated Total Gross .
(Based, on 23 theatres)
“Middle of Night” (Col) (2d wk).
“Darby O’Gill and Little People”
“Hole In Head,” smash $28,000 in !
This \yefk
. $2,565,700
Hep $9,000. Last - week;. $11,500.
in second week* at Madison con- .
four theatres. “Young Philadel-|:
.Based on 21 cities and 221
Denham Jlndie) 11,584) (75-$1.25)
tinue great.
“North by North¬
rhians," ato on first general re- j| theatreSt €hiefiy first runs, in- . - •>—“Five Pennies” (Par). (3d wk).;
west” flies high in seventh week at
lease, is looking for a mighty $21,- j cludinn ’v v ,
Oke.$6;800, Last week, $8,000.
the Adams. “Anatomy of a Mur¬
000 or better in three houses.
j
Lasi: year
,.. . $2,640,100
•. Denver (Fox) <2.432) (75-$L25)—
der” continues smash ih eighth
“Oregon Trail” (20th). Fair $10,week at United Artists. “South
“Have Rocket. \Vill Travel! ■Is];
iBasc don 21 cities and 241
000. Last week, “Anatomy: of Mur¬
heading for a boff $18,000 m three : theatTesJ
Seas Adventure” is w.ham in 47th.
der” (Col) (3d wk>, $10,000.
spots.
Blue Denim looks big n ~
• - - • •
week at Music Hall,
Orphenm (RKO) (2.690) ($1$15,000 at Fox Bev opening week..■.■•'
Estimates for This Week
$1.25) — “North . Bv Northwest”
“Big Operator*’ looms hefty in ' IVV*
• 1 9 If ■ f T*
Fox (Fox-Mich) <5,000;, $1.25i (M-G) (4th wk). Nice $9,000. Last
$1.49) — “Tamango” (Indie) and
Toronto. Aug. 25.
first Los Angeles week.
; I IlCf KIIP 11111 I ill
Among newcomers, “Count Your“Orders to Kill’
“North By Northwest” continues I l/luvlUlv IlVl It/VBj i week, $10,000,
i Paramount (Indie) tt<2.100) (900.. Last week. “Return of
r Blessings,” is big while “The Mum- $35.000..
to head regular holdovers with a
(WB). mvM at s fivp hmisp combo shapes Fly* . (20th>
(20th) aand. .“Alligator Pep-.
tall $13,000 on tap for fifth Egyp- ;
f\l •If
OV
1 O/1 $1,25)—“Yellowstone Kelly” f.!*.B).
G\eat»
“Have Rocket. Will Trav- pie” (20th), $14,006.
tian stanza. “Nun’s Story” looks
rlllllV*
I /■ _ cules”
iWB) (2nd wk), $18,000.
iel” looms very good for four) Michigan (United Detroit) <4,000;
robust in ninth week at Hollywood
1 lllllj y 1/VCII lLvI
houses. Of the holdovers, all in * $1.25-$i.49)—“A Hole in Head”
Paramount. “Anatomy of Murder” ;
*
| third stanzas, “Nun’s Story” is j (UA) and “Pier 5, Havana”) (UA)
shapes socko in eighth round at !
.: Philadelphia, Aug. 25.
doing turnaway weekend biz while | (3d wk);
Great $22,000,
Last
"Warner Bev.
Philly is still suffering from the
“Porgy and Bess” is sold out four week, $22,500;
Hard-ticket pix, all doing well, ;long heat spell and fact that many,
weeks ahead. “Hole in Head” and . Palms. <UD) <2.296; $1.25-$L49).
are being tonped .bv “Porgv and folks are out of town. But there
■ “Say One for Me” are rated lusty. —‘That Naughty Girl” (Indie) and
Bess.** fancy $22,000 in sixth Car-fare some bright spots. Probably
!
Estimates for This Week
“Beatniks” /Indie). Fine $14,000
thav round"
the most outstanding is the excel! Carlton
Dan forth
Fairlawn
\yeek.Tniara”
“Cry Tough”
OJA) auad
‘ Estimates for This Week
.showing being made by
Carlton,
uaniorin,
ran-iawn, Last
„in noVS
ittai $16,000.
cifinnn
Days Tulara”
(UA),
.
.
__ „
. TT .
[ “Devil’s Disciple opening round
Humber (Rank) (2,318; 1,330; 1,- “10
Madison lUD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.49)
Pittsburgh,. Aug. 25. ' ,165; 1.203; 75-$1.23>—“Have Rock¬
_ ®\at the Viking. “Yellbwstone Kelly”
(Metropolitan-FWC >
—“Darby O’Gill” (BV) and “30
i5?* is rated
smooth at Stanton
Combination of heat and steel m
et, Will
(Col) and
Qnei
Rnplrpf I'.“V,
2
—
L while
*'■■*■■!
will Travel”
iravei IVOU
aim “30
ov Foot
rvui
Foot Bride” (Col) (2d wk). Hotsy
wr
• 25£"!^J?S5?. 55SJ2 I
grosses. k*re Bride" <Ool). Very good $30,000.
Will Travel”
^rni?ndsmaeshen$l8.-1 - ----- Stanza "at-Vie..F^x;!this JE*** jThe.- two new^entries | Last week! at Carlon only, “Be- j Broadway-Capitol ^2T^?°
Tom
fUD) . (3,500;
i®"1 Dooley
x °ley
^asV 51
{ money by a holdover is being; are “Blue Denim ” being great at cauSp - 0f You” <U> and “Thunder
R 0. Last ^eek. Hillstreet^ with J racked up by “North By North- ; Fulton, and “Darby O’Gill and Lit- 0n Right” (U) (reissues) $10 000. . $1.25-$1.49)—“Mummy”
„
- (U). TerNew Fox, Fox Vrhilshire, jtHoU- j west,” still very big In second■? tie People” at Stanley, where
Dolton Glendale Kingsway
$21,000. Last, week, “Tingler”
day for Lovers
’20th).
Here |frame at Stanley. “Hole in Head”- shaping just good: “Anatomy of Prince of Walesf^State’(Taylor) (L-1-.‘tGol) and-■‘Tace''--of Fire” (AA) (3d
Come Jets ‘20uh)f $11,000. Hoi-j aiso shapes rousing in sixth Gold-r : Murder” still is holding heftw in nco. ons. co'7. Vonn- fios”rlrV tTQ iy'n

Broadway Grosses

‘Mummy Wham
$30,000, Toronto

‘Disciple’ Hot 15G,
PhOIy; ‘Beat’ 12G

‘Denim’ Bangup
$12jM0 in Pitt

-“Nun’sTtory”
WB) (3d
<3d Avk).
AVk) $125-$1.50)-“Anatomy
of a MurEdge of City” iM-G>.
Hefty) Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1.430; ’
Estimates for This Week
—“Nun’s
Story” (WB)
^
Weekend turnawavs to fancv
Big $12,000.
$6fi00. Last week, with Loyola, |$1.10-$2.60)—“South Seas Adven-I Fulton (Shea) i 1,635; 85:-$1.50)— \)yee]cen^
fancy $16.$16,- ^
^er (Col) (8th_wk).
th
“Say One fo; Me” (20th), “Miracle {ture” (Cinerama) (27th wk». Fine. “Blue Denim” ■ 20thC Great $12.-J 000 Last week, $17,000;
Last week, $12,i
IIs” *20th>
'20th> (2d wk],
of Hills”
wk>, $11,800. j $6,500. Last week. $7,500.
} 000. Last week, “Go, Johnny, Go” ) Hyland (Rank) (1.037; $1)—“39
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,1 Steps’^ (Rank) (4th wk). Still strong 208; $l.^-$p5)-“Southt Seas AdFox Beverly tFWUi «1,150; $1.49-} Fox (Milgraml (2.250: 90-S1.80)— | (Roach), $4,500.
(Cinerama) (47th wk).
Harris. (Harris). (2.100; $1-$1.50.): at $7,600. Last week, $8,000.
Boffo | “Beat Generation” (^M-G).
-“Blue Denim”
r\t AJlirilar"
.
.nn, ,n mn. a
$20,000.
Lastweek,
Murder”..-Col) (5th I Imperial
(FP)
(3,343; $1-$1.25)— wnamo
$15,000.
Last week, “Hole in $12,000. Last week.: “Big Operator”’ —“Anatomy of
<M-G). $13,000.
1 wk). Hefty $7,500. Last week,
Head” «UA» '9th wk!, $7,300.
Say One for Me” (20th) (3d wk). 51%i900'
Trans-Lux
Krim
(Trans-Luxl
Goldman
'Goldman)
(
1
.
000
;'
$7,700.
.
;
Oke $10,000. Last week. $13,000.
Orpheum. New
Fox, rui
Fox Wil.uiiiuciuu,
new rwi,
wn- t1 in
Qn,
M1
“Middle of
International (Taylor) (557; $1)— (1,000; $1.49-$1.65)
Shire, Loyola Metropolitan-FWC* 1 $1.10-$1.80’—“Hole ih Head” (UA) f Peim. *UATC),(3.300; $1-$L50)--,
|
«
6
th
wk).
Big
$14,000.
Last
week,;.“North
by
Northwest”
(M-G)
(2d
|
“Gigi”
(M-G)
(56th
wk).
’
Still
Night”
(2.213; 765; 2.296; 1,298; 90-$1.50)—
j« ^ nAA
*
C*t:n
c aaat. «-a4- a
• ___ • •
•
««. •
• tQ
r\f\f\
$3,000.
Last week, $3,5.00.
wk). Still
big at $15,000.
Last sturdy $3,000. Last week, ditto.
“Hole in Head” 'UA) *ist general«
Midtown ''Goldman) <1.000;; week, $18,000.
_
_
Loew’s (Loew)
r2,075; 75-$1.25)—
release* and “Guns, Girls and!
$1.10-$180»—“Blue
Denim” (20th)! Squirrel Hill <SW) <824: $1.25)—j “Hole in Head” HJA) 1
Gangsters*’ .UA*. Great $28.000.3 70d
t
Last week, “Orpheum with Pan- (2d wk). Big $10,000 or near. Last; “Middle of Night” iCol) (4th wk>. I strong $13;000. Last week,
week. $12,000.
': Hep $2,500. Last week; $2,800.
I Tivoli (FP) (955;
(955: $L50
$L50-$2.50)—
tages. “Big Circus” (AA), “West-e«?nJ-1,*;
Randolph
(Gcldman) <2.250; 94-1 StanleyfSW) (3,700; 85-SI.50)— “porgy and Bess” (Col) (3d wk).
bound” (WB* ’2d wk), $11,700.
Ui
ao) —
$1.80)
—
“Anatomy
,
of
Murder”
“Darby
O’Gill”
(BV).
Healthy
$13,Capacity
sellout
at
$14,000.
Downtown Paramount, . Hawaii, i] fr*iV
h
‘Col) (4th
wk>. Sock $16,000. Last 500.
Last week. “Yellowstone
Towhe (Taylor) (695; 75-$1.25)—
Wiltern < ABPT-G&S-SW) (3,300; if week,
S
$20,000.
I
‘Room at Top” (Cont) (13th wk).
1.106; 2.344; 90-$1.50)—''‘Young |! Stanley SW> (2.900;. 99-S1.80)—| Kelly” (WB); $9,800.
Minneapolis, Ang. 25.
Warner <SW) ( 1,500; $1-$1,50.)^- |.Hefty $6,000. Last week, ditto.
Philadelphians” (WB) (1st general,;I' “North
h\
The national American . Legion
*<North by Northwest” *M-G) (2d ; “Five Pennies” (Par) (3d wk); Okay
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 75-$1.25)
convention:
is attracting an esti—“Count Yohr Blessings” (M-G).
W&S2?5o(fr<^LSt SS;!!^b0^a11 $28’00Q: Last week, ‘.$8,500. Last "«*, S12.60Q.. [
This mated 100,000 visitors here curLusty $13,500.
lEarth is . Mine” (U) (6th, wk), $5,- rently, but undoubtedly is not help! 500 in 5 days.
ing film biz to any extent. A real
\ __..I.
__
exception is “South Seas Adven-.
?iK g'
Last week, “Last Train
Seattle*
BG ^'
—_'; __-_
Adven-,
Seattle; ‘StorV’
‘Story’ Dlx,
6G,
6'
JA>sses .!?**'. *^1?sufs* ^POjiGun Hill” iPar) -4th wk). $6,000.
prauie,
ture”.
ture,”. being boosted to a giant
Wiltern with Ins, Downtown, ‘ Five ] studio (Goldberg) <483;;94-$1.80>
Seattle,
Aug.
25.
<483; 94-$1.80>
„
. .
! if I
D!_ 11,11.total in ninth session.
Pennies _ (Par) (1st general re- _“R00m at Top*’ (Cont)(8thwk):
Th|reare toomanyholdovers^at HUD tOOlCr.DlZ Hotter,
Biz generally is holding up well,
Advep-i|B^ $5,500. Last' week' $5:800.
thejirst-runs here this week but
,•
ffOO flAA
rtAA with
^ holdovers
holdover4 in
m.
•. r n >
fOa
in most
most first-runs!
first-runs.
ture ‘.Par*, S15./00.
; . Tr.ns-Lux «T-L) .500: 99-$l:80) some spnghtly newcomers are^bol‘nenffll
Uenim RoflSlIMf
KonSM $22,000.
5Z2.U0U. Sole
Sole big
big arrival
arrival is
is “Yellowstone
“Yellowstone
Vogue (FWC) <810; $1.25-$3)—| —“Middle of Night” <Col) >7th wk- stermg the TOvcr-an picture.. “Rewuuii
nyuoui^
Kelly,”
rated
sock
, . ■ r
7
J Kelly,” rated sock at
at Lyric
Lyric. Sixth
Sixth
“Big Fisherman” .BV) «2d' wk).]! 8 days). Fair $3,000. Last week, turn of the Fly . ooms tops^among
^nr^|l,
week for
for “Norih
“Norih by
by Northwest”
Northwest” ia
is
‘North’ Vprv
Vanr RlIT
Rur 9RC week
Lush $11,000. Last week, $11,200.1 f$3,500.
new entrants. iyith Mg. takings at
HOtUl
nUl UI Itff
fWjf Dig LOU
f.pu sdeko: Fourth.for!VHole
Fourth.for: “Hole in Head”
State <UATC» (2,404; 90-$1.50W;l
^.leyV'L00(bT 75-$1.80W
‘
Boston, Aug. 25.
• also is smash.
sinashi'.:.'‘.Thi.Sx'Earth
IS-Mine^:
‘This.Earth Is
Mine”: •
“Horrors of Black Museum'? '<AI):<
Disciple ^ ;
.^mash
> Break in
In the'heat
the' heat wave, which is okay m
in second.; Longest beat
and “Headless Ghost” *AI) l2d wk)J i
Last week,. Cry Tough
^ Plagued film biz for! two weeks, wave in years seems to be driving
Soft $3,500.
!{came
Saturday
(
22), with cooler people into the air-conditioned
how in sixth Music Box session:
* weather bringing welcome
eicome lines .to
from
Trie nAmiiAom iPTVr’.cxc'A' io9R.ll_.f499r
°ow
:to theatres instead of
of away -from
Estimates for This Week
downtown deluxers. Loew's State them,
Blue
Mouse
!Hamrick)
(739;
80j
joined
thad
pix
h!
joined
the:
pix
house
graveyard
Estimates
for
This
Week
?p;r;:ar^¥a°r^VG%atSnAd.: g‘goJk)- <** ^00. ^St week,
(Continued on page 18)
closihc
Sund
closing down Sunday
(23) after a
Academy (Mann) (9.47; $1-$1.25) .
venture” ‘Par) (2d wk). Handy!-.
- _:____
37-year-run. Stout new product is —“Hole in Head” (UA) (4th wk).
$7,000.
!
hypoing biz. “Blue Denim” shapes Smash $6,000. Last week," $7,000.
Cehtnry (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
smiash at the Memorial. “Yellow¬
stone Kelly” is solid at the. Para- $1.75-$2.65)-r-“South Seas Advenbound” (WB) <3d wk). Okay $5,000. MlUIV UlfCf U1I UUl
inount. "Return of Fly” looks slick ture” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Instead
at the Pilgrim.
I of suffering as a . result of the
“Scapegoat” (M-G) (3d wk). Stout
tllf1' OJ. <1__
Holdovers are strong with “Mid- Legion convention, this probably is .
$6,000 or close: Last week, $8,000.
Ilfll /li* 1 SiMfiT
die. of the. Night’’ smart.in second an exception; Matinees . all.. this
at the Kenmore. “North by North- week, and landing huge $26,000,
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.25fvUf
UVTC1
west” is sockeroo at Orpheum in same as' last week;
$2*—“North by Northwest” (M*G)
Baltimore, Aug. 25. J $1.50)—“Man Upstairs” (Indie) (2d! second. “Porgy and Bess’
Gopher ; (Berger) (1,000; $1 'b—
• oth wk>. Lusty $13,000. Last week,1
A
-+ , psmmore,
$19,000.
V Activity is.
is generally uneven this wk). Lusty $2,700 after . $3,200 fine In third at Astor on hard- “North by Northwest’
rarthav iFWfi ,n«.
^rame with new pix making only a opener.
ticket.
. wk),
wk). Socko . $7,000..
$7,000. Last week
week.
beta
8*4 50
“Porev and
,r«iv<«tKi Sif, -.Showing- and the holdovers
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; - 50Estimates for This Week '
$7,500. This is one of best bio. bet
sssr £^^.SiStfilm thdead at wickets. Strong^ $1.25)—"Tingleri* (Col) (2d wk).
Astor (B&Q) (1,381;
1.381; $1.75-$3.3Q) ever to play at house.
♦A'non
' * 1 w*
"eeKpiest are “The Tingler,”. stout in sec- Strong at $10,000 after $20,000 In —“Porgy
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$i)—“Yel
“Porgy and Bess” (Col) (3d wk).
85-$i)—Td,
! ond at the Hipp; “Anatomy of Mur- first.
Slick
ick $17,000. Last week, same, . Iowstone Kelly” (WB). Big $10,000
$10,000.
Warner Beveriy ?SW) *1.612; $2^ der,” nice in fifth at the Stanley
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$1.25)—
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1- Last week, “A Private’s Affair’
$2 40—“Anatomy of Murder” (C°p j and “Room at Top” now in 17th “Third Sex”. (Indie) (3d wkV Nice $1.50)—‘Isle of Levant” (Indie) (3d (WB) (2d wk), $5,000.
‘8ui wks. Socko $11,000 or neari week at the. Playhouse and still $2,200 after $3,000 for seconl
wk). Bright $7,50(1. Last week*
RKO ,. Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
(2 800
Last week, $13.500.
doing big biz.
Mayfair (900; 50-$1.25) — “Pri- $9,000.
$l,25-$1.50)--“Anatomy
Murder1
$1.25-$1.50)—“Anatomy of Murder”
Hollywood Paramount ‘Elect)
‘Elect)] Not doing so well are “Holiday (vate’s Affair” (20th) <2dwk). Slow I Boston (SW-Cinerama)
(SW - Cinerama) (1,354; (Col) (3d wk). Sturdy $12,000. Las
Last
d.468; SI.40-S2.40)—"Nun’s
40)—“Nun’s Storv”
Story
for Lovers,” barely okay at the $3,500 after $5,000 opened
$1.25-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven- week, $15,000.
tWB* *9th wk*.. Robust $11,000; Town; and “Return of Fly,” dull
New (R-F) . <1,6Q0:
ill at
<1,600; 50-$
50-$1^5)^- ture” <Cinerama) (20th wk). Good
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,300: 75-90)—
Last week, $11,900.
)00.
'■ Century, both in first weeks: "Five
“P?v» Pennies”
Pennioc’'-mn-rh
tix wk). Nice .$12,000. Last week, ditto,
Five “Five
(Part (3d
“Go, Johnny, Go” , (Indie) and
Chinese ‘FWC< > 1.408; $2-$2.40) Pennies” is rated nice in third
third $5,000 after $6,000. in
in. previous1 . Capri (Sack) il,150; 90-$ 1.50)— “Plan 9 From Outer. Space” (Indie).
-“narhv nviill”
of ilia Mom
IT, ’ t.
'•
—“Darby
O’Gill” *BV> sMU
<9th wk)..| round at
the New.
week.
. ’’
; “Summer Wind Blows” .-(Indie)..I For kidsteenagers;
Sturdy $7,500. Last week,'$7,900. ]
Estimates for This Week
1 Playhouse (SchwaberV
460;. 90
~
(Schwaber) (<460;.
90-- Opened Sunday (23). Last \veek,-week, $6,500. Last
week, “The Mummy”
H Rey ’FWC* <861: $1.50-$2>—
Century <R-F) <3.200: 50-$1.25)— $1.50) — “Room at Top” (Cont)
(Cont! ‘‘^le
“Isle of Levant” (Indie) (2d wk), (U) and “Curse of Uiidead” (U),
Sturdy $4,000 after $6,000.
^ ^
,
$6,000.
r- utLPicl!lc,a ,20t!l) (9th wk). “Return of.Fly” ' 20th). ana “Alliga- 117th
<17th wk).
$6,000
Fine $4,000. Last week. $4,600.
[tor People” <20th>. Slow $5,000: $4,500 in 16th week.
„ Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)—
State (Par) (2,200; 85-$l)^“This
Wild Strawberries” .(Bidie) (5th Earth Is Mine” (U) (2d wk). Will
Fine Arts «FWC* (631; 90-$1.50) \ Last week. “Big Operator”, (M-G)
Stanley (R-F) (2.800; 50-$1.25)—
50-$1.25V
<UA) <5
(5th wk). Fourth week ended Saturday wind up nice fortnight run iit okay
— Room at Top’«Cont) (15th wk); l and “Beat Generation” <M-G), “Anatomy of Murder*’ ‘UA)
Hotsy $*,500. Last week, $8,200. ; ; $4,000.
wk). Nice $8,000 after.
after $10;000 in f22), oke $3,000; Last week, $3,200. $6,000. Last week, $10,000.
Hollywood 'SW-Ciner:
‘SW-Ciner: ..Cinema
90-Lfourth.
Warner HoUywood
Cinema <Schwaber) (460. 90.fourth.
Gary (Sack) (1.240: 90-$1.50)—
Suburban World (Mann) (800; 85)
rama) <1,389;
Town (R-F) (1.125;
“Anatomy of -Murder” (Col) (7th ^-“Ask Any Girl” (M-G) (2d run).
<1.389; $1.20-$2.65)—“South
$1.2C:$2.65.)—“South ’ $1,50)—“Lady Chatterley’s Lover”
<1.125; 50-$1.25)—;
50-$1.25)Seas Adventure” (Cinerama). Start * (Kings) '7th wk). Oke $2,700 after “Holiday for Lovers” (20th). Okay wk). Fine $7,500. Last week: $9,000. Qj^y $1,800. Last week, “Don’t
ed 48th week Sunday <23 * after [ $3,000 in sixth.
$6,000; Last week. “Hole in Head”'
Head”
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$!^5) Give Up Ship^’ (Par) split with “Old
I$6,000;
big $20,500 last m
eek.
meek.
. J Five West . I(Schwaber)
(Continued on page 18)
Man of Sea” (WB) (2d runs), $2,000.
Schwaber) (460; 9090-1 (UA) (5th wk), $5,000.
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'SI' ‘Kelly"
$10,000 In
Mpls^ mith’ Lood 7G,

6th, ‘Earth’ Okay 6G

lob Cooler, Biz Hotter,

Balto HneveA Bnt

10G, 2d;‘Lovers’

’?1

‘Rot# 4t 17

UP weU.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, August 26* 1959

Chi Biz Robust; Hy Sock $30,000,
^Affair Nice 10G;‘Earth’Solid24G,
‘For Me’ Sparkling 32G, ‘Porgy’ 25G

Estimates At# NH

Film gross estimates as rs^
ported herey/ith from the vari¬
ous key cities,, are net; Le.ii
Without usuUl tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
. estimated figures, are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic.. admission
Chicago, Aug. 25. -f—
■ ■ '...
’ . .
^
First-run biz downtown, coritin_
prices, however, as indicated,
include. the U. S. amusement
Roosevelt is preeming “YellowAMAIIA * *MtIDni?D’ lAr? tax.
stone Kelly” to socko $30,000. The
UiuAn/ij 1t1UI\1/Ij1\ lUli
World’s initialer of “Lady Chatter-1
Omaha Aii* or
I
W« Lover”
Inwr” looks
InoK-rprnfH
SlinfiO
™ '
x,
Wmana, AUe. ZO
ley’s
. record $14,000,
To say the picture is -rosy at
“Private’s. Affair Vat the Garrick: downtown, first-runs “this
expects
nice $10,000.
—f---T
—'iap.v.
1c putting it imldly. The new entries
li/r-• »eCi?nd
,Tkls
JS al Tri-States houses are strictly
Mine” shapes trim at the Chicago, wham With -Hercules” the fattest
Oriental’s “Say One For Me’ is at the Omaha and “Anatomy of
sparkling also m second. ‘Big Cir- Murder” also bright at Grpheum.
cus” is oke m State-Lake fourth. Second week of “Mysterians” is
Anatomy of Murder^ holds to healthy at the State and hard?0Sr C0^n Jn ^ev^th Woods sesh. ticket “South Pacific” looms conNorth by Northwest continues tinues hefty in its 44th stanza at
torrid in eighth stanza at the the Cooper
TTtiifAd .A
iivoaU Af t*a_
_ ..
*.
■ '—- * ■ ■_■ • _
United Artists. Third
week of re-^ ■ 4 -Estimates
for This Week;
Washington, Aug: 25.
Issued. “Modern Times” at the
Copper (Cooper). (708; $1,5QWith a few exceptions, h.o. trade
Cinestage shapes good.
Surf’s

rtId0bbUySt'“ bnehwyP°^es“ HERCULES WOW 16G,

D.C.s Dog Days,
‘Lovers’ Rugged
17G, ‘North’ 24G

New Films lit B’way; ‘Devil’ Hot 54G,
‘Kiss’ Loud 38G, ‘North’ Mighty 185G,
3d,‘Hde’Smash 33G, Tune’ Fast 67G
. Break iii the nine-dav heat wTave
last Saturday (22 V followed by
much cooler weather Sunday and
more of same plus rain on Monday will give all Broadway first( runs a nice lift in current stanza.
The heat came back yesterday
• Tues. i. Launching of two new,
stout pictures also is proving a substantial help.
Standout newcomer is "Devilis
Dffi5ie““Vfa^aang“foV,
Disciple." which is heading for a
great $39,500 opening week at the
Astor and a big $14,500 at the arty
Normandie where day-dating. “It
Started With a Kiss” also shapes
big at around $38,000 on initial
Session at th<* Canitol
.
at the wickets is
“North By Northwest with stage| show, which is holding at a mighty

(Tues.) was big $38,000 or near. Ic
ahead, “Last Train Gun Hill" .(Par)
t3d wk),_ $16,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 90-$2.40)
—“Anatomy of a Murder" (Col)
(8th wk>. This frame winding today
(Wed.) looks to hit big $26,000 or
close. Seventh week, $26,200. Continues.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2>—
*2*0*
Ttfl
e $13,000- T *
222.on ci
M^dle ofNight

'Col)

1,0tJ1a A^%fn nnS Thl 25|?'
(Tugs.) iaas fine- $10,000- TIig ninth
week, $10,500. Holds on until “Look

Back in Anger” <WB)- opens tho
middle o£ September.

ixth lap. Carnegie’s “Room at the Last wbek
50J ' /'
-....sum^r dog^ys^fiere Jfls .f^me.ith.e.Musm Hall. _ ItStas s afourth j wk) .This round winding up tomorsixth
week, $7
$7,500
, J However, ‘ '“Holiday for Lovers”;; and several
r' <Thurs.)
(Thurs t is
for fair
fair
['op” tallied.a
OmahafTriWatoc)
s^r*1 more weeks at current
cu*r*btJ row
is h'eadine
heading for
Top”
tallied a hotsy seventh week, . 1st:weeko$7,o00.;
Omaha
<2.066;
Omaha (Tristates)
(Tris^tes)
J2.066;^75-^>
, shapes bright at Capitol opening gait. “For First Time” plus stage-; S21 OOO First week $32 000 “Blue
and “Five Pennies” is rated good —“Hercules”
<WB>;
Boffo
$
<WB).
Boffo
.$16,000 week. “North by Northwest” con- show’ looks fancy $67,000 in second i Aneel” (20th) ooens Sent 4
^eighth at the Esquire.
cir Hercules
close. Last
week.
“Ho
SL08/?^^'
W5fkV«
S?le m ^ socko at Palace in - third: session at the Roxy.
j AS0 City Mute Hrii (RockeOf the hard-ticket pix, “Porgy Head”
(UA) (3d wk),
$6,500
and Bess” notched: an^^^ excellent
Orphenm
(Tristate’s)^(2 877: 7575- c+aA,/^
. Hole_Head ^ wouna its sixtn fe£S)
feuersi ,6^00; 90-$2.75L“North
90-$2.75>—“North
DrahePm (TrisSfesV$®2
fifth W’eek at the MeVickers while $1)—“Anatomy of Murder” (Col>
^
wfriL’'0*i
a»sra^f|} by Northwest” 'M-G) with stager
ouuui 'Seas
oeas Adventure”
Auvemure scoreu-a
000 Last week
-f •r5inmKW inSrf
innu fwA- ««ai!
-- . ——"“T’-i
r -; j snow
wa./. This
j.iu« bc^suuk
“South
scored a Biff
Big $10
$10,000.
week. “Five Pen- Kiii
5?i If
sh?w wu
^d_wk).
session ruuuig
ending
hotsy 48th frafnc at the Palace.
V?" fe'i
*>«»-8oIF o£ » matinee dailj- and ! ^ay ,Wed.) looks *o hold at
Estimates for This Week
State (Cooper) 1743s $1)—"Mys- 2lh?h>U?eieinnI7«<ifamn»Naf PlaJf
-on?
r
1 mighty $185,000. Second was $195.Carnegie (Telem’tM485; $1J50)— terians” (M-G) (2d w’k) ' Still nice
r°und. qqq continues indef. natch!
“Room At Top” <Cont) (7th Wkh at $4 000. Lwt weefc^$6 000 *
&s5;
Porgy and Bess,’ off from previ-j Rivol| (UAT) (1545. $i.25-$3.50)
Torrid $4,500, . Last week, $6,000.
' ■- - ' ■
*
villes is rated weak at the Town, pus week, still un rated smash at; —*.Big Fisherman” (BV) (4th wk).
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 90-$l 80)
Estimates for This Week
$29,000 in Eighth round^at the j Third
^nded last night
—“This Earth is Mine” <U>. (2d
I|AM^J_T III1
Ambassador - Metroimlitan (SWlVVVf.Ipor. It is_now1^ln ninth_ w’eek. j ,'xues.> was okay $15,000, being
wk): Very good $24,000. Last UiiniV ll3l1flV ill
(1,490; : 1.000; 90-$1.25i — <?Nun’s • nnftp.rivate s ^ffair ,lo°ks+iair!If21* j aided by new two-a-day policy and
week, $37,000.
WJ
1/U11UJ 0\My story” (WB) (5th wk). Solid $14,- 000 1]a second^yeek ^at the Pafa- lowered mat prices. Second was
Cinestage -Todd' '1.036; 90• ;O00V:Last^^ weeky $16,000. ■ \
, mount, with Blue ^ Angel <20,hf $15i200.
$1.80) —“Modem Times’’ iLopert)
¥. V *||
(Ol* 9 /'/'* Canitol (Loew) (3 426- 90-$l 49)
^
e,nnnn • mm ■ Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50)—
(reissue) (3d wk.. Okay $8,000.
I VlllP* SflU\ hll —^‘Holiday
fi9'^ur' “F°r First Time” (M-G) and stage— “Holiday for Lovers” <20th>. i
Laist week, $10,000.
^ * ■“vj vIIljl vU Great
$17 000 Last
Last week,
week Russian
Russian
f4(h' week
Y,1^0^2'. i show (2d wk.. Current week finGreat $17,000.
Esqnire iH&E Balaban) (1,350;
r
Dance
Anat°hiy of a Murder looks to ishing tomorrow (Thqrs.) is head^.
Dance FesHval
Festival onstage
onstage. ’
. i!
$1.25-$1.80)—“Five Pennies” (Par)
Louisville, Aug. 25.
25 ■ |
,T _•) (QfU- Qn «fiT 25. hpld
^" $26,000 in eighth iirg for fancv $67,000. First was
(8th wk>. Nice $8,000. Last week,
Hottest weather of the year, with i
Hndd^lsoth^and i FoU?ld at thfe fnt*e^ **£ ^l?,’000 $75,000. Stays.
$8,800.
mercury hitting the 98-degree j i«cadPH^3?b()?n5v^L1TiT-siJi?e ^e>v
; State "Loew) (1.900; 90-$2» —
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90r$O5)^ mark Saturday (22), is not helping j
|i°vpF7’wni ^
hel?fine: “Hoie in Head” (U4,) .7th wk).
“A Private’s Affair” (20th). Dandy film biz in downtown area. De-) Tratpi”6^n
Xtn ;^1?'00P in
^me at the F°iUnJ Sixth found concluded last night
$10,000. Last week. “Darby G’Giil” partment stores and shops too, are ;
ivkft #1 Son ™
; f*»d ‘ ^kay • ?’000Ri!i s^e fWeef at (Tues.) was smash $33,000. Fifth
(BV) (7th wkv, $8,00.0.
feeling the effects of the hot, hu- i1*??**
i ^he 7rans-Lux 52d Street- where week, $35,000.
„
^
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.80)— mid spell. One newcomer is strong, ] ^Keiths (RKO)a.850;90-$1.49)—j day-dating.
, ^ , ; Victoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
“Gigi” (M-G) (26th wk». Great $10> the other weak, cool haven and a Darby O’Gill” (BV.) (3d wk»: Fine| “Diary of Anne Frank finished ; _“Biue Denim” <20thJ «4th wk).
900. Last week. $11000
pleasant way to spend their leisure $11»00P'veek« $!2,000,
| its 23d round at the Palace with a ; This stanza winding up today
MeVickers (JL&SV (1,305; $1.80- time, so patrons are taking advan-| MacArthur (K-B (900; $1.10i—-fine $13,000. . “Room At Top MWed.) looks to hit fine $19,000.
$3.50)—“Porgy and Bess” (Col) tage of the cool, comfortabFe down-‘' “Three Men in a Boat” (DCA).-| moved up to a big $1L|00 m 21st The third. $22,000. Stays a fifth.
(5th wk). Sturdy S25.000. Last town theatres. “Darby O’Gill and Mild $3,500. Last week, “Up Creek” < stanza at -the arty Fine Arts. ; Warner (SW! d.461: $1.50-$3.7o)
week, $26,000.
{ Little People” is sturdy at Rialto, i (Rank) (2d wk), $3,000.
j “Gigi” continues to amaze by hold-; .-“Porgy and Bess’” (Col) '9th wk).
0-$3.4&)—’ Ing a*^
in 42d round ; The eighth round . finished SaturMonroe (Jovan): (i-000; 65-90)— “Beat Generation” coupled with
Ontario (K-B) (1.240;;■990-$1.49)—;
at great $13,400 m
th wk). Oke at Sutton.
j{ day (23) was great $29,000.'
"Great St. Louis Bank Robbery”. “Angry Hills” at United, Artists, “Five Pennies" (Pari (7th
$29,000.; Sev,400.
Estimates for This Week
i; enth, $31,000.
(UA) and “Cop Hater” (UA).. Stout however, looks slow. Both big- ^3,500. Last week, $3,400.
90-$1.25>—
$6,000: Lastweek. “Watusi” (M-G) seaters H.o.'s are'garnering moderPalace (Loew) (2,390;; 90-$1.25>;
—
Astor tCity Inv.) U.094;
(1.094; 75-$2)— {J
First-Run Arties
<UA). Initial j Baronet (Reade*
(Reade' '430;
<430; $I.25-$zj
$1.25-$2)
and “First Man Into Space” (M-G), ate takes, everything considered.
“North by Northwest” (M-G) (3d “Devil’s Disciple” (UA).
is!—“Grand
$7,000.
Estimates for This Week
wk). Wow $24,000. Last week, round winding^up
winding-up today (Wed.) is
1—“Grand Illusion”
Illusion «Cont)
iCont) (reissue)
heading, for great $39,500 or close, ii (9th wk). This session ending toheading
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.80) I Brown (Fourth Avenue) (1.200; • $31,000.
$l-$1.80l— Holding. In ahead, “Horse Sol-'{morrow (Thurs.) is heading for *
—“Say One, For Me” •(20th) (2d | 60-90)—'“Diary ; of Anne Frank”
Playhouse 'T-L) (458;; $1-$1.80)
il) (8th
<8th wk). ! diers”. (UA) (8th wk-6 days),! trim $6,200. Eighth was $5,800.
(20th) f3d wk). Okay $6,000 after! “Middle of Night” fCol)
(Continued oh page 18)
teek $3
000 $11,000.
$11000
.Holds again.
second week’s $6,000.
! Sluggish $2,500. Last week;
$3,000.1
90t$1.49>—-j Capitol (Lu
(Loew) (4.820: $l-$2.50)— j ^ne Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60^90) I Plaza (T-L) (276; 90$1.49»—]
/er” (Kings) I /‘It
“It Started-With
a Kiss” (M-G) '2d . —/Room At Top jCont) (22d wk,.
—“Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par i (2d j “Lady Ghatterley’s Lover”.
Started -W
ge 18/
I wk). First Stanza ended last night; The 21st week ended Sunday (23)
(Continued on page
18
l^0Neat ^°00 after Qpener,s
go:
'
.^'UCU ^ 8$^$^ —- rousing $1L500 and aheaif of
ton-Andersen
Maple's) (1,000;
(1,000: j
V .
v
» Vk '
'"e*Anderson (People’s)
pp»
C*
\ 20th round. I'M;)!,
jpxto *“90
$129-

i

J.,/

; ‘Ship’ 6G

Cincy Perks;/Kiss’Sock

$13,000,‘Jones’Okay 8G,$!&

.B^office Survey
t -N.rtfCBangw-13C,MSurvey$5 500
*

~

'
W
rrfg.
dOth wk). Ninth stanza

(Janus)
tialtn (Fourth Ave.) (3.000; 60concluded Sunday (23) P^ked
picked^up
Rialto
.,
] conchided
up
90)—“Dirby O’Giil” (BV) Strone
j : \ir
*i_
*t-i«
t
j
ikt
it* «. x
o j to hep $10,200. The eighth, wai
First for
for 3d
U $9,400.
$9.4MPS?ayi
Sn indef
indef at
at this
this pace.
pace.
$9,000. Lasf week. “Holiday For i Milaer Weather Tilt* Trade; ‘Nor*’
North First
Stays on
Lovers” (20th),, $6:000.
W^ek,
^Murder’ 3d, ‘Porgy’
Torgy' 4th
aooorooWeek, -Tlple9.
‘Hole'' 2d, ‘Murder’
United Artists fUA) (3,000;
60- "
—“Beat Generation” (M-G) and
:
v
- - •
Initial round finishing today (Wed.)
$D—“Beat^
riiffrv Hills” (M-O
5fin
£
(Continued on page 18)
“Angry.
(M-G). Dull $6,500.
it week
---Last,
Week. “Hcde
“Hole,Jn
in Head”
Head”. (S)
(UA) V' Copier; weather after a lengthy 1 of Anne Frank” «20lh), “Gigi”
heat wave in many key cities cov-[
cov-j (M-G) and “South
“South Pacific” (Magna(Magna-! m
^
i .j t
y c. Cl
CIO
0 AAA
(2d wk), $6400
$6 400
r
-———— •
ered.
|j KlCKCt
/ -•
-——-——
ered by Variety is boosting biz.
biz in ; 20th) are the runner-up pix.
lV0CK€t LOlty
Vp
* D
ii.
-41
y
P 0
01DaHa^
O
(/%m
n. hi r
a
Ptv
PaIIav**
current round. Some sectors are ; A whole batch of new films
films are
>• n*
ILL,
DlZ D6lten
LOVerS
IV,L.. D1Z
DIZ
DOUtl, L0¥{ClS
LOVCiS
still plagued by torrid tempera- :p
reeming this stanza. One of the
fnSCO*
LlFCBS Jftf
M Zlll,
ZlU,
Deuel,
preeming
fflSCO* LlFCBS
n
.. ' f ' op
=
0 eeLJs:m
(M l AAA ill II
o/i
tures as well as the usual
usujd Gutdoorj best newies is “Mummy” (U‘, ter- ,
.
,
DOII J11
DOIl
3)1 l.UUU.
,UUU* ACliV Ml
Oil, competition, and this, of course,
course,Irific
Irific in Detroit and wow in Toron- *•
OIa|4|i’ SaPhA 11
llli.
(v 4Hl
4tn
<
:
(V
m
i, >, fir
< oTn «; hurts: Numerous exhibitors now
now to. “It
"It Started With a Kiss"
Kiss” (M-G).
(M-GV
™IUl
™rul OUUIU
OUtlkO 111),
IIU, OU1
1U1
North
WOW
l
l
ifi
/A'
/n
are
holding
over
pix
in
order
to;
sock
in
Cincy,
looks
big
In
N.Y.
San
Francisco,
Aug.
25.
You” reissues
, . . *■
^ t <-u.
Tu . bring in strong fare for Labor DajM
Day. { "Oregon Trail” (20thV also new,
First-runs here shape strongly
Estimates for This Week
TCanci* r;tv
«
,. ;
Kansas
City, Aug. 25,
'
^ NnrihwPQf” -im d)
: is -modest
modest In'K.C:and
in K.C.and fair in Den- in current session. “Big Circus”
Circus"
*air Of
newcomers are
are
sfrnncf i ■ 8y. Aoftmv.cst
M (j riJ:
Is.- ver,
I shapes
chnnec mighty
mi oh tv at
at Hnlflpn
;■
newcomers
strong
^
Golden CatA
Gat«
“No'rth"hVRI^
t Pair^.-of
Pair
of^“™nmS'
aAregs^ng
on top this frame ioj ; “Deril’s DrsciDle” (UA) looms as opening round while “Holiday For
,wk) 'ftSoHd $13 non
: 23-. here
here currently,
currently, “Holiday^^
“Holiday for:Lovfor; Loi^ !
P _
it: Lovers” is just fair at Fox. “North
: fourth: Last week: $15,500^ :
• ers” at the Uptown being sock
sbck and
and ; thlrd staiiza in a row. In its third , . . f
Yellowstone Kelly” ^ Parmh(SS t JJ^k
thevast N.Y. Music
^fn fwaVY houses a ud by ^,rth* looms socko. in
Capitol (SWr Cinerama) (1,376; X;/
irheria oirav
many pix iils ^°?Ke.rpo_I.
n.:.1" °.r_houses^na
,•» |i fourth
W’arfield
$1 20-$2 6S) “qmYtH
Where
u*a>< Holdovers
jnoiaovers include
mcmae I« R is grossing
b*-vaoiue, more
juuic than ./u.oLxijr
piiiiiv
“Hofnrn
* viv”
munn 'ivoT-f,-*
wameia stanza. “Hava
nav»
L i Rocket, Will Travel” is rated fine
thre” (Cinerama)^^^Sd wk) AGrSt “^Qrth by Northwest,” great; at do opening sessions .at the Han- ;
» hif^^uneven^^cureentlv^ut;
$21 000 Same last WeelT
Midland; “Anatomy of a Murder;” j “Hole in Head” (UA) is moving up
iaa’ °Ut {‘opening
week at Paramount,
second to "Seven Wonders” amoni sdbd at Roxy; and ‘‘Darby 0’Gili,’? j from third to capture secohd place. |?)1?4pP Se^^ aJ1A®oa*5n’ .
«
\ ‘ Porgy and Bess” looks great in
JourSiwCiS’rS^;*
and
Bids to hold until late October Brive-ins are strongly in first-run jandine in third Position missintr'
Houisvilie. iooks nep m
jnf Murder” is big Jn third round
“Windiammer” (NT) foil owe
* picture;tlus session, Dickinson cir-/
4?n\,;ac-$Sifcf -lso. ne™’- ,.Blg Flsberman
(BV), at st. Francis while “Hole in Head"
is okay in N’Y*
N Y- and lu?ty
lusty in L A’
A, {PtiH
’Grand‘(RKO) (i 400^ M’s!' 1ft)— cuiFs Shawnee and Leawood being '
i?
• still is ismash in fifth at the United
narrow margm. Porgy i. “BJue
“Blue Denim”
Denim” «20th).andther
i20th).anbther newnew-.: Artists.
Artists.
"Houdmi" (Par) and
and^Lovini
Von’* combi^d
combined . with
with, their indoor
Glen I
,f .^^1
“Houdini"
“Loving You"
i
(Col) again is winding ‘ comer< is boffo in Boston, L.A. and i
Estimates for This W’eek
(Part (reissues). No complaint at >Pd * Dickinson with
dyeriture”
.and
“The
ifourth.spot,
same
as
a
weekago.;Pittsburgh,
It
is
fancy
in
N:Y.
arid
!
Golden Gate iRKO> <2 859; $1.25)
$6,500. Last week; “Beat Genera- ^leate^u-•Adyenture";'Man. Who
Who Could
Could Cheat
Death.” South Seas Adventure” (Cine-;Phiilv.
< ,
{—“Big Circus” «AA). AVow $21,000.
tion” (M-G) and “Nowhere to Go” J?an
Che
Travel” {Last week, “Don’t Give Up
Will
up Ship"
S
' (M-Jjr), $7,500.
Commonwealth’s Crest and River- } r^aHs finishing fifth. It \yas sixth.:; “Have Rocket, Will
side are ^ first-run. wit
with “Oregon j last stanza.
<Col) is showing amazing strength j ‘Pari and “Hangman* (Par)
Keith’s (Shor t (1,500: 90-$1.25)^ side^
’Anatomy of Murder” (Col) (5th j Yra**/ajld “Son of Robin Hood."
“Yellowstone Kelly” (WB) is /this round, and likely will be heard jAvk^ $^,500.
(FWC» *4,651;
(4.651; $1.25-$
Sl^S^l.SO1—
Wk).. Hefty $6,500; Last week,
\ Estimates for This^Week .
) copping sixth money, first week from additionally in the future,! Fox (FW„C»
1.50J-“Holiday For Lovers”v ‘.20tj!1
<20thi and
$7^000. . ; „
, ^ v
«9?n?r^‘o J?rthW°Sd^*I^°ut in circulation to any extent^./Sirtiish in L.A.. it is last in Toronto, 4t^°RdayFo,V
Sky’” '20th*.
(20th*. Fair $11,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— $2.o0)r- South Pacific
(Magna) j.«*Darw o’Gill” <BV) is wdridine in Fri«;en and Buffalo
< “Spy
Spy In Sky’
Last week’
week, “Return
“Return Of
Of Fly”
Fly” *%th)
*20th)
“John Paul. Jones” (WBV Oke ^.M-wkL-Uflusually strong- $7,500.
^tion
» “Wild ^rSiSes"-(Tanus) now ; Last
$.8,000 or hear, Last week. “Last Last week, spurted to $7,000;
| “HolidaV Fot Lovers” (20thv ton iri its1 lofh ertat^veek in NY is and “Alligator People” (20tli)
Train Gun Hill” (par) (2d w4c)
Crest, Riverside {Commonwealth)!
5• ••0]! Lp'ers 20th .top in its 10th great \\eek in N.Y., is l2(j
$6,o00 in 4 days.
$6,300.
' (900: cars each; 90c)—“Oregon if:JJ?t session^is. land-{good currently at a Frisco arty
Warfield -Loew' *2.656; 9.0-$1.25)
Valley (W’iethe) (1,200; $i-$1.50) Trair’ (20th) and “Son. of Robin
^.P,lac^v
.M.lddle •0 • • ^°He‘
t h*- .» T-v
. . I— “North By Northwest" -4M-G)
—“Started W’ith a Kiss” (M-G) Hood” (20th) fii*st-runs, with “Rallv Night (Col) is taking ninth money.
“Earth Is Mine” <L\ great in l4th wk*. Sock $11,000. Last
Smash $13,000 bow. Press splurge Round the Flag Boys” (20th) (2d Nun s Story” (AArB> is capturing Chi, is okay in Minneapolis. “Big Week, $17,000.
embellished by Cinderella contest run): Moderate $8,000. Last week. 10th spot. It was 12th last week:: Circus” hAA), good in Chi. is wow; Paramount (Pari
2.646; 90and lobby broadcast on WCPO arid i “Wasp Woman” (Indie) and “Beast
“Room At Top’’ iCont) is. taking (in Frisco.
; $].25i--“Have
$1.25i--“Have Rocket. Will Travel"
tv spots..Last. M^eek;,“Private’s Af-i Froiii Haunted Cave” (Indie), “Alias 111th place while “5 Pennies” (Par)
{Complete Boxoffice Reports.on nCoV and “Legend Tom Dooley**
Cincinnati, Aug, 25.
. Cincy film.trade is perking this
week as heat wave lingers. New
bills have winners in “It Started
With a Kiss,” shaping for a smash
opener. :at -suburban Valley, and
John Paul Jones.” looming okay
at*‘?ra^fCK - v
at ♦r' North by Northwest” retains
downtown lead for third week,
being solid at Albee. “Anatomy of
a MurderiV is firm in fifth frame at
Keith’s. “South Seas Adventure”

C

Boff$11,000,‘Keljy’8G,
W Wow 13G, 2d
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Irish Lift'DeviT Ban
. Belfast, Aug 25.
The Belfast Corporation has
withdrawn its ban on James Cag¬
ney starrer “Shake Hands with
Devil" OJA). :
Picture was originally banned
because the police commissioner
expressed the opinion that screen¬
ing of a story about Anglo-Irish
war would not be in the interests
of local peace.
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An excellent, well-written and comprehensive study of “The
Japanese Film: Art & Industry” by Joseph L. Anderson and Donald
Richie has been published, by Charles E. Tuttle Co. In Vermont
It rates, tops In both its historical and. analytical values and de¬
By HANK WERBA
serves to,;be read by all those Interested Jn the unique art and
Madrid, Aug. 25.
characteristics of the Japanese cinema and its creators.
British film director Lee Thom. Authors Anderson. and Richie, both Americans, have intelligent¬
London, Aug. 25.
son. no stranger to political themes
ly arranged their informatibn in. two; parts: Background and Fore¬
Prime Minister Maemiilan
Jn his pictures, is girding for a
ground. It’s a nea’: dividing line and the book very thoroughly
has asked for a copy of “I’m
fight in his latest, assignment, "I
All Right, Jack.” to show at a
covers virtually all pertinent aspects of the Japanese film, from
Aim at the Stars.*' screen biog of
private screening for President
its beginnings at the turn of the century up to 1§59. While the
Eisenhower during the latter’*
the German rocket ace, Werner
book (456 p,; $7,50) certainly crams in enough/details.-it isn’t clut¬
visit here.
Von Braun. Pic rolls hi Munich In
tered with them and the story of the slow and often painful devel.. Pic, made by the Boulting
early October. Charles Schneer will
Brothers, ;is a comedy poking
ment of the Japanese motion picture, both as a national art and
produce.
fun at both labor and manage¬
as entertainment, is told with a lot of colon and some unabashed
ment. It registered an all-time
Thomson touched on politics in
opinionating/ .
boxoffice high in first week at
his last two pictures—“Ice Cold in
; One of the mos:c Interesting chapters in the book, though by
Rome, Aug. 18,
Alex” and “Northwest Frontier.”
the Leicester Square. Theatre.
no means the bniy one, deals with film actors in japan. “Japan,
*‘Kis& Me, Kate” has' had its
But neither has generated the con¬
which does so ‘much to stretch one job into two, to: hire three
troversy which “Stars” promises.
first exposure in the Italian lan¬
people where only one is needed; does precisely opposite with
guage
at the loth Annual Festival
In Madrid for casting, huddles
its actors,” the tome relates. “Stars who are established are so :
of Light Opera , held in Triestewith young Columbia producer,
busy that they appear in two or three times as many films as
Claimed that this is the first time
Thomson told Variety “Anti-Von
their foreign counterparts. Actors have little chance to study on
an American ihusicai has been
Braun forces in England have al¬
their own. If they W’ant to improve they must do so in public,
presented in Italian..
ready been at it hot and heavy
while they are on the job, and the result is often a mediocre percharging the scientist teamed with
About 6,000 people witnessed the . formance, confused and stylistically absurd.”
the Nazis to shower V-2’s on the
opening performance, first of four
. This may explain why many westerners, when viewing Japanese
tight little island.”
during the fest, in the courtyard
; pictures, find the performances difficult to appreciate and rigid.
Duesseldorf.
of the San Giusto Palace, with
Thomson has not lost sight of
The book explains that Japanese stars, are very insecure, the fe¬
press giving the show raves: Italo
this aspect in the Jay Dfatler Editor, Variety:
male star having an average professional life of only six years “Rf ter
rn~':~ and Sbnja
Monttl-Preger
creenplay and has agreement from
In re your June 24 issue and the ! Tajo
..
_
which she must either change her type or face extinction.” Stars
i
producer, “I Aim” star Curt Frankfurt report about “UA Tliriv-! (who's sUng the role 65 times in
must provide. their own costumes. The top earner, Hiberi Misora,
.> urge ns and the scientist himself ing In Germany.” Therein Erici the Vienna .Volksoper productiOn
gets $60,000 a year. Main problem for the directors is to keep the
to tell the film story as. it hap^ ; Pleskow <UA> discusses the com-1 of “Kate”) starred in the prodUcperformers from over-acting, which, is a common tendency among pened—without political white-1 pany’s problems; “The company Is : tibn. It was adapted for Italy by
all stars. /
wash.
/ instituting a revolutionary new' , Marcel Prawjr .and Mario Nordio.
“The. Japanese Film” contains many revealing sections and
system,
whereby
film-rentalwill
be
staged
by
Ernst
Pichler
(also
of
“Many Britains feel Von Braun '
some appealing tongue-in-cheek writing. Chapter on theatres arid
should have stood trial” as a war j on a sliding scale tied to the sue-! Volksoperi and Conducted by Heinz,
audiences (“By any international standard, Japanese theatres are
\\ extremely poorly managed”) is revealing and, like the rest, wellcriminal and no sooner did I sign I cess of a film.” Pleskow said:. “The ' Lamprecht.
other roles were played bv : balanced and written with a definite pqint-qf-viewv While there’s
to direct the biopic when a sizable 1 German exhibitors object violently
tp
this
system.”
but
he
didn’t
say.
olive
Moqrefield
and
Hubert
Difsection of the press advised; ‘This
no question that the authors have great admiration for the artistic
r worth, (Negro performers . who ! achievements of the Japanese, the book. also makes it plain .that .
motion picture should not be. why they do so.
made’,” he said.
! As a German exhibitor I like to havp already racked up TOO per- j their enthusiasm hasn’t carried them away.
Sitting on a political hot seat at clear this to you and your' readers. : formances of their roles in Vienna),
The discussion of individual directors, their styles and tech¬
home, Thomson nevertheless ad- 1 We object on the following reasons: arid Ernesto ,Cfilindri, Loris Gizzi, j niques and the conditions that prevailed in the Japanese industry
t l-i We don’t think it is fair
Roberto PaOletti, and Che.ccho , during , and after the war, are interesting and clearly trace the
mits his preoccupation to air the ;
Rissorie. '
.1' changes in the^thinking, and attitudes of the Japanese filmmakers.
innate moral problem of what to do j that we agree with higher per.
with a politically-tainted great j centages for a high budget.
A good deaf of space is given to the Communistrin.spired 1948
brain. “The U-S..” he said, "didn’t^ film since when the film isn’t ;
strike’ at the Toho studios, which- was broken with the help of
hesitate a moment when Vonj! a success, the rentals are not
American occupation forces. Study also interestingly paints the
Braun surrendered. They put him : lowered. ■<=
effect of postwar democracy on the Japanese film, including the
i2.) UA demands higher per¬
to work. Can rejection of a great;;
rise of some anti-U.S. pictures and the wave of films relating to
centage for second-class films
brain be justified? Current exam¬
the question of war guilt.
ples of this dilemma are not want-jj or flops.
:
“The Japanese Film” is the result of much obvious work and
The new system . is; only then
ing. And though I oppose rejec-j
research. It is Japan’s industry seen through two pairs of western
lion, in ‘Stars’ we will let the useful, when it isn’t just for two
.
Venice^
Aug:
18'
J
eyes,
a history that does full justice to. its difficult subject. Hift.
public decide for itself.”
j films but for the whole production,
The two-month strike of Venice __
also that every . film can get a
Centra! Von Braun note, ThOm-f higher rental if it is; a hit but
Casino staffers, including croup- •; 11
son said, will indicate his basic lower rental then 4(irc for black, iers,. is: said to have made a sizable •ii
ambition from boyhood to send and white and 43 rr for color! dent in . the Lido income, with }
rockets to the moon. War. and poll-: when the film is a failure. : .
many spenders . usually attracted
tics deflected him from this aim. .: We know that high-budget films by the green tables going; elseBut in siding with the Nazis and;, have to get more money. Therefore where dr (Venice hoteliers hope)
developing V-2 for the Rhineland we give to the other U.S, firms delaying their trips to the. lagoon
arsenal, he was feeding hopes of, who don’t use this UA system -our city.
continuing rocket progress to the’ first-class houses and - the longest
Sydney, Aug. 18.
Casino operator tried , importing
moon. As a German, he was con¬ and best dates. In this way. they croupiers from the Riviera, but
Deal has been signatured by
vinced his patria would win the make money, as well for the pro- strikers and their wives kept many Greater Union Theatres, key film
war. Von Biaun’s surrender to! ducers, as well as for themselves, prospective customers away , from
loop operators here, and by Harry
American forces is appraised in the
Perhaps UA gets higher per- the Casino by hooting, hollering,
script by a Yank intelligence offi¬ centages ip some theatres but in banging on lampposts, and lighting Wren, indie fleshrblood producer,
Mexico City, Aug, 18.
cer as seeking the best deal on the; the end might receive less money firecrackers through the night in for short term leasing of the 2,975horizon at that moment. “This is' because of exhibitors resistance front 0f the gambling house in. seat Capitol here, and the. 3,400- j J.n the weeks ahead. Mexican
film players from star levels down
one of the complex, controversial
the L A system.
protest, until the police broke it1 seat State in Melbourne. This will | to bit players will have to answer
epochs of a man now changing the agpmst
In principle, we welcome the up
give Wren a house in each keyer a lot of embarrassing questions
face of space.”
.. . . . ..
before the ; for
assured term.
vil^be
for an
“ assured
term. Previously
Previously he
he ?ose^ by Treasury Department
“I’m not making this film to fur¬ !T l/'cMricted Ihe^UA
influx of film festiyaliers is provi-::
•
•
.
; agents. Investigators will want. to.
ther a future war—nor do I intend mentioned again favoiab.\ in-, the dential because fest crowds usually Jha<* to operate op a get-together havp. plausible answers to questo incite against the Russians.”, uernian nmi-traae. _
j provide the largest yearly slice bfi'j-with, J.C, Williamson Ltd.-qii.. house ;fibns-into the whys and wherefbrs
Thomson emphasized. Concluding
norths Eckelkarnp
■ income to the Casino, which will, availability.
;pf stars owning--two-, or more
theme, as he sees it, delivers a
< Europa-PalasU
now* try to recoup losses. .
\ With the Williamson outfit hit- homes, with the inevitable Aca“wakt-up” message urging un- ,
;
Ilya
Lopert,
Richard
Davis
and’;
tob
staPP
nrnriu: Pulcc^ viI1^ a11 luxuriously . furstinted effort to establish missile ;
Ed Harrison fitst of the New..York:-.
ih- both of these key Cities =nished including paintings, sculpparity with Russia. When that stage '
buyer
bc^ed
tlm;
, tures veto, ^ree br more, auto,;
i- reached, the British director
Lido... . . Its reported that fest , tfe j. revues The deal with Private, yachts, expensive, jewelry
feels the danger of war will have' ;
doctor
Floria
Ammamnatf
is
be-;
Sfhiim
oth^r-luxury items./ •
been eliminated.
ing groomed to succeed Nicola de| gDokesman for Greater Union
What the Treasury wants to
To reveal the fantastic reality of
Pirro as Italy s director of Enters! opoKesman tor Greater union ..
• . .,
.
itpm<
the space age. Thomson will have
tainmeut. when rurd.-if lattor^-W ^^acquirrflu^S
the services of Morning5ide’s.“Sin-;i
down,
from
post
as
he
s
;
often,!
^.f^msakm^anu-MM*
reportedly
film
play.
Pula, Aug- 18.
bad” and “Gulliver” dynamator
Of all Communist countries, threatened to do:.
out that the Wren deal was. merely ; e[Sf
Treasury charge is that
Ray Harrvhausen and concluding Yugoslavia is undoubtedly the
——— •.->•dynamation .footage will be shot most tolerant one;
a limited switch from celluloid • sltrs*. dJrec^rf; Producers and
to live shows on certain dates, GU • otfiers chronically declare incomes
with the advice and cooperation;
On an average. 60 Hollywood fea¬
has
no intention of quitting , a film.
Iqss than actual earnings, payof the Pentagon.
ture films are shown here annual¬
policy in the .keyefs. “As a matter .
^ ie government s due on :*
Before Britain’s heated protest, ly. The number of Yank pix that
of
fact,
both
the
Capitol
and
State
^!
°* actual ^earnings.
expands to a European cause' were banned from this country is
a
i will be available to other flesh- : ThIs; the Treasury insists, is not
celebre. producer Schneer and dU not as big as possibly many expect.
^Venice,c
'and-blood
producers
from
time
to
only
fraud
but
“unpatriotic” of
rector Thomson will present Vorii Yugoslavs claim that the number
•^ef1Cr
^est „fi"ances0^e time,” one spokesman said. .
• [the high income bracket, film elite,
Braun to the Continental press of American films turned down by said
to
be
divided
as
follows:
80^
tto,.
!
The
.
department
claims
to have
next month and then move to Mu¬ USIA <U. S. Information Agenevt from .the Italian government,. 18foiJj honipleto rephrts on. 'film .income
nich studios where the moon-bent f?Ljmp0rt int° Yufi0slavia •15 from ticket sales and 2<® from the - f1“‘““T ! tax evaders with custom being to
button-pusher’s biog will be filmed;
counts,ribs,have be.

To Show Ike Brit. ‘Jack’

Opera Festival

to

ino Workers’

For Film Fest Preem

UrCatCr UD10I1 106atr6S
Sets Deal With Wren
On Aussie Unit Revues

Mex Treasury

Of Pix Actors

Yu?oslar Film Censors
Comparatively Easy But
Knife Many Yank Pix

80% OF VENICE FEST
COIN FROM ITALO GOVT.

w?th ^Golde4':Vm”g^UA^i '$*.
SiT^indie AmS^dSi'.. The/Treasury • Depart rhent plans
“Hatful of Rain”, «M-Gi. “Black-;
Sit
may make a deal with GU for the | an- aggressive campaign under the
board Jungle” (M-G;. and “Ba.hy maSr “Ana?aiito’; (S RaV—IndiaV ’ takeover of the two houseS on a set income tax laws to get the full
Doll” (LA) in Tor release pespite
k 'Rtc^fslfaw Van” ^ (Japan) l term throughout each year and in j 15rc levy (top federal bite on intheir efforts, they are still banned.'
KjcKsbaw. Man . (^aPah^... hetW€en nie dating
comes) on total earnings of playWashington, Aug. 25. ;
American films which didn’t pass j^ich- would otherwise, not. have!.,
ers. And it is promised that vigRussian Music and Dance FesJ- the censorship boys here include ibeen seen in cinemas, got legular , The Capitol, Sydney, has been | Q US prosecution \rilL be made no
tival collected rave reviews and White Christmas” (Pars . “Rose-Releases here during: the past sea" ; ^f^^^ritatX
matte/ how “important” Se per.
grossed over $64,000 in three Marie” (M-G.* and “Never Say i s°n.
nights at the 3,426-seat Loew’i : Goodbye” <U). A Yugoslav rep here
Next year, the. .Documentary and j still strictly;\qn first-release: Under- sonality.
Among the stars whose incomes
Capitol here, with tickets scaled • explained the why. and wrherefor as Childrens Films Fests will be held stood GU executives figure the big
at $8.80 to S3.50. Engagement, * foUows. “Christmas” was turned here from July 21-31, later than capacity houses are better suited purportedly will come under fed¬
under Patrick Hayes sponsorship; ; down because, of religious reasons, this year, to allow for increased to stage spectacles, with the me- eral scrutiny are such top names
was first such August program in t “Rose-Marie” was considered of a attendance of film industry people. dium-seater ideal for pix because as Maria Felix, Pedro Armeiidariz,
Washington in more than a decade: ; too poor quality and some bad taste Also for these events, now flooded of lower operational overhead. Luis Aguilar, Silvia Pinal, Lola
Theatre was near capacity thq ; by the scissor brigade. “Never Say with entries, there’ll probably be Some distributors, it’s said, are not Beltran, Cantinflas and scores -of
firs-t two nights and went capacity j Goodbye” didn’t get the greenlight a pre-selection system to eliminate too happy about a policy change, others, including supporting and.
for final performance Wednes¬ j because the pic has anti-Russian less \yorthy items as already is the figuring a product log jam with bit players whose per picture take
is in the $2,000 class.
two fewer houses.
day *19.*.
tendencies.
<; case with the feature event.. -/'•

RUSSO MUSIC, DANCE
FEST 64G D.C. GROSS
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& King Profits
Edinburgh Inti Music, Drama Fest
IHstrib Urges‘Soper Salesmen’ For Shipman
Rise, Divvy Unchanged
Preemed After Row Over Czech Orch;
Mex Product Abroad; Hits Pix Pacts

London, Aug. 18i
A $56,000 rise In profits is re¬
ported by. the Shipman and King,
circuit, but the dividend is remain¬
Mexico City, Aug: 18. f. ‘—
1
■'
■ . • ing unchanged at 5%.
A prominent distributor of Hol¬
The chain announced last week
that its net for the last fiscal year
lywood product in Mexico, com¬
was
over $364,000. in spite of the
Madrid,
Aug.
18.
menting on the current turmoil
it has received only one earlier
By GORDON IRVING
general; trend towards declining
A Hollywood overseas proproduction in Britain by the New¬
over the: usefulness of; film pacts,
Edinburgh, Aug. 23.
attendances.
I
ducer in London. looked, up
castle (Eng.) People's Theatre.
categorically stated that these are
With.
thousands
of
lanterns
English actor. .Lee . Patterson
Eric Linklater’s latest play,
brightening up this Festival city,
“illusory" as far as guaranteeing
(now co-starring In “Gulliver’s
the 1959 junket of the arts—offici¬ “Breakspear in Gascony,” a modern
Travels”). '
•
v "j
Wider: distribution for Mexican
theme
set in the Middle Ages, has
ally titled the. International Edin¬
“I must have you in my next;
films. The distributor claims that
burgh Festival of Music and Drama opened at the Gateway, presented
picture.
I
heard,
a
lot
.
about
by
the
Perth (Scotland) Theatre
what, the Mexican industry needs,
—has been launched here despite
you on the Coast. How much .
the shadow7 of one unfortunate po¬ Company. Plot concerns a young
and lacks, are super salesmen to . will you cost?” •
Englishman
involved in war and
litical cloud from the Iron Curtain
Sell highly selected, product for .; Sum quoted brought this interrain. ■;
' - romance in Gascony of the Middle
-stant rejoinder: “TIiat’s too
Ages.
each areai. Unless Mexico: really
The actors, musicians, dancers
much. After all,; . you’re not
buckles down to an aggressive sales
Three Scot Rep Companies
Mexico City; A.ug; 18..
and others have gathered from all
known in the U S.”
Three Scot repertory companies
and promotion job* its markets will
. The Mexican film strike has fiz¬ parts of the world for the fest.
are
holding the official Fest fort
zled
out
as
producers
and
studios
Hotels, are jam-packed, the con¬
continue to be limited to Central
met compromise, demands. These, cert halls are crowded, and, with at the Gateway, local legit house.
America* South America; ; Spain
In
addition
to the Perth group in
according, to union officials* are far the. UK. on tlie s.tart of an eco¬
and, limited distribution. in: the
from the maximums they sought, nomic boom, the public is in a the new Linklater drama, Dundee
Repertory
Theatre
is staging Ber¬
U.S. and Europe.
but the best they could obtain at really festive mood as they parade
this time. So there is to be labor along handsome Princes Street be¬ nard Shaw’s “Candida” and Glas¬
Typical of the fact that, a poor
gow
Citizens'
Theatre
is producing
peace in the: industry7 until 1961 neath the shadow of historic Edin¬
; sales job is being done by the lo¬
the late James Bridie’s “The Baiki®
when the. same pattern will repeat burgh Castle Rock.
cal industry is that “Sonatas," a
Charivari.”
itself. :.
Late-night entertainment also
Mexican film, wrs entered at the
. An interesting revival is of the
Aug. 25.
Outcome of all the iabor wrang¬ has come . at last,, after it being Scot oldie, “Ane Satyre of the
Venice Film Festival as a Spanish ..Fred Gronich, . ofParis,
the Motion Pic¬
Film. They’re still trying to find ture Export Assn,, and Jacques ling, and despite protestations of urged for the last 10 years. It has Thrie Estaites,” last staged at the
out just how this happened, with Flaud, of the Centre Du Cinema, the Union ., of Film Production official blessing,, too, and the book¬ Fest in 1951* and a hit of two fes¬
Jorge Ferretis of the Filin Bureau, have started talks on the recently Workers and the National Assn, of ings are heavy, showing the de¬ tivals. It is colorful adaptation by.
angered by the faux pas, ready-! lapsed French-tlS. Film Accords. Actors that there would be ho mand definitely exists.
Robert Kemp of the Sir David
ing an exhaustive reappraisal of However, nothing has been decided hikes ;.in pay scales for work in
The Edinburgh Fest is succeed¬ Lindsay oldie, in the Tyrone Guth¬
Mexico’s film pacts with various upon since continuing talks on the Holiywhod or foreign produced ing in forgetting that unhappy rie production, and with music by
European governments.
[recent new French film decrees pictures made in Mexico, is that move of a few days ago, when the Cedric Thorne Davie. . Gateway
As a matter of fact the industry make' it impossible for Flaud to new’ tables have been set for act¬ Czech Philharmonic was dropped Theatre Company is staging it in
has been unsatisfied, with results make any decisions until the exact ing talent, Hollywood producers from the show7 lineup because it the spacious apron stage of the
achieved by pacts. Mexican prod¬ status of the French film is, de¬ contracting Mexican talent; will j refused ta appear with Hungarian- Assembly Hall.
now have to pay a 15% boost over J born Johanna Martzy as solo vio¬
uct is not getting the wider Euro¬ cided. .
Late night entertainments, all
pean distribution promised by
But to Show their good faith, the former scale. Minimums for stellar I linist. London agent of the orch, with Festival Society sponsorship,
Jorge Ferretis. who began negotia¬ French allocated th ree dubbing li¬ rank performers, by the Week, are j Harold.Holt,.was'told in a message will feature, at the Lyceum Thea¬
ting film agreements about four, censes each: to all the majors until now $813.12 as compared with ! from Prague last month that the tre (main legit house) the songs and
outfit was not prepared to accept poems of Scot poet Robert Burns,
years ago. Ferretis has been at¬ the Accord is signed. There is con¬ $73920.-.
tacked by some segments here who cern oyer cxhib protests against
Supporting players now must re¬ Mme. Martzy as soloist in the two whose bicentenary is currently
ask why it took him all this time being cut off from Film Aid and ceive $495.90 as compared with concerts for which she was con¬ being celebrated, with leading
to realize that film pacts were threatening to raise their takes. $431,20 while second leads get tracted. (She has lived in Switzer¬ guest artists. Also, Michael Flan¬
“useless.” Actually what they have Until all. is clear internally, the $432.40 as compared with $376. land for the last 12 years). Fest ders and Donald Swann are pacted
done is open the door for influx CDC will not be able to actively Daily contracts give stars $85. as toppers were alarmed, knowing that to stage “At the Drop of a Hat,”
the Czech. Philharmonic on June
of foreign .films here. But the re¬ decide bn the new accords with nlinimiims;
supporting
players
and Anna Russell, a click on her
signed a contract in which last
ciprocal clauses do hot work out MPEA .
$64.92; . second* leads, $56.75 and 23,
“fringe’’ visit, will offer her
Mme.
Martzy’s name was specifi¬
for Mexico’s benefit,
MPEA is holding to the plan of bit playere $44.40.
cally mentioned.
There was a celebrated one-woman show. Each
.... For; example, under the Italian seeking more licenses over the an¬ . Jose Rodriguez Granada, general clause in the pact statin# that the of these late shows starts at 10:45
p.m., following the drama offering
pact, according to Dino Maiuri, nual 110, and greater remittances. secretary of the technical and man-! orch accepted her as soloist.
earlier at same house. Flanders and
representing Italy?s .film Industry
ual workers division of the Union
Commie Angle In Hassle
here, that country has a right to
of . Film Production Workers, was . There has been much dickering Swann will he trying-out new ma¬
show715 to 18 films in Mexico. Dinio
unavailable for comment as to between the Festival Society and terial in their late-night revue prior
Maiuri could not state definitely,
whether the general 17% increase the Czech Embassy since July. to a U.S. tour.
how many Mexican pictures have
won for. stagehands, electricians, Understood that, if the Hungarian i Numerous other drama and
been shown to date in Italy al¬
etc, will also apply to American violinist had been a refugee from revue shows make up a wealth of
though the pact is on a reciprocal
productions. While no union offi¬ the 1956 revolution instead of offerings of varied qualities on th®
basis. Maiuri claims that Italy
cials ’care to comment.; probabili¬ leaving Hungary in 1947, the unofficial side of the Estival.
could use af least 12 Mexican films
Mexico City, Aug 25.
ties that the boosts will also affect Czechs would have raised no pro¬ Every available church and assem¬
annually, and that these can come
bly hall has been booked, pointing
The Mexican: film industry has future production of foreign pic¬
in free of dubbing* copies, etc. du¬ been completely paralyzed for more. tures here, with new’ pay scales ; tests. This suggests she was dis¬ up the city’s shbrtage of main
approved of politically and is re¬ theatres.
ties. .Lack of promotion and ex¬ than two weeks with not one film w orked out for all segments.
garded as a confirmed anti-Comploitation has stymied distribution before, the cameras.; Delay is how
Orchestral concerts are by the
General Hikes 8% to 18%
munist.
of films in Italy* Maiuri said. ;
Royal Philharmonic,. the Lucerne
caused by technical differences of
The! Edinburgh Festival Society Festival Strings, London Mozart
General increases for the Mexi¬
Jorge Ferretis, irritated at In¬ opinion between writers and pro¬ can
industry range from a low 8% now holds the situation as a breach Players, and Scottish National
dustry and press attacks on his ducers.
for extras to 18% won by the mu¬ of contract on the part of the
tenure of office as Film Bureau
The. Secretary of Labor has ; sicians union. Minimums for star¬ Czech orch, and has cancelled the Orch* under Sir Adrian Boult and
new conductor Alexander Gibson.
head, will not talk for publication Asked the conciliation board to get
contract. The. objection, it is em¬
A First for-Swedish Opera
now. However, he indicated; that both parties to. come to. terms. ring rolds in Mexican pictures are phasized here, is not on any mu-;
now
$986
with
supporting
players
For the first time in its life the
a wholesale investigation of film There’s a difference of opinion as
! Swedish Opera Company has left
i sical or artistic , grounds.
pacts is to be made, beginning with to scales to be paid for originals in third leads getting $440.
Comment from the chairman of its own shores to perform five
Studio personnel has received a
France and Italy and including and adaptations.
the Festival Society, Sir Ian Johnthose signed with England, Austria,
Rafael Portas, head of the Au¬ 12% boost and 6% in social boosts son-Gilbert, Lord Provost of Edin¬ operas by Verdi, Wagner, Berg and
Germany and Czechoslovakia.. An thors and Adapters Section of the (hospitalization, insurance, retire¬ burgh, pinpointed the fact that “we Blomdahl. The “Space-ship” opera,
analysis is to be made of actual union, termed the producer’s pro¬ ment pay etc.), plus an extra week’s have always felt that art should be “Aniara,” is being given its first
exhibition of Mexican product in posal of :.a 1590 hike oyer current pay during Christmas. Minimums above ideologies and political performance outside Sweden.
Ballet is strong, as always, with
these countries to date as com¬ 12,000 pesos ($9.60) minimum to for directors now at $2,400 for views;
It is quite wrong we
pared with, exhibition of foreign be “ridiculous.” . Writers of orig¬ either a two-week quickie or longer should judge our festival artistes the National Ballet of Finland in
films here. If the balance ia un¬ inals, backtracking to tune of $200, shooting schedules; Screenwriters: by their political views or public three programs, the Jerome Rob¬
bins Ballet featuring a new ballet
favorable there will be a drastic wrapt $1,800 (22,500 pesos) and and those producing originals are statements.”
revision of pacts or annulment of adapters want $3,000 (37,500) for in final stages of technical negotia^
The. prestige morning sheet. The by Copland, and Les Ballets Jean
' the agreements, it is learned from screenplays. On these terms they lions to reach a salary accord; Scotsman, said there was “no ex¬ Babilee.'
Outdoor spectacle has its main
an official source.
are willing to sacrifice a payment, which may come to around $2,400 cuse for this abrupt . change of
of an additional 5.0% if the film for original and screen plays.
mind. Madame Martzy is a Hun¬ highlight, as always, in the fullscale
Military Tattoo, presented,
on which they w orked is still being
Retirement fund and insurance garian violinist who has lived in
exploited In five year periods from boosts give more security to per¬ Switzerland for the last 12 years. under direction of Scottish Com¬
mand,
and staged by searchlight on
date of completion.
formers with an actor getting $6,- Is this her offense, or has she sym¬
The producers’ proposal is that 570. When totally unable to work pathized with the victims of Hun¬ the Esplanade of Edinburgh Castle,
with
massed
pipes and drums of
writers agree to a. 15%. boost, which as a result of accident; for acci¬ garian rule as nearly all of. us do
Scottish regiments, military bands
would mean 13,800 pesos ($1,104), dental death the premium is $4*560 here?
and
Highland
dancing. An official
but without any additional- pay- and for natural death $440 if this
Robert Ponsonby, Artistic Direc¬
ment. Writers hold out for either occurs during life of contract.
tor here, still hopes it will be pos¬ Highland Games meeting sparked
Edinburgh, Aug. 18.
off
the
Auld
Lang
Syne spirit on
sible tor the Czech Philharmonic
. Comely girls will feature this J the flat sum stipulated first or the
to take part in a future Festival. opening weekend of the Fest.
year’s Edinburgh Festival Tattoo, 50% additional every five years
U.S.
and
Canadian
visitors ar®
Miss Martzy is planing here from
normally an all-male preserve. during exploitation of picture.
Glams, Switzerland, to stay on as here in huge numbers, bringing
Forty-eight specially chosen distaf¬ ! While dispute is still being
Useful
dollar
trade
to
the U.K.
soloist with the replacing Royal
fers, drawn from Women’s Service argued* unions figure this Is cost¬
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted Hotel and boarding-house accom¬
units, will take, part with 48 male ing all film Workers a “conserva¬
modation
is
more
plentiful,
though
| by Dr. Schmidt-Isserstedt Sept. 10dancers in. a colorful Highland tive minimum” of 20,000 pesos
Buenos Aires, Aug. 18.
not up to required standards or
dancing scene. A new dance, “The ($1,600) daily.
West Virginian-born Phyllis Cur¬ 12 and. by Walter Susskind Sept. capacity by any means.
Gallant Camerons,” has been de¬
tin, American soprano* is here for 11.
Czech Pix, Paintings Remain
vised for their appearance in the
an Aug. 28 debut at Colon Thea¬
Despite this international “in¬
outdoor spectacle of the ancient
tre in “Manon” (Massenet). .Miss
cident,”
an exhibition of Czech
Edinburgh Castle esplanade..
Curtiii told the press how impres¬
sive she found the Colon, and its paintings and screening of some
■ According to Alasdair Maslean,
Vienna, Aug. 18.
Czech
films,
are going on as per
-director of the coin-spinning milk
Vienna,. Aug. 18. : accoustics, stating the. U.S, has arrangement.
Sufficient funds were earmarked'
Previous political
tary tattoo, which draws SRO busk
Danube Film Co. has completed nothing as fine anywhere.
by
the
government
to set up an
situation in the Auld Lang Syne
ness throughout the junket’s three the shooting of its latest produc¬
Miss Curtin is on a tour* ^hich arts junket was in 1956. Then the open-air theatre during the festival
Weeks, the aim is to make the num¬ tion, “Dream-Revue.” Robert Stolz includes recitals in Brazil* Ecuador Edinburgh Festival Society, in weeks next year. Location selected
ber highly; attractive. More than contributed the music for the p'ic and Guatemala which will take her view of feeling at the time of the is in the arcades of the Stallburg
200 dancers will take part.
which was directed by Eduard von back, to the New7 York' City Center Hungarian uprising, dropped ne¬ building in the centre of the Aus¬
in October. She will' sing next year gotiations for bringing the Lenin¬ trian capital.
Britain’s Royal Navy personnel Borsody.
In this picture, the famed in a work for vocalist and sym¬ grad Symphony Orch to the Fes¬
will make their Festival bow. Fifty*
Cast will consist of Burg Theatre
eight officers and ratings, all spe¬ Vienna Ice Show is featured with phony orchestra, written especially tival.. .
members. Max Mell’s drama, “Suc¬
cially chosen, will come from the its .program; “Magic of Love.” Top for her by Carlisle Floyd, the . New legit offerings include- the cession Christ Play” (Nachfolge
Portsmouth naval base in southern Austrian and German stars appear lyrics translated from Gabriela UK. preem Sept. 7 of Sean Christi Spiel), was selected.
England ; to represent the . senior In this. high-budgeted tintefl. Neue Mistral’s poems. This,, of course, O’Casey's “Cock-a-doodle Dandy,”
In case of rainy weather, the Re¬
service in a drill and color-hoisting Film Co. has World distribution is another Item to make her presented by the English Stage doubt Hall (exactly opposite) will
display.
rights.
“simpatico” to South Americans.
Company. Penned a decade ago. be used.

Unknown If Price High

Film Producer-Writer
Hassle Halts All Pix
Prd. at Mex Studios

48 Comely Girls Added

Tattoo for 1st Time

W. VIRGINIA SOPRANO
OPENS IN B.A., AUG. 28

Danube Film Finishes
Ice-Show Pic Vefaide

Vienna Open-Air Theatre
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man has not been able to d$ny
anything to a woman —if she
were provocative enough!

STARTING
TODAY
147,654,956
READERS
WILL
SOLD ON

'the BLUE
ANGEL’

The woman is played by
May Britt —you will meet
her in 20th Century-Fox’s
THE BLUE ANGEL. Never
did a woman offer a man
more—give him less!

THROUGH

AMERICAN
WEEKLY
PARADE |
WEEKEND
(OF CANADA)

PHOTOPLAY j
MOTION
PICTURE ,

Co-starring is the interna¬
tional star Curt Jurgens
who creates the role of the
man who had never known
love—and for the first time
since the day he was born
awakened in this woman’s

MOVIE STARS
PARADE
MOVIE LIFE :
SCREEN 1
STORIES
MODERN
SCREEN i

I

.THE

CUMMINGS

GREATEST

CURT JURGENS
MAY BRITT

NATIONAL j

ADVERTISING

AND

Together they explore every
aspect of this powerful per¬
sonal stpry—a mature drama
of the weakness in man...the
tenaptation in woman
and the ways of love!

CAMPAIGN j
£VE#j
CARRIED

!

m

BY 20(hl

ANGEL'

: ;

.ilhTHEODORE BIKEL

j

OnemaScopE
COLOR by DE LUXE • STEREOPHONIC SOUND
Directed by

Screenplay by

EDWARD DMYTRYK- NIGEL BALCHIN

PICTURES
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Skouras Hammers At Yanks
i'. continued from page 4

Facelifted Theatres Lure Preferred
TrealinerifrM
K as Example

so into co-production with them.
pad that his reply to them had
been that he woiild not undertake
to make such a decision on his

This is one topic Johnston, intends;
to take up with Sir Arthur Watkins, hi* , counterpart in Britain, j
when he goes to London next m

.'.■ According to Skouras, who corir
cider* the large Soviet'market as
important both on commercial
grounds and also as a means of
dramatizing the American way of
life and American accomplish-

lean industry acted foolishly, and
^ +<******», Js
missed out on a good opportunity
. r
.
-n. i
, . ...
'
•.
at Moscow, others don’t see it that
- Moscow, Aug. .25.
Fest ended with many speeches
way. This group is basically conIn all, the Moscow Film Fest W/ handing out.of a bushelful
vinced that it’s very difficult to do turned out to be fairly well organ- of ideological awards. No one was
business ^with the Russiansany way ized astheSovietoperatorstight- ^rgh^hafnhdp S.Ih'VTa

^
■
,
1}AC1TCUIl*llkTCt: ATI

I roMM

u*
1/1A £1/4 AT AT

#
i
llAflTlITfll

Ti

There** strong indication that
I theatre* in New York** first-run
* area which modernized in a rela-

on moseow man j sar-sa-as:
wise, from distributors. The status
of these houses has been enhanced
as ^gy facenfted physically and
otherwise tuned in to public cornfort
Often prodded by independent

a “flat” basis
to any substantial number of U. S. '
Skburas was shirply critical of ^ucti??sv
th*y
the kind of rea s on ing that heheve that the U; S. failure to
prompted the state Degt. and firic "''** «■» I™Pt“siQn in Moscow is
Johnston, president? of. the. Motion UI,™P9r an ,
.
Picture fieport,Ass*. fto. cold-tln
shoulder the Moscow lest. He said ,
• ■ f
»nvthW if +n*»v

aplomb and directness even if suf- at Western film fests.
as well, according to distribution
ieHng from the relentless execu. . r *
* ■ *
sources.
The. French ™
delegation
all
tion of those in charge.
4s2S'JS2
I?
But the Gotham situation pro¬
jetted to Pari* on a
,
*
, .
' "SSi£?25
l Soviet TU
vides the best example of what’s
plane a* a mark of courtesy
.
Festiraliers were pnt on* a
. to
their hosts
hosts in
sp
going on, for in that area there is
to their
in spite
of the
fine sleeper one nirtt, fonr to
Wwieldj“Sr
a concentration of houses which re¬
biweekly ■ Air iiaS
France service
a compartment, and next morwhich
rood bulk of
cently were renovated or about to
which took
look a
e good
be.
ether Western visitors post¬
Criterion & Loew’s State
haste back to Paris and points
The Criterion, on Broadway, done
west.
Successful French and Eng¬
over a couple of. years ago for “Tea
lish pic sales inroads shewed
Commandments,” clearly has had
an improved flow of important
that Yanks missed out some¬
Skouras told his executives.
even when weary guest*
what.
guests .s»mcom¬
pictures since, particularly the
what. But
But reciprc
reciprocal sales
of fatigue at 4 p.m.
Skouras As Solo
U.
E|_ L.iUe.10
plained *f
p.nu
agreement with Americans
current “Anatomy of a Murder.”
Only 20th’s “The Diary of Anne wlUStQW rimi lflStJlUlv
They simply had to see the
somewhat precludes
preelvdei unneces¬
Loew’s State followed one block¬
Frank” was shown at Moscow, and
,
II Mii r
Lenin stadium mile* away.
. sary
sale*
pitches,
buster with another—“Some Like
sary,
pitches.
that film ran out-of-competition.
\lUHnUll66S.
uUdldlllCcS DcnOS
DCttllS TOl
tOF "
.
Then food and brief rest and
and
"
+*
*
jit Hot” preceding “Hole in the
With the exception of. Skouras.
j
a um n 1 *1
off to see Peter the Great’s
Great’s
v Thorold Dickinson, UN Film Head.” And in line for this expreserved
Dept, head, who spent a rugged tensively-modernized house is Metwho went as a private person and
uTAuS! 51
Mil uOuSIOV
summer home, well preserved
not representing Hollywood, not a
r T
and Sporting
sporting some triek founfountwo weeks on the jury, getting ro’s “Ben-Hur.”
single personality from the U. S.
Moscow, Aug. 25.
tains to spray unwary guests,
guests. ; some consolation from Russian deThe Forum—formerly the Odeon
film industry showed up.. V
All graduates from the Moscow.
The workers’
workers* state treasures
treasures
j cision to dub the UN feature of and Holiday by namt—is getting
The reason: The. U. S. State Film Institute are assured of jobs.
these old Czarist quirks. Then j Dickinson, “Power of Man,” for prestige product in lieu df the preDept had specifically told the Specialized courses from two to
a film on the siege of Lenin- } showing in the USSR. It will thus vious bottom-of-the-barrel availarnrf a
a -moIrfuSI
arivan by fha
wat urnrTflii'irlo
clin,i-ino: It
Tt was
woe also
ulen j bilities.
coiripariies to stay out. Skouras five years are given in all facets
grad,
_ _
cocktail given
the !j get
worldwide showings
*_' J
_.1. j -x.
*__1_?
said that in reporting to President of film-making and screen acting.
Mongolian delegation, ' food
! unreeled
at the fest
for good retu ctwnH wac ^rnnrfratP unEisenhower / on his trip, he in- Institute houses about 600 students
and back op
on trains, again
sponse and a special diploma by «t £ JSSTmvdirtvia » revamp
tended to voice his disagreement with 140 instructors and. gets a
four
compartment, and
one of the many Soviet cultural
four. to a . pompartment,
with this policy. He did feel that Sl^OO.OW subsidy from the state
Moscow next morn.
mom.
J1 orgs that gave kudos at the fest.
nlhirp
the Wa-ne?
“Diary” was a perfect film to show, annually.
-■ >-—^ ■:
-;• ^
ciarnre cnange co we wa,ner.
In Moscow. This "feeling is not 1 Teachers are all regular film
_
, <0
, ., ,ir. t
.... n iirinn /iii i inm/i
Streamlining as Factor
Tex
unanimously shared by others.
workers and some have devoted
lex. ’*
* ‘Rowley’
Kowlcy Week
Week
There’s no assurance, of course,.
There is, however, some, strong, .themselves entirely to teaching..
Dallas,
1
• ~n- I44U
1 •'
that a physical updating job on a
Dallas, Aug
Aug. 25
25.
sentiment agreeing with Skouras Directors get to make their first
The week of Aug. 23 to 29
theatre wil1 mean money-making
re the industry's failure to makes feature on graduation tinder the
has been designated John Row'
I wH u U^J. Ulll/ and improyed-picture results, of
a showing in Moscow and critical supervision of a teacher. ExpandIhy Week by the more than 100
‘ Washington, Aug. 25. . course. The desired production
of the Johnston office’s apparent ing Soviet feature, and short policy
theatres in the Rowley United
Screenwriter and novelist Val- still mor^ or less goes to the highdetennination to stick-absolutely .absorbs the students. Russia exOrganization, and the Oak
pnti__ rjovipc ha* hPPn aruredited e?st bidder- by the directions issued by the pects to make 200 films per year
Cliff
Rewley houses
houses here
enune uaues nas Deen accreauea
But ^ stressed }n distribution
Cliff Rewley
here wdl
will
State Dept. This ties in with the by 1965. :
honor their prez with special . as chairman of the U.S. delegation an{j production circles, where the
larger issue now on the horizon, - Students: must pass figorous enmatinee programs in four theato the Edinburgh . Film Festival bids are close it’s only natural for
thea¬
i.e., the future dealings with the 1 trance exams .and about one-third
tres.
tres, '
which began Sunday (23) and lasts the modernized location to win out.
Soviets at a time when the heads are foreign students from other
Rowley Week will be cli¬
cliopnF \o n e information
The fever anent coine modern is
of . government appear plainly Eastern countries. Almost all filmmaxed Saturday night with a
^ Sept* , 12J ^
jnort^ and^nuirb^Loew s
eager to thaw the cold war and makers come from the Institute,
stageshow
at
the
Texas
Agency announced here. Stefan p. c
A tb shutter mid-November
Improve relations. The Johnston but there is also a special course : Theatre,
Munsing, assistant cultural officer un”il Christmas for reseating and
office has teen- criticized in the for theatre people who. may want;i . ■ .
. for: USIA at the American Embassy other “treatment.” The Astor is in
IT particularly ip connection to enter films. Ail is not theoretu.| __ , ^
*.4. UfUL
in London, was named an advisor. Mine for a new screen, reseating,
<
vs™
st?de"tsexperience
have
had ?, ioledO UDenmeDt
u
for . A. Mikpyan, the Soviet
Vice some practical
before
.
c.o. Government
uovernmeut participation
paruicipauun etc.,’ at a stated cost of $800,000.
_r„
Premiere—as being too absolutely entering the school.
1
111 nfllAnitAlim ArA9 wiR he featured by a joint presNumerous houses of the RKO»
beholden to what State wants,- .
Though possessing a large build■
IWWlHwff.li'iilCd l entation with the Japanese Dele- United Paramount and^other chain*
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‘Mall’ in DowDtown.Area

/

Johnston’s ‘2-Way-Street’
WinS SbW^ilirWat'-^- of ,he fllm
!^“rkeTto "wloot
Johnston, m turn, has. comment- verte(j ^ smau studios for prac[ Japanese Ministry of Foreign Af- including the latest technical imed that the industry's relations
Toledo, Aug. 25. !! fairs
fairs and
al,dMiqia
provements.
USIA.”“ •
whh the State Dept, have tb be
jindmnQHvwithTJnJn
So far, show business likes the j
r~
-—
U.S. government'Elms
sub“a two-way street- ,
^ m 35m andmosUy'with Russo
, of
COpversibn of fpuHj. Other
0ther L.S.
government^filmssub-]
Washington originally decided.
j downtown thbroughfares here into ] initted are: “Creativity,” “Cotton m
fkor]iA in flu?
not to participate at Moscow, at
>a Park'like mall which rids: the Fiber with a Futiire” “Your Audi- YffiCTC $ l/DHriie 10 tIM.
:
noMed the cwpanms,
Rom?aS ttei
’Em” (aU Dept of IIaJL. W Off at B 0
bS5t PK.*<*00» ©*taitti:followed hy pe^ord^^n :^U^'; ?■Ugrieulture), “CoastGuard Cutters
1“B* Jf1*®
D^t,: ^han^ed^its^mind, dnd sp did 5^^
^
All \heatre? reported^^’lncr^| Around thdWorir (Coast
CflOpard tO Boffo N.Y.
the MPEA . board.. Then came the
■ ' ;■ *■■■■ ■
■ ■■ . . •*
bbxoffice as the city’s residents “Fish Cookery with Savior,” “The
Chicago
Chicago, Aug
Aug. 25
25.
edict concerning non-participation,
;
swarmed downtown to see the new Whooping Xrarte”. tDept. of In..
bt.’ . .
*
Charlie* Chaplin
New
except for the single non-competiw.ij, « f
tf
look, which includes 10,000 plants, terior), ’ “Since the Beginning 0f l ^Chariie
Chaplm revival
revival in
m new
tive entry.
'
Wald:...-1 Like It Here
and no ^ung trees planted on Time” (Interiml Revenul-SerricelY?* apwrenUy hasn’t kindled
The State Debt’s reasoning Is
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
new-laid sod, painted pavement, a “Supersonic Thiinderbirds” (Air Chicago, ms Modem Times, for
iinriprctGnri tn hp the VnitnwiriffJeity Wald and 20th-Fox are children’s playground .area, band- Force), “International Naval Re- £X^?pIe' u*S i.awPt0!!f
tSp^negotiating a new deal.
stand, etc;* on terraia formerly view,” “USS Nautilus Under the
Wn
f^hl SThe producer, who has been covered by automobiles.
j Pole” (Navy), “Art of the Maya,” S„at
^
?kb
among the most active on the 20th
Marvin S. Harris, manager of ./ “Charley Russell’s Friends,” “Kor- only a modest performer.
;y
“le J"
-tT”°^1V a l o/F lot, said last week: “I intend to. the Paramouht, who had felt origi- ! ean Art Masterpieces,” "Symphony, j A reissued package of four
their event at Karlov>.-Vary Also, make every effort to make a new nally that the mall, idea would j Across the Land” and “University Chaplin j shorts, which p^yed
the Russians staged the festival ^i With 20th-Fok when my pres- hurt, how says things are looking of Hawaii Choir Visits Japan”'(all earlier at the arty World Playspecifically to take
take attention away ent
Is over;»
.
| all right
l uSIA).
house, fared better, comparably.
from the U. S. Fair,
Fair in
m Moscow.
.
_ • •• • , ■—■. .■ ■ ~
. ■;__
but still fell short of what many
Therefore, there, was
__
..
tt : ^
^
«.ao no
i.u point in
A
■ expected.
expeciea.. As
as for
lor “Modern
muuciJi Times
j.lines. ”
aiding his design by helping the
rm-cr
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|j\ Ii
one tradester explains the n.s.h.
Soviets Mo
to . garner publicity.
•
stand with a criticism of the Chi
The State Dept, has gone to concon¬
J
public for its inability “to
to separate
''J
^
^
M
separata
siderable length
igth to keep anyone
The American film companies; busly in the tl.S.:
U.S.: and .in
,lri Europe,eirable
Europe,/ eirable pressure to hear
bear on the the artist from, the personality”—
g
pictures
in
Moscow
open]y
admit
to
being
sick
and
i
it’ll’be
tougher
than
ever
Mo
come
lAiriericans
to
send
pictures.
No
a.
reference
to
blanket
antipathy,
from showing
0pej,ly
j-it’ll' bo-tougher- th'au' :-ever: .'io -come.!'Americans
No a
antipathy.
— privately -during
during the festival.
• ^t^ri
i; bp
Inter- fest is-complete
festival ,._p,
nf fnkprnflt:n,iaT filri
up with eligible entries.^
entries. The
The.Inter-[fest
is complete unless Hollywood for Chaplin resulting, from his
Explanation here, again, was
is represented; But, every year, new ? years ago paternity suit ruckus
was that ur“a ot iniernaiionai turn Iesu: national Federation of.
of Film
Filiri PhoducProduc- ;is
the U. S. didn’t
want, .to
to aid the vals. There is strong sentiment for
idn’t want
for: €rs Assn,
Assri. has to do something fests sprout into being and demand : and his leftish tendency. In this
Russian scheme in drawing attehr some steps to be taken to cut down about this. We shouldn’t have to recognition. This year it was Mbs- regard, an exhibitor reporting the
tion off the Fair which, despite the
£he number Qf fests, or at least Play hall with a lot of promotert.” cow. Next year it’U be Japan. Mex- results of a very informal poll said
fest has done capacity pUsmessU
lo H^it aiherican narUcination
It’s generally agreed^^ th a t, as icb also is planning to repeat its he’s found that a lot of people
Skouras, havmg been m Moscow lon^it American participation,
long as Cannes and Venice insist fest in '59. Practically all of these hereabouts have a dislike for the
during test - time (the event ran
Opinion of many executives, bn going on every year instead of events insist on having new pic- comedian hut offer only vague
Aug. 3-17), came to the conclusion both at the companies and at the ait^nating, nothing tan be accom- tures which have not yet been re- and/or unfounded reasons for
that the Soviets acted m good faith Motion Picture Export Assn., is piished by way of trimming the leased outside of the U.S.
.
sainein arranging the fest, and that, that the fest situation has reached number of festivals. “With those ' Where, at one time, a fest winAnother explanation for the
behind it all, was simply a desire the saturation point; “it-s becoming two bn the list, other countries ner could count on. a certain pres- tepid “Times” performance here
to join the international festival ridiculous,” opined an MPEA_ man, have a perfect right to insist that tige, this is no longer true, there is that the Cinestage is not identiparade, the Soviet these days “There are so. many festivals, they they: be recognized too,” said one being so many festivals. Still, the fied with specialized fare, and that
being, obsessed with “keeping up lose all. meaning and oil value. I man. He added that it didn’t look Yanks are reluctant to enter sec- pic should have been booked into
with the. Joneses.”
wish we could just drop the whole that either France or Italy would ondary features and to take the an arty. At least one art house did,
Britain’s Turnabout
;. thing;”
give iip their prerogatives, though critical rap. hiot all of the countries in fact, dicker for the film, but
What angers some of the . U/ S.
Added a company executive: an alternate fest arrangement was live xip to the IFFPA rules under finally backed away from what It
film, execs in oh the planning is “Every year ^e’re asked to. send at one time discussed and even de- W'hieh fest entries not only rate felt were high terms,
that tiie British originally indi- pictures to more festivals. There cided on within IFFPA.
free permits but also command un-j Also, If unrelated, hostility to
cated they’d boycott the Moscow aren’t enough good films to go
Fests, which are national events restricted remittance of their sub- Chaplin appears to be stronger
competition, but later changed around. Arid/ as \ve are releasing (being considered: desirable as sequent earnings in commercial among Chi filmltes than their Nevr
their minds and went in full-blast./more, and more pictures simultane- tourist, attractions), .bring consid- houses.
York counteiTarts.
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A psychiatrist can come in handy for; more than Hollywood, couch
consultations, according to Writer-producer Stan Shpetner. The. headshrlnker is the best equipped to understand human emotions, he say's,
and he can evaluate what will appeal. to a mass audience. To take
advantage of this theory, Shpetner keeps a . psychiatrist, on retainer
for his productions.
Shpetner explained the psychiatrist he retains (ethically, of course,
the doctor’s name can’t be revealed) analyzes the mass emotional
appeal not only of the; over-all picture... but; also the characters* the
character conflicts, the scenes, .advertising arid the title.
The writer-producer, believes it is not .enough for a filrnmake:.* to
trust his own conscious or subconscious, feelings because no one can
avoid imposing his own personal neuroses on his creativity. “The
. emotional objectivity training of a. topflight psychiatrist is a; milliori
. miles beyond that of the healthiest .producer in this town,” Shpetner
declared.’
.
Program Of U.S. exhibitors to improve the technical quality of
theatre . projection, Via the Council 'for the Improvement of Theatres
A Motion Picture Projection; appears to:be intriguing foreign theatremen. Latest country to seek details of the operation is India. Theatre
Owners of America, which is. .’sparking the Council, has sent details
of the program to the Theatre Owners Assn, of Bombay. George G.
Kerasotes,. TO A prexy, forwarded. al. complete, blueprint of the Coun¬
cil’s organization arid, program to V: Ppraiswarmy, secretary of the
Indian unit which had expressed interest in forming a similar Coun¬
cil.
.
’ / •
v'"’
v :;
The. request from the. Indian theatremen is the /second foreigri
query On the Council’s program; About a riionth ago the British Film
Producers Assn, sought to coordinate its program with, the Council’s.
The British group is seekirig improvement in ..the quality of souiid
projection.
’ '7 ; ' '••••
Taking geographical license, Metro has proclaimed that “50th St.
Is now MGM Sti” in an ad in the New York Times; the film company
lists five of its films supposedly. playing on 5Qth St. in New York.
Actually; only three theatres on the street are housing Metro films—
“North by Northwest” at the Radio>City .Music Hall, “The Scaper
goat” at the Guild Theatre, and “For the First Time” at the Roxy.
“It Started With a Kiss” is at the Capitol which is on 51st Stv And
“Gigi” is at the Sutton, Which, is on 57th St. The filmv<jompanjT, to.
be fair, makes note, of the latter in small type by indicating “and only
a few blocks away at 57th St.” .
v-'

Promoter, N.Y. State Use Separate
Arithmetic to Compute Ingo B.O.
July Dividend Pace
Washington, Aug; 25. ’
Dividends :, paid by film
companies rose slightly In July
over a year ; ago hut dipped
sharply from- the June level,
according to latest Commerce
Dept, report,
Shareholders received $678,000 last month, a $4,000 rise
from July 1958. With only five
coriipanies paying dividends;.
• the July total was $262,500 un¬
der the June figure.
: Walt. Disney was the only
firm distributing a bigger
, dividend, accounting for the
entire $4,000: increase -over
July a year ago. Dividends for
the other firms remained the.
same as in July 1958. They
; were: America Corp., Du-Art
. Film- Laboratories, National
Theatres arid Republic Pic¬
tures. Commerce Dept, no
longer gives compariyrby-company breakdown.
Dividend pace for 1959 still
'remains far ahead of last year.
Through; July, melon totalled
$13,009,000. Last year at this
time it was $11,869,000:

Frank Hale Would Make
Pic of Trincess’ Ballet
In Madrid (Costs Less)

heavyweight champ Jack Dempsey
By HY HOLLINGER
promotional director and ad¬
More confusion to the already as
visor.
jumbled state of the boxing busi¬
The
widespread investigation was
ness and its relationship tp “show touched
off when Rosensohn, in a
biz.” via the closed-circuit tele¬ national sports weekly, charged
vision; radio and film rights, was that he had been forced to give
added this week with the release part of his company to a friend of
by the N. Y, State Athletic ComD’Amato’s
who
subsequently
mission of the take from the sub¬
brought Vellela into the picture.
sidiary 'activities of the recent Rosensohn’s
license
has
since been
Ingemar Johansson-Flpyd Patter¬
son heavyweight championship suspended and Vellela’s effort to
obtain
a
license
to
promote
fights,
fight.
. '. ;
The. figures; released by chair¬ via Electronic Sports Co., has been
denied.
Vellela
hoped
to
promote
man Melvin L. Krulewitch, shows
an income of $358,052, with $65,- fights at St. Nicholas Arena, N.Y.,.
000 still due, fporn dosed television which he had subleased frmn Tele¬
after theatres had deducted their Prompter. Kahn said that Tele¬
50% cut, This figure is at variance Prompter did not now have any con¬
with the $1,032,000 theatre gross nection with Electronic Sports Co.,
reported after the bout by Irving but that “we’re interestd and we
B. ; Kahn, president of T e l e- might in the future.” The probe
Prompter, which handled the also irivolves Rosensohn’s alleged
association with known gamblers.
closed-tv, radio arid film rights.
Kahn, however, is confident that
. On the basis of the Commission’s
figures, including the $65,000 still the scheduled rematch between
due; the gross was $846,104. Kahn Johansson and Patterson would
explains the discrepancy by point¬ take place. .
The -Teleprompter prexy, ac¬
ing out that his figure was based
on: projecting the returns after companied by Vellela and Demp¬
90% of the situations had re¬ sey, went to Sweden to confer with
ported. In addition, Kahn indicated Johansson and appears to. have sethis projection did not take into , tied his differences with the
Agreement has been
consideration the refunds made by champ.
. many theatres because of the post- reached to hold the rematch in
March,
1960,
probably in Los
poriement by one day of the fight
Angeles.
because of rain.

Kahn Repudiates
Cameras on “The Life of St. Francis of Assisi” should turn in March
Kahn vehemently challenged the
of I960. Picture is being made by Aitys Productions, which, takes in
Commission’s figure of $19,313 as
the Skouras sons—Plato, Charles and Spyros Jr. Eugene Yale is writ¬
the income from domestic filrii
ing the screenplay from his own treatment. St Francis of Assisi 'lived
rentals
of the fight pictures being
from 1184 to 1226. He was a saint Who Went back .to a contemplation of
. Madrid, Aug. 25.
distributed
by United Artists. Kahn
nature arid his life overlaps the crusades, which will be represented
Palm Beach, Fla., iiripresario, maintained that ~ the Commission
in the film; Vale is the. author of the recently published and enthusiasFrank
Hale,
who.
commissioned,
had
garbled
or misinterpreted fig¬
ticaiiy-reviewed “The Thirteenth Apostle.”
;
produced: and presented the three- ures which TelePrompter had
act:
ballet.
“The.
Princess”
in
his
turned over to Patterson Enter¬
Vet exploitation pic producer Kroger Babb, who clairris all rights,
to the “Pretty Boy” Floyd story,- has served notice on N.Y. producer Royal Poinciana Playhouse last prises, which was associated with
Morirose Saxton against latter biopickirig deceased outlaw. Actiori fol¬ Dec., is scouting possibilities of TelePrompter in, the subsidiary
lowed a report reaching Babb that such a project Was in the jelling filming :a screen version in Spain. rights. The $15,313, he said, was
An industry conciliation system,
In Madrid With Hale for a pro¬ probably advance deposits on
stage. Babb, : who will make his yersiori in the Midwest oil actual
on the books for almost two years
scene of Pretty Boy’S operations, won a court, decision last year which duction survey and search to sign foreign bookings of the fight films. hut rarely, if ever, employed, was
resulted iri Sam Katzman arid Columbia Pictures ' calling off a pro¬ a European .. film director is Ted Kahn insists that as of Aug. 7, the dusted off yesterday (Tues.) and
Kneeland whose South. African return from domestic film rentals,
posed feature on bandit’s life.
\ •
wife . Jo. Ann choreographed; the in a report he had received from persented at the end of a fiveand-a-half-hour meeting between
Short position taken in both Loew’s Inc. -and United Artists com¬ click first full-length original UA/ was $300,000. However, this Is representatives of the Motion. Picmon stock on the New York Stock; Exchange fell considerably over the classical ballet created in the U.S. below the $1,000,000 he had envi¬ ] ture Assn, of America and th»
Hale, equally known as yeast sioned from this source originally. I
past month. Short interest in UA: dropped from 2,550 to 500, and in
American Congress of Exhibitors
Loew’s from 3,140 to 950 shares. Investment in short iriterest shares magnate,; patron of. the arts; and. The Commission lists $300,000 as as the method proposed to help
are; iriotivated by the anticipation that the Stock will decline in price, philanthropist, sees “The Priricess” the estimated income from foreign small theatres in distress. “I
in contrast to. the customary position of investing on the hope that a as America’s answer to the Rus¬ distribution of the films. Kahn said think we have disposed of the
sian Ballet.
that 20th-Fox, which is handling problem of the small theatre,’*
given stock will rise: " .
Econoinic values of film produc¬ the films: abroad,, had not as yet MPAA prexy Eric Johnston de¬
made
a report. According to Wil¬ clared at a two-hour late press
tion, in Spain largely influenced
Hale in giving Madrid preference liam J. Heineman, UA distribution briefing session which he shared
v.p.,
the
gross film rental for with ACE chairman S. H. Fabian.
as ‘(Princess” production site.
Budget here, he thought, would be 4,274 hookings so far amounted to
The question of aid to small
$300,863.
He
added that, this did
only a fraction of the $2,500,000
Chicago, Aug. 25. . estimated cost required to film the not iriclude certain returns, includ¬ theatres in trouble was the only
conclusive
decision made at the
Overruling the Police Censor musical ballet fantasy at home. In ing the take from the N. Y. cir- ,•second summit meeting between
Board, Which had.insisted qh four addition, Madrid base would bring chits. Heineman described the re¬ exhibitors and distributors. Subhim in close touch With ballet art¬ sults as the best for any fight 1i jects also discussed were more
deletions.
Corporation
Counsel istry in London and Paris.
films since World War II. Teleproduct and advertising. Various
John Melaniphy has okayed the
As presently conceived. Hale Prompter’s cut is determined after ideas won both topics were sug¬
French-made version of D. H. Law¬ and Kneeland will bring 25 of the deduction of distribution fee, gested, it was disclosed, but they
rence’s “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” original Poinciana cast to Spain, usually 30% to 35% and cost of were referred to the respective
Washirigton. Aug. 25.
advertising and prints.
committees for further study and
An amendment to the Internal intact for Chi exhibition and the including Violette Verdy, Michael
There was no argument about
Revenue code, requiring all Amer¬ Kingsley-International
re le a s e Maule, 11-year old Claudia Cfavey the return from radio. TelePromp¬ will be acted upon by the “Reads
icans residing abroad to file income opened . last week at the arty arid all other principals. Jo Ann ter. had sold sponsorship rights to of state” when they reconvene
Kneeland is slated to choreograph
late in September.
tax returns, is seen affecting both
United Artists at an announced
actors working in pictures on'loca¬ World Playhouse on Michigan Ave. with the musical collaboration, figure of $100,000 to plug “The
Although acknowledging that
Hale
hopes,
of
the
orignal
com¬
Reversal of the censors was the
tion overseas arid film company ex¬
exhibitors have been lax in using
Mario
Braggiotti,
and Horse Soldiers.’’, The Commission conciliation, Johnston and Fabian
ecutives stationed outside the U.S.: second in recent weeks, and is poser,
lists radio income at $106,750.
The section of. the code, one of taken to constitute shrugging com¬ Spain’s National Symphony: Orpointed out that both exhihs and
Probes Aplenty
chestra.
more than 100 items added last
distribs felt that revitalization of
pliance
With
late
U;
S.
Supreme
Meanwhile, the. fight, which saw conciliation could bring exhibitors
year by Congress to strengthen the
Johansson dethrone Patterson, has relief on almost every aspect of
policing powers of the Treasury Court decisions voiding certain
brought about three different in¬ their operation. This includes,,
Dept., is seen as possibly creating: censorship statutes and interpretaT
vestigations—the N.Y. District At¬ they stressed, rental terms, runs,
problems for the film companies turns. Melaniphy is understood to;
torney, the N.Y. State Athletic product availability, cooperation
in attracting top talent Jto stay in have: reasoned in this case, that the
Commission, and the State Attor¬ from competing theatres, etc.
Europe arid other, overseas , areas;
city had no choice but to abide by
In the past, those living abroad the Court’s ruling on “Chatterley.”
Otto Premiriger’s “Anatomy of ney General’s Office. The latter,
The distribs, it was said, agreed
were the ones to judge whether, or
Melaniphy. similarly reversed a Murder,” in its first six weeks employing the N.Y. State anti¬ unanimously that they would
not they had been living there long the censors on the Polish “Eighth of release,, has. grossed. ;.more monopoly law, is attempting to dis¬ speed all efforts to make concilia¬
enough to rate tax exemption. Now; Day of the Week,” which the blue- than "$2,000,00.0,. according to 'Rube cover if there had been any viola¬ tion workable. The film com¬
everyone has . to. file and it’s In¬ pencilers had banned outright as Jackter, Columbia’s sales veepee. tion in the awarding of the sub¬ panies also said they would alert
ternal Revenue which will decide obscene and immoral. The pattern
The picture has been held over sidiary rights to TelePrompter via their staffers, from the homeoffice
whether or not tax is due. Pro¬ had been established before when in every one rif its first 99 key city its close association with Cus to local salesman, to cooperate
vision in the tax law applies to re¬ the city’s legal topper okayed “The engagements and is still playing D’Amato,
Patterson’s manager. and participate to make concilia¬
turns
which were Case; of Dr. Laurent,” hut in that in .68 of these situations; As an Kahn, however, has stated that he tion effective so that the small
supposed to. have been filed by actiori litigation had already been example of the b.o. power of the would welcome any and all investi¬ theatres can be rescued. Both
April J15 of this year.
picture, Jackter noted that in many gations. He- made, a voluntary ap¬ segments, of the industry went on
started.
If the Government finds that an
'instances holdover grosses. sur¬ pearance before the N.Y. District record as stating that the small
Lawyers for Kingsley had re¬ passed the take for the previous Attorney.
Airiericari .” living. . abroad had
\ .
theatre is not only the center of
claimed exemption jin justifiably all minded Melaniphy of the Supreme week. For. example, at the Gary
Kahn is now board chairman of entertainment hut also “a genuine
along, such a persori may be as¬ Court ruling and warned they Theatre in Boston, the .fifth week Rosensohn Enterprises, the cor¬ asset to a community’s life . . .”
sessed for all the tax he owes. Ex¬ would Sue if the city insisted on: topped the second, third and porate company which prompted Distribs supported the idea that
act number of Americans liable to cuts. Picture’s midwest release is fourth stanzas! At the Criterion the fight. Bill Rosensohn, the pres¬ the “grassroots theatres represent
pay taxes despite their foreign res¬ being handled by World Playhouse and Plaza Theatres iri New' York, ident of the; company and a former the foundation of the industry
owner Charles Teitei.
idence isn’t known.
the sixth week heat the two preced¬ v.p. of TelePrompter, has resigned and must be preserved . . .” It
ing weeks. The sixth session at from his own firm in opposition to was pointed out that large thea¬
. To qualify for tax exemption, a
the Warner Beverly in L.A. was Kahn’s entry. He had been, at odds tres could also make use of con¬
person must be a “bona fide” res¬
ident of another country for a pe¬
higher than the fourth and fifth;
With Kahn on the disposition of the ciliation if they so. desired, but
riod. including at least one whole
The Col release is currently in subsidiary rights since, as pro¬ the main stress was placed on its
Hollyw’ood, Aug. 25.
taxable year. Also, payments must
its seventh week in Detroit, New moter, he had been shut out from use by .the smaller situations.
Allied Artists has declared a York and Los Angeles and in its participating in these rights. Vin¬
be for work actually performed.
Spokesmen for ACE at yester¬
Even if the Treasury okays ex¬ quarterly dividend of 1334c per sixth week, in Chicago,. Boston, cent. J. Vellela, an attorney, day’s meeting included Fabian,
emption, the individual countries, share on - company’s 5*£% pre¬ Washington,. Milwaukee arid At¬ emerged as two-thirds owner of the Max A. Cohen, Irving Dollinger,
notably France, have tightened up ferred stock.
lantic City. Fifth week holdovers •Rosensohn company and he voted Emanuel Frisch. George G. Kera*
considerably and are seekirig to
Divvy Is payable:. Sept. 15 to include Hartford, Providence, Salt Kahn on the board. Kahn and sotes, Albert Pickus and Sol A
plug , holes in their tax collections. stockholders of record Sept 3.
Lake City arid Buffalo.
i Vellela have since retained ex¬ Schwartz.

Enter lady Chatterley’
Into Chi Art House

S. Tax

‘ANATOMY'GROSS TOPS
$2,000,000 IN 6 WKS.
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That Old Remedy
(Conciliation) Rx
Agam; Any Bids?
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Hollywood - on - the-Volga
, Continued from pace 1 ;

Mums the Word
At TOA on Raps
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Family Goes For Drive (In)
; Continued from page T ;

better than last year, manager been damaged,” he noted, “it’*
15 Soviet republics has at least \ dio to another on application, but
one studio, while the Russian fed- j one studio is not allowed to outbid
Evan Thompson estimated. He been djue to forgetful patrons who
oration and the Ukraine have ; another in an attempt to get a key
feels that the increase isn’t neces¬ drive off without removing th#
speaker and its cable from their
about a dozen between them. New t director or a prominent star,
sarily a question of better prod¬ car window.”
studios are being built in all the
Stars, with directors and prouct, but because more people have
The Rockland, an “open all-year
republics to cope with the in- ■ ducers, are in the top salary brackTheatre Owners of America has become aware of the theatre. theatre/? impresses as a w’ell-run.
creased production program, and f ets, earning up to 5,000-7,000
additional technicians and actors : roubles monthly ($500-$700 at the \ decided to remain silent and will ! Ozoner, which accommodates 1,800 operation that aggressively devel*
ops interest in the community.
are being trained at the various in¬ tourist rate) and that covers a ' not answer the charges made by I cars, opened three years ago.
Heralding its product and services
stitutes of cinematography.
maximum 10 shooting days in any : the rival exhibitor organization,
The Rockland, a l'.3Q0-car oper¬ is a 10,000-name mailing list that’s,
month. For every additional day
$300,000—More or Less
Allied States Assn. In a recent ation, does “turnaway”1l>usiness on used in addition to newspaper ads.
Average cost of production is be¬ r
!
fnd that bv Rus bulletin issued from Washington weekends, according to manager Live entertainment is also occa¬
tween 2.500,000 and 3,000,0000 rou¬ roubles a day And that, bj'
,-by Allied board chairman Abram Jack Smith. However, he added, sionally used on the snack bar
bles which, calculated at the tour¬ sian standards puts them almost . ^ Myers< TOA was charged with “we pick up another 10 to 209& at patio.
,
ist rate of exchange would equal in *b® capitaJs!Lfkss*
Hictrihn : attempting to assume control as the break of the first picture.”
For example, The Shamrocks
Unlike production the distiibu overaU exhibitor spokesman via Both the Rockland and 303, some Fife,
$250,000-$300,000, but at the of¬
Drum & Bugle Corps, includ¬
ficial rate of four roubles to the hon side of tim industry is not on . ^ American. Congress of Exbibi- 10 miles apart, were playing ing “the majorette who won first
dollar «which is a completely un¬ a regional tasfr %nd r0"®tors. In addition, TOA was ac- “Anatomy of a Murder” fCol) day- place in the country convention
realistic figure) would be substan¬ has the monopoly of servicing the ^ cused of taking credit for actions and-date at the time of Variety’s three years straight,” performed
tially higher.
About eight to entire country, as well as beir?g it did not initiate or pursue, survey.
on the patio last Wednesday (19)
nine months is spent on each pic¬ responsible for promotion and pub- ; Moreovert it was charged with
from 7 p.m. until showtime. Also
‘Lovers, Go Home’
ture, including about three months Iicity. There is no^ Publicity
• raiding in Allied .territory.
on
hand were a color guard and
Teenage romancers and other
in the studio other than a stills
actual filming.
TOA, according
“ *
-i:_+V.O entire nrn- ’
'±'UA,
according. to
IU a spokesman
spu&caiuau couples amourously inclined are baton twirlers.
With the realization that almost photographer
“These local groups,” manager
a
11TldprtakenP by ’ for the organization, has no quar- frowned upon by the Rockland,
every film is a cinch, for a payoff motional effort is undertaken by
with Allied He pointed out
Smith explained, “cost us nothing
and a handsome profit, the main the_di§trtt>uting comPany» -noNVn : that TOA was working coopera- Paramus and 303. “This is strictly since they’re anxious to get ex¬
(a family operation.” Smith said,
concern in planning is to satisfy as Kmoprakat.
■'
: tively with the Allied representa- i “We have three attendants check posure before the public.: Their
the vast domestic market. Over¬
20,000 to 80,000 Screens
tives in ACE and will continue to ' ing the field. WThere there are no ! appearance on Wednesday in¬
seas
sales rnHeare of secondary
nnrtonnr
1 It turned out to be impossible to do s0 However, no official ans- j heads in a car. our man raps on creases the opening night business,
P°.dd'Soviet dstudios slant their i ^et a reliable assessment of the ; wer to the Allied blast is conlem- ■ the window and warns the occu-; helps build community goodwill
and spread word of mouth about
JSktarttai forthe taternrtlon.1 i
„ i pants. If on the second time ; the picture the rest of the week.
the Soviet Union, but the total
markets on the grounds that they ^ tbe
lo
be
s.ome exhibitors believe
that the around, they’ve failed to cooperate, They’re always used Wednesday
estmiated
to
be
...
work for their own people and not 1S ge,n^Tabkr.
Allied
charges represent the ’ we ask them to leave and never and sometimes Friday, but never
it-s
aiiu
mac around 20.000.
There are. how- scbif;m in. the ranks of Allied be- ' come back.”
; on weekends when we do capacity
for foreign countries,
and there
are no financial considerations to ever, at least 80.000 P^ces ^here tween those memberswho see the
Thompson recalled that the 303 ‘
be taken into account. There is, pictures are shown, including in- value of working in ACE and tho-e had a minor problem with teenage •: business anyway.”
How to Win a Pizza
nevertheless, an expanding inter- i stitutes. trade union centres, etc.,- whp :are staunchly opposed to it. cutups and romantic couples for j
est in coproduction not onlv with 1 and under the seven-veai Plan t e jn
years. Allied ranks have a time after the site opened, but j Smith also uses a variety of
studios in the Eastern bloc, but j aim is to increase the number by been torn by two viewpoints—one the theatre seldom has to contend other stunts to focus public in¬
also with Western producers. In¬ 50^c to a grand total of 120,000 by representing the firebrands desir- with this now. He feels that the ; terest on the Rockland. Some are
deed,
one
coproduction
with 1965. Admission charges are ing Government intervention; the decline is due to a “matter of edu- j new, some old, but all are in a
France is currentiy rolling at the levied at all these places, just as 0tjier the moderates wishing to cation” since the kids who misbe- ; showmanly tradition designed to
in the regular theatres..
work out intra-industry squabbles ; have know they’re unwelcome at; move people through the wicket.
Mosfilm lot.
The Russians are now complet- within the confines of the business, ■ the 303.
Good Propaganda
I In the concession building a sign
;
i Curiously, the Skouras drive-in ' proclaims: “Each night five lucky
While export of Soviet films is ing their first pic in 70m, but when-—--!
not regarded as a major factor,
weyr
lifrf Program is most effective during has been a victim of circumstances . admission numbers are posted oh
If your number
there is every indication that big behind the
the credit titles, which stand, out since it's only a mile over the j the blackboard.
neer
new
processes
t
sses
memseive.s,
in _„
nt tho cnrppn. and N. Y.-N. J. state line. Eighteen- j matches, you win two passes to the
efforts are being made by Sovex**- year-olds may drink in New York, ; Rockland Drive-In. Numbers with
port to help the Russian-made pic¬ sisted they had begun to. use wide W
_ebsulted in invol. but in New Jersey they must be 21. •: a star also win a pizza pie” (worth
ture penetrate the Western mar¬ film of the same dimension way ??e scenem _
head-ducking through the : Hence, Route 303 has been dubbed • 65c).
kets.
Though it’s never men¬ back in the 20s, but it wasn t practical
to
reequip
the
industry
at
that
Th
vbole
effect, how- . “beer can alley” as the youthful j
Tieup with Shopper’s Paradise
tioned in such direct terms, there
*• a ™t*train on the eyes, ; Jerseyites flock north to quench ; a discount supermarket in nearby
is general recognition of the prop¬ time, and they had teen oblwrf
Spring
Valley, brought a disk
aganda value in having Russian | to leave the system on ,he -he f ^ the RussiaJls recognize that it , their thirst.
jockey show* to the patio several
- -—
for more than 30 years.
has jjttle more.than novelty value. |
films widely
shown in the West.
Car-Checks
j
weeks
ago.
Records were both spun
Each of the Russian studios is ;
It was conceded they were
noveltv that has been
I Some of the teenage overflow ■ and displayed. Theatre’s program
said to be completely autonomous, j johnny-come-latelies
so
far
as
_•
ctrang 'with occasional
.!
#nce
drifted
into
the
303,
which
urges:
“Bring
Baby and the Bottle
and the administrative and man- CinemaScope is concerned, but
* ^ program, for two decI adopted a “get tough” policy to { —Free Milk and Bottle Warmer.”
agement executive has complete : they point instead vvitn pride to
d s aTld . fhere are still many
.
discourage
any
skylarking.
“Wre
!
It’s
also
pointed
out that Aug. 23
authority in the selection of sub- j the stereokmema which has been
who’ve never seen it
; don’t permit cars with four or j is “Bumper Strip Night.” On that
jects, the hiring of writers and di- running
three-dimensional
pro- Muscovites Mho ve never seen u
;
more
hoys
to
enter
or
vehicles
;
night
drivers
of
cars displaying
rectors and in casting. On the as- j grams in Moscow' to which achieves
They accept, too, tnat tneir l.
sumption that the management j the stereoscopic effect without the clarama is also just a gimmicx, • with four or more girls,” Thomp- , the Rockland bumper strip were
:
son
explained,
“since
we
feel
they
j
admitted
free.
knows what’s wanted in a State- S aid -of glasses. And also to their with little potentialities, in any
Route 303 Drive-in relies heavily
owned industry, it’s reasonable to ! Circlarama, a standout (and stand- event, they don t believe in fancy ; represent a source of potential j
accept the statement that the Cen- {up) attraction at the Exhibition of ■ techniques as such, but n s the (trouble. As for romancers, our at- ; upon newspaper ads as a means of
sorship board is non-political and | Economic Development w hich uses i content that counts. They re vmR- ; tendants check the cars and via- ' stimulating attendance. Estimating
its main function is ro categorize j 22 screens and projectors, against! ing to exploit any process, how- • lators of the rules are asked to ; that 70of his patrons come from
; nearby Bergen County. N. J., man¬
pictures in three grades in a way .the 11 used in the Disney process ever, that helps to Improve the ; leave.”
In preserving a wholesome at-i ager Thompson said that in addi¬
very similar to the British classi- -which was first shown at the Brus- quality and actually aids the story', !
fications. As a point of interest, : sels World Fair a year ago, and is ;
Two technical innovations at the j mosphere for families, the drive- j tion to papers in Bergen and Rock¬
' ins at the same time have gone j land Counties he also uses New
c‘Room at the Top.” which was now a popular feature at the ’ Mosfilm studios are shown to visiall out to lure the youngsters (and j York city sheets extensively. H#
shown out of competition at the .American Exhibition in Sokolniki tors with considerable pride. One
recent Moscow* Festival and pur- Tpark.
is an overhead moving scaffold, their parents) with elaborate play- i theorizes that most Jersey resi¬
grounds
replete with miniature ' dents read the Gotham paper#
chased by the Russians, had ian j
Third-Dimension Etc..
-which speeds up the assembly and
train rides, swings, slides and along with their local dailies.
X
certificate vvhen shovyn in t
rj.be o_D program on view in a striking of sets, the other a remote
‘ carousels. Naturally, this tends to
Sticks to Newspapers
be1 seen bJSVdren”undpr°thp
smaH 150-seater in’ the heart of ; control lighting unit, housed In I fill the field in the early evening
Thompson has no mailing list.
Tt\, mi C
under the age ,
u
,
at capacitv for al- the studio gallery, operated by one ; hours with many prospective pa¬
“I feel that newspapers are sufs^hip rltSSn^heSoS^
•
Si flight dX showings, man who is in telephonic touch trons for the concession stand.
In considering potential subjects frequently including the opening with tne lighting cameraman. The
Outside Concessionaires
' flcent but. of course, that’s a mat¬
for production the* Ruslans ha-p Performance at. 8:30 in the morn- mam virtue of the system is that it
Particularly aware of the busi- { ter of opinion. Perhaps another
manager would have more faith in
Th* show consists of. an «>r'
IS ness a spanking clean, modern con- j
artistic standards are of first con- minute comedy, rather naive and cables trailing all over tne smaio cession structure will generate are I a list. We used fireworks on the
the Rockland1- and 303 Drive-Ins, 1 Fourth of July and again on the
sideration. and that there is no corny in content- but designed to Door.
theatre’s anniversary Aug. 3. Re¬
such thing as competition from tv Provide tbe largest possible nuraIn other respects the studios are both of which lease the eateries ;
action was good.”
In any event, they wou’d never re- ber of gunmick situations.
far from exceptional, but extensive to outside operators. In addition '
However, he was less enthusi¬
to
the
traditional
popcorn
and
gard wide screens and"" all the other ’
^ben one is’correctly focussed, modernization and development is
astic about the value of “disk
recent" techniques as a way ef • ^be e^ec^ is admirable, but the in process. There are ,at present, Cokes, featured, are pizza pies, eggjockey
record and dance shows.”
challenging tv. but- give first con-1 sligbtest Dvitch, an attempt to get 10 stages in three blocks, yielding rolls and the like. At the Rock¬ Such a tieup was made with the
sideration to story values and their more comfortable on the hard an annual output of 26 features, land the concession is fronted by C. & W. Record Shop in nearby
interpretation of public tastes
> wooden seats, or even a casual: The capacity is to be virtually an attractive planting and a spa-? Pearl River, N. Y., last summer,
30 000 000 Fans
I
aud the focus is. lost. The ‘ doubled under the seven-year plan. cious patio. Skouras ozoner has a but it wasn’t resumed this year
similar patio.
Although it is admitted that from
Less enterprising Is the Paramus since Thompson felt it didn’t trans¬
time to time the studios produce a
Drive-In. which operates its own late itself into more business. Tab
lemon which has to be shelved,
concession. Facility there resem¬ at the 303 and Rockland, incident¬
there is an overall concept that pic¬
bles an oversized hotdog stand. ally, is $1 per adult with children
ture production is a profitable un¬
Built more than 10 years ago, this under 12 free. At the Paramus it’s
dertaking, and the earnings seem
750-car ozoner still draws good 90c with kids free.
Grand Prix—“Destiny of Man” (Russia)'.
Thompson, who managed
to justify that viewpoint.
A top
biz by virtue of a good location.
Gold Medal—“We Are Geniuses” (Western Germany).
picture will attract a domestic
But it doesn’t compare wuth the Skouras’ Fox Theatre in Hacken¬
Gold Medal—“The Day Will Come” (Pakistan).
sack, N. J., before assuming the
audience of upwards of 30,000,000
more
modern
outdoor
theatres.
Gold Medal—“Escape from the Shadows” (Czechoslovakia).
at an average admission of two
Non-operative speakers and dis¬ 303 reins, expressed the opinion
Silver Medal—“Envoy of the People” (Mongolia). Best Actress.
roubles a time 'equal to about
tracting
announcements
super¬ that operation of a drive-in is
Silver Medal—“The Eagle” (Poland). Best Actor.
20c at the tourist rate). As many
imposed over the film soundtrack basically the same as a conven¬
Silver Medal—“New History of an Old Soldier” (China). Best
tional house with one exception—
as 1,500 prints are needed for the
are
often
a
source
of
annoyance
Technique.
most successful films, and every
to drive-in patrons. Now. in its “now I have to use my car to mak*
Silver Medal—“Chung Khyan” (North Korea). (Camera).
tieups
with
local
merchants,
picture has to be dubbed locally
fifth
season,
the
Rockland
has
a
Silver Medal—-“Jalsagkhar” (India) (Music),
in the different languages of each
system for dealing with this prob¬ whereas I used to walk up and
Silver Medal—“Cry From the Streets” (Gt. Britain). Best Direc¬
down the street/’
of the 15 republics as well as in
lem.
"Our
staff
checks
all
posts
tion of Juveniles.
the languages of the various re¬
where there are no cars,” manager
Diploma—“The Unforgettable Path” (Japan).
gions of the Russian federation.
Smith explained, “because if the
Diploma—“The Sentence” (France).
Mamoulian’s Venice 3
space is vacant the speaker must
All the talent and technical
Union of Journalists—“Yesterday” (Hungary) (Diploma).
be
out of order.” Similar checks
staffs of the studios have to under¬
Among classics to be screened
Soviet Peace Committee—“Song of Sailors” (East Germany):
are made at the 303 and Paramus, at the Venice Festival are three
go training either at one of the In¬
(Diploma).
stitutes of Cinematography* or one
oldies directed by Rouben MamoulCables Take a Drive
Friendship & Cultural Societies’ Diploma—Rosita Kintana (Mex¬
of the technical schools. Employ¬
ico). Star of “Our Constant Hunger.”
Smith also pointed out that “ex¬ ian. Trio are “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
ment is more or less guaranteed on
(Par), “Becky Sharp”
Union of Cinematograph Workers Diploma—Guiletta Massina
cept in emergency cases,”’ no an¬ Hyde”
successful
completion
of
the
(Italy).
nouncements are made until the (RKO) and “Queen Christiana.”
course, and artists and crew alike
Documentary Gold Medal—“Construction of the Bak Hing Canal”
intermission. While vandalism is . They'll . be unreeled in the
are hired at regular weekly salar¬
(Viet Nam).
prevalent in many drive-ins, Smith course of” the fest’s traditional
ies and not on a plcture-to-picture
In addition, documentary av:ards went to Belgium, Riissia,
said there were few instances of retrospective portion which this
basis. Performers and technicians
France, China, Bulgaria, United Nations, Albania, Great Britain
that at the Rockland. “In most year is presenting top films shown
may be transferred from one stuand Yugoslavia.
cases where our speakers have in Venice in the 1932-39 period.
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St. Louis; ‘Kelly’ 15G
: St. Louis, Aug. 25. ..
; Continued ..from pare il/;
. Some of new product in current
round is doing okay, “Holiday For concert in an open-air arena, made but not lavish. There were just *
Lovers”
at
the
St.
Louis
is
nice
(Continued from page 9)
the keynote speech at the closing handful of Official receptions and;
while “Yellowstone Kelly” is just
none of the bigseale midnight parr
Jesse James” (UA) (2d run), same.
okay at the Fox. Still going great ceremony, and finally showed lip ties/which, are a feature of every;.
v Fairway, Granada a Fox Midwest)
Other. European: festival. The clos¬
Providence, Aug. 25.
• (700; 1,217; 75-$l)—“Darby O’Giir guns on holdover, are “North by at the windup reception.
Northwest,” big in fifth frame at
The theme of the festival was ing night party well and truly dis¬
The State’s “North by North- j (BV) <2d wk); Third week.in town,.
v.est” is leading the city with a! great $8,500. Last week, in combo • Loew’s; “Hole Jn Head,” good in “For Humanism in Ciilema Art, pelled the belief that the Russians
sixth at - Orpheum, and “Sleeping
great take currently. Second week j With Uptown, $15,000.
are a:'nation . of hard drinkers.
. {
Beauty,” fine in lith week at .the F!or Peace and Friendship. Among
•of “Say One For Me” still is smash.
There was no hard liquor to be
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) j Pageant.
Nations,” and that legend ap-.
Strands “John Paul Jones” looks} “Love Is Profession” (Kings) ' 10th !
seeh, and the wine that was availr
peared
on
the
daily
information
j
Estimates for This Week
nice on opener.
: wk); Bright $1,500. Last week, i
Oble quickly- ran out. Thirsty dele¬
. Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 90- bulletin; It was also the keynote}
Estimates for This Week
j $1,200.
, • $1.25 >—“South . Pacific” <20th) (3d ;
gates who returned to the festival.
of almost every speech made, par-j
Albee (RKO) t2.200; 65-80—[
Midland * Loewi (3,500; 90-$ 1,25) . wk). Big $13,000. Last week, $15/-: ticularly by Mikhailov himself who ! HQ at the. Moscow Hotel found:
“Middle of the Night” <Col> ;and; “North bv Northwest” (M-G) '2d 600.'
.
• . ; i. added, in his' closing ceremony; that the bar, specially opened for .
“Face of Fugitive” <UA) (2d jivkv wk>. Big $13,000; holds. Last week,
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-! address, that while there was no' the festival, had been closed down!
Okay $5,000. First was $6.500.,
$18,000, one of biggest here.
$1.25). — “Three Strange Loves” ! commercialism
in
the
Soviet
Missouri (RKO) < 2.585; 75-SI W ! (Indie).. Okay $2,000. Last week,1
Majestic (SW) ‘2,200; 65-90 —
Union, they had issued thousands
“Say One For Me” ‘20th) and ‘‘Son “Diary of Anne. Frank”. (20th) . * 3d . “Girls of . Night.” < Indie) and “Rais¬
of special; records and published
j
of Robin Hood” <20th* «2d wk'. wk>. Fair $3.o00, Last week. $4,500. ing Riot” ijndie), $3,000. ..
Paramount '(UP; <1,900: 75-SI)— .
Fox •< Arthur) (5/000; 60-90) -—! about 500,000 special books as
Sock $9,000. First was $13,000.
j
promotion for the fest generally,
SS Continued from pa?e: t ss/
State (Loewi3.200; 90-SI.25 >—J “Yellowstone Kelly” (WB), Okay “Yellowstone Kelly” (WB). Okay; and the cinema in particular.
$8,000;
stays
on.
Last
week,
“Her¬
$15,000;
Last week, “Last Train j
“North
by
Northwest”
'Ms-G-.
Schrafft’s will introduce a “BenGun Hill” ‘.Par), same.
In Re: Yanks’ Non-Support^
Smash $17,000. Last week ‘ The cules” (WB) '2d wk', $7,000/ .
Plaza (Fox Midwest) <1,900; 75-1 ! Loew’s (Loew) <3.600: 60-90)—
Mysterians” <M-G> and “First Man
At . the final reception, this re- i Hur” candy bar, said to be the/
$1Currently on sub-runs. Last “North By Northwest” (M-G) (5th ;
Into Space” (M-G*, $9,300.
|
porter asked the Minister how he : first new candy bar introduced ini •
week; “Middle of Night” (Col) (2d. wk). Big S8.000. Last week, $10,500. S
felt about the non-participation of ' more than, a decade.
Strand 'National- Realty' <2.200; wk i, S6.000.
•'?
Orpheum (Loew) (1.900; 60-90)—!
65-80;—“John Paul Jones” *WB).
Rockhill (Littlo Art Theatres) “Hole, in Head” , <U.A) (6th wk).: the American industry* “It’s their j ; A total of 13 American publish¬
Nice $8,000. Last week. “Big Cir¬
business,” he retorted. “We ! did j
Good
$5,000/
Last
week.
$7,000,/
;
*750;. 75-SI)—“Lady Chatterlev’s
including
four paperback
cus” iAA) (2d wk», $3,500.
[:
|
Pageant (Arthur)
(1,000; . 50-, everything ;\ve could. We invited ; ers,
Lover” (Kings). Hefty $2,500. Pic
here . on. return date. Last week, $1.25) — “.Sleeping Beauty” (BV) [ them to come and would have; houses, will turn out new editions
made
them
very
welcome.
I
am
1
“Modern Times” < Indie) <2d wk), .•■llt’b wk). Fine $6,500; Last week,/
of “Ben-Hut” between now and
sorry they made their decision,.but i
$7,500.
$1,200.
St. Louis (Arthur); (3,800: 6.0-90V it ..was not for us to argue with : the premiere late this fall. Each of
Roxy (Durwood) ‘850; •$1-$1.50*.
the
paperback publishers has an
—“Anatomy of Murder” <Col> <3d —“Holiday for Lovers” <20th) and. them about it.” Mikhailov added ;
wk). Continues solid play at $7,500. “Wild and ' Innocent”. (U). Nice that hie hoped there would be a ; initial press r.un of 250,000 copies.
Buffalo, Aug. 25.
$12,000.' Last week.
“Anatomy change of heart by the time, the; Many of the editions are already .
Last week; $8,500.
There are plenty of holdovers;
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2.043: 75- Murder” (Col) (4th wk), $10,500. .. next Moscow festival, came along. ; being. sold iri bbok stores and, in
here currently but this does'not $1)—“Holiday for Lovers” * 20th) : Shadv Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90)
paperback outlets. The four paper¬
For the jury, buyers and critics !
seem to slow up the boxoffice pace. •2d wk). Sock SI 1.000: holds/ Last —“Gigi” <M-G) <19th wk). Down =
back
publishers—Pocket
Books,
an
unprecedented
mileage
of \
Best showing of a newcomer* is week, in combo with Fairway and $1,900, Last week, $2,500.
Dell, Signet and Bantam—com¬
celluloid was. unspooled at , Mos- 1
being made by “Have Rocket, Will Granada.
bined to discuss joint promotion
Travel," with the Three Stooges,
Cow. There were 87' full-length j
plans for the hew editions of the
comedy stars of pic. on stage at
features, of which 26 were in com- '
(Continued from page 9L
' petition,, and 194 shorts, of which Gen; Lew Wallace classic. “Benthe Century where a fast total is
in prospect. “Return of Fly’Mooms
‘Col1. Fine $12.000.. Last week.1 62
t ‘Continued from page 9)
were
entered
in
contest. Hur.” is in the public: domain and1
okay at Paramount but “Darby looks like big $14,500. , Holding/ “John. Paul. Jones”7 ‘WB) and Screenings of the official entries the publishers apparently wasted
O’Gill and Little People” is i, off In ahead. “Darby O’Giir’ <BV> ' 7th “•Teen-rAge Monster” (WB >. $11,000. j terminated on the night of. Fri¬ no time in getting out new edi¬
tions to capitalize, on.the renewed
considerably from first week- at wk-9 days), $6,000.
St. Francis (Par) <1.400;. $L25-; day, Aug. 14, in order to allow
Lafayette. “North By Northwest”
Guild (Guild) ‘450; S1-S1.75'— S1.50) — “Anatomy Gf Murder.” delegates the choice of an excur¬ interest stemming from thb film;
shapes big in third round at the “Scapegoat” (M-G) <3d wk). The/ •Coli (3d wk). Big $15,000. Last;
Test Ad’s Orders
sion to Leningrad or of participat¬
Buffalo.
i;
current session ending today (Wed. ‘! week, S19.500..
ing
in
weekend
celebrations
Although no date lias been! set:
Estimates for This Week i
is heading for great $16,500. Sec- • .. Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1.456; staged in arena theatres. Oft the for the: Loews State opening, Met¬
Buffalo (Loew> <3.500; 70-S1.25) orid, $17,500, a bit over hopes, after $1.75-S2.65 '—“South Seas. Adven¬ Saturday, the gala coincided with ro experimented with a test ad in .
Con- , ture” (Cinerama) (39th \vk). Nice 1 the Soviet Cinema Day’s 40th
— “North By Northwest” <M-G) record-breaking ' opener.
Cue magazine last week. The ad
(3d wk), Big $13,006. Last w^ek, tinues indef. :■/
S19.000. Last . week, $18,500.
; anniversary, marking the national-: merely offered readers a chance to
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- ’
$15/200.
i
- .United Artiste (No; Coast) (1,151: ization. of the film industry in order tickets for next December
Upstairs”
(KingsCenter (AB-PT» (3,000; 70;S1) — $1.80*—“Man
S1.25-SL50I—VHoIe In Head’^UA) Russia.
at the regular boxoffice price,
“A Private’s Affair” «20thi.*>Okay Union). <3d wk),, Initial holdover ; ‘5th wk). Excellent $9,500. Last
The jury, however, did not make $1.50 to $3.50. More than 200 br- .
$8,000.
Last week, “John Paul stanza ended Sunday (23) was good )■ week. SI 1,0001.
their decisions until late Monday ders (with . money attached), and
S6.200
after
$8,800
for
first
week.}
Jones” (WB>, $6,500.
Stagedoor. (A-R) . (440;
$1.25about
1,000 seats
afternoon (17) and played it safe representing
Century tUATC) *2,700; 70-$1.25* Stays about two weeks more, With S3.00) —“Gigi” (M-G) (59th wk).
by giving prizes to almost all the Avere received four, days /after the
—“Have Rocket, Will Travel” Col) “Back To Wall” <Eliis) due in next. Hep $7,000; Last week, ditto.
i
Plaza
“(Lopert)
(525;
$1.50-$2)—
:
leading
participants.
Those
who
ad appeared. This represents more
and “Legend of Tom Dooley” 'Col)
Presidio : (Hardy-Parsons) (774: '
plus Three Stooges onstage. Fast “Anatomy of a Murder” (Col) ‘8th :$1.25-$1.5Q) — “Grand. Hlusion”./ failed to get awards from the jury than half a house in ; 1,800-seat
This frame ending today;
by
special Loew’s State. Meanwhile, Loew’s
$13,000. Last week, “Holiday for wk*.
(Cont) (2d wk); Okay $4,000 or j were ! compensated
Lovers” <20th> and “Ambush Cim¬ i Wed.) is heading for big S12;000. ■ near. Last week, $5,000.
' diplomas issued in the name of State has established a special
Seventh was $13,000. Continues.. 'I
arron Pass” (20th v, $8,000.
i
Vogue (S.F: Theatres) <364: $1.25) < various Soviet organizations, such sales promotion unit with Jack
Sutton <R&B» ‘561; 95-Sl,80^ i — “Wild Strawberries” (Janus). as the Union of Journalists, the Payton and Ruth Fursf engaged in
Lafayette (Basil) *3,000; 60-SI*—
“Darby O’Gill” <BVi and “Born “Gigi” 'M-Gv <43d wk>. The 42d. j Good $3,900. Last week. “He; Who Union of Cinematograph Workers, group selling to fraternal, social,
To Be Loved” <U> '2d wk>. Good session completed Saturday '22) Must Die”. (Indie) . tilth wk), and the Friendship and Cultural industrial, educational and busi- .
$8,000 or near. Last week, $13,000. was big $13,400. The ! 41st week, ! $1,900. .
Societies. More or less the same ness organizations.
I
Paramount <AB-PTi (3,000; 70- $14,600.
Coronet (United California) procedure was followed in the dis¬
A brochure, complete with a
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- ; (1,250; $2.75-$3;50) — “Porgy and
$1'—“Return of Fly” <20th> and
tribution of awards for shorts,
$1.50;—“Middle
of
Night”
(Col)
{
“Alligator People” <20th >.
Oke
Bess” (Col) (oth wk). Smash $22,- which at least had the merit of business reply, card, offering news¬
papers special stories complete:
$11,000. Last week. “Yellowstone 'llth-final wk). The 10th round 000 or close.; Last week, same.
making most- of the participants
with photos or mats, has. received
Kelly” (WB) and ‘.‘Scotland Yard ended last night ‘Tues.) was okay
happy. There was, significantly, no
$5,000. The ninth, $6;000. “Tail¬
a tremendous response, according
Dragnet” (Indiei. S13.00Q.
!•"
prize for a feature script, the jury
to. Doob. Metro has batches of
Teck 'Loew> *1,200: 70-SL25) — or’s Maid” (T-L) opens Sept. 1,
considering: that not ope of the
“Hole in Head” ‘UA> (6th vik).
(Continued from page 8)
clippings
from, throughout the
entries merited such an award.
Good $5,000. Last week. $5,200.
world to show the type , of interest
$1.50)—“Nun’s Story’• (.WB) (6th
Peak 48-Nation Turnout
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-Sl 1*—
the picture, has aroused.
wk). Swell $6,000, Stays on; Last
(Continued from page 9)
“Lady Chatterlev's Lover” fKirigs*
From the point of view of na¬
. Religloso; Angles
Hep $32,000.
Last week, week, $6,600.
(4th wk). Okay $2,000 or over. Last wk).
C o I i s e li m
(Fox - Evergreen) tional support, Moscow attracted
$45,000.
As part of the. penetration in ed¬
week,. $2,100.
more
countries than any of the
(1,870;
90-$l.50)—“Return
of:Fly”
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,434;
ucational
circles, the company is
and; “Alligator. People” other European shindigs,, with 48
$1.25-$3.40)—“South Seas Adven¬ (20th)
offering libraries special displays
ture” tCinerama) (48th wk). Steady (20th). Big $9,000 or over. Last nations participating either in the featuring the original art . work
week, “Oh, Johnny, Oh” (DCA) feature or the documentary class..
$24,000. Last week, $23,500.
(Continued from page 8) i
prepared for the film. In addition,
Roosevelt
(B&K)
(1,400;
90- and “Gun Man Eldorado” (Col), Of course, the total included some
8 200
—-“Middle of Night”. (Col) (2d wk). $1.80)—“Yellowstone Kelly” (WB).
countries which would not be ac¬ a special study guide, written and
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) cepted at a Western, fest, such .as edited by Dr. Joseph Mersand,
Smash $12,500. Last week, $14,000 Tall $30,000. Last week, “Holiday
Memorial (RKO> (3;800; 60-SI JO > for Lovers” (20th) (2d wk), $16,500. (2,500; 90.-$1.50) — “Anatomy of China/ North Korea, Mongolia, president of the National Council..'
Murder” (Col) (5th wk). Fast $7,—“Blue Denim” (20th) and “Love
State-Lake <B&K) <2,400; 90etc. Admittedly, too, there was of Teachers of English, has been
Specialist” * Indie).
Sock $22,000.. $1.80)—“Big Circus” (AA) (4th 000. Last week, $8,300.
prepared for schools. A stipple-;,
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- not the same concern about choice ment, stressing' the religious an¬
Last week, “Private’s Affair” <20th) • wk).
Good $17,000.
Last week,
$1.50)—“Hole in Head” (UA) (6th of entries, as, for example, the
and “Son of Robinhood” *20th) '2d $18,500. .
gles,
is being readied for parochial
wk). Solid $5,500. Last week, Soviet winner, “Man Of Destiny,”
wk), $8,000.
. Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1,50)
which was rejected at Cannes schools. A series of specially-com¬
Metropolitan (NET) (4.357; i70- —“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) $5,300.
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (and shown there privately out of missioned paintings by American
$1.10.)—“Darbv O'Gill” 'BV) ! 3d <6th Wk). Nice $4,800. Last week,
(3,107; 90-S1.50)—-“Diary of Anne competition) on the grounds that artist Ben Stahl will be unveiled
wk*. Fair $8,000. Last week, $11,- $5,500.
Frank” (20th). Hefty $11,000 or its theme would offend the Ger¬ shortly at a N. Y. art gallery and
000.
!
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90will be toured with the picture.
Paramount <NET»
>2,357; 70- $1.80) — “North By Northwest” close. Last : week,. “Big Circus” mans.
Radio transcriptions and television
$1.10(—“Yellowstone Kollv” (WB) (M-G) (8th wk). Boffo $23,000. Last (AA) and “Brown Boys in Money”
The distribution of. prizes be¬
(AA), $5,200.
Shorts have been prepared by the
and “Bom Reckless” <WB).
[Fat week, $22,500.
tween East and West, however,
company for distribution in cities
$16,000. Last week, “HoMdav/for
was largely in accord with jthe rep¬
Woods (Essariess)... (1,200;
90where the picture is scheduled to
Lovers” *20th) and “Miracle1 of $1.80)—“Ahatomv of a Murder”
resentation at the festival.. Of
Hills” (20th) '2d wk;, S3.000.
(Col) (7th wk). Solid $24,000. Last
17 awards in the feature class* play; Plans are also afoot to pror
Pilgrim (ATC) <l!0Q0: 60-S1.10)— week, $23,000. .
seven Avent to nations' ’/outside the vide a lecturer for Various Organi¬
“Return of Fly” <20th' and “Alli¬
zations.
World (Teitel) (606; 90-$i:50j—
Iron Curtain, and the5 proportion
gator People” °0th . Br!«;k $9,600. “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” (Kings).
Publicist Morgan Hudgins, who
was about the same fof the docu¬
!
Denver, Aug. 25.
. ^ iveek, “Hound of Basker- Huge $14,000 or near, for new
has
been with “Ben-Hur” since the
mentaries.
In
the
litter
class,
A warning suggesting closer
villes” 'UA* and “Voodoo Islands” house record. Last week “Love Is
scrutiny of theatre, personnel is Viet Nam won the toff prize for start of the production, .will r.er
(Indie*. S7.500.
My Profession” (Kings) (5th wk),
main
- with the picture almost
“Construction
of
the
Bak
Hing
seen In the Conviction (20) in Dis¬
Saxon 'Sack) 1I..1C9; $1.25-Sl|;5Q) ■ $4,300,
through .the first year.. He is cur¬
trict. Court at Golden, Colo.,: of Canal.”
—“Scapegoat”
*M-G) ■ '5th
wk-'
rently
in New. York working with
fimJ).
Nice $8,000.
Last we.ek; f
52-year-old Francis E> Specht, for¬
Though the lack of dbcumenta$10,030.
f
mer, manager of the Golden Thea¬ tion made coverage of the festival Doob, publicity manager for pan:
Terrell,
exploitation chief Emery
(Continued
from
page
9)
Trans-Lux ‘T-L* ‘730; 75-SI 25>—!
tre,; of ; taking indecent liberties: a harassing assignment for news“Forbidden Paradise'1 -rindiei and f (3d wk). Good $5,500. Last week, with a seven-year-old girl.
men, the. Muscovites tried barb: in Austin and Loew’s Theatres’ pub“Bikini Baby” -Indie* *2d wk); $6.500.,
ad
veepee
Ernie Emerling on the
Child told the jury Specht gave other directions to ease the lot of
Hen $5,000. Last week. $7,000.'!
>
Town
(Indie)
(600;
70-95)-— her money and candy on other , oc¬ the non-Russian speaking reporter, plans for the N.. Y. opening.
Orplieum
‘Loew)
‘2.900;
90-' “Hound of Baskervilles”
(UA). casions. He was accused of taking by making available a corps of / Metro has brought Haya H ira$I.50> — “North bv Northwest”) Thin S3.500.
Last week, “Beat indecent- liberties, with the girl in interpreters, most of whom were reet, the Israeli, actress who plays
(M-G) (2d wk*.
Wham $23,000. ‘ Generation” .(M-G) <2d wk$2,500.
his theatre office on June 20. extremely-'' efficient and all pf opposite. Charlton Heston, to Goth¬
Last week, $35,000.
I!
Trans-Lux <T-L) <600; $l-$2i—State 'Loewi '3.600; 90-L5CI)—: “Anatomy of Murder” -Col) - (7th Specht was discharged as manager whom most helpful. Additionally, am for a mbnth-long series of
Later Heston
Closed down Sunday *23*.
prop¬ wk-i. Good $9,000. Last week, of the theatre on. July 20 after his there was a fleet of cars at the press interviews.
employers (Atlas) learned Of his disposal of delegates and journal¬ and director! William Wyler will
erty purchased by Catholic Archdi¬ $9,500.
ocese of Boston, which will reopen
Warner (SW Cinerama) (1.308 previous record of convictions and ists alike without charge which tour the country on behalf Of the
the theatre Oct. 1 with religious; $1.20-$2.75)—“South Seas Adven¬ having Served: 13 years in the Wash¬ were available for personal as well production, which to Metro repre¬
sents the biggest gamble . in, its
films. Last week, “Hole in Hehd” i ture” (Cinerama). (3.5th wk). Boff ington State Prison! for similar of¬ as official journeys.
(UA-- 8lh wk», hep $8,500.
!
I $14,500, Last week, $i4,000.
fenses. '
The hospitality was adequate. history,’:

‘NORTH’ HUGE $17,000, |
PROV.; ‘FOR ME’ 9G, 2Dj
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'Rocket’ Robust $13,000, I
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Gleaned From a Gondola

IVl *
V- *
J
have teamed.up in a co-production
; Venice, Aug. 25.
■
'• ■
■■ • ■ '• "•
■■;'. .deal with UI to film “The Grass.Is
Kevin MacClory, whose festival-opening “Boy and the Bridge” !•
One film industry committee im
. ■
■ . ...
. -. ■ ■..
•
Greener.” owned by duo. Grant his first solo directing chore after numerous assistant spots with Mike
New York vhich is dealing ;with.
I amah DaorIhImm
will costar with Deborah Kerr, and Todd and John Huston, owns' 50% :of his own picture.; Distfib righta
the Soviet-American film exchange
IIoSOInIIOII
. Donen will produce and direct.
sold to Columbia only for Britain, though Col and others (Titaniis,
decided last week against artificial __i
_Pic Is based on a current Brit- DeLaurentiis In Italy) have Wanted It; MacClory waiting for Venice
regulation of the release of seven
. ..
. * B ■;.
.ish stage play, and will roll in. results. Bought pic rights: of story (which Tan in Satevepost; as: “The
Russian features in the U.S. These that the California resolutions are London early next year. Grant re-,
Phantom of the Bridge”) for $5,000 and switched locale from San
are the seven pictures which the “too generalized.”
,/ cently did; ‘‘Operation Petticoat” Francisco to London Tower Bridge, then discovered Tower Was offmembers of the Motion Picture
Daniel declared that the Califor- for UI.
limits for press and filming, had to arrange w;ith a British Ambassador,
Export Assn, have bought in return nia resolutions should be amended
;■ ; - . ■ ~v-; ’■
to have City of London grant dispensatioh;“B6y;’ lab Maclauie, in for
for the Soviet acquisition, of 10 or delayed When considered by the
preem along with star Liam Redmond, flown in from New York. Mac¬
Hollywood pictures.
!j
convention’s Americanism commit- III,.. t
_
1^
laine, who was picked from 3J)00 English children, was hired for pic
Proposal had been made taj the
with whole family, his brother used as stand-in. Press barred, from
group, which consists of U.S.| and tC The^Califoi nia resolution alleg- 1 T3llSl€f |0 KllL
set almost to end to prevent age arid identity of 9-year-old to become
international sales execs, that the ing that the industry has failed to ; known, as British law frowns on use of. children under 13. Boy worked
release of the Soviet films be keep MPAA president Eric John- • Af V\|
I
J. 1\'
'• j
after school and on Sundays and holidays:
staggered. Ideas were nixed. One ston’s pledge not to rehire anyone I If K|A/>|7A|1 r AllYlnC
natural
factor
contributing; to who has taken the fifth amend-J VI. ; UlUvIlvIl .1 l/UlftUd
, Irish-born MacClory, who’s 33, has already had colorful career
staggered release will be the rate ment before congressional commitj;
Among other adyentureSj- he was the man .marooned bn the fake whale
at which the pre-print material for tees, unless such a. person “purges
11 .
1 1 .
fin il
in Huston’s “Moby Dick,” when storm cut it loose during a shooting
each film is received in N.Y. 1 .
himself” by cooperating with ConKUAfl Hl7 11 \ I AC session and it couldn’t be found for a spell. MacClory s.next: a ToddSimultaneous premieres of . the gress. names five persons iisted as.
JLij vll Uj liiJt A/vvi AO version, of a secret agent opus,: “The ^Adventures of James Broad,” •
first Soviet and American releases i Communists or sympathizers; who
■ ".- ■■■
. ..
V;
much of which will be shot .underwater in the Caribbean.
In Washington and Moscow respec¬ ■; have found their w ay back into the ; ....American
American film companies ’have
./ ’
. *
'
..
-:tively .are skedded now for Octo¬ 1 fold.
i conie to the tentative conclusion . Luisa Rivelli, fast-rising Italo tv star, here as official gue£t of fest,
ber. * The
Russians will Show !
The five listed are Charlie Chap-" that it. is possible, for them, to ... Leni Riefenstahl due in to attend retrospective screeniiigs.of her
“Martv” and the Americans “The lin, director Jules Dassin and : freely- transfer to London blocked
“01ympia”*and “The Blue.Light.’’ She’s said to have asked festival
Cranes Are Flying.” Film will be j writers
Dalton
Trumbo,
Carl ■ pounds from anywhere;. In . the (which doesn’t have copy anyway) not to show her “Triumph ctes .
distributed by Warner Bros., which . Foreman and Nedrick Young.
i sterling area. In the past, special Willens,” one of Germany’s top Nazi propaganda pix . . . ; Globe Films,
has to arrange for a house in !
Defending the industry before j permission for such transfers w^is j monopolizing;display space on festival building for. its galaxy of arty ,
"Washington.
; .
' the Americanism Commission, Ka-' required both from the Country
. CineriZi DoeUmento/ and Swedes among first to have large
The committee, at its meeting bane pointedbut that a “few” inde- ! concerned and the Bank of Eng- pix.
■ placards up across from fest palacei more due.
last week, agreed on certain uni¬ ; pendent producers, not the indus-; ; land^. v
form wordings in the basic contract . try itself, have been at fault. These I .. The most important country, afr
List of stars expected, during, the run includes larger number of
with the Russians. Both expenses [ producers, and; not ; the entire in-' fected is Austrialia: On several f.
Involved in handling the Soviet i dustry, should be spanked and ! occasions, Yank outfits fed Aus- Yank names, than ever before, with many names trekking to Venice
from
Italian or European locations. Among the; expected are: Vera
pictures, and returns from them, ; made to suffer, he contended. .
. tralian pounds' to London, where
will be pooled; Question of how ’. Kahane said that' all. but four of they were needed: However,, this Miles, Barbara Bel Geddes, Van Heflin, Silvana Mangano, f^arla Gra- :
j
vina*
Jeanne
Moreau—all working on “Yovanka and the Others” in
dong this pooling arrangement will
; the 224 persons named by the involved considerable paperwork, Rome; Lee Remick and Otto Premmger, here to send off “Anatomy of
.be continued once the films jhave
a
Murder”;
Rita
Gam and Vidor Mature,’up from Rome where they
t
1«K
u
Experts
in
London
have
been;
‘been in release was discussed at
jean Actnxties. Committees list of studying .the . situation and have, are costarring in “Hannibal’’; plus Anita Ekberg, Anthony Quinn;
the meeting.
j suspected subyersives.ave no longer.
to the conclusion , that, under | Robert Rossen already .here, part of an extended European tour prior
employed
the industry,
He then
employ ed. by
by the
industry.. He
then • present’ British regulations, .such ! to; heading for Coast and his next pic:: “The Hustler,” now being
took up; one by one, the cases of
transfers within the sterling area ! scripted. . ; . Other names already pencilled in for local appearances
the five alleged Communists or are free and need not be author¬ ; are Rossano Brazzi, Marpessa Dawn, Gina LoUobrigida, Jean Renoir,
sympathizers whom the California ized.. .How:ever, there is, at the Rene Clair, Yoko Tani^ Bibi Anderssen, Antonella Lualdh Jean Claude
'resolutions have singled out. .
J moment, no actual need for the Brialy, Lanrent Terrieff, Dino DeLanrentiis, Alberto Sordi, Vittorio
Continued from page 7
been employed pounds in Britain where the coirt- Gassmann, Vittorio deSica, Sandra Milo, Morris Ergas, Anna Maria
expensive to shoot1 “Spartacus” !, “ChaPliT1 ha?
completely abroad, the; actorppro- ! for many years and the only. Amer- Janies at one time foimd them. Ferrero, Giovanna RalR, Anna Proclemer, Giorgio AlbCrtoad, Leni
ducer indicated that What dould ican dealings with him recently selves so short on blocked funds Riefenstahl, Sergei Bondarchiak (who’s in jury), Maria Felix, Sonia
be gained in one area might be have been by a small independent - that they had . trouble covering Ziemanit, Susana Campos* Eva Gordon, Anne Vernon, Marina Vlady,
$17,000,006 . annual Robert Hossein, Kevin McClory, Joachim Hansen, plus most directors ,
lost in another.
He pointed to | company whiclvhas been reissuing -their / basic
of pix in competition: Jerzy Kawalerowicr, Franz WiSbar, Juan Bardem,
Hollywood’s higher standard of : some of his old ulms,” explained remittance
•r,
' \::
Felix Mariassy, Kon Ichigawa, Claude Chabrol, Carlo Lizzaai, Francois
technical proficiency. In addition, ; Kahane.
1
1 . .
..
1 .
j Truffaut, G. C. Napolitano, Carmine Gailqne. . . . French delegation
he noted that since the story I took '. “Dassin is working for. another,
independent com.
■■ ■
will include. Jacques Flaud, Philipe . Erlanger, Charles Delae.
•
place in 71 B.C.. sets would of ne¬ |‘unimportant’
Tfifihnir2ltldallA
Czechs repped by Antonin Brousil.
cessity have to be built whenever pany over which the Morion Pic-.
tures
Producers
Association
has
no
'
■
■
...
'
*
...
the picture was made. Moreover,
■
; continued
Continued from page 7 ;
Hassle over which country presents the Mexican-Spahish co-produche noted that the necessary loca¬ , control. Young wrote a script,
^ tiOn,“SonataSj” seems resolved: a clause in the co-production pact link¬
tions could be found in California. j ‘Jailhouse Rock,’ which he sold to
! M-G-M before taking the fifth i to do for “Solomon" what ToddWhether to shoot a picture in the
ing those countries specifically, states that when co-produced film Is ,
amendment. This script later was AO did for “Around the World in
shown at a festival, nationality of director counts, and “Sonatas”
U. S. or abroad, be said, depended
! rewritten by other writers and pro- 80 Days” and CinemaScope for
largely on the backgrounds; re¬
helmer is Spaniard Juan Bardem. Info and posters here will, howi
UA and Technicolor., are planquired. “There’s nothing in Rome 1 duced.”
ver state also that pic was produced by Mexican Manuel Barbachano
i
Kahane said he deplored the fact! ding joint financing on" the Super Ponce.
now that resembles period of 71
; that Y"oung was later hired by . Technirama^
promotion.
They’ll
+ .......
B.C., he stressed.
Douglas felt that the industry ! Stanley . Kramer Productions to’.split costs 50-50. It’s a first for
People who have seen both; films say That the Polish film, “Ashes
places too much attention on- the iw'rite “The Defiant Ones,” but, he , Tbchhir
and Diamonds,” directed by An^xej Vajda, which is showing out-of¬
cost of pictures.
“If costs were 1 pointed out, Kramer also is an in- j . Heineman, estimated that sonde competition. Is superior to same country’s official entry, Jerzy Kawa-.
I TOO houses; are currently equipped lerowicz’ “Night Train.” . Said that former was. up for a festival unveil¬
the only criterion,” he said, “the ; dependent producer.
Describing Trumbo as “a hard- [ to show 70iri film in the U. S. and ing even before Cannes, but failed to get official Polish okay, authori-.
guy who makes a picture with the
most horses, the largest sets* the core Communist,” Kahane said the ' Canada. However, the actual nuin- . ties saying it could- be screened, but never in official capacity. Mop¬
greatest number of soldiers and latter used an assumed name .to her of possibilities are.fevver. The pet influx at. Hotfel Excelsior, mostly via big Yank families, noted in
extras and provides the greatest obtain employment as a. writer UA exec said hie was getting many sales of popular pop drinks; which often outsell wines even in main
spectacle would always emerge the with Kirk Douglas’ , independent requests for “Solomon” from ex- dining rooms, much to disgust of local sommeillers. : . What’s said tci
winner.
He emphasized that no compaiiyr which releases through hibitors willing to equip for 70m. be the first exhibit of tri-dimehslonal paintings is on im Venice. Painte
Douglas First dates are limited, partly due Ings by Vittorio Beoni-Broechieri aro seen in relief when viewed
matter how much is spent on a Universal-International.
picture, its success depends j first and Universal were quoted by Ka- to the . unavailability: of more through special glasses passed out to Visitors,
on the story and the character re¬ hane as having been unaware of ..prints, which are coming from
the fact that Trumbo was doing London.
“Solomon” opens there
lationships.
Douglas believes that he; has ; “undercover work” for Commu- on Oct. 27 at the Astdria Theatre,
concentrated on the latter aspects inism or as having knowledge as to It’11 probably go into the Capitol
in N. Y. Any 70m-equipped theby peopling his cast with soirie of his true identity.
Defends Foreman Hiring
atre can play “Solomon;” the adthe foremost actors available to¬
Continued, from page 3
Defending his own company's .vantages of the process being in
day.
In addition to himself^ the
cast includes Laurence Olivier, hiring of Foreman, The declared the printing.
way of telling.how much a picture otherwise. They included: “Anat¬
Heineman estimated that each
Charles Laughton, Peter "Ustinov, that the latter has . renounced all
will groto even after it’s made; omy of a Murder,” “North by
Tony Curtis and Jean Simmons. ties with Communism and appeared “Solomon” print would cost $6,500- But then, after any given picture Northwest,” “Hole in the Head,”
At the same time, Douglas ifeels as a friendly witness before a; Picture runs two hours and 20 is concluded, there can be no deters “Nun’s Story,” “South Pacific,”
un-American
Activities mihutes.
he is introducing new “creative House
mination of the heights; of its suc¬ “Horse Soldiers,” “Darby O'Gill
;. 1
11
1 ■ ■ ■ : cess.
blood” in the form of director Committee’s staff proceeding in - ■■■ 11
.
and the Little People ” “Hercules,”
Stanley Kubrick and producer Ed¬ 1956 although the full committee
...
: • • •
The conclusion is that the lemon, “Say One for Me,” “This. Earth Is
hadn’t formally cleared him.
BAMnnuii
ward Lewis.
r
as it always has bjeen, is a lemon; Mine,” “Imitation of Life,” “Sleep¬
“The industry’s problem is to
R WVWi nWCTW
Douglas, whose Bryna Productions
but the money-niaker can make ing Beauty,” “Some Like It Hot”
Is one of the more successful of get the independent producers, ac- s== (ConBnued
■' ■ ■
Continued from page 7 ;s
more money than ever before. This and. “The Shaggy Dog:”
the actor-owned companies,; de¬ counting for only about 259o of the
is the hub of the situation, as per¬
. Postwar Decline Over
scribed independent production as Hollywood films produced, to be as underdeveloped territories Of Afrltaining to blockbusters—they ap¬
Standard & Poor’s makes a
“something
masochistic — each careful as the major companies in ^ and Asia,
guess:; “Business picked up during
Foreign earnings, both, in terms pear to be greater than ever.
time you stick your neck on the screening employees,” Kahane declared.
of actual and potential remittances, ■ Happily, the blockbusters are the . summer months, reportedly
block.”
because of good public response ;
“We’re just as anxious to keep
the past have not always been coming up more frequently.
Sindlinger plays with the statis¬ to a number of quality pictures.
Commies out of Hollywood as you realistic since the totals have inare and we’ve demonstrated that eluded substantial amounts, thawed tics in a big way: It’s noted that This pickup and the cause behind
fact.
Any
critical
resolutions from time to. time from blocked for the week ended Aug. .1 there it—concentration on better pic- ;
should be directed at specific in- accounts. No\v, however, the situ- was a national theatre attendance tures-4tend to confirm the belief .
Continued from page 7
dependents, not the industry in Ration has improved to such an ex- of 82,300,000, including, of course, that tho postwar decline in theatre -.
rights to his latest published novel, general.”
attendahee has bottomed out:”.
tent that the U. S. companies have at the driveins. Strictly wow.
“The Tribe That Lost Its Head,” to
While underlining: the various
; Four-Way Upbeat;
:v
Kahane made the point that “it*s very little money blocked abroad;
Philip Yordan, indie produced re¬ a little more difficult for the film Thus, the final total won’t be
Other conclusions drawn from diversification programs, Bernhard
leasing through Columbia. ! Pay¬ industry to get the Communists out booste d by additional large this outfit’s survey of theatre, com¬ States:
. . the movie makers will
ment is on a sliding, scale. It may of it than for the Legion to make amounts flowing into N. Y. via un- ings and goings are these:
continue to be largely dependent
be shot in Tanganyika.
1. Theatre attendance higher upon the uncertain revenues and
a pronouncement that*'they should blocked accounts that accumulated
While in Hollywood he also; met be out.” He cited the fact that in prior years.
profits from the production of
than in over a decade.
producer Walter Wanger, whb two “dealing with tne questionable
2. Adult; paid attendance higher films and their distribution.”
One of the contributing factors
months later asked him to do ail cases is tough.”
to the earnings dedme is the re¬ than it has been since 1948.
original story set in Africa,1; and
in connection. with that tough- duced number of films released, : 3. Drive-in attendance sets a
sent him an outline. Monsarrat is ness, Kabane pointed out that the However, company execs say that new record.
Brown, Carney Reunited
Interested, having spent seven studios have' been sued for $160,- the higher take and the longer run
4. More . people considered see¬
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
years in Africa, but told Wanger, 000,000 by. persons who were fired of “blockbusters”, at least partially ing a film show than ever before.
Wally Brown and Alan . Carney,
“It’ll have to be in ’61.” He!,says as subversives and spent $450,000 - make up the difference^ Fact is
The unpredictable nature of the who teamed for several years in
meeting Sperling, Yordan I, and “just to get rid of two of them by; that some key markets, like Ger- boxoffice is mirrored in the titles RKO films 14 years. ago; will re¬
Wanger gave him a vastly higher buying their contracts.” Every new many, have, begun to be seriously that have; been causing the big- join forces for Columbia Pictures’
opinion of the cultural level of employee now is checked for past affected by televirionj which prom- money upsurge—mirrored in that “Who Was That Lady?”
Hollywood producers than he had associations and contributions to ises to be ever, more of a competi- several were not anticipated as
Former partners have been solo- .
previously entertained.
questionable groups, he said*
j tor for the Yank films, abroad.
major hits but nonetheless proved ing during interim.. .

.S. Cos.
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Out-of-Competition at Venice
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Cultural Climate

Venice, Aug, 25.
—, Continued, from page 5
. -. The followingfeatures are being shown out of competition in the
.Venice Festival’s “Informative Section”; with screenings daily be¬ Universal/ 2Qth-Fox and Columbia,
Gordon “Said he was known as the
tween 4 and 8 pm.:
longhair type.'and was assigned all
:/■,/
; u.s.A./
.--v/•/.
Washington, Aug. 25.
; ‘‘The Diary of Anne Frank,,^;..dire:cted\..-by-':.Geprge:: Stevens (shown the “grim and downbeat” films.
Sen. James O. Eastland (D-Miss.)
He had to . return, to Broadway
Cannes & Moscow)
will still plug for. his proposed
VNorth By Northwest’’ directed by Alfred Hitchcock, (shown ,S. Sebais- before. he could get the. opportu¬
Constitutional amendment over¬
nity to direct comedies, /‘Pillow
-•
tian)
\:<■
. • '•.•?•
turning the Supreme Court’s decL
/Continued .from page 7 ;
Talk” is . his - first film comedy.
“Come Back Africa’’ directed by; Lionel Rogsih
sion in the “Lady Chatterley’a
“The Savage Eye-’., directed by ^Sidney Meyers
>
. About 15 years ago,. Gordon re¬ Under the rules,/ no picture en¬ Lover” film censorship case/
“Jam on a: Summer Day” directed by Bert Stern
called, ; he. had participated in. a tered in the fest can have been
Some doubt arose last w'eek
symposium oh the theatre in New: seen outside its mother country.
ARGENTINA
when. Sen. Estes Kefauver (DYork.: “I said at that, time ” he.
To Gervasi’s firm protest, fest Tenn.), with Eastland a co-sponsor,
“Campo Arado” (Plowed Field) directed by Leo Fleider
“En La ArdienteOscuridad” (In Ardent Darkness) - directed by Daniel noted, “that if Broadway wanted replied that it had the right to in¬ introduced a new amendment pro¬
to compete with pictures, it’ll'have vite independent films, too, and
Tynaire : .
'' !/
to tackle ideas and themes that ! that it had requested a number of posal which would have little or
BULGARIA
motion pictures, won’t touch. Now, pictures from the U. S. companies, no impact on the court’s ruling.
“Sterne” (Stars) directed by Konrad Wolf(prize at Cannes;
An aide to Eastland said the sen¬
it . seems, the same
can be
. .thing...
,. but had been turned down. It
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
said, about pictures in relation to j charged that, later .on, sorne of ator did not regard the two pro¬
posals
as necessarily incompatible
“Sen Noci Svatojanske” (Midsummer Nights Dream) directed by Jiri television.”
'
/
these same films had been sent to
and that he was in no way with-,
Timka- (shown Cannes) ;
. • V. - \ After a seven-year absence from !. otJ?er festivals..
drawing, support for the original
“Pet Z M.ilionu” (.Five'in' a Million) directed; by Zbyniek. Brynich
Hollywood, Gordon, said,: he found,
Rumors have been fijung hot and resolution. Kefauver, however, said
the ..changes “profound” and “the
.FRANCE V
- .
heavy here.. One is that MPEA that he believed the original pro¬
“Orfeu Negro” (Black Orpheus) directed ,bv Marcel Camus (Cannes impact; is something one feels im¬ suggested that “Some Like It Hot” posal was both “too broad and too
mediately.” ,■ In addition to the
Grand Prize! .- .
be put into the running at the narrow” and indicated his new
“Hiroshima, Mon Amour’' (Hiroshima, My Love) directed by Alain freedom in story choice, he was competition. Another had It that resolution was in the nature of a
amazed by the tremendous con¬
; Resnais (shown Moscow) :
MPEA had offered Venice another, substitute.
striction
in
tlie
eligible
list
of
“Les Qiiaire Cent Coups” •■ ; 1400 Blows>; directed by Francis ■. Truffaut
stars who can support a major mo¬ newly-completed, film if Venice
Kefauver’s amendment reads:
(Cannes' Prize)..
/
'
would, include it in the competi¬
.^Tu Es Pierre” (You are Petei1) directed by Philippe Agostini (shown tion picture//The rate of develop-, tion. None of these suggestions “Freedom of speech and freedom
ment. of . new personalities ” he
of press shall not extend to the
\
Venice Doc Fest) / •
noted,: ^‘is. not commensurate with apparently pleased the Italians, publication, manufacture, sale, dis¬
WEST GERMANY
the needs;;. Pictures are being who stuck, to their guns.
semination, or distribution of ob¬
“Jons. Und Erdme” .(Jons and Erdme? directed by Victor. Vicas
stacked! up; like planes over ldle- ] The Italian press so far has toMMenschen Iin Netz” (Men in a Trap) directed by Franz Peter Wirth wild because of the unavailability: .tally ignored the MPEA protest scene material, and both the Con¬
gress
and the States may enact
(WITH. ISRAEL) “Paradies Und Feuerofen” (Paradise and Fire) of stars” '
and hasn’t mentioned a word of legislation with respect to the pro¬
directed by Herbert Victor (ShoWn Berlin) ,/,
From ’ the director’s standpoint/ the entire issue. While MPEA is hibition thereof. Material is ob¬
JAPAN " '•••:.
he said, the cutdowh in the hum- [now participating normally, indi- scene if, applying contemporary
“Kiku To Isamu’’ (The Halfbreeds) directed by Tadashi Imai
ber of. pictures has one advantage. cations are that it’ll be on a mini¬ community standards, its dominant
BRITAIN ;
Good actors can be obtained to mum level.
theme taken as a. whole appeals to
“Tiger Bay” directed by J. Lee Thompson (shown Berlin) '
play
small parts. “I found that
the prurient interest of the aver¬
■INDIA-..'
age person.”
actors with good names would take
“Bari Thefcei Paliye” (Evasion) directed by Rabi Chaterjiee
a bit part because they’d father
Eastland’s proposal would amend
INDONESIA .
the Constitution 4 to guarantee
appear, in. a film, especially if it’s
■“Tiga Dara” (The Three Doves) directed by Usmar Ismail
a
picture
of
importance,
than
ap¬
states
the right to enact legislation
Continued from page 2
ITALY
“II Tempo Si E Fermato” (Time Stopped) directed by Ermanno Olmi pear in television,” he noted. “On here, what’s the use of pople com¬ “on the basis r f its. own public pol¬
the
other
hand/
television
has
icy
question*
of . decency and
“Uh Eroe Del Nostro Tempo” (Hero of Our Times)- directed by Sergio
ing out here ”
morality.”
Capogna
/•
>/’, ,// Sharpened many performers. It
“It’s
such
a
letdown
that
it
In
an
explanatory
statement, Ke¬
has trained them to work faster
“Viaggio A Mcsca” (Trip to Moscow) directed by Michele. Gandirt
and learn their lines more quickly. makes a guy who loves this place fauver said although he co-spon- YUGOSLAVIA . ; /(,
like
I
do
want
to
cry,”
the
enter¬
sored the Eastland resolution when
I * remember the time when the
.“Osma Vrata” .‘The Eighth Door); directed by Nikola Tanhbfer. '/ ./
“Cetiri Kilometre Na Sat” (4 kms Per Hour) directed byVVelimir, Sto- prop men would applaud if a film tainer admitted; “If we could only It was introduced last month, he’s
actor was capable of reciting a hold on to the real spirit of had some second thought since. He
janovic
’
,v /•'.•'
orie-paragraph speech in one take.” Aloha . .
said it was too narrow' because it
i.:-;
■•./Mexico /..
Godfrey, : incidentally, impress¬ delegates power to the states
“Los Desarraigados” ..(The Disoriented) directed by Gilbefto Gazcob
ed newsmen' with his apparently alone, and control over pornogra¬
“Nazarin” directed by Luis Bunuel (prize atCannes)
impressive recovery from lung phy must be a joint Federal-state
“Sed De Amor” (Thirst of Love) directed by Alfonso Corona. Blake
cancer.. He even took time off to enterprise.
Secondly. Kefauver
hole and •■..
pilot
a Hawaiian Airlines’ Convair said, the standards of decency**
“Fanfare” directed by Bert Haattstra (shown at. Cannes) ,
Contlmied from page 1;
passenger plane just to get the and “morality” are too broad.
•.... PAKISTAN , / . .;
^Jago Hua Savera”. (A Day Will Come) directed by Aaejay Kardar in Danville. He liked it so much feel of the controls, with a couple . “It w'ould,” said Kefauver, “in
of newsmen and airline, reps as effect permit the States to control
POLAND
that he decided to remain;
“PopioI I Diament” (Ashes ana Diamond) directed by Andrzey Wajda
the publication, sale, etc., of liter¬
Before. many weeks he had his ‘•passengers.”
Unbeknownst to Godfrey, his ature w'hich was deemed to be
(shown at Locarno)
bought a motion picture machine
“Male Dramaty” (Minor Dramas) directed by JanuSz Nasfeter (shown and a screen.: He opened Dreamr candid comments anent Waikiki either indecent or immoral”
Main target of the Kefauver pro¬
at Cannes)
"'•/'•■" : ..
,
Iand-r-probably one of the most were being echoed by Horace. Sut¬
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
Unusual film houses in the world; . ton- . travel WTiter, who said that posal, according to an aide, is
“Ana Horra” (I Seek Freedom) directed by Salah Abou Seif
The Patton; St. entrance whs for i “Waikiki’s nice but they better get “hard core pornography.” Kefau¬
, ■••.. .'.';■'
. SPAIN . /
ver’s statement made no mention
colored people and the Craighead a* zoning
*Tri"i"<T law
l3”r in a hurry.''*
“El Camino” (The Path) directed by Alfonso Balcazar .
St. entrance for . whites. The
Sutton believes Hawaii fs miss¬ of either.films 6r the “Lady ChatHUNGARY
Negroes, sat—^Carefully segregated ing a multj-iriillion dollar tourist terley’s Lover” decision. Since the
“Akiket A Pacsirta Elkisert” (For Whom the Sw'allows Sing) directed —-behind the screen and saw' the bet0 by not developing its histori¬ Supreme Court dealt w'ith the
. by Laszlo Ranody
question of immorality — rather
picture backwards, “but.. they cal and cultural attractions.
u.s;s;r:
seemed to like the show,” Newman . “I have a feeling That a lot of than obscenity — presumably Ke¬
“ShiheiV (The Overcoat), directed by A. Batalov
historical sites; are" mouldering fauver’s proposed amendment
recalled. .•
“Raskasy"O'. Lenine” (Tales of Lenin) directed by Sergei Youtkevitch
away tinder banana fronds; Look would have no bearing on the case.
“Pervy Den Mira” (First Day of Peace) directed by V. Seghel
what New England and Virginia,
VENEZUELA
by contrast, have done to restore
. “Araya” directed by Margot Benacerraf (shown at Cannes)
#
and mark their historical land¬
The Festival; has also invited the following features for the “In¬
marks.”
Continued from page 3 ;
formative Sect/oh,” but their screening at Venice is still uncertain:
Waikiki obviously is Hawaii’s
Continued from page 5
“Le Cas Du Dr. Cordelier” (The Case of Dr. Cordelier) directed by
the: key tourist magnet.; It’s crowded
sold
200,000.
shares,
back
to
Jean Renoir (France); , and “Babette Sren Va-t-En Guerre” (Babette company. .
these days arid it’ll get a lot worse case for the process will get under¬
; Goes To War) directed by Christian-Jacque (France),.
WB issue now consists of around when daily jet schedules ‘ are way in another couple of weeks,
.1,600,000 shares/ Complete public launched. Kalakaua Avenue, Wai¬ Todd said.
buyout (as . suspected but uncon-, kiki’s main.artery, is a traffic mess,
The Spanish authorities provid¬
firmed) Would mean one of the big- , a- bottleneck for motorists, a men- ed all possible cooperation in the
gest stock deals in the /history of ; ace to pedestrians,
production, Todd reported. No stu¬
the film business.
I
no secret that Godfrey’s dio was used. Two indoor sets
Meanwhile^
downtowners
in j criticisms are shared by most were built outdoors by the com¬
i Continued from p^ge 2';
everyone
at the policy level in the pany, A one-reel cartoon short
Manhattan have been alert- to the
of whitewash, the lattle man say¬ the 6th German army corps before impending tender. Traders last tourism field. Soiriethirig’s got to
utilizing smells will be presented
ing: what, could I do?. Meanwhile, Stalingraid and in effect accuses Friday (21) sent the price up happen-^-but when, tradesters pon¬ following
the “Scent of Mystery”
in the : East Zone, the DEFA has Htiler and the High. Command of $2.3744 per share. The close was der/ Waikiki’s never had it so good, in each theatre.
made some bitterly anti-Nazi pier deliberately sacrificing the men. : • af $49.37*2 e.
they admit. It’s also bursting at
tures, but always with the Commie,
Several of these pictures are far
This has led to a difficult situa- the seams. ;
Boston’s Gary Gets It
slant, •
"
more accusing and merciless in tiph for Warner, in the opinion of
Boston, Aug. 25.
Several of the new German films their commentary than any of the some Exchange professionals. They
Exhjb's Popcorn Post
Ben
Sack, operator of four firstprobe deeply into the German char¬ anti-Nazi films made in Hollywood believe a tender at $50 could hard¬
Corpus Christi, Tex.; Aug. 25.
run film houses in Huh—-Beacon
during
the
war.
ironically,
even
acter and, through it, seek to ex¬
ly be too potent in view of the
Lowell Bulpitt has joined the Hill, Capri, Saxon and Gary—
plain the rise of Hitler and .the ai the Germans, are looking at trading price of just about the staff of the local office of Augie inked for Mike Todd Jr.’s “Scept
Nazis.; “Aren’t We Wonderful” is themselves, they object to U. S. same, amount.
Schmidt’s Houston Popcorn Co.
of Mystery,” to open at the dairy
a biting and outspoken com¬ television showing, the old anti- . Theory is that Warner will .have
Bulpitt comes here from Hou¬ around Christmas time.
mentary on the German character, Nazi pix of Hollywood.
to. raise the offering or not expect ston, whrire he was manager of the
Sack, back from demo of scents
Said. Thiele: “Now that. wre have much public willingness to sell.’
love of militarism, the return of
Boulevard Theatre.
in New York, said he will install
the Nazis to important positions in a certain distance, ; v/e can/, look
$40,000
worth of equipment to
the German Republic and the type back and look at ourselves as- we
bring the 20 scents in the picture
of German who made up the core .were. But we still : have trouble
to
the
aud.
of the Nazi bullies.; It’s a cynical accepting the /new’ German socie¬
portrait, but treated with a sense ty and its components. The Nazis
Venice, Aug. 25.
of humor to sweeten the bitter pill; for us are the past, though they’re
777 VINf STRUT
IN THI HUB
“Stalingrad” details the defeat of still with us; Holding up the mir¬ Aug; 18-Sept. 15: 5th FILM BQOK AND PERIODICAL EXHIBIT (In
OF HOLLYWOOD
ror to today is much more pain¬
Venice proper)
*
Brochure* Sent
ful, and also more difficult, con¬ Aug. 23-Sept. 6:; 20th VENICE FEATURE FILM FESTIVAL (Film
Upon Request
sidering the high living standards
Palace) made up of: (1) ART FESTIVAL (in competition) 14
that are generally enjoyed,”
features (2) INFORMATION SECTION (out of competition) 40Thiele is under contract to make
odd; features- (3) RETROSPECTIVE SECTION Ta) Selection of
four films for the UFA and he’s
best pix shown at Venice between 1932; and 1939 (b) Selection of
renegotiating his contract with the
pix by Augusto Genina. .
■— RADIO CiPf MUSIC UALL—i
outfit. He recently finished “Laby¬ Sept.; 7-11: International assembly on “CINEMA AND CIVILIZATION”
RockefeJItrCanter • Ci 6-4600
rinth,” which again is social com¬
on Island of San Giorgio,
CARY EVA MARIE JAMES
mentary. Setting si a sanitarium; Sept. 6-10: International “Round Table” on FILM MUSIC” in Film
MOTOR HOTEL
GRANT SAINT MASON
His next project is a romantic com¬
Palace.
King-size swimming pool! Queen-sixe
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
edy, “Dei* Lfebe Augustin”A (The'
(HELD LAST WEEK)
hedi! TV, Hi-Fi, Radio in every room!
Air, Sound Conditioning! Suites %etth
,| An.M-G-M.
“NORTH
BY NORTHWEST” , Jolly. Augustin); He also is work¬ Aug. 19: 4th DAY OF THE EUROPEAN FILM (Film Palace).
Kitchen Facilities! AAA Approved.
Picture in VistaVisian - T«chnicolof9 |
ing on “Much; Pleasure,”; a ; soci¬ Aug. 20-21: 3rd; INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL FESTIVAL (Film
Olntri'. Am. Ik*, mi Hl.'tai suit.
»iSM W€W STAGE SPECTACLE “SUMMER flSTIYAC'
Palace),
ology of modern entertainment.
J

States Say-So on ‘Lady-Type Pix
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German Pix Spotlight ‘Guilt’
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Archdiocese Buys Loews State,

Wednesday, August 26, 1959

Britain’s Vice
Continued, from pace i s

Boston, Aug. 25. .
Loew’s State. 3.583-seater, |i one
of the half dozen largest theatres
In the U. S.. exited after a 37-year
Continued from page 6 —
run Sunday *23' with “Hole in the
.Head” iUAi in its eight \yeek.: . a strong, positive position from
The theatre, built by Marcus which to counterattack,” was one
I.cew, was sold Friday *211 to* the MPAA comment last Week.
Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,
The basic trouble, though it’s
and will be used starting Oct. 1 for rarely admitted, is that 6 good
the screening of special religious many film people have a kind of
films, conventions; lectures, com¬ "guilt complex” about the relaxa¬
mencement exercises and meetings. tion of the Code. They , admit
Purchase of the property! built that some pretty Strong stuff goes
at a cost of $2,000,000, by Richard through these, days, as evidenced
Cardinal Cushing at an undisclosed by a long list of films currently in
They rationalize the
price, believed to be in the vicinitv release.
of $1,200,000. is said to be the first changes by arguing that, without
instance of a church acquiring a them, it would be difficult to make
theatre of ihis size. The property Dicfures with strong boxoffice ap¬
peal these days.
is assessed for $1,140,000.
Uncertainty
First use Of the theatre by!’the
Archdiocese' is set for Oct. 1. when
But they are by no means con¬
Cardinal Cushing presents “The 15 vinced that, the diluting of the
Mysteries os the Rosary.’’
Code is a good and right thing to
The Cardinal holds all New Eng¬ do. and the. recurring attacks on it
land rights for the three-part color 'from the. very people who for so
film. Each part is of t vo and one- long , have argued that the Code
half hours’ duration, and. drama¬ is too restrictive, and has kept
tizes the Joyful, Sorrowful, |and films on an infantile level) have
Glorious Mysteries of the Rosary. made film execs .unsure. What's
The picture was'shot in Spain at more, the industry itself has
the Sevilla Studios, Madrid, and in ‘‘grown up” with the inuch stricter
the surrounding hill country.
Code and has a tendency to con¬
Present plans are that the series sider everything beyond it either
will run, in alternating section^ or as “dirt” or something “Hollywood
. .
groups of mysteries, from October, got away with.”
the month of the Holy Rosary,
Every once in a while, a pro/
through Christmas, Lent and East- i ducer or director will argue that
er. “The 15 Mysteries of the Ro¬ the Code’s relaxation is nothing
sary” was filmed under the g n- more than a natural and necessaryeral supervision of Father Patf. -k evolution which should have taken
Peyton, C.S.C., director of lithe place long ago and simply recogFaraily Rosary Crusade and j the j nizes the need for more adult film
Mutual Broadcasting System’s entertainment.
weekly radio programs. Family
This is reflected in the gener¬
Theatre and Marian Theatre. |i
ally strict Roman Catholic Legion
The Oct. I film presentation by of Decency ratings which, so far
Cardinal Cushing will be the U. S. this year, have shown a sharp drop
preem, first formal screening} in in “B” fObjectionable in Part for
the country. Proceeds from show¬ AH) ratings and a corresponding
ing of the film will help purchase increase in the “A-III” < Unobjec¬
portable equipment with which; the
films can be programmed with tionable for Adults) classification.
‘Selling* New Code
soundtracks in local languages
through Latin America. Trained
What’s being said both in the
volunteers of the Legion of Mary;MPAA and among the companies
from Ireland will accompany i the is that the industry has failed to
films on the missions by jeep, and . properly “sell” the new* (relaxed)
will distribute religious literature. I Code to the public via a positive
Called ‘The Cardinal’ j;
. program of information, and that
.Name of the State will be, some of the attacks, reflected also
changed probably to The Cardinal, j in newspapers’ refusal to accept
The property purchased by the ! certain film ads, are generated as
Archdiocese includes 17 tenants much by a desire for sensational
who now occupy the site; stores, a copy as they are motivated by gen¬
dan eery, New State Ballroom, j re¬ uine concern!
cently modernized and refurbished
“The newspapers, always so
by Bill Fuller, husband of Carmel
Quinn the former Fine Arte The-*eager to defend their privileges
atre
anudSKIarT
tL^tlt
1
under
the First
aire, an upstairs art film theatre, {
eaeer
to , Amendment,
extend the don’t
«ame

Code Stormy

HoSU

'V“

the-Month Club, and a series’: of1 ?r*those within the industry who;
operas by Operation Ooera,■ di-! mstead °f. welcoming the inore di¬
rected by Sarah CaMwell, ’wlio!^;^,¥: ,5f^-2«?n90W‘holds the lease on the oSO^eiter ij'f. .** !h? bJ'<’adfr G.?de. mterprewhich is np Jan. J. 1960
I
itation, join in the attacks on the
Msgr. George V. Kerr iviliS he •'^eodennddii^epct would like-to
the managing director of the the- ?<* tbe clock turned back. This
atre. William Leavens remains as I !nt?“des P?rtJ's "*0 had**&.
bullding
superintendent.
Jack ! m ‘he original frahnng of the Code
Mercer, manager of the State', is and who would like it to conform
transferred to Buffalo
•■■■■’■
jto their narrow concepts of. what
“ ;al |;as_ris right and moraL Additionally,
Charles
Kurtzman, s__
sistant to the president of Loew’s some exhibitors have joined the
Theatres Inc., represented the chorus of those who claim the
Loew interests in the sale; ; at¬ Code has let things slide too far.
torney. Henry Leen represented the
Archdioceses
Other bidders j for
the property, which had been up
for sale, were the Christian Sci¬
ence Church and Northeastern. U.
Continued from page 7
When Loew’s State opened on
March 13, 2922, it was one of!the from all of the director’s, works,
a
sequence
showing costume fitmore than 100 film houses buili by
the late Marcus Loew in the early 1 tings * for “Ivan.” another scene
’20s. Filmsters of the early days I from “The Valkyre,” an opera
were brought in for a big parade which Eisensten made, during the
through city streets. Theda Bara war, etc.
placed a violet in Gov. Chanriing i According to Harvey, who’s putCox’s lapel and Mae Murray ting up a guarantee for the two
jumped into Mayor James M. Cur- 'films (part two and the document
ley's theatre box'while he was mak-: tary), the combination will open
ing a speech. . Thousands jammed ‘ at one of the Rugoff & Becker
the double bill, “And Women | houses in N. Y. next month or. in
Must W’eep” and Wallace Reid In ! October. Actually* Janus also Will;
“The Champion.”
I release part one of “Ivan,” cou-;
-—^—t—.
1 pling it with part two.
j.,
j \
».
I
| Latter picture vvas made in two
UlSTlPY < 1 sf 1.1 VP TsinPr [colors. The first eight reels are in
3 AM LIVC 1UMVi | black-and-white, the rest is in colHollywood. Aug, 25. ; or. Janus is importing a dozen
Walt Disi|by is mapping a hew : prints from Moscow. Rumor origyeCsion of Victor Herbert's “Babes I inally Was that the “Ivan” (part
in Toyland.” Eis first live-action;two) negative had been destroyed
musical, Mel Leven has written ; in the wake of Stalin’s disapnew lyrics.*
j!
Iproval. This proved to be untrue.
Ward Kimball will produce and j “Ivan” was to have had a third
direct.
j;
/part. A script for it exists, but it

‘Ivan’ to Janus

imprisonment are provided for by
the new law; “It’s, the risk of im¬
prisonment which makes the' game
not worth it,” said one prostie.
Several, interviewed by reporters,
claimed. that they were turning
their backs on the easy money; and
taking up respectable, meagerlypaid jobs. .
;
For years streetwalkers have
shrugged contemptuously at being
picked up by the. cops. They have
accepted it as professional routine,
turned up on the morning police
court parade, paid the maximum
fine of two pounds ($5.60) which
they regarded as- a business tax,
and immediately returned to the
sidewalks. ..Now, known prostitutes
can be picked up immediately on
sight and are faced with. a minir
mum fine of $14 (10. pounds) for
the first charge, with larger fines
and up to three months in jail for
subsequent appearances in. court.
Heavier penalties = for .living on a
woman’s imriioral earnings are also
to be enforced. Ten minutes after
the law came into force two pros¬
ties were picked, up and next day
fined $14, with ho time to pay or
the alternative of being tossed into
the cooler. Significantly the morn¬
ing Vice parade dwindled immedi¬
ately from the 30 to 50 convictions,
al most courts, to a mere handful. .
The police, aire.under no illusions
that the hew law, wiU. stamp out
prostitution.
A Scotland. Yard
spokesman said, “At. least- it’s; a
step in the right. direction. Pros¬
titution; will be driven: under cover,
and that’s the next, problem We
shall have to tackle.” It is known
that the streetwalkers are busily
thinking up. new business methods..
There Will, certainly be a develop¬
ment of the call girl racket and
there has been a run on attempts
to rent single rooms with tele¬
phone; The police , are . watching
for a wader use of advertisements
in newspapers and confectionery
shop windows , whereby the girls
offer their services under the thin¬
ly disguised pretense that, they are
photographic models, masseuses or
language tutors. ;
Many more girls; .wiU try to op¬
erate in' the many clip joints,
honkytonks and clubs that abound
in Soho, West End,! and Padding¬
ton areas, and the police intend to
keep an even more Vigilant eye
on such joints:
The already greatly increased
use by prosties of patrolling In
autos With left-hand (American)
drives, to enable them to be close
to the sidewalks, will be -boosted,
but closely watched by the . police.
The. girls* handlers are expected
to increase payments, to certainhotel commissionaires, waiters,
bellhops,.: bartenders arid others
for puttting business, their. way.!
From now; pri if is war between
the police, and the vice gangs.
Many prosties, with the .threat of
prison hanging over , them, have
decided to call it a day.
Meanwhile; ail decent people
will Welcome the. effect of: the new
drive.; It has long been an object
of surprise and disgust to-tourists,
and of shame to the British, that
“the oldest; trade” should be so
blatantly flaunted in U. K.’s
streets arid parks.

Segue From Summer
;====. Continned from page : 3

gone for nought in view of the
product generally available during
September and October. In com¬
parison, it’s noted, there is no
dearth of king-sized ^attractions for
Thanksgiving and especially for
Christmas.- : .
. The second surrimit meeting yesterday (Tues.) between spokesmen
for the. Americari Congress of Ex¬
hibitors arid representatives of the
Motion Picture Assn, of, America
is believed :to have discussed, the
question of the Septeiriber and Oc^tober entries.
The period, to be sure, is not
completely Void of potential block¬
busters* However, the exhibitors
maintain flatly that there’s not
enough of them. Among the more
hopeful films are such offerings as
.Columbia’s “The Tingler” and
“They1 Came to Cordura,” Para¬
mount’s “But Not For .Me” 20thFox’s “Blue Angel,” “The Best of
Every thing’*; arid “Beloved Infidel,”
Universal’s “Pillow Talk,” . arid
Warner Bros,’ “The.FBI Story.’*

Week Ended Tu<es, (25)

N' Yl Stock Exchange ■
. 1959
High Low
23U
30%
88%
48%
24%
21%
59%
97%
9%
29%
37
17%
13%
50%
3634
15134
71
11%
14%
40%
33%
43%
32%
29%
84
50
136%

* Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Tnes. .
in 100s : High
Low Close
1856 ABC Vending. 27
21%
20%
20%
; 20ti; Am Br-Par Th 200
29%
26%
29%
61% Ampex .:..,. 201
83%
77%
81
35
CBS
.....4112
34
40^4
42%
17
Col Pix
34
20%
19%
20%
17% Decca ....... 68
20
18%
19%
37% Disney ..... 53
39%
37%
39
75
Eastman Kdk 291
92
86%
92
616 •EMI ........ 206
7
- 676 ;
676
22
23%
1316 Glen Alden.. 1080
24%
-.2734 Loew’s Inc... 174
32%
30% 3134..
io% Loew’s Thea. 166
14%
14% .. 13%
12
12 ...
12%
97s Nat. Thea. .. 95
42% Paramount .. 24
47
47
-44%:
21
Philco .... 276
24%
2576
2376
137%
126
. 131%
9614 Polaroid . . . ; 224
62%:
6034
43% RCA . 360
6176
. 8% Republic. •
10% .. 976
61
97s
13% Rep., pfd.
. 20
14% V 1456
1434 .
Stanley War. 204
■ 18
35%
. 32%
34%
24% Storer ..... t22
31%
3034
30%
3434 20th-FoX ..
72 .. 37%
36
36®6
24% United Artists 80
29%
28%
2856
2636
26%
.26% Univ. Pix ,.:
5
26%
72
Univ., pfd. ; . (a)
: > 75 ■■ •
2434 . Warner Bros. 141
46
50
48%
92% Zenith ..... 578
98 , .101%
105%

5%
3?s
1.13'4 • 8% :
656
12%
7 . •
2%
2976 15%
6
; 976
9%
6
3
156
10%
7%
5%
1034
976
6%
4
776
22%
9
7,
1476

.

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists
4
.5%
4%
Ail’d Art., pfd.
$
1076
10%
Buckeye Corp. 20
7% : ■ -7 ' ■''
Cinerama Inc. 177
. 434
4%
Desilu Prods. 36
17%.
17%
DuMont Lab. 65. ' • •676/ -656
Filmways ... 23
6%'
6%
Guild Films . 154
2% •: . 2%:
956
Nat’l Telefilm 16
9%
Skiatron ..: 57
556
6
7:;
•6% •
Technicolor.
50
4%
4
Tele Indus .. 22
1556
Teleprompter 33
1676
11
Trans-Lux .. 21 : 11%

Net
CSiange
forwh.
— %
+1%
-f 2%
+ %
+1%
+ %
— %
+4%
— %
— %
+ %
— %
— %
+2 ■
— %
+.1 •
— %
— %
—%
.+ %
+ %
—1%
— %
— %
— %.
+1%
+ 114

4%
1076
-f %
7%
4%
I73|
—..%
634
— %
6%
— %
2% . — %
956
6
•+’ %
6% • — %:
4% : + %
16
%
11%
— %

Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid
Ask
American Corp. ..
. .. ......... 1%
2%.
Cinerama Prod.
.
2%
276
King Bros. . .
;....,.
.1% ... 1%
2%
Magna Theatre ...
.176 '
.;—...;i7% , 17%
Metropolitan Broadcasting .
— %
2 .••
. 4.
Scranton Corp. . _ .
+1
Sterling Television ...
2% 9% ' . ~ %
U. A. Theatres > .
__ > .
♦ Week Ended Monday (24).
t Ex-dividend.
(a) No Trading.
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)

Protestants Now in Anti-Code Mood
Continued from page S

the local committee has discussed
a moratorium and that “if we are
forced to declare one, certainly a
great deal of consideration wiU he
given to it.”
Feeling is that the MPAA pro¬
duction code is “ineffective” and
that producers and studios have
put “tremendous pressures” on; the
code adininistrators, especially
during the past six months. “Ap¬
parently,”. said Heimrich, “produc¬
ers feel it’s difficult to get* good
boxoffice and that they, need sex
and violence. We are well aiwafe
of the jinportance of the motio^
picture industry, and we are as
■ much for good boxoffice as the
producers, But we don’t feel sex
and violence are the answers.” v
Further, Heimrich asks, “How
can MPAA be effective in evaluate
ing films when it is sustained by
the very people whose pictures it
must evaluate?”
The committee members ap¬
parently . seek neither - to be dogooders nor censors but rather
feel earnestly that. the best inter¬
ests both of Hollywood and tbs
filmgoing public will: be served by
films which are hot offensive.
“Our earnest hope Is that we cab
come up with a program that wiU
assist in creating better motiori
pictures which, in tiirn, .will result
in. greater boxoffice returns/Heimrich said.
The commission director addi¬
tionally - pointed out ^the comiriittec
is concerned about the kinds ot
films being sent overseas, partita
ularly in light of Protestant theo*
logian Reinhold Niebuhr’s state¬
ment following a European invest¬
igation: “The prirhary source of re^
sentment against us (the United
States) is created by American mo¬
tion pictures. The intelligent peo¬
ple of Europe resent them- arid: the
uriintelligerit get a completely
erroneous Conception of whut
America is all about.”
Heimrich revealed a resolution
has been presented to the National

Council of Churches by the Augustana Lutheran Church; asking
that a study be made in Europe to
determine the effect of American
films.
.
‘Stand Up & Be Counted’
Heimrich declared that the head
of a major- HoUywood studio, after
many conferences, has said it i«
time that Protestants should stand
up and be courited. “Now,” said
Heimrich, “we must decide how
we, as Prptestarits, can let the film
industry know. we are. for clean
pictures arid strengthening of the.
code.”
The National Council of Churches
(full name. The National Council
of . the Churches of Christ of the
U.SA..) directly represents half of
the nation’s 60,000,000 Protestants.
Some 10 years ago it established
the Broadcasting & Film Comiiussion as a liaisori between itself arid,
the entertainment industries. The
cominission works closely with the
code but until now has never dealt
with any but religiously themed
pictures.
Chairman of the.; west coast
eight-member committee is. Metho¬
dist Bishop Gerald Kennedy. Mem¬
bers are The Very Rev. Leonidas
Contos, Greek Orthodox; Dr. Gent
Bartlett, Baptist; - the Dr; John W.
Flucke, Evangelical arid Reformed; ;
Dr. Clifton E. Moorp, Presbyter¬
ian; the Rev. H, K. Rasbach,.
American Lutheran; Dr. Carl Iff .
Segerhammar, Augustaria Luther¬
an; ;and Dr. Carroll L. Shuster,
Presbyterian.
New House in Pinmpq, Tex.
. Fampa, Tex., Aug. 25.,
. Video Independent Theatres has ;
awarded a contract for construc¬
tion of the new Capri Theatre with
work to start soon. •
Claude : Motley,: official: of the
Circuit, did not disclose the cost of
the project. Capri wiU replace La
. Nora, destroyed in a. fire several
months ago.
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Miner & Liebman-Comeback Year?
Two of the creative programming men Who played key roles
in helping to shape “early patterns’’ in the medium but vi lio have
been on the sidelines in. recent years niay be due for a comeback.
'(via NBC-TV) during the upcoming season..They are Worthington.
(Tony) Miner, who goes way back to'the; early days of “Studio
One,” and Max Liebman, the Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca “Show, of
Shows” impresario. Liebman settled his contract with NBC about
18 moiiths ago. Miner’s contract; is still in existence; despite his
tv inactivity he still, gets his weekly stipend. ;
Network execs have been huddling, with Mine.r on his reemer-.
gence with perhaps, a couple of drama vehicles, which may be
slotted either in the “Sunday Showbase” time or as a Friday night
special entry.
.(
■I Liebman may show up as producer-director of a musical ex¬
travaganza for the Tuesday night Ford series or a Friday night
spectacular. '
'
-

BE ‘ELEVATED ?

By GEORGE ROSEN
A Desilulu
With the new television season
CBS-TV, went to consider¬
but a few weeks off, the hue and
able expense on newspaper
the cry has again gone up: “Let’s
spotlight ads to drumbeat Mon¬
day night’s (24) repeat of the
see. this time around what attempt;
“Untouchables”
on
Desilu
if ariy, will be made. to . Upgrade
the viewing habits^ of the nation’s,
Playhouse.,
populace.” But more importantly,
So what happens? The net¬
there is an important vocal seg¬
work’s on-the-air promo on
ment that clings to an unshaken
Monday reininded one and all
conviction that, for all the lofty
to tune in, but the reminder
and courageous ambitions of the
was the promo of the previous
networks, notably NBC and CBS,
Week’s show.
the viewing habits of the nation
i aren’t worth a tinker’s damn. Give
j the public something dazzling and
superior in attainment and, unless
it’s got a bigtime star, goes the
lament, the. American viewer coastto-coast, riot counting a tiny por¬
By JO RANSON
tion, of the populace, will respond
Shades
of
Gutenberg
arid
with a heart-breaking tunequt;
Grqlier! Trade book publishers,
. The aforementioned tiny. seg¬
riot desirous of; missing a wonder¬
Hollywood, Aug; 25.
ment may tote up on the. Nielsen
ful bet, are now designing book
One of the longest run shows on
the Trendex to some 15,000,jackets with an eye. primarily to radio-tv, Ralph Edwards’ “Truth or and
000 people, but unfortunately,
the tv camera.
Consequences,” loses its .daytime reckoned in terms of today’s en¬
Several upbeat occurrerices have
Heretofore, the dons of the dust- period on NBC-TV. at the close of tertainment patterns arid cost-perwrappers, in a valiant effort to the present;cycle Sept 25. Replace¬ thousarid charts, 15,000,000 view¬ been taking place on NBC-TV par¬
ticipating
programs, “Today” with
push their literature into best ment will be ‘‘House On High St ,” ers doesn’t constitute a hit. A spon¬
seller lists frequently stooped to documented dramas from files of sor lavishing $200,000. to $300;000 Dave Garroway and “The Jack
Paar
Show.’'
Jerry A. Danzig, veep
what was quaintly described as the N. Y. City probationary courts. for an hour entry—and that’s par“bust sellers,” but this is evidently . “T or C” had been losing grourid for-th e-course for 60-minute (time of participating programs, said this
on the wane judging by what is to competing soap operas and and talent) programming, won’t week. Most significant was the
currently happening in Publishers’ share-of-audience had dipped be¬ countenance anything under 30„ fact that frorii Labor Day to Christ¬
mas, the Garroway show is 90%
low the payoff levels.
Row. ;
:
000,000 to 40,000,000 viewers:
sold out, constituting . a Tecord.
One of the first of the trade
. Needed—Respectability ^
The Paar show is sold out until
book publishing outfits. Random
House, in this instance, decided it
; And so the argument continues 1960, he said.
was high time for a radical Change
uriabated—is there any hope at all,
Big*adveriisers with heavy tonthis, year or next year or the year jriaige are now latching on to the
to be made iri text rfnd layouts of
after, for television ever to achieve j Garroway program on a longterm
book jackets and the pioneer ad¬
a respectability, a stature-arid, .a i basis. Danzig ascribes the success
venture was launched, with the
dignity where; within the econom¬ • of the show, in a measure, to the
manufacture Of Garson Kanin’s
ic framework of the medium, qual¬ | growing acceptance by star per¬
recent show biz novel, “Blow Up at]
itative programming cart survive sonalized salesmanship. In the
Storm.”
: ,
( on its own considerable merits— | case of Garroway, Danzig obBoth Bennett. Cerf of Random
1 without resorting to the star sys¬ ; served, there is a plus—a feeling
House, an old hand iri .video val¬
tem?: ;
ley, arid Kanin, decided to do a
( of iritegrity in his non-violent pres¬
careful kirisey On the impact of
Based on tv’s past, performance
With charter sponsors starting record and the; low esteem in which entations of commercials and en¬
any Of dust, wrappers seen on tv
tertainment,
screens and came up with the dis¬ to fall under the renewal column -the average American viewer holds
“Today.” is no longer a catchall
covery that, in . most instances, and new biz being written, ABC- the writer, the producer and or the : for advertisers. Among its big
book jacket. lettering was so tiriy, TV’s fall daytime lineup is about director; per se, one can pretty, 1 name sponsors* are Du Pont, Block
to
hit
the
70%;
sold
out
status,
.
much call the shots for the upcom¬
in fact, almost subliminal, so that
That 70% sell out represents a ing season. The Nielsens, unfor¬ Drugs, Palm Beach Clothes, Drug
viewers never caught the title of
major commercial breakthrough tunately, will lie in the. answer to Research, Evenrude and General
the book under discussion.
Electric Light Bulbs and among
Kariiri, before his book went to for the. web's ; daytime lineup, “who’s, your star?” and it won’t its more recent additions to the
press, traipsed , to a Doubleday which iri the fall,- will be only a make any difference whether, the sponsor roster are Stoklev Van
entry was authored by a Rod Ster¬
bookshop arid' looked over a «.batch year old;
Camp and American Dairy Assn.
of recetitly-pubiished books arid . Charter sponsors already; inked ling, a Paddy Chayefsky, a Regi¬
In the works is a 60-minute edit¬
•oon realized how few jackets Include Lever Bros, for five quar¬ nald Rose dr a Henry James. The
were photogenic. His findings aip- ter hours arid Johnson & Johnson fact that a John Frankenheimer, ed edition of Garroway and the
“Today”
shows that were taped in
for four quarter-hours. The re¬ an. Alex Segal, a John Houseman
. (Continued, on page. 40)
maining six charter sponsors are or a Dore Schary is riding herd on Paris in the spring of this year.
the production or direction is It was the first regular U. S. web
expected to come in shortly.
New sponsors signed iriclude Strictly beside the point and won’t tv program to stem from Europe
Alberto Culver (hair preparation) contribute one iota whert the final by videotape and “Today’s” proj duction staff has cut it down to
for one quarter-hour; Block Drug Nielsens are posted-.V
for four quarter-hours; Dusharme,
But with a Rosalind Russell at ’ hour-long size with an eye. to sellfor one quarter-hoUr; Ex Lax for the .top of the marquee for the pre¬ ling it as a special featuring special
one quarter-hour^ Johnson’s Wax miere of the new Ford series , on ; narration by Garroway, Jack Lesfor :five quarter-hours; Reynolds NBC-TV; an Ingrid Bergman as the ! coulie arid Charles Van Doren, all
Metals
for .one quarter-hour; Ster¬ •star of Henry James’ “Turn of the ! of whom wefe on the trip.
Lester Gottlieb yesterday (Tries.)
was named the CBS-TV. director of ling Drug for one quarter-hour; Screw” (the selfsame script that [ Daniig said that “Today” would
and
Warner
Rambert for. one quar¬ only brought indifferent results • be taped late in the afternoon beprogram planning and develop¬
ment—New York. Interpretation ter-hour^ Sortie, of the advertisers when done on “Omnibus” several | fore each day’s telecast thus makinked
a
few
weeks ago, but a num¬ seasoris ago), a Tony Curtis, a Rock j ing the program far more flexible
. of the appointment contradicts the
belief that with the assignment two ber,: iricludirig the Johnson’s Wax Hudson or an Alec Guinness-^-, • than in the past. Starting next
five
quarter-hour
deal, are new.
these are the pre-guaranteed I month, producer Bob Bendick will
weeks ago of Robert Weitman as
AH fold, the web has; 70 quar¬ i whoppers for ’59-’60 that’ll consti¬ i have his cast assembled in the stuviceTpresident in: charge of in¬
dependent production the network ter-hours weekly to be sold for the tute the difference between a 15.- ; dio at 4 p.m. instead of at the crack
intended to go allouf for outside
(Continued on page 28)
(Corifinued on page 38);
'•
(Continued on paje 28>
Video properties.
Gottlieb's new post is ! virtually
the orie handled before the recent
shift by Weitman.. Reporting to
east coast programming veepee
Mike Dann, Gottlieb will concen¬
Sometime in October, WNTAApparently, WNTA-TV is going that might attract the shoppers’
trate on the development of new
house programs. Previously, Gott¬ TV plans to become a 9 a.m.-to- to try to sell advertisers, among attention on the store screens as a
fl
p.m.
promotional
outlet
for
su¬
build-up for the product promo.
lieb,. as director of ’ program de¬
them those who normally buy
Since most of WNTA-TV’s regu¬
velopment, reported to Weitman. . permarkets in the greater metro¬ straight tv airtime: for home con¬
Gottlieb came to CBS-TV in 1956 politan area. Gotham indie, ever sumption, on buying 20-second lar live programming 'comes from
more anxious to uncover a way to
Manhattan
studios and it’s going to
as a general program executive.
make money, if only to support spots to push products to viewers continue that way, station will do
its nighttime lineup of entertain¬ in the stores. It seems that the its Storevision stuff out of its old
ment programs, has bought the old store chains will only . be asked to Newark operation. It’s understood
Storevision. name arid is negotiat¬ rerit or jrist “make room” for sets, that the entire Newark setup will
a given period Of time, as their
ing deals with various store chains for
be tied up by Storevision.
part of the bargain.
to supply at-point-of-sale mer¬
Exactly , where in each store the
WNTA-TV has run Storevision Storevision sets will be located
Bell Tone, hearing aid manufac¬ chandising.
tests
in
Hoboken
and
op.
Long
Is¬
The
promotions
WNTA-TV
plans
turer, is the first participation
was not made clear in the early re¬
sponsor to lineup on ABC Radio to air for stores the regular home land, one of the stores involved be- ports.
web’s ‘‘Business ; Final,*. the 10- viewing public wifi also be able to irig a Safeway supermarket.
Ted Cottj WNTA-TV topper,
jriinute cross the board financial receive. Station, it Was learned, is
All regular programming in the told station staffers that it was the
news show featuring John Cameron preparing three 20-miriute seg¬ pre-6 p.m. hours on Monday belief of the brass, of National
Swayze.; Show is slated for fall air¬ ments in each ;hbur\ Each seg will through Fridays (and maybe Sat¬ Telefilm Associates, : which owns
ing.
consist of background music, miri- urdays) will be eliminated. Instead, the indie, that Storevision could
. ^Program, to originate from the ute-by-riunute time reports, weath¬ there will be one camera on hand mean a bonanza. So far the sta¬
the floor of the N. Y. Stock Ex¬ er; a mixture of visual gimmicks, to recpn^the sweep of a wall clock tion has not been; art exceptional
change, will be aired twice daily some news arid the all-important and to. focus on pictures of dogs, profit-maker in a seven-station
at 4 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. (EDT).
pfomos.
cats arid other aniinalsr--ariything market

Vet T or C’ Axed

Danzig’s Dazzler:
PaarSRO; Today’

■TV Going Storevision Way

Bell Tone Coin For

St Gab

Chicago. Aug. 25.
Lloyd Yoder’s imminent depart¬
ure from broadcasting bodes an¬
other shakeup at NBC’s Chicago
operation, which has only just re¬
covered from the effects of Yoder’s
noisy assumption of the helm Virtu¬
ally a year ago, last Sept. 6. Soon
begins the unsettling speculation
not only as to who will be the new
veep in charge of the local o&os
but principally over whether
there’ll be another realignment
and, if so, who gets caught in it.
A 30-year veteran of the NBC
wars, Yoder is quitting the indus¬
try in October to take over the
California vineyards and winery of
his iate father-in-law, who died a
few months ago. Yoder and his
wife, former opera singer Alma
Celia, have been on the Coast the
past two weeks making prepara¬
tions for the move.
While it’s uncertain at this point
who will replace him as steward of
WMAQ-WNBQ, there are two logi¬
cal prospects, unless the web shifts
another o&o topper to Chi. Robert
Lemon, present asst, to Yoder, had
been his right-hand man in Pliilly
too and would probably raise tha
least dust here, with regard to per¬
sonnel and policy changes, inas¬
much as he has helped to formu¬
late the present strategies. Henry
T. Sjogren, now manager of Budg¬
ets, Pricing and Planning for tha
tv. network in New York, is an¬
other top contender since he
served a number of‘years as asst,
general manager to Jules Herbuveaux, Yoder’s predecessor.
It’s unlikely that Herbuveaux
himself would be retuimed to tha
post inasmuch as he’s been moved
up to a corporate spot in Chi and
is only a few years away from re¬
tirement.
Yoder, who started with the web
in 1927 as manager of the Western
Division press department has for
the past 20 years been one of NBC’s
executive nomads, shifting in a
general manager’s capacity to tha
network’s stations in Denver, San
Francisco (two hitches), Cleveland,
Philadelphia and finally Chicago.
He was dubbed a veep in 1956.
It will be recalled that his Windy
City reception—by the local press
and politicians—was one cf tlia
most ungracious (to put it mild.v)
in broadcasting annals, partly be¬
cause of his predecessor’s popular¬
ity but mainly because he em¬
barked on his staff arid program
changes too early in the game.
When the outrage over the headloppings finally quieted, he began
to gain acceptance, but he was
never quite won over the local
press which, in championing live
shows, continues to hold his pref¬
erence for film against him.

Bartel! WOV: One
Big Happy Family?
After allegedly promising the
old ownership that no alterations
in programming would he made,
the Bartell Family Group no soon¬
er took over WOV, the New Yo^k
radio indie which specializes in
radio programming for Negro and
Italiari communities, than the Ne¬
gro market was virtually aban¬
doned. Moreover, three of the
outlet’s four Negro deejays and
seven staffers were axed, followed
by nine other staffers Who this
week have handed in their resig¬
nations.
Mel Bartell, who came east to
head the station for the chain, said
yesterlay (Tues.) that WOV will
discontinue rock 'n- roll and spir¬
itual music for the most part.
These musical types are staples in
Negro market programming. The
one deejay being kept is Herman
Amis, who apparently has a con¬
tract with the Harlem cafe where
his show emanates. Under these
circumstances, the Bartelis can
take no immediate steps to remove
(Continued on page 28)
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HRESTONE BUY CAPS $38,000,000 CBS
NEWS-PUBAFFAIRS SPONSOR WINDFALL

CBS-TV s Sun. £ Mon. ‘Sneaks’

Again using closed-circuit, CBS-TV unravelled the second part
of Its fall program lineup Thursday (20) for station affiliates and
the press.. Too bad the network didn’t offer Part II before Part t. ,
Objection previously was that CBS-TV had laid itself open to
a devastating broadside from the viewing, press, by showing in
CBS-TY’s . news-public affairs-4
relative detail the new programs slated for Tuesday and Wednes¬
sports departments'have dramatic¬
day evenings next season: In such detail* the majority of the shows
Arbitron Top 10
ally evolved as major money-earn¬
seemed bad; thereby paving the way for some downbeat first invers for the network. For next sea¬
(Week Ending Aug. 23 )■ . _
;pressions. However, during this second closed-circuit outing the
son, tho entire Sig Mickelson
What’s My Line...... .CBS 26 0
. web was a bit more in favor of flim-flammery; the Overall effect
operation will be good for an ■ Gunsmoke .... CBS 19.1
;Was much better.
'
Masquerade Party. .NBC 18.6
NBC-TV will very likely slot reestimated gross exceeding $38,000,Only one Sunday-MOnday program, fcf the new species was told
000.
Loretta Young.NBC 18.5
runs of “Lawless .'Years” . in the
In any detail. That was the Sunday, 7:30-8, “Dennis the Menace”
It seemed ingenious situation comedy—ah appraisal based on the
Gross is even more dramatic
Groucho Mane... - -NBC 18.3
Thursday, 10:30-11. pin., period
eight minutes of the film shown. (Whether this ingenuity is suffi¬
Alfred Hitchcock..... CBS 17.5
this fall, with Alberto Culver hair
when compared to what the com¬
cient to lick the ingenuity of “Maverick” is another bag of oats.)
Markham .........CBS 16.7
preparations sponsoring.. This is
bined uJ)its billed in the 1956-’57
Nowhere else did this 30-mihute closed-circuit program indulge
the latest—and, the network
tv season. Gross then was more ; Richard Diamond. . .CBS 16.4
in
detail. Instead, hosts Jack Benny apd Danny Thomas pleasantly
Rifleman
•...ABC
16.4
hopes,
the
last—choice
for
the
late
like $6,000,000.
wisecracked through the schedule. This part the affiliates must
evening time period!.
The potential seen for “saleable” !■Sullivan..... • • • .CBS 15.9
have
heard before. Little more than the barest essentials of each
, NBC 15.6
*Vrarl,. wi„ rcpla(,e the prepubaffairs, public service and news ; Bat Mastersonprogram were mentioned, which anjr station executive or local
programs only a few months ago
vious choice, “Masquerade Party.”
.newspaperman
could have learned from schedules made available.
evidently becomes more of a real¬ kUY/W
1171
IT
Network werif after “Party,” when
•to them weeks earlier. Even so, onlookers were treated to these
ity daily for CBS- It’s gotten so VKI C WtlAAII.l III
it had trouble clearing time for
rehashed
tidbits
by a pair of clever monologists, which probably’
as Is manifest in the most recent 11/v u if UVUU wII
“Dollar a Second.” In eacn case,
made the adventure worthwhile.
network pubaffairs sale ‘this one
Mogen David was interested in
:•
Sunday
seemed
like a fairly strong, night for CBS-TV. Except
to Firestone Tire & Rubber for 14
/\
fri
1 *1*
the Sponsorship.
for “Dennis” replacing Benny at 7:3b and Benny with George
Eisenhower-KIirushehev halfI 111 K hrilCh lim*
Failing to get sufficient stations
Gobel
replacing
"Richard
Diamond” at 10, the schedule is the .
hours'—that CBS is able to sell 'em
wll 1IU1 llwll) I yvj for the MOgen -David' winery,- . same as last season's. Ed Sullivan will return, so will "General
without even showing prospective
Culver stepped in with lesser
Electric
Theatre”
and
“Alfred
Hitchcock Presents” and so will
clients a format. Firestone first
nr* OL
P ■ clearance demands.
By today
“What’s My Line?” And Benny told this to his trade audience, but
was approached exactly a week ago
MIAIATC .lA| (Wedi, it should be known
so cleverly that the canned laughter (inescapable canned laughter),
by CBS, which had little more to
uU AJlIUffw Uw* whether the web came up with
seemed superfluous,
offer the bankroller than an itiner¬
enough stations to satisfy Culver’s
Thomas rolled through Monday on an tqually proficient gag
ary for the visiting chiefs of state. I NBC-TV has blueprinted a lav-|
lav- lesser requisite.
requisite!
binge: “Name That Tune.” “The Texan,” “Father Knows Best,”
Firestone quite clearly bought ish 25-program spread beginning
.
.the
“Danny Thomas Show” and the “Ann. Sothern! Show”: (she’s
solely on the CBS pubaffairs-news tomorrow iThurs.', to cover the
gonna be an assistant hotel manager again). There are two hew;
track record for delivering.
!two Eisenhower trips to Europe p. V
11
J
programs CBS has planned for the 10 and 10.30 periods Monday.;
CBS dittoed the “blue skies” and the return visit here by Rus- VSlinnC KPCIIAIlfl
■ Jackie Cooper’s “Hennessey” and “Dupont Shpw With June Ally- .
sales technique with Bell & Howell sian boss Nikita Khrushchev. Of UlClIIwIlu iAvvjfVIIl*
- son.” First is a comedy, the second an anthology. A quick monand Goodrich on six prime time the 21 stanzas already slotted. 10
>4*
• tage of Hennessejr in filmed action and a few pleasant words from
specials. Network didn’t have but -of them will fall into prime time
*1*
I
1® PL4._.-rtl
Miss Ally son and even fewer pleasant words from producer hus- .
one generalized outline, yet it sold'slots, even though there is no
,
band Dick Powell retained the warm glow of this promotional
six full hours—all of ostensiblyj' bankroller at present, with the rest
1U Wl Uwll LrHVTM/j
telecast.
different content.
* generally to hold down anchorages
*w
»
: Maybef CBS has learned: Tantalize ’em; don’t give a whole
Regular news and sports, accord-! just fore or aft of peak viewing
I/amaiI
eyeful.
Ing to the network, will gross (in. hours.
terms of both time and talent) ! Lineup will include seven pro-..•■■
some $32,000,000 fo>* CBS next year.; grams on the Ike trip to Western
cam Tifprt dir^Hor of radib-tv
Big break came With, a $6,500,0001 Europe and will be called “Jourconvention and election coverage ! ney to Understanding.” There’ll
deal from Westmghouse Electric^ be five half-hours in; this series, \Q furnish * American broadcastinl
only to he followed by a deal of the first, tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. stations with a recorded series of
approximately $1 000,000 with. And there’ll also be two full hour Israeli pop mus^
music to
to be.
be £!t*I
narrated
Firestone. Firestone, according to; stanzas under this general banner, by
by studs
Studs Terkel,
Terkel,. Chicago
Chicago deejay.
deejay.
the contract, could end up spend- the first a review by NBC foreign
■■
.
Hollywood; Aug. 25:
This would be in the nature of --—~
ing even more money, depending; correspondents on the value of the
7 if ^ ARf TV Bmx#
Bob ‘Wells, who has already
on how many additional shows; Ike trip and the second on the i
^
/-Up 5 ABt-l I Days
taped the Gene Kelly Pontiac speCBS is able to produce above14
j overall political developments out “a1“as//^^ radto ouUe "ab™t
SevenTUp, via J: Walter Thomp- rial and is now working on “A
Close to a sale on the Winter of the trip.
(six months ago. Another service
and Summer Olympic games, CBS-* | Twelve shows will be devoted by planned by Elfert is a film clip son, has signed for participation Toast to Jerome Kern” for the
TV could m this area ^realize an-|the network to Khrushchev’s U. S. library to help tv outlets in search in three ^BC-TV shows, starting U. S. Brewers Foundation,, is also
other $3,500,000. Chrysler has not junket, including a two-hour pro- bf specific shots. The film clip
set to produce the Ethel Mermaii
made any final move on the ‘ granlj fivc. 60-minuters and seven service would supplement the of- in the fall;
Soft dririk bought one-third al- special for the Ford series: and If
Olympics but it is still mulling the ‘ half-hours. All these shows are fice of radio-tv s stock footage and
ternate
we^k
sponsorship
in
“Addickering \vith Kelly to-, produco
“uy•
t skedded with the network having tape library material.
Of course, the election and Olym- not yet slotted four one-hour '
JnH Pprnjir(i notphhpri? ventures In Paradise,” stated tar; thl s*;cond ?£ >■« Poutiac. shorn
Tvioiafo o-Qo
Entire operation of the former
pic coverage are ench once-In-four- ‘ shows on Ike’s trip next fall to. a member of the radib-film-tv secMonday nights, 9.30 to 10.30, and «Qinah shore Chevy Show” head
>ear windfalls^ but Rems like the - Russia proper.
tion, report considerable pickup of i
Bell & Howell-Gbodrieh specials.
■ material on the part of radio and i one minute spots in the hour-long writer and cbproducer is geared to
are not. and its felt within CBS
.
c Smnns thi : “Alaskans” Sunday night at 9:30 the use of a permanent production
p.m. The ; “Paradise” deal runs unit. Well’s staff comprises himmuen count on irequeni stanza
- --are “Vistas of Israel ” a. series of; for 23 werics and the “Alaskans” se[f as producer-writer, Johnny
sales like the ^isCnhow er-KhrushFftr RpIUl ^WotTc! PlTfiGni^ets showing the development of contract fop 47 weeks. Ih addition, Bradford as co-writer, Greg . Garchev one because the international
WT MW "««•#
modctn IsraeI; -Farming In the Seven-Up inked for participations, xison, as director, Paul Weston as
climate wtually guarantees, many
« «p_CArJo- Holy Land." which deals with the in Dick Clark's “American Band- musical director, Paul - Barnes. as
more sdeh notably newsworthy exU| DOBaOZa MUCSI d6mymdn problems facing farmers stand” for the November-Decemr art director and a still unselected
choreographer.
euKiion..
I:
Reno. Aug. 25.’ , {throughout the world. Radio sta- her period/.
Discobntmg n.ghttime puhaffa rs
}$BC-TV, hoping . to . hit the j tions, particularly iii the midwest,
.. ~ ~~
■'
:
Wells feels that, being able to
guarantee this staff enough work
‘fSJcTV an5 threpfniI^h>Tfn tnfoU promotional jackpot on its new are responding with favor to the.! iVTltm 1 imr /I I I
JLtvOTSL SJ. v?on ' ^Bonanza" series, brought some 25 “Farming in Holy Land’’ series.
i lUf W I a I
I OnnflyC t0 account for half of what they’d
^
from Los Angeles and*
o„ the tv dnd, there's hefty In-i TrlVl ft » f ■ UdllUvl O normally earn in a year and free-*
ing them for outside assignments
Pradential ta !'v'oth Centurs-" Oita ’ San ^ncisco to cover television’s tereSt in, such’films as ^Wilderness
If
t
/t
I
f
as well puts him one step , ahead
Ma& in -Small Wor?d» and•
out-of-town world premiere.
?
archeological
WHY (<.1*3he In
of the game. There’s the advari^such things as the four Ford-! Gamble apparently has paid off, discoveries in the Negev; Portrait
UU
I
vl
UldUO
111
tage
of having a functioning team,
sponsored Leonard Bernstein pub- what with the public premiere giv- of a Decade, the first 10 years of.
i
plus the virtue of not having to
service-controlled musicals
i ing “Bonanza” a jump on .the fall Israeli’s accomplishments;
King
r Of
1 compete for top. creative, talent
competition in the publicity arena Boor,” the first puppet film pro.h^ffrhti?••
of the two-day junket duced in Israel and "A Stamp U
Kmramn at SItpiI each 111116 he does a sp^31that brought the press into continU- Born,’’ story of the creation and
1\CV:CUIIII UI LmCU
Wells wants to bring his entire
team to N. Y. in late October to do
of r™.ohivavfnm!innr?rtn th»Eweh‘ius contact with the show's cast development of postage stamps,
Walking
papers-are
reportedly
Miss
Merman’s show, which airs in
wtatah
ta
a
tae
overSt
and
principals.
Id
terms
of
publicEifert
said
-wilderness
of
Zin“
which is a quarter of the overall
tatp
^
ity values for a show, the $10,000 has an especial appeal for Ameri- being readied for Henry Morgan, November. Meanwhile, he meets
take.
_
out-of-pocket cost brought a kind cans in view of the fact that it was
of coverage and press enthusiasm photographed in Israel during the
Hray
s
re- castingt
meanwhile
proceeding
<ni
9
three weeks ahead of the actual ^pbdition of the American arche- on WNTA-TV, as part of a fall
A1A7POC0
on-the-air premiere that weeks of 0i0gistf Dr. .Nelson Glueck. Film upholstering job on the station’s with the Kern special, which airs
L/1IU TT vUvv
{normal exploitation couldn t, ^,as produced bv Elfert and direc-. programming structure..
live Sept. 22. A week following that;
achieve.
. ted by Fred Steinhardt: Millard | It is also reported that David he planes to meet with Miss MerFI
T ■
A ?/>t i Downtown parade, RCA dealers * Lan)peli did the script.
Susskind with in incurable itch to man on her special and witlr Frank
K1117 ItlTA hlL HI ^ tie-ins and an actual 3,100-person ^ Elfert, who was program director face the camera will get an across- Loesser and David Merrick on a
JLlUjf UllU VU VI • Granada Theatre two-show pre- Df WLIB, N.Y.. started the depart- the-board series on WNTA-TV at couple of Broadway musical proj"
| miere, were almost incidental to
. (ConUnued on page 28)
11 p.m: doing pretty much what ects.
Regardless of the reception NBC- ! the main purpose of creating na; • —/■
' •;
Mike Wallace was doing in the
— ■ ' .———TV’s “Sunday Showcase” dramas j tional coverage: for the show,
past, namely conducting uncor^ ^
*#
W
receive this coming season, it’s a \ though from the point of view of UA|..n TkavilI fn ^nnTK T
seted interviews with people in the ||l |ff |J ^
||AA1A
guarantee that the 60-minute live ‘ co-sponsor Reno Chamber of Com- lflUgCU 1/dVlU IU upuud^/l
news. The Monday-through-Friday |l|jL» laHnill l lfSIS
stanza will run over into 1960-’61.! pierce, the Reno dateline was a|
(IIALtI
Susskind shows would not inter- 1,1
11UU1W 4
Breck Shampoo will be sponsoring! valuable plus in the promotional jfirqQ6tte S nODDy LODDy ,
fere with his marathon Sunday
AAA AAA A 1
four original dramas in the same bonnet.
. x,.
h
<f»| 1 >
jn/» TU night “Open End” powwows, ac;
|Myl
Sunday 8-to-9 p.m. time slot during !! Mam point is that with some, 50
KUmnS tlOCk OB' AdL-I V
cording to present plans.
}Luu\ljUUv udlvO
the season beyond this one.
new shows hitting the air on three
t
Shampoo firm, which has been webs m the next two months, the
Don Fedderson s Hobby Lobby^ . Station is , also reportedly set
mulling a “Showcase” buv for! premier idea was able to command package hosted by Cliff Arquette With Sam Levenson as conductor ■ NBC Radio racked up total of
of a 60-minute prime time dapee $2,000,000 in net sales ihcludihg
week 1finally s“lnd^deaj the attention of a goodsized porcalls for four originals this coming! tion of the tv press and to get a for the #AJBe-TVv ^edpeaday-at 8 program, across-the-board, with an one-quarter sponsorship of “News
season *to be situated betweenimajor competitive publicity jtimp.^^ p.m. half-hQur|lot, to.be sponsored eye toward attracting the Lawr- on the Hour” for 39 weeks by Autpence Welk set.
Lite Battery Corp. New biz came
January next and May). These four i ^’rom that standpoint alone, the m. the fall by Mogen David,
In the spot , now occupied by during one-month period ending
programs will be repeated on tape5 picture-styled “world premiere”
Web, which has , been in on the
under the Breck banner next sum-; paid off.
developriiient of the. property from Barry Gray (10:30.to 11 p.m.) sta- Aug. 19,
Other deals were with Time,
mer. Then the following season
■ .
---rthe start is hot on the show after tion figures on placing Mike WalBreck will sponsor four more new jj
Robertson’s WOR Stot
seeing the vidtape pilot, and only lace with a more punching round- Inc:,. General Foods, Philip Morris,
shows, even if by then NBC de- ; Milton; Robertson has been some signing of legal papers need up of news and commentary. Out- Singer Manufacturing, Union Garcides to discontinue “Showcase” as na’med director of press and spe- to be done yet. Coming out of the let also plans cast changes in the bide, Tyrex Inc,, B. T. Babbitl
a regular weekly series. Sunday I cial events for. WOR Radio and ^lot is a nighttime version of “Be$t “Rate the Records” show spotting Inc , Tipton Corp., Formica Corp..
time periods in ’60-’61 are already j WOR-TV, N. Y. He replaces Marv the Clock,” initially slated as the of “Highway Patrol” reruns five Greyhound Corp: and General Monight a week.
tors.
being laid aside for-Breck.
I Camp, resigned.
I entry.
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of Botsford, Constantine & Card-

How Kudner Got Up Off the Floor
lniccis Drama into Madison Ave.
*

H
Vtamt
Islvi

I In

I
The shift of RCA's $12,000,000'
account from Kenyon & Erich:. *4
to J Waiter Thompson is the dia-]
matic news of the Madison Avenue
summer. But the sidebar to that
*torv is almost as dramatic, and a
lot more unusual in a time when
big agencies get bigger and small:
;
agencies get merged.
It concerns
concerns the
the Kudner
Kudner agency;
agency;
It
< which picked up the $5,000,000
Sylvania account by default be-;
pause of the conflictwith the new
business ®oing to JWT. And it goes;
hack to Tast year’s. Madison Ave.1
meller when the Buick business
left Kudner for McCann-Erickson,
lowing Chrysler out of the latterv
When the green dust had settled
and the trade had had its say,
about sliiftv maneuvers and agency:
loyaltv to'longtime clients, etc.,
Kudner appeared as the bloody
but
hero ui
of the
DUl unbowed
unumveu Iieiu
uic whole
m.v«. affair with a lot of good wishes and;:
and;
very little money.
In fact, with'
an economic crisis of the sort that:
not long before had finished 0 off
once major shops like Biow and'
Cecil & Presbry.
I
The clincher in Kudner's. hero
role was a plucky and unusually
candid house ad the agency ran;
In the New York a.m.’s with the;
headline, “Pride is a guy with!
rosin on his pants”
It caried a
large, rough-sketch illustration ofa boxer taking the count and a
punchv copv block that alerted the!
trade to the fact that Kudner was
down but not out—“We're full of
fi!S and vinegar
And we’re ready

Aniss^iiave
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TV-Radio Production
Prodnctkm Centres
Centres
TV-Radio

: ciated; as media ad reps so that;
TV IT 117
iPlTV
p .
; . .
their services are integrated into. 12V iviWr . Xl/ftik 1*11 J • • •
hrAlire a sinSIe Operation.
Charles Collingwood left for London yesterday (Tries:) for his last
1 1 Ulllp ;
Allep, De St. Maurice & Spitz official assignment as head of CBS London office. He’ll cover President
i have been named: to handle account; Eisenhower’s journey to London and then return to Gotham as host of.
--—^—' ’ ■ . ’
of Fluor Products Co:F Santa Rosa,; “Person to Person” which gets under way mid September . . ; WNYC’s
SDOrting events
Film comoanies CaL
;
v/;
director Seymour N; Siegel heads for Europe today (Wed.) as U,S: deter ',
TTniv^oai.rn. f . J- James Kaufman is a .n^v ac- gate to Pnx Italia annual international radio^tv competition and to
temational and Embassv Pictures Vcdwnt-e^.at Grant,Advertising s arrange, intercultural exchange of programs with city station / . .. DoRational and Embassy Pictures. ;Frisco 0ff1Ce_he; was. formerly it-yourself fallout shelter sponsored by WFYI, Mineoia-Garden City,
Second largest group of new. ;with. •Campbell-Ewald..
:
’ opened for inspection on Roosevelt Field, L.L this week. ;
adyertisers was desserts including j
New Wenger-Michael
account . Tom Reddy signed as announcer for Jan Murray’s “Treasure Hunt”
Pe^ paul -Mjiry Sue Regina and exec is James Arm, .
_ . f . ; on NBC-TV ,. ; . Jose Melis guests on NBC-TV’s “Jimmie Rodgers
Se^eral baiting, companies.
; _ Lou Butler, formerly od Safeway show” Sept..1 ... Victor Borge signed French composer and arranger
institutional
advertisers yvere . Stores, has joinedMark Yarbrough /Andre Popp as music director for his Oct. 16 NBC-TV special . . V
third. On the national spot level, j Associates; with
firm’ s.
Alvin H. Perlmutter, director of pubservice programs for WRCA-TV,
the categories included Wisconsin j changing to Yarborough & uuuer. | gp-Qjjg before Air Force PI officers Monday (24) ori utilization of tv
Department of Agriculture, Cana-j . J. U. Nichol m^^^^rketing ... .. Eddie Bracken subs for Bert Parks as emcee of NBC-TV’s “County
dian Government, Retail Store Em-: director of Allen, De St. Maurice Fair» week pf Sept. 7. Parks again emcees Miss America Beauty ConPayees Union, Motion Picture J&_Spitz.
^
:
test in Atlantic City . . Joseph Stahiler,. v.p. and general manager of .
Assn, of America, City of Fort :
Dayid-Boffey,
/\yabC-TV,
has iciuuicu
returned iiuiu
from a
a week’s
at Cape Cod . .!;. John
\ \ '.of ;.McCann-Enck-,
A
vvad^iv, iidh
yvcca.a vacation
vdwi
Lauderdale and Oregon Centen- ;son in agency s Frisco office, has Nebel, host for the midnight to dawn stanza on WOR, has. renewed his
nnnmtpd the
the- aeenev
s. rere- poritract for
,____
ah
• been appointed
agency[Sy
another year ..-il
with the ihdie. . . . Actress Hpney Sanders;
^ ^
.j-directlt^
Web Airing for Ad Council
. gional creative director, ana will who appeared on a number Of tv shows in England/ returns to the U.S;
CBS-TV will
-CBS-TV
will present
present a
a- half»supervise all ^creative work in thig ^eeken(i . . ; Naar Food Co., bn behalf of “As You Like It”
- - IMcCanmEnckson s
Frisco.. Los 1 Refrigerated
__m„.
Salads, has signed a contract for five weekly quarter
hour show about the Advertising |
poftland'offices
hours in WABC-TV’s “Joe Franklin’s Memory. Lane" ... John J.
Council’s public service campaign- Angeles a d P
Cassin
Jr.,
appointed
WABC-TV account exec. He formerly Was with
ing on Sunday, Sept. 27.
Titled
I
1
i
WRCA-TV in; a similar capacity,
“The Sword and the Quill,’’ the
show is being prepared by
T
.
Les Midgley, . ^uuu\.ct
producer in
news program
"J Fred
T AnJXn
Aiitf •)<
iu charge
111015c of
ui theme special'
oytiwi, ui.no
^n^i^iii. unit
um,
Freed of the public affairs depart.
W
- •
Loniuon,
Lonnon, Aug. to.
^
of CBS New-s, leaves this week for Rio De Janeiro to film a CBSrTV
ment of CBS News. A typical free
free^ ^
Baron-M°ss
Baron +
AdvertisingAdvertising; Eta. Speciaj
special on
on. Brazil ...
.. . : Richard Kellerman, who’d
who'd been in public.relapublic , relacampaign will be traced, showihg j.bandies- the. M^i^cheiyitev mscuii^ tiQns ymler Irving Gitlin* when Gitlin was director of pubaffairs for
cooperation of agencies, clients, - account for the Bntisn a^inpuiors, egg, moves directly into the Sig Mickelson news-pubaffairs umbrella
broadcasters and magazines: ;
; Matella Ltd. Manisehewiiz is e^ j 0perati0n in the new post of supervisor of information services. . .
Switches: Edmund F. Stefen-;
S Dom CBS has assigned eight repo^er^
President -Eisenhower’s;
son is named director of advertisS triPGioffi, Charles Colhngwood, Alexander Kendrick, Ernest,
ing> Best Foods division of Corn
S Lelser, Robert Pinpoint, David Schoenbrun. Howark K. Smith and
Products. He was with Cunning- 0 ,^^^ ®
.es weu
Hobert Tront—virtualiy aH CBS’ European staff and then some—will
ham & Walsh.
.: ma!?0SV
^
-titipse:^arround. after! Ike r . , Mary K. Wells into running .part on
Tnspf. „
'W. J, ^Squthcombe Adve^tismg . ^omance 0f He^n Trent” ... It’s set now--ex-President Harry S.
ifh weed
Ptd‘
Truman will appear on Sunday (Oct. 18) Jack Benny’s CBS-TVer. and
Aw vS Soc* Jonseries of campaigns this month to it appears it’ll be mostly as a comedian . . . Martin Weldon, the WNEW
me<^ ^e'v >°rk sales mana- promote ^tape^-recorders- offered^news boss, vacationing from Aug. 24 through Labor Day on FirC.Island,
g
G
n s_hl
b-'’lS?vLfm-^ with^assistant boss^^^Lee Hanna filling in during his absence . ... CBS^a^e,n Schloat,
ho joined
Napper Stinton Woolley .Lt^ TV’s “Great Challenge” won the Freedom Foundation Award, The
nr^rfnat-head °f te G" P^PP1,118 an,extefn^y® national ad George Washington Honor Medal Award, for “bettering understanding
Z^T'1 Pro^ctl°n; is ap- campaign to boost the widet: use of . of the American way of life>’
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to take on all comers. So come on’ common * ° **
^6C °F 3
^the ^dvertisiiig Associk- •
Fred Robbins’ lineup of guests on his MBS “Assignment Hollywood”
in and meet the guys with rosin on Co^Pton;... j -J?’^ series this Week include Richard Egan, Kim Novak; Tennessee Ernie,
their pants.”
; inf ?-peS^Ml"hauei1SC-S' ™anag-. tions J960
dC0£™^ ’Hope Lange and Tab Hunter . . . Martin Weldon, WNEW director of :
The Buick <and Frigidaire and; ^g director of BBDO m Canada. ConfeAeime^ls .skewed for next, neWs and Sjjecial events, vacations in. Fire Island starting thjs week;.
General
Motors
trucks>
losses] elected a vice prez. •
^
aSH Lee Hanna, teistant^^news and special events director, is subbing,.,
was the climax of a bikings;;
nl t
A 1
a nnrrmaTiv ! Barbara Joy$e flew in from the Chesapeake waters to do “Brighter
slide at Kudner that saw- the]
Chl AdPIlflPQ
director arid as ^^pative
creative dirietor^
director Pay:” she tontihues ; on as “Anne .Meadows.*’ part she created this
agenev
ngvuvivo
agency nlunge from a 1955 high
high;
l/Hl agCDUeS
d?re£^^1&
! Pa«t year bri “As^^the. World Turps” .
Jeanne Baird; who came to,
. ; v Reid] Walker Advertising aimof $72,000,000 to a low of $18.-ji
Chicago. Aug. 26.
„ V.vtoncivpiv at overseas buvers Gotham 0I» <>ne day WAC recruiting film, has; been here nine weeks
000.000.
Texaco and Schick had
. Fulton, Morrissey landed the Na- toSh* 1 iv the nth International ; "irking on flock of shows including Dave Garroway, Pantomime Quiz
already switched. Half of the 350! tional Assn, of Home Builders, ac- rifle anH Fanev Poods pSr^S “and doing alweek at Cohasset in “Say Darlin’”
Johannes Seland,
Gifts and Fanc>, Goods £ air sutep
,
nf’..
r.
’
people on the Buick account had]! count.
chief editorj of Fedrelandsvennen, Kristiansundv Norway, covered
for Blackpool Feb. 1-5.
;.Rockefeller wedding for WNEW
. . George Zacbary, the, Kenyon it
to be let out. A floor and a half
James-B. Nance, media director
• Eckhart tv-rldio. exec, winged to coast - to survey new properties,.
of the three floors at 575 Madison for BBD&O shifted’ to the agenev's
Ave! were shuttered.
.
Xew York office.
Karl Sutphih
]
Fred Danng becoriies the permanent replacement at United Press
In the year and four months; takes over for him here. .
• for Bil! Ewa|d, who; lately quit, writing the wire services tv column in
Philadelphia, Aug. 25,
since the nine-count ad, the agency!;. Rulfl.
blef
u [n
; order to switch to Newsweek , . . Robert Cummings to host “A Toast
Combination of the W. S: Roberts
has been
quietly iecuupiug.
recouping. New:: &
Co- ^
12
fi J()jn
ras
ueen quieuy
. c
ft
12 years to
ioin the • -ji- -ij to Jerome
Jeroriie Jv?rn,
K^rn,” the 90-minute
90-nunute musical one-shot being done by NBCaccounts include Arnold bread chhfo^^f CTntob?
the mf-ied
Sept. 22]. . i Elliott M. Sanjer Jr., WQXR prorootioh manager,
land subsequently the firm’s cook-];
rorce ot turnon jl. rran^ inc. . Manls lnc. has moved the meaged ' wt frnm thr|l^fr r,„B Avi uimitjin
back from three-week Cape. Cod vacation
.Mutual Broadcasting’s
] unit into the- town’s tpp . IQ agefir
les*. $1,000,000: Cplorforms.a game;
?
Pmt J-nt0 S
nS new prez, Robert F. Hurleigh, will be kickoff speaker Sept. 15 for
company, $600,000; Inter-Continen-'i
SppitlrKf AJub\eh cie^a“ r Ad P^i QQ smhert^Tr the Poor Richard club. Philadelphia ad group. Following] the appeartal hotels, $1,000,000; Sylvania sj{ T^.\ay’
'
Ho^on to join manager and a^a“ ^?'thP advertis anc€* Hurleijh. will make a speaking swing around the country. Topic:
. assistam managerr‘The
manager prvpe^aovei^- .*The Role of
of. Network Radio :Today.”
55.000,000; and this week, close;l^^ed Airlm^,
.assistaiU
Today^
.

Philly Agencies

after the sizable electronics ac"![ 1n&S?wfAnf
Jerry Chester not interested in CBS-TV daytime program
mint of tff^ndd
the Budd fo
Co °
9 ' Georee
George Il
programt]! slot..
slot;.
count, the Renault biz, which may ]■^
S? P'
*S
^ S^^Bu?^
^
BmediaC
sVaenrS^
stifck with ABC-TV ; . . ! .Joe.
guest,
mtdil^^iip^rv^r
stitkJoe. Caravetta now handling tv guest
total S4.000.000. The new money. headquartermg in Chi,
A !ishots;at
shots. at-MCA-Ty..
MCA-TV. He
formerly with
with Morris
Morris Agency
Agencv v; .. ^. Leslie
Leslie
’N-’W• Av/r 'apooinuS
He was
was formerly
along with increases in spending :
_ .
' B
.....
^v^wS^^ ;Barrett;
rector Leslie D? Fanfat^^^veepee
. Barrett; back
back in
in N;^^
N; Y*.
Y. for
for discussions
discussions re
re “Juniper
“Juniper arid
and the
the Pagan”
Pagan”
bv
bv the
the faithfuls
faithfuls who
who stayed
stayed around.
around.
FmCfi AfreflCIfiS
after filming
. tfnS
"„« 1952 uill“'onUnue ai admin^^legiter
admin :
fllm.ng segment of “Not For Hire”
Hire- on Coast. should
i llhtU ngCULICh
-...since:_1952.^^
continue as admin-r
.
should get
get billings
billings up
up over
over S30.-!
S30.-,,
~
...... , will
, ,.^
;
000.000.
jj
San Francisco,. Aug:
Aug; 25..
25.,
istrative head of the. dept. .
To-; f/y HOTIYWOOl)
The guvs with rosin on theiri!
John Leahv
Inc* has set the George F.
Leahy has been named new. •
pants are up, all right, and buck-!! manager of Fuller & Smith & Rass’ Walsh Agency to handle advertis-|
Walter Wibchell greeting old friends at the Brown Derby and giving
ing in fine style at the unhappy ij Frisco office, succeeding William ^ig ^and^promotion.^^Johnf. BohGob^
royingTook before itchanges decorfor the only
trend to medium-agency foldupsil P. Dumont, who becomes the^^
Jr..,.formerly pt 2s. w.. Ayer time since iijs founding 30 years ago ; . . Maurie Gresham, who “sold
and mergers.
j agency's West Coast , coordinator. ^ Son, , has jomed the advertising himself out. ^f a job” at Metro’s tv division (nothing left to sell) joined
Incidentally nothing much has j] Leahv’s an F, S & R vice-president, ";d'ept; of. Tasty Baking Co.
i Arthdr Hogdn in the station brokerage biz . . , Vic McLeod* package
happened with Buick. at McCann, j had handled the Matson Navigaa
• i
n
partner with Norman Blackburn (“Circus Boy”), hospitalized after a
In a vear when car sales have gen- tion Co. account. Taking over As.
nil Ffl (llllSIllfi FfifiS
mild stroke - • ♦ Nina Bara cut loose her marital ties and back in tv
erallv recouped, Buick sales are up ‘account exec for the.big steamship , TU • • v“ - •
VUWI
circulation. She was “Tobga” in “Space Patrol” and of late has done
Washington; Aug, 25.
for the first six months of’59 com- line is Walter A. Johnson, though !
Washington.
only DuPont commercials
Wayne Ti$a, now hea!dirig up the Chicago
pared with *58. but the car has Leahy remains as account super-Without a “no’.! heard <it was a office of BBDO, came back to his old stamping grounds for the wedding
slipped from fifth place to seventh visor.
voice vote), the. Senate voted . to ojE his daughter, Mont|e Montana, who earns $1,500 a week making
in national rank, according to-AutoRoss Associates has been named . wipe out the-provision in present personals for Weber’s brejad (teaching kids to rope and fide); wants to
motive News.
*
(Western rep for Goodman-Todson’s law which permits commissioners perform for adults, too, sol he has a show in the works, a family western
As for Svlvania getting bounced ! eight-week supermarket promo- of . the Federal Communications with his wife and daughter, both trick riders . . . George Hartford,
out cf JWT, it has already set up I] tion. Word-a-Week.
-Commission to earn money on the manager of KTOP, Washington, getting a rundown from Earl Collins,
the sort of ’ rumbie about lovaltv !■ New accounts execs at Foote,. side.
Republic’s .tv prez, on what he’s got left to sell ... Nick ■ Keesely
to clients that McCann's unloading ! Cone & Belding's Frisco office are ]. FCC asked for abolition of the planned in orie day and ;out the next to do a little repair work for
of Chrysler- touched off,; As an ; Robert • Leefeldt, handling Galo . proyisibn allowing them to make Lenneri & Neivell ... LeWr switched.products ori the Groucho Marx
jigency man put it, “It's getting so ] Pet Food, and R. D. Aikens, hand-1 speeches and write articles for a show because of someonejs reasoning that his is a 45-year-old average
a .client won’t teil you anything ling Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co , ] fee, ;It is another outgrowth of audience.
.
j
] a:
ffarrlpn1 product
•nrm-tuf't disrirc_ .’59
'nQ- House
TTmisp Harris
Harris-' Subcommittee in¬
Iri- ■
for fear you’re negotiating with jf! r*h»»inif»al
chemical ariH
and garden
vestigation of FCC. ;.
the competition and wiil pass it |] tributors.
The bill went to, the. H o u s«,
Alan W. Cundall has joined
along.”
]!
. “This Is Your Life” resumes ori BBC-TV; Monday ,(31). Second pro¬
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli as a where it is expected to pass before
Busting Out June
gram in this fifth season will be the 100th edition on the British air
We>tingiiouse sales veep A. W.!; copywriter—he's an ad-copy chief Congressional adjournment.
. . ViewTership. to Tyne- Tees Television now an estimated 440,000.
Dannenhaum Jr., says “more new]!
homes, w’as 290.000 in January . . . Three of the four pl^ys which
advertisers and new products of!
Associated-Rediffusion presents next month are originals for tv . .]
current
advertisers debuted in]
Dawn Addains debuts in ^ British] tv play Sept. 6; doing Shaw’s “The
broadcasting media during June, j
Millionairess”! for BBC-TV with Donald Pleasence partnering.
1959. than during any of the past'
. Independent Television Authority appoints Commander Guy W. Alcock
six Junes.”
its officer in East Anglia where the commercial wTeb, Anglia Television,
Entertainment was the largest
Walter Guild, prez of the San Francisco, ad agency Guild, Bascom
starts transmitting Oct. 27, and makes John Evans officer for Wales
sing’e area of new advertisers for
&. Bonfigli, believes dies figured out why advertising gets so much
and the West of England > . . Granada-TV prepping an hourlong live .
We-dinghouse stations. More than
heat from the public.
series tentatively titled "Knight Errant” about a rnodern Sir Lancelot
30' r of the new sponsors were
In a speech before the Alpha Delta Sigma riatipnai convention
.
John Huston .is quizzed in BBC-TV’s “Face To Face” next Tuesday
local motion picture houses. The
at Stanford U. last week,,Guild said:.
(1;) : ... Drew Russell shifts from Scottish Television to become ’ senior
list includes .media like Reader's
“We have about! the same percentage of hucksters; in advertising
announcer for Ariglia-TV.
Digest. Chicago Daily News. Pop-;
as there are quacks in medicine, and shysters .in law and scoundrels
ular Science, Better Homes J &
in religion. !
Gardens, Alaska Life and Meredith
“The. amount and bitterness of criticism of advertising arid ad¬
Comedy writer Stan Davis exited WBBM-TVV.
Ex-football coach
Publishing, and attractions like
vertising people is really due to this: the doctor’s mistakes are in.
Terry Brennan signed on with WGN, to do color on college grid games ,
Harvard band concerts, Haverhill
the graveyard; the lawyer’s mistakes are in jail; the preacher’s
this fall vis-a-vis Jack Brickhouse’s ^lay by play .. . WBKB commentaWater Follies and the Scouting
mistakes are in hell. The adman’s mistakes are on television, and
Circus; also several night clubs and
television gets a better rating than the graveyard, jail or bell.”.
(Continued bin page 28)
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Some Snazzy WW Ford Models
First 15 shows scheduled to be run off by Ford on its Tuesday
night “TV’s Finest Hour” series on NBC—although dates and
. rotation have yet to be resolved—are indicative of the star-happy
powerhouse status gradually being achieved. Series kicks off
Oct. 6 with “The World of: Entertainment ■’ starring Rosalind Rus¬
sell* with Jess Oppenheimer producing and Dote: Schary as con¬
sultant.
'
These are the other 14:
JERRY LEWIS—“The jazz Singer’’
INGRID BERGMAN—“The Turn Of the Screw”
ART LINKLETTER—“Kids Say the Darndest. Things”
JIMMY STEWART—“Cindy’s Fella”
DEAN MARTIN SHOW—With Frank Sinatra.:
“THE MAFIA”—By Luther Davis
TONY CURTIS—“The Russ Columbo Story” .
“AN EVENING WITH CYD CHARISSE”
V
SIR ALEC GUINNESS—“The Sin of Gebel Deek”
SHIRLEY BOOTH—“A Child is Born,” With Marian Anderson .
GEORGE BURNS SHOW—“A . Night .at the Palace” With .
Jack Benny '
THE ETHEL MERMAN SHOW
DEAN MARTIN
JERRY LEWIS—“Merton of the Movies.”
- . .

Hollywood, Aug. 25. "
Los Angeles television stations
scored a major victory against the
American Bar Assn.’s Canon 35
San Francisco, Aug, 25.
last week, when it secured court
permission to film the preliminary : Philip G. Lasky becomes vicepresident
in charge of the West
hearing on whether model; Carole
area for Westinghouse
TregOff should stand trial in the Coast
Broadcasting:
C§. In this, new ca:sensational Dr. Bernard Finch
pacity, Lasky, * who had been
murder case.
>’
charged
only
with management of
Five of the seven L. A. stations
were on the scene with soundfilm KPIX here, will also oversee opr
orations
of
WBC’s
Portland, Ore:,
newsreel equipment, each filming
their own pictures. Only condition radio outlet, KEX.=/ •
Lasky has been a WBC. executive
placed on the coverage by Munici¬
pal Judge William M. Martin in director since 1956. He’s been with.
West Covina's Citrus Court. was KPIX since it began in ’48. :
that the cameras not take pictures
of him/ since he didn’t want any
charges of “personal aggrandize¬
ment” leveled at him for permit¬
ting coverage.
First on the .air .with complete
coverage was KTTV, which at 5
p.m. the same, afternoon (18) had
a half-hbur special on the filming.
. Special events director Bill Welsh,
who narrated the special, claimed
it- to be the first courtroom- cover¬
age permitted television in this
area.,'/’"Biggest problem at the moment
Coverage itself was somewhat in lining up overseas talent for the.
on the dull side, since it was re¬ revamped “Person to Person" that
stricted tp arguments by prosecu¬ Charles Oollingwoqd will host is
tion and defense attorneys and the getting the usejof Intercontinental
judge’s decision on whether :ber Television’s nfobile tape ; unit
constitutional rights had been vio¬
which has been kept busy on a
lated by virtue of her not having flock
of other assignments.
(Continued on page 28)
Once availability dates are
cleared with IT, “P to P” pro¬
gram builders |ohn A. Aaron and
Jesse Zoiismer will see that these
dovetail with the schedules of the
guests-to-be.
Collingwood said this week that
about 50% of the shows would be
taped ■ overseas but was. hesitant
to say who the guests would’ be
Since John Kluge assumed com¬ until air details were buttoned up.
mand at Metropolitan Broadcasting In. some. instances, he . indicated,
Corp. lastJanuary, the station
chain has hit a phenomenal 228% they might be individuals who had
rise in earnings. Net earnings of previously appeared on “P to P”
the company totalled $1,004,252 show's ■ from hotel rooms in this
for the 26-week period ending July country.. In the new setup, and
5, as compared to the $306,194 wtli half-hour cohcentration on
each: guest, viewers Would thus .be
tallied in. the like 1958 period.
Gross revenue of Metropolitan, getting an. opportunity for more
(Continued on page 28)
which owns and’operates WNEWradio-plus-tv in New; York, WTTG
(tv) in Washington and WHK, a
Cleveland radio outlet* was $8,074,896 this past six-monther as
opposed to the previous $6,774,437.
When Kluge took over, WHK
Chicago, Aug. 25..
was a heavy loser. Moreover, it
Ballet Folk Lorico de Mexico,
garnered only about 6:8% of the
company
of
42
musicians
and danc¬
Cleveland audience. A new man¬
agement was installed, the format ers in town for the current Pan
American
Festival,
has
been
tapped
changed, and in six months the
station claims 25% of the total for a 90-minute special on WBKB
tomorrow
night
(Wed.),
themed
in
audience, making it No. 2 in the
market, of eight .radio stations. with the Pan American Ga m e s
which
b
e
g
i
n
the
next
day
and
Topper is that Met figures on a
break-even “soon” as far as the which the station is carrying ex¬
' /:■/
profit-loss statement is concerned. clusive.
The ABC anchor, going hot and
: Until last, year; WNEW . Radio
was the only money-maker Metro¬ heavy with one:shot s h o w s this
politan owne d, it explained’ summer, is preempting its 10 p.m.
WNEW-TV lost coin until early *58, Wednesday film (a spot. carrier)
Which was before Kluge’s time. for the dance program and, sihee
But soon thereafter it began turn¬ it’s unsold at deadline, undoubtedly
ing a straight profit.
will use spots in it.
It’s understood Folk Lorico com¬
WTTG, according.: to manage-,
ment, is “attracting a steadily .in¬ pany has a deal pending for an
creasing share of national busi¬ outing on the Ed Sullivan Show
ness.”
next February.

»’s WBC Post
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Kluge’s 228% Hike
In Met’s Earnings

MEX BALLET PACTED
FOR CHI TV SPECIAL
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Ford Motor was spot radio’s
biggest spender in the first six
months of this year'with the top
50 advertisers investing 544,400,Boh Saudek, chieftain of Rob¬ 000, according to the Radio Ad¬
ert SaUdek: Associates, jetted for vertising Bureau’s second dollar
London yesterday (Tues.) and a report on the medium.
two-week hop that will take him
The top 10 billers include four
to . Paris, Milan, Venice, Vienna, tobacco companies, three car com¬
Moscow and Leningrad.
panies, two brewers and a toiletries
One objective is to set things maker. Ford spent $3,500,000, fol¬
up so that his staff can proceed lowed by Liggett & Myers, $2,with taping of at least four Leon¬ 500,000; R. J. Reynolds, $2,400,000;
ard Bernstein concerts in Moscow, General
Motors, $2,200,000;
Venice and London as part of Chrysler, $2,125,000; P. Lorillard,
Ford-sponsored deal starting in the $1,500,000; American Tobacco, $1.fall.
.450,000; Anheuser-Busch, $1,300,Saudek also will scan location 000; Schlitz, $1,275,000; Thomas
possibilities for some of the Leeming, $1,250,000.
mystery specials his outfit will pro¬
RAB says the figures represent
duce for Dow Chemical Co. in actual expenditures for spot radio
spring of 1960.
time rather than the general media
measure of gross figures, which
can run 20% above actual outlay.
. By category, cig firms were the
major spenders with five compa¬
nies totaling $8,400,000. Other
leaders were automotive, $8,075,000; drugs and toiletries, $7,195,000; foods, $6,080,000; gas and oil,
$4,635,000; beer, $4,635,000. *
! RAB’s first dollar report was is¬
sued in December of last year. Th*
list of 50 issued this time repre¬
Tebet’s Tag
sents about 50% of ‘vhe national
Washington, Aug. 25.
David
Tebet, : who two r
and regional spot radio coin.
The Senate Commerce Commit¬
months / ago was named “gen¬
Probably within the next two
eral program executive,” - was . tee’s idng-discussed, often-post¬ weeks the Bureau will be issuing a
giveii a title. this w’eek that • ; poned investigation of television new radio set count, devised and
ratings is off again until 1960.
formally recognizes the job
financed by RAB and being done
he’s been filling all along:
In fact, the Senate committee in cooperation with the Advertising
that of head of NBC-TV’s tal- - with authority over tv has no Research Foundation and the U. S.
erit operation.
hearings of any kind * on broad¬ Census Bureau. Study will attempt:
Tehet’s hew title is director
casting planned between, the Con¬ to show not only radio house-’
. of talent relations. He’s. been
gressional sessions. Congress is holds and cars but also location of
in the NBC talent area since
expected to quit in mid-September radios in the home. Census inter¬
the spring of ’56.
until next January.
viewers checked 36*500 households
Hearings on quiz shows have
(Continued on page 40)
talent-searching job to . uncover definitely been turned over to the
aiid train, by One estimate, between House Commerce . Committee, as
four and 14 singers, dancers, things now stand.
Seri. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.),
straight actors and comedians each
year. They’ll be used on NBC’s sparkplug; of the proposed ratings
own programs, including the dra- inquiry, will leave for Europe
matic shows, and they 11 probably within a few days, not planning to
be sent on toiir in; an NBC-pro¬ be back until the session is over,
duced industrial showcase. /■■■/.
“I regret that we never got to
• Fourth, program vicepresident hearings on ratings this year,”
Louis Marie & Co., the world’s
David Levy, the one who seems lb Monroney said. “It is a subject on
be chiefly behind ’ the lets-do-it- which Congress and the American largest toy manufacturer which
never
before has advertised, is
ourselves concept, has/ instructed people need more facts.. But Com¬
Alan Livingston* Coast program mittee. members have been -too shelling out $1,090,000 for an Octoexecutive, to build a program de¬ busy with other matters. I hope ber-through-December tv campaign
velopment /division in Hollywood we can do something next year:” to plug seven of its toys. Marx’s
pre-Christmas drive will be made
similar to the oiie he recently cre¬
: Monroney first announced plans via. six shows on three major
ated in New York,
There have been signs over the for a careful look into ratings and networks in; addition to saturation
past four months that: NBC was their effect on the quality of net¬ coverage on local stations.
Toymakerj is buying in on ABCheading in the direction of home¬ work programming one year ago;
made video stanzas. First, the web, But the target date to launch the TV’s “Paul iWinchell Show,” “Rin
in a series of cautious maneuvers, study has - been continually shoved Tin Tin” and “Rocky and His
cleared away the obstacles techni¬ ahead. The only work actually Friends”; CBS-TV's “Heckle and
cal labor had placed in the path done has been the mailing cut of Jeckle Cartoon Show” and “Cap¬
of NBC telefilm productions, And lengthy questionnaires to leading tain Kangaroo” plus NBC-TV’s
then, the network put two 100%- advertising agencies, asking nu¬ “Howdy Doody Show.” Exposure
NBC pic productions on the ’59- merous questions about ratings. on local shows will include partici¬
’60 sked—“Fibber McGee & Mol¬ But they produced little in replies pations on such kid fare as “Woody
ly” .and -‘Bonanza.” Plus that. except typewritten doubletalk ri¬ Woodpicker/’ “Three Stooges” and
*
Levy got his pet project, the live valing the correspondence between “Popeye.” j .
. “Sunday Showcase” dramas defi¬ Washington bureaucrats.
Plugs will be built around
Monroney, however, has filled "Magic Markie ” an animated char¬
nitely slotted,; even though, when
they were scheduled, • they were the Congressional Record through acter who’ll serve as the toythe year with many newspaper edi¬ maker’s singing tv spokesman. In
totally sponsoriess. .
torials criticizing tv programming a brochure aimed at the toy trade,
How to Win Friends, Etc.
Deliberate, effort to do as many in general and the cancellation of Marx estimated that its campaign
inside shows as. NBC can handle “Voice of Firestone” by ABC-TV will reach some 27,000,000 kids an
within the next few seasons is said in particular. He. has also been average of 18 times each week.
kept up to. date with the .Fed¬
J&i. be due .to three . motives:
.Marx also described its upcom¬
Bugged by the creeping notion eral Communications Commission’s ing drive as “the biggest, most
that “television is worse than study of network programming powerful pre-selling effort of its
ever,” NBC wants to bring them being carried out by Chief Exami¬ kind ever exerted by any manu¬
ner James D. Cunningham.
(Continued on page 38) ,
facturer in the history of the toy
business.” Dealers were first ap¬
prised of Marx’s plans for an ad.
campaign at last Spring’s Toy Fair.
Among toys to
plugged are the
Ma'x-Man Ricochet Carbine, MarxO-IVi tic basketball game and the
Marx-tronic electric train ‘ system.
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
Practice by some sponsors of using the fourth or fifth episode
of a telefilm series as the premiere show after they’ve bought a
series on the basis of the pilot has continually irked the producing
fraternity here as absurd. But R.J. Reynolds and Bristol-Myers
Preen floor wax enters the spot
, hit the heights last week with a double-about-face on their “Stac¬
tv arena in October where, over
cato” series.
the last year, wax makers have
Sponsors started out with the decision that the pilot in the series
more than tripled expenditures in
would be tjie premiere episode. They skedded the pilot, “The
the battle for the consumer buck.
Naked Truth,”/ for the. .kickoff date. Sept. 12. Couple of weeks
Series of puppet commercials
later, they changed their min^s, and substituted a new segmerft
produced by Britten-Faye produc¬
directed by star John Cassavetes, “Murkier for Credit.” as the
kickoffer.
.
tions and Filmack are scitedulsd
in 60 markets. Preen company U
Last week, they again underwent a change of heart and pulled
“Murder” to again substitute the pilot as the opening show. Trade
A.. W. Harrison. Charles Hoyt Is
the agency.
is still awaiting the next move.
By ART WOODSTONE
NBC-TV has embarked—at not
inconsiderable risk-^-oh a series of
costly and ambitious interlocking
projects to reestablish as much as
possible internal control of. talent
and programming.
in addition to other moVes in
that direction during the past four
months, the network is now ready
to add a four-ply clincher to^ its
“Made at NBC” ambitions:
At least seven new pilots, and
probably more, are to be made by
NBC-TV for the 1960-’61 selling
season.
Hoping to lay its mitts on some
bigname talent that hasn’t- been
overworked on the video lanes,
the web, for the first time internal¬
ly in several seasons, is preparing
to offer' performers solid hunks, of
any NBC package In. which they
appear.
•
To: find and nurture hew tv tal¬
ent, along" the lines of an older,
aborted network plan; NBC Is lay¬
ing open a larger budget to its di¬
rector of , talent relations, Dave
Tebet. It’ll be Tehet’s additional

Saudek’s Europe Swing

D.C. Hearings On
TV Ratings? Just
Don’t Expect ’Em

Toy King Marx In
JlOtfl,009 Splurge

Yaks or Better to Open

Battle for Wax Kick

RADIO-TELEVISION

Curb FCC Administrative Delays

jStRIETY

1

window.
In Collingwood’s opin- ion, Murrow brought to “P toi P” a

'
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Miami Beach, Aug. 25. .
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FSf 1tsd .London t “respondeSt «or N“rm“ •*"“ getting on honorary doctorate in Humane I-etter.
thought that CBS-TV, one of these
not too distant days,1 should invest
j^h .an- overseas ^ mobile tape unit

from Lincoln*. College next week and delivering the convocation address . . . Ted O’Connell named mid western sales manager for CBSTV spot sales . . . Fred Niles (Productions), in Europe Shooting a film
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the problem of administrative [delay
in the
nmv« on
s Jack Hilton taking the week off
";: valuable
valUablVLn
th^ onvpra<yp
coverage1 nf
of Pnews
b" West Coast..
Coa^ • .- . WGN-TV
WGN-TV’s
oft to
in the operations, of Federal!
Com- him* . “W?. don’t^ want^'to further;
r • happenings -on
on the continent
continent;
j honeymoon ....
. . WBKB boss Sterling (Red) Quinlan got an oil painting
paintinjg
Federal jComsegmentize an already segmented.
■
.
i from Emilio Azcarraga of Mexico for his bravery in
m showing the bull\.
* .
mumeations Commission and other audience,” Bartell said, in defend-!. Thpre
s an enormpus
enormous Anierican
American : fight tapes
here . ... Donald Voorhees of the “Bell Telephone Hour”
ineres
tapeshere
regulatory agencies.
jj
irtg the elimination of rock ’n’ roll .ldterbst ih
People, and in-; stopping here tomorrow iThurs.) to meet press, eriroute to Rockford,
Harris said the ‘•overriding con- and spiritualizingstitutions +and; the ;P to P UP- Ill. where hes directing a 300-voice men’s choir at annual Rockford

elusion" of his Legislative OverBernice Bass: Jack Walker
?lelod£ Fair-'
* WBBM-Ty dropping Ray Rainer's waker-upper and
sight Subcommittee following Thermon Ruth, who has built arep
an™gnet three five-minute strips in the early, ayem for a new kiddie show this
fall . ’
WGN-TV shifting “Great Music From Chicago” to a;
8 pm.
p.m.
hearings last’ June on theregula- on WOV with his spiritual pr£
Collmgwood. fall--.
-WON-TV.
head-on. competish with the NBC
tory commissions was that delay grams, were let go, Bartell in-.;
t
- .
slot on. Sundays, taking it out of head-on
spec.
Is “possibly the greatest defect in sisted that they were fired prior ..to'^
in addition to hosting “P to P,” spec,
the administrative process today.” the time his group took over the . >0*}.inS'Y0°d has . been ; given, the ,
In a speech before the Public station on Aug. 18.-from- •Morris"’
••b?r^tjn.S assignment ; f \ ROSTOIS
Utility Law Section of the Ameri- Novik and his associates. He said! 01 ^ t.B.s-TA Conquest’’ science.=
WBZ receiving kudos on its radio documentary. •‘Pornography: The
can Bar Asm. here, the Arkansas that the former owners fired the-■*,■ ;
* !vailegghgad ; Busilie«;s 0f Evil.” made at the Boys Detention Center ih Roslindale,
lawmaker t iseloscd that the (Dver- . jocks “because they didn’t want to iV-° \
e sa • \ •?ut-the series.fias-.l• ^jrec'ted and narrated by Jerry Landay, news dir., repeated Sunday
sight group has .^et
?et ud an “Advis- impose their tastes on us.”
** are in'!.1(23)
(23) . . . Yankee riot inked for 52-wk. contract,
contract with Homellte Power
Administrative .
,at . odds <vith
withotherre^ticularly the.'• Tools
Toois on WNAC and 17 affiliates . . . Bill Buchanan,
ory Council -on Administrative.
This is .at
other re- onp
Bpchanan, radio-tv
fadio-tv ed Boston
Problems” to core with the prob- ports, which maintain that Bartell one dealing: with the infant’s'; love Daily Record,- doing a documentary on 20thi anni start of World War. II
for mother. There are other shows on his. weekly 10:3l)-noon show on WILD Sunday (30) with unusual.
Iprn- ordered the
axings. • -jaaiieu
Bartell.4
said
.-.oiueieu
uie axui-gs.
-. v
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Composed of members of tlie six■, that the. station “will continue to .
’. ^
-y int?r®sting. : recordings, of voices of the era . . . Louis Lyons reporting to \VGBH
. auds through- cooperation of English Speaking Union of America, arid
major regulator^
agencies arid service the Italian market.” He^—. ' 1
■ ,_
j BBC; his interviews:from London with top British statesmen and news
Subcommittee
staffers.
Harris said there would be ;no immediate | ,
' ■»
■
® ^
! eds are flown back io Hub for broadcast eaPh Friday at 6:45 p.in-‘. *.
said the group’s immed'ate jipb is : changes in
It.alo-lartguage pro-i
- rdSf ' -tt' ■TdudV''"'
j Pbyl Doherty. WNAC-TV press dir., hosting final Closed circuit broadto assemble facts about operating gramming but. his-tone left room |
1
1 cast .CBS-TV «w..
new fall properties
at WNAC executive. diriing room
procedures of -euch agency; and for the belief that there might be
r(.nt{-v_. fr-m _
recommend “specific, t a n g i ble changes iri the not. distant future.
.
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1271 at 5 p.m. .'.
..... Cal O’Brien, >VEEI
>VEEI announcer,
announceiv back
hack from
vaca.sh ;; .. .. Wally
JazzArnold Hartlev one of the for- hf dawn as in .the past' Taping vaca.sh
Wally O’Hara,
O’Hara, jazz
jazz specialist
specialist WEEL-covering
V'EEIV.covering Boston
Bpstpn^Jazz
methods of reducing timej ex-.
pense and length of records in the mer owners whor is expected to re> .jyiH. continue Until 6 p.m. The mnly : F^jYal at'^ Fenway Park, and: PJb£u7nfn‘‘^^
conduct of agency business.’' 1 He majn ,0n -under- the Bartell regime.
segments of “Toany”. \y.rll .he ••addition, to ;h:s "WCeHly
-D broadcasting
said membership in the Council is in Europe and reportedly is not tJ,e nc"TC.a;sts by Frank Blair.
from ‘Grossinger’s with Stan Richards on deck.
will be expanded from time to‘ aware 0f the drastic changes made . Both “Today” and “The: Jack iat nuir mnnUF 4
time to include Bar Assn, commit- this week and last. Morris^^ Novik;; Paar'^ Show” will. gotadditiorial \
rHlLAiJLjLrtllA .
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tees and practitioners before the \yho owned the majority of station attention when- the\ move, from
Raymond W. Welpptt, NBC veepee, and general manager of WRCV,
various
commissions.
unav
various commissions..
!;n
stock, was unavailable
yesterday.
; time to time, lo yarious parts of . WRCV-TV, appointed radio. and tv;; chairman for the. United Fund
Harris said he d’d
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'
:
’ ■ ■' ■ ■■
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the globe. Following in the fo.otr j drive in . Greater Piiiradeiphia . .
. David. Bolton named loical snles
did not look for
7
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steps of the recent Paris expedi- i manager,for WIBG ... WPEN sending Jeff St,..John, of its Ayashington
“sweeping statutory changed re"
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“
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News
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President
Eisenhower's conferences
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predicted ;
AwMal
cerned that it added a finip to the -\vith the;Western leaders /. . WIP will broadcast_the entire Princeton
work.
Rather,
he
predicted;
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“carefully
and.
selectively
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:
show,.
Danzig
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Hendick
are
:
football
schedule
for
the
1959
season^
Jim
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will do the play“carefully and. selectively drawn j
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a cpmAs result
result of
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hearings, as local option
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MeMahon-Barnheim Productions.
Productions --Barnheim
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tlm June
rael.: Japan and Nassau for taping bination of the names of two local ad men, Bernard J, Kramer_and
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Dected renewals
Harris said
said he
he believed
believed “consider“consider- ; pected
renewal; it has accounted ra^U Japan and Nassau for taping bmation of the. names of two^^local ad_ men Bernard L Rram^^
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Story of Pornography
As WBZ Documentary
Brings Acclaim in Hub ;
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Joseph E. Baudino. WestirighouSe Broadcasting v.p. here, and Daniel
[.’ W.
W/Kops,
prez.of
New; Haven,
Hops, prez
of WAVZ and WTRY Broadcasting Corps.,.
Corps., New
Conn., designated co-chairmen of National Assn, of Broadcasters' ’59continued from page 27
.! *60 Editorializing Committee . . . .. Author-critic Marya Mannes signed
.
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been warhed- of her tights: in^ not i
a weekly public service series, “I Speak jfor Myself,” on WTTG-TV
having'^tV^stifagainst: hgl'self ' • • - WRC radio’s Patty Cavin headed for the-Northwest to. vacation
Excitmg-^^art O?the^coverage came
Micbae1 F- McCormack.of Sylvania renamed chairman of Tax Comm cmseuris o^Uss Tregoff as she :i hiittee of Electronic Industries Assn;
, . Charles H. Warner jr., added
down When

.l:30 P;™:
If tbd fiim, strip
operation catches on, the entire
to
to 1:30
1.30 p.m.
p.m. bloc
bloc will
will be
be buoyed.
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later when he ..refused j. shot .
Appointed to board of directors of Assn.: for. Professional
Boston. Aug. 25.
j
'
7
.
*
: Broadcasting. Education are William Holm, WLPO, LaSalle, LlL. genWBZ laid claim to a first with,
Another good part- of the cov-.; eral manager. and John W. Jacobs, WDUN, Gainesville, Ga, prexy.
Its “Pornography: The Business of . erage came in. the form of; inter- 1
Evil,” directed and narrated! by.!
views with the attorneys’during a
c j4\i FI?
•:
news director Jerry Landay, lriade |;
short recess, following.the judged
■■
■/r-. * A/liHiloL
/
^ 'V--:
■ . :
ruling, where both attorneys outNewly announced members of Gov, Edmund G. Brown s advisory.
in the Boys’ Detention Center. [
lined their strategy to Welsh, rcommitlee On public information-for State Disaster Office , mcludo
Roslindale, first broadcast Aug. 18 •
27 j55;
: KTTV riodO . the special twice that Ewing Kelly, president of KCRA, Sacramento; William D. Pabst, presiand rebroadcast after acclaim; last
Continued from page
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■ . , . . ,
^
: ^ ' nieht
other stations
including { dent of KTVU. Oakland; Maurie Webster,.'general manager of KCBS,
Sunday (23).
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insight-into the characters .facing KNXT Xr.->xt>
vtt x and Vur*
Frisco* apd
and Robert
Robert M.
KCOP, K.TLA
KRCA, ! Frisco,
M. Light,
Light, executive
execAtiyc director
director of
of Southern
Southern. California
California
The 55-min. show took months of the camera, Collingwood said.
^
featured
footage
on
their
news Broadcasters Association - . vHeriiy Schacht, farm commentator, shifts
research by Landay and staff of’
Many of the pressures that con- shows Judge^fart?" was reportel [fom K^BG to ABC’s KGO next Monday <31) . . . Byron Nel«m. exnewsmen <ma.
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. x. ■ _j „
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tender were edited into theifin" "5,° pleased witb the decorum of ibe: boss
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ished Droduct
;wlth Aaron and Zousmer, cPh- P0verage and on the absence of New continuity director of Bartells-KY.A is Ken Simpson ; ; ? .MonZnr
i
-ceived the program, will be elimi- ran^^iiSal
on «ie 01S ^ terey J^zz Festival, -which turned down telecast hid last year! (not
WBZ said the pornograpjij, docu-^ nated from the expanded version *
L .
.
; P
enough money) is reported listening to tv bids for. this October’s fest
mentary was ’not offered to ex- j which preertis Oct- 2 In the 10:30
8 '
—with the tab -presumably higher . . . KOBYas deejay Jiin Wayne
ploit any sensationalism. The: sta-1 p m spot on CBS-TV. . Colling- , ,
1
.■ : running a series of “teen hops” in Frisco neighborhoods—and last
tion said, « is not_ crude m pres- ; WQ0(j said he wouldn’t be constrict^;
■
jii
Friday (2l) keeping the teeners, arid.neighborhood;, jumping ... KQED
entation.
It is being offered be-!
by . the pressures of time, ccim- 1
ISrSfill oHflWS
set for two new' live series—“Point& Before Toiichdowri,” with excause we believe the entire story mercials, etc.—-inexorable factors !
Stanford coach ChuCh Taylor at the drawing board,. and “Irivitatiori
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to help combat Jhe invasion oflihis ho «ever. look like^^Any of the biuit*!«.
tfrl IsrallTmamaterial in our communities."
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^
edlhS?k S
um- j i
! view shows currently . on the. air. : l/ua‘. on ;iape ana .^aiung n nere
e^alIth316 0-^nt l’np^ea®'! "There’ll be no vast excursions in j
S£Lbnf * *
the assiciated prob- ithe. state of the world,” he said.
^
!™°.f crime and perversion, and (• There’s be no heavy political dis- | ”f5f ^ nf
Lnr.
SiaSJS „d!imq“e.n-cy ar® ntfjf e r -: cussions.
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L^te^ Hip ^minfite
Sfpron*' t?e *vtlon
guests or engage them in argu-^
references to this sensitive. sub- ? ments. What we want is to show
Folk Musl1'
ject are embarrassing. But if ;this - them as human beings in their na- a 15_mlnhte sefle?- . ..
.
.. ■
program helps m any degree to , tjve silrroundings and we’ll be able
Many, special shows have been
remove tne shadow of ignorance -10 do in much more depth, thanks, narrated by. Melvyn Douglas, Eli
from the moral destruction result- in a measure, to the use of tape.” Wallach, Martin Gabel and Quentv®
P^ographic material....
He said “P to P” was off to a tui Reynolds. The Broadcasting
then the project will have achieved somewhat late start in lining up Foundation of America assists in
its
its purpose.”
purpose.
guests.
Ordinarily, the program
distrrbution of the ^Concert
:
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;.would shape up its fall and win- HaU” and “Folk Music ’ programs,
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; ter roster in May and June but
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Tuesday (18) in prime time will
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n ^l-1 r- Murr°w s succmct advice to Col- costars Lucille Ban and Arnaz as
g^Ser?few?ig k
bngwood was wrapped up m these ; Berle’s guests,
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Don
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Lbu Derman> Arthur Julian and
RimXt hSS^^^i nP^PSl ^
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Collingwood , “Lucy” regulars Bob SchiRer &I
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KYW shuffling and switching continue. Latgst moves: E.Pfeston
stovCT- °Para‘itins director, to WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, as programdirector; Fred E; Walker, Vice .president-general manager of WTTM
Radio, Trenton; -to KYW ,Radio as general sales ^manager; Leslie F.
Biebl,. director of KYW-FM, to KYW-TV as public affairs director;
Gene Gcdt, promotiori-flack head of WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, to KYWTV as advertising promotion head. To the best of anyone’s knowledge,
com¬
the. only man left from the. KYW crew that came here in 1956 to complete the Westinghouse-NBC station swap between Cleveland arid
arid.
Philadelphia is Sidney V. Stadig, KYW-TV chief engineer ; V
. . Ted
Lawrence and Gerfry Lee, both former WSRS Radio personalities, have
formed Golden Leaf, Inc., to produce records . , . WEWS bought 104
“Mike Hammer” cnapters and 52 “Shotgun Slade” chapters from MCA,
now is lining up fall sponsors in what otherwise is a nearly soldout
market. Phil Conway made the sale ;7 Local polkatgers are filling in .
for Frankie Yankovic on his Sunday WEWS program while he’s onenighting out west. .
'7-' • : - ••
^
st Jj0uis>
The City of St:
Louis, ln
in cooperation with KMOX Radio,
Hadio, will again
in Forest Park on Labor Day.
Day, featuring
sponsor a free wat<?r ski show iri
the. Tommy BartMt Water Ski and Jumping- Thrill Boat Show . . >
KWK program director and deejay (Gil Newsome “doubling in brass”
as emcee of KPLK-TV’s nightly “Cloud 11” show emanating from the
chase Hotel Starlight Roof
Roof.. . . Jack Elliott, KXOK deejay, wound up
a. “Broadcast ^iil Exhaustion” stint, one-man radio marathon, from
the showroom of Frontier. Motors after a total of 65 hours, 49 minutes
and 45 seconds oil the air7 . Barney Balahan, Paramount Picture,
prexy, joined KWK in paying tribute to the Greater St. LouiS area
motion picture exhibitors in a special broadcast C . . Jean Shirley,
former big-name hand singer, doing the Sears^Roebuck commercials
irnrlrT
•-■■■■;•■•■••:.•.■
^
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-UP: LIZ NO FIZZ
How Do You Figure a Model?
Mexico City, Aug. 25,.
There’s panic in the ranks of models here appearing over local
television channels inspired by a new tough edict announced by
the Department of Communications last week.
,'
V
' From now on all models who appear in commercials (usually
.. In bathing suits or. abbreviated eostumes, plugging a variety of
products from spark, plugs to beer,, etc.) will have to obtain a
license as “announcers.”
.
The Departihent has sent an official circular to all channels,
producers, etc. indicating that “official action” will be taken
against all who . appear as “talking models” or “announcers” on .
• Mexican television programs without benefit of a Communications
permit. .
Official view is that a model is a model, and not an announcers
When she opens her mouth to extol the virtues of a product; she
falls into the. “announcer” category and must have a permit. This, .
in essence, gives the greenlight to her voice as well as to her figure.
The Department of Communications is also warring against stage
mothers here who are intent on getting their adolescent offspring
into television: There are hundreds of fond; parents trying to get
some- of the television gravy via their young fry. Greatest part,
of course, is untalented so the. Communications ruling is viewed
with favor by producers overwhelmed by tide of parent hopefuls..

Doldrums; frant New Licenses
By NID EMBER
Buenos Aires. Aug.. 25.
Argentine tv is moving ahead
faster now. under the surge; of its
own impulse, which has> spurred
the’ Telecommunications. Ministry
to action, without waiting for a
dilatory Congress to abandon poli¬
tics and get down to debating the
new radio and tv law.

1

CBC’s New Chairman

|
Ottawa, Aug.. 25.
I
With .its president just back
■ from an eight-month absence due
(to illness, the Canadian Broadcastling Corp. has appointed a chair, man for its board of directors. He
? is . Robert L. Dunsmore. Montreal,
retired pres, of Champlain; Oil
Over the past weeks deeds have
j Products and chairman of CBC’s
been signed,, with full State for¬
finance committee.
mality, granting two new tv licenses
(for maximum of 15 years', to Com- I .Also appointed was Charles. Leepania Argentina de Television. (Ca- son of Stratford, Ont:, as vice¬
De^Te) on Channel 9. and to Rio -chairman.

fiEEifiEDiESTllS Wsk Govt Will Run Its Own TV
Setup; AO Outside Bids Are Nixed
■ .
Ottawa, Aug. 25.
One of the strong advantages of
radio and television coverage of
the Royal Visit to Canada was the
upped esprit de corps among
Canadian Broadcasting Corp: pert
sonnel concerned with technical
and production work on the tour.
Thom Benson, executive producer
of the June 18-to-Aug. 1 stint which
stretched from Newfoundland to
British Columbia to Nova Scotia*,
told Variety the extensive- ad¬
vance planning and general adher¬
ence to the tour schedule made it
possible for CBC crews to know
each other and understand . prob¬
lems and methods. Since his return
to his office after the tour’s end,
he has had inquiries from CBC
stations across the nation as to
when another special-events show
can repeat the liaison.
Benson commanded a tv-AM
army of 620, of which. 500 were
i technical crew', the rest in produc¬
tion including cameramen. He used
125 cameras including a Francemade, RF (radio frequency) camera
purchased by CBC for tour cover¬
age. At first, said Benson, they
used the RFer as an extra-camera:
on general coverage but soon
learned it worked best in providing
short news pictures to bridge
stationary camera shots. He he¬
lixes the RF camera should always
be in the hands of an experienced
news .photographer w'ho not only
gets better shots With it but gets
more. respect from the stills and
film .shooters who. surround him!
1 RF equipment, sans camera, weighs
50 pounds.
... Another: mobile camera w'as set
[ in a small truck with its own micro- !
wave airer. This was used only
once in motion, but was valuable
in . moving quickly between. loca¬
tions 100 yards or so apart.
: The Royal Tour provided rela¬
tively few major crises, said Ben¬
son. One occurred at the Calgary
Stampede (July 9) when a. major
camera’s view-finder blew. A police
escort got the CBC staffers back
with a riewT one Which short-cir¬
cuited ; and burned most of the
camera. A new camera was. set up
before the specific sequence ended.
It took 20 minutes.
Other serious upsets were caused
(Continued on page 41)

de la Plata TV iPueyrredon Propa¬
ganda) on Channel 13. Also . to,
Alofredo Lopez, Juan Llamazares
and Ildefonso Recalde, for Chan¬
nel 8, to be operated by the Sociedad Anonima . Difusora Marpla: tense, in Mar del Plata. Further.-/
. mote,; Channel 7. band' 2. has been
assigned to ; ■ Juan
Gomez, /for
Operation in Mendoza city; capital
of the Andean Province of that
. name.
Gomez expects to have
his channel operating by, Februr
ary, 1960. to cover the entire^ Cuyo
London, Aug. 25.
region. His studios will be set in
Following ; reports that Sales of
the Gomez • building, in Mendoza,
and he has ordered. RCA equip¬ radio sets are on the up In the U.S.,
j the BBC has given out with statisment at a cost of $500,000.
All these, licenses were awarded j tics on. the number of radio iistenby the Provisional Aramburu Gov¬ j ers in Britain. Total, on a “typical
ernment, in 1957 and 1958, and the i day,” is 19,540,000 adults, meaning
Subsequent Frondizi Government
;over 16. No figures are available
has been unable, to pig up. any
| for .listener^ under , that /age.
valid reason not to ratify them..
.
Thie three new licensees for’ the j Biggest Single audience i? claimed
B. Aires city district air give April-. j for the Sunday disk s how' that
; >
Rome, Aug. 25,
May 1960 as! a probable starting [ links men and women In the armed
Video spectators in this country^
date.: This could be optimistic* ai j forces with.their families, at home,
.their equipment must be built es¬ • “Tw’O-Way Family. Favorites.” Fig- with reportedly close to 1,400,000
pecially for: Argentine topography, {ure given, is 12,500.000, Couple of sets registered, are now about 70%
built for high frequency. 625. lines. 1 long-running serials, ”MrS. Dale’s of; the total Italian population, re¬
It is hoped that the. problem: of Diary’’ and “The Archiers, ■ attract cent .surveys have shown," while
meteoric: rise of the. new' medium
. (Continued on page 39)
something around 5,50.0,000 apiece;
in Italy is also evidenced by the
Music gets solid ear-attention, with
fact that tv sets marked the sharpthe longhair Promenade Concerts
f est rise (44.4%) of all domestic
chalking up a listening figure of
commodities. The average , rise of
Over 5,000,000.
all other “hard goods” for the home
Radio vis, of course, not run for
was a mere 4.3%. Total local ex¬
commercial profit in Britain, norpenditure on tv sets is estimated
is there much likelihood of . things.
at over. $75,000,000.
( ever going that way. Hugh Carter
Local pattern of development,
ton Green, who takes over as BBC’s
Director-General at the year's end, proportionately unequalled in any
... London, Aug. 25.,
has been , quoted as saying: “We other country, sees a large portion
•.: BBC-TV won’t, according to pres¬ shall fight any attempt to bring it of the Italo public still seeing its
ent plans, transmit. any coverage in. The BBC must provide such a video fare in such public plaices as
of the Eisenhower - Macmillan tv good service that there will be no bars, restaurants, hotels, clubs, etc.,
broadcast on Monday (31) over the room for commercial radio.”
with: over 80,000 such speciallytransatlantic cable. But; the web
licensed, installations bringing in
is shedding a couple of flashes,
an. extra revenue of some $4,000,each of about a minute’s duration,
.000 in permits. Only drop in this
showing the President's arrival in
sector w’as in pic theatres, w-hich
and departure, from Britain w-hich
during their most critical period
will be sent across the big pond to
catered to: customers by showing
Canada via the system that was
top/;:.yideo show's in! between proLondon, Aug, 25,
used during the Queen’s trip to
One of the BBC’s top Iight-enter- gramsc
open the St. Lawrence Seaway:
Another significant local phe¬
taLinment producers, Ernest Maxin,
NBC will , retransmit the shots in
is quitting to try and become a tv nomenon is sharp proportional rise
. the U.S., -.
stir, in bis ow’d right. Maxin, one¬ in televiewing in Italy’s (poorer)
■ Monday’s joint tv cliat between time dancer, script-writer, pian¬ south. Despite the - fact that the
the;; two heads of state . is to run ist; conductor and singer, has. for southern areas have only been re¬
about 20 minutes here; with both some time; tried, unsuccessfullyr to ceiving programs for a couple of
BBC-TV and the commercial net- interest his bosses in using hipi as years, recent statistics' -show that
- W'orks carrying the program. As an¬ art entertainer.
Naples, for example, is already
nounced, from both the White
Now he is to start a. weekly com¬ ahead of Turin, with 56 sets per
House and London it’ll come prior; mercial tv series with Associated thousand: inhabitants in the south¬
to a dinner party in honor of the British called “The Ernest Maxin ern; center as against only ,46/iOO
.. President and, according to an offi-1 Show,” which he will write, direct, in Tiirin, which has well over
clal spokesman, will be unscripted.1 produce and act in.
twice the others’ earning power.

Typical Day On

1|S4(EWI0 Adults

No Cable Capers

Brit TVProAicer Tarns
Actor With Own Show

.—■■■

■

■

•

-:-Dublin, Aug, 25.
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Rejecting recommendations made
by TV Commission It set up 13

ROSTER EXPMSIO(l|S"‘ZSU“C.“tiS
-.ir-At!
•
T®ront°. Aug. 25.
With the appointment of Alan
Cullimore as a director and Eirikur
Hagan as assistant to the vicepresident in charge of production,
Trans-Video Productions Ltd.,
Toronto, has added talent from
Britain and Iceland to its fast;
growing staff;

linking It with State-controlled ra.
_
. .
, .
dio. service. Commission had suggested that concesssion for service
should be given to a contractor. A
number of contractors bid for tin
,
... .. _
lmtlal 10-year concession including
a group linked to NBC, the Pye

.Trahs-Video is currently filming Co., Scottish TV’s newspaper ty13 episodes of “Shariland,” fea- Coon Roy Thomson linked with an
turmg Shari Lewis gal puppeteer- Irisfe
and British iTV. An
vrf’” -M*
group, Gael-Linn,
was also regarded as a strong contender. *‘Govt. spokesman said that
a sinele TV and Radio Authority
wiu ** created by legislation this
faU- The tv service will depend on
advertising for the greatest part of
its revenue and therefore “pro-rannnnhaii »
S P
grams must be largely of a broadly
mem and Cannonball.
popular kind.” The govt, will pro¬
vide initial capital, to be repaid
mil n¥ • I
over a terra of years.
Tnfirtnn ”SJwn?hpr°/r pnSc
hP
Britain6 5S
Sfnnrfdlndp^rap 1f nrn^JtiS rnr
Tran<
viti
J
k
Trans-Video is Robert Maxwell,
S JSS-S
executive veepee, who produced
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A Mex Network
fy

j
Mexico City, Aug. 25.
Mexico is moving toward establishment of a television network,
according to the . Department of!
Communications.
Several
steps j
have been made by private inter ]
ests to establish a series of tv sta-'
tions, with these to form part of
. chain network.
Major programs produced in this
city would go out over network, a
Communications spokesman said.

in studystagcs-he

The

existing radio service. Radio'
Eireanh, has a certain amount of
autonomy and is governed by a
parttime Radio Council which, presumably, will be absorbed in TV
and Radio Authority. Maurice Gorham, executive head of broadcasting, is a former BBC man who
Britain’s post-war tv setup. Radio Eireann currently carries a number of sponsored programs and has just announced tlio
extension of time available to sponsors: air time rates .for sponsored
radio programs aref low, around
$80 per 15-minute ^segment.
------—
^
. _,
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added, but there is a ver>' strong
possibility that authorization for
PuIa Yugoslavia, Aug. 25.
lUstallaUon and operation of new
Yugoslavian video is still in th*
stations will be granted.
experimental stage. The Belgrade.
Linkup of .stations to be through Zagreb and Ljuhiana areas ar»
microwaves and carrier waves. A serviced four times a week with
retransmission setup using micro-’ each taking turns and relaying to
waves is already operating in what the other areas.
Belgrade takes
is called the Western Network, uwq days.
They give about 13
This is -not. any official chain of ] hours a week.
Three days aro
stations,: but telecasts from this! given over to picking up Eurovicapital go out to Guadalajara (Jal-'sion relays and Italian emissions
iscp) and intermediate points.
jfor about 10 hours weekly.
Communications, interested in a
buildup of Mexican tv facilities,;
looks, with favor on the network’
(Continued on page 41)
———1-:-lll H
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Most Yugoslav shows are cultural
with a sprinkling of dramas, films,
variety show's and sports events.
Cultural aspects treat news, music,.
literature, kiddie shows and agrlcultural and infor entries.

AH Normal 0Q
LOBdOn
The whole country’s expected to
on
ni
n.
T
| «i
! .be covered in about 10 years.
SHOWBIZ
Journal
front
VHeaawWle
it is estimated there are
Show
Biz journaln Front ! about 10,000
i
m» m.
sets in operation.
As TV Times Resumes1
?*”?*• . wh?td0 not have, *°
llvwul“w fees during the experimental penLondon, Aug. 25.
] od, are loath to declare declare
With the. TV Times resuming; their sets now so the amount of
publication following. settlement of ' sets Is a good guess via sales, etc.
a dispute over the dismissal of a j Sets are mainly Philips imports
journalist, show biz has now gone ; but there are sets being assemback to full normal where print’s. bled here now' and production will
concerned.
Emergpncy schemes ; start in a few' years.
were used, for a month
more
------ and
--jI
Receivers are still fantastically
in many sectors of entertainment i expenslve st 5300 in a country
when local newspapers and nation- j where the aver^ moilIliy wage
al magazines ceased appearing duefrom $85 to $100
to, employer-labor
differences,^
_ .
_
said schemes involving much incon¬
venience and difficulty but repre- Iffrv AUEiriAfC DDAD1?
senting real hardship in only a few IWfiA UrritlilLO IIvUDL

‘QUEEN FOR A DAY’

TV Times was late in getting
back on the streets because of
Mexico Citv, Aug, 25.
something not directly connected |
The Mexican licensed version of
with the prmt troubles: editorial ^Qaeen for A Day” is to be investimen went on strike at the sacking gated hy the Department of Comof the father of the National Union munications. An entire series of
of Journalists chapel. For the rest, complaints have been received to
local papers, and national journals effect that program does not mako
had the go-ahead wuth the return good on prizes promised to comto work on Aug. 5 of members of petitors,
flie National Society of Operative
Some disgruntled prize winner*
Printers and Assistants and have have privately taken matters into
been re-appearing since as fast as < their Band with civiI action in loca,
mdindual circumstances, allowed,
courts. But now STC (Dept, of
The agreement reached between Communications) has ordered a
employers aiSd unions is subject to general review to see if there is
approval b£ a ballot vote of union any just cause for complaint, or
tnemberaf, but no snag’s anticipated.1 just “sour grapes.”
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I ASSIGNMENT . . . NEHRU
harlem^-self PORTRAIT
I NEW YORK FORUM
With Bill Leonard, Tom Costigan, With Charles Kuralt, others; R. With Jawaharlal Nehru, Vincent
Sheean, Sen. John Sherman
Conrad Cooper, guest
; '.others .
Cooper, Hans Rai Vorhra, Jim
Producer: Warren V. Bush
Producer: Lesley Midgley
Snyder
Director;
Robert
Goodman
Director: Bill Greif
Producer-Director: Vincent Sheean
30 Mins., Sun. (noon) ,
Writer: John Sharnik ;
60 Mins., Various days
WCBS-TV, N, Y.
60 Mins., Tues. (18), 7:30 p.m.
WCBS-TV, N Y. (film)
. What WCBS-TV is trying to ac¬ WESTINGHOUSE S T A T IONS
(film & tape)
YOU'LL NEVER SEE ME AGAIN that sparked off the xylioie plot was
There wap vivid depiction of complish on “New York Forum,”
With Ben Gazzara, Leo Genn, stronger than most, and the! end Harlem’s hapless iot in the superb¬
This may riot be the most skill¬
Brenda de Banzie,James Hayter, result was a' pretty, effective essay ly produced “Harlem—A Self Por¬ the news interview program It be¬ fully edited job but it certainly
Derek Aylward* Jacqueline Ellis, into the macabre, even though trait” oh WCBS-TV. Tuesday (18V gan* Sunday (23 V, is clear and contains enough significant mate¬
Ivor Slater, Betty McDowall
what' might have made powerful with Bill Leonard . narrating and sound, but the new half-hour week¬ rial and some remarkably illumi¬
tragedy came across only as well- Tom Costigan, manager of CBSt
nating shots of Prime Minister
Producer: Harry Alan Towers
ender is. definitely going to need a Jawaharial Nehru of India in a
confected. melodrama. .
Director: Ted Post ;
TV!s News Bureau, interviewing a
vigorous' shakedown cruise.
| detailed interview with the WestWriter: Cornell Woolrich.
O n e Paul. . Reygard (Ronald wide variety of Negroes.'
65 Mins., Sun. 10 p.nv
Instead of using reporters, as do i inghouse Broadcasting Co.’s speLewis) is the central character-jOn. this occasion, Frank J.
ABC-TV, from Manchester .
speaking of the humans, that is—. Shakespeare Jr., veep and general the 'nationally carried "Face the Icial Far Eastern correspondent
< Vincent Sheean.
Practising a minor deceit on who soars: to .bigtime tv in his manager of CBS-TV’s flagship;
:• viewers, ABC-TV dished up a film native - France with the aid. of. his ordered the preemption of both Nation” and “Meet the Press,” the
The program is divided into two
. in the. spot usually devoted to a puppet Lysette* . It’s the latter who “George Burns , arid Grade Allen local stanza utilizes New York law¬ parts, the first 45 minutes consist¬
play. “You’li Never See.Me Again” '■is... more the chief protagonist, Show” arid “MacKerizie’s Raiders” yers, and theoretically to add ing of Sheean’s filmed interview
was shot very recently at Elstree though, for she appears to be. pos¬ in order to give the metropolitan punch to their questions the law¬ with Nehru And a 15-minute taped
Studios and proved to be good sessed of an entity of .her Own.
an unvarriished. docu¬ yers are chosen .because they rep¬ program from Washington consist¬
melodrama on the superficial level, Certainly Paul has a doting passion, audience
mentary of present-day existence resent views diametrically opposed ing of an analysis of Nehru’s re¬
generating a deal of spurious ex¬ for her. And when he weds dancer ih one. of the most troubled spots to. those of the week’s guest. U.S marks by Sen. John Sherman
citement in its latter moments: Nicole .(Ann Lyrim, Lysette reacts in the. land; .
Steel executive vice-president R. Choper of Kentucky, former am¬
The earlier stuff took some taking, pretty strangely! In fact, she kills
Conrad. Cooper: Was the opening bassador to India and Haps Rai
It was indeed tingling, probirig guest, and, only to point up the Vorhra, Washington correspondent
though, boasting a plethora, of Nicole-—and Paul shoots the dum¬
wouldbe significant swoops into my before being dragged away by electronic journalism of the ec.o: failure of the show, in its initial for the Tiiries of India. The Wash¬
close shot and a deal of leaden the gendarmerie. It's been! revealed nomic and social blights hanging stage, he didn’t have so rough a ington portion of the program is
movirig-around by the . characters by now, incidentally, that Lysette over Harlem. All concerned with time at .the hands of Robert Coul- presided over by Jim Snyder, chief
that were supposed to be highly is the image of Paul’s ex-fiancee the production of this program son, Daniel V. Berkson and George of WBC’s Washington News Bu¬
Ominous and all that. They jrrir who killed herself on her wedding can’t help but derive maximum sat¬ A. Nicplau, members of the Young reau.
isfaction from a job performed Lawyers Comrivittee of the Assn, of
tated. • / ■
It was undeniably a bright
day.
with skill and compassion.
the Bar. Assuredly, It would have feather in WBC’s pubserviceThe yam centres around Jim
The probleih of trying to invest
Photography was sharp and ef-. been rougher at the hands of the minded cap to present this exclu¬
Mason (Ben Gazzara) who reports ; the puppet with a macabre per¬ fective.
There were numerous working press.
sive powwow with one of the gFeat
to the police, after some delay, sonality was intelligently tackled, poetic touches,
as well, in this saga
that his bride of three months is in the production, though not of an area! burdened with poverty
Questions asked Cooper often Ir¬ Asian leaders. Though Nehru, iu
missing from home after a minor always with, success. The most arid crime and economic exploita¬ ritated him. But he wasn’t so much this instance, did not come up with
any sensational remarks anerit his
quarrel and that she hasn't turned effective toUC^, probably, was to
that is the customary lot of a irritated, it appeared, because they country’s position on world affairs,
up at her parents’ place as in¬ have a peroxided stripper pick up tion
second class citizenry. John Shar- were putting him iri a difficult po¬ viewers, nonetheless, were able to
tended. : The police turn the heat the doll casually and react to its nik’s
sition
but
because’
his
inquisitors
scripting caught the spirit of
on Jim, and things begin to look aura. Bemardette. Milnes did the Harlem’S
verbose and repetitive and come away from their video re¬
violence as did .Arthur were
as if he's killed the lady. Jim, chore well. As Paul Reygard, Lewis
required great patience to listen ceivers with a decidedly sympa¬
fine camera.
however, avoids arrest, goes on the gave a very strong performance, Kingian’s
to.
This
was not true of all three thetic attitude toward modern
There were mobbing interviews
India.
run, and using his Observation as managing most times to keep the with
parents, a former Harlem lawyers. One asked his questions
Sheean opened the program with
an architect discovers a body unhealthy relationship this side of
like
an
old
journalistic pro directly
detective, a teacher* PAL. workers, and yet showing
knowledgeable
remarks about Ma¬
walled up in the parental house. obscenity
his
extensive
a. recurrent danger, several merchants and absorbing,
hatma Gandhi. He spoke from the
The corpse is not, however, that of that, bliss Lynn was entirely ca¬ conversation
background
on
the
subject.
with poet Langston
cremation
platform
of Gandhi and
his spouse, and with the now coop¬ pable as Nicole, while Wilfrid Hughes.
The station maintains that mat¬
Subject matter* dealt
then moved to the Prime Minister
erative cops In attendance, Jim Brambell and George ColOuris put with the problems
of schools, hos¬ ters will straighten out with In¬ house for the brunt of the pro¬
manages to find his missus just in in some good work as Paul’s man¬ pitals,
job discrimination creased experience. It’s true; when gram. Sheean asked Nehru to com¬
time. Corpse No. 1 turns out to ager and father respectively. Direc¬ and thehousing,
role of the police, a most producer Warren Bush has time to ment on Gandhi's philosophy, the
be that of his mother-in-law, the tion was assured.
Erni.
powerful and frustrating force in learn which of the lawyers avail¬ plight of the Tibetan people, the
killers being his stepfather-indaw
the community life. The: camera able to him are most competent as role of the Buddist religion, the
. and sister who’ve done it all for
caught the decay of the streets, the “diggers,” the show unquestionably relationship of Bhutan, Sikkim and
money and who had to dispose of WHISTLING IN THE DARK
hallways, the poolrooms and the will fulfill ity large potential.
With
Peter
Sail
is,
Petra
Davies,
his wife, when she turned up at an
It may be that guest Cooper Nepal to vast India and the Dalai
John Phillips, Dervis Ward, Aawn unhealthy growth of the Muslems wanted .it that way or it may be Lama.
awkward moment.
arid their “Buy Black” pitches.
Tirard,
J.
Mark:
Roberts,
Vic
i
Nehru described the Dalai Lama
Gazzara, brought over from the
Much of the friction now existing that worthy host Charles Kuralt
States for the chore, gave a surly, ■ Wise, J e ro 1 d Wells, Edwin in Harlem, one gathered, could be j recognized that Cooper arid the as a curious mixture of boyishness
Brown, William Forbes, Ralph
near-deadpan performance. Which
lawyers had gone about as far as and maturity. He said there was a
lessened;
considerably
if
one
were
j
Tovey
of an agreement with India
was about all he could do Consider¬
to treat the problem as civic rather they could go, but the steelman chance
and Pakistan on the canal waters
ing what a phoney character he Director: James Botuld
than racial.
I was given a few minutes toward issue
and maintained that the
had to play—innocent, yet sinister Writers: Edward Childs Carpenter,
the end of the show to say what he
“Harlem—A
Self
Portrait”
was
Lawrence Gross
Chinese Peoples Republic was “a
enough to suggest initially that he
without question an important con¬ pleased' without questioning. This fact of life” and insisted that “it
might have done the doing-in. Leo 75 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
tribution to the. welfare of the is unusual foi* a news interview and must be recognized that they are
Genn, as the principal sleuth in¬ BBC-TV, from London
not
especially
worthwhile.
Why
As ingenious and entertaining city. It threw powerful light on a make it easy for a man who gets China and they should be recog¬
volved, delivered with customary
segment of society that rates a far
smoothness blit thanks partially to as of. yore, “Whistling in the Dark” better break than it is currently stuck to spout unhampered party nized in the United Nations.” He
the overall . treatment, was too nevertheless came perilously near getting from the city fathers.
line or shift the topic to marine observed that the . UN “is not - . .
boring-point
fn
the
first
few
min:
in this respect ... a very fair
deliberate by far. Other role6 Were
life In the Andes?
Art.
Rans.
organization to Asia and other
competently handled, with Derek utes of presentation on the small
screen,
because
of
plodding
pace*
countries.”
The Prime Minister
Aylward catching the eye with a
told of his country’s development
. nice job as Jim's best pal. Produc¬ But the incipient yawn was stifled
of atomic power and in reply to a
tion was good, though errors in as the plot took on its pattern, the ;
whole venture scoring in the last;
question, said that India’s third
detail w’ere several.
Erni.
analysis as a diverting comedyfive year plan would raise the
national income and living stand¬
melodrama.
THE QUEEN'S CORPORAL
ards of the people.
Designer James Bould, essay¬
With Warren Mitchell, Stuart
biopic on Russian poet Aleksander
Sheean is proving an industrious
Who Pays?
Saunders, Sam Kydd, Daniel ing his first job of. tv directing,
Summer fare being what it Is Pushkin when the opportunity observer for the WBC stations. He
Moynihan, David Andrews, Rory ought possibly to have been more
has, in addition to this Nehru
arose.
It
gave
the
impression
that
positive
in
emphasizing
the
com¬
“Who
Pays?”
isn’t
the
dullest
show,
MacDermot, Peter Welch, John edy. He. had. a valuable asset,
around. It has,, moments : of fun his appearance of “YWT” was one program,, provided the WBC out¬
Barrie, Russell. Waters
though; in the droll person of Peter to offer and guestars to brighten one of those mutual benefit ar¬ lets with a series of radio commen¬
Director: James Ormerod
taries and interviews. In the near
up
the home screen* But that’s rangements.
Sallis who gave a perkily smug
Writer: Graeme Kent
reading of the role of Porter, about all that can be said In favor
Belafonte, who’s opposed to future he hopes to come up with
Fri., 60 Mins., 9 p.m.
Dalai
Lama program and an inof
the
NBC-TV
panel-quiz
Thurs¬
thriller
author
held
captive
by
rock ’n’ roll, agreed that it repre¬
Granada-TV, from Manchester
sents a “form of rebellion” on the depth appraisal of the Red China
A first play for tv by Graeme Prohibition-era gangsters and or¬ day night at 8 entry.
situation.
All told, the Sheean pro¬
dered
to
come
up
with
the
perfect
Weaknesses which were apparent part of youngsters. He. also felt
Kent—it was submitted in a con¬
grams are commendable educa¬
test .— “The Queen’s Corporal” murder plot. Petra Davies, too, as at the show’s preem a month ago that while the cultural exchange is tional features.
Rans.
Porter’s
girl-friend,!
entered
happi¬
remain.
The
format
appears
deriva¬
good,
the
program
isn’t
bro’ad
showed promise rather than im¬
mediate fulfilment. The whole job ly into the real spirit of the thing. tive. There’s a lack. of suspense enough and the Government should
suggested over-compression, with The two worked together especially and the mechanics of the game make a larger appropriation. This,
characters exaggerated and cli¬ well in the climax, which packed: don’t help either. The guestar, who he said, would not only make it
maxes precipitated unconvincing¬ good excitement and suspense in. is to be identified, appearing on possible for more artists to go
ly. And the build-up was slow, its detailing of how Porter , contacts a platform above the panelists and abroad but students as well.
Mixed panel of students in the
though when he got there Ken the cops and warns the wouldbe interposing remarks, helps to rob
murder victim by hitching lip a the show of suspense. It looks to Washington area appeared well
revealed some power.
radio to the phone wires.
the audience that they’re easy to versed in International affairs on
Setting was a sergeants' mess in
A lineup of unbeautifiils deliv¬
' Korea in 1953—Isolated and with ered competently as the Holly¬ identify arid on last week’s outing the basis. of their questions to the
Television Industries, of which
discipline virtually non-existent wood-type gangsters, headed by (20), they were, without too much guest. Moving into other areas, a Matthew Fox is prez and board
difficulty. Guestars were Hans panelist sounded out Belafonte on
When Vale: (Daniel Moyrihihan) John Phillips.
Erni.
Conreid
and
Thelma
Ritter,
both
racial
issues.
“I
don’t
think
the
chairman, has acquired the vidarrives, he learns of the bullying
of whom handled themselves well. discrimination laws have enough tape and film rights to the Bolshoi
that's rife and of the. “accident”
Mike Wallace apparently has teeth,” the singer said.
Ballet Co. performances.
that recently befell one of the com¬
improved as host. In fact, he’s
“If they did have enough teeth;”
pany. Evidence comes to hand
Deal, made by Skiatron. of
gotten $o amiable and: fun-loving a femme panelist asked, “don’t
that the accident wasn’t, and Vale
that on the show viewed; he had you think it would put such organ¬ America, Inc., was spelled out In
finds himself appointed, prosecutor
a
Television Industries proxy
to
caution
panelist
Sir
Cedric
izations
as
the
Daughters
of
the
in a mess court-martial of bully
Summersong
Hardwicke against making any fur¬ American Revolution out of busi¬ statement issued in preparation of
Bell (Peter Welch). Vale manages
The second and last Of the multi- ther cracks about Gov. Long. ness?”
the company’s annual meeting on
to break through g wall of self“Yes,” replied Belafonte ,“I Sept. 9 in Wilmington, Del. Skia¬
protective silence built by all the hookup programs attempted by Wallace reminded him that NBCmen, to be left at the fade as “The British commercial tv confirmed TV must have a Louisiana affiliate think that’s . quite possible.” His tron of America is a company
carrying
the
show;
(Shades
of
old
the
uneasy
suspicion
aroused
by
answer
was partially .muffled by helmed by Fox, who with one
Queen’s Corporal’—the only sol¬
Horo.
the panelists’ laughter.
Gilb.
other person is the sole stockhold¬
dier, according to an old British the first* Namely* that apart from local “Night Beat.”)
its
technical
interest;
the
whole
er. For the vidtape and film
anny tale, to survive after a battle.
venture rates as a waste of effort.
Youth Wants To Know
Lawless Years
rights Television1 Industries paid
Moynihan gave a quietly forceful It presented nothing that couldn’t
Long a panel program on NBCFrom this apparent factual tale,
performance while all the; others have been done better on film, and TV* “Youth Wants to Know” was the judges were no better than the Skiatron of America $1,000,000,
pitched in skilfully. Settings and in most cases those sequences that revived last spring by Westing- hoods they dealt with across the representing the sums paid for the
atmosphere were . good.
Erni.
might have captured the native house Broadcasting which tapes It bench. Hot since the disappearance rights by Skiatron to Hurok Art¬
feel of a region of Britain were for its o.&o. stations and syndicates of Judge Crater has a jurist so ists and the production costs of
LYSETTE
dominated by an emphasis on it elsewhere,
Originating in completely vanished but here the vfdtaping the show in Hollywood.
With Ronald Lewis, -Ann Lynn, U.S. “pop culture.” As a for in¬ Washington, Sunday’s (23) stanza viewer, is shown how it was accom¬ Other terms of the deal provide
Wilfrid Bramfaell, George Con- stance, a Scottish Television con¬ had Harry Belafonte as guest!
plished by the mob. For an ac- for a sharing of receipts from ex¬
lonris, Max Bacon, Steve Plytas, tribution from the Glasgow slum
Half-hour q. & a. session, aired tioner, this* NBC-TV Thursday ploitation of the Bolshoi show
Alec Bregonzi, Keith Smith, Ber- district of the Gorbals was devoted In New York via WNEW-TV, was night entry had high moments of after certain conditions have been
nardette Milnes, Derek Sydney, largely to couples jiving to rock an illuminating forum as a panel excitement but the ends of justice met.
. Michael Segal
’n’ roll in the courtyard of tene¬ of teenagers tossed a variety of were left dangling.
Under the heading of remunera¬
Producer: Sydney Newman
ment houses;- The whole (execu¬ queries at. the singer-actor ranging
When the jig is up for the con¬ tion of directors and officers of
Director. John Moxey
tion in short; was reminiscent of from what he thought of rock ’n’ niving judge, he is ordered by the Television Industries for the fiscal
66 Mins., Sun., 10:05 p.m.
that phase the film industry goes roll to his opinion of the State ward boss to get rid of all the year ended Dec. 31, Fox was noted
ABC-T V,from Manchester
through now and again—when Dept.’s cultural exchange with evidence including his girl friend.
Actor Bill Gwen made the big shooting a gangster meller, say, in overseas countries., j ■
When he offers her $7,000 for past to have received S122.04X from the
mistake in his first play, “Lysette”: Italy is thought to make the pic
While Belafonte’s answers were favors she lets loose a torrent of company. Erwin II. Ezzes. v.p. arid
his Characters bad just about as a “real Italian movie.”
often refreshingly frank, unfortu¬ vituperation;. Her hoodlum friends director, received $31,370; and
much life as the puppet that gave
Anyway. Anglia!. TV, Associated nately he couldn’t resist a copious raise the ante to $50,000 and when Arnold C. Stream, v.p. and direc¬
tor, $37,834.
(Continued on page 40)
the piece its title. But the idea
(Continued on page 34)
plug for his company’s projected

Hatty’s Skiatron Turns
Bolshoi Vidtanes Over
To Hatty’s TV Industries

Foreign TV Followup

properties in first-run syndication are available for sponsorship from CBS Films.
Just recently, The Phil Silvers Show and Trackdoivn were offered for the very first
time for off-network sales. Since then, sponsors have flocked to syndication’s top
new comedy and top new Western... to the tune of more than 2 million dollars!
Big, big markets such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit are signed for
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one, or both. And so are Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Washington, Minneapolis, Erie,
Miami, Charleston, Boston, Cleveland and Salt Lake City...to mention but a few.
Like we said, if you want to sign either one of these smash hits for your sales area,
better do it on-the-double. Because, in the words of Variety, “sales are piling up.”
• . . THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL*STATIONS.

OFFICES IN NEW YORIt, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, DETROIT,

BOSTON, SAN FRANCISCO, ST. LOUIS, DALLAS AND ATLANTA. IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL, LTD., TORONTO

CBS FILMS M>

84
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Variety’s weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten-network shows on a local level and offers a rating-study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. Thisweekfive
different markets are covered.
".
" ■■■■
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
average share of audience, \:coupled with data a& to time and day of telecasting, com¬
petitive programming In the. particular slot, etc.r is furnished. Reason for detailin<g an

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated, shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series.. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media,
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a mihimum of 150 markets. The re¬
sults of theft tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the: rating per¬
formance, of the top! ten- network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB chartsMre
designed to reflect the rating tastes Of virtually every.tv. market in the U. S.
—i

CINCINNATI
RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
19.

STATIONS : WLWT, WCPp, WKRC .

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

77 Sunset Strip tFri. 9:3Ct-10:30).....-WCPO
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)..WCPO
Gunsmoke < Sat. 10:00-10:30)WKRC.
M/L BB-Dodgers vs. Redlegs
iSun. 1:30-3:45) . Ji...WLWT
Wyatt Earp iTifes. 8:30-9:00)..-...WCPO
Real deCoys Thurs. 8:30-9:00) .... .WCPO
Wagon Train Wed. 7:30-3:30)....... WLWT
Peter Gunn illon. 9:00-9:30) ...WLWT
I’ve Got A Secret AVedJ 9:30-10:00). .WKRC
Have Gun, Wi I Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). .WKRC

AV. |
RTG. RK.
37.9
36 7
:34.2

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
DISTRIB.

1. Mike Hammer (Wed. 9:00)...... . .
2. Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30)..,..
3. U.S. Marshal (Sun. 9:30).,....
4..Border Patrol (Fri., 10:30) ,
5. Rescue 8 (Wed. 10:30)..:
.
6. Special Agent 7. (Tues. 10:30), ,. . . .

318
30.0
29.4 7.
28.9 8.
278 8.
25.3 9.
24.7 10.

Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 6:001. .
Bold Venture (Mon. 10:30) .
Three Stooges (M&T&F 6:30)..... ...
Decoy (Sum 10:3.0).. .x.
Search For Adventure (Wed. 7:00)..

BALTIMORE
1. M/L BB-Oiicies vs. Senators
..WJZ
(Fri. 8:00-11:00)......
Gunsmoke (Sift. 10:00-10:30)........WMAR
The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).. .. ..WJZ
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00)..WMAR
M/L BB-Orioles vs. Senators
(Sun. 2:00-4:15).!......-v ..WJZ
6. Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 110:00-11:00)...WMAR
7. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00) -. .WMAR
8. Wagon Train )Wed. 7:308:30-.........WBAL
..WMAR
9. G.E. Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30),.
19. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10)...WMAR
..WJZ
19. Maverick (SUU. 7:30,-8:30).

32.4
31.8
30.6
30.3

..WKRC... MCA
22.8
..WKRC.... Ziv
21.5
..WCPO.,.. NTA
20.7
..WCPO... CBS
16.5
..WLWT... .Screen Gems 16.3
..WLWT... .MCA •
15.4

51.1
52.1
37.0
43.4
38.9
43.3

. .WCPO.., . Screen Gems
. WLWT.;. • Ziv
.WCPO.. .. Screen Gems
.WLWT... .Official
..WLWT ..,. G. Bagnall

538
33:1
49.6
30.5
53.0

14:1
13.9
13.9
13.5
13.3

27.6
26.5
26.4
25.2
24.4
23.9
238

1. Border Patrol (Sun. 9:30),
_ . . WJZ W ...CBS
1. Sea Hunt (Wed, 10:30) ......... .WBAL. ...Ziv

17.4
17.4
11.9
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:00). .WJZ:!: .... Screen Gem* 118
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00)..
10.9
..WMAR ...Ziv
U.S. Marshal (Thurs. 10:30).. .
: .- ; WBAf.. ... NTA
10.4
Bold Venture (Mon. 10:30) :... T,... .WBAL: ...Ziv
MacKenzie’s Rdiders (Sun. 10:30).. . .WBAL. ..; Ziv
Woody Woodpecker (Tiles: 5:00). . . . . WJZ.. .. . Kellogg
9.5
Flight (Wed. 10:00),;... .
. . WJZJ.. .:. CNP
9.3
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:30) ... :.WJZ.'.. ..U.S. Borax
Special Agent 7 (Mon. 9:30) ,.,... ..WJZ.j.. ...MCA
88
.WJZ.j.. . . Flamingo
Superman (Mon. 5:00). .
.
8:5

2. Silent Service (Sun. 7:00):. .--- ..WBAL. ...CNF
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
10.
16.

77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30).
KING
Real McCoys! (Thurs. 7:30-8:00)..... KING
Wed. Night lights (Wed! 6:00-6:45).,.
. KOMO
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).
Ozrie & Harriet (Wed. 8:00-8:30).
.KING
The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30).....KING
Peter Gnnn (Mon, 8:00-8:30).. .KOMO
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30).. .KOMO
Bob Cnmmings (Tues. 8:30-9:00).. .. .KOMO
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00). KIRO

43.7
33 5
29.3
29.0
28.8
27.7
26.8
26.4
258

34.7
44.8
35.0
60.9
49.1
40.5
23.1

10.2
10.0
10.0 21.8
54.1
21.7

SEATTLE4TAC0MA
OMA
6
8

TOP COMPETITION
AV. 1
STA,
SHv PROGRAM

35.2
21.5
53.8

STATIONS: KOMO. KING. KIRO, KTNT. KTVW.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.
10.

Rescue 8 (Fri: 9:30)..........-v..
Mike Hammer (Sun. 10:00)---Divorce Court (Sat. 9:00). .
Decoy (Tues. 10:00)....
Death VaUey Days (Thurs. 9:00) . .
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 6:30): ..
Bold Venture (Mon, 7:00)....
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Tues. 9:30)..
People’s Choice (Wed. 9:30).. . .
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:00)...
Deadline (Mon.rFri. 10:00).,......

MILWAUKEE

. . KINCj.. : ,. Screen Gems
. . KING. .. ..MCA
.;KING... ..Guild
.KING. .. . . Official
.KING... ... U.S. Borax
. KOMO .. ..Ziv
. KOMO. . .Ziv
.KOMO.. .Ziv
.. .KOMO.. , AB C
..KING .. ..Ziv
.KOMO.. : . Flamingo .

30.7
24.3
22.6
19.8
18:2
17.4
16:7
15.7
15:7
15.0
148

63.8
5714
43.7
43.6
29.6
51.3
33.5
29.4
348
39.4
34.8

STATIONS: WTMJ, WITI, WISN.

..WISN
2. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30V7:30).
.WTMJ
3. Desilu Playhouse (Morn 9:00-10: ))• .WITI
4. Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30).
WTMJ
.00) WISN
6. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).
WITI
.30). WTMJ
,WISN
)). WTMJ
10. Peter‘'Gnnn (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...
.WTMJ

37:1 I.
28.7 2.
28.3 3.
27.7 4.
5,
26.5 5.
248 5.
242 6.
23.8 7.
8.
238 9.
23.0 10.

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30).:
..WTMJ.. ..MCA
Flight (Thurs. 9:30)...
..WTMJ,. :. CNP
.. WISN... . .Ziv
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00).:.
Citizen Soldier (Fri. 9:30).. ... i. ^ .. WISN..-. : .Flamingo
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 9:30L .... . .WTMJ.. ..Ziv
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 8:00):..
..WTMJ.. . Screen Gems
Whirlybirds (Sun. 9*30)
..wtmj:. .. CBS Silent Service (Thurs: 9:30).,.
..WISN... ..CNP
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Sun. 8:30) .;. i. WISN,.. , Ziv
Target (Tues. 9:30) ..
..WISN. .. ..Ziv
New York Confidential (Mon. 9:30). ..WTMJ.. .. ITC
Death Valley Days (Mom 9:30).
: .WISN:,. . U.S. Borax

DENVER

25.4
23.8
21.3
20.9
17.4
17.4
17.4
17.0
12.9
12.7
12.3
10.4

48.1
51.7
39.7
42.1
35.6
45.0
36.1
348
28.5
24.1
23.2
19.6

STATIONS: KTVR, KOAr KLZ, KBTV.

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 8:00-8:30)... .KLZ
2. Maverick (Sun. 8:30-9:30)...KBTV
3. Lawman (Sun 9:30-10:00)... .KBTV
4- Loretta Young (Sun. 8:00-8:30)...... ,KQA
5. What’s My Line (Sun. 8:30-9:00).. <. .KLZ
6. Welk’s Dancing Party (Sat. 7:00-8:00).KBTV
7. Wagon Train ( Wed. 5:30-6:30) ....... ,KOA
8. Perry Mason (Sat. 5:30:-6:30)...
. .KLZ
9. The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30).......KBTV
10. 77 Snnset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30).. .KBTV

36.6 1. Death Valley Days. (Mon. 9:30).. ..KLZ;.,.. . U.S, Borax
34.0
....KLZ..?.. .CBS
31.5 2. Whirlybirds (Mon. 9:00).:..
28.9 3. Rescue 8 (Thurs. 9:30)......... .. .KLZ.. .. . Screen Gems
25.1 4. Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30) ... . ...KOA..... .Ziv
24.7 5. Flight (Sat. 8:30) ...
:... ,KLZ..:.. .CNP
24.6 6. Badge 714 (Wed. 9:30) .. . ..KLZ .... .NBC
23.9 7. Sea Hunt (Fri. 9:00)..:. -KLZ..... . Ziv
8. State Trooper (Wed. 9:00)....... ...KBTV.... .MCA
23.4 9. U.S. Marshal (Sat. 9:00)..
... .KOA. NTA
21:4 10. Cannonball (Thurs. 9:00)........ ...KLZ..... .ITC

TV ‘Climate Is Right’
Continued from page 1;

tection not afforded with? a live
show.
Moreover, the networks [are now
approaching talent on the basis of
affording them the opportunity of
entering television in association
with a network in a deal involving
their services both as peifformers
and packagers. Such a deal, Sus¬
san points out, might have a star
appearing in a special and getting
a guarantee from the network that
his packaging company would, also
do one pilot for the web. Such an
arrangement enables, them .to enter
the medium on a secure footing in
association with established forces
in the industry.
|
It’s become fairly obvious, Sussan points out. that to a [ top star
or producer, dollars aloite aren’t
an important fee-tor in getting a
star into tv. It’s the opportunity
for a permanent association on a.

Kraft Music Hall,. .
.WLWT
D.A.’s Man .
. ...;WLWT
Alfred Hitchcock . .. .. WKRC
“M" Squad ....... .... . WLWT
Circle Theatre
.....WKRC
j Union Pacific . . .
.: WCPO
( Andv Williams .
.. WKRC
Gold Cup Matinee. .V.. . WLWT
Desila Playhouse. : .....WKRC
News: Weather: News... .WLWT
What’s My Line. *.. ... .WKRC
Jeff’s Collie
:: . WKRC

STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL, WJZ.

2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
.
7.
.
9.
*10.

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959,

. pet project, along with the assur¬
ance that the specials, are suffi¬
ciently budgeted and manned with
skilled creative ' people, that has
swung so many stars into televi¬
sion specials this season and has
created the new favorable climate
among the rest.
Similar situation exists among
Broadway stars and producers be¬
cause the amount of money being
made available to. them is suffi¬
cient to put the productions into
the same category the producers
themselves. . have worked with.
There’s no skimping and every-:
thing is going first-class, Sussan
points out,-so''that the climate is
favorable for the participation of
top talent from-the legit field as
well as pictures. .
Viewing the overall schedule of
specials for the. upcoming season,
Sussan observes that “this is the
year that will separate the men

from the boys,". He doesn’t pre¬
tend that every; special will come
off—“I’m just not sure there is
enough good creative talent around
to do all those shows well,” he
states: But he’s certain from what
he’s already seen that there will
be some real smashes among the
shows, and that this year’s roster
of specials has created real excite¬
ment and enthusiasm in the busi¬
ness, whether they are all successr
ful or not,
Sussan is presently working on
shows for the 1960-61 season. He’s
iriet again with Arthur Freed over
a 90-minute or two-hour special
highlighting the producer’s most
memorable .film productions, and
is also meeting again with Debbie
Reynolds’ reps on a proposed spe¬
cial for; her a year from now. He
Relieves, that to be right, the spe¬
cials must, be prepared a year in
advance, but points out that in
the ca^e of this season, many of
the projects involved have been
brought in by stars or producers
who’ve been ; chewing them over
for years, even though the deals
were made just recently.

30.0
28.7
24.3
228
21.7
20.0
19.2
18.5
16.0
15.5

AV.
RTG.
:•

12.9
13.3
20.1
18:1
16.7
10.1
, 10.1
; 7.6
21.5
10.5
18.6
. : . 7.4

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-IZ,i959.

Alfred Hitchcock .
Circle Theatre.
Early Show; News.
Today’s Best Movie
Early Show; News.
Playhouse 90 . . ,i .
Desilu Playhouse . .
What’s: My Line.. .
Today’s. Best Movie
This Is Your Life..
Name That Tune:..
Joseph Cotten
Today’s Best Movie.

* . . .WMAR
.....WMAR
:. .WJZ
.....WBAL
...;. WJZ
.....WMAR
.....WMAR
.WMAR
, . WBAL
... .WBAL
.....WMAR
..WMAR
.....WBAL

21.4
14.4
11.2
5.3
7.8
18,7
25.9
26.4
5.5
17.4
11.7
18.4
5.0

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.
Amateur Hour . .... .
Sunday News Special..
GUnsnioke . ;... • • •.
Deadline
-Best of Groucho- .
Early Edition News. . :
Restless Gun - - -Behind Closed Doors..
Circle Theatre .;.....
Big 7 Movie..........
Decoy ..... :

.KIRO
. .KIRO
..KIRO
. :komo
. ." KING
-KING
.KING
.KING
. KIRO
.KIRO
..KING

9.4
12.7
19.3
11.3
19.8
13.1
18.9
18.9
118
11.1
19.8

SURVEY DATES: JULY 6-12, 1959.
Andy Williams ......
Markham ___. :
Best of. Groucho-;
Cavalcade of Sports..
Silent Service Leave It To Beaver ....
What’s . My Line....,
Highway Patrol J-.....
Alfred Hitchcock ...,
State Trooper .;, ...
Desilu Playhouse ... ..
Desilu Playhouse .,,

. WITI
,: WITI
..WTMJ
..WTMJ
. . WISN
.WISN
. .WITI
. . WTMJ
: . WITI
,:WTMJ
..WITI
.WITI

147
15.2
18.2
19.0
17.0
12.7
105
174
168
25.4
29.7
29.7

SURVEY DATES: JUNE 20-26; 1959-

74.1 f Movie Masterpiece ...
1 Weather --.... KBTV
62.7 Bob Jones West’n Movie
.
708 f Movie Masterpiece
(Weather; Fishing .... KBTV
..... .KLZ
538 Markham
38.6 Dick Clark ..... ...... .KBTV
. . . .KOA
55.9 Academy Theatre
39.4 77 Sunset Strip . .,. . :kbtv
.KLZ
40.2 MacKenzie’s Raiders
— KLZ
33.0 Phil Silvers .
37.0 Rough Riders :....... :KBTV

Continued from page 31 =ss

5.1
11.1
158
9.8
20,9
14.7
18.5
18.7

Pinkham’s Salvage Job
On ‘Philip Marlowe’

TV Follow-Up
he demurs he is; set upon , and
cracks his skull in the fall. The
body is ordered removed and cre¬
mated pnd a false death certificate
issued. ..V
There is little solace for the
! widow when James Gregory, as the
real Barney Ruditsky of the N.Y.
detective detail, tells her “the
[people will destroy them,” mean¬
ing the thugs who <£d in the judge.
It was difficult to ascertain wheth¬
er the police sided with the mob
or were foiled in their attempts
at a solution of the crime.
Gregory had little to do in this
segment but must have been picked
because he bore a resemblance
to Ruditsky, who is still active
around Hollywood and serves as
technical director on the .series.
Philip Coolidge as the corrupt
judge, Rebecca Welles as the moll
and George Mitchell the ward
heeler, performed capably.
Helm.

4.3
8:8

[:
j

Hollywood, Aug. 25.'
Salvage. operations on GoodsonTodman’s “Philip Marlowe": series
j have begun with the arrival from
N. Y. of Richard Pinkham, tv head
at the Ted Bates agency. . The five
episodes produced by. Bill Froiig
are how under scrutiny in the hope
of saving, them with re-editihg and
some re-shooting.
Froug’s replacement by Gens
Wang; was made because of a dif¬
ference of opinion between the
producer and the Bates, agency. In
the revision, the show wilt em¬
phasize the mystery angle, with the
killer’s identity Well shielded un¬
til the closing footage.
Wang, who was head writer of
the “Perry Mason" series, is re¬
writing, as well as producing the
five episodes and will continue in
that dual capacity on the series.

PEkiEfTr
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SHOWMEN DON’T NEED A PILOT
on
Toronto, Aug. 25. - V
Russia’s tv network wants to set up ' a regular exchange of
Soviet programs with, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp;, according,
to John. Dunlop, head of the. CBC’s. interhational exchange dapart¬
ment in Toronto: A mutual , return of Russian , and Canadian films
would cover newsreels and feature riiaterial covering the. social
, and cultural aspect's of. the; two countries, says Dunlop, plus the
swap to go on with nomoney involved in the transactions and.
bach country hearing the actual cost of filming.. but undertaking
the rubbing.
;•
- According to Dunlop, there would be iio two-Country propaganda .
as “if it Were in the Russian kinescope,..we (the C-BC). Wouldn’t
consider using it; and we will not send it to the Soviets’ either.”
So far, the Ed. Sullivan Show of the Bolshoi Ballet (repeated) has
been shown over the CBC network; plus the visit of a Canadian
hockey .team which was sent to the CBC. by the Soyiets and shown
across Canada.
Says the proposal of Ellie Belyayeva, Chief editor of the,Rus¬
sian network; “The regular , trade would help broaden and streng¬
then the cultural links between our peoples;” would serve “as a
solid foundation for the establishment of a regular exchange betweeir the Soviet Union and Canada of tv programs of diverse
topics,” Todate, Russia's pitching woo has not been officially dealt,
wdth by the CBC. .

'Hurd Man’ Union Crisis Alerts
British TV Producers to Need For
Autononiaus Setup on Future Plans

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
A piloLless future 1 o o ms for
some of the top Coast tv film pro¬
London, Aug. 25.
ducers. That happy turn of events
Sequel to the resolving of the
already experienced by a number
crisis over the “The Third Man”
of production outfits, has been
vldpix skein is a renewed campaign
brought about. by the growing rep¬
Procter & Gamble of Canada has by Vernon Burns, topper in Lon¬
utation of certain tv film outfits
and the healthy commercial state bought ABC Films’ Jackie Cooper don of National Television Associ¬
starrer, “The People’s Choice,” for ates Inc., to get telefilm producer*
of tv.
the French-Cajiadian stations of here actively interested in an
Blue-chip filmed shows such, as the CBC. :
autonomous association. Burns de¬
Warner Bros,. "The. Alaskans;” "Ha¬
Stanza . also- has been sold In
waiian. Eye” and "‘Bourbon Street four new U,. S. markets, bringing clares that the time couldn’t he
Beat,” 20th-Fpx’s “Adventures in the total to 84, New stations are riper, inasmuch as the labor unions
are aware as never before of the
Paradise,” and Revue’s “Riverboat” KPRC-TV, Houston; WRGP-TV, problems
peculiar to this side of
were sold sans pilots. AH have a Chattanooga; WBAY-TV, : Green the game—but there’s still no or¬
prominent niche in next season’s Bay; and WABG-TV, Greenwood, ganization with which they can
network schedule.
Miss. .
properly discuss those problems.
Then there is. ‘‘The Untouch¬
The increased Burns resolve
ables,” a progeny of Desilu’s “West-stems from the results of almost a
inghouse Playhouse,” and oater se¬
week of huddles over “Third Man,”
ries growing out of Four Star Film
sparked by the decision of BBC,
productions, f i n d i n g network
NTA and British Lion Films Ltd.,
berths. List is indicative of the
partners in the project, to transfer
more recent:saps pil ot success
production from Shepperton
stories-^-and a portent of things to
Studios back to Hollywood. The
; come.
trio of associates had announced
j What’s brightened the . outlook
this intended move after suffering
London, Aug. 25;
for pilot-less selling are these fac¬
from labor unrest in the industry
. Decision, by Associated TeleVlv
tors:
and on getting no reassurances
1. Solidifying of liaisons between
sion Ltd., commercial web serving
that they’d be able to bring in their
The top draw first-run syndi¬ remaining 16 half-hour pix on
the Midlands, during the week and | • King Features Syndicate Pro- •tv film program suppliers and net-'
- London on Saturday - Sunday, ; tci ! ductions, : the new division of works. Prime example is the ro¬ cated properties now making the schedule and within budget. When
convert National Studios,:. Elstree, ■ Hearst’s ;King Features. Syndicate, mance beUyeen ABC-TV and War¬ rounds-; appear to be attracting a the three parties first met the
from a movie studio to a tv studio has started production on 208 Pop-* ner Bros, (see separate story.) WB good deal of station coin, supple¬ Federation of Film Unions, repre¬
will mean, eventually, abandoning eye animated cartoons to be pro¬ and ABC-TV got together on ‘‘The mental to the regional and local senting six labor groups, the atmo¬
its existing outfits at Highbury and duced for library' syndication, It’s Alaskans” and “Bourbon S t r e e t advertiser deals.
sphere. was stormy and charged
It’s a development which syndi¬ With allegations that the proposed
Hackney in London. Net gain in the first production of :the new di-j Beat,” with the web committing
terms, of stages will be four, inas¬ vision, and the first time that new for the hour-long series minus any cators find heartening* for they switch was inspired by ulterior
much as. Highbury and;: Hackney “Popeye” features have been made sample film. (Onrthe basis of “The feared with the nets moving into motives on the part of NTA, but
Alaskan” commitment WB sunk the 7:30 to 8 p.m. <EDT) and 10:30 by the time peace was achieved
have one each and the National in years.
to II p!m. (EDT) time periods,
revamp will.. provide six,
A1 Brodax, heading the n$\v out- $50,000 to build an “Alaskan” set stations might remain aloof from with agreement to resume work at
ATV intends to spend $4,200,000 fit, is producing half the films in on the studio lot. Such monies buying. But what has happened in Shepperton, the FFU was with¬
wouldn’t
he
sunk
into
any
risky
drawing all such accusations un¬
on the conversion and have two tv • New York and Jack Kinrtey is promany markets is that the stations, reservedly and admitting to an
studios operating at National early | ducing the other half in Holly- pilot VentureJ
finding
only
a
comparative
few*
earlier lack of understanding of
& The track records of' certain
next year. It Will install, the. latest j.Wood. Each episode will be fiye and
film, producers: Webs, agencies holes to fill, want-what they con¬ the full circumstances.
equipment not only for: live pro¬ • a half minutes in length.
sider
a
blue-chip
syndicated
prop¬
and- advertisers know what a WB,
No blame, declares Burns, at¬
ductions but also for taping, and
Desilu, Four Star and a Revue, to erty and are willing to plunk down taches to the unions for any failure
telerecqrding. Vidpic - production
name some of the top film sup¬ coin either . to get the particular before to grasp the inherent prob¬
through its subsidiary. Independ¬
pliers, can do. In the final analy¬ show for their market or to keep lems of tv film making. These had
ent . Television Corporation, Ltd.,
sis, they buy the reputation of the competitive outlets from latching never been explained to them
will be unaffected excepting that,
production organization, even when on to desired properties.
fully. He reckons that-they hadn't
instead of using National, the out¬
The Crosley o&o deal dn Inde¬
a pilot is shown. When such out¬
(Continued on page 41)
fit will go into other existing film
pendent Television Corp.’s “Four
fits
conie
through
with
what
is
con¬
studios.
.
sidered a hot commercial property, Just Men” is an example of such
The National Studios project is
the sani pilot course is sometimes station buying; Station buying also
additional to building work plannedadopted to clinch a deal. 20th-Fox has been active on such shows as
for the site in Yauxhall, London,
garnered more than just savvyness Ziv’s “This Man Dawson,” CBS
which ATV is now acquiring for
when Martin Manuilus moved over Films’ “Trackdown<” MCA TV’s
around $1;500,000. Tv studios will
to head up its tv operation. It was “Shotgun Slade,” and Screen Gems
be incorporated here, top, but they
Screen. Actors Guild will conduct the Manuilus '“Playhouse 90” rep¬ “Manhunt.”
won’t eliminate the need for con¬ two major, economic surveys on the utation and the recognition of the
tinuing to use National
telefilm industry Within the next James Michener name that
Mexico City, Aug. 25.
few months to help shape and back¬ clinched the ABC-TV “Adventures
The projected “Bandido” series
stop its new contract demands. The in Paradise” deal for ABC-TV,
to
be
filmed
here by producer Ron
again,
without
a
pilot.
first survey will be an exhaustive
Gordon, and with William O’Dwyer
3. Despite the inter-network ri¬
study of telefilm production and
an
important
financial partner, has
valry
and
the
recurrent.
panics
in
distribution costs, rerun income
Victor Whitlock, ABC Films new
and. residuals on entertainment the biz, the general tenor of the story editor, has left New York run into official red tape.
The
Film
Bureau objected to
tv
industry
today
is
characterized
programs.
for a .seven-week swing through
(Continued on page 41)
; The second survey, on commer¬
the Far East in connection with certain scenes considered “un¬
dignified”
to
.
Mexico in presenta¬
cials, may be undertaken jointly
the company’s upcoming, series
tion of its citizens
as -heavies.
with the American Federation Of
“Counterthrust.”
. Chicago, Aug.. 25;
Producers
agreed
to make all cuts
Producer for the 39 episodes,
The June-July Nielsens find Television & Radio Artists, accord¬
proposed by the Bureau but at this
ing
to
John
L.
Dales,
SAG
exec
which
will
be
shot
entirely
in
the
WBBM-TV making hay after mid¬
Far East, is Lynn-Romerb Produc¬ writing official permit to start
night, a period of the day which is secretary. But it depends on wheth¬
tions of Manila. Whitlock will con¬ shooting has not been Issued as
still being gingerly explored and er the two unions can arrange
fer; with directors Ted Post and yet.
experimented with by other sta¬ joint or simultaneous negotiations
on commercials.
Jorge Ferretis, head of . the Film
Eddie Romero and visit locales in
tions in this market. .
SAG starts negotiating a new
the Philippines. Japan, Indo-China, Bureau, said “it is highly possible
Whether because these muggy program contract in October or
Hong Kong, Singapore and else¬ that authorization for filming will
summer nights create insomniacs, November, and a new blurb pact in
Chicago, Aug. 25.
where with an eye out for shoot¬ be conceded shortly.” Shooting
or not, the station’s “Late January or February.
A small Grand Rapids (Mich.) ing locations.
schedule calls for cameras to roll
Show” (second half of a nightly
agency,
Norman-Navan,
is break-,
Surveys, ate to be conducted by
The series, starring Tod An¬ Sept. 1, with producer Gordon fly¬
double feature) has boomed this outside research organizations with ing ground on a new video concept
ing in before this.
drews
and
Diane
Jergens,
will
summer with ratings as high as 7 5 selection of first due by the end of —regional spectaculars—in Cen¬
O’Dwyer, caught in the middle,
at the witching hour and as high this month. The progranr Survey tral. ancl West Michigan. For its deal with the U. S. counter-espion¬ diplomatically said that the Film
as 5.1 at signoff (around 1:30 a.m.). will chart income and costs on net¬ client, Spartan Food Stores, Nr-N age efforts against Communism.
Bureau was right in insisting on
Wee hour, pix have been averaging work as opposed to syndicated pro¬ has purchased a firstrun Shirley
elimination of sequences shewing
threes; and fours in - the ratings grams and will study rerun income Temple pic (either “Bright Eyes” Bagnalrs*‘Clutch Cargo’
Mexico. and Mexicans in an un¬
nightly.
■
' V;
favorable
Name of series
vs. distribution costs: It’llalso or “Stowaway”) from NTA for a
Sales at $500,000 Mark may also belight.
changed.
WBBM-TV Is perhaps the only figure the: percentage of actors’ concurrent break Oct. 26. in sevdn
sta tion in Chi showing no:. disen¬ salaries : in terms of overall pro¬ Michigan markets. . In each the
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
chantment with features, reflected duction costs and study the possi¬ show will go on as. a spec at
George Bagnall, distributing the
in the. fact that it’s still buying bility of higher , residual scales. 7 p.m.
Deliberately,
the
agency
picked
“Clutch
Cargo”
cliff-hangers, re¬
’em. With the big Paramount and Last, it will examine the type of
MGM.; packages already in the health and welfare fund the film; stations with overlapping area cov- ports gross sales reaching the
erage,
iso
that
all
yieiVers
tuned
in
I
larder^ the. Columbia station made industry can afford,
$500,000 mark on the show.
at ; that hour in the two Michigan ‘
three major film purchases last
Key markets signing for the 130 j Archway Cookie Co. has bought
regions; will have no selection on
; Ziv’s “Cisco Kid” reruns in from
week, getting 20 blockbuster titles
the dial.
Overlap markets are j episodes include WPIX, N. Y.; ‘ 40 to 50 markets, the sixth regional
from United Artists,. a package of
ITC Appointments
Traverse City and Cadillac, Grand WFIL, Philadelphia; WNHC, New • sponsor to. sign for the show,
80 from NTA and 30 strong reruns,
Philip Besser and Herb Lazarus Rapids and Kalamazoo, and Flint,
also from NTA. •
got the nod for new jobs within Jackson and Lansing. Stations to- Haven; WCN, Chicago; KTTV, j Placements for Archway will op. ..Try Kupcinet’s .’.‘At Random,” Independent Television Corp:
operated in the. experiment by Los Angeles; WWJ, Detroit; WIIC, | erate through the baking firm’s
another midnight starter but this
Besser will be production coor¬ clearing prime time!
Pittsburgh;
WEWS,. Cleveland; ! regional plants, with time slots
one a live entry on Saturdays; has dinator of ITC in the, east, which
Withal it’s to be a $12,000 WKBN, Youngstown; and KFRE, ’ and stations already selected for
. been clicking off phenomenal rat¬ means he’ll become program direc¬ splurge for the regional advertiser,
:the New England. New York State
ings to as late as 2:30 a.m. on Sun¬ tor (of air properties not made, in which is looking for the strongest Freson.
! and Indiana areas. Midwest and
Series employs a new process j Texas-Oklahoma regions will be
day mornings. Kup’s Conversation Hollywood) and continue also to possible impact for the launching
marathon scored a 16,5 in the Niel¬ supervise program services, . .
[next
for placement, with northof. its big annual food sale. If the called Synchro Vox for synchroniz¬
sens at its outset and at. 2:15 ayem
Lazarus was named sales coor¬ experiment works; Spartan may ing the voices in the cartoon char¬ i central, eastern and coast areas
was still carrying a 4;1.
following.
dinator.
acters.
repeat.

to
Fromfix to TV; Adds Four Stages

P&G’s Canada Buy

Run Away From

New ‘Popeye’ Cartoons

To Form Basis Of

Mex'Bandido’TV

Whitlock’s Far East
Swing on ABC Series

j

1

ARCHWAY REGIONAL
BUY ON ‘CISCO KID’

_ Wednesday, August 26, 1059

MORE THAN YOU COUNT ON! You

know WCBS-TV com-

mands New York’s biggest audiences.Year after year, audience “head-count¬
ing” studies prove it—and advertisers count on it!
Now, a new depth study of “breakthrough” significance shows that chan¬
nel 2 delivers also the best, most responsive audiences. Conducted by the
Institute for Motivational Research, in association with Market Planning
Corporation (an affiliate of McCann-Erickson), the study proves dramatically
that New Yorkers—with seven stations to choose from—have by far the

Wednesday, August 26, 1959

PQSIETf

ST

greatest trust and confidence'in channel 2. And, even more significant, that
this pattern of trust and^confidence (to quote the Institute for Motivational.
Research) “carries over'into a pattern of greater trust and confidence in
commercials and products associated with channel 2!”
Thus, this study is as important to you as rates and ratings. To obtain a
copy of the findings, call WCBS-TV or your nearest CBS Television Spot
Sales representative, You’ll see that channel 2 gives you more, far more,
than you count on! CBS Owned Channel 2, New York

WCBS®TV

P^RIETY
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mbs
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Ed Sullivan’s Yank Brand

t Ideas, probably to be produced by

BSIS2SS
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

_ ..
. r'i.fc
__ at first the web . cannot handle
Short story adaptations of Armstrong Circle Theatre plays will form
T
1
.
i
p s
.
.
many more than eight or 10 film the basis of a paperhack to. be published next month by Citadel Press,
ing a tv spectacular in Moscow;/ballcon-blowing, and • the Musco- progriams a season, thus dispelling Book will, be called “The Best of Armstrong Circle Theatre” with
sta\ed onstage for mast of the- vites readily caught on to the com- the immediate prospect of doing adaptations by Irving Sette.1 and his wife, Trudy, of three of the most
show, introducing the artists with ’ edy patter'that was an inevitable, away entirely with “outside inter- popular Armstrong Theatre programs.. Included will be .“The Dead
a few Rus>ian words he had ac- - part of the performance;. Although ference.”
•
Sea Scrolls” by Irve Tunick, “Thirty Days to Remember” by Roger
quired on the way. Only once did, that type of show is fairly com- . Just the same,' motive behind .-Kirson,. and “Junkey’s Alley” by Mel Goldberg.
he have to-call in the aid of an monplace in the West, it apparently creation of a. new Livingston proMajor media will be used to promote the book. Armstrong Cork
interpreter, and that was ta help was quite unique to the Russians gram development group in Holly- Co, will have several ads in the book specially prepared by BBD&O.
in expressing his appreciation. The who clamored to get the balloons w00d and the like, creation of a Settel points out that the book is something of a "first” in view of
cast, too. picked up a few words of after the performance:
fFrank
*Frarik Telford^Preston
TelfonLPreston Wood-Si]
Wood-Si the fact that they are short story adaptations rather than the;
the plays
plays.
the lingo, and each responded to
Marge & Gower Champion had i Lesser body in New York, is to es- themselves. Book will sell for $2 via bookstores and direct mail.
SetteTs
-Pictorial
History
of
Radio
and:
Early
TV”
will
be
published
the overwhelming applause with the distinction of closing the show, tablish liaison directly with the
“bolshoi spusibo’ ’thank yoii very and their faultless terping, with: a I talent proper: Web isn’t going to; In January by Citadel. He’s -also resuming his radio-tv teaching at
rouch-1.
’display of American routines, cut out agents or outside produc- Pace College in the fall.
Because of the linguistic; bar- ; among them the square daiice,softers entirely.but evidently the only.
. . ■
V _r. •
. ...
Bob Leder, head of W
WOR-Radio,
rlers, the talent lineup had to be • shoe, the blues and the Charleston, way the new program bodies, are
OR-Raclio, the New York'
York indie, along with
wum
restricted to vocal, musical or provided a fitting end to a. per- instructed to see someone is with ^osf^a^ Tom O^Neil, and aided by program manager Bob- Smith,,
sight acts. Comedy patter routines • fonnance which made a surpris- the . desired . talent present at the hosted a $10,000 meet the sponsors party at the St. Regis Roof .last
week. Idea
would have been impossible, and inglv deep contribution towards negotiations right from the begin- >veekIdea was
was for
for the
the IVOR
WOR advertisers
advertisers to
to meet
meet the
the station’s
station s talent
talent
galaxy, sans any theatrical or
or other middleman—just
within that self-imposed limitation, lb e.tter Soviet-American under- ning.
\
or ad agents, pirother
middleman-just the
the.
execs and
and WOR
WOR salesman
salesman and
arid their
their wives
wives .dining
arid dancing,
dancing, with,
with, the
the ..
the program was reasonably well standing. The enterprise, though
of Package To Star. .
execs
dining and
entire tu.ent
talent roster.
balanced. It was. nevertheless, greeted with some skepticism beNBC will offer up to 50% of a^ entire
roster. Latter
Latter were
were distributed
distributed judiciously
judiciously among
among their
their
more varied than a Russian iyaude fore it was launched, was a re- package, it s; understood.tothe top respective longtime sponsors and. occasionally, with^some. potential
show, which usually features an : sounding triumph for all concerned names! The aiithology. for instance advertiser. Each .act, was introduced by. its musical theme, plus ^lil
undue proportion of classical’—not least for the brains in theNBC wantsa Holivwoodname to sPiel By Leder. Lilo was the only paid entertainer with Milt Shaw
singers and dancers.
I
U.S. State Department which gave!:host them all and appear dramati-. suPPlymg. the dansapatmn as the regular terp maestro, Eaeh.of the
Hopalong Barry Sisters
, it-official basing,
. I eally’ in some of the hMf-houfs. The,1| men,^^ueH^package^periume'lor3
the^emihes ^
'ClaSP*.
f°r *he
uniquely packaged perfume for thefemihes.
:
Opening act on the bill was the: The tv .spectacular, which. Sulli- i anthologj*,.incidentally, will, as has
•
q ^ ^
s
p
.
Barry Sisters, who gave powerfully I van filmed at the sable time, is to { happened in the past, be used on[ * ' KNXT,
KNX-T the
th_ CBS-TV
rBS-TV o&o
nfrn in
in Hollywood,
Hnllvivood coDDCd
fifth consecutive
coiiseeutive
copped its
its fifth
with such numbers, as
beamed on Sept 27 between 7:30 ra^frequent.basis to air other pilot;
c j gold medal for television programming from the California State Fair
Sorry Now.
and ' Black .Eyes” and_9 p.m. Apart from backgrounds shows .NBC has in mind.
!nd Exposition
Exposition here
here last
last week.
week. Medal
Medal went
went to
to KNXT
KNXT for
for its
its hourlorig
hoUrlong
. and
then return™ tor a second: spot,! of Moscow-, and Leningrad, it will;!:- Tebet, in talent buying, is build-! documentary-editorial: against capital punishment, “Tlmu Shalt Not
after the
: >m->sion. dressed m also include several of .the acts.; jng a new; personnel structure. He’s : Kill ’’
Western costume for “Don’t Fence featured in the show, as vyelF as- teamed with Lou, Ames, -who will j
Surprisingly, the third-place bronze: medal went to KRON-TV, San
Mein and I m an Old Cow Hand six Russian artists, among _them continue on the side .with the NBC ! Francisco, for its documentary on the same subject, “Who Shalt Not
from
the famed
famed Moscow'
M
from the
the Rio
Rio Grande.”
Grande.
i:|
.. the
State Circus Opera Co. Rick Kelly becomes ; Kill?” Second-place award went to the educational station in San
Conrad Buckner (formerly : Clown, Popov..
Popov,
Myro.
manager of NBC, casting under Francisco; KQED-TV, while honorable mention was awarded KTLA,
known as “Little Buck”) wowed:
..
wowed —
■— Tebet: And . with* Rally will be Los Angeles, for Its Laurel. Canyon fire coverage,
the Russian customers with his inin-;;
Edith.. Hamlin. Kelly and Miss
---tricate hoofing; Erich Brenn had ]j
<U«dA.9i.NRC’
I Hamlin beginning early . October
First tv auction of used machine tools will be held Sept. 23 in Bosthe audience on the edge of the I
IHtl™
will run twice-weekly auditions in ' ton and Chicago with videotape arid closed circuit, provided by Giantseats as he kept seven plates; spin- |
• . Contimle
studio 6-H in New York. After a ! view' tV net, used in the sale of $3,500,000,000 worth of aircraft forging
Continued from pase ZT ;
ning simultaneously while doing a ; ’
series of refinements, the remain-J equipment from a General Electric plant in Lynn,- Mass. Bidders in
few odd juggling tricks; Metopera back into the house on the theory' ing new faces wilt>go before. Tebet Boston and Chicago will be linked by two-way. pickup. Sponsor is
dramatic tenor. Charles Davis, im- that fewer compromises with qual- arid 'Ames, then the program board Industrial Plants Corp. of N.Y. Use1 of videotape, instead of live,
pressed favorably with his opera- ity are made that way. It’s part of the network. General idea will shaves spine 20% off Industrial’s budget,
tic solos, notably with a Puccini of the corporate super-ego, laid; be tq sign the newcomers to year■. ■■■' ",
item; while master accordionist down by the parent RCA—a case long pacts With options and tour
In a rare gesture by a producing company to fatten Chicago’s talent
Dick Contino roused the Musca- of “we don’t have to make money them for various NBC program pool, Fred Niles Productions. Inc. is staging a showcase for semi-provites Hy the sheer energy of his as much as we do friends.”
. sponsors, so that they can get their Sessional talent in mid-September, to which he’s inviting some 1,500,
playing, with such assorted, numAnd realistically, NBC didn't feet wet, and also put them, on the Windy City talent buyers from agencies, industry, photo studios arid
hers as “Lady of Spain,” “Arri-, fare too .well last season with a NBC-made variety show;s, like Steve tv statioM. Chi-based producer of films, commercials and industrials
viderci Roma” and “Roll Out the preponderance of outside shows. Allen’s, or into any one of the up- is beginning the preliminary auditions this week.
. * .
.
Barrel.” He, too, did a second spot i So the attitude now is simply why .coming NBC-inade dramas. Hal
—^-- .
after the interval.
not try it NBC’s way and see what Kemp wiil oversee a group in HoiThe Chi NBC o&o’s, WNBQ ITV) arid WMAQ, are collaborating
Billed as “the electro-iliusion- l happens; it cannot be much worse lywood which also works on new with Pepsi-Cora on a new Michigari Ave. electrical display sign which
ist,” Marvvn Roy’s w.k. but fas- I and it’s likely to be better.
talent. Besides all this* NBC-TV will be one of Chicago’s biggest, nearly a quarter acre in size. Stations
cinating ro'utine was a boffo nov-1 Lastly where motivations are will intensify the plan it began arO sharing a portion of the sign and will provide a running news
final bit in i concerned program boss Levy
LeVv is over a month ago to bring reason- strip by direct, wire from the Chi NBC newsroom. Sign is expected to
elty, particularly the finalwhich he extracted dozens of [ hot for the whole Idea of “crea- ably well-known foreign perform- be in operation about Oct. 1.
lighted electric bulbs from his tivitv”
ers to the U.S. for appearances on
=
mouth
in ranid
. ,heinnin.
. . .■aimost
.
^
s own
awn programs.
Broadcast
rules of
of Fedcr;
Federal Communications Commission will "b*
mouth in
rapid succession
succession.;
i vRr te
nnoe . ^Bc'5
Proffams.
ft.™f^cast rules
Sov vlSl:
^UhBprfdu\lr1or,fg-aT^OSBIue0auCde
Tebet already signed the: first of -vaiJaMe Sept W from Government Printi^ Office B^es «e heinj
There were two femme oj.eratic^! Gr“v 5 a seres-or 60 and Wmta- ‘he new faces, vocaliit-actress Mar- w "ted under Volume JII of FCCs newdoosrfeaf .rule
singers in the bill. Margaretffynes{Sj'felepix^orwfi! I?s Sg
M
Hollywood.
and Rise Stevens. The Russians a star for an NBC-made anthology she.u be spottejJ on various net- J'? of "*lumePirsd 50 ^
iSailing^ ' B
d ‘ Servlcesgo for^^senous music in a big way,!series on celluloid, or, what Lew w<»* vanety shows^^and^^ may even Lost ot volume is sa.su tor domestic ipaiung.
and that made their tasks all the j chooses to call, “general drama/’ go into “Bonanza” or the like; Later
■
■ ■■■ ■„■!. ■■ ■
■. ■, . ■
...
■-...'L 1 ...i., ■■■-■■
. J
easier. Miss Stevens shrewdly Web has hired writer Dick Berg to on’ sfce’Il probably be part of the
Tiff
Jill t
■
A
added a Pusski version of “Get- prepare a filmed private- eye skein touring showcase, which will apI If C I|||H l|niPri(!#in Nlllljll*PQ
ting to Know You” and that was and Walter Mirisch to produce a Pear before the dealers, distribu^ nil fllllVI lyim
vw .
an immediate click. Miss Tynes, new half-hour western. Neither of ^ and manufacturing staffs of
■
■
■ '
; Continued from page
23. i
for her part, scored with her in-, the programs has been titled, but network sponsors.
. ;
_
p
p 8
.
. .
.
terpretation of George Gershwin’s there are specific formats for eachIt*s been 18 months since NBC 000,000-au<Hence flop and a 30,000-1 time tuneoute by daring to slot
“Summertime.”
f
mapped out by NBC. Arid, in a tried its.hand in any real sense at 000 audienc* hit
' public affairs programming at peak
Haraionicist Eddy Manson evi- variation on the 100<:'o-made theme, finding new performers. The talent
Tho sponsors,
sponaors, the
th* networks
networks and
and ji 10
10 o’clock
o'clock time
timt most,
must, too,.
too, Invite
invite
The
denced enterprising showmanship NBC has. made a deal with Ziv to department was more or less sub- ..
_f ^__ ,,
.7
the stars,
why
by learning one of the top local do a show called “Klondike. Fever,” merged when the web went out- the
stars, know
kmiw it
it and
and that’s
that s v.
hy an
an ;; hosannas.
hosannas. But
But that
that it
it will
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Argentine TV
Continued from page 29 ^

directional antennae ,will be Solved
by all four antennae (the 4th that
of existent. Channel 7) going atop
the ALAS tower building on Avda.
Leandro Alem, where studios for
Argentina’s first channel 7 are
now . being installed. Apparently
tenders will be called for private
enterprise to take over that chanr
nel .too. The studios should be
completed by yearend.
I
All the new licensees will have
to get payment terms from equip¬
ment suppliers, but have to pro¬
ceed cautiously in this respect, as
they can allow no suspicion of for¬
eign capital being mixed Up, with I
them.
The Telecommunications
Ministry exercised care that no li-1
censees had tieups with publishing
concerns, political parties, or local
publishing, outfits, to avoid sus¬
picion of any press monopoly..
Shares may not be disposed of
abroad, precautions being taken to
ensure that none of the Peron ty¬
coons was able to regain a hold
In local radio or tv through pur¬
chase of stock in the new commer¬
cial tv corporations.
Kurt Lowe’s Setup
The licensees are believed to
be planning calling a joint press
conference, and to be preparing
submission of a petition to the
Government, asking for. exemption
: of import dues and surcharges on
importation of the transmitters
and equipment. CA-DE-TE (Chan-r
nel 9) is headed by. Kurt Lowe,
founder and guiding . light of
Argentina ..and Chile’s most suc¬
cessful advertising film-short pro¬
duction and distribution setup. He
has a fine organization, and a full
roster of sponsors already hoping
to get time on the outlet. Lowe
has already agreed to purchase an
RCA transmitter, and will soon be
in the U. S. to conclude details, He
has also leased the old "Les Ambassadeurs” nitery building, in
the Palermo residential district,
for use as a studio center. This
spot was known as “I’Armen.onville” 50 years ago, and saw .the
birth of the tango, many wild, par¬
ties and knifings. It is suitable
for a tv center, save in its prox¬
imity to Americans’ favorite B.
Aires nursing home “The Little
Company of Mary.”
DICON S.A. This is the brain¬
child of Father Hector Grandinettl,
. who also hopes*to get his Channel
operating by April or May, and
has recently returned from a U. S.
equipment-buying trip.' He has
also promised to disclose names of
international talent booked to In¬
augurate his channel (rumor bias
busied itself for some time with
Bing Crosby’s name in this con¬
nection!. DICON has plans for 19
educational programs weekly, plus
news items of “purely Objective
nature" as well as light entertain¬
ment sponsored by advertisers.
RIO DE LA PLATA TV: Chan¬
nel 13 was awarded to this com¬
pany, organized by Ricardo Pueyr¬
redon, who heads Argentina’s ma¬
jor all-Argentine advertising agen¬
cy, which has an.imposing rosterof
American, Argentine and British
sponsors. Live-wire Pueyrredon Is
a soil Of the late Honorio Pueyrredon, onetime leader of the Radical
Party, . statesman and Argentine
Ambassador in Washington (in the
late ’20s).
Rio de la Plata was incorporated
in 1958, . under the Aramburu Gov¬
ernment, with a capital of 50 mil¬
lion pesos, when the exchange rate
was 30 to the dollar. When the
license was filially ratified last
July, the rate was 85 to the dollar,
and as a transmitter costs around
$700,000 the outfit will now need
a - capital of 220 million pesos, in¬
stead of the original 50 million.

J

The first capital was put up by an
imposing group of representative j
Argentines, of air political creeds,
a.variety of professions or financial
interests. Pueyrredon states it.
will be easy to raise additional fi¬
nancing,, as he is besieged by
would-be investors. TV enthusiasts
keep telephoning his wife, begging
to be . allowed to invest: their coin
ini the«»medium- '
Rio de La Plata has two men.
currently in the U.S. and Europe
who will have to decide . on the pur¬
chase of equipment: The jlicense
Was signed jointly .by Ricardo Puey¬
rredon, Alfredo Chopitba, Manuel
Busquets Serra, Alberto Zubiaure
and Brazilian born Jorge Gonealvez, the future Program Director.
Rio de La Plata has, plans for a
video tape network with the prov¬
inces, and is already snapping up
likely personnel and talent. Spon¬
sors have already put in bids for
Rio de La Plata TV time. As soon
as the new channels are in oper-.
ation, the country’s 400,000 to 500,-

■ /•
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000 sets are expected to increase to
that many million.
Channel 7, which continues oper¬
ating sis a State enterprise, is also
to be sold by public tender, and
bidding will be keenly contested,
as the channel has been operating
since 1951, and despite State , in¬
' Toronto, Aug. 25.
eptitude, it has proved a gold-mine.
In the. worst traffic jam. in the
Even with1 competing channels
modern
history
of this city, some
there' Is enough business to go
around for everyone. Channel .7 , 10,000 people were enraged and
threatened
to
attack
the personnel
will have the big advantage of stu-j
dio facilities; once those costing j of CHUM, Toronto, and upset the
mobile
trucks
of
the,radio
station.
40 million pesos,, are completed in :
the ALAS building.
j When CHUM offered a high noon
The coaxial cables which the • prize of $250 for the correct iden¬
Telecommunications Ministry has I tity^—by a passerby—of “a man
been installing to link up B.r Aires ; wearing Bermuda shorts.” Motor¬
tv outlets with Rosario, Santa Fe, j ists and pedestrians were held up
Canada de Gomez, Mar Del, Plata j for some 30 minutes for 30i blocks
and Chivilcoy, are expected to be; as . the. crowd grew militant and
in operation by .the time Channel j: abusive at the. radio station’^ stunt.
7 is transferred to the new ALAS ; In the melee, one policeman had
to he taken to hospital and two
studios.
were injured as subway, streetcars
and bus passengers were delayed
Austin—O. P. Bobbitt, general
sales manager of KTBC and a half-hour at one of the city’s
KTBC-TV here, lias been appointed downtown intersections, with the
a veepee of LBJ Co. in charge of police chief of metro’s traffic
sales. In his new capacity, Bobbitt division immediately cancelling
will head sales at KRGV-AM and CHUM’s action and apologizing,
KRGV-TV, the LBJ affiliate at over the police’s p.a. system, for
Weslaco; Tex., as well as at KTBC. the delay after police tow-trucks

S9

Stunt Starts Melee, Enrages 10J

You spend a lot of money on television because you hope a lot of
people will see your show (and pay attention to your commercial).
But sometimes they don't—and won’t...
Unless you impress them with the importance of watching YOU,
TV Guidf can be very heJpful here. It reaches television households
equivalent to a 17 rating.
This audience turns to TV Guide to plan its TV week, reads
TV Guide every day of the week.
We suggest you keep after these 26 million readers frequently with
a forceful reminder of whp you are and what you sponsor.
7,250,000 circulation guarantee effective October 31, 1959

and an' ambulance were rushed to
the beleaguered point. He an¬
nounced that possibilty of charges
against the station would await
complete reports to police.

Chicago in Tribute To
Trib’s Larry Wolters
Chicago, Aug. 25.
Larry Wolters will get the local
Industry spotlight next month on
the occasion of his 30th anni as
radio:tv editor of the Chicago
Tribune. WGN Inc., owned by the
Trib, will party the newspaper
veteran next Tuesday *1); and a
gathering of station p.r. men and
fellow set-watchers of competing
papers will honor him on Sept. 12.
Wolters himself is marking ths
occasion with a retrospective on
three decades of broadcasting,
which will run In three Install¬
ments In the Sunday Tribune.

P^SSIETY
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Book Jackets Eye TV
SSSS Continued from page 23 ^■

patently corroborated Cerf’s ex* f jolted . when' everyone and his
plorations in the same field and ; cousin called him up to say they
: could, read the title of his book on
before long, with an assist from the screen practically 20-20 Kaniii
Random House s art department, a i also regards Henry Morgan and
book jacket was prepared for ; Barry. Gray as two crackerjack
“Blow Up the Storm” that scored ' boosters of contemporary litera¬
instantly on tv screens. It was the ture.'■
type of a jacket that didn’t re¬
quire a magnifying glass to read ; “This" is an era w;hen books' can
the title
Kanin said this week be sold via the air,” Kanin ob¬
that in his opinion the dust wrap¬ served, noting also that many top
per of his new novel cant even be show biz figures, who command
read in a medium shot—something astronomical sums when they dp a
that was well nigh impossible with professional turn on the air, are
other recefft book stall tomes. 1 eager to euffo when it comes to
Cerf. aimost as pleased jas Anaxi¬ : plugging their , own literary enmander. the Greek philosopher, ’ deavors. ‘ Take a look for exam¬
who came up with the;.sun dial ple at Fred Astaire,” Kanin said;
and geographical. mejp, jsays he’s : “He Went on the Paar show in congoing to use the new. book jacket : nection with his book and spoke
designing technique with pother up¬ . for am hour—and for nothing,
coming Random House, titles that mind you! And you know: what
lend themselves to tv promotion. he can get for a professional ap¬
pearance/'
Commercial Commodities
“We as authors have been ac¬ 1 Another Random House book
customed not to think of ia book as that has apparently zoomed up¬
as a product.” Kanin said. “But ward due, in a large measure, to tv
publishers, however, consider their • plugs is Robert Crichton’s “The
"books as products and wAnt to get 1 Great Impostor.’’ Appearances of
the most impact with them. Video Crichton on the Mike Wallace,
is.one effective way of doing it.” ' Henry Morgan, Dave Garroway.
and Jack Paar shows : reportedly
Kanin has been on video exten¬ helped the sales of the book. .
sively to plug his nev novel. All
Crichton and Ferdinand Demara. •
told, he’s been oh some 25 pro¬ the “hero” of the book, made two
grams.
He was on the Jack Paar appearances on the Paar show.
show twice; guest panelist on ! Paar not satisfied with what he
“What’s My Line?” Hei also did | had already done, threw anrith.er
interviews with Arlene Francis
| bouquet of flowers in the direction
and has an upcoming taped pow¬ ! of “The Great Impostor” on a subwow with Maryna Mannes. He re¬ | sequent broadcast.
cently did an early morning'stint
on “Today” not believing many
would catch the program but was.

LUXURIOUS
Com*

Ridgefield,

{

CBS Telepic Pie?
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Continued from page 25
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it’s ■worth: Certainly aware of the
money-saying aspects of outside
production, via the. insight into
with fireplace, solarium, papolod don,
CBS operations that his adminis¬
trative duties give him, Aubrey is
fully equipped bar, 40 ft.:-' flagstone
also a man whose general experi¬
terrace, walk-in cedar closet, linen,
ence seems to support the outside
luggoge, wine rooms; 7-zono circulat¬
production theory. He received his
ing hot water heat, 3,000 gal- ail tank,
network training at ABC-TV,
auxiliary
generator,
guesf cottage.
where virtually everything comes
Ample servant's quarters, bqrn, green¬
from indie producers. Such prac¬
house,
garage,
sweeping
view.
tice/ has kept. ABC-TV a trimly
Planned landscaping, protected acre¬
budgeted operation and yet a highage. Owner anxious to wilt No rodlv
competitive operation.
sonable offer refused..
By way of disclaiming that CBSSrochuroon Request
l TV would go “allout outside/’.the
GEORGE GRUN1G/JR.
‘ web took especial note of the new
| Lester Gottlieb appointment (see
ASSOCIATES
1 separate story) as director of. pro¬
91 Mala Sr., RidgefWd, Com.
gram development and planning.
To!.; IDIewood t-5111
One source at CBS approximat¬
ed the amount of inside production,
as a little less than half of the
ATTENTION
entire sked. This, inside production
MUSIC PUBLISHERS . TV - RADIO
represents about $50,000,000 a
AND THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
l year in costs; and involves about
FOR LEASE
20 half-hours a w’eek.
Codseum and Lincoln Square Area .
ISO

ft.

rambling

consisting
powder

of

5

room,

single

Uval home

bedrooms,. 6

baths,

immense' living

room

11.-009 sq. ft. (approx.) On One Floor
92,00 per so. ft. Immediate Possession
Partly Air-Conditioned

WILLIAMS ft CO., INC.
MU 2-2100 ;
Philip Gartaor
IS W. 44 Sr.. New York City

(SSSS Continued from page 31

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W«U ♦»,« Jf.. N.T.C,-T«(.«. 7-5*00

COUNTRY ESTATE
STAMFORD, CONN.
To

loot*

from

Sopt.

1st, j one

3 acres, fruit and floWorsi;

j Foreign TV Followup

yoar.

Furnished

f room home, freshly decorated, modj ern. $350 monthly. Fhone [DA 3-7353.

Television, Scottish TV, Southern
TV and Tyne Tees TV pitched in
with Associated-Rediffusion to do
the job, with the generality of the
webs staging a song or a dance to
pre-recorded, sound in some visuf* ally colorful local spot.
ATV
opened up with Dennis Lotis and
Others singing and dancing in Tra¬
falgar Square—a technically fine
achievement, with no hint of inter¬
ruption by crowds, TTT went to a
quayside in North Shields for song
' and dance with a fishing theme.
: Anglia TV staged s. and d. with a
I harvest theme in a Norfolk farm¬
yard. A-R, siting cameras on a
Welsh hill, got as.near to Wales as:
. having colored warbler Lucille
■' Mapp rendering “Happiness is Just
A Thing Called Joe,” A-R also
w'.ent to Twickenham to overcrowd

5

the screen With 200 instruments of
the Royal Military School of Music
playing some of the “1812 Over¬
ture,” . -fireworks and all. There
was that Gorbals contribution from
Scottish TV; and A-R did a closing
sequence set in London’s Battersea
Pleasure Gardens that at least had
life, color and movement,
Tw6 contributions were above
the general level, in terms of crea¬
tive thinking. Paralleling unwit¬
tingly or not, the opening of the
20th-Fox picture -“Twelve O’Clock
High,” ATV did a nostalgic little
item from an airfield at Chedburgh, Suffolk, superimposing war¬
time memories.- And Southern TV
capped the lot by setting sound¬
track , prietry to visuals of Stone¬
henge, relying on nothing more
startling than lighting changes, dis¬
solves and slow pans to secure
an eerie, evocative effect.
: The. two dozen or so artists in¬
volved in the entire show worked
energetically, and some hard work
clearly Went into devising the rou¬
tines: Commercial tv has certainly
confirmed that it has a lot of
talent on which it can call and
that its technical know-how is tops.
But what else it's proved, query
query..
Erfli.
Saturday Spectacular
The presence, of Jayne Mansfield
and husband Mickey Hargitay on
The Startiight Hour . Spectacular
(15) probably ensured a big view¬
ing figure. But unfortunately it
didn’t add up t . iiich In the way
of entertainme.
After a trite
and rather coy interview with the
emcees, Mike and Bernie Winters,
Mr. & Mrs. Hargitay gave with an
excerpt from the act which they
did at the ,Tropicana,_ Las Vegas.
Miss Mansfield describes it as a
combination of acrobatics and
adagio dancing, and it didn’t meas¬
ure up as anything to get very
excited about.
When a show ’s star act fizzles the
entertainment is out on a limb and
it seemed that the director relied
rather tod confidently on Miss
Mansfield .and her strong-man part¬
ner, and the rest of the bill failed
to make much impact. Usually
very funny, -the Winters duo
seemed unduly subdued as emcees.
Cliff Richard and and The Diggers
were their usual energetic selves
with three numbers, “It’s Sum¬
mer,” “Living Drill” arid “Down
The Line.”
Show bowed in with magician
Tony Marks, followed by a striking
colored singer, Mauri Leighton,,
whose two songs, “Anything Goes”
and “Just In Time/! have taken
rather a heating on tv of late.
Second stanza of “Starlight Hour”
began briskly with dancers and:
then introduced a. pleasant Ruma¬
nian violinist. Flririta Remetter,
playing “Bagpipe and Fiddle,” her
own composition. The hour could
have done with rather more of
Miss Remetier, but it was time for
Miss Mansfield. to take - over. Dicky
Leeman’s production wras smooth
and the Jack Parnell Orch, directed
by Alec Firman, helped consider¬
ably. *
Rtch.

WB-TV
pf Contiiiued from page 23

and “Maverick,” with the new
shows including “The Alaskans,”
“Bourbon Street Beat,”: and “Ha¬
waiian Eye.” It’s . an enviable five
season commercial record.
There is complete cooperation
now between the tv subsid and the
parent company, with some very
mutually beneficial results. For in¬
stance in the field of casting, if
Orr & Co. find what they consider
a likely tv star prospect, he or site
is put under contract. Usually ]a
seven-year deal, With the subs|d
or parent company free to draw
upon the newly signed talent. The
tv subsid doesn’t cast star names.

EMMY WINNER...“Best Dramatic Half-Hour Series!"

AWARD THEATRE
AVAILABLE NOW FOR LOCAL AMD REGIONAL SPONSORSHIPI

SCREENIidEMS, INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORF.
711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22
NEW YORK
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Orr prides himself in making stars.
James Garner' was with WB for. •
year before be was cast in “Mav¬
erick.” Others signed in a similar,
fashion were' Ephram Zimbalist,
Roger Smith add Edd. Barnes of
“Sunset Strip.” The .pool of talent
on tap gives the WB. tv subsid a
flexibility in casting possessed by
a comparative few other compa¬
nies.- ;
'
The foreign market potential,
according to Orr, rules out vidtape
production at Ibis period. Tele¬
films can be played throughout
the world without worry of vid¬
tape conversion problems neces¬
sitated by differing line standards."
Currently being dubbed for, the
Latino market are . “Maiverick,”
“Bronco” and “Sugarfoot."
In
charge of World-wide sales. is Rod
Erickson, who wrnrks with the WB
foreign sales offices In selling off
tv rights to "WB properties over¬
seas.
.
Dimensions of the WB tv opera-,
tion is evidently more than a oneman operation. The exec team .un¬
der v.p. and exec producer Orr in¬
cludes : Hugh Benson. , exec assist¬
ant, Cedric Fi-ancisv Richard Bliiei.
James PhilM. filling a variety of
top level asshrfajlt posts, as well
as a host of - producers : and pro¬
duction and story execs. All told
the.tv production arm has close to |
300 permanent personnel under its
fold, according to Orr, and 700
craft workingmen, to draw from at
the studio as the need arises. .
In khort. itA; no small .operation
and if properties click in the. rat¬
ing meter as %ey have in the past,
it’ll go nowhere but upward. -

Chicago, Aug. 25.
E. Jonny Graff, veepe of Nation¬
al Telefilm Associates Who /has
been basing in Chi as national
sales manager, of the company’s re-:
run division, is being transferred
to New York Sept. 1 in a realign¬
ment of. the yidfilmery’s sales or¬
ganization. Graff becomes head of
syndication sales, Mickey Sillerman takes over the regional sales
reins of firstrun product ■ and /
Hariy 'Goldman moves to the
Coast to go with the parent com¬
pany, National Theatres.
Chi office, for the nonco, will
operate without a nominal head,
Marvin Lowe taking over Graff’s
Chair to work the Chi. area arid
Allen. Ash continuing to servic#
the nearby, towns.

UNITED AIRLINES CHI
LONGHAIR SPONSOR

Chicago. Aug. 25.
WGN-TV has .nailed, a second
bliiechipper.United Airlines, for
its upcoming Sunday specials,
“Great Music From Chicago:” in¬
die already has RGA in tow for a
third of the 26 tint installments,
leaving a final third remaining to
be sold. Sponsors Will each under*- write a Whole hourlong : program
alternating on a;. skip-fortnight
basis. There’s, possibffity that the
two jazz programs In the series
Will be sponsored multiply. .
“Great Music,” with, the Chi
Syihphony Orch and top guest coriductors and soloists, will probably
be the highest budgeted localer
ConClni^id from page 25 =
i here next fall.
used translate to the screen an
end product Inferior to the; script
they’ve, worked from.. They have
little understanding of their
roles as stager$ and as developers
of characterization, he says, and
the unfortunate part of the situa¬
tion is that With all the preparation
some of them take, .they’ll never
have that basic grasp/
A half-hour television show,
after all, is only art. incident built
up
with
characterization,
he
points out. Arid if a director plays
the characterization wrong,/ the
characterization is unbelievable
and the total effect of the teleplay
destroyed. He recalls one instance
where a certain heavy was induced
to do the right thing, and the
script made the gradual; change in
his character entirely believeable.
But the director played the open¬
ing minutes of the show so broad¬
ly, making him so villainous a
heavy, that the resulting transition
was hard to swallow*.
“We had to try to salvage It in
the cutting room,” Schermer re¬
calls, “and wre practically butch¬
ered the opening to tone him dowTn.
Arid the part was played by a
highly skilled actor, at that/’ .
Whajt to do about the situation?
Nothing that can be done, accord¬
ing to Schermer. except to try to
develop new people who show the
necessary sensitivity for directing,
JACK HAWKINS
and to fight the never-ending bat¬
tle of. avaihibilities of the. fewer
number of talented directors. And
to salvage tile poor footage in the
cutting room;

Badifiireclors

FOUR
JUST

THE

Top Radio Spenders
£ Continued from page 27 ===S

in 3^0 sampling /areas. Launched
last October, study was scheduled
for release in May
So()n after Labor Day; RAB plans
a special study with cooperation
of jligbee’s department store,
Cleveland.
Bureau will spend
abouf $60,000 J?n a series of radio
tests,-; comparing radio pull for
store’ items with newspapers. A
similar project j started a couple of
years ago with ia Supermarket, has
never been hekrd from.
RAB activity! is part of a sum¬
mer 'of souped up promotion ac¬
tivity for the sound medium. Rob¬
ert; M. Light, prez of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn, of
50 stations, was In New York last
W’eek with a j special pitch for
agencymen. Rep firm Ayery-Knodel has just distributed a presenta¬
tion on the Int j*rmouritain Network
country's largest regional radi^
Web, based oij the biggest Pulse
survey ever [made—45 markets,
seven states.

RICHARD CONTE

CHiCK YOUR MARKET
TODAY/
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Ave. * K.Y. 22-PLaza 8-2100,
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/KookieV Philly Gum-Up
Leaves Kids Out in Rain; ;
Cep Sponsor Conflict Plea
. Philadelphia, Aug. 25.
Edd Byrnes failed to show up. on
Dick Clark’s “Bandstand” (19) and
gummed up the day for the teen¬
agers who stood in line in the rain,
outside tne WFIL-TV studios from
5:30 a.m.
Reasons for the cancelling out
were, blurred! Warner Bros., Who
had “Kookie” here to plug, his pic.
.“Yellowstone Kelly,”, currently at
the Stanton Theatre, said the sta¬
tion had been notified several days
earlier. A WFIL-TV- spokesman de¬
clared sponsor interests were
tangled.
. Clark fnow in Hollywood) hosts
a ; Saturday night session . bank¬
rolled by a chewing gum manufac¬
turer. Byrnes stars in “Sunset
Strip,’’ sponsored by a rival, gum
maker. Vocalist Connie Stevens’ ap¬
pearance on "Bandstand” (29) is
also messed up, because of her
teaming with “Kookie” on the hit
platter, “Kookie, Lend Me Your
Comb.”
Byrnes also bowed Out of a
slated appearance on the “Frank
Ford Show’’ (WREN), bus,substi¬
tuted a beep phone interview: The
star pleaded a too tight schedule.
A filmed interview, made at the
Sheraton Hotel, where he ihet
press arid broadcasters; at a buffet
dinner, was telecast on "the “Hy Lit
Show” WCAU-TV rock .’n roll, ses-

RABIO-TEI.EVISIOX

Pfikt&fr

have been put to because of the
newness of the industry here, they
have developed a laziness. They
thought, they didn’t; have time to
form . another association. I’m
sounding the tocsin to try to cor¬
rect that.”
.Bums says he .wouldn’t, as an
American, 'want to be the focal fig¬
ure in the; proposed setup. Nor
does he suggest conditions such as
barring producers who are also, in¬
volved in feature pix from belong¬
ing to two associations, or. ruling
out . cooperation . with existing
groups. He’s aware, too, that an
outfit such as he envisages is al¬
ready, listed in the record books—
Television Film Producers Assn —^
but he doesn’t consider this to be
effective enough'. . It could do the
job, he agrees, given the active
interest he’s seeking to arouse.

WB’» ‘77 Sunset Strip” on ABCTV, requested a similar type show
from WB. Studio came thrbugh
with. ABC-TV’s "Hawaiian Eye/'
which Bates bought for Its clients
sans pilot.
This is not to say that pilot pro¬
duction won’t be around for the
next selling season. Most certainly
it will be and even the most suc¬
cessful production outfits will be
turning out those sample episodes
for display in the market place;
But there’s a strong likelihood
that the more successful telefilm
production outfit will be able to do
more pilot-less' selling-r-thus reduc¬
ing the yearly drain of some $7,which is sunk into pilots
that don’t selL

000,000

Mex Network
Centinaed from page 29

Look Ma, No Pilot
Continued from page 35

by comparative confidence in the
commercial performance of the me¬
dium.
That confidence wasn’t
nearly as strong .last year, when
the recession talk made so many
advertisers and agencies shaky and
resulted in late buying. But with;
the return of confidence, there are1
more advertisers, agencies and net¬
works willing to stick their necks
out and buy pilot-less. properties.
For example, Ted? Bates , agency;
whose clients are riding high with

i

Idea and will grant permits for
this purpose now and in the future,
only limitation being the number
of channels available within na¬
tional territory, and in accordance
with international agreements that
Mexico has signed.
. Another. reason for network of¬
ficial okay is fact that Communica¬
tions feels quality of programs in
hinterlands will ’je greatly im¬
proved. And facilities will play a
major role in the slowly building
up use : of. television as an: educa¬
tional medium, through dissemina¬
tion of cultural progr ams as well
as outright instruction.

7-7:30 P.M. Rivalry Stepped Up
Fall program structure at WRCAT V, N.Y. , will he considerably re*
vamped. Max Buck, station man¬
ager, said this week.. “Hi Mom” 9
to 10 a.m. segment, formerly filled
by Shari Lewis and subsequently
by Jimmy Weldon, gets a new
permanent attraction starting Monday> Aug. 31; '
: It is Paul and Mar5' Ritts, adultbeamed puppeteers, former CBSTV personalities and more recently
five - day - a - week attractions on
WCAlf-TV, Philly, Ritts are in the
mold of the Bairds and try to
angle their, puppets for adult ap¬
peal. Recent breakdown of their
audience in Philly showed that
% were In adult category.
NBC-TV’s . Gotham flagship is
also revising its weekend weather
roundups. Rosemary Haley is be¬
ing added to the two five-minute
weather shows on Saturdays. Dr.
Frank Fields is the professional ex¬
pert on the program. Buitoni Mac¬
aroni Products will sponsor the
p.m. weather program start¬
ing this week and assume sponsor¬
ship on Saturday Oct. 3 of the 6:25
p.m. weather show. Both programs
will feature Dr. Fields and Miss
Haley. .
In an effort to beat out the rival
webs during the 7 to 7:30 p.m.

88

11:10

weekday strip, station feels it can
stay on top 'with a proposed lineup
shaping up as follows: Mondays,
starting Nov. 9. “Shotgun Slade”
sponsored by P. Ballantine & Sons;
Tuesdays. “Sgt. Bilko” reruns,
starting Oct. 6. sponsored by Ron
zoni-Macaroni Products and N. Y.
Telephone Co. Yellow Pages;
Wednesdays, “Death Valley Days”
sponsored by Pacific Coast Borax
Co. for the fourth year; Thursdays,
“Lockup,” for. which negotiations
are currently under way with sev-.
eral clients for mid-October start¬
ing date.
Fridays, the station is evaluating.,
several potential shows and spon¬
sors, among them “U.5. Marshal”
for Budweiser; “Grand Jury” with
sponsor interest among several
companies and “Four Just Men,”
reportedly on the verge of a sale
to an oil company. Buck contends
that with four strong first-run prop¬
erties and probably the strongest
rerun property (Bilko) of the sea¬
son, the 7 pjh. slot on the station
shapes up as the best in years.
Station’s weekend 11 p.m. news
sponsorship is also being finalized.
“11th Hour News” (Sunday edi¬
tion) will most likely be taken
over by Shell Oil instead of Sararin Coffee

Liz No'Fizz
Continued front page 29

^

by fog, the first when CBC was
set up to cover the Queen’s arrival
at Torbay airport in Newfoundland.
This was to inaugurate the new
Newfoundland link in the corpora¬
tion’s national t.v web and complete
network coverage of (Canada, coast
to coast: Up to an hour
so before
arrival time, Torbay Was covered
with fog and the Royal plane was
rerouted to Argentia, too far to
move equipment. Then the miracle
happened: the fog lifted all over
Newfoundland—nexcept at .Argeh¬
tia! The plane landed at Torbay
right in front of the sweating (CBC
Crews. The seaway opening at Corn¬
wall was delayed for. three hours
when fog covered the Royal yacht
Britannia 20 mile? downstream.
This properly upset the entire net¬
work scheduling which had to fill
with film, splicing regular livepicture reports from the seaway
Ideation.
But the big thing that sticks with
Benson is the upped spirits of the
CBC people. “It’s the finest since
television came to Canada,” he
said; Benson also believes tv has
“caught up” with radio in coverage
of special events like the Royal
Tour.

‘Third Man’
ConJnued from page 35

even been sufficiently alerted to
the fact that, although going over
schedule on a top A feature might
not be of the greatest moment,
overshooting, by one day on a halfhour vidpic could mean disaster
because of the strictly limited in¬
come ceiling.
“The unions now understand
that it is absolutely impossible to
produce aseries unless you can do
one half-hour a week.” Burns told
Variety. “That’s the maximum
time that can be allocated to a
quality series. They’ve also told
me something which producers
have said they’d never agree to:
they would be willing to bargain
with another organization devoted-,
solely to tv production, interests.
“The situation is paradoxical.
Due to the great pressures , that
television production companies

With an ear to the ground
What’s happening ifit Africa? Europe? What: about
that iboviestar’s romance In Spain? WGN-Radio lis¬
teners now know mdre because of WGN’s extensive
coverage of world news and events.
Yes, WGN-RadioV comprehensive, around-the-clock,
news coverage is one inore important reason why more
people listen to WGN—because WGN’s news gather-:
ing facilities arei unmatched by any other station
in the Chicago Metropolitan area.
Exclusive only to WGN-Radio in Chicago are the Chi¬

cago Tribhne World-Wide Press Service, WGN PolkeTraflicopter reports twelve times daily, and Radio
Press world-wide, on-the-spot news coverage. In addi¬
tion, WGN’s large staff of writers and editors use the
news gathering services of Associated Press, United
Press International and Chicago City News Bureau
to provide Midwestern listeners with the finest pro¬
grams of up-to-the-minute news.
No wonder more people listen to WGN-Radio for*
more news of happenings around the world 1

PURCHASE (Horrslon)
WESTCHESTER COUNTY

MODERN LUXURY RANCH
2'/, perfectly Mcluded acres, near '
Century and Old Oaks Ceuntry. Clubs.
C dramatic spacious rooms, 3 baths.
Llvitf room 39*25 has beamed studio
teilini
and
fireplace,
sumptuous
master suite, ultra • kitchen. Terraria
floors! sildlni flaw wills! Lovely
torracts! Place for . peel!. Will submit .
after fn 60’s.
% .

Shown by A ppt. Only Thru

.

MORT HAMMOND
139 Parchese St.. Rye

WO 7-5850

WGN-RADIO

THE GREATEST SOUND IN RADIO
North Miekifon Atmu • Ckieofoll, lUfooto
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Ji/kes arid Disk*
By MIKE GROSS

johnny Mathis: “Heavenly” (Co- tone is modern but riot too far out
lymbia): Johnny Mathis is on solid to escape the average listener. His
musical ground in this new package workover of standards (“Younger
and it’s a safe beL for a big com- Than Springtime.” “Let’s Call The
mercial . pickup. Trie mood is Whole Tiling Off” - and “The Blue
strongly romantic arid the Glenn Room”) are standout and his .origOsser arrangements give the Mathis inals (“Scot Free,” “Heather .Ijop,
style a special boost. Package and “Double Shot”) are fine jazz
mixes in standards (“Hello, Young, efforts.
Lovers,” “Stranger In Paradise,” | “The Nun’s Story” (Warner
“Moonlight Becomes You.” “Some-; Bros.). Tie with the4WB pic of the
thing T Dreamed Last Night”), and j same narne starring Audrey Hep. some new ones of which the title ; burn gives this soundtrack package
song is standout!'
j a good sales potential. Cover photo
Eydie Gorme: “On Stage”. (ABC of Miss Hepburn in nun’s habit
: Paramount'. There’s a vocal spirit |Also .is a strong lure. Music comin this package that will put Eyaie Posed by Fi$nz Waxman fits the
Gorme back on the album bestscore bill, all right :and the
seller lists. Although the -On dialog insertions wiH have added.
Stage”
tag
is
a
little
,
loose
since
meaning
for those who ve seen the
Newest Dot Records Album
. some of the tunes aren’t from legit film“The Voices and Strings of productions, they’re all fine entries Jariet Blair: “Flame Out” (Died),
and make up an excellent potpourri As Dinah Shore’s1 summer replaceLAWRENCE WELK” of ballad, and rhythm samplings, ment on NBC-TV, Janet Blair, has
She’s completely at home in thd already shown her singing stuff,
(DLR No: 3200)
soft mood arid the uptempo and More of the same <is now available
Featuring .Joe Feeney, Alice Lon,
Lennon Sisters, Glee Club, Maurice some of trie credit must go to Don on her debut album and it should
THE KINGSTON TWO......
. . WORMED MAN
Pearson, Jim Roberts
Costa who arrariged and con- catch on. Working with; arrangeducted
: merits by Lou Busch, who also con(Capitol) . .
--- .,. San Miguel
Arthur Lyman: “Bahia” (HiFil. ducts the orch Miss Blair takes, off
The Kingston Trio's}‘'Worried Man” iHarvard-Highbridge?) is [ a teenage fave. “THAT’S ALL I
standards With a
a danceable adaptation of an old folk song that’s pegged for top .. ASK” (Sherman-De Variant) is a Like Martin Denriy* who records for on a. "9°,
Liberty, Arthur Lyman has made meaningful torchy - approach that
play and a big commercial payoff. “San Miguel” (Harvard-Highrocking ballad that Rambeau the exotic sounds of the Pacific gets the J.vric meaning across m
bridpe* i is a u'arm baUad that the boys make especially mean¬
makes sound better than most.
Islands go a long way. Although no uncertain terms “GhuLTo Be
ingful
]:
Frank Verna (Wynne): “TELL the Lymari group is only a quartet. Unhappy, _ L
ATlong
• !;. *
*
*
ME” (Robert Mellint) has a charm¬ it’s able to whip Up enough sound Y°u
tvLoVti,^ a41.".,
Italo lilt arid a good ypcal ap¬ to present a full blown musical fLnd. .-They Cant Take That Away
HERSCHEL THOMAS . .THAT OLD PLACE CALLED HOME' ing*
proach to win over the spinners. mood that gives it dirhension and Fr<)m Me .are samplings of. the
(Madison) . . . . J.. :.. . . . .Please Be My Bride
“SENTIMENTAL SECRET” (Joy*) depth. The sound is intriguing arid m°°d she s m.
Herchel Thomas' “Thai Old Place Called Home” (Monument^)
has enough of a catchy beat to keep the disk shoppers will fall for it.
Clyde McCoy Sc His Waa-Wjia
is a sentimental Hem that* hits the right spot. It's sure to go all.
the side from becoming a spinning
Connie Francis: “My Thanks To Dixieland Band: (Todd> Clyde Mc• secret,
./•
the tray because of the standout vocal add class backing. "Please
You” (MGM>. Although Connie Coy is back with a swinging dixieBe My Bride” <Monument? ) is an average rocking ballad with.a
... Buck Rogers & His Jets (Mon- Fiancis is one of the few female land groun that really stirs up the
nice vocal touch.
tel>: “CRAZY BABY” (Red Stick*) vocalists who has been a consistent grooves. He lays down a hot, rock' '*
*
*'■
follows the familiar rock-shout.: seller in. the singles; market, her mg. beat that takes hold of dozen
TEDDY RANDAZZOi . .......
.
. ... ..
LIES i path for so-so results: “ROSE impact in the LP field has not yet itehis in^the set and puts’em in a
MARIE” (Red Stick*) is far cry been shown. This package may riappy, hand-clapping setting,
(ABC-Paramount) 1 . -- .I’m On A Merry-Go-Round
from the original “Rose Marie” give her a start. She sings the
Gene von Hailberg: “Behind Tho
Teddy Randazzo’s “ilies” (Score-Almiha?). has lotsa dramatic im-.
and doesn't have a chance to re¬ “adult ” songs (no “Lipstick On j Veil” (Cascade). Gene von Hallpact and it's stirred, vp fot a big spinning spree. “I'm on A Merry-..
place it.
My Collar” her,?) ; with a flair that j berg has. composed 'some interest- .
Go-Round” (Score-Alrfiiiio? ) spins along at a neat pace for sortie
ought to give her young fans a * ing . oriental pieces to inake up
turntable ttrve.
1
* ASCAP. *BMI.
taste for better things.
' -j this package. The mood is exotic
*
*
*
Larry Hovis: “My Heart Belongs j and captivating and should appeal
To Only You” (Capitol); Capitol; to those who go for offbeat musical
PAUL EVANS & THEi CURLS SITTING IN THE BACK SEAT
Records has a good track record platters.
(Guaranteed) . . . J ...
. Worshipping An Idol
in the breaking in on of newcomers • Dainos ls Lietuvos: “Songs of
Paul Evans & The\lCurts’ “Sitting In The Back Seat” (Se¬
; for the album field and Larry Hovis Lithuania”
(Request). Although
quence*! is a novel item pegged for teener appreciation . and
helps the hpme fort sustain the this package of Lithuanian folk
they're sure to take to it in a big way. "Worshipping An IdoV’ i$e- .
:
action.
:
His
style
is
sharp
and
iteriis
has
limited,
appeal it has lots
Carlton Records is branching out;
qucv.cc -) sitings icith\ a beat set for juke tastes.
rknowing and the repertoire is built of interest for those who dig. the
*
*
.* ■■■
with a subsid label. The new disk-! for. dee jay play.
melodies of far away places and
TOMMY SANDS. .
.. . THAT'S THE WAY I AM ery will be known, as Guaranteed George Russell Orch: “New York, little known countries. Contralto
Records and will run under man¬ N.Y.” (Decoa'. Here’s a jazz album Lione Jodis , leads the singing
(Capitol) . ... . . . ......... . . . . .I'll Be Seeing Yon
with a new twist. In addition to group in several interesting items,
Tommy Sands' “Thpt's The Way I Am" 1 Hzcht-Lancasier &
agement policies completely dis¬ .•some; solid -jazz: instrumentation 'is
Fred Astaire: (Lion). This is a
Buzzell* ■» is a solid ballad that helps him make the switch from a. .
tinct from those of the parent com¬ : a hip narration saluting Gotham by nifty, re-packagirig job of tunes
recking stylist to a potent ocalzst. Sid* is sure to grab the spins ..
pany: A distribution pattern is to Jon Hendricks. Music arid patter from Fred Astaire pix that have
on. all levels. “I'll Be jSeeing You” < Williamson* ) gets a straight- '
. are pretty hip stuff but they blend been, previously released on the
be separately established with the;I together for an interesting and dif- MGM label. In this lowprice LP
foicard and sincere reading to get it playing time.
possible exception of a few major |■ fererit sort of . work.
:
*
* :
* . •
Astaire warbles songs , from such
! Perez Prado Orch: “Pops and pix as “Barclav’s of Broadway.”
KENNY RANKIN. .A..,.
. ...I CRY BY NIGHT markets..
Parade,”
“The
Band
Joe" Carlton, company’s prez, Prado” (RCA Victor-. U.S. stand- “Easter
(Decoa)..... . Haye Pitv Miss Kill}':
plans to have the first Guaranteed•; ards fall in to Perez Prado’s domain .Wagon,” “Royal; Wedding” and
Kenny Rankings “I Cry By Night” (Marvin*) is a. fine ballad
disks in the market within two;: here and he gives ’em a whirlwind “The. Belle of New York.” Gros.
entry uhth enough vocal appeal to. swing potent plays its way^
weeks. Terms, policies and nier- ; south-of-the-border musical excite¬
“Have Pity Miss Kitty” (Tri-Park?) is a rousing Mem good for:
TUBBY GARRON RETIRES
chandising offers on the; disks Are ! ment. “You’re Driving .Me Crazy,”
juke hopping:
Hollywood, Aug. 25. .
going
out to the Guaranteed dis- j “Manhattan,” “Ida Sweet As Apple
*
*
Cider,”
“Paper
Doll”
and
“Taking
Tiibby
Garron, music promoter
trlbutbrs this week.
j
NINA SIMONE . . .. .. . CHILDREN GO WHERE I SEND YOU ted. single release schedule and • A Chance On Love”, arid the like with Paramount Pictures for past
needed another outlet to handle: Set a solid chile , stir, in Prado’s j 28 years, has retired. Succeeded
(Colpix) ....
. j-. . . . ....... . . Willow Weep For Me
Nina Simone’s “Children Go Where I Send You” {Sam Fox* )
. Reason for the new label, ac-«
is a jazzed up version of the classic folk item that's surefire for
i the accumulation of product that.
big pop play. “Willow Weep For Me” {.Bourne* ) gives ibis top- J he wanted to market,
: .
'• Jiaho and flutl to Si pUm> Jttl-(«asic-ln exploitation activities,
Garron was In the music promoflight jazz stylist a chance to make something new and exciting
! cording to Carlton, is that he wants ing, Joe Saye has put together a
of an oldie.
to keep parent company-on a liml- '•soft and relaxing jazz set. The lion field 50 years.
The
Platters
’ M ercuryf:
“WHERE" -Argo*) is a big ballad
entry taken from a Tcriaikowsky
symphony and it ought td get good
turntable exposure.
“WISH IT
WERE ME" -AMC;*\ gives the lead
singer some effective j; b a 11 a d
strokes Oh the ballad from Metro’s
“Girl’s Town.’*
Valerie Carr >Roulette': “THE
WAY TO MY HEART” j! < ShapiroBernstein** has a good ■ swinging
approach that could buildj up to im¬
portant spinning time. “I’M ONLY
ASKING” t Planetary*) is a neatly
concocted ballad that has an in¬
fectious and playable air about it.
Tab Hunter (Warner Bros.):
“WAITIN’ FOR FALL” 'True
Blue*: gets across an j appealing

should find an audience because of
the wav Mimi Roman builds a rock¬
ing ballad vocal, “UP TO MY
HEART IN LOVE” (Garland*)
steps at a’lighthearted gait thaUs
good for occasional spins..
Danny Owens iMGM': “WHERE
THERE’S A WAY” (Jeff-Mart) is
an ingratiating haiid-clapper that
Darinv Owens makes quite appeal¬
ing.. “MELINDA” (Mel-Jack*)' is
an average salute to . a girl that’s
been done better, under another
name.
;
.
;
The C a s i a 1 e e r s (Felsted):
“YOU’RE MY . DREAM” (Glamford*) fits the rocking vocal pat¬
tern but doesn’t have . enough to
pull it thro ug h.
“I’LL BE
AROUND” iRegent*) Is a slow-

Best Bets

Carlton Records Starts
‘Guaranteed’ Subsidiary

E. C. BEATTY.;....SKI KING
(Colonial) ............ i ...... . . . 1'iii A I.ucky Man' '
E. C. Beatty's “Ski ;King'y (Bentley? > has a "16' Tons’'' quality
and could slide in from left field for a big spinning score. “Pm
A Lucky Man” (Bentley? ! plays up the folk, idiom in a-moderate
way.

yfifRIETY

•

message >for the teeners* with an , moving rodker that takes too, niuch =: ^
attractive beat and a likeable vo¬ time to attract interest.
• <
cal. “OUR LOVE”.-(Arch*) has an
Danny Die! (Cub): “HE’S. BID-^
okay ballad feel and Tab Hunter ING HI$ TIME” CedarwoDd*j. fits '
takes it in his limited vocal stride: into the sad folk groove arid it will <
Chet Atkins (RCA Victor): “BOO do w-ell in trie alfalfa areas. “HE *
BOO. STICK BEAT” ; (Athens*) AIN’T GONNA STUDY WAR NO '
beats out a slick country rhythm MORE” (Cedarwood*) is, a lively ■.
but it’s sure to win plays in pop folk item with enough humor to <
areas, too, “DJANGO’S CASTLE" give it pop appeal. . .
.
(Prancis-Day i is a rrioody and
Donny Lee Moore (Shelby: <
haunting instrumental | good for “EMPTY ARMS, EMPTY HEART” <
deejay programming.
(Gamut*) is a slow. but effective iMonte Kelly Orch i; (Carlton)- rocking ballad that will attract J
“TANGO BONGO” (David Jones*) some deejay interest. “I’M BUG- a
stirs up a lot of instrumental heat GIN’ OUT, LITTLE BABY” <
that will attract spinning action. (Gamut*) has a speedy gait that “PORGY”’ ‘Gershwin*) is a moody some of the juke crowd may find ■
and lush interpretation of the interesting.
! <
Gershwin classic good for deejay
The Channels (Port): “THE .«
programming.
CLOSER YOU ARE” (Spinning,;
Steve Allen-Jayne Meadows ; Wheel*) is close enough to the ^
(Signature : “FLATTERY” (Saun¬ ; rocking ballad format to give it a -1
ders*' pitches Steve Allen and his | spinning chance.
“NOW TOU “
wife in a pleasant little item out bf i KNOW” (Spinning Wheel*) is a ^
the “Whoop-Un” score.
“I Re¬ ' busy rocking it^m with limited ap- ■'*
member It Welt” 'Chappell*) won’t ; peal. ..
;
be remembered for this ^treatment. I The Five Knights (Specialty):
Anthony Ncwley (London*: i “MIRACLE” (Venice*) works no a
“IDLE ROCK” (Duchess’) is a : wonders oil a rocking theme. “YO *
familiar folk item set' to a hot ; TE AMO”; 'Venice*) iriay get by..;
rocking heat for catch-ou chances. j via its Latino lilt.
,
“MY’ BLUE ANGEL” (Duchess** is • Teddy Rambeau (Tops): “THE <
an okay ballad, entry tlrit the jocks ; BOARDER” (Sherman-De Vorzant) “
may v an to play with.
i serves as a good entry into the ;
Mini Romm (Kappi: “UNTIL . rocking sweeps for Teddy Ram- MY HEART FOUND YOU” (Port*! 1 beau who has the vocal makings of t

.10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines,

THREE BELLS (2)
I’M GONNA (GET MARRIED (I)
3. LAVENDER BLUE (6)
....
4; WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES (4)
5. MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK (7)
6. I WANT TO WALK YOU HOME (1)': , . .
.'7., SEA OF LOVE (1) .... .
..,
8. A BIG HUNK OF LOVE (5) ............
9 WHAT I’D SAY (3) . ..,!.
10. SLEEP WALK (1)

.

/Browns .
I Dick Flood :

. Monument

Lloyd Price

..:. . .. .: ,. iABC-Par

.

Victor

Sammy Turner. .

. .Big Top

Dinah Washington...

, .Mercury

Carl Dobkins

Jr. . : :..... Decca
,.

Fats Domino.
Elvis Presley..
Ray Chartos.

.. . .Imperial

... Mercury
... ... .Victor

Phil Vhiilips

.:.. Atlantic
.. . .. .: Cap.-Atri.

Sa.nto & Johnny.

Second Croup
LONELY BOY
BABY TALK
KISSIX’ TIME
RED RIVER ROCK
I’VE BEEN THERE , ....

Jan &. Dean....._______ Dore
Bobby Rydell......

BROKEN HEARTED MELODY

Sarah Vaughan..Mercufy

TILL I KISSED YOU
JPOISON ..IVY;;- r.
......
BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS .
YOU WERE MINE %...;.....
(Figures, in

parentheses

..., Guyden

• Johnny St Hurricanes,.. Warwick
Tommy Edwards : . . . . . , . MGM
. Everly Bros.
.,. (Cadence
Coasters . .............V, Atco
Johnny. Horton,.
Fireflies
indicate

,:.

. ....... Columbia,
. .Ribbon

number of weeks iohg has beeii in the top

Iff)

MPSIC

Coral Extends McGuires; Diana
Trask to Roulette; Other Deals

British Disk Bestsellers
London, Aug. 25.:
Living Doll ;.:. .. Richard
(Columbia)
Battle New Orleans
(Pye).
Only; Sixteen ...
(Top Rank)
.Dream Lover
(London)..
Lonely Boy ...
(Columbia) .
Lipstick On Collar
. ; .(MGM) :
Big Hunk O’ Love .
(RCA)
Heart Of A Man.
f (Philips)
Teenager In Love .
(Philips)
Roulette ...
. .y
: (Columbia) :
.

McGuire Sisters. «ne of the hot->test femme vocal comhos in recent •
years, have extended their pact j
with Coral Records, the Decca;
St. Louis, Aug. 25
sttbsid. in a new longterm; deal, j Jack Benny will be violin soloist
The trio, which -bowed on wax in vwith the St. Louis Symphony
1952 with Coral, were re-signed by <Orchestra Nov. 10 in a special con¬
Decca proxy Milton R. Raekmii
and exec v.p. Leonard W. €cert at Kiel. Auditorium Opera
• Schneider at the Desert Inn. Las IHouse for the benefit of the* sym¬
Vegas, where the act is appearing.; \phony society’s maintenance fund.
Their current pact would have ex-pThe program will include serious
pired in June. 1960.
!
rmusic plus inimitable Benny inter¬
_:_
i;
: 1ludes.
Roulette: Diana Trask, Harris "I Orring S. Wightman Jr., prexy of
Diana Trask. Australian isinger tthe. St. Louis Symphony Society,
who made her New York 'nitery ssaid: “We-are hopeful, that his ap¬
bow recently at the Blue Angel, fpearance'.,'will. offset a deficit of
will debut on disks via the Rou- ssome $50,000 remaining in our
. .
Los Angeles,. Aug.; 25. ..;
lette label. Her first platter; 11959-60 maintenance fund cam¬ . Motion pictures for years have
couples
“Soldier
Won't ; You ppaign.”
had to be careful df telephone
Marry Me” and “Lover Is Another;
numbers, so ho invasion of privacy
Name For Fool.”
!;
!
suits will be filed- Now it’s the
Lazo to Col's Mex Label
Also joining the Roulette i roster !
song publishers who must set up
Mexico City, Alig. 25.
is blues singer Wynonrc Harris. I
safeguards.
Eduardo Lazo, Mexican pianist . Warner Bros.; Pictures Inc., and
According to Teddy Reig. label's
jazz artists & repertoire ji chief, aand composer, has been named ! Warner Bros. Records, which disHarris will record both singles »]musical director of the Columbia tribs the song, “Like I Love -You,”
and albums.
I
: iRecords subsidiary here.
j warbled by Edd (Kookie) Byrnes,
New musical director will work ! have been named dependents In a
Mercury: ModernaireS
cclosely with talent execs Felipe i suit asking $150,000 damages filed
"■ The Modernaires have joined. ^Valdes Leal and Gilberto Parra in j by Sydney and Annette Zeid, who
the Mercury stable. Group \vas ; sselection of Mexican ditties to be also ask for an injunction against
further broadcasting of song. . ..
inked by Pete Rugolo, Merc’s art-.-ffeatured on Columbia disks. ••
ists & repertoire chief on the;
Plaintiffs claim that Byrnes, in
Coast. Combo will record bjoth alGeoffrey Holder bows as a sin¬ the song, suggests dialing the tele¬
bums and singles.
j ^ger at the Village Gate Sept. 8, phone number, Sunset 7.-7777,
His book, “Black Gods, Green Is¬ which when dialed is the same as
MGM: Rhonda, Others
, 1lands,” will be published by Dou¬ their. own. number, with, a Stanley
MGM Records has signed a flock. tbleday at the end of the month prefix. '
of new artists to bolster it$ singles | department for the fall selling sea- j
son. Rhonda Fleming joins the
label with a rush release of “Thej^
Big Circus” and “Nearer To
Heaven.” Other additions ar£ Dan¬
ny Ownes . with “Melinda'’ and
“Where There's A Way”; Jerry
Landis with “Loneliness’f; and
“Anna Belle” and the Coquettes
with “Won't Somebody Hear My
Prayer” and “I'm Making Believe.”
yARIETY—-Joining the Cub label, an MGM
Survey of retail; album best
subsid. are Danny Dill, the, Polly-;
sellers based, on reports from lead¬
wogs. Maxmillian and Johnny ‘
ing stores and showing comparative
Rivers.
j
ratings for this week and last

Benny in St. Loo
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Sunset 7-7777 Dials In
150G Suit Re WB Disk

New York
Charles Bud Dant's “50th State”
was recorded on Coral not RCA
Victor as erroneously indicated in
last Week’s Variety . . T Will Jor¬
dan, who’s recording for Hanover,
is at the Americana, Miami Beach,
until Thursday (27) .
Erroll
Garner switching from summer
tent dates to ah engagement at the
Crescendo, L.A., for 10 days be¬
ginning Sept. 10 . . . "An Encyclo¬
pedia of Concert Music” by David
Ewen will be published by Hill &
Wang Sept. 21. It’s a companion
piece to Ewen’s “Encyclopedia of
the Opera” published in 1955.

Bilk and Ray Ellington and: their
combos helping to do the initial
stints.:.

Hollywood

LA. Press Club adopted Jay Livihgston-Ray Evans'! new RCA Vic¬
tor song,, “AngeltoWn;” as jits offi¬
cial .number. . .. ...Anna: Maria
Alberghetti repacted . by ‘ Capitol
Records for third, successive year
. . Dean Elliott will do musical
arrangements for Jackie Barnett’s
“Playgirls,” opening Nov. 17 at
Desert Inn, Las Vegas , -. . Jerry
Madison j oined Tops Records binder
exclusive pact. Betty Comden
and Adolph Green will wax new
album for Capitol featuring, some
London
Of their hit tunes from “'Bells. Are
Ntodern Jah Quartet skedded to Ringing,” “On the Town,” “Singin*
open a 16-day tour at the Royal in. the Rain” ’and “Two on the
Festival Hall Nov. 21, under the Aisle.”
auspices of National Jazz Federa¬
tion .
ABC-TV to reintroduce its
Chicago
“Oh Boy!” teenage musical show
next, month, but titled “Boy Meets , Thrush Bet E: Martin does the
Girls” and revamped to take in Dave King NRC-TV show tonight
smooth as well as frantic music.
Mafty Wilde and the Verrtons .Girls (Wed.) . . . Vi Velasco has signed
will be residents . . . Renown Pic¬ with Rank-International Records
tures dnd Robbins Music ipubbery '. . .-' Danny Ferguson’s Orch will be
are- lying-up on the music from the back on the stand When the Ter¬
former's movies, kicking off with race Grill of the Muehlebach Hotel,
the recently-shot “The Rough and K:C., re-opens Sept. 11 : . . Dick
the Smooth” . . . Harry Belaforite Barlow orch to Brown’s Suburban
skedded to arrive Sept, 7 for BBC- Hotel, Louisville, Nov, .2 . .. : Don
TV tapings ; . Jack Boyce takes Grimes band to the St. Paul Hotel*
oveP from Terry McEwan at the Sept. 8 :.
. Larry Ward's orch
DecOa diskery when the latter sighed with the Park Lane Hotel,
shifts to London Records Inc. in Denver, for two frames starting
the U.S. early next month . . . Friday (28) . , . HalMuhro orch
; Grahada-TV skeds a new music- plays for the Louisville Boat Club
show,. “Bandstand,” with Acker Dec. 31.

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

|

Rex: Bricfwn, The Echoes
Rex Productions, Coast ;i outfit
which operates three labels, Andex. Keen and Ensign, has inked
pianist Ronnie Brown and a teen-:
age- male quartet, the Echoes. :
Jimmy Hilliard is artists & .reper-;
toire chief for Rex.,

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Columbia: Brothers Four
A new folk singing group, the
Brothers Four, has been tagged by ;
Columbia Records.. First release;
will be a single With an; album:
planned to follow.* Combo is made \
up of Michael Kirkland, John
Paine. Richard Foley and Bob:
Flick.
Wynne: Sylia Slhjnt :
Sylia Saynt. who recently re¬
corded for the United Artists label, (
has switched to Wynne Records.
She’s currently appearing in New .
York’s Catskill circuit. Her first s
Wynne releases are scheduled for
mfd-September.
Grand Award: Rex Stewart
Rex Stewart has been set for a
two-album deal by Enoch Light for
Grand Award release, Stewart be¬
gan an engagement at New Y'ork's
Embers last week.

B’way Showtunes
Continued from page 43

The “Fiorello” score, incidentlv. is
BMl’s lone show s«ore enry.
Warner Bros/ publishing arm.
Music Publishers Holding Corp.,
long a leader in the pix score field,
is expected to gel its .first legit
score in some time in the: Arthur
Schwartz-Howard Dietz musicalization oi “Mrs. ’Arris' Goes Td Paris.”
Although the tuner’s original opening date was postponed. it’s still.
a likely entry for- the late season.
Still open and being auclitioned
bv several publishers is the score
for the revue. “The Girls Against
The Boys.” written by Arnold B.
Ho.'witt, Albert Hague and Rich¬
ard Lewine.
On the diskery end on?y three
shows have been tied up for orig¬
inal ca< grooving. RCA Victor has
“Saratoga ’ and “Take Me Along”
and (’.olumh 4 has “The . Sound of
Music"’.

——
1

‘A

17B
19

—~

i

iJiiil'
Artist, Label, Title

KINGSTON TRIG (Capitol)
At Large (T 1199);.. .
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) •;
More Great Hits (CL 1344),,.....
. MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
Exotica, Vol. I (LRP 3034L, ;J...
SHELLEY BERMAN (Verve)
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003). SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor):
Sound Track (LOC 1933)...' __
“HENRY MANCINI (Victor)..
More Peter Gunn <LPM 2040).,.;. .
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
No One Cares (W 1221).... . . . .......,..
PORGY & BESS (Columbia)
Soundtrack (CL 5410):
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry i (T 1107) ..
GYPSY (Columbia)
Original Cast (BL 5420'....,. “ ..
PREVIN/ROSE (MGM)
Song for Young Lovers (E 3716).... .....
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
■ -'
Peter Gunn (LPM 1956)....... , ...y.
ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi)
Taboo (E* 806)..
.
..........-.
ARMSTRONG & FTZGERALD (Verve)
Rorgy & Bess (MG-4001) . 1:.., ..,...
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack.(E 3641)., ...
. . . .. .,..
■ MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
...
.
Quiet Village (LRP 3122).....
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
But iNot For Me (LP 628).
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) '
Date With Elvis A: ; :....
.: ..
MANTOVANI (Londont
...
Film Encores, No. 2 (LL 3117)... .
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) .
...
Come Dance With Me (W 10j69» ..
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) .
At Carnegie Hall. .
........
MITCH MILLER i Columbia.)
More Sing with Mitch ( CL 1243)......,.
“BELAFONTE & HORNE (Victor!
Porgy & Bess <LOP 1507). .;...
““PAT^BOONETDoti
““
Tenderly <DLP 3180)
.,
• .VAN; CLIBURN ■( Victor)
Rachmaninoff Concerto No. 3. (DM 2355)

S; l - S i s i & I
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in rar# form with John Lewis,
Percy Heath. Milt Jackson and
Connie Kay.
; Wrapup Sunday (23) was the big
one with the hits, Duke Ellington,
Dizzy Gillespie, Dinah Washington,
Chris Connor. Oscar Peterson,
Ruby Braff, Big Miller; Lambert-?
Boston’s 300 year history/; had Hehdricks-Ross, Toshiko. .
By GUY LIVINGSTON
quite a few bugs, and didn’t draw
" • / Boston, Aug. 25.
the - capacity, expected, it Served
Jazz came to Fenway Park with as the testing ground for next year.
program construction mark ths
By LEONARD L. LEVINSON
the three night bash of the. Boston George Wein and Sheraton.. Corp.
jazz festival as a cave-man type of
JaZz-in-the-open marched on tri¬ theatre production. George Wein,
Jazz Festival, first in. Hub's his¬ are already mapping a sequel for
next summer. Hub was the third
tory, weekend; (21-22-23), and goes of the big jazz festivals by WeinRecepits of the Randall’s Island umphantly. at Randall’s Island being a musician, attempts to do
down as a success despite inci¬ Sheraton. First, at French: Lick; in Jazz Festival, which ran for three (N.Y.) during the past weekend something about building a musical
dents, non-appearance of Sarah ■June was cited a successful bash; days last weekend (21-23), are be¬ (21, 22, 23), the parade growing! routine at Newport. The Playboy,
Vaughan, ejection of some oVer- second ait Toronto in late'■.■July was ing held by a court-appointed re¬ longer; duller—end more profit¬ bash in Chicago is reported to have
ceiver pending a claim by Don able^ than the th r e e previous innovated a revolving stage, which
exuberant buffs, a squeak through a sour one.
Friedman , formqr producer of .-'the years. This time the three-night should be standard equipment.
' Dixie Opener
to what looks like “a slight profit,"
annual bash, against Franklin event was produced by Franklin Aside from these, festival produc¬
i Opening with a mostly .Dixieland Geltman, this year’s producer.
To be financially successful, the
Geltman, a moneybags for the ers are still swinging from vine*.
(21), the Pee
Sheraton Hotel Corp.-Georgje WCin layout . Friday
Under, an order issued by Su¬
At Randall’s the cardinal com¬
' sponsored jazz; event had to gross I Wee Russell, Vic. Dickenson, Buck preme Court Justice Louis J. prior annual gigs. Geltman’s spon¬
over. $60,000. The gate was; docked • Clayton, Bud Freeman comboed Capozzoli, Geltman. may not spend sorship proved no improvement. modity was weakened opening
night
when the sound system
Bookin'gs,
staff
and
equipment
at some 21,500 attendance for the musical efforts, George Wein sat the 'gate recipts of the three-day
three nights breaking down, 4,500, | in at the 88- Ray . Charles piped outing* Harry Grossman,.' of the were skijiipier, most acts stayed on washed out. Even after it was re¬
far
too
long,
pacing
was
poor,
light¬
paired
it gave out inadequate, dis¬
Friday (21);. 8,500, Saturday* (22), with earthy harsh voice nabbing law firm of Grossman & Grossman,
8,500; Sunday *23). Price scale was ■ big mitting, Marshall Brown ana was appointed as receiver; Fried¬ ing was capricious and showman¬ torted reproduction, while the mi¬
crophones
simply gave out fre¬
set at a $5.75 top for; the baseball the Newport Youth Band was on man produced the first two fes¬ ship didn’t exist. Only nature could
. park box seats, few of which were much too long,. The outfit did their tivals (1056-57) in partnership with take a "bow, the weather holding quently enough to bug the entire
sold, $4 85, $3,75, $2.65; Festival best reviving swing era. Mark Ken Joffe. Latter subsequently good, with resulting good attend¬ package.
Musically the festival veered be¬
officials estimated a $3.50; average; Murphy drew response with his left the partnership and Freidman, ance.
Like, jazz fests elsewhere, the tween close-in and half-out pro¬
Sarah Vaughan's non-appearance singing, but it was evident his in need of financial backing,
vocalizing
is
better
suited
for
in¬
gressive
jazz, ignoring both the
. Saturday night (221. was termed a
Accepted' an offer by Geltman to N.Y. event remains a show biz phe¬
. “misunderstanding . with
her timate. rooms. ThelonLus Monk invest in the enterprise in ex¬ nomenon and paradox. Indoors, in very experimental and the, Dixieand
Dakota
Staton,
saved
for
last,
agent,” by the management. Dur¬
change for a 50% ownership; They an intimate, comfortable setting, land-to-swing eras. This meant mo¬
one small combo may draw 100 notony and to the unhip, ^smesr
ing Eddie Condon’s stints which both wbn big salvos!
formed the ^Don Franken Corp;
Saturday. (22) went to Dave Bru¬
had set. some of the aud to dancing
The Department of Parks later people. Put five little groups and of sound-alike meandering. How¬
in the aisles, ball . park, gendarmes beck, along with cbhorts Paul Des¬ refused to give Friedman an enter¬ a big band together, in some other¬ ever, outstanding were the David
gave the heave ho to 20 teeners mond, Norm Bates and Hub drum¬ tainment license because it was wise, inaccessible outdoor stadium, Brubeck four, which continues to
jiving in the aisies and clambering mer Joe Morello, letting loose. With discovered that be has been con¬ where at least half the audience is grow; the Duke' Ellington band,
over the dugout to gyrate in front free wheeling jazZ.
victed of assault in 1945 and of a quarter of a niile from the band¬ the hardy perennial of the field;
. Herb P'omeroy band, Modern possessing narcotics in 1951.
stand, . sitting . on .hard seats, and the Chico Hamilton five climaxed
of the stand.;
When. Dave Brubeck joined the Jazz Quartet and Condon’s combo
Friedman contends that Geltman it will pull 10,000. And until it by the leader’s distinctive thump¬
Condon group for the; final num¬ rounded put the night; The Pome¬ formed a new corporation; called stops pulling, the jazz fest can’t be ing; and a new-to-New York group,
ber, the jiving began again, and roy Band, loaded down with ar¬ the Randalls Island. Jazz Festival expected to inject even rudimen¬ the Ramsey Lewis Trio which
management decided to quit for rangers, has a. Herman-Basie-Keri- Inc., without his knowledge and tary stagecraft. Long stage waits, topped the performance of the sim¬
ton flavor, looking for its own per¬ made no offer to buy out his share fumbling changes, stale numbers, ilar Ahmad Jamal Trio, the fesl’s
the night 15 minutes ibefore .12.
While the first jazz festival in sonality. Modern Jazz Quartet was of the Don Franken Corp,
i puny eye appeal and no sense of big draw.
Kenton’s New Band
Stan Kenton, with an almost-new
hand, played two agreeable set*
on Sunday night. He now features v
two tympanists, Mike Pacheco on
the bongos and Jim Campbell vig¬
orously massaging the other drums
o
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cool coolie hat throughout. In spit*
of or because of, both racked up
PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury)
their best scores yet at the stadium. <>
1. . Sea of Love.:.... . 6
1
6
4
5
8
2
4
4
1 91
3
7
i
Dakota Staton led the vocalists
BROWNS (Victor)
in applause. For the three evenings
2
10
Three Bells . .. . . .. ..
8
4
2 68
1
2
6
5
2
1
probably no more than 60% of th#
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)
songs or the singing could be class¬
S
2
There Goes My Maby;
1
9
6
1
6
66
10.
1
9
ified as jazz. Lil Greenwood, th#
2 '!■■■ 3
Ellington femvocalist, was best
SAMMY TURNER (Big Top)
with a gospel version of ‘Tv# Got
4
4
Lavender Blue:........._ ..;•. . 4
. 4
9 55
3
3
5
5
8
3
it Bad.” Chris Connor did okay
CARL DOBKINS, Jk (Decca)
j
with “Genor Blues,” "Lover” and
0
My Heart is An Open Book...
5
3
2
6
2
2
7
9
54
4
'Fine and Dandy.” Miss Washing¬
RAY. CHARLES (Atlantic)
ton topped her evening vocally hut
6
5
What’d I Say.'.
. ....,... r:‘.V ’59
52
7
7
9
5
2
8
3
3
should drop her blue gag, no mat¬
PAUL ANKA. (ABOPar).ter how loudly the crowd sniggers.
3
Lonely Boy.. ... . . .'. ,v.
8
2
50
,:.4
7 10
1
4;
A flop opening night was the
SANTO & JOHNNY (Canadiari-Amef.)
presentation of a check for a grand
8A 21
Sleepwalk . . :_____
9
2
4
8
8 47
1
1
by Geltman to N.Y. City Council¬
man Earl Brown to help latter’*
DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury)
special narcotics investigation com¬
8B 7 . What a Difference * Day Makes..
3
3
4
3 47
7
1
9
mittee. The mistake was to give it
SABAH VAUGHAN (Mercury)
in
the name of Dizzy Gillespie and
8C 11
Broken Hearted Melody...
.
2
8
1
3
1
4 47
spot the Diz in the middle. Th#
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
opening for double-meaning crack*
14
Big Hunk O’ Love.. ...
2
7 41
8
_10_
6
8
11
was too big for the trumpeter to re¬
NINA SIMONE (Bethlehem)
sist and he cancelled out whatever
20
17
Porgy .......
12
4 _7
2
dignity the occasion needed.
JOHNNY HOBTON (Columbia)
In an ocean of old or obscure
19
13A 8
Battle of New Orleans.2
7
8
compositions, outstanding and
bright were “Mademoiselle Bleu”
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
and “Bach’s Lunch” from Chico
19
5
13B 13
I’m Gonna Get Married—
3
6
Hamilton and the Modern Jazz
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Quartet’s three-parter, 4The Sing- '
19
7
_8
4
9
8
13C .
Just a Little tfoo Much.,
..
er,” “Harlequin” and “Contessa,”
1
JAN & DEAN (Dore)
which sprang from the Italian
17
10
16
15
Baby Talk. . .
S
3
comedia della arte. The rambun¬
McFADDEN & DOR (Brunswick)
*
ctious Art Blakey Quintet regis¬
/V.'
16
';";r
. 9
The Mummy............. .,;■..- -... /
tered with some of their LP hits
and the involuted-convoluted sec¬
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) ,
15
9
A
10
tor was well represented by the A1
6
18A ,.. Till I Kissed You .........
Cohn-Zoot Sims group.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
■
f
.
Very marked in the “uniforms”
15
2
8
8
I8B 20
High Hopes/........ .,.. 1. - ...... •.
.\
worn was the super-Ivy league look
SKIP & FLIP (Brent)
J
of
the musicians. It started when
V 15
2
18C ..
It Was I............
somebody cut Chet Baker’s hair
STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)
and introduced him to Brooks Bros.
14
*■*
3
5
21
12
Waterloo
Now everyone who plays is threebutton, unpadded, in subdued
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
....
13
6
8
6
colors and thin as a Wrapped um¬
22A 19
40 Miles of Bad Road..........
brella. When Art Ford, with zoot
1
MYSTICS (Laurie)
, 13
jacket and floppy pants, came on
' ..
9
10 . ,1"
I 22B 18
Hushabye .
to m.e., he looked like something
1
JOHNNY & HURRICANES (Warwick)
out of Abe Lincoln’s day. Only d.j.
5
who had axy savvy on the platform
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
I was Al Collins, whose, intro for
« 11 i Blakey was a delight.
10
24B .
I’ve Been There ..

^

Off

Proves Jazz Will Pay Off If Locale,
Fans, Program, Far Enough ‘Out’

For Producers as B.O. Tops $60,1

Don Frio ' nan Ties Up

pec’s Records)

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
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Here’s the biggest Belafonte album ever! Recorded during his fabulous Carnegie
Hall concert, this 2-reeord package packs all the high-voltage excitement of
the’ m-person performance. ■ Old and new fans alike will flock in for this
finest Belafonte cofl^tidn, featuring all the high spots of a remarkable career!
^Matilda*”^
^John^Henryk "Danny Boy,” “Hava Negeela,” and many
more. Order a big supply nojy,
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Mex SAb
Titles and the Senate that con¬
tracts signed with authors are
"outside the law” because they
not only tie up the initial ditty but
all future work, nothing has been
done to ease the situation for tunesmiths.
In a commentary oh the way
things have deteriorated. Society
pointed out that the Federal Au¬
thors Rights Law of 1884 gave com¬
posers rights to embargo boxoffice
where a work was being executed
without the author’s consent. To¬
day the law is flagrantly violated
and the revised law, invoked by
the Society against more than 800
firms or persons unauthorizedly
exploiting Mexican music and re¬
fusing to pay royalties, has no '
teeth. in it. So composers are left
out in the cold.
The Dept, of Education, which
is federal entity charged with look-1
ing after interests of iunesmiths, |
writers, playwrights, etc., appears j
to be sincerely looking for a solu-1
tion of composers’ legitimate beef, 11

AS0AP-NAA0P

MriHyScoreboard

1SSS3' Continued from pace 13

—Continued from

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sates strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder ti
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which ar i exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting, from 'these findings denote the OVERALL lit'PACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin mach nes, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes {Coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

BROWNS (Victor) >...v. w\.....:.. .. ...... Three Bells*

|

PHIL PHILLIPS (Mercury)

:

Sea Of Lovef

SAMMY TURNER (Big Top)

LISA
KIRK
Sings

RING ON
THE FINGER

LATEST RELEASE

PAUL ANKA

....... Lavender Blue* ;

CARL DOBKINS, JR. (Deeca)

My Heart Is An Open Book*

DINAH WASHINGTON (Mercury) .

What Difference Pay Makesf

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)

A Big Hujnk O’Loyef

RAY CHARLES (Atlantic)
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) .

Slags

PUT YOUR HEAD
ON MY SHOULDER
k/w

DON'T EVER
LEAVE MI

. What’d I Sayf
....... v Lonely Boyf

SANTO & JOHNNY (Can.,Amer,) ... ‘..... Sleep Walkf

page 43

us,” Korn explain*/"slhct then
Is a new quickening of Interest In
American music, a* such” He re,
marked that whenever a musical
aggregation Is sent oversea* undei
State Dept. (ANTA) auspices It Is
Insisted that American items be in¬
cluded in the repertory.
Korn’s own research suggests
that there’s . enough American
symphony music to program, sans
rej^tiOn, for a decade. There arc
works even by :so cOmparOtivelj
weliknown a native composer as
Charles. Ives which have nevei
been performed. A novelty . this
; first season will be Vida Chenowith as soloist of Robert. Kurka’a
Concerto for Marimba and Or¬
chestra. .
. Because much of the music will
be “obscure’’ it means that ..the
soloists must In many instances
learn the pieces new. Jan Peerce,
ElOanor Steber and Eugene Isto¬
min are among the soloists con¬
tracted.
Group of five concerts will b*
scaled to $16 ($4 single admission),

:

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par) .......... . I’m Gonna GetMarriedf

AND

I NEED
YOU SO

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week \

1
2

A hit
I 48 SOUND
with
: EFFECTS
collectors * qn ONI RECORD!
Over 33 minutes of the most us*d effeits on this 12" vinyl 33^ L.P. Unmod¬
ulated space between sounds. A selector
points to the desired effect. The retail
price is $5.95—discount to dealers.

8

TUNES
Smash

PUBLISHES*

TUNE

*THREE BELLS

.. /,/.......... .
V. .

..

Harris

6

fSEA
+SEA OF LOVE . .V...

2

*LAVENDER BLUE4‘. ................................ 'Joy.
*MY HEART IS AN OPEN BOOK ./ ..................,.. ... Sequence

3

fWHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES

7

f WHAT’D I SAY v.'V ,. . ,
fLONELY BOY

fl’M GONNA GET MARRIED

Record

Andre

............ .E. B. Mark!

M-G-M
Rosel

.........,/................. Progressive
Spanka
Trinity-Climax

LIKE
YOUNGI
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Presley
Llojyd & Logan

JIMMY

ASCAP t BMI

Band Review

on

Prevm-David

............ Kama*

4

fSLEEP WALK ..-^
fA big Hunk o’love

by

Urania Sales Climb
52% Oyer Last Year

BOWEN

WALKIN'
ON AIR

/.erous with the brass a^d proving
CLAN GORDON (13)
Urania Records sales figures for
that a young band with a fresh
With Darts Alexander
• approach can make it today when the first six months of 1959 in¬
. Milbum Country Club/Kansas City . the 'going is rough for big. crews. creased 52% over the similar *58
One of the newest of the bigger The lineup in addition to Gordon’s period. According to general sales
bands, the Clan Gordon currently I lead trumpet includes a trio of • manager Bill Nielsen. the month of
is touring from its-west coast base , trumpets, pair of trombones, four : July alone showed a 96% hike over
i reeds, pianOi string bass and drums. July ’58.
eastward,, and among a string of
RETAIL $5.95 - DEALER DISCOUNT
Roulette Records
Some of the contributing factors
midwest dates . played is this one | Most; of . .the arranging comes
at the Milburn Golf. & . Country : from Bob Peper at the piano, al- to the business upsurge include the
THE DRAMATIC PUBLISHING CO.
Club in Kansas City. This is the ? though Gordon also has some pen- label’s entry into the singles field
17? N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1, IU..
FAMOUS
MUSIC CORPORATION
crew which won the. honors in the. nings from. Billy ' May, these dis¬ as well as its new packaged product
i AFM’s national contest as the best tinctly drawn to a pattern set: only by Alexander King, Tony Lavelli,
new band of 1959, and there is no for ( an Gordon., The basis is the Jacques Belasco arid the Kansas
technical, trumpeting of Gordon in
New Songs by Jerry Halfhide doubt about it being a Welcome ad¬ a modern setting;, embellished with City Philharmonic.
dition to pop music,
.
Nielsen Is banking on a continu¬
open and shut brass,! and' much
Available for Recording
After several years as a lead contrasting, of sections and racing
Companies
trumpeter and. arranger in network the melody, around from instru¬ ing upbeat via the entry of Urania’s
lowprice
subsid, Avon Records. The
music, Claude Gordon branched ment to instrument.
IRWIN MALDEN
It’s very
out on his own with a band pat¬ dariceable, as witness the Milburn Avon line bowed recently with the
terned after some of his own musi- floor crowded all evening. The Knightsbridge Theatre Chorus and
.. cal ideas. Thus, he has a crew g.en- band has got it made, and prob¬ Orchestra in a treatment of “My
^THE DREAM OP
Fair Lady.”
OLYVEN
ably will be going for twice its
4444444444
44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
present price within a year.
W* ★MARTINIQUE
Vocally, the chirping, is done by
Darts Al.exanderi slim gal who has
P
★THECOQUETTI
been . with the crew about a year
and who conforms to the Clan
?♦
FROM RIO
-===
Continued
from
page
.43
sssss
Gordon pattern of newness with:
j*
MILLS MUSIC, INS.
and the BIG BAND
what the. leader describes as ‘‘vo¬ timated from a five dollar charge
cal vibrato,'! but who also fills, the on jukeboxes.
I
BASIN STREET EAST llau, V..L
bill nicely on looks and singing.
Thus the juke operators will be
Cecil Hill of the tenor section has
From August 27
an inning now and then for a nov¬ going into the meeting ininus the
elty vocal entry, There is con¬ argument. on which they placed
Sapt. 5 Starting Concert Tour With
siderable specialty work among the heaviest reliance: throughout 25
sidemen. including Sanford Skin¬ years of Congressional appearances
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL GROUP
ner as the drive trumpet, and jazz -—payment of performing royalties
trumpeting of Dick Forrest arid will .bust them.
Capitol Records
Ken Hillman,* arid reed work from
If they balk at the Celler pro¬
Hill and Ron Granville. All of posal, they may lose Congressional
JOHN LEVY, Pers. Mgr.
this surrounds Gordon’s fancy sympathy buttressing ASCAP’s
double arid triple tonguing and argument* that the operator* have ■ kCELY SMITH aouis PR IMA-DOT I
Booked Exclusively by
trumpeting, for the sake of firV consistently refused to bargain in
trumpet work. •.
Crew is nicely decked out in good faith.
JOB GLASER," Pres.
Whatever fate befall* the Celler
Clan Gordon plaids and the new
741 Fifth Ave.
203 N. Wabash Ave. 407 Lincoln Rd.
Mil Sunset Blvd.
plaids and the new supply of in¬ plan In its present form, the stra¬
New York 12, N.Y.
Chicago, III.
Miami Beach, Fla.
H'wood 44, Calif.
struments won. through the AFM tegy behind it appear* shaped to ■
THE FLAMINGOS • CONE
■
FLay ?-4<00
CEntral>9451
JIHarson 1-0313
OLympla 2-9940
contest;
They're also new. on rebound In favor of the *ongWarner Brother* Records, Quin.
writer* and publisher*.

1 GEORGE SHEARING
t

Cellar Plan

BASIN STREET EAST, New York

5 BEI MIR BIST J
■

“ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-

DU SCHdN

*

■ I ONLY HAVE j
■ EYES FOR YOU ■
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VARIETY AND AGVA

49

Grin Times for Club Date Talent
Forces Rise of Underscaled Acts

Within the past few weeks Variety has received a number of
communications both from individuals employed by AGVA and ;
from aspiring candidates seekingl election. Presidential candi¬
date Joey Adams requested "his side of the story'’ be given fuller
coverage. . This in effect would be “milking” an encore because
all concerned have had their Say in these columns. Adams’
campaign platform likewise has been given the spotlight, edi¬
torially because of its news value, and also via an advertisement..
After asking; Variety for additional free space for campaigning,-.
he went to another paper saying that “our show business bible”.
(meaning Variety) wasn’t affording him the fullest opportunity!
to state his cause.
'!.

r Many sections of the -variety
Chicago, Aug. 25.
field have fallen upon evil 'days.
American Guild of Variety Art¬
While major spots are complain¬
ists’ Chi. contingent (or most of
ing that there isn’t enough - talent
them, at any rate) has the. stuckand that five figure salaries have
in-the-craw sensation again, this
become commonplace, there are
Mexico
City,
Aug.
25.
time from an AGVA election -bah
lot innovation. Locals are threat¬ " Ad ; man Louis Dillon, turned other parts of the field in which
there
are too many acts and talent
musical
producer,
is
dickering
ening court and other .recourse
over new; instruction that calls for! with Maurice Chevalier to appear buyers consider scale to be over¬
There is a 'distinction between lull aftg fulsome.
Adams'. mc,„
lu
names
now
payment.
at
the
Ideal
Theatre.
This
latter_is
members to print their names now
platform was not only covered newswise bi}t also appeared as a. instead
This is reflected by the fact that
instead of
of writing
writing them.
them. Change
Change, currently presenting one of the
paid ad, as we said previously. Anything; thereafter is tanta-i rw*
it’s f0n
felt, moiroc
makes h««iWd
possible corrupt most ambitious .musicals ever the number of agents being
mount to political campaigning. AGVA’s balloting is something I voting practices in the upcoming shown here at a 12 peso (96c) top. charged with underscaling have be¬
Dillon claims that. he’ll have the come more numerous. In recent
.
to be decided among its membership:
' election.
Ballots, now in. the hands of French actor here before the months, several indie percenters
fiestas patrias holiday (Sept. 16, the have been on the carpet, at the
most
members,
are
due
back
In
. There is also , a distinction between politicking and legitimate i
Mexican'Fourth of July).
American Guild of Variety Artists'
New York for tally by Sept. 25.
news stories anent dissident groups; within a theatrical1 guild or
Chicagoans are convinced “some^ ; Chevalier, according to Dillon, charged with underscaling per¬
union. Apparently .that difference is. not obvious to AGVA’s thing is phony” because “anybody is willing to sign. However, there formers. This is particularly trus
national administrative secretary Jackie Bright and • to Miss
can. print (anyone’s) name.” At is ■ one drawback: the over 7,500-! in the club date field and in minor
. Margie Cdate, national directress- of the AGVA Sick
Relief .presstime, It wasn’t clear what; ac¬ foot altitude of this capital which i cafes. In some cases the undertion might be firmed by ■ the . Chi Chevalier feels might affect his scaling has taken the form of takFund. The complaints.by these two individuals are- separate and
But Dillon is confident that j ing commissions on*caIe payments,
: apart from comedian. Adams’ current: campaign for the. guild’s rebels, b u t angry . spokesmen liealth:
this is^oniy a minor consideration forbIdden t0 agency praclicc and
. presidency, opposed by incumbent Penny Singleton who is also a warned of an injunction in Federal and
that
Chevalier „-,n
will come '"'others
to
.on
in.c
rh.v.ii...
by actual underpayment.
candidate, for reelection,: In keeping with Variety practice, Court,. and. complaints to such Mexico.
bodies as the National Labor Re¬
There have been occasional cases
Miss -Coate’s reply to a. story appearing , in the Aug. 12 issue of ; lations Board, the AFL (presum¬
of this kind within the past few
Variety is to be found, elsewhere in this section.; \
V
ably the Ethical Practices Commit¬
years. However, in recent months
tee), the Senate Rackets Committhe practice has seemingly become
~ rr
n
IT,
It . has been reported; that a. number of dissident AGVA mem-r tee (previously urged to scrutinize
more widespread. This has com*
AGVA),
and
the
Honest
Ballot
|
tO
MSt
\Vl3l
about f>y lessening opportunities
bets have looked askance at certain guild operations: the pr<>.
Assn.
at the bottom of the scale, the near
posed Catskill Mountain retreat; the secrecy in;the administra-'
Besides;
the
requirement
of
disappearance
of spots in which an
. tion of the Sick & Relief Fund; and som$ of the-parliamentary
printed “signature,” the Chicago¬
act can learn the craft, and also
proceedings.
Ottawa, Aug. 25:
ans are. further incensed because
the decimation of club dates du*
duplicate ballots henceforth can
Central Canada Exhibition for. to the competition offered by th*
only be obtained from the union’s 1959 preemed Friday (21) to socko banquet department of cafes.
This is not the first, time that Variety has had the occasion to
elections department and riot, as business. Fair runs to Aug. 29. Last
put the spotlight on theatrical guild and union activities. The
The situation is pathetic in most
has been the case, from the indie year’s total gate was a record cases, since it has involved per¬
1919 Equity strike, in actuality, made ..possible the present Asso¬
Watchdog HBA. ;
533.763. and CCE g.m. Jack Clarke centers who have had representa¬
ciated. Actors & Artistes of America. The handling of. variety
will
be
happy
if
it
repeats.
Fear mainly. is that the change to
tive lists, and some acts that hav*
talent has spanned an era from the White Rats to the Albee printing names will especially af¬
World of Mirth is back again as
“Company union” NVA to today’s AGVA, In another idiom, it fect “votes” by such - touring the midway with Frank Bergen, been in the chips as Well as begin¬
ners who are willing to wTork for
was Variety and Daily.Variety’s- initiative that put the finger on troupes as circuses and ice shows, owner and g.m. and Bucky Allen, j peanuts if only to get started. In a
Browne & Bioff’s IATSE labor racketeering and the; film Indus-1, because ballots can be intercepted concessions mgr., plus other w'.k. ’ more prosperous era, it meant lit¬
easily in such cases where they’re World of Mirth .figures, here for tle to give the tyros scale.
try’s knuckling-under to the Chicago hoodlums: . Within more
recent memory- Variety exposure of. the shenanigans of former mailed outv to a major d*nio for the fairis duration. Missing is Ger¬
The increase in prosecutions in¬
distribution
to cast members. It ald Snellirig, for more than a quar¬
AGVA executive secretary Matt Shelvey lead to the takeover of
ter of a century the show’s flack dicates that the variety field is in
(Continued on page 52)
the Guild by the 4A’s, and to the subsequent conviction of Shel¬
chief, who died in New York last trouble to some degree. It means
generally that jobs, are scarce in
vey in an Atlanta court which was later nolle prossed.
spring.
Midway toppers are “French many situations and there ar*
many
candidates for one position.
Casino Revue,” operated by Joe
Variety is not. out to. “get” AGVA, nor is the paper on a perBoston; “Spices of 1959,” with It becomes even sadder when it’s
' sonal crusade to make things unpleasant for Jackie Bright. What
considered
that show bi2 generally
Tirza; Dave Wilde’s “Gay New
Variety has done, and Will continue to do, 3s report news that is...
Orleans;” Bob Hermine’s midget gives the appearance of being pros¬
of interest to those in the .variety field; and certainly of interest
revue; Flash White’s motordrome perous in the upper and middl*
to them is tlie internal operation of their own guild. In his
and; a monkey speedway and tor¬ echelons, and few consider that
most recent communication; Bright claims that he has been a
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
ture, show both produced by Ray there’s still a lot of acts and agents
yet to make room rent.
positive influence on the fortunes of AGVA and proceeds in
Penny Singleton, president of Chambers.
Grandstand show <21and 22) fea¬
three pages of single-spaced copy to expound his positive role in the American Guild of Variety
There have been more cases of
tured
Barnes.
Bros.
circus,
and
Artists,
in
letters
to
George
underscaling within the files of th*
AGVA and the negative role Variety has been playing both in
the lives.of AGVA and Bright personally. Negative stories never Abrams, executive secretary of the evening shows produced by Barnes American’Federation of Musicains
win popularity contests, but if negative events lead toV downbeat Honest Ballot Assn., and to the & Carruthers with Ford & Hines than there has been at AGVA, but
AGUA administrative' secretary the Step Bros.
-----it’s becoming evident that more
results, then that's the way they, are reported, if Jackie Bright; Jackie
. Bright, declared that as of
The
Canadian
Broadcasting [ case^are being unearthed as th*
takes exception. to eertain stories, as he certainly .does, it’s un¬ Saturday’s - <221 mail arrival at her Corp. has an enlarged television
lower segment of the industry be¬
fortunate, but It’s, tlie right of every AGVA member, and of those home she had not yet received a studio in the H. H. MeElroy build¬ comes more desperate and the il¬
.interested in the variety field as a whole, to know what is going ballot With .W’hich she can vpte. ing, plus a; radio studio for the legal cuts will become more fre¬
on in, the dominant labor, organization of an important segment In her letter to Abrams, she cited first time. Local shows originate quent.
a previous communication ' from from there plus a daily, airer from
of the industry.
!,.-y
him in which he stated that if the [the exhibition grounds building.
files as. presented to him by the j: Gate is: again , being aided by ; DACin_,c Rlinchuk*
union, are riot complete, there is [ giveaways: a Year , eachday, and a : IHIolUU o DllilolfUl/ .
indeed a serious discrepancy. She.’-i riiodern ranch-house-style home,
stated that apparently such a dis'^ [lot,, furniture,: equipment, boat and
creparicy exists since she has riot ! car in the garage to a winner in a
draw Saturday night (29).
yet received. the brillbt.
Miss Singleton cited the possibilBoston, Aug. 25.
i ity ’that her ballot could have fallen
Blinstrub’s 1,700-seater is ready- .
into the w rong hands,7 and With the
. The talent agencies. have been-f
ing for opening with first show of
change :of procedure to. where
changing their. employment prac- J
the season headlining Clyde Mcr
names are , printed on the envelope,
tices. within the past few' .months; <
Phatter opening Sept. 14. Nitery
instead
of
signed,
someone
else
The “cadet system,” in vogue, with
could have voted for her.. If this ; The trend away from the old will open Sept. 7, but without *
bulk of the riiajor agencies'; has
is true, her freedom to run for fashioned caridy store to imported show. Blinstrub’s bookings for th*
, been; discarded in favor of hiring
office ip the union, she claimed/ sweets and fancy boxes is presently upcoming season follow his pen¬
\ Minneapolis; Aug. 25.
experienced agents. The only of¬
contributing to the take of the New chant for hot diskers, policy fol¬
had been hampered.
fice in the Big.Three still partially ; The Northwest Variety club wom¬
York riiteries. A large number of lowed for last fewr seasons. Tal¬
adhering to the practice of devel¬ en’s auxiliary wound up with . ; Abrams, declared that he has had registrations at the National Fancy ent that will be playing the big
previous communications ' from.
oping its own percenters is the
Food & Confection Show being boite for the first time are Kathy
William Morris Agency. ..General $8,000v for the club’s heart hos¬ Miss Singleton, but this is the first held at the Astor Hotel, have come Linden, Roberta Sherwood, LiberArtists Corp, and Music Corp. of pital as a result of the local three- time that she. ever mentioried fail¬ in from all over the country. A ace, Crosby Bros, Billy Storm, Paul
America have restored the practice day (four performances). engage¬ ure to receive her ballots.
large number of foreign, exhibs Anka, Pearl Bailey, Louis Priiria
of hiring experienced “salesmen;” ment of the Russian “Ajusic and
have also checked in for the exhib. and Keely Smith.
. Reason for the change is that
The Moro Landis line (10) will
’ While this time of year is nor¬
some agencies found , they were, Darice” festival. In addition to
mally dull, business has been hold¬ be back for their third season,
training selling talent for tlie .oth-, $7,000 realized from selling $5.50
ing up ^excellently in niteries. The and Mike Gaylord’s orch will cut
er offices. At the same tiirie, iriany opening night rickets for $10—and
break jiKthe heat has also helped, the shows with Lou Weir at th*
offices felt the program was. be¬ retaining $4.50 for each ticket sold
and reservation indicates a much organ. Skedded are: Kathy Lin¬
coming very costly in view of the —the auxiliary also received a
Glasgow, Aug. 25:
den, Sept. 21-27; Four Lads, Sept.
stronger tone in cafes.
results. .
$1,000 gift, from Morris Chalfen,
Billy .Eckstine will tour South
28-Oct. 4; Andrews Sisters, Oct fi¬
.Under the cadet ; system,, the the local engagement’s sponsor, in America for five weeks on a twoll; Billy Storm. Oct. 12-15; John¬
agencies founcL Uiat they could hire gratitude for the part it played. shows-a-night trek, opening Oet,
ny Mathis, Oct. 19-25; Crosby Bros,
a f ledgling agent at about the price
For the four performances here 13. He will . visit Venezuela and Rio.
Oct. 26-Nov. 1; Roberta Sherwood,
of what it would cost to hire a at $5.50 top in the 8,200-seat Singer planed in here from Frank-1
Jan. 11-17; .Mills Bros, Jan! 18-31;
Roberta
Sherwood
has
signed
stenographer. V^eri the weeding Municipal' Auditorium, the “Fes¬ frirt for vaude week at Empire for a series of stands at the Dunes two weeks; Pearl Bailev, Feb. 19out. process was completed* it was; tival” grossed. a huge : $108,200- Theatre.;
! Hotel Lounge in Las Vegas, Deal 28, 10 days; May 9-15, Paul Anka.
generally found that, riot enough, It was S;R.O. after the opening ; He follows with more vaude at
Also booked, with dates not yet
managerial talent developed com¬ night. Chalfen had said he needed. Birminghamr Manchester and calls for appearances. two weeks
mensurate witlf the efforts poured1 $100,000 to, break even on the en¬ Liverpool, Eng.,, and has a Sunday in April of , next year, six weeks set are: Louis Armstrong, Gisell*
starting
mid-July,
arid
two
similar
MacKenzie,
Gordon MacRae, JonI
into the project.
gagement. His. wife is president night peak-hour tv date; on “Sun¬
James, Frankie Avalon, Jack Cai 4
A change was also forced in the of the Variety ciub’s Women’s auxr day Night at Prince of Wales” on time periods in 1961.
It’s the first time the Dunes ter, Myron Cohen, Louis Prlma and
(Continued on page 52)
iliary. '
ITV network, Aug. 30.
Lounge has inked a. longterm deal. Keely Smith.

Chevalier in Dicker
For Mexican Booking

Central Can. Exhibition
(Ju
Getaway
flock of Midway Shows

She Has Not Received
Her Ballot as of Sat

Bowing Shows Sept. 14
With Accent on Diskers

From the Boys in Hiring ‘Salesmen’ 1
1

CANDY SHOW HIKES
N.Y. NITERY TAKE

PULLS 108G IN MPLS.

Book Eckstine For
South American Tour

‘Split’ Ymifs

VAUDEVILLE

msiETY

HiUegarde’s CU Drury Lane Click
By LES BROWN

!:

>

| Dicker Ui. Hotel Toor

The chemistry that happ’ened between Itildegarde and Drurv Lane;
Theatre here, a legit stock iopera- J
tlon that booked her expeftmenv|

Delmar’s Aruba Reme
, Vet producer Harry' Delmar Is
slated to bring in. a revue for the
ArUba Caribbean Hotel, Aruba, to;
go in during the winter season. It s
likely that the show; w ill tour other
casinos Operated by Cliff Jones.
... Delmar is responsible for having
gotten. Jones together .with the
builders Of the casino and is re¬
ceiving a finder’s fee amounting to
i?o oi the casino’s net profits.
Jones : aiid his general manager,
Jake Kozloff, formerly connected
with the Thundefbird, La$ Vegas,
are also interested. in the Casino
International, Port-au-Prince. Haiti,
and have. a. piece of the action at.
the Havana. Hilton Hotel, Havana.

n
. <ii»
»
i\*rr
r
rOlf YlVC Lfl l/llICrCDCC
Cast: fr0l4l .Viva La outtitni'".
musical revue wing into the
TOvablj result maw hollvn^v me- Mais
tt°jthe st Rsgls Hotel,
dtum for topflight vaude artists Ny Sept.
comprise Ruth
The small m-the-rounder proved, prfce ^ichael bomehico, EmmaIdeal for the staging of a ope-per-, Ijne Henry Harvey Hohnecker and
son show, having the best advan- Marty ingles. Opus is being Writ- .
tages of both the concert stage and ten b R”ger Price with Michael
nltery floor with hardly any of the ,Brown doing ,he musifc and lyrics
disadvantages
A pity thht the. £lifl Norman Paris the arrangechanteuse du Milwaukee, whp
rae„is. Edmund Balin is chor(!og.
to tour her new program around
h
aad Alvln CoIt is the COsthe globe, will find few showplaces tume deri«»ner
quite as conducive to exciting ef-:
v “ ._ ’
.. ..
fects as this suburban 500-seater. . Barron Polan, representing the
Something of a freak among the-1 «"«*. ^currently negohating with
atres. Drury- Lane has a carpeted ; h?
Chicago apd the Eoncentral stage resembling iai 12x18 ! tameWeau. Miami ^eaclb for this
rug. and indeed, the way thh seat-j “Pusvrhere s also a ^ssibility that
lng is arranged, imagination lets ;
show .may . go to England. ..
.' Albuquerque, Aug. 25.
you believe it's someone's- parlor j The revue . represents a change
Delegates from three southwest¬
where one of the guests has volun- j of pace for the St. Regis. It will
leered to entertain.
I)
;.play that inn until December 14 ern states—New Mexico, Arizona
Performed on a procenium stage Lwhen Vickie Autier is slated to and Texas—met last week in Santa
Fe to plan new ways of luring
tic in cabarets like those she cus- j follow,
tourists to the! are^i.
tomarily plays, Hildegarde’s new l
—:-;——-——
“The tourist business is a .miiltlmillionrdollar : industry in our
some
area,”; Dr, Ralph C. Hook Jr. of
pact it had here, where the inti-j
«*« n ij»
Vm
n
Arizona ..State U. told the group!
macy of a supper club and good j
10 IlOluU&S YUl ullY
“The association is designed to aid
manners of a legitimate theatre j '■fit-w
>
li
the
three states in meetiiig the
prevailed. So perfect was the set()| LOOIHi S K6SW3Dt
ting—especially for an act which
' A
__
• ••• , competition in today’s tourism.”
Wien, New York;
requires some audience - participa-!j Lawrence A. Wien
^ork . The. association of representa¬
tion-that on night:'caught (19) • rector-attorney who already owns
«"**■’ tives from, state governments,
die managed to be a spellbinder:
_^laza "p^e;r
as weU as universities and trade associations
despite a shortly - ejected female I
desert I111* Las yegas, has noyi: plans to publish a pamphlet, defin¬
heckler, a lagging seven-piece orch, i
Leone s .Restaurant; famed ing the southwest as a geographi¬
and a case of laryngitis brought on! Jtalian; eatery pn an all cash deal cal area and pointing out the sim¬
by working three nights san? .mike.. 1*2® a? ^latc of
A*’ ilar resources of the three states.
To say she captivated thl -Seri*!
Letter operates.the-.Hawai-! The throe states offer: climate,
Un set of Beverly Hills and Everv.
Roq®^oL the Lexington Hotel, history, Indians. Spanish-American
green Park, III. is to understate it [
Seasons, Forum, ;as well culture, sunshine; cool mountains,
grossly. Practically a forgotten t®her spots.
I wide open spaces and natural at¬
name to the generally non-night-! Wien acquired the spot subjected { ' tractions -a,: .spokesman for the
clubbing gentry of those suburban to a net lease front Gene Leone's j SouthweK Travel Assn. said.
towns when she opened, she quickly ,
* a HA affilate, for an addition- ; Tom K. Taylor of the Texas
built a cultist following via! word- ■ af term of 10 years with renewal | Highw av Ui‘ pt. is association prexy.
of-mouth, and by the second week < rights up. id 100 years. Restaurant : Fred W. PhelDS. director of the
most of her performances were had been, operated by Gene Leone , Dept, of Development, spoke, for.
SRO. Needless to say, she’s been until its sale to RA in June.
. } New’ Mexico.
At the same time. Hollywood
booked for a reprise next year.
| Wien has leased back the hotels
Her one-woman show grossed = he acquired to their previous oum- actress Rhonda Fleming and party
$16,000 for the engagement, at -a ; ers. The Plaza bought from Hotel arrived in Santa Fe for a weekend
$3 top, a figure which in fact be-; Corp. of America, was leased back at a nearby Pecos River resort, and
lies the true gate since Drury Lane | to that firm, which takes over the State brass urged her to act as New
52j)
jir>n in April from the Hilton chain, Mexico publicity rep in Hollywood.
(Continued on page 52p
■ -; ■ " /.
i The Desert Inn which was acquired Miss Fleming, was presented with
_
_
.
^
; a few 'Weeks ago by Wien was an honorary colonel’s commission,
sighed by Gov. .John Burroughs,
following her arrival here Thurs¬
day (13)..
• 'A /
Robert Wistrand, publicist for
the: state administration, made the
Bridgeport, Aug. 25.
~~...'—— ' ,■—-—
presentation, and asked the actress
Jerry Lewis* one-niter with the W A If Cl V’CWlil flTAICCT
Connecticut Symphony lasts week "lilYTiLI uIjJh. jUillUil .V. “to spread the word about New
Mexico’s - charms as a vacation
(21) at Fairfield University field!
TA D1T1V CTITP Pirn spot.” .
drew 18,200 a record attendance,)
IU DALLY piAllj I* AIK
The governor w;as not available
and demonstrated what a i super-f
aiv.
market operator can do as a show- i
.. . Albuquerque, Aug. 2o, . to greet the: party^ since he was
attending
a National Guard en¬
man.
|:
! An intensive five-day. tour of
Samuel E. Meshken, owner of- ;Xe.w Mexico, just prior fo:^ the State campment at Fort Bliss, Tex,
In
Miss
Fleming’s party were
the King Cole- indie food! stores .
: *s being planned for singing
here and an occasional delver into P°mboy Jimmy Wakely, to give Lynne Thomas, actress; Allen
Chase.,
west
coast investor, and
entertainment promotions, volun-; lIPPctus to the show,
Bob Prescott, president of. Flying
teered to take on the job of;pulling
Wakely, who will get $5,000 to Tigers . airline. The group were
the symphony out of the red for . emcee two shows daily for the nine- guests of W. C. Kimger, owner of
the season and proceeded I to sell day fair, plus advance promotion the ranch.-; , - .
■ a bill topped by Lewis, with; Skitch : work, is due in Albuquerque Sept. . Along the -same lines, the Las
Henderson and Walter Kiernan as 21. Cruces (N.M.) Jaycees have exadded attractions, and the orchesFair manager Quentin Tex Bar- tended an . invitation to Soviet
tra itself in virtually a secondary ron said he’s lining up a string of Premier. Khrushchev to attend a
ro}2*
i
j
speaking engagements around the local meeting of the group! if he
The whole thing rart up to a nut state for Wakely before Lions visits nearby White Sands Missile
of almost $30,000, but Meshken; Rotary, Kiwanis and similar clubs Range.; .
made good bis objective in wiping . to promote the fair
out the symph deficit, even if the; «We aIso wadt, to % .

InaH^hPitch
For Tourist Coin

of the spontaneity and ^ I) Lawrence Wien Adds

i To Holdings Via Buy
j
Of Leone’s Restaurant

jerry Lewis Show Pujls
Jerry
Pulls
Conn. Symph Out of Red

K,einma"'Moe Da“*z and

around fTipjrV
the
thepxrliKivpiv
ide? Uiarnl
5 .Playing in the highest discomfort- j' f.;q
■ not
ai:
on 93 minutes and wowed the jamP“ked held with the gamut of his
repertoire and several speciallyprepared numbers.
!!
The promoter Initially, confined
the ticket sale to his stores, purchasers of $30 worth of groceries

i
j
i or fn

USSR 'FESTIVAL’ HITS
WHAM 108G IN MPLS.

Minneapolis,
25.
. The Russian ‘’Festival of Music
and Dance.” made boxoffice history
here by grossing a huge $108^00
at $5.50 top for three nights and a
matinee at the. 8,200-seat municipal
Auditorium. It. was SRO after open¬
scaled8up
betoe
ing night. •
Local impresario- Morris Chalfen,
Uie^oncert the regular public sale
who was responsible for having
Minneapolis
included among the
-‘
-—);
. Albany, Aug- 25.
six U;S, cities to see the show and
New Toronto Nitery
| Gene Autry pulled a gross of who handled the: engagement here,
Toronto, Aug. 25.
approximately $11,000 in four, per-j had stated that a $100,000 gross
Robert F. Cook, insurance man form/nces of his “Hit Show of was necessary for him to break
turned to show biz. has opened a 1959,” at $1.50 and $2.50, writh half even!
second nitery' here to follow up price *or children under 12, in , Chalfen’s skating show, “Holiday
his click Le Cabaret. It’s Club 76, Hawkins Stadium, Menands, Fri- on Ice,”, recently completed a suc¬
featuring “Ragtime” Bob Darch day-Saturday (21-22). It was the cessful tour in Russia and his con¬
and his honky-tonk piano, plu* an fattest figure the western star had tract permits him to select two
old-fashioned “free lunch” (now roped in his various appearances Russian exchange offerings for
50c but still help-yourself) of sliced at Mbany and Troy, under the single engagements. He chose the
chicken, cheese and crackers. Also promotional auspices of Ted Bayly. “Festival” as one of these and in¬
snuff for ladies and roll-ypur own
Autry, who will appear at state sisted that his hometown, Minnea¬
cigarettes for all.
I;
fairs in Kentucky, .Missouri, Teii- polis, repiace Cleveland, Which
Cook plans to expand to Newinessee and Virginia this season, originally was scheduled to be one
York and Virginia City.
{left here for Evansville, Ind.
of the tour’s six cities;
”, 1

’ slated ^pt*
,
.•
- , Practically the whole State Fair
’ show ^ ®ade
of W-oater heroes,
> t
r~Z~
_ A
AA
J „

Jj,

^

$11,000
Upstate N.Y. Stand

Wednesday, August 26, 1959

How Ice Capades Developed From
A Hershey Bar to a 20-Year-OM
■ '

Add Dot Dandridge
To Waldorf’s Roster
Dorothy Dandridge has been
added to the roster of performers
to play the Empire Room of the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, Nv Y. Miss
Dafidridge; who was the (first Negro
singer to play the room, will go in
Feb. 8.
In the juggling of the
dates, the new talent buyer Clyde
Harris has signed Eddie Fisher to
work the spot Nov; 16 for four
weeks. Nelson Eddy will precede ;
Miss Dandridge. "
!
Les Champignons de la Chanson,,
originally booked for a March. 5 i
stand, will not play the Waldorf I
this season. Opener, Gisele MacKenzie, is set for Sept.. 9 to be fol¬
lowed by Gordon MacRae, Oct. 15,
with Edith Piaf pacted for April
4 and Ray Bolger for May 2.

La Dietrich Mops Up
In Four-Day Stand At
Buenos Aires Theatre

Atlantic City, Alig. 25.:
The 20th anniversary of “Ice
Capades,” how playing its .annual
six-week run at Convention Hall,
was marked by more than 300 per-,
sohs here. Representatives of 38
arenas throughout the country, ex¬
ecutives and the cast of 124 . with
their families were hosted by John
H. Harris, president and producer;
at Hackney’s big uptown restau¬
rant.
The affair was a part, of the 20th
annual combined conference of Ice
Capades Iric., and International Ice
Attractions Inc., in session here for.
three days. Only speech, and a
brief one at. that, was made by
Mayor Joseph . Altman, who de¬
clared in his welcome that both
the city and “Ice Capades” profit
by the show here. The mayor
added that; during the' next year
the city will spend $3*500,000 on
“Vour home in Convention Hall,”
increasing the seating space to
60 000

,

.

Harris; as. president-producer,'
presented special awards to. a
number of persons connected with
the show.:-:
;./ • In a nostalgic letter in the com¬
bined conference’s progranf^ Harris
Buenos Aires, Aug. 18.
said; that a group of arena Owners,
Marlene Dietrich was a smash, including Waiter A. Brown*Louis
a sellout, at her. four-day (12-15) A. R. Pieri. Lou Jacobs. John Sol-;
stand at the Grand Opera here. lonberger, A1 Sutphin, Edward IV.
Tickets ranged from $3.50 to $1 Shore, Peter A. Tyrrell, Nate Podo(250 to 75 pesos).
loff and himself met at the Hershey
Miss Dietrich, as usual was fab¬ Hotel, Hersey Pa., on; Feb, 14, .1940,
ulously gowned in diamond, sequins When they decided to organize an
and a spectacular white ermine Ice show to play their arenas;
cloak, with trailing skirts. She don¬
First rehearsals for thg “Ca¬
ned tails, top hat and cane for the pades” of 1940 were held at the
second half of the show, winding Arena, Philadelphia, in May of that
up with the ballet to “I’ll Come year. First booking was ait New
Back. . n a dance routine she Orleans Municipal. Auditorium,
opened with “Look Me Over,” then June 16-19: From New Orleans the
does “Your’e the Cream in’ ! show came to Atlantic City to play
my Coffee” and segues into “My ! spring and summer editions and
Blue Heaven.”
prepare for the first full Show,. “Ice
It could be that she would be Capades of 1941,” billed as the;
heard to greater advantage in a “Toast of the Coast,” which opened
more intime nulieu than the 2,5(Hb July 19 and continued through
seat Opera^ and that her qualities Sept. 2. .
as a diseuse are more for a night¬
“Ice Capades” has played coast
club atmosphere, but the mike car¬ to coast every year since its organi¬
ries that husky voice quitg easily zation, with another company, “ice
to the gallenr- Best were her Ger¬ Cycles.” being formed in 1946.
man songs: ‘ Johnny,” “Lili Mar¬ “Capades” played on the Conven¬
lene” and the French “Je Tire ma tion Hall ice here the first year.
Reverence,” which Jean Sablon Was forced but when the Govern¬
popularized here. “One for. My ment, took over the big hall during
Baby” was spoken, cigarette in the war, but returned, in 1947,
hand* rather than sung! Other playing its summer break-in date
songs were ‘'Boys In the Back¬ every year since then.
room,” “Laziest Girl in Town,”
Harris, believes! this 20^-year
“Whoopee” (not for her style*, stretch without an interruption sets
“Never Go Homo” and “Falling in a new mark in moderff show busi¬
Love Again,” thiS last, one of the ness.. “Ice. Cycles” became “Ice
best.
Capades IritT’ in 1956. Now his
Clemente LocoCo introduced Miss two ice shows* “Ice: Capades IntT’
Dietrich to the press at a cocktail and the older unit,. “Ice Capades,”
conference, which was more like a will play 60 dates — 36 for the
riot.
former and 24 for the latter —
Freeman BachArach orch backed through 1959-60.
Miss Dietrich. Accompanying pic
With the; company through Its
20-year period and honored at the
was “Auntie Maine.”
dinner were Walter A/ Brown,
Boston, v.p,; Louis A. Pieri, Provi¬
dence, secretary; John B. Sollenr
berger of Hershey, Nathan Podoloff
of New -Haven! and Peter A. Tyr¬
rell of Philadelphia; directors; and
Camil Dos Roches, of the Montreal
Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
Payment of $46,499 is demanded ■Arena.
from Judy Garland and her husbahd, Sid Luft, in Superior Court
action filed by Charlie Wacker ill,
Mark Bayard and Jacmar Groves
Inc. Also named as defendants
were Louis Lurie and William J.
Zwissig, producers of star’s show
. Atlantic City, Aug. 25.
in Frisco July 1-11.
: As a warnihg to operators of
Amount^ purportedly received by resort . spots W'hich cater to the
Miss Garland and Luft from Frisco Summer youth crowds, two cafes in
engagement* was to have been suburban Somers Point have had
paid plaintiffs, instead toward sat¬ their licenses lifted for five days
isfying a $80,000 debt owed by; when found guilty of selling in¬
Gamma Productions, headed by the toxicants to minors. Effective Aug.
Lufts, according to complaint.
26-31, the biggest week of the dim¬
mer season, Tony Marts and Bay
Shores will be shuttered. “A five
day suspension at the top. of the
Iseason hurts liiiore thaii a stiff
fine,” commented. Mayo: Fred
Chapman after the governing body
Seattle, Aug. 25.
, at the Point had suspended the
The Rivoli Theatre, a local bur-.' licenses.; ■*’
lesque house; has started suit
against, the Seattle Times for re¬
Houston Raids
fusing to publish the theatre's ads..
. Houston, Aug. 25.
The Rivoli alleges that the news¬
Liquor
control
board agenfe ar¬
paper breached its contract with
them, and asks for $122,640 dam¬ rested 11, private club operator*
and
'
seized
319
bottles
of whisky .
ages.
Russell W. Young, the Times’ ad¬ Friday night (2l) in the biggest
raid
this
year.
vertising manager, claimed that the
All 11 were charged with liquor
copy given The Times was ’‘sugges¬
tive, vulgar and obj ectionable” fo violations and released on $400
bond each. •
I its readers.

SUE JUDY, LUFT FOR
$46,499 RE FRISCO

A.C. Cracks Down On
Liquor Sales to Jures

Seattle Burleycue Suing
Times’ Over Ad Brush
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SheratbnSkedsDanciny
For Its Honolulu Hotel
'' New York,
Editor, Variety:
This letter is written by .flier; as Leon Newman & Family
In Plane Crash But OK
Directress in reply to the story
Agent Leon; Newman, his w:ife
carried in tha Aug. 12, 1959 edi¬
Florence
and sop Jay narrowly es¬
tion of Variety, concerning the
caped possible serious injury, when
AGVA°Sick & Relief Fund.
his plane overshot the. runway at
There is. absolutely, no . secre<ty the Burlington (Vt.) Airport. The
or concealment, in connection with three plus two other passengers
the records or disbursements or were, hospitalized in that town and
finaricial assistance rendered to discharged after treatment..
Newman, who is presently pack¬
members of AGVA by the Sick & aging the Jackie Robinson show on
Belief Fund. The records are avail¬ radio, was piloting his own Cessna
able to all officers: arid board iriem- when he attempted the landing.
bers arid have been inspected dur¬ The plane overturned arid required
ing Board. irieetings land on other extensive repairs. occasions . . .. The Fund is. audited
semi-annually by an impartial firm
of Certified Public Accountants .
Their financialreports, together
with the complete business of the
Sick & Relief Fund, is issued to
every officer. Board member, the
National Administrator and Na. tional Board meetings arid at Na¬
tional Conventions each year. [
.VniCagO,. AUg, ,/ZD; .
, All disbursements made by the
What used to be the Black Orr
Fund and all decisions made by chid nitery will light up next as a
the. National Directress are strictly fancy Italian restaurant.
in accordance with rules and* reg¬
Spot padlocked last July 9 when
ulations passed by the National three gaiters sued for back wages
Board ,of Directors and the .Na¬ totaling $1,847, was sold in bank¬
tional Executive Committee. The ruptcy proceedings for. $5,000. Sum
Directress of the Fund Cannot will pay off employee: salaries, With
Issue checks over her single signa¬ remainder going to Uncle Sam who
ture, and there must be one of, claimed $91,581 in unpaid excise
three consigners :— the National: and income taxes from the club.
Cashier, the National Controller, * Restaurant unveils; the middle of
or the National Administrative next month.:
Secretary. Actually, the Sick &
Relief Fund has disbursed during
the past nine years, an average of
approximately $20,000 per year ...
The monies have , never been,
and could not legally be Used for
alleged political purposes ... . .
Funds are never: and have never
been used t<f pay the salaries of
Washington, Aug. 25.
any fund raiser or. Board member
Senate Foreign Relations Chair¬
or other official of the organiza¬ man J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.)
tion, or the salary; of any per¬ thinks It’s about time the U. 3.
former 'in connection with any gave thought to joining the 31.benefit/.’
year-old international convention
A special portion of the Sick & governing World’s Fairs.
Relief Fund was donated to defray
Fulbright introduced three, re¬
hospital, doctor and nursing serv¬ solutions designed to bring order to
ices- for members in; need of med¬ the present scramble between New
ical assistance who could not af¬ York and Washington- for the
ford to pay. therefor. In the case of World’s Fair site in 1964.
a member with a malignant disease
First would urge She Executive
or one requiring heart surgery or. Branch it.o examine !he desirability
Other seribus illness,: these ex¬ of joinihg the l92ff convention set¬
penditures can be substantial but ting up. the bureau international
no less essential. In such, event, des expositions in Paris. Second
however, the money is paid direct¬ suggests the administration deter¬
ly to the hospital or doctor and mine Whether this ; country should
no funds are paid to the member. ask the bureau for a; “type one”
In no case has a member received (World’s) Fair, The last proposes
grants over $1 <900; such amounts that if this is done, the president
relate only to payments to doctors should name a representative com¬
or hospitals in the ease of serious mission of business, labor,, educa¬
illness. In many cases, substantial tion, and science to recommend a
repayments have been made by .site.
members able to do so.
Margie Coate
. (Natl. Directress Sick &
"Welfare Fund)
./••• :

Seri Would Unscramble
World’s Fair Tangle By
Joining IntT Convention

Montreal’s El Morocco
Accenting the Comics

Montreal, Aug. 28.
With the accent on c p m e d y
rather than the disk headliners,
boniface peter van der North of
Dallas, Aug. 25.
( El Morocco has lined, up his list of
New Sheraton-Dallas Hotel has
an early 1960 objective for opening performers for the: upcoming sea¬
the highest public supper club in son. ; Teeing off Sept, 10 the Trethe country. Hotel operated, it will niei's conie in for six nights; Ford &
be on the 38th floor of the new, Hiriex Sept, 28 and then in quick
adjacent Southland Center Bldg.— succession, Jack Carter, B u d d y
44 stories high, and. tallest office Hackett, Alan King, George de
structure; west of the Mississippi. Witt and Dick Shawm, Myron. Cohen
River.
;! returns for a week on Nov! 23 with
Room, still to be named. Is being the Crosby Bros, slated for a Nov.
. designed by Steven Crane (of 30 opening.
Hollywood’s Luau) and is on -the . All headliners will have strong
drawing boards. Randall.: Davis, supporting acts and a former Mont¬
hotel’s general manager, says the realer, Lou Black who; handled the
motif fs undecided; but ..may be rope at Toots Shor’s bistro in New
South Seas or Far East.
York, will be in charge of the
room. Average cover will run
around $i.50. with no admission or
minimum.

DALLAS TARGETING U.S.’
TALLEST CAFE FOR’60

Platters in Philly
Philadelphia* Aug. 25.
The Three Stooges have been
added to the' lineup skedded for
the Fifth Annual Hero, Schlor•hip Fund Thrill Show; at the Mu¬
nicipal Stadium, Sept. 11. They
replace the ...axed Platters, who
Were recently, arrested on a charge
of abetting prostitution.
Vaughn, Monroe, will emcee the
event which includes the .McGuire
Sisters, Gene Barry (“Bat Mastereon”), aerial acts And the Police
thrill riders. .
The show benefits children of
olice, firemen and park guards
llled or permanently disabled in
line of duty.

Philly Benefit Thriller
Books Lineup of Names
. The Hero Scholarship Thrill
Show, set for the Municipal Sta¬
dium* Philadelphia, Sept. TL has
signed the McGuire Sisters, Gene
Barry (Bat Masterson), Three
Stooges, The Gaines; Zacchirii, Sky
Kings, as well as several mummers’
hands and 1 o cal. cafe and tele
talent.
Show; is held for the benefit of
the children Pf police, firemen and
park guards tilled: in line of duty.
Much of the talent has been booked
through the William Honriey Agen-1

f. ='

:

- Honplulu, Aug. 25.
SheratoB’s Princess Kaiulani Ho¬
tel is planning, starlight dancing on
its poolside pikake; Terrace, start¬
ing Sept; 4. Terrace dancing will
fill the void created by the ..closing
of the roofside Mauna KeP Room.
Al Fresco dancing will be held
Fridays. and Saturdays with the
possibility of being extended to a
nightly schedule if the demand
warrants, manager Joe Filorii said.
Even rain won’t disrupt the danc¬
ing because the terrace now has
a huge convertible cover. .

!
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Strips Suddenly Become Incidental
With FeEiime Patrons at ACs Globe
Old Brit. Music Hall,

By GLENN TRUMP
Rep in OmahaV

(Variety

Atlantic City, Aug, 25.
One of the last holdouts of oldtime burlesque, complete with
London, Aug, 25.
After 113 years Collins Music blackouts, jugglers, cyclists and
Hall in Islington is finished as very few strips, is the ancient
such. The vaude house was badly Globe here which bills itself a*
damaged by fire last September. “America’s First Burlesque TheCompensation for the damage is atre.”
sufficient for the trustees of the
Strangest part, of the setup is
[ owner of Collins’, the. late Lew the fact the large (about 1,200
Lake, to rebuild the theatre, but seats) house draws ueavily from
not enough to equip in accordance the femme trade, with aud at
with the London County Council’s show caught recently better than
modern requirements.
-50% gals. House is scaled at $1.75
New York
So the famous old house is to be for boxes to a bue:- for balcony,
Steve Gibson’s Red Gaps inked sold and converted for commercial [with most of the cusremers in the
for the Roxy Theatre, Sept; 25 on purposes. There’ll ’ still be one link. orch extra at $1.50.
bill with- the Wallace Bros. . . , The .Saloon On the site xvill stay
! There are two shows nightly at
Fletcher Peck & Trio preemed at
the Living Room, Monday. »24). . and retain the theatrical posters, 9 and 12, and a change of bill
photographs
and
souvenirs
from
every Sunday. The usual pitch¬
Boni Daria opened the same night
men are there with the usual
at the eastside Piccolo . . . Larry the theatre bar.
[pitches
(opera glasses, Parisian
Selby departs on a southern onepix, chocolates, etc.). However,
niter tour following his Apollo,
N.Y. stand . . ; Harrison & Fisher
the visitor gets a shock when tha
due in New York in September
severi-piece orch goes to work. For
following work on an Italian pic*
this is one hurley outfit that can
“El Monde di Notte” . . . Lisa Kirk
cut a show in good manner.
to the. Shamrock Hilton Hotel,
There were four strips in the
Houston, Nov. 19, preceded by the
current show, but three were on¬
Montelleorie, New Orleans, Nov. 3
stage more often as foils .for the
. . . Pearl Bailey signed for the
comedy sketches than in their
Flamingo, Las Vegas, for 12 wreeks
Washington, Aug. "25.
starting Marph 30 . , . Sophie . Review headlining Harry Bela¬ take-it-off innings. They included'
Tucker going into the Shoreham, fonte grossed over $141,000 for 13 Debra Dante, fast-working bru¬
Washington, April 19.
performances ending Sunday < 13) net: Tina Christine, well-endowed
topping six-year house records at blonde; and Niki Vela, an olive¬
Carter Barron Amphitheatre. Se¬ skinned Grecian gal.- Featured
Hollywood
ries Was produced by Irvin and strip was Ann Curtiss, stacked red¬
head who closed both halves of
Luisa Triana and troupe of Israel Feld.
the show. A strong wardrobe
Spanish dancers set for three ap¬
Tickets were scaled $3.85-$1.75. helped her presentation.
Gal*
pearances^ Sept. 26-27, at Wilshire
Ebell . . . Marviri Inabuett, one of Standing room at 4,400 seat Bowl shed down to pasties and G-string.
original members of Four Preps* W.as sold at 11 of 13 performances.
Comics included Harry (LIfly)
returns after two years as replace-"
Lewis, Maxie Furman and Joey
merit for Don Clarke, recuping
Cowan,
with Dick Dana and the
from critical auto injuries . . .
peelers for straights. Furman also
Irwin Corey goes into Interlude
comes on as “Tillie Pipik” for .a
tomorrow. IThurs.) ■ . Molly Bee
burlesque strip that stops the
opens at Moulin Rouge Sept. 1
show. Cowan’s drunk sketch is
... “Billy Barries Revue,” now" In
probably the next-best laughgetter.
45th week at Las Palmas Theat :e.
Interspersing the blackouts and
winds Sept: 13 to go out as a supBuffalo, Aug. 25.
perclub production, opening Oct.
strips are King_ Johnson, dancing
15 at Fontainebleau, Miami, for
First Instance: of city officials on roller skates; Gene Silia, jug¬
eight weeks.
and businessmen interceding to gler; LaFlotte Duo, cyclists; and
save a nitery because of its con¬ Dick Mund, singer. All are foutribution to tourism and to the tine but get good hands from the
Chicago
liveliness of ai business centre, has warm aud.
Antone & Curtis open at Eddys been recorded in the case of the
The Globe uses mimeographed
Town Casino, here. Operator Harry program which is inserted in an
in Kansas. City Sept, 4 for two . .
Judy Scott arid the Ardrey. Sisters Altman had been planning not to old girlie mag and sells for two
into the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, reopen this year because of the bits. Few buyers, though.
Dec. 17 for a pair, with Monte difficulties in obtaining names at
Babson skedded to open there prices at which he felt he could
Dec. 31 v . . Suzanne Lake to the make, a profit.
3525 Club* Dallas, starting next
However,, businessmen and city
Monday (31) . . . Comic Billy Falbo
is slated for Steuben’s, Boston, officials prevailed upon to give it
Sept; 17 for a fortnight, then plays another try and at the same time,
Minneapolis, Aug. 25.
the Town Casino, Buffalo, Oct, 5. he’ll be given a banquet in recog¬
nition of his contribution to the
After being notified by the
city’s trade arid in keeping show, American Guild of Variety Artitst
business alive in Buffalo. Dinner, that guest stars Earl Wrightson,
Detroit
Singer Wyoma Winters; into the to be attended by many city of fir Bill Tabbert and Betty Beneo
Knife & Fork Club .
Comic Pat cials, will be held Sept. 13 at the would be subject to fines if they
Henry headlines Elmwood Casino .Town Casino. Nitery opens Sept. appeared on the “Musip-Under the
show . . .. Singer Janet Stewart is 12 with a show Including Will .Stars” program with the Rob
new at the Metropole Supper Club Jordan* Winged Victory Chorus, Al Mantzke Minneapolis C.horalaires,
iri Wiridssr . . . Dakota Staton into Martino, Craig-Day Line, Wallace who are non-union, the Minne¬
the Flame Show Bar . \ , Johnny. Bros., and John Laird.
apolis Junior Chamber of Com¬
Long orch bolus, over at the
merce, the show’s sponsor, can¬
Roostertail .1 . Comic Jolly Jack
celled the chorus at the Ilth hour.
and thrush Laura Leigh continue
Another local small singing
at Windsor’sl Commodore ..
group, the Lamplighters, was sub¬
(Corine Lee Caron at Club Alamo
stituted for the big chorus, kicking
i . * Oscar Peterson trio in second
Up some customer dissatisfaction
week at Baker’s Keyboard Lounge
. Jimmy McPartland into the . Bandleader Mickey Katz is set and probably hurting the gate at
Crest Lounge . . . Singer Dorice to produce, a variety show to be the baseball stadium here.. Lamp¬
topped by George Jessel. Layout lighters are AGV \ members.
Anges at the Top Hat.
Singers Wrightson, Tabbert and
!s tentatively slated for a preem at
the Shrine Auditorium, Los Benee were appearing with the
Angeles, Nov, 28 and will tour na¬ Minneapolis Symphony orch In a
Houston
“Broadway Night.”
Robert s, Roy* has purchased the tionally before a hoped settling
Club de Lairie from Jack Perry ... down in a legit house for a run.
Former Che Paree Lounge owner
In the; cast will be the Barry
Ed Derden has: joined, the managed Sisters- Joel Gray (Mickey. Katz’s,
ment of the Gourmet Club. The son) , with others still to be .signed.
club plans additions to the enter- Katz will riiaest.ro as well as sing
tainmerit policy . . . Anita; Capps,, in the show, in L:a." “Cavalcade of
pianist and vocalist,; currently ap¬ Stars” will' allocate a portion of
Hollywood, Aug. 25.
pearing at the Brag Club . . . Joe
“Ketchum Overseas” a musical
Nerren and Jo Ann Gren at the the receipts to local philanthropies unit headed by writqr-emcee Dave
La Bistro Club ... Jan Bart, vocal¬ including City of Hope, Childrens Keichum, is slated to leave for the
ist, opens a two-frame stand on Hospital and; Sunair Foundation Far East Command bases Aug. 28
Monday at the Tidelands Club with. for Asthmatic Children.
under USO auspices. It’ll be his •
Don Cannon orch ... Another
10th troop entertainment tour.
public dapee is scheduled Saturday
The show will ha.e original
at the Rice Hotel in the Grand Burglars'Clic^ lit
music
by Robert Emenegger and
Ballroom^with Ed Gerlack OFch . . :
V Dallas 1 Nitery Act special material by Ray Evans &
Paul Neighbors orch open at the
Jay
Livingston.
Cast will include
Shamrock<Hilton Co n tin eh t a 1
Dallas, Aug, 25.
folk singer Louise Bryant, dancer
Room on Oct. 22 arid will remain
Burglars had trie spotlight to Judy Morhouse, singer Karen Dolin
through New Year’s Eve.
theriiselves. in an unscheduled act and comedienne Alliene Flannery.
before an empty room last week Emenegger, Jir.i Bates and Elmer
that Cost Theatre Lounge owner Schmidt will handle the musical
. Club Op’s Tax Rap
Barney Winestein a cool $1,500; chores.
Indianapolis, Aug. 25.
Basil Flora, operator of the Palm They helped themselves to a $1,000
Garden Night Club, Kokomo,; Ind., payroll and An extra $500 in a
Was. indicted by a Federal grand strong box. .
Rhonda Fleming' will be th*
Winestein also found a $1,000 headliner for the fourth annual
jury in Indianapolis last week.
He was charged with evading cash register wrecked, a door “Night of .Stars” benefit dinner$51,958 in cabaret taxes between splintered : and record* scattered dance Sept. 30 in the Shamrock
Hilton Hotel, Houston.
March 31, 1954, arid June 30, 1957. Thursday morning..

Hit by Fire, to Vanish

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Belafonte Boffo
141G in D.C. Stand

Buffalo’s Town Casino
Gets Lift From Solons
For Its Tourist Angles

AGVA FORCES NIX OF
MPLS/NON-UNION unit

G«orge Jessel to Top
Mickey Katz Tavalcade’

‘Ketchnm Overseas’ For
Far East Under USO
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• Hof experienced percenters lies in
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Continued from page 1;
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I ... = Continued from page 49
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Memphis Aug 25
—; Continued
from page 1
Before the davs when the Dept.
«Mitd be possible, then, for oil. .declared elected by the Honest ‘ Roy
• ’««»- «. *Wt; there would give
party to vote a number of ballots Ballot Assn, from taking office, ger’’. have been inked to headr Khrushchev am understanding^ of S
y £ortirin^if^« fw^vim
without too much difficulty.
! •. I shall also tie up all the funds of line the annual Mid-South Fair theway factual information Is dis- •nturust ac^
Dave Byron’s Blast
!;
AGVA in order to prevent what here Sept. 2o^Oct. 3. The Rogers seminated to the people of this ]fa• th!
Dave Byron, one of the more would be, in my opinion, an illegal show which will include. Dale country ”
- * ,rounding'tafent: ■;Wtththd';£titrSt
vocal members of the Chi AGVA disbursement of Guild funds.'V . Evans (his wife); comic Pat Brady,
A jadio-tv executives society in
^5?'
SK
branch, had demanded that. *11 j
.
the Sons of the Poineers and Rog- N.^ Y, wants him to be gubst ■ of. :.^tiPn.^hani^g oyer .the
ballots sent out in the current
Abrams Sees ‘Nothing Wrong'
ers’ Liberty Horses will give two honor.
- iWcSTcr
election be recalled and new balGeorge Abrams executive sec- shows daily the last three days of
A California child asked to take
...
lots be printed with provision for !reSr? of the^^Honest Ballot Assn the Fair which wi^
him through Disneyland.
verified signatures of those$mem- d^{Jdei ^e Proced^al Changes buge Fairgrounds area here. _^
These are th^show business re- ^Sd?c£tSri pttfo^s ^ T&y
bers eligible to vote. Otherwise, ?e the AGVA elections on. the
BillWynn,Fairmanager, has quests> among the; 300 ipites^ ^
Byron threatens to take the matter grt>unci that sufficient safeguards lined up tv’s Bat Masterson (Gene .he State Dept, is sorting out to even with-the advantage of having
to court to nullify election results, ^main to prevent fraudulent bal- Barry), Candy Candido, the MbKin- firm up; the Soviet visitor’s trek the headliher
?
of.having.
Byron
has
written
Jackie fS^ He *ta^
the US. in characteristic the ^eadlmer
...... ;
Bright,
AGVAs
administrative jn ifn^ from the signature to with Homer & Jethro, Billy Wil- caution, the Department withheld
AU these . developments have
- secretary, with a duplicate to ;
the envelope8was made liams, Johnny Matson and Bobby the specific names from its corre.^aHing percenting more exGeorge Abrams, Honest Ballot i
Willi^son’s hUlbilly band. Also on spondence file.
>1*
Assn, exec secretary. H^has jlso j s^al perform^ had called to tap is tbe world’s ; championship
So far, however, the.States Dept, e£hew The* b^^^
seii wrbons to to. John D.
! complain that they didn’t want rodeo skedded for: a twd-a:day has received no iimtabons from a adde7e0sts: of higher sakries fo?
ClelIan.iD.-Ark.>.chairman of the, their signatures on the outside of stints during the full run.
, ^-theatre or a; major; film st^
Senate Racuets Committee; AFL-tm—1nntx frt ^ »c„KiWt t« nnh.
^Getting more invitations isn’t the lIir. experienced nanas^ tne: talent
CIO president George Meahy; andtSat many “ig■ ■ ■. ■ '
—problem; However, it is ellminat. offices feel that returns are higher
and operating
expenses are
to Chicago.newspapers and colum-.nat)fres'on the envelopes were udV UMJ.. M!.L
ing the ones they have. If he ac- and
“POtating expenses
are lower.
lower,
nists in protest to the present; intelJigible anyway.He also stated
IHIUf UIICK
cepted them all, it would take
;
*
procedure.
that signatures served no purpose
him quite a while to tour the U. S,
^
.
Byron stated that all ballots |
as he had no master list
Continued from pice M === He’s been invited to have a bath in;
MftY||||’c Alhfirf DifiS
should have the signature of *he ;of signatures With which to make is situated downstairs of a posh Hot Springs (famous for; its: miner11 • MIHWIl
member,
and new
procedure j comparisiohs.
eatry. The upstairs operation gets fl ^baths), to visit a Nebraska 5555^
sssi continued
Continued from
from page■
page t'ssssa
t'ssss
whereby the name only is prmtea :
.
,
•,
,_p most of the theatre trade for din- ranch owned by a Russian-born
,
011 /Ji®>^nveloPe .is ^
r.toAhI™ ^^ste^r^dupHcate' ner before the shows and for cbck- American, to haVe coffbe at a beat- tag the outer, room-and he could
not to the unions best x°tere|^)h°nofs sent to AGV4 instead of tails after them, arid .at interims- nik lunch counter in. Houston just as capriciously place a visiting
suS ^Sctitidu's i ta Ids* offfce^wis madia - at his r^tsions.; ,
which “caters to a well^cmnded American, in the
union
could
supply fictitious!, ,
He stated this was done
That the economics of it are so cross section of enthusiasts tor mpnt»
hanmiPttP nf VhP in«nn^Se^Sfifr-Iam S) save tine. Under the previous. souhd aMthe-floorplan oFthe the- musk, paintings, Uterature and ner ^ ju^ ^se ^ liked

Maxim’s Albert Dies

K%i?tiiou be folded
e^,hA h;
I r
,
with provision made tarjenged\Ws wa th^ unmn cou
a .. .
the: suburban areas.; Feature contend.
. Albert had been ou^. of eircida*ifn-v.\Ur4S °/ those members- . ■
. apva dnp<? not■ ^-lust to speculate-^a - Maurice
And many invitations have come ^on since Dec. ^9 and when his
eiigible to vote.
Lv i
- nnr i?o Chevalier, a Sophie Tucker or a from writers who contend they are recuperation at his country ^ome
Unless you comply urith W : Pr^a^er^er^hs.fo^
Judj’ Garland holding forth as then just ^Sverage Americans,” like the took a reverse turn the Vaudables
requests immediately I vuB takeithe> Pr^arc
^his9off\ce cynosure of a parlor-type theatre. I Oklahoma City^
who has writ-: brought hun.to a Paris hospital
ary action
action through
through’the
[ballots.
This is
is done
done by
by his
his ^office
the
necessary
the;
ballots.
This
for xinoegarue,
Hildegarde .• ..w-xieie
where vise
else \ ten:
ten* “At
our house
*“v V
,-- -7 *74* ^
hu -As xpr
At our
nouse we
we .2are whole- where he died Aug. 20. His longCourts to prevent this
»y ^il^^°rtie^en inS
time Vide, Robert, hod been offici£™rtf.w“.S
Icould ?h?..hav:« ,an.inti5??te..audi: heartediy in favor of the
from
taking place 9.‘J!Sv.
and any officers j AGVA’s lUhi,
membership listl
lists.
p————
■ ' ■ ■■■f Abrams stated that he doesn't &n^e of 500 all to herself. without visit of Mr. Khrushchev. We liked j aribg since, but always made it a.
v
- v harassment from, .waiters or chink- the idea so much wre wish to extend ! P°tat to . impress it W’as on a
“stand-in” .basis.
basis untUAlbe
until Albert re¬
' rereUeWballbtf eoS'Sb12S0b0° sent f ing silverware or eompeUtion from j an ihvUation to Vim to'stay- 'at'our "standun”
tBSS- “SMthe capon under glass? V
I House, I am an average American, ‘breed. His wife survives.
loo
returned bv 5the
the Il„ Alwa>?s
a cunning performer, buying my own honk, have
60S have^been
hteybeen°reytuSeby
Al-y. a7f«
™ four
nn^t 'arnJ fSr vSs reasons! 5Hildegarde -has ;prohabl> never kids, and my. wife can’t get me.
^ NEW
“THE COMEDIAN”
This he said is not a hi®h per-; w^ed so effectively before, an j away from tv, I want him to see ;
Th« Only Real Monthly .
ilflil# hotel
Jentaee in view- of the traveling i extravagant statement
®ne i what a: wonderful future I’m build- j
PROFESSIONAL GAO SERVICE
nltSl of^the'mlmbniSiiD^^^Abrami 1 which again affirms the import-1 l„g for myself and the kids.’"
I
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
alre saidrthat Sanv ot thM^names ! anc.e of the setting,. She jousfed | Americans apparently want to • • . THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
do not ask for a duplicate Of those : a™1313^ with ^he. nngsiders had ; roll out a red-blooded American . Now. In. .It* 108th Issuo, containing
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ukuleles and featuring .. oldies, Fairmonts San Francisco compete with the multitude of
Beverly Hills, Ciney
Copaeabana, BT. Y.
■
Sah Francisco, Aug. 20. \ terpers who know this field far
Cincinnati, Aug. 18.
' Mori Sahl, Earl Grant, Paul “Collegiate/* “Charleston” (they
Wiere Bros. (3) with Mildred better than they do. There are
Ames Bros. (4), Bel Ray, HAl
Shelley, Frank Marti Orchs; staged do it); “Keep Your Skirts Down,”
some consciously cute numbers, Loman & His Playmates (3>,
.by Douglas Coudy; music and lyr¬ “I Love Him in the Morning,” Seyriiour, Ernie Heckscher Ofch .which
find some response, but gen¬
Dancers <8), Bob LAics, Al Foster, Keefe Btasselle; “Barney Google,*? and “Show Me (11)'; $2.50 cover.
erally, they err in forsaking their Moro-Landis
Clair, Gardner Benedict Orch
costumes Billy Livingston, execut¬ the Way to Go Home,” utilizing
own traditions,
the
bouncing
ball
remembered
by
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larfy
The Wiere Bros;, Sylvester,
ed by Mme: Berthe;. $5 minimmit.
The balarice of the show remains Vincent; $3 minimum weeknighU,
oldsters as. a must - in . participa¬ Harry and Herbert, get a rousing
tion sings of before talking. pid hand from some segments of audi¬ as is Gene De Troy puts through $4 Sat. and holiday eves plus 'SL50
Mort Sahl and Earl Grant tures..
•..
;. ..--i ..
■'
-/.■
ence and leave other —' usually the Marques Family of chimps in cover;
brought an in-season .feel tp the
With sentimental “Apple' Blos¬ younger ■— segments^ absolutely some exceedingly funny routines.
Copa’s mid-August opening. Preerii
The laughscome frequently in this I impreSario John Croft spurs this
evening had the agents,: the pub- som Time’’ they go off, only to be cold. Act. consists, basically, of act.
The Alcettys comprise one of ; Blue Grass swankery’s boff sumbrought
back with Patty doing “I musical . clowning, for all three
. lishers and the celebs out <in force
the
best plate-spinning turns, Pro-, mer season with a h’gh value varito mingle ^with the civilians lured Can Dream,. Can't i,” as solo.. Off: brothers ) are accomplished musi¬ duchonwise, the Donn Arden rou-. ety iay0Ut for the current twoby Sahl’s growing appeal via tv again they come back to do oldie cians, with emphasis on violins.
Bugler” with.!
With the . Thus, the straight-man brother,. tiding, holds up well with Pamela •; framer.
and pix and Grant’s, grab on the ' “Boogie'
-Boogre Woogie
vyopgie bugler
Work, Dick. Curry and Sabra SaThe Ames Bros. lEd, Vic, Gene
disk market through his Decca re- ] ba£da'Jiay ? ith .Harry, ..starts, playing ‘‘Rumanian: marr contributing to .the. atmos¬
& Joe), absent for three years, have
leases
"
1 a burlesqued “Sonny Boy:' .
__
! Rhapsody” and gradually
__ intro_
phere^
greatly increased their local root¬
The hie niiestioh mark in this ' Jack 'E>- Leonard is back for his ' duces a whole string of sight-andJo Lombardi is an aid and com¬ ing section, judging from reaction
book^ie^wa^^lOrt^ahf^An^'bUt” ^ sa jScinal stint bringing his stands;,sound, gags from Sylvester and
! «rd insult , technique with front | Herbert. Then they have a ,“re-- fort to the acts with his superior of opening night’s near'capacity
intime ^cafes thUikbs^f thl hum itabiers ahd the boys in the band ] quest” . bit, asking audience to musical backing and the Buddy gathering. Group’s comedy spiced
erv^ ^>n Hi e Coas/a^id the" Vili^e Special,.targets.: His type of com-! name nationalities and responding Harl.owe Trio does well at the song fare broke off'after 46 min¬
.
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at ■ hom> - ^us . aau yaude houses
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ana ..aian t.!
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COM :
this time:, Leonard never iStrajy;1’ Tney
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BouiidtablO'
Y.
(cow-boy
songs,
mostly),
in¬
Ed
and “Toreador Song” by Joe,
IVa a ohllf? after all add'hif ma- ‘misses n'Chance to Spring a laugh, f medley (cowb
Sharkey Bonano Band (6). Ty-t “Haughty
__ _if
__ Only Hurts
_
troducing guitar, bass and a couple
Lady,” “It
. the clientele that's been weaped tabler,; but. always coders up by of Stetsons, use pianist Mildred ree Glenn Quartet; $3.50 minimum • for a Little While,” and then RCA
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for
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recordings of “You, You, You” and
pri the rowdyisms of Jde. Ei. Lewis essunng; everyone.-that, it s all in
“Melody d’Amour.” Surefire are .
~
•
; fun. His one-liners and jokes. at through a German vocal trio, a bit
and’ Jimmy
Durante.
of “Pagliacci” arid “I Had a
Although -Sharkey Bonano was their impressions bf Lawrence
Sticking _ to a. tieless, shirt -ai;d. ^ ^he nresort'm ^enerar. keeps ' Dream/ Dear,” The. 55-minute act hampered by the 20 rr amusement Welk, Arthur Godfrey. Miils Bros.,
crew ..sweater, S?hl - comes, o.n.,like-:Cro\\'d with him throughout 35 winds up with a little softshoe tax which' kept him from vocallmg Frankie Laine, Nat Xing Cole and
a beatnik with this big difference. i^l mTnht.es
.
Uirougnol^t
dancing ' and .. brother Herbert along
_
with the dixieland heat, he “Four Vaughn Monroes/’ A! Se' Wallace feos. repeat with their W'a^i^af0W"dr,in
■di* manage ; to lay down enough mola, the foursome’s musipal direC-.
to
the
.
_
.
___r
ro "uh ect tiat/'safe f/^ the
ac^batio hancing bit. Show '°
:of a sound to keep the tablers,at tor, presidesi at the 88.
Response = is..mixed; .bui the big'.Kai^ ekstside"-/joinf^happy% It’s his
Hal Loman, in tux, and his Play¬
Stahl .scrutiny, r Pres. \ Eisenhower. 1?. well palahcedand- paced with no:
Oiieen Flhaheth
rpenpp Hivnn hull, minutes. Only fault, a^ minor ..spenders, who^tend. to migrate ^ spirited vocalling, however, that j mates, a pair of look-alike nifty
Wueen .j^iizapetn. .,.Ae.epee;. .-^ixon,. • .
D
/
hi h - the Venetian Room, should assure. really could enhance his session j blondes, start the ball bouncing
'•^iej*1--^
r^ight;S'b^c'ut^down^foVb^efit-erf"'•'thoderate success through Sept;. as demonstrated several years ago with a fleeting 13-riiinute routine of
and others m the public eye are ^115;t De,.cut .tl0^n It?r
16
Stef
when he was showcased across, superb dancing, ranging from tap
his largels. and . he makes inince fron: s.et:‘10" 0,fJ,"usev p«'° >}f- .
.
■
town at the Hotel Statler’s Cafe to interpretive. Gals are stunning
.'meat of tlr&in all/ It’s irreverant ler;;.an4_ band, led -by-Jpe Frasetto,-.:
»•§.-§-*»,•«. |
Votfns
in blue gowns.
Rouge.
but iiV not irresponsible an<i tiie Rve.goOd backing.
IValk.
iSl'K-f-:!'
His is a low'dow n two-beat style i . Del Ray, a Cincy fave of long
-0 minutes tbat he's on doesn't .
v,
- ■ ' ■ '.
that whips up an enthusiastic drive ! standing, seems more mystifying
through expert use of his sidemen I than of yore with his eye-popping
^r>ve?lbody™Si^ -'“V'r 'vliat s . T°'vn H«ns^,.RiMsbHrg|.
■■■
v ia
Shelley. .Berindn, . Billy Storm, Diamond,r Lou Wills Jr.,. Mello (Al Babin,: drums; Loucisn Jour-' bag of tricks. A master of sleight
Shanng. the -spotlight ...with -v^hl. Barbara. Esko.r Ralph, DeStefano's ■ Larks ";(4>, Ffedonias (5), Keoni dan, bass; . Harvey Rubin, piano;, of hand, he likewise is an expert
smser-instria-men- -Ofch (6$1,50' cover.,
Dancers
<3), Dorothy
Dorben Joe. Rbtis, trombone, arid Harvey creator and seller of mechanical
ta^
:
--r—-■=
.Dancers (2H, Ray Sinatra Orch Shields, clarinet). Bonano’s.trumpet effects, including remote electrical
- “?ab a
*1
opening
cafe owners ..must mow reckon . a3>; produced by Ken Murray,[ work sparks the proceedings, of control of a drinking toy bear.
Koll.
Ud c.ri°Knf Witli comics, like Shelley .Berman, I.presented by Sammy Lewis; $3 course,/and the. end result is a
‘ happy affair/
5 - mvhlS
^
M0rt Sahl and the like as solid‘stai*is .minimum,
.Grant in .New Acts.
■
.. His repertoire consists of stand¬
. '; and
not as morning glory favorites
Edt!ys\ K.
The
items, as —
in experimental
When
i two production
i., •• a-,-,
e,.rT- /-rooms.
— ..
..-v....|
Keh. Murray .revives the format ard dixielarid equipment: “Basin
Kansas City, Aug. 21.
usual. are likeable nllei-s and' the:,, caught Wednesday (19V, Berman’s • of his marathon boxoffice success, Street.” “Tin Roof Blues,” “South
Usual,
The Marksmen i3!r Tommy
Paul .Shelley and Frank Marti'hour long stint was solid enterr.i “Blackouts/’, and comes up with a Rarhpart St. Parade” and “When Reed Orch 15); $1-$1.50 corer.
The Saints Go Marching In” among
bthers. In all. its a swinging 40The Marksmen, among the new¬
minute musical set.
er of the muricn! groups to play
On the other end of the musical ‘ the
Eddy Restaurant, are making
block
is.
the
mellowjazz
Work
of
T a? \tpp« aW iq
. this is. a newr and differer*+ enter-: terpin|; beauty, and excitement;
first stand here and marking
Tyree Glenn’s quartet. Glenn, their
a show of mod "rate entertain¬
who’s a Rburidtable regular, alter¬ up
ment
value. They are patterned on
nates on vibes and trombone to the vocal
- instrumental formula
I bIack0“l ***
Mello/Larks
(4). backbone the productions, with deliver an easy-to-take melodic with Dick Fox. on string bass.
form.
His
jazz
sound
is
inventive
nibiimiim
EntraUer: $3, country and fracture the people. the three guys and a gal comirig up
Tommy Deering on accordian,
numvium.
.. while doing business. In the open- with some slick staging for their and pleasing and he runs through piano and trumpet, and Eddie De¬
•/ •
j T.. . . ing slot, ballerina Barbara Esko singing w’hich registers solidly a flock of standards with an ease Santis on guitar. Russ Barr also is
that; wins over the tablers. He’s a member of the group, sittirig in
Marguerite Piazza.., and . Louis , does her- Usual fine turn.* 'On-sec-: with each number. .
'
Armstrong .prove to be n powerful orid. Billy. Storm makes a cold
Lou Wills Jr. is neatly .woven assisted by Jimmy Jbnes, piano; on drums. Opening show stretched
douMe-header for- the Copa Room.. ; room very warm after his third iritp a cowpoke production number, Joe Jones, drums; and Joe Ben¬ out too far at 55 minutes, and a
Gros. ' snappy 40 minutes will probably
The stars,.-t^y0 more... m -.Jack Ep- | number and is wTay. ahead- at the arid clicks, with his patter arid ac¬ jamin,, bass.. ■ / -,;...
tratter s potent lineup^of talent, f finish. His: arrangements may be robatic dancing. The Fredonias (5)
be the goal for the rest of the
neatly, balance each other m en- ’ a iittle overdone, as his Continen- are. impressive with their tumbling
two-week engagement.
Conrad Hilton. €hi
tirely separate acts.
;.tal-style . tii^c but the' kid who stunts which, feature the 13ryearGroup shows much informality
Chicago, Aug. 18.
. Miss Piazza never looked: or■■ sounds a lot like. Johnny Mathis old femme of the fainilj'. Leo Diacoupled with instrumental skills
sounded better.
From/ her . gay.j and/or.. Clyde McPhatter has it iriond, long absent from Vegas, is a! '/ “Dreams Come Tnie,” Merriel. and satisfactory vocal work. In
/opener, “Everything’s Coming Up; made if he> gets lucky . With one welcome returnee/ and gets heavy; Abbott ice revue,, with Helba & some parts they are almost too
Roses” to . a stirring “Vesti . La- record;
mitt action for his harmonica art¬ Jorge, Ro .& Ro, The Colstons, informal, earmarking themselves
Giuba” the turn is handled with a ]• Ralph DeStefano’s orch does
istry. The Keoni Dancers (3) from Freddy Fah, Manuel Del Toro, as a lounge act and needing more
grasp of authority and slick shows fine job for. dancing and backing France do some top-level precision Boulevar-Dears (5), Boulevar-Dons polished routining for best results
manship.
She does a modified .the first, two .acts. . Berman works terping, with the femme looker (5), Inez St Gordon, Larry Green on the night club floor. They kick
strip, revealing shapely gams, and; w-ithout the band; ,
Len. .. being tossed about in a spectacular Orch. (10), .book . and . score by off with a number wrapped around
___v Bones.”
_...
glides into a stmt-type t.erp. com¬
and follow with list
fashion to. bring gasps from the Hessie Smith, choreography by , “Dry
plete with top. hat and carle. Her
Bob Frellson; $2 cover,. $2.50 Sat-; of impressions calling on each
appreciative audience.
bowoff is a delighful clown num¬ ' Tropieaiia'« Las Vegas
member of the group.
r Ginuy Tiu, :a five-year-old piano urdays.
ber in which she makes- up. in. full
Tommy Deering has a particular
; . / Las Vegas, Aug. 19.
prodigy, is wisely saved for the
view of the audience;/
Zsa Zsa * Gabor; Dick. Shawn, end: of the show. Her doll-like
How; to keep topping yourself inning to mimic Liberace. and the
. Armstrong seems . none the Jimmie Koniack, Bob DeVoye Trio, charm is overwhelming—and her’s becomes increasingly tough, as this three wrap up “Funny Valentine”
worse, despite his recent illness in Felicia Atkins, Showgirls, arid is the kind of act w'hich is^ most latest Hilton Hotel ice extrava¬ with Eddie DeSantis lead singing.
Italy, arid he sparkplugs his grprip Dancers (18L Herman Kaye. Orch difficult to follow. Murray & Co., ganza demonstrates. New edition Deering toots out “Pete Kelly’s
. of All-Stars in . a. solid bash . that (13); produced by Lou Wallers; $3 weill-backed by the. Ray Sinatra turns out to be a pleasant pastry, Blues” on trumpet, there is some
orch (.13) and the Dorothy Dorben hut with not quite the laughs and fooling around with a Hawaiian
pulls heavy mitting. ^ With trum¬ minimum^
dancers (2iv, is topped off by a enchantment of some predecessor medley, and reprise of tunes from
pet, trombone, piano, clarinet/
bass, arid drums, the group show¬ . Zsa Zsa Gribor headlines, the new: very funny television spoof filmed layouts, an1 in the succession of “Show Boat” winds the session.
cases jazz showmanship at its Lou Walters Co. Troproduction, for a large screen on the stage. scenes it’s iten the costumes that Group plavs through Sept. 3. to be
] with Dick Shawn, extra added. .As Billy Gilbert is one of the. per¬ etch the Qvipest impression. Ring- followed by Gretchen Wyler and
best.
Quin.
Package, Set for three weeks,} 3
entertainer, : Miss] Gabor formers in the novelty film which siding kids at \ show caught Antone & Curtiss.
features: two holdover : production' . re2Kters several notches above her devastatirigly kids video cliches. ;. gloriimed the hour’s worth with the
Ho
Ti,
Portland
“Spectacular”
is
booked
for.
four
sort of bug-eyed delight that’s
' numbers with the Copa Girls il-M,! previous^. }!*&s stmt—she s more
Duke.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 18.
airned for in Zhese affairs, and per¬
and is ably backed by the, Anton > beautiful thari ever, has the.gowns Weeks.
Snyder & Snyder, Inez Torres,
haps that sb ould suffice—at least
Morelli orch,
Duke: ; te match the looks, has some very
: funny comedy lines/ has Nick Cas¬
from Merriel Abbott's point of Jack Card & Cardettes 13), Her¬
Latin Quarter. Y. Y.
tle, helming as staler of the act,,
view.
man Jobelman Orch (4) with Lynn
(FOLLOWUP)
and has the bright young comic
Hessie Smith’s story premise Carrol. Jeanie Chase; $1 cover
500! Onb, A; r.
The Latin Quarter’s longrunnirig is If
Jimmie Koniack as her partner iri “All
Saturdays only.
trite,
it’s,
still
the
skating
that
. . Aitantic City, Aug. 23,
About Dames”: has. taken on
Andrews Sisters,. Jack E. Leon-' the turn. Wisely, she doesn’t try new character with the new list of counts, and now as before the array
New fare at the Ho Ti headlines
.ard, Wallace Bros., Jack Curtiss, to follow Dick -Shawn, who scores principals. With the addition of of bladesters acquit themselves
Pete Miller. Orch (10) with Joe in this show like a blockbuster.
The Goofers and the Keigo Im¬ well. Helga & Jorge make a charm¬ a new act iri these parts that should
Ffasetto; $2 admission Saturday1
Shawm revives some of his w.k, perial Japanese Ballet, it*s a more ing adagio pair, if modest on der¬ get the customers attending this
only,: $5 minimum. ,
classic bits .such as the takeoff on populous layout and a more rowdy ring-do. Ro & Ro are a polished showcase in throngs during the
comedy teaih, but their spotlight¬ next two weeks. Snyder & Snyder
the sick rock ?n* roller, and the set of proceedings.
ing as scarecrows come to life is are refreshingly different These
Jack E, Leonard and the. An- “Massa Richard” Confederate sol¬ . The Goofers work hard at giving conceived with minimal room for lads start fast and keep going at a
• drews Sisters share top billing: as dier. Much bf his; dialog is up¬ the impression they’re an unin¬ yocky horseplay. :
terrific clip without let-up for a
dated
and
topical
—Shawn
/again
hibited musical and comedy quiriPaul (Skinny) D’Amato’s. Vermil(brother-sister) full 25 minutes with solid returns
proves himself a unique,; versatile , tet. They commit all sorts of may- . The. Colstons
lion room supper club heads, into «■-.adroitly operate as a bull; gim- all of the way. Bob Snyder displays
showman
who
can
sing,
dance,
and
t
hem
on
their
instruments
and
perthe 'final seasonal stretch arid give
pinum in
in. »:Mnnrtt/>h'.KtannOT.
a topnotch manner.
i form a wide assortment of antics micked to enable crying, ear wig¬ a terrific set of pipes while Keri .
payees a more than pleasant 90- clown
The Bob DeVoye Trie: returns i Which pay off in applause; Their gling, smoking, etc. Considering the Snyder garners palm wacking with
. minute plus show.
with this one, this time with a new topjper, of course, is the: bit in cumbersome paraphernalia they his terping and comedy antics. Duo
Its been a lorig time sirice vaca¬ femme, partner. The acrobatic terp
a couple of members swing work with (and under), pair * do a have good material and use it
tionists here have seen the. An¬ team is outstanding in this par¬ which
throughout' their comedy, songs,
a trapeze while; playing their firstrate job with the foolery.
drews. Sisters. This time, with ticular field/ and is a strong. asset on
instruments. Prior to that there . Serving up the riiagic this time' impreshes, terping and instrumen¬
Patty pacing the trio, LaVerne to any program.
is Frenchman Freddy Fah, whose tal stuff.
are
jaunts
on
pogo
sticks,
comedy
and Maxirie offer a flock of songs
Inez Torres is on for a lengthy
Felicia Atkins has been pro^
and items in the anything^ specialties are scarf-knotting and
taken from way back, with cos- moted from the showgirl ranks by songs
for-arlaugh school. They produce manipulating rings, often with aid Latin exotic nurriber. Jack Card &
-tumes fromthe same period. .
of Stagesiders. It’s standard but the Cardettes please with two fine
Walters and clicks handsomely as the desired results.
production numbers. Card is an
Garbed in. balloon skirted gowns mistress of ceremonies. . Her rou¬ . .The -Keigo ballet is a Japanese well-done ledgerdemain./
. Skatewise, top. thrills are gen¬ excellent dancer but femmes need
of black, white arid coral, they get tine of /Marilyn Monroe impreshes Import 'V-ith a wealth , bf lovely
things, underway with fast “We’re is a standout, pulling appreciative traditional, costumes and lively erated by Manuel Del Toro, whose a bit more precision. Costumes and
On Our Way”. In . quick succes-; yocks. Lavish, "-\Vellrexecuted pro¬ roiitiries.:They do niake an essen¬ whirling dirvish terpslchore caps choreography are good.
Herman. Johplman orch plays for
sion comes such as “Don’t Fence ductions featuring 10 daricers and tially basic error in departing, irom the show in sock fashion.
. Boulevar-Dears i5) and Boulevar- shows and dmdng. Lynne Carrol
Me In,” “Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen,” eight / Showgirls, including . Joy their native dances in favor of
and polkas like ‘‘Pennsylvania: “Miss. Nevada” Blaine and Sondra Nipponese flavored American Dons (5) are skillful operators and Is m as hand chirper. Jeannie
Polka” and “Roll Out the Barrel.” “Miss Oklahoma” Osbburne bal¬ dances. When doing the routines pretty to \valch. Inez & Gordon, Chase entertains warmly in. the
7 A quick on stage change and they ance the bill, which is backed: by . of their native country, they have holdovers from the previous frolic, intimate Lamplighter room with
: are in the dress of the/ flapper Herman Kaye’s orch (13) and a charm and differentiation, but in supply okay vocals and narration. warbling, and piano work. House
Feve.
- - 1
' ' 1 Pit
1920*s to do a neat bit strumming skedded for four frames. Duke.
the latter department, they merely

is

i-: w£rer

$4
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST 26
LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK CITY
(t<iekv.llcs
1
ROXY
Tommy Leonettt
Helene & Howard
•Jessie Elliott
;
Until. Boucher Ore i

MUSIC HALL 27
Lottie Brunn
Duquaines
Joan Dexter
Corps tie Ballet
K. I\»i„e Oie

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
FreJtl-e -^Ies
Billy Kayos
Duo Syhianos
Sohdad H Bine
Squa el J
Chin:: Cluna &
Mala J
Kawasiuria (. u.s

H'chmontJ 2

cy.iielio |
Don Sormno
Sawong & Tha-* il
Radas lancet
M & B McMahon
SYDNEY
Tivoli
J-rr.my Wheeler
Bas«
ane

Geriy Dreyer
Panlaqui Twins
Lloyil Lindrotn
Stanfield Holliday i
.Johnny Marco
Doug Stuchberry
‘ Gordon Wilcock
Rosalie Woods
: Ee.ty Prentice
Iris Rhodes
NEW ZEALAND
Embassy
^..hriua
Amlrea Dancers
|
s & M Harrison !
Billy Baxter . ‘
j,
E & B Carley
■;
dislin Juniors f’rocker & Clark
David Sterle
!;
Jackie Monnier

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome
Piddock & Penny
Annette & Noel
Colin Robins
8 Pennies
Alan Field
Marcias & Brauns
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome
Billie Eckstine
Ansons
Salici Puppets
Hal Roach Helmuth Gunther
v>ol<i & Cordell
Montparnasse 4
BLACKPOOL
Opera House
Jewel &i Karn-s
Jill Day
Larry Griswold
Peiro Bros.
Najarros
Bert & Ilonka
John Tiller Co
George Mitchell Co
Palace
Roy Castle
Marion Ryan
Peter Haigh
5 Dallas Boys
Baker & Douglas
Gillian Moran
Bergman
Mind
Winter Garden
Charlie Chester •
Mirko deYork Co.
3 Ghezzis
Hedley Ward 3

’ Marion Miller
Eric Grier
Joan Davis Co
BRIGHTON
c Hippodrome
■ Harry Secombe
|;
Kaye Sis
’ Harry Worth
; Romanos Bros.
Eiianc & Rodolph
G. II. Elliott
;i
; Hetty King
. Pat Lambert v
I
Skylons
; Lynnette Rae
‘ Max Russell
George Mitchell Co
' Jessie Robins
i
BRISTOL
|
Hippodrome
•
: Hylda Baker
|i •
\ Ladringlos
■ Robert Earl
> Kid & I
Sid Plummer
jj
i Roxy & Glenda
i Tassi & Diana ;;
MORECAMBE i:
Winter Gardens
> Al Read
ji
; Lauri Lupino Lane
; George Truzzi .
j
' Penny Nichols
j
Les Marcellis
Laycock & Bee
Frank Cook
‘ George Mitchell Co
> Dancing Lovelies ;;
: Eugene’s Ballet /

NEW YORK CITY
I Mill Shaw Qro ];
Arpeggio
Latin Quarter/
Barbara Carroll
i Goofers
. ;i
Vic Dickenson
I Keigo Ballet
Page Morton
; Alcettys
Blue Angel
| Marquis A Family
George Matson
Diana Trask
; Dick Curry
i/
Ronnie Schell
i Jo Lombardi Orb
l B Harlowe Ore j
Budd Sr Travis
I
Living Room
Chateau Madrid
4 Sylvia Sims
Li Ilia Guizar
t JaqUes Kayal
Ralph Font Ore
(Jack Kelly
Panchito Ore
International
Candi Cortez
ice show
Copacabana
Mort Sahl
; Vit Charles
L McKenna Line j
Earl Grant
E Mike Durso Orb |
Tony Franco
Paul Shelley Ore
. Palmieri Ore
\
Versailles j;
Frank Marti Ore
‘ Blossom Dearie
Den
‘
Ray
Starling
i;
Jack Douglas
>
Viennese Lantern
Jen Southern.
i Monica Boyar
Upstairs Room
‘ .Anita Darien
t!
Rose Murphy
: Ernest Schoen Orb
Slam Stewart
Village Sarni
No. 1 Fifth Ave.
j Larry McMahan);
The Troupers
1 Ellen KampmanJ
Robert Downey
i Marty Savat
i
Harold Fonvitie
i Zeb Carver
!:
Joan St. Tames
; Belle Carroll
i:
Hotel Astor
’ Eddie Smut
Eddie Lane Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
t Ernie Blank Ore.
. Village Gate
Lenny Herman
■ Brock Peters
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Coachmen
Hotel St- Regis
•
Village Vangubrd
Ray Bari Ore.
• Turk Murphy .

«

CHICAGO
f Blue Angel
Mighty Panther
Princess Abiha
Christian Lamont
Al Lopez Ore
RogenMcCall
Btue Note
Jimmy Rushing
Hary Edison
Trade Marks
Cloister Inn
Rav Hastings
Della Reese
Joe Pimello f3>
Conrad Hilton
Hclga & Jorge
Ro A Ro
Colstons
Freddy Fah
Larry Green Ore
Manuel Del Toro
Inez A Gordon

*

Drake .
Jimmy Blade Ore
Gate of Horn
Leon Bibb
Ran A N’ama !;
Del Close
|!
London Housb.
Don Shirley
Eddie Higgins j
Larry Novak j
Mister Kelly's
Larry Adler
Betty Bennett j;
.
Marty Rubinstein 3
Marx A Frigo ■
Palmer House
Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood^
Lucille A Eddie
Roberts
Ren Arden Orel

1

HAVANA
Hotel Capri
Racjue! Mata.
M?nalo Torrente
Rr.ieias
Hotel Hilton
Miguel Herrero
Caiir.clita Va/quez
El Martin
•Mario Alvarez
iCecilla Padro
*Arinonk'.cs
Impsrio de Triana
Ada Zanetti
Victor Alvarez
J. Moreno Ore
Fajardo Orc
Hotel Nscional
Flee de Roto
Rudy Fanertl
Marta ^tlncer
CarlUae Novo
Roberto Barcelo

, Manteca
Godino Singers,
• “Dancing Waters”
Hotel Riviera
Tazz Singers
• Enrique Herrera
Gladys Robau i
, Ray e A NaldeV
: Angeles Rabl )
Alicia Santos :
1 Caribe Q F. Guerrero Ore
Tropicana
= Celja Cruz
’ Riveros
Exotics
■■}Riveros .
Miguel Chekls;
Willy
I)
Miriam Barreras
Ed ilia Ferrer
Eaulia Villamil

i;

Debra Hayes
Deedv A Bill
Noel Eioggs
Kona Koasters
■ Harold's Club
Don Cornell
Phylles Inez Freddie Morgan
Holiday .
Clyde McCoy
Pete Peterson 3)

Commodores
Coquettes ..
• Mapes •.
Sammy Davis Jr.
Skylets .
Jack Melnick Oro
Riverside
Los Churumbeles ;
Half Bros:
Riverside- Starlets
Ed Fitzpatrick.. Ore

LAKE TAHOE

Dino's
Band Box
/Harrah's
Doris Lee
Billy Gray
Gordon MaqRae
Jack Elton
Bat Ya
Steve La Fever
Sheila Stephens
Interlude
Rallantine
Joe E> Ross
Mary. Kaye 3
Prof, Irwin Corey
Jackie Hilliard
Leighton :N6ble Ore
Ink Spots
Ernie Morns
Tony Pastor.
T..C. Jones
Ben. B.ue's
j
Moulin Rouge
New Sions Pioneers
Barbara A Ilines
Stateline
• Sophie Tucker
Pietro Gentile
.! T.ed Lewis
Kings IV
Frankie Rapp
Donn Arden's . “Big Ross Lane
Mildred Law '
Sammy VVolf
Ben Beat”.
Ronny Draper
| Dick Stabile Orb •
Nevada Lodge
Richard Cannon
Ivan Lane Ore.
j
Slate Bros.
.Phyllis Diller Cloister
‘ Don Rickies
Jack LaDelle
Ruth Olay
; Joe Castro Trio
Esquire 3 :
.
. Statler Hotel
Shetky Greene
Windsors. Knock-.
J. ■ A Sondra Steele
Geri Galjan Ore
abouts
Cocoanut Grot#
; Lois Ray
Gogi Grant .
! Skinnay Ennis Ore
Ye Little Club
Rowan & Martin
Freddy Martin Ore I Linda Lawson
■ Crescendo
Joe Felix
Lenny Bruce
1 Roger .Nichols

Ba! Tabarln .
Andrinl Bros.
Boyer
Mafalda 3
Cal-Neva
Ray Bolger '
Barbara Heller
Matty. Mallick’s Ore
Wagon Wheel
Wilder-Brhs.
Maaka .Nua Revue \
jo Ann Jordan
Bobby Page
Upstarts
.
Wager .A: Carroll ‘
Frank Moore 4
Chuck Leonard

House Review

LAS VEGAS
Desert inn
: Edi Domingo
McGuire Sisters
Little Red- A Marcy
Dave Barry
Layne
Art Johnson
.Woody Herman Ore
Donn Arden Dncrs . .
Riviera
Carlton Hayes Ore
Ken Murray’s
‘
“Blackouts’*
Dunes.
Marie
Wilson •
“Minsky’s Arabian
Loii Wills Jr.
Nights”
Leo Diamond ,
Jack; Carson /
Lionel Hampton Ore.
Pedro Roman
Ray Sinatra Ore
Richiardi Jr.
Dorothy Dorben Dcs
Holger A Dolores
Sahara
Gillian Grey
Crosby Brothers
Bob Vegas
Ashtons
Allen Conroy
Don Rickies
Marya Linero
Johnny ’Scat” Davis
Cee Davidson Ore
Saharem Dancers
El Cortez
Louis Basil Ore
Dubonnet Trio
Sands. .
Eddie Bush
Marguerite Piazza
Versailles
Louis Armstrong
El Rancho Vegas
Harry Nofal
Joe E. Lewis
Evelyn Dutton
“La- Nue Eve”
Roy Palmer. :
Copa Girls '
Janine Caire
Christine Fraser
Antonio Mcrelli Ore
Shownoat.
Dick Rice Ore.
Flamingo
; Sons of. Pioneers
Pearl Bailey
i Hank Morton .
Louie BellSon Ore ' ■:> Johnny Cash
^-T-~ &
-- Atkins
''Merle Travis
Coles
j
Silver Slipper
Bill Bailey
I Hank Henry .
Moana Gleason
f Sally Rand .
Linurte Wynn
j Sparky Kaye ,
Count Basie Ore
Fremont Hotel
• nick
-Weston
Joe King A Zaniacs ; Peggy Dietrick
Toni A Harry Wham
Make. Believes
|
Red
Marshall
.. .
Joe Sante 4
Danny Jacobs
Newton Bros.
j Geo. Redman Orb
Golden Nugget
{
Stardust;
Harry Ranch
•
Lee A Faye May*. i Lido De Paris
/*Ca C’estL'Amour”
.nard
.
Sons of Gold’n Wst ! Happy Jesters
Audrey Cooper
Hacienda
Kim Sis
Four Times
- Thunderblrd
Johnny Olenn
“Ecstacy on Ice”
Shirley Scott <
Leny Eversong
Nevada Club.
Al Jahns Ore
Vido Musso
Tropicana
Tommy Nunez
Dick Shawm
Johnny Adomono
. Zsa Zsa Gabor ,
Cathy Ryan
I Jerry Colonna Ore .
Sophie Parker
' Joy “Miss Nevada”
Al DePaulis 4
Blaine . “ V
Sparklers
New Frontier
Shecky Green#
Three Suns
“Holiday iii Japan”
i Norman Brown 8.
Herman Kaye Ore

MIAMI • MIAMI BEACH
Americana •
Evelyn Knight
Will Jordan
Nina Ramon 3
Lee Martin Ore
Biltmoro Tar race
Tropical Nights
Leonela Gonzalez ,
Raquel A R-blando
Wattuses Trio
Maya Freyre
Los Romeros. .
Los Guara.cheros
Miriam Balmori .
Sirelda
Leonard Dawson
Ore
Carillon
Larry Lynn
Elissa Jayne
Tufl Tun
Ken Nelsen
Ted Kivitt
Cindy Fuller
Jacques Donnet Ore
Ruth Wallis
Clover Club
Blaze Starr
Wally Vernon
Tinker Bell
.
Cuban Villaga
Rama A Banda ,
Tany A Leon
Alvaro A Aurora.
Ada Dia2
Berth A. Olga
Jose Aponte
Deauvillb
Mandy Carapo. Orc
H. Levine Ore .
Diplomat
M McPartland 3
Eden Roc
Jackie Heller
Michael Strange
Luis Varona Ore
Duke Jenkins Ore.

Fontalnbleau
Herb Shrlner
Murray Schlamm.
SacaSas. Ore
.
Pupi Caimpo Rev
Natale Fields 3
Lucerne
Havana Mardl Gras
Betty. Reflly
Roberto A Alicia
Milos Velarde.
Blanquita.. Amaro
Mercedita .
Don Casino.
Dave Tyler
Pepe
Blanco
Fausto CUrbelo Ore
, Montmartre •
Ricky Layne A
• Velvet
Dick Sterling
Freddie Calo. Ore
Murray Frankilih's
Kay Carol
Frarikie Hyers
Gina' Wilsoii •
•Linda Bishop
Roy Sedley
Paul Gray
Murray Franklin:
Eddie Bernard
Patsy's Place
Patsy Abbott
.:
Marge: Sherwin \
Billy.. Shepard
Judy Joiirdan
Roney Plaza
Lorha Duke .
Polynesian Revri#
The Rancher
Tune Toppers
Wally Futch
Candido.
Dennis Paul Oro :.
Curt Harmon .3

SAN FRANCISCO
Backstage
Stan. Arnold
Rene Joubert
BlackhawV
aiiles Davis 6
Canterbury.
Geo. Alexander ••
Benny Strong Ore
Easy Street
Marty Marsala
Wally Rose Ore
Pack's .
Ernestine Anderson
Mel Young
Dick' Kallman
Fairmont Hotel ;
Wiere Bros.
EL Heckscher Ore
Gay fO's
Diamond Lll
Sharon Ape! ..
Bee A Ray Gorman
Dick Keegan Ore
.
Hangover
Earl Hines
foe Sullivan

Muggsy Spanier
Hungry l
Lime IJghters
Tom Lehrer
Marilyn Child
Murray . Romart.
Jazz Workshop '.
Masterspunds
Benny. Jolson 0
Moulin Roug#
Bobby Sargent
Tommy Conin#
Terri O’Mason
Maynard Meyer Orb'
On the Leve#
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Onion
Marshall Izeii
Phyllis Diller
Smothers. Bros.
Cruz. Lima.
36$ Club
Barbara Barr
Bill Clifford Ore.
Morb Lbndis Ore

RENO
Golden
Louis Jordan
Freddie Bell
Jonl Wilson

jSparks ‘
■
Harrah's Club
[ Esther Williams
r Jig Adam . .

Eiiipfro. Glasgow
.‘/Glasgow, Aug. 19. ‘ .
Billy Eckstine ^ Bobby Tucker at
piano), Salici . Puppets• Helmuth
Gunther, Hal Roach, Gold & Cor¬
dell,- Ballet [ Montparnasse , (4),
Bobby Dowds Qrch.
Billv Eckstine, heaidlining here,
pleases the outfronters most. with
his soft-shoe nostalgic dance bit,
recalling the old-time greats.. But
dance, maestros needn't worry* the
songalog (he does almost 40. minutes
here* of Eckstine has .the same
polish an/3 ease, as, hitherto.x
. SinfcL ii, :on percentage deal as
on -previo us visits, will be measured
on. thi. week’s i shotying as. indicaiT
tion oi drawing power of estab¬
lished U.S. acts, new policy at this
vaudery being to put in Americans
only oil such a percentage tieal in¬
stead of salary. Unfortunately, sup¬
port layout isn’t that strong, apart
from a puppet -act and a German
juggling, youth, both of whom score
.solidly. . Can’t-be oVerstressed that
even name-value U.S. acts require
all-round strength in support to
pay dividends in overall xesults.
• Eckstine registers with “Gigi”'
and . a vocaliiing-dramatic bit as
Sportin' Life from “Porgy- and
Bess.'- Other numbers include
’‘Little Mama,*’ the oldie ^Prisoner
of Love;” and his parodies of Purry
Como and Louis Armstrong. He
wins good palming for “Give Me
Heading the support quota, the
Salici puppeteers, family act, offer
some deft manipulation of per¬
forming figures, standing oil bridge
above small puppet stage to reveal
their; “inside”. works at close of
act. Their operatic characters are
a . Standout. .
1 v
Helmuth Gunther is reviewed
tLider . New Acts. Gold .& Cordell,
mixed twosome, please with- offbeat
terping in modern style, and: Hal
Rbach suffers from: poor gag-fodder
despite asset of well-paced comedy
act. Ballet '’Montparnasse add the
only femme element On layout,
which is also. One of its main faultings: Showbacking . by resident
Bobby Dowds .house orch. Gord.

New Acts
EARL GRANT
CARLOS & LINDA
Songs
Dances
38 Mins.
14 Mins.
.
Chaudiere, Ottawa
Copacabana, N.Y. :•
Carlos 8c Linda, pert Latin duo,
Earl Grant is an energetic young
Negro voca.list-ihstrumentalist is a stint that grabs nice mitting
as much for its freshness, youth,
ipiano-o gan) who’s been swinging and eagerness as for its ability in
around the Goast bistros aiid has terp: Pair does mambo, cha-chamade a dent in the recording field cha, bolero, modern, /others in this
most notably with “The End” , via Latin style and grab additional
attention with a nice closer han¬
the Decfca label.
dled in swimsuits of the ’90s to
. As evidenced in his pfieem New ragtiirie tunes.
York appearance, Decca has a hot
While terping is okay, addition .
property in Grant and cafe own¬ of a gimmick or spectacular rou¬
ers cau look to him as a sure tine would help build impact.
draw. He!s also a natural for TV’s Stanza is good? for any visual
musical variety shows.
medium.
‘
Gorm.
Grant's a dynamic performer but
he doesii’t oyerwhelm. the audience. HELMUTH GUNTHER
With ai completely, winning per¬ Juggling
sonality* he takes in the tablers 7 Mins.
from thf start and works ’em to the- Empire, Glasgow
point wjiere. they don’t want to let
Young European performer, agile
him go; His turn winds at the arid lithesome, offers, juggling act
half-hoifr mark but at the Copa which, at first, appears to be go¬
opening: he was pulled back for ing on routine, lines. Engages in
two encores that added further, ap¬ normal run of ball-spinning and
preciation.;
club tossing, and also links feet,
His Vocal styling is sure and hands and head for all-embracing
his sav^y handling of lyric values juggling workout.
gives each item, whether It be a
His gimmick, and act's highlight,
romantic ballad or a zingy rhythm comes when he proceeds to build
attempt/ added: values. He devotes a pyramid or pillar of vase-cones,.
a lot of time to- self-accomping at one atop the other../ Balances these
the organ which builds a hefty on his : forehead, erects two arid
sound that at times seems a bit then three/ building suspense by
too big for the room. But it does adding a fourth, then a fifth,: each
keep thb customers alert.
appearing to be tris last/ Femme
Opening with a romantic “Under assistant hands out the vase-cones
Paris Skies,” Grant sets up a soft from behind a darkened table* re¬
and eaiiy mood and startles the sulting in customers thinking each
house Al-it h a vibrant and enthusi¬ is the lari, but .he goes on to build
astic rehdition of “Old Man River” up to nine-high, exiting to solid
. v.
Gotd.
that get|s the crowd in a clap-along applause. .
mdod. |A calypso item* “House of
Bamboci,” follows arid further es¬ VALENOS (2) '
tablishes his versatility. His ballad Dance .
readingj of. “Imitation1 of Life,” title 9 Mins.
song on the U)I pic, slows up the Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha .
proceeqings but he recovers fast ' Fairly new to this country', the
with a • topriotch rendering of Valenos; superb aero dancers,
“Volare.” “Malaguerii” heips dis¬ should get their crack at the big
play his piano-organ, technique arid time shortly. . Lifts and spins are
warms him up for vocalizing on unusually, good • and nearly every..
“I’m Just A Lucky So and So” and trick culminates with the dazzling
a swinging Closer. His encores are ■ blonde gal doing the splits.^
“Fasciriation” and “The Birth of j Unusual opening has. thg ihale
Blues” but knockout entries.
i -bringirig out a. (luffel bag. on stage
He gets topflight assist from his r with his petite Wife in it. Shev
two regulars, Maurice Simon (sax) squirms around, stage, . for some
and Bill Norris (drums) in addi¬ time before he unzips the grip" arid
tion to Gopa’s own Paul Shelley helps her outV .A sock act for any
combo.
Gros. 'visual mediumu:;
Trump J ..

Unit Reviews
Barnes & Carmtbers
Omaha, Aug. 19/
Pompoff, Thedy Be. Family (51,
Three Renowns;. Bobo Barnett Vdlenos : (2) , Freedom Chorus (10),
Roberti Trio, Barnes & Carruthers
Dancers (24), Keith Killinger Orch
(10), tiaonii Barrett..

. Operating on the “Give’ ’em plen¬
ty of comedy” theory, the No. 2
Barnes & Carruthers unit out of
Chicago this year is a fast-movirig
revue that should register well
Continued from ..page 5 with the middle west fair-goers..
Backbone of vhe show, however,
are so confused in Hollywood now
that.; nobody ; is sure; - who wrote as it played here for the members
W'hat. The . industry was-, never of civic org Ak-Sar-BenTs the slick
happy about the. blacklist, and 24-girJ chorus, which has three, pro-:
producers who thought they could
hire blacklisted writers. without ductions. Gals are young, shapely
detection or. public accusation did arid show excellent precision in ,the
so. Blacklisted actors and actresses, getaway “Another .Opening, An¬
wrho cannot of course appear other Show,” first-half: closing
anonymously, still are not Lack at Dixieland strobe piece and. the fiwork.” The article estimates that nale* “My Fair Lady.”
Top comedy offering is Pompoff,
iSTo of . the film made; in Holly¬
wood today are written by black¬ Thedy & Family, Spanish musical
group which uses all types of.
listed writers.
laugh-provoking gimmicks. Little
'What’s the reason for the decline. guy,
who has a “hatchet” buried in
of the blacklist? “From 1948 to his head among other stunts, is a
1957,
movie; attendance' had first class panto. In addition, en¬
dropped by- aliiiost one' half,”. Miss tire group plays a seemingly unlim¬
Poe. declares. “Americans had ap¬ ited assortment. of instruments.
parently decided it ,was. more sen¬
Another effervescent act with
sible to . watch a boring movie on plenty of vitality is the Three Re¬
television than to pay money, for nowns, comedy dancers from Eng¬
the privilege in a. theatre. It .be¬ land. BlOnde gal takes a terrific
came clear that Hollywood could beating from the two males in a
no longer make a profit on mere rough-and-tumble knockabout af¬
bread-and-butter, films, or .even fair.
." ; J ./''■
stereophonic spectacles that said
Bobo Barnett is inoWn in these
nothing. Something had: to give, parts with his trumpet playing and
regardless of censorship pressures. dogs but is still a hit with the kids,
“This, realization in the past few Roberti Trio, three men, get show
years has meant fewer violent pic¬ off to a speedy start with tricks
tures, fewer horror films aitd a de¬ and tumbles that .include some
cline in frothy pictures. Finally, stellar head-balancing feats.- Then
on modern-day.; rassling
it meant that producers had to find takeoff
goes over big.
writers who can handle material
Tying in. with productions : and
of; some meaning in relation to cur¬ having their own 10-ininute stint
rent problems. Many of the screen-' is the 10-man Freedom Chorus, led
writers whip can do this have been, by emcee. Ernie McLean. Good
by no coincidence, •;. blacklisted. costuinirig and a fine blending of
Their humanist ppjproiach to writ¬ voices boost group considerably.
ing is now back in style"
j Keith Killinger’* orch cuts show

. Spciial Realism

i well, with gal .trumpet player par*,
i tiVularly good.: Naomi Barrett iii
: added, .to Freedom Chorus bn “My
Fair Lady” finale for fair returns;
Thearle-Duf field fireworks com¬
pleted two-hour show here. The
Valenos are reviewed in New Acts*
This wrapped, up the free-show
season for Ak-Srir-Ben member*
this year, who enjoyed eight sim¬
ilar vaiide stagings for their annual
$10 dues.
Trump.
. Oriental favaleade
(TIVOLI CIRCUIT; AUSTRALIA)
Melbourne, Aug. 20*
* Revue produced and directed by
Tibor Rudas vjith . Freddie Sates, .
Billy Rayes, Billy McMahon, Duo
Sylvanos, Che Chung Chong, Maha
Koon, Vic Solidad,The Blue Squire
Trio, Don Soriano, Comelio BaU
angue;. Ricmand Duo, Fred San¬
tos, The Kawashima Dancers, The
Rudas Dancers.
“Oriental Cavalcade,” the latest
revue to travel Australia’s Tivoli
circuit, has opened in Melbourne
and despite slight shakiness her*
and there with cutting should be¬
come tops. Produced and/directed
by Tibor Rudas, and it is sched¬
uled to open in Rome for . next
year’s Olympic Games.
Colorful spectacles upon art
lavishly, almost, dished, up includ¬
ing a. fire dance, mechanical dra¬
gon with contortionist in-mouth,
and dancers in chains. The Japan¬
ese Kawashima Dance Troupe vie
for applause, with the Aussie Rudas
Dancers;
Leading comics—Britisher. Fred¬
die Sales,. Yankee .Billy Rayes. and
Aussie Bill McMahan-—use much
blue material, but put It over in¬
offensively,/ Sales in particular/
emerges as solid comic .personality.
Supporting acts are all above
average.: Outstanding are Corrielio
Baiangiie from the Phillippines,
playing three mouth organs simul¬
taneously whilst eating & banana,
the Kawashima Dancers enacting
in doll masks a burlesque on
“Swan. Lake,” juggler Che Chung
Chong diving through burning
hoops, and the Ricmand Duo,
pocket-sized Philippine boys whose
rock' ’n’. roll warbles need encores,
Sian.
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.Vacation iii a Rut
The cast of the: longrun offBroadway production of “The
Boy Friend” took a busman’s
holiday last week. The com¬
pany, laying off at the Cherry
. Lane Theatre, N.Y., spent the
week performing in the musi¬
cal at the Brandywine Music
Circus, Concordyille, Pa.
The. show resumed at the
Cherry Lane last night (Tues.).

For Legit in N.Y.s Central Park

By JESSE GROSS
The distinction between off- +
Broadway and Broadway Is fading.
Summertime legit in New York’*
Amato Opera Moves Out
On the basis of cast salaries, off- Minnesota U. Showboat
Central Park has a cloudy future.
Broadway
becomes
Broadway
Of Greenwich Village It’s a continuation of the unsettled
Will Travel Next Year
When’a show’s weekly gross tops
condition that has existed sine*
-The
Amato
Opera
Theatre
has
$8,000 /for straight : plays) and
Minneapolis, Aug. .25.
vacated its 299-seat Greenwich the-greenery was opened to out¬
?The Minnesota Univ,. Showboat,
$9,000 (for musicals).
door theatrical presentations in
Village
house
after
nine
years.
The
• That’s specified in the hew off-. which has .. -been doing capacity
group,, which presented weekend 1957.
Broadway' contract, which Actors business while anchored here all
.. The only concrete development
opera:
productions
at
the
former
Equity -will put into effect next slimmer, will resume its Mississippi
film spot, has suspended : opera¬ is that Park Commissioner Robert
Tuesday (2). Under the terms of and St. Croix .rivers trips next year
Moses has requested the City
tions
uhtil.it
can
set
up
shop
at
a
the pact, the standard production to other > cities;: including adjacent
Planning Commission to allocate
larger theatre.
minimum salary, currently. $103>5p St/ Paul.;. That is assured because
$250,000 for the cbnstruction of a
The
step
,
is
part
of
director
An¬
on Broadway, w ill . apply to . off- the .Goyernmerit will again permit
permanent
Shakespeare theatre in
Broadway shows passing the $8,000 he vessel to travel, as the college
The road, which was down to a thony Amato’s plans to expand the the park’s Belvedere Tower area.
j is. meeting certain safety require- minimum of three regular touring; group’s activities on a fully pro¬ That’s where Joseph Papp’s N. Y.
and $9,000 ;gross levels.
. The. minimum off-Broadway sal-! ments before the 1960 season,
productions this summer, begins fessional basis, to involve the pres¬ Shakespeare Festival has been pre¬
ary has been raised frdm. $40 to 1 During the current second, season picking up niext Monday 131) when entation of full-length operas with senting its admission-free produc¬
$45 for dramatic companies gross-: the Showboat is alternating per- “Heartbreak House,” the. first of full orchestra Instead of the two tions since ’57. The Moses move,
u ‘ing under $3,000 weekly: The same , formances. of “Billy the Kid” and the season’s out-of-town tryouts, pianos previously used. The final widely regarded as strategically
salary hike applies. to musicals, , “She Stoops to Conquer/’ both opens iix Washington. That’ll be performance Aug. 16 at the Village motivated, isn’t figured to have
-but the minimum gross in that cat- played, in hokum comedy, style, followed by. the usual fall flood of. house was Mozart’s “Magic Flute,” much chance of approval by the
egory has been, reduced from After the vessel was received as-a pre^Broadway and post-Broadway
Planning Commission.
$4,500 to $4,000. The previous top i gift and transformed into a floating tourers.
The Festival last weekend con¬
on straight plays was $75 when the!piayhquse last year, it Toured. the . There are currently four regu¬
cluded its sole offering of the cur¬
gross passed $4,500. The $75 figr ‘ Twin Cities and other Mississippi , lar road shows on tap, plus two
rent semester, a three-week run of
Coast productions. At least .16. ad¬
urei under the new terms, will ap- and St. Croix river towns,
“ Julius Caesar.” The brief “Caesar”
ply to shows grossing between !.
■
:
ditional entries are scheduled to
stand was the result of a pre-sea¬
$4;500-$5,500. The salary will be .
go into hinterland houses during
son squabble between Moses and
$80 when the gross is between
September and at least 16 more
Papp over the commissioner's de¬
$5;500-$8.000.
are slated for October. Another
mand that admission be charged
Regarding mu si c a 1 s, other
five are already set to open out-ofThe/ deficit on “Rashomon,” a for‘the Bard productions to cover
changes in gross levels and cOrre- i
town in November. There may also Broadway production of last sea- various costs to the park in con¬
sponding minimum wages are $55 !
be a few late starters.
son, was $149,308, That’s shown! nection with the project.
between .S4.000-S.5000; $65 ' be- I
The September; lineup includes j in an Aug. 6 audit, of the David j Papp took his case to court,
tween $5,OO0-$6/OOO; $75 between I
12 tryouts and four regular tour- ! Susskihd-Hardy Smith . presenta- where Moses’ action was called
$6,000-$7,000, and $80 between •
ing productions. Of those skedded ; tiori, which w;as capitalized at! “arbitrary and capricious.” The
$7,00(?-$9,000. The previous topi The profit participation deal, on , for October openings, 12 are def- $150,000. The accounting covered j situation was resolved when $20,on musicals was $75 When The the upcoming Broadway produc- * iriite tjry.quts,'-.'three are possibilir.J the last 13 weeks of the show’s 20- j 000 was donated to cover the park
gross passed $6,500. The rehearsal. tion. ot ,>Fivg Finger Exercise” in- ties for Broadway and the ether.! week New York .run. It also re-’____
expenses. However, because of the
pay. for musicals ha* also
^ay%S^maS- is a touring editipn of a prior New : fleeted closing expenses, income j time lost" in the dispute, Papp
his season to only three
„„„
and bac-km get 37-: York presentation. The five shows | from foreign and stocrk productions t
thus far lined up for November [and revenue from the sale of cos- i weeks.
dl.tona cohering “he number oM?s'
include four tryouts and one post-! tumes. etc. The $692 balance is i if the appropriation for the
* available for distribution.
' erection of a permanent ShakepresbnUUon^1*>^erieg Broadway presentation.
The items in the above categor- j . The operating profit on the final I speare theatre is granted then
ies are listed elsewhere, among j 13 weeks was $18,433. The Fay J papp could conceivably be omitted
r
; ing at ; the / M.iisic Box Theatre, Scheduled Broadway Preems or and Michael Kanin play* based on [ from the picture; although hi*
i N. Y,. is . capitalized . at $90,000, under Casting News, among Shows I stories by Japanese author Fyunos- , productions in the ’park have genFuture Produc-! kue Akutagawa, lost money on
Rehearsal
l.Continued on page 59)
* with arovisioh: for 20% overeall.
. I only, four of the 13 weeks, when
j The ; Peter" Shaffer, play, prq- tionsv; " ’ '
. -'
/■■•
[grosses ranged from $18,132 to
|:duced;iri Enigland- by H. M. Ten! $19,584. The loss on those weeks
‘ nent, l.td., has been running since
was, respectively, $i?9 and $1,507.
at the Comedy The-r
The.W
L
:: i 9
July lfi, 1958,. at.
The grosses the other nine stanzas
rrencn u6$P6rHt6 uO. ^tre. Bondon, Ten'nenps
Tennente 25%-share •
ranged from $21,418 to $34,975,;
■
the! profits
".m. prior
Park Tuff 2s
piui»b' is to ^
be ;paid
with the operating profit^ respec- •
iWnT/i^ntdtinri ’^Tnennb -to the distribution of profits betiviey,
$209 and $5,425.
1
T?£
A
Ween'■■the management and back-:
According to a previous audit,:
Washington. Aug. 25.
"ft • Wt/f^?fnr/ei:s- • Johli Gielgud, who directed
‘‘Rashomon’
Thp chhur
ori^.-'at the New-^/ 1'as,lu^'UIi ■ at/one point iepre-J “Did you never wonder how a
fall qSSIp nils S the Brmsh production, will repeat
nbri'i
R
IJ
Carino
Theatr^
last
Fri;
sent*d
a
deficit
of
5173^68,
of
;
group
of
Russian intellectual*
l,ionPthe assignment .for the BroadWav
Knt ft T. ocn^f thp ; whl^h producers Susskind and : would react to ‘Will Success Spoil
$-n nrih nrlihawv ^
i ?h fir 6fferin-g. which Will star Jessica i
lien
SMth
**re
IiibIe
for
$23,668.
j
Hock
Hunter?"
With this tan!ta°;p00nrSn^n LpLi*Tandy; with the rest of tfie original :
stage, production, jit Paris. Flan*- Londoti cast being imported:
Gloria Swanson who had ' beert ! However. it subsequently earnedj talizing query, Washington newsstarrihe
at
the
theatre
in
the
pack•
5
—
at
trifle
more
than,
theexcess
j
men
were
invited
last
week to ac•
^ 3 f?mbln?tlp" turntable , The ^roadway ftoduction’s share
jackknife netting of a ne\\ sort, ofrevfnue fToma sale of the film ..Ar nrndnrtinn of “Red iStter^■ j-deficit,, and got the management j company six touring Soviet writer*
w uch the..management optimistic-, rights |will.be 20% instead of the D?v"PwA“unable to perform to/'?7 .thei?,:,0,f- „The show starred jand editors at the opening of the
’
ally calls “sensational.’’
Ti usual. |0%,, and the Company will osfi/iritT hoeonco nf Armc infpn ' clatee Bloom, Rod Steiger. Oscar . George Axelrod comedy reviyal at '
evening because of a virus l.nfec- ; Homolka and Akim TamirofT.
the Candlelight Playhouse, *
;. Theatrical circles are watching have. Aq. interest in proceeds da¬ tion.
.' .
___
i Unfortunately, the nature of the
tive production carefully -because rtved roih foreign language pro¬ ' . Instead of: cancelling the per- . __ ^
^
finsidey show business spoof left
spending. so much -on. scenery is .ductiqns.. Shaffer gets the -basic formance, the Castino’s owners ;
| both the Russians and their interagainst thev normal Trend here at; Drama lists Guild rovaltv, namelv, t manager permitted the other mem-; LUliyUW
ULU f it Ul.
,9 • preters somewhat at a loss for
the moment, especially for straight. 5% of the. first $5,000 gross 7W%'!
bers of the cast to put on an imwords.
“Very interesting” and
plays. ’ Even
for .musicals. The <jfThe next $2,000 and 10%'of the ^ promptu
variety showT,. including j
. _
,
.
. “kind of funny” w-as about the most
tendency is. to cut. down. The bafanc.
scenes from the Andrew' Rosten-.' _ ,
_ To:nd^on, Aug. 25. : comment the Soviets could muster,
Josephine Baker Show, rurrent ■ •.
/
V
■’•■■■'.
(
that play. About half qf the near- j Barbara Jefford, Donald Hou- ; Their interpreters explained that
smash musical at the Olympia, cost- <|J|I i ny;
nj i ir flCT
i
capacity audience remained for the ston and John justin wiifhead'the j surir'VoublT-enTe^dr^^
tnas
less to produce than .any other .IllLr|l|tI 1U rLAl Piil.,
1presentation after the announce- • old Vic-company#for its 46th sea-T^uiar” annlied to the HolK wood
large-scale musical in . town, .about:
...-■ ttKvAT/i mnniiin AMii ___
ment of Miss Swansbn’s illness and : son, opening Sept. 3. Moyra Fraser,!
bw bustv sXa
25'o, the normal, cost o£ Folies
i the offer of refunds.
? Maggie SmTth, Rosalind Atkinson. =
dSv translation However
Bergere or Casino^ show, ;With;: t
T1it
.Which it is competing. ;
i
YVestport. Conn., Aug. 25. • !
^cCTm'
and ' the visitor? smiled politely through!
■ - ■■■- :.
... ■ =
• . The tV estpqrt - Country Play-. and T «i<! Wikhn alco innlndpfl
‘ ^udl ^enc^
also m the per-. °ut
^be antics of the fan mag
Tnfriviirpnipnf ^11 it Over
. house, which had been due to end J and Lois Wilson, also included a manent company, and occasional t writPr (nlavpri hv Arnold Slanp)
S
lillringement OlUl uver
-its- season next Saturday »29.1 with ! piusical combo, the Roland Jerard | guest, appearances will be made S ^d te
that the whole thfnc was *
Harry Kurmtz’s Teeling’
Fa/tJL'v^th Be.tty comden and i Trio, which was recruited from trie- by Ursula Jeans, Fay Cdiriptou/!
nearby Cliffv Walk Manor-Hotel..I George Baker, Miles Malleson arid
th 4 1
h
th g a
An infringement, suit against the-. ^
Rogers fronted the band and . did ; Walter Hudd.
4iso T Mk
Huh
^nar"''1«aSEhJoa,?Uta^h; his nitery act. He played eight j First production will be “As You I
‘
Boston Aue 25
Feeling, v,as fite^es- ■ v Following .the Westport week/! musical instruments, did a ven- . Like It,” followed by Congreve’s i.
Double Dealer.” Wilde’s ! a CroUD of 17 Bu"sian theatre
rmir? • ThieS’ai-tinn " hv VnncS “Hilary” will embark on a regular triloquism bit and sang a medley ; “The
pre"Btoadway tour, opening. Sept. ^iiTfe:.S/f1,nmUSiCalS
|expert criUcs^^Ind^ctos 2*
Hall and Theodore. B*rt
13, probably at the Shiibert, Desang
.Continued on page 57,
charges fhe.
Obbligato. , which trb.it. The physical production for
“Saint Joan/’. Performances after}
___
several
ballads
and
featured
player.;
; . hey . wrote m 1948, ;W« copiedby the; Gerald Savorv play will beThe
705 ■ Meredith-Lindfors For
the writer, director* Fublifhei^ .and . pne ,built
Westport for/ the en- Ethel Britton did a Charleston rou- i
tine with performers Robert P.
0t
Wn''• F^elmS- • gagement there. “Hilary” has been
‘Bambino’ Tryout, Frisco
t\t T f v. sJilt.seGks to^lom^Kurnitz, touring the strawhat., circuit this Curtis, Betty. Rollin and Carlton
San Francisco. Aug. 25.
Martin. Gabel and Henry Margolis, . .summgr
Colyer: l: ingenue Ethel Ayers did
Burgess Meredith and Viveea
co-producers of the Broadway pro-'
*-. ■
.
■/
a rhuinba with apprentice Sidney
Lindfors will costar “The Plaster
Rhodes. ’ The Saturday matinee.
daction; Samuel French Inc., Ies- ,tv '.
i n
,, n.
f
FactivaF Bambin°.’‘ to be tried out Sept.
and evening performances w‘ere
see of the stock rights; Random UeSItlOUCI OCOtt UireClOf
rCMiYttl j22 as the season opener at the 640cancelled because of Miss Swan-,
, House Inc., publisher of the .work. i . z
^'
1
t
/*
Mexico City, Aug: 25. ! seat Marines Memorial Theatre
son’s illness:
i The 12 peso (96c) limit on the here* The Sidney Michael play,
• price of theatre tickets in Mexico [ written under a Ford Foundation
- fringing qn their property by pub-1
.
. Winnipeg. Aug. 25. ,
j City
/ has caused Richard Marcus, | Srant,
w ill be produced by the
„....
.
r lishing. distributing and producing
Desmond Scott, formerly \yith Seeking Gilmor Brown
‘ Feeling.”
the Canadian Players, is the direcSnprp<5«nr at^
former talent agent-turned pro- ! Frisco Actors Workshop, which
. The complaint also, charges that tor of the Manitoba Theatre
rriT % ■
Wr
■/■ „;-L’na/ ducer, to postpone plans to produce : operates under an off-Broadw ay
The Pasadena (Cal. ) Playhouse , a “Drama Festival” here next franchise from Actors Equity,
upon information and. belief the i Gentrer a local professional group,
defendants had knowledge .1 that. John Hirsch is . co-director; ’ With is seeking a successor to Gilmor; y,*inter. Marcus had hoped to cir-i The Ford Foundation is picking
they were infringing, on plaintiff’s Mark Negin as designer. Myron, Brown as president of its College cumvent • the- city administration 'op .the tab for Meredith s and-Miss
rights arid Were depriving them of Odegaard stage manager and Tom of Theatre Arts. Brown,, founder; ruling by erecting a tent outside Lindfors’ salaries. Workshop offiand longtime head of the Play-r the city limits, but legal and other "cials say that Brooks Atkinson,
Hie advantages and benefits. The Hendry, business manager..
’ drama critic of the N. Y. Times,
action additionally, seeks to enjoin- MTC, how in its second season house, has retired because of ill/factors interfered.
.
I
Marcus stiU intends making an! has tentatively agreed to cover the
Columbia from producing and dis- l at the Dominion Theatre, a former
Willard
Swire,
executive
direcon-the-spot
survey
in
September
to
: “Bambino” premiere,
tributing the. film version, of the film, house; will present eight ipro(Reached
yesterday
-iuesT
Kutnitz play. An accounting is ‘ ductions; for nine pights each, plus tor. of- .the American■ National jdecide if the project is feasible.!
Theatrel
&
Academy
in
New
York,}
The
96e
ceiling
on
legit
tickets
has
j
ot his summer home at Durham,
being sought. : :
i a Christmas play and two chilbeen a constant headache to pro-i-N.Y., Atkinson said this was^the
“Feeling,” W’hich has been get-; dreh’s .shows. It may toiir one or is screening applications:
ducers, particulariv in the case ot first he’d heard of ‘‘Bambino” or
ting widespread production.on the ! two of its offerings to Brandon,
stock circuit this summer, ended a [ Man,
-Playwright Tennesee. Williams, the costly SpanishTanguage edi- the possibility of his covering a
: 33-week Broadway run last June 6,
currently represented on. Broad¬ tioris of. the Broadway musicals,, show at the Frisco theatre. He has
The film edition costars Yul BrypPeter Larkin is set designer for way by “Sweet Bird of Youth,” is “Bells Are Ringing” and “My Fair no intention of doing so, he deLady.’T
! dared.—Ed.)
rier and Deborah Kerr,
touring the,:Orient
“Only in America.”

‘Rashomon’Lost

on

^

^ baSiS^ I

Extraordinary $70,000
Production Cost For

Russe Visitors Don’t Dig
’Rock Hinder’ Gags, Wask;
See ‘Ado’ Rehearsal, Hub

Stiawhat Cast Offers
Blend of Yaude, legit
As Gloria Swanson Ails

|. (|N|)nW,S HI H Vlf f (1

! REOPENING WITH ‘LIKE’

U >ING WESTPORT SET

Mexico City’s Tix Ceiling

Of Canada Legit Group
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bedroom farces, was designed to be
given for one performance at a
benefit in 1905, and was presented
then with an all-star cast. Without
unevenly absorbing.. The per¬
! chute factory and Chicago locales, that, it is embarrassing, rather Cfome Share Illy House is
The Hasty Heart
formances are sound, in soma '
than funny.
Augusta, Mich!, Aug. 12.
Saul Weinsiein presentation of three* is ah admirable job.. Carmen is
Jack P. R a go try presentation of two-act instances moving. The staging is
To complete the unhappy pic- drama
*ot
s.-enes) comedy-drama by Johr. ‘ stilt luring her innocent.lover away !
by Theodore Apstein. Direction,
PatL
_
Direction.
Frank Barone; lechni* frnm
ArrnV rfntv
from Arrive
duty, hilt
but in this c.irbsf]
circatb? producers, have removed Jack Ragotzy; production stage manager, competent,, using a drab, mining
, .1 nne Penn'. Herb Malkin.
•t World War II version, her interest! , Overruled” as a .curtain raiser to Michael Gleason; scenery, Richard Jack- to\vn company house Interidr-exOpenevl Vuu. .13. *59. at the Flagg Court
son: lighting, Emmett Jacobs; costumes, terior advantageously. ,
Bone.
Plj'house. Btooklvn: $3f>0 topi,
shifts to a heavyweight chamn.
Set-1
.
-Billions
tofit
it
inas!
champ. Set¬
Florence Di Re. Opened Aug. 11, *59. at
Cast
Harry Lloyd. Tony Del Gatio,
the- third offering .here! This the. Augusta (Mich.) -Barn Theattei $2.75
Matthew Toiv.n. Turn Alderma'n. McDon¬ ting colloquial .Negro speech to
top.
The Lantree Print
ald Mwr? Otrii Lohmann, Weitdy .Carter, Bizets melodious rhythms, Ham- doesn’t seem exactly cricket for
Nellie .... ...
.. Gay Kleimenhagen
Brest!‘Thompson. Frank Bolger.
New Hope, Pa., Aug. 14.
merstein has Created a theatrical Shaw lovers who have seen the Totn Brooks
; Richard Arinbruster
Michael Ellis presentation ot three-act
...
Elisa Loti
Anlparb ...
piece that retains the integrity of earlier plays, arid might like to Cohcha
....... .. Betty Ebert drama by Paul Murray and Mateo LetVarela
Oft-Broadway has now expanded the opera form, but uses spoken come back for more.
. Nedi.
Evle ..-... .
........ Yvette Espy tunich. . Direct Ion. George Keathley; aetto Brooklyn, crossing the East dialog to make its dramatic points.
Jo* Sagredo ..
...... Vito DeMarzo ning, W.. Broderick Hackett; lighting; Al
Mrs. Ramirez .
.....
Chqrie Graves Wagner. Stars Vicki Cummings, Murray
River with a fine production of
T
.... _
,
, ..
Ray
Maurice Ottinger Matheson, Lee Bergere; features Paula
John Patrick's. “The .Hasty Heart " i ^In
Central Park- production,
Charlotte Ogden ..: ......... Joan Baker Trueman, Henry- Norell, Scottie Mac¬
The theatre,.known as the Flagg1. ‘Carmen-Jopes .faces formidible
Estelle Wilcox ........... Sue- HopwOod Gregor, Delphine Seyrig, Leonard MulCourt Playhouse, is located in the 1 obstades. Foremost among these is
Mt. . Brooks
Louis Girard hern. Opened- Aug. It), *59. at the Bucks
Mrs. Brooks .......... Delphine Stratton County Playhouse; New Hope, Pa.; $4.50 '
Bay Ridge section of the i borough,! a sonnd .system that gives words
Prof. McKay :...,.... .. Alfred Hinckley top.
within sights of the Upper Bay.
, and. mus^ -the. fideh^ of ,a: ^und
Vicki Cummings
Judge .
;--------- Monte -Aubrey Maggie Lind
David Kendall
Murray Matheson
Occupying the basement auditor-. *
ear^ talking pictures, : The Aspern Papers
Suzanne Ren2ud .. Delphine. Seyrig
•
London, Aug. 13.
ium of the massive Flagg Court i AbouV a dozen and a half mikes
Premiered
at
Jack
P,
Ragotzy’s
Warren Cramer ......._ Lee Bergere
Peter Daubeny presentation (by ar¬
•Lt. Arthur ..
Henry Norell
Apartment*. it .has 278 seats which i Plac.ed pell rnell around the playing rangement,
with H.-M;. Tertnent, in asso¬ Equity suinmer stock theater, with Peters
....- Leonard Mulherit
producer ' Saul' Weinstein has setj-.area hang a^yard or so above the ciation with. Michael Redgrave Produe- Ecuadorian import; Elisa Loti in the Harriet.
Cramer
Scottie MacGregor & F.E.S. Plays) of a three-act (five lead, “Gome Share My House” im¬ Frieda. -aside with a reserved seat section ^gers heads taped in blach^but tions
. ... Paula Trueman .
drama .by Michael Redgrave,
at $3.6J and general admission at ! as inconspicuous as sleeping bats scenes)
adapted from; Henry . Janies* story, “A presses as a senstiive, plausible ex¬
Comedy - of Letters.” Direction, Basil position on an intermarriage theme.
“The. Lautrec Print” Is a drill
$2.40 “The Hasty Heart” was> UTlder a barn F0<>1*
Dean; decor,. Paul Mayo. Stars Michael
booked in for two weeks..;
{ , Three, sets of amplifiers are iri- Redgrave, Flora, Robson, Beatrix Leh¬ Set in New York’s Puerto Rican mystery overloaded with stereo¬
The nine-member Equity cast un-Wended to distribute, the sound the mann. Opened Aug. 12, *59, at the Queen’s West Side district (with flashbacks typed characters and weak dialog.
top.
derstands its task of wrenching hu- i bobbing mikes pick up,' but what Theatre, London; .$2.80
to a Mexico locale),: the drama Rushed into production by Michael
.■.... Michael Redgrave
mor and pathos fromvlife in the comes out often seems to disagree: Mrs. Brest .......,.;.. Pauline Jameson holds attention and shapes up as a Ellis after he canceled out Ned
...... Olaf Pooley strong
ward of a British Armfv hospital in /violently with tile, human origin, Pasquale .
off-Broadway bet.
It's Armstrong’s “Intermission;” the
.Bordereau ...... Beatrix Lehmann
mystery is an inadequate vehicle,.
the South Pacific, /hdj; director j There are fades, persistent static Miss
Assunta ■ •-.
:.......... J Nancy Nevinson scheduled for a Greenwich Village
Frank Barone has the tbree-acter j.and erratic volume control .to add Miss Tina —\. Flora Robson opening in October,, at a theatre even for slimmer stock:
Co-authors Paul Murray and
well paced. At the beginning the ; to the confusion,
not yet set, with Richard Carp and;
Michael Redgrave’s adaptation of Gayle, Hinckley as co-producers Mateo Lettunich. have built the
players step on each other's ;lines, j William Hammerstein’s direction,
but then they settle doyrn hand-; suggests, that. this .productiori is ; Henry James’ yarn, “A Comedy Of and Ragotzy repeating his direc-, play: .around the situation of a 'girl
whb is playing around with two
somely.
];
| merely a facsimile of the"*package Letters,” provides civilized theatre, tion.
TV scripter . Theodore Apstein, :inarried men is rnurdered by one
Accents, often a handicap iri. such ; that has toured the. summer tents j though its essential literary flavor
ventures, are managed well, with j after a City Centerrevival in 1556: may limit its public.. However, represented on Broadway few sea¬ of .them in-full view of the audi¬
cocknev English, Auitralian, and An unenthiisiastic ensemble rein-; there is no better acting or direc¬ sons age with Ill-fated “The Inn¬ ence. The evidence points to the
tion currently available in the West keepers.” has drawn on personal vTong rnan and suspense depends
the difficult dialect of the Scots- forces the notion that there, is - a !—--—-man who. plays the lead,; all com-{lack of fresh ideas to adapt: the j Erid. arid - “The. • Aspern Papers’’ knowledge of New York and Mexi¬ on the demoristration of how the
ing across effectively: The com-I production to the problems of this; should, rate a run here arid even- can racial types and issues, In deve¬ j*eal murderer has trapped himself.
Vicki Cummings is adequate as
loping the basic love story and its.
pany, all with solid backgrounds in vast arena stage.
. j tually on Broadway,
stock, tv, and off-Broadway, fea-j EtJlei Ayler brings the shape,'
« Venice towards the end Conflicts. Its an intimate drama the adtress who tries to prove her
fur,ef JFf,ank.-J.olg1!r’ i'^ho , bas | looks and an excellent soprano ;0*,thelast ^"tury the^story in- centering on a Mexican servant girl actor-husband, well-played by Mur-,
tackled the difficult part of the [voice‘tu the title role; hut her act- volvfs aa author-critic who is anxi- and a Yank college student who ray Matheson, couldn’t have com-v
Scotsman. on summer stages in the ing superficially skims the surface 0Au^ to.. obtain letters from a famous marry in Mexico When she becomes mitted the murder. Lee Bergere is
. v_
somewhat hesitant in his playing
oast. He is properly sullen and un- ' of^her
a*
past.
meatv roie William DuPree *! American poet to his mistress. He pregnant:
Abruptly transplanted to New . bf fhe rrile of the agent who cheats .
communicative in the early scenes; works hard’as Joe the two-tiriredj msinuates .himself into the home
as his ward mates try to cheer him loVer> and his sholvy tenor helps ! °£ fhe 'ypman, now ^ formidable York, she encounters racial teii-'0:1
up. knowing as he does: not. that; ,vhen his' shakv acting lets him.! ccntenanan.i ;She resists his blan- sions, strives to become Ameri-1 Paula Thueman is entertaining
he is going to die. The; climactic : down
. , dishments so he . works on her canized and gets little help from !a;^. a tav??n keeper arid Henry
trifle.- 'too pompous as
scene, in which he chooses to
i .
; middleaged.spinster niece^ awakens the boy who is more ashamed ot{'Norell • is
spend his final days with the men : *"£52?^'i longings in her heart-and she is his peasant bride than in love with the^ dumb detective who bullies, his
_t her; , until his prejudices are made ] assistant. Delphine Seyrig plays
prepared, after heir, aunt’s sudden
deaih/ lo. let him have the letters ; apparent to him.
• ; the murdered girl and adds soma
loved* Scotland is a real handker- Pi’?'0"'.{jfLI 1?^,?s fnoe
rh.-ofriai.RAr
town sweetheart but, m contrast, as a sort of dowry. There Is a
Miss Loti, who will play the se* appeal by parading around in
citto “Bab> Lohmariri a rollv- !Jam^ Randolph has a'well, de-^ switch ending, however.
'
j same role Off-Broadway, is an ex- ;a Mack slip.
poly with a muddied iacC, waddles
thr ^ The; .play has pathos but little cellent choice for the servant girl. I P € Qf g e Keathley’s direction
do. little about the over-,
thipugh the humorous part of the .'
L humor, and apart, from the final appearing in virtually every scene j
British soldier with aplomb. [ 2a
curtain the third ;act tails away. arid sustaining a compelling charac-! writteri and overlong first act: and
W'endv Carter, the - lone.!femme, is:l
The story is told with iinpeccable terization. With Mexican film and ^tbei wooden dialpg .throughout the
taste:. arid actedJ supremely
attractive and articulate as the:
V well. stage experience to be credit, arid i
^
Bitt.
nnr<p and Iovp interest ii
; bert Stubbs as. a pugnacious ser- Redgrave, has written a custom- with.: distinctive .Latin
features,
built vehicle for himself, and he she s excellent for the exhaustive
The ilo§(in Case
Tom Alderman as the >’ew Z*»-:
smoothly and plausibly reveals the role,
lander and Matthew Tobin as the
East Hampton, N.Y., Aug. 1L.
dedication which the
applies
Ronald Rawson production of Uiree-act
Australian, uphold their accented ;
me writer
man oppnea
Richard Armbruster does well in
parts well. too. and Tony1 Del Gat to :
se^s ;to
-.task of getting the Aspern the largely unsympathetic role of (four. scenes) drama -.by Raymond Bower*.
Direction, Ruth Rawson; setting.. William
is a tough, if not wholly convinc-|1 ■ 1“e^ertIj. P^rf^rmed.
. [ letters. Beatrix Lehmann is a ma¬ the student who marries the girl Ritman; lighting, Dan. But. Stars Tom
in? antagonist as the American, t
Duane .McKinney’s efforts to. In-'.cabrely effective ceritenariari, fierce because it’s “the thing to do, but Helmore, Gene Lyons, Patricia Cutts;
features George Turner, William Jackson,
McDonald Mears. a Panamanian vest the production with scenery '■ and dominating. :
the part really demands a slightly Michael
Lewis. Valerie Cardew. Opened
making his professional: debut, is' fizzle when he places two transr j
But it is Flora Robson who bril- younger actor. Supporting roles Aug, 11; *59, at the John Drew Theatre,
particularly intruiging as a native . parent, plastic, columns upright liaritly gives the piay.its heart. Her are played effectively by Gav East Hampton...N.Y. •
ClaStin
Gene Lyons
bushlander who communicates in ‘ among the hanging mikes to sug- sloyv, inevitable acceptance of Red- Kleimenhagen, Betty Ebert. Vita Anne
Patricia Cutts
single words but is onstage most of! §est an elegant country club setting: I grave’s attentions and the pathos DeMarzo, Louis Girard and Alfred Peebles
-George Turner
Hurst ....
Tom Helmore
the time, making beads or staring ! f°r the second act. The Raoul Pene ; when, she realizes that she is just Hinckley,
Sergeant
Michael Lewis
glumly out the window.h
du Bois costmues seemL to include ! a means to a .cynical end are quiet; Ragotzy’s direction of the ex- Bowrtian ...William Jackson
The set. a simple J mosquito- some of his original-designs for the. ly. and movingly portrayed,
cellently mounted drama keeps the Violet ............. ...... . Valerie Cardew
netted room braced by bamboo, original 1942 production.
}
Basil Dean’s direction is sure touchy theme iri the proper focus.
-For the American audience, a
serves as an effective frame for:
Suelva venerable and respected , and. tasteful, while .Paul Mayo’s Apstein’s drama, originally in three
gal as Carmen deserves better than setting of a Venetian house is in acts but reshaped into two, with whodunit should have all the loose
Nedi.
the action.
the w ide open, spaces arid primitive an appropriate gloomy mood.
four scenes, needs Some tigntenirig ends tied up and, nowadays, also
sound system under the full moon
■
' Rich;
—which he plans to do before the contain a psychological twist. Silica
< armen Tories
off-Broadway opening—and, some this British import fails on both .
N.Y. City Hudson Celebration produce .and against the skyline of^ Central
Park South..
Burm,
tian of two a<*t (seven scenes)- musical
major last-scene revisions to give counts, arid also hris stereotype
Qnartet for Five
drama b> Oscar Ha in merstein II, adapted
the
stoiy a more satisfying wrap-' characters. It seems a doubtful
from. Bizet's opera, based); on Prosper ,
London, Aug. 20.
Mertmee'Ssmy. Producer. Jean Dalrymple; .
ShaW TriDlf’BHl
up.
Some . scattered lines of dia¬ prospect, for the. U.S. market.
Arts. Theatre. Club presentation of ■
direction. William Hammerstein; settings, ■ ,v x. ■
r. . ..
a
.Perhaps the plot of “The Clostin'
logue
don’t fit, on the character
three-act farce by. Marc Camoletti; trans¬
Duane McKinney: costumed PaouI Perte !
Kes5-nJ**L°.tt
lated and adopted by .Warren TUle. Di¬ of a blond neighbor on the. make Case” is too complicated, or to put
du Bois: Choi eosraphy. Alvin Alley; light- V
1L..ri^eTdj!*
in?, Abe Feder: musical director. Samuel J.haW.- pack Laa> of the Sonnets, ;_Pas-. rection, Clifford. Williams;, setting, Brian for the- student,: seems unneces¬ it the othei* way, not clear enough.
Krachmalmk; orchestrations!: Robert Rus,: s»°.n* P,°»5.on and Petrificatiotf' andj: Over¬ Currah. Features Balhina, Graham CrowThanks , to cliff-hanger first and
: - Beil.
sell Bennett Obened Aug. 17. *59. al the ruled. Direction. Basil Calemant settings, den, Rachel Roberts, David Stoll, Hazel sary.
Tony Stachelczyk;'
costumes, John T
Lee;
second-act curtains, the. Raymond
Theatre-m-the-Pafk, Central: Park, X.Y,; .-Tony
Stachelczyk; costumes
— Douglas.. Opened at: Arts Theatre, London,
Opened Aug. 20; Aug. 19, *59; $1.68; top;
$3«5 ton
i
lighting, Morgan James. Opel
Bowers
meller has considerable
.,...... v---......... Balbina
Corp. Morrell •-...
Rndester Tii-nmnrts
'59. at the PcQviiycetpwh
. Rodftter
Timmons l5,9^aV1he
PfOViitcetpwn Plaj
Playhouse. N.Y.; Anna
The Julian Calendar
suspense. But it remains a notBernaTd:
v Graham Crowden
(Thtvs i*H Rohprtc 93*90- lOJ^.
#
Forem *n
Groton. Conn., 'Aug. 18.
quite item in the author-versusChristine Spencer '
Cast- Kathleen- Roland, Charles Mae- Claudette .\ ........... Rachel Roberts
Cindy I.ciu ...
Hirbert^ Stubbs ■ auley. Norman Roland.-Gertrude Corex,
‘-I.; • -.- .; David Stoll
Groton Playhouse presentation of three- ari(iienc'e
Sgt. Brown . .
guessing sweepstakes.
" William DuPree - Margaret Brewster. Carole Teitel, Anna. Catherine .Hazel 'Douglas
Joe
i; E»hel‘ Avipr Hunter. John Braden, Leonard Giaqcone,
NMubaiuerSCmrectfon,mwm^^aBockfnset- j The dialog ranges from diverting
Cdtm
1'. Jackie Walcou Rphert Dolson.
.
tings and Ifghting,^ Adrial^ Sayre-Harris. J to dull.' :
Sally
The Arts Theatre has. put on so Opened Aug. 17, *59, at Grbtiri (Conn:)
T-Bone
.. Howard Pierson i’:
;—;—
*
4
.'
! The meller presents Tom HelPlayhouse;
S3 top. ~
Tough Kid .-.
‘“
( The Shaw festival at the Prov- many worthy productions that it Stanley
McC
stanle.v McGaryey
....... Christian Grey . more as the Suave Rnd. resourceful
Drummer ....
can perhaps be'forgiveui for a lapse Anna
______
HoWrt
Roher”! j incetown
Playhouse has. added. like
Bartender ...._ ...
__ _,
Anna Pater
Pater _
Liz Thackston j detectiye, Gene. Lyons as a cad
“Quartet
for
Five;”
This
feeble
Sue
Sabo!
—
.....
Anna
Maria
Vincent
Frankie
..
iDoris Galiber ; three, one-act COmedidS to lts Tep'r'“ 4 who has married for money apd '
adaptation of a French farce John Pater .......... Konrad Matthaei
Pi'ht '
Warier" i?o‘v” i.frtory, with something less than
Bob Rogers . . ...
.......; BiU Caskey plots to riiurder his spouse, Patricia
sniggers, its. . .way through three Nicholi
Latercheck... Adrian Say re-Harris Cutts
Dink
.
. John Greenwood festtve results. The items are “The
as the. intended victim,
futile
acts.
After,
a
disastrous
first
Helen Pater -........... Naomi Riseman
Huskv Miller .
’
'‘
James Randolph: Dark. Lady of the Sonnets,” “PasFather Ackerhoff ......... William Bork George Turner as a cheinist-other
Hi
act.' it Occasionally twinkles, but Lisa
Meyer .Rosemarie Africano man, . with Michael Lewis as. aO.
"'boi othv Lane > sion,'Poison; and Petfifleatiori;” and
Miss Higg.ns ...
only
in
comparison,
with
the
long,
Phot«g*-apher .
Arthur williams “Overruled;” all . requiring, Kand^
police sergeant arid. Williain Jack-?
tedious stretches of fatuous bad
Card Plovers ..
Like most strawhat tryouts, “The son and Valerie Cardew* in ex- ,
Rosalie Will._
.
, , ,
taste.
Poncho
Julian Calendar” has moderate pendable bit roles. William Hit¬
Herbert '.Stubbs.;
In this ease the company which
Buiiet Head
Warren Tute’s treatment of the promise, but limited production __
Leonard Parker ■ distinguished itself
with earlier
man’s ^setting is imaginative and
Dancing Eo\r*rs
ijaroid Pierson \ presentations
of “Buoyant Bil- Marc Camoletti original concerns and stock easting cloud its poten- I plavable.
Euni.
Referee
( haries Moore ; Hons” and “Getting Married” has a reasoriaibly happily married cou¬ tial. It seems worthy of further ex¬
0tt.Mar.jW. ple who laboriously manouevre* to perimentation, however. have their apartment vacant iri
There is leeway foi* a good
order to introduce, respectively, characterization iri ' the role of a
-.mistr'ess .'and lover, for three nights possessing Polish rnatriarch Who
Py TOM WEATHERLYof illicit romance, ;On hand is a says, and apparently thinks she’s
itiaid . who ingeniously keeps. the unselfishly devoted to her grown The rehearsal halls abound thesa
twb affairs1 apart and effects a son arid daughter. This; struggle
Parham. Haroid pu'Vson. Jlicqueiin^ Wai- presented successfully as’ a curtain
. days
•
■•■■/-•'
co,ff raiser to “The Admirable Bash- reconciliation, at a price, \
With thespians working gaily,
is between a Pennsylvania coal
_
—;' .:
-4 . yille” at the Cherry Lane three
Lacking wit or ingenuity; this is miner’s .widow and a 30-year-old While frantic flacks from
Carmen, that gal witfi the rose in; seasons ago. This is a Whimsical a charade that places a tricky re¬ daughter w’ho finds temporary
hideaways. :
he>; teeth, has put in a lot of. jab at William. Shakespeare, who sponsibility on. its five-handed and, romance with i married, man, and
Report their progress dally. . .=
mileage. The heroine of Merimee’s Shaw presents ris & silly swain whb with a couple of exceptions, inade¬ a Jaw school student-sen who at¬
nove.. Bizet s opera ;! and Oscar obtains his. immortal lines by jot- quate cast David Stoll) and Rachel tempts to introduce into his family
Hamirerstems free adaptation lias ting down the conversations of. Roberts raise some wry laughter by circle. a religiously arid culturally The scene is one of brightest hope,
The dreams .of all are rosy;:
/
scored in the opera: house, on others. -sheer energy. Graham Crowden miles-apart young, girl. .
Who gives a/Samn for statistical
Broadway, in a half jdozen or so
As played bv. Noraiari Roland, Sadly .burlesques the unfaithful
Jbe Harry Anton/ Neubauer
film version- and in j<t«t about all the Bard is a showoff, but hardly husband and Hazel Douglas as his drama accents the conflict between . ': dope
The en.ertamment media. Putting * a humorous one, as he whips out persistent, mistress clearly gives old \vorld tradition . .arid modern . When life’s so sweet and cozy? .
her in Hie middle of Central Park | his note pad to; catch the sleep- up the struggle -early. Balbina, as American life, the title referring
as part of the Hue_
udsoni Celebration ' walking,
Queeii Elizabeth, mum¬
mrim- the .Cunning maid,. Overacts strenu- to the difference /between the Arid. so.the bubble-, grows arid
walkihg Queen
doesn’t v.ork out, however.
"' grows,' '
bling “Out; damn spot.” Margaret ously, perhaps the only solution.
Julian and Gregorian .calendars.:
I’.’s not that the old wai horse Brewster, as the queen. is regal
1Jn.til the first-night curtain; .
The1' direction by Clifford Wilthe dates of the ancient
lacks the standard wallop. Ham- enough, but aJso fails- in the hu¬ liains is flashy; and. only the set¬ affecting
When even the backstage, doorman
orthodox
and
the
modern
celebra¬
merstein’s treatment.:; setting the morous asides. .
-.ting by Brian Ciirrah emerges with tion of Christmas. The dialog is ..
knows—
familiar- tale in a Southern para“Passion,” a takeoff on French credit,-.
Rich.
well written if a. trifle, wordy, arid
They’ve got & flop for certain. .
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4BARD SPLIT $42,400
FOR STRATFORD, CONN.
LHV1J

§7

B way Wilts; Only Four Sellouts;
<M

Stratford, Conn., Aug. 25.
The American Shakespeare Fes¬

I I 77U> Lii/li tival continued strong last week

» MO

A

ml / A

«VU, UHVII

(lit) OOA
t(iVl

with a $42,400 gross for three per¬
Business continued lively , forformances of “All's Well That
most road shows last week. The
Ends Well/' two performances
lineup of offerings was increased;
each of “Romeo ard Juliet” and
by the Canadian revue, “Jubilee,”,
“Merry Wives of Windsor” andone
which opened to poor business in
Last week’s hot spell hurt Breadshowing of “Midsummer Night’s
way. Business was generally down,
Toronto. “Say, Darling’’ picked
Dream."
lip only slightly in Lcs Angeles\ .
although a few entries registered
The previous week’s take at the
A record $21,675 gross was es¬
slight increases. “Redhead” climbed
The other five entries on the tablished last week at the Lake- 1,453-seater was b record $44,891
substantially with Gwen Verdon
list held strong.
wood theatre, Skowhegan,. Me., by for two performances each of the
back as star. Conversely, “Gypsy”
.
Estimates for Last Week
the Betsy Palmer-Kurt Kasznar four shows in this season’s reper¬
failed
to go clean because of re¬
tory.
.
Kansas City, Aug. 25.
Parenthetic designations for oui- package of “Once More With Feel¬
. “Li'l Abner” grossed a pleasant funds made on four performances
of-toivn shows are: the same as for ing.” The total gross.for the sevenmissed by Ethel Merman.
$53,500
last
week
in
the
.first
frame
week
tour,
which
ended
in
SkowBroadway, except that hyphenated
Last week’s sellout^ and virtual
of a fortnight’s stand at the Star¬
T with show classification indicates hegan, whs $121,602. That covered
“Flower
light Theatre here. The previous capacity entries were
tryout and RS indicates road show. 58 performances, including extra
Drum
Song,” “La. Plume de Ma
week’s take: was $75,000 for “Bells
Also, prices on touring shows. in- matinees in Ogunquit, Me., and
from page 1
i Are , Ringing/’ . costarring Gordon Tante,” “My Fair Lady” and
elude 10% Federal tax and local:, Laconia-Gilford, N. H/
; j
“Raisin in the Sun.”
and Sheila MacRae.
tax, if any, out as on Broadway
Other . towns played included I
Estimates for Last Week
“Abner” winds up the Starlight
grosses are net; He,; exclusive of Ivory ton. Conn.; Dennis, Mass.;} manager . Victor Samrock and
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
taxes/ Engagements are for single Sacandaga, N. Yi, and. Falmouth,! pressagent William Fields. The season next Sunday (30).
CD
(
Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
new
setup
will
primarily
mean
week unless otherwise noted,
Mass...
i.
that Stevens will no longer have
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
CENTRAL CITY, COLO,
to
clear
any
contemplated
projects
cal
-Drama),
O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Gazebo, Opera. House (CD-RS)
or share the profits with other
eretta).
(3d Wk) (Tom Ewell, Jan Sterling).
partner-members;
Other
parenthetic
designations
: Almost $31,300.
Previous : week,
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
The /decision whether ttf liqui¬
$33,100,.
I : 1 VI U1LLI1 1UMI11
date the company or “arrow it to
number
of
performances
through
Indianapolis, Aug. 25.
7
; continue as just a royalty collector
The Starlight Musicals ended a last Saturday, top prices (where
CHICAGO
I
is
awaiting
the
return
from
a
Euro¬
two
prices
are
given,
the
higher
is
Music . Man, Shubert (MC-RS)
seven-week season here last Sun¬
pean vacation of John F. Wharton,; day (23) With a good $34,500 for six for Friday-Saturday nights and the
Los Angeles, Aug. 25.
128th wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,The
Greek
Theatre
wound
up
a
attorney,
and
one
of
the
founderperformances of “Bells Are Ring¬ lower for weeknights), number of
458)..
Nearly $66,200.
Previous
nine-week season ■ Saturday (22) members.
week, $64,000.
It’s. understood that ing.” The previous w eek’s take for seats, capacity gross and stars.
night: with a $695,600 total gross, Wharton wants to sell his stock, five performances of “Boy Friend” Piice includes lOCo Federal and
slightly. under last year’s. $707,900 as does Elmer Rice, the other re¬ was $32,000, Top is $3 ($3.50 Fri- 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
/ LOS ANGELES
Say, Darling, Biltmore (MC-RS) but still the second highest in maining founder-in ember, who re¬ day-Saturdayi. .
f.c.. exclusive of taxes.
Starlight general manager Mel
(2d wk) ($5-$5.50; 1,636; $53,290) history of al fresco forum.. The cently resigned.
The estate of
Billy Barnes Revue, Golden <R)
(Lisa Kirk,; Orson Bean, Johnny. schedule of five shows was two Maxwell Anderson, who was also Ross figures the operation will (3d wk; 23 p) ($4.85;.800; $22,000).
below
1958.
break
even
on
the
season.
Desmond).
About $22,000.
Pre¬
Nearly $10,900. Previous week.
a. founder-member, has agreed to
Jack Benny concluded the sea¬
vious week, $20,800.
$10,400.
sell his stock. Other stockholders
West Side Story, Philharmonic son With a two-week . stand, . a are Stevens and playwright: Robert
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
(MD) (18th wk; 140 p) t$8.35-$9.40;
Aud., (MD-RS) (6th wk) ($5.75- disappointing $56,500 for the final Anderson, no relation to Maxwell
$6.50;
2,670;
$79,800).
Almost stanza when nippy weather Which
1,427; $67,500)
(Andy Griffith,
Anderson.
$77,600 with Civic Light Opera sub¬ discouraged open-air fans. The
Dolores Gray).
Almost $45,500.
: The decision to liquidate or re¬
scription.. Previous week, $76,100 take for the two frames was
Previous week, $49,700.
$133,100.
tain
the
company
as
anon-produc¬
with subscription.
Flower Drum Seng, St. James
Highlight of the season was ing, royalty agent will presumably
“Bells Are Ringing,” costarring (MD) (38th wk; 304 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
Hairy Belafonte, who grossed a depend on whether the sharehold¬
Peggy Cass and Danny Costello, $63,752). Nearly $63,600. Previ¬
SAN FRANCISCO
whopping $252,500 for three weeks ers agree on the value of the “B”
grossed
an okay $39,700 last week ous week. $63,700.
Oklahoma, Curran. (MC-RS> (5th of six performances each. Victor
Gypsy, Broadway (MC) <14th wk;
wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 1,758; $59,000) Borge, . however. Was the topper stock. Alfred de Liagre Jr!, a in the initial stanza of a fortnight’s
(Helen Gallagher, Bobby Van, Jules for a single week, raking in a Broadway producer not associated stand at the 4.126-seat State Fair 107 p) <$8.6fr*$9.40; 1,900; $83,000)
Over $71,800
Munshin).
About $56,000 with sizzling $98,800 for seven perform¬ with the Company, has been asked ■ Musical here. The previous week’s (Ethel Merman).
Civic Light Opera subscription. ances, opening the Greek. season. to evaluate, the assets, which in¬ take was $28,000 for* the second with Miss Merman’s understudy,
Previous week, $55,000 with sub¬ He pulled $93,400 in 1957 and $86,- clude not only the interests in nu¬ frame of “High Button Shoes/’ co- Jane Romano, subbing for four per¬
starring Bob Crosby, jams Paige formances missed by the star.
scription.
400 in 1956. Belafonte ran up merous past and a few current
Previous week, $82,900.
operations, but also considerable and Lou Nelson.
$142,000 for two weeks in 1956.
J. B., ANTA (D) <37th wk; 292 p)
The . State Fair. Musicals season
lighting
and
other
technical
equipr
SEATTLE•
N.Y; City Ballet, also .was hot,
($6.90; 1,185; $46,745) (Christopher
ends
this
week.
My Fair Lady, Orpheum (MC- getting $155,500 for two weeks; mentPlummer, Basil Rathbone, Jamea
RS) (1st wk) ($5.60-$6.60; 2,600; compared to $37,500 for a single
When Stevens joined the Play¬
Daly). Over $20,100 with two-for$92,000) (Michael Evans, Diane j session in 1957. “Coppelia.” an¬ wrights in 1951 there was . only
ones. Previous week, $22,200 with
Todd). Around $85,000.. Previous other ballet turn, did a nice $55,- about $10,000 in the treasury. He.
two-for-ones.
week, $80,600 for seven perform- i 600. for its single week!
was instrumental in
arranging
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
ances at the Auditorium, Portland.
Playwrights sponsorship of “The
(R) (37th wk; 295 p) ($8.05; 1.050;
Wallingford, Conn;, Aug; 25.
Fourposter” soon after that, how¬
$44,500)
(Robert Dheryi. Another
“Call Me Madam,” starring Bil¬
TORONTO
ever, and the Jessica Tandy-Hume lie Worth, grossed a meagre $10,- $45,000.
Jubilee, Royal Alexandra (R) (1st
Majority of One, Shubert (C)
Cronyn, starrer became the first 900 last week at the 2,219-seat Oak¬
wk) ($3.50; 1,525; $22,000). Almost
Westport, Conn., Aug; 25.
of a number of money-makers dur¬ dale Musical Theatre here.
The 27th wk; 216 p) ($6.90; 1,453; $53,$11,000.
“Bells. Are Ringing,’’, starring ing bis tenure.
previous week’s take for “Tunnel; 000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrude
Imogene Coca, grossed a healthy
of Love,” starring Paul Winchell,; Berg); Almost $44,300. Previous
Other Money-Makers
$16,000 last week at the Westoort
was $14,300.
Top is $3.60 Mon-: week, $46,700.
Other, substantial payoffs have day-Tuesday,
Music Man, Majestic i88th wk;
Country Playhouse. “A record
$3.85
Wednesday($8.05;
1,626; $71,000».
eight-performance gross of $19,000 included “Tea and7 Sympathy,” Thursday and $4^0 Friday-Satur- 700 p)
(Figured. denote Opening. dates)
Over $66,000.
Previous week,
was racked up the previous week "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” “The Bad day.
NEW YORK
by “What a Day,” starring Celeste Seed,” “Sabrina Pair” and “Pnsame.
A $36,500 gross for “Pajama
Holm.
* .
My Fair Lady, Hellinger, <MC)
boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25-58). . ■
dine,” plus the current “Pleasure Game” earlier this season was er¬
. Connection, Living Th’tre (Bop) (7-15-59).
"A Party,” the Betty Comdem- of His Company/': When the Pre¬ roneously credited'as "being a rec¬ (180th wk; 1,435 pi ($8.05; 1,551;
Enemy of the People, Actors (2-4*59):
Adolph Green show,, is current at ferred and “A” stock tvas retired ord for the tent. The actual rec¬ $69,500) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
Hasty Heart,. Flagg; Bklyn. (8-17-59).
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan So. (5-25-59). the 755-seat converted barn, which
some ;months ago,, oyer- $200,000 ord is $43,100 registered by “Rose Charles). Over $70,500. Previous
Many Loves, Living Th’tre (Rep) (1-13-59). is scaled to a $4.40 top weeknights
Marie,” staffing Anna Marie Alber- week, same.
was distributed;
Mark Twain Tonight, 41st St. (4-6^59);
and. $4.85 Saturday nights.
• closes' Sept. 6.
“Janus,” starring Jane . Pleasure of His Company, Music
|
During, its 21 seasons to date, ghetti.
Our Town, Circle in Square (3-23-59).
Box (C) (44th wk: 350 p> i$6.90;
the Playwrights Co. has presented: Russell is current at the canvastop. 1,101; $38,000) (Cyril Ritchard,
Shaw Festival, Provincetown (5-26-59).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55).
46 shows, including 26 in associa¬
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie
. Waltz of the Toreadors, Cricket (4-6-59).
tion
with
other! managements.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Ruggles, Walter Abel).
Nearly
(Aug. 24-Sept. 6)
Antigone, E. 74th St. (9B-59).
Among the Pulitzer Prizewinners
$17,700. Previous week, $19,200.
Shakuntaia, St. Marks (9-9-59).
.Gazebo (Tom Ewell, Jan Sterling)—
Raisin in the Sun, Banwmore
When Saints Fallen, Jan Hus (9-10-59).
Opera House, Centra) City, Colo. (24-29); have been Robert E. Sherwood’s
Biltmore,
LA.
(1-5).
,
Three Sisters, Fourth St. (9-22-59).
(D) (24th wk; 190 p) ($6.90; 1,067:
“Abe Lincoln in niinbis” (the —Continned from pace ,55
Land Ah Ear, Renata (9-24-59).
• Hoartbraak House, (tryout)
(Maurice
$41,087) (Sidney iPoitien. Almost
first; presentation)
and
Evans, Pamela Brown, Sain Levene, Diana' firm’s
Confederates, Marquee- (9-28-59).
Wynyarfl. Alan Webb, Diane Cilento. Den¬
Power of Darkness, York (9-29-59).
tended a rehearsal . of the third act $41,800. Previous week, $41,70i>.
“There
Shall
Be
No
Night,”
and
nis Price)—National, Wash. (31-5).
Vincent, Cricket (9-30-59).
of “Much Ado About Nothing,”
Redhead, 46th St. «MD) *28th
Great God Brown, Phoenix 00-5-59). /
Music Man (2d Co.)--Shubert, Chi (24-5). Tennessee Williams’ “Cat on a Bfit
Orpheus, Gramercy 'Art (10-5-59).
/ _My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evans, Tin Roof.” N, Y. Critics Circle with John Gielgud and Margaret Wk; 220 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410)
Burning Bright, Th’tre East (10-12-59). Diane ^Todd)--Orpheunt,. Seattle (24-29);
<Gwen Verdoni.
Over $48,500.
Leightqh,
at
Boston
Univ.
theatre
Award-winners have included Sid¬
Deirdre of Sorrows, Gate (10-12-59).
:
Aud,,. Vancouver (31-5).
Mis-GuMed Tour, Downtown . (10-12-59).
Oklahoma (Coast Co.) (Helen Gallagher, ney Kingsley’s “The Patriots” and and a performance last Tuesday Previous week, $39,100, with AJIyn
. Summer 17th Doll, Players GO-Vt-PO).
Bobby
Van,
Jules
Munshin)—Philhar¬
McLerie subbing for Miss Verdon.
(18)
of
“Peter
Pan,”
with
Eric
“Darkness at Noon” (based on Ar¬
monic, L; A. (24-5). .
All King's Men, E. 74th St. (10-15-59).
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck <D)
- Say, Darling (Coast Cd;) (Lfsa Kirk, Orson thur Koestler*s hovel), plus “Cat” Portman and Rosemary Harris, at
-Delrdrc of Sorrows, Gate (10-15-59).
(24th wk; 191 p) ($6.90; 1,280; $47,Bean,. Johnny Desmond)—Biltmore, L.A.
No Trifling, St, Marks 01-9-59). .
and (in the foreign category) the the Theatre-on-the-Green, Welles¬ 963) (Paul Newman, Geraldine
(24-29); Geary, SJ. (31-5);
^ ’
West Side Story—Curran, S F- (244).
jean Giraudoux-Maurice Valency ley. '•
Page, Sidney Blackmer).
Over
LOS ANGELES
The Russians were flown from
“Ondine/*
$35,400. Previous week, $36,800.
. Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (10-13-58).
New York, another stop on a tour
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, VaUey (8-7-59).
For the -upcoming season, the
. Two for the Seesaw, Booth «CD)
of
the
U.
S.,
were
met
by
Elliot
Cold Wind, Players Ring C6-S-58V
(84th wk; 668 p) ($6.90; 780; $32company has four productions
(Figures denote openiha dates)
Murder in Red Barn, LeGrand (8-25-59).
Norton, drama critic of the Boston 300).
(Hal March, Lee Grant).
Aipem Papers, Queen's (8-12*59).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
scheduled and two others tenta^
Daily Record, representing the Over $13,700 with tivofers. Previous
Blue Magic Prince Wales (2-19-59).
Tunnel Of Love, Valley (9-11-59).
tively
'listed.
Definite
items
are
Caught Napping, Piccadilly (5-22-59).
Girls In 5W, GaUery (9-11-59).
American National Theatre
& week, $12,200 with twofers.
Clown Jewels, Vic. Palace (3-5-59).
“Silent Night, Lonely. Night,” be¬
Paint Fingers, Horseshoe (9-18-59).
Academy."
Complaisant Lover, Globe <6-18-59}.
World of Suzie Wong, BroadEnemy of People, Civic (9-21-59).
ing presented by the playwrights
George Dillon, Players Ring. (10-16-59).
. Farewell, Eugene, Garrick (6-5-59).
In the visting party were Pavel hurst (D) (45th wk; 359 p) ($6.90;
alohe; “Five Finger. Exercise,” in
Fine Fettle, Pklace .(8-6-59).
'
CLOSED
Markov, director . of the Moscow 1,214; $47,400). Oyer $25,200 with
Look Back In Anger, Gallery (6-24-59);
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58)
partnership
with
Frederick
Bris■ closed last Sunday (23).
(French Mistress, Princes (6*4-59). .
Art Theatre; Victor Kimissarjev- twofers. Previous week, $27,6G0
son; “Flowering Cherry,” in part¬
Palm
Tree, Stage Society (7-24*59);
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
sky, director; of . Moscow’s Maly with twofers.
: closed last Sunday (23).
Hostage, Wyndhain’s. (6-11-59),
nership with Don Herbert, and
Miscellaneous
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Theatre; Ivan Martynov, critic of
1‘Cheri,” in partnership with Rob¬ Pravda, and Vladimir Kandelaki,
Land of Smiles, Coliseum (7-059).
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-8-59). ert Lewis; Tentative; projects, de¬
director of the Stanislavsky Music ! (MD) (15th wk; 120 pi ($4.60; 1,150;
Lock Up Daughters, Mermaid *5-28-59).
pending on available stars or thea¬ Theatre.
$29,382). Nearly $16,400. Previous
. Look After Lulu, Royal Ct. (7-29-59).
Much Ado, Lunt-Fontanne (9-17-59). .
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (ll-25-5?V
week, $16,200.
tres, are “Motel” in partnership !
Yves Montand, Miller's (9-21-59)..
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane. (4-30-58).
with James Slevin, and “Duel of ! Gangs All Here, Ambassador (10-1-59);
One To Another, Apollo (8-19-59).
Interviewed in New York
Happy Town, 54th St. (10-7-59).
Pleasure His Co.. Haymarket (4-23-59).. Angels,” in partnership with Jose
|
The same group that visited Bos¬
Moonblrds, Cort (10-7-59). ...
Quartet for Flvo. Arts (8-19-59)1
Quintero and Theodore Marin.
. Cheri, Morosco (10-8.-59).
Raisin In the Sun, Adelphi (8-4-59).
ton also attended a rehearsal last
Drop of a Hat,: Golden (104-59).
Ring of Troth, Savoy (7*16-59).
The six founder-members of the Thursday (20) of an off-Broadway
. Golden Fleecing, Miller’s (10-14-59). •
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix. («-25-57).
The Kenley Players, operating at
Playwrights were Maxwell Ander¬ production of Chekov’s “Three
,. Heartbreak HOuse, National (10-18-59).
Roots, Duke of . York’s (7-30 59).
Flowering Cherry, Lyceum (wk. 10-19-59);
. Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54)
son (deceased). S. N. Behrman (re¬ Sisters,” at the Fourth Street The¬ the 2,418-seat Packard Music Hall,
Miracle Worker,; Playhouse (10-19-59). .
Simple Spyman* Whitehall (3-19*58).
Warren,
O., hit the jackpot again
signed),
Sidney
Howard
(deceased),
Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-20-59).
atre,
N;
Y.
They
were
also
in¬
Sound of Murder, Aldwych (8-5*59). .
Take Me Along, Shubert <10-22-591.
Taste of Honey, Criterion (2-10-59).
Rice (resigned), '= Sherwood (de¬ terviewed, through an interpreter, last week with another television
Girls Against Boys, Alvin (10-27-59).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58)
personality.
“King
I,” star¬
ceased)
and
Wharton,
and!
subse¬
• Highest Tree, Longacre (11-4-59).
by
reporters,
including
a
number
West Side Story, H. Majesty’s (12-12-58).
ring Betty White, a .tv headliner
Tenth Man, Booth (11*5-59).
. .
•
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
quent joiners were Kurt Weill (de¬ of legit columnists.
Sound Music, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12*59).
and frequent guest on Jack Paar’s
Merry Widow, Coliseum <9t1-59>.
ceased)
Robert.
Anderson
and
Ste¬
The
Russian
delegation
left
by
Only In. America, Cdrt (11-19-59):
Darling Buds of. May, Saville (9*2-59).
NBC-TV show, established a record
Florello/ Broadhurst (11-23-59).
vens* The latter, incidentally; will plane last Friday (21) for Moscow.
Crooked MHo, Cambridge (9-10-59),
. seveh-performance gross of $31,5 Finger Exercise, Music Box (12-2-59).
From the French, Strand (9-16-59).
continue his association \yith Pro¬
Silent Nlghf, Morosco (12-3-59),
: •
CLOSED
000 for the John Kenley operation..
Saratoga, Winter Garden (12-7-59).
ducers Theatre, in which he is
Hamlet; Queen's (8-4*59).
Dorothy Malone and Jacques
Jed Harris. Is plarining a Broad¬
Time's Fool, ANTA (12-8-59).
Once.More With Feellho, New (7-9 59): partnered with Robert Whitehead
Goodbye Chari ie, Lyceum (J2-JR-59).
way production of Arthur P, Car¬ Bergerac are current in “One#
Prodigal. Wife,. Winter Gard. (5.28-59).
Pink Jungle, Plymouth (1-11-60);
and Robert W. Dowling.
Rope Dancers, Arts (7-9-59).
ter’s “Con Amore.”
More, Writh Feeling.”

Majority’ $44,300, ‘Pleasure’ $17,700

Palmer-Kasznar
$21,675, Skowhegan, Me.

J

'Abner’ Amiable $53,500
1st Week, K.C. Starlight

Playwrights €o.

$695,600 Season Total

‘BELLS’$34,500 FOR 6;
INDPLS. BREAKS EVEN

I

Borge $98,800 Top Week

Billie Worth in ‘Madam’
NG $10,900 at Oakdale

Coca $16,000 in ‘Bells’
For Week at Westport

Off-Broadway Shows

Riisse Don't Dig

London Shows

Scheduled B’way Preens

‘King,’ With Betty White,
Record 31G at Warren, O.

Variety
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THE PRODUCTION OF / HEARTBREAK HOUSE
'

PRESENTED BY

s

MAURICE EVANS AND ROBERT L. JOSEPH'
ASSISTANT TO THE PRODUCERS:

■::::GENER*L.. MAHAGER>.

MARIANNE. MACK AY

t RICHARD GRAYSON
Rroouction Assistant
40ANNE TAYLOR

General I?ress Representative,

HARVEY

sABtnmn

August: 15, 1959
Hr* Fax Ginsberg
Zr
Amusement Advert:! sing ‘w&nager
The Set* York Timas
229 West k^rd Street
Hew York City %
Dear Rex,

As yon know, “BEASTMEAK (HOUSE*, whicbl am eo-pfod««ing Mttb,
Maurice Evans opens on OctobertSthst theNstionalTheatre.
Since our premiere was fairly eeply'in the new season, we could
hot wait to advertise the production in the usual first Sunday
after labor Day. This would be Tar X to©'late.
Therefore, we decided to do something radically different,
faking into consideration the new record high circulation
figures of the New York Times, we decided to start, our campaign
on August 2nd, the middle of the summer.
The results were terrific! Between the quartet page run on
August and and the alphabetical listing on Augus t 9th we have
drawn 2300 orders and more are pouring in*
And this is only the beginning of our campaign.
tiseoents ere scheduled to follow..

Other adver-

Me thought you might like to know all this because we hav#
shown beyond any doubt that under,the. proper circumstances
.
good production, top-notch stars, fto. *»- The llew York Tinea
can produce tremendous results no jitter what time of
year
or where the «d appears.
-.j

' ,

v'*;.
i^bert.L«"Joseph '

'

$

‘THE; PLAYHOUSE*’";. iZl^ \PiWSX-4m$. STRICT ..'NEVV;«Y0RK' 36!- NEW ^OlRK

Summertime.. .Wintertime.. ."Heartbreak House” proves
anytime is the right time to sell tickets when you use
the far-reaching power of the biggest amusement advertising medium
of them all.. .The New York Times

LEGITIMATE
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Ford Fund Giving 520G
For Creative Legifers
The Ford Foundation lias appro¬
= Alan Pryce-Jones, currently reviewing West End legit for the Eon- priated $520,000 , for programs to
don Observer while the.^weekly's'.regular- critic, Kenneth Tynan, is . on assist creative writers,, dancers,
leave of absence as. Broadway aisle-sitter for the New Yorker, vividly professional legit directors and
describes . the performances in . the . recently opened “The Aspeirn
theatre architects and designers.
Papers,1’ adapted by Michael Redgrave from the :Henry; dames novel;
Except for dancers, the candidates
The passage, has sbriie of. the; graphic quality of the; performance com¬
for the new programs ate to- be
ments of WaiterKerr, critic of the N:Y. Heraid Tribune,..
nominated : by - artists, critics and
Pryce-Jones writes, “Beatrix. Lehiparin, in particular, lets off a dtaother persons professionally . en: matic firework; of dazzling incandescence. At each appearance, garbed IfeEffiCSefS
'.-As a kind of Dowager Empress, in decay, eye-shade on forehead abd igageQ m tt?e respect ^e ne
.
croaking her contempt fori the World with batrachoid trenchancy,, she (
The deadline for. nomination of
fires a volley of rockets which leave the stalls huddled in expectation j directors, architects and designers
Of a shower of spent sticks on their heads. Watch her eyes—\vhen the {is Oct. 15, and for creative writers
shade is lifted; they glare out the horror of being bound to a wheeled [it is Sept: 25: Selections will be
chair when once you had Shelley and Byron: at your, feet, A quick j made by panels Of artists and critflutter of the, lids abolishes 60 years, and then the: fatigue and t he •! ics acting as Consultants to the
impotent fury settle On'her face once again..
- Foundation. In the creative writ-“This is a long, way from ihe .muted English tradition to which we j ing field, fellowships of $7,500,
have become {accustomed—I cannot think of any performer who has , plus travel, allowances if necessary.
will be given to poets and writers
struck quite her note since the Robert Farquharson of 30 years agoof fiction to. .establish close working
and it is magnificently effective. ;
“Flora Robson has a more, difficult task, as the foil of these dra¬ relationships with a theatre or
matics. Admittedly, her Stage experience must make her the greatest opera company in the U. . S. or
living, expert in undeserved frustration, but this time she has to Europe. ■
elaborate a point of extreme Subtlety. She has to unfold, like one of
Awards to achitects and design¬
the flowers Which she so loves, out of helpless acquiescence into a ers will be made to support proj¬
kind of love. She cannot. possibly throw herself at the head of ,’H. J,.’ ects for new theatres , through, the
(themale, lead, played by Redgrave-r-Ed.), who has enlisted her help design and model phase, but short
to extract the Asperri papers from her aunt: and. yet she does so,,
of completed working drawings. In
. She forces us to share her reticences, her embarrassments; she even the -director category, about 10
makes us feel a certain sympathy for the man whci is forced to reject_
stagers wfilb be awarded fellowher, if not for the thruster who has invaded her privacy.
. .Flora j ihips’.“upto $10;6oQ -to assist in

Gerald Zafer, a bit player in the 'the Margo Jones Theatre. Dallas.
American
Shakespeare
Festival A Broadway production oi the play
production of “All’s Well That is planned by Wilkes-Manchester
Ends1 Well”, at Stratford,.- Conn., Productions.
was Inadvertently omitted from
An estimated $600,000 is required
the cast credits in the recent , to raze the old Actors Fund home
Variety review of the play.
; in Englewood, N, J:, and replace
Producer Charles Bowden and ! it with a modern, five-wing, fiireH. Ridgely Bullock Jr; left New | proof building with the latest in
York for London last week to scout! facilities and comforts for retired
shows for possible Broadway pre- - actors and actresses. Donations will
sentation.
J be sought by the Actors Fund
“The
Deadly
Came,”
James ( among the theatrical unions, clubs,
Yaffe’s dramatization of Friedrich j associations, organizations, manDuerreninatt’s novel, “Breaddown,” agements agents and those firm*
is scheduled to preem Nov. 17 at who deal with the industry. Foun¬
dations as well as individuals will
be invited to participate in “pur¬
chasing” a wing, , a room or some
other unit of the new structure.
Playwright John Cecil Holm will
resume an acting career this season .
as a featured player in the upcom¬
ing production of “A Mighty Man
Is He.”
New London, Conn:, Aug. 25.
Larry Tajirl, amusements editor
The 12th American Dance Fes¬ of the Denver Post, is in New York
tival, presented at Palmer Audito¬ for one of his frequent show-catch¬
rium, Connecticut College here ing visits.
Patricia Zipprodt is costume de¬
Aug. 13-16, reinforced the import¬
ance of this anriual. event in modern signer for “The Gang’s All Here.*
interpretative dance circles. The - Joan die Keyser, of the Theatre
festival played to 5,110 (at $3 top) Guild-American Theatre^ Society
devotees, an increase in attend¬ subscription department, and her
Robson misses no turn of: feeling in. a final scene which is most pain- \their creative development
ance over a similar stretch of. a husband, Alex Robert Baron, gen¬
eral manager of the upcoming pro¬
fully compelling. And she manages also to suggest that all ;s not
year ago.
duction of “A Mighty Man Is He,”
over when *H. J.'leaves the house forever:’'
Already registering a list of have returned to Now York from 1
some 5.7 premieres over its first 11 two-week New Hampshire vaca¬
“Heaven Can Wait,” lastWeek’s season-closing production at Elitph
years, the. 1959 lineup added to this tion.
Garden Theatre, Denver,, was written by Harry Segall as ; a play , but'Ellen Beamish, treasurer of the
score with the introduction of seywas originally done as a film. It was released by Columbia in 19.il
•n new works. These included Golden Theatre, N.Y., celebrated
-under the title, “Here; Comes Mr. Jordan,” With Everett Riskiri ks
JnbUce
her 50th anni as a ticket seller last
Tenebrae,
1914”
(Jose
Limon
producer, Alexander Hall as director. Sidney Buchmanand Seton ]f.
week.
Toronto, Aug; 17.
Miller credited with the; screenplay arid a cast including Robert Mont- / Quince Productions presentation o£ company), “Tides” (Pauline KonSol Hnrok sailed for Europe last
. gomery fas the prizefighter.), Claude Rains (as thri heavenly agent}, James .. Dcmville production . p£ two-act er company), “Rune” (Merce Cun¬ Saturday (22) aboard the Liberte
revue (22: scenes), with sketches and songs ningham. com p a n y), “Memoir”
Evelyn. Keyes, Edward Everett Hortrin, James Gleason, John Emery, by Mavor Moore, William Solly, Dolores.
on a combined vacation-business
Haliiwell Ilqbbes; Rita Johnson, Doriaid MacBride,. Don Costello; and Claman, Joseph Shaw, Donald W(acSween, (Helen Tamiris company), “Parts trip.
While overseas he intends
Gray. Direction and choreog¬ I and II” (Sybil Shearer company),
Benny Rubin.
! Timothy.
lining up presentations for future
raphy; Brian Macdonalds ; settings and
Under the title, “Heaven Can Wait.” the.Segall- play was tested by costumes, Clare Jeffery; lighting, William “Theatre for Fools” (Daniel Na- U.S. showing.
company),. “The Apostate” . Harold Eaton, columnist and for¬
Dale; musical direction, David Martin; giin
the late Tberon Bamberger at. his Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, | G.
orchestrations, Edmund Assaly; choral ar¬
Pa. (now operated by Micha el Ellis) ; in the summer of 1946. Bam¬ rangements, : John Emerson. Features (Jose Limon company). The crit¬ mer drama critic for the Newark
ical
and
popular reaction indicates Star-Ledger, is ill at his home, 435
Corinne
.
Conley,
Dave
Broadfoot,
Paul
berger presented it oh Broady/ay that Winter under the . title,“Wonder¬ Kiligman, Paul Elsom, Marie .Gauley,;
ful Journey,” with several of the same leads as In his strawhat tryout. Igors Gavon, Louise Glennie, Rick. Gower, replay, potential for some time to East 57th St., N.Y.
“Mirandolina,” Lady Gregory’*
David
Holmes,
Joyce
Kirkpatrick,
Wally
come.
It- opened Christmas night at the. Coronet Theatre, N.Y.j and had a
Martin. Carol Morley, Jean Templeton,
Technical credits on the overall adaptation of Carlo Goldoni’s 18th
nine-performance run, Richard Skinner was associated in the produc¬ Meg Walter. . Opened Aug. 17, . *59, at
century
drama, “La Locandiera,’’ is
Royal
Alexandra
Theatre,
Toronto;
$3.50
tion, which; was staged by Frank Emmons Brown, with Donald. Murphy,
festival include;
top.
scheduled for a Sepi, 15 opening
as the fighter, Sidney Blackmer as the agent and the late Philip Loeb
Choreography: Jose Limon, Dor¬ at the Ring Theatre, N. Y., by Wil¬
In a featured comedy role.
. Billed as a “musical cocktail}” is Humphrey, Merce Cunningham, liam Hnnt.
Daniel Mann will direct “A Loss
this revue needs, more gin and less Pauline Koner, Sybil Shearer, Ruth
v. “Garden. District” earned an undisclosed profit on its &ix-and-a-halfCurrier, Helen Tamiris and Dan¬ of Roses,” taking over the assign¬
month run at the York ; Playhouse, N.Y., and consequently should vermouth if it is to get Out of the
ment relinquished by Arthur Penn,
Royal Alexandra on its projeeted iel Nagrin.
have been classed as a “hit’- in the recent Variety summary, of the
Costumes: Pauline Lawrence*
A revival of Tolstoy’s “The Pow¬
trans-Canada tour. That’s no re¬
1958-1959 off-rBroadway season. The Tennessee Williams double-bill; a flection on Corinne Conley, the Bob : Rauschenberg,. Rita Stein, er of Darkness” is planned for a
holdover from the previous semester was listed as a “failurie:”
L top-featured comedienne, fine sin- Anna Hill
J ohnstone,
William Sept. 29 opening at the York Thea¬
The twp one-act plays, “Something Unspoken” and “Suddenly Last 1 ger-actress Marie Gauley or ..long- Sherman, Joe Kaminski and Ming tre, N» Y., by comedian Jan Mur¬
Summer,” were presented by John C. Wilson and Warner Le Roy. legged ballerina Meg Walter..
ray, actress Ellen Madison, offCho Lee.
The statement that the production was a financial success is made by
Settings: Howard Bay, Michael Broadway producer Peter Marx
But the sophomoric writing proves
and acting school operator Wjutt
Sam Silverberg, an accountant, on behalf of Le Roy.:
.
a barrier to a good cast On the Czaja, Paul Trautvetter, Ming Cho
Handmaim, who’ll also direct the
theatrical premise that a revue is Lee and Helen Morrisson.
play, adapted by his wife, Barbara.
“Whisper to Me,” Greer Johnson's dramatization of William Goyen’s the hardest form of entertainment
Lighting: Thomas Watson, Thom¬ Yladamir Sokoloff, who appeared •
short.'story, “The Letter in the Cedar Chest,” presented for two per¬ to do on its element of suspended as Skelton, Nicola Cernovich and
in the classic as Akim many years
formances Aug. 15-16 at the White Barn, Westport, Conn., was; origin¬ surprise, plus the fact that every Helen Morrison. .
ago at the Moscow Art Theatre*
ally tried out at ’the Margo Jones Theatre, Dallas, In; the summer oil scene won’t please all the custom¬
The American Dance Festival will repeat the part in the upcom¬
1955, with Miss Jones staging. The Wlrite Barn production feature<I ers, “Jubilee” falls up and down in Orchestra conducting was shared ing presentation.
Ruth White, Enid Markey and Mary Finney.
its sparkle until it gets the stir-:
by Simon Sadoff and John Cage.
Jerome Kilty left New York re¬
ring which brings the bubbles to
Also on the musical end were cently for Europe to direct the
life. ; .
; .
Betty Jones* soprano;
Bruce German - language version of his
The opening, “It’s All in the Way Prince-Joseph, organist; a 22-voice play, “Dear Liar,” which opens
You Sing It,” with music and lyrics chorris; Sylvia Marshall, pianist Sept. 26 at the Berlin Festival iwith
by William Solly, together with, ihe
and
musical
director;
Robert Elisabeth Bergner and O. E. Hasse
Continued from. page 55
same finale, plays the first sketch
; on
Rudie, violinist; Stanley Walden, in roles originated bv Katharine
Chicago, Aug;: 25.: ; erally received critical acclaim. against an onstage rehearsal that clarinetist; David Tudor, pianist; Cornell and Brian Aherne in a
delighted an audience seeing a be¬
U. S. tour last season. The latter
Haynes,
pianist:
Other
The Fine Arts. Bldg., in which Militating against Papp’s confirm- hind-the-scenes Setting and ; per- Owen
will resume their costarring trek
credits listed Alexander Scqprhy, iri October. Accompanying Kilty to
9“ ®‘uJ,eBakfr T1i ance;isthe heated pre-season feud l/formance devoid of-the gamor of
is oh the auction block for a Fed- , •. •
•
., _
“ - sets and costumes. But the idea is narrator, and John Donne, teift. Berlin was his actress-wife, Cavada
The closing performance was a Humphrey.
eral tax- claim of $350,000, a first had With 3VIoses and; also the trite, and of course it bias lost its
mortgage of $550,000; arid: a claim j influence
of
pressure; groups, “opening night” impact
Maybe Doris Humphrey corinnemoratiye
/from the Commonwealth .Edison |who’ve been after .him for his Irving Berlin’s “There’s No. Busi¬ program honoring the late dancerCo.
of
$50,000.
Claims
are j alleged political activities, in the ness Like Show Business” and choreographer who died in Decern^
against co-owners Paul P. Simon : past. The city. With a $250,000 in- Cole. Porter’s “Another Opening, ber, 1958. The final curtain fell dn
London, Aug. 25.
and Arnold A.; Schwartz, ' Fore-, j vestment in the venture, would be Another Show” are too tough for. the traditionally empty, spotlighted
closure sale will be held tomorrow more vulnerable to their demands. songwriter William Solly to follow. stage.
There’ll be an all-British cast for
Miss Conley, as the first-featured
(Wed.) in the Circuit Court Clerk’s . Also operating in the park this
the U.S. musical, “The Love Doc¬
lead, has the best of the femme
tor,” headed by Ian Carmichael*
: office.
season on the site of the Wollman
fatale numbers, particularly her
Joan Heal and Douglas Byng. It’s
Three buildings and their site Memorial Rink, is the 2,500-seat “Triple: Tango” takeoff to the ac¬
written by Robert Wright and
are involved; Besides: the 10-story Theatre-in-the-Park. This venture, companiment of native drums of
George Forrest, with Albert Marro
Fine Arts building, they include run in conjunction with the city’s an African safari, done in comedy
directing and Todd Blender stag¬
--' continued from page 1
Hudson
Celebration,
Offers
a
pottwo adjacent7 six-story buildings.
dance style to the support of tall.
ing the dances.
It opens Thurs¬
. Also contained in the property is pouri of entertainment, including, Dave Broadfoot and the portly tors, designers, producers as well day (27) at Manchester.
the. World Playhouse Theatre, first- the . production of legit musicals. Paul Kligman in sun-helmets and as actors, singers and dancers, is
Several new songs and sketches
The critical response hasn’t been shorts. Miss Conley is a sound supported entirely by contribu¬ have been inserted in the r *ryl
run arty film house, r
enthusiastic and the project' is fig¬ comedienne as a 1920’s;stage: star1 tion. A major source* of income is Reid revue, “One To Ano
ured to be losing money. The rink financially backed by a Chicago from Actors Fund benefit per¬ which switched to the Apollo inewas also the site of. an unsuccessful gangster^ with a frenzied Charles¬ formances . played by Broadway atre last week from the Lyric Op¬
season of musicals and other. pro¬ ton danced by a company roundup shows, for which Equity members era House, Hammersmith, London.
She is appear gratis arid authors, man¬
Joliet Mills fainted on the stags
ductions two . years ago, when in fuilstage production.
Continued from page 55
Michael Grace and Chris F: Ander¬ also outstanding, in a throaty voice agers, pressagents and others us¬ last week during a . performance of
account
of
a
run-of-the-play
con¬
“Five
Finger Exercise." Under¬
of the theatre’s gross: Under the son were producers. Jean . Dai¬ tract that: sees the Broadway pro¬ ually remit tlieLr union-required study Margo Andrew t
over.
new system, shows with a potential ry mple is director of the current duction lasting" a. decade arid the royalties or: fees-and theatre own¬
Jack
Popplewell’s
“A Day In Th*
operation.
Weekly gross of $2,500. hr over will
“child star” growing up but refus¬ ers generally waive rental and Life Of . . .” has been sold by
Mo$es
was
also
involved
in
a
have to employ Equity members
ing to relinquish .the role despite overhead,
Peter Saunders for Broadway.
In the new Innd Home,-plans Leonard Field and Robert Wolff
lii ratio to the total number of legal dispute with Grace over his maturity and ample charms.
refusal to allow the producer to
performers in the cast.
Broadfoot satires John Diefen- call for 32 individual . resident will present it.
rooms, to be “sold” at $5,000 each;
Joseph Fields, ..co-producer and
. Casts up to eight will be made resume activity in the park last baker, Canada's prime minister,
of
“Flower
Drum
up entirely of Equity members. year. Grace lost the battle. Inci¬ parodies the newsgathering tactics solariuiri, library, dining room* Co-librettist
Song,” is in London to audition
dentally,
Moses’
action
in
permit¬
kitchen,
pantry,
recreation
room,
of.
the
Canadian
Broadcasting
The same number of Equity per¬
ting Grace and, Anderson to take Corp. arid acidly “explains” U.S, boiler utility room, airconditioning Oriental-type performers for the
formers are required in casts of
projected West End edition of the
nine or 10, ;Th e ratio then gradu¬ over the rink for legit production ideas of defense of Canada against unit, tWO-day rooms in the main Broadway musical. Jerome Whyte*
in ’57 had several producers burn-, Russia’s nuclear bombs. :
building,
foyer, porte cochere,
ates to a minimum of 16 Equity ,
The full-stage production num¬ staff living room, garage, scrip¬ British production representative
ing
because.
of
the
secrecy,
of
the
members in casts : of 20 or more,!
bers. include a *”avesty on tv westr ture garden and terrace garden, for co-producers, and co-authors
The new contract , also includes : deal. .
ernSj an inadequate of little thea¬ also $5,000 apiece; office and nine Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hamprovision for sanitary facilities, I The trade^yas similarly surprised
merstein 2d, is sitting in on the
tre; groups, in. theatre group,
riot covered in the previous pact, i when it
announced last spring which Miss’.. Gauley’s. singing is staff bedrooms, $2,500 each, and sessions.
staff dining room, $2,000.
j
Another provision in the new con- j that a new arena theatre W*as being standout/,
Film producer Anthony KimOccupational
therapy
rooms, | minS; whose first comedy. “While
tract is that it “will not be changed | built on the rink site for a series
.There are the customary politi¬
before. Sept. 1, 1961, except that; of productions this season;; The cal diatribes and that “schoolgirl infirmary and lounge: costs have j Parents Sleep,” clicked 17 years
In ago, has written another, “Tfcf
minimum salaries will he-reviewed: ‘ theatre has been cbntructed sc voice” of Queen Elizabetth’s recent already. been underwritten.
. after one year from said effective : that it can be dismantled for stor- visit, both worthy of d; -missal. each case, donor-v’owners” will Amorous Prawn” which starts rebe indicated with plaques.
‘ hearsing shortly.
'
McStay.
date.”
» age after the summer rim.

Chi Stadebaker Theatre

12th Amer. Dance Fest,
Palmer Aud., New London,
Pulled 5,110 at $3 Top
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Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Brpadway, a«d tonring shows* as well as bade', films, industrial and taletisxon shows. All information \ has been obtained directly by. the
Variety Casnnc? Department tiy telephone calls, and has ..been rechecked as of noon yesterday ijTues),..
...
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list trill be m&de only when information s secured from
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads,
provided by the managements \of the shows'involved 'rather. than to.
run a lengthy list of blind items.■"This information, is published withr
out charge.

. |;

In addition to-the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
ductions announced for later.'tilis season, but, for which, the manage¬
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: (C) Coniedy, \D) Drama, (MC) .Musical Comedy,
iMD* Musical Drama, iR> Revue, (Rep) Repertory,. (DR). Dramatic
Reading.
:
. •■ ■ ■ :
—
'•:■■■ - :
7590. All-Negro cast. Phone for ap¬
pointment, or mail photo and res¬
ume to producer, requesting /ap¬
pointment.' Pre-U.S. tbur to openj
. Nov. 11 at The Hague, Nethj
j lands,

>»'*■

„

BROADWAY

|

“Caligula” *D'. Producers, i
“Girl from Outside” (MD). VPrq
Chandler Cowles & David J. Co-, ducer. George Cayley; casting digan, 36 W. 56th St., Casting direc- ; rector, Tony Rivers <154 W. 54th
tor. Robert Livingston.
Accept-j St:; N.Y.'. Seeking male and/femme
ing photo and resume from femmes, /leads, early 20s, lyric baritone and
35-40. sexy; male 28-29, . gbodj soprano, Japanese; to portray the
phvsique; male, 45-50, Lee J. Cobb ■ Imperial prince andjii^bommoner
type. Mail to producers.
!;
; ivife. Mail photo and (fesihpe to
“Candles in the Rain” vD>. Pro-[castinS director,
ducers, James Melton, Garry Siinp- [
“Goodwill
Ambassador”
(CL
son & John Robert Lloyd <220 i Producers; American Playwrights
Central Park South, N.Y..*. Avail- j Guild,
<5
E.
76th
St., N.Y.)
able parts, all Italian types: m-ale, j &
George
Brandt;.
Director,
26, Brooklynite; boy, 9, small, dark, [ Harold Bromley. Available parts;
intense; boy, 11, rough, smart j ingenue,
19-25,
and
several
aleck; several middleaged women, | English
character
men, ; 50-60.
betfc comic and serious types; jgirl: Mail photo and resume to produlft, sensuous. .Mail photo and re- * cers.
•
some to, producers; do not phone ■
“Greenwillow” (MC). Producers,
or visit in person.
; Robert Willey & Frank. Produc“Captains and the Kings” ifD). i tions, Inc., <157 W. 57th St., .N.Y.).
Producer, David March; director, .; Available parts; femme, 16-17, vil4^hn Gerstad ;20D W. 57th i St., /lage type, pretty, shy, strong singN.Y.*. Available parts, one femme1 ing voice, emotionally intense, but
and 11 male, as follows: Girl/Fri-: inarticulate:
male., 19,
farmer,
dav tvpe, mid-30’s; Navv officer, ? moody, stubborn but with sense of36: other 10 roles are top Navy j humor. robust Singer; elderly charbrass. Mail photo and resume to ! acter
woman,
lively,
vigorous,
the director.
. sharp-tongued
must
do
some
-‘Edge of the Jungle” (D). Pro-' dancing, sing well; boy, 12, happy,
ducer, Jules Field; director, John j friendly, good dancer. Mail photo
Hale <c o Cricket Theatre, j; 162: and^resume ta producers.
. ..
Second Ave., N. Y/‘, Cast of Negro >
“GypsyProducers. David
and white. Casting through agents ; Merrick 4246 /W/ 44th. St., N.Y.>. Sc
onjv
i Leland
T>.ann Hayward;
Havwsrn- casting
rastine director,
dirertm*.
“Fiorello” fMC1. Producers, Rob¬ Michael Shurtleff. Auditions: being
ert Griffith & Harold S. Prince. h^ld for future replacements and
Equity call for dancers Sept. 1: understudies for all roles, especial¬
male, 10 a.m.;. femme, 3 p.m.; ly girls about five feet (Karen
open calls for dancers Sept. 2, Moore now playing the part);,
same time schedule as for Equity, tenimes.. five feet-two inches or
Final calls Sept. 3. Auditions at less «Jacqueline Fayo now plaiying
the Lyceum Theatre, 149 W. -45th if : several small boys, about 48-50
inches tall;; several Older boys,
st.. n. y,
"
!;
under five feet-eleven- inches who-
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move well and sing acceptably; -feet, pantomime; femme, tall, dark, Sol Hurok, (730. Fifth Avt., N. YJ
male, late teens, peasant, fragile, 1 for specialty dances; femme, small, Cl 5-0500).
v
light complexion, must move well blond, ballet background, for spe¬
“Midnight Sun” (D).. Producers,
and singwell; , femme, 25*30* at¬ cialty dances; male, singer-dancer, Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St.j
tractive, ,*sexy commediene, sings; about five feet, five inches. Knowl¬ OX 7-96201 & Joseph Hayes.
male, 40r athletic, trim, bullish edge of French not necessary,, but
“Mighty Man Is He” (C). Pr»
and powerful; two femmes, .50-60, Continental looks preferred. Mail ducers, Diana Green & Edward
peasant
women;
male,
short, photo and resume to stage man¬ Joy (1619 Broadway, CO 6-8569).
crude; extras, .officers; and soldiers, ager, c. o casting director...
“Much Ado About Nothing” '(C).'
all types. Singers need not be
Producer, Producers Theatre (165
trained- but /should .■•■have, strong
W. 46th St.; PL 7-5100).
voices arid good sense of rhythm.
STOCK
“New. Faces of 1959” (R). Pro¬
Mail . photo . . and resume to pro¬
ducer, Leonard Sillman (17 E. 79th
DETROIT, MICH.
ducers.
St.; TB 9-1380).
Cass
Theatre.
Director,
;
Dave
“OP Man Satan” /(MDV. Pro¬
“Odd Man In” (C). Producers,
__
ducer, Donald Heywbod, <211 W. Tihmar; musical director, Saul
Theatrical Interest Plan, Inc., (200
53d St„ N. Yv. JU 2-81341. Avail-: Schectman. Equity call for singerss j W. 57th St„ N-. Y.; PL 7-7242) St
Hem-y Sherek.
able parts for Negro dancer-singer- totoy (V/edX male, 1 p.m femme,»; HenrV
actors, ..,.ot
..,
good looking, young; also
_ 3 ,p.m. at the Variety . Arts Studio.
“Onlv In America*’ (D)
Pro¬
small, feature parts. .Phono.. pror |
.Prpddrtio^® duce^Herman ™hu^hni (11 E. 48th
ducer for appointment.
j scheduled.^ Guys & Dolls,
Bitter I g^ . pl 3-7566)
Sound of Music” (MDL Prbduc-' Sweet.” ‘:Kin.? and r and
“Pink jungle”. (D).
Producer,
ers, Rodgcrs & Hammerstein, in Are Rfn«.mg.
Paul Gregory (234 W. 44th St.;' LO
partnership With Leland Hayward
4-5071; Coast office, 930 N. La
& Richard . Halliay.
Casting di¬
Cienega Blvd., Hollywood 46).
shows In rehearsal
rector. Eddie Blum, c/O producers,
“Saratoga”
(MG), v- Producers,
488: Madison Ave.; N, Y. Casting
BROADWAY
Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa
igh agents. Open call for
<234
W..
44th
St.,
N.Y., LA 4-9054).
“Gang’s. All Here” (D), Produf^rfn& singers with legit voices, ! cer
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 , “Silent Night, Lonely Night”
; <D).; Producer, Playwrights Co.',
ept..3> atl pw,
James Thea-- Broadway; JU 2-1690).
tre. (246 W.,-44th; St., N. .Y.>,
;' '
. VGirls Against The Boys” hlR).
“Taste of Honey” (D >. Producer, Producer
Albert
Seldpn’ ■’ (444 !
.Subways Are For Sleeping
David Merrick (246 W. 44th St., Madison Aye.:, N.Y., PL 3-1030>
■
"44thUsfr’vViT n
■
rri» • Dx»r. - <246. W. 44th St., N. Y., LO 3-0380).
N.Y.); casting director. Michael
Shurtleff. Available, parts: Negro
youth, early 20s,. virile, handsome; 57th St.:
,o7th . Stl»
St.; Cl 5-9151) &
& Gilbert
Gilbert JI ?^IP^SH.bb®r;5200
6-1890) & Arthur Cantor:
also, understudies for the roles of Miller. /
•0ducer«; !
“Time’s Fool” (C). (formerly “L*
the mother; daughter,. daughter’s,
’Happy Town” (MC) Producers,
suitor, and the boy who takes, care
Producuons ,H0. W, 58,hi
of the daughter; all must have
English accent with ease aiid conMiracle
Worker” (D>: ProduTfeRnvUS<2VDF
Frerf Cne e/n. Triad PrnHnr. I W^ei* LeRoy
<21 E. 63d St,,
v-*ctiom Script of the play.-is avail-' cer, Fred
Coe c/o Triad Piroduc-v <
able in bookstores.
t;iob— ilSOljBroadway; CH 4-6852). i ‘ '«yiya Madi$Qh ..Avenue’
(O...

OFFBROADWAY

i

'sssrxisssrrtoo w.

“Big
Kuife”
(D). . Produper, ; St., N.Y; LO 3-0830).
I
OFF-BROAD WAY
Count II Productions (Peter Bog¬
nvr RpmnwAv
!
“Come Share My House” (D).
danovich & Ckrlos Salgado) (,175
OFF-BROAD WAY
Producers, Richard Karp & Gayl«
Riverside Drive, N. Y„ at 90th St.;
“Antigone” (Dk Producer, Har- Hinckey <99 Seventh Ave. §.,
SU 7-:6256); direbtor. Bogdanovich. ry Joe Brown Jr: (East 74th St. ! v v . ■
Available parts: Aging. Hollywood Theatre 334 E. MthStNY.l.
;
Must- (c>. Producer.
producer, heavy set/ Satanic per¬
r &?$“£?• Ronald Rawson (16 W.. 55th St..,
sonality. Contact director at above Grfiy Dclrnsr & P^ul E.
Db\is ^PL :y OI T-1381*
number or mail photo and resume , 3^2575).
‘Dream Play” (D); Producer! Iza
to above address. Script available |
“Power of Darkness” CDV- Pro-; Itkiri (AL 4-3089).,
m manuscript format Dramatists * ducers, Wardian Productions, Inc/
«Great God Brown” (DV PrOducP!ay Service. Inc, N: Y.
'i
.“ft *
5-1127),; er; ^e^a“ltoMe^?(Ph^:
‘Burning Bright” (D>. Producer, ,.
’; nix Theatre, 189 Second /Ave,
Robert M. Cavallo; director. Matt tion <242 W. 56th St;,-N: Y:, ProY • OR 4-7160)
Ciihber; Theatre East. 211 E..60th dueer Patricia Newhall,
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
St., NY:; TE 2-9220.; Available _ Three Sisters _MD) Poducer, steph'ain Slane
Jenny Lou Law,
parts for names and semi-names David ^Ross (c/o 4th St. Theatre, - (no production office set),
with classical background:; male, 83 E: 4th St., N. Y.; or-4-5710).
“Orpheus Descending” (D). Pro40-50, husky, . leading man type;
'■
j ducer; Stella Holt, (325 W. 87th
male; 40-50+ character, tall, heavy
set; femme; 25; blonde, attradive;.
FIXTURE SHOWS
St>:\^cen{V (D>. Producers, Aminale ; 25, dark, robust. Scripts
BROADWAY
I mon Kabatchnik & Fred Sammut
available at Samuel. French and
“Andersonville Trial” (D). Pro-1 (WA 9-4248),
Dramatists Play Service, or at Pub¬ ducers, William Darrid (137 W.
SIGNED
lic
Library.
Casting /through ] 48th St., N. Y.). Eleanore Saiden-!
agents only. Also seeking two pro- berg & Daniel Hollywood,
BROADWAY
duction assistants.
Contact pro-!
“At the Drop of a Hat” (RV. : Pro¬
Cheri: Lili Darvas, Edith King.
ducer.
- . ,
i ducer, Alexander H. Cohen (40 W.
Fiorello: Patricia Wilson.
“Delrdre of Soriv :.s”. <D>. Pro- ! 55th St., Cl 6-0594).
; Flowering Cherry:. Andrew Ray- ducers, Andre Gregory, Pirie Mac-1
“Belle Denise” (D). Producers.
Gang’s All Here: Ann Williams,
Donald & Neil ■ Smith <c/o Gate j Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes Victor Kfliah.
Theatre, 162 Second Aye.,, N.Y/; <56 W. 45th St.; OX 7-9620).
Girls Against the Boys: Lola
».r and dance.
GR 5-9250).
Available parts; 12 j
“Captive” (D);
Producers, Le-/ Fisher
Hammerstein 2d & Joseph Fields.
roles:
aged king: young princess,- land Hayward <655 Madison Ave., ;
Happy Town: Kris Flanagan,
.
Male and femme dancers-singers- , _ ‘Tnna La_. Pouce”
(MCL_ Proactors of Oriental appearance foy ] d^ce^ ,p.avid Merrick <246 W. 44th young knight, and nine others. In-; N. Y.; TE 8-5100). in association Bobby Lindner. Ray Eckert, Linda
terviews by appointment; or mailwith Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
i Ross
the contemplated English company. 1
» Jy: *i_’» caslinS director, Michael
photo and resume to producers,:
“Dear Liar” (CD).
Producer, Highest Tree: Howard St! John.
Mail photo and resume to Eddie Shurtleff. Available, part: Negro c/o of theatre,
Guthrie
McClintic
(1270
Sixth
J.B.: Christopher Bergen (suc¬
mail,
25-40,
not
too
American,
Blum, c/o Rodgers & Hammerstein,
“Leave It To Jane” (MC1/ Pro¬ Ave.; Cl 7-5152).
rather West Indian type, should
ceeding, Jeffrey Rowland).
488 Madison Ave.
“Duel , of Angels” (D).
PrOdu^
Jolly’s Progress: Franchot Tone.
“Free & Easy” (MC). Producer, ‘have spectacular baritone voice ducers, Joseph Beruh & Peter
Kent
Auditioning
youthful cers, Playwrights' Co/ (745 Fifth
Mighty . Man Is He: Kimet ha
Stanley Chase, 139 W. 44thi St., and winning personality.. Mail
Ave.; PL 3-7500).
Laurie, '
N.Y.; director, Robert Breen; ! cast- photo add resume to casting direc- male and femme singers with
“Egg’’; (C). . Producer, Alexan¬
legitimate voice, every Thursday
Miracle Worker: Roger DeKoven^
ing contact. Cliff Stevens, PL 7-:torder
S.
Ince
(234
W.
44th
St.,
CH
Beah Richards.
■
—i—d—;
“Juniper and. the Pagans” (O. from .6-7 p.m., for replacements:
4-5141) Sc Harris Masterson.
r Only
In America:
Shepperd
. Producer, David Merrick (246 W. Auditions at the Sheridan. Square
“Every Girl Needs a Fatlor” (C). Strudwick, :
and
; 44th St.. N.Y. i; director, Robert Playhouse, ; Seventh . Ave.
Producer-director,
Carmen
Ca•'
Saratoga: Tun Tuii.
• Lewis <161 E. 80th St., N.Y. 2D; Fourth St.f N.Y.
palbo, (152 W. 54th St., JU 2,1596'.
(Continued on page 61)
“Mis-guided Tour” -(MC). Pro¬
casting director, Michael Shurtleff.
“Faster, Faster” <D). Producer■Cast of 16, including extras,, all ducers, Robert . D: Feldsteln &
director, Carmen Capalbo, (152 W:
Mexican types, boy. at least 7, to James Allen Reid (325 W. 45th St..
54th St., JU 2-1596).
; appear younger, Mexican appear¬ N. Y.* • suite . 116;. Cl 6-0430»;
“Five
Finger
Exercise”
(D).
ance, • sing-dance-act. Mail photo | director, Rbid.
Ay a liable parts;
for the
Mask ■ and Wij Club, af tha Unlvariity at
Producers, Playwrights Co. Sc Fred¬
PenniylvMta. famed callaoa musical cama4>
and resume to casting director at I two comedienne- singer - dancers;
erick Brisson (745 Fifth Ave.;
ireup, is. aear|ibint far bn aiperieneed chweeproducer’s office or to director, all ingenue,
: must
be ... excellent PL 3-7500).
iraRher fa eaach |6 man dancint chorus and
..
other parts through agents only,
fa stale musical preductlan numbers. Serv¬
[ singer-dancer; girl : singer-dancer,
“Flowering
Cherry”:
(D).
Pro¬
ANNOUNCES
j
ices required frem approximately Oct. I.
“Long and the Short and the : attractive/
Equity
. or.
. non¬
through Dee. 5l Shew produced in Philadel¬
ducers, Producers Theatre <165 W.
Tall” (D)„ Producer, David Mer- equity.; male actor-singer-dancer
Th« Inauguration of Its
phia.
excellent, opportunity
to
breaden
46th St ; PL 7-5100).
ehoreoiraphlsal experienca. Send raiuma Hat-.
;
rick,
(246
W.
44th
St:,
N.Y.);
castto
.play
touring
agent;
two
comed¬
Services
“Goodbye . Charlie” (C).
Pro¬
Ini pr^essional exparlanea' bnd salary re¬
} ing director, Michael Shurtleff, ians who can. sing and move well;
quirements to:
ducer,
Leland
Hayward
(655
Madi¬
September 13th, 1959
Available part for Oriental-looking male,/, leading type / actor-sihger- son Ave,; TE 8-5100).
MASK AND WIG CLUB
actor, around 30; family man, dancei* with legit voice; Negro bari¬
.' 311) $. Quince St.. Philadelphia, 7 Pa.
“Grass Is Greener” (Cl. Produc- t
AH OfF-B'way Producers
small, pathetic, almost comic char¬ tone, legit voice, Equity/or nbn: er, T’heatre Guild, (27 W. 53d St., I
desiring ieformeflon
|
acter. Mail, photo -and resume to Equity. Phone for appointment.
N. Y.; CO 5-6170).
j
Please Contact
: casting director.
“Shakiintala” <D). Pilgrim Pro¬
“Highest Tree” (D). Producers, ‘
“Midnight Sun’.’ (D). Producers, duction; producer, Patricia New¬ Theatre Guild & Dore Schary (27 •
BILL HENRY JR.
Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes hall (TR 3-4265 or OR 4-3530); W. 53d St.: CO 5-6170).
\ looking for wido-owoko prodwcor.
OX 5-2867
| (56 W. 45th St.r N.Y.). Available associate
producer, Krishnakant
“Hostage” (D). Producers, Leon- i THE GREEN PLATEAU, tho ploy
[ parts: tw;o men, late 20’s; two Shah; producerrdirector, Lee Mor¬ ard - Field (AT 9-4717) & Irvin
that goes behind TV quiz scandal
i Women, mid 20/s; femme, 80; Negro gan. Seeking Indian makeup. ex- j Shapiro.
Hailed as "eminently
.
^
! headlines^
Located at the Crossroads
also, lighting . technician.
v femme, 50-60. Mail photo and pert;
“I Belong To Zozo” (Cl.
Pro- j sfageworthy” during Aug. tryout.
Phone producer, for appointment. ducers, Mark Kroll & Charles Con-.;
of tha world.
■ resume to production office.
Phono author, Roland Wolpert,
“Moonbirds” i C). Producers, Leo
away (157 W. 57th St.; N.Y.; Cl 7-•
WH 4-9000
Kerz & George Justin (mailing ad¬
4490 ’.'
/■
. \M
TOURING
dress, c/o Elia Kazan office, 1545
“Jolly’s Progress” (D):
Produ¬
Broadway, N.Y.). Available parts:
“Dark at the Top of the Stairs’ cer, Theatre
__
Guild (27 W. 57th St.,:
two detectives, comedians; college (CD). Producers, C. Edwin Knill: N.Y.; CO 5-6170).
130 ft: building/ 6 rolling acres, elec,
co-ed, 19; two women, 24-26. eccen¬ & Martin Tahse (55. W. 42d St:,
“Kinderspiel” (D):
Producer. • spring,
60 jniles N.Y.C.,. near Thru-,
tric, beautiful. Mail photo “ and N, Y. 36;: BR .9-2640). Available Elaine Perry (137 W. 48th St., 1 ■way. Ideal fot summer theatre of
resume to producers at above ad¬ part for ingenue understudy. Phone ;N. Y.; JTJ 6-6295K
i conversion; to real gone country home.
If
you're;
handy with money, this Is
dress:
producers for appointment. 30-1
“La Bonne Soupe” (C) . ProJua honey. $8,500, Terms. FLYNN, Real¬
“Mother Courage” (MD). Pro¬ week national tour, starting in: cer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th
tor, Washingtonville 9, or call collect
GYpsy 6-3616.
ducers, Lee Paton & Robert Wel- September. Script: available
at St.; LO 3-0830).
ber, 152 W. 42d St. (Room 1004), Dramatists Play Service, Inc,, N. Y. {
“Last Days; of Lincoln ’ (D).
N.Y. Parts Available: femme, 25,
“La Plume De Ma Tante” <MC». I Producer, Alexander H. Cohen,
; mute, fragile physically but strong Prqducers^David Merrick_& Joseph /(40 W. 55th .St., N. Y.,. Cl 6-0594). j FRANCO-AMER1CAN GAL FRIDAY
. emotionally,
childlike
hut . not Kipness (246 W. 44th St.; N/Y.);'
FbR NEW YORK PRODUCER
“Leaven of Malice” (C
Pro- j
"childish, peasant, unconvention¬ Casting director,- Michael Shurtleff; ducqrs,: Theatre Guild. (27 W. . 57th i Direct from 2'year* In Paris, younq; American,
ally attractive; male, 45. large, stage
manager/: Harold .. Store, St., N.Y,, CO 5-6170) in association
woman with "savoir fairs'1 'can be invaluable
to. theatrical producer, film-.or tV' pt. ■
powerful, sensuous, dark, humor¬ Available parts:. several femme with Don Herbert.
>
; aid
ager doing business, with Paris counterparous, must sing acceptably; male, dancers,, five feet, six inches- little
“Loss Of Roses” (CL Producer, J. Good, show business background, can : take
, 45-50, till, gaunt, lecherous, sense point work; femme, tall; blond, so¬ Saint Rubber (200 W. 57tl. St.,» dictation or handle .personally' all correspond'
once:, French or English.-.
of humor; male, .early 20’s, strong prano;, male, five feet, nine inches, N.Y.,: JU 6-1890),
j
: peasant type, Impetuous, must I bass baritone;.male, fat,; under six
“Lovely Light” , (D).
Producer, ]

d,sr"S3

Ticket-toriuM
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Box Office^
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Isiierwfi
Stanley Walker's Appraisal ' ■" ]
. Stanley Walker, former city edi¬
tor of the Ni Y. Herald Tribune,
does an in-depth appraisal in cur¬
rent (29) Saturday Review of the
Gotham* sheet as it shapes up
under Ambassador John Hay Whit¬
ney’s ownership and young editor
Robert Mitchell White IPs guid¬
ance.
Piece is slugged .“Heralds of the
New Tribune”' and is rich in' nos¬
talgic journalism: Walker has nice
things to say about the Reids,
former publishers of the sheet, arid
he regards the present publisher
as / “solvent, civilized, not easily
scared, in excellent health.’’ Walk¬
er feels the paper is better than it
wa$ 10 months., ago and; attributes
.much of this to exec editor George
Cornish “who, at last; after 35
years on the paper, has finally had
the chance to show a little of what
. he can do . :. With the coming Mr.
. White of Missouri this trerid to¬
ward souhd newspaper work,, with
fewer sideshows, ought to con¬
tinue.”
‘Theresa Helbum Presents'
. Death last week of Theresa Helburn, co-founder of The Theatre
Guild, at the. age of 72, came just
as she had completed her autobiog¬
raphy, which McCall’s is consider¬
ing for serialization in advance of
,Little, Brown publication.
The
mss. was due .with the Boston pub¬
lisher Sept. 1, arid an advance copy,
had gone to the monthly magazine
for the advance, serialization rights..
The impresario’s working title is
‘Theresa Helburn /.Presents” (A
Wayward Quest of the Theatre, and
Herself h but alternate titles are
“The Fourth Wall,” “Half A Life,”
“Special: Performance,”
“Scenes
from My . Life” and “The . jasper
Cup.” : Carlton. Cole, who agented
the book,-willgo forward with han¬
dling any supplementary: rights’
negotiations..;
;. Moe Leff’s ‘Palooka' Suit.
iVloe Leff, who has been doing
the Joe Palooka comic strip since
the death of originator Ham Fisher
In 1955* has filed suit in N/ Y.
Supreme Court against the Ham
Fisher estate because of alleged
misrepresentation, of strip earn¬
ings,Leff. is -asking Tor $300,000 and
claims that the strip, syndicated
by McNaughton brought In more
than. $380,000 a year in 1956, ’57
and ’58 whereas he was paid on
earnings of $279,826. This, he
claims, was a failure to account for
monies earned? as guaranteed in
•Contract:
The 20-year contract signed in
1955 between Leff arid the Fisher
estate has been terminated by mu¬
tual agreement.. Leff was Fisher’s
fight hand man for 22 years before
the .cartoonist’s death/ .
Hearst-Scripps ‘Monopoly’? 1
The recent merger of the Sari
Francisco News, owned by ScrippsHoward,. and The Call-Bulletin,
owned - by Hearst, has triggered the
American! Newspaper Guild into
asking the Justice. Dept, to reopen
its inquiry into whether the Hearst
and Scripps-Howafd interests have
sought illegally to divide news¬
paper markets.
The original inquiry was ordered
in May 1958, when Hearst’s Iriternational News Service was sold to
Scripps - Howard's United Press.
The: Antitrust . Division's decision
at that time was that. the. acquisi¬
tion came under the “failing cor¬
poration” section of ..the. Clayton
Act and therefore was exempt
from antitrust actioii. .

wStan Rothenberg Abroad
Attorney! Stanley Rbthenberg, a
specialist ; ininternational copy¬
right law, left last week to par¬
ticipate in a conference on inter¬
national-law and research . at The
Hague Academy of International
Law. The conference, which lasts
for six weeks/ is supported by the
Rockefeller Foundation:
Rothenberg, a member of the
law firm of Margulies, Helt &
Boverman and former Columbia
Pictures attorney, will have; his
textihook on copyright, law, “Legal
Protection of Literature, Art and
Musi'c” published in October.
, R. I. Bans 4! ’.
Three more, books and a maga¬
zine havebeen added tp the black¬
list of . the . Rhode Island Youth
Commission and are banned, it was
reported at Providence,' Friday
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‘Lu»t--erati

One of the Variety staffers, .
who has been doing rewrites
on the legal blow-by-blows bn
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover” and
kindred
items,
coquettishly
slugged his copy, “Lust-erati.”

the men who try to make it and.
break it;
In this case, Washington wakes
UP to>ead in its morning news¬
; increases penalties for conviction
paper. that/ the President of the
| of possession, sale or distribution
United
States
has
nominated.
of pornographic .literature, photos
Robert A. Leffingwell as Secretary
or films.
of State. Leffingwell; like so many- : The! measure boosts the maxi¬
other! nominations that must trod mum state, prison term to five
that treacherous path between 1600 years, the maximum house of cor¬
Pennsylvania Avenue and the U.S. rection sentence, to 2V£ years and
Senate, is a hian who inspires in¬ fines up to $5,000, or allows for
tense loyalties. and . provokes in¬ both fines and jail sentences for
tense hatreds. For 616 pages, -the handling pornographic items/. .
book, relates the intimate story, of
the half a dozen Senators whose
P-H-s Show Biz Books
lives are laid wide ' open as the
Prentice - Hall’s Stu Daniels to
Senate
determines
whether
it
the Coast this weekend, to huddle,
should.“advise arid consent to the with the authors of three, new
nomination;” /•
books—Eddie Cantor, Mae West
You meet Senator Bob Munson, and Mrs. Cecilia. DeMille Harper,
the majority leader from Michigan! daughter of the late Cecil B: De¬
Whose affability is reminiscent of Mille—on exploitation campaigns
the late Albert Barkley and whose attendant to their upcoming pub¬
canniness is suggestive of Lyndon lications.
Johnson.
Daniels states the Mae' West
! You piect Senator Seab Cooley book, “Goodness Had Nothing To
of South Carolina, wearing his Phi Do With It,” is rolling up the best
Beta Kappa key as the late Ken¬ advance orders so far.
neth McKellar of Tennessee al¬
ways did,: and whose hatred of
CHATTER
Rbbert Leffingwell is so like McPatti Page will author a book
Kellar’s. intense hatred for David
directed at teenagers for BobbsLilienthal.
Merrill Publishing Co.', slated to
You meet Senator . Fred Van
hit stands next spring.
Ackerman, as wrecklessly erratic
. Spanish-American Air Time Iric.
and as ruthless. for the liberal
cause as Senator Joe McCarthy chartered to conduct, a publishing
and
printing business iri New York.
was for. the reactionaries.
. You meet Senator Qrrin Knoy, Readmore Publications Inc. new
publishing
business iri New York.
so much the honestly indiscreet
Variety
correspondent Walt
image of Robert A. Taft that it is
as though that blunt Ohio Senator, Christie of the Honolulu Star-Bul¬
misunderstood and mistreated in letin, on -Statehood Day wrote the
homeoffice with pride, “Move over
his lifetime, is here again.
You meet senators; bright young and make room for a new Fellow
men, diplomats, et al.—all recogn¬ First Class Citizen!”
Bill Orristein’s latest short story!
izable
or
prototypes—and you
meet the President of the United in his! “Ma and Me” series , will
States, a combination of. many. appear nexi. month in the Amer¬
presidents.: Drury?s book, an ac¬ ican Jewis# Times Out-Loot The
curate picture of Washington, it yarn, “First Love,” marks his 25th
adds to the continual game of try¬ appearance in that monthly.
ing to understand it.
Carp/
Dora Albert’s “Stop Feeling
Tired and Start Living’' (PrenticeH*|J)has been sold to L. A. TimesGuardianA National Daily
Mirror Syndicate; Book is packed;
While the N. Y; Times; ei al., with - anecdotes concerning show
have “national” circulation in the biz personalities—Crawford, Term
U. S., Europeans are riiore familiar pie,. Lanza, et al.—and endorsed
with what are called national dail- by Jerry Wald, Danny Thomas and
ies. The Manchester! Guardian Jerry Giesler.
joins the field by . dropping its city,
Stockholders . of Howard
W.
of origin although. it will still con¬
tinue publishing. in Manchester. .. Sams & Co., Waldemar Press and
In actuality, the!: Guardian has the Howard, Co.; all of Indianapo¬
been as much a national English lis, have approved a plan to merge
daily as the Times! Daily. Tele¬ all three firms, effective Sept. 16.
graph and Daily .Express, all pub¬ The new firm will be known as the
lished in London, but all abjuring Howard W. Sams & Co. Bobbsidentification as the London Times, Merrill will continue as a subsidi¬
ary of! the Sams firm.
London Express etc!
-

-v

Casting News
■M, Continued from pace. 60
Take Me Along: Chad Blocks
Bill Starr, Charles Bollender, Alvin
Beafh, Sandra Devlin, John. Nola,
Janice. Pairichaud, Jack . Konsal, j
Paiila Lloyd, Zeme North.
Times Fool; Geoffrey Lumb.
Warm Peninsula: Larry* Hagman.
OFF-BROADWAT
Antigone: David Hooks, Marcia
Stillman, Roscoe
Lee
Browne,
George Morgan, Nell Harrison,
Tom Pedi. ;
i
Big Knife: • Robert Mon r.o e,
Nancy McCarthy, Steve Pluta,. Wal¬
ton Butterfield, Norma Cates, Ria
Tasco.
Buoyant Billions: Alexander
Clark (succeeding Charles Gilbert).

Paperbacks . include
“Out
of
Darkness”, by Lonriy Bass. (Saber
Books); “One Violent Year,” by
Ralph Brandon (Fabian); “Love
.-! Allen Drury's Book
j Starred Wife” by William Vaneer,
In Washington, everyone talks: (Bedside); arid Modern Mari maga¬
Plymouth Industrial. Equity call
about writing a book but no one zine, August editiori;
for femme singers tomorrow
does anything about it.
(Thur.) and Friday (28) at 2-5 p.m.
That is, no one but Allen Drury, |
James Brough’s Collaborators
at Showcase Studios 959 Eighth
40-year-old New York Timesman,
James Brough is. working, with Ave., -N. Y.
'
whose fh’st hook, “Advise and1 Con¬ sQrigstress-film star Jeanette Mac¬ - •
*■———• -—I -.i —rg
sent,” had already gone into: the Donald on her memoirs, for MesSfourth printing and netted him ner publication. . .
$60,000 before publication on Aug.
Brough
just
completed
“Ed
■11.
■ .
Wynn’s Son,” by Keenan Wynn,
Three Broadway producing Which Doubleday is publishing this
Companies, including Max Gordon fall.
Dance Company to tour Europe.
and Fryer. & Carr, are now nego¬
Choreographer, Peter Holmes.
tiating with Drury’s agent, Willis
Barrett’s New Post
Open call for six male dancers to¬
Wing, for the legit rights.:
When Marvin Barrett returns to morrow (Thqr.) at 3 p.m. at Variety
Drury’s novel,
published., by Nefcsweek, from a leave of absence Arts Studios, 225 W. 46th St., N. Y.
Doubleday at: $5.75 has 65,000 to Complete a book for Viking, he Planning six^nonth engagement in
copies in print. It is. the August will be entertainment editor, su¬ Milan, Italy. To leave in the fall.
Book-of-the-Mnnth selection for pervising a new department which
which Drury received $40,000 arid will permit him expanded, opporIt is condensed;'for Readers’. Digest, tlinities for general show biz cover¬
in the October edition for; which age. He has been television edi¬
Drury and Doubleday split $80,- tor of the weekly. .
000. Doubleday has already. conThe Viking! Press assignment is
trated for two. more Drury novels. a book on the “new” show biz.
New York State Opera Society.
The author, who/has covered the
General-manager* Carl Yost (SU
Senate for 15 years, takes a simple,Stiller Mass. Smut Law
7-2056). Standard opera repertoire.
almost frequent event, the nomina¬
. Massachusetts’ Governor Foster Scheduled for this season: “Car¬
tion . of a cabinet member, and Furcolo inked into law a smut pen¬ men,” “Aida.”
Rhone generalweaves a story%of ‘ suspense around alty measure Friday (21), which manager for appointment
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK |
♦

By Frank Scully +»+>♦

’

Hollywood, Aug. 25.
. The other day (or maybe it was the day before, if some congressional
investigator is going to pin me down with his flat-footed precision
instruments.-, I viewed the holocaust of upper Laurel Canyon. Holly¬
wood, arid looking on the charred ruins that had once been Harry
Houdini’s home remarked, “Well, there s one wall you don’t have to
be Houdinl to walk through.”
This, of course meant nothing except to those v.ho knew Iloudini as
the e'scape-artist Who could walk but of locked jai’.s, leg irons, sub¬
merged packing cases, straltjackets, handcuff?, bu"u'I coffins and
spiritual seances. He is currently billed in n rii-a booh, by William
Lindsay Gresham, author of “Nightmare Aiby./ as ‘ Th2 Man Who
. Walked. Through Walls.”
This, incidentally, is a common claim today among partisans of
Visitors from outer space, that the visitor c«in. nateriali'.e and dematerialize and thus walk through solid obieeiu like brick walls. Sir
Arthur Conan Doyse used these same terms iri explaining Houdini’i
“walk through, the walls.”
How To Walk Through A Wall ;
Actually Houdini never did this. He produced the illusion for a
week at the Old Hammerstein’s Victoria in the summer of 1914, but
so many were hep to the trick by the end of the week that he dropped
it from his act. It had only cost him $15 anyway.
I asked. Jack Nonyorth, himself a member of the Society of Amer¬
ican Magicians, if he knew how it was done. He told me he and tho
late Josh Lowe (Jolo of Variety) had been among the judges and had
seen the carpet and canvas under the wall sag and knew that by
crawling under the wall Houdini had “walked” through it But ha
didn’t know a trap door was involved.
According to the Scully Code of Top Secrets; a secret is something
shared by one. Twb persons, rio secret. Houdini thought that a trick
Which was limited to his wife, his assistants, and in this case tha
Englishman who sold him the trick, made the mystery fairly airtight.
But when a flock of Hammerstein’s stagehands were also privy to tha
mystery it might just as well have been reprinted on the Times’ elec¬
tric news banner.
. Over a large rug on the Hammerstein stage was spread another
covering of seamless muslin. While this was being laid bricklayer*
were erecting a wall on a steel beam mounted on casters. The wall
was. a foot wide and 10 feet long.
When the speeded-up masons got. the wall eight feet high it waa
rolled to the center of the stage. The committee which was supposed
to rule out any trickery were placed around the edge of the rug, backstage. "Houdini then called attention of all that he couldn’t go through
trap doors since the wall was in the center of the rugs. He couldn’t
run. off stage, either. Neither could he climb over the wall without
being seen by the audience.
Collins and Vickery, his two aides, brought out a pair of small .threewing screens. They were low enough so that about four feet of wall
could be seen above the screens.
Houdini stepped behind one screen, and shouted "‘Here I am!” A
roll of drums and crash of cymbals Were foUowed by his shout, “And
now I’m here!” Everyone, could see he had moved from one side of
the wall to the other.
But how?
Well, Gresham explains how. The rug contained no secret openings
but when Houdini stepped behind one of the screens an assistant
below stage opened a trap door under the steel, beam. The carpet
sagged at that point. Houdini wriggled under the beam and came up
on the opposite side of the wall. Then the trap door was quietly closed
below him.
C’est tout! That’s all there was, there wasn’t any more. But every¬
body backstage knew the trick.
Judges As Stooges
Actually the committee standing on the rug’were unconscious
Stooges. They kept the rug from sagging too far into the opened
trapdoor.
Next to his walking through walls was his skill in slipping out of
straitjackets, or “camisoles” as they are called in the higher class
mental sanitoriums. His most, daring, feat in this regard was of course
when he had himself hung upside down from the roof of a Kansas
City newspaper office arid slipped out of the jacket in less' than three
minutes.
;
! Though it seemed harder, actually being hung upside down in space
made it easier to escape the camisole, because he'could move more
freely arid had gravity to help him get the gruesome garment over
his.head.
Tony Curtis Slips The 'Camisole'
I’ve seen Tony Curtis, when he was playing the role of “Houdini”
in a Par pic a few years ago, slip out of the jacket, even standing up,
in five minutes. Joe Dutnninger, who was close to Houdini, taught
Tony how to do the trick. It took a lot of practice and muscle-shifting
but the actor mastered it.
Under the circumstances, I could never understand how Curtis
allowed Poitier to. drag him along for miles When the pair were hand¬
cuffed in “The Defiant Ones.” From what Curtis learned from Dunninger while playing “Houdini” he could have unlocked those cuffs
in a matter of minutes, which of coarse would have reduced an excit¬
ing feature-length chase to a short short.
Many of Haudini’s offstage performances, Gresham points out, were
motivated by a haunting fear that vaude was doomed and if he could
not keep the public on the qui vive as to What he would do next, Holly¬
wood would kill him and. uaude.
Pix Trap Him But Good
Houdini tried twice to make the transition to pix but failed, both
times. As an actor he .was as wooden as the Trojan herse. “The
-Master Mystery,” a serial that ran 13 installments, might go today in
tv. It was science-fiction and had a mechanical ogre for the menace.
He also starred . in two features, “The Grim Game” and “Terror
Island.” “Grini” grossed 222G in the world market,. “Terror,” $164,000. NSG.
:
His second try years later was an indie with himself as writer, direc¬
tor and producer and his brother Dash (Hardeenj handling the front
office. He did two pix under his own banner and was glad to get
back to the Keith circuit, even if it meant being spotted fifth on a
nine-act bilL
His expose of Margery (Mina Crandon, wife of Dr. Le Roi G. Crandon), the blonde witch of Boston, and in fact of Sir Arthur and Lady
Jean .Conan Doyle were all part of Houdini’s grim determination to
keep’his name and. act alive. Margery had chumped all the eggheads •
who specialized in psychical research.
The late Herbert Bayard Swope once wrote me a glowing letter
about a piece dealing with Houdini’s unmasking of this charming
female fraud, but all I had done was to remember the New York
World’s version of what happened tn Ralph Pulitzer's home.
, Gresham gives full credit to the part played by Bess Weiss (Catholic
wife of the escape king). She was one half of an act called the Floral
Sisters when she met Houdini, then part of an act called the Hunyardi Bros/ Their marriage lasted till his death.
messages came
from Houdini from another wffrld, according to hiuwidow.
Gresham’s bio is the best of the bunch. Hisjpliog covers every¬
body, from Abel Green’s and Joe Laurie Jr/s “Saw Biz” to Houdini’f
own “Unmasking of Robert Hpudin,” from whom Houdini took hil
stage name.
. It’s too bad such an authoritative, fair and definitive'book lackf
an index.
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Broadway

ences to concerts here under the
direction of J. C. Williamson Ltd.
Singer has refused all. local .tele
offers'
Bolshoi Ensemble is playing to
turnaway business at St. Kilda,
Melbourne, for the. Elizabethan
Trust. Sydney run, due In two
weeks, is a complete sellout.
Ernest Turnbull, chief of the
Hoyts’ circuit and local topper of
20th-Fox distribution setup, is
finalizing details for quick opera¬
tion here of 20th’s tele division.
Despite opposition, from William
Harrop. prexy of the projectionists’
union here, many independent ex¬
hibitors will continue to press the.
government for permission to oper¬
ate cinemas on the Sabbath.

N.Y. Journal-American columnist
Louis Sobol working on what he
calls a “new type of Broadway
book.”
Jane Elizabeth McArthur,' cur¬
rently in “Our Town” at the Circle
in the Square Theatre, engaged to ,I
wed James H. Tuttle, a teacher in
the Paul Manri Actors Workshop,
next month. His father,, the late
J. H. Tuttle. Sr., was a veepee of
Standard Oil of California;
Broadway
p.a. Jim
Moran,;
known for his offbeat press stunts,
is a bestselling children's jibook
author. His “Sophocles and the
Hyena” i McGraw-Hill> is a [Chil¬
dren’s
Book-of-the-Month . Club
selection. He has Bobbs-Merrill.
publishing his next, “The Miser¬
able Dinosaur."
Eddie Wittmer. w.k. maitre d*
By Robert F..Hawkins
and nitery host, now presiding
Robert Haggiag and sales> man¬
over the new Raymond "Ljoewydesigned Elmtree Room of the ager Nuccettelli ace here for
Tavern-on-the-Green. The Elmtree DEAR Film.
Mike Frankovicli, Mike Lauria
parallels the Stork’s Cub Rooi»
idea—dining but no dancing, hence j and Jack Wiener ariiohg the Col¬
umbia
officials to attend the fest.
no 20rc tax. Rose Room and the
UA has windup pic of festival,
gardens are the dansapation rooms.
Jo i Variety i. Ranson and’artist- “Some Like it Hot,” running outwife Nancy are off on a sixmonth of-competition in subtitled copy:
“Anatomy of a: Murder”. (Col> Is j
looksee of Middle and Far ; East,
with prolonged eye on India. Mrs. only Yank pic in the running, and
Ranson will sketch Indian; life unspools here the night of Sept. 3.
Robert Rossen will be here until:
while her husband gander? Far
East mass media techniques and Sept. 1, to attend some ; festival,
contributes occasional pieces., Ran- projections and talk to press about
sons leave Sunday t30> for Europe his future plans.
Col also will host at a -cocktail
on first lap of journey.
This fall-winter will witness a party in honor of Lee Remick and:
real battle of the hotels as the Otto Preminger to he. held at
Astor vies for some of the lucrative Daniel! Hotel Roof Garden.
Columbia has 20x30 foot lumi¬
banquets formerly under the! Wal¬
poster for “Anatomy” UB op¬
dorf-Astoria domain. Since Claude nous
posite
fest Palace, plus the ifeual
C. Philippe left the Hilton flagship
pressbook (English-ltalto supervise construction of the bilingual
ianV
new. Zeckendorf in Radio City, he
United Artists has an elaborate
is meantime grobming his staff at exhibit,
marking Its 40th anniyset
the affiliated Astor, Commore;, etc., up in the Bevilaqua-Lamasa build¬
ar.d pitching for the banquet: busi¬
ness formerly garnered for the ing next to the Venice Festival
Waldorf. The .< rival hosteiries are Palace. .'
sending out ‘‘advance notices” of
this or that charity with memos,
“An invitation will b^. mailed in
the near future but reservations
By George Mezoefl.....
(accent on tax-deductibility' being
(32 Florastrasse; 34-70-32)
accepted now.” etc.
Basle smallseater Komoedie
Swiss-preemed ' William I n g e’s
“Dark at the Top c<f the Stairs,”
te mixed reviews. .
By Gene Moskowitz i
Stadttheatre Berne production
(66 Are. Breteuil; Suf. 952Q)
of Robinson Jeffers’ “Medea,”
First-run Rex bringing back the starring Heidemarie Haitheyer, set
Dancing Waters as a come-on.
for guest stint at Schauspielbgus
Rene Hardy working on three here."
scripts, two of which are based on
Siobhan McKenna to make Swiss
his own books.
bow at Schauspielhaus as “Saint
“Stalag 17” 'Par' in for a; first- Joan”, with the Dublin Gate Thearun re-issue run at a house on tie troupe, set as opening of Zurich
Champs-Elysees.
< I*.
June Festival.
Bob Weiss, head of Warner Bros.
“Windjammer” preemed at Ge¬
Records International setup, joff on neva’s Palais des Sports, city's top
European swing to begin pressing | sports outlet. It is the first Cinearrangements abroad.
miracle pic released in Switzer¬
I. Morgenstern has now turned j land. Also skedded at Kotigressover his distrib. outfit Cocirior to haus Zurich this, summqr.
E. Tenoudji of Films Mafceau.’
German satirical comely, “Wir
Morgenstern will probably dabble Wunderkinder” (We’re An Child
in production.
Prodigies', is breaking records at
Roland Petit rehearsing Marcel artie Studio 4 here, following a
Avme’s first legit musical.1, “Pa¬ smash 14-week run at Rex. Berne.
tron,” due at the Sarah Bernhardt Pic is considered the season’s sur¬
Sept. 28 with Zizi Jeanmaire and prise hit. Felix Marten starring.
i
j
A huge horticultural lakeside ex¬
On her day off from her sock hibition, tagged “G/59,” is attrac-r
revue at the Olymoia Music Hall ting crowds here. It includes an
Sept. 8. Josephine Baker will hop entertainment centre with vaude
to N. Y. for a special decoration attractions and name bands such
for her work with orphaned’chil¬ as the Airne Barelli orch of Monte
dren.
Carlo, Chaz . Chase, the Bomb
Herbert Kretzmer, scripter, of \ Busters etc.
Anglo film “Too Hot to Handle.”
which rolls next month- in London
with Jayne Mansfield starred, in
to see if his striptease ! nitery
Parisian atmosphere is right for
By Bob Rees
the pic. Terence Young directs.
(4009 Xerxes Ave. So.,WA 6-6955)
AA may be Yank distrib. !■
Freddie’s holding over; pianist
Ahmad Jamahl and his trio..
Ink Spots . back for Key Club
return date with Stump & Stumpy.
By Eric Gorrick
New suburban St. Louis Park'
(FiY» House* Sydney)
Civic Theatre to tee off with “In-,
Will Mahoney winding up;a good ■ herit the Wind.”.
.
.
run at Tivoli. Sydney, for the Tivoli
Old Log strawhatter offering
loop.
];■'
British farce, “Is Your Honeymoon
John Calvert, magician, will do aJ Really Necessary?”
three-week run at Empire, Sydney, I “South Pacific” in 10th Week at
for Harry Wren.
i
- ■ ! St. Paul World, a non-hard ticket
“80 Days” UA) swings into ,98th engage rhent sans Told-AO. week at Paris,. Sjdney. for Hoyts—j
Ten-day Minnesota State Fair,;
an alitirre record.
I! anticipating attendance of more
Par’s “Five Pennies” swings into than 1.000.000, starts this week;
its sixth week at Prince Edward, [ Twin Cities’ summer theatre, in-,
Sydney: continues on.
eluding Old Log strawhatter, an
“Imitation of Life” put Eniver¬ [ Equity body, having biggest seasa I hack on the hit list with a six-;; sons ever,:
weoK ran at the! Lyceum, Sydney. j Johnny Cash show at Auditorium
\V:th the ex:t of winter iexhibi-;i included Cash, -Stonewall Jackson,
tors ht.v tvi.---.rt a biz uplift coast i Marvin Rainwater, Floyd Robinson
to coast cv top jvoduet is released. ’ and Paul Peek:
• /
Vui‘-:e M.unc,‘ with Shirl Con-.:. J, ck Coan sextet, featured on
w.j>. off to a solid start at Royal, season’s final Walker Art Center
Sydney. 2,>rt Garnet Carroll-J. C, [ courtyard jazz concerts which have
Williamson Ltd.
!
| proved successful .
Bernie Freeman, topper of Metro j ‘Minnesota Amus. Co. executives
here, is personally directing ad¬ [ Charles Winchell and John Brahvance publicity for “Ben-Hur” i ton visited United Paramount Thethroughout this territory. |
! atres home office.
Joyce Grenfell and her one- ■ Theatre-in-Round to open. season
woman «how will stop, over at [ next month with .“Ti rd Best Sport”
Philip Street theatre, Sydney, ilntil land to fallow A with “Picnic,”
next October under indie manage¬ | "Moor, Is : Blue,” “Monique,”
ment
i
“Death of : a Salesman”, and “The
Jari Peerce is pulling big audi- I Gazebo.”

Zurich

Paris

Australia

. (COVent Garden 0135J V
Sir Laurence Olivier starts film¬
ing John Osborne’s “The Enter¬
tainer” Monday (31).
Jerome Robbiiis’ “Ballets: U.S:A.”
is skedded for a one-week showing
at Piccadilly Theatre starting Sept.
i4:-.;
■
When the new Rialto reopens In
the West End Monday (31), they’ll
give away 700. free tabs daily for
a week.
Lilli; Palmer, Yvonne Mitchell
am> Sylvia Synis will, play mins in
Betty E. Box’s next: pie, “Con¬
spiracy of Hearts.”
Connie Francis and Ray Ellis, of
Metro, guests of honor at a press
shindig; Miss Francis is. here for
tv and disk cutting.
Scriptwriter Ted Willis will be a
co-driver in January’s Monte Carlo
Rally to dig. atmosphere for a film
comedy on the subject.
John A.. Lowman appointed sec¬
retary of National. Screen Services.
Former secretary . George 'Vincent
stays on as Lowmah’s assistant.
Frederick Ashton, co-direefor of
the Royal . Ballet, winner of the
Anton Dolin Award for greatest
contribution to. ballet in the past.
yeaL ;
.; ^
Mike Nidorf,. vice-chairman of
International Television Co., had a
four-day vacation In .London, but
included a business huddle with
Lew Grade.
: Samuel Goldwyri. and Philips
Records are gifting every news¬
paperman; at the; Venice Film Fest
with an LP disk of the “Porgy &
Bess” soundtrack.
Dave- Golding, Otto Preminger’s
flack, here to launch “Anatomy of
a Murder,”, which, goes into Colum¬
bia Theatre on Oct.. 1, with “Gigi”
(M-G'switching to. the Ritz.

By Robert ;F.' Hawkins
:: (Stampa Eastern; Tel. 8759061
Helen Hayes off ■ to Greece after
brief Roman stay.
.
Karin Baal flew in from Munich
for stint in “Juke Box.”
..
Bernard Blier in from Paris. He’s
in “The Great War” (DeLaurentiisL
Milton Forstat slated to' (direct
program of Ahierlcan music played
by San Carlo Opera. Orchestra.
Mimmp: Billi, Italian. actor,
chosen by Laurence Olivieri for his
production of “The Shifting-Heart,”
.in W'hich he plays an Italian em¬
igre in Australia;
Sandra Milo skit 1 to Paris where
she’s, to appear in “La . Jumente
Verte”: opposite BoUrvil: She’s just
Completed Rossellini’s . “General
della Rovere.”
’ Jeanne Valerie here, to try on
costuihes fori. “Salambo” in Which
she’s to appear opposite Jacques
Sernas- Pic rolls soon under direc¬
tion of Sergio Grieep;
. Christiane Martell here to work
In “Tipi da Spiaggia” (Beach types)
under director . Mario Mattoli* with
Ugo Tognazzi and singer Johnny
Dorelli also appearing..

San Francisco
By William Steif
. . . (EVergreen 6-9021) ; Kid Ory’s band off on a -Euro¬
pean tour.
Mel Venter moved his 23-yearold Tello Test from KFRC to KGO.
Donna : Reed in Frisco to plug
her TVer with a Blue Fox lunch¬
eon..
Irving Ml Levin, Frisch Film
Festival director, off to Venice:
Film Fest.
; ' >
Harold Wiesenthal, of .Films
Around the World, here on a quick
scouting trip. . . ■
Kenneth Patchen’s new jazz-andpoetry. play scheduled, for debut at
Michael. du Pont’s Troupe ; Thea¬
tre; Palo Alto.. •
.. Producer Fred. de Cordova and
head writer Ed Simmons flew tip
from Hollywood to confer with
George. Gobel about Gabel’s new
tele show,
Jon. Hendricks, of LambertHendricks-Ross trio, commissioned
to write special introductory verses
to intro artists at Monterey Jazz
Festival, Oct. 2-3-4.
v

By. Maxwell Sweeney
(Dublin 684506)
. Film censor Liam O’Hara okayed
“Some Like It Hot” (UA) with
minor cuts.
• Vie Oliver back to London after
vaude season at Theatre . Royal,
Dublin/ . /
•
.■■■■
Lotte . Goslar danceTmime com¬
pany from U.S. set for fall season
at Olympia, Dublin,
Eugene O’Neill's “Long Day’s
Journey Into. Night” to be aired by
Radio Eireahn, Sept, 27/.
Douglas Cameron orch set for
Handel . bi-centenary concerts on
country-wide swing this fall.
Abbey has. added two new plays
to fall sked, “Leave It To Doctor”

and “Danger Men Working/’
National. Film Institute review¬
ing panel last month saw 27 Aims,
rated 15 okay for general audi¬
ences, 12' for adulls only.
..Abbey. Theatre designer Tomas
JVfacAnria currently on two-week
stint with Northcliffe Drama Group
at Grand Falls, Newfoundland.
Hilton Edwards’ adaptation of
Falstaff sequences from Shake¬
speare’s “Henry IV” set for pro¬
duction here as “Chimes by Night.”
Orson Welles will do midnight
show during Dublin International
Theatre Fest, being set for. Sept.
26 with “Orson Welles at Mid¬
night.”
Britain will send at least two
feature films to Cork International
Film. Fest, U.S, has so far entered
only 29-ihinute religious pie, “Ser¬
mon on the Mount,” submitted by
NationaL Council of Catholic Men,
N.Y.
'
'- ' •

Albuquerque
By Chuck Mittlestadt
(Diamond 4-1596)
John H. Ferguson has joined the
Mel Drake Advertising Agency.
Former newspaperman, he most
recently was in the real estate and
insurance business here. .;
About 60 Navajo Indians from
northwestern New Mexico are
camped in the Tucumcari city
park and expected soon to join tv
actors in filming'a series of pro¬
grams for the “Rawhide” show.
Actress Pat Wymore, now ap¬
pearing at La Fiesta in Juarez,
Mexico, took time out to visit the;
Anapra race track, near Las Cruces,
N.M., now under construction. The
$3,000,000 track ‘is skedded to open
this fall.
Application has been filed with
the FCC for a permit to build a
television station at Roswell, N.M.
The video station, , planned on
channel 10, would be the first for
that particular area. William S.
Evans, Fort Smith, Ark., filed the
application.

Detroit
By Fred Tew
(TU-5-8694)
• ,
Steve Allen due here Aug., 28
to kickoff United Foundation cam¬
paign.
Bob Bothwell leaving post as
manager of Fox Theatre, a 5,000seater, for Grueman’s Chinese. Re¬
port is that pioneer filmite. Joe Lee.
long 20th-Fox topper here until
he retired a couple years, ago, will
replace Bothwell.
Florence Henderson and Bill
Hayes star for third year in row in
Ofdsmobile : musical, “Who Could
Ask for Anything More,” which
introduces press and dealers to the
1960 car. Cast also includes Jack
Gilford and Joan Holloway. Carol
Haney is director and choreog¬
rapher.

Frank Capra in Rio da Janeiro.
Linda Cnstal back from Italy
and Spain.*
Edgar Bergen on tour of Mid¬
west state fairs.
Mitchell Gertz off to Europe to
set co-production deals.
Joan Davis recuping from facial
Injuries sustained in fall.
George Whitney Jr. added to
KLAC’s sales staff as account exec!
Robert Steverison home from .
English location - on “Kidnapped;
William Castle returned from ;
national bally tour for . “The
Tingler.”
Milton Stark returned from 10
yekrs in Europe as radio-film dia¬
log, director.
Kenneth Runyon upped from
editor to head music editor for
20th-Fox Television.
Valentine Davies left for Scot-:
land to rep U. S. State Dept, at
Edinburgh Film Festival.
Will Cowan named, entertain¬
ment chairmari' for Joe Gershenson’s testimonial dinner Aug, 31/
Mary Pickford appointed mem¬
ber of planning committee of
White House Conference on Aging.
Walt Disney and Eddie Cantor .,
accepted honoriary 'chairmen posts
in upcoming L. A. Community Ch^sK
campaign.
v
\
Ray Stark and John Patririk back
from 17,000-mile talent and; Toga-.
tion- scouting jaunt, for “World of
Suzie Wong.”
. .
Edward Heiber appointed man¬
ager, of American International
Pictures’ new eastern district sales ,
office in Philly.
Archer Zamloch resigned as
studio mariager of Hal Roach
Sttidio to join Blue J.. Productions
as biz manager.
James H. Nicholson to address
Allied Ohio Valley Indoor & Out-,
door Theatres conclave, Sept: 1516. In Cincinnati .
Samuel Goldwyn snares Motion
Picture Costumers’; annual Produc¬
er’s Award this year,, presentation
to be made Sept. 26.
. Stewart Stern to Bangkok, to
join producer-director George
PJiglund in scouting locations for
“The Ugly American:”.
Alfred W. Perry joined J. R.
Grainger’s Inter Continent Releas-.
ing Organization to /handle Cana¬
dian release of “Jet Over 'Atlan¬
tic.; '
■ / ;
Tony Curtis: Milton Berle and
Sammy Davis Jr:, join jack Benny,
Bob Hope: ind Frank Siriatra on
dais for Friars’ Nov. 8 Dean Martin
testimonial banquet

, Marie McDonald at Druiy Lane
in “Rain.”.
Julie Wilson loplining “Babes In
Arms” at Music Theatre/
Jazz singer Jerri .Winters back
in town arid planning to base her#
again.
Debbie Devine, jrive thesp of the
local Jack arid Jill Players, took
By Jerry Gaghaii
over one of children’s roles in
(3i9 N. 18th St.; Locust 4^848) “Music Man.”
Jim Houghton, TV Guide exec,
Director. Michael Gordon, due
will have his foot in a cast for the tomorrow (Thurs.) to bally Uni¬
next, six weeks.. He fractured it versal’s . “Pillow Talk,” upcoming.
moving the lawn.
at the United Artists.
Mac Lerner, ; Celebrity Room
Chris O’Brien out as general
operator, started spadework on his manager of Hinsdale Theatre; re¬
new steak, house near the Garden placed by producer Sidney Black-:
State Racetrack.
mer’s wife, Suzanne Kaaren..
Harold Brason, manager of the
Ann Blazer; leading lady at
Fox and on that house’s staff fori Shady Lane Theatre, ambulanced
14 years, was a casualty on the to Rockford (Ill.) hospital last week
first day of new regime.
for emergency appendectomy;
Walter Pidgeon is heading a : Hans Corireid doing readings for
local steel products firm (fences Shaw Society tomorrow . night
for estates'. The film star will be (Thurs.) for the Pan Am Festival,
company prexy. It will carry his with Vincent Price , due Sunday. ;
name and is backed by local, coin. i Menasha Skulnik’s spouse, Anna
Two local musicians, .Norman Roman, making her first. appear- .
Wells, clarinetist, arid Sid. Rbsen- ; ance in an English language play,
berg, bassoonist, returned from “Law rind Mr. Simon,” at Edg^
12-week goodwill tour through water Beach Playhouse; .
Kermit Bloomgarden, here for
South America, with the National
“Music Mari’s” cast party last,
Symphony.
week, gave money clips to male
performers and bracelet charms to
femmes on occasion of tourer’s
first anni. ;
By Bob McStay
Linda Darnell and Gene Wesson,
Off or. a twomonth European who
completed a date at Hinsdale,
holiday are Frank (CBC) Willis and In “Royal
Family” last’ weekend,
the missus.
moving
Terithouse Theatre with
Len Bishop, mariager. of . The the playtobut
with new supporting,
Hollywood, to. his home-tovvn of: cast next week.
.;
Hollywood for three weeks with
fr&u.
.;
Hal: Walker, new sports editor
of The Telegram, succeeding
George Dulmaage, who resigned
(HA 1-2739)
By Lenny Litriian
because of illness.
The 1959-60 legit Season at the
Austin Wil)i9 off to E~ Ynd to
play second male lead b. Arthur Nixbn Will open with the Lunte in
Rank’s “Pick-Up Girl,” to be di¬ “The Visit” Sept. 28/
rected by Muriel and Sydney. Box.
“Mari’s Reach,” the outdoor his¬
In private life the wife of Bill torical drama at nearby Old. Ec.o- Freeman, hJad man here for Allied homy, just celebrated its 100th per- /
Artists, Toby Robins playing at the fofmance.
New . modern cocktailery, ; the;
Crest Theatre In “Two for Seesaw”
Wooden Nickel, opened4 in Mon¬
opposite George McCowari..
. Mrs. Arthur Gottleib (Gladys roeville..; Owners are Donnie Klein
Glad) convalescing at their estate and Harry Moidel. '•./ . .
The Four Crosby Brothers have
near here after minor surgery, at
Women’s College Hospital here. postponed their two-week: engage¬
Art Gottlieb is building his fourth ment at the Holiday House from
tele sound stage at his Canadian Sept. 28 to Jan. 11 to take a L;A.
I Moulin Rouge date.
Film Industries setup.
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tory, and . work on closed-circuit
television.
After serving In the Army. Air
Force in World War II, Wolin
started in the theatre, where he
coproduced with Donald Flamm, a
former owner of WMCA, N.- Y.,
“The Brass . Ring” whieh starred
Sidney Blackmer: at the Uyceum
Theatre, N.. Y. At his stiawhat
operation, Wolin brought in many
name productions. He was part¬
nered with attorney Harold Schiff
in the operation.
Survived by his parents.

Hattie Althoff (Jansley), now with arid accompanist to Jane Morgan
CRA Concert Bureau; Edith Gor- j for the past four years. Previously
don, wife of performer A1 Gordon, [ he’d played with Roy Fox, Gecaldo,
and two sisters.
.Paul Adam, Ambrose and • other
orchs.
»
He was in London oA a vacation.
HOWARD CUNNINGHAM
Howard Curinihghain, 38, farm
HARRY, SILVERS
rind ranch director for KNAF,
Harry Silvers, 62, died of a heart
Fredericksburg, Tex., died of a
heart attack Aug. 20 while on duty ; attack yesterday (Taes;) in N. Y.
in the station’s control room. With ; He was longtime business manager
KNAF since. April, he formerly was ! ^ ^,s comedian-brother, Phil
a newscaster and arinouncer for Sjll,yers;
. ,
. ,
A
WQAI, KENS,*K3£A end KITE,', Survived by two sisters, fdur
ali in -San Antonio.
v .
{brothers and mother.
.Surviving are his wile, sdtiririree
—. . m
'
Z
stepchildren / his
mother, fdtif 1
Hcsslcr, 65, veteran
brothers and two sisters.
*f/Toledo and Columbus, X)., news■ .! m»n and broadcaster, died Augfl 19
' EUGENE W. LEAKE
To^°* ^ for^®r. columnist for
Eugerie W: Leake, 82, New York . ^e’ . Colrirabus Citizen, he wa*
attorney who had /been active in'
s Rector of radio stathe affairs of the film industry,! *l0n .J'VTOL, Toledo. Three sons
died in New York Aug: 23 after a survive.

/ EARL HUDSON
! piano virtuoso, and settled in Paris.
Earl J. Hudson, 67, v.p. ofAmerh- She shifted to the harpsichord and
can Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬ commissioned an authentic repro¬
tres,. Inc:, died Aug. 2Q in Holly¬ duction of a harpsichord on which
Her
wood of .aplastic, anemia, a blood Bach might have played,
■ disease. One Of the pioneers of the American debut was made with the
picture business, he joined Univer¬ Philadelphia, Orchestra under Leo¬
sal in public relations after being pold Stokowski in 1923..
She.wrote on music in books and
■ a reporter in'his native .Elgin, Ill.,
ip articles for theN.Y. Times, Her
and Chicago.
HENRI GARAT
Hudson later became national di¬ last public epneert WSs in New
Henri Garat, 57, French film
rector of. publicity and*public rela- York in 1954. She coritihued to actor died Aug. 13 In Toulon,
tions .for Universal, In 1920. he make recordings, including./ an France.
joined the publicity department of album of Haydn sonatas released I
He riiade. his Hollywood bow inFirst National Pictures, later to. be¬ earlier this summer. Mme. Lan¬ | an. early talking pic, called “Adorcome Warner Bros., and two years dowska returned to Europe in the • able,” in.-which he co-starred; with-.’ later was named general manager 1930s, but came back to the U.S. I Janet Gaynor. It opened* at Radio
of production. He moved to. Metro in 1941 as a refugee. from the Ger¬ City Music Hall in N.--Y/ in 1933. Leake, W'ho retired from law ;
William H. MetcMfe, 73, longtime
IBefore that he was seen in. the J
in 1023 as producer and two years mans. .
later headed the. Angus Co., which i. There are. no immediate, survi¬ ; U;S. in English films and in legit | practice two-years ago, was a -for- I51"1ojectionisc at the Cumberland
Theatres, Brunswick,
owned and published trade, maga¬ vors, Aconipanion, Elsa Sehumicke, j musicomedy productions, among | mer member of the Loew’s Inc. a?d
had lived with "her for more than :i these the Shubert production of! board. In 1933 he seiwed as a.:Me- died AuS* .1® ln that city,
zines,
__ ,
/_ 1
.
.
Hudson's association with the .40 years.
“Night in: Paris.”
.
. . [. trustee in the receivership and :
He had been appearing in Paris reorganizatiori of Pararriount Pub-! j. jU^avor’ 57, Hungarian actor,
^theatre end of what is now AB-PT
began in 1934 when .lie became
at the Casino de Paris with Mistin- lix Corp:, predecessor.of the pres- dt1$,d AuS-J14 irr Budapest. In the
DAVID PINSKI
1920 s and 30 s, in Hungary, he
publicity director for the United
guette^ when the German director, ‘ ent Paramount Pictures.
David . Pinski, .87, Yiddish play- '
■•-was a matinee idol of stage and
E. A. Dupont, engaged him to make
Detroit Theatres. Corp.,. .which later
' wrig,,t and novelist, died Aug. 11
PAUL R. WEEKS
films. He claimed that he had
films in England. He also appeared
. merged with United. Paramount
I ih:. Haifa, Israel.Born - in Russia,
Paul R. Weeks, 50, former v.p. appeared in 75 films, many of them
in Moulin Rouge revues. His films
Theatres- and American Broadcast¬
he came to the U. S. in 1899. Until
arid
partner
of
H-R
Representanmsicomedies
and operettas,
ing Co. Four years,ago. he came to
also include the 1932. English pro-,
1948, when he settled in Israel, he
tives Inc., died of a heart attack
the Coast as veepee in charge of.
duction of “Congress Dances.”
•Was known, in both .Yiddish and
Aug; 13 in HarlingtSh, Tex. He
,M: Lhauncey Miller, 59, a motion
ABC’s western division, succeeding
English writing circles,. He .was
the ■ late William Phillipson^. In.
JEAN HUGARD
I retired from the radioUv sales rep Plctuj’e projectionist in Harrisburg,
the author of 38 plays, many of
Jean Hugard, 86, dean of. the firm: last October due to ill health. Pa;‘ for the past 30 years, died of
. December of last year, for reasons
which w?ere. translated into Rus¬
A native of Chicago. Weeks a heart attack recenUy while at
of health, he went in semi-retire¬
i Society of American Magicians,
sian. German, English and Hebrew,
Loew’s Regent Theatre
ment and his v.p. post taken over.
died Aug. .14 in Brooklyn; N/Y. He partnered with Frank Headley and
as well as the. ..author of many
was a performing magician- for Dwight Reed to found H-R in 1950. there. Surviving is his wife.
novels and short stories.
[many years.
,• .Surviving are a son and d&ugh--His plays iiiclude “The Treas¬
1
He began his career when he
ure,” “The Eternal Jew,” “Tempi was 24 years, old and made five.
In Loyirig Memory ,
; tations.” “Yenkel the Blacksmith/’,
ALBERT BLASER
Cherie Petersen to Jack Hilton,
/ tours of Australia and •. three of
}■ “King; David and His Wives,” “King
Albert Blaser, better known as Evanston^* Ill., Aug. 22.
He’*
New Zealand, with a company of
of Our
Solomon/’ “The Dumb ' Messiah”
assistants and five, tons of. equip¬ Albert, the maitre d’ of the famed emcee of WGN-TV variety show In
! and “The Final Balance:” For his
ment. In 1916, he came to the Parisian restaurant Maxim’s, died Cm.
■themes, he researched Jewish hisAssociate and Friend
U. S. performing in the guise of Aug, 20 in Paris, after a long ill- ^ Margo WTragg to Bill Tennent,
. tory and the Struggles of the Jew-.'
He’s anan oriental magician, Ching Sun ness. Of Swiss origin, he took over Edinburgh, Aug. 15.
I ish people..
Loo. He toured in vaudeville and at the posh Maxim’s in 1934 arid nouncer-interviewer with Scot inappeared in own theatre of magic helmed it until poor health made ^e ^tv.
MACK STARK
]
Diana Taylor to Herbert Donat Luna Park in New York, from him ouit last December.
Details on page 2.
UW Jr., . Edinburgh,
Aug.
22.
- . Mack Stark, over 70; longtime ■ 1819-29. He wrote 30 books, on
IRVING MILLS I j general manager of Mills Music and I magic and edited six others.
-:—
! Bride’s a dancer; he’s publicist
W. W. NAYLOR
/ with Donald Cinemas and Thea: one of the pioneers of the pop
SAM BiJZZELL
W. W. (Tiny) Naylor. 63, Holly- ! tres,. Aberdeen, Scotland.
music business, died Aug. 20 in •
JACK LANDT
■
Jack Landt. 47, member, of . the wood restaurateur and co-owner of "Cia Scale, to Don Burnett, Aug.
• Miami Beach. Iri various capacities/:
Los Arigeles. She’s a film
jhe had1 been in the music biz for ■ Landt Trio, which later became the : the Riviera Hotel; Las Vegas, diedr
over 50 years.'
/Landt Trio & White, radio and / of a heart attack Aug. 17 In La: Actress under Columbia contract;
T
groom is a tv actor.
by Jaimes Riddell, present head of v ; He started as a drummer in. ' vaudeville entertainers,, died Aug. Jolla, Cal.
the network in: Hollywood/.
He owned arid operated more : _ pjenda Gayle to George Lodge,
, bands playing the. RKO vaude 21 of a heart attack in Center,
. His wife and three daughters •circuit in. pre-World "War I days. , Moriches, L. I., where he operated than 30 restaurants in Southern ; Reltast, Aug. 18. Bride is an actress;
Survive, " .. ;-.•••
.
.; California, including- the Tiny Nay- ; he s head of several Irish cinemas
/Later, he joined the publishing firm a self-service; laundry.
Born iri Scranton, he joined his ’, lpr and Biff’s chains* arid was part- j and' legit houses.
• of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, !
Caroline
Gilliat
to
Anthony
• where he rose, to general manager, two olderi brothers at. the age of ; nered with jockey Eddie Arcaro in I
TIFFANY THAYER
17 in a song and comedy turn : latter’s Hollywood 6afe,
! Brown, London, Aug. 21. Bride is
Tiffany Thayer.57, author of j The latter firm was later bought ;; which'
: the singer-daughter of Sidney Gilplayed the top vaudeville ;
i
out
:by
Mills
Music/Which
he
joined
numerous hovels, including/•Thir¬
circuits. . They also played the'
GEORGE M. ROBINSON
i. liat. the film producer-writer-diteen Men." died Aug. 23 in Nan¬ over 25 years ago.
j. . Before joining. Mills, Stark:wlas major networks until, their retire-: George M.. Robinson, 69, retired rector; he's a Daily Mail foreign
tucket, Mass.
associated with such publishing . ment from show biz about six years musicomedy actor and vaudeville correspondent,
Thayer’s works range from a
_•;
; •: performer, died July 30 in Newr
Irene E. Frye to Peter B. Gul( firms as Stept fc Greene and Para¬ ago,
four-line tobacco jingle Ho a 1,267mount Music. He- also w:as a part- ! . Survived /by wife, son. daughter,; Y’ork, He appeared ih the “Zieg- bord, Burlingion, Vt., Aug. 12.
. page 3rVolume . historical novel
!
two
brothers
and
two
sisters;
i feld Follies of 1909” and with a Bride’s on editorial staff of the
I ner in the; firm of Stark & Cowan,
. called "The Prince of Taranto.!'
road,
company
production
of Burlington Free; Press; he’s an anI which had an early hit in “Blue and
He was also at one time an. actor,
ALBERT F. KEHR
“Watch Your Step/’
nouncer with radio station WPTR,
; Broken Hearted.”
newspaperman i and a rarerbook
Albany.
Albert F. Kehr, 76, vet showman
-His uife survives.
j
Stark
Vris
,among
the
earliest
dealer.
Kyle Macdonnell to "William H.
group of publishers ter support the and civic. leader; died of cancer
Born in? Illinois, he left, high
Vernon, Aug. 21, Sante Fet N. M.
JOHN It TROUP 2D
American- Society , of Composers, Aug- 10 in Ogallala, Neb. Coming
school to tour with a 'stock . com¬
John Henr>' Troup 2d, 48, vice- She’s a legit and tv actress.
Authors 8c Publishers in its forma¬ •to Nebraska in 1801, he moved to
pany, and from 19.17-25. .appeared
Shirley Hudson to Sir Thomas
tive period some 45 years ago. Ogallala in 1911 where he opened : president of the J.. H. Troup Music
in featured roles in some of the
More recently, he Was a. member his first theatre. It was in a vacant ? Co., collapsed and died recently Beecham, Aug. 10, Zurich, Switzermore popular melodramas of the
building/
and
seats
were
provided
while
at
work
in
the
firm’s
head^andI?e’s the ^British conductor,
of .the Music. Publishers Assn;, a
day, including ‘‘Mother to Be/’,. and:
—trade group representing educa- by laying .planks over strings of quarters in Harrisburg, Pa. He had
“Her Unborn Child/’.
nail,kegs. . .
. . ;
long been active in the music com¬
■ tional and standard publishers,
After a period of newspaper re¬
j
Stark was a key factor in the . In the mid-’3Gs ‘Kehr built the pany, one of the largest in Pennporting. he turned to . fiction and
Mr. and ;Mrs. Jeremy Brett, son.
j move, of Mills Music into the edu¬ Prairie Theatre in :■ Ogallala and syvania;.
. \vrote. more than. a dozen novels,
Surviving are his wife, his par- j London, Aug. 15. Father
cational field, a market which since later constructed the West Fifth
t___■
I ant nr- mntVior ic aofpate A
.including "Three Sheet/* “One
"'
actor; mother is actress Anna Masthe end of the last war has grown St; Drive-in f theatre there. A for- ,*ents, brother and sister.
Man Show/' “Little Dog Lost,”
——
sey, daughter of Raymond Massey
steadily as an outlet of published mer mayor of Ogallala, he was long
“The Greek’’ and “One Woman” music. ■;•
active in civic affairs.
WILLARD HASBROOK
and Adrienne Allen.
:*
^ ':"
and the “Old Goat/’ In 1926, he
Hj's wife, two daughters and two
Willard Hasbrook, 40, who operMr. and Mrs. Malcolm Mitchell,
It was in behalf of Mills’ stand¬
became an advertising copywriter,
./
ated an ad agency in Sari Bernar- daughter, London, Aug. 18. Father
ard catalog that he helped develop brothers survive,
and divided his year into two sixdino. Cal., died Aug. 21 when his is leader of the Malcolm Mitchell
such contemporary composers" as j
EUGENE T. McCarthy
car' skidded into a ditch. He was Trio.
. Leroy Anderson and Morton Gould,
Eugene T. (Gene) McCarthy, 63, believed to have been stricken with.
Mr. and Mrs. David Fisher, son,
! both of whom have contributed
iiriportaht pop and standard works teacher and dramatist who at one a heart attack. He was a director Glasgow, Aug. 14. Father is a
August 29. 1956
to the ' Mills firm. . Stark was time operated a summer stock com¬ of the National Assn: of Radio and scripter with Scot indie tv.
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Thom,
''Who. brok* no promise, served no : plaimiftg to help, mark the 40th pany at Luzerne, N.Y., died Aug. Television Broadcasters.
He directed the
.private end.
His wife and four children sur-1 daughter, Los Angeles, Aug. 15.
anni of/the Mills firm in Septem-' 18 in Albany.
Who seined no title; and Who lost no
Blackfriars. Guild in Albany and vive. •
Mother is actress Janice Rule;
tier.',;
friend." V.\
.
.■£—[father’s a screen* writer.
He Is survived by his wife, son appeared in many of the group’s
Shirley and Paul: Clarice
LEE’lKEEDICK
j
Mr. and Mrs. Gebrge Jay, son,
LEEJtEEDICK
and daughter.
j productions.
McCarthy, Avho. taught drama¬ . Lee Keedick, 79, head of the - Hollywood, Aug. 12. Father Is a
tics at Christian Brothers Acad-1 .New York lecture bureau which j national record promoter,
month periods, one devoted, to
ELIZABETH S. SHANNON
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor,
emy, Albany, also wrote plays un-f managed numerous personalities, |
Madison avenue and the other to
Elizabeth Suildmark. Shannon, der the pseudonym of Peter Gad^f includiiig Edna St, Vincent Millay, I daughter,
Santa
Monica,
Cal.,
his writings.
45, wife of .pianist Hugh Shannon
; His Wife and. mot her survive;: ^ and former* showgirl in George fly. He Was a native of Williams-/ Tho rn top Wilder, Sir Arthur -Aug. 16. Mother is actress Ursula
port, Pa.
. .
Conari Doyle and Marc Connelly,. Thiess; father’s the actor,
White's' “SCandals”. and Earl’ CarMr. and Mrs. Joseph Rumoro,
Five brothers, and two sisters among others,. died Aug. 17 In
CLIFF REID V
roll “Vanities” died Aug., 18 in
daughter, Chicago, Aug. 15. Father
Fairfield; Conn.
I
Cliff Reid, .69, film producer New York after a long: illness..
is guitarist on staff of WBBM there.
■ His wife, son, daughter and
whose career spanned the transi¬
Known in her showgirl days as
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford,
BOB PORTLE
sister survive.
tion from silent to talking films, Betty Sundmark; she was also in i
daughter, Santa Monica, Aug. 20.
Bob. Portle, longtiine showman
died Aug. 22 irt Van Nuys, Calif., the cast of the musical; “You Said associated with Loew’s Poli New
Father is a film editor on “Groucho
G. W. HINKEL SR.
after a long, illness.
It” and worked in Fefe. Ferry’s . England Theatres, died Aug. 17 in
G W; Hinkel. Sri, . 64. a singer J Marx Show.”
He directed and produced films Monte Carlo Follies, She w'as still Worcester. Mass. He had: been with and vaudeville actor for many ]
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Grauer. daughat.RvK.O. and Metro from 1930-46. in this European show W'hen she the. Poli circuit for 44 years;, in¬ years, died Aug. 14 in South Cov-i ter. New Y’ork, Aug. 15. Father if
His film credits include “The Lost left to marry Alberto Dondero, cluding service w ith the chain prior | entry. Conn. He was known to ! prexy of Riverside Records.
Patrol” and the Academy Award wealthy Argentinian who later be¬ to Loew’s Theatres’ acquisition of ; Conn, rkdio listeners as “Singing!
Mr. and. Mis. Robert London,
winner, “The Informer/’. directed came a close friend of dictator the loop in 1934.
Hollywood, Aug.
18.
j Sam,” a.riame he chose for a radio daughter,
by John Ford,
Juan Peron. She. became a con¬
Portle wras manager of the Elm | program on station WTIC iri Hart- Father is an attorney with 'William
In 1936; Reid received the New fidante of Evila Peron. Her second Street Theatre in Worcester for ford. .
I Morris Agency.
York Film Critics gold., medal husband Was the late filmster Alan years. More recently he was acting
His wife and ion survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Koon, son,
award for producing “The. Inform¬ Curtis. She was married to Shan¬ in a relief capacity for the Poli
—-+
Hollywood, Aug. 15. Father is art
er.”. During the 1930s. he averaged non iri 1553.
CLAUDE GRAHAiVIE-WHITE
director cn Lawrence Welk Show.
group.
12 films a year for R.K.G. “Grand
Survived by her husband, two
Claude
Graharae - White,
79,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Meek, daughSurviving are his wife and two
Old Girl.” “The Three Musketeers/* sisters and a brother.
pioneer British aviator and hus- ter, Hollywood,. Aug. 19. Father is
daughters. .1
“Powder Smoke Range” and “Annie
band cif. actress Phoebe Lee, died a Warner Bros, sound editor.
Oakley” were among other films
DONALD M. WOLIN
j
Aug. 19 in Nice, France. He had
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Johnson, son,
ROSA L. ALTHOFF
he produced and directed.
I
Donald M. Wolin, 33, former |
Rosa Lorch Althoff,. 82, member also been married to the late (Houston, recently. Father is a staff
theatrical producer, died Aug. 21 of the Lorch Family, European actress Ethel Levy, former wife of member of KHOU-TV In that city.
WANDA LANDOWSKA
. Mr. and Mrs. Sal Ianucci, son,
iri New ; York of leukemia. Until circus family, and mother of the George M. Cohan,
Madame Wanda . Landowska, 80, j 1957, Wolin operated, the Theatre- Althoff Sisters, a former vaude
AUg. 14, New' York. Father is di¬
the harpsichordist, expert on Bach, by-the-Sea, Matunuck, R. I. He act, died Aug. 24 in Freeport, L.L
rector of contracts for CBS-TV.
ERNIE BRAGG
Mr. and Mrs. Milt Myers, daughMozart and Haydn, died at: her sold his interests in the strawhat. Mrs. Althouff retired -from the
Ernie Bragg, 38, pianist, died of
LaJceyille, Conn., home Aug. 16. A to go to Caracas, Venezuela, to es¬ stage upon her marriage.
qancer Aug. 17 in London. British- j ter, Aug. 20,'New YoBc. Father is
native of. Warsaw, she became a. tablish. a phonograph record fac¬
Survived
by two
daughters, born, he had been musical director1 NBC program executive.
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SYMBOLS

Class of Service

DL= Day Letter

This Is * fast message
unl-ss its deferred char-:
actor is indicated by the
proper symbol.

TELEGRAM
W. P. MARSHAjLL.

NL*= Night Letter-

1201.

LT-

^international
Letter Telegram

President

The tiling time shown in the date line-on domestic telegrams Is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt Is STANDARD TIME at point of destination ;

L HDA283 LONG NL PD=FAX LAS VEGAS NEV 20?
DAILY VAR 1 ETY=
6404 SUNSET BLVD HOLLYWOOD CALIF=
•SO IS’ANY STARS HAVE PURPORTEDLY PLAYED TO CAPACITY
AUDIENCES STANDING' ROOM ONLY AND BROKEN ATTENDANCE

■

RECORDS THAT THESE STANDARDS HAVE BECOME TRITE.
THE PRESENT PEARL BAILEY SHOW IS DOING MORE THAN
THAT. ONE HAS ONLY TO WATCH THE HAPPY FACES AND HEAR
THE GLOW ING COMMENTS OF THOSE INDIVI DU ALS FORTUNATE
ENOUGH TO GET INTO THE FLAMINGO ROOM TO FULLY
APPRECIATE THE IMPACT OF THIS GREAT ART 1ST. OUR ONLY
REGRET IS THAT WE CANNOT ACCOtaODATE ALL OF THE FOLKS
CLAMORING TO SEE THIS TRULY GREAT SPECTACLE.
PEARL IE MAE HAS NEVER BEEN BETTER. THE DRUMMER BOY,
LOU BtLLSON AND H IS DRCHESTRA GET STANDING OVATIONS
EACH SHOW AND THE GREAT SUPPORTING CAST CONSISTING OF
BILL BAILEY COLES AND ATKINS, MOANA GLEASON AND THE
SINGING AMBASSADORS IS INSPIRED TO EVEN GREATER HEIGHTS
BY THE TIRELESS PEARLIE MAE. THIS IS TRULY ENTERTAI
AT ITS BEST.
THIS PRESENT. EDITION OF THE PEARL BAILEY SHOW IS A
REAL BL0CKBUSTER=
ALBERT PARVIN
PRESIDENT FLAM INGO HOTEL
C45o amp AUG21 59)

LAS VEGAS NEVADA.

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FkQM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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